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INTRODUCTION.
The Author of the Book.

Whoever wrote

Acts wrote

the

also the Gospel which bears the name of St. Luke.
writers far removed in standpoint from each other,
z

We

find

e.g.,

H.

and Zockler, Greifswalder Studien,
Holtzmann, Einleitung
in
this
and appealing to the same work,
conviction,
p. 128, agreeing
Friedrich's Das Lukas Evangelium und die Apostelgeschichte, Werke
,

p. 391,

In
desselben Verfassers (1890; see commentary), in support of it.
recent years the philologist Gercke seems to be almost the only
convert to the opposite view who, with Sorof, regards the author

of Acts as the reviser of the Seirrcpos Xoyos of Luke ; but his efforts in
promulgating his views cannot be said to have met with any success
(see Zockler, u.

s. ;

Theologische Rundschau, pp. 50, 129

Wendt,

:

1899

;

and

p. 4, 1899).

Apostelgeschichte,
Friedrich's pamphlet, which contains a useful

summary

of the

whole evidence on the subject, much of which had been previously
collected by Zeller and Lekebusch (although their readings, like those
too of Friedrich, sometimes require careful testing), gives instances
of language, style, and treatment of various subjects which place the

beyond reasonable doubt (see instances noted
the same time it would be misleading to say
At
commentary).
that recent critics have been unmindful of the linguistic differences
which the two books present, although a candid examination shows
identity of authorship
1

in

that these differences are comparatively slight

(cf.

Hawkins, Horcz

140; Zahn, Einleitung, ii., p. 381, 1899). In earlier
days Zeller had not lost sight of those peculiarities which are
entirely linguistic, and he maintains that they are not of a nature
to prove anything against the same origin of the two writings, Acts,
Synopticce, p.

vol.

ii.,

1

p.

243, E.T.

recent writers, Blass, in his Index ii., Acta Apostolorum, marks
words as peculiar to St. Luke's Gospel and the Acts cf. also the list
in Plummer's St. Luke, Hi., liii.
The instances of words and phrases characteristic
of St. Luke's Gospel in Sir J. Hawkins' Horce Synopticce, i8gg, pp. 29-41, will enable
any one to see at a glance by the references how far such words and phrases are

Amongst

fifty-six

also characteristic of, or peculiar to, Acts

;

•

see also in

commentary.
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Who is the early Christian writer thus able to give us not only
such an account of the Life of our Lord that Renan could describe
it as the most beautiful book in the world (Les Evangiles, p. 283),
but also an account of the origines of the Christian Church which
Julicher regards as an ideal Church history, Einleitung, p. 270,
and of which Blass could write "nunc libellum non modo inter
omnes Novi T. optima compositione uti, sed etiam earn artem mon"
strare, quae Graeco Romanove scriptore rerum non indigna sit ?
One thing seems certain, that the writer, whoever he was, represents

himself in four passages, xvi. 10-17, xx. 5-15, xxi. 1-18, xxvii. 1-xxviii.
16 inclusive, cf. also Acts xi. 28, Codex D (on which see below, and in
loco),

as a companion of St. Paul.

If

we examine

the phraseology

of these sections (ninety-seven verses in all), we find that it is in
many respects common to that employed in the rest of the book

Lucana, p. 46 ff. ; Nosgen, Apostelge16; Blass, Acta Apostolorum, p. 10; Vogel, Zur
Charakteristik des Lukas nach Sprache und Stil, p. 41; Hawkins,

(Klostermann,
schichte, pp.

Vindicice

15,

149; Spitta, Apostdgeschichte, pp. 235, 257). 1
Those who deny this identity of authorship are not only obliged
to face the difficulty of accounting for this similarity of style and

u.

s.,

p.

"We"

language, but also to account for the introduction of the
If the writer of the rest of the book had wished to
sections at all.

palm himself off at a later period as a companion of St. Paul, he
would scarcely have sought to accomplish this on the strength of the
insertion of these sections alone, as they stand.
It may be fairly
urged that he would at least have adopted one of the unmistakable

1
Sir J. Hawkins not only gives us, p. 151, seventeen words and phrases
found onlyj in the "We" sections and in the rest of Acts
twenty-seven words
"
and phrases found in the " We sections and Luke, with or without the rest
;

"We"

of Acts also; thirty-seven words and phrases found in the
sections, and
also used predominantly, though not exclusively, in the rest of Acts or Luke or

them but he remarks that out of the eighty-six Matthaean words and
"
"
sections ; out of the
phrases, ten, or rather less than one eighth occur in the
and
words
or
Marcan
about
one
sixth; out of the 140
phrases, six,
thirty-seven
either of

;

We

" Is it not
less than one third, p. 14, ff.
utterly imposhe asks, p. 150, " that the language of the original writer of the We sections
should have chanced to have so very many more correspondences with the language
" The
of the subsequent compiler than with that of Matthew or Mark ?
expressions
"
to the " We
sections are for the most
accounted for
the

Lucan words and phrases,

:

'

sible,"

\

peculiar

subject-matter, p. 153,

by

part fairly

KaTayecrOai, irapaX^Yopai, irX<Sos, -uirofrXlw.
book should also be consulted where the identity

e.g., €t>0v8pojj.ew,

Part iii., C, Section iv., of the same
of the third Synoptist with a friend and companion of St. Paul
by the similarities between his Gospel and St. Paul's Epistles.

is

further confirmed,
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methods of which a Thucydides, a Polybius, a Josephus availed

make

themselves to

known

their personal relation to the facts narrated

to their readers (Zahn, Einleitung,

ii.,

pp. 387, 426, 435).

This unknown author of Acts, moreover, whoever he was, was a
"
man of such literary skill that he was able to assimilate the "
sections to the rest of his book, and to introduce cross references
from them to other parts of his work, e.g., xxi. 8 and vi. 5 and yet,

We

;

with

he

so deficient in literary taste as to allow the first
"
"
in
the
sections to remain, a blunder avoidable by
person plural
a stroke of his pen.
all this,

is

We

The German philologist, Vogel, who cannot be accused of speaking
with a theological bias, states the common-sense view of the matter
in pointing out that when an author of such literary skill as the
author of Acts undoubtedly possessed passes without a break from
the third to the first person in his narrative, every unprejudiced
reader will explain it on the ground that the author thus wished

modestly to intimate his own personal presence during certain events.
This is the one natural explanation, and to this Vogel determines to
adhere, until it is shown to be untenable and he justly pours ridicule
upon the notion that the author of Acts would have interwoven into
;

a work written

in

such a delicate and finished style the travel-diary

some other person without altering the pronouns (Charakteristik
des Lukas nach Sprache und Stil, pp. 12, 13).
If we are asked to believe that this first person plural was introof

duced from time to time merely

for the purpose of giving an air of
verisimilitude to the narrative (or in imitation of certain passages
in Ezra and Nehemiah, or Tobit), 1 why should we not find it in the

account, e.g., of St. Peter's escape from prison, chap, xii., where
Wendt maintains that the author probably had possession of a
narrative full of details, derived probably from John Mark himself ?
"
sections are introduced for
There can be no doubt that the M

We

the definite purpose of marking the writer's presence with St. Paul
we cannot, e.g., conclude that there is any other reason for the circum"
section of chap. xvi. breaks off at Philippi,
stance that the "
"
and that the following "
section, chap, xx., commences again
;

We

We

But if this is so, how again could a later unknown
at Philippi.
writer have gained possession of a document of such high value as
"
sections ?
that comprising or embodying these "
day-journal

We

A

See Weiss, Einleitung, p. 583, and Overbeck (De Wette, 4th edition), p. xliv.,
both point out that the cases are not analogous, although, on the other hand,
Hilgenfeld and Wendt have recently pressed them into service.
1

who
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behind by an intimate companion of St. Paul must have been
preserved long enough for this unknown writer to have incorporated

left

it, or at least some of it, into his own work, and it must then have
vanished altogether out of sight, although one would have supposed
that a treasure so valuable would have been preserved and guarded

in

some Christian circle with the greatest care. 1
But if we further ask who amongst the companions of

"
speaks to us in these
ous schools of critics

—

We "

"
ship of the
in favour of St.

St.

Paul

We " sections, the testimony of critics of variwho draw a

sections

and the

between the authorbook may be quoted

distinction
rest of the

—

Luke as the author of the former, if not, as we beThus Holtzmann, Einleitung 8 pp. 394, 395,
lieve, of the latter also.
examines the question, and decides in favour of St. Luke as against
,

the claims of Timothy, Silas, or Titus (so Overbeck (De Wette, 4th

Mangold, Einleitung (Bleek), p. 445 Spitta, u. s.,
Acts xx. 5, 6 may be fairly quoted as decisive against
Timothy, to say nothing of the impossibility that the author of Acts
should assume the character of a person in the " We " sections, and
by naming this same person elsewhere should thus distinguish him
edit.),

p.

pp.

1., li.

;

;

312).

from himself (Overbeck). For Silas nothing can be said, and the
advocacy of his claims is the most groundless of any of the three.
He appears nowhere in the third missionary journey, an absence
"
which would be fatally inconsistent with his presence in the " We
sections, and he is nowhere named in any of the letters of the First
Imprisonment, whereas the narrator of xxvii. 1-xxviii. 16 would
naturally be found amongst the companions of the Apostle during
that period (of course, if xi. 27, 28 in (3-text be taken into account,
both Timothy and Silas are thereby excluded, Zahn, Einleitung,
The same objection may be made to Titus, since there
ii., p. 425).

no hint that he was with St. Paul at Rome (even if we allow that
may have been included in the Yjpets at Antioch, xi. 27, and that,
as he is not mentioned at all in Acts, the difficulties which are
presented by the names of Timothy and Silas do not occur in his
Moreover, the travel-journey of Silas would have commenced
case).
is

he

nor is there any reason to
1, as Holtzmann urges
at
was
Silas
that
Philippi during the time required (Holtzsuppose

rather with xv.

;

1
This, no doubt, presents less difficulty to advanced critics who find it apparently
easy to credit that the Pastoral Epistles contain fragments of genuine letters of St.
Paul, and that these letters having supplied the fragments to the Pastorals were
themselves no longer cared for or regarded (McGiffert, Apostolic Age, pp. 407, 408,

and, on the other hand, Dr. Salmon. Introd., p. 408).
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Sec further Zahn, u. j., pp. 351, 388, 425;
p. 395).
2
B.D.
32.
,
i.,
Lightfoot,
But if the author of these sections is to be found amongst the

mann,

u.

5.,

intimate companions of St. Paul, and amongst those who were with
him in Rome, no one fulfils the conditions better than St. Luke.

Even

who

declines to decide positively which of the four
companions, Silas, Timothy, Titus, Luke, was the author, considers
that if it was St. Luke, we have in that fact the best explanation
Julicher,

name remained attached to the Third Gospel and Acts alike,
The writer of Acts xxvii. 1-xxviii. 16 evidently
Einleitung, p. 269.
accompanied St. Paul to Rome, and that St. Luke was with the
Apostle at the time of his first captivity we learn on the authority
of two Epistles which very few of the best critics would now care
that his

to dispute, Col.

iv.

14,

Philem. ver. 24.

felt the need of using the Epistles
of St. Paul as sources for his work, although they were the most
weighty documents for the history which he professes to describe.

But the writer of Acts has not

There are numbers of undesigned coincidences between the letters
and the history, and Paley, in his Horce Paulina, has done invaluBut still Acts is written
able service in drawing attention to them.
independently of the Epistles, and it cannot be said that any one
Yet this would be
letter in particular is employed by the writer.
was
100-120
work
former
if
the
inconceivable
a.d., especicomposed

when we remember the knowledge of the Epistles displayed
the
writer of the Epistle of Barnabas, by St. Ignatius or St. Polyby
carp (Harnack, Chron., i., 249). Moreover the writer, whoever he
ally

was, was beyond all doubt intensely interested in St. Paul, and it is
strange that he should not have made use of his letters, when we

remember the impression which they made upon those contemporary
with the great Apostle, cf. 2 Cor. x. 10, 2 Pet. iii. 15 (Zahn, u. s., p.
412).

But this relation between Acts and the Pauline Epistles not only
shows that the former was written before the close of the first
century, but that the author stood sufficiently near to St. Paul to

be able to write without enriching his knowledge by references to
the Apostle's letters. This, however, becomes natural enough on the
supposition that the writer was a Timothy, or a Titus, or a Luke.
however, the two former are excluded, probabilities again point to
(For recent writers who deny the acquaintance of
with St. Paul's Epistles we may refer to Wendt,
Acts
the author of
Pelten, McGiffert, Harnack, Zahn, Julicher, Rackham.) And we thus
If,

Luke (Zahn).

come

into line with early

Church

tradition

which referred the

third
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Gospel and the Acts to Luke, the beloved physician, the friend of
St. Paul, cf. Frag. Mutator., and Iren., Adv. Hcer., iii., 14.
But Luke, we have been recently reminded, was not an uncommon name, and many Christians may have borne it in the latter part
of the first century (McGiffert, Apostolic Age, p. 435).
But not only
is the above tradition precise in its mention of Luke as a
physician
the writings attributed to him bear upon the face of them indications
;

of the

hand of a medical man.

bility of this

is

made by

No

reference, however, to the possiHe tells us, p. 239, that

Dr. McGiffert.

is the source used by the author of Acts marked by
anything
the vividness, preciseness, and fulness of detail that characterise
"
sections. 1
The writer of these sections was not Silas or
the

nowhere
like

"We

Timothy, but "the unknown author of the 'We' passages," p. 239.
This unknown author was evidently the intimate companion of St.
Paul, and of his other companions in Rome none is more likely to have
written the personal notes of travel than Luke, who seems indeed to

have been the nearest and dearest to the Apostle of all his friends (pp.
The inference from all this, coupled with the tradition of
434, 435).
1

" If there

is

one narrative of the N.T. which more than another contains internal

proof of having been related by an eye-witness, it is the account of the voyage and
shipwreck of St. Paul," Salmon, Introd., p. 5, and this judgment based upon the
valuable monograph of James Smith (himself a Fellow of the Royal Society) ot

Jordan Hill, Voyage and Shipwreck of St. Paul, 4th edit., revised and corrected,
1880, has received fresh and remarkable confirmation, not only from English but
from German and French sources of a technical and professional kind: e.g., Dr.
Breusing, Director of the Seefahrtschule in Bremen, published in 1886 his Die
Nautik der Alten with a close examination verse by verse of the narrative in Acts
xxvii., and he has been followed precisely on the same lines by J. Vars, Professor in
the Lycee of Brest in his UArt Nautique dans Vantiquite, 1887. Both writers make
constant reference to Smith's work, although they often differ from him in technical
The
details, and references to Breusing will be found in Blass and Wendt (i8gg).

a thoughtful article with a similar testimony to St. Luke's
accuracy by Von Goerne in the Neue Kirchliche Zeitschrift, p. 352, 1898, and allusions will be found to this, as to the above-mentioned works, in the commentary.
" The most valuable nautical docuBreusing's testimony is very striking, p. xiii.
ment of antiquity which has come down to us is the account of the voyage and
latter writer also refers to

:

shipwreck of the Apostle Paul. Every one can see at a glance that it could only
have been composed by an eye-witness." The strangest exception perhaps to this
almost universal recognition of the value of the narrative in Acts xxvii. (cf., e.g., the
remarkable testimony in its favour by Weizsacker, Apostolic Age, ii., p. 126 ff., E.T.)
is

Mommsen's

attack

upon

it

in Sitzungsber. d. berl. Ak., 1895, p. 503

;

but, as

Zahn

has not increased his reputation by alleging that " Luke
speaks of the Adriatic Sea by Crete and of the barbarians of Malta" see answers
to these objections in Zahn, Einleitung, ii., p. 421, and also in commentary, Acts

justly remarks,

Mommsen

;

xxvii. 27,

and

xxviii. 2.
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the Church, would seem to be quite plain, but Dr. McGiffert declines
to draw it, and falls back upon the belief that some other person
writer of the third Gospel and Acts, p. 433.
there had been such a person there would have been no need
for tradition to identify him with Luke the beloved physician, since

named Luke was the
But

if

own

an author and historian would have
him an undying recognition.
Here comes in the value of the argument from the medical
language employed in the third Gospel and the Acts. The Church
in identifying the writer with St. Paul's beloved friend was not
following some fanciful or unreliable tradition, but a tradition amply
supported by an examination of the language of the books in
language which not only witnesses to the truth of the
question
his

intrinsic merits as

been amply

sufficient to secure

;

but also to the unity of Acts, since this medical phraseology
"
sections alone.
be traced in every part, and not in the "
The present Introduction, which must of necessity be brief, does

tradition,

We

may

not allow of any lengthy examination of this important subject (to
which the writer hopes to return), but in a large number of passages

commentary notes are given with special reference to indiBut one or two remarks may be
cations of medical phraseology.
added here. In the first place, it is well to bear in mind that St.
in the

Luke's medical phraseology was

fully

recognised before Dr. Hobart's

interesting and valuable book, The Medical Language of

1882

(cf.,

e.g.,

Dr. Belcher's

St.

Luke,

Our Lord's Miracles of Healing,

1st

with Preface by Archbishop Trench, 1871, 2nd edit., 1890).
The Gentleman's Magazine, June, 1841, containing a short article of
edit.,

some two and a half pages, pp. 585-587, is often referred to as a kind
of starting-point for this inquiry, but it should not be forgotten that
the great names of Wetstein and Bengel may be quoted as fully
recognising the hand of a medical writer thus in commenting not
only on Luke xiv. 2, but also on Acts xxviii. 8, Wetstein makes the
same remark " Lucas qui medicus fuerat morbos accuratius describere solet," cf. Bengel on Acts iii. 7, " Proprie locutus est medicus
;

:

Lucas," and Luke

where the disputed reading does not
comment " Lucas medicus ingenue
Indeed it is not too much to say that the main position
scribit ".
taken up by Hobart has been abundantly recognised both in France
and Germany, and not always in quarters where such a recognition
might have been anticipated, cf., e.g., Renan, Saint Paul, p. 133,
viii.

43,

interfere with the force of the

12th

:

Weiss, Evangelium des Lukas, 1892, with reference
and with quotations from it, although with
the qualification that many of the instances require careful sifting,
edit.

;

J.

to Dr. Hobart's book,

INTRODUCTION
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274

recently the German philologist Vogel, 1897, Zur
des Lukas nach Sprache und Stil, p. 17, draws

More

ff.

Charakteristik

attention to the fact that a large number of words peculiar to the
Acts are found in Luke's contemporary, the physician Dioscorides
of Anazarbus in Cilicia, not far from Antioch, and he speaks of the

use of Dioscorides by the Evangelist as highly probable.
But the
fullest recognition of Dr. Hobart's work comes to us even more
" Dr. Hobart has
proved for every one for
can
be
proved, that the author of the Lucan work
anything
(by which Zahn means both the third Gospel and Acts) is a Greek
physician, acquainted with the technical terms of the medical art,"

Zahn

recently by

:

whom

Einleitung,

ii.,

pp. 427,

435 (1899).

The language

may perhaps be fairly contended that some of
cited by Dr. Zahn may well have been subjected
it

is

strong,

the

and

instances

to the cross-

examination instituted so carefully and fully by Dr. Plummer, St.
Luke, pp. Hi., lxiii.-lxvi., in his inquiry into the validity of Dr.
Hobart's position. 1 The evidence in favour of this position must
be cumulative, but

it

depends not merely upon the occurrence

of technical medical terms in St. Luke's writings, but also upon
his tendency to employ medical language more frequently than

the other Evangelists, upon the passages in his Gospel in which
we come across medical terms which are wanting in the parallel

passages

in St.

Matthew and

St.

Mark, upon the account which he

gives of miracles of healing not only in comparison with the other
Evangelists, but also of the miracles peculiar to his own narratives;

upon the way in which he abstains from using in a medical sense
words which medical writers abstain from so using, although employed in this sense elsewhere in the Gospels upon the frequency
with which he uses medical language and phraseology in a seconIllustrations of some of these characteristic peculiardary sense.
;

are noted in the commentary, and a passing reference (space
may be made to two others. Each of the Synop-

ities

allows this only)

gives our Lord's comparison between the passage of a
camel through the eye of a needle and the entrance of a rich man
into the kingdom of heaven, St. Matt. xix. 24, St. Mark x. 25, St.
Luke xviii. 25. St. Matthew and St. Mark have the same word for
tists

1

Whatever

strictures

may be

passed upon Dr. Hobart's book,

it

must not be

are persuaded that the
forgotten that the following authorities amongst others
author's main thesis has been abundantly proved: Bishop Lightfoot, "Acts,"

B.D. 2 i., p. 31 ; Dr. Salmon, Introd., p. 129; Professor Ramsay, St. Paul, p. 205;
Dr. Plummer, St. Luke, u. s. (cf. Sir J. Hawkins, Hora Synoptica, p. 154, 1899)
and it is significant that Dr. B. Weiss in the 3rd edit, of his Einleitung refers to
"
the book, and no longer speaks of the argument as mere
trifling ".
,

;

INTRODUCTION
needle ftafftos:
TpifjpaTos

8tA Tpuirfytaros

Matt.,

£a<|>i8os,

in text, Tpu-rnqpaTos in margin, 8t&

II

but

T.R.;

W.H.

TpujxaXios C"]s) pa<j>t8o?,
introduces at least one

(ti)s)

But when we turn to St. Luke, he
word (if we adopt W.H. for St. Matt.), and a combination
to
It cannot
himself, 8i& Tpirjp.aTos 0€X6nrjs (W.H. and R.V.).
peculiar
be said that the words used by St. Luke occur in LXX, since neither
of them is found there (although St. Mark's TpupaXia occurs in LXX
But both words used by St.
possibly six and at least three times).
Luke were in technical medical use, rpijpa being the great medical
word for a perforation of any kind, fiekovt] being the surgical needle
and not only so but the two words are found combined as here by
Galen 8i& tou icarA "rt\v peXcSnfjy Tp^petTos and again tou SiaTprjfiaTos
Mark.

different

;

:

ttjs 0€\<S»T)s (cf.

Hobart,

p. 60, J.

436, and Nestle, Einfuhrung

Weiss, u.

in das G.

N.

s. t p.

567, Zahn, u.

s., p.

f., p. 228).

Plummer

points out that Tptjfxa is not peculiar to St. Luke
above), but the combination is peculiar to St. Luke, and
the force of this fact and of the combination of undoubted medical

Dr.

(see

W.H.

terms

not lessened by Grimm's description of

is

word than

classical

Once again

:

0€\6rv)

as a more

pa<J>is.

St. Luke's characteristic medical style

in abstention as well as in

shows

itself

In three passages,

employment.
e.g.,
used by St. Matthew to denote disease, but in medical
language it is used as in its primary classical sense of delicacy,
effeminacy, and St. Luke never uses it in St. Matthew's sense,
paXaKia

is

although he employs the cognate adjective (jwxXaioSs of "soft"
But this non-usage of the noun by the
raiment in vii. 25.
medical Luke is all the more significant, since in the LXX it is

found at least a dozen times to denote sickness and disease.
In St. Matt. iv. 24, viii. 6, both 0a<r<mi;€ii> and Q&aavos are used of
bodily sickness, but in medical writers the words are not employed in

and

this sense,

Luke

them (Hobart,
But here again significance is added
when we remember that fi&aavos is
the torments after death in Wisd. iii. 1, 4 Mace,

St.

refrains from so employing

p. 63, and Zahn, u. s. 9 p. 435).
to this non-usage by St. Luke

not only used of
iii.

1

15, cf.

Mace.

Luke

ix.

xvi.

23, 28, but also of the pain of bodily disease,

56.

Not only the aim but the purpose and
contents of the book are set forth, according to Lightfoot, in the
Preface, chap. i. 1-8. The prophetic words of the Lord in ver. 8
" Ye shall receive
involve a table of contents

The Aim of the Book.

Jerusalem,"
2-xi. 18, (3)

power

:

implicitly

when the Holy Ghost,"

etc.,

ii.

1-13; "witnesses unto

me"

(1)

"in

Judaea and Samaria," viii.
"and to the uttermost part of the earth," xi. 19-xxviii.
ii.

14-viii. 1,

and

(2)

"in

all

INTRODUCTION
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31 (on the latter expression see comment, in loco and reference to
Psalms of Solomon, viii. 16). The writer closes with the event
which his aim required, the preaching of the Gospel in Rome, the
capital of the world, the metropolis of the human race, without
hindrance and the fulfilment of the third section mentioned above
;

thus given, not actually, but potentially, while an earnest is
afforded of its ultimate accomplishment Philippians, p. 3 B.D. 2
is

;

26

;

,

also Weiss, Einleitung, p. 562, Blass, Acta Apost.,
" At hie liber non
est imperfectus, cum longi cursus
Proleg., p. 3
Roma
terminus sit". But starting from the distinction
evangelii
p.

i.,

cf.

;

:

which Lightfoot himself thus draws between the potential and
actual, is

it

not quite possible that there

TpiTos Xoyos for

which Lightfoot,

it is

true,

thus be room for the
saw no conceivable place,

may

Harnack, Chron., i., p. 248, but for the purpose of which ProRamsay, St. Paul, p. 380, and others, notably Zahn, Einleitung, ii., p. 380, have so strongly argued (see list of earlier advocates

cf.

fessor

p. 462, and note in comment, on xxviii.
perhaps worth noting that Bengel, to whom we owe the
oft-quoted words, Victoria verbi Dei, Paulus Roma, apex evangelii,
Actorum Finis, reminds us on the same page of the words of Estius

in

Bleek-Mangold, Einleitung,

31)

?

It is

:

" Fortasse
illius

Lucas meditabatur tertium librum, in quo repeteret acta
biennii; sicut, Act. i., quaedam exposuit tacita ultimo capite

evangelii

".

Moreover,

if

we take Acts

i.

8 as giving us

in outline

the programme of the book, it seems that its purpose would have
been fulfilled not so much in the triumph of the Gospel, but in the

bearing witness to Christ in Jerusalem, Samaria, and to the end of
the earth
St. Paul was
the Apostles were to be witnesses, i. 8
"
in Rome, (AapTuptjo-ai xxiii.
told that he was " to bear witness
:

11, cf. xxviii.

;

23; the triumph would succeed the witness, and the
is struck in the word dicuXuTws.

keynote of victory
Nothing,

it is

true,

is

said in Acts of the beginnings of Christianity

Rome, or as to how the Church was first founded in that city
but when we consider the importance that St. Paul plainly attached
to his seeing for himself the metropolis of the world, cf. xix. 21, and
when his Epistle addressed to the Roman Church indicates how
clearly he foresaw the importance which that Church would have
in

;

for Gentile Christianity in the future, it is quite conceivable that
the universalist Luke would draw his second treatise to a fitting

close by showing that blindness in part had happened to Israel that
are not told,"
the fulness of the Gentiles might come in.
" how the
Gospel came to
says Holtzmann, quoting Overbeck,
"
but this objection, which
Rome, but how Paul came to Rome

"We

:
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Overbeck considered the greatest against the view that the consummed up in chap. i. 8, is obviated by the
above considerations; St. Paul was to bear witness in Rome as he had
tents of Acts were

at Jerusalem, but the result of his final witness in Jerusalem, xxiii.
1

resulted in a division

ff.,

among

the Jews, and a similar result

The Gospel had come to
testimony in Rome.
Rome already, but those who accepted it were only a sect everywhere
spoken against now its foremost representative gains it a hearing
followed his

first

;

from the Gentiles, and that too without interruption or prohibition.
But this recognition of the importance of St. Paul's witness and
work in Rome, and of their subsequent development, by no means
excludes other purposes which may have been present to the mind
of St. Luke.
"No other N.T. writer," says Zahn, "mentions a
Roman emperor by name," and he proceeds to point out the significance of this fact in connection with the whole design of St.
Luke to show that Christianity was an historical religion how the
edicts of Augustus, Luke ii. 1, and of Claudius, Acts xviii. 2, had
;

their influence

on the new

with the other

names

of those

Luke iii. 1), how in comparison
Luke constantly introduces the

faith (cf.

Evangelists

St.

who were connected

indirectly as well as directly

with political events (Einleitung, ii., p. 375, and cf. Ramsay, St
Paul, p. 385, Friedrich, u. s., p. 53 ff.). Not only would notices of
this kind impress a reader of the type of Theophilus with a sense of
the certainty of those things in which he had been instructed, but

they are also of importance in that they indicate that a writer, who
thus took pains to gain accurate information with regard to events
in the Roman world, would naturally be interested in tracing carefully
all

the relations between the empire and the infant Church, and
if it was important to show his readers that Christi-

the more so

anity stood in no hostile relationship to the imperial government

Zahn,

u.

But

s.,

it is

(cf.

p. 379).

one thing to describe one of the objects of the book in
an attempt to reassure those who had been already

this way, viz., as

instructed in the origines of the Christian Faith, and to emphasise
its evident power and rectitude at the bar of the rulers of this world,

and to maintain that

all

this

was done with a

political-apologetic

aim, regardless of truthfulness to fact, and only concerned with
representing Christianity in a favourable light before magistrates

No doubt
kings.
shelter in an appeal to

we

how St. Paul took
Roman authority, and how
much more justly and calmly the Roman authorities judged of his
case than the fanatical and insensate Jews " but," says Wendt with

and

are repeatedly told

Roman

law and

;

H
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admirable candour (Apostelgeschichte, p. 17), "there is no reason to
doubt that this representation simply corresponded to historical truth"
(see the whole paragraph in Wendt, 1899, and cf. Weiss, u. s., p. 569
as against Overbeck and Mangold, u.

s.,

p.

427, following Schnecken-

burger and Zeller). Moreover, when we remember that the writer
of Acts deliberately enters upon a field of history " where perhaps
beyond all others there was room for mistake and blunder, the

Roman Empire and its provinces," nothing is
surprising than the way in which his accuracy is confirmed by
1
every fresh and searching investigation.
But if there is no reason to attribute a political tendency (see
administration of the

more

further below) to the writer,

still

less is there

room

for the attribu-

tion of a doctrinal tendency.
The earlier representatives of this
latter view of the book, Baur and Zeller, started with insisting upon

the fundamental opposition which prevailed between the view of
the relationship of St. Paul with the primitive Apostles as set
forth in those Epistles which these critics accepted, and in the
to St. Paul a Judaising tendency was ascribed in the latter

Acts

:

which was not in harmony with his statements in his own writings,
whilst, on the other hand, to St. Peter especially a liberal standpoint was ascribed, which was not to be expected in view of the
utterances of St. Paul in his Epistles, a standpoint which would

make Peter, not Paul, the originator of Gentile Christianity. On
the whole the Acts represented an idealised and harmonising view
of the relation of parties in the primitive Church, and its object
as the work of a Pauline Christian was to reconcile the Jewish and

Pauline parties. Schneckenburger had previously emphasised the
supposed parallel in Acts between Peter and Paul (see further
below), and had represented the book as written with the apologetic

aim of defending Paul against the misrepresentation of the Judaisers
but it must always be remembered that Schneckenburger,
although emphasising the apologetic tendency of St. Luke, never denied
;

1
Cf., e.g., the notes on xvii. 6, xxviii. 7, etc., the references to the invaluable
and epoch-making works of Professor Ramsay, and Vogel, Zur Ckarakteristik des
Lukas nach Sprache und Stil, p. 28, 1897, on the remarkable degree of confidence
with which military, political, and judicial terms are employed in Acts. Professor
Schmiedel in his review of Professor Ramsay's St. Paul describes it as the work on
the whole not of the historian or archaeologist, but of the narrow apologist, Theologische Liter aturzeitung, 1897, No. 23, and more recently, Professor H. Holtzmann,
characterises Professor Ramsay's description and illustration of the scene, Acts xvi.
such remarks
25-34, as "humbug"! Theologische Literaturzeitung, 1899, No. 7
are ill calculated to promote candid and respectful criticism.
;
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Baur fastened upon Schnecken-

his own previous attack on the
Acts (Zahn, u. s., p. 393, Lightfoot, B.D. 2 i.,
But Baur's theory in its extreme form could not maintain its
41).
ground, and various modifications of it took place within his own

burger's view,

and further developed

historical character of

,

Certainly, to take an illustration,

school.

it

must always remain a

strange fact that, if Acts was written with the conciliatory tendency
alluded to, only one indirect mention in it is found, xxiv. 17, of the
collection for the poor Saints at Jerusalem, which played so promi-

nent a part in St. Paul's work and writings, and which was in itself
such a palpable proof of the Apostle's love for his Jewish brethren.

The tendency view adopted by some

of the writers succeeding Baur,
Reuss, Keim, Weizsacker, regards the author of Acts as not
intentionally departing from the historical relations between the two

e.g.,

forming his judgment of the relations between them
from the standpoint of his own time.
One of the most recent
to
the
attempts
represent
conciliatory tendency of Acts as an apofor
the
Christian
logy
religion before Gentiles, i.e., before a heathen
the
public, against
charges of the Jews, and to show how Judaism,
through Christianity, broke up into its world-wide mission, is that of
parties, but as

Weiss, Uber die Absicht und den literar. Charakter der A. G., 1897
but whatever amount of correctness there may
(see further below)

J.

;

be

in this

view we

may

frankly adopt, without committing ourselves

to the very precarious explanations and deductions of the writer ;
St. Luke's own prologue, and the dedication of his two writings to

the Gentile Theophilus, are in themselves sufficient to lead us to
expect that the design accentuated by J. Weiss would not be alto-

gether absent from his mind in composing his history (see the

remarks of Zahn,

But

u.

s.,

ii.,

p.

393).

in the more recent attempts to
"
represent Acts as written mainly with a conciliatory
tendency,"
still less can satisfaction be found in the view, older in its
origin, of
if

there

is

no satisfaction

a supposed parallelism between St. Peter and St. Paul, drawn out
by a writer who wished in this way to reconcile the Petrine and
Pauline parties in the Church, by placing the leaders of each in a
position of equal authority. That there are points of similarity in the
life and work of the two Apostles may be readily admitted, but these
likenesses are of the most general kind, and only such as we might
expect in cases where two men work in the same calling at the same
period and under the same conditions, cf. to this effect Clemen, Die

Chronologie der Paulinischen Briefe, pp. 17,

18,

vorkanonische. Uberlieferung des Lukas, p. 214.

and Feine, Eine

The

parallel can

1
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of the lame
only be extended to a few instances such as the healing
at
Paul
and
man by Peter at Jerusalem, iii. 2,
Lystra, xiv. 8, but
by
a
of
institution
the
for
there is no real ground
parallel between the
x. 25, and by the inhabitants of
between the judgment inflicted on
Ananias and Sapphira by Peter, v. 1, and on Elymas by St. Paul,
The position thus advocated by Clemen is taken up by B.
xiii. 6.
Weiss, Einleitung, p. 540, 3rd edit., 1897, no less than by earlier
writers like Lekebusch and Nosgen (cf. too Sanday, Bampton LecBut whether we
tures, p. 327, and Salmon, Introduction, p. 310).
Paul
on an equality
to
instituted
was
the
that
consider
place
parallel
with Peter, or, as Van Manen has recently urged, Paulus I. : De
handelingen der Apostelen, p. 126, 1890, that the writer wished to
represent Peter in accordance with the delineation of Paul, there is

worship paid to Peter by Cornelius,
Lystra to St. Paul, xiv. 11, or

one fact fatal to both points of view, viz., that if either of these purposes had been in the mind of the author of Acts, we cannot account
for his omission of the crowning point to the parallel between the

two Apostles,

viz.,

their

martyrdom

in

the same

city,

and

in the

same

An

already discredited theory can scarcely survive the
persecution.
ridicule of Dr. Blass, Proleg., p. 8, and of Dr. Salmon, u. s., pp. 310,

311

:

in all true history

we may expect to

parallels exist in the lives of

When we

find parallelisms,

and these

nations no less than of individuals.

consider the various attempts which have been made
aim of Acts, it is something to find that a critic

to describe the

who does

not hesitate to regard the book as written to some extent

with an idealising and harmonising purpose, should nevertheless be
constrained to reckon it, on account of its many trustworthy
traditions, as an historical work of invaluable worth, see Wendt,
Apostelgeschichte, p. 33, 1899.

Sources. If St. Luke is acknowledged as the writer of Acts,
we can understand the remark of Blass that in this case the question
of sources for the greater part of the book need not be raised, Blass,
Acta Apost., Proleg., p. 10; cf. Zahn, u. s., pp. 404, 412; Knabenbauer,
Actus Apostolorum, p. 8, 1899. It is plain from the narrative that
a man in St. Luke's position would be brought into contact with
many persons from whom he could have obtained rich and varied
information, and in many cases the details of his narrative point

unmistakably to the origin of the information. A good example
seen in chap. xii. (see commentary), in which the vivid and

may be

circumstantial details of St. Peter's escape from prison are best
accounted for on the supposition that the narrative comes from John
Mark: to the house of the mother of Mark St. Peter makes his

INTRODUCTION
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way, ver. 12, and not only does later history associate St. Mark with
St. Peter, but also with St. Luke and St. Paul, inasmuch as he is
with the latter in Rome, Col. iv. 10, Philem., ver. 24 (cf. 2 Tim. iv. 11),
to say nothing of an earlier association, cf. Acts xiii. (Ramsay, St.
Paul, p. 385 Blass, u. s., p. 11 ; Belser, Theologische Quartalschrift
p. 62, 1895); and even Wendt, p. 31 (1899), sees no other way of
,

;

accounting for the contrast between the brief notice of the death of
St. James, xii. 1, and the lengthy account of the liberation of St.
Peter than the probability that the latter was derived from John

Mark, whilst more exact information was wanting for the former.
But John Mark was not the only member of the Jerusalem
Church from whom, or through whom, St. Luke could have obtained
information as to the origin of the Christian community.

Barnabas,

the cousin of John Mark, was in a position to know accurately the
same events, in some of which he had shared, iv. 36, and if St. Luke
was a member of the Church at Antioch when Barnabas settled

would have learnt from the lips of
(cf. note on xi. 28) he
Barnabas the early history of the Jerusalem Church and it would
have been strange if amongst the men of Cyprus and Cyrene who
fled from Judaea to Antioch, xi. 19, there had been none who were

there

;

baptised at the
p.

first

Christian Pentecost,

ii.

cf.

10, 41

(Zahn,

u. s.,

414).

For the same

series of events St.

Luke had access

information preserved by Mnason, a disciple dpxaios,
first

Pentecost,

cf. xi. 15, xxi. 16,

from

whom

also to the

i.e.,

likewise he

from the
may have

In chap. xxi. we are also told
learnt the account given in ix. 31-43.
how Luke was a guest for several days in the house of Philip the

Evangelist,

w.

8-12, an intercourse

which could have furnished him

with the information narrated not only in

And from Jerusalem

3, x. 1-xi. 18.

itself,

viii.

no

4-40, but in

less

vi. 1-viii.

than from Csesarea,

information might have been acquired, for Luke, xxi. 18, had intercourse not only with the elders but with no less a person than St.

James, the head of the Church at Jerusalem, and at an earlier
period he must have shared at Philippi, xvi. 19 ff., the company of
Silas,

who

is

mentioned as one of the chief among the brethren of

the mother city, xv. 22.
In this connection we may note that St.
Luke alone gives us two incidents connected with Herod Antipas,
Luke xiii. 31-33, xxiii. 6-12, 15, cf. Acts iv. 27, which are not

narrated by the other Evangelists, but this intimate acquaintance of
St. Luke with the court of Herod is in strict harmony with the
notice of
viii.

3,

Manaen the

foster-brother of Herod, Acts

a teacher of the Church at Antioch

VOL.

II.

2

when

xiii.

St.

Luke
Luke may

1, cf.

1
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himself have been there, and from whom the Evangelist may at all
events have learnt much of the information about other members of
the Herodian family which comes to us from him only (Plumptre,

Zahn, Belser, Peine). It may no doubt be contended, with considerable plausibility, that St. Luke must have had at his command
written documents as well, e.g., in his account of the speeches
Peter and St. Stephen, and it is quite possible that he
might have obtained such documents from the Church at Jeru-

of St.

One thing is quite certain, that these addresses like all
others throughout the book are in striking harmony with the
circumstances and crises to which they relate (see further below)
salem.

:

"quo
in

intentius has orationes inspexeris," writes Blass,

eis

cum

qua?

reperies,

sint

temporibus

"eo plura

personisque egregie
"

accommodata, ad rhetoricam licentiam scriptoris referri se vetent
But at the same time it requires no great
(Proleg., p. 11).
to conclude with Zahn (ii., p. 412) that
Luke required no other sources of information

stretch

of imagination

such a

man

for the

composition of Acts, or at least for a great portion of

as

his own recollections, partly of the narratives
of St. Paul, partly of the events in which he himself had shared,

that work, than

There is abundant proof
xiii.-xxviii.
that the Apostle must have constantly
referred to his earlier experiences in way of conversation, or in the
delivery of his discourses, cf. 2 Cor. i. 8-10, xi. 22, xii. 9, Gal. i. 11-

cf.

vi.

8-viii.

in

St.

Paul's

ix.

3,

1-30,

Epistles

Rom. xv. 16-32, xvi. 7, and during periods of
Luke was with him at Caesarea, or during
while
enforced inactivity,
the winter months at Malta, or later in Rome, nothing was more
natural, as Zahn urges, than that the great missionary should comii.

14,

Phil.

iii.

3-7,

municate to his beloved friend the records of his work and experience
in great heathen centres of commercial or intellectual life, like
Corinth, Ephesus, Athens. After his return from his travels, and

on many other occasions, Zahn points out that
habit to relate minutely

icaO'

ev

ItcaaTOK,

xxi.

it

19,

was St. Paul's
what God had
and there is no

wrought by him, xiv. 27, xv. 3, 12, 26, Gal. ii. 2, 7-9,
reason whatever to suppose that such recitals were withheld from
No doubt it may be urged that the style in the second
St. Luke.
book is less Hebraistic than in chaps, i.-xii., but this
the
of
part
that St. Luke would
be
fairly accounted for if we remember
may
often obtain his information for the earlier events from Jewish
Christians, and on the soil of Palestine, and that he may have
his embodiment of
purposely retained the Hebraistic colouring in
these narratives,

cf.

Plummer,

St.

Luke,

p. xlix.

;

Zahn,

u. s. f

ii. f
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pp. 414, 423;

Dalman, Die Worte Jesu,

p. 31,

19
1898. 1

If it

be main-

were incorporated from
some earlier document, it is admitted that this was of JewishChristian origin, derived from the Jewish Church through an

tained that the earlier chapters of Acts,

i.-v.,

B. Weiss, Einleitung, p. 549, 3rd edit,

Peine, u.
j
these
the
Sadducees
s., p. 233).
chapters, e.g.,
appear
as the chief opponents of the new faith, cf. note on iv. 1, and the
members of the hierarchy are represented as in the main members

eye-witness

(cf.

Thus

in

same

sect, a fact which strikes us as strange, but which is
accordance with the testimony of Josephus. A careful consideration of the speeches and of their appropriateness to their

of the

in strict

various occasions tends more and more surely to refute the notion
that they are fictitious addresses, the work of a writer of the second
century. The testimony of Dr. McGiffert may be cited as bearing

witness to the primitive character of the reports of the speeches of
St. Peter in the early chapters of Acts, and for the truthful manner
in which they represent a very early type of Christian teaching (see

comment.,
Bibl.,

i.,

p. 119),
48, 1899.

and

cf.

also the remarks of Schmiedel, Enc.

At the delivery of St. Stephen's speech Paul himself was present,
and there is good reason for thinking that the
made
a
deep impression upon him (see, e.g., Felten, Aposspeech
telgeschichte, p. 31), while the many Lucan expressions and turns
of thought which it contains (cf. Zeller, Acts, ii., p. 313, E.T.,
and Overbeck, Apostelgeschichte, p. 93) are natural enough if the
address comes to us through the medium of a translation (see
commentary for the speech and its meaning).
For the second part of the book we perceive that St. Luke might

xxvi. 10, cf. vi. 12,

have easily obtained accurate reports of the speeches even in cases
where he was not present e.g., the speech at the Pisidian Antioch,
chap, xiii., gives us what we may well regard as a familiar example
of St. Paul's teaching on many similar occasions (cf. also in com;

mentary the striking resemblances recently noted by Professor
Ramsay between this speech and the Galatian Epistle). The addresses at Lystra and at Athens delivered to heathen, so wonderfully adapted to the audience in each place, in the one instance
appealing to a more popular and ruder, in the latter to a more
learned and philosophic class of hearers (" ita sunt omnia et loco et
1

Dr. Dalman's sharp distinction between Aramaisms and Hebraisms should be
ff., whilst he allows that the pure Hebraisms in the Gospels are almost

noted, p. 16

exclusively peculiar to that of St. Luke, and that by these peculiarities of diction
Acts is also marked, p. 29 ; see further in commentary.
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audientibus accommodata," says Blass) ; in both cases starting
from truths which some of the Greek philosophers might themselves

have pressed home, but in each case leading up to and insisting
upon the need and necessity of repentance for wise and simple
alike; were eminently characteristic of a man who became as a

Jew

to the Jews, as without law to those without law, as a Greek
and such discourses in the brief form in which they

to the Greeks,

have reached us

in

Acts

may

well have expressed the actual teach-

and in Athens (see for these
St.
Paul,
p. 146 ff., and for the speech
Ramsay,
especially
speeches
" Paulus in
at Athens, Curtius,
Athen," Gesammelte Abhandlungen,
ing delivered by St. Paul in Lystra

" there is no
in commentary x )
"
for
reason," writes McGiffert,
questioning the trustworthiness of
the discourse at Athens as a whole ... in fact such a discourse
ii.,

pp. 527-543,

and references

as that ascribed to Paul

under the circumstances

is

exactly

:

what we should expect from him

"
(w. s., p. 260).

The speech to the Ephesian elders at Miletus, xx.
constantly marked by St. Paul's characteristic words and
and

its

is

18-35,

is

phrases,

strikingly connected with that of the

Ephesian
commentary, and cf. Page, Acts, p. xxxvi.
Lock,
Ephesians," Hastings' B.D. Cook, Speaker's Commentary,
and
also Lekebusch, Apostelgeschichte, pp. 336-339 Nosgen,
p. 342,
No one has affirmed the historical
u. s., p. 53
Felten, u. s., p. 33).
truthfulness of this address more strongly than Spitta, and in this
teaching

Epistle (see notes in
"

;

;

;

;

instance also we may again conclude with McGiffert, p. 339, that
" we shall be safe in
assuming that the account of Paul's meeting

with the elder brethren of Ephesus, and the report of the words
which he uttered are substantially accurate".
may well feel

We

this security when we recall that St.
of St. Paul's pathetic farewell.

Luke would be himself a hearer

The three remaining speeches contain three diroXoytai of St.
Paul, one before the Jews and the chiliarch in Jerusalem, xxii.
second before Felix, xxiv. 10-21, and the third before
The first reaches us through the
Festus and Agrippa, xxvi.
medium of a Greek translation, and it is noticeable that the
speech in this form contains no Pauline words or expressions,
1-21, the

although some words remind us of him,

e.g., diroXoyux, AiroXoueiK, irapa-

Hilgenfeld blames Curtius because he has not explained the source of inforfor St. Paul's address, since the Apostle was at Athens alone, but Knabenbauer writes, Actus Apostolorum, p. 308, " Probabilissime is cum aliis id plane
superfluum reputavit, quia Paulus post earn orationem neque memoriam neque
1

mation

loquelam amisit

;

unde ipse potuit narrare quid Athenis

egerit ".
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o^X *1011 * e-rrtKaXcio-Oai and to ovojia (Nosgen, Felten), while it contains
But if the Evangelist was present at
several peculiar to St. Luke.

the delivery of the defence, he would have been able to reproduce the
speech himself, or at least its substance, and we have an explanation
of the fact just mentioned (see Salmon, Introd., pp. 317, 318 ; Page,
Acts, p. xxxvi.
The vivid

;

Alford, Proleg., pp. 13-15).

description, xxi. 30-40, and especially the local
details, vv. 34, 35, point to the presence of an eye-witness, who was
in possession of information which he could use with accuracy, and

same time with discrimination, limiting himself to the requisites of his narrative (Bethge, Die Paulinischen Reden, p. 174).
It is difficult to understand why Blass should say that although
at the

Luke may have heard the speech, it is doubtful if he understood it.
In his Prcef. to his Evangelium secundum Lucam, pp. xxi.-xxiii., he
not only adopts Nestle's theory that an Aramaic document underlies
the first part of Acts, i.-xii., but amongst the few Aramaisms from
chap. xiii. onwards he notes especially, p. xxi., two from the chapter
before us,

imperfecti futurique, quae

and

ver. 14, fyuvty

We

must

eic

"

periphrasis ilia aramaica
per participium et verbum rjfMjy (eaofxai),"
too oro'ju.aTos auToO, cf. i. 16, iii. 18, 21 for otojigi.

xxii., viz., ver. 19,

tjjitji'

4>u\cua£wi'

fit

mind the strictures of Dalman upon Blass in
Die Worte Jesu, p. 28, 1898.
In the apology before Felix, xxiv. 10-21, we have traces of St. Paul's
diction (see commentary, and cf. Nosgen, u. s., p. 54, Felten, u. s.,
be rash to affirm that St. Luke was
p. 34), and although it would
this
of
the
at
defence,
yet, if he was with St. Paul
delivery
present
also bear in

this connection: cf.

during any of the time of the Apostle's imprisonment at Caesarea,
it is surely not difficult to suppose that he would have received from

own lips a summary of his diroXoyia before Felix.
The same remark might account for St. Luke's information as to
the prisoner's

before Agrippa, chap, xxvi., and it is specially
in
this
that
speech, which may easily have been repronoteworthy
duced exactly as it was delivered, cf. Blass, Grammatik, p. 5, and
Proleg., p. 13, we have Greek phrases and words of a more cultured

the longer

and

d-iroXoyta

literary style,

such as would be more suited to the most distin-

guished audience before which the Apostle had yet pleaded (see
commentary). At the same time we may note that while the speech

has many points of contact with St. Paul's peculiar language and
favourite words, there are other expressions which may be described
as Lucan, to which we may appeal as justifying the belief that if
St.

Luke was present

at the hearing, he reproduced the speech not

immediately, but after an interval, when

it

had passed through

his
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own mind, Bethge, Die Paulinischen Rcden,

That
pp. 259, 260.
the speeches in Acts bear the impress of St. Luke's own style and
revising hand is freely admitted by conservative critics (cf. Lightfoot,
B.D. 2 i., p. 36; Headlam, " Acts," Hastings' B.D., i., p. 34 ; Salmon,
Introd., p. 317), and we may thus unhesitatingly account for the
,

combination in them of peculiar Pauline expressions with those
which may be classed as Lucan or Lucan-Pauline. These linguistic
phenomena by no means destroy the substantial accuracy of the
rather they are exactly what we should expect to find.
It
all sides that by comparing the language of St.
Paul's speeches in Acts with the language of his Epistles a striking

report
is

;

admitted on

amount

of similarity is evident.
But if the writer of Acts was not
acquainted with St. Paul's Epistles, we cannot account for this
If,
similarity of diction on the ground of literary dependence.
however, the writer of Acts was a constant and frequent companion
of St. Paul the explanation is easy enough, and we can readily
believe that whilst in his report or revision of a speech words of
the disciple might sometimes be found side by side with those of
the master, yet the influence of the latter would nevertheless make
itself felt in the disciple's thoughts and language (cf. Salmon, u. s.
f

p.

315

and Felten,

ff.,

u.

s., p.

32).

In

many cases

it is

perfectly ob-

vious that the account of the speeches in Acts is an abridged account
the longest of them would not take more than some five or six

—

—

minutes in delivery and therefore, as a matter of necessity, such an
abridgment would bear upon it, in a sense, the impress of St. Luke's
own style. Blass, Acta Apostolorum, p. 191, in speaking of St. Paul's
address at Athens expresses the belief that it has come down to us
"fideliter etsi brevissime: ita sunt omnia et loco et audientibus
accommodata," and he adds a remark applicable to all the Apostle's
" Turn
quilibet qui paullo recentiore aetate orationes Pauli
speeches
conficturus esset, usurus erat Pauli epistolis quarum in hac non
:

;

magis quam in ceteris orationibus (c. 13, 20, 22, 24, 26) ullus usus
comparet ".
It cannot be said that the recent and frequent attempts to
multiply and differentiate sources in Acts, to assign them to various
revisers or redactors, have met with any degree of real success.

Holtzmann and Wendt

(see also a description of these attempts
Rundschau, Feb., March, April, 1899) contend that
they have done so, and that with regard to the first few chapters of
Acts some consensus of opinion has been gained, we may set against
such contentions not only the opinion of Zahn, Einleitu?ig, ii.,
pp. 414, 424, who maintains that none of these repeated attempts
If

in Thcologische
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has attained any measure of probability (so too Zockler, Apostd2nd edit., and Knabenbauer, Actus Apostolorum,

geschichte, p. 154,

p. 9 ff., 1899), but also the opinion of Wendt, who, after a careful
and on the whole sympathetic review, is obliged to confess that
one must limit oneself in any attempt to discover the sources
of the book to what is attainable and provable in the circumstances,
and that the more complicated the hypothesis suggested, the more

difficult
p.

17,

is

it

1899.

to

make it intelligible to others, Apostelgeschichte,
own examination of the problem he limits

In his

himself to one great source, p. 30, and plainly declares that it does
not seem to be possible to discover others, although he enumerates
various passages in which old and trustworthy traditions were

combined

;

but whether these were derived from written documents

or from one and the

same source he

evidently inclined to admit that in
also have been at work. Thus whilst

declines to say, and he is
cases oral tradition may

many
iv.

1-22, v. 17-42, are

regarded as

parallel pieces of information of what was in reality the same event,
or whilst again the liberation of St. Peter in chap. xii. is a parallel

to the release of the Apostle in chap. v. 18-20, the work of St.
Philip and the death of St. James rest upon good and trustworthy
The source to which Wendt attaches such importance
tradition.
"
includes the "
sections, and the whole of the book from xiii.

We

onwards, with the exception of xv. 1-33, the source continuing with
ver. 35, whilst it can be traced further back to xi. 19, 27, and to viii.
1-4.
But this large source is full of traces of revision and redaction,
which mark not only the narratives but also the addresses. Its
interest centred chiefly in the person of St. Paul and in his work,
and it gave no history of the origines of the Church or of the

missionary journeys of the other Apostles, although it introduced its
account of St. Paul by tracing the foundation of the Church in
Antioch from the mother Church in Jerusalem as a result of the
death of St. Stephen and the subsequent persecution, and by
showing how that same Church of Antioch became the starting-point
for St. Paul's missionary labours.

This view of the sources adopted by Wendt contrasts favourably
with some of the extraordinary and complicated theories which from
time to time have been advocated in Germany, more especially during
the last few years.

As early as 1845 Schleiermacher's published lectures referred
"
the authorship of the "
sections not to Luke but to Timothy,
and some two years before this E. M. Mayerhoff had suggested that

We

the same hypothesis might be extended to

all

parts of Acts, not
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however without the opposition of Bleek and Ulrich, the former of
whom supported Schleiermacher. But Schleiermacher's view of the
part played by Timothy had already met with the strong opposition of
Schneckenburger, 1841, and Swanbeck, 1847, attacked it by means
of his own more complicated and more hazardous attempt to solve
the sources of Acts.
According to Swanbeck, the book is made up
of a biography of Peter, a source containing the death of Stephen,
a biography of Barnabas, the memoirs of Silas including the
"
"
sections.
But the theory gained no acceptance, and most

We

critics will

that

probably agree with Lekebusch (Apostelgeschichtg, p. 188)
in his attempt to avoid the misleading theory as to

Swanbeck

Timothy involved himself

in a still greater error

by his advocacy of

Silas.

For the Tubingen school the question of sources occupied a
"
important place than the question of
tendency," and more
weight was attached to the imaginative power of the author than

less

to the possibility of his possession of any reliable tradition
and
consequently for a time the attempts to discriminate and estimate
;

various sources sank into abeyance.
It was, however, supposed by
some critics that in the first part of Acts either a pentateuch source
or an Hellenistic history of Stephen had been worked up (Zeller,
Overbeck), or that some old irpdlcis riauXou formed a foundation for

the narrative.
Hilgenfeld (see also below) maintained the probable
existence of this latter document, and Holsten thought that he could
discover traces of a Judaistic source in the speeches of the first part
B. Weiss, as long ago as 1854, had referred the

of the book.

speeches of St. Peter to a written source, but the speeches were
closely connected with the historical episodes, and so in his Einleitung,

2nd and 3rd

the whole

first

editions,

Weiss has attempted

part of the book,

i.e.,

from

i.

to trace throughout

15-xv.,

a Jewish-Christian

source, whilst Feine, 1891, has maintained that the Jewish-Christian
source already employed in the third Gospel was also the source of

the history of the Jerusalem Church in Acts i.-xii., and he gives, n.
5., p. 236 ff., many verbal likenesses between this source in St. Luke's

Gospel and in the earlier portion of Acts. Feine's handling of the
whole question is much more conservative than that of the other
attempts to which allusion will be made, especially as he regards
St. Luke as the author of the third Gospel and the Acts, and claims
a high historical value for the episodes and speeches in the source.
But the interest in the hypothesis of a source or sources chiefly
centres around the second rather than the first part of Acts.
For
"
here the " We
sections are concerned, and when the view was
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once started that these sections, although not the work of St. Luke,
were the work of an eye-witness (since their vividness and circumstantiality could not otherwise be accounted for), and so derived
from a source, the whole question of the authorship of this source
was revived, and the claims of Timothy, Silas, Titus, again found
advocates and not only so, but the further question was debated as
;

to

how

far this source extended.

sections only
vails, cf., e.g.,

Was

it

limited to the

"We"

But the view which prevailed (and which still preHoltzmann, Einleitung 3 p. 393, and see above) makes

?

Luke the author of the "We"
book, which was referred to the

,

sections, although not of the whole
close of the first, and even to the

second century. This latter date (amongst the supporters of which
may be included H. Holtzmann, Pfleiderer, Jiilicher (100-105),
Weizsacker, to say nothing of earlier critics, or of those mentioned
below) finds no support in the general character of the book, and it

depends upon other very precarious arguments, e.g., the dependency
upon Josephus. But if it cannot be substantiated, it
is in itself fatal to the partition theories put forward by Van Manen
(125-150), Clemen (60-140), and Jungst (110-125).
With Van Manen we mark one of the earliest of the many
complicated attempts, to which reference has been already made,
in proof of the use of sources throughout the whole of Acts.
According to him, Acta Petri and Acta Pauli form the two sources,
of which the final redactor, writing about the middle of the second
In the Acta Pauli, H. Pa., which fill
century, availed himself.
the second half of the canonical book of Acts, with the exception of
xv. 1-33 and some other passages due to the reviser (although some
of the incidents of these Acta which refer to Barnabas, Stephen,
Paul, find a place in the first half of the book), a Gentile Christian,
the first redactor, writing at the end of the first, or beginning of the
second century, has embodied the Lucan Travel- Document, probably
"
written by Luke himself, consisting of the " We
sections and the
bare recital of one of Paul's voyages from Jerusalem to Rome.
This document is, however, much revised, and according to it the
Apostle travels to Rome not as a prisoner, but as a free man. The
final redactor, moreover, seems to have forgotten that such a document had ever existed, and to have depended upon the Epistles of
St. Paul and the notices of Josephus.
The second source, Acta
Petri, H. Pe., chaps, i.-xii., is of very small historical value; it was
composed later than the Acta Pauli, and aimed at placing Peter on
a level with Paul.
It is not perhaps to be wondered at that Van
Manen himself seems to hesitate about the exact details of his
of the author
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partitions, that even Heitmiiller cannot give anything but modified
to his theory, Theol. Rundschau, p. 87, 1899, and that

commendation
a

still

severer condemnation

is

inflicted

by Zockler, Greifswalder

Studien, p. 114, cf. Knabenbauer, p. 11.
In the same year, 1890, Sorof published his Die Entstehung der
Apostelgeschichte. He too has his two written sources. Of the first

Luke was the author this source runs through the
and
has
for
its purpose to represent the
book,
missionary spread of
from
Jerusalem
to
Rome, making prominent the figure
Christianity
But this source was revised by another disciple of Paul,
of Paul.
the physician

;

Timothy, who as the son of a Jewish mother stood nearer than

Luke

to

Jewish-Christian

introduced

interests.

much legendary matter

Timothy, to magnify Peter,

relating to
also revised

him

in

the

first

and corrected the
portion of St. Luke's account, and
record of St. Paul's missionary activity on the strength of his
sections and his own eye-witness.
authorship of the
(It is

"We"

no wonder that Heitmiiller, u. s., p. 85, again welcomes this theory
with qualified praise, and considers the division of the parts of the
book assigned to Luke and Timothy as improbable, if not impossible.)
Another attempt in the succeeding year by Spitta gained much
more notice than that of Sorof. He also has his two sources A,
an older source including the " We " sections, probably the work of
Paul's companion, Luke a very valuable and erudite source containing the speeches of the book (see references in commentary)
and B, a secondary source, unhistorical, depending on popular

—

:

;

traditions, with a great

ments.

B

is

tendency to introduce miraculous embellish-

the work of a Jewish Christian

who

writes with a

desire to magnify Peter by miracles which equal those of the great
Gentile Apostle.
Spitta has further to suppose that these two

and the other Jewish-Christian,
were combined by a Catholic-Christian redactor R, with some
Here again Heitmiiller, p. 91, sees no hope
additions of his own.
of a satisfactory solution of the problem under investigation, and
can only wonder at the manner in which two sources of a directly
opposite tendency can be so simply interwoven by the redactor the
sources, the one Pauline-Lucan

;

part played by the latter
little

altogether unsatisfactory, as he does
else than effect this combination of the two sources, with an
is

was also sharply
and by Von Soden, Theologische Literaturzeitung 26, 1892, and its value will be seen by
references in the commentary.
The most complicated of all these recent attempts at the
occasional interpolation of his own.
criticised

by Julicher, Einleitung,
f

p.

Spitta's attempt

270,
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that of Dr. C. Clemen.

His three chief

sources (with which he closely connects other shorter sources, e.g.,
a source for vi. 1-6) are named (1) Historia Hellenistarum, H.H.,
vi.

9,

10,

vii.

35-58*,

1-36,

59 b

viii.

,

l b,

xi.

19-21,

24*,

26: this

source Clemen regards as very old and trustworthy; (2) Historia
Petri, H.Pe., consisting chiefly of i.-v., and of some passages inserted in H.H., viz,, vi. 7, 8, 11-15, vii. 37, 60, viii. 2, viii. 4-13,

account of Simon Magus;

viii. 26-40, the conversion of
Historia
xiii. 1-xxviii. 30, 31, a
Pauli,
H.Pa.,
Ethiopian; (3)
source which may have originated in a diary kept by Luke on a
journey to Rome called (4) Itinerarium Pauli, I. Pa., containing the

18-24, the

the

"We"

sections,

The

redactors.

and combined with

first

redactor

other additions besides the "

is

(3)

by the

first

of the three

simply R., and to him are attributed
"
sections to the Historia Pauli,

We

although no "tendency" can be assigned to him, cf., e.g., xiv. 8-18,
The two other
xvi. 23 b -34, xvii. 19-33, the Athenian discourse, etc.
redactors are

much more pronounced:

one, Redactor Judaicus,

and revised the above sources,
the miracles at Lydda and Joppa,

R.J. , writing 93-117 a.d., compiled

making many additions, e.g.,
ix. 23-43, and for the most part the Cornelius history, x. 1-xi. 18;
xvi. 1-3, xxi. 20 b -26, etc.; and finally, the third redactor, Redactor
Antijudaicus, R.A., writing probably in the time of Hadrian, with
the object of counterbalancing the wrong tendencies of his predecessor; to him we owe, before all, ix. 1-31, Paul's conversion,
19, 23-33, 41, and additions to the speech at
19 b 25-35, 38*. Other instances will be found in the
of the manner in which the additions of " these two

1-25, xv. 5-12,

xii.

Miletus, xx.

commentary

,

antipodes," R.J. and R.A., are given precisely by Clemen, even to
parts of verses, and it is no unfriendly critic (Heitmuller, u. s.,
p. 128) who points out that of the five journeys of Paul to Jeru-

salem mentioned

in

Acts no less than four are referred by Clemen

to his redactors, which

is

fatal to the historical

character of these

and R.A.; and xviii. 22 b
R. the last journey, xxi., is found in the source H.Pa., and this
according to Clemen is a journey identical with Gal. ii. 1. There is
indeed no occasion to look to a conservative critic like Zockler for

visits

:

ix.

26, R.A.

;

xi.

30, R.A.; xv. 1-33, R.J.

,

;

a sharp criticism of the ingenious but purely subjective theory of
Clemen ; the latter's immediate successor in the same attempt to
split up Acts into its component parts not only describes Clemen's
theory as over-ingenious, but speaks of the somewhat mechanical
way in which his Redactor Judaicus brings Paul into the synagogue,

only to allow the Apostle to be at once expelled therefrom by the
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Redactor Antijudaicus, Jungst, Die Quellen der Apostelgeschichte,
Whether we view it from its critical or from its chronological
standpoint, Clemen's theory has not gained favour in England; for
p. 9.

the former, see Ramsay, St, Paul,

and Headlam, Romans,

p. 11,

But

and

for the latter,

Sanday

cannot be said
that Jiingst's own theory is likely to find wider acceptance than that
To say nothing of the difficulties of the date
of his predecessor.
p. xxxviii.

it

further,

which he proposes, and his advocacy of St. Luke's dependence on
in which he is at one with Clemen (see further
below),

Josephus,

we

find ourselves, as in dealing with Spitta's theory, face to face with

two sources, A and B. The Paulinist of the second half of Acts is A,
and the simplest and most natural view, according to Jungst himself,
to identify this A with the beloved physician Luke, Col. iv. 14,
Philem. ver. 24, 2 Tim. iv. 11, who was with Paul during his
imprisonment at Caesarea and Rome B represents the PetrineJewish Christian mainly of the first half, but whose hand may be

is

;

40

13 direKptdt] to ver. 19 Kplvia, and in ver.
whose name and date remain unknown, and
whose narrative is full of miraculous events and legendary stories.
Jiingst's redactor has an important part to play, and whilst on the
one hand he advocates the abrogation of the Mosaic law (Jungst does
not hesitate to attribute to him ver. 39, xiii.), on the other hand he

seen in

xiii.

20 iiuoTciXcH to

f.,

xv. ver.

afyiaTos,

allows Paul to circumcise Timothy,

xvi. 2, to undertake a Nazaritc
20 b -26, and to acknowledge himself a Pharisee, xxiii. 6.
The redactor's aim was to represent Christianity as a religio licita,
and he thus endeavours to bring it by a conciliatory process into

vow,

xxi.

It would be difficult to
close connection with the Jewish religion.
find in the range of criticism anything more purely arbitrary than
Jiingst's arrangement of his sections chronologically, see Table,

p. 225, at

the end of his book (and notes in commentary), and the

instances given above are sufficient to show how he does not hesitate
to split up a verse amongst his various sources: we cannot be

Clemen retorted upon him the charge of overingeniousness with which Jungst had greeted Clemen's own subtle
endeavours.
surprised that

In the

explained

same year as
his

Jiingst's publication, the veteran Hilgenfeld

own views

wissenschaftliche

of the sources of Acts, Zeitschrift fur

Theologie, 1895, 1896, following partly the lines

upon which he had previously worked twenty years before in his
Einleitung, but also taking into account either adversely or with
degrees of agreement, the theories since propounded.
According to him the sources are three in number (1) irpd|€is n£rpou,

different

:
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A, a Jewish-Christian source, i. 15-v. 42, describing the origin and
development of the mother-Church from it were also derived ix.
;

31-42,

xi.

1-23; (2)

Cod. D, a passage relating a missionary circuit, xii.
irp<i§€is twk iirrd, a Jewish-Christian document hellenised,
2,

vi.
1, and continuing to viii. 40, including the
choice of the Seven, and describing what was known of two of them,
this C source
St. Stephen and St. Philip ; (3) irpd|eis nauXou

commencing with

:

commences with

58 b

(vii.

,

l a,

viii.

3) ix.,

and includes nearly the

and the greater portion of xiii.But it will be noticed that,
xxviii.,
owe
this
we
source
C probably to one of the
to
Hilgenfeld,
according
28
and
Antioch
that
it affords us a trustof
Christians
(xi.
D),
early
worthy account, and partly that of an eye-witness, of the missionary
work of St. Paul begun at Antioch and spread over the heathen
Each of the three sources is revised and added to by the
world.
"author to Theophilus," who as a unionist- Pauline makes it his
chief aim to represent the origin of the Gentile Church as essentially
dependent upon the mother-Church of Jerusalem, and Paul as in
full agreement with the primitive Apostles, and as acting after the
precedent of St. Peter thus to C is referred the whole episode of
Cornelius and the account of the Church in Antioch, x. 1-xi. 18
whole of that chapter,
with the

xi.

"We"

27-29,

sections.

;

Hilgenfeld is not only
text), xi. 19-26, 30, xii. 24, 25.
(except xi. 2
often greatly dependent upon the Western text (see below and in
commentary), but it will be seen that the reference of large sections
to his
in

"author to Theophilus"

is

often quite arbitrary

comment.).

One more well-known name
of J. Weiss.

follows that of Hilgenfeld

In 1893, Studien

(cf.

notes

—the name

und Krihken, Weiss had already

some extent given in his adhesion to Spitta's theory, and had
treated Clemen's redactors R.J. and R.A., one of whom always
follows the other to undo the effects of his working, with little
to

ceremony but in opposition to Spitta he sees in i.-v. only source B,
a strong Jewish-Christian document, and in this respect he approaches more nearly to B. Weiss and Feine, although he does not
;

attach equal weight to the historical value of the document in
Unlike Spitta, he refers the speech of Stephen (upon the
question.
of
which
In
Spitta so strongly insists) not to A, but to B.
unity

1897 J. Weiss admits only

A as the source for the second half of Acts,

except in some passages in which he cannot refrain from introducing
a redactor, JJber die Absicht und den literarischen Charakter der

A. G., 1897,

p. 38.

The view taken by

J.

Weiss

certainly has the

merit of appearing less complicated than that of Jungst and Clemen.
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Heitmiiller, u.

by

J.

Weiss

s.,

pp. 94, 139, highly

upon the

in insisting

sources, the book of Acts

purpose and aim, and

it is

commends the

fact that, even

service rendered

derived from
forms a whole, written with a definite
no doubt true that the more we recognise
if it is

this, the more readily shall we recognise parts or sources which are
inconsistent with a unity of aim, whether we derive them from oral

or written traditions.

But what kind of man must the

final reviser

that he was entirely unaware of the discrepancies and
difficulties which the sharp eyes of modern critics have discovered,

have been

in

and allowed them to remain instead of dismissing or explaining
them with a few strokes of his pen ? Or if he was so skilful as to be
able to combine together sources often so unlike, how is it that he
was notwithstanding so unskilful as to leave such patent and glaring

And

discrepancies?
century,

how

is

it

if

the final revision took place in the second
we have no colouring, not even in the

that

speeches, of second-century ideas ? (See especially Ramsay, St. Paul,
In other respects it will be noticed that these theories, far
p. 10.)

from possessing even the recommendation of novelty, are nothing
"
but a rehabilitation of the exploded " tendency
theories of Baur
"
"
of
the
discredited
or
and Zeller,
between Peter and
parallelism
Paul (see above)

in

;

numberless cases one

critic flatly contradicts

the details of his confident partition of sources into
even
or
verses,
portions of verses. At the same time hardly any
of the writers in question seem able to separate themselves entirely

another

in

from the traditional view that Luke, the companion of Paul, was
more or less concerned in the composition of the book, which, as we
believe, is so justly ascribed to him.
Before we pass from this question of sources,

a few words must

be said as to the alleged dependence of St. Luke upon Josephus. A
century and a half ago points of contact between the two historians

were collected by Ott and Krebs (see Wendt, u. s., p. 36, and Krenkel,
Josephus und Lucas, p. 1). But only in comparatively recent times
has the question been seriously discussed as to whether the author
of the third Gospel and of Acts was dependent in a literary sense
upon Josephus. At the outset it is well to bear in mind that both
men were historians, writing at the same period, and often of

A

certain amount, therefore,
necessity referring to the same events.
of parallel description and even of similarity of diction might fairly

be expected. 1

But that the author of Acts often showed a know-

1
Amongst recent critics who have rejected the idea of St. Luke's dependence
on Josephus may be mentioned Reuss, Schiirer, Gloel, Harnack, Belser, Bousset,
and in England, Salmon, Sanday, Plummer (in his review of the latter's St. Luke

Weiss, however,

now

i

nclines to the opposite view).
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is admitted even by those who maindependence in question see, e.g., Krenkel, u. s., p. 207,
Clemen, Die Chronologie der Paulinischen Briefe, p. 68 (see further
in commentary, v. 36, xii. 19, xxi. 38, and Zahn's instances of this
independent knowledge of events and persons, Einleitung, ii., p. 416).
But more extraordinary than the variations of certainty and

ledge of independent tradition

tain the

;

is the position taken up
by Wendt in his
Meyer's Commentary. In his former edition
(1888) he maintained that the points of contact between Josephus
and Luke were too general in their character to justify the notion
of literary dependence, and that the author of Acts would naturally

uncertainty in these critics

latest edition (1899) of

possess independent knowledge of contemporary events and personand he still admits this general similarity and the want of

alities,

proof in many of the dependencies alleged by Krenkel in his lengthy
examination of the question e.g., the fact that both writers speak of
Porcius Festus as the 8id8ox<>s of Felix is no proof of literary
:

But Wendt
dependence (Acts xxiv. 27, Jos., Ant., xx., 8, 9).
fastens on the one passage, v. 36, cf. Jos., Ant., xx., 5, 1, as proving
a real dependence (see notes in commentary), and argues that if this
is so, the same dependence may be naturally expected in other
Thus, in what appears to be quite an arbitrary manner, he
places.
asserts that some notices in Acts are dependent upon Josephus,
whilst some may be taken by the author of the book out of his own
chief source, e.g., the account of the Egyptian, xxi. 38, and of the
But having said all this,
xxiii. 2, xxiv. 1, etc.
proceeds to point out that we must not measure too highly
the influence of Josephus on Acts; even the passage v. 36, in
which that influence is most marked, proves to us at the same time
high priest Ananias,

Wendt

it did not consist in an
the nature of the influence in question
exact familiarity with the words of Josephus, and in a careful
:

employment of

his material, but in a superficial reminiscence of
Jewish historian ; thus the deviations side

earlier reading of the

side with the likenesses are explained.

an

by
But the most conservative

might allow as much as this.
further admits that this dependence cannot extend to the
This last work,
later works of Josephus, c. Apion. and his Vita.
"
which must have been written after the year 100 a.d. (see " Josephus
critic

Wendt

(Edersheim), Diet, of Chr. Biog.,
that there

used

in

is

Acts

iii.,

p.

448), contains the expression,

Jamr,
vapaiToupai, and Krenkel maintains
a clear trace of dependence upon this in the words

c. 29, Oaveiv jack, et SucauSf

ofi

xxiv. 11 (pp. 255, 256, so

in the first place

Holtzmann and

the supposed dependency

is

Steck).

But

not admitted by Wendt,
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and not only may

parallels be found to a similar use of the verb
other Greek writers (Wetstein), but it is also noticeable that in the same speech of St. Paul Krenkel discovers, xxv. ver.
"
" the most
to the language of
9, what he calls
striking reference
Josephus in the phrase ydpira, X^P iy KaTcmOeadai tiki (cf. also xxiv.
TrapaiToGficu in

27, Jos., B.J.,
is

and commentary,

3,

vi.,

distinctly classical, cf.

Thuc,

But the phrase
Josephus was
Kennedy, Sources of N.T. Greek,
i.,

in loco).

33, 138,

and

if

acquainted with Thucydides (see
p. 56) why not St. Luke ?
(Cf. Belser, Theol. Quartalschrift,

p.

653,

1895.)

But what can we think of these supposed dependencies upon
a book of Josephus written in the early years of the second
century, when we read further that St. Paul's account of his
dream, xxiii. 11, is modelled upon the dream in Josephus,
In the former passage we read o-e Set <al els 'P4|u)r
Vita, 42?
and

papTuptjaai,

in the latter

on

c

ical

each case the dream takes place
some one stood over the dreamer

Pa>p,cuois

$ei

ore

iroXepjocu, in

the night, and in each case
(emo-ras) (see Bousset's review of

in

Krenkel, Theol. Literaturzeitung, p. 392, 1895, No. 15). The alleged
similarity between the introduction to the third Gospel and the
Acts,

and the introduction

book,

c.

Apionem,

likeness between

and to

his

when compared with
Luke in his preface to

the

to the Ant. of Josephus

of the

is

slightest

the language of St.
his
Gospel and the introduction of Dioscorides of Anazarbus to his
Materia Medica, cf. Bousset, u. s., Vogel, Zur Charakteristik des

Lukas,

p. 17,

Lukas,

p.

St.

Luke

dides

286

and
;

J. Weiss, Meyer's Commentary, Evangelium des
indeed much more might be said for an imitation by

in his preface of

(cf. Belser, u.

very advantageous

s.,

if

Josephus and Luke,

the introduction to the history of Thucy-

It would have been
pp. 642, 658, 659, etc.).
in his long list of words common to

Krenkel
p.

classical writers to the

ff., had not only given us references in
use of the words which he adduces (e.g.,

304

iruperft owexeaOcu, Luke iv. 38, Ant., xiii., 15, 5, finds
frequent parallels in Plato and Thucydides), but also to the authors
whose books form the Apocrypha, and especially to 1 Mace, and 2

the phrase

Mace.

It is also

Polybius (Zahn,
it is

u.

noteworthy that no mention whatever is made of
The whole list requires revision, and
5., p. 414).

preposterous to class amongst literary dependencies technical

terms

like dvGuira-ros, koXupui, PcatKopos, mutcXirjpos, criKaptos, arpaToireS-

rfpxtjs,

TeTpapxcw, or ordinary

common
-vapairXlu.

to

all

So

Greek

words which since Homer had been

literature, e.g. t ineZae, poy-s, irXous, irapoixo/icu,

far as language is concerned,

what

is

more improbable,
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as Zahn points out, than that the man who wrote Luke i, 1-4 should
go to school and learn from Josephus ? (Cf. C. Apion., u, 9 ; Ant., xx.,
But again what can we expect from an author who can find a
12.)
parallel between Luke ii. 42 and Jos., Vita, 2 ? (See Gloel, Diejiingste

"
"
sections equally with
Kritik des Galaterbricfes, p. 65.) The
the other parts of the book contain many points of contact with
Josephus, and Krenkel is somewhat puzzled to explain this, p. 281 ;

We

but when we consider that Josephus has given us a long description
own voyage to Rome, and of his shipwreck on the way, Vita,
3, it was only to be expected that similar nautical terms would be

of his

found

in the

two

narratives,

and some

the two accounts help to show us

and
and naturally two

similarity of description,

how

easily

writers narrating the same experiences would express themselves in
the same style and language.
But this question of the author's relation to Josephus is also
in its bearing upon the date of Acts.
Antiquities of Josephus are placed at 93, 94 a.d., and if it
could be proved that traces of dependence on the Jewish historian

important

The

in the third Gospel, those who maintain that a
considerable period of time elapsed between the writing of that book
and of Acts would be obliged to place the latter work some few years
But here again we may see the uncertainty which
later still.

may be found

when conclusions are built upon such data. Wendt (p.
no sure traces of any acquaintance with Josephus in
find
can
40)
the third Gospel, and so he inclines to date Acts in the interval
between 95 and 100 a.d. (although he admits the possibility of a
prevails

But 95, 96 a.d. would place the book under
still).
Domitian, and the question arises as to whether it can be said with
any certainty that Acts was composed at a time when the Christians

later date

had gone through such a period of persecution as marked the close
Harnack decides without hesitation in the
of that emperor's reign.
negative, Chron., u, pp. 248-250, and whilst he gives 93 as the
terminus ad quern, it is satisfactory to find that he holds that the book
may have been composed between 80 and 93 a.d. The limit which
he thus fixes Harnack regards as in approximate agreement with
his other
its

argument

non-use of

(see above) against the later date of Acts, viz.

St. Paul's Epistles, a fact

from dating the book
is

concerned,

in

the second century

Ramsay would seem

So far as date
some extent the same

(p. 249).

to occupy to

position, at least approximately, for

,

which alone would prevent us

he maintains that the book could

not possibly have been written as late as the reign of Trajan, when
the Church had long suffered persecution from the State, or even by

VOL.

II.

3
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who had passed through

a writer
p.

the reign of Domitian, St. Paul,
publication in the year immediately following
in the early years of Domitian.
But whilst Harnack's

387, and he dates

81 a.d.,

i.e.,

its

language might be employed by one who even dated the book before
the persecution of Nero, Ramsay maintains that there runs through
the entire work a purpose which could hardly have been conceived
before the State had begun to persecute on political grounds (p. 388).
But when did this kind of persecution begin ? The evidence for the
origin of a definite State policy against the Christians points pre-

sumably to Nero, and not to Vespasian, cf. Hardy, Christianity and
the Roman Government, p. 80 (1890), Mommsen's letter, Expositor,
July, 1893, Hort, First Epistle of St. Peter, p. 3, Pullan, Early Chris106 ff., 1898. Professor Ramsay speaks of the Flavian

tianity, p.

policy as declaring Christianity illegal and proscribing the Name,
first of the three Flavian emperors was Vespasian, and there

but the

no positive evidence to refer the adoption of a definite State policy
against the new religion to him (cf. Ramsay, Church in the Roman
is

Empire,

p. 256).

from this point of view, there is nothing in the book itself
to militate against an earlier date even than that mentioned by
Ramsay and Harnack, are we justified in placing it, with Blass, before

But

if,

Blass indeed would place it as early as
fall of Jerusalem ?
57-59 a.d., following St. Jerome, and the Gospel in 56, Evangelium

the

Philology of the Gospels, p. 33 ff. But
has done invaluable service by pointing
Blass
be,
Luke's words, Luke xxi. 20 ff., which
in
St.
nothing

secundum Lucam,
however this may
out that there

is

lxxix.,

p.

can give colour to the theory which regards them as a mere vaticinium post eventum, by showing that Daniel ix. 36 ff. already contained much which Luke is alleged to have added from his own

knowledge of events already fulfilled, and by adding from modern
history at least one remarkable prophecy and its fulfilment. Savona
rola foretold as early as 1496 the capture of Rome, which happened
in 1527, and he did this not merely in general terms but in detail
his words were realised to the letter when the sacred Churches of
St. Peter and St. Paul became, as the prophet had foretold, stables
;

The difficulties of foreseeing this capture
all by an army which would not have refrained
at
City
Holy
from such an act of sacrilege are vividly depicted by Blass, Philology
for the conquerors' horses.

of the

of the Gospels,

p.

42

ff.

1

1
where he adds: "Major utique
Cf. Evangelium secundum Lucam, p. viii.,
Christus propheta quam Savonarola; hujus autem vaticinium longe difficilius fuit

quam

illius

Doterat ".

;

nam

hostis

Romanus

praevideri

poterat, exercitus

Lutheranus non
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But if on other grounds, e.g., on account of the prologue to St.
Luke's Gospel (Harnack, u. s., p. 248, Sanday, B.L., p. 278, Page,
Acts, p. xviii.), we are asked to place that book after the destruction of
further maintained by Harnack that some considermust have elapsed after that event before Acts was
written for if it had been composed immediately after the destrucand
tion, the writer would have mentioned it as useful for his aim
so the book must have been composed at a time, c. 80, when the
overthrow of the Holy City no longer stood, as it were, in the foreground of events. But it may be doubted if this is a very convincing
argument, for the Epistle of Barnabas, written, as Harnack holds,
between the wide limits of 80 and 132 a.d., does refer to the
destruction, and for the writer of this Epistle equally as for the
writer of Acts the event would have been a fait accompli.
It is

Jerusalem,

it is

able interval
;

;

doubtful whether, in fact, anything can be gained as to the fixture
of date from this omission of any reference to the fate of the Holy

City if anything, the omission would point to the years before the
destruction for the composition of the book, as Harnack himself
;

if we were not obliged,
according to the same writer, by the
date of the Gospel to place Acts also after the overthrow. Both in
England and in Germany representative writers can be named in

allows,

support of the earlier and of the later date, Dr. Salmon maintaining
that Acts was written a little more than two years after St. Luke's

p.

77),

80

a.d.,

Rome

(cf also Rackham, Journal of Theol. Studies, i.,
Dr. Sanday would apparently place Acts about
and the Gospel 75-80, B. L., p. 279, so too Dr. Plummer,

arrival in

whilst

Luke, p. xxxi., both being influenced to a great extent by the
In
presumption that the Gospel followed the fall of Jerusalem.
this the English critics are in interesting agreement with Zahn in
St.

his recent volume, Einleitung,

ii., pp.
433, 434, so far as date is
concerned, in that he too regards 80 a.d. as the terminus ad quern
for both Gospel and Acts, assigning them probably to 75 a.d., but
unable to find a place for them before the fall of Jerusalem. 1

Sir J. Hawkins in his valuable Hone SynopHca, p. 143, has
recently drawn
attention to the difference of vocabulary between the third Gospel and Acts, and
whilst maintaining that it is quite insufficient tb destroy the argument for the
1

identity of authorship, he thinks that it points to a considerable lapse of time
between the two works. But we are dealing with a versatile author acquainted
apparently with many writers, Vogel, Zur Charakteristik des Lucas nach Sprache
und SHI, pp. 15, 17, 38, and the differences in question cannot have weighed with
Blass, inasmuch as he places the completion of Acts three years after the Gospel,
and still less with Zahn, who still maintains that the two books were published
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would appear then that the date of Acts must be determined
by the date assigned to the third Gospel and this
apparently was the view of Bishop Lightfoot (cf. Plummer, St. Luke,
2nd edit.), inasmuch
p. xxix., and Zockler, Apostelgeschichte, p. 163,
as he leaves the question of the date of Acts undetermined, and
It

to a great extent

;

refers for its solution to the date assigned to St. Luke's Gospel;

although it should be noted that he does not attach any weight to
the argument which finds in Luke xxi. 20-24 a proof that the Gospel
was written after Jerusalem had fallen (cf. also Headlam, " Acts,"
Hastings' B.D., p. 30, and Wendt, Apostelgeschichte,
various dates).

As

in

to say at

the case of the Gospel, so

what place

it

was

in

written.

that of the Acta,

The

it is

p.

40,

for

impossible

traditional view since the

days of St. Jerome, De Vir. Must., 7, has favoured Rome (although
elsewhere Jerome refers the writing of the Gospel to parts of
Achaia and Boeotia, Prcef. to Comm. in Matt.), cf. Schneckenburger,
Lekebusch, Godet, Pelten, Blass, amongst others (Wendt, 1899,
although rejecting the traditional account of St. Jerome, adds that

he knows of no decisive grounds against Rome, p. 40). Lekebusch,
claims of Rome
Apostelgeschichte, pp. 393, 429, in supporting the
argues for the probability that St. Luke, like many medical men at
the time, would be likely to find in Rome a good field for his pro
Achaia, Macedonia, Asia Minor, Alexandria have all
been mentioned, and Lightfoot also mentions Philippi. Pfleiderer
has supported Ephesus on the ground that the writer manifests
a special interest in that city, whilst Zockler thinks that something
may be said for Antioch in Syria, owing to St. Luke's traditional
fessional work.

connection with the place, Eus., H. E., iii., 4; Jerome, De Vir.
Must., 1, cf. Acts xi. 28, D., if there was the slightest ground for

supposing that Luke at the period when the book was written had
any residence in the Syrian town. On the whole it seems best with
Nosgen, Apostelgeschichte, p. 42 Lightfoot, u. s., p. 40 Zahn, Ein;

;

undetermined; see
the
as
on
the
latter
to
the
question of the mention
bearing
especially
of insignificant places such as Tres Tabernae, Appii Forum, in the

leitung,

in the

ii.,

pp. 337, 439, to leave the

It is remarkable no doubt that r* is used so often in Acts
year, 75.
of the book : nevertheless it occurs also in the third Gospel nine or

same

in all parts

at all, and in St. Matthew and St. John only three times
no doubt frequent in Acts, does not occur at all in St.
Mark, although it is found once in St. Luke, iii. 18 (twice in St.

ten times, but in St.
in

each

;

|*iv

Matthew and
John)

;

and

dropped

locality

Mark not

ovv, although
St.

ical avrrfs,

in Acts,

although occurring very frequently in the third Gospel,
it is rarely found (eight times).

although proportionately

is

not
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neighbourhood of Rome, and on the evident ignorance of Theophilus
as to the localities of Palestine, and apparently also in some respects,
and in comparison with the author, of Macedonia and Greece (cf. xvi.
12;

xvii. 19, 21).

we turn to external testimony in favour of the book we find it
and satisfactory (cf. Zockler, Apostelgeschichtc, 2nd edit., p.
160, Headlam, "Acts," Hastings' B.D., i., p. 26, and Gore on the
points of contact between the earlier chapters and the Didache ;
To Wendt in his latest
see Church and the Ministry, p. 416).
If

full

owe much that is of value, both
he
declines to recognise.
One very
what
allows,
the
outset.
for
at
The
determination
calls
likeness
important point
between the language of Acts xiii. 22 and Clem. Rom., Cor., xviii., 1,
in relation to Ps. lxxxviii. 20 (LXX) cannot, as both Clemen and
edition, p. 41
in

(1899),

Wendt

we

and

what he

again

in

admit, be accidental.

Indeed

Wendt

is

of opinion that

it is

no more probable that Clement depends upon Acts than Acts upon
Clement, while at the same time he holds that a third alternative is
possible, viz., that both writings may be dependent on some common
But there is no evidence forthcoming as to the existence
third source
of this common source, and Lightfoot rightly presses the significance of the threefold coincidence between the language of Acts
and Clement, which cannot easily be explained away (u. s., p. 120).
In Acts we have three features introduced which are not found in
the original of the Psalm, viz., the mention of the "witness," and the
addition (a) of " a man after my heart," cf. 1 Sam. xiii. 14, and (b) of
" the son of
Jesse," but all these are also found in the passage in

So again Wendt with many other

critics would exClem.
Rom., Cor., ii.,
f\
Xa^dvovres,
1, cf. Acts xx. 35, not by dependence upon Acts, but by a common
But Wendt admits, although
tradition of the words of the Lord.
very guardedly, the use of Acts in Polycarp, Phil., i., 2, cf Acts

St.

Clement.

plain the words

tjEioK SiSoires

34, Ignat., Ad Smyrn., 3, Acts x. 41, and he does not deny the
connection between Ignat., Ad Magn., 5, and Acts i. 25, whilst he
admits that in Justin Martyr the references become more clear
ii.

and frequent (see, for a full and good estimate of the references
and Polycarp, Headlam, "Acts," Hastings' B.D., i.,

to Ignatius
p.

26).

But it is most important to observe that Wendt fully recognises
the influence of the Canonical Acts upon the Apocryphal Acts of
the second century, although he points out that of this literature we
only possess a small portion, and he expects great things from the
recently discovered fragments of the Acta Pauli of the middle of
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the second century cf. Acta Pauli et Theclce (apparently a part of
the Acta Pauli), which are frequently dependent upon our Acts for
;

their notices of persons

and places, and also Acta Petri dependent

again upon our Acts, as in the notice of the meeting of Peter and
Simon Magus, cf. Zockler, Apostelgeschichte, p, 159, and Harnack,
Chron., i., pp. 498 and 554 (although Harnack places the Acta Petri
as late as the middle of the third century, whilst Zahn takes 170 as

the terminus ad quern).
From other writings and documents of the
second century the testimony to our book is clear, cf. Epist. ad

Diognetum, 3, cf. Acts xvii. 24 the Epistle of Vienne and Lyons,
cf. Acts vii. 59 ff. (Euseb., H.E., v., 2; Didache, iv. 8, Acts iv.
32), and two other references to St. Paul's address at Athens,
in Tatian, Orat. ad Gr&c, 4, and Athenagoras, Legal., 13 (Wendt)
so too in
(cf possibly Dionysius of Corinth, Euseb., H.E., iv., 23)
Justin Martyr, references to the book are found in Apol., i. and ii.,
and Dial, cum Tryph., cf.., e.g., Acts i. 8, 9, ii. 2, Apol., i., 50 Acts
xvii. 23, Apol., ii., 10; Acts xxvi. 22 f., Dial., 36 (Wendt, Zockler,
Headlam) and not only so, but it is definitely assigned to St. Luke
and treated as Scripture in the Muratorian Fragment, I. 34 cf. Iren.,
Adv. Har., Hi., 14, 15, Tertull., C. Marcion., v., 2 De Jejun., 10
Clem. Alex., Strom., v., 12. Moreover, we must not lose sight of the
fact that "all the evidence which testifies to the authorship of
the third Gospel is available also for Acts, and conversely, and
that the early testimony in favour of St. Luke as the author of the
third Gospel is absolutely unbroken and undisputed for nearly
;

;

;

;

;

;

eighteen centuries," Lightfoot, u.

s.,

p.

;

30; Plummer, St. Luke,

pp. xiv., xvi.
Space forbids us to enter into the

many vexed questions which
surround the chronology of Acts, but an attempt is made to discuss

some of them in the pages of the commentary. A glance at the
various tables given us in Meyer- Wendt (1888), p. 31, or in Farrar's
St. Paul, ii., p. 624, is enough in itself to show us the number and
But fresh interest has been
complexity of the problems raised.
aroused not only by Professor Ramsay, but by the recent return of
Harnack and O. Holtzmann

(cf. also McGiffert, Apostolic Age,
Blass, Proleg., p. 22) to the earlier chronology of Eusebius
eutestamentliche
(although O. Holtzmann does not mention him,

p.

359

;

N

AcZeitgeschichte, pp. 128, 132), formerly advocated by Bengel.
cording to Eusebius the recall of Felix must be dated between

Harnack places the entry of Festus upon office
56.
of 56, since Paul embarks for Rome some few months
The
after the arrival of Festus in the autumn, Chron., i., p. 237.
October 55 and

in the

summer
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Apostle would thus arrive in
release follows in 59.

Festus

arrival of

(O.
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the spring of 57, and his

in

Holtzmann from other data places the

in Palestine in

summer

the

McGiffert place Paul's arrival in

Rome

of 55, and both he and

in 56,

and

his

imprisonment

56-58.)

This chronology has been severely criticised by Wendt, Apostelp. 57 (1899), and it fails to commend itself to Ramsay,

geschichte

y

more recently to Zahn, Einleitung,
has been objected to it, inter alia, that its supporters,
events Harnack and O. Holtzmann, place the conversion

Expository March, 1897, as also
ii.,

626.

p.

or at

all

It

Lord that it is doubtful
allowed for the events recorded in Acts

of Paul so soon after the death of our

whether

sufficient

i.-vi. (cf.

xxvi. 10),

time

is

although Holtzmann,

p. 133,

sees no difficulty in

placing the conversion in 29, the date of the death of Jesus, as the
events in Acts i.-viii. in his view follow quickly upon one another.
(Ramsay thinks that the interval before Stephen's murder was short,

but he allows two and a half or three years for the event after the
great Pentecost ; see notes in commentary for the difficulties connected with the martyrdom.) Harnack places the date of the conversion in 30, i.e. according to him, either in the year following, or
in the year of, the death of Jesus.
On the other hand the chronology
,

in question allows

some considerable time

for Paul's release

from

his first captivity (a release admitted by Harnack and Spitta, as
earlier by Renan), and for his subsequent journeys east and west, if

Mr. Turner, "Chronology," Hastings' B.D., i., 420, is right in placing
the death of both Peter and Paul in 64-65 (Harnack placing the death
of St. Paul in 64

from
(68)).

and of

St. Peter in 67, Eusebius, however (so Blass),
here departs, placing the former event in 67
received chronology, making 60, 61, the date for the arrival

whom Harnack
The

little interval between the close of
and his death, if his martyrdom
met by Mr. Turner, u. s., p. 421, by

of Festus in Judaea, allows but
St. Paul's first imprisonment

was

in 64.

The

difficulty is

assigning 58 (Ramsay 59) as the precise year for the accession
of Festus to office, placing the close of the Acts, after the two
years' captivity in Rome, early in 61, and so allowing an interval
of three years between St. Paul's
it

Unfortunately
as the year for

first and second imprisonment.
must be admitted that we cannot positively fix 58
the event in question, and this uncertainty sadly

interferes with the adoption of any precise chronology for Acts,
although on all sides the importance of the date of Festus' arrival
is

recognised

— " the

upon ascertaining

crucial date,"

it,

Mr. Turner

says Harnack

(cf.

also

calls

it

Wendt,

;

all

u.

depends

s.,

p.

56;
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Page, Acts,
i.,

xxxviii.

;

Zahn, Einleitung,

ii.,

p.

639

42).
If

we adopt Mr. Turner's

date for Pest us

2
Lightfoot, B.D.

;

—a

,

date intermediate

—

between the earlier and later dates assigned above and work back,
we get 56 as the date for St. Paul's arrest in Jerusalem and imprisonment in Caesarea, 55 for his leaving Ephesus, 52 for the

commencement

of his third missionary journey (for he stayed at
Ephesus considerably over two years Lewin, Fasti Sacri, p. 310,
;

says three), 50 for his reaching Corinth (late in the year), where he

sojourned eighteen months, 49 for Council at Jerusalem and second
if we identify the Council at Jerusalem,
visit to Jerusalem according to Gal. ii. 1,

But
missionary journey.
Acts xv„ with the second
but the third

visit

the notices in

according to Acts, the question arises as to whether
18 and ii. 1 involve seventeen years as an
i.

Gal.

between the Conversion and the Council (with Lightfoot,
Harnack, Zahn), or whether the fourteen years, Gal. ii. 1, should be
reckoned from the Conversion, i.e. t eleven years from the first visit
of St. Paul to Jerusalem, including the three in the fourteen (with
interval

1
Ramsay, Turner, McGiffert).
Against the former view Mr. Turner urges the objection that in
this case the first visit to Jerusalem would be carried back to 35-36,
whereas in all probability Aretas was not ethnarch of Damascus
until 37 (2 Cor. xi. 32, Acts ix. 25, 26
see commentary), and he
therefore includes the three years in the fourteen, and thus gets
35-36 for the conversion, and 38 (under Aretas) for the first visit.
As Mr. Turner places the Crucifixion 29 a.d., his scheme is thus
free from the objection referred to above as against Harnack
and O. Holtzmann, since it allows some six or seven years for
the events in the early chapters of Acts (see further on the
whole question of chronology Mr. Turner's full and valuable article
already mentioned Zahn, u. s., ii. Excursus, ii. Professor Ram" Pauline
Professor
Chronology," Expositor, March, 1897
say,
Bacon (Yale), " Criticism of the New Chron. of Paul," Expositor,
;

;

;

;

;

Biblical World,
February, 1898; Wendt, u, s. (1899), p. 53 ff.
" Pauline
1897
Mr.
Vernon
Bartlet's
article
on
Hist.
November,
;

;

But Professor Ramsay, it must be remembered, identifies Gal. ii. with Acts xi.
25 (see notes in commentary), and an interval of fourteen years between St
Paul's conversion and the famine would be more probable than an interval of
seventeen, which would throw the conversion back too early, and Dr. McGiftert
the former for famine
identifies the accounts of both visits in Acts xi. and xv.
relief and the latter for the settlement of the controversy with the Judaisers
with
the visit mentioned in Gal. ii. x, Apostolic Age, p. 208.
1

30,

xii.

—

—
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and Chron.," Expositor, October, 1899, written too late for more
than a brief mention here, as also Professor Bacon's more recent

November, 1899).
But although there are so many points of contact between
secular history and the Acts, it seems that we must still be content
with what Harnack describes as a relative rather than an absolute
contribution, Expositor,

We

cannot say, e.g., that we can fix precisely the date
of the famine, or the edict of Claudius, or the proconsulship of
Gallio, or the reign of Aretas, to take the four events mentioned by
Chronology.

2
Lightfoot, "Acts," B.D. ,

also by Harnack, Chron., i., p.
i., p. 4, as
Excursus
But in this respect no blame
ii.
236, cf. Zahn,
His object was to connect
attaches to St. Luke as an historian.
the history of the rise and progress of the Christian Faith with the
course of general imperial history around him, and if his chronological
u.

s., ii.

;

sense seems deficient to modern judgment, it was a deficiency in
which he was by no means peculiar, but which he shared with his
contemporaries and his age, cf. Ramsay, St. Paul, pp. 18, 23, and
Was Christ born at Bethlehem ? pp. 204, 256.
State of the Text. It is not too much to say that during the last
fifteen years chief interest has centred around the Western text
and its relative importance (cf. Blass, Studien und Kritiken, p. 86 ff.,
1894; Acta Apostolorum, 1895, and Acta Apostolorum, 1896, also
Evangelium secundum Lucam, 1897, both edited secundum formam

qua

videtur

Romanam ;

schaft. Theol., p.

Codex D,

192

its

see also Draseke, Zeitschrift fur wissen1

ff.,

1894).

most important representative, contains an un-

number of variations from the received text in Acts
number
Zockler, Apostelgeschichte, 2nd edit., p. 165;
(see for the
he reckons, e.g., some 410 additions or interpolations), and it is no
wonder that attempts should have been made to account for this
Bornemann's endeavour some half-century ago (1848) to
diversity.

usually large

represent D as the original text, and the omissions in the common
text as due to the negligence or ignorance of copyists, found no
acceptance, and whilst in one sense Blass may be said to have

returned to the position of Bornemann, he has nevertheless found
his predecessor's solution totally inadequate, Philology of the Gospels,
Joannes Clericus, Jean Leclerc, the Dutch philologist
p. 105.

(born 1657), had already suggested that

St.

Luke had made two

1
The main division of MSS. of Acts into three groups, with references to W. H.
and Blass, is well given in Old Latin Biblical Texts, iv., pp. xvii., xviii. (H. J.

White, Oxon., 1897).
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editions of Acts, and is said by Semler to have published his opinion,
although under an assumed name (Zahn, Einleitung, ii., p. 348 see
also on the same page Zahn's interesting acknowledgment that he
;

was himself in 1885-6 working on much the same lines as Blass).
Meanwhile Tisch., W. H., B. Weiss have sought to establish the
text of Acts essentially on the basis of NABC, and it was left for
Blass to startle the world of textual criticism by boldly claiming a
Codex D. But this originality was not exclusive

fresh originality for

;

Luke has given us two originals, first a rough copy j5, R(omana),
in Blass, and then a fair copy a, and A(ntiochena), for the use of
the rough copy remained in Rome and became the
Theophilus
foundation of the Western text, copies of it having reached Syria
and Egypt in the second century, while the latter abridged by Luke
reached Theophilus in Antioch (so Blass), and was thence propaSt.

;

gated

in

the East. 1

D is by no means the sole witness, although a very
one,
upon which Blass depends for his text. He derives
weighty
E (Laudianus), from the minuscule 137 (M) in
Codex
from
help
But Codex

Milan, especially for the last chapters
in

also from

some passages

in

which

Codex Ephraem,

C

D
;

is deficient, and
from the Philox-

Syriac version with the marginal annotations of Thomas
Harkel (unfortunately we have no Old Syriac text as for the
Gospels), the Sahidic version, the Latin text in D, d, and E, e, the

enian

Fleury palimpsest (Samuel Berger, 1889), Flor. in Blass; the so"Gigas" Latin version in Stockholm (Belsheim, 1879), Gig.

called

in Blass;

the Codex Parisinus, 321 (S. Berger, 1895), Par.

in

Blass;

a Latin version of the N.T., fifteenth century, in Wernigerode,
Wernig., w., in Blass, and a Latin version of the thirteenth century,
"in linguam provincial Gallicae Romanae facta," Prov. in Blass. 2
In addition to these MSS. and versions Blass also appeals to the
*

third

On

the difference between the circulation of the two copies in the case of the
Gospel see Philology of the Gospels, p. 103. In England Bishop Lightfoot had

previously conjectured that the Evangelist might himself have issued two separate
For
editions of both Gospel and Acts, On a Fresh Revision of the N.T., p. 29.
similar instances of the issue of a double edition in classical and other literature see

Draseke, u.

*.,

p.

194

;

Zockler, Greifswalder Studien, p. 132, and Blass, Proleg.,

P. 32.
2

To

these

may

be added fragments of an old Latin translation of Acts in the
six passages, notably Acts xi. 27, 28,

Anonymi de prophetis et prophetiis containing
in agreement with Codex D, cf. Miscellanea

and Harnack, Theol,
Codex Athous, derived according
to Blass, Philology of the Gospels, p. 250, from an old and very valuable original,
and taken into some account by Hilgenfeld, Acta Apostolorum, p. ix. (J899), and cf

Literaturzeitung, p. 171, No. 6, 1898

;

Cassinese, 1897,

the Greek
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which contains many resemblances to

D

;

to the text of St. Cyprian, which shows the same peculiarity; to the
text of St. Augustine, especially in his treatises against the Mani-

cheans, containing Acts i.-ii. 13, x. 13, 15, parts which are not found
in the Fleury palimpsest cf. also Tertullian, whose text, although it
:

contains few quotations from Acts, resembles that of Irenaeus (add
to these the work De promissionibus et prccdicationibus Dei, referred,
but wrongly, to Prosper, Prom, in Blass and the Contra Varima;

dum

works not valued so highly by
of Vigilius, Vigil, in Blass
Hilgenfeld in his list of authorities for the Western text, Acta
:

Apostolorum, p. xiii., 1899). By these aids Blass constructs his
text, even for those portions where D is wanting, viz., from viii. 29,
irpoff€\0€ to x. 14, l^ayoi'; from xxi. 2, impdrres to ver. 10, diro ttjs J
xxii. 10, Stv WraKTai to ver. 20, owcuSokwk, and from xxii. 29, ot p&Xorrcs
to the end of the book, and his aim is to restore the Western text
as it existed about the time of Cyprian, cf. Evangelium secundum

Lucam, p. xxxi. The merit of his work in showing how widespread
and interesting was the Western form of text is acknowledged even
by those who do not accept his conclusions, see, e.g., Wendt, Apostelgeschichte (1899), p. 46, and Bousset, Theol. Rundschau, p. 413, 1898,
although both object that Blass does not rightly estimate his
different witnesses.

But Blass

is

able to refer in support of his use of

some

of the

mentioned to the important investigation of Dr. P.
Corssen in his Der Cyprianische Text der Acta Apostolorum, 26 pp.,
This Latin text carries us back at least to the middle of the
1892.

authorities

third century (and earlier still according to Harris, Four Lectures,
etc., p. 53 ff., who thinks that the text might be called Tertullianic

equally as well as Cyprianic
Apost.,

edit,

;

but see on the other hand Blass, Acta
shows by comparing the

as Corssen

m., p. xxxi.),

the

Fleury palimpsest (sixth century) (1) with St.
Cyprian's quotations from Acts, (2) with similar quotations in the

readings of

works of St. Augustine referred to above, De Actis cum Felice
Manichceo and Contra epistolam Manichoei, (3) with the quotations
in the work mentioned above as that of Prosper (Harris, u. s., p.
53).
Behind these various texts Corssen concludes that there was a

common

Latin primitive,

Moreover, this

i.e.,

Cyprian text

is

the Cyprian text, as he calls it.
a Western witness superior in value

Hilgenfeld also adds to the Latin versions, Codex Vindobonensis
(probably sixth century), cf. xxviii, 20, and see Old Latin Biblical Texts, iv.
(H. J. White, Oxon., 1897).

Acts xv. 20, 29.
s.
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even to the Greek of Codex Bezae, since
an internal unity and sequence wanting
agrees

in

many

53

has

in Corssen's opinion
the latter, although it
peculiarities with the Greek of that Codex (Harris,
it

in

Salmon, Introd., p. 594). Corssen thus helps materially
to prove the antiquity of the Western Latin.
But Dr. Blass further acknowledges that Corssen has done most
u.

s.,

p.

;

valuable service in proving the composite nature of Codex D, and
in its purity, but in a state of frequent
that in it we have not

mixture and conflation with

a.

Whilst, however, Blass regards the

text as the older, Corssen regards a in that light, and p as revealing the character of a later revision (Gottingische gelehrte Anzeigen,

he somewhat strangely maintains
pp. 433, 436, 446: 1896); in
that we have the hand of a Montanist reviser at work {cf. Blass's

Evang. secundum Lucam,

p. xxiv. ff.), a theory formerly
Professor
but
afterwards
abandoned by him.
Harris,
adopted by
But how far do the variations between the two forms of text

strictures,

justify the hypothesis of Blass that

both

may be

referred to one

author, |3 as the primary, a as the secondary text ? 1
In the apparatus criticus of the following pages, in which the

most part

variations for the
it

cannot be claimed for a

in

the two texts are stated and examined,
that any definite conclusion is

moment

reached, simply because the matter

is

one which

may

be said to

call

Certainly there are many difficulties in
the way of accepting the theory of Blass in its entirety. There are
passages, e.g., of which it may be said that the more detailed form
for suspension of judgment.

the original, which was afterwards shortened, while it may be maintained often with equal force that the shortened form may well have
been the original there are passages where a local knowledge or an
is

;

exact knowledge of circumstances is shown, e.g., xii. 10, xix. 9, xx.
15, xxi. 1, but such passages do not prove the priority of the p text,
are referred to the same author, the same hand
for if both a and
in a revision could also have added, although such
be
cited for the originality of the j3 text in comparison
may
with a (see notes in loco for each passage). To these may be added
the famous addition in xi. 28 (see in loco), which Blass makes the

which omitted
instances

for his inquiry, and to which Hilgenfeld, Zahn,
Zockler, Salmon, as against Harnack and B. Weiss, attach so much
importance. There are again other passages in which it may be

starting-point

1

Blass still maintains, as against Corssen, that the language of the additions,
and generally in the variants of 0, is Lucan, Philology of the Gospels, p. 113 ff.
and Evangelium secundum Lucam, p. xxvii. ff.
r
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maintained that if a is original we can understand the smoothness of
but not vice versa, and it must always be remembered that this love
|3,
of paraphrase and simplification has been urged on high authority

marked

Western readings in general, cf.
and
B.
H., p.
ff.,
Weiss, Der Codex D in der Apostelge105:
1897.
There are, moreover, other passages in
schichte, pp. 52,
which Blass seems to assimilate a and 0, although the witnesses
would differentiate them, cf. v. 28, 34, xv. 33, or in which there is a
manifest blunder, not only in D but in other Western witnesses,
which Blass corrects by a, although such blunders really belong to
There are cases in which D
the
text, cf. v. 31, xiii. 48, xv. 15.
as a

W.

characteristic of the

122

affords weighty support to readings otherwise testified to only by

B,

e.g., xix. 8, xxi. 25,

or only by

jtf,

ii.

cf.

20 (Wendt).

careful consideration of the whole of the instances justifies the attachment of far greater importance to the Western text

But a

than formerly

Holtzmann's review of Blass's

(cf., e.g.,

edit.

min. of

Acts, Theol. Literaturzeitung, p. 350, 1897, No. 13), and goes
way to break down the former prejudice against Codex Bezae

some
:

not

allowed that one revising hand of the second century may
only
be the main source of the most important readings, but that these
is it

readings may contain original elements, since they must be based
upon a text which carries us back very near to the date of the
composition of the book of Acts (Wendt, u. s., p. 52 ; Bousset, Theol.

The same tendency to attach more
p. 414, 1898).
importance to the Western text is observable in Professor Ramsay,
for although he regards the most vivid additions of the Western

Rundschau,

for the most part nothing but a second-century
and
while he refuses to introduce xi. 27, 28, D, into
commentary,
text in Acts as

his own text, yet he speaks of the high value of D in that it preserves
with corruptions a second-century witness to the text, and he
places the home of the revision on the line of intercourse between

the Syrian Antioch and Ephesus, arguing from xi. 28 that the
reviser was acquainted with Antioch {Church in the Roman Empire,
p.

151

;

St.

1895, and

On

Paul,

p. 27,

and review of Professor Blass, Expositor,

Zockler, Greifswalder Studien, pp. 131, 140).
the other hand the most thorough advocates of Dr. Blass's
cf.

theory support his view of the priority and originality of
by
reference to three classes of passages (1) those in which the later
o has abbreviated the reading of 0, cf. iii. 1, iv. 1, 3, 24, 32, vii. 29,
:

ix.

5-8, x. 23, xi. 2, xiv. 1-20, xvi.

(2)

those

in

which

which are wanting

19, xvii.

12, 15, xxi. 39, xxii.

26;

contains exact and specific notices of time
in a, cf. xv. 30, xvi.

11, xvii.

19, xviii. 19, xix. 9,
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xx.

those in which exact information appears
to places, circumstances, persons,
|3
in addition to passages of this character already noticed under
18, xxvii. 1, etc.; (3)

to characterise the references of
cf.,

(1), xi.

28,

xii.

1,

10, xvi. 35, xviii.

xxiv. 27, xxviii. 16, 19 (see for these

Studien,

134

p.

ff.,

18, 27, xix.

14, xx.

15, xxi.

16,

passages Zockler, Greifswalder

and notes in apparatus criticus, and in opposition
Mr. Page's detailed list of passages in D,

to the view of Zockler
all

of which he regards as bearing traces of being subsequent cor-

rections of the text by a second-rate hand, Classical Review, p. 319,
1
July, 1897, and Blass's reply, Philology of the Gospels, p. 123).
If an examination of these passages, which vary
considerably in
value and importance, and the proofs of the existence of a secondare not to be
century Latin text convince us that the readings in

hastily rejected as the glosses of a careless or blundering scribe, it
cannot be said that we are in a position to account for the origin of
the Western readings, or that a solution of the problem is yet

attained.
it

is,

The hypothesis

wants

verification,

it is, and simple as
which
commends it
simplicity

of Blass, tempting as

and the very

is often a sore stumbling-block to its acceptance,
inasmuch as it does not seem to account for all the facts of the case.
But at the present stage of the controversy it is of interest to note
that the honoured name of Theodor Zahn, Einleitung, ii., 340, 1899,
may be added to those who accept in the main Blass's position,
2
amongst whom may be mentioned Nestle, Belser, Zockler, Salmon.
Zahn makes some reservations, e.g., with regard to xv. 29 (see in

to its supporters

1

In 1891 Professor Harris regarded the readings of Codex

D

(see Blass, edit,

min., p. xx.) as the result of their adaptation to the Latin version of a bilingual MS.
which carries us back to the middle of the second century, a view which he has

somewhat modified
a certain amount of

in 1894,

Four Lectures,

etc., p. viii., although still maintaining
Schmiedel, Enc. Bibl., i., 52, 1899, recently supports Harris, and maintains that the Greek of D rests partly on retranslation from
the Latin. In his later book Dr. Harris examines the theory of Dr. Chase, that the

Latinisation.

Codex D are due to retranslation from an old Syriac version, pp.
and maintains that whilst Dr. Chase's position is justified in so far that we
possess evidence of an old Syriac text of Acts, yet his explanation of the
Western variants as due to a Syriac glossator cannot be sustained, see also Zockler,
u. s., p. 131, and Headlam, "Acts," Hastings' B.D.
peculiarities of
14, 68,

*

Amongst the keenest attacks upon the theory may be noted that of B. Weiss
Codex D in der Apostelgeschichte, 1897 Page, Classical Review, July, 1897, and
more recently, Harnack, see notes on xi. 28 and xv. 29 Schmiedel in Enc. Bibl.,
50-56, 1899. Wendt's examination of the question, Apostelgeschichte (1899), pp. 43-53,
in

;

;

should also be carefully considered, whilst Blass has replied to the strictures of
Harnack and Zahn in Studien und Kritiken, i., 1900.
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Harnack, Sitzungsberichte d. konigl.Preuss. Akad. d. Wissenschaften zu Berlin, xi., 1899), whilst he lays stress upon xi. 28, and
maintains the genuine Lucan character of the words used, e.g.,
loco, and

dyaWiacris, au<rrp&J>€iK.

more recently

Hilgenfeld, Acta Apostolorurn, 1899, has
fully, expressed his conviction of the priority of the
text (although he differs from Blass and Zahn in not referring a
and
to the same original author 1 ), and he has reconstructed it
Still

again, and more

much on

the same lines as Blass, and somewhat more boldly.
References to the text adopted by Hilgenfeld will be frequently found
in the apparatus criticus (as also to his annotations which deal
In his
largely with the criticisms of B. Weiss in his Codex D).
the
divides
authorities
for
Western
the
as
text
Proleg. Hilgenfeld

against

D

and

Blass

NABC
E

(2)

;

calls

into various groups (1) Graeco- Latin MSS.
Codex
Latin versions Flor., Gig., Par., Wernig., Prov., as
:

:

:

them, see

above on

p.

42;

(3)

Oriental

versions:

especially the marginal readings of Thomas Harkel in the Philoxenian Syriac ; also the Sahidic version ; (4) the Fathers especially
:

Irenaeus, Cyprian, Tertullian (with reference to Corssen's pamphlet,
in the four great MSS. NABC.
(5) some readings even
Hilgenfeld evidently attaches some weight (as Blass) to 137 (M),
and to Codex Athous Laurae, p. ix. (see Blass, Philology of the

see above)

;

Gospels, p. 250; and further, Studien und Kritiken, i., 1900).
For Literature bearing on Acts see the valuable lists in Headlam,

W

"Acts," Hastings' B.D., pp. 34, 35, and
pp. 1-4, 1899.

The present

endt, Apostelgeschichte,
writer would venture to add to the for-

mer (I) Commentaries : Felten, Apostelgeschichte, 1892; Knabenbauer,
Actus Apostolorurn (Paris, 1899), two learned and reverent works by
Romanists, the latter dealing with the most recent phase of modern
problems of text, chronology and sources Wendt, Apostelgeschichte
:

;

(Meyer- Wendt), 1899, with a full Introduction, pp. 1-60, discussing
all recent problems, with constant reference in the text to Professor

Ramsay's writings, and altogether indispensable for the study of
Matthias, Auslegung der Apostelgeschichte, 1897, a compendium useful in some respects, based chiefly upon Wendt's earlier
edition; Zockler, Apostelgeschichte, 2nd edit., 1894; to these constant reference is made.
{^Introductions: Zahn, Einleitung, it.,

Acts

;

'"Blassio debemus alterum Actorum app. textum non ortum ex jam fere
recepto, sed hinc ab ipso

Actorum app. auctore postea breviante

chartam puram scriptum esse minime demonstravit, lima
genuina et necessaria non pauca sublata sint," p. xiv.

et

emendante

ita potitus est, ut

in

etiam
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1899; B. Weiss, Einleitung, 3rd edit, 1897;

Jttlicher, Einleitung,
Special Treatises: Hilgenfeld, Acta Apostolorum, Grace
et Latine, 1899 ; J. Weiss, Xjber die Absicht und den literarischen
Charakter der Apostelgeschichte, 1897 ; Bethge, Die Paulinischen

1894;

(3)

Reden der Apostelgeschichte, 1887, a reverent and in many respects
valuable treatment of the text and sources of St. Paul's addresses
;

Bishop Williams of Connecticut, Studies in Acts, 1888; Gilbert,
Student's Life of St. Paul, 1899
with appendix on Churches of
Galatia Luckock, Footprints of the Apostles as traced by St. Luke
in the Acts, 1897; (4) Early Church History : McGiffert, Apostolic
Age ; Hort, Ecclesia ; Nosgen, Geschichte d. Neut. Offenbarung,
it., 1892
(5) Monographs on Special Points : E. H. Askwith, Epistle
to the Galatians, 1899 (an enlargement of the Norrisian Prize Essay
on The Locality of the Churches of Galatia) Vogel, Zur Charakteristik des Lukas nach Sprache und Stil, 1897
Nestle, Philologica
:

;

;

;

;

Sacra {Bemerkungen uber die Urgestalt der Evangelien und A.G.),
1896, and his Einfiihrung in das Griechische N.T., 2nd edit., 1899,
frequently referred to by Zahn and Dalman Blass, Philology of the
KlosGospels, and Pr&f. to Evangelium secundum Lucam, 1897
termann, Probleme im Aposteltexte, 1883, and Vindicia Lucana, 1866;
Hawkins, Hora Synoptica, pp. 140-158, on the Linguistic Relations
between St. Luke's Gospel and Acts ; Bousset, Der Text des N.T.,
;

;

1898 (Theol. Rundschau, p. 405 ff.) B. Weiss, Der Codex D, 1897,
dealing with the hypothesis of Dr. Blass Harnack, Sitzungsberichte
der kbniglich Preussischen Akad. der Wissenschaften zu Berlin, xi. and
" Paulus in Athen "
Curtius,
xvii., 1899
(Gesammelte Abhandlungen,
;

;

;

ii.,

pp. 528-543, 1894); see also
"

value in Hastings' B.D.,

Ramsay, various

articles of great

Ephesus," "Galatia," "Corinth," etc.,
and Schmiedel, "Acts," in Enc. Bibl., 1899, which appeared too late
For literature connected with
for more than a few references here.
special points,
22, 41, and for

i., ii.,

and the text and sources of Acts, see above, pp.
grammatical questions and syntax see references

8,

in

Blass, Grammatik
Language of
commentary
des N eutestamentlichen Griechisch, 1896; Viteau, Le Grec du N.T.,
1893 and 1896 and to the numbers of Winer-Schmiedel, Grammatik

to Simcox,

N.T.;

the

;

des

N eutestamentlichen
*

Sprachidioms,

In the preparation of the textual criticism

now
my

in

course of publication. 1

best thanks are due to the kiml

and valuable help of the Rev. Harold Smith, M.A.,
bridge, sometime Lecturer in King's College, London,

St.

John's College,

Cam-

IIPASEI2 1 AnOSTOAHN.
I. I.
<5r

TON

jxck irpw-roi' Xoyoi'

Tjp£aTO 6

2

ijroir\<rd\ir]v ircpl

'lT|aous ttoicik T€

ical

8i8daK€ii',

Ttdwav,
2.

axpi

&

0eo<J>i\€,

tjs

Tjp,epas

D

1
has irpa£is
B and also the subscription of fr$ so Lach., W.H., Wendt.
so
airoo-ToXwv. fr$ merely irpaf-cis, so Tisch.
-irpa|€is t»v airoo-foXuv 31, 61
Griesb., Meyer, whilst tg>v aviuv before airocrroXcov is found in subscription ot
EGH. Clem. Alex., Strom., v., 12, has irpajjeis twv airoor. Tertullian, Adv. Marc,
v., 1, 2, has Acta Apostolorum.
Cf. Iren., Adv. Har., iii., 13, 3, and also lat. title as
;

;

in

Clem. Alex., Adumbr., 1 Pet., v., 13, Actus Apostolorum ; sometimes simply Acta
see further Zahn, Einleitung in das N. T., ii., 334, 388 (1899).
;
2 6
Omit. BD, W.H. (see Blass,
fc^AE, Orig. and Blass in 0, so also Weiss.

or Actus

Grammatik,

p. 148).

—

—

Chapter I. Ver. 1. rbv piv irpwTor
Xoyov, a reference beyond all reasonable
doubt to St. Luke's Gospel. Not merely
the dedication of both writings to Theophilus, but their unity of language and
style is regarded by critics of all schools
as convincing proof of the identity of
authorship of Acts and the third Gospel
see Introd. and Zockler, Greifswalder
In the expresStudien, p. 128 (1895).

irpoTtpos by St. Luke. XiJyov frequently
used by classical writers in the sense of
a narrative or history contained in a
book see instances in Wetstein. The
;

passage in Plato, Phado,

between Xovos and

otherwise we should have had
irpoTepos X070S, St. Paul the Traveller,
see to the same effect
pp. 23, 27, 28
least,

;

in das N. T., ii., 371
Acts of the Apostles,
{1899), Rendall,
in loco, and cf. comment, on Acts xxviii.

Zahn, Einleitung

So, too, primus is used in Latin not
simply as former but as first in a series,

31.

De

Invent.,

ii.,

3.

On

the other

—

p. 34,

Acta Apost., p. 16, and more recently
Philology of the Gospels, p. 38, maintains

that irp&Tos simply = irprfrepos (so also
Holtzmann and Felten). But Ramsay,
whilst pointing out instances in which St.
Luke apparently uses irp&Tos differently
from this, p. 28 {cf. also Zahn, u. s., p.
389), admits that we cannot attain to any
absolute certainty in the passage before
us, since no instance occurs of the use of

VOL.

II.

61, B., is

p-udos, ttoiciv

pv0ov$

aXX' ov \6yovs, but also for the use of
iroieiv (Wendt). Amongst other instances
of the phrase iroieiv Xcfyov cf. Galen, De
Usu Part., ii., ircpl irpwTwv twv 8aieruXa>v
St. Chrysostom
cTToiTjo-apTjv tov X<$"vov.
sees in the phrase a proof of the unassuming character of the author : St. Luke
does not say " The former Gospel which
For the anomalous pcv,
I preached".
"
solitarium," without the following 8^,
in
Luke, see Blass, Grammatik
frequent
des N. G., p. 261, cf. Luke viii. 5, Acts
iii. 21, xxviii. 22, etc., and several times
six times
in St. Paul,
pe'v occurs thus
in the Acts without ovv
on pcv ow see
u>
ver. 6.
the interjection used
©e6<f>iX€
here simply in address, as common in
Attic Greek, cf. xviii. 14, xxvii. 21, 1 Tim.
vi. 11; without the epithet Kpano-Te, as
in Luke i. 3, and without w, 0e<$<|>. alone
would have seemed too bold, WinerSchmiedel, p. 258. It has been suggested
that the omission of the epithet KpaTurrc,
Luke i. 3, denotes that St. Luke's friendship had become less ceremonious, just
as a similar change has been noted

sion TrpwTos Xo-yo? Ramsay finds an
intimation from St. Luke's own hand
that he contemplated a third book at

Cicero,

p.

valuable not only for the marked contrast

;

hand, Blass, Grammatik des N. G.,

:

4

—

:

I1PAEE12 AriOSTOAQN

1.

^rrciXdfi€KOS toTs dirooT<5Xoi5 8ia ("l^eupaTos 'Ayiou, 08s ££c\££aTO,
1

dycXi^OT}.

3.

ots Kal irap^cmfjo-ck tauTo^

£wfTa p,€Ta to -naOtlv

3
1
avcXri^etj B and probably all cursives, but -Xt)ji<J>0t| ^AB*CDE, so Tisch.,W.H.
" in
Weiss (see Blass, Gram., pp. 24, 55). axpi tjs
aveX-rj<|>. Aug., Vig. read
die quo Apostolos elegit per Spiritum Sanctum," omitting avcAv)<j». altogether,
and continuing with D, Lux., Syr. Hard, mg., Sah. icai eiceXevo-cv K^pvcrcrciv
f

.

.

.

to evayycXiov (et pracepit pradicare evangelium).
This reading of Aug. Blass
adopts (so Corssen, Der Cyprianische Text der Acta Apost., p. 18, and Graefe,
Stud, und Krit., p. 136 (1898)) and therefore refers the day mentioned to Luke vi. 12,
the day of the choice of the Apostles. But Belser well points out that St. Luke's
Gospel (quite apart from chaps, i. and ii.) does not begin with the choice of the
Twelve, but with the public appearance of the Baptist and that of Jesus Himself, and
with His public teaching. Nor is there anything said, as Blass himself admits, in
St. Luke's account of the choice of the Twelve, vi. 12, as to any commission given
to them at that time to preach the Gospel (although in his edition of St. Luke's
Gospel Blass compares Mark iii. 14, but even then the expression used, Kt)pv<ro-civ
to evo/yveXiov, cannot be called Lucan, see Weiss on Codex D, p. 53). Further, D
contains aveXT)<j>d-r], after t]p.cpas, apparently to simplify the structure there is no
Greek authority for its omission, and it is contained in Codex Parisinus (which in
many respects approaches so closely to D), where we find it at the end of the verse:
assumptus est. Blass, Philology of the Gospels, p. 132 ff., contends for the reading
which he had previously adopted in 0, and sees in it the original draft of Luke who
in a "has encumbered the clause in order to bring in the Ascension without leaving
;

out the choice of the Apostles"

(p. 136).

in the dedication of Shakespeare's two
poems to the Earl of Southampton
;

Zahn, Einleitung, ii. 360. The
which the epithet KpaTMrrc is
employed elsewhere in the book in ad-

cf.

also

way

in

dressing

Roman

officials, xxiii. 26, xxiv.

has been thought to indicate
that Theophilus held some high official
post, or that he was at least of equestrian
rank (Ramsay, St. Paul the Traveller, pp.
388, 389, and his inferences as to the date
of Acts). Ramsay is of opinion that the
name was given at baptism, and that it
was used or known only among Christians,
and he infers that this baptismal name is
used in Acts because the book was probably written at a time when it was
3, xxvi. 25,

dangerous for a Roman of rank to be
But Theorecognised as a Christian.
philus was by no means uncommon as a
2
B.
D,
Jewish name; cf.
i., p. 25, and also
article "Theophilus," B. D. 1 (see also
,

Deissmann, Bibelstudien, p. 19). The
epithet KpaTurros was peculiarly appropriated to Romans holding high office,
and actually became during the second
century a technical title to denote equesrank and from its use here Zahn
maintains not only that Theophilus was
a man of some social position, but that
he was, when Luke wrote his gospel,
not a nember of the Christian Church,
trian

;

since there is no instance in the first two
centuries of a Christian addressing his
fellow-Christians in a title corresponding

"
"
it were to
your Excellency
(Einleitung in das N. T., ii., 360, 383). The
instance of the address of the Epist. ad

as

Diognetum, KpaTicrre AidyvTjTc, is alleged
by Blass as an instance that the epithet
not always used in the technical sense
mentioned; but to this Ramsay replies
that if Diognetus was the friend and
teacher of Marcus Aurelius, the emperor
might well raise his teacher to equestrian
rank ; Septimius Severus raised his sons'
tutor to the high dignity of the consulship.
Ramsay discusses tcpaTio-Tos at
length in Was Christ born at Bethlehem ?
(1898), pp. 65, 71, 72, as against Blass,
Philology of the Gospels, p. 19. Blass
fully recognises that Theophilus held
a high position, and that the title in
question would naturally occur in a book
but it must be
dedicated to a patron
borne in mind that Blass regards Theophilus as of Greek extraction, possibly
a fellow-citizen with Luke of Antioch,
whilst Ramsay sees in him a citizen oi
Rome and a resident in the imperial city.
Theophylact asks why Luke should have
cared to write to one man only and to
value him so highly, and makes answer
that it was because the Evangelist was a
guardian of the words spoken by the Lord
" It is not the will of
my Father that one
of these little ones should perish ". There
to doubt that
reason
seems no great
is

;

:

Theophilus was a real personage, and
the epithet KpaTicrre, at

all

events in

its

nPASEIS AIIOSTOAQN

3—4-

ciutoV, iv TroXXots T€K/xtjpiots,

auTOis, Kal
1

Tco-crapaicovTa, so

W.H., Weiss.

D

oV

to, irepl t»)s

\eyuv

B 3E

1, 13,

5*

1

TjpcpoiK TecraapoKorra
OTrrcn'op.ci'os
0a<nXeia$ tou 0eou. 4. Kal crwaXi£<S-

Meyer

;

omits Sia, so Blass in

but TccrarcpaKovra fr$AB*CD 61, so Tisch.
p.

technical significance, is hardly consistent
with any other supposition (see Sanday,

and John not at all, in Luke four times,
and in Acts sixteen whilst the commoner

The recent
Inspiration, p. 319, note).
attempt to identify Theophilus with
Seneca, referred to by Zbckler, Afiostel-

found only once in the Gospels
and twice in the Acts (Winer- Schmiedel,
p. 227, and on the use of the form axpt
or oxpis see Grimm-Thayer, sub v.).
It
is seldom used in the LXX, but in 2
Mace. xiv. it occurs twice, vv. 10 and

geschichte, p. 163, must be dismissed
as equally groundless and fanciful as
the former conjecture that he was no
other than Philo. irepi iravrwv wv the

—

:

use of iros (mostly after a prep., as here)
followed by an attracted relative may
be classed amongst the mannerisms of
St. Luke (Simcox, Writers of the N. T.,
p. 24, where other instances are given) ;
see also Friedrich, Das Lucasevangelium,
wv in St. Luke's Gospel and
pp. 1, 2.
in the Acts the frequency of the attraction
of the relative again specially characterises
him amongst the N.T. writers, Friedrich,
u. s. pp. 36 and 100.
often re-fjp£a.To
garded as simply pleonastic, but sometimes
as emphatic, to intimate that the work
which Jesus began on earth He continued
in heaven, or that He began the work of
the Gospel and committed its continuance
to His followers; Zahn, u. s., p. 366 ff.
In Winer's view to regard apxco-dcu as
pleonastic is a mere subterfuge to avoid
a difficulty, and he renders the passage
*•
what J esus began both to do and to teach
and continued to do until," etc. (see also
Grimm-Thayer, sub v.), treating it as
an example of breviloquence (WinerOn the whole it is
Moulton, lxvi., 1).
perhaps best to consider the phrase tjp|.
iroietv with Bengel (in loco) as equivalent
to fecit ab initio, although no doubt there
is a sense in which, with
every Christian

—

:

—

t

:

,

for nineteen centuries, St. Luke would
regard the whole earthly life of Jesus as
a beginning, a prelude to the glory and
mighty working to be revealed and perfected in the ascended Lord. The verb
is of frequent use in St. Luke's
writings

(Friedrich, Zeller, Lekebusch), although
in St. Mark's Gospel it is also constantly
found. In the
it is often found like

LXX

77H

hi.,

and also

in

Apocr.

iroiciv

tc Kal SiSdoncciv, " Scilicet prius fecit,
deinde docuit
prius docuit exemplo,
deinde verbo.
Unde prius non docuit,
quod prius ipse non fecit" (Corn, a Lap.).
Ver. 2.
In Matt,
&xpi "HS -qpipas.
axpt occurs once or twice, in Mark and
;

;

p-c'xpt is

also

2 Kings xxi. 16
11.
81a irvcvpaTos
older
commentators, and
ayiov.
Wendt, Holtzmann, Zockler, Hilgenfeld,
amongst moderns, connect the words with
l£cXe'£aTo, the reference to the choice
of the Apostles through the Holy Ghost
standing significantly at the opening of a
book in which their endowment with the
same divine power is so prominent. On
the other hand, it is urged that there is
no need to emphasise further the divine
choice of the Apostles (cf. Luke vi. 13,
and see below on ver. 25), but that it was
important to show that the instructions
to continue the work and teaching of
Jesus were a divine commission (Weiss),
and to emphasise from the commencement
of the Acts that Jesus had given this commission to His Apostles through the same
divine Spirit
they received shortly
15

cf.

;

Symm.,

Theod., Job xxxii.

—

;

The

Whom

after

His Ascension (Felten).

Spitta (who
1-14 to his inferior source B),
whilst he connects Sia irvevp. ay. with
evrciXdpcvos, curiously limits the latter to
the command to the Apostles to assemble
themselves on the Mount of Olives (so too
For other connections of the
Jiingst).
words see Alford in loco. IgcX^aTo,
refers

i.

—

always in N.T. ItcXevopai, middle (except,
perhaps, in Luke ix. 35, but see R.V.
and W.H.). Another verb very frequent
in LXX, used constantly of a divine
of God's choice of Israel, of
choice
Jacob, Aaron, David, the tribe of Judah,
:

Zion, and Jerusalem.

The

verb

is

also

found in the same sense in the middle

—

voice in classical Greek.
aveXijp^Oii
the verb is used of Elijah's translation to
heaven in the LXX, 2 Kings ii. 9-1 1, also
in Ecclesiasticus xlviii. 9 and 1 Mace. ii.
58, and perhaps of Enoch in Ecclesiasticus
xlix. 14 (A, p.£T£Ti0i)).
In addition to the

present passage

used

Mark

in

(where

it

Christian

(cf.

w.

11, 12)

:

it is

also

9 and 1 Tim. iii. 16
probably forms part of an early
xvi.

Hymn

or confession of faith)
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1

pews

-napr)yyei\€v auTois diro 'lepoaoXuu.Gjy

irepipiycif
1

tJji'

<ruvaXijjouevos, some
(see also Belser).

good cursives <rvvavXi£oucvo?.

D

fit]

u,ou

Aug. prefixes us

D2

dXXa

x<upi£eadai,

iirayYeXtai' too irarpos, t^ TJKouaaW

2

•

5.

on

to <ruvaX.

;

1
D, Gig., Par. Sah.
add |1€t' ovtwv, perhaps explanatory addition, Syriac (Chase), or Latin, to bring
R. V. omits per' avnav so W.H., Wendt,
out force of <rvv. retained by Blass in p.
and Weiss.
2
in place of this, D, Par. 2 Vulg. (Clem.), Hil., Aug. read tjv
tjv T)Kov<raTC uov
in |3 and Hilgenfeld (see also Belser),
i)Kov<raT£ 4>T]<riv 01a tov oropaTos p-ov, so Blass
assimilated to xv. 7 (Chase),
may be mere amplification of pov in T.R., possibly
1
Harris ascribes it to a Montanist. i)Kov<ra in D

so

reads o-vvaXio-Koucvos

(-aryop..

).

,

;

;

,

.

of our Lord's Ascension ; cf. also Gospel of
Peter; 19, in a doubtfully orthodox sense.
It is to be noted that the word is here
used absolutely, as of an event with which
the Apostolic Church was already familiar.
On the cognate noun avdXT)\|/is, used only
by St. Luke in N.T., and absolutely, with
reference to the same event, in his Gospel,
51, see Psalms of Solomon, iv., 20,
In the latter
ed. Ryle and James, p. 49.
passage the word is apparently used for

ix.

the
but

first

time in

extant Greek

literature,

is very different from its
use with reference to the
Assumption of the Blessed ; see instances,
St. Irenasus, i., 10, 1,
p. 49, ubi supra.
whilst using the noun of our Lord's
its

meaning

later technical

Ascension, is careful to say ttjv cWapsee
kov els tovs ovpavovs dvdXir)\)riv
especially Swete, The Apostles' Creed,
pp. 70-72, and below on verse 11.
" he
Ver. 3.
ots Kal irapl<m]o-€v,
also showed himself," R.V., but margin
"
presented himself" (cf. ix. 41), praebuit
In ix. 41 monstravit, h. 1.
se, Vulg.
The verb
magis demonstravit (Blass).
times in Acts (once
thirteen
is used
in a quotation, iv. 26), both transitively
;

and

intransitively.

Luke

St.

in

his

Gospel uses it three times, and as in
Acts both transitively and intransitively.
In this he is alone amongst the EvanIn the Epistles it is found only
gelists.
in St. Paul, and for the most part in a
uctol to ira0€iv, "after
transitive sense.
his passion," so in A. and R.V. ; post

—

" too sacred a
passionem suam, Vulg. ;
word to be expunged from this the only

where it occurs in the Bible,"
Humphry, Commentary on R.V. ; cf.

place
iii.

18,

xvii.

—

T€K|U]p£ois

—

xxvi.

Iv iroXXois
here in

— reKpijpiov 23.only
3,

twice in Wisdom v. 11, xix.
N.T.
The A.V.
13, and 3 Mace. iii. 24.
followed the Genevan Version by insert-

"
ing the word

latter

still

"proofs").

"

infallible
(although the
retained "tokens" instead of

But R.V. simply "proofs"

expresses the technical use of the word
T€KjiT]pLov, convincing, certain evidence.
Although in a familiar passage, Wisdom
v. 11, TeKpjpiov and o-T](xetov are used as
practically synonymous, yet there is no
doubt that they were technically distinguished, e.g., Arist., Rhet., i., 2, t«v
to pev dvayKaiov tckjjl.
This
o*T)pei<i>v
technical distinction, it may be observed,

was

strictly maintained by medical men,
St. Luke may no doubt have
met the word elsewhere. Thus it is used
by Josephus several times, as Krenkel

although

mentions, but he does not mention that
it is also used by Thucydides, ii., 39, to
say nothing of other classical writers.
Galen writes to plv Ik ttjp^o-cws <rrjp.€iov
to 82 l| IvSei^ws Tcicp/qpiov, and the
context states that rhetoricians as well as
physicians had examined the distinction
Hobart, Medical Language of St. Luke,
The word also occurs in the
p. 184.
Proem of Dioscorides to his De Materia
Medica, p. 3, which Vogel and MeyerWeiss hold that Luke imitated in the
;

Prologue to his Gospel (but see Zahn,

—

81' ^p.6p«v Te<rii.,
384).
St. Chrysostom comments
o-apdieovTa.
ov "yap elire T€<r<rapoKOVTa Tjjxepas, dXXa
*
8i' Tjp.epa>v TcarcrapaKOVTa
!<j>io-Taro -yap
Kal d4>£crTaTO irdXiv. To this interpretation of the genitive with 8id Blass refers,
and endorses it, Grammatik des Neutesta-

Einleitung,

mentlichen Griechisch, p. 129, following
The meaning, if this
the Scholiast.
interpretation is adopted, would therefore be that our Lord did not remain with

His disciples continuously (ov Sitjvckws,
Schol.) as before, but that He appeared
to them from time to time ; non perpetuo,
sed per intervalla, Bengel. But cf. also
Simcox, Language of the N.T., p.
Men have seen in this period of
140.
forty days, mentioned only by St. Luke
in N.T., what we may reverently call
But in a certain
a symbolical fitness.

sense the remark of Blass seems justified
est quod idem (numerus)
:

Parum ad rem

iipaeeis

5-6.

AnorroAQN
2

c

Ayia), ou fjL6TA iroXXds

TadTas

rjfic'pas.
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Ot pcv ovv oweXOorres

6.

D

almost throughout Iwavqs, see W.H., Notes on Orthography, p.
B and D. Nestle (Expository Times, Nov., 1897, p. 93) points
out that in D vv prevails in Matt., Mk., John (vv 66, v 7), while in Luke and Acts
the reverse is the case (w 3, v 48) but see also Winer- Schmiedel, p. 57.
2
After -qfjiepas D. Sah. insert cos t»|s irevT»iico<rrr|S. Blass sees in the addition an
intimate knowledge of the facts (see also Belser) cf. ii. 1, but cf. on the other hand
1

!wavvi]s

1 66,

in

;

on authority of

;

;

Weiss on Codex D,

p. 54.

see Friedrich, Das Lucasevangelium, pp.
10 and 89 (so also Zeller and Lekebusch).
The exact phrase is only found in Acts,
where it occurs twice (in T.R. three
times) cf. xix. 8 (viii. 12), and see also

The parallels in
alias quoque occurrit.
the histories of Moses and Elijah to which
Holtzmann and Spitta refer are really no
it be true to say that
parallels at all, and if
there was nothing in contemporary Jewish
ideas to suggest our Lord's Resurrection
as it is represented as taking place, it is
equally true to maintain that there was
nothing to suggest the after sojourn of
the forty days on earth as it is represented
as taking place; see Edersheim, Jesus

—

;

and xxviii. (23), 31. The expression
tov 0., instead of twv ovpavuv of
r\ (3acr.
the Hebrew Evangelist St. Matthew, is
xx. 25

St.
Luke's writings,
found frequently in St.
Mark and once in St. John. In St.
Luke's Gospel it occurs more than thirty
times, and six times in Acts (only four

:

N. G., pp.

57, 181.

But

certainly does not mean that our Lord's
appearances were merely visionary. The
verb is found only here in N.T., but also
in LXX 1 Kings viii. 8 and in Tobit xii.
In these two passages
ig (not in S.).
the word cannot fairly be pressed into
the service of visionary appearances.
In 1 Kings the reference is to the staves
of the ark which were so long that the
ends were seen from the holy place
before the oracle, but they were not
seen from without, i.e., from the porch
In Tobit it is not the
or vestibule.
it

appearance of the angel which is represented as visionary, quite the contrary;
but his eating and drinking are represented
as being only in appearance. But even
if the word could be pressed into the
meaning suggested, St. Luke's view of
our Lord's appearances must be judged
not by one expression but by his whole
conception, cf. Luke xxiv. 39-43 and Acts
That he could distinguish between
x. 41.
visions and realities we cannot doubt

—

;

below on xii. 12. to, irept rr\s
PacriXcCas tov 0. "speaking the things

see note

:

"
speaking of the
concerning," R.V., not
things," A.V., but speaking the very
things, whether truths to be believed,
or commands to be obeyed (Humphry,

Commentary on R.V.).
fondness for

to. irepi

On

St.

is

times in St. Matt.). Possibly the phrase
i^uke as one more easily
understood by Gentile readers, but the two
tov
0. and tg>v ovp. were
terms r\ Pacr.
practically synonymous in the Gospels
and in Judaism in the time of our Lord

was used by St

;

des

it

although

the Messiah, ii., 624.
dirravrfficvos if we
could call this a frequentative verb with
some scholars, it would in itself give the
"
meaning appearing from time to time,"
but it is rather a late Hellenistic present,
formed from some parts of opav Blass,

Grammatik

of

characteristic

Luke's

tivos in his writings

(Schvirer, Jewish People, div. ii., vol.
p. 171 ; E. T. and Taylor, Sayings of
the Jewish Fathers (second edit.), p.
67 ; Edersheim, Jesus the Messiah, i.,

ii.,

and Dalman, Die Worte Jesu, p. 76
Dr. Stanton, Jewish and Christian
Messiah, p. 226, draws attention to the
267

;

ff.).

important fact that the preaching of the
original Apostles after the Ascension is
not described as that of the preaching ot
the kingdom of God, but that the phrase
is only used of the preaching of St. Paul,

and of

St.

Stephen.

Philip the associate of St.
in view of the fact that

But

the original Apostles heard during the
Forty Days from their Master's lips tol

ttjs f3ao-i\. tov 0€ov, we cannot
doubt that in deed and in word they
would proclaim that kingdom. On the
question as to whether they conceived of

ircpi

the kingdom as present, or future, or both,
see Wendt, Teaching of Jesus, i., 409,
E. T., and Witness of the Epistles (Longmans), p. 309 ff., and on the conception
of the kingdom of God in the Theology
of A. Ritschl and his school see Orr,
Ritschlian Theology, p. 258 ff. For the
relation of the Church and the Kingdom
see also Moberly, Ministerial Priesthood,
"
Church," Hastings, B.D.,
pp. 28, 36 ff.,
Hort, Ecclesia, p. 5 ff.
p. 425
;
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lirripdrnov ofi-roy Xc'yoj'Tes,

Tdveis

t?)!'

jBaaiXetat'

Ver. 4.
of

tw

Kupte, cl cV

'lorpaiqX

a strong array

irvvaXCtop-cvos
modern commentators renders " eating
:

with them," following the Vulgate convesccns Mis (so both A. and R.V. in
It is
margin, and Wycl. and Rhem.).
thus rendered by Overbeck (as against

De Wette), Wendt, Holtzmann, Felten,
Weiss, Matthias, Knabenbauer,and Blass,
who adopts the reading ws o-vvaX., and
regards the particle as showing that
the recapitulation is continued of the
events already mentioned in Luke xxiv.
It is evidently taken in the same
ff.
sense by Spitta, Feine, Jiingst. If we so
translate it, we must derive it from 0X5
(salt), SO Schol. KOlvuvwv aXwv, Tpairc^-qs,
in the sense given to the expression by
In Ps. cxl. 4
Chrys., Theophyl., CEcum.

42

LXX,

to

which Wendt

refers,

Svdcraj (although the reading is

— the word

fi/$|

<rvv-

somewhat

used by Symmachus,
1 Sam. xxvi. 19) is also rendered <ruvaas an equivalent of the
Xur6o>

doubtful

is

(Alius}

Hebrew DPT
- 7^,
v »

F^l <rvu.$ayo\,tu y

Sym-

:

Blass gives no classical references, but points out that the word
undoubtedly exists in the sense referred
to in Clem. Horn., xiii., 4 (but see
Grimm - Thayer, sub v.). Hilgenfeld

machus.

(Zeitschrift fur wissenschaft. Tkeol., p.
74 (1894)) contends that the use of the
word in the psalm quoted and in the
passage from the Clementines refers
not to the use of salt at an ordinary
meal, but rather to the sacrificial and
symbolical use of salt in the Old and
Testaments. Thus in the passage

New

Clem. Horn.,

xiii., 4,

tiJtc

avrois <rvvaXi-

means " after the Baptism "
cf. also Ignatius, ad Magnes., x., aXicr" be
0tjt€ ev avT$,
ye salted in him ".
Wendt takes the word quite generally as
meaning that the sharing in a common
£<Spe8a, t<$T€

meal with His

;

disciples, as

on the evening

Resurrection, was the habitual
practice of the Lord during the Forty

of the

Days cf. Acts x. 41 and Luke xxiv.
Feine similarly holds that the
36 ff.
word presupposes some such incidents
as those mentioned in Luke xxiv., and
;

that Luke had derived his information
from a source which described the final
instructions to the disciples as given at

common meal. On the other hand it
must be borne in mind that in classical
Greek, as in Herodotus and Xenophon
a

(Wetstein) (as also in Josephus, B. J ., Hi.,
o-uvaXitw m to assemble, cf. Hesy-

9, 4),

tw xP°

7. ctire

;

t/

4

)

toutw diroKaOia-

8c irpos auTotfs,

chius, <rwaXi£.

Oux

vp.G>v

= <rvva\io-8eis, <ruva\dti^,

and it is possible that the
preceding present participles in the immediate context may help to account for
the use of the same participle instead ot
the aorist o-vvaXurdefe. The verb is then
derived from <rvv and oXifc (d), meaning
lit. close, crowded
together. Mr. Rendall
<rvva9pok<r0cfc,

,

(Acts of the Apostles, p. 32)

would derive

from 'AXitj (-a), a common term for a
popular assembly amongst Ionian and
Dorian Greeks, and he supposes that the
verb here implies a general gathering ol
believers not limited to the Twelve but
the context apparently points back to
Luke xxiv. 49 to a command which was
certainly given only to the Twelve.
irap-qyy^Xev, "he charged them," R.V.,
which not only distinguishes it from other
verbs rendered " to command," but also
it

;

—

gives the emphatic meaning which St.
Luke often attaches to the word. It is
characteristic of his writings, occurring
four times in his Gospel and ten or eleven

times in Acts, and

it is very frequent in St.
Paul's Epistles (Friedrich, Lekebusch).
a neuter plural (but cf.
McpocroXvpwv

—

:

Matt. ii. 3 and Grimm sub v.). St. Luke
most frequently uses the Jewish form

—

twenty-seven times in his
Gospel, about forty in Acts as against
the use of McpocnSXvp.a four times in his
Gospel and over twenty in Acts (Friedrich,
Blass retains the aspirate
Lekebusch).
for the Greek form but not for the Jewish,
'Icpo-uo-aXi]^

cf.

in loco

—

and Grammatik des N.

G., pp.

but it is very doubtful whether
either should have the aspirate; W.H.,
17, 31,

313; Plummer's St. Luke, p. 64;
Winer- Schmiedel, p. 93. Grimm points
out that the Hebrew form is used in the
" ubi in
N.T.
ipso nomine tanquam
sancta vis quaedam reponitur ut, Gal. iv.

ii.,

:

25

;

ita in compellationibus,

Luke

"

see

Matt, xxiii.
sub v.

— 34 x*>p££»: further
^ was
'Upoo-dXvpa.
37,

xiii.

;

uri)

fitting

that they should not depart from Jerusalem, not only that the new law as the
old should go forth from Zion and the
word of the Lord from Jerusalem, Isa. ii. 3
(Felten), but that the Apostles' testimony
should be delivered not to men unacquainted with the facts, but to the
inhabitants of the city where Jesus had
been crucified and buried. Et 8^ evQv<s
i\(apia-Qr\<rav MepocroXvpwv, kou tovtwv
ovSev €irTiKoXoTj0T)<rev, •uttotttos av f\ avdsrTaais vtttipIcv, GZcumenius, in loco ; see
also Theophyl.
not elseircpipcvfiv

—

:
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7-8.
^crri yvStvai

8.

d\\A

6 norJjp e0€TO iv tt) tSta e^ouata*
$\ Kcupous ous
SuVapuc, IttcXOoVtos tou 'Ayiou n^eu|xaTos €$' upas,

\p6vou$

Xrjij/eo-Oe

N.T. (but see x. 24, D), but used
Greek of awaiting a thing's
happening (Dem.). The passage in LXX
in which it occurs is suggestive
t^v
o-wrrjpiav Trepip-t'vwv tcvptov, Gen. xlix.
18 (cf Wisd. viii. 12). On the tradition
that the Apostles remained in Jerusalem
for twelve years in obedience to a command of the Lord, and the evidence for
it, see Harnack, Chronologie, i., p. 243 ff.
Harnack speaks of the tradition as very
old and well attested, and maintains that
where

in

in classical

:

quite in accordance with Acts, as the
earlier journeys of the Apostles are there
described as missionary excursions from
which they always returned to Jeruit is

—

salem. ttjv eiraYycXiav
Bengel notes
the distinction between vmarxvcop-ai and
lirayyc'XXop,ai, the former being used of
promises in response to petitions, the
latter of voluntary offers (Ammonius) :
"
quae verbi Graeci proprietas, ubi de
:

divinis

promissionibus agitur, exquisite
It is therefore remarkable that in the Gospels the word lirayyeXia is never used in this technical sense
of the divine promise made by God until
Luke xxiv. 49, where it is used of the
promise of the Holy Spirit, as here. But

observanda est ".

and in
and
always of the promises made by God
See Sanday and
(except Acts xxiii. 21).
Headlam on Romans i. 2, and Lightfoot
on Gal. iii. 14, and Psalms of Solomon,
xii., 8 (cf. vii., 9, and xvii., 6), ed. Ryle and
in

Acts and in

the
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St. Paul's Epistles

Hebrews the word

is

frequent,

" The
p. 106.
promise of the
Father," cf. Luke xxiv. 49, is fulfilled in
the baptism with the Holy Ghost, and
although no doubt earlier promises of
the gift of the Spirit may be included, cf.
Luke xii. 11, as also the promise of the
Spirit's outpouring in Messianic times
(cf. Joel ii. 28, Isaiah xliv. 3, Ezek. xxxvi.
26), yet the phraseology may be fairly
said to present an undesigned coincidence
with the more recent language of the
Lord to the Twelve, John xiv. 16, xv.
On the many points of con26, xvi. 14.
nection between the opening verses of
Acts and the closing verses of St. Luke's
Gospel see below.
Ver. 5. Iv irvcvpan: the omission of
Iv before vSan and its insertion before
irvcvp,. may be meant to draw a distinction
between the baptism with water and the
baptism in the Spirit (R.V. margin "in").
But in Matt. iii.
we have the preposition Iv in both parts of the verse; cf.

James,

n

i. 31.
On Iv with the instrumental
dative see Blass, Grammatik des N. G.,
p. 114, and Grotius, in loco; cf. the

John

Hebrew ^,

—ov

p,€«ra

iroXXas

Tavra?

not after many, i.e., after few.
r|p^pa«:
This use of ov with an adjective or adverb
is characteristic of St. Luke,
cf. Luke xr.
13, Acts xxvii. 14, in which places ov
=
iroXvs
6X1705 as here cf. ov p,£Tpia>s,
Acts xx. 12 ov fxarcpav, Luke vii. 6, Acts
xvii. 27
ovk ao-T](xos, Acts xxi. 39 ov\
6 tvxwv, Acts xix. 11, xxviii. 2, cf. HawNo doubt
kins, Horce Syn., p. 153.
uct' ov would be more correct, but the
negative is found both before and after
the preposition, so in Luke xv. 13
cf.
;

;

;

;

;

Josephus, Ant.,

i.,

12,

and

xiii.,

7,

1,

changes of allocation in the
same words. ravVas closely connects
the days referred to with the current
day; cf. also Winer-Schmiedel, p. 221.
ov fiera iroXXds, 4>T]0"iv tva p/Jj €19 advutav
for similar

•

lp/Trlo~o>o~iv

wpio-pe'vws 8^ it<Jt€,ovk elirev,

tva acl licyp-qyopuoriv Ik8cx<Jucvoi, Theophylact, in loco.
Ver. 6. oi piv ovv: the combination
y.\y ovv is very frequent in Acts in all
parts, occurring no less than twentyseven times ; cf. Luke iii. 18. Like the
simple uev it is sometimes used without
%i in the apodosis. Here, if 8^ is omitted
in ver. 7 after elircv, there is still a contrast between the question of the Apostles
and the answer of Jesus. See especially
Rendall, Acts of the Apostles, Appendix
on piv ovv, p. 160 ff. ; cf Weiss in loco.
the question has often
o-vv€X86vtcs

—

:

been raised as to whether this word and
to ver. 4, or whether
\ikv ovv refer back
a later meeting of the disciples is here
introduced. For the former Hilgenfeld
contends (as against Weiss) and sees
no reference to any fresh meeting: the
disciples referred to in the avrois of ver.

4 and the vp,«is of ver. 5 had already come
together. According to Holtzmann there
is a reference in the words to a common
meal of the Lord with His disciples already
mentioned in ver. 4, and after this final
meal the question of ver. 6 is asked on the
way to Bethany (Luke xxiv. 50). The
words ot piv ovv o-vvtkQ. are referred by
Felten to the final meeting which formed

the conclusion of the constant intercourse
of ver. 3, a meeting thus specially emphasised, although in reality only one out of
many, and the question which follows in
ver. 6 was asked, as Felten also supposet
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Kai ecreaBi

pvoi

Kal Xap-apeia

p-dpTupes tv xe 'lepouaaX-ijp.

1

Kai

eu>s

icr^drou rfjs

YH S

KaL Ta " Ta cbrwf,

9*

1

so Tisch.,
lajiaptiq., but fc^ADE lap-aptq. (but Blass in 0, -cia)
•cia is given as alternative ; see also Winer-Schmiedel, p. 45.
;

on w. 7 and 8), on the
But there is no need
to Bethany.
to suppose that this was the case (as
Jiingst so far correctly objects against
Holtzmann), and whilst we may take
crvveXO. as referring to the final meeting
before the Ascension, we may place that
meeting not in Jerusalem but on the
Mount of Olives. Blass sees in the word
(see too Rendall

way

avvekd. an assembly of all the Apostles,
13 and 1 Cor. xv. 7, and adds:
" Aliunde
supplendus locus ubi hoc fac-

cf. ver.

—

tum, ver. 12, Luke xxiv. 50". tirr\p<atwv imperfect, denoting that the act of
questioning is always imperfect until an
answer is given (Blass, cf. iii. 3), and here
perhaps indicating that the same question
was put by one inquirer after another (see
on the force of the tense, as noted here
and elsewhere by Blass, Hermathena, xxi.,
:

—

this use of cl in direct
el
frequent in Luke, Blass,
des
N. G., p. 254; cf. vii. 1,
Grammatik
it is
xix. 2 (in Vulgate si)
adopted in the
a
and
LXX,
parallel may also be found

pp. 228, 229).

questions

:

is

;

m

the interrogative

—

J"l

m

Hebrew

(so

Blass and Viteau). Iv r<a xp° V(f» tovt<j»:
such a promise as that made in ver. 5,
the fulfilment of which, according to
Joel ii. 28, would mark the salvation of
Messianic times, might lead the disciples
to ask about the restoration of the kingdom to Israel which the same prophet had
foretold, to be realised by the annihilation
of the enemies of God and victory and
happiness for the good. As in the days
of old the yoke of Pharaoh had been broken
and Israel redeemed from captivity, so
would the Messiah accomplish the final

redemption,

cf.

Luke

xxiv. 21,

and

set

the destruction of the
world-powers, the kingdom in Jerusalem
Weber, Judische Theologie, pp. 360, 361
No doubt the thoughts of the
(1897).
disciples still moved within the narrow
circle of Jewish national hopes " totidem
in hac interrogatione sunt errores quot
But still we must
verba," writes Calvin.
remember that with these thoughts of
the redemption of Israel there mingled
higher thoughts of the need of repentance
and righteousness for the Messianic king-

up again,

after

;

:

dom

(Psalms of Solomon, xvii., xviii. ed.
Ryle and James, p. lvii.), and that the
;

'louScua

ical iv rrdarj rf)

*

W.H.

although

may well have shared, even if
imperfectly, in the hopes of a Zacharias
Dr. Edersheim notes
or a Simeon.
"
" with what wonderful
the
sobriety
disciples put this question to our Lord
disciples

at the same time
i., p. 79)
the question before us is plainly too primitive in character to have been invented by
a later generation (McGiffert, Apostolic
Age, p. 41). onroKa0Lo-Tdv€LS airoicaOurravu, a form of airoica0i<rTT]fj.i which is
found in classical Greek and is used of
the restoration of dominion as here in
1 Mace. xv. 3 ; see also below on iii. 21
and Malachi
iv. 5.
On the form of
the verb see W.H., ii., 162, and on its
force see further Dalman, u. s., p. 109.
"
" Dost thou at this time restore
?

(ubi supra,

;

—

:

LXX

.

.

.

the present tense marking their expectation that the kingdom, as they conceived it, would immediately appear an
expectation enhanced by the promise of
the previous verse, in which they saw the
foretaste of the Messianic kingdom.
Ver. 7. xpovovs *] icaipovs Blass regards the two as synonymous, and no

R.V.

;

—

:

doubt it is difficult always to maintain
But here xP^ vov 5 rnay
a distinction.
well be taken to mean space of time as
such, the duration of the Church's history,

and

tccupovs the critical periods in that
history. 6 jiiv Keupos 8i)Xoi itoi<Jtt]to
Xpovov, xpovos 8i iro<r<$TrjTa (Ammonius).
good instance of the distinction may

A

be found in

LXX

Neh. x. 34 els icaipovs
"
iiro xpovwv, " at times appointed
cf. 1
:

;

So here Weiss renders „ zu
kennen Zeiten und geeignete Zeitpunkte".
In modern Greek, whilst icaipos means
" in
weather, \p6vos means year, so that
both words the kernel of meaning has
remained unaltered this in the case of
Kaipovs is changeableness, of xp^vuv
duration" (Curtius, Etym., p. no sq.)
cf. also Trench, N. T. Synonyms, ii., p. 27
ff. ; Kennedy, Sources
of N. T. Greek, p.
153 ; and Grimm-Thayer, sub v. K<up<£s.
either as
I|ov<r(o, authority, R.V.
delegated or unrestrained, the liberty of
Thes.

v. 1.

:

;

;

—

—

doing as one pleases (e^e<rri) 8vvap.i?,
power, natural ability, inherent power,
;

residing in a thing by virtue of its nature,
or, which a person or thing exerts or puts
forth
so 8vvap.i9 is ascribed to Christ,
now in one sense, now in another, so also

—
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9— xo.
fi\etr6vT(ov

avTbiv

6<p0aXu.aii'

auiw. 1

ical

cir^pGrj,

Kal

io.

a>s

uire'Xa|3ey
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aurok

dTCjaJoiTes r\<rav els

"rov

dirft

T«r

ouparoV,

For T.R. icai Tavra . . o$0. avTwv D, Sah., Aug., with var. kou tovto cittovtos
avTov ve<j). vircX. avTov kcu airirjp0Tj air' avTwv. Chase explains from Syriac, but kcii
Omission of 0Xeir. avruv and
k.t.X. may be an assimilation to Matt. ix. 15.
air-rjp.
airo tuv o<J>6aX. in Western texts curious may to some extent support Blass's view
or may have been intentional omissions. Vulg. and Flor. retain both omissions.
Weiss regards the whole in D as secondary Hilgenfeld follows D.
1

.

;

;

to the

Luke
iv.

Holy Spirit as in ver. 8 cf.
iv. 14, Rom. xv. 13
Bengel,
;

;

Luke

and Grimm-Thayer, Synonyms.

36,

Sub

x. 38,

v. Svvajxis.

"

Ver. 8.
eaeade uov papTvpcs,
my
witnesses," R.V., reading p,ov instead of
uoi, not only witnesses to the facts of
their Lord's

life, cf.

22, x. 39, but also

i.

His witnesses, His by a direct personal
Luke xxiv. 48 simply speaks
relationship
;

of a testimony to the facts.

— & tc Mepov-

Luke on

other occasions, as here, distinguishes Jerusalem as a
district separate from all the rest of Judaea
x. 39), a proof of in(cf. Luke v. 17, Acts
timate acquaintance with the Rabbinical
phraseology of the time, according to Edersheim, Sketches of Jewish Social Life, pp.
17, 73. In this verse, see Introduction, the
keynote is struck of the contents of the
whole book, and the great divisions of
the Acts are marked, see, e.g., Blass, p.
12 in Prologue to Acts— Jerusalem, i.-vii. ;
o-oXTjp.

k.t.X.

:

St.

ix., 32 xii., 19 Samaria, viii. and
appears somewhat strained to see in
St. Paul's preaching in Rome a witness
to " the utmost parts of the earth," it is
noteworthy that in Psalms of Solomon,
viii., 16, we read of Pompey that he came
the
air' c<rxaTov ttjs Y»]S» *•£•» Rome
same phrase as in Acts i. 8. This verse
affords a good illustration of the subjective
element which characterises the partition

Judaea,

;

;

;

if it

—

theories of Spitta, Jungst, Clemen and
others.
Spitta would omit the whole
and B, and
verse from his sources
considers it as an interpolation by the
Acts
as
author of
but,
;
Hilgenfeld points
.out, the verse is entirely in its place, and
"
it forms the best answer to the
particu-

A

of the disciples, from which
their question in ver. 6 shows that they

larism"

were not yet free. Feine would omit the
words Iu>s iax*rov T ^S Y^5 because
nothing in the conduct of the early
Church, as it is described to us in the
Jewish-Christian source, Acts i.-xii., points
to any knowledge of such a commission
from the Risen Christ. Jungst disagrees
with both Spitta and Feine, and thinks
that the hand of the redactor is visible in
prominence given to the little Samaria.

the word in ver. 2 is
seems not merely
to denote our Lord's first leaving the
ground (as Weiss, Overbeck), but also
to be more in accordance with the calm
and grandeur of the event than a7njp0T]
this latter word would rather denote a
taking away by violence. Kal v£<j>cXt)
vTrcXa^e the cloud is here, as elsewhere,
the symbol of the divine glory, and it
was also as St. Chrysostom called it t*
ox^p-a rb (3aoriXiKov cf. Ps. civ. 3. In
1 Tim. iii. 16 we read that our Lord was
" in
received up iv 86£n.
glory," R.V.
Ver. 10. aTevi£ovT€s i]<rav this periphrasis of tjv or rjo-av with a present
or perfect participle is very frequently
found in St. Luke's writings (Friedrich,
pp. 12 and 89, and compare the list in
The verb
Simcox, u. s., pp. 130-134).
is peculiar to St. Luke and St. Paul, and
is found ten times in Acts, twice in St.
Luke's Gospel, and twice in 2 Cor. ; it
denotes a fixed, steadfast, protracted gaze
" and while
they were looking steadfastly
into heaven as he went," R.V., thus expressing more clearly the longing gaze
of the disciples watching the Lord as He
was going (iropevopcvov outov, the present participle denoting that the cloud was
still visible for a considerable time), as if
carrying their eyes and hearts with Him
to heaven " Ipse enim est amor noster ;
ubi autem amor, ibi est oculus et cor"
Ver. 9.

lir^pOt)

and

different,

:

iirqpO-r)

;

—

:

:

;

:

:

:

(Corn,

found
Mace.

a Lapide).
in
ii.

LXX

26

(cf.

1

The word
Esdr.

vi.

is

also

28 and 3

and
Aquila, Job
B. $., v., 12, 3, and
vii. 8),

also in Josephus,

Ramsay, St. Paul, 38, 39,
Polybius.
gives a most valuable account of the use
of the word in St. Luke, and concludes
that the action implied by it is quite
inconsistent with weakness of vision, and
that the theory which makes Paul a permanent sufferer in the eyes, as if he could
not distinctly see the persons near him,
is hopelessly at variance with St. Luke ;
word as used by
cf. too the meaning of the
St. Paul himself in 2 Cor. iii. 7, 13, where
not weak but strong sight is implied in the
word. The verb thus common in St. Luke
is frequently employed by medical writers
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i.

*
auTois eV
TTopeuofi^fou ciutou, Kal i8od aVSpcs 8uo irapeurrr) Kearny
2
II.
ot
Kal
el-iro^, "AfSpes
£*a0f)Ti Xcukt),
TaXtXaiot, ti lon-rJKaTe

^uPX^irofTes

ets

TOf oupayoy

up.wi' ets top oupayoV,

outos 6 'itjoroos 6 d^dX^^Ocls d<£'
;
outws ikeuuerai, &v TpoTroe ^OcdcraaOe auTOk

irop€u6p.€VOV els top oupa^oV.
1

2

W.H. read irapio-., but see also Winer-Schmiedel, p. ioo.
C 3 DE Syr. Hard., Aeth., Orig.-int., Chrys., so Hilgenfeld but

irapeurrqiccurav
€ot0tjti Xcvkt]

12. tot€ uire(TTpe\|>a^ cis
'lepouaaXrju,

;

;

^ABC

R.V. co-Otjo-co-i XevKats
Boh., Tisch., W.H., Weiss

;

and good

in

cursives, Vulg., Syr. Pesh.. Arm., Sah.

so also Blass in 0.

dressed by angels to men it may denote the
earnestness of the address (Nbsgen). St.
Chrysostom saw in the salutation a wish
a gaze not mentioned at all by St. to gain the confidence of the disciples
"
Else, why needed they to be told of
Matthew, and expressed by a different
word in St. Mark xiv. 67 ; Hobart, their country who knew it well enough ? "
Medical Language of St. Luke, p. 76. Calvin also rejects the notion that the
In LXX, as above, it is employed in a angels meant to blame the slowness and
secondary sense, but by Aquila, u. s., in dulness of apprehension of Galilaeans.
At the same time the word Ta\. seems
its primary meaning of gazing, beholding.
Kal l8ov Kal at the commencement of to remind us that things which are dethe apodosis is explained as Hebraistic, spised (John vii. 52) hath God chosen.
but instances are not wanting in classical Ex Galilaa nunquam vel certe raro fuerat
Greek; cf. Blass, Grammatik des N. G., propheta ; at ontnes Apostoli (Bengel) see
also below.
if the
ovtos 6 MtjctoOs
p. 257, and see also Simcox, ubi supra,
For the formula Kal l8ov cf, mention of their northern home had rep. 160 ff.
minded the disciples of their early choice
and on St# Luke s
the Hebrew
rtiiTl,
by Christ and of all that He had been to
employment of it in sudden interpositions, them, the personal name Jesus would
see Hort, Ecclesia, p. 179.
The use of assure them that their master would still
Kai (which in the most Hebraic books of be a human Friend and divine Saviour
the N.T. is employed much more exten- Hie Jesus : qui vobis fuit eritque semper
sively than in classical Greek) is most Jesus, id est, Salvator (Corn, a Lap.).
iropevduevov on the frequency of the
frequent in Luke, who also uses more
frequently than other writers the formula verb in St. Luke as compared with other
Kal ISov to introduce an apodosis; cf. N.T. writers, often used to give effect
Friedrich, ubi supra, p. 33.
irapeum]- and vividness to the scene, both Friein the appearance of drich and Zeller remark; St. Peter uses
Kcicrav axiTois
angels which St. Luke often narrates the same word of our Lord's Ascension,
there is a striking similarity between the 1 Peter iii. 22. As at the Birth of Christ,
so too at His Ascension the angels' mesphraseology of his Gospel and the Acts
x. 30,
sage was received obediently and joyfully,
cf. with the present passage Acts
The de- for only thus can we explain Luke xxiv. 52.
xii. 7, and Luke xxiv. 4, ii. g.
Ver. 12. t<Stc: frequent in Acts and
scription in the angels' disappearances is
not so similar, cf. Acts x. 7 and Luke ii. in St. Luke's Gospel, but most frequent
in St. Matthew
on its use see Grimm15, but it must be remembered that there
is only one other passage in which the
Thayer, and Blass, Gramm. des N. G.,
a word characdeparture of the angels is mentioned, p. 270. virl<rrpc\|/av
Rev. xvi. 2 ; Friedrich, ubi supra, pp. 45, teristic of Luke both in his Gospel and
in
Acts, occurring in the former over
52, and Zeller, Acts ii., p. 224 (E. T.).
For the verb cf. Luke i. 19, xix. 24, Acts twenty times, in the latter ten or eleven
xxiii. 2, 4, and especially xxvii. 23.
Iv
times.
Only in three places elsewhere,
in R.V. in the plural, see
not at all in the Gospels, but see Mark
IotStjti Xcvk'q
xiv. 40 (Moulton and Geden, sub v.)
critical notes and also Deissmann, Neue
On the
Bibelstudien, p. 90.
Friedrich, ubi supra, p. 8.
Ver. 11. avSpes TaX. the avSpes in Ascension see additional note at end of
similar expressions is often indicative of chapter.
rov koX. 'EXatwvos ubi captus
respect as in classical Greek, but as ad- et vinctus fuerat. Wetstein.
Although
to denote a peculiar fixed look (Zahn) ; so
in Luke xxii. 56, where it is used for the
servant-maid's earnest gaze at St. Peter,

:

—

:

—

;

:

'

;

—

:

—

:

;

;

—

:

—

:

;

:

—

:
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icrnv iyyvs
'lepouoraXt^fi,

ex 01 6&OK.
'

13. Kal ot€ eio-rjXOoy, avefi-qaav eis to uTrep&oy ou rjaa^ KaTap.e>
vovres, o T€ llcTpos Kal 'laKcu^os Kal 'IwoWtjs

1

Kal 'ArSpeas,

iXnnros

1
laKfa>(3os Koi ItuawTj?, so E, Syr. Hard., Arm. Zoh., Chrys., Theodrt. ; but in
inverse order in fc^ABCD 61, Vulg. and good versions, so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Wendt,

Weiss.

Matthew and

St.

Mark both speak

St.

of the Mount of Olives they do not say
tov koX. (neither is the formula found in
It is therefore probable
John viii. 1).
that St. Luke speaks as he does as one
who was a stranger to Jerusalem, or,
as writing to one who was so.
Blass,
ubi supra, pp. 32, 84, contends that

'EXaiwvos ought to give place to IXcuwv,
which he also reads in Luke xix. 29, xxi.
37 (W.H. 'EXaiwv, and in Luke xix. 37,
xxii. 39, tuv 'EXcuwv, in each case as
genitive of eXcua), the former word being
found only here and in Josephus, Ant.,
But it is found in all the MSS.
vii., g, 2.
in this passage,

although /also D. cum

Blass would thus get
cat., says Blass.
rid of the difficulty of regarding 'EXaiwv
as if used in Luke xix. 29, xxi. 37 as an
indeclinable noun, whilst here he would
exchange its genitive for IXeuwv. Deissmann, however, is not inclined to set
aside the consensus of authorities for
'EXaiuvos, and he regards Ikauav in the
two passages above as a lax use of the
nominative case. As the genitive of
lAaiwv it would correspond to the Latin

Olivetum

an olive-orchard;
and duircXwv in N.T., the
termination cSv in derivative nouns in-

cf.

(so Vulgate),

ap.TreX.os

dicating a place set with trees of the
kind designated by the primitive.
For
instances cf. Grimm-Thayer, sub 'EXatwv,
but see on the other hand Deissmann,

Neue Bibelstudien,

p.

36

ff.

With regard

to the parallel between our verse and Josephus, Ant., vii., 9, 2, it is evident that even
if St. Luke had read
Josephus he was not
dependent upon him, for he says here
tov icaX. just as in his Gospel he had
written to ko.X., probably giving one or
more popular names by which the place

;

Lucas, p. 7g, and Nosgen, Apostelgeschichte, p. 80; see also Rendall, Acts,

eis

;

— Blass

omits f«s and reads only
and remarks neque vero irp«$s est
cf. also Belser, Theologische Quar-

171

p.

irp<$s

i., 79 (1895)), the difficulty is
for St. Luke does not fix the
exact spot of the Ascension, and he elsewhere uses the Mount of Olives, Luke
xxi. 37, as the equivalent of the Bethany
of Matthew (xxi. 17) and Mark (xi. 1).
Nor is it likely that our Lord would lead
His disciples into a village for the event
of His Ascension. It should be remembered that Lightfoot, Hor. Heb., says
that " the Ascension was from the place
where that tract of the Mount of Olives

talschrift,

surmounted,

ceased to be called Bethphage and began
to be called Bethany".
The recent
attempt of Rud. Hoffmann to refer the
Ascension to a "Galilee" in the Mount
of Olives rests upon a tradition which
cannot be regarded as reliable (see
Galilaa auf dem Oelberg, Leipzig, 1896),
although he can quote Resch as in agreement with him, p. 14. On Hoffmann's
pamphlet see also Expositor (5th series),
p. 119 (1897), and Theologisch.es LiteraThis mention
turblatt, No. 27 (1897).
of the distance is quite characteristic of
St. Luke; it may also have been introduced here for the benefit of his Gentile
readers

;

Page, Acts, in

Ramsay's remarks,
Bethlehem? pp. 55,

Was

loco,

and

cf.

Christ born at

56.

Ver. 13. rh tnrcpwov " the upper cham-

ber," R.V., as of some well-known place,
but there is no positive evidence to identify

Gloel,

—o-aPparov exov
;

Winer- Schmiedel, p. 93).

the distance is repre68ov, not airexov
sented as something which the mountain
!

has,

M over

against Bethany," f«s irp<5s (so Feine,
Eine vorkanonische Uberlieferung des

Galaterbrief, p. 65

;

(see also

165

more than double a sabbath day's journey,
But if

fifteen furlongs from Jerusalem.
the words in St. Luke, /. c, mean

on the word W.H., ii., Appendix,
Plummer, St. Luke, p. 445 and

was known
p.

Lord led His disciples £ws irph%
Bt]0aviav, xxiv. 50, a village which was

that our

Meyer-Wendt;

cf.

Luke

xxiv.

13.

There is no real discrepancy between this
and the statement of St. Luke's Gospel

:

with the room of the Last Supper, alin Mark xiv. 15, as also in
Luke xxii. 12, the Vulgate has ccenaculum.

it

though here and

Amongst

recent writers Hilgenfeld and

Feine see in this definite mention of a room
well

known

to the readers a referenc* to

IIPAEEIS AIT02T0AQN

6o

*al 6wu,as, Bap6o\o|j.aios xal McvrOaios, 1 '14x6)00?, 'AXoJxuou
6 ZtjXwttJs, kcu 'louoa? 'laKw^ou.
14. outoi irdrrcs
Iifjicu^

*

kcu

rjorav

1
MoTeaios AB 3 CE, Boh. MaOeoios fc*B*D, Sah. so Tisch., W.H., Weiss see
Winer-Schmiedel, pp. 60, 61. For lax. AXoJxuov D, Sah. read lax. o tov AXoJ>., may
be assimilation to Matt. x. 3 and Mc. iii. 18 (not Lc.) Chase explains by Syriac
idiom retained by Blass in 0.
;

;

;

;

kcu <nj Severn C Chrys. Omitted by
61, and others, Vulg., Sah.,
Boh., Arm., Aeth., Chrys. so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Wendt, Weiss, Hilgenfeld. cmv
yvvcugiv, D adds kcu tckvois, so Hilgenfeld, but rejected by Blass ("male D "), for
which see criticism of Weiss, Codex D, p. 54 probably occasioned by mention of
the women, cf. xxi. 5. ovtoi iravTes omit. Aug., Cypr.
Mapia fc^ACD, Boh., Chrys.
2

3

^ABC*DE

,

;

;

the author's first book, Luke xxii. 11, 12.
But the word used in St. Mark and in St.
Luke's Gospel is different from that in
the passage before us avd-ycuov, but
here tnrcpyov. If we identify the former
with the KaTaXvpa, Luke xxii. 11, it
would denote rather the guest-chamber
used for meals than the upper room or
loft set apart for retirement or prayer,
although sometimes used for supper or
Both words
for assemblies (tnrcpwov).
are found in classical Greek, but only the
latter in the LXX, where it is frequent.
In the N.T. it is used by St. Luke alone,
and only in Acts.
Holtzmann, following Lightfoot and Schottgen, considers
that an upper room in the Temple is
meant, but this would be scarcely probable under the circumstances, and a
meeting in a private house, ii. 46, iv. 23,
v. 42, is far more likely.—8 tc ll. : in a
series of nouns embraced under one category only the first may have the article,
Winer-Schmiedel, pp. 154-157. In comparing this list of the Apostles with that
given by the Synoptists we notice that
whilst St. Peter stands at the head in
the four lists, those three are placed in
the first group who out of the whole
band are prominent in the Acts as also
in the Gospels, viz., Peter, John, and
James all the Synoptists, however, place
St. James as the elder brother before St.
John. In St. Luke's first list, as in St.
Matthew's list, the brothers Peter and
Andrew stand first, followed by another
pair of brothers James and John ; but in
Acts Andrew gives place, as we might
expect, to the three Apostles who had
been admitted to the closest intimacy

—

;

with Jesus during His earthly life, and
St. John as St. Peter's constant companion in the Gospel narrative makes a
The list in Acts agrees
pair with him.
with that given by St. Luke in his

Gospel in two particulars (see Friedrich,
ubi supra, p. 50, and so too Zeller) (1)
Simon the Zealot is called not 6 Kavav:

cuos, as in
ZtjXwttis, cf.

Matthew and Mark, but b
Luke vi. 15 (2) instead ot
;

Thaddaeus (or Lebbaeus) we have " Judas
of James," cf. Luke vi. 16. MovSa?
" the son of
MaKcipov,
James," R.V. (so
too above 'laKca^os 'AXoJ>aCov, " James
the son of Alphaeus"), placing the words
"
or, brother, see Jude i.," in the margin,

—

so too in Luke vi. 16. The rendering of
the words as Jude the brother of James

was probably caused by Jude i., and
difficult to believe, as Nosgen argues

it is

(see
also Winer-Schmiedel, p. 262), that in
in
same list and
such close prox-

the

imity these two meanings "the son of"
and "the brother of" should occur for
the genitive, although no doubt it is
possible grammatically see Nosgen and
Wendt, in loco. On the other hand, see
;

Felten, note, p. 66. But Winer, to whom
the latter refers, is by no means positive,
and only expresses the opinion that
aScXoJxfe is perhaps to be supplied here
and in Luke vi. 16 if the same Apostle is
referred to in
p. 238).
latter is

Jude i. (Winer-Moulton,
But the identification with the
very improbable, as he was most

likely the brother of

James, known as

"the Lord's brother" (see Plummer on
Luke, vi., 16, and Salmon, Introduction to

N.

T., pp. 473, 474, fifth edit.).

It is also

noteworthy that St. Luke uses a8eX<p6$
where he means " brother," cf. Luke iii.
Acts xii. 2. Blass, Grammatik
I, vi. 14
;

N. G., gives the same reference to
Alciphr., ii., 2, as Winer, TipoKpdVqs 6

des

M-r]Tpo8wpoi>,

same time he

sc.

aSeXoJios,

but

at

the

commit himself
Acts and Luke vi.

declines to

as to the passage in

The

list, it has been thought, is given
here again by St. Luke to show the recovery of the Apostolic band from their
denial and flight so St. Chrysostom
remarks that Luke did well to mention
the disciples, for since one had betrayed
Christ and another had been unbelieving,
he hereby shows that, except the first, all
were preserved (so to the same effect

—
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I*

6p.o0up.a8df

TrpoaKapTcpou»'T€S

yuvai^i Kal Mapia
1

1

Ttj

rfj

urjTpi tou

Kal

irpoaeuxfj

'itjaou, ical

ttj

ow tois

61
auK

Serjcrei,

dSe\<|>ois auTOu.

BE

(some very good cursives), Sah., Aeth., Chrys. so Tisch., W.H.,
Mapiap,
Weiss the latter is said to be put always for the Virgin, but here evidence seems
equally divided (see Winer- Schmiedel, pp. 90, 91).

—

;

CEcumenius, in loco). There may also
have been the desire of the author to
intimate that although only the works
of a few on the list would be chronicled,
yet all alike were witnesses to Christ and
workers for Him (Lumby).
Ver. 14.

ical rjo-av

irpooricapTepovvTes

on the construction see

ver. 10.

:

In N.T.

found only in St. Luke and St. Paul
most
(except once in St. Mark iii. 9)
frequently with the dative of the thing,
;

of continuing steadfast in prayer
4,

Rom.

xii. 12,

Col.

iv. 2,

and

cf.

;

cf. vi.

also

ii.

42 or ii. 46 of continuing all the time in
(Iv) a place; in Acts viii. 13, x. 7, it is
used with the dative of the person, and
It is found
in Rom. xiii. 6 with eis ti.
in Josephus with the dative of the thing,
Ant., v., 2, 6, and in Polybius, who also
uses it with the dative of the person. In
LXX it is found in Numbers xiii. 21 and in
Susannah ver.6, Theod., also in Tobit v. 8,
S.
6p,o0vpa86v, a favourite word of St.
Luke Lucce in Actis in deliciis est (Blass)
used ten or eleven times in Acts, only
once elsewhere in N.T., Rom. xv. 6,
where it has the same meaning, Vulgate
In the LXX it is oftener
unanimiter.
found as the equivalent of Hebrew words
"
meaning simply together," and Hatch,
Essays in B. G., p. 63, would limit it to
this meaning in the N.T., but the word
cannot be confined to mere outward

—
—

:

assembling together

;

cf.

Dem.,

Phil., iv.,

here and elsewhere in Acts, St. Luke lays
stress upon frequency in prayer, and that
too in all parts of the book (Friedrich,
arvv yuvai|i
it is natural to
pp. 55-60).
include the women already mentioned in
St. Luke's Gospel, cf, e.g., viii. 2, 3, xxiii.
" with the
55,
women," R.V., or the expression may be quite indefinite as in
In this mention of the
margin R.V.
presence of women, as in the stress laid
upon prayer, there is another point of
unity between the book and the third
Gospel, "The Gospel of Womanhood"
(see also Ramsay, Was Christ born at
Bethlehem ? p. 50).
(The mention of
women would certainly indicate a private house rather than the Temple.)
Erasmus and Calvin both interpret the
words cum uxoribus, probably not without
desire to make a point against celibacy.
J. Lightfoot allows that this meaning
may be correct, since the Apostles and
disciples who had wives took them
with them, " but," he adds, " it is too
strait".
Mapiap, (for Mapia), so always
according to W.H. of the Blessed Virgin, nominative, vocative, accusative,
dative, except twice in a few of the best

—

:

—

MSS.

20, and Luke ii. ig). Cf.
See also Simcox,
163.
Language of the N. T., p. 28, and WinerSchmiedel, p. 91, note. The icai may be
taken either to comprehend her under the
other women, or as distinguishing her

(Matt.

Appendix,

i.

p.

pias Yvwp.T)s (Meyer- from them. This is the last mention of
the N.T., and the Scripture leaves
Wendt) so Luther einmuthig. It was her in
" in
very natural that St. Luke should lay her
prayer ".—o~vv to is a8c\<f>oi$
avTov they are previously mentioned as
stress upon the absolute unanimity of the
early believers, and the word is used with unbelieving (John vii. 5, and compare
reference to the Twelve, to the hundred- Mark vi. 4), but not only the Resurrecand-twenty, to the whole number of tion of the Lord but also that of Lazarus
believers; truly the Holy Ghost was may well have overcome their unbelief.
" amator concordiae"
(Corn, a Lapide). St. Chrysostom (so too fficumenius) contq irpo<revx*n ical Tfj Sofo-ci the latter jectures that Joseph was dead, for it is
noun cannot be supported by MS. author- not to be supposed, he says, that when
ity; the two words mark the difference the brethren had become believers Joseph
between general and specific prayer; cf. believed not. As the brethren are here
Bengel on 1 Tim. ii. 1, and cf. Luke, v., 33. distinguished from the Eleven, it would
It is very doubtful whether we can confine
seem that they could not have been
irpoo-evxn here to the Temple prayers; included in the latter (see, however,
But
rather the article, cf. vi. 4 and ii. 42, seems "Brethren," B.D. 2 pp. 13, 14).
to point to a definite custom of common whatever meaning we give to the word
"
"
here or in the Gospels,
brethren
prayer as a bond of Christian fellowship
(Hort, Ecclesia, p. 43, so Speaker's Com- nothing could be more significant than
mentary, in loco). As in his Gospel, so the fact that they had now left their
147, 6p.o0vp.a8bv

etc

;

:

—

:
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15. KAI iv tows
1

fjLa0TjTwi'

fxaOTjTitfv

;

but

lupous TauTcus dmarAs n£rpos

elirev (rjk tc

^ABC*,

oxXos 6vo^idTutv tin to aurd ws

Vulg., Tisch.,

settled homes in Galilee to take part in
the lot of the disciples of Jesus, and to
await with them the promise of the
Father (Felten). It may have been that.
"
James, the Lord's brother," was converted by the Resurrection, 1 Cor. xv.
his example constrained
5, and that
the other "brethren" to follow him.
Ver. 15. Kai cv reus Yjpepais Tavrcus
St. Luke often employs such notes of
:

time, used indefinitely like similar expressions in Hebrew e.g., 1 Sam. xxviii.
Fried1, both in his Gospel and in Acts.

—

—

W.H., R.V.,
sociations

so Weiss,
in

Bibelstudien,
here for the
the frequent

Acts

Egypt

picrw t&v

iv

lica-rov

eiKoaiy),

Wendt aSeX+wv.
see

Deissmann,

— rt

82,

140,
2og\
first time solitarium.
recurrence of this
i.,

:

On
word

as compared with
N.T., see Blass,
Grammatik des N. G., pp. 257, 258.
"
R.V.,
ovojxdTwv
persons ".
Lightfoot compares the use of the word in
Rev. iii. 4, xi. 13 (so too Wendt), where
the word is used to signify any persons
without distinction of sex, so that the
word may have been used here to include
But he considers that
the women also.
it rather means men as distinct from
women, and so, as he says, the Syriac
and Arabic understand it here. Its use
in the sense of persons reckoned up by
in

in all parts,

other books

of the

—

:

Lekebusch, p. 53. avao-ras
very characteristic of St. Luke to
add a participle to a finite verb indicating the posture or position of the
speaker. This word is found in St. Luke's
Gospel seventeen times, and in Acts name is Hebraistic
rfltottj LXX, Numb,
nineteen times, only twice in Matthew,
iii.
xxii. 53
six or seven times in Mark ; cf. also his i.
18, 20
2,
40, 43
use of oraOcis, three times in Gospel, (Grimm-Thayer, sub v.), but see also for
six times in Acts, but not at all in the a similar use on the Egyptian papyri,
other Evangelists.
that St. Deissmann, Neue Bibelstudien, p. 24
rUrpos
Peter should be the spokesman is only (1897). lirl rb ai/To, "gathered towhat we should naturally expect from gether," R.V. ; cf. Matt. xxii. 34, Luke
his previous position among the Twelve, xvii. 35, Acts ii. 1, 44, 47 (so W.H.,
but, as St. Chrysostom observes, he does R.V., see in loco, Wendt, Weiss), 1 Cor.
everything with the common consent, xi. 20, xiv. 23. Holtzmann, in loco, denothing imperiously. The best fruits of scribes it as always local, and it is no
his repentance are here seen in the ful- doubt so used in most of the above pasfilment of his commission to strengthen sages, as also in LXX Psalm ii. 2 (cf.
his brethren, kv pe'<ru> another favourite Acts iv. 26), 2 Sam. ii. 13, 3 Mace. iii. 1,
expression of St. Luke both in his Gospel Sus. v. 14, and in classical Greek. But
and in the Acts, in the former eight when we remember the stress laid by St.
times, in the latter five times (four times Luke in the opening chapters of the Acts
in St. Matthew, twice in St. Mark).
upon the unanimity of the believers, it
is not unlikely that he should use the
Blass compares the Hebrew
TpHSL phrase, at all events in ii. 44, 47, with
Grammatik des N.G.,p. 126, and in loco. this deeper thought of unity of purpose
pa0TjTwv Blass retains and contends and devotion underlying the words, even
that aSe\<|>. has arisen from either ver. if we cannot render the phrase in each
14 or ver. 16; but there is strong critical passage in Acts with Rendall (Acts, p.
" with one
"
mind," of one mind ".
authority for the latter word cf. vi. 1. 34),
In LXX it is used in three senses
Both Wendt and
a us cKcrrov eiKocrtv.
brother and a neighbour, Lev. xix. 17 ; a Feine reject the view that the number is
member of the same nation, Exod. ii. 14, merely mythical (Baur, Zeller, Overbeck,
Deut. xv. 3. In the N.T. it is used in Weizsacker), and would rather see in it
these three senses, and also in the sense a definite piece of information which St.
of fellow-Christians, who are looked upon Luke had gained.
It is quite beside the
as forming one family.
The transition mark to suppose that St. Luke only used
is easily seen
this particular number because it repre(1) member of the same
family; (2) of the same community sented the Apostles multiplied by 10, or
(national), of the same community (spirit40 multiplied by 3. If he had wished to
ual).
Kennedy, Sources of N.T. Greek, emphasise the number as a number, why
introduce the ws ?
PP- 95> 96. On its use in religious asrich, p. 9,
it

:

is

;

—

;

—

:

:

—

:

—

;

;

:
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1

l6. Avhpes dSeX<f>oi, ISet irXtjp&)0Tjvai rty ypa<f>T)c Tourrjt', f\v irpoeiire
to n^cujia to "Ayioy Sia orop,aTOS Aa|3i8, rrcpl 'louSa tou yei/opi^ou
17. on Karr)piOjxT)p.^o$ r\v auv
o&nyou tois oroXXapouai tqv '\t\croOv
•

2
^Sci
8ci D*, Vulg., Boh.;
E, Origen, Eus., Ath., W.H., Weiss.
so Gig., Par., Aug. (Iren., Vig.), Hilgenfeld.
Blass, p. xvii., in his Preface to 0,
argues that as Irenaeus omits 173-20 and elsewhere seems to be ignorant of the
death of Judas, so his text also omitted from icaTT)p. cv Tjp.iv to ycvT|0T|Tci>. In his
revised edition Luke added 173-20 and also substituted cSci for the original 8c 1 " ut
significaretur ex parte jam esse ratum factum vetus vaticinium, exitu nempe Judae ".
But the omission of Irenaeus may be accidental, or it has been suggested that he too
may have regarded 173-20 as a parenthesis and not actually part of Peter's speech.
read AAA; see WinerAa0i8; but in ^BD, so W.H., Weiss AaveiS.
Schmiedel, p. 65, Blass, Proleg. (Acta Apost.), p. 34.

^ABCD

:

ACE

v

Ver. 16. Av8p«s aScX<j>oi a mode of
address indicating not only respect but
also the solemnity of the occasion and
There is
the importance of the subject.
nothing unclassical in this use of the vocative without w at the beginning of
:

Demosthenes, at least on
speeches.
some occasions, used the phrase "AvSpes
'A0Tjvatoi without u. §imcox, ubi supra,
p. 76, note, and see also Winer-SchmieeSci very frequent in
del, p. 258, note.
in the
St. Luke's Gospel and the Acts
former nineteen, in the latter twentyfive times, and in all parts of the book,
Friedrich, ubi supra, p. 22 (Lekebusch).
It expresses a divine necessity, and is
used by all the Evangelists, as by St.
Peter here, and by St. Paul (1 Cor', xv.
with and
25), of the events connected
following upon the Passion. 8ei, oportet, expresses logical
necessity rather

—

:

;

—

than personal moral obligation otyciXev,
debuit, or the sense of fitness, IWpeircv,
decebat.
The three words are all found
in Heb. ii. 1, 17, 10, on which see Westcott, Hebrews, p. 36, and Plummer's St.
St. Peter's speech falls
Luke, p. 247.
into two parts, one introduced by eSci,
and the other introduced by Set, ver. 21.

—

the reference is undoubtttjv ypa<j>T)v
edly to the particular passages in the
:

cf. Luke iv. 20, Acts
see Lightfoot on Galatians iii. 22.
is no reference to Psalm xli. 9,

O.T. which follow,
viii.

35

There

;

or this passage would have been quoted,
but to the passages in ver. 20. ttXt]p<ddTJvai, cf. Luke xxiv. 44, 45.
irXTjpocu

—

is very frequently used by St. Luke,
Friedrich, ubi supra, p. 40) means more
" fulfil "

(which

than

in the popular acceptation

" to
implies

of the word
fill
it
up to
the full " ; " Not only is our Lord the
subject of direct predictions in the Old
Testament, but His claims go to the full
extent of affirming that all the truths
which are imperfectly, and frequently very
;

darkly shadowed forth in the pages, are
Him as the ideal to which they

realised in
"

pointed
(Row, Bampton Lectures, pp.
to irvevua to ayiov. St. Luke
202, 203).
uses this, or a similar expression,
irvevpa
or
to
ayiov
ayiov irvcvua, about forty times
in Acts alone, whilst in St. Luke's
Gospel
alone it is used about as many times as
in the three other Evangelists
together

—

(Lekebusch, Apostelgeschichte, p. 65, and
St. Luke, p. 14).
oSrjyov
tois o-vXX. t6v Mtjotovv.
St. Peter simply
states a fact, but does not heap scorn or
abuse upon Judas (Chrysostom, Horn.,
St.
iii.,
cf.
Matthew,
Theophylact).
St. Mark, St. John simply say of Judas
"
6 irapaSiSovs,
he who delivered Him

—

Plummer,

up," or employ some similar expression
" the
"
is never called
traitor
(St.
" became
Luke vi.
;

he

16, iyivero TrpoSoTT)s,

a traitor," see Plummer, in loco). This
self-restraint is remarkable on the part
of men who must have regarded their
Master's Death as the most atrocious
of murders (see Row, Bampton Lectures,
pp. 179, 180, note). At the same time the

word

oS-qyo? seems to bring before us the
scene in Gethsemane, how Judas went
before the multitude, and drew near to

Him

(Luke xxii. 47), and to
vividly the memories of the
Passion were present to St. Peter ; cf.
1 Peter ii. 21 ft .).
Ver. 17. Sti KaT-qpiQpTjpe'vos tjv k.t.X.
For the construction see ver. 10. Sti introduces the ground upon which the Scripture
to be cited, which speaks of the vacancy
in the Apostolic office, found its fulfilment
Jesus to kiss

show us how

" triste
Judas; "he was numbered,"
numerari non manere," Bengel. ical
"
€Xax«v tov KX-ijpov lit., and obtained by
in

—

est

:

"

KX-fjpos, a lot, that which is
assigned by lot, the portion or share so
assigned so amongst the Greeks, and
somewhat similarly in English, cf. in

lot the lot

:

;

LXX Wisdom

ii.

9, v. 5,

Ecclesiasticus

nPAHF.12 ATI02T0AQN

64
qp.iv,

™

Kal €\<XX €

v

KXfjpov ttjs Siukocius TauTTjs.

ouv ^KTrjaa-ro ywpiov Ik too

*

piaOou

1

Kal

xfjs &8iKias,

8.

outos

irpr]»^|S

p,e*

yev6-

1

After
tov om. ^ABCDE, Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt, Hilgenfeld.
aSiKias D inserts o/utov so Syr. Hard., Sah., Aug., so Blass in p, and Hilgenfeld.
Blass added at first, but see Hilg., note, p. 4, kcu ko/tcStio-cv avTov tov TpaxiXov.
;

The word is used elsewhere in
xxv. 19.
Acts three times, i. 26, viii. 21, xxvi. 18 ;
the last passage its use by St.
cf. with
Here the
Paul elsewhere, Col. i. 12.
word no doubt may be used by St. Peter
with reference to the actual selection by
The
lot which was about to follow.
same word is used elsewhere by the same
"
neither as lording
Apostle, 1 Peter v. 3,
it over the charge allotted to you," twv
Tyndale and Cranmer render
kXijpwv.
the word here "parishes," which really
= the
gives "a good interpretation of it
" lots
assigned to the elders as their
and so we
portions in God's heritage
;

have by an easy transition clerici = clergy,
"
those to whom such lots" are assigned
Humphry, Commentary on R. V., p. 446,
ttkayev:
Lightfoot, Philippians, p. 246 ff.
here and in 2 Peter i. 1 with an accusa:

—

" received his
tive, as in classical Greek,
"
the
On
construction
of
R.V.
portion
the verb with the genitive, cf. Blass,
Grammatik des N. G., pp. 100, 230, and
Plummer's St. Luke, p. 11 ; with Luke
In classical
1 Sam. xiv., 47.
i. 9,
cf.
Greek it is used as the opposite of x ei P°TovTjO"J]vai, to be elected, more commonly
with the infinitive. Siaxovias: "Apostle-

—

ship the highest form of ministration is
repeatedly designated thus," Hort, Ecclesia, p. 204, e.g., ver. 25, xx. 24, xxi.
19, 2 Cor. iv. 1, v. 18, vi. 3, Rom. xi. 13,
and see further on the word, chap. vi.
below. It would be difficult to find in
such a general term, or in any part of the
speech, any reference to a hierarchical
constitution of the Church (Zeller, Overbeck). Jiingst cannot derive any such
view from this verse, although he sees in
the description of Siaicovia as airooToXi],
ver. 25, the mark of a later period than
that of the delivery of the speech (so too

Wendt).
ovtos p^v ovv k.t.X. This
the next are regarded in
R.V. as a parenthesis (compare also
W.H.), p£v ovv making the transition
from St. Peter's own words to the exsee
planatory statement of St. Luke
Ver. 18.
verse and

;

Rendall's Appendix on plv ovv, although
he would place ver. 20 also in a parenFor this frequent
thesis, Acts, p. 160 ff.
use of pev ovv in Acts, see also Blass,
who regards piv as used here, as in other

places, without

any following antithesis
81, Grammatik des N. G.,
see
also Hackett's note in
pp. 261, 267,
loco.
Spitta, Feine, Weiss, see in these
two verses an editorial interpolation.
expressed by

—

lKTt]o-aTo x<"p(ov.

To harmonise this with

Matt, xxvii. 5, an explanation has been
often used to this effect, that although
Judas did not purchase the field, it was
purchased by his money, and that thus
he might be called its possessor. This
was the explanation adopted by the older

commentators, and by many modern.
Theophylact, e.g., describes Judas as
rightly called the Kvpios of the field for
the price of it was his. It is no doubt
quite possible that St. Peter (if the words
are his and not St. Luke's) should thus

express himself rhetorically (and some
of his other expressions are certainly
rhetorical, e.g., eXaK-qcre pecros), or that
Judas should be spoken of as the possessor of the field, just as Joseph of

Arimathasa is said to have hewn his own
tomb, or Pilate to have scourged Jesus,
but possibly Dr. Edersheim's view that
the blood-money by a fiction of law was
still considered to belong to Judas may
help to explain the difficulty, Jesus the
Messiah, ii., 575.
Lightfoot comments,
" Not that he himself
bought the field,
for Matthew resolves the contrary
nor
was there any such thing in his intention
when he bargained for the money," and
then he adds, "But Peter by a bitter
irrision showeth the fruit and profit of
" Hor.
his wretched covetise

—

Heb. (see

:

also

Hackett's

note).

Without

fully

this, it is quite possible that
Peter, or St. Luke, would contrast

endorsing
St.

the portion in the ministry which Judas
had received with the little which was
the result of the price of his iniquity.
Ik tov pur0ov ttjs aSiKias pro tov
aSucov purOov, a Hebraism, Blass, in loco,
see also Winer-Schmiedel, p. 268.
The
phrase only occurs again in 2 Peter ii.
13, 15 ; on this use of Ik see Simcox,

—

language of
binations

of

N. T., p.
words with

the

characteristic of St.

Luke

146.

Com-

aSiKia

are

(Friedrich).

In the other Evangelists the word is
Kal
only found once, John vii. 18.

—

irpT]VT|s *yev<$p.

and

Overbeck)

Wendt
and

(following Zeller
others maintain

nPAHEIS AnOSTOAQN'

i8— 19.
p.ei'os

tea!

AciKTjae

yvutajov

KXTjOfjyai

fji^cros,

Kal i£ey(6Qr) "irdfTa t& (nr\dy\va auTou
iraai

eyeVero

x w P^ 01 ^eifo

to

'

KaToiKouaii'

tois
tt)

t8ia

SiaXeKTW

•

'lepooaaXrjjx,

auiw

19.

ware
1

'AKeXSajxa,

1
AKeXSajxa, so C, Syr. Hard., Chrys., Vulg. ; AxeXSauax fc^A 40, 61, Tisch.
AKcXSajjiax B, so W.H., Weiss AiccXSaijAax D (Blass in (3 -Seuax), so Hilg., and other
variants; in Gig., Par. ~etnac(h). Final x (-<**) seems certain see comment below.
;

—

;

that St. Luke here follows a different
tradition from St. Matthew, xxvii. 6 ff.,
and that it is only arbitrary to attempt
But Felten and
to reconcile them.
Zockler (so too Lumby and Jacobson)
see in St. Luke's description a later stage
St.
in the terrible end of the traitor.
Matthew says Kal cnreXfiwv airrJYlaTO if
the rope broke, or a branch gave way
under the weight of Judas, St. Luke's
narrative might easily be supplementary
to that of St. Matthew.
Blass, in loco,
adopts the former alternative, and holds
that thus the narrative may be harmonised with that of St. Matthew, rupto
:

fune

Iudam

in terram procidisse.

It is

against Overbeck) why
inconsistent with this.

difficult to see (as
irp"HVTjs

vev.

is

The words no doubt mean
"

strictly

" fall-

opposed to vittios,
ing flat on his face
not " falling headlong," and so they do
not necessarily imply that Judas fell over
a precipice, but Hackett's view that Judas
may have hung himself from a tree on
the edge of a precipice near the valley of
Hinnom, and that he fell on to the rocky

pavement below

is

suggested from his

own

observation of the locality, p. 36,
Acts of the Apostles (first English edition),
see also Edersheim, ubi supra, pp. 575,
576. At all events there is nothing disconcerting in the supposition that we
may have here "some unknown series
of facts, of which we have but two frag"
M
2
Judas," B.D. ,
mentary narratives :
and see further Plummer sub v. in Hasthere only in the
IXcxK-rjcre
ings' B.D.
N.T. XdcrKw a strong expression, signifying bursting asunder with a loud noise,
:

:

Horn., Iliad, xiii., 616
cf. also Acta
Thoma, 33 (p. 219, ed. Tdf.) 6 SpaKwv
Kal aireOavc
Kal
i\aKT)cre
4>v<rT]0£i<s
^cXtjQtj 6 los avrov Kal -q X°M» f° r tne
construction cf. Luke xxiii. 45.
Ver. 19. Kal yvutrTbv . . . ira<riv tois
KaToiKov<riv 'Jepova. : the words have
been taken to support the view that we
have here a parenthesis containing the
notice of St. Luke, but if St. Peter was
;

:

speaking rhetorically he might easily express himself so. But many critics, who
refuse to see in the whole of the two
verses any parenthetical remarks of the

VOL.

II.

view that tq SiaX&T?
aviTwv and tovt' cotiv x w pt° v aiuaTOS
are explanations introduced by St. Luke,
who could trust to his Gentile readers to
distinguish between his words and those
of St. Peter (Wendt, Holtzmann, Zockler,
Nosgen, Jtingst. Matthias). rtj SiaXcK-rw:
only in Acts in the N.T., where it is used*
historian, adopt the

—

six times in all parts ; it may mean dialect or language, but here it is used in
the latter sense (R.V.) to distinguish

Aramaic from Greek

(cf. its use in Polythe dwellers of Jerusalem, who spoke Aramaic unless the
whole expression is used rhetorically, it
would seem that it contains the words,
not of St. Peter, who himself spoke
Aramaic, but of the author (see Blass, in
'AKcXSaud: the Aramaic of the
loco).

bius).

— avnw,

—

i.e.,

—

Field of Blood would be

N£1

—

k^fl

t :
:'
possible that the x may be added
to represent in some way the guttural £$,
I

and

it is

Iipdx = fc$"VD> cf' Bl ass in loco,
and Grammatik des N. G., p. 13. W.H. (so
Blass) read 'AKeX8ap.dx (and 'AxcXSaudxt
Tisch. and Treg.) see also on the word
Winer- Schmiedel, pp. 60 and 63.
A
new derivation has been proposed by
in
Probleme
Klostermann,
Aposteltexte,
p. 6 ff., which has gained considerable
attention (cf. Holtzmann, Wendt, Felten,

just as

»

;

Zockler, in loco), viz.: *TJ?3^T = K<uuao-0ai,
so that the word

=

Koiuqrijpiov, cf. Matt,
the derivation preferred
is very tempting, but
see also Enc. Bibl., I., 32, 1899, sub v.
It is true that the two accounts in St.
Matthew and St. Luke give two reasons
But why
for the name Field of Blood.
should there not be two reasons ? If the
traitor in the agony of his remorse rushed
from the Temple into the valley of Hinnom, and across the valley to "the pot"
ter's field
of Jeremiah, the old name of
the potter's field might easily become
changed" in the popular language into
that of
field of blood," whilst the reason given by St. Matthew for the name
might still hold good, since the bloodxxvii. 8.

This

is

by Wendt, and

it

money, which bv a

fiction of

law was.
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tout&tti xwplov aijAaTos.

"
rcrrjOrJTw rj
"
•
Kai,
auTjj

q/xtr

considered to belong to Judas, was
for the purchase of the accursed
spot as a burial ground for strangers.
See Edersheim, Jesus the Messiah, ii.,
Whatever may be alleged as
574, 575.
to the growth of popular fancy and tradition in the later account in Acts of the
death of Judas, it cannot be said to
contrast unfavourably with the details
still

by Papias, Fragment,
"

18,

which

insulsissima
et
describes as
fcedissima ".
The quvtetion is twofold,
Ver. 20.
the first part from Psalm lxix. 26 (LXX,
we have avruiv,
the
lxviii.) ; in
changed here into ovtov with reference
to Judas, whilst Iv rots <ricr]vci>p.a(riv is
omitted and the words ev avTfj, referring
The omission
to IxavXi?, are added.
would make the application of the words
in
the original, which
more general than
related to the desolation of the encampment and tents of a nomadic tribe. The
other part of the quotation is verbatim
from Psalm cviii. 8 (cix.), called by the
ancients the Iscariot Psalm. With the

LXX

exception of Psalm xxii., no Psalm is
frequently quoted in the N.T. than
lxix. ; cf. ver. 9 with John ii. 17 ; ver. 21
with Matt, xxvii. 34, and with John xix.
28 ver. 22 and 23 with Rom. xi. 9, 10 ;
and ver. 9 with Rom. xv. 3. In these
Psalms, as in the twenty-second Psalm, we
see how the history of prophets and holy
men of old, of a David or a Jeremiah,
was typical of the history of the Son of

more

;

man made perfect through suffering, and
we know how our Lord Himself saw the
fulfilment of the

Psalmist

His own

words of the suffering

in the tragic events of
(xli. 9)
life (John xiii. 18).
So too St.

Peter in the recent miserable end of the
not only of
*he general truth, which the Psalmists
learnt through suffering, that God rewarded His servants and that confusion
awaited the unrighteous, but also another
fulfilment in the case of Judas of the
doom which the Psalmists of old had invoked upon the persecutors of the faithful servants of God.
But we are not
called upon to regard Psalm cix. as the
Iscariot Psalm in all its details (see Pertraitor sees another evidence,

owne, Psalms,

538 (smaller edition)),
or to forget, as Delitzsch reminds us, that
the spirit of Elias is not that of the N.T.
p.

eprjjxos,

aySpuiy

employed

Blass

Kal

^v

Y^P
p.T)

PiPXw

iram XP^V

ly

^a-Xftwv,

loro) 6 KaToiicwi' ^k

21. Aei ouk

Tr\v ciuo-icoTrT] y auTou Xd{3ca eTepos."

twk aofeXOoi'Twi'

.given

20. y^YP a7rTat

eirauXis auTou
"

i.

^v

Kal

ciaTJXSe

*?

St. Peter, although he must have regarded the crime of Judas as a crime
without a parallel, does not dwell upon
his punishment, but passes at once to the
duty incumbent upon the infant Church
in view of the vacant Apostleship.—
eiravXis: by many commentators, both
ancient and modern (Chrys., Oecum., so
too Nosgen, Overbeck, Wendt, Blass,

Holtzmann, Zockler,

Jiingst), this is re-

which was rendered
desolate by the death of Judas in it, on
the ground that yap thus maintains its
But
evident relation to what precedes.
if the two preceding verses are inserted
by St. Luke, and form no part of St.
Peter's words, it would seem that eiravXis
must be regarded as parallel to eiruricoirq
in the second quotation.
2iruricoirT)v
"his office," R.V. ("overseership," marferred to the x<»p£ov,

—

gin), so for the

same word

in

'.

LXX,

Ps,

from which the quotation is made.
In the LXX the word is used, Num. iv.
St.
16, for the charge of the tabernacle.
Peter uses the word i7r£<ricoiro$ in 1
Peter ii. 25, and it is significant that
there the translators of 161 1 maintain
the use of the word " bishop," as here
"
"
bishoprick (so R.V., "overseer," mar" overseer " and
gin), whilst they use
"
"
oversight (ciruncoinf), Acts xx. 28 and
1 Peter v. 2, where the reference is to
the function of the elders or presbyters.
The word emo-icom], of course, could not
have its later ecclesiastical force, but the
Apostolic office of Judas might well be
described as one of oversight, and care
of others and it is significant that it is
so described, and not only as a Siaicovia
cix. 8,

;

below on

(see
xx. 28, note)

:

ver. 25, and on Iitio-koitos,
" St. Peter would not have

quoted the Psalm containing the expression Ittio-kottt] unless he had instinctively
felt the word to be applicable to Judas'
"
position
(Canon Gore in Guardian, 16th
March, 1898).

As

the

one prophecy had thus already been

ful-

Ver. 21.

Set ovv, see ver. 16.

filled, so for the fulfilment of the other
it was
imperative upon the Church to
elect a successor to Judas.
elcrfjXOe Kal
c£t]\0cv: a Hebraistic formula expressing
the whole course of a man's daily life ix.
Deut. xxviii. 6, 1 Sam. xxix.
28 cf.
6, Psalm cxx. 8, and for other instances,
Wetstein, in loco. There is no occasion

—

;

;

LXX

I1PAEEI2 AriOSTOAQN

20—23.

el^Gey

e<|>'

6 Kupios

Yjpias

jkxtos 'iwdVkou ecus

'Itjcxous,

22. dp£du.€K>s diro toG

1

as

'IwcttjcJ)

toj'

rfjs rjpi^pas rjs dyeXr)<p0T]

KaXou'jmekoc

Bapaapay,

2

dc})' rjp.wi',

jxdpTupa ttjs

23. Kat

touto>i>.

eorrjcxai'

6s cttckX^Ot] 'loGoros, kou

so W.H., Wendt doubtful, Weiss
points out, are frequent in Luke.

BCDE,

ecus

Wendt

J5aiTTi<r-

1

d^aoTTaaews auToG yeveaQai auv r\^lv eVa
8uo,

67

;

2

oxpi fc$A 61

—both e«s and axpi,

Bapo-aPav C, Vulg. clem., Syrr. Bapcrappav, so ^ABE, Tisch., W.H., R.V.,
Weiss, Wendt; Bapvapav D, Gig., Par. tol., Aeth. but Blass reads = W.H. in
Wendt thinks that D may have been a confusion with iv. 36 see also
his P text
Winer-Schmiedel, p. 56, on the spelling.

—

;

—

to render l<J>* Tjp,as, " over us," R.V., margin, for in full the phrase would run :

KOI !£rjX0€V d<}V J]\lCiV.
that St. Peter did not
shrink from dwelling upon the perfect
humanity of the Ascended Christ, whilst
in the same sentence he speaks of Him
as 6 Kvpios.
Ver. 22. dpgdp.cvos> cf. note on verse
1.
The word need not be restricted to
our Lord's own baptism, but would include the time of the baptism preached
by John, as his baptism and preaching
were the announcement of, and a preparation for, the Christ. If St. Mark's
Gospel, as there is every reason to believe,
cio"f)X0CV

€<j>'

THIOLS

The formula shows

was

closely connected with St. Peter, its
opening verses give us a similar date for
the commencement of the Apostolic'testimony cf. Schmid, Biblische Theologie
des N. T.j p. 436.
2«s ttjs T)p.e'pa<5 t^s
according to Wendt and Weiss, the
relative is not attracted for tj, but is to
be regarded as a genitive of time, but cf.
Lev. xxiii. 15, Haggai ii. 18, Bar. i. 15 ;
Winer- Schrniedel, p. 226; Blass, ubi supra,

—

;

:

—

p. 170.
jxdpTupa ttjs dvacrrdcrcus. It
has been noted as remarkable that St.
Peter here lays down experience of mat-

ters of fact, not eminence in any subjective grace or quality, as one of the con-

ditions of Apostleship, but it is evident
that from the first the testimony of the
Apostles was not merely to the facts, but
to their spiritual bearing, cf. chap. v. 32 :
"On the one side there is the historical witness to the facts, on the other, the internal

"
testimony of personal experience (Westcott's St. John, xv M 27), and the appeal to

Him "Who knew

the hearts,"

showed

something more was needed than
competency.
Spitta and
JUngst (so Weiss) regard the whole clause
iv iravrl xp° vt • • • ^4>* "HP-wv as introduced by a reviser, but on the other hand
Hilgenfeld considers the words to be in
that

intellectual

)

t

He

their right place.
also rebukes Weiss
fcr maintaining that the whole passage,

—

w.

15-26, could not have been composed
by the author of the book, who gives no
intimation of the number of the Apostles,
with whom the Twelve as such play no
part, and who finds his hero outside their
number. But Hilgenfeld points out that
" author
to
the Twelve have for his

Theophilus
cf.

ii.

" a
very important

14, 22, iv. 33, v.

12, 40,

place
viii.

;

I,

14, ix. 27.
Ver. 23. £<rrrj<rav, not fonrjo-cv: the
latter reading, " nimium Petro dat, nihil

concilio relinquit" (Blass).
"They put
"
forward," R.V., not
appointed," A.V.,

appointment had not yet been
made. 'lci><rr)<j> rbv KaX. BaporaPdv,
"Joseph called Barsabbas". We cannot identify him with Joseph Barnabas (iv. 36), or with Judas Barsabbas
Barsabbas may have been a
(xv. 22).
"
patronymic son of Sabba," but cf. Enc.
for the

—

Bibl., I., 487, i8gg. It is only a conjecture
that he was the brother of Judas Barsab-

bas just mentioned. The name Justus is
probably a Roman surname, as Movo-tos
indicates, adopted after the custom of the
time, just as the second Evangelist took
the Roman name Marcus in addition to
the Hebrew John.
Nothing more is said
of him in the N.T. Eusebius ranks him
with Matthias as one of the Seventy,
H.E., i., 12, and Papias is said to have
related concerning him that he drank

deadly poison but escaped all harm,
Euseb., H.E., iii., 39. On the connection
of this tradition with Aristion see Nestle,
Einfuhrung in das G. N. T., p. 240, and
If the
Zahn, Einleitung ii., p. 231.
reading of Blass in p, supported by the
Latin, tov Kal *low<rrov {qui et Justus)
may claim acceptance, it affords, as Belser
notes, an interesting parallel with the
lavXos 6 ical riavXos of xiii. 8. On the
spelling of the word, see W.H. Appendix
p. 166, and also Winer-Schmiedel, pp. 56,
Mardiav. Nothing more is known
57.
of him with certainty than that he must
y

—

have

fulfilled

the qualifications required
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24. Kal Trpoa€u£au,€yoi €urov, lu Kupie, KapOio-yvwoTa

tt&vtwv, &v&hei%ov ck toutwv twv Suo eVa ov e£eX€'£w, 25. XaPcTv rov
Ma/r0uxv; but Ma9. in B*D, Sah., so
60; W.H., App., pp. 162, 166).

1

p.

Both Eusebius and EpiSt. Peter.
phanius rank him in the Seventy, and he
is said to have suffered martyrdom in
An apocryphal Gospel was
Ethiopia.
ascribed to him, Euseb., H.E., iii., 25,
and from Clem. Alex., Strom., iv., 6, 35,
we find that the words of Zacchasus,
Luke xix. 8, were supposed to be his so
too Hilgenfeld, Actus Apost., p. 202, 1899.

by

;

Ver. 24.

Kvpie Kap8io"yvwcrTa

.

.

.

ov

The words may well have been

£g€\c£a>.

addressed to Christ: St. Peter had just
spoken of Him as the Lord, his own
experience and that of his fellow-disciples
must have taught him that Jesus was
One Who knew the hearts of all men
(John ii. 25, xxi. 17), and he had heard
his Master's claim to have chosen the
Apostles (cf. Luke vi. 13, and v. 2 above,
where the same verb is used). On the
other hand Wendt regards as decisive
against this view that St. Peter himself
in xv. 7 says lijeXcfjaTO 6 0€os and then
in ver. 8 calls God KapSio-yvwo-Tiris (cf.
xvii. 10, where Jehovah is said
But the passage
to search the heart).
in Acts xv. is much too general in its
reference to consider it decisive against
any special prerogative ascribed to Jesus
here (viz., the choice of His own
Apostles), and the references to 2 Cor.

Jeremiah

i.

1,

Ephes.

ii.

where St. Paul
God, may be
17 and xxvi. 16.

1,

his Apostleship to

met by Acts

ix.

refers
fairly
It is

quite true that in iv. 29 Kvpic is used in
prayer plainly addressed to the Lord
Jehovah, but it is equally certain that
prayer was directed to Christ in the
earliest

days

of

the

Church

(Zahn,

Skizzen aus dent Leben der altcn Kirche,
pp. 1-38

and notes), see also below on ii. 2 1

(and cf. 1 Thess. iii. 11, 12, and 2 Thess.
ii. 16 ;
Archbishop of Armagh in Speaker's

Commentary,

Luke

iii.,

690).

— avdScijjov:

in

TM

W.H.,

v. 6,

and

Hilg. (see Winer-Schmiedel,

for the latter, 2

Mace.

ix. 14,

n;

xiv. 12, 26; 1 Esdras i.
2 3» 35; x.
35, viii. 23 ; so too the use of the word
in Polybius and Plutarch (see GrimmThayer, sub v., and Weiss, in loco).

Ver.

tov

25.

KXtjpov:

R.V.

-rdirov

marking the antithesis between the place
"
" his own
in the Apostleship and
place
to which Judas had gone, Vulg. locum.

—

rfjs Sioxovias TavTTjs koi dirocrroXTjs
as above we have not only the word
Siokovio used but also €TriorKoiri],v. 17 and
20, so here too we have not only Siaicovia
but also diroo-ToXi], although no doubt
there is a sense in which we may truly
say with Dr. Hort (Ecclesia, p. 204) that
Apostleship is the highest form of minisOn the word dirdoroXos see
tration.
the term was undoubtedly
xiii.
2, 3
used in N.T. to include others besides
the Twelve, although there is no reason
to suppose that the qualification ot
"
"
having seen the Lord was in any case
invalidated (cf. Gwatkin, " Apostle,"
Hastings' B.D., p. 126). The whole narrative before us which relates the solemn
appeal of the Church to her Ascended
Lord, and the choice determined upon
in immediate sequence to that appeal, is
clearly at variance with any conception
of Apostleship as other than a divine
commission received directly from Christ
Himself (Moberly, Ministerial Priest:

;

—

" fell
away,"
Trapc'pT),
p. 130).
R.V. cf. LXX Exod. xxxii. 8, etc tt)s 68ov,
so Deut. ix. 12, xvii. 20, diro twv cvtoXwv

hood,

(cf.

xxviii.

dall

A.), so

14,

followed by
renders

TQ

t

"by

the Heb.

"VlD

A.V. following Tyntransgression

fell,"

which lays too much stress upon " fell,"
which is not the prominent notion of the
"
Greek verb, elsewhere " transgressed
(Humphry on Revised Version, p. 188).
on rdiros
ets tov t<5itov tov iSiov

the only other passage in the
N.T. where the word is used, it is applied
to our Lord's appointment of the Seventy,
and is rendered " appointed," A. and R.V.
But here R.V. renders "show" as A.V.
(Rendall, "appoint"). The verb however may be used in the sense of showing

—

forth or clearly, and hence to proclaim,
especially a person's appointment to an
office (cf. the noun dvdSeifis also used
by St. Luke only in his Gospel, i. 80) ; cf.
for the former meaning, 2 Mace. ii. 8, cf.

the phrase is usually explained as the
place of punishment, Gehenna, cf. BaalTurim on Numb. xxiv. 25 (and Gen.

x. 1

:

in the sense of social position, dignity,
see Ecclesiasticus, xii., 12, and also Deissmann, Neue Bibelstudien, p. 95, of succeeding to the vacant place caused by
death in a religious community. Here

" Balaam ivit in locum
suum,"
Gehenna, Lightfoot, Hor.Heb., while

xxxi. 55)
i.e.,

24

— 26.
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SuiKoviag TauTrjs Kal &TrooroXf]s, 4£ * tjs irapej3ir] 'lou$a$,
26. Kal e'Sa>Kai> KXVjpous auiw, 3
iropeuOqVcu €is Toy roirov rbv i&ioy.
rf)9

icXfjpoi'

1

2

^C

3
E, Syrr., Arm., Eus., Bas., Chrys. toitov ABC*D, Vulg., Sah.,
so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt, Hilg. (tcXrjpov probably gloss ver. 17).

k\tj P ov

Boh.

;

eg; but a^' in

fc^ABCD

61, Bas., Aug., so Tisch.,

W.H.,

R.V., Weiss, Wendt,

Hilg.
s

avTwv D*E, Syr. Harcl., Arm. so Blass in |3 with Gig. and Par. 1 so Hilg. avrois
Vulg., and good versions; so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt (pro,

;

^ABCD 2

,

bably the dative was misunderstood, see comment.).

on the other hand Schottgen sees no
need to explain the expression in this
way. In each of the passages in the
O.T. the word tStos does not occur in
the LXX, although in the still more fanciful comment of the Rabbis on Job ii. 11,
we have Ik ttjs ISios X"P a ?> That the
phrase 1810s toitos may be used in a
good or bad sense is plain from Ignat.,
v., in a passage which is naturally
referred to the verse before us, where a

Magn.,
man's

"own

place" denotes the place
of reward, or that of punishment, cf., e.g.,
cis rbv 6<f>ciXoucvov toitov, Polycarp,
Phil.,

ix.,

where the words

refer to the

who were

with the Lord, and
6(J)€i\. toVov ti]S 8<5|t|5 said of
St. Peter, Clem. Rom., Cor. v.
Nosgen

martyrs
els tov

argues, Apostelgeschichte, pp. 88, 89, that
are not justified in concluding from
a few Rabbinical passages which contain
such fanciful interpretations of simple
words {cf. the comment on Job ii. 11,
quoted by Wetstein) that St. Peter must
have meant " Gehenna ". In his wilful
fall from the place chosen for him by God,

we

Judas had chosen

and

in self-will i8tos

toVos,

and deliberate choice St.
Peter would emphasise in contrast to the
this wilful

•nJiros airooToX-ris

about to be bestowed,

ver. 25 (see also Rendall, Acts, p. 174).
But however this may be, the words

well indicate a reserve on the part
of St. Peter in speaking of the fate and
destiny of Judas, characteristic of his
reference to him cf. note on ver. 16.
None of the other explanations offered
can be deemed satisfactory, as, e.g., that
the word irope-u0f,vai k.t.X. refers to the
successor of Judas that Matthias should
undertake the Apostolic circuit assigned

may

;

to Judas (so

Oecumenius, and amongst

English commentators, Hammond) or,
that the words refer to the house or
home of Judas, or to his association with
the Pharisees, or to his suicide and dis;

burial, or to the x<apiov menSpitta, amongst recent
commentators, stands almost alone in

honoured

tioned above.
referring the

words back to

ver. 16,

and

holds that they refer to the position of
Judas as the guide to those who took
The sense of the passage is exJesus.
pressed in the reading of A Sixaiov
instead of iStov.
Ver. 26. Kal eScoKCLv xXijpovs aiiruv,
"
they gave forth their lots," A.V. But
R.V. reads atrrois, H they gave lots for
them ". R.V. margin, " unto them ". It
is difficult to decide whether the
expression means that they gave lots unto
the candidates themselves or whether
they cast lots for them i.e., on their
behalf, or to see which of the two would
be selected. How the lot was decided

—

we cannot
to

say.

According

des
723) the Bible does
us, as the expressions used point

Judentums,
not

positively

Hamburger (ReaUEncyclopadie
tell

i.,

5, p.

sometimes to a casting, sometimes to a
drawing out, of the lots cf„ Proverbs
;

"
33
Quo modo et ratione uti sunt
Apostoli incertum est. Certum est Deum
per earn declarasse Mathiam turn diriMathiam
gendo sortem ut caderet in
"
juxta illud Prov. xvi. 33
(Corn, a
Lapide). For the expression cf. Lev.
xvi.
8.
Hebraismus (Wetstein), so
Blass.
Kal eirco-cv, i.e., through shaking the vessel, Jonah i. 7 ; cf. Livy,
xxiii., 3 ; so in Homer and Sophocles
xvi.

:

—

Josephus, Ant., vi., 5.
only here in N.T.
" he was numbered with the eleven
The verb
Apostles,"*.*?., as the twelfth.
is used in the middle voice for condemning with others, Plut., Them., 21, but
as it occurs nowhere else we have no
Grimm exparallels to its use here.
"
plains it
deponendo (KaTd) in urnam
calculo, i.e., suffragando assigno (alicui)
locum inter (<rvv) ". But here it is used
rather as an equivalent of <rvY»caTapi9ueurdai
cf. ver. 17 (and also xix. 19),
irdXXciv, cf.

cnry>«iT€\|/T]<JHor9i(i

:

;

in loco) = Ivaptduios,
HesyKaTapi0uY]0c£s,
chius. Wendt as against Meyer maintains
that it is not proved that recourse was
never again had to lots, because no other
instance of such an appeal is recorded in

(Blass

and Wendt,

o-vp.\|/T]4>Lcr0eLs,
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erctvev 6 KXtjpos ^irl MarBiav, Rat auyKaTe<J/T)<f>ior0T]

1.26.

l

jjlctA

t&v

cy&eKci dirooroXwi'.

ABCE

1
but crvv—
61, so W.H., Weiss; fr$* has icoTc\J/-rj<f>. (cf.
eruYKaT€\(/ti<j>i<r8ifi
Const. Apost., vi., 12, 1) D has <rv(v€)\]/T)<f>. probably variants caused by the unusual
word, twv cvSexa, D reads t0' = SwSeKa, SwScKaTos Aug., so Blass in £ (see p. xx.,
Pref.) ; both readings are probably due to taking jicTa twv «v8eica in an inclusive sense.
;

;

;

Acts. But it is most significant that this
one instance should be recorded between
the departure of the Lord and the outpouring of the Spirit on the Day of
Pentecost, and that after Pentecost no
further reference is made to such a mode

of decision.

With regard

19, xvi. 6.
to the historical character

Cf,

x.

e.g.,

of the election of Matthias, Wendt sees
no ground to doubt it in the main,
although he is not prepared to vouch for
all the details, but he finds no reason to
place such an event at a later date of the
Church's history, as Zeller proposed.
To question the validity of the appointment is quite unreasonable, as not only
is it presupposed in ii. 14, vi. 2, but even the
way in which both St. Paul (1 Cor. xv.5)
and the Apocalypse (xxi. 14) employ the
number twelve in a technical sense of the
Twelve Apostles, makes the after choice
of Matthias as here described very probable (so Overbeck, in loco). No mention
is made of the laying on of hands, but
"non dicuntur manus novo Apostolo
impositae; erat enim prorsus immediate
See also on ver.
constitutus," Bengel.
25, and xiii. 3.
Ascension of our Lord. Friedrich in his

—

Das Lucasevangelium,

47 ff., discusses
not only similarity of words and phrases,
but similarity of contents in St. Luke's

With

writings.

p.

reference to the latter,

he examines the two accounts of the
Ascension as given in St. Luke's Gospel
and in the Acts. There are, he notes,
four points of difference (the same four
in fact as are mentioned by Zeller, Acts
of the Apostles, i., 166, E. T.) (1) Bethany as the place of the Ascension, Luke
:

30 Acts i. 12, the Mount of Olives;
the time of the Ascension according
to Acts the event falls on the fortieth day
after the Resurrection, i. 3 ; according to
the Gospel on the Resurrection day itself;
(3) the words of Jesus before the Ascension are not quite the same in the two
narratives (4) in the Gospel the words

xxiv.

;

(2)

;

;

appear to be spoken in Jerusalem, in
the Acts at the place of the Ascension.
points out what Zeller fully
admitted, that (1) has no importance, for
Bethany lay on the Mount of Olives, and
the neighbourhood of Bethany might be

Friedrich

described quite correctly as opos IXaiwvos;
(3) is not of any great importance (as
Zeller also admitted), since Luke xxiv.
47-49 and Acts i. 4-8 agree in the main.
With regard to (4), Friedrich is again in

agreement with Zeller in holding that
the difficulty might easily be solved by
supposing some slight inaccuracy, or that
the words in question were uttered on the
way from Jerusalem to the Mount ot
Olives but he agrees also with Zeller in
maintaining that the time of the Ascension as given in Luke's Gospel and in
Acts constitutes the only definite contradiction between the two writings.
But
even this difficulty presents itself to Friedrich as by no means insuperable, since
the author has not attempted to avoid
;

apparent contradictions in other places
in the Acts, and therefore he need not
have felt himself called upon to do so in
the passage before us, where the book
seems at variance with his Gospel (see
pp. 48, 49).
But Friedrich proceeds to emphasise
the many points in which the history of
the Ascension in Acts reminds us of the
close of the Gospel (see also Zeller, u. s.,
ii., pp. 226, 227, E.T., and also Feine).
Only St. Luke knows of the command
of Jesus, that the Apostles should not
leave Jerusalem, and of the promise ot
the Holy Spirit associated with it, Luke
xxiv. 49, and Acts i. 4-8.
So also Luke
xxiv. 47 reminds us unmistakably of Acts
and
also Luke xxiv. 52
Acts i. 12,
i. 8
;

Luke xxiv. 53 and Acts i. 14 (ii. 14) (cf.
But
also Acts i. 5 and Luke iii. 16).
there is no need to adopt Friedrich's
defence of the supposed contradiction
with regard to the time of the Ascension.
Certainly in the Gospel of St. Luke
nothing is said 01 any interval between
the Resurrection and the Ascension, but
" the author can mean
it is incredible that
that late at night, vv. 29, 33, Jesus led
the disciples out to Bethany and ascended
"
in the dark
Plummer, St. Luke, p.
569, see also Felten, Apostelgeschichte,
1

p. 59,

and Blass, Acta Apostolorum,

p.

of course possible that St.
his information
as to the interval of the forty days between the writing of his two works, but

44.

It

is

Luke may have gained
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II. I. KAI Iv
r\crav

2

airarrcs

tw

au|i,irXt]pouCT0ai

6jxo0uji,a8o»' eirl

1

o-vjjLirX^povo-eai

V

l

^B

3
;

ttji'

to auTO.

<rvvirX.

iqjj.€pav
3

2.

AB*CDE,

Kal

ttjs

rici/TTjKotrTTjs,

cy^CTO aijww ck tou

so Tisch.,

W.H., Weiss.

2

airavTes cursives; iravT€s fc>$cABC 6i, so Tisch., W.H., R.V. (omit in fc<$E).
3
6i, e, Vulg., Ath., so Tisch., W.H., R.V.,
op.o6vp.a8ov C E, Chrys.
op.ov
Weiss, Wendt ojioQ. very common in Acts, opov only elsewhere in John (3 times).
instead of k<u cv tu orvp,irX. reads Kai cyevcTO cv tcus T)p.epai5 €K€ivais tov o-vpirX.,
" ut in
very likely as Blass says in notes on P text,
principio lectionis". d, e, Gig.,
cv r<p
Par., Vulg., Aug. read tos T)p,cpas {e.g., Par., "et dum complerentur dies"
o-v(x-rr\T]povo-6at ttjv T|p.epav is now read by Blass in P, see comment.).
(See Page,
Classical Review, July, 1897, p. 319, and cf. also Weiss, Codex D, p. 55, note.)
also reads before €iri to av-ro the words ovt&jv ovtwv iravxwv.
Hilg. follows D.

^ABC*

;

;

D

—

D

3

After kou

however

this

against

this

D

inserts i8ov (cf. Syriac characteristic, Chase).

be (cf. Plummer, but
view Zockier, Apostelge-

may

p. 173), it becomes very improbable that even if a tradition existed
that the Ascension took place on the
evening of the Resurrection, and that
Luke afterwards in Acts followed a new

schichte,

and more trustworthy account (so
Wendt), that the Evangelist, the disciple
of St. Paul, who must have been acquainted with the continuous series of
the appearances of the Risen Christ in
1 Cor. xv., should have favoured such a
tradition for a moment (see Zockier, u. s.).
On the undue stress laid by Harnack
upon the famous passage in Barnabas,
Epist., xv., see Dr. Swete, The Apostle's
Creed, p. 68, Plummer, u. s. t p. 564, and
on this point and also the later tradition of a lengthy interval, Zockier, u. s.
For the early testimony to the fact of
the Ascension in the Apostolic writings,
and for the impossibility of accounting
for the belief in the fact either from O.T.
precedents or from pagan myths, see

Zahn, Das Apostolische Symbolum, pp.
76-78, and Witness of the Epistles (Longmans), p. 400 fT. The view of Steinneyer

that St. Luke gives us a full account of
the Ascension in the Acts rather than in
his Gospel, because he felt that the true

position of such an event was to emphasise it more as the beginning of a new
period than as a conclusion of the Gospel
history, Die Auferstehungsgeschichte des
Herrn, pp. 226, 227, deserves attention,

and may be

fitly compared with W.H.,
Notes on Select Readings, p. 73.
Chapter II. Ver. 1. Iv t$ o-vpirXT]" when the
povo-dai, lit.,
day of Pente-

—

"

was being fulfilled
(filled
up).
R.V. renders M was now come," and a
arises
as
to
whether
the
words
question

cost

mean
being

this, or that the day was only
filled
up, and not fully come.

Blass interprets the expression to

mean

a short time before the day of Pentecost,
not the day itself.
Weiss and others
suppose that the expression refers to the
completing of the interval of time between the Paschal Feast and Pentecost.
" cum comVulgate (cf. Syriac) reads
plerentur dies Pentecostes," and so all

English versions have "days" except
The verb is only used
A. and R.V.
by St. Luke in the N.T., twice in his
Gospel, viii. 23, and in the same sense
as here, ix. 51, and once more in the pas-

We

sage before us.
o-vp.irXi]pw<ris in the

have the noun

same sense

in

LXX

2 Chron. xxxvi. 21, Dan. (Theod.) ix. 2,
see Friedrich, ubi supra,
1 Esdras i. 58
The mode of expression is Hep. 44.
braistic, as we see also from Exod. vii.
St.
25, Jeremiah xxxvi. 10 (LXX).
Luke may be using the expression of a
;

day which had begun, according

to

Jewish

reckoning, at the previous sunset, and
which thus in the early morning could
not be said to be either fulfilled or
past, but which was in the process of

being fulfilled (Hilgenfeld, Zeitschrift
fur wissenschaft. Theol. % p. 90, 1895 ;

The parallel
Knabenbauer, in loco).
passage in Luke ix. 51 cannot be
quoted to support the view that the
reference here is to a period preceding
the day of Pentecost, since in that passage we have rjpepas, not y\\t.4pav as here,
and, although the interpretation of the
word as referring to the approach of the
Feast is possible, yet the circumstances
and the view evidently taken by the narrator point decisively to the very day of
the Feast (see Schmid, Biblische Theol. %
On the construction iv t$ with
p. 283).
the infinitive, see Blass, Grammatik des
N. G., pp. 232, 234, and Dalman, Die
Worte Jesu, p. 27. It is quite in the
style of St. Luke, who frequently employs
it; cf.

the

Hebrew use

of 21

Fried-
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oupavov T)X°S
tcV oikov ou

wo-Txep

4>€pofjLcVif]9
•

rjcrai' KaGrjjjiei'ot

*

II.

Tr^of^ p\cuas, kcu lTr\r\pu)crev okov

3. kcu w<J>0Y]<rai' auTOt? oiap.cpi^op.ci'cu

1
CD read Ka0£i;op.evoi, so Lach., Meyer, Hilg. but reading in text
Ka.0-rip.cvoi.;
fr^ABE, minusc, Ath., Cyr.-Jer., Cyr.-Al., Theodrt., Wendt (as against Meyer),
Weiss.
W.H.,
;

rich, p. 13, ubi supra,

Lekebusch, Apos-

On

Spitta's forced
interpretation of the word, see p. 100.
ttjs
nevTTjKoo-TTJs : no occasion to
telgcschichte, p. 75).

—

tne word was used as
(although as an adjective
T)p.epa would of course be understood
with it) cf 2 Mace. xii. 32 (Tob. ii. 1),

add

T|p.cp

a

>

as

name

a proper

;

fiera

8e

ttjv

nevTrjKOCTTTJv.

Xeyop..

—

airavTcs, i.e., the hundred-and-twenty
as well as the Apostles (Chrysostom,
Jerome), and the expression may also

have included other disciples who were
present in Jerusalem at the Feast (so
This
Hilgenfeld, Wendt, Holtzmann).

appears to be more in
accordance with the wide range of the
prophecy, ii. 16-21. 6p.o9u[xaSov, see
above on ver. 14.
Jkrl t6 avr6 may
"
together," so that of the two
simply =
expressions 6p.ov, R.V., and this phrase
"alterum abundat" (Blass, Weiss); but
the reference may be to the room in
which they were previously assembled;
cf i. 15.
Ver. 2. a<|>vci> only in Acts, here, and
in xvi. 26, xxviii. 6
Klostermann's Vindicice Lucance, p. 55
several times in
LXX, but also in classical Greek in
Thuc, Dem., Eur. tjxos worrcp oSepofi.
" a sound as if a vioirv. p\cuas, lit.,
lent gust were being borne along ".
St.
Chrysostom rightly emphasises the u>s,
so that the sound is not that of wind,
but as of the rushing of a mighty wind
(so too the tongues are not of fire, but
The words describe not a
as of fire).
natural but a supernatural phenomenon,
interpretation

—

:

;

;

—

Ver.
audible

3.
Siajit pi£o|x. yXda-crai : the
cnrjjxeiov is followed by a visible :

yXworo-ai the organs of speech by which
the wonderful works of God were to be
proclaimed, so that the expression cannot
be explained from Isaiah v. 24, where the
tongue of fire is represented as an organ
of destruction (Wendt, note, in loco).
hxrcl

irvpcSs

in

their

appearance

and

brightness. The words themselves therefore forbid reference to a natural phenomenon, to say nothing of the fact of the
spiritual transformation of the Apostles
which followed. Fire like wind was
symbolic of the divine Presence, Exod.
iii. 2, and of the
Spirit who purifies and
sanctifies, Ezekiel i. 13, Malachi, iii. 2,
Wetstein for classical instances of

3 (see
fire

symbolical of the presence of the
Homer, Iliad, xviii., 214;

deity; cf, e.g.,

Mn.,

Virgil,

ii.,

683).

Siajicpit;.,

lit.,

dividing or parting themselves off. R.V.
"
tongues parting asunder," so that originally they were one, as one mighty flame

of fire. This rendering is strictly in accordance with the meaning of the verb.
Vulgate dispertiia (the word used by
Blass).
8iap.€pi£&> is used once again in
Acts ii. 45 in the active voice, and once

only by St. Matthew and St. Mark (once
St. John as a quotation) in the middle
voice, but six times by St. Luke in his

by

—

Gospel frequently in the LXX. ckoLOut-c
(not -av), sc, "yXuo-cra (not irvp or irvevpa
;

a/ytov),

although the latter

is

advocated

by Chrysostom, Theophylact, Bengel:

oXov t6v oIkov.
If the Temple were
meant, as Holtzmann and Zockler think,
it would have been
specified, iii. 2, IX, v.

"it sat," R.V. The singular best expresses the result of the tongues parting
asunder, and of the distribution to each
and all. So too 6<j>' fva ckoottov aiiruv,
"upon each one of them," R.V., cf ver.
6 cfs eKao-Tos (and ver. 8). The resting
of a flame of fire upon the head as a
token of the favour of Heaven may be
illustrated from classical sources (see
above and instances in Wetstein), but
the thought here is not so much of fire
as the token of divine favour, as of the
tongue (as of fire) conferring a divine
power to utter in speech divine things.
Ver. 4. oTro^Oe'YY^^at a word peculiar to Acts, cf v. 14 and xxvi. 25
in the
used not of ordinary conversation,
but of the utterances of prophets; cf

21.

F-zek.

as Wendt pointedly admits. Wind was
often used as a symbol of the divine
Presence, 2 Sam. v. 24, Psalm civ. 3, 1
Kings xix. 11, Ezekiel xliii. 2, etc.; cf.
Josephus, Ant., iii., 5, 2 vii., 4 here it is
used of the mighty power of the Spirit
;

;

which nothing could resist.
St. Luke
alone of the N.T. writers uses tJx°s
Heb. xii. 19 being a quotation, and it is
perhaps worth noting that the word is
employed in medical writers, and by one

—

of them, Aretseus, of the noise of the sea
(cf.

tjxovs

OaXdo-o-rjs,

Luke

xxi. 25).

—

—

;

LXX

xiii. 9,

Micah

v. 12, 1

Chron. xxv.
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tc €$' eVa eicaoTOk aurStv, 4. ical

riycup-aTos 'Ayiou, kcu tjpfarro XaXciy iTepais

yXwcrtrats, Ka0u>s to rVeujAa cSi'Sou auTois diro<|)0€Yyea9ai.

eOkous Twy utt6 Toy oupafoV.

6.

owf)X0€ to irXf]0o$ Kal ow€xu*0t]
1

8e Trjs (jxuyqs rauTrjs,

y€i>op.enr]$
•

5. *H<rav

duo irarros

8c ey 'kpouo-aXrjp. KaToiKoui/Tes 'louSaioi ay&pcs €uXaj3eis

oti tjkouoc ets cKaarros

tt)

181a

acaOio-av fc$*D, probably emendation from yXucrcrai., but overwhelming evidence

for -crcv.

i,

so

fitly

here

:

(cf airo<|>0cyp.aTa, used

R.V.

"out

represent Ik
imply that

tional note.

different

Ver. 5.
icaToiicovvTCs, probably used
not merely of temporary dwellers for
the Feast, but of the devout Jews of the
Diaspora, who for the purpose of being
near the Temple had taken up their
residence in Jerusalem, perhaps for the
study of the Law, perhaps to live and to
die within the city walls (see St. Chrysostom's comment on the word). They
were not proselytes as is indicated by
MovSaloi, but probably devout men like
Symeon, Luke ii. 25, who is described by
the same word cvXafSijs, waiting for the
The expression,
consolation of Israel.
as Zockler points out, is not quite
synonymous with that in ver. 14 (or with
Luke xiii. 4), and he explains it as above.
There is certainly no need to consider
the word, with Spitta and Hilgenfeld, as
an epithet added by a later editor, or to
omit 'lovSaioi, as Blass strongly urges
(while Hilgenfeld desires to retain this
word). The word may fairly be regarded
as contrasted with TaXiXaioi (ver. 7).
The same view of it as applied here

born

—

to foreign Jews who
residence in Jerusalem

had
is

maintained by

div.
E.T. — ko,toik€iv

Jewish People,

Schiirer,

stated

their

ii.,

vol.

ii.,

is used
291 (note)
generally of taking up a permanent abode
as in contrast to irapoiiceiv used of temporary sojourn, and on the frequent use
of the word in St. Luke, Friedrich, ubi
But here it is followed
supra, p. 39.
most probably by el? not Iv, construct™

p.

pragnans, cf. Wendt and Weiss as against
W.H. (T.R. Iv and so Blass in p). Weiss,

Apostelgeschichte, p. 36, regards this
frequent use of €t« as characteristic of
the style of Acts, cf. ix. 21, xiv. 25, and
considers it quite inconceivable that 4v
would be changed into els, although the

reverse

to

enough
—likely
cvXaPcis, see

is

(Wendt).

have happened
viii.

2.

— dir&

"from every nation," so
but this would
rather than dir«J, and would

iravTos cOvov;

by the Greeks of the sayings of the wise
and philosophers, and see also references
in Wendt).
cTtpaus yXcicro-ais, see addi-

;

:

of," A. V.,

they belonged to these
nations, not that they were
Jews residing among them and

coming from them (Humphry, Commentary on R.V.). twv viro tov oupavov,
The phrase is used frequently
sc. iQvdv.

—

Deut. ii. 25, and in classical
by Plato and Dem. If kctoiincludes
the Jews who had
KovvT6s
come up to the Feast as well as those
in

LXX,

cf.

literature

who had

settled

in

Jerusalem

from

other countries, this expression is strikingly illustrated by the words of Philo,
De Monorchia, ii., 1, p. 223. The Pentecost would be more largely attended even
than the Passover, as it was a more
favourable season for travelling than the
early spring (see Wetstein, in loco), and
div. ii., vol.
cf. Schiirer, Jewish People,
ii., pp. 291, 307, E.T.
M
when this
Ver. 6. <jhi>vt]s Tavrtj? :

" Hie idem
sound was heard," R.V.
quod tjx°S comm. 2," so Wetstein, who
compares for 4>covt] in this sense Matt,

xxiv. 31, 1 Cor. xiv. 7, 8 (2

Chron.

v.

and so most recent commentators
if human voices were
(cf. John iii. 8)
meant, the plural might have been exBut the word in singular might
pected.
13),

;

refer to the divine voice, the voice of the
Spirit, cf. Matt. iii. 17, xvii. 5. The A.V.,
so too Grotius, following Erasmus, Calvin, render the word as if <j>ij|Aifj, but the

two passages quoted from LXX to justify
this rendering are no real examples, cf.,
Gen. xiv. 16, Jer. xxvii. 46.
e.g.,
to irX^dos a characteristic word of St.

—

:

Luke, occurring eight times in his Gospel,
seventeen in Acts, and only seven times
in rest of the N.T.
on the frequency
with which St. Luke uses expressions
indicative of fulness, see Friedrich, Das
In inLucasevangelium, pp. 40, 102.
scriptions the word seems to have been
used not only of political but of religious
communities, see Deissmann, cue Bibel;

N
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SiaXcKTW XaXouVTwy

aurwi'. 1

7.

iiiaravro 8c irdrres Kal ^Oauu-a^oy,

2
\4yovres irpos dXXi^Xous, Ouk ISou ttoVtcs outoi
8.
Kal irws ^eis dKououek tKaorog
TaXiXaioi;

^pie

iv

t]

^yek^OTjji.cj', 9.

ii.

clo-iy ol
rrj

XaXourrcs

101a SiaXcKTw

3
ndpGoi Kal MtjSoi Kal 'EXajurai, Kal

01

1
TQ i8i<j 8iaX. XaXovvTwv; in D XaXovvTas Tats *yXo><ro-ais avTwv, Syr. Hard.,
(Aug. conflate), but not received by Blass in p although retained by Hilg. may
be retranslation from Syriac (Chase), but see Weiss, Codex D, p. 56.
;

2 ovtc

AC; ov\

(Wendt

doubtful)

3

(3

N

3
EIP, but EXanciTai A(B)(C)D
reads AiXajxiToi, cf. B.

EXajJitTai

blass in

fc^DE 61, so Tisch., W.H. marg. ov\\. B, so
see further Winer- Schmiedel, p. 39.
;

;

studien, pp. 59, 60 (1897), an(* see below
on xv. 30. a~vvtyyQi\ from avv\vvbt
(<ruvxcw), only found in Acts, where it
occurs five times (cf. also <rvy\va-iSy
Acts xix. 29), see Moulton and Geden,

—

sub
xi.

v.

9,
23, xiv.
7,

—

For its meaning here cf. Gen.
1 Mace. iv. 27, 2 Mace. xiii.

—

28; Vulg., mente confusa est.
StaXcKTy only in the Acts in N.T. The
question has been raised as to whether
it meant a dialect or a language.
Meyer
argued in favour of the former, but the
:

rendering more probably expresses
the author's meaning, cf. i. 19, and also

latter

xxi. 40, xxii. 2, xxvi.

14.

The word

is

apparently used as the equivalent of
yXuo-o-a, ver. n, A. and R.V. "language ". As the historian in his list, vv.
apparently is following distinctions
of language (see Rendall, Acts, p. 177,
and Appendix, p. 359), this would help to
fix the meaning of the word SidXeicTos

9, 10,

here.

Wendt

in revising Meyer's ren-

dering contends that the word is purposely introduced because yXdcrara, w.
3, 4, had just been employed not in the
sense of language but tongue, and so

might have been misunderstood

if

re-

peated here with XaXcTv. On the other
hand it may be urged that some of the
distinctions in the list are those of dialect,
and that St. Luke intentionally used a
word meaning both language and dialect.
Ver. 7.
!|i<rravTo
frequent in St.
Luke, three times in his Gospel, eight in
the Acts, elsewhere once in St. Paul, once
in St. Matthew, four times in St. Mark.
The word is often found in the LXX in
various senses cf. for its meaning here
:

;

Gen.

33, Judith xiii. 17, xv. 1, 1 Mace,
xv. 32, xvi. 22. iravTCS
raXiXatoi there
is no need to suppose with Schottgen (so
xliii.

—

:

Grotius, Olshausen) that the term implies any reference to the want of culture
among the Galileans, as if in this way to
emphasise the surprise of the questioners,

(N

W.H.

omits), so Tisch.,

text,

Weiss

W.H., Weiss

;

or to explain the introduction of the
term because the Galileans were " magis

ad arma quam ad
"

litteras et linguas
But if there
idonei
(Corn, a Lapide).
is a reference to the peculiar dialect of
the Galileans this might help to explain
the introduction of MovSaiav in ver. 9
(Wetstein followed by Weiss, but see
below). Weiss sees here, it is true, the
hand of a reviser who thinks only of the
Apostles and not of the hundred-andtwenty who could not be supposed to
come under the term TaXiXaXou
But
whilst no doubt TaX. might be considered
a fitting description of the Apostolic band
(except Judas), Hilgenfeld well asks why
the hundred-and-twenty should not have
been also Galileans, if they had followed
Jesus from Galilee to Jerusalem.
Ver. 8. t-q I819 SiaX. . . . 4v -q lytvvriused distributively as ver. 11
0T]p.€v

—

—

shows and hence
cannot be taken to mean that only one
language common to all, viz., Aramaic,
was spoken on the outpouring of the
Tois

"H|A€T. vXcjo-o-ais

Spirit.

Vv. 9-1 1. The list which follows has
been described as showing the trained

hand of the

historian, whilst it has also
been regarded as a distinctly popular
utterance in Greek style (Ramsay, Church
in the Roman Empire, p. 149 but see
;

also

Rendall, Acts, Introd., p. 13).
But, as Dean Plumptre well remarks,
the omission of many countries which
one might have expected shows that
the list was not a made up list after
the event, but that St. Luke had accurately mentioned the nations present at
the Feast. The reference throughout is
of course to Jews of the Dispersion, and
Schiirer (see too Schottgen) well parallels
the description given here of the extent
of the Diaspora with the description in
Agrippa's letter to the Emperor Caligula
given by Philo (Legat. ad Gaium, 36.
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7-io.
KaToiKouj'TCS

Tr\v

Kal ra

fxeprj

ttjs

'lou&auxj'

McaoiroTajj.taj',

T\6vtov Kal rr)v 'Acrtai',

IO. <t>puYia»i T€

Ai/3urjs ttjs

koto,

graphical lines, beginning from Parthia
the furthest east.
Mr. Page holds that
the countries named may be regarded as
grouped not only geographically but his-

Of the Jews of the Dispersion
there were four classes
(1) Eastern or
Babylonian Jews, corresponding in the
list to Parthians, Medes, Elamites
(2)
Syrian Jews, corresponding to Judaea,
torically.

:

;

Cappadocia, Pontus and Asia, Phrygia
and Pamphylia (3) Egyptian Jews, corresponding to Egypt and the parts of Libya
over against Cyrene
(4) Roman Jews.
(1) Parthia, mentioned here only in the
;

;

N.T., is placed first, not only because
of the vast extent of its empire from
India to the Tigris, but because it then
was the only power which had tried
issues with Rome and had not been de-

"Parthia" B.D. (Rawlinson).
In Mesopotamia, Elam, and Babylonia
were to be found the descendants of the
kingdom of the Ten Tribes and of the
kingdom of Judah, transported thither by
the Assyrians and Chaldeans, now and
until the reign of Trajan the subjects of
the Parthians, but always of political
feated,

importance to Rome from their position
on the eastern borders of the Empire
ii.,

vol.

ii.,

pp. 223,

224 E.T.). At the head of (2), MovSaiav
is placed by Mr. Page, i.e., at the head of
the group with which in his view it is
Of Asia, as
geographically connected.
of Syria, it could be said that Jews dwelt

numbers in every city, and the
statement that Jews had settled in the
most distant parts of Pontus is abundantly confirmed by the Jewish inscriptions in the Greek language found in the
Seleucus Nicator granted to
Crimea.
the Jews in Syria and Asia the same
privileges as those bestowed upon his
in large

Greek and Macedonian subjects (Jos.,
and to Antiochus the
Ant., xii., 31)
Great was due the removal of two
thousand Jewish families from Mesopotamia and Babylonia to Lydia and Phrygia (Schurer, /. c, and "Antiochus III.,"
B.D. 2 Jos., Ant., xii., 3, 4). Mr. Page
uses the word MovSala as equivalent to the
land of the Jews, i.e., Palestine and perhaps also to some part of Syria. In the
former sense the word could undoubtedly
;

;

kch

KcnnraSoiaai',

najjio}>u\iai',

KupTjnfji',

Mang., ii., 587). All commentators
seem to be agreed in regarding the
list as framed to some extent on geo-

(SchUrer, ubi supra, diw.

tc

ical

IS

Aiyuirrop

Kal oi enxSrjfLOurres

be employed (Hamburger, " Judaa," Realso
Encyclopadie des Judcntums, i., 5
;

too by classical writers and by Strabo,
"Judaea," B.D.). But it is very doubtful
how far the term can be extended to include any part of Syria, although Josephus
(B.J., iii., 3, 5) speaks of the maritime
places of Judaea extending as far as Ptolemais. It may well be that Syria was
regarded as a kind of outer Palestine,
intermediate between it and heathendom
(Edersheim, Sketches of Jewish Social
St. Jerome reads
Life, pp. 16-19, 71, 73).
Syria instead of Judaea, a reading to which
Blass apparently inclines.
Tertullian

conjectured Armenia, c. Jud., vii., and
Idumaea (so again Spitta), Bithynia and
India have been proposed. It is often
very difficult to say exactly what is
meant by Asia, whether the term refers
to the entire Roman province, which had
been greatly increased in the first century B.C. since its formation in 133 B.C.,
or whether the word is used in its popular
sense, as denoting the iEgean coast lands
and excluding Phrygia. Here the term
is
used with the latter signification

(Ramsay, Church in the Roman
Empire,
" Asia " in
150, and also
Hastings,
At
the
head
of
stands
B.D.).
(3)
Egypt,
where the Jewish Dispersion, especially
in Alexandria, played so important a part
p.

in the history of civilisation. The greatest
prosperity of the Jews in Egypt began

with Alexander the Great, but long before his time, in the seventh century B.C.,

Jewish immigrants were

in the country
(Schurer, ubi supra, pp. 226, 227, and
2
"Alexandria," B.D. ). From Egypt the
Dispersion penetrated further westward
s., pp. 230, 231, and note),
Libya Cyrenaica or Pentapolitana,

(Schurer, u.

and

in

modern Tripoli, the Jews were very
numerous cf. for their history in Cyrene
2 Mace. ii. 23 Jos.,
1 Mace. xv. 23
the

;

;

;

Ant., xvi., 6, 1, 5, and Acts vi. g, xi.
30, xiii. 1 ; Schurer, u. s., p. 232, and
Merivale, Romans under the Empire,
The expression used here,
pp. 364, 365.
to, ue'pTj ttjs A. ttjs tea-rot K., affords a
striking parallel to that used by Dio
Cassius,

t|

irpos

KvpTjvTjv

Ai(3vtj,

liii.,

12; cf. also Jos., Ant., xvi., 16
2
and Hastings' B.D.
"Cyrene," B.D.
In (4) we have oi liriS. 'Pwucuot. There
is no ground for supposing that any Jews
;

,

dwelt permanently in

Rome

before the
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'louSatoi

'Poijxaioi,

dKOuofxey

tc

Kai irpoaTJXuToi,

XaXourrw auiw

the Maccabees (i Mace. viii. 17, xiv. 24,
Of the numerous Jewish
ff.).
brought to Rome by Pompey

xv. 15
families

regained their freedom, and settled
beyond the Tiber as a regular Jewish

many

rights of Roman
In 19 A.D., however, the
whole Jewish population was banished
from the imperial city, Jos., Ant., xviii.,
3, 5 ; but after the overthrow of Sejanus
it may be safely assumed that Tiberius
allowed their return to Rome(Schlirer, «. s.,
ol 4iti8tjj*,ovvt6s 'Pwuaioi,
p. 232 ff.).
"
Sojourners from Rome," R.V., i.e., the
Jews who live at Rome as sojourners
Roman Jews. Others take eiriS. as referring to the Roman Jews who were
making a temporary sojourn in Jerusalem for the Feast, or for some other purpose, the word being thus in a certain
degree opposed to the kotoikovvtcs (of
permanent dwelling) in ver. 5. Others
again apparently take the expression as
describing Roman Jews who, born in
Rome, had taken up their dwelling in Jerusalem, and who are thus distinguished from
those Jews who, born in Jerusalem, were
Romans by right of Roman citizenship.
The only other passage in which IitiStiuovvtcs occurs is Acts xvii. 21 (but cf.

community with the
citizenship.

—

—

D

and

(Blass)),

and

it is

there

used of the levoi sojourning in Athens,
and so probably thus making a temporary
sojourn, or who were not Athenians by
birth or citizenship, as distinct from the
regular inhabitants of Athens. Cf. Atheol 'Pwutjv kcltoinseus, viii., p. 361 F.
K0VVTC9, Kal ot Iv€1Ti8t]|jiovvtcs tq iroXei,
which passage shows that 4iri8. M minus
"

—

significat

quam

Kai-oiKciv

(Blass),

and

other instances in Wetstein. Hilgenfeld,
whose pages contain a long discussion of
recent views of the words in question,
argues that according to what precedes we
should expect Kal ot KaToucovvres 'Pwutjv,
and according to what follows we should
expect simply 'Pwuaioi, and he solves
the difficulty by the arbitrary method of
'
omitting Kal oi eVcS. before Pup. a 10 1,
and MovS. tc Kal irpocnjXvToi after it,

to,

jicyaXcia

the presence of Roman Jews at the first
Christian Pentecost, but he would also
emphasise the fact that they were not
only Jews, or of Jewish origin, but that
proselytes from heathendom were also
included (Felten, Belser). In thus explaining the words Felten refers them,

with Erasmus and Grotius, to ol ciriS.
'Puuaioi only, whilst Overbeck, Weiss,
Holtzmann, Wendt, Belser, so Page,
Hackett, refer them to the whole of the
It is evident that
preceding catalogue.
Schiirer takes the same view, for in speaking of the large offerings contributed by
proselytes to the Temple at Jerusalem

he mentions that

in stating the

number

of

Jews of every nationality
salem

living in Jeruthe Acts does not forget to men-

tion the proselytes along with the Jews,
ii. 10
(u. s., p. 307).

Ver. 11.

both
Kpv)TC9 Kal "Apaf3es
to have been added to the
:

names seem

as an after-thought. Even if we cannot accept Nosgen's idea that St. Luke
is repeating verbatim the account which
he had received orally from an eyewitness who had forgotten the Arabians
and Cretans in going through the list
geographically, yet the introduction of
the two names in no apparent connection with the rest ought to show
us that we are not dealing with an artificial list, but with a genuine record
of the different nations represented
at the Feast.
Belser, who endorses
that St.
this view, supposes
Luke
obtained his information from an eyewho
added
the Cretans and
witness
Arabians supplementally, just as a person might easily forget one or two names
in going through a long list of representative nations at a festival. It is possible,
as Belser suggests, that the Cretans and
Arabians were thinly represented at the
Pentecost, although the notices in Jolist

sephus and Philo's letter mentioned
above point to a large Jewish population
The special mention of the
in Crete.
Cretans is strikingly in accordance with
the statement of the Jewish envoys to
Caligula, viz., that all the more noted
islands of the Mediterranean, including
Crete, were full of Jews, "Crete," B.D.?

Zeitschrift fur wissenschaft. Theol., p.
93 ff. (1895); see further Actus Apost.,
Mo-uSaioi t« Kal irpoo-^p. 260, 1899.
Xvtoi.
Not only would St. Luke in
writing to a Roman convert of social

the Greek KprjTcs is
"Cretes" this is

rank like Theophilus be likely to mention

Titus

—

*al "Apa^es,

Kptjres

tcus Tjp-CT^pais yktocrcrais

time of Pon\pey, although their first appearance there dates from the days of

xviii. 27,

II.

n.

and

Schiirer,

" Cretans "

i.

;

12).

«.

s.,

p.

232.

In

R.V.

which marks the

fact that
a dissyllable in A.V.
;

easily

—ucyaXcia

forgotten

(cf.

only found here
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i^iaravro 8e irdrres

12.

dXXoy X^yonrcs, Ti av OeXoi touto eimi

"On yXeuxous

IXeyoy,
1

Surjiropovv

W.H., R.V.
(Syr.
2

cf.

iii.

10, iv. 21,

and Weiss, Codex D,

;

where the

word occurs

LXX.

in

(Hebrew, J^ftvvTS) Ecclesiasticus

xvii.

xviii. 4, xxxiii. (xxxvi.) 8, xlii. 21,
The word is found
3 Mace. vii. 22, R.
in Josephus, and also in classical Greek

9,

:

used here not only of the Resurrection of
the Lord (Grotius), but of all that the
prophets had foretold, of all that Christ
had done and the Holy Ghost had conferred.

Ver. 12. 8iT]ir<$pow not found in
(only in Psalm lxxvi. 5, and Dan.
Symmachus), and peculiar to St.
in the N.T., once in his Gospel,
:

W.H. and

diropelcr0a.i,

LXX
ii.

3,

Luke
ix.

7

R.V.),

and three times

in Acts, cf. v. 24, x. 17.
8iTjiropovvTo in R.V. "were perplexed";

A. V. " were in doubt," although in Luke
xxiv. 4 this or a similar word is rendered
as in R.V., "were (much) perplexed".
The Greek conveys the thought of utter
uncertainty what to think, rather than
doubt as to which opinion of several is

(Humphry).

The word no doubt

frequently found in classical writers,
and is found also in Philo (not in Josephus), but it may be worth noting that
diropta, cviropia, Stairopetv, eviropciv
are all peculiar to St. Luke, and were
terms constantly employed by medical
writers (Hobart, Medical Language, etc.,
ti &v Oe'Xoi tovto clvai 0cXa>
p. 163).
was constantly used in this sense in
classical writers, see instances in WetOn the popular use of 0A« instead
stein.
is

—

of PovXop,oi in later Greek,

—

but stronger with
x^- cv<*£ovtcs
the intensifying Sid than the simple
verb in xvii. 32 used in classical Greek,
Dem., Plato, and in Polybius here only
ver. 5.

:

—

;

N.T., not found in LXX, although
the simple verb is used (see below).
if the rendering R.V. "new
•yXevKovs
wine " is adopted, the ridicule was indeed
ill-timed, as at the Pentecost there was
no new wine strictly speaking, the earliest
in

—

:

vintage being in August

(cf.

Chrysostom

and Oecumenius, who see in such a charge
the excessive folly and the excessive
malignity of the scoffers). Neither the
context nor the use of the word elsewhere
obliges us to suppose that it is used here
of unfermented wine. Its use in Lucian,
Ep., Sat., xxii. (to which reference is

made by Wendt and

Page), and also in

LXX, Job xxxii. 19, «S<nrcp do-Kos yXcvicovs
£twv 8c8cp.cvos, points to a wine still
fermenting, intoxicating, while the definition of Hesychius, to an6crray\xa ttjs"
otcnjwXtjs irpiv iraTTiSfj, refers its lusciousness to the quality of its make (from
the purest juice of the grape), and not of
necessity to the brevity of its age, see
It would therefore be
B.D. "Wine".
best to render " sweet wine," made perhaps of a specially sweet small grape,

Gen. xlix. 11. "The extraordinary
candour of Christ's biographers must not
be forgotten. Notice also such sentences
as *but some doubted,' and in the
account of Pentecost, 'these men are

cf.

Such observations
of new wine'.
are wonderfully true to human nature,
but no less wonderfully opposed to
"
'
accretion
theory : Romanes,
any

full

'

cf.

Blass,

Acta Apostolorum, p. 15. Blass points out
that St. Luke's employment of 0ovXouai
characteristic of his culture, although it
must be remembered that the Evangelist
is

uses Oc'Xft) (as here) very frequently.
Ver. 13. fi-cpoi Si although the word
is Ircpoi, not dXXoi, it is doubtful how
far it indicates a distinct class from those
mentioned as speaking in vv. 7-12. At the
same time not only irdvTes, ver. 12, but
also the behaviour of the Itcooi, seems
to separate them from the cvXa^cts in
:

p. 56.

W.H., Weiss, Wendt, beyond doubt to be read.

;

right

2

D

Hard., Aug.);

4

aXXos irpos

13. eVepoi 8e x.^ €U(^£ 0,' T€ S

;

CDEI, Bas., Chrys., so Lach. ; SiTjiropovvxo fc$AB, so Tisch., Weiss,
After irpos aXXov
adds ciri r<p ycyovon, so Blass in 0, and Hilg.

xX€va£ovT€$, but SiaxXcvag. R.V.,

(xxiv.

77

jueu.eaTu>u,eVoi etai.

in N.T.
the reading of T.R., Luke i. 49,
cannot be supported cf. Psalm lxx. (lxxi.)
19,

k<u StTjiropouv,

1

Thoughts on Religion, p. 156.
Ver. 14. <rro0€ts h\ n/rpos St. Chrysostom rightly remarks on the change
which had passed over St. Peter. In
the place where a few weeks before he
had denied with an oath that he knew
" the
man," he now stands forth to proclaim him as the Christ and the Saviour.
:

It is quite characteristic of St. Luke
thus to introduce participles indicating
the position or gesture of the speaker
St.
cf.
(cf. Friedrich, Zockler, Overbeck)
;

AnOSTOAQN

riPAHEIS

78

ow

14. iTaOels 8e fl^Tpos

nal

dTrecpOey^aro

4'oti

yap

tois ceSeica,

II.

1

eirfjpc t$]V $<$nti)v

auToG,

k<h 01 icaToiKourrcs
"AySpes
touto
Kal £yamaaa6e to.
airarrcs,
corw,
'lepouaaXTjp.
u\uv yvuvrbv
15. ou y&p, a>s ujieis uiroXap.|3d»'€T€, outoi p-cOuouaiv
p^p-axd p,ou.
auTOis,

16. dXXcl tout<S ion. to cipYju^yoy

"

<3pa TpiTT] ttjs rjpicpas
2

8id Tou

'louSaiot

-irpocpvjTou 'iwrjX,

" Kal 8
17.

corrai Iv tcus iayjircus Tjpipais,

evScxa D, Gig., Par., Syr., Pesh., Aug. add airoo-ToXois ; cf. i. 20. D reads Scko,
After cinrjpev D, Par. 2 insert
evSeKa, perhaps through carelessness (Weiss).
irpwTos E has irpoTcpov after ttjv <f>(i>VY)v avTov irparros retained by Blass in p, and
by Hilg. ; it seems a needless addition as it is implied in the verse (see also Harris,
1

for

;

Four

;

Lectures, p. 58).

2

NABCEIP,"

IutjX
D, Iren., Aug., Hil.
in a text.
8

Kai om.

Luke

by D, Gig.,

n,

xviii.

Vulg., Bas., Chrys., Cyr.-Jer.; so
Rebapt.," so Hilg. Blass regards
Par.,

Ir.,

Aug., Sah., Boh.

40, xix. 8, Acts v. 40, xi.
<rtiv tois
18, xxvii. 21.

—

13, xvii. 2, xxv.

IvScKa, and so with Matthias; cf. v. 32,
and i. 22. lirTjpc ttjv <{>wvt)v oaitov this

—

:

only found in St. Luke's Gospel
Acts (xiv. 11, xxii. 22), but
(xi. 29) and the
it is quite classical, so in Demosthenes,
and in LXX it occurs several times.
"
spake forth," R.V., cf.
aTfi^Bey^aro
xxvi. 25, expressive of the solemnity of
the utterance, see above in ver. 4, and

phrase

is

—

:

showing that St. Peter's words were inspired no less than the speaking with
tongues (Weiss). avSpcs MovSatoi no
word of reproach, but an address of
respect; the words may be taken quite

—

:

generally to indicate not only those
previously present, but also those who
were attracted by the noise. There is
no need to suppose that St. Peter
addressed the inhabitants of Jerusalem
and the Jews as if they had been the
only scoffers as distinct from the pilgrims
from other lands. It is no doubt possible
that the first part of the speech was
addressed to the native home-bred residents, and that in ver. 22 St. Peter in
the word Mo-pa-qXiTai includes all the
Jews whether resident in Jerusalem or
not.
!vwTio-ao-0€
only here in N.T.,
but frequent in LXX, especially in the
Psalms. It usually translates Hebrew

—

V}\$Q
inaurire

:

from

Hebrew

p.K

=

ear

j

Sources of N.
"Give ear unto

cf-

T.
Greek, p. 130.
my
Auribus percipite, Vulg.
words," R.V.
Ver. 15. u>pa Tpirt] ttjs -qp-^pas : if
the words refer to the hour of early
prayer, g a.m., the Jews previously did
not partake of food, and on festal days
;

Kennedy,

;

W.H., R.V., Weiss.
it

but in

Om.

as an interpolation even

LXX.

they abstained from food and drink until
the sixth hour (twelve o'clock). But if
Schurer (see on iii. 1, and Blass, in loco)
is right in specifying other hours for
prayer, the expression may mean that
St. Peter appeals to the early period
of the day as a proof that the charge of
drunkenness was contrary to all reasonable probability.
Ver. 17. ev Tais l<rx. %lp., i.e., the
time immediately preceding the Parousia
of the Messiah (Weber, Judisc he Theolog ie P- 37 2 )- The expression is introduced
here instead of p,€Ta Tavra, LXX, to
show that St. Peter saw in the outpouring of the Spirit the fulfilment of Joel's
prophecy, ii. 28-31 (LXX), and the dawn
of the period preceding the return oi
Christ in glory, Isaiah ii. 2, Micah iv. 1
>

(2

Tim.

iii.

1,

v. 3,

James

Heb.

i.

1).

—

Xcyet 6 0eos : introduced possibly from
Joel ii. 12, although wanting in
and Hebrew. ckxcw Hellenistic future,
Blass, Grammatik des N. G., pp. 41, 42, 58,
In
the word
cf. x. 45, Titus iii. 6.
is used as here, not only in Joel, but in
Zach. xii. 10, Ecclus. xviii. 11, xxiv. 33,
but very often of pouring forth anger.
airb tov irvevp.. p.ov, " I will pour forth of
my Spirit," R. V., so in LXX, but in Heb.,

—

LXX

:

LXX

—

"

pour out my Spirit ". The partimay be accounted for by the
thought that the Spirit of God considered
in its entirety remains with God, and that
men acquire only a certain portion of its
Or
energies (so Wendt, Holtzmann).
the partitive force of the word may be
taken as signifying the great diversity of
the Spirit's gifts and operations. See also
Viteau, Le Grec du N. T., p. 151 (1893).
but this exiratrav <rapica, i.e., all men
I will

tive airo*

—

;

nPAHEIS AROETOAQN

14— 18.

/9

X^yci 6 ©cos, ckxcw &tt6 tou Twevparos p.ou ctti iraaai' adpKa, Kal
Kai at GiyaTepes upuoy Kai oi vea-

l
Trpo4>T)Teucrou<nt' 01 uloi uu.wi'

yicTKoi

ujxwk opdaeis

ovJ/oyTai,

Kai oi

Trpecrf?tJTepoi

eyuima *

up.uii>

tous SouXous p.ou Kal ircl t&s
eyuwiaaOi^aoi'Tai,
*
SouXas fiou
Tats TJfi^pais eKcirais €K)(€ui dird tou Tn/eup-aTos p.ou,
18.

Kai ye

eirl

^

1

For vp.«v

.

.

.

vp.wv D, Gig., Tert.,

"

Rebapt." Hil. read ovtwv (referred by

Harris to a Montanistic application).

AS 3

2

has -iois) ; but cvvirviois
€vvirvio EP, Tert., Chrys. (cf. LXX, but
13, 27, 61, Epiph., so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Wendt, Weiss, Hilg.

fc$ABCD

2

3
ev tois t)fj.€pais CKcivais om. D, Gig. (Cypr.), Acta Perpetua.
icai irpo^TjTcvaovcriv om. D, Par. 1 , Tert. (Cypr.), Acta Perpetua (not in LXX).
The two clauses
come together in Syriac and may have been omitted together (Chase).

pression in itself suggests a contrast
beween the weakness and imperfection
of humanity and the all-powerful working
of the divine Spirit. The expression is
Hebraistic, cf. Luke iii. 6, John xvii. 2,
and Ecclus. xlv. 4, and often in LXX.
In Joel's prophecy the expression only
included the people of Israel, although
the divine Spirit should be no longer
limited to particular prophets or favoured
individuals, but should be given to the
whole nation. If we compare ii. 39, the
expression would include at least the
members of the Diaspora, wherever they
might be, but it is doubtful whether we
can take it as including the heathen as
such in St. Peter's thoughts, although
Hilgenfeld is so convinced that the verse
ii. 39 can only refer to the heathen that
he refers all the words from koI irdo-i to
the end of the verse to his * author to
Theophilus". Spitta on the other hand
regards the expression as referring only
if the
to the Jews of the Diaspora
Gentiles had been intended, he thinks
that we should have had tois els paicpav
€8v6<riv as in xxii. 21.
Undoubtedly we
;

have an analogous expression to ii. 39 in
Eph. ii. 13, ot ttotc 8vt€9 p.eucpav, where
the words evidently refer to the heathen,
but we must not expect the universalism
St. Paul in the first public address of
for him it is still 6 0e6s r|p»wv,
St. Peter
"
" our
God, ver. 39, and even the expres-

of

:

sion, irpuTov, iii. 26, in which Holtzmann
sees a reference to the extension of the
Messianic blessings to the Jew first and
then to the Gentile, need only mean that
in St. Peter's view these blessings could
only be secured by the Gentile through
becoming a proselyte to the faith of
It is thus only that St. Peter's
Israel.

subsequent conduct becomes intelligible.
1 he reading avTuv instead of vp.wv in
the next clause before both viol and

OvyaTc'pes

if

is

it

adopted (Blass

|3)

would seem to extend the scope of the
prophecy beyond the limits of Israel

— OvyaTlpcs

as Anna is called
36, so too in the
the daughters of Philip
Christian
are spoken of as irpo({»T]TCvovo-ai, xxi. 9.
vcavto-Koi: in
and Hebrew the
order is reversed. It may be that Bengel
is right in drawing the distinction thus :
"
Apud juvenes maximi vigent sensus
externi, visionibus opportuni apud senes
proper.

Luke
Church

irpo4>rJTis,

—

:

ii.

LXX

:

sensus interni, somniis accommodati ".
But he adds " Non tamen adolescentes
a somniis, neque sensus a visionibus
excluduntur " (see also Keil, in loco),
and so Overbeck, Winer, Wendt see
in the words simply an instance of the
Hebrew love of parallelism. kou y*

—

0^ —° n

LXX) = Hebrew

(in

N.T. and

W.H.

in xvii. 27
xix. 42)
"and

^y here in

(and possibly

=
Luke
even," Blass,
Grammatik des N. G. p. 255. The only
of
Attic
instance
koi
good
yc with an
intervening word is to be found in Lysias,

in

t

in

Theomn.,

ii.,

7,

although not a strict
Simcox,

parallel to the passage before us,
Language of the N. 2\, p. 168.

Ver. 18. As there was to be no limit of
sex or age, so too there was no limit of condition. The word p.ov is not in the Hebrew,
only in the LXX, but as it is found in the
latter and in Acts it is argued that the
words SovXovs and SovXa? do not mean
those of servile rank, but are applied in
a general sense to those who are worBut
shippers, and so servants of God.
in retaining the word jaov we are not
obliged to reject the literal meaning
11
bond-servants," just as St. Peter himself, in addressing household servants

and

slaves,

8ovXoi 0«ov
servi

commands them
(1

Peter

secundum

ii.

"

to act <u?

Intelliguntur
carnem, diversi a liberis.
16)

:

TTPAKEIS AflOSTOAQN

So

•cai Trpo<f>r]T€ucrou<ri.

arjaeia

Wuu

19. Kai

i-nl ttjs
yrjs kcitw,

1

n
tw oupavw aVw, Kai

iv

T^paTa

cujxa Kai irup Kat aTuaoa Kcun/ou.

Kat

tJXios u.€Taorpa<|>TJo-eTai cis (tkotos,

els alaa,

crcXrjnf]

iq

20. 6

2

TTplv

?)

aiua xai irvp Kai aTuiSa Kairvov om. D, Gig., Par. 1 Hilg.

1

,

2

BP, Chrys., so W.H., marg. retained by Weiss (Wendt doubtful). t|
omitted in ^ABCDE 13, 61 so Tisch., W.H., Hilg. text, R.V. (omitted also in LXX).
so Tisch., W.H., Weiss, Wendt, Hilg.
tt]v Tjufpav, article omitted by fc$*BD
irpiv

;

r\

;

J

ver.

17,

sed iidem servi Dei," Bengel.

According to Maimonides, no slave could
be a prophet, but as in Christ there was
neither Jew nor Gentile, neither male

nor female, so in Him there was neither
bond nor free (see also Keil, in loco).
xal irpo^TjTcva'ovo'i an explanatory addition of the speaker, or an interpolation
from ver. 17, not found either in Hebrew

—

:

or

LXX.

Ver. ig. The word o-queia is wanting
in the Hebrew and the LXX, but the
co-ordination of the two words Tcpas and
in the N.T. (John iv.
(ttjuciov is frequent
Cor.
48, Acts iv. 30, Rom. xv. 19, 2
xii. 12), and even more so in the
(Exod. vii. 3, 9, Deut. iv. 34, Neh. ix. 10,
Dan. vi. 27), so also in Josephus, Philo,
For the distincPlutarch, Polybius.
tion between the words in the N.T.,
see below on ver. 22. Te'pas is often
used of some startling portent, or of
some strange appearance in the heavens,
so here fitly used of the sun being
But God's
turned into darkness, etc.
to those who
Tc'para are always <ri\\i.€ia
have eyes to see, and significantly in the
N.T. the former word is never found
without the latter. It is no doubt true to
received a
say that St. Peter had already
the tjx°S * k
sign from heaven above in
tov ovpavov, and a sign upon the earth
below in the XaXeiv crlpais •yXwo'crais
w. 19(Nosgen), but the whole context,
21, shows that St. Peter's thoughts had
Pentecost to
passed from the day of
a period of grace and warning which
No exshould precede the Parousia.
of the words which
planation, therefore,
limits their fulfilment to the Pentecostal

LXX

Feast (see Keil, in loco, and also his re"erence to the interpretation of the

—

Rabbis) is satisfactory. crr]ucia is proto emphaoably introduced into the text
sise the antithesis, as also are avw and
if we see in these
kolto).
atfia Kai irvp :

—

words <rr)U€ia iir\ tt)s vfjs kcLtw, there is
no need to refer them to such startling
as rain of blood, or fiery
meteors, or pillars of smoke rising from the
earth (so De Wette, Overbeck), but rather

phenomena

and devastation of war
Holtzmann, Wendt, Felten) cf. our

to the bloodshed
(so

;

Lord's words, Matt. xxiv. 6, 29. Dean
Plumptre thinks of the imagery as drawn
from one of the great thunderstorms of

and

Palestine,

Weber,

cf.

Judische

Theologie, pp. 350, 351 (1897).
Ver. 20. For similar prophetic imagery
taken from the startling phenomena of
an eclipse in Palestine, cf. Isaiah xiii. 10,

Ezek.

xxxii.

IXBtlv.

The

Amos

7,

LXX

viii.

omit

contends that this
omission here in

rj,

9.

—

irplv

fj

and Weiss

the reason of its
so
many MSS.
Weiss retains it as in vii. 2, xxv.
16 ; cf. also Luke ii. 26 (but doubtBlass omits it here, but retains it in
ful).
the other two passages cited from Acts
" Ionicum est non Atticum "
cf. Viteau,
is

:

—
(1893).
;

Le Grec du N.

130

2\, p.

ttjv

It is most significant
Yjuepav Kvpiov.
that in the Epistles of the N.T. this O.T.

phrase used of Jehovah is constantly
applied to the Coming of Jesus Christ to
judgment ; cf. 1 Thess. v. 2, 1 Cor. i. 8,
2

Cor.

i.

Phil.

14,

Sabatier,

10;

i.

—

JJApotre Paul, p. 104. Kai liri^avfj if
the word is to be retained, it means a day
manifest to all as being what it claims
to be, Vulgate manifestus, " clearly
"
visible
Luke xvii. 24 also 1 Tim.
;
vi. 14, 2 Thess. ii. 8, where the word
^m<J>dveia is used of the Parousia (cf.
" the
Prayer-Book,
Epiphany or Mani:

;

festation of Christ
in the

=

terrible," not

"

the

LXX

to

Hebrew

But

here,

"
as

the Gentiles").

the word

NYl^il
~
T
and
Hab. i.

clearly visible,"

elsewhere,

Mai. i. 14 (Judges xiii. 6, A.), etc.,
has failed to give a right derivation of
7,

the

word which

to

see,

(Niph.

it

connects with

instead of with fr$"V,
?
..

nfc^
T T*
to

fear

T

NTO

rible").

read not

and

Part., as here, "ter-

Zockler holds that the

NTOT,

but

LXX

WTftn.
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»i

1
2 I. ical ecrrai,
i^pai' Kupiou r^v ixcydXif]!/ kcu em^ayr).
to
2 2. "Ayopes
&y
6Vou,a
eirncaX&rnrai
rras os
Kupiou o-wO^oreTai."

cXGciy rr)v

2

MorpanXiTai,

aySpa
1

eiri4>avTi

Tisch.,

4-14
8

dKouaaT€ tous Xoyous toutous 'iTjaouy Toy Na£copatoy,
0eou dTroSeoeiyfjieyoy els ujids Sumjieo-i Kal repaai
'

dird tou

ABCEP,

Vulg., Chrys.,

Wendt,

(i.e.,

Hilg., Blass,
vv. 17-20) forma a

WrpaT)\iT<u

Ver. 21.
usual

LXX

P

;

lo-penjXciTcu

iirLKa\£<ry\rai

W.H., Weiss, R.V.

who adds " del. igitur
male interpolata ".

to

^ABCDE,

W.H., Weiss.
in the flight of the
Pella for safety when the
came in the destruction ot

;

;

And

so St. Luke places in the forefront
of Acts as of his Gospel the thought of
Jesus not only as the Messiah, but also
as the loiTqp, Luke ii. 14 ; cf. Psalms of
Sol., iv., 2 (Ryle and James).
Ver. 22. Mo-paTjXiTai the tone of St.
Peter throughout is that of a man who
would win and not repulse his hearers, cf.
v. 29, and so he commences the second
part of his speech, in proof that Jesus was

the worshippers of the one God, Gen.
It is thereiv. 26, xii. 8, 2 Kings v. 4.
fore significant that the Christian converts at Corinth are described by the
same phrase, 1 Cor. i. 2. But just as in

:

Rom.

x. 12 this same prophecy of Joel
beyond all doubt referred by St. Paul
to the Lord Jesus, so here the whole
drift of St. Peter's speech, that the same
Jesus who was crucified was made both
Lord and Christ, points to the same conis

both Lord and Christ, with a title full
of honour, reminding his hearers of their
covenant relation with God, and preparing them for the
covenant was not
in the person of
11
the Nazarene,"

In Joel Kvpios is undoubtedly used of the Lord Jehovah, and
the word is here transferred to Christ.
In its bearing on our Lord's Divinity
this fact is of primary importance, for it
is not merely that the early Christians
addressed their Ascended Lord so many
times by the same name which is used
of Jehovah in the
although it is
certainly remarkable that in 1 Thess.
the name is applied to Christ more than
twenty times but that they did not
hesitate to refer to Him the attributes
and the prophecies which the great prophets of the Jewish nation had associated
with the name of Jehovah, Zahn, Skizzen
aus dem Leben der altcn Kirche, pp. 8,
10, 16 (1894), and for the force of the expression, liriic. to ovopa, in 1 Cor. i. 2,
see Harnack, History of Dogma, i., p.
89 ay liriK., "whosoever ": it
29, E.T.
would seem that in St. Peter's address
the expression does not extend beyond
the chosen people ; cf. v. 36. aw0^to the Jew salvation would
o-cTai
mean safety in the Messianic kingdom,
and from the penalties of the Messianic
judgment ; for the Christian there would
36.

declaration

that the

broken but confirmed
Jesus. 'I. rbv Na£.,

—

the same word (not

Na£apTjv6's) formed part of the inscription
on the Cross, and it is difficult to believe
with Wendt that there is no reference to
this in St. Peter's words (cf. irpoo-ir^avTes, w. 23 and 36), although no
doubt the title was often used as a

LXX—

description of Jesus in popular speech,
No contrast could be
10, xxvi. g.
greater than between Mtjo-ovs the despised Nazarene (6 N. ovtos, vi. 14)

iv.

—

a felon's death, and 'Itjctovs
Xpto-Tos, v. 38, -inj'wtfeis, v. 33, no longer
upon the Cross, but at a seat on the
right hand of the Father (cf. John xii.
12)
again the marvellous change which
had passed over St. Peter is apparent:
" If Christ had not
risen," argues St.
"
Chrysostom, how account for the fact
that those who fled whilst He was alive,

dying

;

—

now

—

dared a thousand perils for

when dead?

St.

Peter,

who

is

Him
struck

with

fear by a servant-maid, comes
boldly forward" (so too Theophylact).—

:

II.

so
fc^D, Gig.,

omnino per locum

Son of Man
but the word carries our
Jerusalem
thoughts far beyond any such subordinate
fulfilment to the fulness of blessing for
body and soul which the verb expresses
on the lips of Christ cf. Luke vii. 50.

Cyr., vii., 1., 35 ; Plat., Tim., p. 27, c. ;
From this it was an
Polyb., xv., 1, 13.
easy step to use the phrase as meaning

VOL.

so Tisch.,

believers to

divine name, Psalm iii. 2, vi. 2, etc., and
a similar phrase is found in classical
writers, ^micaXcio-dai tovs 0eous, Xen.,

ii.

but om.

be a partial fulfilment

ovofxa, the

rendering of a common Hebrew phrase. The expression is derived
from the way in which prayers addressed
to God begin with the invocation of the

clusion,

;

et in a, et fort,

avSpa

" a

6

d-rroSeSciy. diro

man approved

tov Qeov €is vp.a.9,
God unto you,"

of

IIPAHEIS AII02T0AQN

82

Kal arjueiois, ots

23. Touroy

auTol oi8aT€,
1

€TrotT]cr€ 81'

auTou 6 0609 iv

ttj

wpiajxeVY]

Kai avToi; but Kai om. in fr$ABC*DE,
W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt.

Vu ^g«

n.
Ka0u>s Kal

ft€cru) i)\idv,

|3ouXyj Kal Trpoyywaci

versions (Syr. Pesh.),

l

tou
so

Irin*-,

Tisch.,

The word, only used by

R.V.

and

St.

Cor.

iv.

Luke

St.

Paul in the N.T. (cf. xxv. 7, 1
g, 2 Thess. ii. 4) = demonstrated,

and "approved" in its old meaning
would be a good equivalent; so in
classical Greek, in Plato and Aristotle,
shown by argument, proved, cf. xxv.
7.

The

of the word

sense

by the gloss
occurs in

in

D

Esther

is

given

8e8oKipa.o-p.cVov.

ii.

g,

AB, and

iii.

It

13

(LXX), and several times in the Books
of the Maccabees (see Hatch and Redpath, sub v.).
avSpa: Erasmus commends the wisdom of Peter, " qui apud
rudem multitudinem Christum magnifice
laudat, sed virum tantum nominat, ut
ex factis paullatim agnoscant Divinitatem ". airo" probably here not simply

—

—

for

wo"

:

(as

and

Blass,

Felten,

and

The phrase means " a man
others).
demonstrated to have come unto you
from God by mighty works," etc. If the
words may not be pressed to mean our
Lord's divine origin, they at least declare His divine mission (John iii. 2),
divinitus

(Wendt

in loco).

—

8uvdp.ecri ical

Wpao-i Kai o-T)p.ciois cf. 2 Cor. xii. 12,
Heb. ii. 4, and 2 Thess. ii. g cf. Rom.
than
xv. ig.
ot]|X€ia Kal Te'para no less
:

—

;

Acts. — Swdpci?
:

eight times in

is

often

rendered in a way which rather obscures
Lit. =
its
true form and meaning.
"
powers," and so here in R.V. margin,

where

in

the

text

we have

**

mighty

works," so in Heb. ii. 4. St. Luke is
fond of using Svvapis of the power inherent in Christ, and so the plural might
well be used of the outward manifestations of this power in Christ, or through

distinctly into view by the word with
which TcpaTa is so often joined o-rjpeia,
a term which points in its very meaning
to something beyond itself.
Blass there-

—

fore

is

not justified in speaking of

ar\\i.e

la

and TcpaTa as synonymous terms. The
true distinction between them lies in
remembering that in the N.T. all three
words mentioned in this passage have
the same denotation but a different connotation—they are all used for miracles,
miracles regarded from different
points of view (see Sanday and Headlam, Romans, p. 406). ots eiroiirjorcv . . .
The words, as Alford points out
6 ©cos.
against De Wette, do not express a low
view of our Lord's miracles. The favourite
word used by St. John for the miracles of
Christ, €p7a, exactly corresponds to the
phrase of St. Peter, since these epya were
the Son
the works of the Father
revealed in them (cf. St. John v. ig,
xiv. 10).
koOws Kal avTol otSa-rc Weiss
rightly draws attention to the emphatic
pronoun. The fact of the miracles was
not denied, although their source was
so terribly misrepresented ; cf. " Jesus
Christ in the Talmud," Laible, E.T.

but

—

Whom

—

:

(Streane), pp. 45-50 (i8g3).

Ver. 23. tovtov, emphatic, ckSotov
delivered up, by Judas, not by God;
only here in the N.T., but see instances
from Josephus, also from classical Greek,
In Dan., Theod., Bel and
in Wetstein.
the Dragon ver. 22. upio-piv-Q (3ov\fl
both favourite words of St. Luke upitr.
used by him five times in the Acts, x. 42,

—

:

:

Him in His disciples. The word therefore seems in itself to point to the new
forces at work in the world (Trench,

once by St. Paul,
Hebrews, iv. 7, and
only in St. Luke amongst the Evangelists, xxii. 22, where our Lord Himself
speaks of the events of His betrayal by

N.

the

—

T. Synonyms, ii., p. 177 ff.). re'paTa:
the word is never used in the N. T. alone
as applied to our Lord's works or those
of His disciples, and this observation
made by Origen is very importaut, since
the one word which might seem to
suggest the prodigies and portents of the
heathen world is never used unless in
combination with some other word,
which at once raises the N.T. miracles
And so whilst the
to a higher level.
ethical purpose of these miracles is least
apparent in the word Te'para, it is brought

xi.

2g, xvii. 26, 31
i. 4 ; once in

;

Rom.

same word,

xxiv. 26).

koto, to wpio-pe'vov

— PovXfj:

(cf.

Wendt compares the
ctcXcicto (3ovXi]. The

Homeric Aios 8*
phrase PovXiq tov 0. is used only by
once in his Gospel, vii. 30,
St. Luke
and three times in Acts, xiii. 36, xx.
27 (whilst PovXtj is used twice in the
Gospel, eight times in the Acts, and only
three times elsewhere in the N.T., 1 Cor.
iv. 5, Ephes. i. n, Heb. vi. 17), but cf.
;

Wisdom

vi. 4, ix. 13,

—

and often

Kvpiov in LXX. irpoyvwo-ei
only found again in 1 Peter

:

y]

the

i.

2,

f3ovX>]

word is
and its

riPAEEIS AII02T0AQN

23—24-

6€ou IkSotoj' XaPoj'Tcs,

1

Stct \€ipCiv

*3

dkOfxuj/ Trpoain]§a»>T€s

d^tXerc

•

8
24. &V 6 0€o§ d^orrjac, Xuaas Tas wSi^as toO OamTou, ko,06ti ouk
1

XapovTcs om.

^*ABC

61, Vulg., Sah., Boh., Syr. Pesh.,

Arm., Aeth., Ath., Irint.
R.V., Weiss— but omitted by Blass in (3 although found in
EC P, Syr. Hard., Eus., Chrys. Hilg. retains, xnpav; but x«pos in ^ABC*t)
13, 15, 61, Syr. Hard., Aeth., Eus., Ath., Cyr., so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt,
aveiXcTe minusc, but ovciXaT€
Hilg. (plural probably out of the following avop.«v).
^ABCDEP, so Tisch., W.H., Weiss— see W.H., Appendix, p. 172, and Winer-

Victorin.

DN

so Tisch.,

;

;

Schmiedel,
2

(

W.H.,

3

3

p. 112.

OavaTov

^ABCEP, Syr. Hard., Sah., Arm., Aeth., Eus., Ath., Cyr., Theodrt.
so Tisch., W.H., Wendt, Weiss. qiSov D, Vulg., Syr. Pesh., Boh., Gig., Par., Polyc,
similar var. I. in 1 Cor. xv., 55, cf. Ps. xvii. (xviii.) 5, 6; q.8ov out
Epiph., Irenint
of ver. 27, 31 (Wendt).
;

—

occurrence in that place, and the thoughts
which it expresses, may be classed
amongst the points of contact between
Acts and 1 Peter (see at end of
chap. iii.). In the Passion and Resurrection of Christ, which at one time
seemed to Peter impossible, cf. Matt.
xvi. 22, he now sees the full accomplishment of God's counsel, cf. iii. 20, and
Peter

1

p. 53,

i.

20 (Nosgen, Apostelgeschichte,

and

In this spiritual

also 48-52).

now

imparted to the Apostle
a further proof of the illuminating power of the Holy Ghost, the
of Pentecost, which he himself
gift
so emphatically acknowledges in his
81a xci P" v > best
first epistle (i. 1-12).
explained as a Hebraism. Cf. for the frequent use of this Hebraistic expression,
insight
we see

—

Blass,

127

;

Grammatik des N. G., pp.
and Simcox, Language of

126,
the

N.

In the LXX, cf. 2
T., p. 141.
Kings xiv. 27, 1 Chron. xi. 3, xxix. 5.
St. Luke is very fond of these parairpo<ro>irov and x e ^P> see
Das Lukasevangelium, pp. 8, 9,

phrases with
Friedrich,

and Lekebusch, Apostelgeschichte,

p. 77 ;
cf. v. 12, vii. 25, xi. 30, xiv. 3, xv. 23, xix.
11, so Iv x £l pt> «is x € ^P a 5'
dvdfjLwv
"
lawless," R.V., generally taken to refer

—

to the

Roman

Lord,

i.e.,

:

who

crucified our
Gentiles without law, as in
soldiers

Cor. ix. 21, Rom. ii. 14. In Wisdom
2 the same word is used of the
Egyptians who thought to oppress the
holy nation they are described as ovop,oi.
a gra-irpo<rn-i]£avT€5, sc, T<j> <rTavp$
1

xvii.

—

—

:

word used only here, with which we
may compare the vivid description also

phic

by

Peter

St.

in
—the

v.

29-32,

x.

3g,

cf.

language of one who
could justly claim to be a witness of the
1

Peter

ii.

24

sufferings of Christ, 1 Peter v.

1.

word

cf.

The

found in LXX,
Dio
—not
aveiXarc: an Alexandrian form,

is

Cassius.
see for

similar

instances,

Kennedy,

Sources ofN. T. Greek, pp. 159, 160, The
verb is a favourite with St. Luke, nineteen times in Acts, twice in the Gospel,
and only once elsewhere in the Evangelists, viz., Matt. ii. 16, and the noun
avaipecriq is only found in Acts viii. 10
(xxii. 20), cf. its similar use in classical
Greek and in the LXX. The fact that St.
Peter thus describes the Jewish people
as the actual murderers of Jesus is not
a proof that in such language we have
an instance of anti-Judaism quite inconsistent with the historical truth of the
speech (Baur, Renan, Overbeck), but
the Apostle sees vividly before his eyes
same crowd at the
essentially the
Feast as had demanded the Cross of
before
the
Jesus
judgment -seat of

— ov Nosgen,
6 ©cos

Pilate,

103.

summum
i.

Apostelgeschichte, p.
" est hoc
dv6<TTT]<r€,

orationis," Blass, cf. v. 32,

and

22.

Ver 24. Xvo-as ras wSlvas tov 0av.
R.V. "pangs" instead of "pains" (all
previous versions) approaches nearer to
the literal form of the word " birthpangs," the resurrection of Christ being
conceived of as a birth out of death, as
the Fathers interpreted the passage. The
phrase is found in the Psalms, LXX
xvii. 4, cxiv. 3, but it is most probable
that the LXX has here mistaken the
:

—

Hebrew 7311 w ^» c ^ might
mean "birth-pangs," or the cords of a
hunter catching his prey. In the Hebrew
force of the

version the parallelism, such a favourite
figure in Hebrew poetry, decides in favour
of the latter meaning, as in R.V. Ps.
xviii. 4, 5

(LXX

xvii.),

Sheol and Death

are personified as hunters lying in wait
for their prey with nooses and nets
(Kirkpatrick, Psalms, in loco, the word

^jTito meaning

snares by which birds

or beasts are taken

(Amos

iii.

5)).

In
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84

fy huvarbv KpaTCiaGat avrbv
"
1
tot
aurbv,

ripoojpcujxT]^

Se^iwK p.ou
1

B P

IcrriVy

Xva

3

vpoupo>ai\v

auTOu.
25. AajSIS yap Xcyci els
on Ik
eecomoV
Kupioe
jiou Stct irai'T<5s
26. 81a touto evfyp&vQr) r\ KapSia
ora\6u9u>

ji^j

5)

(cf.

compassed

the floods of ungodliness made
me afraid". It is tempting to account
for the reading wSivas by supposing
that St. Luke had before him a source
for St. Peter's
speech, and that he
had given a mistaken rendering of the

me,

But it would certainly seem
and Kpa.TEi<r0ai are far more

^QHL

that Xvcras

applicable to the idea of the hunter's
cords, in which the Christ could not be
bound, since He was Himself the Life.
similar mistake in connection with the

A

7Hn may

same Hebrew word

possibly

Thess. v. 3 and Luke xxi. 34.
There is no occasion to find in the word
any reference to the death-pains of Christ
(so Grotius, Bengel), or to render uSives
occur in

1

pains and snares (Olshausen, Ndsgen),

and

is

it

somewhat

fanciful to explain

with St. Chrysostom (so Theophylact
and Oecumenius) 6 OoLvotos w8iv€ kcltcxgov
ko.%6ti only
aiiTov teal to, Seiva €ira<rx€«
found in St. Luke, in Gospel twice, and
in Acts four times (Friedrich)
gener-

—

:

;

in

ally

Tobit

i.

Greek ko0* o ti

classical

12, xiii. 4).

—ovk

tjv

SvvaTov

(cf.
. . .

the words primarily refer to the
proof which St. Peter was about to adduce from prophecy, and the Scripture
could not be broken. But whilst Baur
sees in such an expression, as also in iii.
15, a transition to Johannine conceptions
of the Person of Jesus, every Christian
gladly recognises in the words the moral
impossibility that the Life could be holden
by Death. On the impersonal construction, see Viteau, Le Grec du N. TH p.

•yap

:

—

Kpareto-dai . . . vir\ cf.
(1893).
Luke xxiv. 16 (John xx. 23), only in
these passages in passive voice in N.T.,
but cf. for similar use of the passive

151

voice, 4

Mace.

ii.

Schmid compares

9,

and so in Dem.
where the in-

this verse

ternal necessity of Christ's resurrection
is thus stated with 1 Peter iii. 18, showing that the irvevpa in Him possessed
Ihis power of life (Biblische Theologie des

N.

*

so Tisch.,

W.H., Weiss, Wendt,

Hilg.

p. 101).

the previous verse the parallelism is also
maintained if we read "the waves of
"
"
2 Sam. xxii.
death

word

iir'

•

NAB*CDE,

irpoop.

;

Winer-Schmiedel,

(see

ii.

7\, p. 402).

Ver. 25. AavclS yap \4yei : the words
which follow are quoted by St. Peter

from Psalm

xvi. ; and it has been said
that the Apostle's argument would be the
same if the Psalm were the work of some
other author than David. But if the
following Psalm and the Psalm in question may with considerable reason be
attributed to the same author, and if the
former Psalm, the seventeenth, may be
referred to the period of David's persecution by Saul, then David's authorship of
Psalm sixteen becomes increasingly probIn Delitzsch's view
able (Kirkpatrick).
whatever can mark a Psalm as Davidic

we

actually

find

coincidences of

combined here, e.g.,
kinds which he

many

regards as undoubtedly Davidic (cf. v.
5 with xi. 6, v. 10 with iv. 4, v. 11 with
xvii. 15), and he sees no reason for giving
up the testimony afforded by the title.
But it is plain that David's experience
did not exhaust the meaning of the
Psalm, and St. Peter in the fulness of
the gift of Pentecost interprets the words
cU avTov, "with reference to Him," i.e.,
the Messiah (cf. St. Paul's interpretation of the same Psalm in xiii. 35).
On the application of the Psalm as
Messianic, cf. Edersheim, Jesus the
Messiah, ii., p. 717. ripo(i>pu>p.T)v: not
" I
" I beheld the Lord
foresaw," but
"I
always before my face," LXX Heb.,
have set the Lord always before me".
= Jehovah. Ik 8e£iuv (jlov as a
Kijpiov
defence and helper. Cf. irapao-TaTTjs,

—

;

—

—

:

Xen., Cyr., iii., 3, 21. The imagery may
be taken from that of the trials in which
advocates stood at the right hand of their
clients (Psalm cix. 31), or there may be a
reference to a champion who, in defending
another, would stand on his right hand ;
cf.

Psalm

ex. 5, exxi. 5 (Kirkpatrick,

and

Robertson

Smith, Expositor, 1876, p.
<ra\c-u9a>: although the
p.Tj
verses which follow contain the chief
Messianic references in St. Peter's interpretation, yet in the fullest sense of the
words the Christ could say irpocop. k.t.X.
But because the
(see Felten, in loco).
Father was with Him, He could add 81a.
" the
tovto ev<j>pdv0t) r\ KapSta jxov
"
heart
in O.T. is not only the heart of
the affections, but the centre of the
man's whole moral and intellectual nature

—
351). Xva

:

(Oehler,TA^/-^5^.r.,p.7i).— €v<|>pdver|
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25—27.
Kal TjyaXXiacraTO

u.ou,

<TKr\vu><rei eir'

IXtu'Si

yXwaad

rj

on

•

27.

•

jxou

refers rather to a

joyous state of mind,
glad," R.V., TJyaXXtao-aTo used of
outward and active expression of joy is
rendered " rejoiced," R.V. (in A.V. the
meaning of the two verbs is transposed).
At the same time €v$pavQr\ is sometimes used in
and N.T., as in
modern Greek of festive enjoyment,
Sources
Kennedy,
of N. T. Greek, p.
"

was

LXX

155.

"

—

my

Gen.

yXw<r<rd pov

ij

glory,"
xlix. 6,

:

my

i.e.,

in

Hebrew ^Ti2l3

{cf,

en 8e
mean

Schottgen).

spirit (cf.

The Arabs use a

Lumby on Psalm

cviii. 1).

—

Kal v\ <rdp§ flesh does not here
the dead corpse but the living
body (Perowne, Kirkpatrick). KOTa<r" shall dwell in
K7]vu>crei,
safety," R.V.,
•'confidently," margin (O.T.); the expression is used frequently of dwelling
In N.T.
safely in the Promised Land.
the R.V. translates " shall dwell," * 4 tabernacle" margin, shall dwell as in a tent, a
temporary abode. In its literal meaning,
therefore, there is no reference to the
rest of the body in the grave, or to the
hope of resurrection from the grave, but
the words must be understood of this
life

:

—

(Perowne)

;

cf.

crdp£ jxou

r\

tyji'

Kara-

i^ux*^ fxou eis

with which the Psalmist cannot associate
the thought of life and light (see also on
ver. 31).— ov8« 8w<r€is: in R.V.
(O.T.)
the word " suffer " is retained, but in R.V.
" thou wilt
not give," the
(N.T.) we find

Hebrew

being used in this sense to

|J"|2

permit, to suffer, to let, like Si8o>p.i and
dare, Viteau, Le Grec du N. T., p. 156
(1893).— t6v ocri6v <rov: the Hebrew

Chasid which

my

soul,

similar expression for the eye, the hand,
or any member of the body held in special

honour

cti 8e Kal

ouk cyicaTaXcuJ/cts

85

Deut.

xxxiii.

12, 28,

Psalm iv. 8, xxv. 13, Jer. xxiii. 6, xxxiii.
16.
For the hope of the Psalmist, expressed in the following words, is primarily
" Thou wilt
for preservation from death
not give up my soul to Sheol [i.e., to the
underworld, so that one becomes its
prey], neither wilt thou suffer thy beloved
one [singular] to see the pit" (so Delitzsch
and Perowne, as also R. Smith and Kirk-

is thus sometimes translated in the
(Vulgate, Sanctus) is
"
often rendered thy beloved one," and the

LXX

word denotes not only one who is godly
and pious, but also one who is the object
of Jehovah's loving-kindness. The word
might well be used of Him, Who was not
only the Holy One of God, but 6 &YaTnrrd«
" the beloved Son ".
vi6q t
On the word
Chasid see Kirkpatrick, Psalms, Appen"

—

ISeiv 8ia<f>0opdv :
dix, p. 221.
corrup"
tion
or " the pit," margin R.V.
(O.T.),
but in the N.T. simply

(A.

and R.V.), Vulgate,

LXX

the

dered

"corruption"

corruptio.

Hebrew JlHtlJ

8ia4>0opd,

is

In the

often ren-

"corruption,"

as

if

derived from j"\ntT 8ia<|>0efpeiv, " to cor— T
"
not, however, in the sense of corrupt
ruption, putridity, but of destruction. The
;

derivation however is probably from

pfillj,

:

patrick).

Ver. 27.
els ^S-rjv.

In

LXX

W.H.

;

and N.T. rightly
Briggs, Mes24; although in T.R.

cf. also

sianic Prophecies, p.
as usually in Attic, cU aSov, sc, Z6\iov.
Blass regards cis as simply usurping in the
common dialect the place of Iv, but we can

scarcely explain the force of the preposition here in this way.
tyicaTaXeul/cts
used of utter abandonment, cf. Psalm

—

2 Tim. iv. 10, 16). eis
(cf.
it
whilst
is
that
true
the
Psalmist "says nothing about what
"
shall happen to him after death
(Perowne), he expresses his conviction that
his soul would not be given up to the
land of gloom and forgetfulness, the
abode of the dead, dark and cheerless,
xxii.

$8t]v:

1

down, hence it means a pit, and
sometimes a sepulchre, a grave, Psalm

to sink

xxx.

10,

grave,"

Psalm

lv.
i.e.,

24, so
to die

here " to see the

and be buried,

cf.

10 (see Robinson's Gesenius,
Dr.
p. 1053, note, twenty-sixth edition).
Robertson Smith maintains that there
are two Hebrew words the same in
form but different in origin, one masculine = putrefaction or corruption, the
other feminine = the deep or the pit.
So far he agrees with the note in Gesenius,
u.s. f that the word 8ia$0opd should here
be rendered by the latter, the pit, but he
takes the rendering, the deep or the pit,
as an epithet not of the grave but of
xlix.

Sheol or Hades (see Expositor, p. 354,
" The Sixteenth
1876, the whole paper on
Psalm," by Dr. R. Smith, should be consulted, and p. 354 compared with the
note in Gesenius), and this view certainly
seems to fit in better with the parallel-

ism
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86
1

dSou,
jxoi

ouSe Sucre is rbv ocrioV aou ihelv hiafyQop&v.

o&ous

•

29. "Ai'Spes d8e\<j>ol,

a8ov EP, Chrys.
Weiss, Wendt (so in

ciime

c?$<V

on

Exodus

Hebrew D*OQ, fo**

or

xxxiii.

14

;

Oehler, Theo-

logie des A. T., pp. 46, 56, 62, and WestAnd so the
cott, Hebrews, p. 272.

Psalm ends as it had begun with God
The Psalmist's
2, and ver. 11.
thoughts carried him beyond mere temporal deliverance, beyond the changes
and chances of this mortal life, to the
assurance of a union with God, which
;

cf. ver.

death could not dissolve while as Christians we read with St. Peter a deeper
and a fuller meaning still in the words,
as we recall the Life, Death, Resurrection, and Ascension of Him, of Whom
;

was written 6 \6yo$ crap! iyivtro
Kal !<ria]vw<r6v 4v Tjp.iv.
Ver. 29.
avSpes dSeX^oi : an affectionate form of address as compared
with vv. 14 and 22 (cf. vii. 2, xxii. 1), but
still much more formal than iii. 17, where
we have a8c\cf>oi alone in St. Peter's pity
for those who crucifying the Saviour
knew not what they did. e|ov, sc, Ictti
(with infinitive), cf. 2 Cor. xii. 4, only in
N.T. Viteau, Le Grec du N. T., p. 200
(1893), cf LXX Esther iv. 2; 4 Mace.
v. 18 ; not " may I speak unto you," but
" I
may say unto you," R.V., not = c<rr«,
but lo-Ti (e^co-Ti), Wendt, in loco.
ucto.
on the phrase, see below, iv.
irappT)crias
13, and its repeated use by St. Luke
cf.
Heb. iv. 16; Lat., cum fiducia, West108.
In
LXX
the
Hebrews,
cott,
p.
it

W.H.,

).

countenance, in the O.T. The expression
is a common one in the O.T., " in God's
"
presence ; cf. Psalm iv. 6, xvii. 13, xxi. 6,
cxl. 13.
Grimm-Thayer explains (jie)
ovTa ficra, etc., " being in thy pre"
sence
The
(see sub ueTd, i. 2 b).
force of the expression is strikingly
in
seen
its repeated use in Numbers vi.
cf.

p.Krjp.a

1

;

;

TTapptjatas irpos upas ircpi

Clem., Epiph., solTisch.,

;

:

25

jjlctoL

LXX A) aSrjv ^ABCD,
LXX B— tov a8rjv S

(in

—

translation of the

Ivvtopicrcls

Kal eTeXcurrjcrc Kal eVa^t), Kal to

Ver. 28. lyvajpio-ds uoi 68ovs £cuf)«
Peter quotes from the LXX, which
has the plural oSovs so in Proverbs v.
6, where Hebrew has the same word as
here in the singular, the LXX translates
680VS £wT]S. (JLCTOL TOV TTpoaWTTOV (TOV,
" = "
11
in thy prewith thy countenance
" in
sence," margin = Hebrew,
thy presence ". The LXX irpoVcoTTov is a literal
St.

a8.

TrXTjpwffeis pve eu<£pocruVr)s p.tTa tou TrpoacoTrou crou."

£cuy]s

tou iraTpidpxou AaJ3iS,
1

ii-

:

—

—

:

;

the phrase is found, Lev. xxvi. 13,
Esther viii. 12, 1 Mace. iv. 18, 3 Mace,
iv. 1, vii. 12.
St. Peter will first of all
state facts which cannot be denied, before
he proceeds to show how the words used
of David are fulfilled in " great David's
He speaks of David in
greater Son ".

terms which indicate his respect for his
name and memory, and as Bengel well
" est
says,
igitur hoc loco irpoSepaircfa,
praevia sermonis mitigatio" ("est haec
irpo0€p. ut aiunt rhetores," Blass, in loco).

— tov iraTpidpxov, the name
cally used in the

Heb.

is

emphati-

N.T. of Abraham

;

cf.

4 (properly the apx<ov (auctor),
iraTptds), and of the sons of Jacob, Acts
vii. 8, 9, and cf. 4 Mace. vii. 19, used of
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. In the LXX
" heads of the fathers'
it is used of the
houses," 1 Chron. ix. 9, xxiv. 31, in a
Here used,
comparatively lower sense.
as a term of high honour, of David, regarded as the ancestor of the kingly race.
See on the word and its formation, Kennedy, Sources of New Testament Greek,
vii.

p. 114.

—Sti

Kal iTeXcvTTjo-e Kal

<Vrd<|>T|

:

" that he both died and was
buried,"
St. Peter states notorious facts,
R.V.
and refers to them in a way which could
not wound the susceptibilities of his
whilst he shows them that
David's words were not exhausted in his

hearers,

own

case.
The argument is practically
same as that of St. Paul in xiii. 36
from the same Psalm. xal to uvrjua
avTov Iotiv iv ijuiv, i.e., in Jerusalem,
the mention of the
tomb emphasises the fact and certainty of the death
of David, and implies that his body had
seen corruption.
That David's tomb

the

was shown

—

in

the time

we know from Neh.

iii.

of

16.

Nehemiah
From Jos.,

Ant., vii., 15, 3 ; xiii., 8, 4 ; B. J., i., 2, 5,
we learn that Solomon had buried a large
treasure in the tomb, and that on that
account one of its chambers had been

broken open by Hyrcanus, and another
by Herod the Great. According to Jos.,
Ant., xvi., 7, 1, Herod, not content with
rifling the tomb, desired to penetrate
further, even as far as the bodies of
David and Solomon, but a flame burst
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^

auTou Icniv iv f\\uv axP 1
^H^P a $ Tau'rns.
30. irpo^TT]? ouv
6
wu.oa€i>
auTw
ck Kapirou rr)s
on
Kal
etSws
Oeds,
opK<o
uirdpxwy,
dyacrTrjo-€u> rbv

auTou to kcit& o-dpica

oa<|>uos

1

KaOiarai

Xpioroy,

lirl

tou 0p6Vou auTou, 31. Tvpol'ScV eXdXn,o-€ irepl ttjs dyaordcrecos tou
2
auTou els aoou, ou8e tj adp§
r\ ^uxtj
Xpiorou, on ou KaTe\ei<j>0Tj
1

to Kara

2

<r.

.
tov X. om. fc^ABCD 61, Vulg., good versions, Eus., Cypr.,
W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt (rejects as a marginal gloss, so Alford);

.

.

Irenint., so Tisch.,

but although a similar reading is found in DE Blass does not receive it in his P text
D reads icapSias Gig., Par., Syr. Pesh.,
(see Weiss on Codex D, p. 57).
ocr<j>vos,
2
so in
so Hilg., Iren. icotXias (ventris)
(LXX Ps. cxxxi. n, S R).
;

;

so Tisch., W.H., Weiss, Wendt,
it is simply derived from ver.
27
Lach.
aSirjv ^B, Eus., Thaum., so Tisch., W.H.,
(Wendt). a.8ov ACDEP, Chrys.,
om.
^ABC*D 61, 81, Syr. Pesh., Boh., Sah., Aeth.,
Wendt, Weiss, tj i|/vxt) avTov
Eus., Irenint., Didint., Victorin. so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt (from ver. 27,
of
. . . ovtc.
instead
ovtc
.
ov
.
.
ovht; but ovrc J^ACD, Eus.,
so also
ovSc,
. ov8«,
following B).
Chrys., Cyr., so Tisch., W.H., Wendt; but Weiss ovtc . .
2

cv.

^BCDE,

Eus., Chrys., Theodrt.,
evKa/reXeKfreT!
too well testified to suppose that
(alt. in W.H.),

A

;

forth

and slew two of his guards, and the

king

fled.

To

this attempt the

Jewish

growing troubles
In the time of
Hadrian the tomb is said to have fallen
Whatever its exact site, it
into ruins.
must have been within the walls, and
therefore could not correspond with the
so called "tombs of the kings" which

historian attributed the

Herod's

in

De Saulcy

family.

identified

with

it.

Those

tombs are outside the walls, and are of the
Roman period (Schiirer, Jewish People,
div.

i.,

vol.

i.,

p.

276, E.T.,

B.D. 2). Wetstein, in

loco,

"

David,"

quotes the

testi-

mony of Maundrell as to the sepulchres

of

David and his family being the only
sepulchres within the walls. St. Jerome,
Epist.y xlvi., writing to Marcella, expresses a hope that they might pray together in the mausoleum of David; so
that at the end of the fourth century
tradition

must

still

have claimed to mark

as David could
irpo^iynris
not have spoken this Psalm of himself,
he spoke it of some other, who was none
other than the Messiah here the word
in the double sense of one
is used
declaring God's will, and also of one
foretelling how that will would be fulfilled.
tnrdpxwv another favourite word
of St. Luke, in his Gospel, and especially

Acts

times,

:

;

in the former it is found
in the latter no less

and

Hebraistic;

cf. ver. 17.

Le Grec du N.
oath

cf.

Viteau,
for the

7\, p. 141 (1896) ;
Ps. cxxxii. n, 2 Sam. vii. 16.

—

EK KapiTOV Tij$ OCTAVOS dVTOV, i.e., of
It is a common Hebraistic
his offspring.
form of expression 6<r<j>v5 read here,
but koiXio in Ps. cxxxi. 11 (LXX); cf.
and 2 Chron. vi. 9 (He'b.
Gen. xxxv.
With regard to the human elevii. 5).

—

n

ment in the Person of Jesus, Peter speaks
of him as a descendant of David according to prophecy, as in the Synoptists and
Rom. i. 3 (Schmid). The exact expression, Kapiros Tijs octavos, is not

found in

the LXX, but icap. tt}s KoiXCas is found,
not only in the Psalm quoted but in
Mic. vi. 7 (Lam. ii. 20), where the same
Hebrew words are used as in the Psalm
is several times a transo<r(j>vs in the
:

:

—

in

—

wp.ocrev,

LXX

the spot.
Ver. 30.

—

tnatik des N. G., p. 239.
Here it may
indicate that David was a prophet, not
only in this one instance, but constantly
with reference to the Messiah. Spico

seven
than

twenty-four times, and in all parts (excluding to, tnrdpxovTa), Friedrich, Das
Lucasevangclium, p. 7. It is not used
by the other Evangelists. In the N.T.,
as in later Greek, it is often weakened
into an equivalent of clvai; Blass, Gram-

lation of another

Hebrew word

D^^n

This

construction
partitive
(supply Tiva) is also a Hebraistic mode
(dual).

LXX

of expression, and frequent in the
;
See Viteau, Le Grec
ii.
18, v. 2.
du N. T., p. 151 (1896).
Ver. 31.
irpotSwv, cf. Gal. iii. 8.
The word ascribes prophetic consciousness to David in the composition of the
Psalm, but, as we learn from St. Peter
himself, that prophetic consciousness did
not involve a distinct knowledge of the
events foretold (1 Pet. i. 10-12) ; that
which the Holy Ghost presignified was
only in part clear to the prophets, both
as to the date of fulfilment and also as

cf.
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ou

irdrres

%€is

1

tov Ay.
;

but

riv.

but tov

;

TR.

in

DP,

e'arfwi'

d^a-rqaej' 6 060$,

irv.

ouV

8e£ia

ttj

l

Xapuf

tou

©eoC

irapa,

tou

tov ay. fr^ABCE 13, 6r, 130, Vulg., Chrys., 80 W.H.,
and accepted by Blass in and by Hilg.

Irint.,

:

—

as expressing a well-known fact. iyicaTcaorists, not futures, beXcC<f>6r] . . . cISev
cause from St. Peter's standpoint the pro:

phecy had been already fulfilled (Felten,
Wendt). With this verse we naturally
compare the mention of Christ's descent
into Hades and His agency in the realms
of the dead in St. Peter's First Epistle,
iii. 19 (cf. Phil. ii. 10, Ephes. iv. 9, Rom.
x. 7
Zahn, Das Apost. Syntbolum, pp.
71-74; but see also Schmid, ubi supra,
Thus while the words bore, as
p. 414).
we have seen, a primary and lower reference to David himself, St. Peter was
led by the Holy Ghost to see their higher
and grander fulfilment in Christ. els
$8ov on the construction see above on
ver. 27, and on the Jewish view of Sheol
or Hades in the time of our Lord as an
intermediate state, see Charles, Book of
Enoch, p. 168 and p. 94, and compare
;

—

:

the interesting although indirect
parallel to 1 Pet. iii. 19, which he finds
in The Book of the Secrets of Enoch,
p. xlv. ff. ; Weber, Judische Theologie,
also

pp. 163, 341.
ov : may be masculine
Ver. 32.
but is taken as neuter
cf. xiii. 31,
by Blass (so too Overbeck, Holtzmann,
Weiss, Wendt, Felten). Bengel remarks
"
nempe Dei qui id fecit," and compares
v. 32, x. 41, and 1 Cor. xv. 15.

=

Christ,

ovv: the Ascension is a
Ver. 33.
necessary sequel to the Resurrection, cf.
Weiss, Leben Jesu, iii., 409 ff. and in loco.
Or the word may mark the result of the
assured and manifold testimony to the
Resurrection, to which the Apostle had
" Confirmata resurrecjust appealed :
tione Christi, ascensio non potest in
dubium vocari," Bengel. Tfj 8e£iqi tov
6eov best to take the words as an instrumental dative, so in v. 31, with the
majority of recent commentators. On
grammatical grounds it would be difficult
to justify the rendering " to the right
hand " (although taken in connection
with v. 34 it would give very good
sense), since such a combination of the
dative alone is found only in the poets.

—

:

33.

fjidptupcs.

to historical shaping (Schmid, Biblische
Theol. des N. T., p. 395, and Alford, in
5ti introducing the words which
loco).
follow as a fuller explanation, or simply

—

'It]<7oui>

T€ cirayYeXiai' tou 'A^t'ou P"cujj.aTO$

u»|fw0eis, tt\v

Weiss

32. touto^ rbv

etSe oiacf>0opdV.

auToij

II.

and never

in prose in classical Greek.
other instances adduced, Acts
xxi. 16 and Rev. ii. 16, can be other-

The only

wise explained, cf. Winer-Moulton, xxxi.,
On Judg. xi. 18 (LXX) quoted in
p. 268.
support of the local rendering by Fritzsch,
see Wendt's full note in loco. The instrumental meaning follows naturally
upon ver. 32— the Ascension, as the
Resurrection, was the mighty deed of
Phil.

God,

ii.

9.

There

is

therefore

no

occasion to regard the expression with
De Wette as a Hebraism, see Wetstein,
in

loco.

xii.

32,

14.

—

v\|/a>0eis, cf. especially John
and Westcott's note on John iii.
The word is frequently found in

LXX.

As Lightfoot

points out, in our

Lord Himself the divine law which He
Himself had enunciated was fulfilled,
6 Tairctvwv eavTOV
xiv.

n,

xviii.

14).

—

tov ayiov irvevfiaTos

-uvJ/wQ^crcTai
r-qv

(Luke

tc iirayyeXCav

above on
i. 4
The language of St.
(Gal. iii. 14).
Peter is in agreement with, but yet independent of, that in St. John, whilst it
calmly certifies the fulfilment of our
Lord's promise.
4$^xcc: "hath poured
R.V.
All previous English
forth,"
versions except Rhem. = A.V. The verb
is used in the LXX in the
prophecy cited
above, Joel ii. 28, 29 (cf. also Zech. xii.
10), although it is not used in the Gospels of the outpouring of the Spirit.
tovto: either the Holy Ghost, as the
Vulgate takes it, or an independent
neuter "this which ye see and hear," i.e.,
in the bearing and speech of the assemk.t.X., see

—

—

bled Apostles. St. Peter thus leads his
hearers to infer that that which is poured
out is by its effects nothing else than the
Holy Ghost. It is noteworthy that just
as Joel speaks of God, the Lord Jehovah,
pouring out of His Spirit, so the same
divine energy is here attributed by St.
Peter to Jesus. See above on ver. 17.
Ver. 34.
St. Peter does not demand
belief upon his own assertion, but he
again appeals to the Scriptures, and to
words which could not have received a
In this
fulfilment in the case of David.
appeal he reproduces the very words in
which, some seven weeks before, our
Lord Himself had convicted the scribes
of error in their interpretation pf this

AnorroAQN
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touto S vvv

uu.€is PX£jt€T€ Kal AkouVtc.
34. ou yap
" Elivev 6
tous
Aa|3l8 dve'^r] €is
oupayous, X£yei Se auros,
Krfpios tw
KdQou
ex
ay
8<o
Iws
tous
Se^iwy
p.ou, 35.
Kupiw fiou,
lupous aou
uiTOiroSiov' tou' TroSwy aou."
36. 'Aa^aXws ouV yivuxTKirtit irds oikos

iraTpos, c£e'x €€

'lo-parjX

on

'Itjo-ouc

oV

Kal

2

Kupioy Kal Xpiordi' auTdp 6 0e6s

TJu.ets

eiroiTjorc,

toutok top

^araupwaare.

D

After 6^€x«« and before touto
(Par.) insert v|uv, and E, Syrr. (Pesh. and Hare),
tol. demid., Ir., Did., Ambr., Par. hoc donum.
Harris ascribes this second
addition, though dubiously, to a Montanist ; but cf. ver. 38, x. 45, xi. 17, although
in these passages Swpca, not Swpov, is used.
1

Sah.

2

Kai K. ; xai in all uncials, also Vulg., Syr. H., W.H., R.V., Weiss ; om. by many
kou X. ovtov EP 61, Ath., Epiph. ; avrov Kai X. J^ABCD 2
cursives, also Syr. Pesh.
15, 18, 61, 130, Vulg., Arm., Bas., Irint., so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss.

same Psalm (Matt. xxii. 44, Mark xii. 35,
Luke xx. 41), and, " unlearned " in the
eyes of the scribes, had answered the
question which they could not answer,
how David's Son was also David's Lord.

No passage of Scripture is so constantly
referred to in the N.T. as this 110th Psalm,
cf. references above, and also 1 Cor. xv.
25,

Heb.

i.

13, v. 6, vii. 17, 21, x. 13.

The Psalm was always regarded

as

Messianic by the Jews (Weber, Jiidische
Edersheim,
Thcologie, p. 357 (1897)
jfesus the Messiah, ii., 720 (Appendix) ;
Cheyne, Origin of the Psalter, p. 35 ;
Driver, Introduction to O. T., pp. 362,
and if it had not been so in the
363
time of our Lord, it is obvious that His
argument would have missed its point
if those to whom He addressed
His
" What think
question
ye of the Christ ?"
could have answered that David was not
speaking of the coming Messiah. For
earlier interpretations of the Psalm, and
the patristic testimony to its Messianic

true to say that Christ will only then
rightly rule, when He has subjugated all
His enemies. ov with lug as here, where
it is left doubtful when that will take
place to which it is said a thing will
continue (Grimm-Thayer, and instances
sub ?ws, i., 1 b). viroir48iov, cf. Josh. x.
24, referring to the custom of conquering
kings placing their feet upon the necks
of their conquered enemies (so Blass, in

—

—

;

character, see Speaker's Commentary, iv.,
427, and on the authorship see Gifford,
Authorship of the 110th Psalm, with

Appendix, 1895 (SPCK), and Delitzsch,
Psalms, Hi., pp. 163-176, E.T. kcLGov Ik
Seliuv (jlov KaQov contracted for Kafl-qcro

—

:

(cf.

also

Mark

xii.

"

"

36,

Heb.

i.

13)

;

this

form, which is also found in
popular
the Fragments of the comic writers, is
the present imperative of KaOr|p.ai in
modern Greek, Kennedy, Sources of N. T.
Greek, p. 162. In the LXX it is frequently used (see Hatch and Redpath,
sub. v.).
Iws the word does not imply
that Christ shall cease to reign subsequently: the word here, as elsewhere,
does not imply that what is expressed
will only have place up to a certain time
(cf. Gen. xxxiii. 15, Deut. vii. 4, 2 Chron.

—

vi.

23;

cf.

:

1

Tim.

iv.

13),

rather

is it

amongst recent commentators).

loco,

Ver. 36.

>

&<r<j>aXws

:

used here em-

phatically ; the Apostle would emphasise
the conclusion which he is about to draw
from his three texts cf. xxi. 34, xxii. 30,
;

and Wisdom

—
Greek). iras

article,

for

oIkoc
oikos *l.

Kings

or

it

xii.

may

6 (so in classical
without the

*l<rp.,
is regarded

as a
LXX, 1 Sam. vii. 2,
Ezek.
iv.
xlv.
Neh.
16,
6,
23,
be reckoned as Hebraistic,

proper name,
1

xviii.

cf.

Blass, Grammatik des N. G., pp. 147,
Kal Kvpiov Kal Xptcrrov: the
158.
Kvpios plainly refers to the prophetic

—

utterance just cited. Although in the
first verse of Ps. ex. the words t« Kvpicp
ftov are not to be taken as a name of
God, for the expression is Adoni not
Adonai (" the Lord saith unto my Lord,'*
R.V.), and is simply a title of honour
and respect, which was used of earthly
Moses,
superiors, e.g. % of Abraham,
Elijah, Sisera, Naaman, yet St. Peter

had called David a Prophet, and only in
the Person of the Risen and Ascended
Christ Who had sat down with His
Father on His Throne could the Apostle
see an adequate fulfilment of David's
prophecy, or an adequate realisation of
the anticipations of the Christ. So in
the early Church, Justin Martyr, Apol., i.,
" the
60, appeals to the words of
prophet
David " in this same Psalm as foretelling
the Ascension of Christ and His reign
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37. 'AKOuaavTcs

Mrpov

1

8e KaTcruyTjaai'

kcu tous Xonrous

2

ii.

ttj

KapSia, cTtroV tc irpos rbv

diroaroXous, Ti

irot^CTo/xei', cu'Spes d8eXcJ>oi;

D

1
aicovo-avTcs ; before this word
(so Syr. Hard, mg.) reads tot€ iravres 01
<rvveX0ovTes kcu, and after KaTcvvy. ttjv Kap8. D adds Kai tiv«s «| ovtwv (cnrav), so
to
Blass's
this
would
show more account and detailed informatheory
Hilg. According
but on the other hand it may
tion, ... all were pricked, etc., but only some inquired
have been inserted to explain an apparent difficulty. According to Weiss, Codex D,
p. 57, this and the following addition in D, viroSeilaTc tjjuv, are emendations of a
kind similar to those which we find in ii. 45. In totc k.t.X. in D, Harris sees either
a lectionary preface or reader's expansion. Others find a case of assimilation, e.g.,
to Luke xxiii. 48 (Chase points out that similar words occur in the Syriac of the two
In totc Weiss can only see one of the frequent ways in which the
passages).
characteristic alterations of D are introduced.

—

2

Xoiirovs om.

a"

by D,

Gig., Aug.

— Hilg., and Blass, who omits

it

^ABCEP,

in

also,

say

" recte

Epiph., Chrys. so Tisch., W.H.,
R.V., Weiss, Wendt (as against Meyer), so also Blass in 0; but Hilg. follows T.R.
word
D
adds
after
this
viro8€i|aT€ "np.iv, so E, Gig., Par., Wer. tol., Syr.
aScX^oi;
Hard, mg., Aug., Prom. ; so Hilg. The word could be well connected with the kcu
Ttvcs as indicating their earnestness and willingness ; cf. Luke iii. 7, Matt. iii. 7 (to
which Chase sees an assimilation), Acts ix. 16, xx. 35.
fort, et in

;

cf. v. 29.

iroiTjcrttfp.€v

On the
over His spiritual enemies.
remarkable expression Xpicrros Kvpios
in connection with Ps. ex. 1, see Ryle
and James, Psalms of Solomon, pp.
141-143, cf. with the passage here x.
In 1 Peter iii. 15 we have the
36, 42.
phrase Kvpiov 8e Xptcrr&v ayia.a-a.rt k.t.X.
(R.V. and W.H.), "sanctify in your

hearts Christ as Lord" (R.V.), where St.
Peter does not hesitate to command that
Christ be sanctified in our hearts as
Lord, in words which are used in the
O.T. of the Lord of hosts, Isa. viii. 13,

and His

If it is
sanctification by Israel.
said that it has been already shown that
in Ps. ex. 1 Christ is referred to not as
the Lord but as " my lord," it must not
be forgotten that an exact parallel to 1

Peter

and

its

high Christology
may be found in this first sermon of St.
Peter, cf. note on w. 18-21 and 33.
tovtov rbv I. ov vpcis ^crravpwcraTC,
" hath made Him both Lord and
Christ,
this Jesus whom ye crucified," R.V., so
Vulgate. The A.V., following Tyndale
and Cranmer, inverts the clauses, but
iii.

15

—

mark what Bengel so well calls
aculeus in fine, the stinging effect with
which St. Peter's words would fall on
the ears of his audience, many of whom
may have joined in the cry, Crucify Him
(Chrysostom). Holtzmann describes this
last clause of the speech as " ein schwerer
Schlusstein zur Kronung des Gebaudes ".
Ver. 37.
Karevvyt](rav tJjv KapSiav
no word could better make known that
the sting of the last word had begun to
fails to

!

:

work (see Theophylact, in loco)
pungOy so in Vulg. The word

=

is

comnot

;

in classical Greek in the same sense
as here, but the simple verb vvcrcreiv is
so used. In
the best parallels
are Gen. xxxiv. 7, Ps. cviii. 16 (eix.)

used

LXX

:

De

Hoc
Orat., iii., 34.
pcenitentiae initium est, hie ad pietatem
ingressus, tristitiam ex peccatis nostris
cf.

Cicero,

*«

concipere ac malorum nostrorum sensu
.
.
sed compunctioni accedere
debet promptitudo ad parendum," Calvin,
in loco.
t£ iroincroipev ; conj., delib. cf.
Luke iii. 10, 12, 14, Markxii. 14, xiv. 12,
John xii. 27, Matt. xxvi. 54, Burton,
Moods and Tenses of N. T. Greek, pp. 76,
126, and Viteau, Le Grec du N. T. t
inp. 28 ff. (1893).
avSpes aSeXcfxu
vulnerari

.

—

,

—

:

dicating respect and regard— St. Peter's
address had not been in vain "non ita
dixerant prius " Bengel ; but now the
words come as a response to St. Peter's
own appeal, v. 29, cf. also Oecumenius,
(so too Theophylact), kcli oIkckotikw?

—

ovtovs a8€X<}>ovs KaXovoriv, ovs irpwip'
£xXeva£ov. (xcTavoncroTc, Luke xxiv. 47.
The Apostles began, as the Baptist began,
Matt. iii. 2, as the Christ Himself began,
Matt. iv. 17, Mark i. 15, with the exhortation to repentance, to a change of heart
and life, not to mere regret for the past.
On the distinction between peTavociv and
|&€TcuLe'Xop.cu, see Trench, N. T. Synonyms, i., 208. Dr. Thayer remarks that
the distinction drawn by Trench is hardly
sustained by usage, but at the same
time he allows that peravoeZv is undoubtedly the fuller and nobler term, expressive
of moral action and issues, as is indicated
by the fact that it is often employed in
the imperative (ficTcuiiXopai never), and

—
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ricrpos

8c

eVaoTos ujAwf

l

l<f>i)

iirl

irpos

tw

aurous,

Kal

MeTayo^araTe,

6t>6p,aTi 'IrjcroG

eis

Xpiorou

9*
3a7rncr0^TW

a^aty auapnwy

•

Kal \^i|/eo-0e
r\

tou 'Ayiou n^eujiaTOs.
39. up,iy yap i<rriv
tyji' Scopea^
eirayyeXia Kal tois tckvois up-aw, Kal irdai tois eis aaKpdV, oaous

1
but ev in BCD, Cyr.-Jer., Epiph.,
eiri NAEP, Bas., Chrys., so Tisch. and Weiss
Cyr., Theodrt., so W.H., R.V. ; both expressions seem to be equally common in
;

Luke and Acts.
construction with air<J, Ik, cf also
eis 0€ov fxeravoia (Synonyms in Grimm-Thayer, sub p,eTape'Christian Baptism was not
Xop.ai).
admission to some new club or society
of virtue, it was not primarily a token of
mutual love and brotherhood, although
it purified and strengthened both, cf. ver.

by

its

Acts xx. 31,

44

-f|

ff.

Ver. 38. pairr«7-6iiTci> " Non satis est
Christo credere,sed oportet et Chr istianum
profited, Rom. x. 10, quod Christus per
:

in

which we read

(ix. 5) p.ir)8els 8e $ay 4r<a
airo ttjs evxapurrias vpwv,

(itjSc iricTci»

aXX* 01 PairT«r0evT€s els ovopa Kvpiov,
Christ, as the immediate context
shows. els a<{>€<riv twv apapnuv v\i<av
" unto "
els,
R.V., signifying the aim.
It has been objected that St. Peter lays
no stress upon the death of Christ in
this connection, but rather upon His
Resurrection. But we cannot doubt that
St. Peter who had emphasised the fact
of the crucifixion would have remembered
his Master's solemn declaration a few
hours before His death, Matt. xxvi. 28.
Even if the words in this Gospel els a<f>e<riv
apapnuv are rejected, the fact remains
that St. Peter would have connected the
thought of the forgiveness of sins, a
prerogative which, as every Jew was
eager to maintain, belonged to God and
to God alone, with the (new) covenant
which Christ had ratified by His death.
i.e.,

—

:

baptismum fieri voluit," Grotius. John's
baptism had been a baptism of repentance
for the remission of sins, but the work
of St. Peter and of his fellow-Apostles
was no mere continuation of that of the
Their baptism was
Baptist, cf. xix. 4, 5.
to be eirl (Iv) t$ 6v<$uai-i M. X. St. Peter's
address had been directed to the proof
that Jesus was the Christ, and it was
only natural that the acknowledgment
of the cogency of that proof should form Harnack admits that however difficult it
the ground of admission to the Christian may be to explain precisely the words of
Church the ground of the admission to Jesus to the disciples at the Last Supper,
:

baptism was the recognition of Jesus
The reading itrl (see
as the Christ.
especially Weiss, Apostelgeschichte, pp.

yet one thing is certain, that He connected
the forgiveness of sins with His death,
Dogmengeschichte, i., pp. 55 and 59, see

35, 36) brings this out more clearly thanlv.
It is much better to explain thus than

also

baptism in the name of one of
the Persons of the Trinity involves the
names of the other Persons also, or to
to say that

suppose with Bengel (so Plumptre) that
the formula in Matt, xxviii. 19 was used
for Gentiles, whilst for

Jews or Proselytes
already acknowledged a Father and
a Holy Spirit baptism in the name of
the Lord Jesus sufficed ; or to conjecture
with Neander that Matt, xxviii. 19 was
not at first considered as a formula to be
adhered to rigidly in baptism, but that
the rite was performed with reference to
This difficulty, of
Christ's name alone.
which so much has been made, does not
appear to have pressed upon the early
Church, for it is remarkable that the
passage in the Didache, vii., 3, which is
rightly cited to prove the early existence
of the Invocation of the Holy Trinity in
baptism, is closely followed by another

who

—"Covenant,"

Hastings, B.D., p.

512. \)p.wv the R.V. has this addition,
so too the Vulgate (Wycl. and Rheims).
As each individual eKaoros was to be
:

baptised, so each, if truly penitent, would
receive the forgiveness of his sins. ttjv
Swpeav, not xapicrjxa as in 1 Cor. xii. 4,
9, 28, for the Holy Ghost, the gift, was a
personal and abiding possession, but the
Xop(<rp.aTa were for a time answering to

—

special needs, and enjoyed by those to
The word
distributed them.

whom God
is

gift of the Holy
four times in Acts,
17, but by no other

used specially of the

Ghost by
viii.

St.

Luke

20, x. 45, xi.

Evangelist {cf, however, Luke xi. 13), cf.
Heb. vi. 4 (John iv. 10).
Ver. 39. t>p.iv Y^P : tne promise was
made to the very men who had invoked
upon themselves and upon their children,
St. Matt, xxvii. 25, the blood of the
Crucified.
See Psalms of Solomon, viii.,

39 (Ryle and James' edition, p. 88).—
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$v iTpo<rKa\&rY]TCH
ttXcioo-i

Kupios 6 0e6s

Tjp.<uf.

II.

40.

tc Xcryois

fre'pois

oiepvaprupe-ro Kal irapeKdXci Xeywi/, Xw0t)T€ dird rf)s

ttjs cncoXids TauTTjs.

4T. Oi

x

jikv oui'

dcrp,eVu>s

y^ 6 **?

ft7roSe^u|xevoi roy

^ABCD

6i,
acrpevws EP, Syrr. (Pesh. and Hard.), Arm., Chrys. ; but om. by
For airoVulg., Sah., Boh., Aeth., Clem., so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt.
Selapevoi D substitutes iricn-cvcravTcs, and Syr. Harcl. rag., Aug. add kcu iricrTcvoravT€s.
(Harris sees a Montanist addition, necessity of faith for baptism.)
1

toi« els p-aiepdv no occasion with
others to limit the words to
It must not
the Jews of the Diaspora.
be forgotten that the Apostles were not
surprised that the Gentiles should be
admitted to the Christian Church, but
only that they should be admitted without conforming to the rite of circum-

irdcri

:

Wendt and

11.

we compare iii.
Rom. x. 13),
(cf.

If

cision.

13, 17

26, and Ephes.
it would seem

of race was placed
declaration of the Gospel
message, provided that it was made to
the Jew first (as was always Paul's
custom). Hilgenfeld interprets the words
as referring beyond all doubt to the Gentiles, since vp.iv . . . vp,wv had already
expressed the Diaspora Jews. But he
contends that as ver. 26 plainly intimates
that the address was delivered only to
Israelites, the words in question are
added by "the author to Theophilus ".
He therefore places them in brackets.
Jiingst in the same way thinks it well to
refer them to the Redactor, and Feine
refers them to Luke himself as Reviser.
Weiss sees in the words an allusion to an
that

no

restriction

the

upon

O.T. passage which could only have been
applied at first to the calling of the Gentiles, but which (in the connection in
which it is here placed by the narrator)
must be referred to the Jews of the
Diaspora. It may well have been that
(as in Holtzmann's view) St. Peter's audience only thought of the Jews of the
Diaspora, but we can see in his words a
wider and a deeper meaning, cf. Isaiah
v. 26, and cf. also Isaiah ii. 2, Zech. vi.
15.
Among the older commentators

Oecumenius and Theophylact referred
the words to the Gentiles. ocrovs av

—

irpo<rica\£<rr]Tai

Kvpios

6

0€os

Tjpuiv.

tence and charity of Peter,
eavTT]v

\frvxrj

ykp oTav

en.

4>0ovcXv

ovic

KaraSbKcurrj,

Swarai.
Ver. 40. ercpois tc XcJyoiS irXciocriv
T€ (not 8c), as so frequent in Acts;
" inducit
quae similia cognataque sunt,
8e diversa," Blass, in

matik des N. G.,

p. 258.

and Gram— 8icp.apTvpa.TO

loco,

:

the translation " testified," both in A.
and R.V., hardly gives the full form of the
word. Its frequent use in the
in
the sense of protesting solemnly, cf.
Deut. iv. 26, viii. 19, 1 Sam. viii. 9, Zech.

LXX

iii.

7

(6),

seems more

in

accordance with

St. Peter's words, who here as elsewhere
(x. 42, xliii. 5, xx. 21) was not simply

acting as a witness p-ap-rupciv, but was
also protesting against the false views ol
those he was addressing. It must not,
however, be forgotten that in other
the verb may mean
passages in the
to bear witness (see Hatch and Redpath,
sub v.). In the N.T., as Wendt notes,
it is used by St. Paul in the former sense

LXX

Tim. v. 21,
this Mr. Page
its use in Acts xx. 23

of protesting solemnly in
2 Tim.

14, iv. 1.

ii.

1

With

rightly compares
v. 20, papTvpop,cu), and Luke
(cf. also
So too in classical writers.
xvi. 28.

—

the imperfect suggests the
continuous exhortation which followed
upon the Apostles' solemn protest (Weiss,
in loco).
rqs Yeveds ttjs cncoXia? tovttjs
the adjective is used to describe the
rebellious Israelites in the wilderness,
LXX, Deut. xxxii. 5 (and Ps. lxxvii. 8), a
description used in part by our Lord
Himself, Matt. xvii. 17, Luke ix. 41, and
irapcKaXei:

—

'.

wholly by

The

correct

R.V.

St. Paul, Phil. ii. 15.
translation
"crooked,"

(which A.V. has in Luke
15),

iii.

5, Phil.

ii.

signifies perversity in turning oft
the truth, whilst the A.V. " un-

Wendt

from

view that

toward" (so Tyndale) signifies rather
backwardness in coming to the truth
(Humphry, Commentary on R. V.), Hort,

presses the t)(xwv to favour his
St. Peter thinks only of the
Jews and not of the Gentiles, since he
M
our God," but Blass catches
speaks of
the meaning much better in his com-

ment

"

Israelitarum, qui idem
This gives the true
".
"
force of irpocncaA., " shall call unto him
Oecumenius
also
comments
(so R.V.).
on the words as revealing the true peni:

Tjp.wv

gentes ad se vocat

Judaistic Christianity, pp. 41, 42.
Ol pJv ovv: a truly Lucan
Ver. 41.
There is no anacoluformula, see i. 6.
thon, but for the answering 8c see v. 43.
The words therefore refer to those mentioned in v. 37 ; in contrast to the three
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40—43.

\6yov auTou £j3aTTTia6r)o-ai>
\}/u)(a! wael rptaxiXiai.

Kal Trpoo-eTeOnaav

42. *Haak 8e irpoaKapTcpourrcs Tg 8i8axf]
after the verb ev inserted

1

irpo<r€T€8i]<rav

W.H.,

;

R.V., Weiss,

—

—

airo8e£d|i£voi rbv Xoyov avxov : used in
classical Greek, especially in Plato, of
receiving a teacher or his arguments with
acceptance, and in the N.T. of receiving
with approval ; cf. xxiv. 3. The verb is
only found in St. Luke in the N.T. with
varying shades of meaning, twice in his
Gospel, and five times in Acts in all

Only found in LXX in Apocryphal
books, Tob. vii. 17, Judith xiii. 13 (but
see Hatch and Redpath, sub v.), and in
the Books of the Maccabees; cf. xviii.
parts.

27, xxi. 17, xxiv. 3, xxxviii. 30, see below.
ipairTiorOTja-av. There is nothing in the
text which intimates that the Baptism of

—

the three thousand was performed, not
on the day of Pentecost, but during the
days which followed. At the same time
it is not said that the Baptism of such a
multitude took place at one time or in
one place on the day of the Feast, or
that the rite was performed by St. Peter
alone. Felten allows that others besides
the Twelve may have baptised. See his
note, in loco, and also Zockler, Apostel-

—

irpoo-€T€0Tjorav,
geschichte, p. 183.
In the
ver. 47, and v. 14, xi. 24.

cf.

LXX

same verb is used, Isa. xiv. 1, for a
proselyte who is joined to Israel, so too
Esth. ix. 27. x|n>xal, " souls," i.e.', perwere! TpurxiXiai
sons. See on ver. 43.
the adverb is another favourite word of
the

—

—
—
(Friedrich)

Luke

St.

John, and in

it

St.

:

is

not found in

Mark only once,

in

St. Matthew three times, but in St. Luke's
Gospel eight or nine times, and in Acts
six or seven times.
As in i. 15 the introduction of the adverb is against the sup-

position that the number was a fictitious
one.
cannot suppose that the influence and the recollection of Jesus had
vanished within a few short weeks without leaving a trace behind, and where
the proclamation of Him as the Christ
followed upon the wonderful gift of
tongues, in which many of the people

We

rfj

iw

^p^pa

eKCU'-r)

airooToXwj' Kal

by fr^ABCD

15, 18, 61,

tyj

Vulg. so
,

T

Wendt, Hilg.

thousand fear came upon every person,
ij/vx^ so Mr. Page, on p,£v ovv, in loco.
Mr. Rendall finds the answering Z4 in
v. 42; two phases of events are contrasted; three thousand converts are
added in one day they clave stedfastly
See also
to the Christian communion.
his Appendix on |xev ovv, p. 162.

St.

1

93

would see the inspiration of God and a
confirmation given by Him to the claims
made by the disciples, hearts and consciences might well be stirred and quickened and the movement once begun
was sure to spread (see the remarks of
Spitta, Apostelgeschichte, p. 60, on the

—

birthday of the Church, in spite of the
suspicion with which he regards the
number three thousand).
Ver. 42. The growth of the Church
not merely in numbers but in the increase of faith and charity. In R.V. by
the omission of Kal before rfj icXdcrct
two pairs of particulars are apparently
enumerated the first referring to the
close adherence of believers to the
Apostles in teaching and fellowship, the
second expressing their outward acts of
worship or the first pair may be taken
as expressing rather their relation to
man, the second their relation to God
(Nosgen). Dr. Hort, while pointing out
that the first term t-q SiSaxf) ruv airocrtoXwv (" the teaching," R.V., following
Wycliffe ; cf. Matt. vii. 28, "doctrine,"
A. V., which would refer rather to a definite system, unless taken in the sense of
the Latin doctrina, teaching) was obviously Christian, so that the disciples
might well be called scribes to the kingdom, bringing out of their treasures
things new and old, the facts of the life
of Jesus and the glory which followed,
facts interpreted in the light of the Law
and the Prophets, takes the next words
t-q Koivwviq. as separated altogether from
twv dirooTdXwv, " and with the communion " Koivwvia, in Dr. Hort's view
by parallelism with the other terms, ex-

—

;

:

presses something more external and
concrete than a spirit of communion ; it
refers to the help given to the destitute
of the community, not apparently in
money, but in public meals, such as "from
the
another point of view are called
"
Acts vi. 2,
daily ministration
(cf.
There are undoubtedly inTpairc'Sais).
stances of the employment of the word
Koivwvia in this concrete sense, Rom. xv.
26, 2 Cor. viii. 4, ix. 13, Heb. xiii. 26,
but in each of these cases its meaning is
determined by the context (and Zockler,
amongst recent commentators, would so
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tat

irctaT) <|»uxfj

tt)

An02T0AQN

n.

K\(iaei tou apTou Kal Tats irpocrcuxaTs.

<|>o{3os,

43. iyivtro
iroXXd re ripara Kal atjucia 81a twv diroa-

Kai Tfl icXao-ei om. icai
61, so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt,
icoivwvia tt]s icXao-eais tov ap-rov, so d, Vulg., Sah. (so in Gig.,
Hilg., so Alford.
Par. tov ap. ttjs kX.), of which Blass says " recte, nisi delenda t. kX. ".
But the
Western readings look like attempts to remove a difficulty.

N*ABCD*

»

;

meaning here). But, on the
other hand, there are equally undoubted
instances of Koivuvta referring to spiritual
fellowship and concord, a fellowship in
the spirit ; cf. 2 Cor. vi. 4, xiii. 14, Phil,
ii. 1, Gal. ii. 9, 1
John i. 3, 6, 7 cf. also
restrict its

;

in classical writers, Arist., Ethic, viii., g,
12, iv Koivwvia y\ <{>iXia €<tt£.
Here, if

the word can be separated from airoo*.,
it
may be taken to include the inward
fellowship and its outward manifestation, ver. 44.
May not a good parallel
to this signification of the word be

found

in

whilst

it

widest

Phil.

i.

5,

where

icoivwvia,

co-operation in the
including fellowship in

signifies

sense,

sympathy, suffering and toil, also indicates the special and tangible manifestation of this fellowship in the ready almsgiving and contributions of the Philippian
Church see Lightfoot, Philippians, in
;

loco.
The word naturally suggests the
community of goods, as Weizsacker

points out, but as it stands here without
any precise definition we cannot so
limit it, and in his view Gal. ii. g gives
the key to its meaning in the passage
before us the bond which united the
was the consciousness of
y.aBr\ral
their belief in Christ, and in the name
aSeX^oi the relationship thus constituted gained its complete expression.

—

—

tov ap-rov no interpretation
is satisfactory which
forgets (as both
Weizsacker and Holtzmann point out)
that the author of Acts had behind him
Pauline language and doctrine, and that
we are justified in adducing the language
Of St. Paul in order to explain the words
before us, cf. 1 Cor. x. 16, xi. 24, Acts
xx. 7 (and xxvii. 35, Weizsacker).
But
if we admit this, we cannot consistently
t-q icXao-ci

:

explain the expression of a mere common
meal. It may be true that every such
meal in the early days of the Church's
first love had a religious significance,
that it became a type and evidence of the
kingdom of God amongst the believers,
but St. Paul's habitual reference of the
words before us to the Lord's Supper
leads us to see in them here a reference to
the commemoration of the Lord's death,
although we may admit that it is altogether

indisputable that this commemoration at
first followed a common meal.
That St.
Paul's teaching as to the deep religious
significance of the breaking of the bread
carries us back to a very early date is
evident from the fact that he speaks to
the Corinthians of a custom long established; cf. "Abendmahl I." in Hauck's

Real-Encyklopadie, heft i. (i8g6),
ff., on the evidential value of this

p. 23
testi-

mony as against Jiilicher's and Spitta's
attempt to show that the celebration ot
the Lord's Supper in the early Church
rested upon no positive command of
Weizsacker's words are most
Jesus.
"
emphatic :
Every assumption of its
having originated in the Church from
the recollection of intercourse with Him
at table, and the necessity felt for rethe celecalling His death is precluded
bration must rather have been generally
"
observed from the beginning
Apostolic

—

ii., p. 27g, E.T., and cf. Das apostol.
Zeitalter, p. 5g4, second edition (i8g2),
eutestamentliche Theol., i.,
Beyschlag,
p. 155.
Against any attempt to inter-

Age,

N

words under discussion of mere
benevolence towards the poor (Isaiah
lviii.
7) Wendt regards xx. 6, 7 (and also
pret the

xxvii. 35) as decisive.
Weiss refers to
Luke xxiv. 30 for an illustration of the

words, but the act, probably the habitual
act of Jesus, which they express there,
does not exhaust their meaning here.
Spitta takes vi. 2, Siaicovciv Tpairc£ai$
as = icXdcris apTOv, an arbitrary interThe Vulpretation, see also below.

gate connects tq icXao-ei tov ap-rov with
the preceding Kcivwvia, and renders in
communicatione fractionis pants, a rendering justified in so far as the Koivuvia
has otherwise no definite meaning, and
by the fact that the brotherly intercourse
of Christians specially revealed itself in
the fractio panis, cf. 1 Cor. x. 16, and
Blass, in loco, and also P where he reads
Kal Tfl Koivtovia tyjs icXdo-eus tov ap-rov.
But whilst Felten refers to the evidence
of the Vulgate, and also to that of the
Peshitto, which renders the words before
us " in the breaking of the Eucharist "
(so too in xx. 7), it is worthy of note that
he refuses to follow the usual Roman

i6\<t)y eyiVcTO.
2

elxoi'

AnorroAQN

iipaeeis

"3—45.

44. Traces 8e 01 moreuorres r\<rav em to auT<5, kcu
3
45. Kal to, KT^jiaTa Kal ras uirdp^eis cmTrpacr-

1

airaura

9$

koivci,

1

In ver. 43 fc^ACE 13, many cursives, Vulg., Syr. Pesh., Boh. add ev
lepovo-aX-rju
is added
to tuv airoor. in ver. 42); so Tisch., R.V. marg.
But the
by
is not found in
1, 31, 61, Sah., Syr. Hard., Arm., Aeth., Chrys. ; so
R.V.
Vul
Wendt.
Boh
add
also <f>opos tc yjv ueyas
W.H.,
text, Weiss,
£->
fc^AC 4°»
eirt iravras, so Tisch.; but omitted by BDE, Sah., Syrr. (P. and
H.), Arm., Aeth.,
it
assimilation
to
v.
iv.
has
been
5
Chrys. perhaps
33,
already expressed in the
first clause of the verse, and as the authorities for its retention are
mainly the same
as for ev Icp., it would seem that the former addition may also be rejected.

D

(which

BD

addition

-

—

;

cm to

2

rjo-av

Wendt have

avro

only

eiri

icai

falling out is difficult to
3

D

eixov, so Tisch., Hilg.

to ovto eixov

—

rjo-av

and

B

but

;

icai

57, Orig., so W.H., Weiss,
easily be added, but their

might

imagine.

Pesch.) reads ieeu 00-01 KTt]uaTa cixov tj virap£eis eiriirpao-Kov so Hilg. Before irao-t D, Gig., Par. insert ko.0' rjpcpav.
For Ka0oTt . . . eixe D reads tois av tis
Xpeiav ctx«v (tois XP £10V ex ov<riv n P) cf- iy . 35. The remarks of Belser and Weiss
on the passage should be compared the former sees in (3 a more precise account
"
"
and, at the same time, a more moderate account of the
community of goods at
Jerusalem than is sometimes derived from this passage (see comments), whilst here
Weiss sees in
nothing but fruitless and even senseless emendations.
(cf.

;

i

—

*»

D

interpretation, viz., that the words point
to a communion in one kind only, AposIt is possible that
telgeschichte, p. 94.
the introduction of the article before at
one of the words t-q kXcxo-ci (cf.

to include prayers both new and old, cf.
iv. 24, James v. 13
(Eph. ii. 19, Col. iii.
16), and also Acts iii. 1, where Peter and
"
John go up to the Temple at the hour

least

of prayer,"

R.V.) emphasises here the Lord's Supper

ii.,

as distinct from the social meal with which
it was connected, whilst ver.
46 may point
to the social as well as to the devotional
bearing of the expression (cf. Zockler, note
in loco), and this possibility is increased
if

we

regard the words twv airoo-ToXcov as

characterising the whole sentence in ver.
But unless in both verses some
42.
deeper meaning was attached to the

apTov — xXuvres

icXao-ei tov
seems superfluous, as Schottgen
remarked, to introduce the mention of

phrases
fipTov,

t-q

it

common

food at the time of a community

No doubt St. Chrysostom (so
Oecum., Theophyl.) and Bengel interpret the words as simply = victusfrugalis,
of goods.

but elsewhere St. Chrysostom
speaks of
them, or at least when joined with
icoivcovfa, as referring to the Holy Communion (see Alford's note in loco), and

Bengel's comment on ver. 42 must be
compared with what he says on ver. 46.

—Kal

Tais irpoo-evxais, "and [in] the
"
R.V. Dr. Hort suggests that
prayers
the prayers may well have been Christian
prayers at stated hours, answering to

Jewish prayers, and perhaps replacing
the synagogue prayers
(not recognised in
the Law), as the Apostles'
"teaching"
had replaced that of the scribes (Judaistic

45).

and Ecclesia, p.
But the words may also be taken

Christianity, p. 44,

Wendt, Die Lehre Jesu,

cf.

p. 159.

Ver.

43.

person,

irao-fl

and so

ttfej53. Lev.
Mace. ii.
used rather

iii.

t|/vxfj,

23,

*•*.,

every

Hebraistic, cf.

vii. 17, xvii. 12, etc.,

and

In ver. 41 the plural
cf.
is
like the Latin capita in
enumerations, cf. Acts vii. 14, xxvii. 37,
1

38.

and LXX, Gen. xlvi. 15, Exod. i. 5, Num.
But Winer-Moulton (p. 194,
xxii. 7) would press the meaning of xj/vxij
here, and contends that the fear was produced in the heart, the seat of the feelings
and desires, so that its use is no mere
Hebraism, although he admits that in

xix. 18, etc.

Rom.

Peter iii. 20) the single
every person, but see l.c.
iii. 10, i.e.,
upon the non<^d(3os, cf.
believers, for "perfect love casteth out
fear ".
Friedrich notes amongst the
characteristics of St. Luke that in his
two books one of the results of miraculous powers is fear. Here the (JxSpos
means rather the fear of reverential awe
or the fear which acted quasi freno
(Calvin), so that the early growth of the
Church was not destroyed prematurely
by assaults from without. There is
surely nothing inconsistent here with
but Hilgenfeld ascribes the
ver. 47,
whole of ver. 43 to his " author to
Theophilus," partly on the ground of
xiii.

1

iroo-a \|wx^

—

this

(1

=

supposed inconsistency, partly be-
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kok, kcu 8i€/x€pi£ov

auTa

An02T0AQN

Trao-i,

«i.

KaOort av tis xptiav etxe

Y)p.epaK T€ TrpoaKaprepouKres 6u.o0uu.a8ov iv

to Upw,

•

46.

Ka^

1

KaT

KXwyTe's tc

1
D omits Ka8* Tjucpav (see previous note) and reads itovtcs tc irpocncapTe povv,
perhaps for additional clearness, or perhaps some confusion (see also Weiss's
2
comments). D reads also kcu kotoikovo-ov eiri to ovto D del. av, and so Blass
Belser sees in kot* oikovs an answer
corrects k«u kot oikovs tjcrav so too Hilg.
to the objection that KaT' oikov in a text refers to the house of assembly of the
Christians, and that as the number 3000 could not assemble in a single dwelling it
must be an exaggeration no doubt if Luke had meant one house of assembly he
would have written icaTa tov oikov, but the reading KaT' oikovs puts the matter beyond
a doubt, and shows how Kar* oikov must be taken as = vicissim per domos.

—

;

—

cause the mention of miracles is out
of place. But it is nowhere .stated, as

demand a much wider reference. On
the " Community of Goods," see ad-

Hilgenfeld and Weiss presuppose, that
the healing of the lame man in iii. 1 ff.
was the first miracle performed (see note

end of chapter.
Ver. 45. to, KTYJuaTa . . . tcis tnrdplcis
according to their derivation, the former
word would mean that which is acquired,
and the latter that which belongs to a
man for the time being. But in ordinary
usage KTTjuaTa was always used of real
property, fields, lands, cf. v. 1, whilst
virdpgeis was used of personal property

there,

and Wendt and

Blass).

Ver. 44. irdvTes 8e k.t.X., cf. iii. 24,
all, i.e., not only those who had recently
joined, ver. 41. IitIto avTo, see note on
here of place. Theophylact takes
i. 15
it of the
unanimity in the Church, but
this does not seem to be in accordance
with the general use of the phrase in
the N.T. = ouov, lirl tov avTOv toitov
(Hesychius). Blass points out that ltr\

—

;

we omit
-rjcrav, and if
word (W.H.) we must supply ovt«s

to ovto demands
this

with 4irl to ovto, as 4x1 to ovto i\\ov
could not stand (W.H.). The difficulty
raised

by Hilgenfeld, Wendt, Holtzmann,

Overbeck, in this connection as to the
is exaggerated, whether we meet
it or not
by supposing that some of this

number

large number were pilgrims who had
come up to the Feast, but who had now

For in the
cannot be taken
to mean that all the believers were
always assembled in one and the same
The reading in (3, ver. 46, may
place.
throw light upon the expression in this
verse kcu kclt' oikovs rjcrav €irl to ovto,
or the phrase may be referred to their
assembling together in the Temple, ver.
46, and v. 12 may be quoted in support
of this, where all the believers apparently
It is
assemble in Solomon's Porch.
returned to their homes.
first

place, eirl to curro

therefore quite arbitrary to dismiss the
number here or in iv. 4 as merely due to
the idealising tendency of the Apostles,
or to the growth of the Christian legend.
" held all
things
clxov airavTa xoiva,

—

Blass and Weiss refer
these words with kir\ to avro to the
assembling of the Christians together for
common meals and find in the statement
the exact antithesis to the selfish conduct
But the words also
in 1 Cor. xi. 20, 21.

common," R.V.

ditional note at

:

(=Ttt inrdpxovTa in Heb. x. 34). This
word, to urrdpxovTa, was a favourite with St. Luke, who uses it eight
in
his Gospel and in Acts iv. 32.
times
No doubt kttjuo is used in LXX for field
and vineyard, Prov. xxiii. 10, xxxi. 16, but
the above distinction was not strictly oblatter

served, for

to virdpxovTa,

virap£is, are

used both of movable and immovable
property (see Hatch and Redpath, sub

—

all three verbs are in
liriirpacncov
the imperfect, and if we remember that
this tense may express an action which
is done often and continuously without
being done universally or extending
to a complete accomplishment (cf. iv.
34, xviii. 8, Mark xii. 41), considerable
light may be thrown upon the picture
here drawn (see Blass, Grammatik des
N. G., p. 186, on the tense and this
" And
passage)
kept getting . . . and
distributing to all, as any man [tis]

v.).

:

:

[not every man,' A.V.] had need ". See
Rendall, Acts, in loco, and on iv. 32,
and Expositor, vii., p. 358, 3rd series.
koOoti peculiar to St. Luke in Gospel
twice, and in Acts four times, av makes
it is found
the clause more indefinite
in relative clauses after 8s, 5<rris> etc.,
with the indicative here it is best explained as signifying "accidisse aliquid
non certo quodam tempore, sed quotiescumque occasio ita ferret," quoted by
•

—

:

;

:

—

Wendt from Herm., ad Vig., p. 820 cf.
Mark vi. 56, Blass, in loco, and Viteau,
Le Grec du N. T., p. 142 (1893). Grimm
;

renders ko96ti av here " in so far," or
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"so often

as," "according as".

whether it is used here of
merely ordinary meals. The additional
words p,€Te\ap.|3avov Tpo^rjs have been
taken to support this latter view, but on
in ver. 42, or

Spitta

refers vv. 45-47 to the Apostles only,
but to justify this he is obliged to refer
ver. 44 to his reviser. Hilgenfeld brackets
the whole verse, referring it to his " author

the other hand

liberality is

14.

completely marred.
see note on

6p.o0vpa.8ov,
—irpocricapT€povvT€S,

icpa>

:

we

cipation

i.

cf.

14.

— iv

daily meals, an interpretation adopted
even by the Romanist Beelen and others.
In the Didache the expression icXac-arc

i.

rip

are not told how far this partithe Temple extended, and

aprov, chap. xiv. 1, certainly refers to the
Eucharist, and in the earlier chap, ix.,
where the word icXdcrp.a occurs twice
the sense of broken bread, it can scarcely
refer to anything less than the Agape

in

m

is only made in one place, in
of any kind of connection between
the Apostles or any other Christians and
any kind of sacrificial act. But that
one peculiar incident may imply that
similar acts were not uncommon, and
their omission by the Christians at Jerusalem might well have led to an open
breach between them and their Jewish

mention
xxi. 26,

countrymen

(Hort,

anity, pp. 44, 45).

Judaistic

p. 565, and Gore, The
Church and the Ministry, p. 414, on the

(Salmon, Introd.,

value of the Eucharistic teaching in the
Didache). peTeX. the imperf. denotes a
customary act, the meaning of the verb
with the gen. as here is frequently found

—

in

Christi-

No doubt the Apostles

in

—

kclt'

" at home "
oIkov, R.V.
(so
But all other English

Gospel,

Genevan render the words
"from house to house" (Vulgate, circa
dotnos), and this latter rendering is quite
possible, cf. Luke viii. 1, Acts xv. 21, xx.
If we interpret the words of the
20.

8,

AR., and

xvi.

i.

14,

:

44—only

twice elsewhere

the LXX, where it occurs no less
than eighteen times in the Psalms alone.
"
"
This
is full of significance
gladness
it is connected with the birth of the
forerunner by the angel's message to
Zacharias, Luke i. 14 ; the cognate verb
ayaXXidw, -dopai, common to St. Luke's
Gospel and the Acts, denotes the spiritual
and exultant joy with which the Church
age after age has rejoiced in the Song of
rite in

—

meeting of the believers in a private
house (privatim in contrast to the iv ry
Upw, palam), cf. Rom. xvi. 3, 5, 1 Cor.
xvi. 19, Col. iv. 15, Philemon 2, it does
not follow that only one house is here
meant, as Wendt and Weiss suppose by
referring to i. 13 (see on the other hand
Blass, Holtzmann, Zockler, Spitta, Hort)
there may well have been private houses
open to the disciples, e.g., the house of
John Mark, cf. Dr. Edersheim, Sketches of
fewish Social Life, pp. 259, 260. Hilgenfeld, with
Overbeck, rejects the
on the ground
explanation
given
that for this icar* ottcovs, or Kara, tovs
oikovs, would be required an argument
which does not however get over the
fact that ica/rd may be used distributively

—

Luke i. 47. d<j>eXoTT]Ti
rightly derived from a priv.
and (pcXXc-us, stony ground. = a smooth
soil, free from stones (but see Zockler, in
loco, who derives ac^cXcia, the noun in
the Incarnation,

—

icapSias

:

use in Greek writers, from

Macedon. a stone).

cpe'Xa,

The word

ircXXa,

does
not occur elsewhere, but d^e'Xeia, d<f>eXi]s,
d<j>€X&« are all found (Wetstein), and
just as the adj. a<|>€Xifc signified a man
d-n-Xovs ^v t» J5ici>, so the noun here used
might well be taken as equivalent to
airXoTijs (Overbeck) "in simplicity of

—

—

with the singular according to him all
is in order if ii. 42 follows
immediately
upon 41a, i.e., he drops 41b altogether, and
omit
to
also
the
whole
of w.
proceeds
43 and 45. kXuvtcs dprov the question
has been raised as to whether this expression has the same meaning here as

heart,"

itself

Wendt
Bengel.
the words of Demosthenes,

simplicitate,

compares

&<PcXt)$ kcu irapp-qcrias pecrros.

:

II.

LXX, Wisdom

cf.

;

viii.

in the N.T., Heb. i. 9, quotation, and in
The word, though not
Jude, ver. 24.
occurring in classical Greek, was a favou-

versions except

VOL.

Greek

9,

exulting, bounding
"
joy ; Vulgate, exultatione, extreme joy,"
used
Luke twice in his
St.
Grimm,
by

A.V. margin).

—

classical

18.

:

4 Mace.
— iv dyaXXidcrei

xviii.

would recommend their teaching to the
people by devout attendance at the
Temple, cf. iii. i, v. 20, 42, like other
Jews.

the two expressions are

factory to lay all the stress upon the
omission of the article before apTov, and
to explain the expression of ordinary

the picture of the whole body of the
believers sharing in the Apostles' life

Ver. 46.

if

almost synonymous, it is difficult to see
why the former kXwvtcs dpTov should
have been introduced here at all, cf.
Knabenbauer in loco.
It is not satis-

to Theophilus," retaining ver. 44, whilst
Weiss also refers the whole verse to a
reviser, who introduced it in imitation
of St. Luke's love of poverty as indicated
But by such expedients
in his Gospel.

and

97

Ver. 47. alvovvTts tov 0c6v a favouexpression with St. Luke, cf. Gospel
:

rite
!
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ii.

oTkok Sp-roy, jieTeXdp.pai'oi' Tpo<injs tv dyaXXidaet
KapSias, 47. aivourres Toy Qtbv ical iyovres X^P lK
ii.

13, 20,

xix.

37, Acts

iii.

8,

9,

else-

where only in Rom. xv. 11 (a quotation),
and Rev. xix. 5, with dative of person,

W.H.

The praise refers not merely to
thanksgivings at meals, but is
characteristic of their whole devotional
and their
life both in public and private
life of worship and praise, combined with
their liberality and their simplicity of
life, helped to secure for them the result
given in the following words, and an unmolested hearing in the Temple " Hunc
"
inveniunt (favorem) qui Deum laudant
alvc'w is very frequent in the
Bengel.
LXX, and nearly always of the praise
of God, but cf. Gen. xlix. 8, Prov.
their

;

xxxi. 28, 30, 31, Ecclus. xliv.

etc.

1,

—

exovTes X*P tv if tne ^fe °f tne Church
at this stage has been compared with
that of her divine Master, inasmuch as it
increased in wisdom and stature, another
point of likeness may be found in the
fact that the Church, like Christ, was in
favour with God and man. x<*P lv verv
frequent in St. Luke's Gospel and the
Acts (Friedrich), only three times in the
Gospel of St. John, and not at all in
In the O.T. it
St. Matthew or St. Mark.
is often used of fin ding favour in the sight
of God, and in the N.T. in a similar
:

—

:

It is
sense, cf Luke i. 30, Acts vii. 46.
also used in the O.T. of favour, kindfrom
a
ness, goodwill, especially
superior
to an inferior (Gen. xviii. 3, xxxii. 5,

so too in the N.T., here, and in
10.
See further note on Acts
xiv. 3.
In Luke's Gospel eight times, in
Acts seventeen times. See also Plummer's full note on Luke iv. 22, Sanday
etc.),

Acts

vii.

and Headlam's Romans, p. 10, and
Rendall would
Grimm-Thayer, sub v.

render " giving Him thanks before all
the people," and he refers to the fact
that the phrase is always so rendered
elsewhere (though once wrongly transBut the phrase is
lated, Heb. xii. 28).
also found in

Esdras
in

the

LXX, Exodus

xxxiii. 12, 1
vi. 5 (see also Wetstein, in loco)

sense

first

Kvpios irpo<reTi0£i,

mentioned.

i.e.,

—

6 Sc
the Lord Christ,

ver.
36 (as Holtzmann, Wendt,
Weiss, amongst others). The pure and
simple life of the disciples doubtless

cf.

commended them to the
made it easier for them

people, and
to gain confidence, and so converts, but the growth
of the Church, St. Luke reminds us, was
not the work of any human agency or
attractiveness.
tovs o-&>£opivov$ natur-

—

:

ical
"""P

d^cXoTTjTi
?

°^ ov r & v

connected with the prophecy in ver.
21 (cf. v. 40), so that the work of salvation there attributed to Jehovah by the
Old Testament Prophet is here the work
of Christ
the inference is again plain
with regard to our Lord's divinity. The
expression is rightly translated in R.V.
(so too in 1 Cor. i. 18, 2 Cor. ii. 15.
See Burton, Moods and Tenses in N. T.
ally

Greek, pp. 57, 58). It has nothing to do,
as Wetstein well remarks, with the
secret counsels of God, but relates to
those who were obeying St. Peter's com-

mand

in ver. 40.

An

apt parallel

by Mr. Page from Thuc,
Gift of Tongues,
yXwo-arais.

— There

vii.,

is

given

44.

XaXeiv £rlpai«
4.
can be no doubt that

ii.

Luke's phrase (cf. y\6cr<ra\.s koivoi?,
Mark xvi. 17, W.H., margin, not text),
taken with the context, distinctly asserts
that the Apostles, if not the whole
St.

Christian

assembly (St. Chrysostom,
Jerome, St. Augustine, including the
hundred- and-twenty), received the power
of speaking in foreign languages, and
St.

that

some of

their hearers at all events

understood them, w. 8, 11 (ruxerepaLs).
(On the phrase as distinguished from
those used elsewhere in Acts and in
1
Cor., see
Grimm-Thayer, sub v.,
2, and Blass, Acta Apost., p. 50,
yXwtto
"
etiam
ap. att. per se est lingua
-yXciTTo
vel potius vocabulum peregrinum ".) Wendt and Matthias, who
have recently given us a lengthy account

peregrina

of the events of the first Christian Penteboth hold that this speaking with
tongues is introduced by St. Luke himself, and that it is a legendary embellishment from his hand of what actually
took place the speaking with tongues
at Pentecost was simply identical with
the same phenomenon described elsewhere in x. 46, xix. 6, and in 1 Cor. xii.cost,

;

xiv.

words

This

is

plain from St. Peter's

own

so in xix. 6, the
15, 17
speaking with tongues is the immediate
result of the outpouring of the Spirit.
So too Wendt lays stress upon the
fact that St. Paul says XaXetv yXwo-a-ais
or y\ta<r<TQ, but not XoX. ere'p. vX.
The
former was evidently the original mode
in xi.

;

of describing the phenomenon, to which
Luke recurs in his own description in x.
46 and xix. 6, whereas in the passage
before us his language represents the
miraculous enhancement of the events of
Pentecost. M'Giffert, in the same way,
thinks that the writer of Acts, far re-
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47-

moved Worn the events, could hardly avoid
investing even the common phenomena

marvel and
admits that
embellishment was already accom-

of the

mystery.
this

plished

Glossolalia

with

Wendt however

by Christian

tradition

before

Luke. But if St. Luke must have had
every means of knowing from St. Paul
the character of the speaking with
tongues at Corinth, it does not seem unfair to maintain that he also had means
of knowing from the old Palestinian
Christians, who had been in union with
the Church at Jerusalem from the beinning, e.g., from a John Mark, or a
flnason (apxaios p.a0T)Tife, xxi. 16), the
exact facts connected with the great
outpouring of the Spirit on the day of
Pentecost (Schmid, Biblische Theologie,
But it is further to be
pp. 278, 279).
noted that Wendt by no means denies
that there was a miraculous element, as
shown in the outpouring of the Spirit, in
the events of the Pentecostal Feast, but
that he also considers it quite unlikely
that Luke's introduction of a still further
miraculous element was prompted by a
symbolising tendency, a desire to draw a
parallel between the Christian Pentecost
and the miraculous delivery of the Law,
according to the Jewish tradition that
the one voice which proceeded from
Sinai divided into seventy tongues, and
was heard by the seventy nations of the
world, each in their mother tongue (so
Zeller,

Pfleiderer,

Hilgenfeld,

Spitta,

Jungst and Matthias, and so apparently
Clemen in his " Speaking with Tongues,"
Expository Times, p. 345, 1899). But in
the first place there is no convincing evidence at the early date of the Christian
Pentecost of any connection in Jewish
tradition between the Feast of Pentecost
and the giving of the Law on Sinai (cf.
Schmid, Biblische Theologie, p. 286;
Hamburger, Real-Encyclopddie des *}udentums, i., 7, 1057, and Holtzmann,
Apostelgeschichte, p. 330), and it is significant that neither Philo nor Josephus
make any reference to any such connection ; and in the next place it is t,..ange, as
Wendt himself points out, that if Luke
had started with the idea of the importance of any such symbolism, no reference
should be made to it in the subsequent
address of Peter, whereas even in the
catalogue of the nations there is no reference of any kind to the number
seventy ; the number actually given, w.
rather justify the far9, 11, might
fetched notice of Holtzmann (u. s., p.
that
a
is meant to the
reference
331),
sixteen grandson* of Noah, Gen. x. 1, 2,

99

Certainly Heb. ii. 2-4 cannot,
well points out against
lead to any such connection of ideas
as
the pcpis-pol
irvevfi. ay. are evidently the distribution of the gifts of the Spirit.
may readily admit that the miracle on
the birthday of the Christian Church
was meant to foreshadow the universal
progress of the new faith, and its message

6, 21.

Schmid
Holtzmann,

as

We

all mankind without distinction of
But even if the
nation, position, or age.
Jewish tradition referred to above was in
existence at this early date, we have still
to consider whether the narrative in
Acts could possibly be a copy of it, or
dependent upon it. According to the
tradition, a voice was to be expected

for

from Heaven which would be understood
by different men in their mother tongues,
but in our narrative the Apostles themselves speak after the manner of men in
these tongues. For to suppose that the
Apostles all spoke one and the same
language, but that the hearers were
enabled to understand these utterances,
each in his own language, is not only to
do violence to the narrative, but simply
to substitute one miraculous incident for

Nor again, as Wendt further
admits, is there any real ground for
seeing in the miraculous event under
consideration a cancelling of the confusion of tongues at Babel which resulted
from rebellion against God, for the narrative does not contain any trace of the
conception of a unity of language to
which the Jewish idea appears to have
tended as a contrast to the confusion
of Babel (Test, xii., Patr., Jud., xxv.).
The unity is not one of uniformity of
another.

speech but of oneness of Spirit and in
the Spirit. At the same time there was
a peculiar fitness in the fact that the first
and most abundant bestowal of this
divine gift should be given at a Feast
which was marked above all others by
the presence of strangers from distant
lands, that a sign should thus be given

them that believed

not, and that the
of a Gentile harvest should be
offered by the Spirit to the Father (Iren. ,
Adv. Haer, iii., 17), an assurance to the
Apostles of the greatness and universality
of the message which they were commissioned to deliver. But there is no
reason to suppose that this power Of
speaking in foreign languages was a perIn the first place the
manent gift.

to

firstfruits

Greek language was known throughout
Roman Empire, and in the next
place Acts xiv. 11 (see in loco) seems to
forbid any such view.
The speaking
the
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XaoV. 1

6 8« Kupios irpoacTiOei tous o-a>£ofUrous

ii.

ica0'

r\\x4pay tt)

8

^KkXtJOH^.

D has tov icoo-pov. Nestle and Chase point out Syriac as probable
;
the former, with Blass, thinking that St. Luke first of all translated the
word wrongly, Ko<rp.ov, and corrected it in later edition to Xaov, whilst Chase gives
Harris supposes that the translator first introthe variation a much later origin.
duced " mundum " (cf. " tout le monde ") and thence it crept into the Greek. Belser
finds no need for Syriac influence, as St. Luke in revising might easily substitute
"people" for the more general term "world". Some Syriac influence may have
been at work, or possibly a corruption of the Greek may be suggested. Hilg. also
1

tov Xoov

source

;

See further Dalman, Die Worte jfesu, p. 54.
ciri to cwto (iii.) EP, Syrr. (P. and H.) ; but for omitting ttj ckkX.
ttj cKKXi]<ri<f.
and concluding ii. with etri to avTo fc^ABCG 61, Vulg., Sah., Boh., Arm., Aeth., so
Bengel, Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt. The T.R. was followed by Meyer,
De Wette, Nosgen, on account of the extreme difficulty of the proposed correction,
but the latter is too well attested. Hilg. has eiri to avTo ev tq eKKX-rjo-ta, so D.

has Koo-pov.
2

with tongues in Acts ii. and in other
passages of the N.T. may be classed as
identical in so far as each was the effect
of the divine rivevp-a, each a miraculous
spiritual gift, marking a new epoch of
But in Acts we have what
spiritual life.
we have not elsewhere the speaking in
foreign tongues this was not the case
there the speaking with
in Corinth

—

—

;

tongues was absolutely unintelligible, it
could not be understood without an interpreter, i.e., without another gift of the
divine Spirit, viz., interpretation, 1 Cor.
30 (the word unknown inserted in
A.V. in 1 Cor. xiv. is unfortunate), and
the fact that the Apostle compares the
speaking with tongues to a speaking in
foreign languages shows that the former

xii. 10,

itself no speaking in foreign tongues,
since two identical things do not admit
of comparison (Schmid, u. s., pp. 288, 289).
Peter might well express his belief
that Cornelius and those who spoke
with tongues had also received the Holy
Ghost, cf. x. 44, xi. 17, 24, in loco ; but it
does not follow that the gift bestowed
upon them was identical with that bestowed at Pentecost there were diversities of gifts from the bounty of the One

was

—

Felten, Apostelgesckichte, p. 78 ;
Evans in Speaker's Commentary on 1 Cor.,
1 "
Tongues, Gift
Plumptre, B.D.
p. 334
Spirit.

;

of"

Weizsacker, Apostolic Age, ii., pp.
272, 273, E.T., and Feine, Eine Vorkanonische Uebcrlieferung des Lukas, n., p.
167 Zockler, Apostelgesckichte, p. 177 ;
Page, Acts of the Apostles, note on chap,
and A. Wright, Some N. T. Proii., 4
;

;

;

blems, p. 277 ff.
The objection urged at length by
Wendt and Spitta that foreign languages could not have been spoken, since
in that case there was no occasion to

accuse the Apostles of drunkenness, but
that ecstatic incoherent utterances of
devotion and praise might well have
seemed to the hearers sounds produced

by revelry or madness (cf. 1 Cor. xiv.
23), is easily met by noting that the utterances were not received with mockery
by all but only by some, the word eTcpot
apparently denoting quite a different
class of hearers, who may have been unacquainted with the language spoken,
and hence regarded the words as an unintelligible jargon.

Spitta attempts to break up Acts ii.
1-13 into two sources, i.a, 4, 12, 13,
belonging to A, and simply referring
to a Glossolalia like that at Corinth,
whilst the other verses are assigned
to B and the Redactor, and contain
a narrative which could only have been
derived from the Jewish tradition men-

tioned above,
and introducing the
notion of foreign tongues at a date
Glossolalia
had ceased to exist,
the
and so to be understood.
Spitta refers
o~u|&irXT]pouo'0ai ii. 1 to the filling up of
the number of the Apostles in chap, i.,
so that his source A begins kcli iv t£

when

o~uffirX.

.

.

.

lirXi^o-OTjo-ov iravTes ir. a-y.,

It is not surApostelgesckichte, p. 52.
prising that Hilgenfeld should speak of
the narrative as one which cannot be
thus divided, upon which as he says
Spitta has in vain essayed his artificial

analysis.

—

Community of Goods. The key to the
two passages, ii. 42 ff. and iv. 32 ff., is to
be found in the expression in which they
both agree, occurring in ii. 45 and iv. 35,
Such exicadori ov tis \peiav £ *X €V «
pressions indicate, as we have seen, not
reckless but judicious charity (see also
Ramsay, St. Paul, etc., p. 373, and
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reading in D, it, 45); they show wise
management, as in early days St. Chrysostom noted in commenting on the
words, so that the Christians did not act
recklessly like many philosophers among
the Greeks, of whom some gave up their
lands, others cast great quantities of
money into the sea, which was no contempt of riches, but only folly and madness (Horn., vii.). Not that St. Luke's

glowing and repeated description (on St.
Luke's way of sometimes repeating himself as here, see Harris, Four Lectures on
the Western Text, p. 85) is to be confined
to the exercise of mere almsgiving on the
Both those who
part of the Church.
had, and those who had not, were alike
the inheritors of a kingdom which could
only be entered by the poor in spirit,
alike members of a family and a household in which there was one Master,
even Christ, in Whose Name all who
believed were brethren. In this poverty
of spirit, in this sense of brotherhood,
•*
the poor man knew no shame, the rich
no haughtiness " (Chrys.).
But whilst men were called upon to
give ungrudgingly, they were not called
upon to give of necessity what each one
:

had was

still

his

own,

tci

aiiTw, iv. 32, although not

virdpxovTo
even one (ov&i

of them reckoned it so; the daily
ministration in vi. 1 seems to show that
no equal division of property amongst
all was intended ; the act of Barnabas
was apparently one of charity rather than
of communism, for nothing is said of an
absolute surrender of all that he had the
act of Ananias and Sapphira was entirely
ets)

;

IOI

action of the Church at Jerusalem, a
similar mode of life and charity should
not have found place in other Churches,
the Church at Thessalonica,
e.g., in
where the belief in Christ's speedy
return was
so
overwhelmingly felt

No picture could be more
(Felten).
extraordinary than that drawn by O.
Holtzmann of the Christian Church at
Jerusalem, driven by the voice of Christian prophets to enjoin an
absolutely
compulsory community of goods in exof
the
nearness
of
the
pectation
Parousia,
and of Ananias and Sapphira as the
victims of this tyrannical product ot
fanaticism and overwrought excitement.
It is a relief to turn from such a
strange
perversion of the narrative to the enthusiastic language in which, whilst insisting on its idealising tendency, Renan
and Pfleiderer alike have recognised the

beauty of St. Luke's picture, and of the
social transformation which was destined
to renew the face of the earth, which

found its pattern of serving and patient
love in Jesus the Friend of the poor, whose
brotherhood opened a place of refuge for
the oppressed, the destitute, the weak,
who enjoyed in the mutual love of their
fellows a foretaste of the future kingdom
in which God Himself will wipe all tears

from their eyes. Whatever qualifications
must be made in accepting the whole
description given us by Renan and Pfleiderer, they were at least right in recognising the important factor of the Person
of Jesus, and the probability that during His lifetime He had Himself laid

the foundations of the social movement
which so soon ennobled and blessed
His Church.
It is far more credible
that the disciples should have continued
the common life in which they had lived
with their Master than that they should
xxi. 16).
At Joppa, ix. 36, 39, and at have derived a social system from the
Antioch, xi. 29, there was evidently no institutions of the Essenes. There is no
absolute equality of earthly possessions proof of any historical connection between
Tabitha helps the poor out of her own this sect and the Apostolic Church, nor
resources, and every man as he prospered can we say that the high moral standard
sent his contributions to the Church at and mode of common life adopted by the
Essenes, although in some respects anJerusalem.
It is sometimes urged that this enalogous to their own, had any direct
thusiasm of charity and of the spirit influence on the followers of Christ.
Moreover, with points of comparison,
(£v0ov<ria<rfi($s, as Blass calls it), which
there were also points of contrast.
St.
filled at all events the Church at Jerusalem, was due to the expectation of Luke's notice, ii. 46, that the believers
Christ's immediate return, and that in continued steadfastly in the Temple,
the light of that event men regarded stands out in contrast to the perpetual
lands and possessions as of no account, absence of the Essenes from the Temple,
even if ordinary daily work was not neg- to which they sent their gifts (Jos., Ant.,
the common meals of the
lected (O. Holtzmann, Neutest. ZeiU xviii. 2, 5)
But it is strange Essene brotherhood naturally present a
geschichte, p. 233).
that if this is the true account of the likeness to St. Luke's description of the
it

itself

presented
voluntary, although
almost as a duty (Ramsay, u. s.) ; Mark's
mother still retains her home at Jerusalem, xii. 12, and it would seem that
Mnason too had a dwelling there (see on

—

;
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III.

I.

lirl

Upbv

1

'Em

rr)v

to cxuto 8c HcTpos Kat

&pay

in.
dLvi^aivov els to

*lu>aV)t)s

ttjs irpocreuxfjs rt]v cVdtTnr.

d^p

2. icai* tis

1
D begins cv 8c Tats tjuepais ravTais, so Par. Blass (so Harris) regards the
**
phrase as addition in principio novae lectionis," but the addition is characteristic of
Luke Hilg. retains. After tepov D also inserts to SciXivov (the ace. of time, like to
defended by Belser (and by Zdckler), who argues that it is more likely
irpu'i, v. 21
to have been struck out on revision than added by a later hand)
Hilg. retains.
2
After kcli D, Par. 3 Syr. Pesh. insert iSov. virapx*#v om. D, Gig., Par.
;

—

;

,

early Christian Church, but whilst the
Essenes dined together, owing to their
scrupulosity in avoiding all food except
what was ceremonially pure, the Christians saw in every poor man who partook

of their common meal the real Presence
of their Lord. Of all contemporary sects
it may no doubt be said that the Christian society resembled most nearly the
Essenes, but with this admission Weizsacker well adds f* The Essenes, through
:

and their suppression
of individualism, were, from their very
In
nature, an order of limited extent.
the new Society the moral obligation of
liberty reigned, and disclosed an untheir binding rules

limited future," Apostolic Age, i., 58 (E.T.).
It is often supposed that the after-poverty
of the Church in Jerusalem, Rom. xv. 26,
Gal. ii. 10, etc., was the result of this
first enthusiasm of love and charity, and
that the failure of a community of goods
in the mother city prevented its introduction elsewhere. But not only is the
above view of the " communism " of the
early Christians adverse to this supposition, but there were doubtless many causes
at work which may account for the poverty
of the Saints in Jerusalem, cf. Rendall,

Expositor, Nov., 1893, p. 322. The collection for the Saints, which occupies such a
prominent place in St. Paul's life and

may not have

been undertaken for
distress as in the earlier
case of the famine in Judaea, Acts xi. 26,

words,

any exceptional

we cannot

say how severely the
effects of the famine may have affected
the fortunes of the Jerusalem Christians.
must too take into account the persecution of the Christians by their rich
neighbours the wealthy Sadducees were

but

We

;

avowed opponents. From the first
was likely that the large majority of the
Christians in Jerusalem would possess
little of this world's goods, and the constant increase in the number of the disciples would have added to the difficulty
of maintaining the disproportionate number of poor. But we cannot shut our eyes
to the fact that there was another and a
fatal cause at work
love itself had grown

in

—

the picture drawn by St. James
his Epistle is painfully at variance

cold

with the golden days which he had himself
seen, when bitter jealousy and faction
were unknown, for all were of one heart
and one soul, Zahn, Skizzen axis dem
Leben der alten Kirche, p. 39 ff. Zdckler,
u.s.,
pp. 191, 192; Wendt, in loco;
M'Giffert, Apostolic Age, p. 67
Cony"
B.D. ;
beare,
Essenes,"
Hastings'
Kaufmann, Socialism and Communism,
;

;

P.

5ft

Chapter

— Ver.

1.
St. Luke
number of T^para koi
the one which was the immediate

III.

selects out of the
o-T)ueTa

antecedent of the

first

persecution.

"

Non

primum hoc miraculum fuisse, sed
fuit, quanquam unum e multis, ipso loco
maxime conspicuum," Blass, as against
dicitur

Weiss, Hilgenfeld, Feine.— aveJ3aivov, cf.
Luke xviii. 10. " Two men went up into
the Temple to pray," i.e., from the lower
city to Mount Moriah, the hill of the
"
Temple, the hill of the house," on its
2
The verb
site see "Jerusalem," B.D.
is in the imperfect, because the Apostles
do not enter the Temple until ver. 8.
St. Chrysostom comments: ricrpos koi
Mu)dvvrjs rjo-ar ical tov Mtjo-ovv eixov
.

ueVov, Matt,

xviii.

20.

—

Iiri

ttjv

wpav

not during or about, but
marking a definite time, for the hour,
somei.e., to be there during the hour
times the words are taken to mean
"
"
the
ttjs Trpoo-cvx^s,

—

hour
see Plummer on
towards
x. 35 (so apparently Weiss).
Page
renders "for, i.e., to be there at the
:

Luke

hour"

In going
(so Felten, Lumby).
thus to the Temple they imitated their
Master, Matt. xxvi. 55. ttjv IvdTTjv, i.e.,
3 p.m., when the evening sacrifice was

—

Edersheim

their

offered, Jos., Ant.> xiv., 4, 3.

it

points out that although the evening
" besacrifice was fixed by the Jews as
tween the evenings," i.e., between the
darkness of the gloaming and that of
the night, and although the words of
Psalm exxxiv., and the appointment of
Levite singers for night service, 1 Chron.
ix. 33, xxiii. 30, seem to imply an evening service, yet in the time of our Lord

—
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X^Xos £k KoiXias

auTOU

u.T)Tp&$

utrdp\<i)v

Ka8' rju.epay irpds ri)v Qupav tou

commenced much

the evening sacrifice

The Temple;

earlier,

Upou

Ministry and

its

pp. 115, 116. According to
SchOrer, followed by Blass who appeals
to the authority of Hamburger, there is
no ground for supposing that the third,
sixth, and ninth hours of the day were
The
regular stated times for prayer.
actual times were rather (1) early in the
morning at the time of the morning
sacrifice (see also Edersheim, u. s., p.
115) ; (2) in the afternoon about the ninth
hour (three o'clock), at the time of the
evening sacrifice; (3) in the evening at
sunset (Jewish People, div. ii., vol. i.,
The third, sixth, and ninth
290, E.T.).
hours were no doubt appropriated to
Services,

private prayer, and some such rule might
well have been derived from Psalm lv.

7; cf Dan. vi. 11. This custom of
prayer three times a day passed very
early into the Christian Church, Didache,
viii. 3.
To Abraham, Isaac and Jacob
the three daily times of prayer are traced
back in the Berachoth, 26 b; Charles,

Apocalypse of Baruch, p. 99.
Ver. 2. tis, by its position as in Luke
" the
xi. 27 directs attention to this man,
man was conspicuous both from the
"
place and from his malady
Chrys.,
"a
Horn., viii. x w ^°s • • • wrapx*** 5
"
certain man
that was lame
R.V.,
otherwise tnrdpx«v is not noticed, fittingly used here in its classical sense
expressing the connection between the

—
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'

ef3acrrd£€To

ov cti0ouk

'Qpaiaf, tou

ttjk Xcyop.^iTji'

gate of Nicanor (so called because Judas
Maccabaeus had nailed to the gate the
hand of his conquered foe, 1 Mace. vii.
The description given of it by
47).
Josephus, B. J., v., 5, 3, marks it as
magnificent, cf. also HamReal-Encycl., ii., 8, p. 1198.
This view was held by Wetstein, see, in
loco, Nicanor's gate. Another interpretation refers the term to the gate Shushan,
which was not only close to the Porch
of Solomon, but also to the market for
the sale of doves and other offerings,
and so a fitting spot for a beggar to
specially

burger,

choose (Zockler). The gate may have
been so called because a picture of the
Persian capital Susa was placed over it

(Hamburger,

u.

s.),

i.e.,

Town

of Lilies.

Cf Hebrew

Shushan, a lily, the lily
being regarded as the type of beauty.
Wendt suggests that the title may be
explained from the decoration on the
pillars

of

work

)®W

lily
TtlD%£t.
Mr. Wright, Some N.T. Problems, 1898,
has recently argued that the eastern gate
of the Court of the Women is meant,
p. 304 ff. (so too Schiirer, Jewish People,
This court
div. ii., vol. i., p. 180, E.T.).
was the place of assembly for the services,
and a beggar might naturally choose a

position

near

it.

The

decision as to

which of these gates reference is made to
is rendered more difficult by the fact that,
so far as we know, no gate bore the
man's present state and his previous name "Beautiful". But the decision
im- apparently lies between these alternatives,
state, see on ii. 30.
tfiaaraltro
perf., expressing a customary act, the
although others have been proposed, cf
man was being carried at the hour of John Lightfoot, Hor. Heb., in loco, and
worship when the Temple would be Wright, u. s. In such notices as the
filled with worshippers (Chrysostom)
mention of the Beautiful Gate, Soloor the verb may mean that he was being mon's Porch, Feine sees indications of a
carried in the sense that the bearers had true and reliable tradition.
tov cutciv
not yet placed him in the accustomed genitive of the purpose, very frequent
spot for begging, cf. 2 Kings xviii. 14, in this form, genitive of the article with
Ecclesiasticus vi. 25, Bel and the Dragon, the infinitive both in the N.T. and in the
ver. 36
Theod. 8v IriQovv the imper- LXX, cf Gen. iv. 15, 1 Kings i. 35,
fect used of customary or repeated action
Ezekiel xxi. 11 ; Luke xxiv. 16, see
in past time, Burton, Syntax of Moods
especially Burton, Syntax of Moods and
and Tenses, etc., p. 12, on the form see Tenses, p. 159. It is very characteristic
Winer- Schmiedel, p. 121 Blass, Gram- of St. Luke, and next to him of St. Paul
matik des N. G., p. 48 in Acts there are
probably indicates the influence of the
several undoubted instances of the way LXX, although the construction is found
in which the imperfect 3rd plural of verbs
in classical Greek, cf. Xen.,Anab., in., 5,
in fit was often formed as if from a
see Viteau, Le Grec du N. T., p. 172

—

:

;

—

—

;

:

—

;

:

contract verb,

cf.

iv. 33, 35, xxvii. 1.

—

Ovpay R.V. "door," although
in ver. 10 we have not Ovpa but itvXy).
ttjv Xry. 'ftpaiav it may have been the

wpos

—

ttjv

:

:

:

It was a common thing for
(1893).
beggars amongst the Jews as amongst the

Christians (just as amongst the Romans,
Martial, i., 112) to frequent the Temple
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IIPAEEIS

io4

aiTCif i\ei)\i,o<r6vr}v

l&WK

2

n^TpOl' Kal

1

irapa rStv €i(nropeuop€Vu>K els TO lepoV.

6

3. os

pe'XXorras ciaicVai cis TO Upbv TJpwTa

bt&VVTI)V

$€

4.* dTCKiaas

Xapcif.

4XeT))xocrui/T)k

'iwdVyT], dire,

'l

m.

6

B\e'\J/ok els tjfuis.

5«

ricVpos

«is

auTOy

aw

8

tw

6 &€ £tt€IX€K cwtoTs, Trpocr&OKWP

1
For irapa twv eio-ir. ei« to icpov D has irap* avrav cunrop. avTwv ets to icp., but
not received by Blass in p (Chase sees in first part exact reproduction of Syriac

avTwv being carelessly repeated).
2
For os iSwv D, Flor. read ovtos

(so Gig., Par.) aTcvicras tois o4>0a\pois avTov
Kai i8wv (Chase interpolation arose in Syriac).
Belser again sees the longer form
which Luke abbreviated in a.
:

3
After rjpwTa D, Flor., Par. 1 insert avTovs. XaPcir (^ABCE, b, 13, 6i, Vulg.,
Boh., Arm., Chrys.) om. by DP, h, Fl., Gig., Par. 1 , Syr. Hard., Lucif.— Blass
"recte ut vid.".— added by T.R., W.H., Weiss.

4 For
aTcvicras D, Flor., Par.* read cpPXe\|fos (epPXcirciv not uncommon in the
Gospels) (<rvv luavnv in D is attributed by Chase to Syriac influence, cf. Aquila,
o-vv tov ovpavov kcu amv t»|v yrjv) ; Hilg. follows D.
5
For €iir£ Flor. has " (ad)stans dixit ei " ; so in P cn-iaras ciircv avTu, in which
Belser sees the simpler form of Luke's own revision.
For pXcx)/. «« tjaas D, Flor.
aT€vio-€v cis €pc (upas D) ; epe is curious, but may be earlier edition, or introduced
later because John here says nothing.
Throughout the passage D, as compared
with T.R. or with W.H., introduces different synonyms for "see". Thus T.R.
•
D
iSwv . . . aTevio-as
.
oTcvio-as (tovs o$6. Kai i8wv) . . . €p(3Xe\J/as
pXe\|rov,
.
.
.
aTcvio-ov, or from Belser's point of view, we must see in the T.R. three words
" see " which
for
may be introduced by Luke in revising his rough draft. But it is
difficult to account even in a rough draft for aTcvuras in ver. 5 instead of ijtcvutcv,
and for the Kai introduced before eiircv without any construction in ver. 4.
;

D reads arcvio-as Flor. represents TjTevio-ev cis avTov (so P),
the fact that
reads avrois instead of cis avTovs (ov), as we
might expect after otcv., Weiss sees a further proof of the secondary character of
the reading.
8

errcixev a-uTois

see above.

But

;

;

D

in

and Churches for alms. St. Chrysostom
notes the custom as common as it is today in continental cathedrals or modern
common in
mosques.
IXcrjpoo-iJVTiv
not classical, somethe LXX but
times used for the feeling of mercy
(cXcos), Prov. Hi. 3, xix. 22, and constantly through the book and then for
mercy showing itself in acts of pity,

—

:

;

almsgiving,
36, x. 2,
as often in
ix.

Tobit

where

i.

3, xii.

it is

8,

cf.

used in the

Acts

plural,

the LXX. Our word alms
from it and the German
Almosen, both being corruptions of the
Greek word.
" asked to
Ver. 3.
T|pwTa XaPctv
receive," R.V., as other English versions
The expression is quite
except A.V.
classical, oItwv XaPeiv, Aristoph., Plut. t
is

derived

:

240,
xxiii.

cf.

Mark

i.

17,

and LXX, Exodus

15, for similar instances of a reThe verb is in the
infinitive.

dundant

imperfect, because the action of asking
is imperfect until what is asked for is
granted by another, Blass, in loco, and
Grammatik des N. G., pp. 187, 236, and
Salmon, Hermathena, xxi. p. 228.

Ver. 4.
els

^pas

:

aTcvfrras, cf,
it

i.

10.

p\e\|/ov

has sometimes been thought

command was given to see
whether the man was a worthless beggar
that the
or

not (Nosgen), or whether he

was

spiritually disposed for the reception of
the benefit, and would show his faith (as
in our Lord's miracles of healing), or it
might mean that the man's whole at-

tention

was

to be directed towards the

Apostles, as he evidently only expects
an alms, ver. 5. At the same time, as
Feine remarks, the fact that the narrative does not mention that faith was
demanded of the man, forms an essential
contrast to the narrative often compared

with it in xiv. 9.
6
Ver. 5.
cireix«S **»«
tov« o^6aXpovs)
cf. Luke

N

vow
xiv.

;

Tim.

(not
7,

1

Ecclesiasticus xxxi. (xxxiv.)
2, 2 Mace. ix. 25 (Job xxx. 26, A.S.*
in Polybius.
al.) with dative ret ; so
Ver 6. ap-yvpiov Kal xpv<riov the words
do not suggest the idea of a complete cornmunism amongst the believers, although
Oecumenius derives from them a proof
of the absolute poverty of the Apostles.
iv. 16,

:

I
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*—7<

6. cTttc

irap' auTwi' XajSeii'.
•

oux oirapxct

p.oi

Sc

ricVpos, 'Apyupioy Kal \pvaiov

o 8c cxw, tovto aot
J

Xpurrou tou Na£a>patou,

cV tu> oyopxTi 'inaou

oiSojjju.

Kal ircpiirdTei.

eycipai

id

7.

Kal mdcras

ryapai Kai ircpiiraTci AEGP 6i ead cyetpc, found in ACEGP 6i, Vulg., Boh.,
and H.), Arm., Aeth., Irint. but omitted by fc$BD, Sah., so Tisch., W.H.,
R.V., Weiss, Hilg., Wendt (who sees in the preceding words assimilation to passages
1

;

Syrr. (P.

;

in the Gospels),

avcwrro Epiph.

They may perhaps be explained by remembering that if the Apostles had no
or

silver

them, they were
Lord's command,

gold with

literally obeying their
Matt. x. 9, or that

whatever

money

they had was held by them in trust for
the public good, not as available for
Spitta, who interprets
private charity.
li. 45 of the Apostles alone (pp. 72-74),
sees in St. Peter's words a confirmation
of his view, and a further fulfilment of

our Lord's words
our interpretation
our Lord's words
as a principle of
rule

in

of

Luke
ii.

were

ff.

fully

charity,

binding to the

xii.

44

33, but if
correct,

is

obeyed, but

and not as a

letter.

St.

Chry-

sostom (Horn., viii.) justly notes the unassuming language of St. Peter here, so
free from boasting and personal display.
Compare 1 Peter i. 18 (iii. 3), where the
Apostle sharply contrasts the corruptgold and silver with higher and
& 82 ex«: the
spiritual gifts (Scharfe).
difference between this verb and virapxci
may be maintained by regarding the
latter as used of worldly belongings,
$X« of that which was lasting and most
surely held. iv t$ ovopari no occasion
to prefix such words as Xe-yu <roi for the
means " in the power of this
expression
name " (cf. Matt. vii. 22, Luke x. 17,
Acts iv. 10, xvi. 18, James v. 14, Mark
ible

—

—

xvi.

17).

name

in the

:

So too the Hebrew D£J2,
of any one,

i.e.,

by his autho-

rity, Exodus v. 23, and thus "in the
name of Jehovah," i.e., by divine puthority, Deut. xviii. 22, 1 Chron. xxii. 19,
Jer. xi. 21, and frequently in the Psalms,
cf. also Book of Enoch, xlviii. 7 (Charles,

On the use, or possible use, of
the phrase in extra-biblical literature, see
Deissmann, Bibelstndien, p. 145, and
also Neue Bibelstudien, p. 25 (1897).
When Celsus alleged that the Christians
cast out demons by the aid of evil spirits,
Origen claims this power for the name of
Jesus toctovtov yap Svvarai to ovopa
tov Mtjo-ov, cf. also Justin Martyr, Dial,
the
c. Tryph., 85.— M. X. tov Na£wpaiov
p. 48).

:

:

man. His part has
sometimes been represented as merely
passive, and as if no appeal of any kind
were made to his faith contrasted with
the faith of the lame

9 (ver. 16 in this chapter being
interpreted only of the faith of the
Apostles), but a test of faith was implied
in the command which bade the man
rise and walk in the power of a name
which a short time before had been
placed as an inscription on a malefactor's
cross, but with which St. Peter now bids
him to associate the dignity and power
of the Messiah (see Plumptre, in loco).
xiv.

It is necessary from another point of
view to emphasise this implied appeal
to the man's faith, since Zeller and
Overbeck regard the omission of faith
in the recipient as designed to magnify
the magic of the miracle.
Zeller remarks " Our book makes but one observation on his state of mind, which
:

certainly indicates a receptivity, but unfortunately not a receptivity for spiritual
But nothing was more natural
gifts".
than that the man should at first expect
to receive money, and his faith in St.
Peter's words is rather enhanced by the
fact that the Apostle had already declared his utter inability to satisfy his

expectations.

St.

Luke much more

fre-

quently than the other Evangelists names
our Lord from His early home Nazareth

which frequency Friedrich sees anpoint of likeness between St.
Luke's Gospel and the Acts, Das Lucasevangelium, p. 85. Holtzmann attempts
to refer the whole story to an imitation
of Luke v. 18-26, but see as against such
vorkanonische
Feine, Eine
attempts
Vberlieferiing des Lukas,pp. 175, 199, 200.
in

other

Ver. 7. irido-as, cf. xii. 4 so in LXX,
Cant. ii. 15, Ecclesiasticus xxiii. 21, A. al.
Xcipos very similar to, if not exactly, a
of
partitive genitive, found after verbs
touching, etc., inasmuch as the touching
affects only a part of the object (Mark v.
30), and so too often after verbs of taking
hold of, the part or the limit grasped is
put in the genitive, Mark v. 41 (accusative being used when the whole person i*
:
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io6
afiroi' ttjs

oc£ia$

at paaei? Kal

Kat elafjXOc
1

wipe NABCG

Lucif. insert av-rov

—omitted
2

in

X€l P°5

l

•

r\yeip€

Ta cr^upa, 2

otOk

aoTOts els to Upok TrepnraTwt' Kal dXX6u€KO$ Kal

so Tisch.,

and H.), Arm., Sah., Boh., Aeth., Bas., Cypr.,
(but omitted by Meyer)

W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt

DEP.

N*B*C*,

^ABC

DEGP, Chrys. ; but at p. avrov
61, Vulg., Bas., Tert.,
3
B 3 C 2 DEGP, so Hilg.; but <r<f>v8pa
Tisch., W.H., Weiss,
cnfrvpa
so Tisch., W.H., Weiss, Blass (Winer-Schmiedel, p. 64).

avrov at Pacrcis

Lucif., so

irapaxpfjua Se COTcpeuOnaaK au-rou
Kal 7repi6TrdT£i,

8. ical 8
e£uXX6jjiev'os e<mr)

15, 18, 61, Syr. (P.

;

in.

^

D

3 Kai
inserts xatpopcvos
ega.XX0p.cv09 e<rrr\ omit Flor. irepiciraTtt, after this word
xaipwv koi cfaXXopcvos in ($, so Hilg. ircpi(xa-ipwv E), Flor. gaudens et exidtans
iro/rwv icai aXX. Kai omitted by D, Flor. It is difficult to determine the precise order of
"
is not mentioned at all in Western text, and in it the
events possibly " leaping
"
"
in the Temple.
It is again difficult to
healed man does not at all events
leap
believe that in this passage the common text comes from a revision of the author,
and
confusion.
and not rather through corruption

=

—

seized, Matt. xiv. 3), Blass, Grammatik
des N. G., p. 100, cf. classical use in
The meaning of
Eurip., Hec.y 523.
has
iridO in N.T. and in the
iridvoi
Greek
passed into modern

LXX

apprehend

seize,

=

=

(Kennedy).

For a

similar use see also 2 Cor. xi. 32, Rev.
20, and John vii. 30, 32, 33, 44,
viii. 20, x. 39, xi. 57, xxi. 3, 10.
irapaXpTipa, i.e., irapa to XPW** forthwith,
on
the
der
Stelle,
spot,
immediately, auf
of St. Luke, both
specially characteristic
xix.

—

Gospel and Acts (cf. €v8v*s of St. Mark).
found no less than ten times in the
Gospel, and six to seven times in Acts,
elsewhere in N.T. only twice, Matt. xxi.
several times in LXX, Wisdom
ig, 20
xviii. 17, Tobit viii. 3, S., 2 Mace. iv. 34,
38, etc., 4 Mace. xiv. g, Bel and the
Dragon, ver. 3g, 42, Theod., and in
in

It is

;

Num.
5,

vi. g,

for

xii.

4,

Hebrew,

AB 2 R.,

DNJlQ;

Isaiah xxix.

frequent

in

Attic prose ; see also Dalman, Die Worte
But as the word is so
jfesu, pp. 22, 2g.
manifestly characteristic of St. Luke it
is noteworthy that in the large majority
of instances it is employed by him in
connection with miracles of healing or
the infliction of disease and death, and

frequency of use and application
paralleled by the constant employment of the word in an analogous
way in medical writers see, e.g., Hobart,
Medical Language of St. Luke, and instances in Hippocrates, Galen, Diosthis

may be

;

—

oTcpcow =
cannot by
any means be regarded only as a techni-

corides.
to make

4<rT€p€w6ir|<rav

firm or

solid;

:

it

cal medical term, but as a matter of fact
lanit was often employed in medical

guage

(so

also

the adjective <rrcpc6s),

and

this use of the word makes it a
natural one for a medical man to employ

here, especially in connection with f3doreis

and <r<j>vpa.
It
Luke in the N.T.

is

used only by
16 and xvi.

(ver.

5),

St.

but

very frequently in the LXX. The nearest approach to a medical use of the
word is given perhaps by Wetstein, in
ol pdo-ets, "the
loco, Xen., Peed., viii.
feet

—

"

The word

is constantly
but for the most part in
the sense of something upon which a
thing may rest, but it is found in the
same sense as here in Wisdom xiii. 18

used

(poivw).

in

LXX,

;

also Jos., Ant., vii., 3, 5, so in Plato,
Timceus, 92, A. It was in frequent use

cf.

amongst medical men, and its employment here, and here only in the N.T.,
with the mention of the other details,
e.g., the more precise <r<f>vpd, "anklebones," also only found in this one passage in N.T., has been justly held to
point to the technical description of a
medical man see not only Hobart, p.
34 ff., u. s., and Belcher's Miracles of
Healing, p. 41, but Bengel, Zockler,
;

Rendall, Zahn.
Ver. 8. !£aXXop€vos

not leaping out
of his couch (as has sometimes been supposed), of which there is no mention,
but leaping up for joy (cf. Isaiah lv. 12,
Joel ii. 5) (on the spelling with one X see
Blass, p. 51)

;

cf.

also

:

Isaiah xxxv.

6.

This seems more natural than to suppose
that he leaped because he was incredulous, or because he did not know how to
walk, or to avoid the suspicion of hypocrisy (Chrys., Horn., viii., so too OecuSt. Chrysostom remarks that
menius).
it was no less than if they saw Christ
risen from the dead to hear Peter saying
" In the
name," etc., and if Christ is not
:

—

8

IIPAHEI2 AIT02T0AQN

io.

aivCty rbv eeoV.

9. Kal cISc^ auToy

aivouvTa rbu 0e6V

•

T^f

cX€T)|xoau»'Tjj'

Ka0^u€fos

Oajxpous Kal

iir\T]a0T]aai'

was o Xa6s ircpnraToGinra Kal

on

10. itreyivuxTKOv tc auToy
cirl

*

107

tij

'&paia

iKOTaaeus

ttuXtj

outos
tou

r\v

6 irpos

Kal

•

tepou

tw aufipepijKOTi auTu.

^irl

1

1
1 or
cKff-Tatrews, before this word Flor., Par. insert iravTes.
0ap.{3. Kai aco-raor.
1
with
Flor., Par. read cko-tout. Kat €0ap,povvTo €$' «j> auTu <rvp.(3ePi]Kcv taoi« ; but

D

a accepts -yeyev-qpcvw instead of

<rv\j.$t$., cf. iv.

raised, how account for it, he asks, that
those who fled whilst He was alive, now
dared a thousand perils for Him when
dead ? cotttj Kal ircpiciraTCi : " he stood
and began to walk " R.V., thus marking
the difference between the aorist and the

—

Such

imperfect.

vivid details

may have

been derived from St. Peter himself, and
they are given here with a vividness
characteristic of St. Mark's Gospel, of
which St. Peter may reasonably be regarded as the main source. If St. Luke
did not derive the narrative directly from
St. Peter, he may easily have done so
from the same Evangelist, John Mark, see
on chap, xii., and Scharfe, Die petrinische
Stromung der N. T. Literatur, pp. 59, 60
(1893).— alvwv t&v 9*6v: commentators
from the days of St. Chrysostom have
noted that by no act or in no place could
the man have shown his gratitude more
appropriately characteristic of St. Luke,
to note not only fear, but the ascription
of praise to God as the result of miraculous deeds cf, e.g., Luke xix. 37, xxiv.
53, Acts iii. 9, iv. 21, xi. 18, and other
instances in Friedrich (Das Lucasevan;

;

On the word see
geliutn, pp. 77, 78).
further, p. 97.
Spitta regards ver. 8 as
modelled after xiv. 10, a passage attributed
by him to his inferior source B. But on

the other hand both Feine and Jiingst
regard the first part of ver. 8 as belonging to the original source.
Ver. 10. Iirey ivfa«rK<5v t« : u took know" or
ledge of him
perhaps better still
"
recognised ". The word is so used of
recognising any one by sight, hearing, or
certain signs, to perceive who a person

(Grimm), cf, e.g., Luke xxiv. 16, 31,
Matt. xiv. 35, Mark vi. 54. & . • . KaG-rj|mvo« imperfect, may refer to the customary action of the man: or may be
equivalent here to an imperfect, a force
of the imperfect usual in similar cases
when reference is made to a time before
the actual time of recognition, Blass,
Grammatik des N. G., p. 188.—Iirl for
the local dative cf. v. 9, Matt. xxiv. 33,
Mark xiii. 29, John v. 2, Rev. ix. 14.
is

—

:

:

—

Oapfiovs, cf.

Luke

iv.

36 and

v. 9.

A

22

word

so Hilg.

;

Luke in the N.T.
Luke alone uses 6ic9au{3o$> ver.
used
from
Homer
downwards, of
11);
amazement allied to terror or awe, cf.
LXX, Ezek. vii. 18, Cant. iii. 8, vi. 3 (4),
peculiar to St.

(so St.

—

for the word in a
cKo-Tao-eto?
(10).
similar sense, Mark v. 42, xvi. 8, Luke v.
Its use in ordinary Greek expresses
26.
rather distraction or disturbance of mind

9

:

caused by a shock. The word is very
both in Hippocrates and Are-

common
taeus.

In the

various

senses,

LXX

it

is

employed

in

Deut. xxviii. 28,
elsewhere it is used
Iko-toLo-ci Siavoias
of agitation, trouble, 2 Chron. xxix. 8,
and most frequently of terror, fear, 1
Sam. xi. 7, Ezek. xxvi. 16. See further
Here the word expresses more than
on.
simple astonishment as its collocation with
cf.
;

shows

in loco), rather

(Wendt,
"
bewilderment, cf. Mark v. 42. See on
ii.
43 for this characteristic of St. Luke.
But there is no occasion to conclude
with Weiss that these strong expressions
as to the effect of the miracle show that
it must have been the first which the

0auf3o$
"

It was the unique
nature of the miracle which affected the
beholders so powerfully.
Ver. iz. KparovvTos: in his joy and
"
"
gratitude,
holding them in a physical
sense, although it is possible that it
signifies that the healed man joined
himself to the Apostles more closely as
a follower (iv. 14), fearing like the demoniac healed by Christ (Luke viii. 38)
lest he should be separated from his
lirl t-q <tto$
benefactors, cf. Cant. iii. 4.
KaX. I. : better " portico," R.V.
TJJ

disciples performed.

—

colonnade, or cloister (John x.
derived its name from Solomon,
and was the only remnant of his temple.
A comparison of the notices in Josephus,
B. J., v., 5, 1 ; Ant., xv., 11, 5 andxx., 9, 7,
make it doubtful whether the foundations
only, or the whole colonnade, should be
Ewald's idea
referred back to Solomon.
that the colonnade was so called because
it was a place of concourse for the wise

margin
23).

in

;

It

their

support:

teaching has not found any
Stanley's Jewish Church, ii.,

W
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II. KpaToGfTos 8e

1

too ia6^rro$ ^coXou tok fWTpoK icai *\w&vvr)v,
auTous
ira? 6 Xaos £irl rfj oroa -nj ttaXoupinr)
ow^8pap.e irpos
12. l8*V 8e II^TpOS aTTCKpil'aTO TTpOS TO^
IoXojiGJ|/TOS, €K0ajlPoi.
Xaof, "AySpes 'lapatjXiTat, ti 6auud|€T€
Jctc,

2

us 181a

8uydu.ci

t\

euac0eia

iir\

toutw,

TreTroiTjKoai

tou

f]

Tjp.iv

ti &t€»>i-

irepiiraTcii'

auroV

;

^ABCDE

1

tov laOevros but avTov in
6i, Vulg., Syrr. P. H., Sah., Boh., Arm.,
so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss Rec. = prob. beginning of a church lectionary.
But'n
ver. ii Western text quite different.
D, Flor. ociropcvoucvov (Fl. -vwv) 8c tov n. kcu
= a) oi 8e 0a|x|3T]0€VTes
let.
<ruv€|6irop€veTO KpaTwv avrovs, and D continues (not Flor.
earTTjo-ov cv ttj oroa ttj KaX. 1. eic6au{3oi (but in {3 Blass brackets the last word)
Hilg.
follows D.
There is a distinction evidently drawn between the area of the Temple
"
ilia
nam
extra
aream
sacram fuit," Blass and tepov
and Solomon's Porch,
porticus
might perhaps be so used as distinct from the outer court or cloisters. If so, the
Western text may contain the more precise account of a writer who wishes to bring
the Apostles and the lame man from the one into the other, in accordance with the
topography with which he was familiar. But if, as Weiss admits, eicirop. . . .
<Tvv6|e7ropcv€To is implied in the tcpa/rov and change of locality, cf. w. 8 and n, we
may have another case in which the theory of Blass may hold good, and Luke himself may have revised for shortness (see Belser's retention of the p reading, and Blass,
Acta Apost., in loco). ZoXouwvros ^(A)BCP i, 13, 31, 61 ; so Tisch., W.H., Weiss
(but see Winer-Schmiedel, p. 93).
;

;

;

;

—

2
D, Flor., Par. begin airoicpLdcis 8e 6 n. ciircv irpos avrovs o Xaos and iras o
Xaos both omitted, ws 181a . . . ircpiir. avrov, for this D, Flor., Gig., Severian. read
cos tjuwv tt) iSia 8iiv. T| ev0-e{3. ir€iroiT]KOTa)V tov ircpiir. avTOV, so Hilg.
gen. abs.
characteristic of the Western text (see Weiss, Codex D, p. 60)
c/. ii. 1, 15
may
be careless transcription or through translation. D has tovto both before and after
Chase, due to Syriac) but see iv. 7 the second
TrcjroiTiKOTcjv (Harris, Latinising
tovto perhaps confusion with tov or to.

—

;

;

—

;

;

184; Edersheim, Temple and its Services,
and Keim, Geschichte jfesu,
pp. 20, 22,
It was situated on the eastern
iii., 161.
side of the Temple, and so was sometimes called the Eastern Cloister, and
from its position it was a favourite rethe present participle
sort.
tq koX.
is used just as the present tense is found
in the notice in St. John's Gospel, chap,

This address of St. Peter
Ver. 12.
divides itself into two parts, 12-16, 17-26,
and although it covers much of the same
ground as in chap, ii., there is no need

Philology of the Gospels,
pp. 241, 242), and if we cannot conclude
from this that the book was composed
before the destruction of the Temple, the
vividness of the whole scene and the

place

—

:

v. 2 (see Blass,

way

in

which Solomon's Porch

is

spoken

standing, points to the testimony of an eye-witness. Ndsgen argues
that this narrative and others in the early
chapters may have been derived directly
from St. John, and he instances some
verbal coincidences between them and the
writings of St. John (Apostelgeschichte,
p. 28). But if we cannot adopt his conclusions there are good reasons for referring
some of these Jerusalem incidents to St.
Peter, or to John Mark, see introduction

of as

still

and chap.

xii.

this notice

the

Feine rightly

and that

insists upon
in ver. 2 as bearing

stamp of a true and trustworthy

tradition.

it with Overbeck and Holtzas unhistorical see Blass, in loco,
and Feine ; the latter points out that St.
Peter would naturally, as in chap, iii.,
take the incident before him as his text,

to regard

mann

:

it in its right light, and draw from
an appeal to repentance and converBut whilst we may grant the
sion.
common and identical aim of the two
discourses, to pioclaim the Messiahship
of Jesus before the Jews, none can fail
it

to see that in chap.
idea becomes richer

iii.

the Messianic

and

fuller.
Jesus
prophet greater than Moses:
Jesus is the fulfilment of the Abrahamic
covenant, through which the blessing of
Abraham is to extend to all the earth,
Matt. viii. 11. And more than this
St.
Peter has learnt to see in the despised
Nazarene not only the suffering servant
of Jehovah (-rrais), but in the servant the
King, and in the seed of David the Prince
of Life. And in the light of that revelation the future opens out more clearly
before him, and he becomes the first
prophet in the Messianic age— the spiritis

the'

:

TTPAEEI2 AII02TOAQN

ii— 131

13.

io9

6 ©cos 'A0pacY|A koI 'laaaic icat 'laKw/3, 6 ©cos twk

T^fxcuv,

coo^aae tok iraiBa ciutoG

TraT^p<«>i>

8f ufiets 2 irapcSoliKaTe, kcu

•

'lifcrou?

BEP

1
6 0. A0p. kcu la. icat laic.
61, Sah., Syr. (Pesh. Hard.) ; so W.H., Weiss,
R.V., T.R.; Wendt, who explains the reading in Tisch., Hilg. introducing (o) 0€o«
(^ACD) before Icr. and before laK. as out of LXX, Exod. iii. 6 (cf. Matt. xxii. 32).

2

iropcSwKOTe

;

D

adds »s

Syr. Harcl. mg., Iren., cf.

E

so Hilg. ;
cis KpiTijpiov (cf. also Flor., Par. 1 ,
xxiv. 30; see also Chase, in loco).

icpuriv,

Luke

ual presence which the believers now
enjoyed, and by which those mighty
deeds are wrought, is only a foretaste of
a more visible and glorious Presence,
when the Messiah should return in His
glory; and for that return repentance

and remission of

sins

must prepare the

(see Briggs, Messiah of the Apostles,
n St. Peter's discourses
PP- 3 1 . 3 2 )see additional note at end of chapter.

way

O

direKpivaTo

answered,

:

cf.

i.e.,

—

Luke

xiii.

14,

xiv.

3,

to their looks of astonish-

ment and inquiry. The middle voice as
which would be the classical usuage,

here,
is

seldom found

in the

N.T., but gener-

ally the passive aorist, air€Kpi6r], and so
"In Biblical Greek the
in the LXX.
middle voice is dying, in modern Greek

dead," Plummer. Thus in modern
Greek, inroicpivottai in the passive = to
answer, Kennedy, Sources ofN. T. Greek,
des N. G.,
p. 155, and Blass, Grammatik

it is

—

ws ir€iroiir]K<$criv tov irepiiraTCir :
p. 44.
this use of the infinitive with the genitive of the article, instead of the simple
infinitive with or without wore, to express

" non de
a purpose, or result as here :
"
consilio sed de eventu
(Blass), may be
illustrated from the LXX, Gen. xxxvii.

—

Chron. xliv. 6, Isaiah v. 6. cvcre{3cia :
godliness," R.V., as always elsewhere in
A. V., i.e., by our piety towards God, as
always in the Bible, although evcrcpeia
may be used like the Latin pietas of
piety towards parents or others, as well
It is frequently
as of piety towards God.
used in the
of reverence towards
God, els, so too in Josephus, irpos rbv
0e<5v, cf. Prov. i. 7, xiii. 11, Isaiah xi. a,
Wisdom x. 12, and often in 4 Mace. In
18, 1

"

LXX

Trench, N. T. Synonyms, ii., p. 196, and
Grimm-Thayer, sub v. In the N.T. the
word is used, in addition to its use here,
by St. Paul ten times in the Pastoral
Epistles, and it is found no less than four
times in 2 Peter, but nowhere else. St.
" Do
Chrysostom, Horn, ix., comments
you see how clear of all ambition he is,
and how he repels the honour paid to
him ? " so too Joseph: Do not interpreta:

tions belong to God
Ver. 13. 6 0ebs

?

'ABpoap

k.t.X.

:

the

words were wisely chosen, not only to
gain attention and to show that the
speaker identified himself with the nation
and hope of Israel, but also because in
Jesus St. Peter saw the fulfilment of the

—

promise made to Abraham.
c86£acre,
John viii. 54, xi. 4. Again we mark the
same sharp contrast as in St. Peter's

—

former address God hath glorified . .
but you put to an open shame. The
objections of Weiss, who traces a reviser's hand in the double mention of the
.

glorification of Jesus in ver. 13 and in
15, fail to secure the approval of Spitta,
Feine, Jiingst, who all hold that eSogatrc
refers to the power of the Risen Jesus,
shown in the healing of the lame man,

which Peter thus expressly emphasises.
But the glorification was not, of course,
confined to this miracle "auxit gloria hoc
quoque miraculo" (Blass). tov iraZSa:
"his Servant," R.V. (margin, "Child").
Vulgate has filium, which all other English versions (except A.V., " Child ") seem
to have followed.
But the rendering
"Servant" is undoubtedly most appropriate, cf. ver. 26, and iv. 27, 30 (em-

—

:

ployed in the Messianic sense of
xiii.

1,

Hi.

13,

liii.

11),

where the

has *ais, Hebrew
"t2J? .

Isa.

LXX

In Matt.

xii.

18 the Evangelist sees the fulfilment of
the first passage in Jesus as the Christ,
the Servant of Jehovah. Wendt rightly
emphasises the fact that no Apostle ever
bears the name irais 0eov, but SovXos ;
In the
Moses is called
cf. iv. 29.
both ircus and SovXos. The rendering
of R.V. is generally adopted, and by
critics of very varying schools,
e.g.,
Overbeck, Nosgen, Holtzmann, Felten,
Zockler, whilst he adopts
Hilgenfeld.
the rendering " Servant," still maintains
that Luther's translation, Kind Gottes,
cannot be regarded as incorrect (cf. the
double meaning of the word in classical

LXX

literature).
Certainly he seems justified
in maintaining that in the numerous
in
the
the
parallels
sub-apostolic

writings

conception of the Servant by no means
always excludes that of the Son, e.g.,
Epist. ad Diofn., viii., 11 and 9, where of

no

TIPAHEI2
r)pvi)<Ta<jde

Xucik.

1

D

2
)

;

kcito.

l

riiXdrou,

irpoo-uiTrof

14. up^is oc rbv ayioy nal SiKcuoe

2

in.

Kpimiros iKtlvou

TJpKrjo-aaOc, icai

diro-

t)T^<raa0€

B*D read IleiX., so Tisch., W.H., Weiss, Hilg.— see Winer-Schmiedel,
Kpivovros ckcivov airoX. D adds avTov OcXovto? and prefixes tov (om. in
conflate OcXovtos assim. to Luke xxiii. 20.

riiXaTov

p. 43.

avrbv

AnOSTOAQN

2

;

;

but D, Iren., Aug. have tfiapvvar* (aggravastis), so Hilg. Nestle
Chase, and gee also Belser) believes confusion arose in Syriac between

Tjpvifj<ra<r06,

(so Blass,

;

see Nestle, Philologia Sacra, 1896, p. 40, and Einfuhrung
who explains through i)Tt]<roT€, ver. 6,
for TjTT]o-a<r0c, displaced r\pvr\<raa9€ y and became corrupted into tjtt7]«-otc, transl.
aggravastis) ; see also Blass, Philology of the Gospels, p. 194, and also Dalman, Die

prnWDrnilD
m
das G. N. T., p.
Worte Jesu,

p. 54,

p

240 (and also Harris,

and Enc

.

Bibl.,

i.,

56.

<^ovca

;

after this

word

D

inserts £tjv koi,

so E, Flor., Aug. Gloss. ; but Belser sees in it a marked contrast to $ovca, " that a
murderer should live," original, avrov om. fc^ABC, Tisch., W.H., R.V.

God's great scheme it is said avctcoivwcraTo povw tw ttcuSi (to His Son alone),
called in 11 tov ayairnTov iraiSos
cf
;

Martyr. Polyc, xiv., 3, where the same
phrase occurs, reminding us of Matt. iii.
17 (Col. i. 13, Eph. i. 6) and xiv. 1, where

work so unique (cf Isaiah
I -3,

5>

8»

I.

xlii. 1 ff., xlix.

4-9t «i. 13-liii. 12).

For

if

we admit that the word " Servant "
may be used, and is sometimes used, of

the nation of Israel (cf Isaiah xli. 8,
xlv. 4), and if we admit that some of the
God is spoken of as 6 irar^p of the well- traits in the portrait of Jehovah's " SerIn Clem. Rom., vant" may have been suggested by the
beloved Son ircuSrfs.
Cor. lix. 2-4, the word is used three sufferings of individuals, and were applitimes of Jesus Christ, and twice with tov cable to individual sufferers, yet the
portrait as a whole was one which transTjyairTjp^vov (iraiSos), and if there is nothing in the context to determine the cended all experience, and the figure of
exact sense of the word, in the previous the ideal Servant anticipated a work and
chapter St. Clement had written £-fj yop a mission more enduring and compre6 0€os tea! £x) 6 Kvpios Mt|<tovs Xpi«rr6s hensive than that of Israel, and a holiness
and innocency of life which the best of
ical to 7Tvevp.a to ayiov k.t.X.
cf. also
Barnabas, Epist. (iii., 6), vi., 1 ; Apost. her sons had never attained (Driver,
But not only in
Const., viii., 5, 14, 39, 40, 41 ; and Isaiah, pp. 175-180).
Didache, ix., 2, 3 ; x., 2, 3, where, how- His miraculous working, but in His
Resurrection and Ascension St. Peter
ever, at the first introduction of the word,
David and Jesus are both called by it in recognised how God had glorified His
the same sentence. In the Didache the Servant Jesus ; and whilst it was natural
that the word " Servant " should rise to
title is found altogether five times, once
as above, and four times as applied to his lips, as he recalls the submission to
But these passages all betrayal and death, whilst he never forgets
Jesus alone.
occur in the Eucriaristic Prayers of the the example of lowliness and obedience
Didache (placed by Resch as early as which Christ had given, and commends
80-90 a.d.), and in them we find not to poor Christian slaves the patience and
"
"
was "the first
only the title Lord used absolutely of humility of Him
Servant in the world " (1 Peter ii. 18-25),
Jesus, ix., 5, but He is associated with
he
sees
what
and
wise men had
Father
in
and
the
prophets
power, ix., 4.
glory
" SerKnowledge, faith, and immortality are failed to see, how the suffering
made known by Him, spiritual food and vant" is also "the Prince of Life," cf.
drink, and eternal life are imparted by chap, v. 15, and v. 31.
vp,ets piv: there
Him, x., 2, 3. Zockler, Apostelgeschichte, is no regular answering hk in the text
in loco ; Lock, Expositor, p. 183 ff. (1891),
(cf i. 1), but the words in ver. 15 6 6cos
"
of the Earlier Chapters of vjycipcv express the antithesis (Blass,
Christology
"
the Acts
Schmid, Biblische Theologie, Wendt, Holtzmann). In dwelling upon
But further : if we bear in mind the action of Pilate and the guilt of the
p. 405.
"
all that the
Servant of the Lord " must Jews, the Apostle loses the direct gramhave meant for a Jew, and for a Jew so matical construction he emphasises the
well versed in the O.T. Prophets as St. denial (rjpvijo-ao-Be twice) and its baseness; but nothing in reality was more
Peter, it becomes a marvellous fact that
he should have seen in Jesus of Nazareth natural, more like St. Peter's impetuosity.
Kara -rrpoawirov, coram, cf Luke ii. 31,
the realisation of a character and of a
;

Who

—

;

;

—

t

4

—
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15.

TeiKaTC

•

Sk 6 0€os ^ycipey Ik

KCKpa>K,

—the

expression need not be
explained as a Hebraism, it is found
several times in Polybius; see Dalman,
In the LXX
Die Worte Jesu, p. 23.
in various senses, and
it is frequent
sometimes simply in the sense of before,
in the presence of, a person, 1 Sam. xvii.
8, 1 Kings i. 23, 1 Chron. xvii. 25,
2 Cor. x. 1

Ecclesiasticus xlv. 3, Jer. lii. 12, 33,
Judith x. 23, xi. 5, etc. Rendall takes
the words as usually denoting open encounter with an opposite party face to
face, cf. xxv. 16, Gal. ii. n, and so here;
the Jews met Pilate's proposal to free
the prisoner with a point-blank denial.
13b is referred by Hilgenfeld to the
revising hand of "the author to Theophilus," and he sees in its introduction
a proof of the anti- Judaism of the reviser,
whilst Jungst prefers to regard the first
part of ver. 14 as an insertion, but this
Hilgenfeld will not accept, as thus the
antithesis in ver. 15 is not marked.

—

KpLvavros "when he had determined,"
R.V., not a purpose only, but a decision,
Luke xxiii. 16.—iiccivov, not avrov, emphasising the antithesis between what
:

had determined and what they
had done x>u€is ckcivov deXrjo-avTos ovk

Pilate

:

^0eXijo-aT€ (Chrys.).

tov ayiov Kal Bikcliov both
epithets are used of John the Baptist,
Mark vi. 20, avSpa Sitcaiov Kal ayiov, but
" the
Holy and
Jesus is emphatically
"
R.V. Not only is the
Righteous One
sinlessness of His human character emphasised, but also associated with the
St. Peter had
language of prophecy.
already spoken of Jesus as God's Holy
if
the
word used here
One, ii. 27, and
means rather one consecrated to God's
it
is
the
service,
thought involved in the
irais 0€ov (a-yios, e.g., ckXcktos 0€ov, see
Grimm, sub v., and cf Isaiah xlii. 1
The word was used by the
LXX).
demoniacs as they felt the power of the
unique holiness of Christ, Mark i. 34,
Ver. 14.

Luke

:

and

in St.

John's Gospel vi.
given to Jesus by St.
Peter in his great confession. tov Site.
the reference to the language of prophecy
is unmistakable.
The suffering Servant
of Jehovah was also the righteous Ser69,

it

iv.

34,

is

the

title

—

:

vant, Isaiah liii. 11 (cf xi. 5, and Jer.
xxiii. 5), see Acts vii. 52, xxii. 14.
Later,
in the Book of Enoch, the title is applied
to the Messiah as the Righteous One,
xxxviii. 2,

liii.

6, xlvi. 3 (Charles' edition,

pp. 48, 112, 144).

In Acts

vii.

52, 56, the

ou

Tj/xets

III

jxdpTup^s

lo-jxeK.

found on the lips of St. Stephen,
and in xxii. 14, Ananias, a Jewish Christian, announces to Paul that God had
chosen him to see the Righteous One.

title is

When we remember

too that this

title is

used again in the writings of each of the
Apostles, who now appealed to it, 1 Peter
Hi.
18, 1 John ii. 1, cf. ver. 20 (Rev.
iii.
7), it would seem that it was not only
a favourite one amongst these early
believers, but that it affords in itself a
marvellous proof of the impression made
by the human life of Jesus upon those

who knew Him

best, or

who at all

events,

Stephen, had ample opportunities
of learning the details of that life of
like St.

holiness

and

righteousness,

—

cf.

also

Matt, xxvii. 19, 24, Luke xviii. 47.
avSpa
<(>ovea
nearly all commentators dwell
upon the marked contrast between this
description of Barabbas and that just
given of Jesus. Both St. Mark, xv. 7, and
:

St.

Luke,

xxiii. 19,

notice that Barabbas

was not only a robber but a murderer.
The addition, avSpa, common in Luke,
makes the expression stronger than the
simple <j>ove'a; cf Soph., O. C, 948,
avSpa iroTpoKT<Jvov, O. R., 842, avSpas
No crime was more abhorrent

Xflo-ras.

to the Christian life, as St. Peter himself
indicates, 1 Peter iv. 15.
«apior0j)vai
to be granted to you as a x<tpis or favour,
as if St. Peter would recall the fact that
Pilate had given them a gratification!
The verb is used several times in Luke,
three times in his Gospel, vii. 21, 42, 43,
and four times in Acts, cf. xxv. 11, 16,
xxvii. 24, elsewhere only in St. Paul's
Epistles, where it is found fifteen times.
In the LXX, cf Esther viii. 7, Ecclus.
xii. 3, and several times in the Books of
the Maccabees, cf 2 Mace. iii. 31, 33,
and other instances in Hatch and Redpath, sub v. St. Chrys. writes: "Peter
shows the great aggravation of the act.

—

:

As he has them under

his hand, he strikes
while they were hardened he refrained from such language, but when
their minds are most moved then he
strikes home, now that they are in a con-

hard

;

dition to feel it" (Horn., ix.).
Ver. 15. tov 8^ apx^Y " T*\S £o>f|9 :
again the words stand in marked co*
trast not only to <{>ove'a but also to enrex-

TcCvaTC

magnificum antitheton, Bengel.
" Author " in th*>
is rendered
of
margin " R.V. (Vulgate, auctorem) bu*
" Prince in the
text and so in v. 31 (Vulg.,
principem). In the two other passages in
;

The word

IIPAEEI2 ATIOSTOAQN

112
1 6. ical

1

i-nl Tjj

morei too

6v6u.a-ros auToG, TooTOf, tv OeupeiTc Kal

oiSaTe, cVrepewae to oVoua auTOu
1

6i,

8

W.H.

Kal

ij

maris

i\

" It follows that the life
He had was not
from another, the Prince or Author ot
Life must be He who has life from Himself". Theophylact and Oecumenius see
in the words a contrast to the <j>ov€a, in
that Christ gives life, while the murderer
takes it away a contrast deepened by the
words of St. Peter's fellow-disciple whom
he here associates with himself in his
appeal to the people, cf. 1 John iii. 15.
In ver. 31 ipx- in its rendering " Prince"
of kingly dignity may be compared with

—

between the meaning attaching to
word here and in v. 31. The use of
word in the LXX may help to justify the use of the word

tinction

such a distinction, for whilst it is found
in the sense of a leader or a captain

(Num. xiv. 4, Judith xiv. 2), or the chief
of a family or tribe (R.V. renders it
"
"
every one a prince in Num. xiii. 2, but
in the next verse M heads of the children
of Israel "), it is also used to signify the
author, or beginner, the source, cf. 1
61, x. 47,

ix.

Micah

13 (although
it was never used for a
prince or to describe kingly attributes)
but in many
" Prince "
respects the rendering
may be
compared with the Latin princess, which
signifies the first person in order, a chief,
a leader, an originator, the founder of a
family (in the time of the emperors it was
used of the heir to the throne). So in
classical Greek the word was used for a
leader, a founder, Latin auctor, for the
first cause, author, so God rmv iravTwv,
Plat., and also for a prince, a chief, and,
especially in later Greek, of the person
from whom anything good or bad first
proceeds in which others have a share,
e.g., apxTiyos Kal cutios combined (antesignanus et auctor), Polyb., i., 66, 10;
Hdian., ii., 6, 22, and as Alford points
i.

;

out in Heb. ii. 10, this later usage
throws a light upon its meaning in
Acts iii. 15, cf. Chrys. on Heb. ii. 10,
apxTyov ttjs crwTT|pias tovtcoti Tor
aiTiov ttjs <r&>TT|pias. Christ is the source
of life, a life in which others share

Him

very place where
St. Peter was speaking our Lord had
spoken of Himself as the giver of eternal

through

;

in this

although doubtless the
expression may include the thought that
in Him was life in its fullest and widest
sense
moral,
intellectual,
physical,

John

x. 28,

—

spiritual.

St.

fc$B

;

" the
" the author of their
salvation,"
author and perfecter of our faith," mar"
"
captain
gin
(Vulgate, auctorem) ; see
Westcott, Hebrews, pp. 49, 395. Christ
is both the Prince of life and the Source
" Vitam aliis dat
of life :
(auctor)
"
adimit
Christus,
opp. 4>ovevs qui
a
disdraw
and
others
Grimm
(Blass).

Mace.

oV auToG cSwkci'

but om.
Sah., Boh., Irint., so Tisch., and so Weiss
(Lachmann and Blass punctuate corcpctMrcr* to ovop..)

which the word occurs in the N.T., vis.,
Heb. ii. io, xii. 2, R.V. renders " Author,"

life,

•

N ACDEP, Vulg.,

rri

Arm., so

the
the

III.

Chrysostom comments on

the words " Prince of Life," Horn.,

ix.

:

in

Thuc,

132,

i.,

iEsch., Agatn., 259. Rendall sees in the
expression both here and Acts v. 31 a
reference to Jesus (the name used by St.
Peter) as the second Joshua. As Joshua
was the captain of Israel and led them
across the Jordan into the land of promise, so Jesus was the Captain of the
and for
living army of the Resurrection
Saviour, v. 31, he compares Matt. i. 21.
Such associations may be included in St.
Peter's words, but they seem much more
applicable to v. 31. In modern Greek the
word &px"nYos == leader, in the ordinary
sense, Kennedy, Sources of N. T. Greek,
ov may
p. 153; see Grimm, sub v.
refer to 5v, cf. i. 8, xiii. 31, or to the
fact of the Resurrection, cf. ii. 32, v. 32,
x. 39.
R.V. reads " of whom " in the
;

—

margin.
Ver. 16.

1x1: so T.R., and so Weiss
and Wendt: "on the ground of faith
in His name," R.V. margin; cf. Luke v.
5 (not expressing the aim as if it meant
with a view to faith in His name). But
the name is no mere formula of incantation, see xix. 13, nor is it used as, in
Jewish tradition, the name of God, inscribed on the rod of Moses, was said to
have given him power to work his

miracles in Egypt and the wilderness,
see above on ver. 5. On the use of
ovofxa in formulae of incantation, see
Deissmann, Bibelstudien, pp. 25-54. "H
" the faith which is
81' avTov
iticttis
through Him," not by it, i.e., the name
not only the healing power is through
Christ, but also the faith of the Apostles
as of the man who was healed, cf,

—

:

-Jj

—

especially,

1

Pet.

i.

21.

tovs

81'

ovrov

itiotovs els 0e<Sv, i.e., his converts who
through Christ are believers in God He
is the object and the author of our faith.
:
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i6-~ 18.

auTw

oXokXtjpuip ra6rt\v dir^mrri irdrrwy up.wi'.
17. Kal cuk,
otoa on KaTa ayKoiay €7rpd£aT€, wairep Kal 01

TT)f
1

aScXipoi',
•

6p.wy
1

*n
apxoinrcs

18. 6 8e 0eos

Before aSeX^oi

on

eTrio-T&|x€0a
ver. 18, o 8e

DE,

a TrpoKaT^yyciXe 81a
Flor.,

vjxcis p.«v,

irdrrw rdv

or<5u,aTos

Par. 1 insert avSpes.

perhaps

For 018a oti D, Flor. read
emphasising contrast (cf. vv. 13, 14) with
eirpagaTe, D, Fl., Gig., Par., Syr. H. mg., Irint.,
for

0€os (Chase, Syriac).
Aug., Ambrst. add to irovqpov, so Hilg., a gloss to explain cirpa£. since
accordance with the exculpating tone of the context (Weiss).

it is

not in

Cf. also Nestle, Expository Times, Feb.,
1899, p. 238, and the connection of this
phrase with Codex D, xviii. 8, and xx.

fore their hope of pardon was assured
on their repentance (cf. 1 Pet. i. 14, iv

21 (see Blass, /. c).
oXoicA-rjpiav
only
here in N.T., integrant sanitatem, Vulbut
the
in
an
adjective oXdicXijpos
gate,

for the same phrase).
St. Peter speaks
in the spirit of his Master, Luke xxiii.
in
instances
See
Wetstein
of the
34.

ethical sense, 1 Thess. v. 23,

antithesis

—

The noun

:

James

i.

4.

only used once in the LXX,
and there in a physical sense, Isaiah i.
The adjective is used by Josephus
6.
of a sacrifice complete in all its parts
(integer), Ant., iii., 12, 2, cf. its use in
Philo., but in LXX, Zach. xi. 16, its use
in a physical sense is a very doubtful
rendering of the Hebrew, see further
Trench, N. T. Synonyms, i., 85, and
is

dyvoia, and Psalms of Solomon,

a-yvotav

of

the

two

xviii., 5,

kcit*

phrases

and KaTa

—

irp60e<riv (irpoaipcair)
in Polybius.
ol apxovTcs vp.uv, cf. 1
Cor. ii. 8. The guilt of the rulers was

greater than that of the people, but even
for their crime St. Peter finds a palliation
in the fact that they did not
recognise
the Messiah, although he does not hold

them

guiltless for shutting their

eyes to

His holiness and innocence.
Ver. 18. %k
a further mitigation
Mayor's St. James, p. 34. Cf. Plato,
Tim., 44. oXdicXijpos vyiifc tc iravTcXws. whilst they were acting in their ignorIn Plutarch the noun is joined with ance, God was working out His
unerring
tov <rwpaTos counsel and will. iravTwv twv irpo<t>T)Twv
tryteia, and also with
but
whilst
the
noun
does
not
not
to
be
(Grimm),
explained by simply calling it
seem to be used by the strictly medical hyperbolic. The prophets are spoken of
writers, 6X6kXtipos is frequently used of collectively, because the Messianic recomplete soundness of body (Hobart, demption to which they all looked forward was to be accomplished through
Zahn).
Ver. 17. ical kvv: favourite formula the death of Christ, cf. x. 43. The view
of transition, cf. vii. 35, x. 5, xx. 25, here taken by St. Peter is in
striking
xxii. 16, 1 John ii. 28, 2 John 5.
See harmony with his first Epistle, Lit, and
Wendt and Page, in loco. Bengel de- ii. 22-25.— iraOciv tov X. ain-ov, R.V.,

—

:

;

—

" formula transeuntis a
it as
praead praesens ". Blass, " i.e., quod attinet ad ea quae nunc facienda sunt, ver.
19". aSeX^ot: affectionate and conciliatory, cf. ver. 12, where he speaks
more formally because more by way of
" One of the marks of truth
reproof:
would be wanting without this accordance between the style and the changing
mental moods of the speaker " (Hackett).
icara ayvoiav the same phrase occurs
in LXX, Lev. xxii. 14 (cf. also Lev. v.

:

scribes

" his
Christ,"

terito

The phrase, which (W.H.) is undoubtedly

—

—

:

On icard in this
Eccles. v. 5).
usage, see Simcox, Language of the
N. T., p. 149, who doubts whether it is
It is used in Polyquite good Greek.
18,

II.

kvircpT]<imvia$,

found in Psalm ii. 2, from
which St. Peter quotes in iv. 26, and the
same expression is used twice in the
Apocalypse, but nowhere else in the
N.T. xi. 15, xii. 10 (cf. also Luke ii.
See also the striking pas26, ix. 20).
sage in Psalms of Solomon, xviii., 6
(and ver. 8), ^v ava|ci Xpiorov avrov,
and Ryle and James on Psalm xvii.
;

The paradox that the suffering
Messiah was also the Messiah of Jehovah,
His Anointed, which the Jews could not
understand (hence their ayvoia), was
36.

St.

Peter

in

the Passion,

Death, and Resurrection of Jesus. On
the suffering Messiah, see note xxvi.
" He thus fulovtw

bius,

VOL.

xvii. 25, xxiv. 26.

correct, is

solved for

and Blass compares icai-' avavicT|v
(Philem., ver. 14), which is found in Xen.,
Their guilt was less than
Cyr., iv., 3.
if they had
slain the Messiah Kara
irpd0€O*iv, KaTa irpoaipecriv, or iv x €l P l
Num. xv. 30, and there-

Luke

cf.

—

23.
lirXt]p<do-cv
filled," i.e., in the
15.

On

irXijpoo,

:

way
see

described,
i.

16.

w.

"In

gardens of the Carthusian Convent

8

14,

the
.

.

.

riPAHEIS

il 4
irpo<f>T)Tu>y

AnOSTOAQN

auTou, iraQeiv rbv XptaTOf, tTrXrjpwaey out**.

voY)<raT€ ouV ical #?morp^|/aT€, cis to

near Dijon ... is a beautiful monument. ... It consists of a group of
Prophets and Kings from the O.T., each
holding in his hand a scroll of mourning
from his writings each with his own

—

individual

and

costume

in.

gesture

and

look, each distinguished from each by the
most marked peculiarities of age and
character, absorbed in the thoughts of
his own time and country.
But above
these figures is a circle of angels, as like
each to each as the human figures are
unlike.
They, too, as each overhangs
and overlooks the Prophet below him,
are saddened with grief.
But their expression of sorrow is far deeper and
more intense than that of the Prophets,
whose words they read. They see something in the Prophetic sorrow which the
Prophets themselves see not
they are
lost in the contemplation of the Divine
:

^aXci^Ofjfai

up.ut'

1 9.

fMTO-

Tas dp,apTia$,

by the Lord, Psalm xiii. 9. Blass speaks
of the word as used " de scriptis proprie
"
itaque etiam de debita pecunia
cf
Dem., 791, 12 (Wendt), and see also
;

;

The word can
Wetstein, in loco.
scarcely be applied here to the Baptism
for
a
word expressing
which
(as Meyer),
washing would rather be required, cf.
xxii. 16, although no doubt, as in ii. 38,
Baptism joined with Repentance was re-

—

quired for the remission of sins. oirws
ar: not "when" (as if Sirws = otc), but
"
" that so there
may come, R.V., av with
&irw« indicates that the accomplishment
of the purpose is dependent upon certain conditions here dependent upon the
repentance. In the N.T. there are only
four instances of this use of 5iro>« av, all
in pure final clauses, viz., in the text,
;

Luke

ii.

35,

and

in

two quotations from

LXX, Acts xv. 17
Passion, of which the ancient saints ing in LXX, Amos ix.
below them are but the unconscious and = LXX, Ps.
(Ii.) 4,
"
the

(where av

is

want-

and Rom.

iii. 4
so that this usage
is practically peculiar to St. Luke in the
N.T. Viteau, Le Grec du N. T., p. 80

12),

1.

indirect

exponents

Stanley's

:

pref. to vol. ii.
Ver. 19. tfritrrpAJ/aTc

Church,

R.V.

;

cf.

and Acts

also Matt.
xxviii.

27

:

xiii.

Jewish

" turn
again,"

15,

(Luke

Mark

iv. 12,

xxii. 32), in

each of these passages, as in the text,
" should be
A.V.,
converted," following
the Vulgate, convertantur. But the verb
in
is
the active voice in each of the passages mentioned ; cf. LXX, 1 Kings viii.
2
Chron. vi. 24, 37, Isaiah vi. 10
33,
(" turn again," R.V.), Tobit xiii. 6—<irio-Tpoj/aTc d(xapTw\oi:

dering in the

testifies

the unwillingness in the Western
Church to recognise the " conversion "
to God as in any degree the spontaneous
act of the sinner himself men have enlarged upon Lam. v. 21, but have
forgotten James iv. 8 (Humphry, Com-

to

—

—irpos

mentary on the R. V., pp. 31, 32).
to 4£aXci<j>0fjvai
in the LXX the verb
is found in the sense of
obliterating
:

avojAias, Ps. 1. (Ii.) i, 9; Isaiah xliii. 25,
Ecclesiasticus xlvi. 20, Jer. xviii. 23,
with ajiaprias, 2 Mace. xii. 42, with

Mace.

ii.

19, 4iraXei<^iv

with ajxapTias), and in N.T. cf Col. ii.
For other instances of its use in the
14.
N.T., cf Rev. iii. 5, with Deut. ix. 14,
Ps. ix. 5, etc., and see also Rev. vii. 17,
xxi. 4.
In Psalms of Solomon it is used
twice once of blotting out the memories
of sinners from off the earth, Psalm ii.
19 cf Exod. xvii. 14, etc., and once of
blotting out the transgressions of Saints
;

—

;

—

ava\|/v£is,

:

used only by

St.

Luke, means

LXX

refreshing or refreshment. In the
it occurs in Exod. viii. 15 (but cf. Aq.
on Isaiah xxviii. 12, and Sym. on
Isaiah xxxii. 15), where it is translated
"respite," although the same Hebrew

word

this passive ren-

Vulgate and A.V.

afxdpTT](j.a (cf. 3

(1893) ; Blass, Grammatik des N. G., p.
207, and Burton, N.T. Moods and Tenses,
the word
p. 85.
xaipol ava\|sv£ea>s

m
nm*\
TT V

the onrv other place

which it occurs, Lam. iii. 56, may
have the sense of "relief" (see Dr.
Payne Smith, in loco, Speaker's Comin

mentary, vol. v.). In Strabo av<u|/vgi.$ is
found in the sense of recreation, refreshment, x., p. 459 see also Philo, De Abr.,
29, and cf. the verb &vat|/vx« in 2 Tim.
;

16 (cf. Rom. xv. 32, ava\|n;£<t> p,c6' vp-wv,
DE, refrigerer vobiscum, Vulgate, and
Nosgen on Acts iii. 19). Rendall would
"

i.

render

it

here

respite," as

if St.

Peter

urged the need of repentance that the
people might obtain a respite from the
But the
terrible visitation of the Lord.
Ktupo!

ava\J/.

are identified

by most com-

mentators with the airoKara. irdvTwv, and
avavj/. need by no means be rendered
"
respite ". Nosgen, connecting the words
with the thought of avairavo-is (cf the
various renderings in Rom. xv. 32), would
see here a fulfilment of Christ's promise,
Kayo* avairavo-w vp.a$, Matt. xi. 28, to
those who turned to Him in true re-

ig

—

nPASEIS AriOSTOAQN

ai.

"5

am^u^cus duo irpoo-uirou too Kupiou, 20. *ai
tov
TrpoKeKtipuyfji^oK vpiv 'irjaouK XpiaToV, 21. SV &€i
diroo-TetXvj

ottos &v IXdotai Katpol

pentance, and so in his view the expression applies to the seasons of spiritual
refreshment which may be enjoyed by
the truly penitent here and now, which
may occur again and again as men repent
(Isaiah Ivii. 16); so J. Lightfoot, Hot.
Heb., interprets the word of the present refreshing of the Gospel, and God's present
sending of Christ in His ministry and
power, and in the same manner dirocrof the world,
tc£X"ij, i.e., not at the end
when Christ shall come as Judge, but in
But the
the Gospel, which is His voice.
context certainly conceives of Christ as
enthroned in Heaven, where He must
remain until His Second Advent, al-

though we

may

readily admit that there

a spiritual presence of the enthroned
Jesus which believers enjoy as a foretaste of the visible and glorious Presence
at the Parousia, Briggs, Messiah of the
dirb irpo<r«Sirov tov
Apostles, p. 31 ff.
K. irpdo-onr., lit., face, often used as here
"
" the
for
Hebrew,
presence ;
cf.
is

—

^SDft

frequently in

LXX, and see above

refreshment which
comes from the bright and smiling pre-

on

ii.

28, here of the

God to one seeking
The phrase occurs

comfort (so
three times
in Acts v. 41, vii. 45, elsewhere in 2
Thess. i. 9, and three times in Apoc
On St. Luke's fondness for phrases
with irpoo-wirov (dir<J, irpo", icao-d), see
Friedrich (Das Lucasevangelium, pp.
sence of

Grimm).

The Lord is evidently God the
Father, the icaipoi are represented as
present before God, already decreed and
determined, and as coming down from
His presence to earth (Weiss, Wendt).
Christ speaks, i. 6, of the seasons which
the Father hath set in His own power,
and so St. Chrysostom speaks of God as
curios of the seasons of refreshment.
Koi dirocrT€iXfl, i.e., at His
Ver. 20.
Parousia. The construction is still Situs
ov with the verb, diroor. is here used
as in Luke iv. 18, 43, expressing that the
person sent is the envoy or representative
of the sender (irepirw is also used of the
mission of our Lord). t6v irpoKCKTjpvYpe'vov, T.R., see on ver. 18; but W.H.,
8, 9, 89).

—

Blass, Weiss, tov 7rpoKe\€ipLtr\iivov vip.iv
" the Christ who hath
XpurroV, Mtjo-ovv :
been appointed for you, even Jesus ". So
R.V. This verb is found with accusative
of the person in the sense of choosing,
appointing, in Acts xxii. 14, xxvi. 16,

and nowhere

else in the

N.T.

;

cf.

Josh.

iii.

12, 2

Mace.

iii.

Exod.

7, viii. 9,

vi.

use also in Dem., Polyb.,
Latin
Plut., and instances in Wetstein)
The expression here
eligere, destinare.
refers not only to the fact that Jesus
was the appointed Christ, inasmuch as
the covenant with Abraham was fulfilled
in Him, ver. 25, but also to the return of
Jesus as the Christ, the Messianic King,
at His Parousia, in accordance with the
voices of the Prophets. This is more
natural than to suppose that the expression means foreordained, i.e., from eternity, although St. Peter's words elsewhere
may well be considered in connection
with the present passage, 1 Pet. i. 20.
13

(cf.

its

;

Ver 21.
pev: no answering 8c expressed, but the antithesis is found in
the axpi xpo vwv dwotc., " quasi dicat ubi
illud tempus venerit, ex coelo in terras
8v
redibit," Grotius (so Weiss, Blass).
Set ovpavov Bi^aarBai
the words have
been rendered in three ways (1) " whom
the heaven must receive," i.e., as the
place assigned to Him by God until the
Parousia, Phil. iii. 20, Col. iii. 4. In this
case Set is not used for e^ei, as if St. Luke
were referring to the past historical fact
of the Ascension only, but Christ's exaltation to heaven is represented as a
:

—

:

:

fact continually present until His coming
again ; or (2) the words have been taken
if &V were the subject, "who must
possess the heaven ". But the former
seems the more natural rendering, so in
A.V. and R.V., as more in accordance
with the use of Se'xeo-Ocu, and Kare'xeiv
would be rather the word in the second
rendering (see Wendt's note). Zockler
takes the words to mean "who must
receive heaven," *•*;, from the Father.
Here St. Peter corrects the popular view
that the Messiah should remain on earth,
John xii. 34, and if we compare the words
with the question asked in i. 6, they
show how his views had changed of his
Master's kingdom (see Hackett's note).
&xpi xp^vwv diroKOTacrraorcws the latter
noun is not found either in LXX or elsewhere in N.T., but it is used by Polybius,
Diodorus, Plutarch. In Josephus, Ant.,
xi., 3, 8, 9, it is used of the restoration of
the Jews to their own land from the

as

—

:

and also in Philo., Decal., 30,
of the restoration of inheritances at the
The key to its meaning here is
Jubilee.
found not in the question of the disciples
in i. 6, but in our Lord's own saying,
Matt. xvii. n, Mark ix. 12, " Elias truly
captivity,

u6

nPAEEIS AITOSTOAQN

Hi.

oupavov pey S^aaOai d^pi xp6y<*n> diroKaTacrrdorca)? irdmrwf,
l
t\a\y)V€v 6 0€os Bid anropaTos irutntoy ayiuty auTOU irpocprjTwi'

Sty

dir'

ayitv, prefix t»v instead of iravrwv fr^ABCD 27, 61, Vulg. verss., Irint., Chrys.,
so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt.
avrov irpo$. air* aiwvos but
jj^*AB*C 61, 69 read air' aia>vo« avrov irpo<|>T)Ta>v, so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss,
Wendt. In D, Flor., Gig., Par., Iren., Tert., so Arm. aw' autvos omitted; so in Hilg.
1

Orig.

fir»t

;

;

cometh, and shall restore

ical diroKaTao-Tijcrci iravTa,
Mai. iv. 6, where the same

all

and

things,"

cf.

LXX,

verb is found
It was the teaching
(airoKttTaa*r«)or€t).
of the Scriptures that Elias should be
the forerunner of the Messiah, Mai. iv. 5,
and Matt. xvii. n, and xi. 14. But his
activity embraced both an external and an
internal, i.e., a moral restoration, Ecclesiasticus

xlviii. 10.

He is said tcaTaonrTJcrai

enable those who had
been illegally excluded from the con-

<f»vXas Mok€*P, to

gregation to attain their inheritance.
But he is eager also for the moral
and religious renewal of his people. All
disputes would be settled by him at his

coming, and chiefly and above all he
conducts the people to a great repentance, which will not be accomplished
before he comes, Luke i. 16, 17 (Mai. iv.
This is the inward and moral
6, LXX).
side of the diroKaTaarao-is, Matt. xvii.

Mark

But as

n,

Acts i. 6 our
Lord had corrected the ideas of the disrestoration
of the
as
an
external
to
ciples
ix.

12.

in

kingdom to Israel, so in the Gospels He
had corrected their ideas as to the coming
of Elias, and had bidden them see its
realisation in the preaching of John the
Baptist in turning the hearts of the
fathers to the children, and the disobedient to the wisdom of the just. And so
the airoKaTaoracns irdvrwv had already
begun, in so far as men's hearts were
restored to obedience to God, the beginning of wisdom, to the purity of family
affection, to a love of righteousness and
a hatred of iniquity. Even when the
thoughts of the N.T. writers embrace the
renewal of the visible creation, the moral
and spiritual elements of restoration were
present and prominent cf. 2 Pet. iii. 13,
Rom. viii. 19-21, Rev. xxi. 5. So too
the iraXiv-ycv€<r£a, in Matt. xix. 28, is
joined with the rule which the disciples
would share with their Lord, and in;

volved great moral issues. A renewal
of all things had no doubt been fore-

by the prophets, Is. xxxiv. 4, li. 6,
lxv. 17 ; it was dwelt upon in later Jewish writings, and often referred to by

told

the Rabbis (cf., e.g., Book of Enoch, xlv.,
a ; lxii., 1 ; xci., 16, 17 ; Apocalypse of

xxxii., and instances in Edersheim, Jesus the Messiah, ii., p. 343)
but even amongst pious Israelites there
was always a danger lest their hopes for
the future should be mainly associated
with material prosperity and national

Baruch,

;

glorification.

It

is

perhaps significant

thas Josephus uses the two terms diroKarao-TacTis and iraXivvevco-ia in close
conjunction of the restoration of the
Jews to their own land after the exile.
How this restoration of all things was
to be effected, and what was involved
in it, St. Peter does not say, but his
whole trend of thought shows that it

was made dependent upon man's repentance, upon his heart being right
with God, see Weber, Judische TheolEdersheim,
352 ff. (1897)
p.
Jesus the Messiah, ii., pp. 343, 706;
Hauck's Real-Encyclopadie, "Apokataswv refers to
tasis," p. 616 ff. (1896).
XpoVwv, so R.V. "whereof," i.e., of
times.
Holtzmann
which
and Wendt
on the other hand refer &v to irdvrwv.
But the words of our Lord in Matt. xvii.
certainly point to the former reference,
and the words are so taken by Weiss,
In the article from
Page, Hackett.
Hauck quoted above, the writer speaks
of the reference to xpovwv as the more
correct, and points out that if &v is the
relative to irdvTwv, the restoration spoken
of would no longer be a restoration of
all things, but only of those things of
which the prophets had spoken.
On
ogie,

;

—

n

the

prophecies referred to see above.
All the words from irdvTwv to irpo<f>Y)Twv
are ascribed by Hilgenfeld to his " author
"
to Theophilus
the thought of the
;

prophets existing air* al&vos (Luke i. 70)
belongs in his opinion to the Paulinism
of this reviser, just as in Luke's Gospel
he carries back the genealogy of Jesus not
to Abraham but to Adam. To a similar Pauline tendency on the part of the
same reviser, Hilgenfeld refers the introduction in w. 25, 26 of the promise made
to Abraham embracing all the nations of
the earth (Gal. iii. 16), and also the
introduction of the word irpurov (Rom.
i. 16, ii. g), to show that not only upon
the Jews, but also upon the Gentiles had

—

%%
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23.

22. 1 Moxrfjs pev

atoiyos.

u>S

epc

yap

-rrpos toi>s ira-ripa? etircK,

d^aonrqaei Kupios 6 6e6s

$r\rr\v up.iv
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"*On

ck tojv dSeX^aje

up.wi'

irpoup.**?,

auTOu dKOUcreade Kara irdrra oaa ay XaXr)cn] irpos uu.dg.
^"X 1!' *1 TIS °- y P-^l ^kouot) tou irpo<pTJTOu exctyou,

•

23. eaTcu 8^, iraaa

but Mwvotjs in ABCD, so Tisch., W.H., Weiss, Hilg., so
acv yap but only pev in fc^ABCDE, vers., Iren., Chrys.,
so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt. irpos tovs iro/repas om.
15, 18, 61,
Vulg., Syr. Pesh., Boh.; so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt.
1

MwoTfjs,

so^EP;

Winer-Schmiedel,

p. 51.

;

WABC

God conferred the blessings of the

Christ;

where the same revising hand
But St. Peter's " univeris at work.
"
salism
here is in no way inconsistent
with that of a pious Jew who would believe
ii.

cf.

39,

that all nations should be blessed through
i.e., as they conformed to

Israel, so far,

the

covenant and the law of

Israel.

Spitta sees no difficulty in referring both
the passage before us and ii. 39 to the

Jewish Diaspora (so too Jungst).

—81a

twv ay. irpo<{>. cf. Luke i. 70,
a periphrasis of which St. Luke is fond
o-Top.aTos

:

(Plummer), cf. i. 16, iii. 18, iv. 25, 30, xv.
not found in the other Evangelists
except once in St. Matthew in a quotain the singular
air' alwvos
tion, iv. 4.
the phrase is only used by St. Luke in
the N.T., Luke i. 70, Acts iii. 21, and
xv. 18, but the plural air' aiwvwv is used
twice, Col. i. 26, Ephes. iii. 9 (Friedrich),
7,

—

cf.

in

:

LXX, Gen.

vi.

4,

Isaiah xlvi. 9,

The phrase here
may be taken simply = "of old time,"
Jer. xxxv.
cf.

Tobit

(xxviii.) 8.

iv. 12.

Ver. 22.

uev

connected with,
"

answered by, or rather

:

ical

iravTcs 8i (ver. 24),

Moses indeed, yea and all the Prophets
from Samuel " not " truly " as in A.V.,
as if u^v were an adverb.
The quotation
is

—

freely

made from Deut.

xviii. 15.

On

the Messianic bearing of the passage see
Weber, Judische Theologie, p. 364 (1897),
and Lumby, Acts, in loco.
Wetstein
sees no necessity to refer the word
ver.
but
rather
22, to Jesus,
rpo^qTKiv,
to the succession of prophets who in
turn prophesied of the Coming One.
But " similitudo non officit excellentiae "
(Bengel, so Wendt), and the words in
Deuteronomy were fulfilled in Christ
alone, the new Law-giver ; the Revealer
of God's will, of grace and truth, "
the Lord knew face to face,"
was
from all eternity "with God". But the
N.T. gives us ample reason for referring
the verse, if not to the Messiah, yet at
least to the Messianic conceptions of the

Whom
Who

To

age.
say nothing of St.
significant reference to the

Stephen's

same

pro-

phecy, vii. 37, it would certainly seem
that in the conversation of our Lord with
the Samaritan woman, John iv. 19 ff.,
the conception of the Messianic prophet
is in her mind, and it was
upon this prediction of a prophet greater than Moses
that the Samaritans built their Messianic

hopes (Briggs, Messiah of the Gospels, p.
272, and see also for Deut. xviii. 15, and
Messianic fulfilment, Messianic Pro-

its

phecy, p. no ff.). On other allusions in
St. John's Gospel to the anticipation in
Deut. xviii. 15 see Bishop Lightfoot,
Expositor, i. (fourth series), pp. 84, 85
there are, he thinks, four passages, John
i. 21,
25, vi. 14, vii. 40, in all of which
;

"the prophet" is mentioned (so R.V. in
each place). But whilst in St. John the
conception is still Jewish (that is to say,
St. John exhibits the Messianic
conceptions of his countrymen, who regard the
Christ and the prophet as two different
St.
persons), in Acts it is Christian.
Peter identified the prophet with the
Christ (and so inferentially St. Stephen).
(But see also Alford's note on St. John

and also Weber, ubi supra, p. 354,
view that Jeremiah was 6 irpo^
in John i. 21, 25, vii. 40
(cf. 2 Mace. xv.
14), whilst Wendt's Teaching of Jesus, i.,

vi. 14,

for the

pp. 67-69, E.T., should also be consulted.)
—
rendered by A. V. and R.V. "like
wscpi:
"

me

(the meaning of the Hebrew, in loco),
but in margin R.V. has " as he raised up
me," a rendering adopted as the only
admissible one of the Greek by Page and
Rendall ; as no doubt it is, if we read
mnrep, as in LXX, Deut. xviii. 18. But
ws is found in the LXX in v. 15. Certainly the rendering in A.V. and R.V.
could not be applied to any one prophet
so truly as to Christ, and the u>s £p,c is a

Hebrew J) (Lumwhich is so frequent in the LXX;
see also Grimm-Thayer, sub v., and
rendering of the familiar

by),

Messianische Weissagungen,
second edition (1899).

Delitzsch,
p.

46

ff.,

Ver. 23.
?<rrai 8i, cf. ii. 17.
The
expression, which is not in the Hebrew.

n8

nPAEEIS AnOSTOAQN
£$o\odpcu&/jcrcT(u Ik too Xaoo/*
diro lafAouTjX Kal

1

oo-ot,
5.

and so

D

has

ft

eXaXrjcrev

rw

1

ical

irdrres

oaot £\&\r)<Tav,

KaOc^T)?,

— Harris

T.R. has the support of

24.

in

ical

oi

01

irpo^T]Tai

TrpoKaT^yyeiXaK

accounts for as quodquod of d, read as <7wo<i,
8
so W.H., Weiss.
01 in ^C'D", Vulg.,

^BC EP

;

Gig., Par.*.

—

seems to call attention to what follows.
M shall be
2|oXc0p€v0i)<r€Tai Ik tov Xaov
In the
utterly destroyed" (*£), R.V.
:

Deut. xviii. 19, following the
Hebrew, the words are lv«* tieSiirqcrw
" I will
i£ aiiTov,
require it of him ".
But the phrase which St. Peter uses
was a very common one, from Gen.
of death,
xvii.
14, for the sentence
xii. 15, 19, Lev. xvii. 4,
cf. also Exod.
Here again the quota9, Num. xv. 30.

LXX,

tion

is

evidently

made

from

freely or

The

strong verb, although
frequent in the LXX, is found only here
the N.T. It is used by Josephus and
by Philo, but not in classical Greek.

memory.

m

The warning is

evidently directed against
and is expressed in
terms signifying the utterness of the deBut in their
struction from the people.
original meaning in the O.T. they need
not refer to anything more than the
penalty of the death of the body, and it
is not necessary to see in them here any
threat of eternal punishment in Gehenna
If the
(so Wendt, Holtzmann, Felten).
wilful disobedience,

word has any eschatological bearing it
would support the theory of annihilation
more easily. Grotius explains i|oXcf.,

" morte violenta aut immatura," and he
adds " mystice etiam Rabbini hoc ad
poenas post hanc vitam referunt," but
this is quite apart from the primary meaning of the word.
Ver. 24. Iajiov$|X On Samuel as the
founder of the prophetic schools and the
pattern of all later prophets, see Hamburger, Real-Encyclopadie des jfuden"
tums, i., 6, p. 854
Prophet," cf Midrash
Shemuel, c. 24, where Samuel is called
:

;

the Rabban, the chief and teacher of the
prophets (Wetstein, in loco, and Lumby),
re Kal I. ical
cf. also Heb. xi. 32, AavcCS
an
t&v irpo4>i)Tfiv. Kal twv iea0c£"fj$
Wendt
conunmistakable tautology.
siders the expression as inaccurate, see
his note, and for a full discussion cf.

—

Winer-Moulton,

Luke

:

lxvii. 2,

=

who compares

the series of
Samuel "
prophets
beginning from
"
(Page)
longa "tamen successione, uno
tamen consensu (Calvin). ica0€£. used
xxiv.

27,

"all

;

by

St.

Acts

Luke

alone,

xi. 4, xviii. 23.

Luke

i.

3, viii.

In Greek writers

1,

=

t$c£ti«, not
To.? Tjfit'pas

—

found in LXX. ical Kan^YY*
tovtos " have also told of
:

these days,"

i.e., the present days, cf.
This interpreta36, Luke xxiv. 18.
tion does not prevent the identification

v.

of " these days " with the xp6vo\. ttjs
airoKaTacrracrcws, since in one sense
the restoration had already begun with
the coming of the forerunner and
of the Christ, and in the acceptance
of the repentance which they had
Rendall renders
preached.
yea, so
said all the prophets from Samuel
•

'

...

as many as have spoken and told
of these days," as if the fact which St.
Peter wished to emphasise was that all
the prophets had spoken threats of utter
destruction like Moses. But the Greek
does not by any means of necessity bear
this construction (Viteau, Le Grec du N.

and such an interpretaseems too harsh. As Wendt admits,
the reference is not merely to the pror.| p. 55 (1896),

tion

phetical sayings relating to the last judg-

ment, but also to the promises of salvation and to all which is connected with
the xp° v ° l »itoic*t. Moreover the reference to Samuel is made because of
Nathan's prediction, "the fundamental
prophecy respecting the seed of David,"
2 Sam. vii. 12 ff., in which it is foretold
that mercy shall not be taken away even
in the midst of punishment.
Blass ex-

plains the expression t*s fy*ep. tovt.
" but
we must
regni felicis Messianici
remember that it does not follow that the
popular views of the Messianic kingdom
and judgment were still held by St. Peter.
Ver. 25. vpcis, as in ver. 26, emphatic,

"

;

"obligat auditores" Bengel, cf. ii. 39,
Rom. ix. 4, xv. 8 their preference and
;

destiny ought to make them more sensible
of their duty in the reception of the
Messiah ; viol, " sons " as in Matt. viii.
The rendering " disciples "
12, R.V.
(Matt. xii. 2), even if viol could be so
rendered with irpo^tirwr (J. Lightfoot,
Kuinoel), could not be applied to ttjs
The expression is Hebraistic,
8ia0i]Kif]s.
see Grimm-Thayer, sub vt6s, 2, and on

many similar expressions Deissmann,
Bibelstudicn, p. 163 ff.— Si«0. 8i10cto, cf.
Heb.
i.

viii. 10, x. 16,

xx, for

Gen. xv.

18,

1

a similar construction in

Mace.

LXX

»4—35t&s

IIPAEEI2

i^pas

TauTas.

25. 6|X€is

AnOSTOAQN

icm

l

otoi
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twk irpodnjiw,

ica! ttjs

*

8ia0tiKT)s ijs
1

2

oicOcto 6 0€os irpos tous iraWpas

vioi, prefix 01
#

tfABCE

61, Boh., Sah.

N CDP

;

2

tju.wi',

so Tisch.,

\£ya>v wpos

W.H.,

R.V., Weiss.

1, 13, 31, Vulg., Boh., Sah., Syrr. (P. and H.), Arm., Aeth., so
t,h«v
3
Tisch., W.H. margin, Hilg.; vjiwv
ABE, Sahwoi., Armcodd., Chrys., so W.H.

text,

^

Weiss, Wendt.

in more than seventy places, so also frequently in classical writers. 8io8t]kt]s:
on the word, see below, vii. 8. iv rtf

express other relations, such as manner,
means, as here (cf. iv. 30, where the
attempt to give a temporal sense is very

cf Gen. xxii. 18, xii. 3.
For the application of the prophecy to
the Messiah as the seed of Abraham by
the Rabbinical writers, see Wetstein on
Gal. iii. 16 (and Edersheim, Jesus the
Messiah, ii., p. 712); so by St. Luke, although the words of the prophecy were

far-fetched, Hackett, in loco); see Burton,
u. s., p. 162, and Blass, Grammatik des
N. G., p. 232. This formula of Iv with

—

—

<nr€pp.a-r£ crov,

—

in a collective sense.
first uttered
iraTpiai: "families," R.V., Luke ii. 4,
"
kindreds," A.V., is the
Eph. iii. 15 ;
rendering of other words, iv. 5, vii. 3.

LXX

(and in Heroir&Tpia is found in
dotus) in Gen. xii. 3 dnrXai is used, and
in xviii. 18 IOvtj, but in Ps. xxii. 27 and
in 1 Chron. xvi. 28 we have the phrase
at iraTpiai twv iQvuv (but see Ndsgen,
In this quotation, cf. Gal. iii.
in loco).
8, 16, and in the irpwTov of the next
verse we may see a striking illustration
of the unity of Apostolic preaching,
and the recognition of God's purpose
by St. Peter and St. Paul alike (Rom.
;

i.

h

16,

ii.

9,

10).

— ivtv\oyr)Br)<rovT+i

:

of the instrument as often the verb
is not used in classical writers, but Blass
gives several instances of verbs similarly
compounded with Iv, cf. IvcvSaiuovciv,
€vev8oKiu€iv.
The compound verb is
found several times in LXX.
Ver. 26.
vptv irpwTov vp.iv: again
In the words of St. Peter
emphatic.
we may again note his agreement with
St. Paul, xiii. 46, Rom. i. 16 (x. n), although no doubt St. Peter snared the
views of his nation in so far that Gentiles
could only participate in the blessings of
the Messianic kingdom through acceptance of Judaism.—-ava<rr^o-as, cf. ver.
22, rbv iraiSa, "his servant," R.V., see
above on ver. 13. airlorciXcv also shows
that avacr. here refers not to the Resurrection but to the Incarnation.
ruXovovvTa as in the act of blessing, present
participle ; the present participle expressing that the Christ is still continuing
His work of blessing on repentance, but
see also Burton, N. T. Moods and Tenses,
Iv t$: this use of iv governing
p. 171.
the dative with the infinitive is most
commonly temporal, but it is used to
:

—

—

:

—

the dative of the article and the infinitive
is

very

common

Gospel and

in St.

Luke, both

in his

the Acts, and is characteristic of him as compared with
the number of times the same formula
is used by other writers in the N.T.,
Das Lucasevangeltum, p.
Friedrich,
*
and also Zeller,
37,
of the
also in
Apostles, ii., p. 196, E.L
the
the same construction is found,
in

'j

LXX

cf.

Gen.

xix.

16,

xxxiv. 15,

etc.

— diro-

probably intransitive (Blass,
Grimm, and so often in LXX, although
the English A. and R.V. may be understood in either sense). Vulgate renders
" ut convertat se
unusquisque," but the
use of the verb elsewhere in Luke xxiii.
o-Tpc'4>«Lv

:

also Rom. xi. 26, Isa. lix. 20)
for the transitive sense (so Weiss,
in loco).
The argument from ver. 19 (as

14

(cf.

makes

Alford points out) does not decide the

matter either way (see also Holtzmann).
—
Luke
39, and adjective
xi.

irovTjpiwv, cf.

both in the Gospel and
LXX both words are very
word may denote miseries

irovi]p6s frequent
in the Acts ; in

common. The

as well as iniquities, as Bengel notes,
but the latter sense is demanded by the
context.
irpwTov according to Jiingst
does not mark the fact that the Jews
were to be converted first and the Gentiles afterwards, but as belonging to the
whole clause, and as referring to the first
and past sending of Jesus in contrast to
the second (ver. 20) and future sending
in glory.
But to support this view
Jungst has no hesitation in regarding
25b as an interpolation, and so nothing
is left but a reference to the 8ia6i]KT) cf
God with the fathers, i.e., circumcision,
which is quite in place before a Jewish
audience.
St. Peter's Discourses.
More recent

—

German

criticism has departed far from
the standpoint of the early Tflbrigen
school, who could only see in these discourses the free composition of a latei
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in.

" Kal tw
<rnip\iari aou ^K€uXoyt|OTJaorrai iracrat at iraTpial
a
^*
8** irpwTOK 6 6€0$ draor^o-as
rbv iraioa auToG
y?\s"
ty

*Appadp.,
ttjs

age, whilst Dr. McGiffert, in spite of his
denial of the Lucan authorship of Acts,
inclines to the belief that the discourses

question represent an early type of
Christian teaching, derived from primitive documents, and that they breathe
the spirit of St. Peter and of primitive
Jewish Christianity. Feine sees in the
contents of the addresses a proof that
we have in them a truthful record of the
Just the
primitive Apostolic teaching.
very points which were of central interest
in this early period of the Church's life
are those emphasised here, e.g. the proof
that Jesus of Nazareth, the Crucified One,
is the Messiah, a proof attested by His
Resurrection, the appeal to Israel, the
chosen people, to repent for the remission
of sins in His name. Nor is there anything against the speeches in the fact of
in

,

in their first and early
preaching, as Feine urges, the Apostles'
thoughts would naturally move in the same
circle, they would recur again and again
to the same facts, and their addresses
could scarcely be otherwise than similar.
Moreover we have an appeal to the facts
of the life of Jesus as to things well
known in the immediate past " Jesus of
Nazareth " had been working in the
midst of them, and Peter's hearers were
witnesses with him of His signs and

their similarity;

:

wonders, "as ye yourselves know," ii.
23 we become conscious in such words
and in their context of all the moral
indignation and the deep pain of the
Apostles at the crucifixion of their Mas;

ter, just as in iii. 13 we seem to listen to
another personal reminiscence of the
Passion history (see Beyschlag, Neutest.
TheoL, i., pp. 304, 305 ; Scharfe, Die
Petrinische Stromung, 2 c, pp. 184, 185).
The fact that no reference is made to,
or at all events that no stress is laid
upon, the doctrinal significance of the
death of Christ, as by St. Paul, is
again an intimation that we are dealing
with the earliest days of Apostolic teaching the death of the Cross was in itself
the fact of all others which was the
insuperable offence to the Jew, and it
could not help him to proclaim that
Christ died for his sins if he had no
belief in Jesus as the Christ.
The first
and necessary step was to prove to the
Jew that the suffering of the Messiah
was in accordance with the counsels of
God and with the voices of the prophets

—

(Lechler,

Das

Apostolische Zeitalter, pp.

But the historical fact accep230, 231).
ted, its inner and spiritual significance

would be imparted, and there was nothing
strange in the fact that disciples who
had themselves found it so difficult to
overcome their repugnance to the mention of their Master's sufferings, should
first

direct their

main

efforts to

remove

the like prejudice from the minds of their

But we cannot adduce
countrymen.
from this method that the Apostles had
never heard such words as those of Christ
xx. 28, Mark x. 45, cf. 1 Peter i. 18)
(Matt.
\cf. the striking passage in Beyschlag,
u. s., pp. 306, 307), or that they were
entirely ignorant of the atoning significance of His Death.
St Paul, i Cor.
xv. 1-3, speaks of the tradition which he
had received, a tradition in which he
was at one with the Twelve, ver. n, viz.,
that Christ died for our sins according
to the Scriptures (Feine, Die vorkanonische
eberlieferung des Lukas; see

U

p. 230).

When we

pass to the consideration of
Peter's Christology, we again see
how he starts from the actual experience
of his hearers before him " Jesus of
St.

—plainly
:

Nazareth,

a

man,"

etc.

and

fearlessly St. Peter emphasises the manhood of his Lord the title which is
never found in any of the Epistles leads
us back to the Passion and the Cross, to

—

the early records of the Saviour's life on
And yet the
earth, Acts xxiv. 9, xxii. 8.
Crucified

Nazarene was by a

startling

paradox the Prince or Author of Life
(see note on apxTjy^s)
by a divine law
which the Jews could not discern He
could not save Himself and yet
another paradox there was no other
N ame given amongst men whereby they
must be saved.
St. Paul could write of Him, Who took
upon Him the form of a servant, Who
;

—

—

—

humbled Himself, and became obedient
to the death of the Cross, Phil. ii. 6 and
St. Peter, in one familiar word, which so
;

far as

we know St. Paul never used, brings

before his hearers the same sublime picture of obedience, humility, death and
glory; Jesus is the ideal, the glorified
" Servant " of God
(see note on iii. 13).
But almost in the same breath St. Peter
speaks of the Servant as the Holy and
Righteous One, iii. 14 holy, in that
He was consecrated to the service of
Jehovah (£7109* iv. 27, 30, see note,
and ii. 27); righteous, in that He was
;
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1

'Iyjow,
eKaoroy
4

dWorciXer'

Itjaovvom.

^AC DEP
3

i,

auToy

euXoyourra

twi' Tronjpiwi'

d-rrd

^BCDE

61, Vulg.

31, 61, Syrr. (P.

B, Chrys., Theophyl. omitted

;

;

so Tisch.,

C*

sociated, with Jehovah in His Majesty in
the work of salvation, ii. 34; the salvation which was for all who called upon

Jehovah's Name, ii. 21, was also for all
in the Name, in the power of Jesus
Christ, iv. 12 (see notes, /. c, and cf.
the force of the expression iimcaXcurtiai
to ovopa in 1 Cor. i. 2, Schmid, Biblische Theologie, p. 407)
the Spirit
which Joel had foretold would be poured
;

forth by Jehovah had been poured forth
by Jesus raised to the right hand of God,
18, 33 (see further

notes in chap.

x. 36,

42, 43).

other matter must be briefly
noticed the correspondence in thought
and word between the St. Peter of the
early chapters of the Acts and the St.
Peter of the First Epistle which bears

—

A few points may be selected.
Peter had spoken of Christ as the
Prince of Life; quite in harmony with
this is the thought expressed in 1 Pet.
"
"
i.
3, of Christians as
begotten again
by the resurrection of Jesus Christ from
the dead. St. Peter had spoken of Christ
as the Holy and Righteous One, so in
the First Epistle he sets forth this aspect
of Christ's peculiar dignity, His sinlessness.
As in Acts, so also in 1 Pet. the
thought of the sufferings of Christ is
prominent, but also that of the glory
which should follow, chap, i., ver. 11.
As in Acts, so also in 1 Pet. these
his
St.

name.

farourpifoiv

W.H.,

R.V., Weiss,

Hilg.

[VV.H.].,

vjiwv

Weiss;

in

read avruv.

13, Vulg., Sah., Boh., Ir»nt.

claimed, and which Prophets and Kings
had desired to see, but had not seen
(Isaiah liii. n). But whilst we note these
titles, steeped each and all of them in
O.T. imagery, whilst we may see in them
the germs of the later and the deeper
theology of St. Paul and St. John (see
Dr. Lock, " Christology of the Earlier
Chapters of the Acts," Expositor, iv.
(fourth series), p. 178 ff.), they carry us
far beyond the conception of a mere
humanitarian Christ. It is not only that
"
Jesus of Nazareth is set before us as the
very soul and end of Jewish Prophecy,"
as Himself the Prophet to whom the
true Israel would hearken, but that He
is associated by St. Peter even in his
earliest utterances, as none other is as-

One

tu»

and H.), Arm., Aeth., so Tisch.

also the impersonation of righteousness,
a righteousness which the Law had pro-

ii.

iv

up.as,

ufiwc.

sufferings are described as undeserved,
but also as foreordained by God and in
accordance with the voices of the Pro-

phets, 1 Pet. i. 11 and ii. 22-25. As in
Acts, so in 1 Pet. it is the special
task of the Apostles to be witnesses of
the sufferings and also of the resurrection
of Christ, chap. v. 1. As in Acts, so
in i Pet. we have the clearest testimony
to the 8<S|a of Christ, 1 Pet. i. 21 and

As in Acts stress is laid not
11.
only upon the facts of the life of Christ,
but also upon His teaching, x. 34 ff., so
also in 1 Pet., while allusions are made
to the scenes of our Lord's Passion with
all the force of an eye-witness, we have
stress laid upon the word of Christ, the
iv.

Gospel or teaching,
iii.

19, iv. 6.

As

i. 12, 23, 25, ii. 2, 8,
in Acts, so in 1 Pet.

we have

a reference to the agency of
Christ in the realm of the dead, 1 Pet.
As in Acts, x. 42, so in
iii. 19, iv. 6.
1 Pet. Christ is Himself the judge of
quick and dead, iv. 6, or in His unity
with the Father shares with Him that
divine prerogative, cf. i. 17. As in Acts,
so in 1 Pet. the communication of the
Holy Spirit is specially attributed to the
exalted Christ, cf. Acts ii. 33, 1 Pet. i.
As in Acts, so in 1 Pet. Christ
11, 12.
corner-stone on which
is the living
God's spiritual house is built, Acts iv. 12
and 1 Pet. ii. 4-10. As in Acts, so
in 1 Pet. not only the details but the
whole scope of salvation is regarded in
the light and as a fulfilment of O.T.
prophecy, cf. Acts iii. 18-25, 1 Pet. ii. 22,

But this correspon23, and i. 10-12.
dence extends to words, amongst which
we may note irp^yvwo-is, Acts ii. 23,
1 Pet. i. 2, a word found nowhere else
in the N.T. and used in each passage
,

in the

same sense;

airpocrwiroX^pirrtts,

and only here

in N.T., but cf.
Acts x. 34, ovk loriv irpoo-a>iroXi]ji.irr»|s.
|vXov twice used by St. Peter in Acts v.
30, x. 39 (once by St. Paul), and again
in 1 Pet. ii. 24; u&iy.vro% only in the
Cornelius history, Acts x. 28, by St.
Peter, and in 1 Pet. iv. 3 papi-us with
the genitive of that to which testimony
1

Pet.

i.

17,

;

is

rendered, most

used by

frequently in

N.T.

St. Peter, cf. Acts i. 22, vi. 32,
x. 39, and 1 Pet. v. 1 ; and further, in
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I.

1

tcpci?
1

icptis

8e clutCjv irpos rbv XaoV,

fc^ADEP

i,

iv.

n=

Pet.

iv.

5,

31, 6i, Vulg., Sah., Boh., Syrr. (P.

andH.),

01

auTots

2. hiartovov-

Lucif., Chrys., so

;

1 Pet. ii. 7, Acts x. 42 =
the verbal correspondence

1
is

very close.

See on the whole subject Nosgen,
Lechler, Das
Apostelgeschichte, p. 48
Apost. Zeitalter, p. 428 ff. Scharfe, Die
Petrinische Stromung, 2 c, p. 122 ff.
Lumby, Expositor, iv. (first series), pp.
118, 123; and also Schmid, Biblische
On the striking
Theolcgic, p. 389 ff.
connection between the Didache, and the
language of St. Peter's sermons, and the
phraseology of the early chapters of
Acts, see Gore, Church and the Ministry,
;

;

;

p. 416.

Chapter

IV.

—Ver.

XaXovvTwv

1.

Se

:

—

:

an angel, xii. 7, xxiii. 11, Luke ii. 9, xxiv.
4, sometimes too as implying a hostile
purpose, cf. vi. 12, xvii. 5, and St. Luke
1.
For its use in the LXX
(x. 40), xx.

Wisdom

"the

vi. 5, 8, xix.

priests," so A.

1.

—01

lepcis:

and R.V., but the

latter, margin, "the chief priests," see
critical note.
apxiepeis would comprise

probably the members of the privileged
high-priestly families in which the highpriesthood was vested (Schurer, Jewish
People, div. ii., vol. i., pp. 203-206, E.T.),
That the members
Jos., B. J., vi., 2, 2.
of these families occupied a distinguished
iv.
6), and there is
position we know (cf.

nothing improbable in the supposition
that the description apxiepcis would include them as well as the ex-high-priests,
and the one actually in office ; this seems
justified from the words of Josephus in
the passage referred to above (Derenbourg, Histoire de la Palestine, p. 231).
6 o-TpaT-q-yos tov lepov the captain of
the Temple (known chiefly in Jewish
writings as "the man of the Temple
Mount "). He had the chief superintendence of the Levites and priests who were
on guard in and around the Temple, and

—

:

under him were oTpaTTj-yoC,
captains

of

although subordinate to the o-rpa/nrjYOs
as their head. The orpaT. tov lepov was
not only a priest, but second in dignity
to the high-priest himself (Schurer, u. s.,
pp. 258, 259, 267, and Edersheim, u. s.,
and History of the Jewish Nation, p.
139), Acts v. 24, 26, Jos., Ant., xx., 6, 2,
B. J., vi., 5, 3. For the use of the term

LXX,

in the

see Schurer, u. s., p. 258.
4 the "governor of the
Temple
by some with the
officer here and in v. 24, but see Rawlin-

In 2 Mace.
"

iii.

identified

is

son'snotein
inSpeaker's Commentary.
—
at
Kal
laSSovicatoi
time, as
loco

oi

the

who were

Temple

police,

this

:

Josephus informs

the speech was interrupted, as
the present participle indicates, and we
cannot treat it as if we had received it in
It is no doubt possible to infer
full.
from ovtwv that St. John also addressed
comthe people. lircVrqcrav avrois
monly used with the notion of coming
of
the
coming of
upon one suddenly, so

avruv

also

lirla-rr\<rav

laSSouKatoi,

;

Acts

cf.

ol

teal

margin, R.V. text, Weiss, Hilg. apx"p«ic BC 4, Arm., Aeth., so W.H.
R.V. margin, Wendt e orTpoT. tov lepov om. by D, but accepted by Blass in 0.

W.H.

Tisch.,
text,

AAAOYNTQN

Kal 6 oTpaTT)y6s tou Upou

IV.

us,

however strange

it

the high-priestly families
belonged to the Sadducean party. Not
that the Sadducees are to be identified
entirely with the party of the priests,
since the Pharisees were by no means
hostile to the priests as such, nor the
But the Sadpriests to the Pharisees.
ducees were the aristocrats, and to the

may

appear,

aristocratic

who

priests,

occupied

in-

Pharisees
were bitterly opposed. Jos., Ant., xvii.,
Schurer, u. s.,
10, 6, xviii., 1, 4, xx., 9, 1.
fluential

civil

positions,

the

pp. 29-43,

ana

*

div.
i.,

vol.

ii.,

178

p.

ii.,

The words

ff.

^ ovaa atpeo-is t»v
ferred

ol

div.

ii.,

vol.

Ia88. and

X., ver. 17, are re-

by Hilgenfeld to

his " author to

Theophilus," as also the reference to the
preaching of the Resurrection as the
cause of the sore trouble to the Sadducees but the mention of the Sadducees
at least shows (as Weizsacker and Holtzmann admit) that the author of Acts had
correct information of the state of parties
" The Sadducees were at
in Jerusalem
the helm, and the office of the high-priest
was in Sadducean hands, and the Sadducees predominated in the high-priestly
families" (Weizsacker, Apostolic Age, i.,
;

:

61, E.T.).

Ver.

2.

Siwirorovuevoi,

xvi.

cf.

18,

Acts in the N.T., not, as often in
classical Greek, referring to the exertions
made by them, but to the vexation which
they felt, "being sore troubled," R.V.
only

in

LXX,

Eccles.
(irovos, dolor, Blass), cf.
x. 9, used of pain caused to the body,
al.
ii.
R.
and 2 Mace.
28,
oltovovvt€s),
(A.

but

cf.

Aquila, Gen.

xx. 3» 34» °f

mental

vi. 6,

grief.

xxxiv.
—
iv r$

7, 1

Sam.

Mtjo-ov

:

IIPAEEI2 AII02T0AQN
fi€Koi

2

XCtpas,

koI edeiro eis T^pijorir els

4. iroXXol 8e

•

tV

x

JcfcTayyAXeiK ^* t6
3. Kal eVepaXov aurois t&s

8iA t& Si&daKCtr auTods ror Xaov,

'Inaou t$jv dkdoraati' t$)k ck v%Kputv
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tcai

•

aupioy

T)f

yap eaWpa

twv &*oucr<£rrwf rhv \6yov iirioriwrav

•

IjSr).

Kal iy€vr\Qr\ 6

1
D reads avayycXXcir tot I. cv t»| avaorcurci rmv rcicpwv, but Blass rejects (Chase
contends for Syriac) rny ck vcicpwv fc^ABCE, Vulg., Boh., Syrr. (P. and H.);
vctcpwv DP, h, 31, Flor., Gig., Par., San., Arm., Aeth., Lucif., Ir., Chrys.
2
x eL P a s after this word Flor. inserts cicpaTt)<rav avrovs (which Zockler and
Belser regard as original) for etrtflakov D reads einp*aXovT€s.

tw

;

;

;

"through," but as in R.V., "in
" in
i.e.,
Jesu quern resurpersona
"
rexisse dicebant
(Blass). Others render
not

which the Sadducees denied.

Jesus,"

unfair inference that the chief priests in

it

"
" in the instance of
Jesus
(so Holtz-

mann,

Wendt,

Felten,

Zockler).

—

t$)v

avcUrraorv ttjv 4k verpwv on the form
of the expression see Plummer on St.
:

Luke, xx. 35, and Lumby's note, in loco.
It must be distinguished from (tj) avcUrIt is the more limited
tootis t«Sv veKpwv.
term implying that some from among the
while
dead are raised,
others as yet are

used of the Resurrection of Christ
and of the righteous, cf. with this pasnot

;

3 (Col. i. 18), but see also
Grimm-Thayer, sub ava<rra<ris. It was

sage

1

Peter

i.

not merely a dogmatic question of the
denial of the Resurrection which concerned the Sadducees, but the danger to

power, and to their wealth from
the Temple sacrifices and dues, if the Resurrection of Jesus was proclaimed and
accepted (see Wendt and Holtzmann, in
their

loco,

and Plummer on Luke

xxiii.

1-7,

Spitta agrees with Weiss, Feine,
Jungst, in regarding the mention of the
distress of the Sadducees at the preaching
of the Apostles as not belonging to the
But it is worthy of
original source.
notice that in estimating the positive
value of his source, A., he decides to
retain the mention of the Sadducees in
note).

—

rv. 1
it would have been more easy, he
thinks, for a forger to have represented
the enmity to the Church as proceeding

not from the Sadducees but from the
But the
Pharisees, as in the Gospels.
Sadducees, as Spitta reminds us, according to Josephus, included the high-priestly

It is

no

St. John occupy the place of the Sadducees in the Synoptists, as the latter are
never mentioned by name in the fourth

Gospel and if so, this is exactly in accordance with what we should expect
from the notices here and in Acts v. 17,
and in Josephus see on the point Light;

;

foot in Expositor, 1890, pp. 86, 87.
Vex. 3. iirc'paXov clvtois Ta« x € ^P a *

:

the verb is always as here joined with
the same noun in Acts, and twice in the
the phrase is found once in
Gospel
Matthew and Mark, and twice in John
see Luke xx. 19, xxi. 12, Acts iv. 3, v. 18,
;

;

Gen. xxii. 12,
xii. 1, xxi. 27, cf. in
xviii. 12 ; Esther vi. 2, so also in
2

LXX,

Sam.

—
Polybius.- Tqp^o-iv,

cf. v. 18, only used
elsewhere in N.T. by St. Paul, 1 Cor.
vii.
19; in Thuc, vii., 86 (Wendt),
it denotes not only the act of guarding,
but also a place of custody.
Five
times in LXX, but in the former sense.
For another instance of its meaning
as a place of custody (see Deissmann,

Neue Bibelstudien,
Egypt, second

—

or

p. 55),

third

on papyrus

in

century after

Christ.
Tjv y*P «rir^p* tj8tj, cf. Hi. 1,
the judicial examination must therefore
be postponed until the next day, see Jer.
xxi. 12, on which it appears that the

Rabbis founded this prohibition against
giving judgment in the night (Lumby
and Felten, in loco). 4<nrepa: only in
St. Luke in the N.T., Luke xxiv. 29,
Acts iv. 3 (xx. 15, W.H. margin) and

—

xxviii. 23.

James the Just was caused. Only once
in the Gospels, John xii. 10, the chief

Ver. 4. fytvij^Ti " came to be " R.V.,
only here in St. Luke, except in the quotation in i. 20 (see also vii. 13, D., and
Blass in |5 hellenistic,frequently in LXX;
in N.T. cf. 1 Thess. ii. 14, Col. iv.
also

priests, rather than the Pharisees, take
the initiative against our Lord, but this

Jos., Ant., x., 10, 2, Winer-Schmiedel, p.
108, note).
dvSpwv. This word here ap-

was

pears to be used of men only (so Wetstein, Blass), cf. Matt. xiv. 21, Mark vi.

families in their number, and it was by
this sect that at a later date the death of

in the case of what was essentially a
question for the Sadducees (as here in
Acts iv. 2), the advisability of getting rid
of Lazarus, a living witness to the truth

:

—

n

;

—

40, for

although

Weiss from

we cannot argue with
women in great

v. 14, that

IIPAEEI2 AITOSTOAQN
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*

twk &vhp<av

dpi0|n6s

x i ^ l{* 0e s

iff€i

vim.

rv.

5. 'EyeVe-ro oc

cm

Tfy

auiw

2

tous apx 0,rra S *<*•• trpeap'uTc'pous Kal YP a paupioK owuxflfjvai
8
TOf dpxicpca Kal Kcud<j>av Kal
p.aT6i$ els 'kpouaaXf^u, 6. Kal "Away
'iwdVKTjK Kal 'AXe^uwopoi/, Kal oaoi r\aav Ik y^ou $ apxiepanKou.
1
but article om. fc^BD, 80 Tisch., W.H., R.V.,
6 api6pos, so AEP 31, 61, Chrys.
Weiss. «<rei EP, Chrys. »s BD, so W.H., Weiss, Hilg. om. fc^A 61, Vulg. verss.,
so Tisch., Wendt (who compares ii. 41 and regards ws or «mtci as added accordingly).
2
Chase by assim. to Syriac, Harris by
After avpiov D, Flor. add -rjpepav, so Hilg.
But cf. <n)pcpov Tjpepa in N.T., Acts xx. 26,
assim. to Bezan Latin crastinum diem.
Rom. xi. 8, 2 Cor. iii. 14. cts Up. fr$P 1, 31, Syr. Hard., so Tisch., Wendt; ev
ABDE 61, Chrys., so W.H., R.V., Weiss, Hilg. Flor., Syr. Pesh. omit, wvax^vaiy
D, Flor. change constr. «-vvT]x0T]<rav 01 opx»
;

;

;

—

;

;

Awav, ace, EP 1, 31, 61, Chrys. Awat, nom. (and so all the proper names),
fc^BD 15, 18, 36, 61, so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt (who holds, as against
Meyer, that the noms. are not derived from arvvTjx0T)<rav in D, but that the latter
was occasioned by the noms.). Iwawrjv, D, Gig., Par. 1 read IwvaOas. Blass contends
for the correctness of D, so Hilg., IwvaOas = Jonathan, son of Annas, who succeeded
Caiaphas, Josephus, Ant., xviii., 4, 3 (see Blass, Acta Apost., 72 and 35), Iwavviqs
being a common name and an unknown man. But we cannot conceive that Luke
would himself have altered Iwvadas into wawTjs, so Blass regards the former as the
reading in a and
Iwavnjs a later blunder.
3

;

—

I

numbers did not join the Church until a
later period (cf. also ii. 41, where women
may well have been included), yet it
seems that St. Luke, by his use of one
word, avSpuv, here refers to the additional
number of men. St. Luke does not say
that five thousand of St. Peter's hearers
were converted, in addition to those already converted at Pentecost (although
Dr. Hort, following Chrys., Aug., Jer.,
takes this view, Judaistic Christianity,
p. 47), or that five thousand were added,
but his words certainly mark the growing
expansion of the Church in spite of threatening danger, as this is also evident on
the view that five thousand represent the
total number of believers.
The instances
above from the Gospels are generally
quoted to confirm the view here taken,
but Wendt, in loco, curiously quotes the
same passages in proof that avSp&v here

—

poral
i.e.,

use of fal iii. 1. eruvaxOtjvai,
Sanhedrim. apxovTos here =

the

who are mentioned first as
where the N.T. enumerates the

apxtepcis,

a

rule,

different
orders
of the
Sanhedrim,
whilst oi epxovTC? is an interchangeable expression, both in the N.T. and

in

Josephus

(see, for instance, Schurer,
div. ii., vol. i., pp. 177,

Jewish People,

205, E.T.), although there are two
instances in which both words occur

Luke xxiii. 13 and xxiv. 20.
Whatever may have been the precise
together,

term apxiepcis,
of the
Schurer, u. *., pp. 203-206, E.T., it included, beyond all doubt, the most prominent representatives of the priesthood,
belonging chiefly, if not entirely, to the
Sadducean party. irpeo'PvTc'povs those
significance

—

:

members were known simply by this

who

title

garded by him as by Weizsacker as artificial, but see above on i. 15.
Ver. 5. lycvtTo Si
the formula is
another characteristic of St. Luke's style,
Friedrich, Das Lucasevangelium, p. 13,
also Dalman, Die WorU Jesu, pp. 26, 29.
Compare for the type of construction,
according to which what takes place is
put in the infinitive mood, depending

did not belong to either of the two
special classes mentioned.
ypapparets
the professional lawyers who adhered to
the Pharisees, Jos., A nt. , xvii. 6, 2. Even
under the Roman government the Sanhedrim possessed considerable independence
of jurisdiction, both civil and criminal.
Not only could it order arrests to be
made by its own officers, but it could
dispose, on its own authority, of cases
where the death penalty was not in-

upon

volved, Schurer, u.

includes

women.

The numbers

are re-

:

cye'vcTo,

ix.

32,

37,

43,

xi.

26,

and other instances in Dr.
Plummer's exhaustive note, St. Luke,
xlv.
ivX ttjv avpiov here only and
p.
in Luke x. 35, in N.T.
For the temxiv.

1,

—

:

—

:

,

Edersheim,
Nation, p.

s., p.

History
103 ff.

Weiss would

—

restrict

187, E.T., and
the
Jewish

of

els
'lepovo aA^p
iv Mep. to the

scribes of Jerusalem to distinguish

:

them

»

TIPAEEI2

5-8.

kcu <mf\aavres auTOus lv tw

7.
fj

fieVa),

eVopan eTToi^aaTe touto

cV iroiw
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iirvvQ&vovTo, 'Ev iroia Sovapci

ufxcts

Totc fleTpos, irXnaOels

8.

;

c

nveupaTos

Ayiou, etirc irpos aurous, "Apxorres tou Xaou

from the scribes of Galilee, but
doubtful whether the words can
this (see also Rendall,

who

it

is

bear
favours the

same view as Weiss). Holtzmann and
Wendt, on the other hand, defend els,
and suppose that the members of the
Sanhedrim were obliged to hurry into
the

from

their country
estates.
Zockler applies cV 'Up. not only to
Ypap,p.aT€i$, but also to the other mem-

city

bers of the Sanhedrim, and sees in the
words an intimation that the sitting was
hurriedly composed of the members
actually present

in

Jerusalem.

icai irpca-

the famous Johanan ben Zacchai, president of the Great Synagogue after its
removal to Jamnia, who obtained leave
from Vespasian for many of the Jews to
settle in the place.
But the identification is very uncertain, and does not
appear
to

commend itself to

note above.
is

nothing

Schiirer see
—'AXc'lavSpos
of him

critical

;

too

:

known, as there

no confirhim with the
is

matory evidence to identify
brother of Philo, alabarch of Alexandria,
and the first man of his time amongst the
Jews of that city, Jos., Ant., xviii., 8, 1,
xix., 5,

xx., 5,

1,

B.D. 2 and Hastings'

"Awas Caiaphas, the son-inlaw of Annas, was the high priest actually

B.D., "Alexander".
Ver. 7. iv ry fxe'cra*

but like other retired high
priests, the latter retained not only the
title, but also many of the rights and
obligations of the office.
Josephus certainly appears to extend the title to
ex-high priests, and so in the N.T. where
apxicpeis appear at the head of the

Mishnah the members of the court sat
in a semicircle, see
Hamburger, u. s., to
be able to see each other.
But it is

Ver.

in

6.

:

office,

Sanhedrim as in this passage (apxovrcs),
the ex-high priests are to be understood,
first and foremost, as well as the highThe difficulty
priest actually in office.
here is that the title is given to Annas
to
and
this
seems
involve
that he
alone,
was also regarded as president of the
Sadducees, whereas it is always the actual
ipxiepcvs
vii. 1,

ix.

who

presides, cf.

1, xxii.

But not only

Acts

v. 17,

5, xxiii. 2, 4, xxiv.

1.

the laxity of the term to
be considered, but also the fact that
Annas on account of his influence as the
head of the -yevos apxtepanKov may have
remained the presiding apxiepcvs in spite
of all the rapid changes in the tenure of
the high-priestly office under the Romans.
These changes the Jews would not recognise as valid, and if the early chapters
of Acts came to St. Luke as seems
probable from Jewish Christian sources,
Annas might easily be spoken of as highis

His relationship

to Caiaphas
helps to explain the influence and power
of Annas. On Hamburger's view (RealEncyclofddie des Judentums, ii., 8, p.
1 15 1," Synhedrion "), that a Rabbi and not
priest.

the high-priest presided over the Sadducees, see Edersheim, History of the Jewish

and

:

according to the

unnecessary to press the expression, it
may be quite general, cf. Matt. xiv.

On the
6, Mark iii. 3, John viii. 3.
usual submissive attitude of prisoners,
see Jos., Ant., xiv., 9, 4.
In this
verse R.V. supplies "was there" as a
verb,

Annas being
amend

its

subject.

Various

the broken constructhe proper names are in the
nominative (not in accusative as T.R.),
so W.H., R.V., Wendt, Weiss
D. reads
<rvv1
cV iroiq, by
1X^ Tl av > so Blass in 0.
what kind of power or may = tivi, xxiii.
iv iroiy ovojxaTi in virtue of what
34.
name ? " nomen hie vis ac potestas "
Grotius and Wetstein, in loco.
They
ask as if they would accuse them of
magical name or
referring to some
formula for the performance of the
miracles, xix. 13 (on ovofia see iii. 16),

attempts to
tion

—

all

—

'

—

;

:

;

:

LXX, Exodus v. 23. Probably they
would like to bring the Apostles under the
condemnation pronounced in Deut. xiii. 1.
" So did
they very foolishly conceit that
the very naming of some name might do
wonders and the Talmud forgeth that
Ben Sadha wrought miracles by putting
cf.

—

the unutterable
foot

name within the skin of his

and then sewing

it up," J. Lightfoot.
scorn, with depreciatory
emphasis at the close of the question, so
Wendt, and Blass, Grammatik des N. G.,
tovto
not this teaching (Olsp. 160.

—vpcis

:

as

—

if in

:

p. 180.
For Annas, see Jos., Ant., xviii., 2, 12, xx.,
and
"Annas"
in
see
B.D. 8
further
9, i,

hausen), but the miracle on the lame

and Hastings' B.D. Mwdvv-qs: identified
by J. Lightfoot (cf. also Wetstein) with

whole phrase is characteristic of St.
Luke, who employs it in the Gospel

Nation,

p. 522,

Schiirer, u.

—

s.,

man.
Ver.

8.

irXirjcrOels

irvev.

a-y.

:

the
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1
3oTepoi toG 'laparjX, 9.

daOcKOos,

dfdpaiirou
Ttaaiv up.LF

el Y|u.€is
<rf)\L€poy

tim outos

il>

Kal iram. tu

Xaw

IV.

dvo.Kpiyop.e0u

aeVucrrou.

'l<rpaVjX,

•

Sti cV

10.

tw

cirl

euepyccrta

yvutarroy
oyop.a.Ti

carta
'Itjctou

Xpiorou tou Na£<opaiou, ov upeis ecrmupwcraTt, oV 6 0c6s YJycipey Ik
1
tov lo-patjX om. NAB, Vulg., Sah., Boh., Aeth., Cyr., so Tisch., W.H., R.V.,
Weiss; but retained in DEP, Flor., Par., Syrr. (P. and H.), Irint., Chrys., Cypr.,
D adds ev aXXto 8c ov8evi to this verse, so E, Flor., Syr.
so Meyer, Blass, Hilg.
Hard, mg., Cypr. but see Weiss, Codex D, p. 64, and, on the other hand, Belser.
;

and in Acts five (Friedrich,
Lekebusch, Zeller). Acts has sometimes
been called the Gospel of the Holy Spirit,
and the number of times St. Luke uses
three times

the

"Holy

title

Spirit"

name, see above also
expressions,

irvcvpa

p.

justifies

63.

ayiov,

the

All three

to

a/yiov

to irvcup.a to ayiov are
-rvcvfjta, and
found in the Gospel and Acts, though

much more

frequently in the latter, the
expression (in the text) occurring
quite double the number of times in
Acts as compared with the Gospel, cf in
the LXX, Ps. 1. (li.) 11, Isa. lxiii. 10, n,
Wisdom i. 5, ix. 17 and with 1 Cor. ii.
first

;

Wisdom ix. 17, and Isa. lxiii.
On the omission of the article

10, 12, cf.
10, 11.

see Simcox,

Language of N. T. Greek,

—

the verb iripirXijpA
both in Gospel and in Acts,
only found twice elsewhere in N.T., as
against thirteen times in Gospel and nine
times in Acts (Friedrich, Lekebusch).
p.

49.

«irXt)o-8cls

common

The word was also very frequent
ef.

Ecclesiasticus

xlviii.

12,

in

A.

LXX,
The

ay. is peculiar
to St. Luke, in Gospel three times, i. 15,

phrase

irXTjo-fltjvai irvcvp..

and Acts ii. 4, iv. 31, ix. 17, xiii.
cf Luke xii. 12, and xxi. 14; see

41, 67,
9,

St.
also Matt. x. 20, Mark xiii. ii,
Peter's courage in thus openly proclaiming the Crucified for the first time before
the rulers of his people might well be
significantly emphasised, as in ver. 13.
St.

Chrysostom comments (Horn.,

x.)

on

the Christian wisdom of St. Peter on
this occasion, how full of confidence he
is, and yet how he utters not a word of
insult, but speaks with all respect.
Ver. 9.
et: chosen not without oratorical nicety, if, as is the case — lircl
t)|xcis, expressing at the same time the
righteous indignation of the Apostles in
contrast to the contemptuous vpci? of
ver. 7, and their surprise at the object of
the present inquiry ; so too in lir' cvepyco-tf St. Peter again indicates the unfairness of such inquisitorial treatment
(" cum alias dijudicari debeant, qui malum
fecerunt," Bengel).-— avaKpiv<Jpe0a used
:

here of a judicial examination, see xii.
19 and Luke xxiii. 14, and cf. Acts xxi v.
8, xxviii. 18, and 1 Cor. ix. 3, although
the strictly technical sense of dvdicpio-is
as a preliminary investigation cannot be
pressed here.—Iir* cvepy. d. dcr0€voti$
"
concerning a good deal done to an
the omission of the
impotent man"
:

—

both nouns adds to St. Peter's
them hard in that they
irony
are always making a crime of such acts,
finding fault with works of beneficence,"
dv0pwirov on the obChrys., Horn., x.
jective genitive, Winer-Schmiedel, pp.
260 and 267. iv rlvi " by what means,"
R.V. " in whom," margin. The neuter

.articles in
;

" he hits

;

—

:

;

instrumental dative, cf. Matt. v. 13, is
supported by Blass, Weiss, Holtzmann,
and others, as if the expression embraced
the two questions of ver. 7.
Rendall,
following the older commentators, regards the expression as masculine.
ovtos the healed man is thought of as
present, although nothing is said of his
summons " this man," R.V. o-eo-oxrTai
the word familiar to us in the Gospels,
Luke *ii. 50, Mark x. 52, with the pregnant meaning of health for body and soul

—

:

—

;

:

alike.

St. Peter does not hesitate to
judges to the same passage of
Scripture which a few short weeks before
Jesus of Nazareth had quoted to a deputation of the Sanhedrim. In that case
too the question put to Jesus had been

Ver. 10.

refer his

as to the authority by which He acted,
Matt. xxi. 42, Mark xii. 10, Luke xxi. 17.
It is possible that the words from Ps.
cxviii. 22 were already regarded as Messianic, from the fact that the people had

welcomed Jesus at His public entry into
Jerusalem with part of a verse of the
same Psalm, ver. 26, Edersheim, Jesus
the Messiah, ii., 368.
Moreover, the passage, Isa. xxviii. 16, which forms the
connecting link between the Psalm and
St. Peter's words, both here and in his
First Epistle (1 Pet. ii. 7, cf Rom. ix.
33, x. 11),

was

interpreted as Messianic,
Targumg, and un-

apparently by the

9

—
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II. OUTO$
fCKpUf, Ik TOUTto OUTOS 7rap^OTt)KCk IvuiUOV UU.UI' Uyirjs.
6 XiOos 6 I§ou0€ir|0€ls u<^' uptwi' twv oikooou.ouVtui', 6 yenSixe^os
*
12. 1 Kat ouk Iotiv iv a\\w ouSeyl
cts K€<f>a\f]v yomas.
aamjpia
ia-riv

ifj

out€ yap oVop.d eoriv eTcpov uird Toy oupa^oK to SeSoixtVov lc avQpdiirots,

1

tj

cc a Set aw0TJyai

Kat ovit

.

.

.

i\

i)fJ.a$.

<ra»TTjpia

omit Flor.,

Ir.,

Cypr., Aug.

D

;

and Par.1 omit also

OTttfTTJpia.

doubtedly by Rashi in his Commentary,
also Wetstein on Matt. xxi. 42 EderIn the original
sheim, u. s., ii., 725.
meaning of the Psalm Israel is the stone
rejected by the builders, i.e., by the
heathen, the builders of this world's empires, or the expression may refer to those
in Israel who despised the small beginnings of a dawning new era (Delitzsch)
but however this may be, in the N.T. the
builders are the heads and representatives
of Israel, as is evident from our Lord's
use of the verse, and also by St. Peter's
words here, "you the builders," R.V. But
that which the Psalmist had spoken of
the second Temple, that which was a
parable of the history of Israel, had its
;

cf.

;

complete and ideal fulfilment in Him
Who, despised and rejected of men,
had become the chief corner-stone of a
spiritual Temple, in whom both Jew and
Gentile were made one (1 Cor. iii. 11,

—

Eph. ii. 20). l(rravpw<r«Tc mentioned
not merely to remind them of their fault,
but perhaps also that they might
cf. ii. 36,
understand how vain it was to fight
" in
Iv
God
:

—

against
(Calvin).
tovt«j» :
him," or **in this name" R.V. margin.
For the former Wendt decides, although
in the previous verse he takes Iv tCvi as
neuter; so too Page and Holtzmann.
On the other hand Rendall (so De Wette,
Weiss) adopts the latter rendering, while
admitting that the reference to Jesus
Himself is quite possible, as in ver. 12.

—

Hebraism, characteristic of
St. Luke in his Gospel and in the Acts.
The expression is never used in Matthew
and Mark, and only once in John, xx. 30,
4v«iir.

v|xwv

:

but thirty-one times in the Hebraistic
Apocalypse frequent in LXX, but not
found in classical or Hellenistic Greek,

—

to. evci-irta in Homer, Blass, in
and Grammatik des N. G., p. 125.
The word is also found on papyri twice,
so Deissmann, Neue Bibelstudien, p. 40.

although
loco,

as in R.V.
11.
ofrros: "He,
E.V. previously translated it " this,"
referring it to 6 XiGos, but in the next
verse a person is directly spoken of, not
under the metaphor of a stone, and the

Ver.

All

pronoun finds its subject better in the Iv
Tovrtp, masculine of ver. 10. See Winerin
Schmiedel, p. 216.-— b I£ov0€vt)6ci$
:

the

LXX

used

is

and

in the

Gospels the word
St. Peter, quot-

aircSoKipaorav.

ing apparently from

word expressing

memory, used a

still

greater contempt.
very significantly by St.

It is

used,

Luke

in his Gospel, xxiii. 11,

e.g.,

The word

in xviii. 9.

and again
found in none

is

of the other Gospels, and is characteristic
of St. Luke and of St. Paul (cf. Rom.
xiv. 3, 10, 1 Cor. i. 28, 1 Cor. vi. 4, etc.).
It occurs several times in the LXX;
cf.

Wisdom,

asticus xix.

iii.

1,

2

11,

Mace.

of Solomon, ii., 5.
is not found at all.
was made," R.V.

iv.
i.

18,

27,

Ecclesi-

and Psalms

In classical writers

— 6 vevop.

ets,

it

"which

Blass compares the

Hebrew phrase ^JlTland finds parallels
tt
36, Luke xiii. 19, but yiyvtcrOa\
:

in v.

while

common

in the LXX, is a
correct expression in classical Greek,
although the places in the N.T. in which
els,

the formula is found in O.T. quotations
are undoubtedly Hebraisms (see below on

Winer-Schmiedel, p. 257, and with
be connected the frequency of
its occurrence in the Apocalypse (see Simthe
on
cox
phrase, Language of the N. T. t
not " the topKt<J>a\T]v Y*>vFa$
p. 143).
most pinnacle-stone," but a corner-stone
uniting two walls, on which they rested
and were made firm, cf. the meaning of
aKpoyuvialos (Isa. xxviii. 16), 1 Pet. ii.
6-8, Eph. ii. 20, which is used here by
v. 36),

this

may

—

:

Symmachus instead of kc$. y«*v.
Hebrew HSE) elsewhere always
T

The
refers

•

not to the upper part of the building, but
to the lower (Isa. xxviii. 16, Jer. Ii. 26,
Job xxxviii. 6, 6 {3a\wv \£0ov ywviaiov,
Probably therefore the exDelitzsch).
pression here refers to a foundation-stone
at the base of the corner.
On the
occurrence of the phrase from Ps. cxviii.
22 in St. Peter's First Epistle, and in

speech here, see p. 119, and also
Scharfe, Die Petrinische Stromung, 2 c,
p. 126.
his
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13. 0€wpoGvT€S oe t))v too

on

KaTa\aj3dp,€foi
Ver. 12.

t)

<r<i>T-r)p£a,

cf.

v.

aVQponroi
31, xvii.

11, i.e., icaT* ^oxTjv, the Messianic salvaThe interpretation which would
tion.

limit

<twt. to bodily healing is less
infinitely higher than the
of
one man, ver. 9, stands the
healing
Messianic salvation, for which even the
Sanhedrists were hoping and longing,
but see also Rendall's note, in loco. A
parallel to the expression is found in
Jos., Ant., hi., 1, 5, but there are many
passages in the O.T. which might have
suggested the words to St. Peter, cf. Isa.
xii. 2, xlix. 6-8, lii. 10.
ovtc -yap ovopa,
see on i. 15, ii. 21.
ov8^ is the best
f\

satisfactory;

—

reading, Winer- Moulton, liii. 10, "for
not even is there a second name " the
claim develops more precisely and consequently from the statement to* dXXw
ovSevl • €Tcpos p-to-, tori Svoiv • aXXos 8^,
tori irXctdVwv (cf. 1 Cor. xii. 8, 2 Cor. xi.
1, Gal. i. 6, 7), Ammonius, quoted by
Bengel. to ScSopc'vov on the force of
the article with the participle, see Viteau,

—

—

:

IV.

rU'Tpou irappnoriai' KOt 'iwrfl^OU, Kttl

&Ypap.p.aToi

«al

ciai

cdau-

toiwxcu,

of confidence in approaching God " urbem et orbem hac parrhesia vicerunt,"
Bengel.
Cf. irappT)o-idtco-0ai used of
:

Paul s preaching, ix. 27, 28, and again
of him and Barnabas, xiii. 46, xiv. 3, of
Apollos, xviii. 26, and twice again of
Paul, xix. 8, xxvi. 26 only found in Acts,
and twice in St. Paul's Epistles, Eph. vi.
20, 1 Thess. ii. 2, of speaking the GosFor irappt)o-ia, see LXX,
pel boldly.
Prov. xiii. 5, 1 Mace. iv. 18, Wisdom v.
1
(of speech), cf. also Jos., Ant., ix., 10, 4,
;

xv., 2, 7.

—Mwdwov

even

:

if St.

John had

not spoken, that " confidence towards
God," which experience of life deepened,
1
John iv. 17, v. 14, but which was
doubtless his now, would arrest attention ;
but it is evidently assumed that St. John

had spoken, and

it is
quite characteristic
of St. Luke's style thus to quote the most
to assume that the
and
telling utterance,
reader conceives the general situation,
and procedure in the trial, Ramsay's St.
Paul, pp. 371, 372. Kol Ka.TaXa{36|A€voi

—

;

Le Grec du N. T., pp. 183, 184 (1893)
= tovto yap to ovopa, to St 8 op., iv

had perceived " R.V., rightly
marking the tense of the participle;

av0pwi7ois, pdvov Io-tiv€-/J Set . . . and
Blass, Grammatik des N. G., p. 238; cf.
Luke xviii. 9, Gal. i. 7, Col. ii. 8.—-$
"
Set orojB-rjvcu
Jesus when He spoke of
the rejection as future, predicted that the
stone would be a judgment-stone to
destroy the wicked builders. But Peter
takes up the other side, and presents the
stone as the stone of Messianic salvathis name is the only name under
tion
heaven that is a saving name. Here

either by their dress or demeanour, or by
their speech (cf. x. 34, xxv. 25, Eph. iii.
18, Blass, Grammatik des N. G., p. 181).
. . . eton . . . ort o~vv
TuJ'l.TJtrav
in dependent clauses where English usage

:

;

Peter apprehends the spiritual significance of the reign of the Messiah,"
Briggs, Messiah of the Apostles, p. 34,
and the whole passage.
Ver. 13. dcwpovvTcs ik, cf. iii. 16, not
" inest
merely 0Xtor., as in ver. 14, but
notio contemplandi cum attentione aut
admiratione," Tittm., Synon. N. T., p.
121.
The present participle marks this
continuous observation of the fearless
bearing of the Apostles during the trial
either boldness
(Rendall).
xoppTjcrtav
of speech, or of bearing
it was
the
feature which had characterised the
teaching of our Lord; cf. Mark viii. 32,
and nine times in St. John in connection
with Christ's teaching or bearing; and
the disciples in this respect also were as
their Master, c. iv. 29, 31 (ii. 29)
so too
of St. Paul, xxviii. 31, and frequently used
by St. Paul himself in his Epistles ; also
by St John four times in his First Epistle

—

:

;

;

" and

—on

would employ a past tense and a pluperfect, N.T. usage employs a present and an
.
imperfect "perceived that tney were
that they had been . . .," Blass, and see
Salmon on Blass's Commentary, Her.

.

—

mathena,xxx., p. 229. avdpuiroi: Wendt
sees in the addition something depreciatory.
o-ypap,paToi lit., unlettered, i.e.,
without acquaintance with the Rabbinic

—

:

learning in to. tcpa vpdpp.aTa (2 Tim.
iii. 15), the Jewish Scriptures (lit., letters,

hence Ypap.p,aTcv$), cf. John vii. 15,
Acts xxvi. 24, where the word is used
without Upd, so that it cannot be confined to the sacred Scriptures of the O.T.,
and includes the Rabbinic training in
In
their
meaning and exposition.
classical

Greek the word

=

"

illiterati,"

joined by Plato with opetos, apo-ucros, see
also Xen., Mem., iv., 2, 20; by Plutarch
it is set over
against the pepovo-wptvos,
and elsewhere joined with a-ypoiicos,
Trench, N. T. Synonyms, ii., p. 134,
and Wetstein, in loco, cf. Athenaeus, x.,
p. 454 B., Pottjp 8' corlv dypdppaTosiSujTai: the word properly signifies a
private person (a man occupied with
to. iSitt), as opposed to any one who

—
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r\<rav

'ItjctoG

14. top 8i

avdpuTzov pXe'-rroKTfs or^v aurois ^OTWTa top TeOepaireufxeVoi', ou8ei>
In Codex

holds office in the State, but as the
Greeks held that without political life
there was no true education of a man,
it was not unnatural that ISitiTTj? should
acquire a somewhat contemptuous meanand so Plato joins it with airpcryH-ws
and Plutarch with airpctKTos and onraiScvtos (and instances in Wetstein). But

the

in

Trench, u.

s.,

p.

Grimm, sub v., the ISiwttjs is
man," as compared with the

loTpos,

"ignorant"

—

in the
translation
unfortunate.

its

here, for

meaning

it

standing, no longer

—

i.e.,

we may

easily imagine that the restored
cripple, in his gratitude and faith, would
"
desire to be with his benefactors
great
was the boldness of the man that even in
:

and interpretations

in which they
Others take the word here as reto
the
social
rank
of
the Apostles,
ferring
" "
"
common men "

the judgment-hall he had not left them
for had they (i.e., their opponents) said
that the fact was not so, there was he
to refute them," St. Chrysostom, Horn.,
x.
On St. Luke's fondness for the
shorter form, Ictus not eaTTjiews, both
in
Gospel and Acts, see Friedrich,
:

Das Lucasevangelium,

:

:

:

with the disciples. We are
not told whether the man was a prisoner
with the disciples, but just as the healed
demoniac had sought to be with Jesus, so
avrois,

boasted.

—

xxii. 56.

cripple, firmo talo (Bengel), and by
his presence and attitude affording a
<rvv
testimony not to be gainsaid.

may

plebeians
(Kuinoel,
Olshausen, De Wette, Bengel, Hackett),
but the word is not so used until Herodian,
See also Dean Plumptre's note
iv., 10, 4.
on the transition of the word through
the Vulgate idiota to our word " idiot
Tyndale and Cranmer both render "laymen ". e-ireYivwcTKov t€ if we take those
words to imply that the Sanhedrim only
recognised during the trial that Peter
and John had been amongst the disciples
of Jesus, there is something unnatural
and forced about such an interpretation,

its

a

well have been used contemptuously of
him (as here by the Sadducees of Peter
and John) by the Judaisers, who despised
him as "unlearned" and a "layman":
he would not affect the Rabbinic subtleties

and

pares Luke viii. 38,
Ver. 14. eo-TwTa

certainly need not mean ignorant, cf. Plato, Legg., 830, A., dvSpwv
St. Paul
cro<f>cov iSiwruv T€ Kal <ruv€T«v.
uses the word of himself, l8iuTir]s iv \oyw>
2 Cor. xi. 6, in a way which helps us to
ISiiottjs

understand

10 of the

repetition at the commencement of ver. 14 (so R.V., W.H.,
Weiss), is very Lucan (see Ramsay's paraphrase above) ; for this closely connecting
force of T€ cf. Weiss' s commentary,
With crvv k.t.X. Weiss compassim.
ttreyiv.,

been without professional training

The

iii.

and that here,
implies something more

—

St. Paul (1
Cor. xiv. 16, 23, 24) of
believers devoid of special spiritual gifts,
of prophecy or of speaking with tongues,
and in the passage before us it is applied
to those who, like the a-ypdfxpaToi, had

somewhat

used in

:

vii., igg, and instances in Wetstein
on 1 Cor. xiv. 16). Bearing this in mind,
it would seem that the word is used by

is

is

sat for alms,

Chrysostom's comment does not lose its
beauty iirtyiv. tc . . . rjorav, i.e., in His
Passion, for only those were with Him at
the time, and there indeed they had seen
them humble, dejected and this it was
that most surprised them, the greatness
of the change; Horn., x. The re after

81,

schools.

who

;

"a
lay-

" the skilled
physician," Thuc. ii. 48,
and the word is applied by Philo to the
whole congregation of Israel as contrasted
with the priests, and to subjects as contrasted with their prince, cf its only use
in the LXX, Prov. vi. 8 (cf. Herod., ii.,

Rabbinical

same word

as there, iirsyiv.
than mere recognition (see especially
Lumby's note on the force of liri) thus
the revisers in both passages render
" took
knowledge of". But here as elsewhere Professor Ramsay throws fresh
light upon the narrative, St. Paul, p. 371.
And however we interpret the words, St.

and

136,

made

beggar

ing,

further:

D

(so 0) an attempt is apparto meet this difficulty by
&k 4£ aiiTwv lircyivwo-icov
tivcs
reading
avTovs. Others have pointed out that

ently

.

p. 8.

—

ot>8ev elxov

€\<a with the infinitive is quite classical ; cf. the Latin
habeo dicere ; on St. Luke's fondness
ievr,

:

this

meaning of

all

phrases with evpfo-KCiv and €x»v
Friedrich, «. s.,
pp. 11, 12.
dvTciirciv : only used by St. Luke in the
The
Luke
xxi.
miracle, as St.
N.T.,
15.
Chrysostom says, spoke no less forcibly

Jerusalem was speaking of them, w. 16,
21, and that one of them was personally

than the Apostles themselves, but the
word may be taken, as in the Gospel, of

especially

known

when we remember

that

to the high priest (John xviii. 15).

VOL.

II.

q

for

see

contradicting personal adversaries,

—

i.e.,
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1
cIxof dKTCtiTctK.

direXdctV,

KcXcuaavTes 8i

15.

on

;

ydp

\ikv

2§w too owe8piou

au-rous

16. XeyoKTCs, Ti iroi^aou.ci'

trvviflakov irpds dXXrjXous,

tois di'OpcSirois toutois

IV.

ypuoroi' anu-eioy ye'yoi'c

2

8i'

auTci^, Trdat tois KaTOiKouo'ti' 'lepouaraX^p. $on>epov* ical ou SuydjxeOa
*

*

direiXT)

dXX* iVa

1 7.

dpi^craoOai

eVi TrXeioy

jx-rj

direiXi)O(6p.e0a auTois

u/rjiceTi

els top XaoV,

SiavcfxtjOtj

XaXeTy

eirl

tw

toutw

o^ou-art

avTciircbv
D, Flor. insert before, iroi-qcrcu t|. D also omits last clause of ver.
and puts in altered form at end of ver. 14 tivcs 8c e| avrtav k.t.X. The tivcs 8e
would follow naturally enough if we read with Flor. aicovo-avTcs 8c itovtcs at the
beginning of ver. 13 but see connection of passage in comment.
1

;

13,

;

1

DP,

iroiT]<ro|A€v

Flor., Gig., Par., Vulg., Bas., Chrys., so

Meyer and Hilg.

;

itoit]-

fc^ABE, so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt, and so Blass in p.
8
4>avepov, D reads 4>avep«»rcpov, according to Blass (in P retained), for superl.
defended by Belser and Hilg.
<r»p,cv

4
airciXT) om. fc^ABD vers., Lucif., Bas., so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Hilg. but retained
(Wendt doubtful but on the whole
by EP, Syr. Hard., Chrys., so by Meyer and Weiss
"
optime ".
against retention) cf. v. 28, Blass retains
;

:

;

here, the Apostles, so Weiss, and cf.
Rendall, in loco.
Ver. 15.
trvve'PaXov irp&s dXXi^Xovs,
sc, Xdyovs only in St. Luke's writings,
in different significations
cf. for the
:

;

construction here, Eurip., Iphig. Aul.,
see
830, and Plutarch, Mor., p. 222, C.

—

on

xvii. 18.

Ver.

tC

16.

iroii]<rop.ev

for

:

the

subjunctive, which should
be read here, cf. ii. 37 it may express
the utter perplexity of the Sanhedrists
deliberative

;

(so

Rendall)

in

;

questions

expressing

doubt or deliberation, the subjunctive
would be more usual in classical Greek
than the future indicative, Blass, u. s., p.
5ti p-cv p.cv answered by dXXd in
205.

—

:

by D.), cf. Mark ix.
Language of the N- T.

ver. 17 (omitted

see Simcox,

and

12,
t

p.

other instances of pcv simi168,
larly used, see also Lekebusch, Apostelyvwo-TOv, that
geschichte, pp. 74, 75.
which is a matter of knowledge as opposed to 8o|acrTov, that which is matter
of opinion (so in Plato).
The word is
characteristic of St. Luke, being used by
him twice in the Gospel, ten times in
Acts, and elsewhere in N.T. only three
times (Friedrich).
Ver. 17. lirX irXctov may be taken as
= latius (2 Tim. ii. 16, iii. 9) or =
diutius (Acts xx. 9, xxiv. 4), but the context favours the former.
The phrase is
quite classical, and it occurs several
times in LXX, cf Wisdom viii. 12; 3
Mace. v. 18. SLavcfjuqO-rj only here in
N.T. but frequently used in classical
writers in active and middle to divide
into portions, to distribute, to divide
for

—

—

:

—

—

themselves
here = lest it
should spread abroad (or better perIt has been taken by
haps in D (p))
some as if it had a parallel in u; yay-

among

ypaiva

vojj.tjv ?£ci,

2

Tim.

ii.

17,

and

ex-

pressed that the report of the Apostles'
teaching and power might spread and
feed like a cancer (see Bengel, Blass,
Zockler, Rendall), but although ve'pw in
the middle voice (and possibly cirivcpw)
could be so used, it is very doubtful how
far Stave'fjui) could be so applied.
At the
same time we may note that 8iave'|x«
is a word frequently used in medical
writers, Hobart, Medical Language of
St. Luke, pp. 196, 197, and that it, with
the two other great medical words of
similar import, Siao-ircipciv and dvaSiIn the
Sdvai, is peculiar to St. Luke.
Siavcpw is only found once,
Deut. xxix. 26 (25), in its classical sense

LXX

as a translation of the

—

Hebrew p7PT.

we

retain
dir€iXT)o-a>p,€0a : if
reading in T.R., the phrase is a

airciXfj

the

common Hebraism,

cf.

v.

28, xxiii.

14,

Luke xxii. 15, cf John vi. 29,
James v. 7, and from the LXX, Matt.
xiii. 14, xv. 4.
The form of the Hebrew
ii.

17, 30,

formula giving the notion of intenseness
is rendered in A.V. by "straitly," as by
the revisers (who omit dirciX-jj here) in v.
28.
Similar expressions are common in
the LXX, and also in the Apocrypha, cf.
Ecclus. xlviii. n, Judith vi. 4, and occasionally a similar formula is found in
Greek authors, see especially Simcox,
Language of the N. T., p. 83, and Blass,
Grammatik des N. G., pp. 116, 117.

—

i5

—ao.
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<p0£yY€ff0ai jatj&c SiSaanceiK iirl

tw

6y6fj.aTi

toG

'Itjo-ou.

19. 6 8e lleTpos Kal *\<o&vvt]S airoicpi0liT€s irpos auTous et-nw, Ei

SuuuoV corn' ivuiuov tou Qeou, vp&v dicouW p.aXXof ^ tou deoG,
2
20. ou Su^afxeOa yap rju-eis &
eiSop.e^ Kal ^Kouaaae^ p)
KpiKaTC.
1
At begin, of ver. D, Flor., Syr. Hard. mg., Lucif., Hilg. add <rv-yicaTaTi.0c|i.ev<i>v 8e
avTuv tq Yvwfifl. Belser sees here the hand of Luke who omitted the clause in
revision, as he thinks no one could have added it (so to, pr^aTa avrov after Xaov in
ver. 17, see 0)
but, on the other hand, Weiss, Codex D, p. 61.
icaXco-avTcs, D has
avrois om. fc^ABDE 13, Vulg., Syr. Hard., Arm., Chrys., so Tisch.,
4>b>vT]<ravTc$.
koOoXov
to
before
W.H., R.V., Wendt, Weiss so
N*B, Tisch., W.H., Weiss, Wendt.
;

;

eiSofjiev

B 3 EP,

Hilg.; see

W.H.,

2

Chrys., Cyr. ; ciSajicv fr$AB*D 4, Chrys., so Tisch., W.H., Weiss,
App., p. 171 (so for ciirav above), Winer- Schmiedel, p. 112.

kiri t$ dvdpaTi : on the name, *.«., resting
on, or with reference to, this name, as
the basis of their teaching, Winer-

Moulton,

xlviii.

c,

cf. v.

28,

and Luke

The phrase has thus
although it is apparently interchangeable with 4v, ver. 10
Ren(Simcox, see also Blass, in loco)
" about the name of
dall takes it =
Jesus," lirt being used as often with
verbs of speech. tovt<j> " quern nominxxiv. 47, ix. 48,xxi. 8.
a force of its own,

;

—

:

are nolunt, v. 28, vid.
(on the hatred of the

tamen 18," Blass;
Jews against the

name

of Jesus and their periphrastic
" that
him, e.g., otho ha'ish,
man," "so and so," see "Jesus Christ
in the Talmud," H. Laible, pp. 32, 33
titles

for

(Streane)).

Ver.

N.T.

18.

Ka06Xov:

only

here

in

The word which had been very

common

since

ko.6'

is

Aristotle
(previously
quite classical in the sense
in which it is used here, and it is also
found a few times in the
(see
Hatch and Redpath for instances of its use
without and with the art., as here in T.R.).

oXov)

LXX

frequently used by medical writers,
Hobart, Medical Language of St. Luke,
" not to utter a
p. 197.
p,T| <|>0eVYe<r0ai
word," so Rendall, ne muttire quidem
It is

—

:

The word seems to indicate
(Blass).
more than that the disciples should not
" ne hiscerent aut ullam vocem
speak,
In contrast to
Erasmus.
StSdo-Ktiv we might well refer it to the
utterance of the name of Jesus in their
miracles, as in iii. 6
only found twice
elsewhere in N.T., and both times in 2
Peter, ii. 16, 18, but its use is quite
classical, and it is also found several
times in LXX.
Ver. 19.
Parallel sayings may be
ederent,"

;

quoted from Greeks and Romans, and
from Jewish sources, see instances in

Wetstein,

cf.

Plato, Apol., 29, D., the

famous words of Socrates irci<r6'p.€0a t«j>
0cu paXXov fj
and Livy, xxxix., 37
vp.iv,
xviii. 8, 2
on
Jos., Ant., xvii., 6, 3
:

;

;

Ivwiriov see ver. 10

;

= im0ap-

gLkovciv

;

X€iv, v. 29, and cf. iii. 22, Luke x. 16,
xvi. 31; paXXov
potius, cf. Rom. xiv.
13, 1 Cor. vii. 21.
Kpivaxe this appeal

=

—

:

to the Sadducees could only be justified
on the ground that the Apostles were
sure of the validity of their own appeal
to a higher tribunal.
No man could lay
down the principle of obedience to every
ordinance of man for the Lord's sake,
whether to the king or to governors,
more plainly than St. Peter (1 Pet. ii. 13,
cf.

Rom.

and he and

xiii. 1),

his fellow-

disciples might have exposed themselves
to the charge of fanaticism or obstinacy,
if they could only say ot» 8vv. . . .
pvr|

but they could add a ciSopcv
;
tjkow., cf. Acts i. 8. The same
appeal is made by St. John, both in his
XaXciv
icai

and in his First Epistle
vindication of his teaching;
and here the final answer is that of St.
John and St. Peter jointly.
Ver. 20. ov • • • pJn: on the two
negatives forming an affirmative cf. 1
Cor. xii. 15 ; Viteau, Le Grec du N. T.,
Gospel
(i.

(i.

14)

2), in

1,

220 (1893). Winer-Moulton, lv., 9,
compares Aristoph., Ran., 42 see also
Burton, JV. T. Moods and Tenses, p. 184.
p.

;

Ver. 21. irpo<rair6iXir|o'dp.6voi "when
"
they had further threatened them R.V.,
:

or the
their

" added threats
to
ver. 18 (" prius enim tan-

word may mean
"

warning

tum praeceperunt," Erasmus). So Wendt
as against Meyer cf. in LXX, Ecclus. xiii.
;

3, S.,

and Dem.,

"dimiserunt

[iii.

p. 544, 26.

13]

— dircXvo-ov

:

non absolverunt,"

Blass; see St. Chrysostom's striking conbetween the boldness of the Apostles
and the fear of their judges (Horn., xi.).
trast

—
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IV.

1
91. ol Si irpoaaireiXTjcrdu.ei'oi dircXucrav auTOus, p/nSc?
Sid- t6k Xaov, on Trdrres
eupicncoircs t6 ttws KoXdcrwvTai auTous,

XaXeiv.

^

irXeioVwy
2 2. iT«K yap
i.tr\ tw
ycyopOTi.
6 dVGpamos £$' &V cVyeyoVci to <rt\\i.€iov touto Ttjs

eSd^a^oy top eeof
2

T€crcrap<£KOirro

idocws.
23. 'AttoXu0&T€s 8e tJX0ok irpos tous i&ious, Kal dTnqyvciXai' 00a
24. ol 8e
irpos auTous ot dpxicpeis Kal ot irpea^uTepoi ctiroy.
dicouaaircs,

1

2

D

seems to read

Teorarap., see

on

8

6u.o6uu.a86y

pt] evptcncovTcs
i.

$<ovt]v

r\p<xv

amav,

irpos

top eeov,

so Hilg., see Harris

Kal

ctirof,

(p. 90).

3.

—

8
Belser
After aicotio-avTCS D adds Kai eteiyvovrts rnv tov 0€ov cvcpyciav, so Hilg.
and Zockler hold that the clause cannot be a later addition, but Weiss objects that
no reference is found to the words in vex. 29 which follows. eiriYivwo-Kw is used
more frequently by St. Luke than by the other Evangelists, but cvepYcia is entirely
confined to St. Paul in the N.T.

t6 irw«: finding nothing, namely (to),
how they might, etc. this use of the
;

drawing attention to the proposition introduced by it
and making of it a compound substantive
expressing one idea, most commonly with
an interrogation ; it is used by St. Luke and
St. Paul, and both in St. Luke's Gospel
and in the Acts, cf Luke i. 62, ix. 46,
xix. 48, xxii. 2, 4, 23, 24, Acts xxii. 30,
article is quite classical,

Rom.
ix.

23.

26, 1 Thess. iv. I, cf. Mark
So here the Sanhedrists are re-

viii.

presented as asking themselves to ir»s
koX. (Friedrich and Lekebusch both draw
attention to this characteristic of St.
Luke's writings). See Viteau, Le Grec
du N. T. t pp. 67, 68 (1893). ko\. only
here and in 2 Pet. ii. 9 in N.T. cf. 3
Mace. vii. 3, where it is also used in
middle, expressing to cause to be pun816, tov
ished, cf 1 Mace. vii. 7, AS.
XaoV belongs not to dire'Xuo-av, but rather
;

—

Luke ii. 42 (iii. 23), viii. 42, and here;
but cf. Mark v. 42. fyryoVei: in this
"
" with its
episode
lights and shades
Overbeck (so Baur) can only see the
idealising work of myth and legend, but
it is difficult to understand how a narra-

—

which purports to describe the first
between the Church and the
Sanhedrim could be free from such conand
that some collision with the
trasts,

tive

conflict

authorities took place is admitted to be
quite conceivable (Weizsacker, Apostolic
Age, i., 46, E.T.) we should rather say
that St. Luke's power as an historian is
;

nowhere more visible than in the dramatic
form of this narrative (Ramsay, St. Paul,
u.

s.).

tovs l8(ov« : not necessarily
limited to their fellow-Apostles (so Meyer,
Blass, Weiss), but as including the
members of the Christian community (so
Ver. 23.

Overbeck, Wendt, Hilgenfeld, Zockler),
cf xxiv. 23, John xiii. 1, I Tim. v. 8,
and also of one's fellow-countrymen,
associates, John i. n, 2 Mace. xii. 22.
Ver. 24. 6p.o0vp.a86v, see above on L
Biblical Gr. mere classical meaning of
The word must not be pressed to
to think, suppose, entertain an opinion
14.

—

£86£a£ov: see on
evpia-K. k.t.X.
ii. 46 ;
cf Luke ii. 20, 2 Cor. ix. 13, for
never has in
the
verb
the construction ;

to

p.T|

(but cf Polyb.,

vi.,

apeTfi)

;

53, 10; 8e8ola.crp.evoi

LXX

in the
of glory ascribed to
note on Luke ii. 20.

lir'

very frequently

God, see Plummer's

Ver. 22. Characteristic of St. Luke
to note the age, as in the case of ^Eneas,
ix. 33, and of the cripple at Lystra, xiv.
8, cf. also Luke viii. 42 (although Mark
also here notes the same fact), xiii. 11.
The genitive with clvoi or yiyvtadai,
instead of the accusative, in reference to
the question of age, is noted by Friedrich as characteristic of St Luke; cf

mean

that they
utterance to the

simultaneously gave
or that they
were able to do so, because they were
repeating a familiar Hymn; it may
mean that the Hymn was uttered by one
of the leaders, by St. Peter, or St. James
(Zockler), and answered by the responsive Amen of the rest, or that the
words were caught up by the multitude
of believers as they were uttered by an
all

same words,

inspired Apostle (so Felten, Rendall).—
Tjpav <J>a>vi]v : the same phrase is used in
Luke xvii. 13, so in Acts ii. 14, xiv. i*,

21

— 2$.

Aco-TroTa,

IIPAEEI2 AII02T0AQN
au

1

6 Qebs 6 irot^tras rbv o&pavbv Kal
t$jk
Ta Iv au-rots, 2$. 2 6 8ia

Qd\a<r<rav Kal xrdn-a
iraiSos croo

etirft*^,
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Kal

yfji'

-rty

orojxaTos Aaj3l8 too

"*W

ti

i<\>p6a£av

c8i/i|,

Kal Xaol IfxeXeTTjaaK

1
o 0€os DEP, Gig., Par., verss., Irint., Luc, so Meyer, so
Hilg. but om. fc$BA, best
MS. of Vulg., Boh., soTisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt (who refers the construction
;

of the words to Isaiah xxxvii. 16).
a
o 8ia crrofiaTos AafJiS tov ira.1809 <rov ciir«y P i, 31, Chrys., so Meyer; but tov
omitted by fc^ABDEP. o tov irarpos tjjiwv 8ta irvevpaTos ayiov a-ropa/ros AavciS
iroiSos aov €iiro>v, so fc^ABE 13, 15, 27, 29, 36, 38; so Lach., Treg., Tisch., W.H.,
o 81a irv. ay. 81a crop,., tov iron-pos tipwv A., so Vulg., Iren.,
R.V., Alford.
D reads 81a irv. ay. 81a tov o-roparos
apparently for improvement in order.
XaXr o-as A., omit, tov irarpos Tjpwv ; so apparently Syr. Pesch., Boh. P, Hil.,
and Aug. omit irvcvparos ayiov Syr. Hard., Arm. place 81a irv. ay. after iraiSos
o~ov
so Par. Blass in |3 omits tov irarpos tjpwv and brackets irv. ay., practiW.H. mention the
cally agreeing with T.R. (see also Acta Apost., p, 77).
extreme difficulty of the text and hold that it contains a primitive error (so also

—

(

;

Holtzmann), and each makes an attempt at solution, App., Select Readings, p. 92.
Felten follows the solution offered by Westcott. Weiss, Apostelgeschichte, pp. 39,
40 (1893), speaks of irvcvpaTos ayiov as perfectly senseless (so too Zockler, who
follows T.R.) and regards the expression as an old gloss for
crropa A., but which
afterwards came into the text with the latter words or some scribe, as he thinks,
have
introduced 81a irv. ay. expected by him from i. 2, 16 (see also Blass, in
may
Weiss therefore follows P
loco), and then continued the text lying before him.
it omits tov
although
iraTpos T)p.wv, which Weiss retains and reads o tov iroTpos
Sia
A.
eiircov.
Wendt
o*ov
and
Alford
maintain that the more
iraiSos
Tjji,wv
o-toja.
complicated readings could scarcely have arisen through additions to the simpler
text of T.R. and that the contrary is more probable.
;

and also in Luke
Both phrases are peculiar to

xxii. 22, liraCpeiv,

xi.

27.

St.

Luke, but both are found in the LXX,
and both are classical (Friedrich, Das

Lucasevangelium, p. 29, and Plummer
on Luke xi. 27). AlorroTa k.t.X.: the
words form the earliest known Psalm of
Thanksgiving in the Christian Church.
In its tenor the Hymn may be compared

—

with

Hezekiah's

threats of Assyria,

Prayer
Isa.

against

xxxvii.

the

16, 20.

begins like many of the Psalms (xviii.,
with praising God as the
liii.)
Creator, a thought which finds fitting
expression here as marking the utter
impotence of worldly power to withstand Him. The word A&nroTo, thus
used in the vocative in addressing God
here and in Luke ii. 29 only (found
It

xix.,

nowhere else in Gospels, although several
times in the Epistles), expresses the
absolute control of a Master over a
t6v
cf. also Luke ii. 29, where
8ovX6v o-ov answers to it, as here tovs
SovXois in ver. 29. It also expresses
here as often in the LXX the sovereignty
of God over creation, cf. Job v. 8, Wisslave,

dom

Judith ix. 12. So Jos., Ant.,
puts it into the mouth of Moses.
Tt is very rarely used in the N.T. as a
name of God or of Christ, but cf. Rev.
vi. 7,

iv., 3, 2,

10 of God, and 2 Pet. ii. 1 of Christ
(where the metaphor of the master and
slave is retained), and see Jude ver. 4,
R.V. (although the name may refer

vi.

to

God)

;

and so

in writings ascribed to

men who may well have been present, and
have taken part in the Hymn. The word
also used of the gods in classical
Greek; but the Maker of heaven and
earth was no "despot," although His
rule was absolute, for His power was
never dissociated from wisdom and love,
cf. Wisdom xi. 26, A«riroTa <f>i\6\|/vxc.
is

On

word in Didache, x.,
prayer to God, see Biggs' note.
Ver. 25. The words form an exact
quotation from the LXX (Psalm ii.
tva ti, again in quotation, vii.,
1).
26 ; cf. Luke xiii. 7, 1 Cor. x. 29 twice
in Matt. ix. 4, xxvii. 46, quotation
W.H., Blass (Weiss, ivar(), sc, y^vrp-ai,
the use of the

3, in

;

;

Blass,

Grammatik

Winer-Schmiedel,

des

N.

36.

p.

—G.,

p. 14,

!<{>pva£av

and
:

in

the active form the verb occurs once in
LXX, viz. in this passage, as a transla,

tion of t2^l*\ ^pvootrottai, primarily of

the snorting and neighing of a highspirited horse, then of the haughtiness
and insolence of men twice it is used as
a dep. in LXX, 2 Mace. vii. 34, R. ; iii. a,
;
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rv.

Kevd; 26. Trap&mfjaai' 01 0aaiXeis Ttjs yfjs, Kal 01 apxoires auk^xKaTa tou Kupiou, Kal Ka-rd tou Xpiorou auTou."
Qr)<rav itti to auTO
1
27. aum^x^o'a'i' yap £w dXnOcias ^m top aytoK TraiSd aou, 'irjaou^,
Sr Zxpiaas, 'HpuioTjs tc Kal

n6mos 2 mXdTos,

adk e&Vcai Kal Xaois

1
fir* a\Tj0€ias
^ABDE, Vulg., Syr. P. H. verss., Eus., Ir., Tert.; so Tisch.,
W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt, Hilg. add ev tq iroXci Tavqj (wanting in the Psalm).
2
rUXaroc but B* riciXaros, so Tisch., W.H. see on Ui. 13.
f

;

;

;

—

2, and so in profane writers.
?0vq, i.e. t
the Gentiles, see on ver. 27. XcuJs might
be used, and is used of any people, but

used in Biblical Greek specially of
the chosen people of God, cf. Luke ii.
32, Acts xxvi. 17, 23, Rom. xv. 10, and
it is

significant that the word
ferred to the Christian community,

is trans-

it is

which

was thus regarded as taking the place of
the Jewish theocracy, Acts xv. 14, xviii.
10, Rom. ix. 25, 1 Peter ii. 10; Hort,
Ecclesia, pp. II, 12, Grimm, sub v., Xa<$s ;
so too in the LXX, £0vos in the plural
is used in an overwhelming number of

of Solomon. Thus the gathering together
of the nations and their fruitless decrees
find their counterpart in the alliance of
Herod and Pilate, and the hostile com-

Jew and Gentile against the
holy Servant Jesus, the anointed of God,
and against His followers although the
words of the Psalm and the issues of the
conflict carry on our thoughts to a still
wider and deeper fulfilment in the final
triumph of Christ's kingdom, cf. the
frequent recurrence of the language of
the Psalm in Rev. xii. 5, xix. 15, and cf.
bination of

;

i.

ii.

5,

26, 27.

instances of other nations besides Israel,
Zech. i. 15; in
cf. Psalm lvi. (lvii.) 9,
N.T., eOvrj = pagans, Rom. iii. 29, and
Roman Christians, Rom. xv. 27, cf. populus, the Roman people, as opposed to

Ver. 27.
yap: confirms the truth of
the preceding prophecy, by pointing to its
historical fulfilment, and does not simply
give a reason for addressing God as 6

Lucan, Phars., i., 82, 83 (Page)
Kennedy, Sources of N. T. Greek, p. 98.

<rvv^x«

gentes,

;

Ver. 26. irop&rai<rav not necessarily
of hostile intent, although here the context indicates it; R.V., "set themselves
in array," lit. "presented themselves,"
:

an exact rendering of the Hebrew 3j|ft

which sometimes implies rising up against
as here, Psalm ii. 2, and cf. 2 Sam.

Of the generally
13 (R.V. margin).
accepted Messianic interpretation of the
Psalm, and of the verses here quoted,
there can be no doubt, cf. Edersheim,
Jesus the Messiah, ii., 716 (appendix on
Messianic passages), and Wetstein, in
The Psalm is regarded as full of
loco.
Messianic references (Briggs, Messianic

xviii.

Prophecy, pp. 132-140, and 492, 493),
cf, e.g., the comment on this verse of
the Psalm in the Mechilta (quoted in
the Yalkut Shimeoni, ii., f. 90, 1 Sch.
p. 227), Perowne, Psalms (small edition),
The Psalm
p. 16 ; and Edersheim, u. s.

carries us back to the great Davidic promise in 2 Sam. vii. 11- 16, and it reflects
the Messianic hopes of the Davidic period.
That hope the N.T. writers who quote
this Psalm very frequently or refer to
i.
5, v. 5, see fulit, cf. xiii. 33, Heb.
filled in Christ, the antitype of David and

cittwv
in

—to

the

truth,
xxii.

i.e.,

Job

assuredly,
x.

34

Luke
;

iv.

25, xx. 21,

so too in

LXX,

and

2,

The phrase
and

fulfilment

—

Acts

59,
ix.

this

emphasise

again quoted, and placed first
sentence. lir' aX-qdetas, of a

is

is

also in classical Greek.
characteristic of St. Luke,

only used elsewhere in N.T. in
14, 32, the usual expression
being Iv aX-qOcia, never used by St.
is

Mark

Luke

—6v

xii.

(Friedrich).

cxpuras:

—iraiSa,

see on iii. 13.
that Jesus =
in the quotation

showing

tov XpicrTov named
made, cf Luke iv. 18, and Isa. lxi. 1
and Acts x. 38. Nosgen compares also

just

John

and refuses

x. 36,

to limit the re-

21.
The words may no
doubt be referred to the Baptism, but
they need not be confined to that.
= PcMTiXets of the Psalm, n.
'Hpw'Sirjs
rietXaros = apxovTts, but Nosgen, referring to iii. 17, regards€ the apx- as included in the XaoL
Hp. instead of

ference to

iii.

—

and Grammatik

'HpwCS-rjs, Blass, in loco,

des

N.

pp. 7, 8, the iota subscript

G.,

W.H. thus accounted for Winer-Schmie-

— Idvco-iv

;

Kal Xaots M.
the
first
the centurion and soldiers,
those who carried out the orders of Pilate
Xaoi the plural (quoted from the Psalm)
does not refer with Calvin to the different nationalities out of which the Jews
del,

p. 41.

:

word =

;

»
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28. iroiTjaat

'lo-paV]X,

Ka * ^ PouXt] aou * irpowpiac
em8e £irl t&s aireiXas auiw, Kal

oca ^ x€l P

<rou

29. Kal Ta wif, Kupie,

yce&rOai.

80s to is SouXoiS aou peTa -rrappTjCTias
iv

30.

tw

X€^P^

ty)v

omit

Trdcnrjs

A # B,

XaXeif to> Xoyov aou,
Kal anuria Kal

eKTeiVen/ ac ets taaiK,

Sia tou 6v6p.aTos tou

Te'paTa yiyeadai

^ov

<rou

135

Arm., Lucif. (Cod.

dyiou iraiSos aou

Am.

of Vulg.), so

'irjaou.

W.H., Weiss, Wendt;

^AaDEP, Vulg., vers., Irint, so Tisch. Here, as commonly, Tisch.
W.H., B —and difficult, as often, to decide; insertion appears more

retained by
follows ^,

obvious than omission.

who came up to the Feast were
but

possibly

tribes

gathered,
of Israel,

sub, Xa6s, like

Grimm-Thayer,
Gen.

the

to

D^tp^,

Deut. xxxii. 8, Isa. iii. 13,
" the
etc., R.V.,
peoples of Israel ". St.
Luke's Gospel alone gives us the narrative
of Herod's share in the proceedings connected with the Passion, xxiii. 8-12 see
xlix. 10,

;

Plumptre, in loco, and Friedrich, Das
Lucasevangelium, pp. 54, 55.
Ver. 28. iroiTJcrai, infinitive of purpose, see on iii. 2 but even this purpose
was overruled by God to the accomplish;

ment

of His will, cf. Luke xxii. 22, xxiv.
26, o-vvTJXdov (xev yap Ikcivoi ws ix®P°l
.
. .
cttoiovv 8£ a <rv e(3ov\ov, Oecum.

—

y\

X"P

aov, a

common

expression to

signify the controlling power of
in the N.T. (peculiar to St.

God, cf.
Luke's

Gospel and the Acts) the phrases x"P
K-upiov, Luke i. 66, Acts xi. 21, xiii. n.
i\ povX-fj
only used by St. Luke, cf.
Luke vii. 30, Acts ii. 23, xiii. 36, xx. 27.
only in St. Luke and St.
irpooSpiorc
Paul, but never in LXX or Apocrypha,
Rom. viii. 29, 30, 1 Cor. ii. 7, Ephes. i.
5, n, but the thought which it contains
is in striking harmony with St. Peter's
words elsewhere cf. ii. 23, x. 42, and
1 Pet. i. 2, 20, ii.4-6
see above on Peter's

—
—

:

:

;

—
speeches

—

—

Ephes., tit. r\
Xeip connected with (5. by Zeugma, since
only |3ovXi] directly suits the verb cf.
1 Cor. iii. 2, and Luke i. 64.
(The two
verses (27, 28) are referred by Hilgenfeld
In his
to the "author to Theophilus".
view there is a want of fitness in introducing into the Church's prayer the
words of the Psalm, and their reference
to the closing scenes of the life of Jesus
he thinks with Weiss that in the ovtuv of
ver. 29 there is quite sufficient reference
to the words of the Psalm.)
Ver. 29.
to. vvv (cf. iii. 17) only used
in the Acts v. 38, xvii.
30, xx. 32,
xxvii. 22, but frequently found in classical
writers (Wetstein), cf. also 1 Mace. vii.

t

cf.

Ignat.,

;

;

35, ix. 9; 2 Mace. xv. 8, Klostermann,
Vindicice Lucana, p. 53.
As elsewhere
St. Peter's words have a practical bearing
and issue, ii. 16, iii. 12 (Felten). ?m8c

—

:

only used here and in Luke i. 25, and
both times of God so in Homer, of the
gods regarding the affairs of men (and
so too in Dem. and Herod.), cf. the use
of the simple verb tSeiv in Gen. xxii. 14,
and also of iiriScXv in Gen. xvi. 13, 1
Chron. xvii. 17, Ps. xxx. (xxxi. 7), 2
Mace. i. 27, and viii. 2. tov X<5yov crov
a characteristic phrase in St. Luke, cf.
his use of 6 X<5y. tov 6cov, ver. 31, four
times in his Gospel, and twelve times in
Acts, as against the use of it once in St.
Mark, St. John and St. Matthew, xv. 6
(W.H.). The phrase is of frequent occurrence in St. Paul's Epistles, and it is
found several times in the Apocalypse.
fiCTa TroppTjorias, see above on iv. 13.
There is an antithesis in the Greek
words, for boldness of speech was usually
the privilege, not of slaves, but of freemen
but it is the duty of those who are in
the service of Christ (Humphry, Acts,
;

—

:

—

—

in loco).
Ver. 30. hr r$ K.T.X., iii. 26 : a Hebraistic formula;
for similar expressions used of God cf. Exodus vii. 5,
Ezek.
vi. 14, etc., most
xv.
6,
Jeremiah
frequently in the act of punishment ; but
here the context shows that it is for

"

healing, Luke v. 13, vi. 10 ; " while thou
the constretchest forth thine hand
struction is very frequent in Luke and
the Acts, see Burton, N. T. Moods and

Tenses,

p.

—

and Friedrich,

162,

Commenting on"

p.

37.

the prayer, St.

Chrysostom writes
Observe they do not say
crush them, cast them down,' ... let
us also learn thus to pray. And yet how
full of wrath one would be when fallen
upon by men intent upon killing him,
:

'

and making threats to that

effect

!

how

of animosity but not so these saints."
y£yveo-9ai: A. and R.V. make yiy. to
depend upon So«, but better to regard it

full

—

!
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IV.

31. Kal %et\04vTb)V aurGtv eaaXeuO-n 6 tottos iv w rj<rav ovw\y\J.£voi.,
kcu £ir\ f\<TQi)<Tav airaiaes rikeuji-aTos 'Aytou, Kal eXdXouy rbv X6yoi»
,

toG 6cou fitia irappTjaia?. 1
1
At end of ver. D (E, Ir., Aug.) adds iravri tw OiXovti iritrrcvciv (last word omitted
by Aug.) so Hilg. Chase points out that Syriac often inserts "will" when nothing
corresponding in Greek, but see Harris on a primitive Latin redaction, Four Lectures,
;

etc.,

pp. 89, 90.

as infinitive of purpose, subordinate to
k.t.X. (see Wendt and Page).
Weiss regards from Kal otju. to y i Y. as
the reviser's insertion. eU ia<riv
St.
Luke alone employs the good medical
word taaris, see ver. 22, and Luke xiii.
32, so whilst idcrBai is used only three
or four times by St. Matthew, two or
three times by St. John, and once by St.
Mark, it is used by St. Luke eleven times
in his Gospel, and three or four times in
the Acts. The significant use of this
strictly medical term, and of the verb
laor0ai in St. Luke's writings, comes out
by comparing Matt. xiv. 36, Mark vi.
56, and Luke vi. ig, see' Hobart. tacriv
kv t4>

—

—
In

:

Wordsworth.

Mtjotov,
paronomasia;
this ver., 30, Spitta,

agreeing with
Weiss as against Feine, traced another
addition in the reviser's hand through
the influence of source B, in which the
Apostles appear, not as preachers of the
Gospel, but as performers of miraculous
deeds.
Ver. 31.

SctjO^vtwv, cf. xvi. 26, where
is given to the prayer

a similar answer
of Paul' and Silas

:
the verb is characterof St. Luke and St. Paul, and is
only used by these two writers with the
exception of one passage, Matt ix. 38 ; in

istic

Luke's Gospel it is found eight times,
and in Acts seven times, and often of
requests addressed to God as here, cf. x.
St.

Luke

2, viii. 24,

Thess.

2, xxi.

36, xxii. 32, 1
alTc'w, Grimm-

x.

See on
This
(Synonyms).
10.

iii.

Thayer

reference to prayer
St.

Luke both

Acts,

frequent

is

characteristic of

his

Gospel and the

14, ii. 42, iv. 31, vi. 4, x.
3, xiv. 23, xvi. 13, 25, xxviii. 8 ;

cf.

2, xiii.

Acts

in

Friedrich,

—

i.

Das Lucasevangelium,

pp. 59,
(vi. 38, 48,

Luke
la-a\evQf)> xvi. 26
in the
24) xxi. 26 ; Heb. xii. 26, 27
O.T. we have similar manifestations of
the divine Presence, cf. Ps. cxiv. 7,
60.

;

vii.

;

Amos
cf.

where the same word is used
Hag. ii. 6, Joel iii. 16,
xxxviii. 19.
For instance of an

ix. 5,

;

also Isa. vi. 4,

Ezek.

earthquake regarded as a token of the
presence of a deity, see Wetstein, in
loco; Virgil, Mne^d, iii., 90; Ovid, Met.,
xv., 672,

and so amongst the Rabbis,

SchOttgen, Hot. Heb., in loco. In the
Acts it is plainly regarded as no chance
occurrence, and with regard to the
rationalistic hypothesis that it was merely
a natural event, accidentally coinciding
with the conclusion of the prayer, Zeller
admits that there is every probability
against the truth of any such hypothesis
rather may we see in it with St. Chrysostom a direct answer to the appeal to the
God in whose hands were the heaven
and the earth (cf. Iren., Adv. Haer., iii.,
" The
12, 5).
place was shaken, and that
;

made them

all

more unshaken"

the

(Chrysostom, Theophylact, Oecumenius).
in
trvvr\y\i4voi, "were gathered," so
the aorist in the former verse
ver. 27
referring to an act, but here the perfect
to a state, but impossible to distinguish
in translation, Burton, N. T. Moods
and Tenses, p. 45. That the shaking is
regarded as miraculous is admitted by

—

;

who sees in it the reviser's hand
introducing a miraculous result of the
prayer of the Church, in place of the
natural result of strengthened faith and
popular favour. Kal !irXi]cr6T)o-av, ver. 8.
So here the Holy Ghost inspired them
all with courage: He came comfortari,
Weiss,

—

to strengthen they had prayed that they
might speak the word ucra irapp. and
their prayer was heard and fulfilled to
;

the letter

(ver.

" with
simple

31)

as

skill ".

Luke

describes

— IXdXovv

mark

:

of the imperfect.
lirX-qo-6.
immediately
(aorist), the prayer was
answered by their being filled with the

the

force

Holy Ghost, and they proceeded

to

speak, the imperfect also implying that
they continued to speak (Rendall) there
is no need to see any reference to the
speaking with tongues. Feine sees in
the narrative a divine answer to the
Apostles' prayer, so that filled with the
Holy Ghost they spoke with boldness.
And he adds, that such divine power must
have been actually working in the
Apostles, otherwise the growth of the
Church in spite of its opposition is inexa remark which might well be
plicable
considered by the deniers of a miraculous
It is in reality the same
Christianity.
;

—

32.
1

TOY

t&v Tntrreva&vTwv

oe irXiqOous

v\v

r\

xapSia Kal

137
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x|/ux^|

Kal ou8e cts ti t&v 6trap\6vro)v auTw IXcyej' iSioy etvai, dXX'
auTOis aTratra KOifd.
33. Kal jwydXir] ouvdjxei direSioouy *ri

jxia
Yjy

AnorroAQN

iipaeeis

3*—3*

•

tou Kupiou 'Itjaou, x<*P l S
jxapTupiof ol diroaToXoi rfjs dya<rrdaea>s
1
After uia DE, Cypr., Amb., Zeno. insert kcu ovk r\v SiaKptcrts (xwpio-fios, E) cv
ovtois ovScuia (tis> E) so Hilg. Belser (so too Zockler) again sees an original reading
which, beautiful as it is, was sacrificed to brevity but Weiss objects that the words
are no explanation of the preceding words, which point, as the context shows, to a
But it is possible that
fulness of love rather than to the mere absence of division.
the words may at first have been written in close connection with what follows as a
Chase suggests Syriac
fuller picture of the t^x*) p-ia and afterwards abbreviated.
assim. to John ix. 16, where Greek has a\icraa see further on this and other points
in connection with parallel passage in ii. 44 ft., Harris, Four Lectures, etc., pp. 57, 85.
;

;

—

—

argument so forcibly put by St. Chrysos- comments "erant ut Hebraei loquuntur
tom: "If you deny miracles, you make
«* °*8i «**> "and
marvellous that they •"T)1N tiPNS".—
it all the more
not one of them said," R.V., i.e., not one
should obtain such moral victories
i.
ov8e Iv,
"
among so many; cf. John
3.
these illiterate men
"
Jungst refers the " not even one
cf. Rom. iii. 10
thing
whole verse to a redactor, recording that
see above on ii. 45 and J. Lightfoot, Hor.
there was no one present with reference to
in loco. On the difference between
whom the irappi)<ria could be employed. Heb.,
the classical and N.T. use of the infinitive
But the distinction between the aorist
after verbs of declaring, see Viteau, Le
lir\^<r. and the imperfect IXdXovv shows
Grec du N. T. pp. 51, 52, 153, 155 (1896)
that not only the immediate but the
in Luke and Paul the infinitive
continuous action of the disciples is except
tends to disappear, whilst these two
denoted.
writers retain the more literary usage.
marks no contrast between
Ver. 32.
direSiSovv to paprvpiov,
Ver. 33.
the multitude and the Apostles it intro- "
gave the Apostles their witness," R.V.
duces a general statement of the life of
See ver. 12. to papT., prop., " res qua*
the whole Christian community, cf. xv.
testimonio est," but sometimes in N.T.
use of
On St. Luke's

—

!

;

;

,

;

&

;

12,

frequent

30.

words expressing fulness, see
Deissmann, Neue Bibelstudien,

iv.

32.

p.

5g

(1897), points out that in the inscriptions
itX.tj8os

with a genitive has a technical

significance, not only in official political
comlife, but also in that of religious
munities, cf. Luke i. 10, xix. 37, Acts
ii. 6, but especially xv. 30 ; so too iv. 32,
vi. 2, 5, xv. 12, xix. 9, xxi. 22, where the
word sb not Menge or Masse, but Gemeinde.
icapSia Kal t|/vx"n pia- it is difficult to

—

:

between the two
distinguish
words, but they undoubtedly imply entire harmony in affection and thought
precisely

according to a
expression

;

common Hebrew mode

of

LXX

in

passages

cf.

in

the

anc Ka P$ta occur as
Chron. xii. 38, 2 Chron.
xxx. 12 (Wetstein) ; but in each passage the

which both
here with

t|/vxH

*

p.£o, 1

Hebrew word

is

the same, 'yj, and

would include not only

affection

it

and

emotion, but also understanding,
gence, thought cf. Phil i. 27, ii. 2, 20.
" Behold heart and soul are what make
the together " Chrys. 8vo <{hXoi, xj/vxrj
in
p.(a, Plutarch, cf. instances in Blass,
Grotius
loco % from Aristotle and Cicero.

intelli-

;

!

pro p,apTvpia (Blass). dircS., however,
implies paying or rendering what is due ;
it suggests that there is a claim in response
to which something is given (Westcott

on Heb.

xii.

xii.

xiii. 7, 1

xiii. 11) ; cf. Matt.
59, xvi. 2, xx. 25, Rom.

vii. 3, etc.

This was

its first

36,

and

Luke
Cor.
strict

significance in classical Greek, cf. also
its use in LXX, frequently. The Apostles
therefore bear their witness as a duty to

which they were pledged,
20

;

Kal

Oecum.

cos

—

cf.

i.

8, 22, iv.

ircpl 0<j>Xi]p.aT09 Xc'yet aiiTO,

the words
Suvap-ei peyaXfl
include miraculous powers, as well
But the tc must
as stedfast witness.
not, as Weiss maintains, be so taken as
to indicate that x^P l $ p,e Y <*^Tl wa s the
For if we regard
result, as in ii. 47.
xdpis as referring to the favour of the
people (as in the former narrative in ii.),
the yap in ver. 34 seems to point to the
love and liberality of the Christians as its
But many commentators prefer
cause.
to take x a P l s as in vi. 8 (and as in Luke
ii. 40,
Hilgenfeld), of the grace of God,
since here as there it is used absolutely,
and ver. 34 would thus be a proof of the
efficacy of this grace, cf. 2 Cor. ix. 14,

may

:
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T€ jicydXT)
tv auTOig

*

r\v

iirl

34. ou&c yap e^Sei^s TtS

irdyras auTOU?.

oaot yap KT^Topes

x w P^ a)l

'

*]

e^epov' tols Tifias twi' irirrpa(Tfoy,4v(i)V,
iroScis tui/ airooToXcoK

•

SieSi&oro

rv.

3

1

uirfjpxei'

otKiwf UTrYJpxoy, TrwXouires

35.

ical

ItiSouk irapa tous

oe €K.doTu> Ka0OTi aV Tts yjpeiav

etXe».

tis v<jttipx€v DEP, Chrys. ; ti* tjv fc$AF a 15, 69, so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss
D reads oiroi KTijTopcs y\<rav oik. t] x w P» virrjpxov itwXovvt€$ Kat c^epovxes
tis B.
combination, so Hilg. ; Harris thinks erant Lat. brought in ijo-ov out of place, while
Chase refers to fusion of true Greek text with Syr. trans. Whatever theory we adopt
it seems that both ij<rav and
virrjpxov got into the text, and that alteration was made
so as to include them both.
Blass's theory seems difficult to accept although St.
with
whom
is
such a favourite word, might conceivably have written
Luke,
virapxciv
virrjpxov ir«XovT€$ Kai (+>epovTes in a rough draft.
1

;

r\v

X
SicSiSoto B 3 P 8ie8i8eTo
DE, so Tisch., W.H., Weiss, Winer- Schmiedel,
121 Blass, Grammatik, p. 48; Kennedy, Sources of N. T. Greek, p. 159.

^AB

2

;

p.

;

Xapis> as Bengel maintains, may include
grace, favour with God and man, as in
our Lord Himself, Gratia Dei et favor
populi.

ov8i yap IvSerjs cf. Deut.
where the same adjective occurs

Ver. 34.

:

xv. 4,
cf. xv. 7, 11, xxiv. 14, Isa.

;

xli.

17.

No

contradiction with vi. 1, as Holtzmann
supposes here there is no ideal immunity
from poverty and want, but distribution
was made as each fitting case presented
itself: "their feeling was just as if they
were under the paternal roof, all for a
;

—

while sharing alike," Chrys., Horn., xi.
" non dicitur
ocroi
. . .

yap
omnes hoc
vel fundum

virrjpxov,

fecerunt [aorist] ut

:

jam nemo

vel domum propriam haberet,
vulgo [saepe] hoc fiebat [imperfect]
ad supplendum fiscum communem pauitaque nunquam
peribus destinatum

sed

:

;

deerat quod daretur," Blass, in loco, cf.
remarks on ii. 47. tols nuas twv irnrpatr"
koucVwv, the prices of the things which
were being sold ". The language shows

—

we

are not meant to infer that the
sold all that they had {cf. Wetstein,
especially Appian, B. Civ., v., p. 1088,

that

men

TLfxas

twv en

iriirpacric.).

itwXowtcs

et

imrpacric. both imperfect (Blass), and see
also Burton, JV. T. Moods and Tenses, p.
58.
KT-q-ropcs in N.T. only here, rarely

—

elsewhere, see instances in Wetstein;
not in LXX, but cf. Symmachus, Joel
i.

11.

Ver. 35. The statement marks, it is
true, an advance upon the former narrative, ii. 44, but one which was perfectly
Here for the
natural and intelligible.

time

we

read that the money is
brought and laid at the Apostles' feet.
As the community grew, the responsibilities of distribution increased, and to
first

whom

could the administration of the

common fund be more fittingly committed
than to the Apostles ?
The narrative
indicates that this commital of trust was
on
the
voluntary
part of the Ecclesia,
although it was marked by an act of
reverence for the Apostles' authority.

The fact that Barnabas is expressly
mentioned as laying the value of his field
at the Apostles' feet, may be an indication that the other members of the community were acting upon his suggestion
if so, it would be in accordance with what
we know of his character and forethought,
;

cf. ix.

47, 48.

27, xi. 22-24, Hort, Ecclesia, pp.
There is no reason to reject this

mere repetition of ii. 44,
spirit prevails in both
but
in
the one case we have
accounts,
the immediate result of the Pentecostal
gift, in the case before us we have the
permanence and not only the vitality of
the gift marked the Christian community is now organised under Apostolic
direction, and stress is laid upon the
continuance of the " first love," whilst
the contrast is marked between the selfsacrifice of Barnabas and the greed of

narrative as a
45.

The same

—

Ananias and Sapphira, see Rendall, Acts,
p. 196, and also Zockler, Apostelgeschichte,
p. 198, in answer to recent criticisms.
irapa tovs iroSas the Apostles are represented as sitting, perhaps as teachers,
xxii. 3, cf. Luke ii. 46, and also as an

—

:

indication of their authority the expression in the Greek conveys the thought
of committal to the care and au:

thority of any one, cf. v. 2, vii. 58,
20, so Matt. xv. 30, or that of reverence and thankfulness. Oecumenius
sees in the words an indication of the
xxii.

great

honour of the Apostles, and the
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36.

1

'loHrfjs

hi 6 4mic\i|0cis Bapydpas uird t&v iiroarSkuv (8

fi.e06pfi,T)i/cu($ji,CKOK,

1
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ion

Ylds -rrapaKXrjaews), Acuity) s, Kuirpios r& yeVei,

P

1, 13, 31, Sah., Syr. Hard., Chrys., Theophy., Meyer, Alford; \wn\$
Vulg., Boh., Syr. Pesh., Arm., Aeth., Epiph., so Tisch., W.H., R.V.,
Weiss, Wendt, Hilg. see Blass, Grammatik, p. 30.

lawnis

^ABDE,

—

reverence of those who brought the
money. Friedrich notes the expression
as characteristic of St. Luke's style, since
it is used
by him five times in the Gospel,
six times in Acts, and is found in the
N.T. only once elsewhere, see above, cf.
Cicero, Pro Flacco, 28, and instances in
Wetstein. SlcSiScto impersonal, or rb

—

:

apyvptov may be supplied, Viteau, he
Grec du N. T., p. 57 (1896), and in St.
Luke's Gbspel twice, xi. 22, xviii. 22
;
only once elsewhere in N.T., John vi.
on the abnormal termination cto for oto,
Sources
N.
T,
LXX,
Kennedy,
cf.
of

n

—

ko.0<Sti: only found in St.
N. T., twice in Gospel, four
times in Acts Luke i. 7, xix. 9, Acts ii.
24, 45, iv. 35, xxii. 31 ; on the imperfect
with av in a conditional relative clause,

Luke

in

;

Burton, N. T. Moods and Tenses, pp. 13,
125, and Viteau, Le Grec du N. T., p.
142 (1893), c »• 45- 33 b -35 are ascribed
by Hilgenfeld to his "author to Theophilus,^' but this reviser must have been
very clumsy to introduce a notice involving a general surrender of all landed
property, as Hilgenfeld interprets the
verse, which could not be reconciled with
St. Peter's express words in v. 4
words
which, on Hilgenfeld's own showing, the
reviser must have had before him.
Ver. 36. M&HT-qs 8e
8e introduces the
special case of Barnabas after the general
statement in ver. 34. 6 4iruc., cf. i.
On what occasion this surname
23.
was conferred by the Apostles nothing
certain is known (dir<J as
often for
ii.
v»iro,
22), although the fact that it
was conferred by them may indicate
that he owed his conversion to them.
Possibly jt may not have been be-

f

—

:

—

stowed until
here be

later,

made

and reference may

him

—to simply
(Nosgen). |3apvd|3as

sus

convenit,"

it

to identify

most commonly derived from nfc^llj *^Sl (" quod
neque ad sensum neque ad litteras pror:

=

properly vUs
it is argued,
renders this vib$ irapaKXijorcw?, because
under the threefold uses of prophecy,
irpo<j>TiT€ias.

Blass)

But

St.

Luke,

the special gift of «apdicXr|<ris

So Harnack (whose
"

cf. Acts xi. 23.
full article " Barna-

bas
should be consulted, Real-Encyclopddie fur prot. Theol. und Kirche,"
xv., 410) explains it as indicating a
prophet in the sense in which the
word was used in the early Church,
Acts xv. 32 (xi. 23), irapdic\i)<ris
edify-

=

ing exhortation.

But not only

;

Greek, p. 159, cf. Exodus v. 13, ISiSoto,
but A -cto ; Jer. Hi. 34, ISiSoto, but
AB X S -cto ; 1 Cor. xi. 23, Winer- Schmiedel, p. 121.

1 Cor. xiv. 3,

distinguished Barnabas,

PWl^

an Aramaic word, whilst
brew, but the above solution of
translation

by no means

is

St.

is *"\2l
is

He-

Luke's

satisfactory

(see Zockler, in loco).

In 1 Cor. xiv. 3
irapax. might equally mean consolation,
cf. 2 Cor. i. 3-7, and it is translated
" comfort "
" exhortation
(not
") in the
In St. Luke's Gospel the word
R.V.
is used twice, ii. 25, vi. 24, and in both
passages it means comfort, consolation,
Another
cf. the cognate verb in xvi. 25.
derivation has been suggested by Kloster-

mann, Probleme im Aposteltexte,

He

maintains

word are Aramaic,

^J

and t^ni3,

solatium, and that therefore
translation

is

pp. 8-14.

that both parts of the

quite

St.

Luke's

Blass
justified.
that as in the for-

however points out
mer derivation so here there is a difficulty in the connection between (3apvd(3as and the somewhat obscure Aramaic
word. In the conversion of Barnabas,
the first man whose heart was so touched
as to join him, in spite of his Levitical
status and culture, to ignorant and unlettered men, the Apostles might well
see a source of hope and comfort {cf.

Gen.
also

v. 29),

Klostermann,

p. 13.

worthy of note that the

LXX

It is
fre-

quently uses irapdK\r)cris as a translation
of the common Hebrew words for comfort or consolation ; cf. Job xxi. 2, Ps.

and
Psalms of Solomon xiii., title, irapdOn the whole
kX^ctis t«v Sikcuwv.
question, Deissmann, Bibelstudien, p.
175 ff., should be consulted. Deissmann,
referring to an inscription recently discovered in Northern Syria, in the old

xciii. 19, Isa. lvii. 8, Jer. xvi. 17, etc.,
cf.

Nicopolis, probably of the third or
fourth century a.d., explains the word
as follows ; The inscription contains the
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1
37. uTrapxoKTos auTw dypoO, TrwXi^o-as

2

irapd
1

a/ypov

;

iw

tous iroSas

D has xupiov, but aypos only here

irapa BP, Chrys., so W.H. (so Lach.)
Wendt ; cf. ver. 35 and v. 2.

name

which D. considers
Son of Nebo cf. e.g., Sym-

ftapvePovv,

=

machus,

;

Isa. xlvi. 1,

t

who

renders

to

;

'

in Acts.

irpos

tfE

For x^piov

;

—
—

In his Neue Bibelstudien, p. 16, Deissable to refer to an

Aramaic

in-

scription from Palmyra, dating 114 a.d.,
with the word Barnebo, and cf. also
Enc. Bibl., i., 484. Aev€iTTjs although
the Levites were not allowed to hold possessions in land, since God Himself was
their portion (Num. xviii. 20, Deut. x. 9),
yet they could do so by purchase or in-

—

:

heritance, cf. Jer. xxxii. 7-12, or it is possible that the field of Barnabas may not
have been in Palestine at all (see Bengel,
but, on the other hand, Wendt, in loco),
and that the same Messianic regulations
may not have applied to the Levites in
other countries (Wetstein).
It would
also seem that after the Captivity the
distribution of land, according to the
Mosaic Law, was no longer strictly ob-

(Overbeck, Hackett (Hastings'
"
Barnabas," e.g., Josephus, a
and Priest, has lands in the
of
vicinity
Jerusalem, and gains others
served

B.D.),
Levite

in

exchange

—

for

them from Vespasian,

soon
76.
Kvirpios T<j> ylvci :
the time of Alexander, and possibly before it, Jews had settled in
Cyprus, and 1 Mace. xv. 23 indicates
that they were there in good numbers.
This is the first mention of it in the N.T. ;
see also xi. 19, 20, xiii. 4-13, xv. 39, xx.
16, and the geographical notices in xxi.
xxvii. 4.
From the neighbouring
3,
island, Cyprus, Barnabas might well
have been sent to the famous University
of Tarsus, and so have made the acIn this way the
quaintance of Saul.
Vita,

after

34, v. 3, 8.

Weiss,

previous acquaintance between the two
goes far to explain succeeding
see " Cyprus," B.D.
events, ix. 27
(Hastings), Hamburger, Real-Encyclo-

men

:

*Qw,

view of the connection or identity of
Papvd{3as with PapvepoCs is facilitated
by the fact that in other words the c
sound in Nebo is replaced by a cf Nebuchadnezar = LXX N a povxoSovoarop,
so iWbuzaradan = LXX No Pov£ap8av.
Very probably therefore PapvaPovs will
occur instead of PapvcPov? and the Jews
themselves might easily have converted
papvapous into 3^pvapaq as being the
constant termination of Greek names.
is

cf. iv.

15, 18, 37, so Tisch.,

Nebo (transcribed by the LXX, Aquila pddie des Judentums,
and Theodotion, Na(5w), by Nepovs. The "a man of Cyprus by

mann

koA ?0T)Ke

Xpr\[t.a,

dirocrnSXuf.

2

rightly

tj^eyice

iv. 37.

i.

2, 216.

—

ye'vci,

race," R.V. not
"
" of the
country of Cyprus
"y^vci refers to his parentage and descent, cf.
:

xviii.

2,

24.

"

Ver. 37. a/ypov, better " a field R.V.
the possession was not great, but if the
field lay in the rich and productive island
of Cyprus, its value may have been considerable.
to xPT^ a
rarely in this
sense in the singular, only here in the
N.T., and never in Attic Greek, but cf.
Herod., iii., 38, and instances in Wet;

—

:

and see Blass, in loco. The money,
the proceeds, the money got (German
Erlos).
Lumby suggests that the word
may be used here to indicate the entirety, the sum without deduction, in
contrast to the action of Ananias and
stein,

i.e.,

The same unselfish
Sapphira, v. 2.
manifested itself in Barnabas at a
when he was content to live
from the produce of his hands, 1 Cor. ix.
6.
Possibly at Tarsus, so near his own
home, he may have learnt with Saul in
earlier days the craft of tent-making,
for which the city was famous (Plumptre).
In connection with this passage, and ix.
26, see Renan's eulogy on the character
of Barnabas. In him Renan sees #the
patron of all good and liberal ideas, and
considers that Christianity has done him
an injustice in not placing him in the
first rank of her founders, Apostles, p.
spirit

later date,

191,

E.T.

Chapter V.
in

—Ver.

1.

'Av^p 8^ tis:
unreserved

striking contrast to the

self-sacrifice of Barnabas, St. Luke places
the selfishness and hypocrisy of Ananias
and Sapphira. It is in itself no small proof
of the truth of the narrative, that the
writer should not hesitate to introduce this
episode side by side with his picture of
the still unbroken love and fellowship of
the Church. He makes no apology for
the facts, but narrates them simply and
written
without comment.
'AvavCas

—

in

W.H.

JT^n

=

—

Blass) 'A., prob.

Hebrew

Hananiah = to whom

Jehovah

(so

IIPAEEI2 AII02T0AQN

V. x-4.

V.

8£ tis 'Apaiaas

I. 'Affjp

auTou, cTrwXnae

1

i

4i

ovduaTi, abv Iair<pei'pn rg yumiKi

2. Kal IvoafyLaaro diro ttjs
KTT]jj.a,
tiut)?,

owciSuias

yuyaiKog auToG, Kal l^yicas p.e'pos ti irapd -rods iroSas twk
2
dTroaT<J\wi/ 20rjKev.
n£rpos, *Ami/ia, SiaTi «br\^pcoo-€i' 6
3. dire 8c
Kal

tt|s

lara^ds

r$\v

KapSia?

<rou,

\|/euo-aadai

ac to ilveu/Aa to "Ayioy, Kal

iwnpiaacrdai diro ttjs Tipjs tou x w P t0U
4* 0(JX l H>^kok aol ep-ei/e,
Kal irpaOeK ey -nr) afj ^ouaia utttJPX 6 ; ti oti edou 4k rjj icapSia aou
»'

1

Av. ovojxan jtfBEP, so Tisch., W.H., Weiss, Winer- Schmiedel, p. 256 ; ov. Av.
Vulg., Chrys. lair^cipj) AP, so Tisch., W.H., so Blass in |3 Icnr^cipq, B, so
Weiss. Many variations : 5^ lap-cfup-rj, D <rac|><f>vpa, corr. Ia$<|>ipa (so Hilg.) ; E has
see comment.
Za<j><f>ipi)

AD,

;

;

•

nerpos

DP

;

but 6

II.

^ABE,

Chrys., so Tisch.,

has been gracious (the Hebrew name of
Shadrach, Dan. i. 6, LXX, Jer. xxviii. 1,
Tob.v. 12, (Songofthe Three Children, ver.
66) (Lumby, but see also Wendt, note, in
loco).
lair^eCprj, so also W.H., either
from <rdir<(>€ipos (<rdp.<{>., so here Zap,<j>.,

—

fr$*,

a sapphire,

Blass),

or

from

the

W.H., Wendt, Weiss.

donors. Blass well comments " in conventu ecclesias hoc liberalitatis documentum editum " cf. Calvin, who in marking
the ambition of Ananias to gain a repu" ita fit ut
tation for liberality adds
pedes Apostolorum magis honoret quam
Dei oculos".
8 to. ri not simply •« why ? " but
Ver. 3
" how is it that ? "
R.V., cf. Luke ii. 49
the force of the Greek seems to emphasise
the fact that Ananias had it in his power
to have prevented such a result, cf.
:

;

:

:

.

Aramaic fcO^BttJ,
— "
T

beautiful.

The latter

;

•

derivation
matik des

is

adopted by Blass {Gram*

N. G.,

Schmiedel,

p.

p.
It

76.

Acts

(rireipa, p.axcupa,

8),
is

and Winerdeclined like

x. 1, xii. 2, etc.,

and so makes dative tj, WinerSchmiedel, pp. 80, 93, and Blass, u. s.
= x"p' ov ver : 3 Dut may
KTTjp.a
mean property of any kind. It is used

in N.T.,

—

>

:

in the singular several times in the LXX,
as a possession, heritage, etc., Job xx.
29, Prov. xii. 27, xxxi. 16, Wisdom viii.
5, Ecclus. xxxvi. 30, li. 21, etc.
Ver. 2.
€vo<r4>uraTo : may merely
mean from its derivation, to set apart

But both in LXX and N.T. it is
used in a bad sense of appropriating for

v<5<r<f>u

James

iv.

7,

1

Peter v.

9.—{irXijpuo-cv,

John xvi. 6), so that there
is room for no other influence, Eccles. ix.
On the Vulgate, tentavit, which
3.
does not express the meaning here, see

occupavit

(cf.

—

Felten's note.
ij/€v<racr0cu, sc, wore,
often omitted; cf. Luke i. 54, the
infinitive of conceived result, see Burton,

N. T. Moods and

The

Tenses, pp. 148, 154.

with the accusative of the
person only here in N.T., but in LXX,
Deut. xxxiii. 29, Psalm lxv. 3, Isa. lvii.
11, Hos. ix. 2, 4 Mace. v. 34, etc., and
verb

one's own benefit, purloining, Josh. vii.
1, of Achan, 2 Mace. iv. 32, so here and
in ver. 3, and Tit. ii. 10, cf. also a similar
use of the word in Jos., Ant., iv., 8, 29 (so

frequently in classical writers.
Ver. 4. o-uxl, " id quaerit quod sic esse
nemo negat," Grimm, " while itremained,
"
did it not remain thine

Greek authors, Xen., Polyb., Plut.).
the same combination in Josh,
air6
vii. 1 (cf. ii. 17 above, ckxcw air£ t tf*
Hebrew "|£, See Bengel's note, in loco,

Very frequent

of Achan and Ananias).
it was thus a deliberate and
cnjveiSviTjs
aggravated offence. On the irregular
form, instead of -via«, cf. the LXX, Exod.
viii. 21, 24, 1 Sam. xxv. 20; and see also
Winer-Schmiedel, p. 81, note, and Blass
on instances from the papyri, in loco.
irapa tovs iroSas a further aggravation

pares
—

in

—

:

on the

—

sin

:

—

:

(iv.

35), since the

money was brought

ostentatiously to gain a reputation for the

own ?

R.V.

Luke

as compared
with the other Evangelists, see also vii.
This rendering better retains the
50.
kind of play upon the word pivu, to
in

which Weiss draws attention, and com1 Mace. xv.
7 for the force of ?p,evcv.
irpa0€v,

i.e.,

the price of

it

when

sold

(rectius irpaBcvTOS rh apyupiov, cf. Viteau,
Le Grec du N. T., p. 57 (1896)) ; so airra
in ii. 45 is used for the prices of the

possessions and goods sold. The whole
question, while it deprived Ananias of
every excuse, also proves beyond doubt
that the community of goods in the
Church of Jerusalem was not compulsory

1
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]

TO irpayfia TOUTO

OUK

;

evj/cuaw deOpuirois, dXXct

8c 'Aiwias to6$ Xoyous toutous, Tteawi/

tw 0ew.
•

e£e'i|/u£e

ital

5.

duouW

cy^€TO

<|>6f3os

—

1
to irpayjjia tovto ; but D, Par., Sah. read iroiTjo-ai (to) irov-qpov tovto irpaypa
once elsewhere in Luke's Gospel i. 1, once in St. Matt., four times in St. Paul.
Av.
fc^ABEP, Chrys. prefix article, so Tisch., W.H., Weiss, Wendt. ireow D, Par.,
so Hilg., prefix irapaxpTjfia and Par. also adds after ir*<r, ciri ttjv ytjv, cf. ix. 4,
read by Blass in 0. touto, om. ^*ABD, verss., Orig., Lucif., 80 Tisch., W.H., R.V.,

—

Wendt, Weiss

;

cf. ver.

;

11 end.

—

but voluntary. !£owia, power or right
" The Ecclesia was a
society
(€|eo-Ti)
in which neither the community was lost
in the individual, nor the individual in the
community," Hort, Ecclesia, p. 48. ri
:

—

5ti, sc, ri iarrtv 0V1, cf. Luke ii. 49, and
Viteau, he Grec du N. T., p. 101 (1893),
Blass, Grammatik des N. G. t p. 173.
€&ov Iv tq icapSia trov, xix. 21, and Luke

—

The phrase

xxi. 14.

as

having

LXX,

rightly described
a Hebraistic colouring, cf.

Sam.

1

is

xxi. 12,

ii.
16, 19, Mai. i. 1,
0€O*dai Iv <t>p€o*C, iv

—to
in

ix.

24,

0vp.ai

tovto:

irpaypa

LXX, Gen.

Josh.

Dan. i. 8, Hag.
and the Homeric

1

so

f3a\\co-8ai.

frequently

15, Exod. i. 18,
Chron. xxi. 8 ; Viteau,

xliv.

Le Grec du N.

T., p. 149 (1896).—ovk
the words do not here of course
mean that Ananias had not lied unto
men, but an absolute negative is employed
in the first conception, not to annul it,
but rhetorically to direct undivided attention to the second, cf. Matt. x. 20, Mark
ix. 37, 1 Thess. iv. 8, Winer-Moulton,
The dative of the person is
lv. 8, 6.
found after tJ/evSca-Oai in the LXX, but
The sin of
not in classical Greek.
€\[/evora>

\

much more than mere
much more than fraud, pride

Ananias was
hypocrisy,
or greed

—hateful

as these sins are

—the

power and presence of the Holy Spirit
had been manifested in the Church, and
Ananias had sinned not only against

human

brotherhood, but against the
divine light and leading which had made
that brotherhood possible. In the words
there lies an undeniable proof of the
personality and divinity of the Holy Ghost,
and a refutation of Macedonius long
before he was born (see Bede's note
loco, and on patristic authorities,
cannot satisfactorily exFelten).
plain the words by supposing that offence
against the public spirit of that Church
is meant, and that the sin against the
Holy Ghost may be "identified with this.
Ver. 5. okovwv,
as he heard these
words" = p.€Ta|v a.Kova>v, so Weiss, Blass,

in

We

Rendall.— l|€\J/v^ev
ver.

:

10 of Sapphira,

only found here, in
and xii- 23 of the

death of Herod, in the N.T. not found
in classical writers, and only twice in the
LXX, Judg. iv. 21 where A reads it to
describe the death of Sisera, but = a He;

brew word which may only mean to faint,
to faint away
Ezek. xxi. 7(12) where it
translates a Hebrew word nH3 meaning
;

T T
to be faint-hearted, to despond, to be
dim. But as Blass points out it is used

by Hippocrates

;

indeed

it

would seem

that its use is almost altogether confined
to medical writers (Hobart, Zahn).
It
is therefore a word which may probably
be referred to St. Luke's employment of

Hobart, Medical Lanp. 37, for instances of
its use not only in Hippocrates but in
Galen and Aretaeus (Lumby refers to
Acta Andr. et Matth. Apocr., 19, where
the word is also used of men suddenly

medical terms

;

guage of St. Luke,

down dead). In classical Greek
absolutely is
the term employed.
There can be no
doubt that the narrative implies the
closest connection between the guilt of
Ananias and his sudden death. It therefore cannot be regarded as a narrative of
a chance occurrence or of the effect of a
sudden shock caused by the discovery of
falling

airo\{/'ux €lv (Piov), or Awot|f.

guilt in St. Peter's

shown more
i.,

words.

clearly than
27-33, especially against

No one has
Baur (Paulus,
Neander) that

such explanations are unsatisfactory
In
also Zeller and De Wette).
the early history of the Church, Origen,
Tract, ix. in Matt., had espoused the
view that Ananias had died overcome by
shame and grief at the sudden detection
of his sin. But no such explanation could
account for the death of Sapphira which
Peter foretells as about to follow
without delay. That the narrative is not
without historical foundation is frankly
admitted by Wendt, and also by Baur,
Overbeck, and most recently
Zeller,
by Weizsacker, Holtzmann, Spitta. But
this stern condemnation of any attempt
to lie unto God is a stumbling-block even
to those who with Wendt recognise not
all

(see

only some historical fact underlying the
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5-7piyas

iirl

I'ewTcpoi

ir&vras tous

auviareikav

dKouorras Taura.

<iut6V,

6.

H3

dyacrrdrres 8^ ol

Kai iieviyKOLvres eBatyav.

narrative, but also the danger and culpability of the action of Ananias and his
It may however be justly obwife.
served that our Lord Himself had condemned no sin so severely as that of
hypocrisy, and that the action of Ananias
and Sapphira was hypocrisy of the worst

kind, in that they sought by false pretences to gain a reputation like the

Pharisees for special sanctity and charity;
the hypocrisy of the leaven of the Pharisees had entered the Church (Baum-

7.

'Ey^eTO

—

ava<rrdvT€9, see on ii. 14.
ol vcwTcpoi
the fact that they are called
simply vcavio-Koi in ver. 10 seems decisive against the view that reference is

Ver.

6.

:

made to any definite order in the Church.
Nor is it certain that we can see in the
fulfilment of such duties

by the vcuT€poi
the beginnings of the diaconate, although
on the natural distinction between irpeo-p/urcpoi and vewrepoi it may well have
been that official duties in the Church
were afterwards based, cf. 1 Tim. v. 1,

and if such a spirit had once
gained ground in the Christian community, it must have destroyed all

Tit.

mutual affection and

days it belonged to the duties of the
deacons to provide for the burial of the
strangers and the poor, but it seems
hardly probable that ol ve&n-cpoi were
appointed as a separate body to bury the
dead, before any attempt had been made

garten),

all

brotherly kind-

could men speak the truth,
every one with his neighbour, unless their
love was without hypocrisy ? Rom. xii. 9
how could they claim to be citizens of a
city, into which none could enter who
" made a lie " ? Rev. xxi.
27, xxii. 15. The
sin before us was not one sin but many

how

ness, for

;

iii.,

ii.

3

1-6, 1 Pet. v. 5,

Clem. Rom.,

i.,

3

;

xxi., 6 ; Polycarp, Epist., v., 3 (cf.
xxii. 26).
In comparatively early

;

Luke

(Chrys., Horn., xii., on ver. 9), and in its
deliberateness it came perilously near
that sin against the Holy Ghost which,

to relieve the Apostles of the more
pressing duty of distributing the public
On the other hand it is
funds, vi. 1.
possible that the company of public
"buriers" whom the prophet saw in

whatever else

vision,

means a

it

may mean,

certainly

hardening against divine
For further considerations on

wilful

guidance.
the necessity of this unhesitating con-

demnation of such a sin at the outset of
the life of the Church, see St. Chrysostom's remarks. We must guard against
supposing that St. Peter had imprecated
the death-penalty upon Ananias (as
Porphyry asserted, see against such a
St. Jerome
view, Jerome, Epist., 130).
speaks of Ananias and Sapphira as not
only deceitful, but also as timid stewards,
"
keeping back a part of the price through
fear of famine which true faith never
fears ". On his judgment that the avenging stroke was inflicted, not in cruelty to
them, but as a warning to others, see
below. Kal kyivtro cf>d(3os peyas k.t.X.,

—

i.e.,

upon all who were

n —but see

from ver.
beck, with

mark as

De

present, as distinct

Page's note. OverWette, regards the re-

proleptical,

as

if

the

writer

hurried to describe the impression made
—
but why should the words not include

the judgment uttered by St. Peter? for
the construction see Luke i. 65, iv. 36.
On the characteristic reference to cj>6(3os
as following upon the exhibition of divine
miraculous power both in St. Luke's
Gospel and the Acts, see Friedrich,

Das Lucasevangelium,
pn

ii.

43.

p. 77,

and above

Ezek.

12-16, may have
in N.T. days.
R.V. margin renders simply " the younger

xxxix.

become quite customary

men

".

— a-vveo-TciXav,

"

wrapped him

round," R.V., probably in their own
mantles (for no formal laying-out in robes
can be supposed by the context), for which
ircpiorreWw would be the usual word,
Eur., Troad., 378 (see Grimm, Blass,
Weiss). But Meyer on the other hand
is against the parallel, and argues, following Grotius, that the word should be
rendered " placed him together," i.e. y
laid out or composed his limbs, so that
he might be carried out more conveniently (so too Overbeck, Holtzmann,
Zockler). Vulgate, amoverunt, followed
by Luther, Erasmus, Beza, cannot be
said to be supported by any parallel use
of the word (Par. 2 also same verb as Vulg.).
The word is frequently used by medical
writers in various senses, one of which,
to bandage, to compress by bandaging,
is that which seems to afford a possible
parallel to its use here, Hobart, Medical
Language, etc., pp. 37, 38. The use of
the word by Josephus, Ant., xviii., 3 xix.,
4, is not sufficient to justify us in taking it here to express all the preparacf.

;

—

tions for burial.
outside
if €V€yicavT€S
the walls of the city, the usual place for
:

graves— only prophets and
their

graves in

the city

kings had
— Hamburger,

i
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As &pG>v

8«l

rpitav 8td<rn]p,a,

dir^8oo-0€

Xwptoe

it

at

yofT) auroG

r\

p.?)

8. dlT€Kpt0T] 8c aUT^j 6 n^TpOS, 1 ElTT^

€lCrf]K0€»'.

irpds auT^v,

Tt

;

f\

8e

etire, Nai, too-outou.

on owc^w^Ot) 2

eiSuta to Ycyopos

p,Ol,

€1

TOaOUTOU TO

9. 6 8e n£rpos etire

upu^ ireipdcrai to irpeuua Kuptou

twk Qaty&vrav rbv dVSpa aou

;

t8ou

0upa, Kal e^otaoucrt ae.
IO. eireae 8^ irapaxprjua irapd tous ir68as au-roG, Kal i£4tyu£cv

01 ir<58€9

€t(re\06rres
1

«...

For cure pot

Hilg.
2

otvv£<|>&)vii8ti,

retrans.

8^ ot pcataaitoi eupof auTT]y v€Kpdvt Kal i^eveyKavrts
aire8.

D

reads tircpuTrjo-u

D has «rvv€<|>a>VTi<rev, so Hilg.

from Syriac

—

c6a\J/av: partly for sanitary reasons,
partly to avoid defilement; the interval
between death and burial was very brief,

especially in Jerusalem

xix. 11,

Deut.

s., i., 2,

xxi.

23

(Numb.
Hamburger, u.

;

"
161,
Beerdigung," with reference to
this passage, Edersheim, u. s., p. 168;
for the existing custom in Jerusalem of
speedy burial, see Hackett, in loco, and
Schneller, Kennst du das Land ? (eighth
edition), p. 188).

Ver. 7. iyivtro 8ft • . . koI, cf. for
construction Luke v. 1, 17, viii. 1, 22,
ix. 51, xiv. 1, etc.
Hebraistic, if not
on kou thus uniting
strictly a Hebraism
two co-ordinate statements with iyivero
see Plummer's valuable note, p. 45 St.
Luke, first edition and on the use of <ai
see Simcox, Language of the N. T., pp.
Blass, Grammatik des N. G.,
161, 162
pp. 256, 257. Sid<rrT)fia as if a nominative absolute, here parenthetical from
;

;

;

ws, cf

N.

—

:

Luke ix. 28. Cf Viteau, Le Grec du
83 (1896). St. Luke alone uses

T., p.

Sido-TTjjAa (only
ix., 1,

1

;

here in N.T.), cf. Polyb.,
xeTpo€T^s> and the

Sido-TTjfia

verb Sucrrqfit,

cf.

51, Acts xxvii. 28.

Luke

xxii.

59, xxiv.

In Apocryph. Act.

Andrea, 14, we have -qptupiov 8tdo-TT|pa
(Lumby), and in LXX, cf Ecclesiast.,
ws = i><rti t
prol. 24, 3 Mace. iv. 17.
fere, cf i. 15, ii. 4, etc.— &>pwv Tpi&v:
Nosgen supposes the approach of the
next hour of prayer in this mention

—

,

of the time, pj) pro

Lumby's

oit

(Blass), see also

note.

too-ovtov, monstrat pecuniam,
Blass, so Zockler, Holtzmann, Felten,
and
others : genitive of the price.
Weiss,
The position of the word in the question
is emphatic, cf
Luke xv- 29. Blass

Ver.

8.

apa to

x« too-. a/rreS., so

but
Blass has T.R. (see Chase on
— possibly active may be a retranslation
of Latin convenit, Harris).

des Judentums, i., 4,
Real-Encyclop&die
" Grab "
Social
; Edersheim, Jewish
475,
Life, p. 169, cf. the use of !K<j>cp<d and
Ikko|xi£« in classical Greek, Latin, efferre.

;

o-t «i

Sah.

c/.

;

lirl rfj

in

;

(3

would render non piuris (Bornemann,
tantilli), but this is implied rather than
expressed by the word here (see Wendt's
note for classical instances). The question
of St. Peter and the emphatic reply of

Sapphira show that opportunity was
given her by the inquiry to retract, and
that she wilfully persisted in her sin
"
illi
so
ad
(Chrys.

Calvin,

;

tempus

resipiscendum datur ").
Ver. 9. tI 8ti, ver. 4. ervv€<f>&)vi]0ifj :
only here in the N.T. in the passive, for
its use in the active, xv. 15.
Blass maintains that this passive usage crupcpuveiTaC
run is Latin rather than Greek (convenit inter aliquos), and that it may have
arisen from the intercourse between
Greeks and Romans, see in loco, and
Grammatik des N. G., pp. 112, 235; in
only in the active. Cf also Viteau,

LXX

Le Grec du N. T., p. 155 (1893). " The
aggravation was that they committed the
deed as with one soul, just as upon a
settled compact between them," Chrys.,

Horn.,

xii.

cf.

;

the plural

dir€'8oo-0€.

—

the rendering " to tempt,"
ircipdom
does not seem to express the idea so well
as " to try," to make trial whether the
Holy Ghost would discover their deception, whether He knew all things:
cf. xv. io, and in LXX, Exod. xvii. 2, 7,
:

Ps. lxxvii. (lxxviii.) 41, 56, etc. (in Rev.
"
2 the same verb as here
try," A.
and R.V.). l8ot», see on i. 10. ot iroScs,

ii.

=

—

cf.

Luke

1.

79,

Rom.

iii.

—

15, x.

15.

A

expression the whole description is full of dramatic intensity
the returning steps of the vcwTcpot are
heard en-l tq 8vpq,. But Alford thinks
Hebraistic

—

that they were probably bare-footed,
that the words mean that the time
just at

hand

for their return,

v. 9.

—

The

introduction of the

and

was
cf James

4£o£crovcriv ere, see on ver. 6.
Ver. 10. TrapaxpTJp.a, see on iii. 7.

word shows

that
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8-13.
1

M5

II. ica! eyivtjo <|>(5j5os prfyas ty*
aurrjg.
kcu
eirl
irdWas
tous dKouoiras TauTa.
SXrji' ttjk eKK\t](riay,
12. Aid 8e twk x et pw>' T&y dirooroXwi' iyivero o-rjjjieLa Kal ripara
rrpos rbv

eQatyav

tw

iv

iroXXd

Xcwji
•

loXojxairros
1

oVSpa

•

(icat

1 3. T<av

€|€vc7KavT€s,

D

r^crav

dirarres

6p.o0uu.a86v

2

£v tq

Se Xoittwk ouSels eT<SXu.a KoXXaadai

reads o-vcrreiXavTes efqvcyicav

—

;

aroa

cwtois,

so Hilg.

E ev tg> vay o-vvT)Yp.cvoi. But the words
airavrcs, D, Sah., Aeth. add ev tg> icpo>
Acta Apost. in loco, he says " cf. ii. 43,
€V t<i> icpw are not received by Blass in B
videtur interpolatio esse ; nam sec. iii. 10, hsec porticus extra rh lepov erat, cf. ver.
21 ". loXopwvros, see above, iii. 11.
3

:

;

the writer regarded the death as supernatural, see above on ver. 5.
irpos, by,
beside her husband = irapd with dative,
Blass, Grammatik des N. G., p. 135, note ;
Winer-Moulton, xlix. h. Although the
whole narrative shows that in each case
the death was caused by the judgment of
God, yet nothing whatever is said as to
" As it
the
the world

beyond

both the
he is not

man

himself

grave

is,

:

benefited, in that
left to advance further in wickedness, and the rest, in that they are
made more earnest," Chrys., Horn., xii.
Wendt points out that the punishment
is

cipation, and that we cannot be sure that
it was actually in use at this
early date
(Ecclcsia, p. 49), but, as the same writer
reminds us, our Lord's saying to St.

Peter, Matt. xvi. 18, must have had its
influence upon the minds and teaching
of the Apostles. Moreover, we can see
a special fitness in the employment here,
after the preceding description, not only
of the growth, but of the organisation of
the Christian community, iv. 32 ff., and
of the judgment which followed upon the
attempt to challenge its powers and to
violate its harmony, cf. Bengel's note, in
The context too probably marks
loco.
a distinction between the members of
the iKKXijoaa and those without (Weiss,

by St. Paul, 1 Cor. v. 5, was of
a wholly different kind, because it had
the avowed aim of saving the spirit of
the sinner in the day of the Lord by de- Hort, Blass).
Ver. 12. 8e: merely transitional ; fy£livering him over to Satan for the destruction of the flesh ; but it should not be V€to marking the continuance of the
Sid t«v xeipwv characteristic
forgotten that St. Peter himself speaks miracles
of a judgment according to men in the of St. Luke in Acts, cf. ii. 23, vii. 25, xi.
On Luke's
flesh, which has its issue in a life accord30, xiv. 3, xv. 23, xix. 11.
ing to God in the spirit (1 Pet. iv. 6). fondness for this and similar phrases
with X"P> see Friedrich, Das LucasevanSt. Augustine's words may fairly be
quoted not against but in favour of gelium,p. 8 Lekebusch./l^oste/^sc/uVAfc,
Such phrases, cf. Sid o-TopaTos
applying to the cases before us the prin- p. 77.
tivos, are thoroughly Hebraistic ; so also
ciple of judgment employed by St. Paul:
" Credendum est autem
quod post hanc in iii. 13, Luke iii. 21, KOTa -rrpocrwirov,
vitam eis pepercerit Deus. . .
Correpti and for other instances, Blass, Grammasunt mortis flagello, ne supplicio puni- tik des N. G., pp. 126, 147. 2to£ IoX.,
antur aeterno," Serm., de Verbis Act. iii. 11. diravres, cf. ii. 1, including other
believers as well as the Apostles, see
v., 4, cf. Origen, Tract, viii., in Matth.,
and Jerome, Epist., cxxx. See Speaker's below. 6p.o0vp.a86v, see i. 14.
Ver. 13. T(iv %\ Xoiirwv
Commentary, in loco, and Bengel, Felten,
variously
Felten's reverent interpreted (1) of the rest of the believers
Zockler, Plumptre.
well
be
in
contrast
the
to
Apostles, but this
compared
thoughts, p. 124, may
with the remarks of Dr. Pusey on the is unnatural, as the Apostles are not
case of Ananias, What is of Faith ? etc., elsewhere regarded as objects of fear to
inflicted

;

;

—

.

—

:

their fellow-believers,

p. 14.

pe'yas: evidently one
infliction of this stern

Ver. 11.

<j>6{3os

purpose in the
penalty was at once obtained, see above

on

ver. 5.

—

ic\T)o-ia

!<p*

SXtjv ttjv lKK\i\ariav

thinks that

VOL.

:

St.

II.

and diravTcs above

= diroo-xoXoi as HilgenSee, however, Alford,

Church and the Minis-

256, note.
J. Lightfoot applies
airavrcs to the hundred-and-eight (the
Apostles making up the hundred-ardtwenty), who durst not join themselves
try, p.

word IkDr. Hort
he may employ it by anti-

it seems, uses the
here for the first time.

Luke, as

certainly need not
feld interprets it.
in loco, and Gore,

10
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dXX*

moreuorrcs tu Kuptw,
KaTcl
tea!

1

6

auTOiis

^(i,€Y(iXok€k

Xa6s

*

I4»

8«!

fAaXXoy

dcSpuc re

ttXi^Ot]

v.

ica!

yuyaiKui'

irpoaeTiOevTO

Kpa|3f3dT<jJV,

I'm

cpxop-eVou

Kay

lltTpou

ctklo.

tj

15. wore

•)

-rds irXaTtias ex^e'peii' tous daOe^eis *al TiOcVai

£irl KXiwuiy

eTricncidcrr]

TIM

^ABD

2
D*P I, Chrys., Theoph., so Meyer; k<u eis ra«
(E), Tisch.,
kXiv»v EP, Chrys., Theodrt.
R.V., Weiss, Wendt.
icXtvaptwv WABD,
3
B
EP
so
R.V.,
Wendt,
Weiss,
Tisch., W.H.,
Hilg. Kpa|30aTa>v
Kpa0aTT«v
Cyr.-Jer.,
^AB*D, so W.H., Weiss, Hilg. but see Blass, Gratnmatik, p. 12, who reads in 0,
so Tisch.
and
Winer-Schmiedel,
56.
p,
eirio-iciao-fl
^ADEP,
Kpaf3aros (grabatus),
B 13, 31, W.H. following B, Wendt (probable).
(W.H. alt), Weiss, Hilg. €ir«naa<r£i
1
At end of verse D, Par. (Gig. Wern.) add airrjXXacrtrovTo yap airo irao-Tjs ao-Gcvcias
whilst E (Vulg., Lucif.) adds kcu pv<r0&xriv otro irocrrjs a<rtjv etx« CKaaTOS avTa>v,
Oeveias t]S «xov. Variations between D and E may be due to retranslation from
Latin, see Harris Chase from assim. of Acts xix. 12, through Syriac an explanatory
addition of the result of Peter's shadow falling upon them according to Weiss, Codex
D, p. 64 ; but Belser sees in vv. 15 and 16 in (3 original, revised in a.
1

icaTa (ras)

W.H.,

;

;

;

;

,

;

;

in the dignity and office of Apostleship,
properly so called, having seen the judg-

ment that one of the Twelve had brought
upon Ananias, one of their own number
(as Lightfoot ranks Ananias amongst the
hundred- and-t wen ty)
(2) of non-believthis is
ers as contrasted with oiravTes
but
it obliges him to
adopted by Blass,
translate KoXXao-0oi, se eis immiscere =
;

;

mention

in vi.

1

cf.

ff.,

viii.

3,

where

women

are again mentioned amongst the
victims in the general persecution of the
Church (see Plumptre's note, in loco).
This constant reference to the share of
women in the ministry of the Gospel and
the life of the Church is characteristic of

interpellate, vexare,

whereas the word is
more often used, as he admits, both in the
Acts and in the LXX ot friendly inter-

Luke in both his writings.
Ver. 15.
wore koI eU, "insomuch
that they even," R.V.— kcito, T.R., so
Alford, Meyer, "all down the streets,"
as if the streets were entirely beset with

Deut. x. 20, 2 Sam. xx.
fiyit
xviii.
2
6, Ps. cxviii. (cxix.) 31, cf.
Kings
2,
Acts viii. 29, ix. 26, x. 28, xvii. 34 (3) of

feminine of the adjective
irXaTij$, sc, 68<Js> a broad way, so here,
the open streets, in classical Greek, and

St.

sick

course

;

the rest including 6 Xaos, who stood
aloof from joining their lot, but at the
same time regarded them with respect;
(4) of the rest, i.e., rulers, scribes, priests,
men of position, as contrasted, aXXd, with
the Xarfs, the populace, cf. iv. 21, where
the same contrast is marked (so Hort,
Page, Rendall), see also Luke xxi. 38.
For KoXXacrdai see further on ver. 36.
Ver. 14. p,aXXov 8c irpoo-eTWevTo the
favour of the people which still protected
the Church {cf. ver. 17) resulted in further
increase of believers, "were the more
:

added," um so mehr; imperfect, signifying
the continuous growth of the Church on
the verb see ii. 41. irX^Ot], plural (only
here in N.T.), because not only men as
in iv. 4, but women also (Weiss), but
;

"
Bengel pluralis grandis jam non initur
numerus, uti 4, 4," to the same effect
"
Blass,
saepe fiebat ut magnus numerus
accederet, inde plur. hie tantum N.T.".
:

On

St.

Luke's characteristic

and

fondness

words see iv. 32.
ywaiicwv this, mention of women forms
as it were an introduction to the further
for

this

:

similar

folk

(see

Holtzmann,

in

loco).

—

irXa/mas,

frequently in

2rn

Tobit

LXX,
xiii.

?

14, 22, 1

Mace.

used by

St.
x.

i.

chiefly for
17,

55,

Luke
xiii.

ii.

Judith
9,

three

3

Hebrew,
i.

14, vii.

Mace.

i.

18,

times in his
but only

26, xiv. 21,

10,
Gospel,
here in Acts, see below on ix. n.
For kXivwv read icXivapCwv, which is found
only here in N.T., not at all in LXX,
and very rarely in other Greek authors,

Aristoph., Frag., 33, d, and Arrian,
Epict. Diss., iii., 5, 13, where it is used
for the couch of a sick person
Artem.,
As Dr. Hobart points
Oneir., ii., 57.
out, St. Luke employs no less than four
different words for the beds of the sick,
two in common with the other Evangel;

ists, viz.,

kXivt] (not in John), and KpaBut two are
in Matthew).

PaTTos (not

peculiar to him, viz., k\ivi8iov (Luke v.
and icXivdpiov only here.
19,
24),
Neither word is found in the LXX, but
kXiviSiov, although rare elsewhere, is
used in Artem., also in Plutarch, and

Dion. Hal. (Antiq. Rom., vii., 68), for a
carryingthe sick, Hobart, Medical

litter for
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Kal to ttXtjOos tuv irlpig ttoXcwi' eis
Kal oxXoujxeVous utto nveufxaruv

Se

do-fleecis

dKaddpTwi', omi'es edepaireuon-o arraiTcs.

1

DEP

W.H

^AB

1
cis
vers., so Tisch.,
demid., Arm., Chrys., so Meyer ; om.
M
oiTives eOcpaircvovTo airavTcs, D, Par. (Gig., Lucif.) read k<u
R.V., Weiss, Wendt.
"
iwvto iravTcs both verbs almost equally common. At end of verse
duo codices
"
add et magnificabant Dominum jf, C, added by Blass in (3 (Greek) ; cf.
Bergeri
;

Acts

xix. 17.

etc., pp. n6, 117. Dr. Kennedy
kXiviSiov an instance of rare
words used by the comic poets, especially Aristophanes, found also in the

Language,
sees

in

N.T., and almost nowhere else, and
"
Ian
hence a proof of the " colloquial
guage of the N.T. writers (Sources of
N. T. Greek pp. 76-79). But the fact remains that the word in question is found
only in St. Luke, and that both it and
icXivapiov were employed for the couch
of a sick person. €pxop.tvov llcTpov,
,

—

" as Peter came
by,"
genitive absolute,
R.V. (very frequent in Luke), it does
not mean, as Felten admits, that none
of the other Apostles possessed such

lav — even

—
powers. kov = Kal

if

it

were only his shadow, " at the least his
shadow," R.V., cf. Mark v. 28, vi. 56, 2
Cor. xi. 1 6 the usage is not unclassical,
Soph., Elect., 1483 Simcox, Language
of the N. T. p. 170 Viteau, Le Grec du
N. T., p. 118 (1893). ciricTKicUri] with
;

;

t

;

—

B

so W.H.,
dative, Luke i. 35, Mark ix. 7 ;
future indicative crei, a construction com-

mon with

ottws in classical Greek (Page)
examples of the future indicative
with iva see Viteau, Le Grec du N. T., p.
81 (1893), of which several are found
in the N.T., although not in classical
Greek cf. Luke xiv. 10, xx. 10, 1 Cor.
ix. 18, 1 Pet. iii. 1, Acts xxi. 24, W.H.
Burton,
John vii. 3, Gal. ii. 4, etc.
u. s., p. 86.
Undoubtedly this action of
the people showed the lively power of
their faith (Chrys., Theod., Aug.), but
;

for other

;

;

;

the further question arises in spite of the
severe strictures of Zeller, Overbeck,
Holtzmann, as to how far the narrative
indicates that the shadow of Peter actuVer.
ally produced the healing effects.
16 shows that the sick folk were all
healed, but Zockler maintains that there
is nothing to show that St. Luke endorses
the enthusiastic superstition of the people

Nosgen, Lechler, RenOn the other hand we may comMatt.
ix.
20, Mark vi. 56, John ix. 5,
pare
Acts xix. 12; and Baumgarten's comment
should be considered that, although it
is not actually said
that a miraculous
(so J. Lightfoot,

dall).

power went

forth from Peter's shadow,
a question why, if no such power is
implied, the words should be introduced
at all into a narrative which evidently
note
the extraordinary
purports to
powers of the Apostles. The parallels
instanced
from
the
just
Gospels could, of
course, have no weight with critics who
can only see in such comparisons a
proof that the Acts cannot rise above the
superstitious level of the Gospels, or who
start like Renan with " an absolute rule
of criticism," viz., the denial of a place in
history to all miraculous narratives.
it

is

adds dTnr)XXa<r<rovTo yap k.t.X.
but
even here, as Blass says, Luke does not
distinctly assert that cures were wrought
:

by the shadow of Peter, although there
is no reason to deny that the
Evangelist
had this in mind, since he. does not hesitate to refer the same miraculous powers
to St. Paul.
Hilgenfeld refers w. 14-16
to his " author to Theophilus," and sees
in the expressions used in ver. 16 a reminiscence of Luke vi. 17.
Ver. 16.
8e Kal
very common in
:

St.

Luke, Luke

iii. 9, v.
10, ix. 61,
xiv. 12, etc., and also nine times in Acts.
St. John uses it frequently, but seldom

in

Matt, and

ii.

4,

Mark

of

—used

;

for

the sake

giving emphasis. ttipy.% only here,
strengthened for ircpi, not in LXX, but

Hatch and Redpath, found

in Acta
Matth. Apocr., 26 (see Lumby's
classics
from
note),
JSschylus.
t»v w. iroXcuv, " the cities round about

see

Andr.

et

—

in

Jerusalem," omitting «ts before 'lepovo-.
6xXovfA€vovs only here in N.T., cf.
Luke vi. 18, ol IvoxXovucvoi (W.H.,
Both verbs are
R.V.) viro irv. aica.0.
peculiar to St. Luke in the N.T. in connection with disease (IvoxXeiv is used in
Heb. xii. 15 in a different sense), and
both were often used by medical writers.
In Tobit vi. 8, ixXfl the simple verb is
used of the vexing and disturbing of an
evil spirit, and IvoxXciv is used several
times in the LXX, of being troubled with

—

:

sicknesses, Gen. xlviii. 1, 1 Sam. xix. 14,
xxx. 13, Mai. i. 13.
So J. Weiss, who is
by no means inclined to overrate Dr.

i
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'Amoras 1 8i

17.

6 dpxitpeus

alpecTis

r&v XaSoouKaiwi/,

X<ipas

au-raiy

Kal trAvns ol <rbv auT«, ^ ouaa

€Tr\r']a0T]aai/ £V]Xou,

1 8.

Kal cVir€|3aXov

t<xs

to^s AttootoXous, Kai IGcrro auToiis «V rnprjaci

chrl

"
"
1
avaoras, Par. reads A was, cod. Dubl. ap. Berger (Blass) so also Prov. after
ovoot. 8c Blass follows Par. in (J. avatrras is no doubt a very common word, but
Western reading may have possessed the true
it is
quite characteristic of St. Luke.
text, cf. iii. 6, but if Akvos is original then avcurrae is a corruption, not a revision.

—

;

Hobart's work, regards the use of the

two verbs just mentioned as the employment in St. Luke of technical medical
terms, Evangelium des Lukas, pp. 273,
274 (i8g2) found in Hipp., Galen, Dioscorides, cf. in the latter, Mat. Med., iii.,
Il6, TousxiTr6£ir]pa.s(3T]xos Kal opGoirvoias
AxXovucVov? depairevei, see also Luke vi.
;

19, viii. 46, for a like effect following on
the manifestation ofthe miraculous powers
of Christ.
Ver.
17.
dvoo-ras, see on i. 15,
cf. vi. 9 : it may denote a hostile intention (but need not force this), Mark iii.
26, Luke x. 35, Matt. xii. 41, in LXX,
Job xvi. 8 ; see Overbeck, Blass, Weiss ;
6 dpx., i.e., Annas not Caiaphas, iv. 6.
the context seems
itovtcs oi «rvv avru
to imply that more are included than
referred to in iv. 6.
ovcra aipccris( = ot
clcriv atpetris), a rare employment of the
relative in the N.T., but found in Luke
and Paul, most of all in the latter ; cf.
Acts xvi. 12, 1 Cor. iii. 17, Gal. iii. 16,

—

:

—

Ephes. iii. 13,
Rev. iv. 5, v.

N.

i.

Viteau,

—
(1896).
;

28, etc.

(cf.

Le Grec du

atpeo-is: (1) a
choosing, choice, so in classical writers,
1 Mace,
cf. also LXX, Lev. xxii. 18, 21,

T.,

p.

ig2

that which is chosen, a
chosen method of thought and action;
(3) later, a philosophic principle ; those
who have chosen certain principles, a
It
school, a sect, so six times in Acts.
is used thrice elsewhere in N.T., 1 Cor.
1
in
xi. 29, Gal. v. 20, 2 Pet. ii.
the
plural, of factions or parties within the

viii.

30;

Church;

(2)

in

its

something peculiar, and as showing why
younger Annas was so bold and
insolent (Zeller, cf. Nosgen's note, in
loco), yet there is no difficulty in supposing that the elder Annas was at least
associated with the Sadducees if only
the

for political reasons.

later ecclesiastical

use,

applied to doctrines, "heresies," which
tended to cause separation from the
Church. The word need not therefore
be used in a bad sense, although it is so
used of theNazareneSjC/". xxiv. 5, i4,xxviii.
22, whilst on the other hand St. Paul
uses it of the Pharisees, xxvi. 5 (cf xv. 5),
in no depreciatory sense (cf. its use by
Josephus of the Sadducees, Ant., xx., 9, 1).
Lumby gives a disparaging use of the
word in Apocr. Act. Phil, in Hellad., 10,
gee his note. It is not expressly said by
St. Luke that Annas was a Sadducee,

although he seems to imply

it.

But

this

—£i]Xov:

jealousy,

R. V. , so rightly A. V in xiii. 45 ; Wycliffe
"
envy," cf. Rom. xiii. 13, 1 Cor. iii. 3,
2 Cor. xi. 2, Gal. v. 20, James iii. 14, 16,

Clem. Rom., Cor.,

Numb.

4 and

iii.,

xxv. 10, 11, 1 Mace.

iv.-vi.

viii.

16,

(cf

ovk

<j>0dvos ov8c £t)Xos cv avTois, and
Psalms of Solomon, ii. 27), and
some places of the jealousy which God

Ictti
ii.

-fj

vi. 2, Phil.

9)

is not in itself inconceivable (see iv. 1)
in spite of the strictures of Zeller and
Overbeck ; Josephus distinctly says, u. s.,
that the son of Annas who bore his
father's name was of the sect of the
Sadducees, and if he mentions this as

in

54, 58,

,

has, as in 2 Cor.

xi. 2,

Numb.

xxv. 10,

and cf Psalms of Solomon, ii., 27,
But <f>06Vos is
iv., 2, 1 Mace. ii. 54.
capable only of an evil signification. By
11,

Aristotle £rjXos is used in its nobler sense
(Rhet., ii., n), as opposed to to <f>6oveiv,
but it seems to be used by other writers
as
The
<|>9<Jvos or coupled with it.

=

meaning

is

defined

by the

Trench, N. T. Synonyms,

i.,

context.

gg.

Here

the envy and jealousy of the Sanhedrim
was provoked by the popular favour
shown to the disciples, and hence to
their doctrine of the resurrection.
Ver. 18.
lircf3aXov tols x"P a s* a
phrase used twice in St. Luke's Gospel,
and three times in the Acts, cf. Gen.
xxii. 12.

Cf.

Hebrew *?N

T

nSttf.

—-cv TTjp^o-ci 8i)uo<rta, " in public ward,"
R.V. Stjp.. used here as an adjective,
only found in N.T. in Acts, in the three
other passages used as an adverb, xvi.
37, xviii. 28, xx. 20 (2 Mace. vi. 10, 3
Mace. ii. 2), cf. Thuc, v., 18, where to
StiuoViov = the public prison. See note
above on iv. 3. Hilgenfeld is so far
right in pointing out that the two imprisonments, iv. 3 and v. 18, are occasioned by two different causes, in the
first case by the preaching of the Apostles
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19. oyyeXos 8c Kupiou Bid ttjs J'uktos tjkoi£c t&s Oupas
i^ayayujv T6 aurous etirc, 20. IlopeucaOe, Kal ora6^rre$

ttjs 4>u\ai«]$,

avTwv om. fr$ABD 15, Vulg., Syr. Pesh., Arm., Lucif., so Tisch., W.H., R.V.,
Weiss, Wendt but retained by EP, verss., Bas., Chrys., Meyer. At end of verse D
adds kou €Tropevdy) cis cKacrros cis Ta 181a, so Hilg. cf. John vii. 55 see Harris and
Chase, who both think that the gloss comes from John, /. c, but the resemblance is not
verbal,
cis Ta 18 1a is characteristic of St. John, but it is also found in Acts xxi. 6.
1

;

;

to the people, and in the second by the
reverence which their miracles gained
from the people.
Ver. 19. oYYeXos 81 K. the narrative
must be accepted or rejected as it stands.
:

As Wendt, following

in

Zeller

earlier

days, candidly admits, every attempt to
explain the narrative by referring the
release of the prisoners to some natural
event, such as an earthquake or lightning,
or to some friendly disposed person, who
with the assistance of the gaoler opened
the prison doors, and who was mistaken
by the Apostles for an angel in the darkness and excitement of the night, is
shattered at once against the plain meaning of the text. Nor can it be deemed
satisfactory to believe that St. Luke has
unconsciously given us two narratives of
the liberation of St. Peter, here and in
xii., and that the former is merely an
echo of the later deliverance transferred
to

an

earlier date (Weiss, Sorof, HoltzBut St. Luke had the best

mann).

means of knowing accurately the events
narrated in xii. from John Mark (see below
on chap, xii., and Ramsay, St. Paul, etc.,
p. 385), Introd., p. 17, and there is no
ground whatever for supposing that xii.
is simply an embellished version of this
former incident. Attempts have been

made to show that
the same doubling

St.

Luke introduces

of narratives in his

Gospel (Wendt, Holtzmann), e.g., the
sending forth of the disciples in ix. 3 and
x. 1, but the former chapter is concerned
with the mission of the Twelve, and the
latter with that of the Seventy.
Further
objections have been made as to the use-

—

lessness of the miracle the disciples are
But not
found, to be imprisoned again
only was the miracle a source of fresh
strength and faith to the disciples, but
as Hilgenfeld notes their release can
scarcely be described as purposeless, since
it called forth a
public transgression of the
command of silence imposed upon the two
chief Apostles, iv. 17-21.
Moreover, the
deliverance was another indication to the
1

—

angeli?" asks Blass; and he answers:
M Sed est
aliquis
augetur enim apostolorum audacia (21), turn ira adversariorum
magis accenditur nihilominus Deus suos
perire non patitur ". That the Sadducees
should ignore the miracle (ver. 28) is
:

;

surely not strange, although

have influenced
tions

their

it

may

well

subsequent delibera-

that the action of the Sadducees
should now be more coercive than on the
former occasion was only natural on the
part of men who feared that vengeance
would be taken on them for the death of
Jesus by an uprising of the people
(w. 28 and 26). 81a vvktos = vvkt<$s>
;

—

vvKTtap

(cf.

Luke

The phrase
Luke

ii.
8) in classical Greek.
used four times by St.

is

in Acts, cf. xvi. 19, xvii. 10, xxiii.

M. and cf. Luke v. 5 (and ix. 37, D,
81a ttjs Tjuc'pas) nowhere else in N.T.
In all the passages Meyer thinks that
the expression means throughout the
night, but such a meaning would be inconsistent with the context at all events
here and in xvi. 19 ; and xvii. 10 is
doubtful.
See Blass, Grammatik des
:

—

N. G., p. 129, "by night" (nachts).
Simcox speaks of this expression in Acts
as an "almost adverbial phrase," Language of N. T., p. 140.
Ver. 20.

llopctWde

:

characteristic of

Luke both in Gospel and Acts. The
word appears here in Acts for the first
St.

time, and it is found in St. Luke's Gospel about fifty times, and in this book
nearly forty (Friedrich, Lekebusch).

—

oraOcvTcs, ii. 14, on this pictorial use of
the word, see Page's note, and Friedrich,
Das Lucasevangelium, p. 42 ; so also

avaoras, iirurrds, iyepOefc,

ica0i<ras,

—here intimates the boldness
with which the Apostles were
proclaim
—
—
message. Iv tu Upo they were to
speak not only boldly but publicly. —

Sadducees,
they would have accepted
it, that it was useless for them to attempt
"
to stay the movement.
Quis ergo usus
if

;

it

oTpa<J>c£s

to

their

:

ttjs

£«t|s TavTTjs {cf. xiii. 26, tt)s orwTrjpCas
tovttjs, and Rom. vii. 24), i.e., the life
to which the whole Apostolic preaching

which the Sadducees
by Him who was
Himself the Resurrection and the Life,
the

referred,

denied,
cf.

iii.

life

bestowed

15, iv.

planation

is

12.

This or a similar exby Holtzmann,

accepted
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V.

to, prju-aTa
ttjs £cot}s tchJtt|s.

21.

toy opflpok cts to tepoy, Kal coioaoxoi'. 1
2
t6
Trapayekop-tkos 8e 6 dpxiepeus Kal ol adv auTo>, owcKdXcaav

dKouaa^Tcs 8c

currjXOoi' uir6

owe'Spioy Kal iraaai' ttj^ yepouoxai' Twy

oiwj' 'lorpafjX,

Kal dTrcVrciXay

aicovcravTCS 8c, E, Pesh. read c$cX6ovt€s 8c ck ttjs <J>vXaKT)s> received by Blass in
After
cf. xvi. 40 ; may have been omitted on revision, or added for exactness.
eSiSao-Kov Prov., Wern. add ev t*» ovopan K. I. ; cf. iv. 18, ix. 27.
1

P

but

;

2

For arvvcKaXc<rav

D

has cycpdevTes to irpyi kcu crvyicaXto-apevot (so also Hilg.)
omitted in revision ; assim. to our Lord's trial
;

may be addition for sake of clearness, or
and the Jewish

authorities

seems unnecessary.

Blass.
On the
attempt to explain the words as simply
= these words of life, see Winer-Moulton,
xxxiv. 3, b., and see also Grimm, sub v.

Wendt, Weiss, Zockler,

jStjua.

Ver. 21. viro tov opGpov, '« about daybreak," R.V., i.e., without delay they
obeyed the angel's command (Weiss).
The words may also indicate the customary usage of Palestine where the heat
was great in the daytime. The people
rose early and came to our Lord to hear

Him, Luke

38 (John viii. 2). viro
(of time), so in classical
Greek, Blass, Grammatik des N. G., p.

= sub,

132.

xxi.

circa

The

first

sacrifice

took place in

the

Temple very early, Edersheim,
Temple and its Services, p. 132, and it
may be that the Apostles went to catch
the people at the hour of their early
tnro" is used nodevotions (Plumptre).
where else in the N.T. with an accusative
in this sense, cf. Tobit vii. 11, S, al; virb

—

—

vvKTa, 3 Mace. v. 2. irapayevopevos
having come, i.e., to the place where the
Sadducees met, not merely pleonastic the
verb may fairly be regarded as characterit
istic of St. Luke in both his writings
occurs eight times in his Gospel and thirty
in the Acts, and frequently absolutely
as here elsewhere in N.T. only eight or
t>|v

:

;

—

—

—

nine times, frequent in LXX. to <rw4does
Spiov Kal Ttdcrav ttjv ycpovcriav
yepovaria represent an assembly or body
in addition to the oruvc*8piov, or do the
two words represent the same Court ?
:

The word

yep. appears nowhere else in
the N.T., but in the
it is used in
several places of the Jewish Sanhedrim,

LXX

Mace.

xii. 6, 2 Mace. i. 10, iv. 44, xi.
In the N.T.
27, Jud. iv. 8, xiv. 4, xv. 8.
the Sanhedrim is also called irpecrpv-

1

Grimm-Thayer
hedrim sub
Blass).

If

v.

we

to signify the full Sanyep. and so apparently
adopt Rendall's view icat

be explicative, but in another
way, specifying the comprehensive character of this meeting as compared with
the hasty and informal gathering in iv.

may

still

Kuinoel's view, in loco). The
has caused others to suggest
that yep. refers to men of age and experience who were asked to join the
Council as assessors, or to some other
assembly larger than the Sanhedrim and
only summoned on special occasions.
For the former view, Lumby and
Plumptre (see also Page's note) refer
to Mishna, jfoma, i., 1, where mention is made of "the chamber of the
assessors," parhedrin = irapcSpoi. Fur5,

6

(cf.

difficulty

ther

we may note, Schiirer, Jewish People,

ii., vol. i., p. 172, E.T., in a note on
passage points out that as there can
be no doubt as to the identity of the two
v
conceptions o-v»^ f.iov and yepovo-ia (so
too Zockler and Weiss, in loco), icai
must be taken as explanatory, or St.
Luke makes a mistake in assuming
that the oruvc'Spiov was of a less comprehensive character than the yepovo-ia,
" the Sanhedrin and all the elders of the
Schiirer prefers the
people together ".
latter alternative, but the former may
reasonably be maintained not only from
the Greek text but also because St.
Luke's information admittedly derived
from a Jewish-Christian source is not
likely to have been inaccurate.
Hilgenfeld agrees with Weiss that in the source
the O.T. expression yepovofa, Exod. iii.
16, iv. 29, xii. 21, stood alone, but that

div.

this

the reviser prefixed the usual expression

o-we'Spiov which in v. 27 and 34 is found
Luke xxii. 66, Acts xxii. 5. If without any addition. On " Synhedrion,"
the two words denote the same body Kal see Hamburger, Real-Encyclopadie des
must be regarded as merely explicative jfudentums, ii., 8, 1149, and " Aelteste,"
Holtzmann,
i.,
1, pp. 59, 60, and O.
(so Wendt as against Meyer) to emphasise the solemn importance and repreNeutestamentlicke Zeitgeschichte, pp. 175,

Teptov,

sentative nature of

the

assembly

(so

176 (1895).

— 8eo-pwnf piov,

xvi.

26

;

Thuc.

— 25-

21

eis

to

ITPAHEI2 AII02T0AQN
x

oux «5pok auTods

dTrqyyciXai',

pivov ck
•

dupwv

afrrous.

dxGrji'ai

Seo-fxwTiipioi',

ycKoucyoi

^Y 0,rr€s

Trdcnr)

>

2 3* "^ti T ° H^

dcr<(>aXeia,

dyoilarres 8e,

iv ttj

*5'

22. ot 8c u-rrnpeTai irapa&FaoTpe'\|/cuT€s 8e
•

4>uXcik7]

SeojiGmqpioe eupop,€i/ KeKXeicrKal tous 4>uXaKas €§<•> 2 eorarras Trpd twk
1'

ouSeVa cupojxey.

eorw

ws 8e

24.

tous Xoyous toutous o Te Upeus Kal 6 orpaTTjyos

3

rJKoucray

tou tcpou Kai

01

auTwy, ti ay yeVoiTO toGto.
25. irapatis dTnqyyetXei' auTOis Xe'yojy, Oti 18ou, ot a^Spes ous

dpXiepeis, StTjiropoui' irepl
8e*

yei'ou.ei'os

€8«a0€ eV

eicrlj'
TJj 4>uXaKTJ,

«V

tw

8i8do-KoyT€S t6k

ical

i€pa> 4<jtcjt€s

D

adds jccu avoi$avT6« ttjv ^vXaKi)v, so Par., Vulg., Syr.
After irapoycvojAcvot
assimilation or revision ?
;
c/. ver. 23,

1

H. mg.

2
cgu om. NABDEP, Vulg., verss., Chrys.,
Wendt, Hilg. irpo EP, Vulg.-Clem., Boh.,

Lucif., so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss,
Syr. Hard., Chrys.; eiri ^ABD, so
so
Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt.
d, e, am. fu. demid., Sah., Syr. Pesh.,

"ad"

3
o T€ icpevs Kai o <rrpaTT]yos P 13, 31 (E), so Meyer o tc orpaTTiyos, om. icpevs
Kai o fc$ABD, Vulg., Sah., Boh., Arm., Syr. Pesh., Aeth., so Tisch., W.H., R.V.,
Weiss, Wendt, Alford, Hilg. (other variations in Wendt and Alford).
;

LXX, Gen. xxxix. 20-23, xl*
the jurisdiction of the Sanhedrim and its right to order arrests by its
own officers, and to dispose of cases not
60 and

vi.

On

3-5.

involving capital punishment, Schiirer,
Jewish People, div. ii., vol. i., 187, 188,
E.T., O. Holtzmann, u. s., p. 173.
Ver. 22. vimjp^Tat: apparently some
see above
of the Temple guard, ver. 26
on 6 <TTpaTrjy<Js, iv. 1, and Edersheim,
Temple and its Services, pp. 119, 120. In
the N.T. the word is not used of the
;

—

dvocrrp^avTcs : used only
military.
here in this sense (xv. 16 is not strictly
a

LXX, Gen.

parallel), cf.
xxi. (xx.) 5,

Kings

Ver. 23.

viii.

9,

1

and

frequently.
" in all
do-ijmXcia,

4v irdorfl
safety," R.V. (not cum omni diligentia,
" in omni firmitate," Flor. ;
Vulgate) ;
in
generally uctcI with genitive;
iii.
22, xv. 1, ueTa. iraoTjs
cf. 2 Mace.

LXX

The Vulgate is misleading; the
d<r<|>.
words mean not that the prison had been
carefully shut, but that it was found in a
state of perfect security.
Ver. 24. S tc tepevs Kal 6 vrpartyyh^
tov Upoii Kal ol dpx» : if we retain 6
Upcvs it must mean the high priest, ver.
1 Mace. xv. 1; Jos., Ant., vi.,
But Weiss and Wendt both follow W.H. and R.V., and omit Upevs K al
6 (so Blass P). b orpaT. and ol dpx« are
thus closely united by the rt Kal, inasmuch

27, cf.
12, 1.

as the former in the flight of the prisoners
had the greatest responsibility, and the
dpx« had occasioned the imprisonment,
ver. 17.

The orpaT. tov Up. was

pre-

sent at the meetings of the Sanhedrim,
and assisted in their deliberations.
dpxi€p€is: see on iv. 1. The word is
probably used as including the heads of
the twenty-four courses, those who had
been high priests and still retained the
title, and also those referred to in iv. 6.

—

Schiirer,

203-206

;

Jewish People, div. ii., vol. i.,
O. Holtzmann, Neutestament-

—

liche Zeitgeschichte, p. 142.
Siijiropovv,
See
12, "were much perplexed," R.V.

—

ii.

on irepl axiTwv, sc, Xdyoi not the Apostles,
as Alford and Meyer. ti av ycVoiTo
"
tovto, whereunto this might grow," so
A. and R.V. Blass interprets quomodo
Gramhoc factum esse posset, cf. x. 17

—

:

;

St. Luke alone
uses the optative with ov in the N.T.,
i. 62, vi. 11, ix. 46, Acts v. 24,
Luke
cf.

matik des N. G.,

p. 173.

31, x. 17, xvii. 18 (Luke xv. 26, xviii.
36, Acts xxvi. 29, doubtful text) ; Burton,
N. T. Moods and Tenses, pp. 80 and 133 ;
see also Viteau, Le Grec du N. T., p. 66

viii.

(i893).
i8ov . . . clo-lv: on the
Ver. 25.
characteristic use of the verb etvcu after
ISov or t8c in St. Luke's writings as
compared with other N.T. writers and

the

LXX,

see Viteau,

Le Grec du N.

T.,

pp. 200, 205 (1896) ; cf. ii. 7, xvi. 1, and
Luke ii. 25, vii. 25, xi. 41, etc. irapayev.,
see on ver. 22.
Io-tutcs, cf. ver. 20.

—

—

antitheton: posuistis (Bengel).
Ver. 26. rjyayev: but imperfect with
W.H. and Weiss, so Blass "quia modus

quo res gesta

est describitur ; perfecta
res indicatur, ver. 27, dyoyovTcs".-
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26. T<Jt€ AttcXOui' 6 orpaTnyds

\a&¥.

aurovs,

ofi

|X€Td ptas, &f>o|3ourro

ydp

<rbv toi$ uTrrjp^Tats,
r\yay€v

toi>

XaoV, Iva

p,f|

\i9aa0waik. 1

Kal ^Trrjpwrnaei'
27. dyayorrcs 8e auTous coTTjaai' ir *ra> auecSpuo
2
auTods 6 dpxicpeus, Xesywy, 28. Ou 3 TrapayycXia irapTjYyciXauey up.lv
4
SiSdoriceii' ItcX tw oVoaan toutw ; Kal i8ou,
ftf|
TreirXT)p(UKaT€
t))v
•

'kpouo-aX^p. Ttjs SiSaxTJS uu*>v> Kal j3ouXea0e eirayayetJ'

Tjuas to

ecp'

2
Vulg., Chrys., Lucif.; D* Tjyayov; Tjytv fc$BD so Tisch., W.H.,
c4>oPovvto . . . XiOacrflaxriv, Flor. om., represents <j>oPou|xevos (xtjitotc Xt0a<r0fl
viro tov Xoov D <j>o(Wjxev os yap.
iva om. fc^BDE 5, 13, 40, 96, so Tisch., W.H.,
R.V., Wendt, Weiss, Hilg. but ins. AP, Chr., Theophyl., T.R., Meyer.

^yaycv AEP,

,

Weiss.

;

;

apxiepcvs; D, Gig., Par., Lucif. have icpcvs, Flor. praetor = arpan\yo% t instead;
other additions in Flor., but no difference in sense.
2

8

N

3

DEP, Flor., Par., Sah., Syrr. P. and H., Arm., Aeth., Ath.,
13, Gig., Vulg., Boh., Ath., Cyr., Lucif., so Tisch., W.H., R.V.,

ov

N*B

(who thinks with Alford that
negative, so Hilg.

it

was suggested by

ciri)p&>TT)crev)

;

Bas. but om.
Weiss, Wendt
Blass retains the
;

4

BDEP, Bas., Tisch., Weiss, W.H., Hilg. cirX-rj poo-arc fr<$A l 5>
In Western text Flor., Pesh. insert vpcts 8c instead of icai before i8ov,
and D*, Flor., Gig., Sah. read ckcivov for tovtov, emphasis.
ircirX-ripfciKaTe

;

Chrys., Cyr.

M but without
violence," R.V.

p-cra p£as,

Weiss compares with the whole phrase
rjyev

.

.

.

xiv.

(Exod.

|3£as

25)

{3ia

;

three or four times in Acts only, xxi. 35,
7 (omit W.H., R.V.), xxvii. 41 ;
in the same sense as
used in the
here and with the genitive, cf. Exod. xiv.
xxiv.

LXX

25

(cf.

i.

14),

3

Mace.

iv.

usage more frequently has

—

7

;

|3£a,

classical

ck |3ias,

the favour of the
people which the Apostles so fully enjoyed at this time might well have caused
an outbreak of fanaticism as later in the
case of Stephen. The subjects to !<f>op.
etc.

€<|>o(3o{)vto

yap

:

and to ea-Trjaav (27) are 6 <rrpar. and ol
St. Chrysostom well comvirrjpcTai.
ments on those who would thus fear

—

not God, but the people. On the Greek
of the verse, see Viteau, Le Grec du N. T.,
Iva prj XiOacrduo-iv the
p. 116 (1896).
reading p.Yj undoubtedly correct, so W.H.,
Wendt, Weiss, Blass. tov XaoV: denoting the persons feared, and u.r\ Xi0a<r.,
the thing feared, so that the meaning is
as in R.V., "for they were afraid that
they should be stoned by the people," or
£<{>o(3ovvto yap t6v Xabv may be taken as

—

:

—

parenthetical (so Weiss), and p.rj Xidao*.
as limiting ^yev . . . pias. In the N.T.
after verbs of fearing the subjunctive
only is used where after secondary tenses
we should have expected the optative, or
sometimes the subjunctive is explained
as implying more certainty of a result.
Burton, N. T. Moods and Tenses, pp. 95,
Xidoor. : very seldom in Attic Greek,
96.

—

where we should expect KaraXeveiv only
twice in LXX, 2 Sam. xvi. 6, 13, where
;

usually XiOoPoXc'w (not used in classical
writers, but six or seven times in N.T.)
but Xi0d£civ is found eight or nine times
;

in

N.T.

Ver. 27.
eo-TTjcrav, cf. iv. 7, during
the investigation the judges would sit,
vi. 15, xxiii. 3, the accused, the witnesses,
and those speaking, stood, Mark xiv. 57,
60, Acts iv. 7, v. 27, 34, vi. 13, xxiii. 9, O.
eutestamentliche ZeitgesHoltzmann,

N

chichte, p. 177.
Ver. 28. irapayycXC T vapfiyyctXapev :
for the Hebraism cf. iv. 17, " we straitly,"
etc.,

sity

(and A.V.), expressing inten"
—R.V.
commanding, we commanded

you," Wycliffe. The T.R. makes the
clause a question, commencing with ov,
but the evidence is too strong against it,
evidently it was occasioned by the 4irT)pwTIJ0-6V, but St .Chrysostom adopts it, see
Horn., xiii., 1. Bengel remarks on irapay"
ycXia, pudet dicere minando, iv. 17, nam
non poterant punire ". But St. Chrysostom rightly notes that they ought to have
asked irws cJ-ijXOctc, i.e., from the prison,
but they ask as if nothing had happened.
Iirl ry ovopan Tovry, iv. 17, here as
there the Council do not mention the
name of Jesus, perhaps because they
disdained it
in sharp contrast stands
not only St. Peter's mention of the name,
but his glorying in it, ver. 30, 31. ttjv

—

;

—

here and elsewhere,
25, Rev. iii. 12, so in Matt.

*l6povcraXT|p:
cf.

Gal.

iv.

fern,
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26—30.

l

dyOpcjirou toutou.

cu/xa toO

diroWoXoi

etirov,

29.

l€i0apx€ii' Set

0eoc tuk iraTepaiv

^|X(uf

$\

ok

^yeipey 'inaoGV,

("lexpos

Kal ot

dyOpwirois.

30. 6

oe 6

diroicpiOcls

0ew jxaXXop

r

^53

upiels

8te)(eiptffaor0«

1
o n., article om. J^ABEHP, Bas., Chrys., so W.H., Weiss ; ewrov, but -ov fc$ABE,
At the commencement of the verse airoic. . . . irpos avTor
so Tisch., W.H., Weiss.
is omitted in D, and the words irciOapxciv 8ci (8c in D) follow as part of the high
Blass in {3, following Flor., Gig., Lucif., adds to airoic. 8c 11 expos
priest's remarks; but

" nvt
the words ctircv irpos avxov, and proceeds
ireiflapxetv 8ci ©ey tj avGpanrois ;
making these words a question asked by Peter of the high priest, who replies,
according to a further addition of Flor., Gig., o 8c ctircv "0cw". Weiss, Codex D,
the emendator took offence at the repetition of iv. 19, and therep. 64, thinks that
upon places the words irci6apxciv 8c (not 8ci) k.t.X. on the lips of the high priest as
if he thus took up their own words contemptuously in addressing the Apostles, and
the whole from f3ov\c<rdc might thus originally have formed a question " You wish
to bring this man's blood upon us but thus, indeed, to obey God rather than man ?
"
but see further Blass,
Such blood revenge cannot surely be the command of God
in loco, and Weiss, u. s.
D, Flor., Gig. all add at the end of ver. 29, as introductory

—

:

;

to ver. 30, o 8c

ii.

3,

Blass,

fl

expos

«vtovs«

ciircv irpos

Grammatik

des

N.

;

—

:

—

—

saved.
iTra-yaycIv, xviii. 6, xxii. 20, and
2 Sam. i. 16, cf. 2 Peter ii. 1, 5 ; nowhere
to bring His
else in N.T.
i<j>' T)p.ds:
blood upon us, i.e., the vengeance of the

—

people for His murder, atpa pro <{>dvov,
Hebraistic no thought of divine punishment from their point of view cf. LXX.

—

;

Gen. xx. 9, Exod. xxxii.
and cf. Josh, xxiii. 15
xxiii.

34,
(in

Judges

ix.

24,

N.T., Matt,

35, Rev. xviii. 24).

Peter as the spokesman,
primus inter pares; the Apostles as a
body are associated with him in his
answer: "but Peter and the Apostles,"
R.V.
A.V. renders " Peter and the
other Apostles," and we may understand
an ellipse of aXXoi or Xoiiroi before ot
Ver. 29.

St.

diroo-xoXoi, Blass, Grammatik des N. G. t
diroK., cf. Viteau, Le Grec du
p. 286.
N. T., p. 112 (1896). ireiSapxciv only

—

used by

St.

—

Luke and

St.

:

Paul

;

cf

ver. 32,

xxvii. 21, Titus iii. 1 ; in this chapter and
in St. Paul, in its classical use, obeying

one

in

authority, or

The word

tois vopois, etc.

used in Polybius, and Josephus, and frequently in Philo, but only
three times in the LXX cf. 1 Esd. viii.
94, of obeying the law of the Lord. The
reply of St. Peter, who speaks for all the
is

;

Apostles, is practically the same as in
iv. 19, but still more decisive in its tone
as was natural after the recent command,
ver. 20.

6 0co« rwr iraxc'pwv

Ver. 30.

G., p.

—

32 Winer-Schmiedel, p. 153. SiSax^s,
"teaching," R.V., cf. Matt. vii. 28.
the charge was untrue the
povXeo-0€
wish was their own, not that of the
St. Peter's
Apostles, cf Matt, xxvii. 25.
earnest desire was that they should be

cf.

iii.

tijawv,

St. Peter, as before, will not

13.

himself from the commonwealth of Israel, or his hearers from the
message and works of the Christ.
does this word refer to the
tjy€ 1 P« v
Resurrection, or to the sending of Jesus
dissociate

—

:

into this world,

God

and His raising up by

as the Messiah

?

The former

is

the

view taken by St. Chrysostom, Oecumenius, Erasmus, and amongst moderns
by Meyer- Wendt, Nosgen, Alford, Overbeck, Felten, Blass, Holtzmann, Weiss,
but in iii. 15, iv. 10, the
Hilgenfeld
phrase is tj^cipev ck vcicp&v (cf. Ecclesiast.
xlviii. 5
6 cvcipas vcicpdv Ik davdxov),
although in x. 40, xiii. 37, the word evidently refers to the Resurrection. Others
interpret the word as dvio*TT)p.i in iii. 22,
and as in xiii. 22, Tj-yeipev avxois t6v
;

:

AavcCS

Luke

(cf.

i.

69,

vii. 16),

so Calvin,

Bengel, De Wette, Lechler, Hackett,
One of the chief arguments for
Page.
the former interpretation is the contrast
marked in the next clause between the
death of the Cross and the Resurrection,
but this contrast would still be marked
by the following verb. Is it not possible
that, as in the days of old God had raised
up a Saviour, or Saviours, for Israel, cf.
Jud. ii. 18, nY cl P c K. avrois Kpn-d?, Jud.
<

K. o-wx^pa x$ 'I., St.
speak of Him as raising
up Mtjotovs, i.e., a Saviour ? see further,
iii.

9,

Peter

ver.

15, TJyetpe

may now

31.

"

—Sicxeipto-ao-dc,

cf.

xxvi.

whom ye slew, hanging Him on
R. v
not as in A.V., "whom
.,

21,

a tree,"
ye slew

and hanged on a tree," which would
make the words refer to a Jewish mode
oi punishment, for, according to Jewish
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S4

e'iri

Kpcfxdaarres
uvj/wue

ttj

8e£ia

32.

&\i.apTiG>v.

§u\ou

•

y.

31. toutoi' 6 Geos apx'n.Y

auTOu, Souvai

Kal rjucis

rut

Kal o-amjpa
'laparjX Kal adpecriv

pexdVoiay
auTOu pipTupcs

*'

iw

*

co-ficy

£t)|xot<ui'

TOUTwr, Kal to riveGp-a St to "AyioK, 8 eScjKtK 6 ©cos tois irctOapXoGcriv auru.

avTov fxapTvpes D'EHP, Syr. Hard., Aeth., Chrys co-p.€v papr.,om. avTov
Vulg., Sah., Boh., Arm., Did., Chrys., so Tisch., W.H. text, R.V. text, Hilg.
cv avTw uapr., so B, W.H. marg., Wendt (crit. note, p. 141) om. eo-pev avrov
co-pev
€v avry p.apT. R.V. marg.
8c D 2 EHP,
eo-pcv av-ry papTvpcs Weiss, see comment.
Syr. Hard., Chrys.; om. fr^ABD* 3 1 * Did Chrys., so Vulg., d, Syr. Pesh., Arm.,
After uapi-vpes D, Flor., Par.
Aeth., Irint., so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt.
add ttovtuv Par. omits t«v pYjparwv, Blass brackets in 0. o fr$AD 2 HP, so Weiss;
om. B 17, iEgypt., so W.H. marg., R.V. marg. ov
Harris refers to Latin quern,
but if article originally omitted possibly the ov of ayiov may have been repeated, and
1

co-ficv

;

^D*,

;

;

;

-

DE—

;

;

= an

after-correction.

law, only those were hanged who were
already dead (Deut. xxi. 22, Josh. x. 26).
The word which means in middle to lay
hands upon, and so to slay, to kill, is only
(not in LXX), and forcibly represents the guilt of the Jews in
of
the murder
Jesus, as if they had per-

used by

St.

petrated
xxvi.

it

24),

Luke

own hands

with their

"made away

(cf.

with violently,"

Page cf. instances in Wetstein (trucidastis).
icpcpdo-avTcs €irl |v\ov, LXX,
Gen. xl. 19, Deut. xxi. 22, 23, Josh. x.
Al26, Esth. v. 14, vi. 4 (Gal. iii. 13).
though St. Luke uses Kpcpao-Beis of
crucifixion, Luke xxiii. 39, St. Peter
alone uses the exact phrase of the text
given in x. 39, and so he too has |v\ov,
1 Pet. ii. 24, for the Cross (although St.
Paul uses the same word, Acts xiii. 29).
The word may therefore have a place
amongst the many coincidences between
St. Peter's addresses and the language
of his Epistles, see above on pp. 121 ff.
The fact that their victim was thus accursed in the eyes of the law aggravated
their guilt, and at the same sharply contrasted their act and that of God ; for a
similar contrast see iii. 14, 15.
Ver. 31. apxi)Yov Kal artorv\ pa : the
former word as it is used here without
;

any

—

qualification, cf.

iii.

15,

may

imply,

like crwTTJpa, a reference to the earlier
days of Israel's history, when God raised
up for them from time to time judges of

whom

the

title

apxTjvds, Jud.

might be used no

xi. 6,

n,

In
crwr-qp.
the Christ, St. Peter

less

than

Jesus of Nazareth,
saw the true Leader and Saviour. For
St. Peter no less than for St. Paul the
ascended Jesus had led captivity captive
and received gifts for men, cf. Luke

—

xxiv. 47-49.
ttyoxrev t-q 8e|iqi avTov, cf.
" exalt with his
H. 33 :
right hand," R.V.,

"

" at
margin. Here as elsewhere Briggs
interprets rfj Seliqi as local not instrumental, and prefers R.V. margin, Messiah
of the Apostles, p. 37, note but see note
on ii. 33 above. The verb is used also
;

St. John, iii. T4, viii. 28, xii. 32, and
also by St. Paul, Phil. ii. 9 (see Westcott on St. John iii. 14).
But in the passive (as twice in St. John) it is employed
in the
of the high exaltation of the
Servant of God, in the picture which

by

LXX

had evidently passed before the eyes
of St. Peter, Isaiah Hi. 13 and he sees in
the ascension of his Lord, and His spirit;

ual sovereignty, a fulfilment of the prophecy of the suffering Servant, who is
also a Prince and a Saviour.
" And we are witnesses of
Ver. 32.
these things," R.V. (W.H.), but in mar-

"witnesses in Him," Iv airy (cf.
" nos in eo testes
sumus,"
47)
Iren., see also above critical notes.
For an explanation of the reading in
T.R. and the two genitives, see Simcox,
Language of the N. T., p. 84, note, and
compare 2 Cor. v. i, Phil. ii. 30, 1 Thess.
gin,

Luke xxiv.

L3.
x.

;

— pqpdTwv:

here = Hebrew ""Ol,

cf.

37 (Grotius, Blass), the words standing

for

their

facts.

contents,

i.e.,

the things, the

Meyer understood the

facts to be

the Resurrection and Ascension of Jesus,
but Wendt understands them to be the
gifts of the Messianic salvation mentioned
But the
in ver. 31, and compares ver. 20.
use of the word in ver. 20 need not limit
its use here: the Apostles were called
above all things to witness to the facts of
Christ's life, x. 37, and the £»^ in ver. 20
depended upon the Resurrection. In Luke

37 R.V. has "no word," prjua, where
A.V. has " no thing," cf. Luke i. 65,
where A. V. has " things " in the margin

i.
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31—34-

*SS

33. Ol 8e dKouaarrcs Sicirptoi'TO, Kal ej3ou\€uoiTO dfeXetv au-rous.
1

34. dyaords 8^ tis iv tw oweopiw
1

ev r<f <rv veSpiw

DE,

;

Flor., Par.

4>aptcrcuos, oV6p,a,Ti

read

"
"
in
sayings
(p^paTa), and R.V. reads
Luke ii. 15, where R.V. has "this
"
"
in
and
the
text,
saying"
thing
(pTjp-a)
text:

in

in

margin;

ii.

19, 51,

R.V. has "say-

"
"
"
in the text,
things in the margin
ings
so in LXX, the same uncertainty, cf.
Gen. xv. 1, xviii. 14, Exod. ii. 14, 15.
in
p-fipa is used frequently by St. Luke
his writings, and much more so than by
the other Evangelists; although it is
found in all parts of the Acts, it is noticeable that it is employed more frequently
in the earlier chapters, as in the first two
chapters of the Gospel. Kal to irvevua
to aviov 8£ on the expression see iv. 8.
The Holy Ghost cruuuapTvpei with the

—

—

:

Apostles,

Rom.

viii.

16

We may well compare

(cf. Acts xv. 28).
with these words

of St. Luke our Lord's parting words in
John xv. 26, 27. Here we have also the
twofold witness the historical witness
borne to the facts and the internal
witness of the Holy Ghost in bringing
home to men's hearts the meaning of the

—

facts (see

—

Westcotton

St.

John, in

loco).

—

tois irciOapxowriv atui not to be limited
to the Apostles, although by repeating
this verb used at the opening of the
speech St. Peter intimates that the viraKorj
ttjs iri<rT€o»s (Rom. i. 5) was the first
requisite for the reception of the divine
In their own case the witness of
gift.
the Spirit had been clearly shown, not
only in the miracles which the Apostles
had done, but also in the results of their
preaching, in the enthusiasm of their
:

and we need not limit with
Nosgen the thought of the gift of the
Holy Spirit to the events of Pentecost.

charity,

If this short speech of St. Peter, 29-32,
reads like a summary of much which he is
represented as saying on former occasions,
we have no warrant for dismissing it as

unhistorical, or even for supposing that
St.

Luke has only given us a summary of

" a
It is rather
the address.
perfect
model of concise and ready eloquence,"
and a striking fulfilment of the Lord's
promise, Matt. xi. 19. Nothing was more
natural than that St. Peter and his

fellow-Apostles, like men whose minds
were finally made up, should thus content themselves with an emphatic reassertion of the main issues involved in

which was already widely
known, and with a justification of their
teaching

(tis) ck

TafxaXt^X,

tov crvvcSpiov,

E

adds avrvv.

man by an appeal to the
which accompanied their obediGod.
Ver. 33. SieirpCovTo: lit., were sawn

disobedience to
results
ence to

asunder

heart), dissecabantur, Vuluse of findo in Persius and
vii.
Plautus), cf.
54 (Luke ii. 35), Euseb.,
H. E., v., i., 6 (see Grimm, sub v.). The
word is used in its literal sense in

gate

(in

(cf.

Aristoph., Equites, 768, Plato, Conv., p.

193 a, and once in the
The rendering

xx. 3.
"
teeth

would

LXX,
"

1

Chron.

sawed

their

require tovs
686vtcus as in other cases where the verb
(and the simple verb also) has any such
meaning. Dr. Kennedy, Sources ofN. T.
Greek, pp. 72, 73, also refers to its use in
the comic poet Eubulus (Meineke), 3,
255, and classes it among the words
(colloquial) common to the comic poets
(including Aristophanes) and the N.T.
Here we have not the pricking of the
heart, ii. 37, which led to contrition and
repentance, but the painful indignation
and envy which found vent in seeking to
rid themselves of the disciples as they
had done of their Master. dvcXciv the
certainly

—

:

verb is found no less than nineteen times
in Acts, twice in St. Luke's Gospel, and
only two or three times in the rest of the
N.T., once in Matt. ii. 16, Heb. x. 9 (2
Thess. ii. 8) often used as here in LXX
and classical Greek it is therefore not
one of those words which can be regarded as distinctly medical terms,
characteristic of St. Luke (so Hobart and
Zahn), although it is much used in medical
;

;

writers.

The noun

avoupccris,

viii.

1, is

only found in St. Luke, and is also
frequent in medical writers, Hobart,
Medical Language of St. Luke, pp. 209,
210 but this word is also used in LXX
of a violent death or destruction, cf
Numb. xi. 15, Judith xv. 4, 2 Mace. v.
At the same time it is interesting
13.
to note that lirixeipciv, another medical
word characteristic of St. Luke, and
used by him in the sense of attempting,
trying, is found with dvcXciv in Acts ix.
29, cf. Zahn, Einleitung, ii., p. 384, with
which Hobart compares 6 pkv yap ton-pis
aveXeiv liuxeipei to v6cnf)ua (Galen), see
;

in loco.

Ver.

34,

dvacrras,

see

ver.

17.

—

o-weSpup the word is used here and in
ver. 27 above, without ycpovcrCa, and
:

i
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KO|XoSi8({arKaXo9 Ttjuos

AiroffToXous

l

iroiTjaai,

irpoa^x€T€ cauTOts

HP

£irl

iram tw Xaw,

Y.

Ixekevcrev 2£w

0pax»

ti robs

2
35. eurc tc irpos auTous, "A^Spes 'lo-panXiTai,

tois dyfyxoirois toutois ti u^XXctc Trpdaacik.

by many before iroi/qo-ai) om. jj^ABDE, vers., Chrys., so Tisch.,
Wendt, Hilg. tovs cnroo-ToXovs DEHP, Par., Flor., Gig.
tovs avQput-rvovq
(Vulg. am.corr. tol.), Sah., Syrr. P. and H., Aeth., Chrys.
NAB (Vulg.), Boh., Arm., Chrys., so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Wendt, Weiss, so also
Blass in {3 cf. w. 35, 38, but here in narrative avOpwir. seemed undignified word.
1

ti

W.H.,

(put

;

R.V., Weiss,

;

;

D (Flor.), Sah. has tovs apxovTas kcu tovs o-vveSpovs (-iovs), d has
;
" ad totum concilium ".
concilium," Flor.
lo-pa-qXiTai, see above.
2

"

avTovs

seems to indicate that in ver. 21 the
Sanhedrim is meant, and no additional
council.
Pap-oXi-qX: it has sometimes
this

—

been urged that Saul, the persecutor,
could not have been the pupil of such a
man as is here described a man who

—

was so liberal in
and so adverse

his religious opinions,
to political agitation.

But whatever may have been the extent
of his liberality, Gamaliel remained firmly
attached to the traditions of the fathers,
and whilst we may see in his recorded
principle his abhorrence of wrangling and
over-scrupulosity, we may also see in it
a proof of his adherence to traditionalism:

" Procure
thyself a teacher, avoid being
in doubt; and do not accustom thyself
to give tithes by guess" (Edersheim,
History of the Jewish Nation, p. 128).
But in itself there is nothing strange in
the fact that Saul should surpass the
zeal of Gamaliel, for not only does history often show us how one side of the
teaching of a master may be exaggerated
to excess by a pupil, but also the specific
charge against Stephen of destroying the
Temple and of changing the customs of
Moses had not been formulated against
St. Peter and his brother-Apostles, who
still attended the Temple worship, and
whose piety gained them the regard of
That charge against the
the people.
first martyr was nothing less than the
charge brought against Jesus of Nazathe burning words and scathing
denunciations of Stephen could only be
answered, as those of Jesus had been
answered, by the counter charge of blasphemy, and the punishment of death
(see Sabatier's UApotre Paul, 21 ff.).
Gamaliel appears as an ordinary member, and there can be no reasonable doubt

reth

:

that the high priest was always the President during the Roman-Herodian period.
Not until after the destruction of Jerusalem, when the priesthood had lost its
importance, was a Rabbi chosen as
President of a reconstituted Sanhedrim.

For a summary of the views for and
against the Rabbinic tradition that this
Gamaliel was the President of the San"
hedrim, see Appendix Hi., The President
of the Sanhedrim," by the late Rev. H.
A. White, in Dr. Edersheim's History
of the Jewish Nation, p. 522 ff. The
influence of Gamaliel may easily be
understood (1) when we remember that
whilst the apxupcis belonged chiefly if
not exclusively to the Sadducees, the
Pharisees who also had seats in the
Sanhedrim {cf. Acts xxiii. 6, and Jos.,
B. J., ii., 17, 3, Vita, 38, 39, C. Apion, ii.,
22) possessed practically a predominating
influence in the Council. The remark
of Jos., Ant.,

xviii., 1, 4, gives us, as
Schiirer says, "a deep insight into the
actual position of matters," Schiirer,

Jewish People, div. ii., vol. i., p. 178 ff.,
E.T., and O. Holtzmann Neutest. Zeit(2) But we have also
geschichte, p. 175.
to take into account the personal influ-

ence of the man, which was no doubt
at its height about the time described in
Acts v. he died a.d. 57-58. Not only
was he the first teacher of the seven

—

whom the title Rabban was given
(higher than that of Rab or Rabbi), but
Jewish tradition respecting him shows the
dignity and influence which attached to
to

his name, Hamburger, Real-Encyclopddie
des Judentunts, ii., 2, 236, and see on
the titles given to Gamaliel, Derenbourg,
Histoire de la Palestine, pp. 239-246, and
Schiirer, u. s., p. 364.
may see a
further proof of his influence in the fact
that a certain proviso with regard to the

We

determining leap year, which was passed
Sanhedrim in his absence, was only

in the

to come into force if it received the
confirmation of Gamaliel (Edajoth,vu.,j).
So far then St. Luke's account of the

weight which would be carried by Gamaliel in the assembly is amply justified,

and Schurer's description of the constitution of the Sanhedrim, u. s., p. 174 ff., is
sufficient reply to the strictures of Jiingst
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36. irpo y^P TOUTWK
1

&vi<m\ OeuSas, \£y<ov etmt nva
85
&y8paii> woVi TeTpaKoaiwf
lirctOon-o auTu SieXuSnaaK Kal ly&OKTO
•

dpiGfiog

irpoaeKoXX^Oir]

3

Kal irdi>T€S

ocroi

eavTov

^A*BCHP,

Vulg., Sah., Boh., Syr. Hard., Arm., Eus., Chrys., so Tisch.,
2
tol., Flor., Gig., Syr. Pesh.,
peyav eavrov) A

dngpcGrj,
1

157

TJfxcpwu
2

w

co-utoV,

AnOSTOAQN

W.H., R.V.

;

eouTov

DE

p-eya-v (or

Cyr., Or., Hier.
2

^ABC2

17, 31, Cyr., so Tisch.,
Cyr.; irpoarcKXiOr]
R.V., Weiss, Wendt (Blass in 0), Hilg. irpoo-€ic\T)0i)
irpo<r€ic\i0T|
wrci fr$HP, Cyr. ; but <*>«
others = interpretations of it.
orig. only here in N.T.,
so
Tisch.,
W.H.,
R.V.,
Weiss,
Hilg.
^cABCDE, Chrys.,
irpoo-€Ko\Xir]0Ti 13, Chrys.,

W.H.,

;

C*D*EHP—

3
D has SicXvOi] avros 8i' avrov (8icXv0t]<rav omitted below).
avi]pE0T], instead
Eus. and Par. read KaTcXvOirj (the latter dissolutus est = SieX. or icon-eX.) see Blass,
who maintains with Belser that this word rather than ovi]p€0if) is required by Gamaliel's
argument, but why ? awu, after this word SicX. omitted by D, kcu om. in d, and kcu
1
(Weiss holds that the corrector
tytv. in Par. but SicX. (dissoluti sunt) retained.
refers of the subject of KarcXv6t| not to OcvSas but to api0po$.)
;

against Gamaliel's appearance as a member of the Council, cf. Derenbourg, u. s.,
pp. 201, 213. On the words attributed
to Gamaliel see below. vop.o8i8dcncaXos

—

:

only in St. Luke and St. Paul, cf. Luke
v. 17, 1 Tim. i. 7, almost = ypapparcvs,
vouikos, not found in LXX. |3p aX" ( Tl )
= " a little while," R.V., Luke xxii.
58, "a little space," A.V.; ambiguous,
in classical Greek the word might be
used as either Ppaxv, a short distance,
"
Xen., Anab., iii., 3, 7, or Iv f3pax&, in a
short time," Herod., v., 24, cf. Thuc, vi.,
In Acts xxvii. 28 the word may
12.
be taken either of space or time (see
In the LXX it is used of space
Blass).

—

:

Sam. xvi. 1, and 2 Sam. xix. 36,
and most likely of degree in Psalm viii.
in 2

6 (although the expression may be taken
of time, cf. Heb. ii. 7, 9, R.V.), and of

time in Psalm

xciii. 17,

and

in Isa. lvii.

17 (Weiss, Westcott ; but see Hatch and
But whether we
Redpath, doubtful).
take the word of space or time in this
passage, it is noteworthy that St. Luke
alone of the N.T. writers can be said to

use |3paxv temporally (in Hebrews
a quotation), Friedrich, and so KlosterQ<a
mann, Vindicice Lucana, p. 54.
iroieiv (kinausthun) : only here in this
it

is

—

sense, cf.
instances,

machus)

—

Ver. 33.

Blass,

in

loco,

Psalm
Weiss, Wendt.
and

cf.

for

classical

cxli.

8 (Sym-

avSpes 'l<rpaT|XciTai, see on

irpoer^x«T€ lavrois : phrase only
found in St. Luke, cf. Luke xii. 1, xvii.
3, xxi. 34, and Acts xx. 28.
wpoo-cxetv

ii.

22.

without the pronoun is found six times
in Matthew alone of the Evangelists, but
in LXX frequently used in the phrase
vpoo-cxc o-eovTy. The phrase may be
connected with lirl tois dvOpcairois tov-

" as
touching these men, what
you are about to do," R.V., hence the
reading diro twv, etc., E. Or we may take
it with
piXXcTE irpd<r<r€iv, "what you
In
are about to do to these men ".
tois,

favour of the latter it may be said that
the construction irpd<ro*€iv ti kiri tivi is
very common, whereas irpoaexciv lavrois
is never found in construction with liri,

and that this rendering rightly marks
the evidently emphatic position of tois
av0pwirois (so Weiss, Wendt, Holtzmann, Hackett). ti pc'XXcre irpdoro-civ,
Burton, N.
quid acturi sitis, Vulgate.
T. Moods and Tenses, p. 36, peXXeiv
never found with future infinitive except
in the phrase piXXciv ccreorGai used in
Acts, almost always has a present infinitive, although its force is akin to
that of the future (Grimm-Thayer) ; also

—

Simcox, Language of the N. T., p. 120.
peXXeiv is used over thirty times in Acts
in all its parts, and is found very often in
St. Luke's Gospel.
Ver. 36. irpo -yap tovtwt twv ^pcpa^
Gamaliel appeals to the experience of
the past the phrase is placed first with
emphasis, cf. xxi. 38; on St. Luke's
fondness for phrases with TJpepa see
But
above, and Friedrich, pp. 9, 89.
whilst Gamaliel appeals to the past, his
appeal is not to a remote but to a near
past which was still fresh in the memories
of his generation, perhaps because, as St.
Chrysostom urges, such recent examples
:

—

—

paXiorra irpos irttrTiv -rjo-av toxvpd.
dveVnj, cf. vii. 18, like the Hebrew

and so constantly

Q*)p,
8, Deut.

i.

xiii. 1,

—

in

LXX, Exod.

xxxiv. 10, Judg.

ii.

10,

OcvSas St. Luke evidently places Theudas before Judas. But
iv.

9, v. 7, etc.

:

i
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37.

V.

tovtov dvcorn 'looSas 6 TaXiXaios, iv Tats

fiCTcl

rjp.e'pais ttjs diroypcwfnjs,

Kal direorrjae Xaok iKavbv

1

oiriaw auToG

•

1
ikovov om.
81, d, Vulg., Eus., Cyr. ; so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt.
iroAvv in CD, so Hilg., but not retained by Blass in 0. airuXcro, Par. reads kcitcXvOt)
"
This will be only consistent with the
recte," says Blass, who receives kcltcX. in 0.
former rejection of avflpcOt).

^A*B

;

a difficulty arises from the fact that the
only Theudas of this period known to us
is placed by Josephus in the reign of
He
Claudius, about the year 44, 45.
gave himself out as a false prophet,
"
a great part of the
gathered round him
people," and persuaded them to follow
him to the Jordan with a promise that
its waters should
miraculously divide
before him as in the days of Moses. But
the Roman procurator, Cuspius Fadus,
sent a troop of horse to meet him, some
of his followers were slain, others taken
captive, whilst he himself was made
prisoner and beheaded, and his head
sent to Jerusalem, Jos., Ant., xx., 5, 1.
But a serious chronological discrepancy
must be faced if the Theudas of Josephus
Gamaliel
is the Theudas of St. Luke.
speaks of a Theudas who arose before the
days of the enrolment, R.V., which
marked the attempt of Judas, i.e., about
But are they tbe same ? As
6-7 a.d.
early as the days of Origen their identity
was denied (c. Cels., i., 57), see "Acts,"

B.D. 2 Bishop Lightfoot, p. 40, and in
comparing the two accounts in Josephus
and Acts there is no close resemblance
beyond the name, see Nosgen, in loco,
and Belser, Theol. Quartalschrift, i., p.
,

70 (1896). St. Luke speaks definitely of
400 followers Josephus evidently con;

siders that the pretender was much more
successful, so far as numbers were con-

cerned, for he writes

rov oxXov.
ancies are

Zahn

:

ireiOei

tov

trXcicr-

These and

similar discrepalso well insisted upon by

in his recent Introduction,

ii.,

416,

417 (1899), and his own conclusion is
that only such ordinary words are common to the two accounts as Luke, dvflP^6t| Jos., aveiXe Luke, Iit€i0ovto Jos.,
cireide; and that we cannot get beyond
;

;

;

the bounds of possibility that the two
authors refer to the same fact (on Zahn's
criticism of Krenkel's view of the dependence of Luke on Josephus in the narraIn referring to the aptive, see u. s.).
pearance of the many false Messiahs,
such as the Theudas of Josephus, Ant.,
xx., 5, 1, Dr. Edersheim, Sketches of
Social
remarks " Of

Jewish

Life, p. 66,

course this could not have

:

been

the

Theudas of Acts v. 36, 37, but both the
name and the movement were not solitary
in Israel at the time" see also Ramsay,
;

Was Christ born in Bethlehem ? p.
And no testimony could be stronger

259.

than

that of Josephus himself to the fact that
at the time of the Advent Judaea was
full of tumults and seditions and
pretenders of all kinds, Ant., xvii., 10, 4, 8;

The view has been mainmany commentators that the
Theudas of Josephus may reasonably be
supposed to be one of the many false
B. J.,

ii.,

4, 1.

tained by

teachers and leaders mentioned by the
Jewish historian and not always by
name, who pandered to the feverish
hopes of the people and gave themselves
out as of kingly rank (so recently Belser,
Felten, Page, Plumptre, Knabenbauer).
The name Theudas contracted from Theodorus may not have been so common as
that of Simon or Judas (although on the
other hand,see Nosgen, Apostelgeschichte,
"
p. 147)
Josephus describes four men
bearing the name of Simon within forty
years, and three that of Judas within

—

—

ten years, all of whom were instigators
of rebellion" but it was the Greek

—

equivalent to several familiar

Hebrew

and
names, e.g., Jonathan, Matthias
Bishop Lightfoot allows that there is
something to be said for Wieseler's suggestion that on the ground of the name
the Theudas here may be identified with
Matthias, the son of Margalothus, an insurgent in the time of Herod, prominent
in the pages of Josephus, Ant., xvii., 6, 2
(see also Zockler on the whole question,
Apostelgeschichte, p. 197, 2nd edit.). We
must admit the objection of Wendt that
this and other identifications of names
and persons cannot be proved (and some
;

of them certainly are very precarious, as
Alford pointed out), but we cannot suppose that St. Luke could have made the
gross blunder attributed to him in the
face of his usual accuracy (see Blass,
Acta Apostolorum, p. 90), or endorse with
Schiirer what he calls "the slight autho"
rity of the Acts in such matters
{Jewish
If it is
People, div. i., vol. ii., p. 169).
hardly possible that Josephus can have
been mistaken, although some writers

AnOSTOAQN
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dirwXeTo, kou irdi'Tes

Kdiccii'os

ocroi

aurw SieoxopmcrG-naar,

eireiOorro

38. koI tA yuf Xeyw ufuy, dir6(rrnTe

d-rro

*$9

rdv avdpwirwv toutwi',

tcai

have held that it is by no means impossible that even here he may have been

one emphasises the large number which
joined Theudas, the other the fact that

Alford, Rendall, Belser, and com(cf.
pare the remarks of Zahn, ubi supra),
we may at least claim the same probability of freedom from error for St. Luke,

notwithstanding he was slain

temporum bene memorem se scriptor
monstrat quo minus est probabile eum
de Theuda tarn graviter errasse quam
plerique putant" (Blass), and see the
recent remarks of Ramsay, Was Christ
11

:

born at Bethlehem ? p. 252 ff. It cannot
be said that some recent attempts at a
solution of the difficulty are very promising; for whilst H. Holtzmann severely
blames Blass for maintaining that some
Christian

had

name

the

interpolated
Theudas in the text of Josephus (see
Blass, in loco, and p. xvi., edit, min.),
he himself is prepared to endorse the
view recently maintained amongst others
by Clemen that the writer of Acts in his
mention of Theudas gives us a vague
but yet recognisable recollection of Jos.,
see in loco and Theol.
Ant., xx., 5, 1
;

Literaturzeitung, 3, 1896, and 13, 1897.
B. Weiss thinks that the notorious difficulty may easily be got rid of by supposing that the reviser inserted the example
of Theudas in the wrong place, Einlei-

tung in das N. T.,

nva
"

€clvt6v:

somebody,"

p. 574.

—\iyuv

etvaf

of
cf.

consequence, really
" ein
viii. 9 (and R.V.)
;

grosser Mann," Blass, Grammatik des
N. G., p. 76; so we have its opposite,
instances in Wetstein in
o-uScls,
cf.
classical Greek
so in Latin quidam,
;

aliquis, Juvenal,

cum,

iii.,

15

;

i.,

and

74

Cicero, ad Attialso 1 Cor. iii. 7,

;

cf.

ii.
6, vi. 3 ; Viteau, he Grec du
T., p. 148 (1893). And yet the jealous
of
the
Pharisees was blind to the difeye

Gal.

N.

ference between such a man as Theudas,
Gamaliel so contemptuously described, and the Apostles who sought not

whom

own honour
;
Vulgate,
" dicens se esse (Nosgen) cf.
aliquem," so Rhem. and
"
Wycl., saying that he was somebody ".
better reading irpoo-cirpo<r€KoX\i]6Tj
kXWyj, a word not found elsewhere in
N.T., cf. 2 Mace. xiv. 24; and so also in
their

—

:

LXX,

cf.

Ps. xxxix.

chus;

cf.

Polyb.,

(xl.)

2,

Symma-

51, 5; so also
for its further use see Clem.
iv.,

TrpdaicXio-ts ;
Rom., Cor., xlvii., 4.

—

uxrel

(o>s)

TCTpa-

—

see above on " Theudas ".
dvTjp€0T|, see also on avaipew, ver. 33,
often of violent death in Acts.
The
two clauses stand in sharp contrast the
icoa-iuv,

—

—SicXv6y)(rav
N.T., but

k.t.X.

:

;

cf. iv. 10.

nowhere

else

in

use is quite classical, cf.
Thuc, ii., 12 Xen., Cyr., v., 5, 43 Polyb.,
Blass remarks that the whole
iv., 2.
phrase "apte de secta quae paullatim
dilabitur, minus apte de multitudine
per vim disjecta". iyivovro d% ovSc'v:
phrase only here in N.T. (cf. xix. 27),
but see in LXX, Job xxiv. 25, Isa. xl.
its
;

;

—

17,
in

Wisd. iii. 17,
and also

LXX
Luke

cf.
cf. 1
it is

xiii.

xx. 16.
"yivojAat els
in classics; in N.T.
xx.
Acts
iv. 11, and
ig,
17,

Thess. iii.
Hebraistic

5.
;

in

In the first passage
the passage before

us and in

1 Thess. the
phrases are quite
Greek, cf. especially Simcox,
Language of the N. T., p. 143. The
phrase is more frequent in St. Luke's
writings than in any other books of the
N.T., except the Apocalypse.
Ver. 37. MovSas 6 TaX. here too an
inaccuracy might have been charged
against St. Luke, but it is to be noted
that while Josephus speaks of Judas as
a Gaulonite in one passage, Jos., Ant.,
xviii., 1, 1, he frequently, as both Belser

possibly

:

and Wendt point

out, speaks of him as
Ant., xviii., 1, 6 xx., 5, 2
But the name
8, 1, and 17, 8.

a Galilean,

B. y.,

ii.,

cf.

;

;

Galilean might easily be given to him
because Galilee was the scene of his exploits, or because Gamala, his home, belonged to Lower Gaulonitis, which was
reckoned as part of Galilee. The accuracy of St. Luke in the account 01 Judas
is remarkable, for Gamaliel speaks of his

insurrection as coming to nothing.
He
could so speak, say in 34 or 35 a.d., but
not some ten years later, when the followers of Judas had again gathered together, and formed a kind of school or
party, to say nothing of the rebellion of
his three sons, James, Simon, and later,
Menahem see Belser, u. s., p. 61, so
Lightfoot, u. 5., Nosgen, and Alford's
note.
As we consider the characteristics of
such men as Theudas and Judas, it is
difficult to suppose that the age which
produced them could have produced the
Messiah of the Gospels. He is, in truth,
the Anti-Christ of Judaism.
Instead of
;

giving Himself out to be somebody,
Jesus is meek and lowly of heart instead
of stirring revolt in Galilee, a burning
furnace of sedition, His blessing is upop
;
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Ida aTe auTous

]

•

on

touto, KaTaXuOrjcreTCH

^ay
•

iff

c£ dvOpojirwK

39. cl 8e Ik 0€ou

0ouXr auYrj 9\ to cpyov
06 ouVaaOe KaTaAucrai

Vj

(

^otii',

1

After a^>cT. avTovs (W.H., R.V.) DE, Flor. insert ut| p.iavavT€s ras x et P a « (E has
uoXvvovtcs), d non coinquinatas manus, e non coinquinantes manus, Flor. non macuBlass and Hilg. follow D. Chase thinks that the gloss arose
letis manus vestras.
in Syriac by assim. of O.T. passages, cf. Isa. lix. 3
but see Harris, Four Lectures,
etc., p. 79 ff., as against this, and for the possible deriv. from Syriac through the
trans, of Swrjorco-de (W.H., R.V.), and for theories that the gloss has moved away
Belser sees in each
(as in other instances according to H.) from its right place.
word of the (3 recension in w. 38 and 39 "the stamp of originality". Mr. Harold
Smith suggests that there was a gloss on eao-aTe (a(j>cT€) avrovs from ver. 33 \li\ avaipovvTcs— M HAN AIPOYNTEC— then ut] became repeated— MHMHANAIPOYNTEC—
the second jitj became Ml (by itacism), while A1P dropped out after AN. This produces MHMIANOYNTEC which would easily be read p.t| uiavavTes tos x ci P a *
being added for sense. avaipciv is very common in Acts.
;

:

—

the peace-makers instead of seeking a
kingly crown, like Judas the Gaulonite,
He withdraws from those who would
take Him by force, and make Him a
king ; instead of preaching revolt and
licence in the name of liberty for merely
selfish ends, He bade men render unto
Caesar the things that are Caesar's instead of defiantly bidding His followers

but God," was the watchword of Judas

to be in subjection to no man, and inaugurating a policy of bloodshed and
murder, He bade them remember that
whilst One
was their Master and
all
were brethren.
Teacher,
they

of the Gospels except St. Luke's, where
it occurs four times, and in the Acts six
times.
It is not only one of the words
characteristic of the two books, but also of
St. Luke and St. Paul (so also uc6icrrr)ui,

Schiirer,.Jewish People, div. ii., vol. iii.,
p. 80, E.T*. , well points out that we have a

see on xix. 26), as it is only found once
outside St. Paul's Epistles (in which it
is employed four times), viz., Heb. iii.
" drew
12
away some of the people,"

;

;

memorial of the views and hopes
of the Zealots in the Assumption of
Moses, which goes so far as to prophesy
that Israel will tread on the neck of the
eagle, i.e. the Romans, x. 8 ; but see
also edition of Assumption of Moses by
literary

,

Prof. Charles, p. 42.
Ver. 37. Iv Tais <?}|iipais ttjs airoy.,
see Blass, in loco, on St. Luke's accuracy.
must be careful to distinguish this
from Luke ii. 1. The tribal method of

We

numbering which

forms

an

and

his followers. For the whole subject
Ramsay, Expositor, April and June,
1897, and Was Christ born at Bethlehem ?

see

—

Kal
(1898), e.g., pp. 107, 108, 127, 139.
Xaov: used here transitively,
and here only in the N.T., cf. Deut. vii.
4, and in classical writers, Herod., i., 76.
aTKa-TTjo-e

The verb

;

There is no word which actually
expresses this as in T.R., where we have
Ikclvov = " much," A.V.
oiria-ta avTov
this prepositional use of 6tt. is not found
in classical writers, where the word is
always an adverb. In the N.T. and
the prepositional use is derived

—

part of St. Luke's story in the Gospel
may explain why no such serious disturbance followed as resulted from the
Roman numbering and valuation which
marked Quirinius' second Roman ad" the
ministration,
great census," ^
diroy. (in 6-8 a.d.), taken when Judaea
had just become a part of the Roman
"
province of Syria. This
great census," taken after the Roman method,
involved the imposition of a tax, Jos.,

N.

:

:

LXX

from Hebrew
ix.

xviii., I, 1, and it was this impost
which roused the indignation of Judas.
To pay tribute to a foreign power was
to violate an Israelite's allegiance to
" We have
no Lord and Master
Jehovah

not found in any

R.V.

essential

Ant.,

a<pi<rri]p.i is

23,

xxi.

*H|-jfy

8.

—

Blass,

cf.

Luke

xx. 30,

Grammatik

des

it is
G., p. 126.
8ieorKopTrior8T]crav
true that the sect revived under the name
of Zealots, and played an active part in
the Jewish wars, but there is no reason
:

charging St. Luke's account with inaccuracy (so Overbeck following De
Wette). The fate of the leader and the
dispersion of his followers was quite
sufficient
to point the
moral which
Gamaliel wished to draw.
Ver. 38. Kal to. vvv, cf also in iv.
toi neuter
29, xvii. 30, xx. 32, xxvii. 22.
as respects the
accusative absolute
thus
present, now, cf. 2 Mace. xv. 8
in all parts of Acts, Vindiciee Lucanee,
Klostermann, p. 53, so Zeller, Lekefor

—

;

HPAEE12 AnorroAQN

39— 4°.
%vt6,

1

161

40. 'ETreio-Grjaae Be auTa>, Kal

pi*jroT€ kcu 6cofji<lxoi edp€0TJT€.

irpoaKaXeadficwoi tous &iro<rr6Xous, Seiparres TrapTJyYeiXai'

u.tj

XaXciv

C*HP, Vulg. (clem, and demid.), Sah., Boh., Syr. Pesh., Chrys.; <ivtov«
2
fr$ABC DE, Vulg. (am. fu.), Syr. Hard., Arm., Aeth., Bede, so Tisch., W.H., R.V.,
Weiss, Wendt, Hilg. avro may have come in from to cpyov tovto. Flor. apparently
paraphrases latter part of verse, see Blass (3. After av-rovs E, Gig., Wern. add ovtc
ovtc 01 apxovres vp.wv D, Flor., Syr. Hard. mg. demid. add ovtc vp.cis ovtc
up.cis
Belser lays special stress on these words, whilst
Sao-iXeis ovtc Tvpavvoi, so Hilg.
Weiss only sees here and in the following words of D unfortunate attempts at emendng cf. Wisd. xii. 14, ovtc f3ao-iXcv$ tj Tvpawos, and see also below on vi. 10. D,
180 add airexco-Oe ovv airo tcdv avdpu'n-uv tovSyr. Hard, mg., Flor. demid., 33 mg.,
«v. Weiss sees an empty repetition of ver. 38, but Belser finds in aircx- that which
i lables the construction of the following frrjirorc kcu k.t.X. to run quite smoothly.

—

;

;

,

The
bi ?ch, Friedrich.
cacrare
quite classical.

—

:

thorough Rabbinical wise saying,
Sayings of the Jewish Fathers, v.,
24 (Taylor, p. 93, second edition). See
too Herod., ix., 16; Eur., Hippol., vi.,
76; for the construction, cf. Burton,

of a

expression is
law charac-

cf.

of Luke, and is only used once
elsewhere in the Gospels, Matt. xxiv. 43
(also n 1 Cor. x. 13), but twice in St.
Luke'i Gospel, and seven times in Acts
occurs only thrice in Acts;
o<j)iT],u
viii. 22, xiv. 17.
leaTaXvOijo-cTai, "will
be overhrown," R.V. evertere, Blass,
so Rendi.ll. This rendering gives the
proper fori:e of the word it is not SiaXvop-ai
as in ver. 36, which might be rendered
" will be
dissolved," but Kara indicates
subversion, cf. Rom. xiv. 20, Acts vi. 14,
teristic

—

N. T. Moods and Tenses, p. 96, and
Le Grec du N. T. pp. 103, 113
l
who compares LXX, Gen. xliv.
i ^93)*
ov 8vvao-6e: R.V. and W.H.,
23, 26.

Viteau,

—

—

KoraXvcrai with accusative
8wT]crecr9e.
of person in Xen., Cyr., viii., 5, 24 Plato,
Legg., iv., p. 714, C, cf. 4 Mace. iv. 16.
But without this addition it is usual to

;

Gal.
16,

ii.

18

;

Mace.

cf. 2

and frequently

ii.

ibid.,

22, 4

Mace.

;

refer

Luke

iv.

.

.

.

et

:

Blass,

ft

mere invention, as

VOL.

II.

it

bears the impress

for

in ver. 35 {cf.
construction of

the

;

Grammatik

des

N. G.,

p.

208.

sometimes interpreted (so Alford,
Wendt, Holtzmann), as if it meant not
only against man but also against God.
OcofM&xoi not found elsewhere, but cf.
LXX, Job xxvi. 5, Symm., and in Prov.
Kal

:

ix. 18, xxi. 16,

Rephaim
Mace.

vii.

(see

19

applying the word to the
in 2
B.D. 2 " Giants ")
;

we have

0cop.axetv lirc-

In classical Greek the same
X€tpT)o-as.
verb is found, see Grimm and Wendt
for instances 0€op.ax£a, Plato, Rep., 378,
D. (as certain books of the Iliad were
;

called, especially the xix.).

actually to deal, the assertion, i.e. % of
the Apostles.
There may also be an
underlying contrast between the transitoriness of all mere human schemes, all
of which would be overthrown, and the
" of
God," and
certainty of that which is

Him for its Author. There
cannot be the least ground for supposing
that Gamaliel's counsel was in its tenor

34)

—

mann), and have maintained (so Blass,
Weiss, cf. Winer- Moulton, xli. 2) that the
indicative may be used because the second
is the case with which the Council had

which has

xxi.

uijitotc

8e it has sometimes been thought that the change of
mood from subjunctive to indicative, " but
if it is of God," as if indicating that the
second supposition were the more probable (cf. Gal. i. 8, 9), indicates sympathy
on the part of Gamaliel. It is of course
possible that he may have been rendered
favourably disposed towards the Christians by their strict observance of the
Law, and by their appeal to a doctrine
which widely divided Pharisees and
Sadducees. Others have attributed the
change in mood, not to Gamaliel at all,
but to the author (so Overbeck, Holtz-

lav

back to irpocrexcTc

but utjitotc . . . evpeO^Tc may
be explained on the principle that a verb
of fearing is sometimes unexpressed, the
idea of fear being supplied by the context
(in clauses where jmj with the subjunctive
is found), Burton, u. s., p. 96.
pjiroTc,
"lest haply," its use in later Greek,

Vulgate, "dis-

solvetur ".

Ver. 39.

t

The

toler-

ance of the sentiments here attributed
to Gamaliel is undoubtedly in perfect accordance with what we know of his
the decisions
character and opinions
attributed to him, e.g., that relating to
the law of the Sabbath (Hamburger,
Real-Encyclopadie des jfudentums, ii., 2,
237 see also Derenbourg, Histoire de la
Palestine, pp. 239-246, and cf. also Renan,
Apostles, p. 153, E.T.), are marked by a
;

;

II

IIPAEEI2 AITOSTOAQN

l62
IvX tw

6e<5u.aTt

toO

*It)<toG,

iiropeuoyro xcuporres
1

u,€v

cf. iv.

ow
23

;

(Flor. 8c),

Blass in

Kal direfXucray

diri Trpotrujirou tou

;

to inquire after the welfare of the Gentile
poor, to maintain them, to visit their sick,
to bury their dead (the prayer against
heretics belonged not to this Gamaliel,
but to Gamaliel II.). But the decision

was not prompted by any
sympathy with the Christians it was the
judgment of toleration and prudence, but
of Gamaliel

;

it
certainly nothing more, although
"
scarcely falls under the head of cynical
it was rather, as Ewald called it, that
No credence
of an ordinary politician.
whatever can be attributed to the tradition that Gamaliel became a Christian,
or that he was secretly a Christian, al' '

;

though we may sympathise with St.
"
Chrysostom's words, it cannot be that he
should have continued in unbelief to the
end ". The Talmud distinctly affirms that
he died a Jew, and, if he had betrayed his
faith, we cannot understand the honour
which Jewish tradition attaches to his
2
name, "Gamaliel," B.D. Schurer, Jew;

ish People, div.

ii.,

vol.

i.,

p. 364.

Wendt,

while he refuses to admit the historical
character of the speech of Gamaliel, is
evidently puzzled to discover any definite
grounds for St. Luke's wilful introduction
of the famous Rabban into the scene (so
too Feine). He therefore supposes that
the decision in ver. 38, in which he sees a
wise saying similar to those attributed to
other Rabbis, was assigned by tradition
to Gamaliel, and that St. Luke, who was
in possession of the further tradition
that Gamaliel had given a decisive judgment in the trial of the Apostles, introduces this saying into the speech which
he attributes to Gamaliel as fitting to the
occasion.
But there is no indication in
our authorities that the sentiment thus
attributed to Gamaliel was in any way
different from what might have been expected of him (see Schurer, Jewish People,
The chief objection to the speech,
u. s.).
viz., the alleged anachronism involved in
the mention of Theudas, really begs the

41. Ol

afi-rous.

oweSpiou,

D, Par. add airocrroXoi, so Hilg.
combines both.

tendency to mildness and liberality and
perhaps a still more remarkable illustration of the same tendency is afforded by
the enactment so often referred to him
(Hamburger, u. s.) to allow to the poor
of the heathen, as well as of Israel, the
gleaning and a participation in the corn
left standing in the corner of the fields,

v.

;

Flor.

5ti

p.£v

ouv

1

uir^p tou

adds airo\v6cvrc« t

question as to its authenticity, and even
on the supposition of an inaccuracy in the
point mentioned, we cannot get rid of the
fact that the attitude of Gamaliel in itself
It was this
betrays no inconsistency.
alleged anachronism which caused Spitta
to refer the incident of Gamaliel in this
chapter to his inferior source B., and to
refuse to adopt the solution of Weiss and
Feine, who solved the difficulty involved
in the mention of Theudas by introducing
the hand of a reviser.
Ver. 40. iiT€io-0T)<rav 8c aiiTu whatever scruples Gamaliel may have had in
pressing matters against the Apostles, or
even if the teaching of Christ, as some
have conjectured, with much of which
he might have sympathised as a follower
of Hillel, had influenced his mind, or if,
like Joseph of Arimathea, he too had
not consented to the counsel and will of
his fellow- Sanhedrists, there is no reason
to suppose (see above) that he ever advanced beyond the compromise here
It may be that
Neander
suggested.
:

was right in his judgment that Gamaliel
was too wise a man to render a fanatical
movement more violent still by opposing
it.

Others however see

in his

words a

mere

laisser-aller view of matters, or a
timid caution which betokened a mere
waiter upon Providence.
But at the
same time there are occasions when
Gamaliel's advice may not be out of
place, see Bengel on ver. 38, and Farrar,
St. Paul, i., no ff.
Seipavres, Deut. xxv.
3, 2 Cor. xi. 24: the punishment was

—

for

minor offences, and

it

was now

inflic-

ted upon the Apostles because they had
trangressed the command enjoined upon
them previously, iv. 18. The Pharisees,
probably by their superior number in the
Sanhedrim (Jos., Ant., xiii., 10, 6), were
able to secure the following of Gamaliel's

and to prevent extreme measures
against the Apostles, but they were not
prepared to disregard the previous injunction of the Council which bade the
Apostles refrain from uttering a word in
But the Apostles
the name of Jesus.
themselves must have seen in the punishment a striking fulfilment of their
Lord's words, as in the closing hours
of His earthly life He foretold their
advice,

future

sufferings

for

His Name.

The

IIPAEEI2 AII02T0AQN
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l
•
oMopaTos auTou Ka-n]§i(o0T)cra>' dTtfAaaOfjfai 42. iravdv t« ^[lipay lr
ouk
^irauorro
Kal
oIkov
KaT*
tw tepw
SiSdoxoircs ical cuayyeXit.ojj.ei'oi

*\i\<rouv

rbv Xpicrr6v.*

1
After ovo(xaro5 a few cursives read avrov
R.V., Weiss, Wendt.

2

Flor., Gig.

R.V.,

add Jesu, Par. adds Christi

W.H., Weiss have tov Xpurrov

Itjo-ovv

penalty which must have been a very

painful one, although the command not
to exceed forty stripes often led to its
mitigation, was often inflicted by the
synagogues, and not only by the great
Sanhedrim, for all kinds of offences as
against heretics and others. These verses
40-42, with the exception of the words
4ir«icr6irj<rav 8e avroi, were referred by
Jungst to the redactor on the ground
that they do not fit in well after Gamaliel's
speech, and that the Apostles would have
been at once released, but the Apostles

were punished

a transgression of the
command previously laid upon them in
iv. 18.
According to Jungst, who here
follows Spitta, the original conclusion
of the narrative is to be found in inserting
for

after ver. 39, chap. vi. 7

!

Here we

are

is a notice, which is quite out of
place where it now stands, that a great
number of the priests were obedient to
this was the result of the
the faith
speech of Gamaliel, and his warning" not
"
a
to be found
;
fighting against God
speech delivered in the Sanhedrim in the
midst of the priests
Ver. 41. ol piv ovv no answering
as after i. 6, ii. 41, but explained because

told

:

!

&

:

immediately upon liropcvovTo (which
answers to air^Xvorav) follows x a *P OVT€ S>

marking the attitude of the Apostles, and
showing how little they proposed to obey
the injunction from fear of further punishment. But see also Mr. Rendall's note,
and also his Appendix on p.ev ovv, Acts,
p. 163, in which he examines this view
at length
according to him there is an
answering $4, but it is found in the
;

antithesis to this sentence in chap. vi.
1, the connection being that the Apostles
now became more absorbed in their
spiritual work, and a murmuring arose
in consequence of their neglect of the

distribution of the common funds.
this antithesis does not seem natural,

But
and

a censure on the Apostles is not necessarily contained in vi. i. ff.
eiropcvovTo
"
Xaipovrcs
imperf.
quia describitur
"

—

:

modus
p.

186

(Blass,
;

if

Grammatik

des

N.

G.,

one prophecy of their Lord had

but om.

;

;

^ABCDHP,

W.H.,

Tisch.,

(see for variations Alford and Wendt).
D, Flor., Par. tov icvpov I. X., so Hilg.

been already

fulfilled,

another was

fulfilled

in the sequel, Matt. v. 11, 12, Phil. i.
29.
icaTT]£ia>0T]<rav . . . aTip.ao-6-fjvai
oxymoron, cf. 2 Cor. vi. 8-10 cf. Bengel's

—
note — he

:

;

calls

it

" eximium
oxy.".

The
Luke in

verb Kara|. is used by St.
his Gospel, xx. 35 (xxi. 36, T.R., but not
W.H. or R.V.), and here only found
once elsewhere, 2 Thess. i. 5, in a passage
where the thought of Christian suffering
;

and inheritance is combined 2 Mace,
12, 3 Mace. Hi. 21, iv. 11, 4 Mace,
;

xiii.

only used once elseLuke, cf. Luke xx. 11, where
it is also found in connection with
Sc'pw.
i.e., the
vir^p tov 6v6p.., "the Name"
Name kot' ^lox^v, cf. 3 John 7, and James
xviii. 3.

a.TifjLao-0T]vat

where by

St.

—

—

v.

14

(ii.

7) (tov K. doubtful), cf. also

Clem. Rom., 2 Cor.
Ignat., Ephes.,

(so called),
1,

iii.,

absolute use of Qt2?

xiii.,

4,

used here as the

m

Lev. xxiv.

n,

16,

by which the Jews understood Jehovah.
See Grimm, Mayor's St. fames above,
and Taylor, Pirkc Aboth, p. 67, second

" the
Way," ix.
the Te joins
the imperfect liravovTo closely to the
preceding, indicating the continuance
of the work of the Apostles in spite
of threats and blows, and of their resolve
to welcome suffering for Christ as an
honour = kclto. iraarav -qfUpav. This use
of iravWSai with the participle almost
entirely in Luke and Paul may be regarded as a remains of literary usage,
Luke v. 4, Col. i. 9, Ephes. i. 16 (Heb.
edition

2, etc.

— ircUrdv re6Sov,
;

cf.

tyjs

T)p.€pav

:

x. 2)
Viteau, he Grec du N. T., p. 193
Iv t^) Up. Kal kot' oIkov
the
(1893).
words may mark a contrast between the
which
was
not
disconpublic preaching
tinued, cf. ver. 21, and the teaching con;

—

:

tinued at home in a household assembly,
or Kara may be taken distributively, and
refer to the Christian assemblies met together in various houses in the city, as in
ii.
46. See Zockler's note, and Edersheim,
Jewish Social Life, pp. 259, 260. t6v
"
Xp. M.
Jesus as the Christ," R.V. The
contents of the first Apostolic preaching,
the sum and substance of the Apostles'

—

:
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VI.

I.

"EN 81 Tats ^p^pais tchStcus Tr\r)0uv6vT<ov

iyivero yoyyuap,ds tw^
their

to

fellow

t

-

!

Chapter VI.—Ver.

1.

8*

;

cf.

i.

15,

There seems no
marking a contrast between v. 41 and the opening of
this chapter, or as contrasting the outward
victory of the Church with its inward dissensions (as Meyer, Holtzmann, Zechler,
see Nbsgen's criticism in loco); simply
and see above

in v. 41.
occasion to regard $i as

introduces a

new

recital as in

iii.

1.

It

back to the notice in v. 14 of
the increaseofthe disciples, and this would
be in harmony with the context. On the

may

refer

expression iv Tais *np.ep. tovt., as characteristic of Luke, see above, and Friedrich,

Das Lucasevangelium,

in both his
p. 9
Gospel and the Acts expressions with
that in
Harnack
admits
abound.
t|p.e'pa
"
passing to this sixth chapter we at once
enter on historical ground," Expositor,
For views of the
v., p. 324 (3rd series).
;

partition critics see Wendt's summary
new edition (i8gg), p. 140, Hilgenfeld,
Zeitschrift fur wissenschaft. Theol., p.
390 ff. (1895), and also in commentary
below. Wendt sees in vi. 1-7 the hand of
in

the redactor, the author of Acts ii. 5 ;
others sup nose that we have in vi. the
commencement of a new Hellenistic
source so Feine, J. Weiss, Hilgenfeld.
Clemen refers vi. 7, 8 to his Historia
Petri, whilst ver. 9 commences his
Historia Hellenistarum (w. 1-6 belong
to a special source) ; others again see in
chap. vi. the continuance of an earlier
source or sources. itXi]0vv<$vt»v, when
the number of the disciples was multi;

—

plying (present part.)

;

verb frequent in

Exod.
i. 20, etc., and see Psalms of Solomon, x.,
1, and note in Ryle and James' edition;

LXX, sometimes

intrans. as here,

also its classical use in its more
correct form, itXt|6vci>, in the Acts
On St.
vi. 7, vii. 17, ix. 31, xii. 24.
Luke's fondness for this and similar
Weiss
calls
see
words (Friedrich)
p. 73.
cf.

:

here a very modest word, introduced
by one who knew nothing of the conversions in many of the preceding chapters.
But the word, and especially its use in
the present participle, rather denotes that
the numbers went on increasing, and so
it

ruiv

c

EXXi]»'ioT<ui' irpds

countrymen.
message
This is allowed and insisted upon by
but in the
and
Renan,
others,
Schwegler,
statement what an intimate knowledge
of the life of Jesus is presupposed, and
how great must have been the impression
made by Him upon His daily companions

VI.

tous

E|3paiou9,

u-aOnrwr

on

-rrape-

rapidly that the Apostles found the work
of relief too great for them. n.a0T)Twv,
the word occurs here for the first time in

—

the Acts (surely an insufficient ground
for maintaining with Hilgenfeld that we
are dealing with a new source).
The
same word is found frequently in each of
the Gospels, twenty-eight times in Acts
(p.a0T]Tpi.a once, ix. 36), but never in the
It evidently passed into the
Epistles.
ancient language of the early Church
from the earthly days of the ministry of
Jesus, and may fairly be regarded as the

earliest designation of the Christians but
as the associations connected with it (the
thought that Jesus was the SiSdaricaXos
and His followers His fia0TjTa£) passed
into the background it quickly dropped
out of use, although in the Acts the name
is still the rule for the more ancient times
and for the Jewish-Christian Churches;
In the Acts we have the
cf. xxi. 16.
transition marked from p.a0T]Tai to the
brethren and saints of the Epistles.
The reason for the change is obvious.
;

During the lifetime of Jesus the disciples
were called after their relationship to
Him after His departure the names given
indicated their relation to each other and
;

to the society (Dr. Sanday, Inspiration,
And as an evidential test of the
p. 289).

date of the various N.T. writings this
the
just what we might expect

is

:

own

Gospels have their

characteristic

vocabulary, the Epistles have theirs,
whilst Acts forms a kind of link between
the two groups, Gospels and Epistles. It
is, of course, to be remembered that both

terms dSeXc^oC and dyioi are also found
in Acts, not to the exclusion of, but
alongside with, fAa0-r]Tai (cf., e.g., ix. 26,
the former in all
30, xxi. 4, 7, 16, 17)
parts of the book, and indeed more
frequently than pad-qTaf, as applied to
Christians the latter four times, ix. 13,
But if our Lord gave
32, 41, xxvi. 10.
the charge to His disciples recorded in
:

;

St.

Matt, xxviii. 19, bidding them

make

disciples of all the nations, p.a0T]TevcraTe
(cf. also Acts xiv. 21 for the same word),
then we can understand that the term
would still be retained, as it was so closely

associated with the last charge of the
Master, whilst a mutual discipleship involved a mutual brotherhood (Matt, xxiii.
St. Paul in his Epistles would be
8).
addressing those who enjoyed through
Christ a common share with himself in
a holy fellowship and calling, and whom
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he would therefore address not as p.a6i\Tal
but as a8e\4>oi and ayioi.
They were
still jxa0TjTat, yet not of man but of the

and
that a doubtful one, ix. 43, is the word
human
pa0T]Tat or fiaSTjiTis used of any
was still true
teacher), and the word
of them with that significance, and is
Lord (only

in

one passage

in Acts,

used

up to a period subsequent
well believe) to the writing of
several of Paul's Epistles, Acts xxi. 16.
How the word left its impress upon the
thought of the Church, in the claim of
the disciple to be as his Master, is
touchingly evidenced by the expressions
of St. Ign., Ephes. i. 2 ; Magn., ix., 2 ;
Rom. iv. 2
Tral., v., 2 (St. Polyc,
Martyr, xvii., 3, where the word is
applied to the martyrs as disciples of
uv
the Lord, and the prayer is offered
t«
ical
Y€voito
^p-as avyicoivtovovs
koI <rupp.a0Y)Tas ytviaBai).
yoyyvaand Yoyyv£ etv are both used by
jjlos
still

(we

may

;

:

—

Luke

St.

(cf.

and also by
Cor.

x. 10,

4, 9.
in the

LXX

1

Luke

by

St.

John,

St. Paul, Phil. ii. 14, and
the noun also by St. Peter,

The noun

i.

v. 30),

is

found seven times

of Israel in the wilderness
1 Cor. x. 10) ; so in Phil. ii. 14 it is
(cf.
probable that the same passage, Exod.
xvi. 7, was in the Apostle's mind, as in the
next verse he quotes from the Song of
Moses, Deut. xxxii. 5, LXX; so y6yyvtri$
with the same meanis also found in
yoyyvar\i6^ is also
ing, Numb. xiv. 27.
in
i.
Wisd.
found
10, Ecclus. xlvi. 7,
with reference to Numb. xiv. 26, 27, and
twice in Psalms of Solomon v. 15, xvi.
In Attic Greek Tov0vpicrp,6s would
11.

LXX

be used (so Tov0pi£a> and Tov0vpi£w).
Phrynichus brands the other forms as
Ionian, but Dr. Kennedy maintains that
yoyyva\i6^ and y°YY*'£ €, v
frequent use in the LXX are
classed amongst "vernacular
continued in the speech of
from which the LXX drew.
'

are

fr°

m

their

rather to be

terms" long
the people,

Both words

probably onomatopoetic. — Kennedy,

Sources of N. T. Greek, pp. 38-40, 72, 73,
see also Rutherford, New Phrynichus,
Deissmann, Bibelstudien, p. 106.
p. 463
Here the word refers rather to indignatio
clandestina, not to an open murmuring.
The meaning of the
'EXXuvkttwv.
term, which was a matter of conjecture

76

;

;

—
in

St.

Chrysostom's

day,

cannot

be

now (Hort, Judaistic
The verb 'EWtj48).

said to be decided
Christianity, p.
to speak

v(£civ,

vii., 3,
it

as

Greek (Xen., Anab.,
us reasonably to define
Greek-speaking Jew (so also

25), helps

a

Holtzmann

and

occurs again in

Wendt).
ix.

29 (and

The term
xi.

20

?

see
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in loco), and includes those Jews who
had settled in Greek-speaking countries,

who spoke

the common Greek dialect
place of the vernacular Aramaic
current in Palestine, and who would be
more or less acquainted with Greek habits
of life and education. They were therefore a class distinguished not by descent
"
"
but
This
in

word

by language.

Grecians

(A.V.) was introduced to distinguish them
from the Greeks by race, but the rendering
"Grecian Jews" (R.V.) makes the distinction much plainer.
Thus in the
Dispersion "the cultured Jew was not
only a Jew but a Greek as well"; he
would be obliged from force of circumstances to adapt himself to his surroundings more or less, but, even in the more
educated, the original Jewish element still
predominated in his character and if this
was true of the higher it was still more
true of the lower classes amongst the
Hellenists no adoption of the Greek
language as their mode of speech.no separation of distance from the Holy City,
no defections in their observances of the
law, or the surrender as unessential of
points which the Pharisees deemed vital,
could make them forget that they were
members of the Commonwealth of Israel,
that Palestine was their home, and the
2 "
HellenTemple their pride, see B.D.
;

—

,

Schurer, Jewish People, div. ii.,
vol. ii., p. 282, E.T.
Hamburger, RealEncyclopddie des jfudentunts, ii., 3,
" Griechenthum ". But
bearing this description in mind, we can the more easily
understand the conflict with Stephen,
and his treatment by those who were
If as a
probably his fellow- Hellenists.
cultured Hellenist St. Stephen's sympathies were wider and his outlook less
narrow than that of the orthodox Jew, or
of the less educated type of Hellenist,
such a man, who died as St. Stephen died
with the prayer of Jesus on his lips (see
Feine's remarks), must have so lived in
the spirit of his Master's teaching as
to realise that in His Kingdom the old
order would change and give place
to new.
But the same considerations
help us to understand the fury aroused
by St. Stephen's attitude, and it is not
difficult to imagine the fanatical
rage of
a people who had nearly risen in insurist,"

;

had placed in his
palace at Jerusalem some gilt shields inscribed with the names of heathen gods,
against one who without the power of
Pilate appeared to advocate a change of
the customs which Moses had delivered
rection because Pilate

(see

—

Nosgen, Apostelgeschichte, p. 69).
W.H. with smooth breath-
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QeoipovvTo iv

KuXttrdpeyoi

VI.

1

2. irpoaKaOnu-cpivfj at \r\pai aihw.
Sw&ctca to irXf]0os twv ua0r)TU>v, ctirov, Ouk

ttj 8iaKovi'<x Tfj
2

8c

ot

D

At end
adds ev ttj Siaieovia twv E{3pcua>v, according to Flor. on ev t. ko,0.
8iaK. ai x« Twv EXX. viro twv Siatcovtov to>v Ef3p. irapedcwp. Blass in |3 reads
simply
after ai \. ovtwv the words viro t<ov 8iaK. twv Ef3paia>v.
1

2

ovv CEHP, Vulg.; 8c fc^B, so Tisch., W.H. text, R.V. marg., Weiss, Wendt;
A, so Lach., W.H. marg. D reads ti ovv cotiv a8cX<poi; cirunccifr., so Flor.,
Par. ; cf. xxi. 22 (Weiss).

8tj

Introduction, p. 313, and
p. 40; here those Jews
in Palestine who spoke Aramaic
in the
ing, see

W.H.,

Winer-Schmiedel,

;

Church

at

Jerusalem they would probably

form a considerable majority,

cf.

Phil,

and Lightfoot's note. In the N.T.
MovSaios is opposed to "EXXtjv (Rom. i.
16), and 'Eppaios to 'EXX-rivurTTJs, Acts vi.
iii.

5,

In the former case the contrast lies in
1.
the difference of race and religion in the
latter in the difference of customs and
;

A man

language.
might be called MovSaios, but he would not be 'EfJpalos in the
N.T. sense unless he retained in speech
the Aramaic tongue ; the distinction
was therefore drawn on the side of language, a distinction which still survives
in our way ot speaking of the Jewish
See
nation, but of the Hebrew tongue.
In the
Trench, Synonyms, i., p. 156 ff.
f
two other passages in which E(3p. is
used, Phil. iii. 5 and 2 Cor. xi. 22, whatever difficulties surround them, it is probable that the distinctive force of the
as explained above is implied. But
as within the nation, the distinction is
not recognised by later Christian writers,
and that it finds no place at all in Jewish
writers like Philo and Josephus, or in
Greek authors like Plutarch and Pausanias (Trench, u. s.). irpos, cf. St. Luke

word

—

CYoyyutov irp&s t. p.a0T)Tas ovtov.
imp £0ea>po wto not found elsewhere
in N.T. and not in LXX, but used in this
sense in Dem. (also by Diodorus and Dion.

v. 30,

—

:

Hal.) = irapopav, Attic imperfect, denoting that the neglect had been going on for
some time how the neglect had arisen
we are not told there is no reason to
:

;

—

suppose that there had been previously
Palestinian deacons (so Blass in p, critical notes), for the introduction of such a
class of deacons, as Hilgenfeld notes, is

something quite new, and does not arise
out of anything previously said, although
it would seem that in the rapidly growing
numbers of the Church the Hebrew Christians regarded their Hellenist fellowChristians as having only a secondary
claim on their care. Possibly the supply
for the Hellenists fell short, simply be-

cause the Hebrews were already in possession.
The Church had been composed
first of Galileans and native Jews resident
in Jerusalem, and then there was added
a wider circle Jews of the Dispersion.

—

It is possible to interpret

the incident as

an indication of what would happen as
the feeling between Jew and Hellenist
became more bitter, but it is difficult to
believe that the Apostles,

with

St.

who

shared

James of Jerusalem the

belief

that 0pT)o-Kcia consisted in visiting the
fatherless and widows in their affliction,

could have acted in a spirit of partiality,
so that the neglect, if it was due to them,
could be attributed to anything else than
to their ignorance of the greatness of the
need. Siaieovia, see below on ver. 2.
not found elsewhere in N.T.
Ka0-rjp.cpi.vfj

—

—

:

LXX, only in Judith xii. 15. It is
a word only used in Hellenistic Greek,
cf. Josephus, Ant., iii., 10, 1 ; but it may
be noted that it is also a word frequently
employed by medical writers of a class
of fevers, etc. See instances in Hobart,
pp. 134, 135, and also in Wetstein, in loco.
at X'HP 1 avTwv : not merely a generic
term for the poor and needy under the
Mosaic dispensation no legal provision
was made for widows, but they would
not only receive the privileges belonging
to other distressed classes, but also specior in

—

fic

—

-

regulations

protected

them

— they

were commended to the care of the community, and their oppression and neglect
were strongly condemned
it is quite
possible that the Hellenistic widows had
previously been helped from the Temple
Treasury, but that now, on their joining
the Christian community, this help had

—

On the care of the widow in the
early Church, see James i. 27 (Mayor's
note); Polycarp, Phil., vi., 1, where
the presbyters are exhorted to be ewirXaYXv °i P'H apeXowTcs X TlP a S ^ opceased.

The
<f>avov fj ircVqTos, and cf iv. 3.
word x^P 01 occurs no less than nine times
in St. Luke's Gospel, three times in the
Acts, but elsewhere in the Evangelists

only three times in St. Mark (Matt, xxiii.
14, omitted by W.H. and R.V.), and two
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of these three in an incident which he
and St. Luke alone record, Mark xii. 42,
43, and the other time in a passage also
peculiar to him and St. Luke (if we are
justified in omitting
Mark xii. 40.

Matt,

xxiii. 14), viz.,

2.
irpocricaXecrauevoi 82 ol 8«whatever may have been the irritation caused by the pride or neglect of
the Hebrews, the Apostles recognised
that there was ground for complaint,
and thus showed not only their practical
capacities, but also their freedom from
any partiality, ol 8«8. only here in

Ver.

Seica

:

:

5, where St.
were well and
widely known, and required no explanaIt is found six times
tion from him.
in St. Luke's Gospel, and no less than
See also above i.
ten in St. Mark's.
to irXrjOos = the whole
26, ii. 14.
Church, not the hundred-and-twenty, as

Acts, but cf.
Paul uses the

Cor.
title as

xv.

1

if it

—

The expression is a general
J. Lightfoot.
one, and need not imply that every
single member of the Church obeyed the
summons. For the word itXtj8os and the
illustration of its use in religious communities on the papyri by Deissmann,
see p. 73.
The passage has been
quoted in support of the democratic constitution of the Apostolic Church, but
the whole context shows that the government really lay with the Apostles. The
Church as a whole is under their direction and counsel, and the Apostles alone
determine what qualification those chosen
should possess, the Apostles alone lay
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The Twelve do not

object to the
ministering, but only to the
of
neglect
ministering to the higher sustenance for the sake of the lower (Hort,
Ecclesia, p. 206) ; thus Bengel speaks of
the expression as used with indignation,
"
SiaAntitheton, ministerium verbi ".
tcovia and Siatcoveiv are used for ministra3.

work

of

tions to man, although more usually of
to God ; cf. Acts xix. 22, of service
to St. Paul, Siatcovia, Acts xi. 29, xii. 25,
of service to the brethren of Judaea in
the famine, Rom. xv. 25, 31, 2 Cor. viii.
4, ix. 1, 12, 13, of the Gentile collections

man

for

the

in

Rom.

same purpose, so too probably
xvi.

1

of the service rendered

by Stephanas to travelling Christians,
Heb. vi. 10, and its use of the verb

cf.

in

the Gospels of ministering to our Lord's
earthly wants, Luke viii. 3, x. 40 (both
noun and verb), John xii. 2 cf. also
Luke xii. 37, xxii. 27, Matt. iv. II, Luke
iv. 39 ; see further on the use of the
word in classical Greek, Hort, Ecclesia,
The word had a high dignity
p. 203.
conferred upon it when, in contrast to
the contemptuous associations which
surrounded it for the most part in Greek
society, Epictetus remarks that it is man's
true honour to be a Siokovos of God
;

(Diss., Hi., 22, 69 ; 24, 65
26, 28), and a dignity

iii.

;

iv. 7,

20

;

cf.

immeasurably

higher still, when the Son of Man could
speak of Himself as in Matt. xx. 28,
Mark x. 45 ; cf. Luke xxii. 27. " Every
clergyman begins as a deacon. This is
But he never ceases to be a
right.
The priest is a deacon still.
hands upon them after prayer " The hand deacon.
Christ
of man is laid upon the person, but the The bishop is a deacon still.
came
as
whole work is of God, and it is His hand
a deacon, lived as a deacon,
which toucheth the head of the one died as a deacon
utj
SiaKovTjfl^vcu,
"
aXXa SuucovTJo-ai " (Lightfoot, Ordination
ordained, if he be duly ordained (Chrys.,
LXX
In
the
the verb
The
the
of
Horn., xiv.).
dignity
Apostles, Sermons, p. 115).
and their authority as leaders of the does not occur at all, but Siokovos is
Church and ordainers of the Seven, is used four times in Esther i. 10, ii. 2, vi.
3, 5, of the king's chamberlains and of the
fully recognised by Feine, but he considers that their position is so altered,
servants that ministered to him, and once
and the organisation of the Church so in 4 Mace. ix. 17 Siatcovia is also found
much more developed, that another in two of the passages in Esther just
source and not the Jerusalem Quellen- quoted, vi. 3 and 5, where in A we read
but if, as ol Ik ttjs Siaxovias (BS Siaxovoi), and
schrift must be supposed
Feine allows, such passages as iv. 34, v. once in 1 Mace. xi. 58, of the service of
2, belong to the Jerusalem source, it
gold sent by Jonathan to Antiochus.
would appear that the authority of the What is meant by the expression here ?
in
the
before
us
does it refer to distribution of money or
was
Apostles
passage
in kind ?
a very plain and natural development.
The word in itself might inKaraXeivj/avTas on the formation of the clude either, but if we were to limit
Siatcovia to alms, yet the use of the word
first aorist see Blass, Grammatik, p. 43,
and also Deissmann, Neue Bibelstudien, remarked upon above renders the service
18
Winer- Schmiedel, p. 109.
higher than that of ordinary relief:
there seems to be 44 ministration" says St. Chrysostom
S.iaicovciv rpair^ais
an intentional antithesis between these (although he takes it of alms, Horn., xiv.),
words and T{j Siatcovia tov Xoyov in ver. 44 extolling by this at once the doers and
:

:

;

;

—

:

—

;

:
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tipearov lariv

Tpair^ais.
those

whom

to

it

rjfi-as,

AnOSTOAQN

KaTaXctyairas rbv \6yov tou 6€ou, SiaKOKeiK

3. iiriaKe'iJ/aaOc ouv> doe\<poi, acSpas

was done

But

".

xpaTre'^ais presents a further difficulty ;
it refer to the tables of exchange for

does

money, a rendering which claims support from Matt. xxi. 12, xxv. 27, Luke
xix.

23,

John

ii.

15,

or to tables for

Luke xvi. 21, xxii. 21, 30 ? Possibly the use of the word in some passages in the N.T., and also the fact that

food,

the Siaicovia was icaOirip.epi.vq, may indicate the latter, and the phrase may refer
to the actual serving and superintending
at the tables at which the poor sat, or at
all events to the supplying in a general
way those things which were necessary
for their bodily sustenance.
Zockler,
Apostelgeschichte (second edition), refers
the word to the ministration of the gifts
of love offered at the Eucharist in the
various Christian houses (so Scaliger
understood the expression of the Agapae).
Mr. Humphry reminds us that the words
were quoted by Latimer (1548) in a sermon against some bishops of his time who
were comptrollers of the mint.
the verb,
Ver. 3. !iricnce\|/acr6€ ovv
:

frequently used by St. Luke
in both his writings, is not elsewhere
used in the sense of this verse, " look ye

though

—

Gen. xli. 33.
Heb. xi. 2, 39, and
Tim. v. 10, Acts x. 22,

cf. o-Ke'irTeo-Oai in

out,"

paprupovpcvovs,

and

cf. 4, 5,
xxii. 12,

1

cf.

also xvi. 2; cf. its use also in
Clem. Rom., Cor., xvii., 1 ; xviii. 1, etc.;
See
Ignat., Phil., xi., 1 ; Ephes., xii. 2.
also the interesting parallels in Deiss-

mann, Neue Bibelstudien, p. 93.
Jos., Ant., Hi., 2, 5, and xv., 10, 5,

In
it is

used as here, but of hostile testimony
in Matt, xxiii. 31, John xviii. 23.
en-To.
why was the number chosen ?
Various answers have been given to the

—

:

(1) that the number was fixed
upon because of the seven gifts of the

question

:

4 ; (2) that the
number was appointed with regard to the
three
different elements of the Church
Spirit, Isa. xi. 2,

Rev.

i.

:

Hellenists, three Hebrews, one Proselyte;
(3) that the number was regulated by
the fact that the Jerusalem of that day
may have been divided into seven districts; (4) that the number was sug-

—

gested by the Hebrew sacred number
seven (5) Zockler thinks that there is no
hypothesis so probable as that the small
Jerusalem cKicX.ir|crtcu kot oIkov were
seven in number, each with its special
worship, and its special business connected with alms-giving and distribu;

VI.

H

u,apTupou-

up.wi'

—alms-giving

closely related to the
Eucharist or to the Love-Feasts (6) the
derivation of the number from Roman
usage on the analogy of the septemviri

tion

;

epulones advocated by Dean Plumptre,
officials no doubt well known to the
Libertini (see also B.D. 2 " Deacon,"
and the remarks of Ramsay, St. Paul,
Roman organisation and
P« 375> °n
This is far more probable
its value).
than that there should be any connection
between the appointment of the Seven and
the two heathen inscriptions quoted by
Dr. Hatch {Bampton Lectures, p. 50, note
56), in which the word Siaicovos is used
of the assistants in the ritual of sacrificial

and temple feasts at Anactorium in Acarnania and Metropolis in Lydia (see on the
other hand, Hort, Ecclesia, p. 210), for in
the incident before us the word Siatcovos is
not used at all, and later in the history,
xxi. 8, Philip is described not by that
title but as one of the Seven.
Nor is
there any real likeness to be found between the office assigned to the Seven
and that of the Chazzan or officer of the

Jewish synagogue (virr| perns, Luke iv.
2o),who corresponded rather to our parishclerk or verger, and whose duties were
confined to the

Jewish parallel

np"T2,

^Njlil
these

officers

a nearer
synagogue
to be found in the
;

is

collectors of alms, but

would rather present a

to the tax-gatherers than to
those who ministered to the poor (see
" Deacon " in
Hastings, B.D.). Whilst,
however, these analogies in Jewish offices
fail us, we stand on much higher ground
if we' may suppose that as our Lord's
choice of the Twelve was practically the
choice of a number sacred in its associations for every Israelite, so the number

parallel

Seven

may have been

adopted from

its

sacredness in Jewish eyes, and thus side
by side with the sacred Apostolic College
there existed at this period another
What was
College, that of the Seven.
Was it the
the nature of the office ?
Diaconate in the modern sense of the
term?
But, as we have noted above,
the Seven are never called Deacons, and
it has been thought that we
have here a special office to meet a
special need, and that the Seven were

therefore

rather the prototypes of the later archdeacons, or corresponded to the elders
who are mentioned in xi. 30 and xiv.
On the other hand St. Luke,
23.
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1

'Ayiou kcu aortas, 08s KaTa<m^o o»4- ^fieiS 8« xtj irpoaeoxf] kcu ttj SiaKona
,

yiivous itrrd, irXi^peis n^eiJixaTos
8

ptv
1

itrl ttjs

XP € ^ a S

Taonjs

*

D 137, 180 (Vulg. am.
oytov om.
R.V., Weiss, Wendt.

^BC

2

fu. lux),

Syr. Hard., Chrys.

so Tisch.,

;

W.H.,
2

HP

KaTao-Tt]<rop,€v
(d, e,

fc^ABCDE,

Bas., Chrys.,

Wendt, Weiss,

W.H;

KaTocrTTjo-wfxe v

Vulg.).

from the prominence given to the narrative, may fairly be regarded as viewing the institution of the office as establishing a new departure, and not as an
isolated incident, and the emphasis is
characteristic of an historian who was fond
"

beginnings" of movements.
The earliest Church tradition speaks of
Stephen and Nicolas as ordained to the
diaconate, Iren., Adv. Haer., i., 26;
iv., 15, and the same writer speaks of
" the first
deacon," iii., 12 ;
Stephen as
cf. also the testimony of St. Cyprian,

of recording

Epist., 3, 3, and the fact that for centuries the Roman Church continued to
restrict the number of deacons to seven

(Cornelius, ap. Euseb. H. E., vi., 43). It
is quite true that the first mention of
Smmcovoi in the N.T. (although both
SicLKovia and Suucoveiv are used in the
passage before us) is not found until
Phil. i. 1, but already a deaconess had
been mentioned in writing to the Church
at Rome (xvi. 1, where Phoebe is called
Siolkovos), in the Church at Philippi the
office had evidently become established
and familiar, and it is reasonable to assume
that the institution of the Seven at Jerusalem would have been well known to
St. Paul and to others outside Palestine,
"and that analogous wants might well
"
lead to analogous institutions
(Hort,
and to the same effect, Gore, The Church

But if the
and its Ministry, p. 403).
Seven were thus the prototypes of the
deacons, we must remember that as the
former office though primarily ordained
for helping the Apostles in distribution
of alms and in works of mercy was by
no means confined to such duties, but
that from the very first the Seven were
occupied in essentially spiritual work,
so the later diaconate was engaged in

from mere charity
there were doubtless qualifications demanded such as might be
found in good business men of tact and
discretion, but there were also moral and
spiritual qualities which to a great extent
were required of the Siaicovoi no less than
of the irpecr(3uT€poi and ta-icrico-iroi there
was the holding the mystery of the faith
in a pure conscience, there was the

something

far different

organisation

;

:

moral and spiritual courage which would
enable the Sidicovoi to gain even in the
n<
pursuit of their Siaicovta
great boldness

which is in Christ Jesus," 1
13 (Moberly, Ministerial Priesthood, p. 138 ff.) see also on the whole
subject, Felten, Apostelgeschichte, p. 139
ff.
Zockler, Apostelgeschichte, p. 206 ff. ;
" Dissertation on
Lightfoot, Philippians,
the Christian Ministry," and Real-Encyclopddie fur protest. Theol. und Kirche
in the faith

Tim.

iii.

;

;

" Diakonen

"

(Heft 38, 1898).
practical wisdom, prudentia,
1
Cor.
vi.
5 (Blass, so Grimm) ; in
cf.

(Hauck),
—

oro4»(as

:

10 the use of the word is different,
but in both places <rocj>£a is referred to
the Spirit, " it is not simply spiritual
men, but full of the Spirit and of wisdom
... for what profits it that the dispenser of alms speak not, if nevertheless
he wastes all, or be harsh and easily pro"
voked ?
ovs KaraChrys., Horn., xiv.
the reading whom ye,
<rrYJcro|X€v (on
which was exhibited in some few editions
of A. V., see Speaker's Commentary, in
the appointment, the consecraloco)
tion, and the qualifications for it, depend
the
upon
Apostles the verb implies at
all events an exercise of authority if it
has no technical force, cf. Titus i. 5.
The same shade of meaning is found in
classical writers and in the LXX in the
use of the verb with the genitive, with
liri, sometimes with a dative, sometimes
with an accusative : Gen. xxxix. 4, xli.

ver.

—

:

—

41, Exod.

Neh.
14;

The

xii.

cf.

ii.

44,

its

ii.

48, 49,

use in Luke

opposite

Num.

14, xviii. 21,

Dan.
is

xii.

1

iii.

Mace.

10,
vi.

14, 42, 44.

expressed by \Ltraamr\-

o-aerGcu airo ttjs XP«> Polyb., iv., 87, 9

—

;

I

Mace. xi. 63 (Wendt). xp e a<>'- tne word
might mean need in the sense of necessity, Latin opus, want, 2 Chron. ii. 16,
Wisdom xiii. 16, 1 Mace. iii. 28, or it
might mean business, Latin negotium y
In the LXX it seems to be
officium.
employed in both senses, as also in
classical writers, but here both A. and
*-

"
R.V. render " business (so in Polybius),
Judith xii. 10 AB., 1 Mace. x. 37, xi.
63, xii. 45 (xpeCa is found no less than
eight times in 1 Mace, seven times in 2
Mace, once in 3 Mace.) see Wetstein
cf.

;
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toG Xoyou irpocrKapTeprjoroficK. 1
too irX-qOous

icai

Ayiou,

r\yeu\i.aro<i

5. icai rjpecrey 6

Xoyos

^eXc^awTO Irefyavov, ay&pa
icai

iXiinroi', ical

VI.
2

Ivdtitiov irarros
3

irX^pTj

ttiot€w$ koi

Kal Nucdyopa, Kal

flp<$xopoy

D, Flor., Gig., Par., Vulg. read e<rop.c0a . . . irpocncapTrpoo-KapTcpTjcroptv
Tcpovvrcs. This participial construction with the substantive verb is characteristic
of St. Luke, and occurs with the same verb as here in i. 14, ii. 42, viii. 13.
;

2
o Xoyos
Harris refers to retrans. from Latin,
D, Flor. (Gig.) add ovro?
D adds t«v paOrjTuv, so Hilg. Flor. substitutes iravrwv tcuv
iravros tov itXt|8ovs
paOrjTwv, so Blass in (3.
;

;

;

3

irXrjpt,

BC

so Weiss, Wendt, W.H., R.V.; «Xi|pT)$
corr., T.R.
See further below.

so Lach.
for

;

the

of

uses

;

word

Philo

in

and

Josephus.
Ver. 4. T|p.€is 8c in marked contrast
to the service of tables, etc., but still every
work in the Church, whether high or
low, was a Siaicovia. Tfj Siaic. tov X.,
see above.
irpocrKapT€pt]<rop,ev, "will
continue steadfastly," R.V., see above
on i. 14.
tq irpo<r., "the prayer"
the article seems to imply not
(Hort)
only private prayer and intercession, but
the public prayer of the Church.
Ver. 5. "Jjpctrev evwiriov: phrase not
usual in classical Greek but lv». in this
sense, so icaTcvwiriov Ivavrt tcaTevavTi,
LXX (tvavriov
the
derived
from
:

—

—
—

;

;

LXX,

frequent in
e.g., Deut.

Kings

23

i.

10, xx.

iii.

also classical); cf,
A, 2 Sam. iii. 36, 1
is

2,

(xxi.)

Jer. xviii.

4,

Mace. vi. 60,
viii. 21 (evavrfov, S), where the whole
Blass, Grammatik, p.
phrase occurs.
irX^8ovs, cf.
125, and see on iv. 10.
Neue
Bibelstudien, p. 60,
Deissmann,
and above on p. 73. llcXc'lavTo, see
Ju.

vii.

xiii.

16,

1

20,

—

—

above,

cf.

xv.

22,

25,

middle in N.T. (Luke
in

LXX.

Blass,

nearly always

=

ix.

the
35 doubtful), so

always

Grammatik,
"VT3..

On

- T

in

p.

181,

the import-

ance of the step thus taken as marking
a distinct stage in the organisation of
the Church, and in the distribution of

work amongst the members of what was
now a true body politic, see Ramsay, St.
Paul, p. 372 Hort., Ecclesia, p. 52, and
on its further importance in the emancipa;

" Paul
and the Three ". The choice of the
names has often been held to indicate
the liberal spirit in which the complaint
of the Hellenists was met, since the Seven
bear purely Greek names, and we infer
that the bearers were Hellenists, "ele-

tion of the Church, see Lightfoot's

gerunt ergo Graecos non

Hebra;os, ut

magis satisfacerent murmuri Graecorum"
Cornelius a Lapide. But the inference
is

not altogether certain, however pro-

^EC*DEHP

bable (see Wendt, Felten), for Greek
names, e.g., Philip, Didymus, Andrew,
were also found amongst the Palestinian
Jews.
Bengel holds that part were
Hebrew, part Hellenist, whilst Gieseler
hazarded the opinion that three were
Hebrews, three Hellenists, and one a
But we cannot conclude
proselyte.
from the fact that they were probably
Hellenists, that the Seven were only
charged with the care of distribution
amongst the Hellenist section of the
Church, as there is nothing in the narrative to warrant this.
We cannot say
that we know anything of the Seven
except Stephen and Philip Stephen
the preacher and martyr of liberty,
Philip the practical worker (Lightfoot,
"Paul and the Three").
Baronius
hazarded the fanciful conjecture that
as
well
as
Saul
was
a
Stephen
pupil of
Gamaliel. Both Stephen and Philip were
said to have been amongst the Seventy,
Epiphanius, Haer., xx., 4 (but see Hooker,

—

v.,

lxxviii., 5).

they

If so,

may have been

is possible that
sent to labour in

it

Samaria as our Lord had laboured there,
Luke ix. 52, xvii. n; and possibly the
after work of Philip in that region, and
possibly some of the remarks in St.
Stephen's speech, may be connected
with a mission which had been committed to Hellenistic Jews. See further
on his name and work, Dean Plumptre,
in loco, and also below, notes on chap.
vii.
He may well be called not only the
proto-martyr, but also the first great
Christian Ecclesiastic (B.D. 1 "Stephen ").
The description given of Stephen (as
of Barnabas, so closely similar, xi. 24,
cf. Numb, xxvii. 18 of Joshua) shows that
the essential qualifications for office were
moral and spiritual; see also below on
iXiirirov. irX^pij in some MSS. the
word appears as indeclinable, W.H.
margin, so in ver. 3, xix. 28, Mark viii. 19,
2 John 8.
Blass, Grammatik, p. 81.
St. Luke uses the adjective twice in his

—

—

:
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5-6.

I7i

Tiu-wca kcu napp-emy, Kal NitcoXaoy Trpoa^XuTOP 'Arnox^a, 6. out
diroaToXwf * Kal 7rpocr€u£du,€voi e-ireOTjicar auTOis
eoTT)aav eywiuof

tw

Gospel, and eight times in the Acts ; on
his fondness for such words, see p. 73.
itCo-tcws not in the lower sense of honesty
or truthfulness, but in the higher sense

—

:

of religious faith, cf. xi. 24, " non modo
fidelitate sed fide spirituali," Bengel.
fXiircrov, cf. viii. 5, xxi. 8: we may
probably trace his work also along the
coasts of Palestine and Phoenicia, cf.
viii. 40, xv. 3, xxi. 3, 7 (Plumptre's notes
on these passages), and no doubt St.
Luke would have learnt from him, when

—

he met him at Caesarea, xxi. 8, much that
relates to the early history of the Church,
It would appear both in his
Introd., 17.
case and in that of St. Stephen that the
duties of the Seven could not have been
confined to service of the tables. In the
deacons M. Renan saw a proclamation
of the truth that social questions should
be the first to occupy die attention of
man, and the deacons were, for him, the
but we
best preachers of Christianity
must not forget that they did not preach
merely by their method and works of
charity, but by a proclamation of a
Saviour and by the power of the Holy
In the reference to Philip in
Ghost.
" one of the Seven "
xxi. 8 as simply
we may fairly see one of the many proofs
of the unity of the authorship of Acts,
;

see Salmon, Introd., chapter xviii., and
2
"
Acts," B.D. and see further,
Lightfoot,
Salmon in the same chapter, on the proof
which is afforded in the account of Philip of
the antiquity of the Acts ; see below also
on xxi. 8. flpoxopov : tradition says that
he was consecrated by St. Peter Bishop
of Nicomedia, and a fabulous biography
of John the Evangelist had his name
attached to it, as a companion of the
Apostle in Asia, and his biographer but
we cannot attach any credence to any such
professed information see Blass, in loco,
,

—

—

;

Hilgenfeld, Zeitschrift fur wissenschaft.
1
Theol., 1895, p. 426; B.D. Hi. sub v.

Of Simon, Parmenas, Nicanor, it cannot
be said that anything is known, as is
frankly admitted by the Romanist commentator Felten. NiicoXaov irpo(n]XvTov

u
proselyte of the gate," the
lower type as distinct from a " proselyte
of righteousness " is always in Acts
(|>o(3ovp.€vos or crej3<$|j.6vos rbv 6eov), but
plete type (a

—

Ramsay

sees in

—

his

election

to office

another distinct step in advance " the
Church is wider than the pure Jewish
race, and the non-Jewish element is
raised to official rank," although, as
Ramsay himself points out, there was
nothing in this step out of harmony with
the principle of the extreme Judaistic
party (St. Paul, p. 375, cf. 157). The
case of Cornelius was of a different kind,
:

see below on chap. x. But the notice is
all the more interesting because it contains the first mention of the Church
afterwards so important, the Mother
Church of the Gentiles, Antioch in Syria,
and this may point to the reason of
the description of Nicolaus as a proselyte
of Antioch. It was a notice of special
interest to St. Luke if his own home was
at Antioch, but we cannot say positively

that the notice means that Nicolaus was
the only proselyte among the Seven.
That the Jews were numerous at Antioch
and had made many proselytes we learn
from Jos., B. J., vii., 3, 3 of the supposed
:

connection between this Nicolaus and
the sect of the Nicolaitans, Rev. ii. 6,
14, we may hesitate to say with Blass
that it is worthy of no more credit than
the notice which attaches to Prochorus,
although we may also well hesitate to
accept it, but it has been advocated
by Lightfoot, Galatians, p. 297, and
recently by Zockler,

Apostelgeschichte,

Zockler goes so far as to see in
p. 199.
the list of the Seven a copy of the list of
the Apostles, inasmuch as the most distinguished is placed first, the traitor last.
But Nicolaus would be fitly placed last
if he were
The
the only proselyte.
Patristic evidence in support of the
connection in question is by no means
conclusive, see Ritschl, Altkatholische
Kirche, p. 135 and note (second edition),

Felten, Apostelgeschichte, p. 140, and
Wendt, in loco, Hilgenfeld, Zeitschrift
'A.
that the name proselyte is given to fur wissenschaft. Theol., p. 425 (1895).
him has been held by many to mark him Holtzmann on Rev. ii. 6 holds that the

—

:

out as the only proselyte among the
Seven; otherwise it is difficult to see
why he alone is so designated (so Ramsay,
St. Paul, p. 375, Lightfoot, Hort, Weiss,

Felten, and amongst earlier writers, De
Wette and Ewald). No doubt he was a
proselyte of the higher and more com-

Nicolaitans, who are not to be connected with Nicolaus the deacon, may =
symbolically, the Bileamites, ver. 14 ; so
Grimm, sub. v. NucoXatrr)?, if we take
the latter as coinciding with the Hebrew

QV /1L = destruction of the peopl*.

riPAEEI2 A1102T0AQN

17a
tAs x € ^P a'*
dpt.0u.6s TWf

UpeW
0eov

upewv but
;

fc$*

DE

but

I

Num.

xxvii.

Deut.

18,

xxxiv. 9
see also Edersheim, Jewish
Social Life, p. 281, and Jesus the Messiah, ii., 382, and Hamburger, Real" Ordini882-886,
Encyclopddie, ii., 6,
" pp.
Hort, Ecclesia, p.
rung, Ordination
216 Gore, Church and the Ministry, pp.
;

;

;

but the constant practice of

;

by our Lord Himself was

3, 1

Tim.

It

soon

sign of
gifts in the
15, xiii.

viii.

Tim.

14, v. 22, 2

iv.

it

sufficient to

recommend it to His Apostles.
became the outward and visible
the bestowal of spiritual
Apostolic Church, cf. Acts

i.

6,

and

meanevery convert was
ing as one of the elementary teachings
of the faith, Heb. vi. 2. That the act
was a means of grace is evident from St.
Paul's words, for he reminds Timothy of
the grace thus bestowed upon him, 1
Tim. iv. 14, 2 Tim. i. 6, and from the
narrative of St. Luke in viii. 15, 17, and
But that it was not
passages below.
a mere outward act dissociated from
prayer is evident from St. Luke's words
instructed in its

passage before us, in viii. 17, xiii.
See especially Hooker, v.,

in the
3,

and

lxvi.,

xix. 6.
1,

2;

see below in

and Gore, Church and

viii.

and

the

Ministry,

xiii.,

Holtzmann would
especially note G.
draw a distinction between the laying on
of hands here and in

Here, he contends,

it

viii.

17,

xix.

6.

only corresponds

to the customary usage at the ordination
of a Rabbi, as the Seven had already
received the Holy Ghost, ver. 3, 5, cf.
xiii. 1.
But ver. 8 undoubtedly justifies
us in believing that an accession of power
was granted after the laying on of hands,
and now for the first time mention is
made of St. Stephen's ripar* Kal o-qaeia

ueyaXa
Ver.

(see St.
7.

MovSaiuv
Probleme

Chrysostom's comment).
Twv tepe'cov
the reading
advocated by Klostermann,
:

is

in Aposteltexte, pp. 13, 14, but

not only is the weight of
overwhelmingly against

critical
it,

Kal iirkir\96v€T0 6

o^Xos

r<av

180, Vulg., Par., Syr. Hard., Chrys., Orint-read Kvptov.

—

187, 382

rju^aye,

Syr. Pesh., Theophyl. read lovSaiwv.

Ver. 6. €ernri<rav, cf. i. 23 ; for tvanriov,
Kal irpo<revgaucvoi ^TreOrpcav
see above.
ovrots Tas x c ^P a ?
change of subject.
This is the first mention of the laying on
of hands in the Apostolic Church. No
doubt the practice was customary in the

Jewish Church,

*

tou 6eou

irurrci.

t§

utttJkouo*'

^yos

iv 'kpouaaXTju. a<J>6opa, iroXus tc

^,a0Tf)Tfc>i'

2

^ABCHP;

1

2

K01 *

7*

VI.

but

evidence

we can

(See below.)

scarcely doubt that St. Luke would have
more stress upon the first penetration
of the Christian faith into districts outside
Jerusalem this is represented as the result of the persecution about Stephen,
viii. 4
cf. John xii. 42 (see also Wendt,
The whole verse
1899, p. 145, note).
shows that the yoyyv<r\t.6$ had not interfered with the growth of the Church.
The conjecture that in the word oxXos
reference is made to the priests of the
plebs in contrast to the learned priests is
laid

—

;

in

no way

satisfactory

;

this

if

had been

the meaning, the words would have been
iroXXoi re tcpeis tov oxXo-u, and no such
distinction of priests is anywhere noticed
in the N.T., see further below.
Iv McpovcraX-qp.
Hilgenfeld (so Weiss) considers
that, as this notice implies that ther^
were disciples outside Jerusalem, such a
remark is inconsistent with the statements of the after-spread of the Church

—

:

in this chapter and in viii., and that
therefore the words iv 'I. are to be referred to the " author to Theophilus ".
But so far from the words bearing the
interpretation of Hilgenfeld, the historian

introduced them to mark the
growth of the Church continued in Jerusalem, in the capital where
the hierarchical power was felt, and that
the growth included the accession of
priests no less than of laymen.
virqKovov
tq -iriorTci the imperfect may denote rethe priests kept joining the new
petition

may have

fact that the

—

—

:

immunity,
.{i.

Blass, in loco

16, 17, x. 16, z

Thess.

; cf.

8

i.

—Rom.
the verb
i.

5,

only used in

LXX)
(very frequent
in this place in the sense given, but
often in St. Paul's Epistles.
No doubt
in

is

Acts

when

the

number of Jewish

priests

was

so large (according tojosephus, twenty

thousand) both poor and wealthy would
have been included in the statement, and
we cannot limit it to the Sadducees. It
must be borne in mind that the obedience
of these priests to the Christian faith
need not of necessity have interfered
with the continuance of their duties in
the Temple (so Felten), especially when
we remember the attitude of Peter and
John but the words certainly seem to
mark their complete obedience to the
;

IIPAEEI2 AI102T0AQN
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8.

arr)|xeia

irXVjpijs

fieydXa iv tu> Xaw.

irurrews

1

173

icai 8uK(£|A€b>s lirouii

9. &v£am\<rav hi rives

rlpara ital
rdv £k rqs awa-

N ABD

1
irwrrews HP, Syr. Hard., Chrys. ; cf. ver. 5.
Sah..
> Vulg.,
x a P lTO?
Boh., Syr. Pesh., Arm., Bas., Did. ; so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Hilg. Aftei
Xaw D (Syr. H. mg.), Par. (E, Flor., Gig.), so Hilg., add 81a tov ovo/xaTos kvpiov
I. X.
cf. iv. 30 (and in Classical Review, July, 1897, P* 5*9)*
;

Grimm-Thayer, sub v. ir£<rris>
and in face of the opposition of the
Sadducees and the more wealthy priestly
families, an open adherence to the disciples of Jesus may well have involved
faith (see
i.

b, a),

break with their former profession
(Hort, Judaistic Christianity, p. 49, and
Ecclesia, p. 52).
May there not have
been many among the priests waiting for
the consolation of Israel, men righteous
and devout like the Pharisee priest or
a

to whom
priests,
that expression of

perhaps we owe
hopes of the
pious Jew in the Psalms of Solomon,
which approach so nearly in style and
the

character to the Hymns of the priest
Zacharias and the devout Symeon in
the early chapters of St. Luke's Gospel ?
see Ryle and James's edition, Psalms of

Solomon, Introd., lix., lx. Spitta refers
the whole verse to his source B, as a
break in the narrative, without any connection with what follows or precedes.

Clemen assigns vi. 1-6 to his special
vi. 7
source, H{istoria) H(ellenistarum)
to his H(istoria) Pe(tri).
Jiingst assigns
vi. 1-6. 7b, c, to his source B, 7a to his
;

R(edactor). The comment of Hilgenfeld
on ver. 7 is suggestive (although he himself agrees with Spitta, and regards the
" Clemen
verse as an interpretation),
und Jiingst nicht einmal dieses Ver stein
ungeteilt ".
Ver. 8. irX^prjs irto-Tcws, but x^piTos,
divine grace,
R.V. Vulgate, gratia

=

imperfect combined with aorist, &vc<rsee Rendall's note.
In ver. 8
Spitta sees one of the popular legendary
notices of his source B.
St. Stephen is
introduced as the great miracle-worker,
who is brought before the Sanhedrim,
because in v. 17, a parallel incident in B,
the Apostles were also represented as
miracle-doers and brought before the
TT|<rav,

same assembly it would therefore seem
that the criticism which can only see in
the latter part of the Acts, in the miracles
ascribed to St. Paul, a repetition in each
case of the miracles assigned in the
former part to St. Peter, must now be
further utilised to account for any points
of likeness between the career of St.
Stephen and the other leaders of the
Church.
But nowhere is it said that
Stephen was brought before the Sanhedrim on account of his miracles, and
even if so, it was quite likely that the
£fj\os of the Sanhedrim would be stirred
by such manifestations as on the former
;

occasion in chap. v.
Ver. 9. *y4<m\<rav
cf.

Luke

above on

number

rich, Das Lucasevangelium, pp. 28, 96 ;
in the other Gospels it only occurs

See
cf. John i. 14, 16, 17.
Plummer's note on the word in St. Luke,
in
the
I. c.
Swapcis not merely power
sense of courage, heroism, but power to
work miracles, supernatural power, cf.
That the word
viii. 13 and Luke v. 17.
also means spiritual power is evident
from ver. 10.—£iro£«, "was doing," imthree times

—

;

:

perfect, during Stephen's career of grace

and power the attack was made

;

notice

ttjs

myth {Jewish Temple,

Xapi/ros which fell from his lips (Luke
On the word as characteristic
•v. 22).
of St. Luke and St. Paul, see Fried-

—

17.

—

in

a hostile sense,

xiv.

57,

and see

avvay<i>Y'ns

:

in

Rome and

the
larger towns there was no doubt a considerable number of synagogues, but the
tradition that assigned no less than four
hundred and eighty to Jerusalem alone
is characterised by Schiirer as a Talmudic
73,

27,

v.

:

Mark

Jerusalem, Alexandria,

not merely favour with the
people the word might well include,
as in the case of our Lord, the Xdyoi

xviii.

x. 25,

div.

ii.,

vol.

ii.,

p.

E.T., so too Edersheim, Jewish
Social Life, pp. 83, 252, but see also

The
Renan, Apostles, p. 113, E.T.).
four hundred and eighty was
apparently fixed upon as the numerical

"
equivalent of the Hebrew word for full,"
in Isa. i. 21, a city "full of judgment".
The names which follow have been
variously classified, but they have always
proved and still prove a difficulty. Ramsay considers that the bad form of the
list is due to the fact that St. Luke is
here dependent on an authority whose
expressions he either translated verbatim
or did not understand, Expositor (1895),
One thing seems certain, viz.,
p. 35.
that AiPepTivwv does not refer to any
town Libertum in the neighbourhood of
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VI.
,

1

Mfieprlvwv, Kal Kupy]vaiiov Kal AXe£ai'$p^wi',
Kai twi' &tt6 KiXiKia? Kai 'Aaios, 2 au£T|ToGiT€s tw Irefyavu
io. Kai
wytjs ttjs Veyoji^mfis

ttjs

XeyofwvTjs

BCDEHP,

W.H., Weiss, Wendt

;

Vulg. Syrr. P.H., Arm., Aeth. (Chrys.), so Lach.,
13, 47, Gig., Sah., Boh., Chrys., so Tisch.

tcdv Xcyoucvcav

^A

AD

2
Atrias om.
d, so Lach., Hilg. brackets
8
KiXiKia?. <ru£t)TovvTi«, B HP.

Carthage, which has been urged as an
explanation of the close juxtaposition of
Cyrene, also in Africa. The existence of
a town or region bearing any such name
is merely conjectural, and even if its
existence could be demonstrated, it is
improbable that many Jews from such

an obscure place should have been resident in Jerusalem. There is therefore
much probability that St. Chrysostom

was

correct in referring the

word

to the

The
Libertini, 'Pwuaioi aireXcvOepoi.
Libertini here were probably Roman
" freedmen "

Jews brought

who were formerly captive
to Rome by Pompey, B.C.

63 (Suet., Tib., 36 ; Tac, Ann., ii., 85 ;
Philo, Legat. ad Gaium, 23), and afterwards liberated by their Roman masters.
These men and their descendants would
enjoy the rights of Roman citizenship,

and some of them appear to have returned to Jerusalem, where they had
their own community and a synagogue
called cruvay. Aifoprivwv (according to

Grimm-Thayer,

sub

v.

AiPepr., some

evidence seems to have been discovered
"
at
of a " synagogue of the Libertines
see
Schurer,
Pompeii),
Jewish Temple,
O.
div. ii., vol. ii., pp. 57, 276, 277
;

;

may

easily

have dropped out

after

*AXc|. as pointing to one group with
the Libertines; r&v ktrh K. ical 'Acrtas
forming a second group. Dr. Sanday,
Expositor, viii., p. 327 (third series), takes
the same view of two synagogues only,
as he considers that it is favoured by the
Greeks (so too Dean Plumptre and
Winer-Moulton, xix., 5a, note, but see
also Winer-Schmiedel, p. 158 cf. critical
note above) Mr. Page is inclined to think
that three synagogues are intended
(1)
i.e., of the Libertini, (2) another of the
men of Alexandria and Cyrene, (3) another of the men of Cilicia and Asia
whilst many writers from Calvin, Bengel
and others to O. Holtzmann and Rendall
hold that only one synagogue is intended; so Dr. Hort maintains that
the Greek suggests only the one synagogue of the Libertines, and that the
other names are simply descriptive of
origin from the south, Cyrene, and
;

.

:

;

—

Alexandria from the north, Cilicia, and
Proconsular Asia.
On the whole the
Greek seems to favour the view of
Wendt as above koI Kvpnv. Kai 'AXc|.
seem to form, as Blass says, a part of
the same appellation with Aif3epTivo)v.
Blass himself has recently, Philology of
the Gospels, p. 49 ff., declared in favour
of another reading, AifBvaTivwv, which he
;

;

Holtzmann, Neutest. Zeitgeschichte, p.
and Zockler, Apostelgeschichte, p.
89
But a further regards as the correct text, AifJcpTivwv
201 (second edition).
question arises as to the number of being corrupt although differing only in
In the
synagogues intended. Thus it has been two letters from the original.
maintained that they were five in number. proposed reading he is following Oecumenius
and
decided
Beza
This is Schurer's
view, Weiss,
amongst others; the
Meyer (in earlier editions), so Hackett, same reading is apparently favoured also
who
so Matthias, Handbuch zum N. T., V.
by Wetstein,
gives both the passages
Apostelgeschichte, 1897. By other writers to which Blass refers, one from Catullus,
" Leaena montibus
it is thought that reference is made to
lx., 1,
Libystinis," and
two synagogues. This is the view ad- the other from the geographical Lexicon
vocated by Wendt as against Meyer. of Stephanus Byzantinus. Ai|3wr{v<i>v
Wendt admits that as in the places would mean Jews inhabitants of Libya,
named there were undoubtedly large not Libyans, and the synagogue in
numbers of Jewish inhabitants, so it is question bore the name of Ai{3w. Kal
;

possible that in Jerusalem

may have been
make up
own view

sufficiently

itself

they

numerous

to

the five synagogues, but his
is based upon the ground that
t«v before airi K. koI 'A. is parallel with
the twv after nves (so Holtzmann, Felten). So too Zockler, who depends upon
the simple Kai before Kvp-qvaUv and

K-upi)va£a>v xal 'AXe£., thus specifying
the African Jews in the geographical
order of their original dwelling-places.
Kvprjvaiwv, see on ii. 9, and below, xi.
20, xiii. 1.
*AXe|.
probably there was
no city, next to Jerusalem and Rome, in
which the Jewish population was so
numerous and influential as in Alexan-

—

—

:

nPAHEIS AIT02T0AQN
ouk

tcrxuoj' dm-iorf) vai tt) cro<f>ia

&Trdfia\ov avopas X£yorra$,
1

After

DE,

<ro<J>iqi

Flor., Gig., Par.
8

vir'

add

Flor.

D

ical

"On

tw irvcupaTi w IX<£X«. 2

ditrjKoaixev

11

.

totc *

auToG XaXourros /WjjiaTO

add tq ovo-q

t<j» a-yicp.

At end of verse io
ovtov (i€Ta ira<nfjs

1
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ev avT», so Hilg., and after irvcvpan
(Harris regards as Montanist additions.)

(E), Syr.

irapp-qo-ia?

;

DE,

Hard, mg., Flor., Wern. add 8ia to 6XeYX«o-0cu
(n) p.rj Swapevoi ovv avTO<j>0aX(iciv -qj a\r|6eif

so Hilg., Blass.
E, Sioti t]\€'yxOVTO • • • eireiSri ovk T|8vvavTo avnXc-yeiv tr
Harris refers
aXi]0€ia, possible influence of Luke xxi. 15, 2 Tim. iii. 8 (see Chase)
to Latin and regards as Montanistic.
pcTa ir. irappijo-ias characteristic of Luke
and Paul, iv. 29, etc. avTo<f>0a\p,eiv Acts xxvii. 15. Blass refers to Wisdom xii. 14
cf. also v. 39 with Wisdom l.c.
(also in Polyb.)
8 Both ovv and totc are retained
by Blass in 0, but see Weiss, Codex D, p. 66,
Flor. reads totc ovv p.tj 8vv.
;

;

;

In his new city Alexander the
Great had assigned the Jews a place:
their numbers rapidly grew, and, accorddria.

ing to Philo, two of the five districts of
the town, named after the first five letters
of the alphabet, were called " the Jewish,"
from the number of Jews dwelling in

them, one quarter, Delta, being entirely
populated by them. Julius Caesar and
Augustus confirmed their former privileges, and they retained them for the
most part, with the important exception
described by Philo, during subsequent
For some time, until the reign
reigns.
of Claudius, they had their own officer
to represent them as ethnarch (alabarch),
and Augustus appointed a council who

should superintend their affairs according
to their own laws, and the Romans
evidently recognised the importance of a
mercenary race like the Jews for the
Here
trade and commerce of the city.
dwelt the famous teacher Philo, B.C.

50; here Apollos was trained,
possibly under the guidance of the famous
philosopher, and here too St. Stephen
may have belonged by birth and education (Edersheim, Jewish Social Life, p.
20-A.D.

St. Paul never visited Alexandria,
253).
and it is possible that the Apostle may
have felt after his experience at Corinth,
and the teaching of Apollos (1 Cor. i.
12), that the simplicity of his own message of Christ Crucified would not have
been acceptable to hearers of the word of
wisdom and the lovers of allegory. On the
causes which tended to produce a distinct
form of the Jewish character and faith in
the city, see B.D. 2 " Alexandria," and
Hastings, B.D., sub v. Stanley's Jewish
Church, iii., xlvii.
Hamburger, Real;

;

Encyclopddie des Judentums, ii., 1, 47.
know that Alexandria had, as was
only likely, a synagogue at Jerusalem,

We

specially gorgeous (Edersheim,
Social Life, p. 253) ; on the

Jewish
history

of the place see, in addition to literature already mentioned, Schiirer, Jewish
People, div. ii.,
229, 244, E.T.
x., 1

xix., 5, 2.

;

vol.

pp.

ii.,

228,

73,

xiv., 7, 2 ;
in-

Ant.,
— KiXitcias
of special
;

Jos.,

:

because Saul of Tarsus would pro" those
of
bably be prominent amongst
terest

Cilicia,"

and there

is

no

difficulty

in

supposing with Weiss and even Spitta
(Apostelgeschichte, p. 115) that he belonged to the members of the Cilician
synagogue who disputed with Stephen.
To the considerable Jewish community
settled in Tarsus, from the time of the
Seleucidae, Saul belonged. But whatever
influence early associations may have had
upon Stephen, Saul by his own confession
was not merely the son of a Pharisee, but
himself a Pharisee of the Pharisees in

orthodoxy and zeal, Gal.
5.

It

i.

14, Phil.

iii.

would seem that there was a syna-

gogue of the Tarsians at Jerusalem,
Megilla, 26a (Hamburger, w. s., ii., 1,
see also B.D. 2 " Cilicia," Schiirer,
148)
u. s., p. 222 ; O. Holtzmann, Neutest.
The " Jews from
Zeitgeschichte, p. 100.
Asia " are those who at a
;

later date,

xxi. 27, are

again prominent in their zeal

for the sacredness of the

who

hurl

Holy

against Paul the

and

Place,

same

fatal

charge which he now directs against
Stephen (Plumptre, in loco; Sabatier,
UApotrcPaul,^, 20). crvv£nTovvT€s not
found in LXX or other Greek versions of
the O.T., or Apocrypha, although it may
occur, Neh. ii. 4, in the sense of request,
but the reading is doubtful (see Hatch
and Redpath). In the N.T. it is used
six times by St. Mark and four times by
St. Luke (twice in his Gospel), and
always in the sense of questioning, gen-

—

:

erally in the sense of disputatious quesThe words of Josephus in his
tioning.
preface (sect. 5), B. J., may help us to
understand the characteristics of the
Hellenists.
The same verb is usee by

i
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1

eis

PXrfa^Tjpa

2
Mwafjc Kai tov

Geo*'.

1 2.

VI.

owcKiVnadV tc tov \ax>v koX

toOs irpcapuTcpous *al tous ypajApiaTeis, Kal imordrres aom^piroaai'

^ABCEHP,

0\ao-<frT,na
Flor., Gig., so Blass in

(5,

so Tisch.,

W.H., Weiss

;

pXacr<f>T|uias

and Hilg.

^»D,

Vulg.,

a

Mwo-ijv but MwtKnjv ^ABCDH, so Tisch., W.H., Weiss, Hilg.
Winer- Schmiedel, pp. 51, 52, and note 43.)
;

Paul himself, as in this same Jerusalem he disputed, possibly in their synagogue, with the Hellenists on behalf of
the faith which he was now seeking to
In modern Greek
destroy, Acts ix. 29.
the verb has always the meaning to disto
cuss,
dispute (Kennedy).
Ver. 10. Kal ovk tayyov avTiaTfjvai
the whole phrase is an exact fulfilment
St.

:

of

Luke

xxi.

irvevua, as

15, cf.

Wendt

Cor.

1

i.

17,

ii.

6.

was the
Stephen was

points out,

with which
"
Vulgate renders Spiritui
Sancto qui loquebatur," as if it read 8

Holy

Spirit

filled, cf. 3, 5.

;

see critical notes.
/
Ver. 11. inre |3aXoy: only found here
in N.T., not in
in this sense; sub-

LXX

ornaverunt ; Vulgate, submiserunt (Suet.,
Ner., 28), cf. Appian, B. C, i., 74,
virepX-qOrjo-av Karqyopok, and Jos., B. jf.,

—

UTJVVTT^S tis virdpXijTos.
(3Xa<r$T]uias
fSXdo-^Tjua, He-

IO,

V.,

4I,

pi]fj.aTa.

=

braism, cf. Rev. xiii. 1, xvii. 3, WinerSchmiedel, p. 266. els Mwvcnjv Kal rbv
0€<$v
Rendall draws a distinction be-

—

:

tween XaXovvTos . . . els and XaX&v
p/)p.aTa KaTd in ver. 13, the former denoting charges of blasphemy about Moses,
and the latter against, etc., cf. ii. 25,
Heb. vii. 14, but it is doubtful whether
distinction can

be maintained, cf.
Luke xii. 10 and xxii. 65. The R.V.
renders both prepositions against: cf.
Dan., LXX, vii., 25, and iii. 29 (96;
this

LXX

and Theod.).

Ver.

not found in
<rvv£Kivt)crar
other Greek versions of O.T., or

12.

LXX or
in the

Apocrypha,

:

cf.

Polyb., xv., 17,

1,

so too in Plutarch.
As this word and
<ruvi]pira<rav are found only in St. Luke
it is perhaps worth
noting that they are
both frequent in medical writers, see
below. tov Xoov: a crafty design to
gain the people first, not only because
they had hitherto favoured the Nazarenes,
but because the Sanhedrim would be
more inclined to take action if they felt
that the people were with them, cf. iv.
26.
lirurrdvTes, see on iv. 1. <ruvir]p-

—

—

—

"seized him," R.V. "caught,"
A. V., signifies rather capture after pur•uit £han a sudden seizure (Humphry);
irao-av,

;

(See esp.

only in St. Luke in the N.T., once in his
Gospel, viii. 29, and Acts xix. 29, xxvii.
In the first passage it is used of the
15.
demoniac of the country of the Gerasenes
many times the evil spirit <rvvTjpirdKei
avToV see 2 Mace. vii. 27, Prov. vi. 25,
;

;

iv. 41, 4 Mace. v. 4.
The word
is also quite classical, see Hobart, Medical Language, pp. 204, 243 ; on the

2

Mace.

Stephen and its causes,
At this word cruv^pir. Hilgenfeld would stop, and the rest of the
verse, TJYa-yov to vii. 2, is referred by
him to his " author to Theophilus ". The
leading Stephen before the Sanhedrim
is thus excluded by Hilgenfeld, because
hostility against

see above.

is said of the previous summoning of the Council as in iv. 5, 6 and the
introduction of false witnesses and their
accusation is something quite different
from the charge of blasphemous words
In somewhat
against Moses and God
the same manner Spitta refers vi. 1-6,
9- 12a, to his source A, and sees so far
a most trustworthy narrative, no single

nothing

!

!

point in which can fairly be assailed by
criticism, Apostelgeschichte,p. 115, whilst

7 f., 12^15 constitute B, a worthless
document on account of its legendary
and fictitious character
instituting a
parallel between the death of Stephen
and that of Christ, and leaving nothing

vi.

—

historical except the fact that

was

a conspicuous

member

Stephen

of the early

Church who died as a martyr by stoning.
But whilst Hilgenfeld and Spitta thus
treat

the passage

beginning with Kal

tj-yayov, Jungst refers these verses and
the rest of the chapter as far as ver. 14

to his source A, whilst the previous part
of ver. 12, «rvveKivi]<rav avr<Jv, is in
his view an insertion of the Redactor.
Clemen regards the whole incident of the
bringing before the Sanhedrim as a later
addition, and as forming part of his

—

Historia Petri, the revolutionary nature
of Stephen's teaching being placed in the
mouth of false witnesses, and the fanaticism of the Jews being lessened by their
susceptibility at any rate to the outward
impression
15).

made by

their

opponents

(ver,

ia

— 14.

auToV,

nPASEIS A002T0AQN
»tat

«ts to cruvibpiov, 13. e<rrr\crav tc

^yayof
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piprupas

1

vj/eu&eis

2
XaXcop
XeyofTas, "O avQpwiros outos 00 iraucTai piqiiaTa |3Xda<J>r|p.a
Kara too tottou tou dyiou toutoo Kat too fop.00 • 14. dKt)Koau.ec yap
aurou Xcyorros, "Oti 'hjaous 6 Na^wpaio? ootos KUTaXoaei rov roitoy

1

t|/ev8eis

;

D, Flor. add Kara avrov, so Hilg.

8

0Xacr<j>T,na,

Ver. 13. ovtos here and in ver. 14
used contemptuously, iste, so Vulgate
xviii. 18, xix. 26, 6 riavXos
cf. vii. 40,
the words
ovtos. ov iraveTai XaXwv
in themselves are sufficient to indicate
the exaggerated and biassed character
:

;

—

:

of the testimony brought against Stephen
invidiam facere conantur," Bengel,
see above.
fi\da<\>r)\xa omitted,
p>«ip"
false," inasmuch as
Tvpas vj/evScis,
they perverted the meaning of Stephen's

—"

—

words, which were no blasphemy against
Moses or against God, although no
doubt he had taught the transitory
nature of the Mosaic law, and that the
true worship of God was not confined
to the Temple (see Weizsacker, Apostolic Age, i., 64, 83, E.T., and Wendt, p.
So also in the very same
148 (1899)).

manner Christ's words had been perverted (John ii. 21, cf. Mark xiv. 56,
Matt, xxvii. 63), and it is likely enough
that the spirit of His teaching as to the
Sabbath, the laws of purifying, the fulfilling of the law, breathed again in the
words of His disciples. But such utterances were blasphemous in the eyes of the
Jewish legalists, and Stephen'sown words,
vii. 48, 49, might well seem to them an
affirmation rather than a denial of the
charges brought against him. Kara rov
if tovtov is
tottov rov o/yiov rovrov
retained (W.H.), phrase could refer not
only to the Temple as the holy place, but
also to the place of assembly of the Sanhe-

—

'.

drim, where according to ver. 15 the charge

was brought, which was probably
ated on the Temple Mount on

situ

western

wall,

side

of

the

enclosing

the

Jewish People, div. ii., vol. i.,
E.T., so Hilgenfeld and Wendt,
and also Blass, who adds " itaque etiam
tovtov (B, cf. 14) recte se habet,"
although he omits the word in his own
text.
Weiss thinks that the word dropped
out because it could have no reference
to a scene in the Sanhedrim.
Ver. 14. 6 Na£. ovtos
not part of
the words of Stephen, but of the witnesses see however Blass, in loco.
koA Ko/raXvo-ci.
the closest similarity
Schiirer,

p. 190,

:

—

—

:

VOL.

II.

;

^ABCD

om.

om. Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt, Hilg.

1:

the words in Mark xiv. 58 (cf.
Matt. xxvi. 61), and in both passages
the same verb Ko/raXvetv is used.
It is
also found in all three Synoptists in our
Lord's prophecy of the destruction of
the Temple, Matt. xxiv. 2, Mark xiii. 2,
Luke xxi. 6, and we find it again in the
bitter scorn of the revilers who passed
beneath the cross (Mark xv. 29, Matt.

to

xxvii. 40).
The prophecy, we cannot
doubt, had made its impression not only
upon the disciples, but also upon the
enemies of Jesus, and if St. Stephen did
not employ the actual words, we can

easily understand how easily and plausibly they might be attributed to him.
aXXagei ra I0tj, cf. Ezra vi. n, Isaiah
xxiv. 5.
I0o« is used by St. Luke seven
times in Acts, three times in his Gospel,

—

and

it is only found twice elsewhere in
the N.T., John xix. 40, Heb. x. 25; in
the Books of the Maccabees it occurs
three or four times, in Wisdom iv. 16
(but see Hatch and Redpath), in Bel
and the Dragon v. 15, in the sense ot
custom, usage, as so often in the classics.
Here it would doubtless include the whole
system of the Mosaic law, which touched
Jewish life at every turn, cf. xv. 1, xxi.
For the dignity
21, xxvi. 3, xxviii. 17.
which attached to every word of the
Pentateuch, and to Moses to whom the
complete book of the law was declared
to have been handed by God, see Schiirer,

Jewish People, div. ii., vol. i., p. 307, E.T.,
and Weber, judische Theologie, p. 378
We have moreover the testi(1897).
mony of Jewish literature contemporary
with the N.T. books, cf., e.g., Book of
Jubilees, placed by Edersheim about 50
a.d., with its ultra-legal spirit, and its
glorification of Moses and the Thorah,
see too Apocalypse of Baruch, e.g., xv., 5 ;
24 ; li„ 3 Ixxxiv., 2, 5.
Ver. 15. oT€vi<ravT«s, see above on i.

xlviii., 22,

10.

— uvci

Esth. v.

2,

;

irpoawirov ayy«Xov, cf. LXX,
where Esther says to the king

in reverence eiSov

0€ov

;

<r«

Kvpic, u>s

oyyeXov

Sam. xiv. 17, 20, the refernot to outward appearance, but

in

2

ence is
to inward discernment

(see

Wetstein,

i
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toutok, Kal AXXd^ei
dTei'iorai'TCs

els

to.

auToy

*

VI.

x5

& irap&o)K€v

c6t)

1 5. ical
"fi\uv Muuarjs.
KaOe^jxekoi eV tu o-ufeSpiu, etSoy

a-rranrcs 01

TO TrpOffanroy cwtou wacl irpoauiroy dyyAou. 2
1

oTcvicrovTcs cis ovtov, but in

D, Flor. add ccttwtos cv

pc<r<t>

D

ovtwv

;

avTu

t)tcvi(ov 8c
cf. iv. 7, etc.

and at the end of verse
(and see below).
;

2
On the words in Flor., " stantis inter illos," see esp. Harris, Four Lectures, etc.,
Blass regards the words as favourable to his theory and as part of Luke's
p. 70 ff.
own text. Hilg. retains them. Harris sees in them an instance (amongst many
in D) of a wrongly inserted gloss from vii. 1 ; cf. Mark xiv. 60.

who

refers also to

Gen.

xxxiii.

10,

and

quotes other instances from the Rabbis,
Mosis
e.g., Dixit R. Nathanael: parentes
viderunt pulchritudinem ejus tanquam
angeli Domini and we have the same
expression used by St. Paul in Acta
Pauli et Theklce, 2 aYYC*\ov irpdoranrov
See too Schottgen, in loco. R.
clxcv.
Gedalja speaks of Moses and Aaron
:

;

when they came

to Pharaoh as angels
before God). At such a
moment when Stephen was called upon
to plead for the truth at the risk of his
life, and when not only the calmness
and strength of his convictions, but also
the grace, the beauty of his Master, and
the power of His spirit rested upon him,

ministering

such a description was no exaggeration,
a striking passage in Dr. Liddon's
Some Elements of Religion, p. 180. It
was said of the aged Polycarp, as he
r6 irpoawirov
faced a martyr's death
" to have
avi-rov x^pLTos lirXrjpovTo, and
lived in spirit on Mount Tabor during
the years of a long life, is to have caught
in its closing hours some rays of the

cf.

:

But if
glory of the Transfiguration".
the brightness on the face of St. Stephen
as
is represented by St. Luke
supernatural (as Wendt admits), we are not
called upon to conclude that such a
description is due to the glorification of
"the
the Saint in Christian legend
occasion was worthy of the miracle,"
the ministration of the Spirit, y\ Siaicovia
:

wonderful to the Christians

But although

lact, in loco).

words

must

afterwards

(cf.

Theophy-

St.

Stephen's
proved

have

to his opponents, we scarcely
associate the thought of terror with the
verse before us ; we may speak of such
faces as that of the proto-martyr as
It is
alSccripa but scarcely as <J>o(3tpd.
possible that the representation of St.
Stephen in sacred art as a young man
may be due to this comparison of his face
to that of an angel, angels being always
represented as in the bloom of youth
(Dr. Moore, Studies in Dante, first series,
terrible

—

P- 84).

Chapter VII. Ver. 1. The question
of the high priest breaks in upon the
silence (Holtzmann). St. Chrysostom,
Horn., xv., thought that the mildness of
the inquiry showed that the assembly

was overawed by

St. Stephen's presence,
but the question was probably a usual
interrogation on such occasions (Felten,

Farrar).

— On

Grammatik,

el

see

i.

and Blass,

6,

p. 254.

Ver.
cf.

2.
"AvSpc? aScX^ol xal irai-cpcs,
St. Paul's address, xxii. 1, and also
On St. Stephen's
on xxiii. 1.

note

speech see additional note at the end ot
" the
lit.,
chapter. 6 0cos rfjs 8dfqs

—

:

God

of the glory," *.*., the glory peculiar
to Him, not simply cvSogos, a reference
to the Shechinah, Exod. xxiv. 16, 17,
Ps. xxix. 3, Isa. vi. 3, and in the N.T.
cf. 1 Cor. ii. 8, and James ii. 1 (John i.

The appearances to Abraham and
14).
Moses were similar to those later ones
to which the term Shechinah was apSuch words were in themselves
plied.
an answer to the charge of blasphemy
but Stephen proceeds to show that this
like the angels beheld the face of the
Father in heaven, and to whom the glory same God who dwelt in the Tabernacle
of the Lord had been revealed " As if was not confined to it, but that He
in refutation of the charge made against
appeared to Abraham in a distant heathen
there was therefore no
him, Stephen receives the same mark of land. d><)>0T)
divine favour which had been granted need of a Temple that God might appear
to His own (Chrys., Horn., xv. see Blass,
St. Chrysostom
to Moses" (Humphry).
speaks of the face of Stephen as being in loco). Ty iroxpt Tjpwv: emphatic,
terrible to the Jews, but lovable and
cf. w. 19, 38, 39, 44, 45; St. Stephen

tov irvcvp.aros, in which St. Stephen
had shared, might well exceed in glory
and a brightness like that on the face of
Moses, above the brightness of the sun,
might well have shone upon one who
;

;

:

:

—

;

vil.
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1. Etire

8c 6 dpxi«p€us, Ei

w
I<jSt),

Ak8pes d8e\<jSol

tw iraTpl

icai

apa Taura

iraTepes, d»couaaT€.
1

6W1

tju.wv 'AjSpadp.

outo>s

1

«X €l

»

2

eV rij MeaoiroTajxia, irplv
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6 0eos ttjs 86£tjs
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aS4>0Y|

KaToiKtjaai

For T.R. Blass reads

vii. 2-4.
(2) (ovti ev ttj Meo-oTroTap.t.a ev Xappav aera to
" E|c\0c airo . . .
airoOaveiv tov irarepa ovtov)
(3) tcai eiirev irpos avrov
Sei^'o)";
In Par. we read " cum esset in Mesopotamia in Charran
*ai |x€t&)ki<t€v ovtov.
(4)
mortuus est pater ipsius, et dixit . . monstravero, et inde transtulit eum,"
1

;

postquam

.

This reading agrees almost entirely with that adopted by Blass, but it contains
the word bracketed by him in ver. 2, and also apparently tcatceiOcv (et inde) (see
below). The difficulties in these verses are attributed by Blass and Belser to
ot«
Alexandrian copyists. An explanatory note was added very early to ver. 2
A. €^f.X0ev ck yrjs XoXSaiwv kcu KaT({>KT)<rev ev Xappav Kaicei t)v ucra to OTroOaveiv
tov iraTcpa avrov. These words (which may easily have been derived from the
narrative in Genesis) were thought by the Alexandrian copyists to be the additional
words of Luke himself, and they inserted them (inferserunt in ver. 4, Blass) in ver. 4
as they could not add them at the end of ver. 2, otc being changed into tot€, Af3paau
being omitted, and icaiceiStv being substituted for Kaicci, whilst the words ucto to
airoB. tov iraTcpa ovtov, originally belonging to ver. 2 (so Par. above), were then
omitted altogether and added in the text after kokciOcv then between the words
Mcooir. and ev Xappav, which are joined together in Par., these copyists (audacissimum, Blass) inserted irpiv ij tcaToiiajo-ai ovtov, no doubt with the view of showing
that Stephen referred not only to the later injunction from Haran to Canaan but ta
But there is no need to suppose that the text
the earlier one from Ur to Haran.
was thus tampered with (see Wendt's note, p. 154, edit. 1899), and whatever
difficulties this part of the speech contains, they may be easily explained on the
supposition that Stephen in these verses, as elsewhere, was expressing himself in
accordance with well-known traditions. In support of his view Blass (so Belser)
appeals to Irenaeus, iii. 12, who quotes the whole passage from vii. 2, 6 8e6s ttjs 8.,
to ver. 8, tov Maraon, omitting what Par. omits, and thus being in agreement with
But Blass admits that Irenaeus (who
in Belser's judgment.
it on the whole
apparently leaves out all not in LXX) also omits words which occur in ver. 2,
in
Par.
ovti ev tjj M. ev Xappav ueTa
and
in
all authorites
partly
(Gig.)
partly
"
" delenda
"
to airo8. tov iraTcpa ovtov
igitur haec quoque
(see above)
neque ea
quidquam desiderabit," Blass, Praef. xv. (Acta Apost. secundum formam quae
Belser is not prepared to go so far as this, but he sees in the
videtur Romanam).
no reference is
original text of Luke a much simpler version of Stephen's speech
made to the original dwelling-place of Abraham in Ur, and only the call given to
him in Mesopotamia (in Haran) is specified. According to Belser the original text
reads thus (Ver. 2) 6 Oeos ttjs 8o|hs <i><j>6y) t<j» iraTpi -qpwv A. ovti er tq M. jicto to
airoOaveiv tov iraTcpa avrov, (Ver. 3) icai eiirev irpos ovtov • e|eX8e ck ttjs Yl? °" ov
•cat ttjs o-vyveveias crov, Kat Sevpo eis ttjv "yT|v, r\v av croi 8ei|w.
(Ver. 4) icai jxctwKioev avTov eis ttjv vtjv Tavrrjv, etc. (Beitrdge zur Erkldrung der Apostelgeschlchte,
and the quotation here, in the passages in Philo,
p. 48). See further on Gen. xii. 1-3
and in Clem. Rom., Cor., x., 2, Hatch, Essays in Biblical Greek, p. 154.
etc.

;

:

:

;

:

thus closely associates himself with his
hearers.

Wetstein

" Steproselytus, sed

comments

:

phanus ergo non fuit
Judaeus natus," but it would seem
from Wetstein himself that a proselyte
might call Abraham father cf. his comment on Luke i. 73, and cf. Ecclus., xliv.,
21; Speaker's Commentary, "Apocry;

see also Lumby's note, in
Schurer, Jewish People,
vol. ii., p. 326, note, E.T.
ii.,
Mco-oiroTauia a difficulty at once arises
in comparing this statement with the
Book of Genesis. Here the call of Abraham is said to have come to him before

pha,"

vol.

loco,
div.

and

ii.

;

—

cf.

:

he dwelt

in Haran, but in Gen. xii. i,
removed thither. But, at the
same time Gen. xv. 7, cf. Josh. xxiv. 3,
Neh. ix. 7, distinctly intimates that Abraham left " Ur of the Chaldees (see
"
Abraham," Hastings' B.D., p. 14, and

after he

: '

Sayce, Patriarchal Palestine, pp. 166in
accordance
169, as to its
site)
with the choice and guidance of God.
St. Stephen applies the language of
what we may describe as the second to
the first call, and in so doing he was
really following on the lines of Jewish
literature, e.g., Philo, De Abrah., ii., 11,
16, Mang., paraphrases the divine counsel,

nPAEE12 An02T0AQN
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VII.

auTov lv Xapp'aV, 3. Kal ciirc irpos au-roV, ""E^cXOc £k rr\q ytjs aou
Kal ^k ti)s auyyeveias aou, Kal ocupo €is yfjy r\v ay aoi Sei£w." 4.
t6t6 e^eXOwM ck y^S XaXoatcjy, KaT(Jicr)acK €f Xappdv
Kd,K€i0€i',
•

p,eTa to d-iro0apciK tov uaTtpu auroG,

and then adds 81a tovto

ttjv irpwTtjv
a-rroiKiav airo t»]s Xa.X8a.iwv yfjs eU tt)v

Xappaiuv XfycTai irouiaOai. Moreover
manner of St. Stephen's quotation
seems to mark the difference between
the call in Ur and the call in Haran (R.V.,
not Charran, Greek form, as in A.V.).
In Gen. xii. 1 we have the call to Abrathe

ham in Haran given as follows cgeXOc
Ik t-t)s yfjs °* ov Kal ^ K r*\* arvyyevtiaq trov
Kal Ik tov oikov tov iraTpos orov. But
the call in Ur, according to St. Stephen's
wording, is one which did not involve
the sacrifice of his family, for Abraham
was accompanied by them to Haran,
and so the clause Ik tov oikov k.t.X.
:

Of
omitted because inappropriate.
course if we omit Ik before tyjs avyyevcCas (see critical notes), St. Stephen's
words become more suitable still to the
position of Abraham in Ur, for we should
then translate the words, " from thy
"
land and the land of thy kindred
(RenSt.
dall, cf
Lightfoot, Hor. Heb.).
is

Stephen may naturally have referred
back to Abraham's first migration from
Ur to Haran, as desiring to emphasise

more plainly the fact that since the call
of God came to him before he had taken
even the first step towards the Holy
Land by settling in Haran, that divine revelation was evidently not bound up with
any one spot, however holy. Xajipav,

—

Gen.

xi.

31,

xii.

5,

xxvii.

43,

LXX,

the old language of Chaldea = road
Sayce, «. s., pp. 166, 167, and
"Haran" Hastings' B.D., and B.D. 2 i.
(Pinches)), in Mesopotamia little doubt
that it should be identified with the Carrce
of the Greeks and Romans, near the scene
of the defeat of Crassus by the Parthians,
b.c. 53, and of his death, Lucan, i., 104 ;
in

(see

,

;

Pliny, N.H.,

cal

auToc

u.cT<i>Kiaec

mistake as

is

made

«ts Tfjf yfjv

in the

Pentateuch

and by Philo (De Migr. Abrah., i., 463,
Mang.).
According to Gen. xi. 26
Terah lived seventy years and begat
Abraham, Nahor, Haran in xi. 32 it is
;

said that Terah's age

was 205 years when

in Haran
in xii. 4 it is said
that Abraham was seventy -five years
old when he left Haran.
But since 70

he died

+ 75 =

must

;

J 45i

have

^ would seem that Terah
lived
some sixty years

Abraham's departure. Perhaps the
circumstance that Terah's death was
mentioned, in Gen. xi. 32, before the
command to Abraham to leave Haran,
xii. 1, may be the cause of the mistake,
as it was not observed that the mention
of Terah's death was anticipatory (so
Blass seems to adopt a someAlford).
what similar view, as he commends the
"
reading in Gigas
priusquam mortuus
est pater ejus," for the obedience of the
who
did
not hesitate to leave
patriarch,
even his father, is opposed to the obstiof
the
nacy
Jewish people (see Blass, in
Other attempts at explanation
loco).
after

:

are that reference

death of Terah,

is

who

made

to spiritual

supposed to have
relapsed into idolatry at Haran, a view
which appears to have originated with
the Rabbis, probably to get rid of the
chronological difficulty (Lightfoot, Hor.
is

Heb.; Meyer-Wendt, in loco), but for
which there is absolutely no justification
in the context; or that Abraham need
not have been the eldest son of Terah,
but that he was mentioned first because
he was the most famous, a view adopted
with more or less variation by Wordsworth, Hackett, and recently by Felten
2
(see too B.D. p. 16, note), but apparently
,

Hamburger, who states that Terah was seventy
in opposition to the authority of

24 Strabo, xvi., p. 747.
In the fourth century Carta was the seat
of a Christian bishopric, with a magnificent cathedral.
It is remarkable that
the people of the place retained until a
late date the Chaldean language and the
worship of the Chaldean deities, B.D.*,
•*
Haran," and see Hamburger, RealEncyclopadie des Judentums, i., 4, p. 499,
and references cited by him for identification with Carrce (cf. Winer- Schmiedel,

age of seventy-five, being released from
the duty of caring for his father by the
more imperative command to obey the
call of God. Lumby quotes from Midrash
Rabbah, on Genesis, cap. 39, that God
absolved Abraham from the care of his
father, and yet, lest Abraham's^eturiure
from Terah should lead others icfMaim

P- 57).

the

Ver.

v.,

;

p,6Ta to diro6avciv : St. Stephen
apparently falls into the same chronologi4.

years old

was

when Abraham was born, that he
when Abraham departed at the

alive

same

relaxation of a corrnn3iltn%nt
themselves, Terah's death ij» mentioned ii
Holy Scripture before Abrafor

\
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3-6.

1

*
5. ical ouk IScuKei/ au-rw kXtjpoKal 1 imiyytCkaTo aurw ooG^ai cis
airepfxan auTou p.€T* au-rdV, ouk oVto<;

els f\v duets vuv KoroiKeiTe

raurqy

vou-iav iv au-nj, oo8« |3r)u.a -rroSds

Kal

Kardcr^eaiv auT^y,
6.

auT<u tckkoo.

t£>

181

*

AdX-nae 8c outws 6 Beds, "*Oti eorai to enrepua

auTou irdpoiKOk cV yg dXXorpia, Kal SouX<oaouau' auTO* Kal KaKwaoutnc,
1

DE, Syr. Hard, mg., Aug. add kou 01 iraTepes vpwv (T)pwv)
Weiss (Codex D, p. 67) points out that the addition demands
the words might have been easily added, cf. O.T. phraseology.

After kcltoikcitc

irpo

vp,«i»v

(tjpwv)

KaTUKTjaav
*

For

8

»vto

;

;

cir^y. D, Gig., Vulg. read oXX* «itt|y., so Hilg.
D, Gig., Vulg. read avrovs, so Hilg. cf. LXX, Gen. xv. 13.

icai
;

;

ham's departure,

Gen.

cf.

xi.

32,

and

xii.

One other solution has been attempted

1.

pcrwiciorcv does not
removal, but only to the quiet
and abiding settlement which Abraham
gained after his father's death, but this

by maintaining that
refer to the

view, although supported by Augustine

and Bengel, amongst others, is justly
condemned by Alford and Wendt. The
Samaritan Pentateuch reads in Gen. xi. 32,
145 instead of 205, probably an alteration
But
to meet the apparent contradiction.
it is

quite possible that here, as elsewhere

in the

speech,

Stephen followed some

special tradition (so Zockler).

—

(icto.

with

infinitive as a

temporal proposition frequent in Luke (analogous construction in
Hebrew), cf. Luke xii. 5, xxii. 20, etc.,
Viteau, Le Grec
cf. LXX, Baruch i. 9
dtt N. T., p. I65
(1893).
fteTWKlO-CV,
6 6eds
for
a similar
subject
cf.
Weiss
quick change of subject vi. 6.
sees in this the hand of a reviser, but the
fact that Stephen was speaking under
such circumstances would easily account
for a rapid change of subject, which would
easily be supplied by his hearers; verb
only in ver. 43 elsewhere, in a quotation
found several times in LXX, and also
in use in classical Greek.
;

:

—

Ver.

5.

KXrjpovofilav: the field

which

Abraham bought, Gen. xxiii. 9-17, could
not come under this title the field was

—

Abraham's purchase, not God's
K\T)povo|jL(a

(see

Meyer

-

gift

Wendt,

as

and

Westcott, Heb. vi. 12, additional note,
also Bengel, in loco)
ver. 16 sufficiently
shows that Stephen was fully acquainted
with Abraham's purchase of the field.
oviSe ^rjfxa ttoSos, cf. Deut. ii. 5, xi. 24,
same Hebrew {cf. Heb. xi. 9), " spatium
"
;

—

quod planta pedis calcatur
(Grimm)
It may have been
also its use in Xen.
a kind of proverbial expression, cf. Gen.
;

cf.

viii.

cf.

— Kal

9 (Schottgen).
Gen. xii. 7 (xvii.

here again

4irv)YYc{XaTO,
8, xlviii. 4), so that

God appeared unto Abraham

what was a strange and heathen land.
for verb, James i. 12, ii. 5.
On
the force of the word see p. 54.
els
KaTd<rxecriv "in possession," R.V., the
A.V. renders the word in its secondary
or derivative sense, which is found in
in

See also

—

:

ver. 45.
faith of

— ovk

ovtos

avrtp
Abraham " tecte

t4kvov.

the
"

significatur

because nothing was given
—there was only
a promise — and secondly
(Blass), first

because the promise was made while yet
he had no child.
Ver. 6. 8c: not in contrast to the
fact just mentioned that Abraham had
child, but introducing a fuller account

no

of God's

The

quotation is
with a few
alterations; in LXX and Heb., the second
person, not the third, is used instead of
ouk iZiq, in LXX, aXXoTpiqi, cf. Heb. xi..
9; and instead of av-rovs, avro corresponding to o-ire'ppia. Wendt takes Sti
as "recitantis," and not with Meyer as
a constituent part of the quotation itself,
ri-yvcSo-Kuv yv **°"0 ^Tl k.t.X.
as a stranger or soirdpoiKov in
journer in a country not one's own,
several times in combination with Iv y-jj

from

promise.

LXX, Gen.

xv.

13,

;

LXX

—

:

LXX

dXXoTpta, cf. Gen. xxi. 23, 34, xxvi. 3,
and in N.T. cf. this passage and ver. 29.
In Eph. ii. 19, 1 Pet. ii. II, the word is
also used, but metaphorically, although
the usage may be said to be based on
that of the
cf. Epist. ad Diognet.

LXX

;

and Polycarp, Phil., inscript. See
Kennedy, Sources of N. T. Greek, p. 102.
In) TCTpaKooua so too Gen. xv. 13.

v., 5,

—

The

:

period

named belongs not only

to

but also to ?<rrai, as Meyer
But in Exod. xii. 40
rightly observes.
four hundred and thirty years are mentioned as the sojourning which Israel
icaicwo-ovo-iv

sojourned in Egypt, and in both passages
the whole space of time is so occupied
or, at all events it may be fairly said
;

that this
in both

is

implied in the

Hebrew

Gen. xv. 13 and Exod.

xii.

text

40

:
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T€TpaK<Soxa.

€tt]

ctircv 6

^V

0c6s

•

"

Kal to Zbvo%

7.

J

lh.v

l

VII.

fcouXeuo-oMrt, KpivC) eycS,"

rauTa e^cXeuVoirai, icai XaTpeuaouai p,oi
8. Kal COOIKCV aUTU StaG^KT]^ TT€piTOfXT|S
Kal

Kal

(i.€Td

TW TOTTW TOOTW."

*

outws e'yeVnrjae rbv 'laadic, Kal ir€pi£rep.£f auToy

tj)

^u^pa

•

rfj 6yS<5T)

cav^ACEHP, so Tisch., W.H.
MBEHP, d, Vulg., Chrys., Lach.,
SovXevcrovo-t ACD 26, 96, Sah., Ir.,

8ovXev<r«<ri
alt., Weiss; av BD, so W.H.
Weiss, Wendt, so in LXX, Gen. xv. 14;
so Tisch., Alford, W.H., R.V., so Blass in
In vii. 3 on the
(see his Proleg. to Acta Apost., p. 35, and Grammatik, p. 212).
has tjv av <roi 8ci£&> only
reads eav, perhaps anticipating the
contrary the
reading in vv. before us (Weiss). Winer-Schmiedel, p. 52, points out that SovXcvj-ovo-iv, though well attested, is open to suspicion.
>

LXX

same mode of reckoning

for the

cf also

^

;

place," cf.

vi. 13

(Blass).— a> eav SovXcv-

her., 54, p. 511,
o-u>cri, cf. LXX, Gen. xv. 14, and see
Mang. But neither here nor in Gal. critical note above, cf. also Burton, N. T.
iii. 17 is the argument in the least degree
Moods and Tenses, p. 123.
Ver. 8.
affected by the precise period, or by the
8ta0T]KTjv, fcedus (Grimm,
adoption of one of the two chronological Blass), the same word is used in LXX,
systems in preference to the other, and Gen. xvii. 10, and with two or three
in a speech round numbers would be
exceptions uniformly in LXX for "covequite sufficient to mark the progressive nant," so too in the Apocrypha with
stages in the history of the nation and of apparently two exceptions. The ordinary
God's dealings with them. For an ex- word for " covenant," <tuv9>]kt], is very
planation of the point see Lightfoot, rare in LXX (though used by the later
Gal. iii. 17, who regards the number in translators, Aquila, Sym., Theod., for
Genesis as given in round numbers, but
rV1 "^!, Dut see also Ramsay, Expositor,
in Exodus with historical exactness (to
the same effect Wendt, Felten, Zockler). ii., pp. 322, 323 (1898)). But the word SiaO.
But in the LXX version, Exod. xii. 40, would be suitably employed to express a
the four hundred and thirty years cover divine covenant, because it could not be
the sojourn both in Egypt and in Canaan, said that in such a case the contractors
thus including the sojourn of the Patri- are in any degree of equal standing
archs in Canaan before the migration, (<rvv0i]icT|). In the N.T. the sense of
and reducing the actual residence in " covenant " is correct (except in Gal.
Egypt to about half this period, the iii. 15 and Heb. ix. 16). But in classical
Vatican MS. reading four hundred and writers from the time of Plato 8ta6i]ici|

Philo,

Quis

thirty-five

rer. div.

years

after

adding

xal

kv

(the word Jive, however, irevTe,
being erased), and the Alexandrian MS.
reading after ev Xavaav the words aiirol

•yfi

Xavaav

Kal ot iraT^pes avTwv, making the revision in the chronology more decisive.

This

the chronology adopted in Gal.
iii. 17, and by Josephus, Ant., ii., 15, 2 ;
but the latter writer in other passages,
Ant., ii., 9, 1, and B.J., v., g, 4, adopts
the same reckoning as we find here in
But see also Charles, Assumption
Acts.
is

of Moses, pp.
Ver.

7.

3,

The

by the words
kya emphatic,

4(1897)oratio recta

ctirev 6
cf.

Rom.

is

0c<Js
xii.

introduced
.

19.

.

xpivw
In this

.

verse the quotation is a free rendering of
Gen. xv. 14, the words «8c u€Ta airoariroXXv)? being omitted after e|eX.,
and the latter part of the verse being
apparently introduced from Exod. iii. 12.
And so at length, after so long a time,
God appointed for Himself a "holy
icc-utjs

generally has the meaning of a will, a
testament, a disposition of property, and
in the Latin renderings of the word in
the N.T. we find uniformly testamentum
in cases where the sense of " covenant "

beyond dispute (Luke i. 72, Acts iii.
25 d. dispositionis ; and here d. has dispositionem, also in Rom. xi. 27}, cf, e.g.,
in this verse, Vulgate and Par.
No
doubt the early translators would render
is

SiadiJKT)

though

by
in

its

the

ordinary equivalent,

common language

it

alis

quite possible that testamentum had a
wider meaning than the classical sense
of will, see Westcott, Hebrews, additional
note on ix. 16 ; Lightfoot on Gal. iii. 15 ;
A. B. Davidson, Hebrews, p. 161 ; and

" Covenant " in
Hastings' B.D. and
Grimm-Thayer, sub v. ; Hatch, Essays
in Biblical Greek, pp. 47, 48
and more
recently Ramsay, Expositor, ii., pp. 300
and 321 ff. (1898).
Ver. 9. t^XwaavTcs, cf. Gen. xxxvii.
;

AnorroAQN
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7—13Kal 6 'laaaK rbv

'laKcSjS,
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Kal 6 'laxwjS tous SwScko TraTpidpxas.

9.

Kal 01 iraTpiapxai ^TjXwaai/Tes rbv 'Iwo-Tjcp dTreSoiro €is AiyuTTTOV
10. Kal r\v 6 0e6s uct' auTou, Kal e$€iXcro auToy ck iraow tuc
auTou, Kal eSuKec auTw X^P iy Kai cognac evavTioi> <t>apaa)
paatXews Aiyuirrou, Kal KaTeaTTjacj' auToc Tjyoup.cvoi' err' Aiyu-nroi'
II. rjXOe Be Xip.6s e<p' oXt^ ttjv yi\v
Kal oXoy rbv oIkov auTou.
OXcvj/ew^

Kal oux cupiorKov xopTaarKal 0Xu|/is u-cydXT)
AlyuTTTOU Kal XayadV,
l
uaTa 01 iraTcpcs t)u.w»'. 12. dxouaas oe 'laKwp ovTa atTa iv AiyuTrrw,
•

^aWaTciXe

tous irarcpas tju-wv irpfrroy

dyeyfwpiaOT)

*lwaT]<j>

1

«riTa

HP, Chrys.

Hilg. (see

Wendt,

crina

;

crit.

^ABCDE

note, p. 168,

5, 8,

and

;

A.V. (see Grimm, Nosgen), or governing
aircS. els, cf. for
as in R.V.
construction Gen. xlv. 4.
Ver. 10. rjv 6 ©cos |wr' avTov, cf.
Gen. xxxix. 2, 21, 23 (cf. Luke i.

—

28, 66).— IgeiXcTo . . . etc: the same
construction in Gen. xxxii. 11, Exod. iii.
8, and in N.T., Acts xii. 11, xxvi. 17,
Gal. i. 4; so in classical Greek. The
middle force of the verb in the sense of

causing to be saved
ii.

41.

is

The word means

—

x<*P L $> cf'
primarily, as the

lost.

context shows, favour with man, cf. Gen.
xxxix. 21 but this xapis was also a divine
It is significant also that
cSwkcv.
gift
Pharaoh speaks of Joseph, Gen. xli. 38,
as a man in whom the spirit of God is,
although no doubt the expression refers
;

:

primarily to Joseph's skill in foretelling
and providing against the famine.
in interpreting the king's deortxjuav
cree, Gen. xli. 25 ff.—«VavTiov, so in
Gen. xxxix. 21. {3cwr. Aly. without the
article as in Hebrew (Blass), cf. Gen.
xli. 46; see also Winer-Schmiedel, p.
Kal KaTcVrrjo-cv, sc, Pharaoh, cf.
185.
change of subject as in ver. 4, in which
Weiss also sees the hand of a reviser,
but see above. The same word is used
in Gen. xli. 43, and cf. for Tiyovpitvov the
same chap., ver. 41, where the sense of
the title is shown
the exact word is used
of Joseph in Ecclus. xlix. 15 (Tjyovp,€vos
in
four times in Luke,
N.T.
*8eX<j>wv)
see Luke xxii. 26, Acts vii. 10, xiv. 12,
elsewhere only in Hebrews, cf.
xv. 22

—

:

—

:

—

—

;

;

xiii. 7, 17,

Ver. 11.

W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt,
Otium Norvic, iii., 76).
follows.

itri

—x

P Tt"r fJlaTa

:

sustenance,

for their cattle,
xxiv. 25, 32, xiii. 27, Judg. xix.

R.V., fodder, provender

Gen.

cf.

only here in N.T., cf. Polyb., ix., 43.
of it would be a most pressing
need for large owners of flocks. Blass
takes it as meaning frumentum, corn,
food for man as well as for beasts, since
Xoprdtciv, both in LXX and N.T. (Mark
viii. 4, cf. vii. 27, 28), is used of the food
of man, cf. Kennedy, Sources of N. T.
Greek, pp. 82, 156.
Ver. 12.
criTa, but ovrCa in R.V.
(Blass follows T.R.), cf. LXX, Prov. xxx.
22 = properly food made of corn opposed
to x<>P to s (<riTa not elsewhere in N.T.,
but in LXX to outo, corn, frnmenta).
In Gen. xiii. 2 we have ohtos. But as
Wendt points out, in the words which
follow irpiaarde Tjp.iv pitcpa j?p<op.aTa we
19

;

The want

:

have what may
—
ovto: on the

well correspond to <riTia.

participle after verbs of
sense, e.g., opw, cucovto, olSa, in classical
Greek, construction same as here

—

especially in

Luke and Paul

in

N.T., cf.
Viteau, he Grec du N. T., p. 196 (1893).
" the first
=
= to
R.V.
time,"
irpwTov

—

irpoT€pov opposed to iv tw Sevre'pw, ver.
13, which is only found here in N.T.
generally oVuVepov (cf. Ik Sevrcpov, 1
:

Mace.

ix.

1

and Dan.

ii.

7 (LXX)).

Ver. 13. avcyvupiardir) the compound
verb apparently from LXX, Gen. xlv. 1.
:

—
i.

<f>avep6v iyev., cf.
65, vi. 49, etc. ;

"

race,"

viii. 17, iv.

36,

on Luke's fondness

with yivopcu, see Plummer
to ycVos rov 'I. R.V.
36.
so ver. 19, cf. iv. 36, because

for periphrasis

on Luke

Luke

iv.

—

:

wider than o-uyyeveiav, "kindred," in
ver.
R.V. "became manifest"
14.
strictly; the captain of the guard, Gen.
12, had previously mentioned that

xli.

24.

Xipos,

so Tisch.,

Field,

and so

xi. 13,

Mworj<|>,

1 3.

tois dScXcpois auToG,

in Gen. xxvi. 14, xxx. 1, Isa.
Ecclus. xxxvii. 10 used also in a
bad sense in Acts xvii. 5, 1 Cor. xiii. 4,
James iv. 2, and so in classical writers.
It may be used here absolutely, as in
11,

Kal iv tw SeuTepw
Kal <paeepdp iyivtro tu

•

ej.

Luke

iv.

25,

where

Joseph was a Hebrew, but the fact which

nPASEIS AflOSTOAQN

I8 4

1
4>apau> to yivos too *\wrr\$.

VII.

14. dirocrrciXas hi *lwoty£ u.€T€Ka\e'aaTo

rbv iraWpa auTou 'laxu^, Kal irao-ay TTjf oruyycVeiar auTou, eV v|*uxais
f
8
15. Kcrre^T] S« 'laKwp €is AiyuTrTOf, Kal «*T€^P8ofiT|KorraWrr€.

DHP, Chrys., so Hilg. om. I«xri|<^ BC 47, so Lach., W.H.,
to yevos ovtov fr^AE 40, Vulg., Arm., so Tisch., Blass ttjv o-vyy.
ABC HP, Vulg. (am. fu. demid.), Syr. Hard., Arm., Chrys., so
Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt.
1

to yevos TOV

l«o<rT)<|>

;

Wendt, Weiss,

ttvrov
a
8

-

DH,
«is

LXX—

;

avTov om.

^

B (W.H.

became

incidentally

when

manifest

Joseph's
brethren came, and he revealed himself
to them, so that Pharaoh and his household were aware of it, ver. 16. It was
not until later that five of Joseph's
brethren were actually presented to
Pharaoh, xlvii. 1 ff. (Hackett).
Ver. 14. ncTeKaXcVaro four times in
Acts, and nowhere else in N.T., cf. x.
32, xx. 17, xxiv. 25, only once in LXX,
:

H. and R., cf. Hosea xi. 2, A so cLo-icaXlopai, only once in N.T., cf. Acts x. 23
or Apocrypha.
Both comnot in
pounds are peculiar to St. Luke in N.T.,
and are frequent in medical writers, to
" send for " or to "call in "
(although Polyb.
;

;

LXX

in middle voice, xxii. 5, 2, in same sense)
a physician, Hobart, Medical Language,
In Attic Greek we should
etc., p. 219.

have p.€Tair€fnr£o-0at..
kovto itcvtc

:

lv

—

lv \|/vxais ef38of*^-

= Hebrew ^

cf.

Deut.

22, in (consisting in) so many souls,
Here in Deut., LXX,
cf. Luke xvi. 31.
x.

as also in Hebrew, we have the number
given as seventy (although in A, seventyfive, which seems to have been introduced to make the passage similar to
the two others quoted below) who went
down into Egypt. But in Gen. xlvi. 27,
and in Exod. i. 5, LXX, the number is

given as seventy-five (the Hebrew in
both passages however giving seventy as
the number, although in Gen. xlvi. 26
giving sixty-six, making up the seventy by
adding Jacob, Joseph, and his two sons).
For the curbus Rabbinical traditions
current on the subject, see Lumby, Acts,
In Gen. xlvi. 27 the
make
p. 163.
up the number to seventy-five by adding
nine sons as born to Joseph while in
Egypt, so that from this interpolation it
seems that they did not obtain their
number by simply adding the sons and
grandsons, five in all, of Ephraim and

LXX

Manasseh from Gen.
the seventy

xlvi.

mentioned

20 (LXX) to

in the

{cf.

in brackets)

^ACDEHP,

had been only mentioned
"
"

Deut. x. 22), so Blass and Hilg.
regards as an addition from
Vulg., Syrr. (P.H.), etc. ; so Weiss and Hilg.

Gig. read ev e08. koi trtvrt i|/vx<u«

AiyuirTov om.
but retained in

Hebrew

—Wendt

Wetstein and others have mainBut there is nothing strange
tained.
in the fact that Stephen, as a Hellenist,
should follow the tradition which he
text, as

in the LXX.
Josephus in Ant.,
4 ; vi., 5, 6, follows the Hebrew
seventy, and Philo gives the two num-

found
ii.,

7,

and allegorises about them.
See
Meyer-Wendt, p. 174, note, Hackett,
Lumby, in loco, and Wetstein. Nothing
in the argument is touched by these variabers,

tions in the numbers.

The frequent mention of
Ver. 15.
Egypt may perhaps indicate that Stephen
meant to emphasise the fact that there,
far away from the land of promise, God's
Presence was with the chosen race (who
were now all in a strange land) and His

—

worship was observed.
p.€T€Tc'0t]o-ov
only here in this sense in N.T. Some
have supposed that only oi irart'pcs and
not avrds is the subject this would no
doubt avoid the first difficulty of the
verse, viz., that Jacob was buried in
Shechem, whereas according to Gen. 1.
13 he was laid to rest in the cave of
But a further difficulty
Machpelah.
must be met. Joseph is the only son of
:

;

the Patriarch who is expressly stated to
have been buried in Shechem, Josh. xxiv.
32, and of the removal of the bodies from
Egypt nothing is said. But the silence
as to the latter fact need not trouble us,
as whether we accept the tradition mentioned by Josephus or by St. Jerome,
they both presuppose the removal of the
bodies of the Patriarchs to the promised
land, cf. the discussion on Exod. xiii. 19.
Mechilta (Lumby, p. 164), Wetstein, in
loco, and see also the tradition in the
Book of Jubilees, chap, xlvi., that the
children carried up the bones of the sons
of Jacob, and buried them in Machpelah,
But another
except those of Joseph.

Accordtradition is implied in Sot. 7 b.
ing to Josephus, who probably repeats a
local tradition, Ant.,
buried at Hebron.

ii.,

8,

But

2, they were
according to

—

nPAEEI2 AHOSTOAQN

x8.

14

•

XeuTrjaek auTos kou ol iraWpe$

Kal iriBr\(rav iv tw

iq

jxwy

1

6. icai ^€rer40y\<rav

185
J

eis ^uxfy.,

2

o

wn^aaTO 'Appaajx tijxyjs dpyupiou irapa
twv otwi' 'Epu-op 8 toG 1v\£p..
17. Kadws 8c i]YY t £ € ° XP° 0S T^ s
4
6
tw 'AjSpadp., Tju^Tjaei' 6 Xaos Kal
wu-oo-ev
0c6s
iirayYeXias tjk
u.vrju.ciTi

i'

*'

cttXtjOuVOtj ec Aiyuittw, 18.
1

but in
p,eTeTc6t)(rav
suggested by ct€0. below
;

2

o wvTja.

3

€v for

D

dxpis

6

ou dye'cmr) PaaiXcus erepos, os ouk

and Blass, who thinks

p.€TT)x0T|o-av, so

— but D stands alone.Hilg.

(a«tct£0

W.H., Weiss, Wendt, Hilg.
Chrys. ; w ^ABCDE,
read by fc^BC, and so Tisch., Blass (a and 0), Weiss.
4
wp.oo-ev HP 31, 61, Syrr. Pesh. Hard, text, Boh., Chrys. ; MpoXoyi^o-ev fr^ABC 15,
36, Vulg., Sah., Arm. (Syr. Hard, mg.), Aeth., so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt
"
promised," and so eirTjYYeiXaTO DE tol. (Syr.
(gloss, after LXX), rare in sense of
so Tisch.,

HP,

tov

is

Hard, marg.), also Hilg., gloss for wpoX. corrupted into wpoo-c.
6
aX pis ^AB S EHP; aX pt B*CD, so Tisch., W.H., Weiss, Hilg.
Thayer, sub v., on the two forms and Winer-Schmiedel, p. 63). After
so W.H., R.V., Weiss, add €ir' Aiyvittov.
Jerome their tombs were shown at
Shechem, and the Rabbinical tradition
mentioned by Wetstein and Lightfoot
St.

a statement
supported by a Samaritan tradition existing to this day (Palestine Exploration
Fund, December, 1877, see Felten and
Plumptre, in loco). When we consider
the prominent position of Shechem as
compared with Hebron in the time of
Joshua, there is nothing strange in the
fact that the former place rather than
Machpelah should have been chosen
as the resting-place not only of Joseph
but also of his brethren.
Plumptre has
ingeniously contended that St. Stephen
the
Samaritan
might have followed
tradition, cf Acts vi. 5, and see Ex" The
first
series
vol.
places their burial there,

vii.,

positor,

:

Samaritan element in the Gospels and
Acts," p. 21 ff., although we need not
suppose that in this reference to the
hated Samaritans Stephen proposed to
show that not even they had been re-

God. There is certainly no
difficulty in supposing that here and elsewhere Stephen might easily have adopted some popular tradition, and at all

jected by

events the fact that the mistake, if it is
one, is left unnoticed by the historian is
a plain proof of the truthfulness of the
record.
But a further difficulty. Abraham purchases the cave of Machpelah,
but from Ephron the Hittite, Gen. xxiii.
16.
The sons of Hamor sell a field, but
to

Jacob

—a

field at

19, Josh. xxiv. 32.

Shechem, Gen. xxxiii.
How can we explain

this with reference to the

text

?

ment

statement in the

Shechem was the earliest settleAbraham when he entered

of

Canaan, and there he

built

an

altar,

Gen.

xii.

6, 7.

(see
erep.

Grimm-

^ABC,

But no devout Hebrew wor-

shipper, with all his reverence for holy
places, would be content to see the altar
so consecrated belonging to others, and
so exposed to desecration the purchase
of the ground on which an altar stood
would therefore seem to follow as a kind
of corollary from the erection of an altar
on that ground. This is at all events
a more satisfactory solution than omitting
the word 'Af3paap or exchanging it for
Of course the read'laic«S0 (see Hackett).
ing of R.V., W.H. (as above), prevents
a further difficulty as to the rendering
of tov Ivxe'p if the reading tov Jvx«'p. is
;

Wendt,

critical note, p. 157
follows A.V. in supfather
of Sichem," so
porting
Hackett, but see on the other hand
Plumptre, Acts, in loco, and Felten, in
For the way in which the two
loco.
purchases and the two burials may have
been confused in popular tradition, see

retained,

cf.

(edition 1899),
" the

who

Zockler, Apostelgeschichte, p. 302, 2nd
edit. (cf. Bengel, Stier, Nosgen).
Ver. 17.
ica0u>s: not "when" as in
A. V., but "as" R.V., prout, quemadmodum, cf. Mark iv. 33 : " in the degree
"
that
Felten thinks that it is temporal,
as in 2 Mace. i. 31.
T-ijs 4iraYY«Xios,
"•
33cf
$*> Attic attraction.
but
if
we
read
with R.V.,
u5poo-€v
"
etc., w|j.oX6yT}o-ev
vouchsafed," so in
classical Greek, cf. Jer. li. 25 (LXX),
Matt. xiv. 7 (wpoo-ev, a gloss from the
:

—

—

—

:

LXX according to Wendt). — tjv|tjo-€v 6 X.

!irXi|8vv0T), cf. Exod. i. 7, so in a
strange land the blessing was continued
(Weiss).
Ver. 18. Cf Exod. i. 8, and Jos., Ant.,
After frrepos add lit' At-y., see
ii., 9, 1.
icai

nPAEEIS AfJOSTOAQN

i86
tjSci

rbv

1 9.

*lu><TT)<f>.

tous iraWpas

t^jxwk,

ovtoS)

2

M«ot|s

D

reads

AEP;

1

KaTaao<piodp.€i'os to y^fos

tou iroicif licGeTa t&

20. 'Ek

j^woyomaOai.
1

outos

w

icai,

2

Mwvcrtjs

^BCDH,

;

;

the

only

in

Luke

Monuments,

p. 237.

Luke amongst the

xxi.

24,

Acts

vii.

— axpi?

ot»

:

Evangelists,
xxvii.

18,

33.
Naville, argues in

Sayce, following Dr.
favour of Ramses II. as the Pharaoh of
the Oppression, see u. s. and Expository
Times, January and April, 1899, but see
on the other hand the number of February,

210 (Prof. Hamond), and Expositor,
March, 1897, Prof. Orr on the Exodus.
Joseph settled under the Hyksos or
Shepherd Kings, but the words "who
knew not Joseph " should apparently
p.

refer, according to Dr. Sayce, not to the

immediately succeeding dynasty, i.e., the
eighteenth, in which a Canaanite might
still have occupied a place of honour,
but rather to the nineteenth, which led
to the overthrow of the stranger, and
to a day of reckoning against the HebBut it becomes difficult to speak
rews.
with absolute confidence in the present
state of Egyptological research, see Exoiik fjSci in Robins., p. 177.
son's Gesenius, p. 380, the word is taken
it
or
mean
"who does not
may
literally,
know Joseph's history or services " ;
" who had
for
others take it

positor, u.

:

no regard
his memory or services".
Hamburger
understands by it that Joseph was quite

forgotten under the new national dynasty,
whilst Ndsgen refers to the use of oiSa
in Matt. xxv. 12.

Ver. 19. KaTa<ro<j>urdpevos in Exod.
" let us deal
i. 10 we have the same verb
"
"
wisely with them here translated deal
"
circumveniens," cf.
subtilly"; Vulgate,
Rhemish version "
our
:

:

stock

"

circumventing

(-ylvos, as in iv. 36)
11, x. 19, in both passages

;

cf.

Judith

v.

the same verb
used, translated (R.V.), v. 11, "dealt
"
the Syriac, probably nearest to
subtilly
the Hebrew, "dealt wisely with tbem,"
dealt so with the
i.e., the Egyptians
Hebrews. In the second passage, R.V.,
"
word is rendered might deceive " same
verb in Syriac as in Exod. i. 10, Heb.
is

^K^KOMre
jatj

doreios tw

ical r\v

so Hilg.

;

and

Vjp.wi',

auTWf, eis to

|3p^<|>T)

icaipu iy€yvf\B^ Mwcrfjs,

above. Irepos not aXXos, probably meaning the native sovereign after the expulsion
2
of the Shepherd Kings, " Joseph," B.D.
2
"
Egypt," B.D. pp. 886, 887 Hamburger, Real-Encyclopddie des Judentums, i.,
Sayce, Higher Criticism
5, pp. 759, 760
,

VII

—

;

;

W.H., Weiss.

Speaker's Commentary, "Apocrypha," i.,
Josephus and Philo use verb in
p. 290.
same sense as in text see for the force and
of
meaning KaTa here, Page and Rendall.
eKaxwere, cf. Exod. i. 11, where the
same word isused of task-masters afflicting
the people with burdens. For other ways
;

—

which Pharaoh is said to have afflicted
the people, see Jos., Ant., ii., 9, 1. tov
" that
iroieiv k.t.X.,
they [or he, margin]
should cast out their babes," R.V. But
a comparison with Exod. i. 22 (LXX)
justifies us in taking these words, as in
R.V. margin, as describing the tyranny of
Pharaoh, not as declaring that the parents
themselves exposed their children. For
the construction see Blass, Grammatik,
in

—

p. 231
cf 1 Kings xvii. 20, etc., genitive
of result, see Page on iii. 12, and in loco,
and Burton, N. T. Moods and Tenses, p.
6K0€Ta: only here in N.T. and not
157.
in LXX, but used with ytJvos in Eur.,
Andr., 70. €is to
expressing the pur;

—

—

:

—

in
pose, cf. Luke v. 17.
ibioyoveltrdai.
the active the verb is used three times, in
Exod. i., of the mid wives saving the
Hebrew children alive, ver. 17, 18, 22
:

(cf. Judg. viii. 19, etc.), vivum conservare.
In the N.T. the word is only used by St.
Luke here and in his Gospel, chap. xvii.

and once by St. Paul, 1 Tim. vi. 13
(see R.V. margin). St. Chrysostom com-

33,

ments on the thought that where man's
help was despaired of, and the child was
cast forth, then God's benefit did shine
forth conspicuous, Horn., xvi.
Ver. 20. iv w icaipw, cf. i. 7, iii. ig,
characterising the time, comp. Bengel,
: on the name
Mwvo-Jjs
Grammatik, p. 10, and Hamburger, Real-Encyclopddie des Judentums,
>•> 5> P- 7 6 8, and critical notes.
ewrrcios
t£ 0€w if we" render the expression as in
A. and R.V., exceeding fair," the dative
tw ©e$ is used as an equivalent of the
Hebrew expression employed almost in

tristi,

opportuno

see Blass,

—

:

a superlative sense,

D^rtT ^T'

Jonah
Or the exfair to God,"
pression may
i.e„ in the judgment of God
cf. Swotol
2 Cor. x. 4 and James ii. 5, toi»s
T<ji 06^»
irrwxows T«p Kocrjiw.
Page and Wendt
iii.

3.

ir<JXis

,

pcy. t<£ 0ew.
be rendered "

;

ig

—

TTPAEEI2 AII02T0AQN

aa.

6€<5* 6$

Av€TpcC<|)t) u.T]i>as

Tpcis iv

iKT€0€rra $e auToV, 1 d^€t\€TO auToy

auTor
1

t& oTkw too iraTpds auTOU.
Vj

Kal

22.

uloV.

els

eaurfj

21.

Ouydrnp 4>apaw, Kal &KC0p^J/aTo

£irai$cu*6n

Mokj-tjs

cro^ia

irdat)

Syr. Hard. mg. add irapa (E ets) tov iroTafiov after cict. . .
so Hilg.
avetXcTO but -aro in
(H) 61, so Tisch.,

DE,

in 0,

^ABCDE

;

Winer-Schmiedel,

Hilg.,

acrrcios, lit., belonging to the city (opposite to oYpoucos), witty, clever ; then,
elegant, pretty ; Vulgate, elegans, used
as a general word of praise applied to
Moses here, in Exod. ii. 2, and Heb. xi.
23, and also by Philo, cf. also Jos., Ant.,
:

and see Hamburger, u. s., i., 5, p.
yalkut Rubeni, f. 75, 4. For other

97,

ii.,

773

»

instances of the use of the

word see LXX,

Judges iii. 17, and Judith
in the last two
xi. 23, Susannah, ver. 7
passages used of physical fairness, prettiness (cf. Arist., Eth. Nic, iv., 3, 5, and
In 2 Mace. vi.
instances in Wetstein).
23 it is also used, and oo-tcCws in 2 Mace,
xii. 43 in the general sense of right and

Num.

xxii. 32,

;

good, honestly.

—

av6Tpd<f>T] fiTjvas Tpeis,

Exod. ii. 2, verb used only by St.
Luke, twice in this chapter, and in xx. 3,
once in Luke iv. 16, but cf. margin, W.H.
not used in LXX, but in Wisdom vii.
4 (where A has avctrrp.), and see also 4
Mace. x. 2 and xi. 15 (but A.R., Tpa$.).
The word is used in classical Greek, as
in Wisdom vii. 4 and here, of a child
nourished to promote its growth (although
sometimes with the idea of improving the
mind, cf. Acts xx. 3). In the N.T. it is
peculiar to St. Luke, and it is just the
word which a medical man would use,
frequently found in medical writings, opposed to io-xvatvw see L. and S., sub
v., and Hobart, Medical Language, p.

cf.

—

;

207.

Ver. 21. £ktc0. the regular word for
exposure of children in classical Greek;
:

see also

Luke

Wisdom

xviii.

5,

peculiar to

N.T., and only here in this
critical note
cf. Exod. ii. 3, and

in

sense
above.

;

— oivcCXcto — same word in Exod.

ii.

The verb, though very frequent in Luke

in the sense of to kill, is only used here
in the sense of A. and R.V., Vulgate,
sustulit
but cf. Aristoph., Nub., 531 ;

—

i.

as in con-

Epict., Diss.,
23, 7.
lavTJj
trast to the child's own mother.
:

According to tradition, Pharaoh's daughter
designed him for the throne, as the
king had no son, Jos. Ant., ii., 9, 7.
cU viov, Exod. ii. 10 cf. xiii. 22, 47
Simcox, Language of N. T., p. 80.
,

;

.

avrov, Blass

W.H., Weiss,

p. 112.

compare JEsch., A gam., 352, and see also
Simcox, Language of the N. T., p. 81.

5.

187

—
;

Ver. 22.
tiraiScvOij, cf. xxii. 3 here
with instrumental dative, or, better, dative
of respect or manner not mentioned in
Exodus, but see Philo, Vita Moys., ii.,
83, Mang., and also Schurer, Jewish
People, div. ii., vol. i. p. 343, E.T. cf. the
knowledge of magic ascribed to Pharaoh's
wise men in Exod. vii. 11, and " Jannes
and Jambres," B.D. 2 and also x Kings
iv. 30, and Isa. xix.
2, n, 12; Hamburger, Real-Encyclopadie des jfuden"
tums
Zauberei," i., 7, 1068, and references in Wetstein, in loco. ircuSevw,
both in LXX and N.T., used in the
sense of training ; cf. Prov. v. 13 (Jos.,
C. Apion, i., 4), 1 Tim. i. 20, Titus ii.
12, and also in the sense of chastising,
so often in LXX and in N.T., and also
The
similarly used in classical Greek.
passage is also important because it
helped to fix the attention of cultivated
;

,

;

,

early Christian writers upon the wisdom
of Greek poets and philosophers, and to
give a kind of precedent for the right
pursuit of such studies ; cf. Clem. Alex.,

Strom., i., 5, 28; vi., 5, 42; Justin
see
Martyr, Dial. c. Tryph., c, 1-4
Dean Plumptre's note, in loco. tjv 82
xviii.
Svvar&s, cf.
24, and especially
Luke xxrv. 19 ; see also Ecclus. xxi.
xi.
If
8.
avrov
is retained, the
7, Judith
mode of expression is Hebraistic (Blass).
There is no contradiction with Exod. iv.
10, and no need to explain the expression
of Moses' writings, for Stephen has in
his thoughts not so much, as we may
believe, the oratorical form as the powerful contents of Moses' words {e.g., his pro-

—

;

phetical teaching,

Hamburger," Moses,"

Real-Encyclopddie des yudentums, i., 5,
772).
Josephus speaks of him as irXi]0ei
oftiXciv iriOavcSraTOft Ant., iii., 1, 4 (see
also Jos., Ant., ii., 10,
tional exploits of Moses,
u.

s.,

1,

for the tradi-

and Hamburger,

p. 771).

Ver. 23.
exact age

«•«,
is

cf.

i.

10,

Lucan.

The

not mentioned in O.T., but

was traditional (Weiss refers its mention to the reviser, perhaps introduced
as a parallel to ver. 30).
According to

it

the tradition, which Stephen apparently
followed, Moses lived forty years in
Pharaoh's palace, but some accounts

nPAEEIS AnOSTOAQN

i88
AtyuTrTiwf

f\v

VII.

c

8c Suva-ros Iv Xoyois *al iv Kpyois.

auTw T€aaapaKoi'TaeT})S

*

&e

fts

23.

XP^ y °S> Ai^{3t| iirl rr)v

KapSiav
auTou ciriaKeil/aaBai tou$ dScXcpous auToG tous ulous 'lapa-qX.
24.
Kal Ihdiv Tiua dSiKoup.eyoi' 2 Y|fi.uVaTo kcu liroir\a€v ^kSiktjo-ik tu>

€Tt\t)PoGto

1

TecraopaKovTacTtis

B 3 EHP,

Weiss (Winer- Schmiedel, pp.
2

After aStitovfjLcvov,

DE,

so Hilg.

;

but Tcaro-fpaicov. fc$AB*C, so Tisch., W.H.,

45, 54).

Gig., Syr.

Hard. mg. read ck tov

give twenty years ; his dwelling in Midian
occupied forty years, and he governed
See
Israel for the same period, xiii. 18.

he

stein,

ren

—

Isa.

lxv.

Ezek.

17, cf. Jer.
xxxviii. 10, and 2

i.

31,

of

paid to the sick,

cf.

;

and vii.

on"

His people by Moses and Aaron (Acts
In each of these passages the
xv. 14).
verb is used of a divine visitation, and
it is so used by St. Luke only amongst
N.T. writers, except Heb. ii. 6 = Ps. viii.
It is used elsewhere in Matt.
5, LXX.
xxv. 36, 43, James i. 27, Acts vi. 3, xv. 36
The word is used of
(cf. Judg. xv. 1).
visits

—

visiting

;

Luke

:

God

is

€irio-K<?\|/ao-6ai, cf,
16, cf. Exod. iv.

while others forgot their brother-

68, 78,

Kings xii. 4.
an imitation of the Hebrew.
Gesenius compares the phrase before us
with Heb., Ezek. xiv. 3, 4 see also
Viteau, Le Grec du N. T., p. 66 (1896).—

The phrase

;

hood he reminded them of it " motivum
amoris quod Moses etiam aliis adhibuit
ver. 26," Bengel, cf. Exod. ii. 10, and
Heb. xi. 24, 25.
"
Ver. 24. aSiKovjAcvov, wronged," i.e.,
by blows, Exod. ii. XI. -qfji-uvaTo: only
in
here in N.T. (sc, tov dSiicovvTa)

" deactive the verb means to defend,
bebat scribere tJji.vvc," says Blass, but in
the middle it means defence of oneself,
or of a friend, with the collateral notion
of requital or retaliation on an enemy
In the middle it has also
(see Rendall).
the meaning of avenging, and therefore
might mean here "he took vengeance

16, xxxii. 35,

iii.

is

though in a king's
removed in one sense
Moses remembers that
an Israelite, and that he has breth-

&8cX<povs aiirov:
palace, and far
from his people,

Midrash Tanchuma on Exod.

ii. 6
(Wetwith other references, so too Lum" but when he was
by).— lirXrjpoiJTo,
" when the
age
well-nigh," etc., R.V., lit.
"
of forty years was being fulfilled to him
(imperf. tense), cf. Luke xxi. 24, Acts
ii. 1, ix. 23, xxiv. 27, and ver. 30 below;
so repeatedly in LXX.
avifir) liri tjjv
•capSiav avrov, cf. 1 Cor. ii. 9 for the
expression, probably taken from LXX,

-ycvovs avrov, so Hilg.

Ecclus.

vii.

35,

and so in classical Greek (see Mayor on
James i. 27), often in medical writings
and in Plutarch (Grimm, sub v., and
Kennedy, Sources ofN. T. Greek, p. 105)

2

or

Mace.

"he repulsed"
x.

17,

Wisdom

(cf.
xi.

Josh. x. 13,
3,

and

Jos.,

this

is expressed
Ant., ix., 1,2), although
in the next words.
eiroirjaev £k8ikt)o-iv,
"
lit.,
wrought
cf. Luke xviii. 7, 8, xxi. 22

—

;

an avenging," Rom.

xii.

19

(cf.

11, 2 Thess.

30), 2 Cor.

vii.

Ezek. xxv.

17, 1

Heb.

x.

Pet.
This and similar expressions are
ii. 14.
common in LXX, Judg.xi. 36, Ps. cxlix. 7,

38

;

Mace.

i.

8,

1

15, vii. 9, 24,

iii.

*k8. in Polybius with iroiei<r8ai,

—icaTairovovp.cvy

iii.,

and N.T.; Kennedy,

only here and in
2 Pet. ii. 7 cf 2 Mace. viii. 2 (R has Karait a t ovp.., of the Jews oppressed, trodden
down, in the days of Judas Maccabaeus),
used in Polyb. and
3 Mace. ii. 2, 13
Josephus, etc. The exact word is found
in Didache,v., 2.
iraTa£a$ lit., to strike,
hence to kill, in Biblical language only,
12 and 14, and ver. 28 below
cf. Exod. ii.
so also in Matt. xxvi. 31, Mark xiv. 27
(Zech. xiii. 7, LXX). The verb is very
frequent in LXX. "Smiting the Egyptov
tian," R.V.
My. not previously
mentioned, but implied in dSuc., which
involves an oppressor as in ver. 26 the

its

facts

;

mostly in the LXX, as always in the
N.T., in good sense (Gen. xxi. 1, Ps.
viii.

viii.

14, Ecclus. xlvi. 14, Judith
33, but also with reference to divine
4, lxxix.

punishment, Ps.

lxxxviii. 31, 32, Jer. ix.
9, 25, xi. 22, xxxiv. (xxvii.) 8, etc.), cf, its
use in Psalms of Solomon, where it is

generally employed with reference to
divine visitation, either for purposes of
punishment or deliverance. In modern
Greek = to visit, same sense as in

LXX

u. s., p. 155.
For
old English sense of visit, as looking
upon with kindness, Lumby compares
" All
Shaks. Rich. II., i., 3, 275
places
that the eye of heaven visits".
tovs
,

:

—

8, 10.

:

;

;

—

:

:

—

:

;

are regarded by St. Stephen as
known to his audience.
Ver. 25.
Ivo^ifc Si: a comment by
St. Stephen, but we are not told upon
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23— vj.
icaTaTrocoup.ci'w,

1
irard^as rbv Aiyuimoi'.

tous dScX^ous auTou,
•

jxaxop-eVois,

core

irXtjaioi'

Kai ouvr\\acrev
3

ujieis

diruaaTO

•

25. evoiu^c 8e aupieVai

0€os 8id x et P°5 oiutoC

6

01 8c 00 aui'fjKai'.

fXWTx\pLav

d8eX<f>oi

on

2

26.

Ttj

tc emoucrir]

"
eiirui',

Ti?

oi&(daii>

ciutoTs

auTois

r\\i-epa a>(f>0v)

"

auToug 615

€iir<of,

elp-qvYj*',

Ivari d8iKeiTe dXXr^Xous

au-rdV,
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<Jt

*Ai>8pes,

;" 27. 6 8e doiKoW rov

KaTcarrjaeM dp^ovrra Kal

1
After Avyvirriov, D (Wer.) add Kai <icpvi|rcv avrov ev
(Blass rejects, Hilg. retains).

tq appw

;

cf.

Exodus

ii.

12

2
cruv-rjXao-ev AEP, Chrys., some verss., so Meyer, Alford ; arvvi)XXao-<rcv fc^BCD e,
After
Vulg., Syrr. (P. and H.), Sah., so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt, Hilg.
paxopcvois D adds tiScv avrovs aSucowTas (not retained by Blass but by Hilg.).
3

vp«ts HP, Boh., Syr. Harcl., Aeth. ; om.
Chrys., so Tisch., W. H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt.
read ti itouitc, avSpc? a8eX<poi;

what grounds Moses based his expectation (see however Lumby's note, in
The verb is found in Luke ii. 44,
loco).
iii. 23, and seven times in Acts, but elsewhere in the Gospels only three times
in St. Matthew; it is used three times
It is frequently found
by St. Paul.
in ii. and iv.
Mace, twice in Wisdom and once in Ecclesiasticus. 81a

—

" was
8£8too-i,
X<ipos cutov, ii. 23.
giving them," R.V. (not "would give,"
A.V.), as if the first step in their deliverance was already taken by this act, so
aruvtc'vai," understood," R.V. (not "would
understand," A.V.). In Jos., Ant., ii., 9,
2, 3, reference is made to the intimation

which was said to have been vouchsafed
by God to Amram the father of Moses
that his son should be the divine agent
who was expected to arise for the deliverance of the Hebrews, and whose
glory should be remembered through
has been sometimes
all
It
ages.
thought that St. Stephen had this
01 8e ov avvqicav:
tradition in mind.
Mr. Page notes the rhetorical power in
these words, cf. ver. 53 *al ovk i^vXa-

—

£ttT€.

Wendt commends
Ver. 26.
w<J>0t|
Bengel, who sees in the word the thought
that he appeared ultro, ex improviso, cf.
ii.
3, vii. 2, Heb. ix. 28.
o-wTJXacrev:
but if we read arvvqXXao-<rcv, see critical
de
note
conatu,
imperfect,
cf. Matt.
iii. 14, Luke
i.
59, xv. 14, Acts xxvi.
11, see Burton, N. T. Moods and Tenses,
:

—

=

from arvvaXXdcr<rci>, only found
here in N.T., not in LXX or Apocrypha,
but in classical Greek, cf. Thuc, i., 24.

p.

12,

— Ivoti =

46,

1

tvtt

ti

ytvT\rai} cf. iv. 25,
(Matt. ix. 4, xxvii.
Cor. x. 29), and with the words

and Luke

xiii.

7

^ABCDE

27, 61, Vulg., Sah., Arm.,
For avSpes aSeXcpoi tare, D, Prom,

olSikcitc
aXXrjXovs} Exod. ii.
(Moulton and Geden); used several
in LXX, also by Aristoph. and
Plato.
Like the Latin tit quid ? see
Grimm, sub ».,and for spelling; and comp.
also Blass, Gram., p. 14, and WinerSchmiedel, p. 36. avSpes, dSeX<t>oi eaTe
the fact of their brotherhood aggravated
their offence; it was no longer a matter
between an Egyptian and a Hebrew as
on the previous day, but between brother

Ivari
13

times

—

:

—

and

brother
community of suffering
should have cemented and not destroyed
their sense of brotherhood.
Hackett and
Alford take avSpcs as belonging to
=
Sirs'
in A. and
as
a8eX<j>o( (not
icvpioi,
'

R.V.),

Gen.

men

related as brethren are ye, cf.

xiii. 8.

onrcioraTo for Attic aircwcraTO
(see also ver. 45), not found in the O.T.
parallel, but added by Stephen, cf. ver.

Ver. 27.

The
38, compare LXX, Jer. iv. 30.
word may be introduced to emphasize the

which

contumaciousness of the people,

Stephen's narrative is the
motive of the flight of Moses; in Exodus,
Moses flees from fear of Pharaoh, and
the answer of the Hebrew demonstrates
to him that his deed of yesterday was
known but there is no contradiction in
the two narratives. The matter would
become known to Pharaoh, as the words
of the Hebrew intimated; it could not
be hidden and in spite of the attempt
at concealment on the part of Moses by
in

—

;

hiding the body in the sand, his life was
no longer safe, and so he fled because he
had nothing to hope for from his people.
Stephen's words would be quite consistent with the narrative in Exodus (N6§gen, Apostelgeschichte, p. 163, as against
Overbeck).
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SucatrrV itf
2

X8es

1

28.

;

rjufis

tov AlyuTrriov

dveXeiK ue

jiTj

"

3

6> Tp6irov AveTXcs

axi 0€*\eis,

ecpuye 8e Mwar^s iv

29.

;

VII

tw X6yw

tou'toj, ical

iyivero irapoiKos iv ttj MaSiau,, ou iy£vvr\<j*v ulous 8uo.
30. Kal
TrXijpajOeVTojK ^twv TcaaapaKorra, u>4>8t] aura* ev ttj cprmu tou opous
1

DE,

tjjios
2

Chrys., so Meyer, Hilg.

X 8€« AEHP, Chrys;

Schmiedel,

t|n«v

fcABCHP

13, 61,

so Tisch.,

W.H.,

Wendt.

R.V., Weiss,

NB»CD

€tft%

34,

so

W.H., Weiss (Winer-

Tisch.,

54).

p.

D

reads ovtcds k«i c^vyaScvtrev Mwvorrjs (koi ovtus d), so Hilg. E reads €<f>vyaGig. has fugatus est autem M. ; and Par. effitgavit autem se M.
Weiss (Codex D, p. 67) inclines to consider 4>vyaS. as the original reading (so Zockler),
and to take it trans., understanding o oSikwv as the nom. <j>vya8eiKi> nowhere else
in N.T. in LXX found both trans, and intrans. but gen. the latter commoner c<|>vyev
may be corruption of it here ; <|>vyaSev<i> frequent in Letters of Pseudo-Heraclitus.
3

;

Scvorcv 8c Mwikttjv

;

;

Ver.
Ver.
points
of this

;

Cf. Exod. ii. 14.
kv to* \6y(jj rovrq
Weiss
out that Moses fled on account
word, because he saw that his

28.

'

29.

people would not protect him against
the vengeance of Pharaoh. Jos., Ant.,
ii., 11, 1, makes the cause of the flight
of Moses not the words which told him
that his deed was known, but the jealousy
of the Egyptians, who represented to
the king that he would prove a seditious
MaSidp.
generally taken to
person.
mean or to include the peninsula of
Sinai (Exod. ii. 15, and iii. 1), and thus
agrees with the natural supposition that
did not carry Moses far
his
flight
beyond the territory of Egypt (cf. Exod.
The name Midianites would
xviii. 1-27).
be applied to the descendants of Abraham's fourth son by Keturah, who in
various clans, some nomadic, some mercantile (e.g., those to whom Joseph was
sold), may be described as Northern
Arabs. (Dr. Sayce, u. s., p. 270, maintains that Moses to get beyond Egyptian
territory must have travelled further than
to the S. peninsula of our modern maps,
and places Sinai in the region of Seir,

—

with

:

Midian

in

its

close

neighbour-

Amongst one of these

hood.)

Moses found a home
Hamburger, "Midian,"

in

his

tribes
flight,

Real-Encyclo-

pddie des jfudentums, "i., 5, 755. Hac1
Midian," B.D.
kett, Acts, p. 104,

—ov

.

eyc'vv.,

cf.

Exod.

ii.

22,

Weiss thinks the

xviii.

3.

to a
that

reviser,

who wished

iv.

20,

notice due
to show
his people,

Moses had given up
and made himself a home in a strange
land.

Ver. 30.
cf.

Exod.

ver. 2, so

7rXT)pu>6€VTcjv, see ver. 23,
"
fulfilled," R.V.
w^Otj,

vii. 7,

the second fundamental

re-

velation of God to Israel took place in
the wilderness far away from the Promised Land (Weiss), see also ver. 33.
Iiva there is
Tecro-apdicovTa, cf. i. 3.
no contradiction between this and Exod.

—

—

:

1, where the appearance is said to
take place in Horeb, for whilst in the
N.T. and Josephus Sinai only is named
for the place of the law-giving, in the
O.T. the two names are interchanged,
cf. also Ecclus. xlviii. 7.
According to
Hamburger the two names are identical,
signifying in a narrower sense only one
mountain, the historical mountain of the
giving of the law, but in a wider sense
given to a whole group of mountains.
Thus Hamburger declines to accept the
view that Horeb was the name of the
whole ridge of mountain-cluster, whilst
Sinai specially denotes the mountain of
the law-giving, since Horeb is also used
for the same event (cf. Exod. iii. 1, xvii.
iii.

6, xxxiii. 6),

turns,

i.,

Wendt,

Real-Encyclopddie des JtidenSee also B.D. 1 , " Sinai,"

7, 940.

edition (1899), in loco; Schaff" Sinai "
iv.,
(also

Herzog, Encyclopedia,

and Grimm- Thayer, sub v.
According to Sayce, Higher Criticism and
the Monuments, p. 263 ff., Sinai is a mountain of Seir, rather than of the Sinaitic penfor literature)

;

insula so called.
The same writer lays
stress upon the fact that Sinai is associated with Seir and Edom, Deut. xxxiii.
2, Judg. v. 4, 5, and maintains that it is
nowhere in the O.T. transported to the

modern maps.
an indeclinable noun
t«J (sc, opos)
Josephus to Iivaiov and
to iivaiov opos Grimm-Thayer, WinerSchmiedel, p. 91, Blass, Gram., 8, 32;
Sinaitic peninsula of our

The word 2iva

is

;

;

and see also Sayce, u. s.,
and Patriarchal Palestine,
renders as

adjective

"

p.

268, 269,

p. 259,

(the

who

mountain)
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31. 6 §€ MaKrfjs

P<xtou.

iSwi'

•

-irpoaepxop.eVou 8e auTOU KaTafotja-ai, eyc^CTO
"
rrpos auToV, 32.
'Eyw 6 0cos t&v TraTc'poji' croo, 6

Kupiou
0c6s 'Appa&ji kcu 6 0e6s 'lora&ic *al 6 0e6s 'laicwpV'
enrpou,os 8e
ouk
elire
8c auTu 6
eToXjAa jca.Tai/OT]crai.
33.
yc^ou-c^os M&Krf)s
" Aoo-ok to
rotv iroSwi' aoo
6
(pa^t)

•

Kupios,
1

yap

UTr68r]p,a

tottos

€y

w

Kvpiov om. fc^ABC 61, 81, Vulg., Sah., Boh. so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Blass (a
0, although found in D), Weiss, Wendt (prob. added from Exod. iii. 2)
Hilg.
;

and

;

retains.
2

€v <f>\oyi irvpos fc^BDHP, Sah., Boh.,
W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt, and Hilg.; cv
(so

Exod.

LXX,

3

iii.

ABC

2,

varies

:

Hard., Arm., Aeth., Chrys., so

Syr.

irvpi <j>Xoyos ACE, Vulg., Syr. Pesh.
ev <|>Xoyi irvpos AF).
ev irvpi 4>\oyos in B
;

Chrys., so Lach., Meyer, W.H., R.V. ; eBav^aUv
Blass and Hilg.
1, 31, 61, Aug., so Tisch., Weiss (Wendt doubtful), Hilg.
both read aici)icoa (D) for t)KOva-a cf. Exod. iii. 7.
e0a.vp.acrc

13, Vulg.,

^DEHP

;

which belongs to Sin," i.e., like desert
which it overlooked, to the worship of
the Babylonian Moon-God Sin in that
ayycXos: in Exod. iii. 2 "the
region.
angel of the Lord," but in ver. 7 "the
Lord said," so here in ver. 31 "the voice
of the Lord said," cf. ver. 33. For the
same mode of expression cf. Acts xxvii.

—

23 with

xxiii.

II.

In this Angel, the

Angel of the Lord, cf. Exod. iii. 2 with
vv. 6, 14, and Gen. xxii. 11 with ver. 12;
the Angel of the Presence, Exod. xxxiii.
Isa.
lxiii.
11, cf.
9 (ver. 38 below),
although Jewish interpreters varied,
the Fathers saw the Logos, the Eternal
Word of the Father. See references in
Felten, in loco, and Liddon, Bampton
a
Lectures, Lect. ii., and "Angel," B.D.
Otherwise we can only say that Jehovah
Himself speaks through the Angel
.

(Weiss, Blass, in loco).

—

Iv <|>Xoyi irvp&s

PdTov: words interchanged as in LXX
A, Exod. iii. 2
according to Hebrew
= an
irup<Ss here
irvpos Ik tov {3o,tov
adjective, rubus incensus (Blass, Weiss)
Thess. i. 8, iv irvpi 4>Xoyos. For
cf. 2

—

;

;

gender of pd-ros see ver. 35.
Ver. 31. KaTavo-ficrcu this careful observation is implied in the narrative of
Exodus though the word is not employed.
It is a favourite word with St. Luke, and
is used by him four times in his Gospel
and four times in Acts, elsewhere in
Gospels only in Matt. vii. 3 (five times in
:

Epi»tles).

Heb.

iii.

On
1:

its

force see Westcott

"oculos vel

mentem

"

on
de-

=

Grimm ; properly
figere in aliquo
to take notice of, so in classical Greek ;
it is used also
in the sense of oband
serving, looking at, cf. James i. 27
a general sense, to see, cf. LXX, Ps.
;

in

xciii. 9, cf. xc.
Heb. x. 24
i.

8

In the

27).

is

it

quent,

;

and

also, to consider,

(Mayor,

note on

LXX, where

James

it

is

fre-

used with both shades of

meaning.
Ver. 32.

cvTpop.os yev.

(cf. x. 4,

fp4>o-

xvi. 29, cf Exod. iii. 6, expression used only in Acts in these two
passages (Heb. xii. 21, quotation from
LXX). tp4o(3os is found five times in
Luke, in Gospel xxiv. 5, 37, in Acts x.
4, xxiv. 25 (only once elsewhere, in Rev.
*»• 33t with kyivovro), and in each
passage with ycvducvos.
lvTpop.os, Dan.
(Theod.) x. 11, Wisdom xvii. 10, 1 Mace,

0os

y«v.),

xiii.

and

2,

(-vii.)

word

in Ps. xvii. (xviii.) 7, lxxvi.

cvTpouo? lyevr\6m 4\
also used by Plutarch.

18,
is

yij

—the

Ver. 33. Xvo-ov, cf. Josh. v. 15, Xvo-ov
A., cf. Exod. iii. 5 ; in classical Greek,
On the custom of
Xv<rai, omitting <rov.
worshipping bare-footed, as the priests

when

actually engaged in the Temple,
or as the Arabs enter their mosques with
bare feet, or the Samaritan the holiest
place on Gerizim, see instances, both

and from
Wetstein and
Wendt, in loco. The latter refers to an
Egyptian custom the order of Pythaclassical, Juvenal, Sat., vi., 158,

Josephus

and

others,

goras avvirdS-qros 6ve Kal irpoatcvvci,
Jamblich., Vit. Pyth., 23, and cf. 18 in
Wetstein. to viroS^pa, cf. xiii. 25, and
John i. 27, where in each passage the
singular is used. Both Weiss and Wendt
note the significance of the verse a
strange land is consecrated (cf. vi. 13,
toitos dyios) by the presence of God—
the Jews thought that the Temple was
the only holy place, cf. add. note for
significance in connection with the aim

—

—
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Vll,

^.

yrj ^yi a
34. Ihiltv tlhov rr)v kclkuhiiv tou Xaou uou
tou cV AiyuiTTW, Kal tou aTei'ayu.oG uutuc -rjKouoa
icai
KaT€0T)i/

JcmrjKas

•

c^eXeaGai au-roug
toutoi'

Toy

*ai vuv Ocupo, aTrooTeXui

Mwuo-TJc

*

Ok Tipi/rjoravTO

X €l P l

1

HP.

airocrrcXw

;

airoarTciXw

a« eis Atyuirroi'."
35.
"
Tis oe KaTc'aTTjae^

;

outos e^yayci' auTou's, ironfjaas
Kal iv 'EpuGpa OaXaaarj, Kal

R.V.,

eiiroWes,

toutoi 6 ©cos ap^oyTa a koi XuTpamjf
ayy^Xou to " o^Oeiros outw «y ttj |3aTw.
36.

StKao-nji'

Iv

l

"

2

apx o,/Ta kou
atriarTeikev

*

^ABCDE

WpaTa
{p

Tjj

Kal aT)p.eia eV
€p*)P-<{>

Alyuirrou

yrj

TeaaupaKorra.

€Ttj

61, Chrys., so Tisch., Alford,

W.H.,

Wendt, Weiss, Hilg.

2

8iKacrr»]v, fr$CD 61, Gig., Par., Syr. Hard. mg. add e<j>' tjuwv (c$* tjuas in E and
Chrys.), so Hilg., but text in ABHP, Vulg., Syr. Hard, text, so Tisch., W.H.,
R.V., Blass, Weiss.
3

apxovTa, before this word kou inserted by fc^ABDE
W.H., R.V., Blass, Wendt, Weiss, Hilg.

15, 18, 61, Syr.

Hard.

;

so

Tisch.,

4
aireo-rciXcv CHP, Chrys., so Blass; air€o-TaXK€v ^ABDE, so Tisch., W.H.,
R.V., Weiss, Wendt, Hilg.; ev ^HPd, Syr. Pesh., Boh., Arm., Aeth., Meyer; <rvv
ABCDE, Vulg., Sah., Syr. Hard., Chrys., so Tisch., Alford, W.H., R.V., Weiss,
Wendt, Hilg. ev probably from confusion with last syll. in airco-TaXicev. <ruv
Xeipt only here in N.T. ; «v x tl P l not uncommon.
;

of St. Stephen's speech, and St. Chiysos-

tom's comment in loco.
ISwv €i8ov
Ver. 34.

LXX, Exod.
e.g.,

Ps.

xl.

vi.

iii.

7,

:

Hebraism, so

and so

frequently,

Matt. xiii. 14, Heb.
1, cf.
xxii. 17), the participle with

14 (Gen.
the verb emphasising the assurance. But
similar collocations are not wanting in
classical Greek, see Page, in loco, and
Wendt, who compares 1 Cor. ii. 1. The
Lucian, Dial.
phrase ISwv elSov occurs in
" 1 have
Mar., iv., 3 (Wetstein).
surely
seen," R.V., so in A. and R.V., Exod.
N. T., p.
iii.
7, see Simcox, Language of
130, and Viteau, Le Grec du N. T., p.
217 (1896). Kal vvv Sevpo airotrreXw, but
airocrreiXw see critical
cf. Exod. iii. 10
On the hortatory subj. in first
notes.

—

;

;

person singular with Sevpo or d<f>es prefixed, see Burton, N. T. Moods and Tenses,
p. 74, cf. Matt. vii. 4, Luke vi. 42, but
translated by the revisers, " I will send,"
with an imperative force as of a divine
command (see RendalPs note, in loco).

haviour of the Jews towards Him, ver.
Moses
25.
(ical) apxovra <ol XvTpwrJjv
was made by God a ruler and even more
than a judge not Sucacr-rqs but XvrpwBut just as the denial of the Christ
-njs.
is compared with the denial of Moses,
cf. •qpvijtrovTo and TJpvTj<raor8e in Acts iii.
13, so in the same way the XvTpoxris
wrought by Christ is compared with that

—

:

—

wrought by Moses, cf. Luke i. 68, ii. 38,
Heb. ix. 12, Tit. ii. 14 (so Wendt, in loco)
"omnia quae negaverant Judsei Deus
"
attribuit Moysi
(Blass).
XvTpwnfc in
LXX and in Philo, but not in classical
Greek. In the Sept. the word is used of
I

God
Deut.
1).

Himself, Ps. xix. 14,

lxxviii.

35

(cf.

and Psalms of Solomon, ix.
x ci P l » cf- **• 2I Dut o^v ^ doser

xiii. 5,

— ev

>

to the classical <rvv 0eois with the helping and protecting hand, Iv xtipl

=

T

1

:!,

cf.

Gal.

iii.

—
19.

tj}

fiary:

6

Attic, f| Hellenistic, but in N.T. it varies,
in Luke xx. 37 feminine, in Mark xii. 26

(and in

LXX)

Gram.,

p.

classical instances cf. Wendt, in loco.
followed by the
tovtov
Ver. 35.
triple ovtos, a significant and oratorical
repetition anaphora or repetition of the

masculine (W.H.) Blass,
26; Grimm-Thayer, sub v.
Ver. 36.
On ovtos see ver. 35.
^Tjyayev, Exod. iii. 10, Kal i|d|cis rbv

cf. it. 23, v. 31 (so Bengel,
Blass, Viteau, see also Simcox, Language
of the N. T., pp. 65, 66). It plainly appears to be one of the purposes, although
we cannot positively say the chief purpose, of the speech to place Moses in
typical comparison to Jesus and the be-

Xadv

For

:

—

pronoun,

(iov.

frequent,

;

—

—'Epv0p<£
fl^D

Q^

OaXdcra-rj

in

LXX

sometimes with,

sometimes without the article, here as in
Heb. without: cf. the parallel in
Assumption of Moses, iii., 11 (ed. Charles),
and see below on ver. 38.
the
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"
37. Out<$s eoriK 6 Mwu(TT]s o eiTruy tois ulois 'lapa^X,
r\po<\>r\-n\v
1
'
6
£k
t&v
0«os
upoy
dSeX^wy ujxwi', u>s
ujxii' &vao~rf\crei Kupios
i\i4

auTou dKouaeade.'*
tt)

1

38. out<5s iariv 6 y€v6\ievos iv rrj ckkXyjo-ux iv
3
tou
ep^jJ-w fierd
dyyeXou tou XaXourros auTai eV tw opei Iifd ical
Kvpios

NABD
(1)

2

CEHP,

Boh., Syr. Hard., Aeth., Chrys., so

LXX,

Deut.

xviii.

15

61, Vulg., Sah., Aeth., so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt, Hilg.
fc$ABCD 61, Vulg. verss., Chrys.; so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss.

om.

om.
vuwv

;

2

avrov a.Kov<re<rde CDE, Gig., Par., Wern., Vulg., Syrr. (P. and H.), Boh., Arm.,
Aeth. om.
61, Sah., Chrys., so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Blass, Weiss, Wendt
xviii. 15, and Acts iii. 22).
(cf. Deut.

^ABHP

;

3

" recte ut
videtur," according to Blass,
ayyeXov rov om. Gig.,

Blass brackets in

ofrnfc, cf. ver. 35, cf Deut.
and iii. 22, above. The introduction of the prophecy may mean that St.
Stephen wished in this as in the preceding and following verse to emphasise
the position and the work of Moses, and
to mark more strongly the disobedience

Ver. 37.

xviii. 15,

of the people. Blass regards ovr6s to~riv
6 M. k.t.X. as intended to show that
Moses, whom the Jews accused. Stephen
of injuring, was himself by his own
words a supporter of the claims of Christ
" hie est ille M.
qui dixit ".
Ver. 38. ovt6s: again emphatic use.
"in the congregation,"
€Kic\T)o-ia:
R.V. margin held in the wilderness for
the giving of the law, although the word
does not occur in Exod. xix., but cf.
Deut. xxxi. 30, Josh. viii. 35 (ix. 2).
By Wycliffe the word was translated
"Church" here, but afterwards "congregation," so in Tynd., Cranm., Gen.,
until A.V. again rendered "Church,"
cf. Heb. ii. 12, and on the word see above
:

—

:

on v. 11, Hort, Ecclesia, p. 3
B.D. 2 " Church ". In Heb. ii.

ff.

,

and

12, R.V.
" in
text
(but
congregation
"Church" in margin), following Tynd.
and Cranm., and Ps. xxii. 22 from which
the quotation is made (where both A.
and R.V. have " congregation"). Schmiedel would dismiss the word as a later
gloss, which has been inserted here in a

"

reads

wrong

place,

see,

—

v

Wendt

p. 160, note.
yevdp.. . . .
19, xx. 18 (Mark xvi. 10)
ism, cf. crvv in Luke ii. 13.

(edit.

1899),

pcrd,

cf.

ix.

no Hebratov dyyeXo v
rov XaX., but in Exodus Moses is said to
speak with God, cf. ver. 30 above, and
see also ver. 53, "who was with the
and with our fathers," i.e., who
angel
acted as the mediator between the two
parties, who had relations with them both,
cf. Gal. iii. 19, and Philo, Vit. Moys., iii., 19,
whereMosesis called p.ccriTT)s kci! SiaXXax-

—

.

.

;

.

VOL.

II.

cf. ver.

—

44

{$.

I

also Heb. ii. 2, and Jos., Ant., xv.,
the latter passage represents Herod
as saying that the Jews learned all that was

t^s,
5, 3

cf.

;

most holy in their law 81' dyye'Xwv irapd
tov 0eov (see Westcott Hebrews, and
Wetstein on Gal. iii. 19). On the title
ItecriTTjs as given to Moses, see further
Assumption of Moses, i., 14, and Charles'
note and introd. lxiii., but it does not
follow that the inference is justified that
the Apocryphal Book in question was
known to the writer of St. Stephen's
Dr. Charles maintains this on
speech.
the ground of three passages, but of (1)
it may be said that the term
p.eo-iTi)s
evidently could have been known from
other sources than Acts, (2) the parallel

between
Moses,

ver.

iii.,

11,

36
is,

and Assumption of
as Dr. Charles admits,

an agreement verbally "for the most
"
part," but the words
Egypt, the Red
"
Sea, and the wilderness for forty years
might often be used as a summary of
the history of Israel at a particular period,
whilst the context with which the words
are here associated is quite different from
that in Assumption of Moses, I.e., and (3)
there is no close resemblance between the

prophecy from Amos quoted in ver. 43
below and the prophecy in Assumption
of Moses, ii., 13 in both the phraseology
is quite general.
Perhaps the omission
of the word fierd before twv irarepwv
to
the privilege of " our
gives emphasis
fathers," when one can speak of being
with the angel and with them, Simcox,
Language of the N. T., p. 159. Thus
Moses prefigures the Mediator of the
new coventant, cf. Heb. viii. 15, ix. 15,
xii. 24, and the mention of this honour
bestowed upon Moses emphasises still
more fully the indignity which he received from his countrymen, cf. St.
Chrysostom on the force of ovtos in this
;

verse.

—Xoyia,

cf.

Rom.

iii.

2,

as in

LXX
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VII.

r&v irariptav ^uuv, $s ^S^aTO Xoyia ^(ovra SoGcai ^uiv. 1
yevtoQai ot iraripes

j\Q£kr)<rav otti^kooi
3

rais

i<rrpd<^r]<Tav

KapSiais

"
'AapoSy,

rioLTja-oi'

Tjuif

auTwv

Geous

39. J ouk
dirwaarro, Kal

2

AiyuTrTOv, 40. ciiroWes

els

ot

dXX*

^uk,

6

irpoiropeuawTai ^fiuv

tw

yap

Ma>afJ9 outos, os e^yayet' rjuas ^k yfjs Alyuirrou, ouk oToap.ev ti
4

y£yov€i/

Kal

aurw."

d^yayov

XCipui'

41. Kal ip.oayoiroiif\<Tav iv tois rju^pais ^Keivais,
€i$<oXu>, Kal eut^paiuorro le T019 cpyots twv

Buaiav tu

auiw.

XaTpeueif

"

<

42.

orpana

xfj

"Ecrrpei|/e

6

8e

tou oupayou

•

Kal

0eos,

irapehuiKev

^ypaTrrat iv

Ka0u>$

M$) a<f>dyia Kal Ouaias irpoaTji'eYKaW

irpo4>T)Tw>',

auTous

0i|3Xa>

tw

Teaaapd-

p.01 cttj

but fr^B read vu.iv, so W.H. text, Weiss.
but oXXa in NABCDEH, so Tisch., W.H., Weiss, Hilg.
3
6CTTpa<}>^o-ov, D reads aireo-Tpa<f>T|o-av, so Hilg. Tais icapSiais DE, Vulg., Arm.
so Meyer ; cv pref. in fc^ABC, so W.H., R.V., Weiss.
Syr. Pesh., Chrys., Irenint.
1

2

t||jLtv

;

aXV

;

;

4

eyevcTo fc^ABC, so

W.H.,

R.V., Blass

cf. Numb. xxiv. 4,
chiefly for any utterance of God
or
whether precept
promise, only once of
human words (Ps. xviii. (xix.) 14) ; so

(cf.

of the words of God,
16,

and

Philo speaks of the decalogue as to, Sc'ko,
Xoyia, and Jos., B. jf., vi., 5, 4, of the
prophecies of God in the O.T., and Philo
writes to Xoyiov toO irpo<fni]Tov (i.e.,
Moses), Vit. Moys., iii., 35, see GrimmThayer, sub v., Xoyiov, lit., a little word,
from the brevity of oracular responses.
"vim vitalem habentia," Blass,
£a»vTa
iv. 12, 1 Pet. i. 23,
cf. Deut.
cf. Heb.

—

:

The
xxxii. 47.
far St. Stephen

Law

of Moses, cf. Heb. iv. 12, "living,"
R.V. ("quick," A.V.) 1 Pet. i. 3, and
5, where R.V. has "living" instead
"
"
"
in Ps. xxxviii.
of "
;

ii.

19
lively
lively
retained in R.V. (see also in Exod. i.
to
in
contrast
feeble, languid), cf.
19,
;

is

Spenser, Faerie Queene, iii., 8, 5. Here
the word has the sense of living, i.e.,
"
enduring, abiding, cf.
thy true and
" in
lively [living] word
prayer for the
Church Militant, cf. 1 Pet. i. 23, R.V.
Ver. 39.
i<rrpa$T\<rav> i.e., in their
desires after the Egyptian gods, cf. ver.
"
turned back again," but
not
40,
"
"
simply turned (Rendall, in loco). The
words cannot be taken literally (as Corn,
a Lap. and others), or we should have
to render " who may go before us in our
return to Egypt," which not only is unsupported by the Greek, but cf. Exod.
see also on this
xxxii. 4, 1 Kings xii. 28
verse, Exod. xvi. 3, Num. xi. 4, 5, but
the desires there expressed marked a later
;

date.

xxxii. 1, pr. R.V.).

Ver. 40.
3,

Num.

in

Luke

irpoiropevo-ovrai (Exod. xvi.

only elsewhere in N.T.,

xi. 4, 5),
i.

76, with which cf. Deut. xxxi.
in Acts are taken from

The words

3.

Exod.
Mace.

xxxii.

1,

23

the

;

LXX,

frequent in

11 (but see

ix.

H. and

—

R.),

1

and

and Polyb. ovtos, iste, cf.
same anacoluthon as in LXX,

also in Xen.
vi. 14,

Exod. xxxii. 23, so in the Heb., " who
" no
mention of God
brought us up
they ascribed all to Moses (Chrysostom)
see Viteau, Le Grec du N. T., p. 135

—

:

;

(1896).

words again show how

was from despising the

Exod.

LXX

Ip-oo-xoiroiijcrav : not in
Greek ; in Exod. xxxii. 2,

Ver. 41.

or in classical
lirofrjorav
cf. 1

Gvoaav,
ii.6<r\ov.
iii. 15
(and 2 Sam. vi. 17, A.),
use of the word, " quia victima

Kings

for similar
in

— dvijyoyov

aram

tollitur,"

Grimm.

— ev<f>pcuvovTo,

Exod. xxxii. 6 and 18 the word is
very frequent in LXX, and several
times with Iv, cf, e.g., 2 Chron. vi. 41,
Ecclesiast. xiv. 5, 1 Mace. iii. 7
x a *-P eiv
Iv, Luke x. 20; used only by St. Luke
cf.

;

;

six times in his
Gospel, twice in Acts (but ii. 26 is a
Bengel points out that God
quotation).
rejoices in the works of His own hands,
and men in the work of God's hands,
but not as here half irony in the words.
Ver. 42. €OTpe\J/€ : properly intransitive.
Weiss takes it transitively: God
turned them from one idol worship to
another ; but here probably means that
God turned away from them, in the sense
that He cared no longer for them as before
so Grimm, sub v. ; ox that He
actually changed so as to be opposed to
them cf. Josh. xxiv. 20, Heb., so Wet

amongst the Evangelists,

—

;

;
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oTkos 'lapaiqX; 43. ica! d^cXd^cT6 "ri\v <tki\v$\v
to aarpov toO 6eo0 up,wi> 'Pejj^xii', 1 tou§ tuitous
*at fteTOiKiw ufids eir^Kcim 2
00s €Troii]aaT€ irpooKuvelv aurois

tou

ipr\\xu,

ttj

«cal

Mo\6x>

*

1

vp«v

so Blass

;

^ACEHP, Vulg., Boh., Syr. Hard., Aeth., Chrys. (so LXX, Amos v. 26),
om. BD 15, 18, Syr. Pesh., Sah., Arm., Ir., Or., Philast., so Tisch., W.H.,
Wendt, Hilg.

R.V., Weiss,

Pcp+av 1, 31, Or., Chrys. ; Pcpfraji D, Flor., Gig.,
Iren., so Blass in 0, and Hilg. ; P€«j>av jtf'ACE, Syrr. (P. and
R.V.
so
Pop.<|>av N* 3, so Tisch.; Pof«|>a B, so W.H., Weiss.
H.), Boh., Sah.,
In
Paupav or Pecpav. Wendt prefers Pop.<i>av or Pop.<pa.
Par.,

Wern., Vulg.,

;

LXX

D

;
,
Gig., Par. read eiri ra pepri, so Blass in a and p\ so Hilg., cf.
originality of Western reading not imposs., or ciri Ta pepi| may have been
substituted for a phrase unique in N.T. (see also Wendt, p. 163, edit. 1899).
,J

€ir£Keiva

LXX

1

;

stein " Deus se ab iis avertit," and cf.
LXX, Isa. lxiii. 10. irape'SwKev, cf. Rom.
i. 24, and ctaore in xiv. 16 ;
Ephes. iv. 19,

—

"

gave themselves up ". cavrov? irap^Swkov, from the side of man. Xcu-pe-uciv tq
(TTparia tov ovp., cf. Deut. xvii. 3, 2
Kings xvii. 16, xxi. 3, 2 Chron. xxxiii. 3, 5,

—

xix. 13, a still grosser idolatry :
Jer.
"
antiquissima idolatria, ceteris speciviii. 2,

"

Bengel. The created host was
in place of Jehovah Sabaoth,
" the Lord of Hosts ".
The word,
though used always in the N.T. of religious service, is sometimes applied to the
worship of idols, as well as of the One
God cf. Rom. i. 25 (LXX, Exod. xx. 5,
xxiii. 24, Ezek. xx. 32), so XaTpcta is
used of the worship of idols in 1 Mace. i.
43 see Trench, Synonyms, i., p. 142 ff.
here part of the
Iv pipXa) twv irpotp.
Hebrew Scriptures which the Jews
summed up under the title of " the Prophets," as a separate part, the other two
parts being the Law and the Hagiographa (the Psalms, Luke xxiv. 44)
or Twelve Minor Prophets which probably formed one book. M-Jj afyayia.
a quotation from Amos v. 25-27,
k.t.X.
with little variation the quotation in
ver.
42 is really answered by the
The question does
following verse.
not mean literally that no sacrifices were
ever offered in the wilderness, which
would be directly contrary to such pasosior

worshipped

;

—

;

:

;

—

—

:

sages as Exod. xxiv. 4,

Num.

vii. 9.

The

no doubt were offered, but
how could they have been real and
effectual and acceptable to God while in
their hearts the people's affections were
far from Him, and were given to idol

sacrifices

expecting a negative anZockler's note, in
nominative for vocative,
oXkos
loco).
as often, as if in apposition to the
vpeis contained in irpo<rr)v£yicaT£ (Blass).
Some emphasise poi = mihi soli, or

deities

swer

?

p,^,

= num

—

(see

:

suppose with Nosgen that the question
is

ironical.

Ver. 43. The answer of God to His
question: tcai should be explained
"ye actually took up" ("yea," R.V., in
Amos v. 26) dveXapcTc, " ye took up,"

own

;

to carry in procession from one halting place to another, t^v o-ktjvt|v, properly

i.e.,

o-KTjvif

=

J"ft3D

which has sometimes

been explained as the tent or tabernacle
made by the idolatrous Israelites in
honour of an idol, like the tabernacle of
the covenant in honour of Jehovah, but
"
R.V. renders " Siccuth your king (margin, "the tabernacle of your king"),
Amos v. 26, see below. rov MoX<$x I s

—

in

LXX,

but in Hebrew,

D^jSft

your king (as A.V. in margin,
26).

The LXX,

*•'•,

Amos

v.
either as explanatory, or

Q37£

perhaps through another reading
Kings xxiii. 13, here render by the name
of the idol.
Sayce also (Patriarchal
" Sikkuth
Palestine, p. 258) renders
your
Malik," i.e., the Babylonian god Sikkuth also represents "Malik," the king,
another Babylonian deity ( = Moloch of
the O.T.). Most commentators maintain
that ver. 26 (Amos v.) is not in the
original connected with ver. 25 as the

2

LXX

render, referring the latter verse

back to Mosaic times. The LXX may
have followed some tradition, but not only
does the fact that the worship of Moloch

was forbidden

in the wilderness seem to
indicate that its practice was a possibility,
but there is also evidence that long before the Exodus Babylonian influence
had made itself felt in the West, and the
statement of Amos may therefore mean
that the Babylonian god was actually
worshipped by the Israelites in the wil-

derness (Sayce, u. s., p. 259). In margin
of R.V. we have "shall take up," ».#.,
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44. *H

BaPuXwyos."
iliuav

Iv

Kadi>s

^prjfAw,

Tjj

<tki)v^\

away with you into exile (as a
not in
threat), while others take the verb
a future but in a perfect sense, as referring to the practice of the contemporaries
of the prophet: "de suo tempore hsec
Siccuth or rather
dicit Amos" (Blass).

probably a proper name (a
given to Nin-ip, the warlike sungod of Babylonia (Sayce)), and both it
is

name

and Kewan (Kaivan), ft^S, represent
Babylono-Assyrian deities (or a

deity),

see Schrader, Cun. Inscript. and the O.T.,
Sayce, u. s., Art.
ii.,
141, 142, E.T.
"Chiun" in Hastings' B.D., and Felten
and Wendt, in loco. For the thought
expressed here that their gods should
go into captivity with the people, cf. Isa.
ical to ao-Toov . . .
xlvi. 2.
Pep.4>av,
c
T.R.—but R.V. Pe4>av, on the reading
see critical notes, and Wendt, p. 177.
;

—

For

l

Hebrew (Amos

the

v.

26)

fil^

LXX has 'Pawfxiv. How can
account for this?
Probably LXX

Chiun, the

we

read the word

1V3
your

not Chiun but

(so in Syr. Pesh.,
idol),

Kewan =

of which 'Pai^av

tion through Kai<j>dv

(cf.

is

Kewan
Saturn

a corrup-

similar

change

ttffcO in LXX
dpxas as if t£?fc^> Robinson's Gesenius,

of

3

into "l in

Nah.

i.

6,

Kewan = Ka-ai-va-nu, an
Assyrian name for the planet Saturn,
called by the same name in Arabic
p.

463).

and Persian (Hamburger, Real-Encyclopddie des Judentums, i., 2, 216, and
and this falls in
Art. " Chiun," u. 5.)
" the star of
perfectly with the Hebrew,
;

your god

12*0,

"
(your star-god)

— 05^'^

the Previous word,

OTzhx,

"your images," being placed after the
two Hebrew words just quoted, cf. LXX

who

renders
5.,
"
Chiun, your Zelem," Zelem denoting another Babylonian deity = the image
It seems plain at
or disc of the sun).
all events that both in the Hebrew and
reference is made to the
in the
divine honours paid to the god Saturn.
In the words " ye took up the star,"
etc., the meaning is that they took up the
star or image which represented the god
Saturn your god with some authorities
(but see also Sayce, u.

LXX

—

apnipiou

iw rots

Ijr

XaXwv

oi€Td£aTo 6

carry

Saccuth

tou

VII.

rffl

iraTpdaiK

Mwafj, iroitjaat

LXX, see Blass, in loco), vpwv,
the deity whom these Israelites thus
placed on a level with Jehovah. If we

(go

in

i.e.,

take

Chiun = the

p*>5

of your gods,

i.e.

litter,

or pedestal,

on which they were

,

carried in procession, as

if

advocated

from

Yffo

(

a

Dr. Robertson

by
meaning
Smith), and not as a proper name

at all

:

" the shrines of
your images, the star
of your God," R.V. margin, Amos v. 26,
we may still infer from the mention of a
star that the reference is to the debasement of planet worship (so Jerome con-

jectured Venus or Lucifer). It is to be
noted that the vocalisation of Siccuth
and Chiun is the same, and it has been
recently suggested that for the form of
these two names in our present text we
are indebted to the misplaced zeal of the
Massoretes, by the familiar trick of fitting
the pointing of one word to the consonant
skeleton of another here the pointing is

—

taken from the word
tion,"

see

Art.,

" abomina-

2ftj?tD>

"Chiun,"

u.

s.

—tovs

twitovs, simulacra : in LXX, in opposiIf the ctktjvtj
tion to o-KTjnfl and currpov.
is to be taken as meaning the tent or
tabernacle containing the image of the
god, it might be so described, twoi is
used, Jos., Ant., i., 19, 11 xv. 9, 5, of the
images of Laban stolen by Rachel.
not in LXX, where
irpotnevvciv ovtois
we read tovs tuttovs olvt&v ots itro^a-art

—

;

:

eavToig.

—

lirliceiva

(3a(3v\b>vos: in

and Hebrew "Damascus".

LXX

Iir^ic.

only
here in N.T., but in classical authors,
and in LXX, Gen. xxxv. 16 (21), Jer. xxii.
19 (and Aquila on passage in Genesis).
"
Babylon may have been due to a slip,

11

but more probably spoken designedly:
"
interpretatur vaticinium Stephanus ex
"
eventu (as the Rabbis often interpreted
passages), see
foot.

It

may

Wendt,
be that

and LightStephen thus
which
through their

in loco,
St.

closes one part of his speech, that

shows how Israel, all
had been rebellious, and how
punishment had followed. If this conhistory,

jecture

is

correct,

we pass now to the way

which Stephen deals with the charge
of blasphemy against the temple.
Ver. 44. Here again we notice that
in

the first sanctuary of the fathers was not
the temple, nor was it erected on holy
ground, but Iv rg £pijp.<p according to

AnorroAQN
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Kal ela-qyayoi' 8iaoe£du.€voi
i&v&v <ov k£io(rev l

01 TraTepeg r\\iG>v jxeTa 'Ino-ou, iv rfj Karaa)(€cr€i Taiy

iw

6 0eos dird TTpoffwirou

46. os cupe

x

c

*P t

'/

TraWpwy

N

God's direct command.

—

f\

o-K-nvfy

tov

in, 112). {jlctol Mtjo-ov,
where Syr. Pesh. has

—

The same phrase

in

LXX

is

used (incorrectly as Meyer noted) to
translate the Hebrew tabernacle of the
congregation or tabernacle of meeting,
i.e.,

of

God with His

people,

Exod.

cf.

But the tabernacle was justly

xxvii. a 1.

called papTvpiov, because

it

contained

" the ark of the
testimony," LXX, Exod.
xxv. 9 (10), kij3cot6s p,aprup£ov, and so
frequently in the rest of the book, and
xxxi. 1 8, ras 8vo TrXaKas tov paprvpiov.
The tabernacle might properly be so
called as a witness of God's presence,
and a testimony to the covenant between

God and His people. See also Westcott
on Heb. viii. 5, additional note. 8i€-

—

xx. 13, xxiv. 23 ; only in St.
Paul in N.T., except once
in Matt. xi. 1 ; in Gospel four times, in
Acts four or five times, and frequent in
cf.

T<x|aTo,

Luke and

St.

Grimm compares

LXX.

—

disponere (ver-

ko.0u)s 8. 6 XaXwv: "even as
he appointed who spake," R.V. " per
"

ordnen).

;

reverentiam

Blass ;
appellatio siletur
Kara
cf. Exod. xxv. 40, Heb. viii. 5.
tov tvttov, cf. Wisdom ix. 8, where the
command is given to Solomon. p.(p.Tjpa

—

—

V

"ac7rpoT)Tot|iacras
r
cording to the figure," ..V., i.e., pattern,
likeness, cf. ver. 43 and Rom. v. 14.
cric-nvTJs

av£as

:

Again we see how far Stephen was from
denying the divine sanction given to
Moses for the tabernacle. In the thought
thus implied lies the germ of Hooker's
Bccles.

11

great argument,
(Plumptre).
Ver. 45. SuaSelduievoi : having received
in their turn, i.e., from Moses, only here
in N.T., cf. 4 Mace. iv. 15
so also in
Pol.,

iii.,

;

classical Greek, in

Dem. and

in Polyb.,

SiaSoxTjs, "in their turn," Herod.,
142: (on the technical meaning of
SidSoxos, to which in the
8ia8cx<£pevos is akin to the term of a deputy, or
of one next to the king, see Deissmann,

cf.

viii.,

LXX

N*E

•|i»o-fV

possible that there was in the
speaker's mind a contrast to the o-KTjvrf
in ver. 43, but the connection is not
" ut in
clearly drawn out, ao-vvSeTws,
"
oratione concitatiore
r\ tr.rov
(Blass).
" the tabernacle of the testifiapTvpiov,

mony".

•

W.H., Weiss, Hilg.

it is

:

Aa(3i$

ir7|ju€pa>v

^•Swioi' tou 0eou, Kal tj-njo-aTO eupciv oncrjvwua

3
1
ABCDHP, Chrys., so
€|«<r€v
so Blass, Grammatik, p. 37.

fiapr.

tw

ews

Tjp.wi',

Heb.

•'Jesus
—
tq

iv.

Tisch.,

—

Bibelstudien,??.
cf.

5,

8,

the son of

Nun"

(but not here).

"when
KaTcwrxeVei tojv IQvCtv
they entered on the possession of the
nations," R.V., lit., in the taking possession of the nations, i.e., of the land inhabited by the nations (Wendt). A.V.
follows Vulgate
frequent in LXX, cf.
-dv

:

;

Jos., Ant., ix., 1, 2, and Test. xii. Patr., x.,
used by Philo in the sense of a portion

to

given

keep

(Grimm-Thayer).

—

— uv

:

Attic attraction, cf. i. 1. Airo irpo<r»irov for a similar phrase cf. Deut. xi. 23,
:

xii,

29, 30, etc.,

and frequently

Hebrew *0©ft,—Iws
connected with the

t*»v

first

LXX,

in

fy. A.

;

to be

part of the verse,

"which also our fathers brought in
unto the days of David" (inclusively),
" et mansit
in
see
.

Wendt,

loco,

.

.

i.e.,

tabernaculum usque ad tempora Davidis"
Rendall takes the words as
(Blass).
closely joined to iv l|wcrcv, but the
clause iv Ig&crcv . . . t)|uw is rather
subordinate.
Ver. 46. os evp€ x^P lv > cf. Luke i. 30,
Hebraistic, cf. Gen. vi. 8; it may be
tacitly implied that had the temple been
so important as the Jew maintained,
God would have allowed the man who
found favour before him to build it on
the phrase 4v«Sir. K. or 6cov see above
;

on

iv. 10.

cf.

iii.

—

evpuv, i.e., <ncTJvci>p.a,
and instances in
" asked to
Wetstein,
find," not only
2
Sam. vii. 2 fF., 1
"desired," LXX,
Chron. xxii. 7, Ps. lxxxi. 5. enc-qveopa:
perhaps used by David (as in the
3

;

t^TYJo-aTo

T)porra Xapciv,

—

Psalm quoted) in his humility (Meyer)
used of the temple in 1 Esdras i. 50.
David of course desired to build not a
;

—

which already existed. ry 0cy
MaKtip, see critical notes.
Ver. 47. loXopuiv, see above on iii. n.
" But " or " And
8i, adversative
as in A. and R.V., cf. 2 Chron. vi. 7-9,
where Solomon is represented as claiming God's promise that he should build the
house afavour denied to his father David.
Ver. 48. AXX* ov\ But the presence
of the Most High (in contrast to the
cricnvTJ,

—U

"—

:

—

:
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« l 'laKwP 47.

2

•

XoXojiwi/

VII.

8c (OKoSoprjaev 8 adrQ oTkoi'.

48. 'AXX*

OUX O CtylOTOS Iv XClpOTTOl^TOlS mOlS* KClTOlKei, KaGwS 6 TTpO<|>YJTT]S
" 'O
Xe'yei, 49.
oupayos p-oi OpcVos, ^ 8c yr] 6ttott<58ioi/ tw^ TroSwf
•

p.ou

iroior oIicok otKoSofATJaeTt
p.01

X^yet Kuptos

;

•

fj

tis

6

t<5ttos ttjs

e€a> tf'ACEP, Vulg., Syrr. (P. and
oucV
H.), Sah., Boh., Arm., Aeth., Chrys.
fr^BDH, so Weiss (Apostelgeschichte, p. 7), so also Hilg. W.H. (Appendix, 92)
«

;

think that although 6c<p is a very ancient correction of ouc<p the latter can
hardly
be genuine and that there is apparently a primitive error, and with this

judgment

Wendt

Hort suggests Kvpup, and concludes that tuoiku may have come
but we have still to ask
(so too Wendt), and refers to LXX, Ps. cxxxi. 5
"
" God of
if the
expression " Lord of Jacob" ever occurred, whilst no doubt
Jacob,"
" House of
are
familiar
In
Ps.
cxxxi.
Jacob
expressions.
LXX,
3, we have o-K-qvupa
oikov, and a similar expression may have been the orig. reading here again, in Ps.
" = "
"
"
xxiv.
the God of
Heb., we have
agrees.

from twkw

;

;

6,
Jacob
Jacob (see LXX), and it has been
suggested that some such abbreviation or mode of speech lies at the bottom of the
Blass holds that ouc<p comes from the next verse " corrupte "
difficulty here.
(orig.
a gloss on o-K^vwp.a).
2

loXopiv BDEHP, so Blass in 0, Weiss; loXojiwv W.H., Hilg.; laXojjxuv AC,
ZaXopwv fr$. (See Winer-Schmiedel, p. 93 Blass, Gram p. 29.)

so Tisch.

;

;

3

3
wKoSojMjo-ev fr$AB CEHP, so Tisch.
in P, Hilg., but see W.H., App., 170.

;

oiKo8o|iT)(r€v

,

BD,

so

(Winer-Schmiedel,

p.

W.H.

Weiss, Blass

100

Blass, Gram.,

;

P- 37-)
*

vaois om.

^ABCDE;

so Tisch.,

W.H.,

R.V., Blass, Weiss,

xvii. 24).

tis

;

D, Flor. read

iroiov or to

iroios,

so Blass in 0, and Hilg.

LXX.

smallness of any building made by hands)
was not so confined the previous words
must not be misunderstood by Stephen's

—

hearers.
Solomon's oIkos might have
given the idea of greater permanency,
but still Isaiah had taught, lxvi. 1, 2, and
even the builder of the temple, Solomon
himself, had acknowledged that God was
not confined to any single place of worship, 1 King viii. 27, 2 Chron. vi. 18
(Hackett), cf. also David's prayer, 1
Chron. xxix. 10-19. Iv x €l P oiroi,l TOl «

—

vaois

KaToiKct

— omit

an exegetical addition,

vaois,

probably

where
the word is found. The omission makes
the contrast with oIkos still more em" But Solomon ... a
house,
phatic.
howbeit the Most High dwelleth not in
"
houses made with hands
For
(R.V.).
Xcipoiroi-qTos and axeip* see Westcott
on Heb. ix. 11, 24. Both words occur
cf. xvii. 24,

Mark

xiv. 58, in the charge of the
witness against our Lord. In the
is used several times
of idols made with hands, and occasionfound
in
classical
Greek. Weiss
ally
compares as a parallel with its use here
Isa. xvi. 12 (see R.V.), but the meaning

in

false

LXX xeipoiro(T|To$

—

—

6 v!vJ/lo-tos, emphatic
doubtful.
Solomon's building a house must not be
is

xvi.

Luke

i.

article),

(cf.

—assim. either to preceding

misunderstood
\n|/.,

Wendt, Hilg.

—

see too ver. 49.
&
used here absolutely (cf.
32, 35, 76, vi. 35, without the
17,

so often in

LXX,

2

Sam.

xxii.

14, Ps. xvii. 13, and often in Psalms,
Isa. xiv. 14, Ecclus. xii. 6, etc.
R.V.

" Most
High," instead of A.V.
" most
High," thus making the proper
name of God more emphatic, cf. WinerSchmiedel, p. 172 so in classical Greek
Zeus v\|f urros ; 6 t5t|/wrTos 0€os in Greek
inscriptions of Asia Minor for the Hebrew
equivalents, see Grimm-Thayer, sub v.

writes

—

;

Stephen's worr^s apparently impressed
at least one of hit, nearers, for the same
St.

thought is reproduced in the words of
St. Paul at Athens, where he asserts the
same truth, and makes St. Stephen's
words as it were his text to emphasise the
"
real power and worship of God
atque
similiter hie Judaei atque illic Gra;ci
:

castigantur" (Blass), cf. the teaching of
our Lord in John iv. 21 (and see Flumptre's note on this passage in Acts).
ko0ws 6 irpocj)., Isa. lxvi. i, 2 (LXX).
The quotation is almost identical with

—

few

slight changes, as e.g.,
Ver. 49. tis toitos for iroios, and ov\\
introducing the conclusion instead ofydpAlthough Solomon had expressed this

nPAEEIS ATIOSTOAQN
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l

;
r\ \eip p-ou eiroinae rauTa irdrra
2
51. iKXrjpoTpdxtjXot Kal direpiTpvnroi ttj icapoia Kal tois uhtiv, uueis
e
del tw Ili'eup.oTt tw Ayia> drriiriTrTeTc, ws ol iraWpcs uuoii' Kal

icaTcnrauo-caJs p.ou

uucis.

8

52.

50. ouyJ.

;

Tim twk

d-irEK-meai' tous

Trpo<pt)Taii'

4

ouk eoiwlav ol

irpoKaTayyeiXaKTas

;

Kal

eXeuacws too oucaiou,

irepl ttjs

1
Flor. omits whole verse, but Blass
decisive for retention.

-rrcrrepes up.wi'

and Hilg.

retain

it.

Variation from

LXX

2
EHP 61, Flor., Gig., Syr. Pesh., San., Boh., Eus., Lucif., so Blass,
(ttj) KopSta
Meyer, Alford ko P 8iois (^)ACD 7, 14 (Chrys.), Cyr. (Vulg., Syr. Hard., Arm.,
Aeth.), so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt, Hilg. KapSias B, W.H. marg. Meyer
and Alford retain KapSia because (they think) xapSicus was introduced to suit plural
tcapSias in LXX, Jer. ix. 26, but the reading can
subject, but cf. Ezek. xliv. 7.
But
scarcely be original here on account of the following dat. tois «<rtv (Wendt).
on the whole W.H.'s decision is best.
;

;

D2

3

Kai vpcis om.

4

01 iro/rcpcs vp.a»v

;

,

Flor., Gig., but Blass retains

D, Flor. read

same truth in the dedicatory prayer of
his temple, St. Stephen appeals to the
It is not, as
great Messianic prophet.

some have thought, the worthlessness of
the temple, but rather

its relative

value

upon which Stephen insists. Those who
take the former view of the words must
suppose that St. Stephen had forgotten
that Solomon had given utterance to the
same thought at the moment when he
was consecrating the temple (so Wendt,
Weiss sees
Felten, McGiffert, in loco).
the question another proof of the
thought running through the whole address, that God's presence, with the blessin

ings which He confers and the revelations
which He imparts, is not confined to the
:
cf. the use of the same quotation
as here against the Jews, Epist. Barn.,
xvi., 2, after the destruction of the temple.
Ver. 51. o-K\i)poTpdxilXoi Kal dircpir-

temple

utjtoi TTJ KapSia, cf. Exod. xxxiii. 3, 5,
xxxiv. 9, Deut. ix. 6, Baruch ii. 30, etc.,
Ecclus. xvi. 11 (cf. Cicero, Verr., iii., 95,
" tantis cervicibus est
"). Both adjectives
had been used to describe the sins of
On this reading
Israel in former days.
see above and Wendt, critical note, p.

Kennedy, Sources of N. T.Greek,
For the expression d/ircp., cf.
Deut. x. 16, Jer. iv. 4, and dircp. to *»ra,
In the N.T. cf. Rom. ii. 25,
Jer. vi. 10.
29 (which sounds like another echo of
190, cf.
p. 116.

St. Stephen's teaching), cf. also Epist.
Baru., ix. (Jer. iv. 4). Similar expressions occur in Philo and the Rabbis, and

Mace. i. 48, ii. 46, and see further
Deissmann, Bibelstudien, pp. 150, 151.
Many writers have maintained that St.
Stephen's sharp and abrupt declaration
also

1

;

Hilg. omits.

ciccivoi.

marks the increasing impatience of

his

hearers at this point, as if the speaker
felt that the murmurs of his audience
would not allow him much more speech.
But on the other hand St. Stephen's
whole speech led up to this point, and
his words were not so much an interruption, but a continuance and a summary of what had gone before. No doubt
the speech was left unfinished " cujus
cursus ad Iesum tendebat" (Blass);
since in His rejection the obstinacy of
the people which had marked and marred
their history had reached its climax ; and
the indignant words of St. Stephen bring
to mind the indignation of a greater than
he against the hyprocrisy and wilfulness
of the nation " the wrath of the Lamb "
:

—

against the Pharisees and the oppressors
(Briggs, Messiah of the Apostles,
" summa tractationis —
—
del
semper
—
quotiescumque vocamini" Bengel. dvp. 68).

:

Tiir£irr€T€, cf.

Num.

striving against
and Plut.

xxvii. 14, of Israel
in Polyb.

God, and also

—

Ver. 52. Tfva r&v irpo<|>. do-vvSeVws,
mark the vehemence of the speech, as
above, verse 51 cf. 2 Chron. xxxvi. 16 for
the general statement, and for individual
cases, Jeremiah, Amos, and probably
Isaiah, the prophet just quoted.
may compare the words of our Lord,
Matt. v. 12, Luke xiii. 34, and also Luke
xi. 49, Matt, xxiii. 29-37 where the same
to

:

We

words

48i<d|av and dircKTeivav are used
of the treatment of the prophets. koA
"
"
dire'ic.
they even slew
perhaps the
force of ko£ (Wendt), "they slew them
also" (Rendall).
ever ecus only here in
the N.T., not in LXX or Apocrypha, or

—

:

—A

:

—
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irpooorai Kal

VII.

•

53. oirives ekafiere
rbv yopLoy els otaTayas &yylk<t)v, Kal ook e^uXd^aTe.
54. 'Aicouorres
oe TauTa, oieirpioero tclis Kapoiai? abrSiv, Kal ej3puxoe tous 686kTas

1

Y«Y €VTl^ e«
Blass, Weiss,
in

HP

ujulcis

chr y s
Wendt, Hilg.
-

>

classical writers, but
28, and in Iren.,

ThomcB

1

«Y«ve<r0«

found
i.,

in

^ABCDE,

Acta

10, in plural,

and second advent of Christ
tov 8ikcl£ov,
iii., 59).
It has been
see Acts iii. 14 and note.
suggested that it is used here and elsewhere of our Lord from His own employment of the same word in Matt, xxiii.
29, where He speaks of the tombs tuv
Sikcuwv whom the fathers had slain
whilst the children adorned their sepulchres.
But it is more probable that the
word was applied to our Lord from the
of the

first

—

(see also Dion. Hal.,

LXX use of" it, cf. Isa. liii. 11. Even
those Jews who rejected the idea of an
atoning Messiah acknowledged that His
personal righteousness was His real
claim to the Messianic dignity, Weber,

Judische Theologie, p. 362 Taylor, Sayings of the Jewish Fathers, p. 185, second
We cannot forget that one of
edition.
those present who heard St. Stephen's
burning words was himself to see the
Just One and to carry on the martyr's
work, cf. xxii. 14, ISeiv rbv Sikcliov k.t.X.
vvv 4"Y^ve<r8€ " of whom ye have now
;

—

:

become," R.V., the spirit of their fathers
was still alive, and they had acted as
their fathers had done vjiels again em;

phatic.

Ver. 53.

oiTLves, quippe qui (" ye who,"
R.V.), as often in Acts and Epistles not
simply for identification, but when as

here the conduct of the persons already
mentioned is further enlarged upon (Al-

cf viii. 15,
Winer-Schmiedel,

ford),

Blass,

Grammatik,

ayy4\(ov

R.V.

:

els

" as
:

it

ix.

p.
p.

35, x. 41, 47,

and

235, but see also

—
169.

els

Siarayas

was ordained by angels,"

at the

appointment

ycy£vr\<rQe

<f>oi>eis

of, cf. its

use in Matt. xii. 41, or better els as in
ver. 21 = received the law as ordinances
of angels (v6\iov being regarded as an
aggregate of single acts and so with
" ordinances
plural
"), so Rendall, who
takes els = ws> and Page, cf Heb. xi. 8,
But
i.e., it was no human ordinance.
see on the other hand Wendt's note, p.
192, where he points out that the law was
not received as commands given by angels
but by God. This was undoubtedly the
case, but St. Stephen was here probably
referring to the current tradition in Philo

so Tisch.,

Orig.,

W.H.,

and Josephus, and LXX, Deut.

R.V.,

xxxiii. 2.

Ik Segiwv avTov ayYcXoi \lit* o-vtov, cf
Ps. lxvii. 17
Philo, De Somn., p. 642
Mang., so Jos., Ant., xv., 5, 3, and also
;

Booh of Jubilees, chap.
and Lightfoot

i.

(see Wetstein

B.) on Gal. iii. 19).
Others again take els = Iv, " accepistis
legem ab angelis promulgatam' = SiaToo-<r<JvTwv ayyiXtav, so Blass.
Certainly it
does not seem possible to take Sia/ray^
(J.

'

=

Sidraf is

= agmen

dispositum (cf. Juand to render "praesentibus angelorum ordinibus," so that
here also els = Iv (Meyer and others).
Lightfoot (J.) takes the "angels" as =
Moses and the Prophets Surenhusius as
= the elders of the people, whilst St.
Chrysostom sees a reference to the angel
of the burning bush. It must not be
thought that St. Stephen is here deFrom a Christian
preciating the Law.
standpoint it might of course be urged
that as Christ was superior to the angels,
so the introduction of angels showed the
inferiority of the Law to the Gospel (cf.
Heb. ii. 2, Gal. iii. 19), but St. Stephen's
point is that although the Law had
been given with such notable sanctions,
yet his hearers had not kept it, and that
therefore they, not he, were the real
law-breakers.
ovk e4>v\a|are: "cum
dith

i.

4, viii. 36),

;

—

omnibus phylacteriis vestris," Bengel.
Note the rhetorical power of the words
cf. ver.

25 (Page).
No charge could have been
Ver. 54.
more hateful to such an audience, cf. our
Lord's words, John vii. ig ; see Schurer,
Jewish People, vol ii., div. ii., p. 90 ff.,
E.T.
Schurer twice quotes St. Paul's
words, pp. 96, 124, %r\kov ©eov (^ovcriy
aXV ov kiit' eirtyvwaiv no words could
better characterise the entire tendency
of the Judaism of the period. Sieirpfovro,
cf. v. 33.
ePpvxov: not elsewhere in
N.T., in LXX, Job xvi. 10 (9), Ps. xxxiv.
;

—

—

(v.)

16, xxxvi. (vii.) 12, cf. cxi. (xii.) 10;
ii.
16, cf. Plutarch, Pericles, 33

Lam.

(without

686vTas,

intransitive).

The

found in the same sense,
Ap. Rh., ii., 83, of brute passion, not the
despair so often associated with the
cognate noun cf. Matt. viii. 12, xiiu 42,

noun PpvxT)

is

;

etc.

IIPAHEI2
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Ytrdpx<0v Se irX^ptjs n^ufiaTos 'Ayiou, dTefioras els

toc ouparoV, eT8e So^ay OeoO, Kal 'iTjaoGy

2

ioruTa 4k

Se^iwi'

tou OeoG, 8

56. Kal eiTTCf, 'I801, 06wpai tous oupa^ous dkewyjjicVous, Kal t6i> ui&f
toG d^QpcuTrou €K Se^iaic eaTWTa toG Geou.
57. «pd£arres be <t>a>K^|
5>Ta auTWi', Kal oippTjow 6p.06up.a86k cV auToV •
peydXt), crvviaypv to,
1
virapxwv 8e irXifjp^s II. A., Flor. represents 6 8c virapxwv (or uv) 4v irrevpa/ri
i.
10, iv. 2, as it has been thoughtfully suggested
ayu>>; possibly assim. to" Apoc.
would account for his vision, whereas the expression in
that to be " in the spirit
T.R. would not seem to account for it.

2

D, Flor., Gig. add tov Kvpiov, so Hilg.
Itjotovv
For tov 0€ov Par., Wern. read virtutis Dei; Const. Apost.
;

3

ut videtur

"

Blass, so in

{3 ;

cf.

Matt. xxvi. 64, Luke

i.
10, els t6v
" ubi enim est
In the
oculus, ibi est cor et amor ".
power of the Holy Ghost, with which
Stephen is represented as being full, as
in life so in death, he saw 8o£av ©eov, in
which He had appeared to Abraham,
" crescente furore hoscf. ver. 2, ir\i}pTjs>
tium, in Stephano crescit robur spiritus,

Ver. 55.

o-upavov, cf.

aT€v(«ras, cf.
xvii. i,

John

omnisque fructus Spiritus,"

—

Bengel.
Io-twto elsewhere He is represented as sitting, ii. 34. If St. Luke had
placed this saying in the mouth of St.
Stephen in imitation of the words of
Jesus, Matt. xxi. 64, Mark xvi. 19, Luke
xxii. 69, he would, without doubt, have
described Him as sitting, cf. also the
expression "Son of Man," only here
outside the Gospels, and never in the
Epistles (Rev. i. 13, a doubtful instance),
a noteworthy indication of the primitive
date and truthfulness of the expression
and the report. See especially Wendt's
note on p. 194 (1888). Standing, as if
to succour and to receive His servant,
tvo Sci^tj tJ|v avTiXtj\J;tv tt|V eU oaitov
"
quasi obvium
(Oecum., and so Chrys.)
Stephano," Bengel, so Zockler, and see
Alford's note and Collect for St. Stephen's
day. St. Augustine represents Christ as
" ut
Stephano stanti, patienti,
standing:
et reo, ipse quoque stans, quasi patiens
Alford supposes
et reus compatiatur ".
reference in the vision to that of Zech.
as the place of honour,
iii. 1.
Ik Seijiuv
The
Matt. xx. 21.
cf. 1 Kings ii. 19,
Sanhedrin would recall the words "the
been
Son of Man," as they had
spoken
by One Who was Himself the Son of
in
His
as
and
in
follower,
Man,
Whom,
On
they had seen only a blasphemer.
"
the expression " Son of Man cf. Charles,
Book of Enoch, Appendix B, p. 312 ff.,
and Witness of the Epistles, p. 286
:

'Itjo-ovv

l

;

—

'1892).

:

Swapeus, "recte

nrjs

xxii. 6g.

Ver. 57. Kpagavrcs so as to silence
him. o-vv^orxov rot «to oaitwv in order
that the words which they regarded as
so impious should not be heard, cf. Matt,
xxvi. 65.
Blass compares the phrase
LXX, Isa. Iii. 15, Kal oruve|ov<ri f3acriXei5
to a-T<5pa avTwv.
wpprjaav . . . iv*
avTov, cf. 2 Mace. x. 16, and in several
places in 2 Mace, the verb is found with
the same construction (although not
quite in the same sense).
Ver. 58. ?£<> tt]s irrfXews: according
to the law, Lev. xxiv. 14, so in Luke iv.
29, our Lord is cast out of Nazareth to
be stoned. IXtOoPdXow
as guilty of

—

:

:

—

—

blasphemy.
marks were

:

St. Stephen's closing rein the eyes of his judges a

justification of the charge
in ver. 59, see note below.

imperf. as
judicial
forms were evidently observed, at least
to some extent (Weiss attributes the
introduction of the witnesses to a rethe scene was a
viser), and whilst
tumultuous one, it was quite possible that
it was not
wholly bereft of judicial appearances. pdpTvpes whose part it was to

—

;

The

:

throw the first stone, cf. Deut. xvii. 7
oitcOcvto toi iparia
(John viii. 7).
aviTwv to perform their cruel task with
and
ease
freedom, cf xxii. 20.
greater
veaviov
only used in Acts, where it

—

—

:

:

occurs three or four times, xx. g, xxiii.
It has
17 (18), several times in LXX.
been thought (Wendt) that the term
could not have been used of Saul if he

had been married, or if he was at this
time a widower, but if veavias might be
used to denote any man of an age between
twenty-four and forty, like Latin adulescens

and the Hebrew "^J, Gen.

xli.

12 (Grimm-Thayer), Saul might be so
described. Josephus applies the term to

Agrippa I. when he was at least forty.
Jos- Ant. xviii., 6, 7. See further on
t
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58. kcu eKpaXoiTes €§w
dir^Oerro
1

-rd

ip-d-ria

An02T0AQN

t%

adTW

avTuv

;

—

lavXov " If the Acts are the
composition of a second-century writer
to whom Paul was only a name, then the
introduction of this silent figure in such
a scene is a masterpiece of dramatic
invention" (Page, Acts, Introd., xxxi.)
for the name see below on xiii. 9, and
xxvi. 10.

irapd tous

:

;

also on its genuineness, Zahn, Einleitung
in das N. T., ii., 49, as against Krenkel.

vi. 12.

W.H.

iroBas

veavlov

p,dpTupe$
KaX.oup.eVou

Blass rejects in 0.
as in T.R.

himself as

d<f>&jpicrp.€vos in

and

sense,

fuller

l

ical 01

ir<5Xea>s, e\i0o|36\oui'.
2

papTvpcs, Gig., Par. falsi testes; cf.
B has cauTwv, so Weiss, but

2

VII.

Rom.

a far higher

i.

1,

Gal.

i.

15

as a Pharisee he
(Zahn, u. s., p. 48)
was "separated from all filthiness of
"
heathenism around (Nivdal), but he was
;

to learn that the Christian life was that
of the true " Chasid," and that in contrast
to all Pharisaic legalism and externalism

there

was a cleansing ourselves from

all

Saul's earlier life we gather something
from his own personal notices, see notes

filthiness of the flesh and spirit, a perfecting holiness in the fear of God God

and

all temples the
heart and pure (Edersheim,
Social
On the
Jewish
Life, p. 231).
question whether St. Paul ever saw our
Lord in the flesh, see Keim, Geschichte

Of

on

xxii. 3, xxiii. 6, xxiv.

cf.

ix.

13.

He was

from Hebrews,

Phil.

iii.

14, xxvi. 4,

Hebrew sprung

a

5 he was a
;

Roman

citizen, and not only so, but a Tarsian,
a citizen of no mean city ; cf. for the

two

citizenships,
"

xxi.

39

Zahn,

p. 30.

u. s., pp. 35, 49,

and
B.D.

11)

(ix.

xxii. 27,
Citizenship," Hastings'
Zahn, u. s. , p. 48 ; Ramsay, St.

;

Paul,
maintains

—

Who

chooseth .before

-

upright

jfesu,

i.,

35, 36,

and references, and

for

the views of more recent writers, Witness
of the Epistles (Longmans), chaps, i.

and

ii.

had only recently
Tarsus (but see Ramsay, u. s.),

Ver. 59. Kal 4Xi8. rbv I. Iiriic. im"
perf., as in ver. 58,
quia res morte de-

and defends the tradition that his parents
had come there from Gischala, their son
being born to them in Tarsus. On Saul's
family and means see notes on xxiii. 16
and xxiv. 26. But whatever his Roman
and Tarsian citizenship may have con-

liruc., pre[60] perficitur," Blass.
sent participle, denoting, it would seem,
the continuous appeal of the martyr to

that

Saul's

settled in

family

tributed to his mental development,
St. Paul's own words clearly lead us to

attach the highest and most significant
influence to the Jewish side of his
Paul's Pharinature and character.
saism was the result not only of his
training under Gamaliel, but also of
the inheritance which he claimed from
his father and his ancestors (xxiii. 6,
$apurcua>v not 4>apioaiou, cf. Gal. i. 14).

His early years were passed away from
Jerusalem, xxvi. 4 (the force of tc (R.V.)
and the expression Ivt$ eOvciaov, Zahn,
u. s., p. 48), but his home-training
could not have been neglected (cf. 2

Tim.
the

i.

3),

and when he went up to
at an early stage to study

Holy City

under Gamaliel

(xxii. 3,

dvaTeOpappivos,

see Sabatier L Apbtre
" lived a
Pharisee," and
Paul, p. 30) he
nothing else than his well-known zeal is
needed to account for his selection to his
dreadful and solemn office at St. Stephen's

on

its

force

martyrdom.

As a Pharisee he had been

•'a separated one," and had borne the
name with pride, not suspecting that a
day was at hand when he would speak of

:

mum

Zeller, Overbeck and Baur
throw doubt upon the historical truth of
the narrative on account of the manner
in which the
Sanhedrists' action is
divided between an utter absence of
formal proceedings and a punctilious

his Lord.

observance of correct formalities

on the other hand Wendt, note,

;

p.

but
195

(1888), points out with much force that
an excited and tumultuous crowd, even
in the midst of a high-handed and illegal
act, might observe some legal forms, and
the description given by St. Luke, so
far from
proceeding from one who
through ignorance was unable to distinguish between a legal execution and a

massacre, impresses us rather with a sense
of truthfulness from the very fact that no
attempt is made to draw such a distinction of nicely balanced justice, less or
The real difficulty lies in the
more.
relations which the scene presupposes
between the Roman Government and the
Sanhedrim. No doubt at this period the
latter did not possess the power to inflict

Jewish
capital punishment (Schiirer,
People, div. ii., vol. i., p. 187, E.T.), as
is evident from the trial of our Lord.
But it may well be that at the time of
Stephen's murder

Roman

authority

was

nPAHEIS ATIOSTOAQN
somewhat relaxed

in Judaea.

Pilate

had

just been suspended from his functions,
or was on the point of being so, and he
may well have been tired of refusing the

madness and violence of the Jews, as
Renan supposes, or at all events he may
well have refrained, owing to his bad
odour with them, from calling them to
account

for their illegal action in the
case before us (see McGiffert, Apostolic
It is of course possible
Age, p. 91).
that the stoning took place with the connivance of the Jewish authorities, as
Weizsacker allows, or that there was an

interval longer than Acts supposes between the trial of Stephen and his actual

execution, during which the sanction
In the
of the Romans was obtained.
absence of exact dates it is difficult to
see why the events before us should not
have been transacted during the interregnum between the departure of Pontius
Pilate, to answer before Tiberius for his
misgovernment, and the arrival of MarIf this was
cellus, the next Procurator.
so, we have an exact historical parallel
in the illegal murder of James the Just,
who was tried before the high priest, and
stoned to death, since Ananias thought
that he had a good opportunity for his
violence when Festus was dead, and

Albinus was
Ant., xx., g,

still

1).

of an interregnum

upon his road (Jos.,
But if this suggestion
is not free from diffi-

we may further take into consideration the fact that the same Roman

culties,

prefect of Syria, who
had caused Pilate to be sent to Rome
in disgrace, was anxious at the same
time to receive Jewish support, and
determined to effect his object by every
means in his power.
Josephus, Ant.,
us that Vitellius
xviii.,
4,
2-5, tells
sent a friend of his own, Marcellus, to
manage the affairs of Judaea, and that,
not content with this, he went up to
Jerusalem himself to conciliate the Jews
by open regard for their religion, as well
It is
as by the remission of taxation.
therefore not difficult to conceive that
both the murder of Stephen and the persecution which followed were connived
at by the Roman government; see, in
addition to the above references, Rendall's
Acts, Introd., p. 19 ff. ; Farrar, St. Paul,
officer, Vitellius,

But this
p. 648 ff., and note, p. 649.
solution of the difficulty places the date
of Saul's conversion somewhat late a.d.
37 and is entirely at variance with the
i.,

—

chronology adopted not only by
(so too by McGiffert), but here by
St. Paul, 376, 377, who places
Stephen's martyrdom in a.d. 33 at

earlier

Harnack
Ramsay,
St.

—
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the latest. In the account of the death
of Stephen, Wendt, following Weiss,
Sorof, Clemen, Hilgenfeld, regards vii.
viii. i*, 3, as
evidently additions of
the redactor, although he declines to
follow Weiss and Hilgenfeld in passing
the same judgment on ver. 55 (and 56,
according to H.), and on the last words
of Stephen in ver. 59b.
The second
58b,

cXtGopoXovv in 59b, which Hilgenfeld assigns to his redactor, and Wendt now
refers to the action of the witnesses,
as distinct from that of the whole crowd,

repeated with dramatic effect, heightened by the present participle, iirtK.,
"ruthless violence on the one side, answered by continuous appeals to heaven
on the other " see Rendall's note, in
"
loco.
liriK.
calling upon the Lord,"
R.V. ("calling upon God," A.V.), the
former seems undoubtedly to be rightly
suggested by the words of the prayer
which follow on the force of the word
is

—

;

:

—

see above,

ii.

21.

—Kvpie

'It|<tov,

Segai to

a direct prayer to our
fiov :
cf. for its significance and reality,

irv€V|ia

Lord,

"
" Die
Anbetung Jesu
(Skizzen
aus dent Leben der alten Kirche, pp. 9, 288),
Liddon, Our hordes Divinity, lect. vii.;
(Weiss can only see
cf. Luke xxiii. 46.
an imitation of Luke, and an interpolation here, because the kneeling, and also
another word follow before the surrender
of the spirit but see on the other hand
the remarks of Wendt, note, p. 196.)
Ver. 60. 6els 8e to. 7<JvaTa a phrase
not used in classical writers, but Blass
compares Ovid, Fasti, ii., 438 ; five times
in St. Luke's writings, Luke xxii. 41,
Acts ix. 40, xx. 36, xxi. 5
only once
elsewhere in N.T., Mark xv. 19. The
attitude of kneeling in prayer would no
doubt commend itself to the early believers from the example of their Lord.
Standing would seem to have been the

Zahn,

;

:

;

more common
but

cf.

attitude among the Jews,
instances in the O.T. of kneeling

in prayer,
ix. 5,

Dan.

LXX,
vi. 10,

1 Kings viii. 54, Ezra
and also the expression

used twice by St. Paul, Kd|nrT6iv to.
1 Chron. xxix. 20, 1 Esdras viii.
73, Isa. xlv. 23, etc., Ephes. iii. 14, and
Phil. ii. 10 (Rom. xi. 4, xiv. 11).
See
Friedrich, Das Lucasevangelium, p. 42.

Y«JvaTa,

—

4>wvf] ixeyaXT], cf.
last final effort of

showed

Luke

46.

The

the strong love which
the martyr's bended

itself also in

knees (see Wendt, in

H.

xxiii.

E., v., 2, tells us

Eusebius,
the martyrs of

loco).

how

Vienne and Lyons took up St. Stephen's
words in their own prayer for their persecutors (cf. the famous instance of the
last words of Sir Thomas More before

HPAEEIS ATT02T0AQN
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XauXou,

Kal

59.

X£yorra, Kupic

4Xt9op6\oui'

and Dante, Purgatorio,xv., 106
on the dying Stephen): p.^| orrijo-gs
ovtois ttjv ajxapTiav ravnjv the negahis judges,
ff.,

:

corresponds to the
t^jv ap.apTfav (Wendt),

tive expression best

positive a<j>L€vai

38, 39, xv. 5, 8, where
marked between Icrrdvat and
oKpie'vai seems to favour this explanation.
Blass takes it as marking a contrast like
that between ia-ravai and dvcupetv, cf
Heb. x. 9.
Weiss lays stress upon
TavTTjv, and regards the prayer as asking that their present sin might not be
weighed out to them in an equivalent
unishment, cf. Grotius on the Hebrew

cf. 1

Mace.

xiii.

the contrast

Kings xx. 39, whilst De Wette
" reckon it
(so Felten) takes it as simply
"
not," i.e.,
weigh it not," cf. Zech. xi. 12.
Schottgen sees a reference to the Rab-

5pttf,

i

binical notion "

quis bonum aut malum
opus facit, hoc sequitur eum, et stat
juxta eum in mundo futuro," Rev. xiv. 13,
and cf. a similar view quoted by Farrar,
Rendall regards it as
St. Paul, i., 167.
a judicial term, as if Stephen appealed
to Christ as Judge not to impute their
sin to the murderers in condemnation
(Rom. x. 3). The words of St. Stephen
again recall the words of his Master,
si

Luke xxiii. 34, words which (Eusebius,
H. E., cf. ii., 20) also formed the dying

" the Lord's brother ".
prayer of James,
In James as in Stephen we may see
how the true Christian character, whilst

expressing itself in righteous indignation
against hypocrisy and wrong, never failed
to exhibit as its counterpart the meekness
and gentleness of Christ. 4koi|ay]0t] (cf.
1 Cor. xv. 18), a picture-word of rest and
calmness which stands in dramatic contrast to the rage and violence of the scene.
The word is used of death both in

—

LXX

and

in classical

8, 18, xliii.
xii. 45, etc. ;

17, 1

Greek,

cf., e.g., Isa. xiv.

Kings

Homer,

xi. 43,

2

Mace,

241 ; Soph.,
Elect., 509. Blass well says of this word,
" sed nullo loco
aeque mirandum," and
describes the reference in Homer, Koip.170-o.to x^Xkcov virvov, as " et simile et
"
dissimile
Christians sleep in death, but
no " brazen sleep " they sleep 4v Xpurrw
simple words which formed the epitaph
on many a Christian grave in Him,
Who is Himself " the Resurrection and
the Life ". Page notes the cadence of
the word expressing rest and repose,
II., xi.,

:

;

;

—

Farrar, St. Paul,
aicwXuTwe, xxviii. 31.

cf.

i.,

167, note,

rbv

and

firiKaXoupevoK Kai
60. 0els Se tA yoVaTa,

Irtfyavov,

to nveujid

'itjo-ou, <k'£cu

VII.

jiou.

—

St. Stephen's
Speech.
Many and
varied explanations have been given of
the drift and purpose of St. Stephen's
address. But the various explanations
need not be mutually exclusive, and St.
Stephen, like a wise scribe instructed
unto the kingdom, might well bring out
of his treasury things new and old. It is
often said, e.g., that the address is no
reply to the charges alleged, that it would
be more intelligible how the charges
were framed from a perversion of the
speech, than how the speech could be
framed out of the charges whilst, on the
other hand, it is possible to see from the
opening to the closing words an implicit
repudiation of the charges of blasphemy
against God and contempt of the law.
The speech opens with a declaration of
the divine majesty of Jehovah it closes
with a reference to the divine sanction of
the law, and with the condemnation of
those who had not kept it. This implicit repudiation by Stephen of the
charges brought against him is also contained in St. Chrysostom's view of the
purpose of the martyr, viz., that he
designed to show that the covenant and
promises were before the law, and sacrifice and the law before the temple.
;

;

This view, which was adopted by Grotius
and Calvin, is in some degree retained by
Wendt (so also Felten), who sums up the
chief aim of the speech as a demonstration that the presence of God is not confined to the holy place, the temple, but
that long before the temple was built,
and before the people had settled in the
promised land, God had given to the
fathers a share in the proofs of this revelation, and that too in strange countries
(although there is no reason to suppose
that Stephen went so far as to contend
that Jew and Gentile were on a precisely

equal footing).

But Wendt

is

conscious

that this view does not account for the
whole of the speech, and that it does not
explain the prominence given in it to the
obstinacy of Israel against the revelation

of God vouchsafed to Moses, with which
the counter accusation against Stephen
is so closely connected (see Spitta's severe
criticism, Apostelgeschichte, pp. in, 112,
and Weizsacker's evident failure to main-

tain the position that the climax of the
whole address is to be found in the de-

claration about Solomon's temple, which
he is obliged to explain as a later thought
belonging to a later time, Apostolic Age,

IIPAHEIS

59—6o.
i.,

pp. 68-71,

Thus

E.T.).

edition, p. 151 (1899),

in

An02T0AQN

his last

he points out that in

section w. 35-43, as also in w. 25 and 27,
the obstinacy of the people against Moses,
sent to be their deliverer, is evidently

compared with

their obstinacy in rejecting Jesus as the Messiah, and in vv. 5153 the murder of Jesus is condemned as
a fresh proof of the opposition of the
people to God's revelation to them here
is a point of view which in Wendt's
judgment evidently had a share in the
Wendt
composition of the address.
urges his view against the older one of
Meyer and to some extent at all events
that of Baur, Zeller and Overbeck, that
the central point of the speech is to be
found in ver. 51, to which the whole preceding sketch of the history of the people
however great had been the
led up
:

:

benefits

bestowed by

God upon His

people, on their part there had been from
the beginning nothing in return but a

corresponding thanklessness and resistance to this purpose. McGiffert, Apostolic Age, pp. 87, 88, also recognises that
the theme of the address is to be found
in w. 51-53, but he also admits the
double purpose of St. Stephen, viz., not
only to show (as Meyer and others) that
at all stages of their history Israel had
been stiffnecked and disobedient, but also
(as Wendt) to draw a parallel between
their conduct and the treatment of Jesus
by those whom he is addressing.
This leads us to a consideration of the
view of Spitta as to the main purpose of

Whatever may
St. Stephen's speech.
be thought of its merits, it gives a unity
to the speech which is wanting in many
and more recent expositions of it,
as Hilgenfeld recognises, although he
himself holds a different view, and one
Acessentially similar to that of Baur.
cording to Spitta, in w. 2-16 we have
an introduction to the chief section of
the address which begins with ver. 17,
kclOws Bk tjyy«-S 6V $ XP^ V ° S i"*)* liray.
Moses, ver. 20, was the person through
whom God would save His people, and
lead them to His true service in the
promised land, w. 7, 35, 38, 44. If we

earlier

why Moses occupies this important
place in the speech, the answer is found
in ver. 37, which forms the central point
of the description of Moses, and divides
it into two parts (a verse in which Clemen and Hilgenfeld can only see an
interpolation of a redactor, and in which
Weiss finds something suspicious, see
In the first
Zockler's note, in loco).
jart, 17-36, we are told how Moses by
ask

ivine

and miraculous guidance grows up

205

But when
to be the deliverer of Israel.
he would commence his work of deliverance his brethren will not understand
his aim and reject him, 23-28.
In the
wilderness he receives a fresh commission from God to undertake the delivery
of the people, 29-34. But this Moses
(oCtos) who was thus repulsed God had
sent to be a ruler and deliverer this
he who led these people forth
and it was this Moses who said to the
"
children " A

—

man was

prophet

:

etc., v. 37.

—

Why

prophecy introduced except to
support the inference that as Moses, a

is

this

type of the Messiah, was thus repulsed,
and afterwards raised to be a ruler and
deliverer, so must, according to Moses'
own words, the Messiah of Israel be
first rejected by His people ? In the next
division, w. 38-50, the same parallel is
again instituted between Moses and the
Messiah. The former had delivered a
law which consisted of "living oracles,"
but instead of receiving it, Israel had
given themselves up to the worship of
instead of establishing a
idols, 35-43
worship well-pleasing to God, those who
came after Moses, not content with the
tabernacle, which was not confined to
one place, and which represented the
heavenly archetype, had built a temple
which called forth the cutting words of
the prophet, 47-50. In his explanation
of these last verses there lies at least
one weakness of Spitta's explanation,
for he does not seem in his disapproval
of the temple to allow that it had even
a relative value, and that Solomon was
well aware that God did not dwell only in
temples made with hands. But Spitta's
main point is to trace again a connection
with the verse which forms his centre,
;

As Moses in
37 (Deut. xviii. 15).
vain communicated a spiritual law and a
corresponding worship to a people whose
heart turned after idols and the service
of a temple, so the Messiah must also
experience that the carnal mind of the
people would oppose His revelation of
the divine will in relation to a rightful
service.
Thus the whole speech becomes a proof of the Messiahship of
Jesus as against those who appealed to
the authority of Moses, and saw in Jesus
a twofold cause of offence (1) that He
ver.

:

was

rejected by His people and crucified
(2) that He had treated with impiety
that which they held most sacred the
law and the temple.
In all this Spitta sees no direct answer
to the false witnesses ; but the speech,
he maintains, is much rather an answer
to the two causes of offence which must
;

—
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1

ciepa^c
teal

4>a>Kf)

fieydXTj,

touto ei-nw

Kupie,

jjly)

2

<rr^<rtjs oiutois

XauXos 8e

eKoifjti^0T]-

v\v

VII. 60.

rty dpapTiaK Taunr|»\

owcuSoKwy

ttj

dyaiplaei

auTOu.
1

D, Vulg., Gig. (not Flor.) add Xe-yuv, so Blass in

more usual Xeywv
2
cicoip.i]0T|,

0, and Hilg.
where the words are given.
Wern., Vulg. add in Domino, but not Blass.

Par.,

have been discussed in every synagogue,
and which the infant Church must have
been obliged to face from the first, especially as it took its stand upon the proof
that Jesus was the Christ.
Stephen in
his disputations, vi. 9, must have often
faced opponents who thus sought to
invalidate the Messianic claims of Jesus

;

what more natural than that he should

now repeat before the whole assembly
the proofs which he had before given in
the synagogue, where no one could resist the spirit and the wisdom with which
he spake ? In this way Spitta maintains
that the charges in w. 52, 53 occupy
the Jews had rejected
their proper place
the prophets Moses and his successors
the Messiah,
finally they rejected
whom the prophets had foretold (Apostel-

—

—

;

Whatever stricgeschichte, p. 105 ff.).
tures we may be inclined to pass upon
Spitta (see, e.g., Wendt in new edition,
1899, pp. 150, 151), it is not unlikely
that he has at all events grasped what
others have failed to see, viz., that in the
nature of the case, Stephen in his dirowhichever
Ao-yta, or counter-accusation

was

—

—could

not have been unmindful
of the Prophet like unto Moses, whom
it

Moses had

foretold

:

his dying prayer

Name, not uttered in the
speech, which was enshrined in his inmost heart; Jesus was the Christ He
came ov ko.to.Xv era 1 aXXa TrX-qpwcrai,
.whether that fulfilment was made by a
revealed the

—

In
spiritual temple or a spiritual law.
thus keeping the thought of Jesus of
Nazareth prominent throughout the
speech, whilst not actually uttering His
Name, in thus comparing Moses and
Christ,
Stephen was answering the
" This
charges made against him.
Nazarene " (so it was said in the charge

made

against Stephen) "would destroy
and change the customs," etc.
the prophet Moses had given the
people living oracles, not a law which
should stifle the spirit in the letter ; the
prophet Isaiah had spoken of a presence
of God far transcending that which filled
any earthly temple ; and if these prophets
had pointed on to the Messiah, and if
this place

—

;

prob. assim. to

after icpa£civ

the Nazarene were indeed the Christ thus
foretold, what wonder that He should
reveal a commandment unto life, and a
worship of the Father in spirit and in
truth ?
Nor must it be forgotten that
if Stephen was interrupted before his
speech was concluded, he may well have
intended to drive home more closely
the manifest fulfilment in Christ of the
deliverance dimly foreshadowed in the
work of Moses and in the freedom
from Egyptian bondage. This was the
true parallel between Moses and the
Messiah on which the Rabbis were wont
to dwell.
Thus the Messiah, in comparison with Moses, was the second, but
in comparison with all others the great,
deliverer ; as Moses led Israel out of
Egypt, so would the Messiah accomplish
the final deliverance, and restore Israel to

own

land (Weber, jfudische Theo364 (1897)). It is to be
observed that Spitta warmly supports the
historical character of the speech, which
he ascribes without interpolations to his
source A, although in vv. 55-60 he refers
some " insertions " to B. His criticism
as against the tendency critics, especially
Overbeck, is well worth consulting (pp.
1 10-123), an<^ ne quotes with approval the
" I consider this
judgment of Gfrorer
as
the oldest monuspeech unreservedly
So too
ment of Gospel history".
Clemen, pp. 97, 288, allows that the
speech is essentially derived, with the
exception of ver. 37, as also the whole
chapter with the exception of ver. 60, from
an old written source, H.H., Historia
Hellenistarum ; and amongst more recent
writers, McGiffert holds that whilst
many maintain that the author of the
Acts composed the speech and put it
into the mouth of Stephen, its contents
are against such a supposition, and that
Luke undoubtedly got the substance of
the discourse from an early source, and
reproduced it with approximate accuracy
So Weiss refers the
(p. 89 and note).
their

logie, pp. 359,

—

speech to his Jewish-Christian source,
refuses to admit that with its profound knowledge of the O.T. it could
have been composed by the author ot

and

VIII.
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i.

VIII.

'EycVcTO $€ iv €K€ifT)

I.

Siuypos p^yas em ttjv
Kata t&s

Ttj Tjp.epa

<

*

lKKKr\(jiaLV t$jv iv

the

book.

lepoao\ujj,ois

Trdires T€ SieairdpTjarai'

The attempt

of Feine (so
Jiingst) to split up
distinct parts is
idea that in one part

Holtzmann and
the speech into two
also

based upon the
an answer is made to the charge that
Stephen had spoken against God, and
that the other part contains an answer
to the charge that he had spoken against
the temple. The first part is contained
an(i tne
29-34, 44"5°>
vii. 22-28, 35-43, 51-53.
The latter sections are taken from Feine's
Jerusalem source ; they are then added
to those which belong to a new source,
in

vii.

2-21,

second part in

and

finally

combined by the canonical

Luke. Hilgenfeld may well ask how it is
possible to break up in this manner the
narrative part of the speech relating to
Moses, so as to regard w. 22-28 as a
section alien from what precedes and

what follows (see especially Hilgenfeld's
criticism on Feine, Zeitschriftfur wissenschaft. Theol., p. 396 (1895) and Knabenon the truthful record
bauer, p. 120)
1

;

of the speech see Lightfoot's striking
remarks " Acts," B.D. 2 i., p. 33. Whatever may be said as to the various difficulties which the speech contains, two
things are apparent (1) that these difficulties do not touch the main drift of the
,

:

argument; (2) that the fact of their
presence, where their removal was easy,
bears witness to the accuracy of the
report.

Chapter VIII.—Ver.

1.

lavXos 8c

R.V. joins these words to the
conclusion of the previous chapter, and
thus brings them into a close and fitting
connection with vii. 58. So too Wendt,
k.t.X.,

Blass,

Nosgen, Zockler.

for this characteristic

—

fjv o-vveuSoicftv:

Lucan use of the

imperfect of the substantive verb with a
The formula
participle, see chap. i. 10.
here indicates the lasting and enduring
nature of Saul's "consent". The verb
o-vvevSoKew is peculiar to St. Luke and
St. Paul, and is used by the former in
his Gospel as well as in Acts, cf. Luke

Paul himself with reference to his share in the
murder of St. Stephen), Rom. i. 32, 1
Cor. vii. 12, 13. The word is also found

xi.

48, Acts xxii.

20 (by

St.

Mace. i. 57 (iv. 28), 2 Mace. xi. 24,
35, signifying entire approval ; it is also
twice used by St. Clement, Cor., xxxv.,
in 1

"
6 ; xliv., 3 : " consent does not express
" was
the force of the word
approving
"
of his death (Rendall).— avaiplVci used
only here in N.T. (on St. Luke's favourite

—

:

207

word

dvcupe'w, see Friedrich, Das Lucasevangelium, p. 22) both verb and noun
were frequent in medical language
(Hobart, Zahn), see below on ix. 29, but
the noun in LXX, Num. xi. 15, Judith
;

xv.

2

4,

Greek,

Mace.

lyc'vcro Si:
mula in St.

here

v.

in classical

—

5.
for-

Luke, Friedrich,

introduces

a

history.— Iv IkcCvq
that

and

13,

Xen., Hell., vi., 3,
another characteristic

e.g.,

new

u. s., p. 13 ;
section of the

tq rinepa

:

R.V. " on

day" (A.V. "at

that time"), cf. ii.
41 the persecution broke out at once,
"
" on that
very day (so Wendt, Rendall,
Hort, Hackett, Felten, Zockler, Holtzmann), the signal for it being given by
the tumultuous stoning of the first martyr (but see on the other hand Alford,
in loco).
Weiss draws attention to the
emphatic position of liceivn before rfj
;

T|fxe'pa.

—

eirl

ttjv

licic\ir]<riav

tt|v Iv

'I.

:

e.g., v. 11, the Church has
been thought of as one, because limited
in fact to the one city Jerusalem, but
here we have a hint that soon there
would be new Ecclesiae in the one

hitherto as,

Ecclesia,

as

it

throughout the

spread

Holy Land (Hort,
227, and Ramsay,

—

Ecclesia, pp. 53-56,
St. Paul, etc., pp.

rrdvTes tc: "ridiculum
127, 377).
hoc mathematica ratione accipere"
(Blass) it is evident from ver. 3 that
there were some left for Saul to perseIn ix. 26 we have mention of a
cute.

41,
est

—

company
there

is

of disciples in Jerusalem, but

no reason to suppose (Schnecken-

burger, Zeller, Overbeck) that Luke has
made a mistake in the passage before us,
for there is nothing in the text against
the supposition that some at least of
those who had fled returned again later.

—

only in St. Luke in
8ico"irdpT)<rav
N.T., here and in ver. 4, and in xi. 19.
This use of the word is quite classical,
:

and frequent

e.g., Gen. ix. 19,
Mace. xi. 47. Feine
remarks that even Holtzmann allows

LXX,

in

Lev. xxvi. 33,

1

that the spread of Christianity through-

out Judaea and Samaria

may be

regarded
nere rendered
"regions": Blass takes the word as
almost = K(6p.as, and see also Plummer
on Luke xxi. 21, Iv tois \<apais "
the country," R.V. The word is characteristic of St. Luke, being used in his
Gospel nine times, and in Acts eight;
it is used thrice by St. Matthew and
by
St. John, four times by St. Mark, but
elsewhere in N.T. only once, James v. 4.
as

historical.

— x"P as

:

m
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X^pas

ttjs

au^eKOfjLiaaf

'looSatas

T<W

$€

Kal

Zauapeias,

iT^a^oi/

irkty

VIII.

tuv

AiroaToXui'. 1

Kal

euXa0eis,

acopcs

2.

^rroiTjaai/To

1
Xapapciae ABCHP, so W.H. alt. App., p. 160, Blass, Weiss, Hilg. lojiaptos
fc$DE, so Tisch., W.H., see Winer- Schmiedel, p. 45. After 8i«Ypo« D, Flor., Sah.
kcli 6Xn|/i5, assim. to Matt. xiii. 21, 2 Thess. i. 4, so
The same addition
Hilg.
occurs in Western text in xiii. 50. After airocrroX&tv D 1 Flor., Gig., Prov., Sah., Aug.
add 01 cpcivav tv Up., retained by Blass in p% so Belser, Beitrdge, p. 49, and Hilg.
;

,

found frequently in LXX and in
3 Mace.
ti)s MovSaCas koi lapapc(a$: thus the historian makes another
step in the fulfilment of the Lord's command, i. 8, and see also Ramsay, St. Paul,
St. Chrysostom remarks 8ti
etc., p. 41.
It is
I,

—

2,

since the persecution became the means of spreading
and
thus
the Gospel,
early the blood of
the martyrs became the seed of the
Church. irX-Jjv rStv 4iro<rn$Xwv irX-qv:
characteristic of St. Luke, sometimes as
an adverb, sometimes as a preposition
with genitive as here and in xv. 28,
oitcovopfas 6 Suoyfios

fjv,

—

—

22 elsewhere it is only found once
as a preposition with genitive, in Mark
xii. 32, although very frequent in LXX.
The word occurs at least thirteen times
in the Gospel, four times in Acts, in St.
xxvii.

;

Matthew five times, in St. Mark once,
and in John viii. 10 see Friedrich, Das
Lucasevangelium,^. 16,91. This men;

preaching for the time specified not to
Jerusalem, but to Israel. Zapapctas our
Lord had recognised the barrier between
the Samaritan and the Jew, Matt. x. 5
but now in obedience to His command

—

:

;

both Samaritan and Jew were ad(i. 8)
mitted to the Church, for although the
Apostles had not originated this preaching they very plainly endorsed it, ver.
14 ff. (cf. Hort, yudaistic Christianity,
p. 54). Possibly the very fact that Philip
and others were flying from the persecution of the Jewish hierarchy would have
secured their welcome in the Samaritan
towns.
Ver. 2. Spitta connects ver. 2 with
xi. 19-21, and all the intermediate section, viii. 5-xi. 19 forms part of his source
;

B

Clemen, who joins his
19 but on the other
Hilgenfeld, Zeitschrift fur

(so also Sorof,

H.H., viii.
hand see

1

to

xi.

;

seems unlikely to
Schleiermacher, and

wissenschaft. Theol., p. 501 (1895), an<l
AcJiingst, Apostelgeschichte, p. 79).
cording to Spitta the whole narrative of

Wendt points out, it is
quite consistent with the greater steadfastness of men who felt themselves to
be irpwTcrYcrtvio-TaC, as CEcumenius calls
them, in that which concerned their
Lord. Their position too may well have
been more secure than that of the Hel-

Philip's ministry in viii. ought not to be
connected so closely with the death of
Stephen, but should fall after ix. 31.
The only reason for its earlier insertion
is the desire to connect the second deacon
with the first (but Hilgenfeld, u. s., pp.
413, 414 (1895), as against both Spitta

tion of the Apostles

Schneckenburger,
others, but, as

lenists,

who were

identified with Stephen,

as they were held in favour by the people,
v. 13, and as regular attendants at the
temple services would not have been
exposed to the same charges as those
directed against the proto-martyr. There
was, too, a tradition (very old and well
attested according to Harnack, Chronologic, i., 243) to the effect that the
Apostles were commanded by Christ not
to depart from Jerusalem for twelve
years, so that none should say that he
had not heard the message, Euseb.,
H. E., v., 18, 14 nor is there anything
inconsistent with this tradition in the
visit of St. Peter and St. John to Samaria,
since this and other journeys are simply
missionary excursions, from which the
Apostles always returned to Jerusalem
;

(Harnack).
Strom., vi.,

The passage

in

5, 43, limited

Clem. Alex.,

the Apostles'

and Clemen, regards the account of
Philip and that of Stephen as inseparSpitta strongly maintains that
Philip the Apostle, and not the deacon,

able).

meant and if this be so, he would
no doubt help us to answer the objection
that in viii. 14-17, and indeed in the
whole section 9-24 we have an addition
of the sub- Apostolic age inserted to show
that the Apostles alone could bestow
the Holy Spirit. But it cannot be said
is

;

that Spitta's attempt at the identification
of Philip in viii. with the Apostle is in any
way convincing, see, e.g.,Z6cV\ex, Apostelgeschichte, p. 212 Hilgenfeld, u. s., p. 416
Feine's
(note), and Jiingst, «. s., p. 81.
objection to viii. 14-17 leads him, whilst
he admits that the meeting with Simon
Magus is historical, to regard the conversion of the sorcerer as doubtful, because the whole passage presupposes
;

An02T0AQN

ITPAEEI2

»—t.

ciutw.

kottctok piyav lit

toOs oiKoos

icard

3.

XauXos oe cXujxaiyeTO
cr6p<av

€icnrop€u<5fJi€i'os,

(w. 18-24) that the laying on of the
Apostles' hands bestowed the Spirit;
so Clemen refers the whole representation
in its present form of the communication

In
piety.
ii. 45 it is used of
Simeon, in Acts
of
the
who
came
to
5
Jews
up
worship
at the feasts in Jerusalem, and in xxii.
12, although Ananias was a Christian,
Kara
yet the qualifying words et»X.
rbv vofiov point again to a devout observance of the Jewish law. Trench, N. T.
Synonyms, i., pp. 38, 198 ff. Westcott,
Hebrews, on v. 7
Grimm-Thayer, sub
and sub v. SeiXta. avSpcs cvX.
v.,
much discussion has arisen as to whether
they were Jews or Christians. They
may have been Christians who like
the Apostles themselves were still Jews,
services
and
attending the
temple
hours of prayer, some of whom were
doubtless left in the city. But these
would have been described more probably as d8€X4>o£ or \iadr\rai (so Felten,

Luke

ii.

not through Baptism, but
through the laying on of the Apostles'
hands, to his Redactor Antijudaicus (cf.

6), and to the same hand he attributes the itXt|V twv airocrrdXiov, ver. I,
and cf. ver. 25, introduced for the purpose of showing that the Apostles Peter
and John sanctioned the Samaritan
mission from the central home of the
in its
Christian Church.
orvvctcrffiurav
primary sense the verb means to carry
or bring together, of harvest
to gather
in, to house it ; so also in LXX, Job v.
26 ; in a secondary sense, to help in
burying; so Soph., Ajax, 1048; Plut.,
The meaning is not " carried
Sull., 38.
to his burial," as in A.V., but rather as
"
R.V.,
buried," for, although the Greek is
properly "joined in carrying," the word
includes the whole ceremony of burial
it is used
only here in the N.T., and in

xix.

;

;

:

;

LXX

—

/. c.
«vXa{3ets : only found
in N.T., and used by him
four times, once in Luke ii. 25, and in

only in

St.

Luke

12 (cWeprjs, T.R.). The
primary thought underlying the word is
that of one who handles carefully and
cautiously, and so it bears the meaning of
cautious, circumspect.
Although evXdP«ia and evXaf3eicr6ai are both used in
the sense of caution and reverence towards the gods in classical Greek, the
adjective is never expressly so used.
But Plato connects it closely with Shcaios

Acts

5, xxii.

ii.

(cf.

Luke

(so

eweBws and cvXoPws

25), Polit.

ii.

311

A

and 311

B

are used toIn the

LXX

gether by Demosthenes).
all three words are found to
express reverent fear of, or piety towards, God
;

€vXaP«i<r0ai,
Prov. xxviii.

frequently,
14,

where

in

cvXd^eia

ttjv

<ncX<r|p6$

KapSCav in the second part of the verse
seems to point to the religious character
of the «vXap\, whilst evXapijs is found in

Micah

vii.

2 as a rendering of

Psalms

of Solomon,

James'

edition)

;

cf.

T^DM

36, Ryle
also Ecclus.

p.

(

cf-

dead, and who stood outside the jurisdiction of the Sanhedrim, so that the
funeral rites need not have been performed in secret. But St. Luke as a
rule uses other words to denote Gentile
proselytes, and the Sanhedrim would
probably not have interfered with the
burial, not only on account of the known
Jewish care for the dead, but also because
devout Jews would not have been obnoxious in their eyes to the charges brought
against Stephen, vi. 14 (so Nosgen).
The word might therefore include both
devout Jews and Jewish Christians who
joined together in burying Stephen.
KoircTov pryav, from k^tttw, tcdirTopcu,
cf. planctus from piango, to beat the
breast or head in lamentation.
Not used
elsewhere in N.T., but frequent in LXX
cf, e.g., Gen. 1. 10, 1 Mace. ii. 70, iv.

—
;

39, ix. 20, xiii. 26, for the same allocation
as here, and for iroujaai tcoircnfv, Jer.
vi. 26, Mic. i. 8, and cf also Zech. xii.
In classical Greek Kopprfs is found,
10.

and
xi.

both passages, Hatch
17 (but
in Lev. xv. 31 we find
and Redpath)
the word evXap^is iroiij<r€TC tovs views

but see Plut., Fab., 17, and Kennedy,
Sources of N. T. Greek, p. 74, for reference to the comic poet Eupolis (cf also
For
Blass), and Grimm-Thayer, sub v.

;

kirb

t£v

ovtwv,

aKaOapouuv

The adverb eiXapws
Mace. vi. 11. St. Luke
VOL. II.

"^f^
—T

found once,

hi.

is

•z

uses the word

:

explains of Gentile proselytes, men like
Cornelius, who rendered the last offices
to Stephen out of natural respect for the

see for

'I.

—

Page, Hackett). Or they may have been
devout Jews like Nicodemus, or Joseph
of Arimathea, who would show their
respect for Stephen, as Nicodemus and
Joseph for Jesus (so Holtzmann, Zockler).
Wetstein (so too Renan and Blass)

—

in

Ti\v €KKhr\aiav,

aVSpas tal Y ul/c" Ka S

chiefly at all events of O.T.

of the Spirit,

—

T€
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the Jewish customs of mourning cf.
Matt. ix. 23, Hamburger, Real-Encyclo-

H
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2IO
irapeoioou

cis

^uXaKr'n'.

4.

01

ouv

\ikv

VilT.

SiaairapeVrcs

8ifjX0oi',

1
euayy€Xi£6p,eKoi rbv Xoyov.

1
for this word Gig., Par., Wern. seem to have read ciropevovi-o, ibant.
8it)X0ov
After Xoyov Par., Wern. and other Latin authorities add "circa (per) civitates et
castella Judaeae," koto tos iroXeis koi icwpas ttjs I., Blass in 0, evidently for the sake
of clearness, as also in previous eirop., cf. Wendt. After Xoyov E, Vulg., Par 8 Wern.
add tov 0eov, again addition apparently for clearness (if not omission). Blass rejects
in p
where 6 Xoyos is used in Acts in this sense we almost always have this addition
or tov Kvpiov.
;

,

;

"
"
padie des fudentums, i., 7, 996, Trauer ;
Edersheim, yesus the Messiah, i., p. 616,
and Sketches of Jewish Social Life, p.
172 ff. If the mourners included Jews as
well as Jewish Christians, it may well
have been that the lamentation was not
only a token of sorrow and respect, but
also in the nature of a protest on the
part of the more moderate section of the
Pharisees (see also Trench's remarks,
u. s., p. 198).
According to the tradition

accepted by St. Augustine, it is said that
both Gamaliel and Nicodemus took part
in the burial of Stephen, and were after-

same grave (Felten,
Apostelgeschichte, p. 167, and Plumptre
wards

laid

in the

in loco).

Ver. 3. £Xvp.a£v€To: deponent verb,
used in classical Greek of personal out-

rage (Xvfiij), of scourging and torturing,
of outraging the dead, of the ruin and
devastation caused by an army (WetIn the LXX it is found several
stein).
times,

cf.

especially Ps. lxxix. (lxxx.) 13,

of a wild boar ravaging a vineyard, and
As the word
cf. also Ecclus. xxviii. 23.
is used only by St. Luke it is possible
that

it

may have been

suggested by

its

frequent employment in medical language, where it is employed not only of
injury by wrong treatment, but also of the
ravages of disease, Hobart, Medical Lan"
guage, pp. 211, 212. R.V. renders laid
"
waste," A.V. (so Tyndale) made havoc
of," but the revisers have rendered iropdc'u
by the latter, cf. Acts ix. 21, Gal. i. 3.
St. Paul's description of himself as vflpicrt^s, 1 Tim. i. 13, may well refer to the
infliction of personal insults and injuries,
as expressed here by Xvp.aCvop.ai (cf.

—

Paley, Horce Paulina, xi., 5). t$)v 4kkXtjo-Cov, i.e., the Church just mentioned
at Jerusalem
Saul's further persecution,
even to Damascus, probably came later
icaTa tovs oikov?
(Hort, Ecclesia, p. 53).
" enclo-irop. the expression may denote
tering into every house," R. and A.V.,
or perhaps, more specifically, the houses
known as places of Christian assembly,
the iicicXT|a-(ai icai-' oXkov, see on ii. 46.

—

—

:

In any case the words, as also those
which follow, show the thoroughness and
of

relentlessness
Saul's persecuting
—
haling,
hauling, dragging
o-upcov

zeal.

:

i.e.,

(schlappend),

cf.

James

6.

ii.

The word

St. Luke three times in Acts
(only twice elsewhere in N.T.), and he
alone uses KaTao-vpw, Luke xii. 58, in the
same sense as the single verb (where St.
is

used by

Matthew has irapaSw). For its employment in the Comic Poets see Kennedy,
Sources of N. T. Greek, p. 76, and also
Arrian, Epict., i. 29, 22, and other instances in Wetstein
cf. LXX, 2 Sam.
;

4 Mace. vi. I, eavpav cirl to,
repcuraviarnipia rbv 'EX. ywaiicas
peated also in ix. 2, and xxii. 4, as

xvii.

13,

—

:

indicating the relentless nature of the
Some of the devout and
persecution.
ministering women may well have been
included, Luke viii. 2, 3, Acts i. 14.
Ver. 4. ot (lev ovv marking a general
:

statement, 8c in following verse, introducing a particulai instance (so Rendall,
p.ev ow, Acts, p. 162, and
the word is
see also p. 64). 8ujX0ov
constantly used of missionary journeys
in Acts, cf. v. 40, xi. 19, ix. 32 (Luke
ix. 6), cf. xiii. 6, note.
cvayycXifcoacvoi
it is a
suggestive fact that this word is
only used once in the other Gospels

Appendix on

—

:

—

:

(Matt. xi. 5 by our Lord), but no less
than ten times in St. Luke's Gospel,
fifteen in Acts, and chiefly elsewhere
by St. Paul; truly "a missionary
word," see ver. 12. Simcox, Language
of the N. T., p. 79, speaks of "its introsuch a
duction into the N.T. with
novel force as to be felt like a new
word ". It is used several times in LXX,
and is also found in Psalms of Solomon,
xi.,

On

2

(cf. Isa. xl. 9, Hi. 7,
its construction see

p. 79,

and Vogel,

and Nah.
Simcox,

i.

u.

15).
s.,

p. 24.

the Evangelist,
note on vi. 5.
el? ir^Xtv:
the article (see above
we
on critical notes), the expression means
"the city of Samaria," i.e., the capital
district
of the
Weiss, Wendt,
(so

Ver.

5.

<KXiiriros 8c

cf. xxi. 8, and
if
insert

:

—

IIPAEEI2 ATIOSTOAQN

4-75.

<MAinnOZ

a

o-rjpela

1

8c KartkOiiv els

irdXii' rfjs
Xapapeuxs, cKf^puaae*
*
01 oxXoi tois
6. irpocreixoV tc
Xcyop-cVois uiro

aurois rbv X/ho-toV.

tou <*>iXnnrou

r& dKouciy auTOus Kal

eV

6p.o6ufi.a8oi/,

7.* iroXXwv yap

cttoici.
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|3oa>rra peydXr) $«vfl e£rjpx€T0

tw

exoWwi'

^keireiv

tA

dxd6apTa

iri'eup.aTa

iroXXol 8c irapaXcXuucVoi Kal
x<*>Xol

Samaria in civitate," again for clearness (Wendt)), so
2apap€ias ABHP, so Blass -ias N'DE, so Tisch., W.H., see on ver. 1.
(See on the reading Winer- Schmiedel, p. 266.)
1

cis 2. TTjv iroXiv Par. ("

Blass in
*

;

;

EHP,

irpo<rci X ov tc

Chrys.
R.V., Blass,

but 8e

;

^ABCD 2 61, e, Vulg., Sah., Boh., Syr. Hard.,

Wendt, Weiss.

D

In
this verse begins us Se
tjkovov
irav (omnis turbce, d), but Blass
irav(Tcs) 01 oxXoi irpoatixov tois Xcy.
rejects;
Hilg. retains. Weiss, Codex D, p. 68, expresses surprise at this rejection by Blass,
as the reading is not more superfluous than countless additions in
the words
;
already lay in the following cv t« aKovciv awovs. Chase refers to Syriac with
so Tisch.,

W.H.,

D

considerable probability.

Boh., Arm., Chrys. (D irapa iroXXois, D airo iroXXoi, a multis, d) ;
18, 36, 40, 61, Vulg., Sah.
Syr., Aeth., so Tisch., W.H., R.V.,
Blass, Wendt, Weiss, Hilg. Blass inserts a after aicadapTa, so Hilg., "bene" Blass
(see below and Wendt, note, p. 172, eighth edition).
8

iroXXwv

2

Zockler, see Blass, in loco), or Sebaste,
so called by Herod the Great in honour

of Augustus, 2ePa<m$ (Jos., Ant., xv., 7,
358,5; Strabo, xvi., p. 860), see Schurer,
Jewish People, div. ii., vol. 1, p. 123 if.,
E.T., and O. Holtzmann, Neutest. Zeitthe recicifipvo-o-cv
geschichte, p. 93.
between this verb
visers distinguish
latter
the
in
ver.
and evaYYcX.
4,
being
rendered "preaching," or more fully,
and
the
the
glad tidings,
preaching
former "proclaimed" (see also Page's
note on the word, p. 131), but it is
doubtful if we can retain this full force
of the word always, e.g., Luke iv. 44,
where R.V. translates tcqpvo-auv, " preaching ". avToXs* i'C, the people in the
city mentioned, see Blass, Grammatik,

—

:

—

p. 162,

and

Ver.

cf.

6.

xvi. 10, xx. 2.

irpooreixov

.

.

.

tois

Xcy.,

Tim. i. 4, Tit. i. 14, 2 Pet.
note on v. 35, used in classical
i. 9, see
Greek sometimes with vow, and somecf. xvi. 14, 1

times without as here

;

frequent in

Wisdom

cf. with this passage,
1 Mace. vii. 12.
6p.06vp.a8dv,

—

on

i.

2

1

HP,

^ABCD E

iroXXoi

LXX,

viii.

12,

see above

clause of the verse. Blass conjectures
that a should be read before Powvtcl,
which thus enables him, while retaining
I|i]PXovto, to make iroXXoi in each
clause of the verse the subject of £6cpair.
One of the most striking phenomena in
the demonised was that they lost at least

temporarily their

own

self-consciousness,

and became identified with the demon or
demons, and this may account for St.
Luke's

of writing, as if he also
the two in thought, Eder-

way

identified

sheim, Jesus the Messiah,

i.,

479, 647,

ff.

As a physician St. Luke must have often
come into contact with those who had
unclean spirits, and he would naturally
have studied closely the nature of their
It is also to be noted that
disease.
iroXXoi with the genitive, ruv i\6vra)v
(not iroXXoi exovres), shows that not all
the possessed were healed, and if so,
it is an indication of the truthfulness of
the narrative. Moreover, St. Luke not
only shows himself acquainted with the
characteristics of demoniacal possession,
his description in Luke viii. 27, ix.
39, but he constantly, as in the
passage before us, distinguishes it from
disease itself, and that more frequently

cf.

38,

14.

if we
Ver. 7. iroXXwv yap k.t.X.
accept reading in R.V. (see critical notes
:

above), we must suppose that St. Luke
passes in thought from the possessed to
the unclean spirits by which they were
possessed, and so introduces the verb
eljtjpXovTo (as if the unclean spirits were
themselves the subject), whereas we
should have expected that l6«paTr6v6ifjcrav
would have followed after the first iroXXot. as after the second, in the second

than the other Evangelists.
Hobart
draws special attention to Luke vi. 17,
viii. 4, xiii. 32, which have no parallels
in the other Gospels, and Acts xix. 12.
To which we may add Luke iv. 40, Acts
v. 16 (Wendt)
see further on xix. 12.

—

;

Powvra,

cf.

Mark

irapaXeX-ufxtvoi

:

i.

St.

—

Luke iv. 33.
Luke alone of the
26,

Evangelists uses the participle of irapa-

nPAEEIS AnOSTOAQN
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1

8. Kal

ttepcurcu'0T)cra»'.

ty^ero xapct

2

p-eyciX*]

9. 'A»^p cW tis 6v6p.aTi It'fxwK irpoOinipxei'
1

cdepairev6T]orav

Blass in

;

D

VIII.

3

iv

^ rf}

tjj

ir6\t, ^ceirr).

ttcjXci

payciW

Kai

reads cftcpavtvorro, so Hilg., perhaps assim. to
<{i|pxorro,

rejects.

{3

2

DEHP,

^ABC

Vulgclem., Syr. Hard., Arm., Chrys. ; iroXXt) X opa
Xapa ucyaXt)
47, 61, so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt; x«p* tc pryaXT) cycvcto, so Gig.,
in
Blass
Par., Syr. Pesh.,
0, and Hilg.
xa P* often joined with |icy. elsewhere in
N.T. ; cf Luke ii. 10, xxiv. 52, Acts xv. 3.
8

irpovinipxev

.

.

.

c£urr<t>v,

D

reads irpovirapxwv

.
.
.
cgi<rra,vcr ; Par., Vulg.,
see on ver. 1.
uryav, "delevi,"
codices of Iren. see comment, below.

Iren. also read irpovirapxwv, so Hilg.

so Blass on the authority of

some

Xauapuas,

Xvciv, instead of irapaXvriKos, the more
popular word ; and here again his usage
is

exactly

what we should expect from a

medical man acquainted with technical
terms (Hobart, Zahn, Salmon), cf. ix. 33
and Luke v. 18, 24 (1rapa.Xvn.1cy, W.H.
margin). Dr. Plummer, St. Luke, Introd.,
lxv., points out that Aristotle, a physician's
son, has also this use of irapaXcXvpufvoc
(Eth. Nic, i., 13, 15), but he adds that its
use in St. Luke may have come from the

LXX,
the

as in Heb.

word

xii. 12,

where we have

a quotation from

in

Isa. xxxv. 3

also Ecclesiast. xxv. 23).
It may be
added that the participle is also found in
3 Mace. ii. 22, Kal Tots plXccri irapaXcXv(cf.

and

Mace.

where it is
said of Alcimus, Kal irapcXv6T|.
But the
most remarkable feature in St. Luke's employment of the word is surely this, that
in parallel passages in which St. Matthew
and St. Mark have irapaXvriKos he has
(xe'vov,

cf. 1

irapaXeXvulvos,
2,

Mark

h. 3

Luke v. 18, Matt. ix.
Luke v. 24 this same

cf.

in

;

ix. 15,

distinction is also found in the Revisers'
text (but see W.H. above), when this

verse

is

Mark

ii.

compared with Matt.

ix.

6 and

10.

Ver. 8. This detail, and indeed the
whole narrative, may have been derived
by St. Luke from the information of St.
Philip

himself,

cf.

xxi.

8, xxiv.

27, or

from St. Paul as he travelled through
Samaria, xv. 3.
Ver. 9. XCpuv very few of the most
advanced critics now dismiss Simon as
an unhistorical character, or deny that
the account before us contains at least
some historical data; see McGiffert's
note, Apostolic Age, p. 100.
Hilgenfeld
and Lipsius may be reckoned amongst
those who once refused to admit that
Simon Magus was an historical person:

age, but
opinion.

who

afterwards retracted their
remains almost unaccountable that so many critics should
have more or less endorsed, or developed,
the theory first advocated by Baur that the

But

it still

Simon Magus of the Clementine Homilies
is

none other than the Apostle Paul.

It

to refer for an exposition of
the absurdity of this identification to Dr.
"
Salmon Clementine Literature " (Diet.
of Christ. Biog., iii., pp. 575, 576
see also RitschPs note, Die Entstehung
der altkatholischen Kirche, p. 228 (second
is sufficient

;

edition)).

This ingenuity outdid

itself

in asking us to see in Simon's request to

buy the power of conferring the Holy
Ghost a travesty of the rejection of Paul's
apostolic claims by the older Apostles,
in spite of the gift of money which he
had collected for the poor Saints in Jeru-

No wonder that
(Overbeck).
Spitta should describe such an explana"
tion as
a perfect absurdity " (ApostelBefore we can begeschichte, p. 149).
lieve that the author of the Acts would
make any use of the pseudo-Clementine
literature in his account of Simon, we
must account for the extraordinary fact
that an author who so prominently represents his hero as triumphing over the
powers of magic, xiii. 6-12, xix. n-19,
should have recourse to a tradition in
which this same hero is identified with a
salem

magician (see Spitta, u. s., p. 151
" The Simon of Modern CritiSalmon,
cism," Diet, of Christian Biog., iv., p.
687 Zockler, Apostelgeschichte, p. 212,
and Wendt's note, p. 201).
In Acts

;

;

8 we read that St. Luke spent several
days in the house of Philip the Evangel-

xxi.

we bear in mind that this same
so prominent in chap, viii., there
nothing impossible in the belief that St.
Luke should have received his narrative
from St. Philip's lips, and included it in
his history as an early and remarkable
instance of the triumph of the Gospel we
need not search for any more occult reason
on the part of the historian (see Salmon,
Simon then is an hisu. s., p. 688).
torical personage, and it is not too much
to say that to all the stories which have
gathered round his name the narrative of
ist,

and

Philip

if

is

is

—

8

—

ITPAEEI2 AII02T0AQN

io.

i^urr&v rb ?0kos ttjs Xa(iop€tas, \iytov tlvai
id.

w

irpoaeixoK irdires

1

Tim iaurov \Uyav

Airo |xiKpou Io»s jxeydXou, XeyoiTCS,

^ABCDE

1
iravr*%
Aethpp-, Iren.

;

61, Vulg., many other verss., Chrys., so
Blass brackets : " nee opus ".

Acts always stands in a relation of

—

pri-

ority the two facts mentioned in Acts,
that Simon was a magician, and that he
came into personal antagonism with St.

—

Peter, always recur elsewhere but Acts
tells us nothing of the details of Simon's

preaching, and it draws the
veil entirely over his subsequent history.
"
"
But the hero of the romance of heresy
comes into prominence under the name
of Simon in Justin Martyr, Apol., i., 26,
Irenaeus, i., 23 (who speaks of Simon the
heretical

Samaritan, from

whom

all

heresies

had

their being), and in the Clementine literaBut there is good reason for
ture.
thinking that St. Irenaeus, whilst he

gives us a fuller account, is still giving
us an account dependent on Justin, and
there is every reason to believe that the
Clementine writers also followed the
see further, Salmon,
same authority
" Simon
Magus," u. s., iv., p. 681 ff., and
for a summary of the legends which
gathered round the name of the Samaritan magician Plumptre's note, in loco,
may be consulted. To the vexed question as to the identification of the Simon
of Justin with the Simon of the Acts
Dr. Salmon returns a decided negative
answer, u. s., p. 683, and certainly the
Simon described by Justin seems to
note rather the inheritor and teacher of a
Gnostic system already developed than
to have been in his own person the
father of Gnosticism.
Simon, how;

ever,

was no uncommon

name,

e.g.,

Josephus, Ant., xx., 7, 2, speaks of
a Simon of Cyprus, whom there is
no valid reason to identify with the
Simon of the Acts (although famous
critical authorities may be quoted in
favour of such an identification). On the
mistake made by Justin with reference
to the statue on the Tiberine island with
the words Semoni Sanco Deo Fidio
the
account of the
inscribed
(cf.
marble fragment, apparently the base of
a statue, dug up in 1574, marked with a
similar inscription, in Lanciani's Pagan
and Christian Rome) in referring it to

Simon Magus, Apol., i., 26, 56, Tertullian,
c. xiii., and Irenaeus, i., 23, whilst

Apol.,

it referred to a Sabine
god,
Sancus, the Sabine Hercules, see
further, Salmon, u. «., p. 682, Kendall,

in

reality

Semo
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Outos
edd.; om.

all

HP,

Acts, p. 220.
(Van Manen, followed by
Feine, claims to discover two representations of Simon in Acts—one as an

ordinary magician, viii. 9, 11, the other
as a supposed incarnation of the deity,
so too Jungst, who refers the
ver. 10

—

words from payevuv to XapapCas to his
Redactor but on the other hand Hilgenfeld and Spitta see no contradiction, and
;

the

narrative as a complete whole.)
regard
—
N.T., not found
payevuv only here
in

:

LXX

cf. fiayos in Dan. i. 20, ii.
The
2), though used in classical Greek.
word (idyos was used frequently by
Herodotus of the priests and wise men
in Persia who interpreted dreams, and
hence the word came to denote any
enchanter or wizard, and in a bad sense,
a juggler, a quack like y<5i|s (see instances
in Wetstein).
Here (cf. xiii. 6) it is used
of the evil exercise of magic and sorcery
by Simon, who practised the charms and

in

(but

incantations so extensively employed at
the time in the East by quacks claiming

supernatural powers (Baur, Paulus, i.
p. 107; Neander, Geschichte der Pflan*
sung, cf. i., 84, 85 (fifth edit.) ; Wendt,
Apostelgeschichte, p. 202 Blass, in loco ;
Deissmann, Bibelstudien, p. 19, and see
below on xiii. 6. igurr&v, from ef ia-rda>
so cgiaravwv, W. H. from
(I5f<rrt](xi)
f

;

—

;

l|i<rTavo> (hellenistic), see Blass, Grammatik, pp. 48, 49, transitive in present,
future, first aorist active, cf. Luke xxiv. 22
so c^eo-TdKe'vat, ver. ii, perfect active,

—

hellenistic
Blass, u.

form,

also

transitive;

see

Winer- Schmiedel, p.
118, and Grimm-Thayer, sub v.) (in 3
Mace. i. 25 !£i<rrdveiv also occurs).
s.

(also

—

urrapai, intransitive, ver. 13, Blass, u. s.,
the revisers have consistently
p. 49
rendered the verb by the same English
in
word
the three verses 9, 11, 13, thus
giving point and force to the narrative,
see on ver. 13.
\£yc*v k.t.X., cf. v. 36
Blass, Grammatik, p. 174, regards plyav
as an interpolation, and it is not found
in the similar phrase in v. 36 (so too
Winer-Schmiedel, p. 243), cf. Gal. ii. 6,
and vi. 3, and the use of the Latin
aliquis, Cicero, Att., Hi., 15, so too vii.
It may be that Simon set himselt
3, etc.
up for a Messiah (see Ritschl's note, p.

—

—

228, Die Entstehung der altkatholischen
Kirche, second edition), or a Prophet, Jos.,

IIPABEIS
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lartvfi ouVapis tou 6eou

to

iKai'aJ

Ta

XP^ ?
4

''

s

AnOSTOAQN
n.

1

ixcydXt).

rj

2

^ayetais

VIII.

irpoaeixoy hk aurw,

01A,

12. "Otc o^

e£eoTaK^i>ai aurous.

Pesh., Aethpp Chrys. tj KaXovpevT) pryaXi) ^ABCDE,
j\ |j.rya\T| HLP, Sah., Syr.
Vulg., Boh., Syr. Hard., Arm., Aethr., Irint, Orig., so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Blass,
Weiss, Hilg.
2
so Tisch., W.H.
BLP, so Blass, Weiss, Hilg. fiayiais
1

;

,

nayeiais
Winer- Schmiedel, p. 44).

^ACDEH,

;

(see

Ant.,

xviii., 4, 1,

but ver. 14 points to a

and it is likely enough that
the people would repeat what Simon had
His later followers
told them of himself.
went further and made him say, "Ego
sum sermo Dei, ego sum speciosus, ego
omnia
paraclitus, ego omnipotens, ego
Dei " Jerome, Commentar. in Matt., c.
definite title,

24 (Neander, Geschichte der Pftanxung, cf. i., 85, note). eavr&v: contrast
not
Philip's attitude; he preached Christ,
himself (cf. Rev. ii. 20).
Ver. 10. t| 8i5va(Jiis tov ©eov r\ peydXv)
in R.V. the power of God which is called
see above, critical
(tcaXovpivT)) Great,
notes. T.R. may have omitted the word
because it appeared unsuitable to the
context but it could not have been used
in a depreciatory sense by the Samaritans,
as if to intimate that the person claimed
was the so-called "Great," since they

—

xx.,

:

;

heed to Simon. On the other
hand it has been argued that the title
"Great" is meaningless in this relation,
for every divine power might be described
epithet (so Wendt, in loco,
by the same
and Blass " mirum maxime ^ icaX. quasi
esse possit ".
8vvap.i<; 0. fiiicpd quoque
This difficulty leads Blass in his notes to
introduce the solution proposed by Klostermann, Probleme im Aposteltexte, pp.
15-20 (1883), and approved by Wendt,
Zockler, Spitta, and recently by Zahn,
Einleitung in das N. T., ii. 420 see also
Salmon's remarks in Hermathena, xxi.,
also gave

:

;

is
p. 232), viz., that peycLXT)

"

not a trans"

great
Jfti but
rather a transcription of the Samaritan
lation of the attribute

word

^yO

revelat

or

Hebrew PHiL

(cf.

nS-l fcAa,
tion

tih^Q meaning

toreveal).

would then be that

the hidden

essence

Simon was known as

qui

Chaldean

The

explana-

in contrast to

of the

Godhead,

its

revealing power.
Nestle however (see Knabenbauer in loco)
that
on
the
KaXovpivT) is
ground
objects
But
not read at all in many MSS.
apart

from

Klostermann's explanation

the revised text might fairly mean that
"
"
amongst the powers of God (cf. the
N.T. use of the word 8vvdp,eis in Rom.
viii. 38, 1 Peter iii. 22, and
cf. Book of

Enoch lxi.
Simon was emphatically
ioj
the one which is called great, i.e., the
one prominently great or divine. The
same title was assigned to him in later
accounts, cf. Irenaeus, i., 23 (Clem. Horn.,
Clem. Recog., i., 72 ii., 7 Tertulii., 22
;

lian,
v.).

;

De Prascr., xlvi.

;

Origen, c. Celsum,
But whatever the claims made by
;

Simon himself, or attributed to him by his
followers, we need not read them into
the words before us.
The expression
might mean nothing more than

that
called himself a great (or revealing) angel of God, since by the Samaritans
the angels were regarded as Swdjicis,
powers of God (cf. Edersheim, Jesus the

Simon

Messiah, i., 402, note 4, and De Wette,
Apostelgeschichte, p. 122, fourth edition).

Such an explanation is far more probable
than the attribution to the Samaritans of
later Gnostic and philosophical beliefs,
while it is a complete answer to Overbeck,
who argues that as the patristic literature
about Simon presupposes the emanation
theories of the Gnostics so the expression
in the verse before us must be explained
in the same way, and that thus we have
a direct proof that the narrative is influenced by the

however

Simon

legend.

We may

admit that Simon's
teaching may have been a starting-point
for the later Gnostic developments, and
so far from ver. 10 demanding a Gnostic
system as a background, we may rather
see in it a glimpse of the genesis of the
beliefs

readily

which afterwards

figure so

pro-

minently in the Gnostic schools (Nosgen,
Apostelgeschichte, in loco, and p. 186, and
see McGiffert, Apostolic Age, p. gg, and
"
Gnosticism," Diet, of Christ. Biog., ii.,
On the close connection between
680).
the Samaritans and Egypt and the widespread study of sorcery amongst the
Egyptian Samaritans see Deissmann,
In Hadrian's
Bibelstudien, pp. 18, ig.
letter to Servianus we find the Samaritans
in Egypt described, like the Jews and
Christians there, as all astrologers, sooth-
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ImoTeuaay tw iXiinra)
6cou Kal tou

tw

yii'ou.ei'aSj

on

dTroaToXoi,

<hXiTnra>

•

Oeupcui'

8e'8eKTai

tj

ra omit W.H., R.V.,

:

Samaritans magic and its
kindred arts were widely known. In a
note on p. 19 Deissmann gives an interesting parallel to Acts viii. 10, lirt-

Egyptian

<T€ tt)V |X€y£crnrjv

tu ot»pavw (aXXoi

•

8vvap.LV ttjv
ttjv ev Tfj apKTcp)

Kvpiov 0€ov T€Tayp,evTjv {Pap. Par.
Bibl. nat., 1275 ff. Wessely, i., 76) (and
he also compares Gospel of Peter, ver.
vtto

;

The expression
Svvojxis p-ov (2)).
according to him will thus have passed
19,

f\

from

its

into the

use amongst the Samaritans
Zauber -litter atur of Egypt.

\p6v<D-. dative for
accusative, cf. xiii. 20, and perhaps Luke
the usage is not
viii. 29, Rom. xvi. 25

Ver.

iKavai

11.

—

Grammatik, p. 118, but
St.
see also Winer-Moulton, xxxi. 9 a.
Luke alone uses licavog with xP^ vo ?>
and
in
in
his
Acts
both
Gospel
(Vogel,

classical, Blass,

—
Klostermann). payeCais

:

only here in

N.T., not found in LXX or Apocryphal
books, but used in Theophrastus and
It is found
Plutarch, also in Josephus.
in a striking passage in St. Ignatius
(Ephes., xix., 3) in reference to the shining forth of the star at the Incarnation,
o6ev cXvcto -rrdcra uayela Kal ir&s Sttruds,
and it is also mentioned, Didache, v., 1,
amongst the things comprised under
" the
way of death," and so in ii. 1 we
read oi fiayeucreis ov 4>app.aK€v<rcis. ££-

—

eo-TaK^vat, see above

on

ver. 9.

Ver. 12. cvayyeX. ire pi
only here
with -irepf, cf. Rom. i. 3 (Jos., Ant., xv.,
the
Samaritans
Philip
Amongst
7, 2).
would have found a soil already prepared
for his teaching, cf. John iv. 25, and a
doctrine of the Messiah, in whom the
Samaritans saw not only a political but
a religious renewer, and one in whom
the promise of Deut. xviii. 15 would be
fulfilled (Edersheim, Jesus the Messiah,
Westcott, Introduction to the
i., 402, 403
:

;

Study of the Gospels, pp. 162,
avSpc?

tc

Kal

T€

Kal

<rr)p.€ia

Suvdu-ets

14. 'AKOucrai'Tes Be ol cV 'tepoaoXujxois
Iau.dpeia rbv Xoyov tou 6eou, direoTeiXaK

sayers and quacks (Schiirer, Jewish
no
People, div. ii., vol. ii., p. 230 E.T.).
doubt an exaggeration, as Deissmann
says, but still a proof that amongst these

KaXoii|xaL

tou

elioraTO.

1

Iv

ircpl ty)s jSaaiXeios

tou 'IrjaoG Xpiorou, e^awritfiVTO aVSpes T€
13- 6 8« Itu-uv Kal auTos emorcucre, Kal j3aTrTiff0els

TrpocTKapTepwi'

acydXas
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oi'OfjiaTOS

Kal yumiKcs.
r\v

euayyeXi£ou.€V<j> to,

1

yuvaiKes,

cf.

—

163).
V.
14:

Blass, Weiss.

" etiam mulieres

quae a superstitionibus
abstrahuntur," Wetstein, cf.
John iv. 35 ff.
Ver. 13.
Kal axn-os characteristic of
St.
Luke, see Friedrich, Das Lucasdifficilius

:

—
37.

evangelium, p.
t£o-8t| a\X' ovk

(Jain-io-Gcis

— cPair-

I^wtio-Ottj (St. Cyril).

—

tjv

Trpoo-Kaprcpaiv on tjv with a participle as
characteristic of St. Luke see on i. 10,
and Friedrich, u. s., p. 12 on irpoo-KapT.
see on i. 14.
Here with dative of the
person (cf. x. 7) ; the whole expression
:

;

shows how assiduously Simon attached
himself to Philip. Qewpwv: the faith of
Simon rested on the outward miracles
and signs, a faith which ended in
amazement, i|£crraTo but it was no permanent abiding faith, just as the amazement which he had himself inspired in
others gave way before a higher and

—

—

more convincing belief. The expression
Swdpeis peyaXas may have been purhitherto men had seen
posely chosen
in Simon, and he himself had claimed to
8w.
be, r\
i|i<rraTo
tj peyaXrj (Weiss).
" Simon
qui alios obstupefaciebat, jam
;

—

:

ipse obstupescit," Wetstein. €£UrTap,ai,
intransitive, Blass, Grammatik, p. 49.
Irenaeus speaks of him as one who pre-

tended

faith,

i.

23 (so too St. Cyril, St.

Chrysostom, St. Jerome, St. Ambrose)
he may have believed in the Messianic
dignity of Christ, and in His Death and
Resurrection, constrained by the miracles
:

which Philip wrought in attestation of
his preaching, but it was a belief about
the facts, and not a belief in Him whom
the facts made known, a belief in the
power of the new faith, but not an
acceptance of its holiness, ver. 18 (see
further, RendalFs note in loco, and on
the Baptism of Simon, " Baptism," in
Hastings' B.D.).
Ver. 14. tj lav..
here the district
:

;

Weiss traces the revising hand of St.
Luke (but see on the other hand Wendt,
in loco).
There is nothing surprising in
the fact that the preaching of the Gospel
in the town should be regarded by the
Apostles at Jerusalem as a orooi that the

EPASEIS AH02T0AQN

2l6

auTods rbv

irpos

Hlrpov

yap

i-n

f\v

Kal

ouSen,

aindv

the district, or that the people of the
town should themselves have spread the

Gospel amongst their countrymen (cf.
Se'SeKTai rbv Xovov rov 0.
iv. 28).
the phrase is characteristic of St. Luke,
as it is used by him, Luke viii. 13, Acts
xi. 1, xvii. 11, but not by the other Evanit is found once in
St. Paul,
gelists
1 Thess. i. 6 (cf. ii. 13 and James i. 21).
In the mention of John here, as in iii. 4,
Weiss can only see the hand of a reviser,
since the beloved disciple is mentioned
with Peter in a way for which, as Weiss
alleges, no reason can be assigned, iii.
4, 11, iv. 13; but nothing was more
likely than that Peter and John should
be associated together here as previously
in the Gospels, see Plumptre's note on
Acts iii. 1.
Ver. 15. oitiv€s on this form of the

—

John

:

—

:

relative see Rendall, in loco

ever regards
p.

169,

1

(Luke

defends

it

cf. xii.

;

Blass how-

as simply = ot, Grammatik,
10.
KaTaf3avT6$, cf. xxiv.

—

Wendt
42), xi. 2, xxi. 12, 15.
the historical character of this

ii.

journey to Samaria as against Zeller and
Overbeck. irpo(rr)v(;avTo ircpl here only
with irepi; the verb is characteristic of St.
Luke, and he alone has the construction
used in this verse, cf. Luke vi. 28, W.H.
The exact phrase is found in St. Paul's
Epistles four or five times (and once in
Hebrews), but often in LXX, and cf.

—

Baruch i.,

11, 13

:

;

2

Mace. i.

6,

xv. 14.

The

laying on of hands, as in vi. 7 and xiii. 3,
is here preceded by prayer, see Hooker,

—

Eccles. Pol., v., chap, lxvi., 1-4.
ottws
Xdpcocri nv.'Ayiov the words express the
chief and highest object of the Apostles'
it
was not only to ascertain
visit
the genuineness of the conversions, or
to form a connecting link between the
Church of Samaria and that of Jerusa:

:

such objects might not
have been excluded in dealing with an
lem, although

new and strange state of things
—the recognition
a
of the Samaritans
entirely

in

common

faith.

It

oitikcs

KaTaPdfTcs
(16. outtu

^irnrcTrrwicos,

good news had penetrated throughout

has been argued with

great force that the expression Holy Spirit
is not meant here in its dogmatic Pauline
sense; Luke only means to include in
it the ecstatic
gifts of speaking with

This view is
tongues and prophecy.
held to be supported by t8wv in ver. 18,
intimating that outward manifestations
which meet the eye must have shown

1 5.

Xaj3uai HkcCfia "AyiOK.

'\advvr\v

aiirCtv, oira>s

•npoar\u^avro ircpl

VIII.

pbvov

8e

|3ef3cumcrp.eVoi

themselves, and

by the fact that the
same verb, iirlirco-c, is used in cases
where the results which follow plainly
show that the reception of the Holy
Ghost meant a manifestation of the outward marvellous signs such as marked
the day of Pentecost, x. 44, 46, xi. 15
In the case of these Samari(cf. xix. 6).
tans no such signs from heaven had
followed their baptism, and the Apostles
prayed for a conspicuous divine sanction
on the reception of the new converts
(Wendt, Zockler, Holtzmann, and see
also

Hort,

Ecclesia,

pp. 54,

But

55).

even supposing that the reception of the
Holy Ghost could be thus limited, the
of tongues was no mere magical
power, but the direct result of a super
natural Presence and of a special grace
of that Presence speaking with tongues,
prophesyings, and various gifts, 1 Cor.
xiv. 1, 14, 37, were no doubt the outward
manifestations, but they could not have
been manifested apart from that Presence,
gift

—

and they were outward visible signs 01
an inward spiritual grace. In a book
so marked by the working of the Holy
Spirit that it has received the name of
the " Gospel of the Spirit " it is difficult
to believe that St. Luke can mean to
limit the expression Xap.(3dv€t,v here and
in the following verse to anything less
than a bestowal of that divine indwelling
of the spirit which makes the Christian
the temple of God, and which St. Paul
speaks of in the very same terms as a
permanent possession, Gal. iii. 2, Rom.

15 (Gore, Church and the Ministry,
St. Paul's language, 1 Cor. xii.
30, makes it plain that the advent of the
Holy Spirit was not of necessity attested

viii.

p. 258).

by any peculiar manifestations, nor were
these manifestations essential accom" Do all
speak with
paniments" of it
"
"
tongues ? he asks, Are all prophets ?
See further on ver. 17.
:

Ver.

16.

liriireTTTwicds

:

the verb

is

characteristic of St. Luke, and used by
him both in his Gospel and in Acts of the

occurrence of extraordinary conditions,
the sudden influence of the Spirit,
x. 44, xi. 15, xix. 17,
cf. Luke i. 12, Acts
10 cannot be supcf. Rev. xi. 11 (Acts x.
read rrrco-ev). Simiported, and in xiii.

e.g.,

n

xv. 16, 1 Sam.
xxvi. 12, Ps.liv.4, Judith ii.28, xi. 11, etc.
lar

usage

Friedrich,

in

LXX, Exod.

Das Lucastvangeliutn,

p.

41

IIPAEEIS AIIOSTOAQN

15— x8.

TO oVofid TOU KuplOU

UTTTJpXOI' €19

X*tpas 2™

auTOus,

Be 6 IifAWK,

on

1

2

Sict tJjs

cr«Ti8ovv, see
06acra|A€vos

ical

emOeVea^

Winer -Schmiedel,

HLP,

Chrys.

;

i8wv

17. TOTe llTfTlOoUK

'ItJCTOU.)

ekd^avov
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1

T&9

n^eOu-a "Ayioi'. 18. ©eaadp.eKos

tw

x^pw^ tow

121

p.

2

dViroaroXwi' Siootcu

Blass, Gram., p. 48.

;

^ABCDE,

so Tisch.,

W.H.,

R.V., Blass, Weiss,

Wendt, Hilg.
For the word as used by

St.

Luke

in

another sense also characteristic of him,
see below on xx. 37, and Plummer on
xv. 20.
On the formula of baptism see
B.D. 2
and "

above
p.

352,

p.

Baptism,"

gi,

and Hastings' B.D.
"

—virfjpxov
,

here perhaps = made a beginning,"
took the first step (Lumby).
Ver. 17. There cannot be any reason
to doubt the validity of St. Philip's baptism, and it is therefore evident that the
laying on of hands (cf. xix. 6) is here
distinct from baptism, and also from the

appointment to any Church office (as in
6, xiii. 3), or the bestowal of any
special power of healing as in the person
of Ananias, ix. 12, 17, although gifts of
healing might no doubt accompany it.
But both here and in xix. 6 (cf. Heb. vi.
vi.

2) it follows closely

upon baptism, and

performed by Apostles, to whom alone
the function belongs, although it is
reasonable to suppose that the prophets
and teachers who were associated with
is

them in their Apostolic office, and who
could lay on hands in Acts xiii. 1-3,
could do so in other cases also for the
reception of the Holy Ghost (Gore,
Church and the Ministry,

p. 258).

The

not himself
question why
"
"
lay hands
upon his converts has been
variously discussed, but the narrative of
Acts supplies the answer, inasmuch as
in the only two parallel cases, viz., the
verse before us and xix. 6, the higher
officers alone exercise this power, and
also justifies the usual custom of the
St. Philip did

Church

in so limiting its exercise ("

Con-

Diet, of Christian Antiq.
1
Cheetham), i., p. '425 B.D.
\\\.,App.; and Hooker, Eccles. Pol., v.,
ch. lxvi. 5, and passage cited; Jerome,
Advers. Lucif, c. 4, and St. Cyprian,
Epis. 73, ad jfubaianum (reference to the
passage before us)). Undoubtedly there
are cases of baptism, Acts iii. 41, xvi. 15,
33, where no reference is made to the
subsequent performance of this rite, but
in these cases it must be remembered that
the baptiser was an Apostle, and that
when this was the case its observance
might fairly be assumed. For the special
firmation,"

(Smith

&

;

,

of

case

Cornelius

see below on x.
"Confirmation," B.D. 2
Weizsacker
contrasts this ac640.
count in viii., v. 16, which he describes as
44, see further

,

i.,

this crude conception of the communication of the Spirit solely by the imposition

of the Apostles' hands (Apostolic Age,
ii., 254 and 2gg, E.T.), and which represents baptism as being thus completed,
with the account of baptism given us by
St. Paul in 1 Cor. i. 14-17.
But in the
first place
we should remember that
Acts does not describe baptism as being
completed by the laying on of hands;
the baptism was not invalid, the Samaritan converts became by its administration members of the Church
and the
laying on of hands was not so much a
completion of baptism as an addition to
it.
And, in the next place, Heb. vi. 2
certainly indicates that this addition
must have been known at a very early
;

period (see Westcott, in loco). It may
also be borne in mind that 2 Cor. i. 21
is interpreted of confirmation by
many
of the Fathers (cf. too Westcott's interpretation of 1 John ii. ao, 27), and that

Paul

writing a letter and not
a ritual.
£Xdp,pWov: Dr.
holds
that the reception of
Hort,
the Holy Spirit is here explained as in
x. 44 by reference to the manifestation
of the gift of tongues, etc., points out
that the verb is not cXafHov, but imperfect
e\ap.{3avov, and he therefore renders it
" showed a succession of
signs of the
St.

is

describing

—

who

"
But this interSpirit
(see also above).
pretation need not conflict with the belief
in the gift of the Spirit as a permanent
possession, and it is well to remember
that circTiQccrav (kirerlQow) is also imBoth verbs may therefore simply
perfect.
indicate the continuous administration
of the laying on of hands by the Apostles,

and the continuous supernatural

result

(not necessarily external manifestation)
followed upon this action; cf.
Ipavrltovro in ver. 12, imperfect, and so

which

in xviii. 8.

6ca<rd|&€vos the word would
to point on (so t8wv, see critical
notes) to some outward manifestation of

Ver. 18.

seem

:
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to riveufia to "Ayiov,

ycyKCK ciutois xP 1|AOTa
K&fiol t$jk c^ouo-iap raoTTji', iVa w iav CTriOw Tag
riveujAa "AyiOK.
<n>K orol

cTt)

20.

1

irpotrr)

on

Aotc

Xcytty, 19.

x € ^P a S>

Xap.|3di/T)

To dpyupioV aou

rierpos 8e ctire rrpos ciutgV,

cis dirwXeiai',

1
>

Supe&y tou 0eou eVopio-as Sid

ttjk

1
D, Gig. Par. read irapaKaXwv Kai Xcywv (cf. ver. 24 where irapaicaXw is also
found in D), so Hilg. combination not infrequent, Matt. viii. 5, Acts ii. 40, xvi. 9, to
strengthen the request. After ivo D, Par. Const, apost. insert xayw. eav fr^ABCELP,
so Tisch., W.H., Weiss; av
36, Const, apost., Bas., Chrys., Cyr.-Jer. (so Blass
;

DH

in 0,

and

Hilg.).

the inward grace of the Spirit, so Weiss,
Wendt, Zockler ; so Felten, although
he does not of course limit the reception of the Holy Spirit to such outward
The word
evidences of His Presence.
may further give us an insight into
Simon's character and belief— the gift
of the Spirit was valuable to him in its
external manifestation, in so far, that is,
as it presented itself to ocular demonstration as a higher power than his own
diroor.,
magic. 8id rr\$ €iri0. twv x* twv
"
see above on ver. 17, cf. Sid, the laying
the
instrument
hands"
was
on of
by
which the Holy Ghost was given in this
instance: "Church," Hastings' B.D.,

—

—
426. irpo<n]V€yic€v

atiTOis xP 11JJiaTa
i.,
Simon was right in so far as he regarded
the gift of the Spirit as an l£ov<r£a to be
:

bestowed, but entirely wrong in supposing that such a power could be obtained
without an inward disposition of the
heart, as anything might be bought for
gold in external commerce.

So De Wette,

Apostelgeschichte, p. 124 (fourth edition),
and he adds " This is the fundamental
:

Simony,' which is closely connected with unbelief in the power
and meaning of the Spirit, and with
"
materialism
(see also Alford in loco).
"
(See further on
Simony," Luckock,
Footprints of the Apostles as traced by St.
i.,
Luke,
208.) Probably Simon, after the
manner of the time, cf. xix. 19, may
already have purchased secrets from other
masters of the magical arts, and thought
that a similar purchase could now be
error in

'

effected.

part of St. Peter, an expression which
would warn Simon that he was on the
way to destruction. Rendall considers
that the real form of the prayer is not
that Simon may perish, but that as he
is already on the way to destruction, so
the silver may perish which is dragging
him down, to the intent that Simon himself may repent and be forgiven so Page,
"
thy money perish, even as thou art
:

now perishing," cf. CEcumenius, in loco
(and to the same effect St. Chrys.) ovk
«rrt ravTa dpcope'vov dXXct iraiSevovTos,
•
to dpyvpiov ctod trvv<Ls ov tis etiroi
:

ainJXoi.To'

croi

ttjs

p.€Ta

irpoacpt'o-ews.

on the optative of wishing,
Burton, N. T. Moods and Tenses, p. 79,
where he speaks of Mark xi. 14 and Acts
viii. 20 as peculiar, being imprecations of

But see

also

and cf. also Blass, Grammatik, p.
a frequent con215.
€itj els dirwXeiov
"
struction,
go to destruction and remain
there," see Felten, Wendt, Page, and

evil,

cf.

—

:

ver.

cU

23,

x°X*lv

.

.

.

The

ovra.

noun occurs no less than five times
in St. Peter's Second Epistle, cf. also
1

Peter

i.

Heb.

els direSX. occurs five times

7.

Rom.

elsewhere,

x. 39,

ix.

Rev.

22,

xvii. 8,

1

Tim.

vi.

n, and

9,

it is

LXX;

cf. 1 Chron. xxi. 17,
frequent in
Isa. xiv. 23, liv. 16, Dan. iii. 29, and ii.
5, Theod.,etc; 1 Mace. iii. 42, Bel and the
Dragon, ver. 29, and several times in
Ecclus. t$|v Scopcdv: and so, not to

—

be bought,

and our Lord's
John iv. 10, el
Swpedv TOV 06OV K.T.X. 8ti

own words
-jrjSeis

cf.

Matt.

x. 8,

in Samaria,

T^JV
tvofjucras Sid x*

—

" because
thou hast thought to obtain," to acquire,
.

.

.

KTacdai

:

tva
lav eu-tOy: "that on
Ver. ig.
whomsoever I lay my hands," i.e. quite
apart from any profession of faith or test
of character no words could more plainly
show how completely Simon mistook the
essential source and meaning of the
power which he coveted.

twice in St. Luke's Gospel, xviii. 12,
xxi. 19, and three times in Acts, i. 18, viii.
20, xxii. 28, and once in St. Paul, 1 Thess.

Ver. 20. to apyvpidv <rov k.t.X. the
words are no curse or imprecation, as
is evident from ver. 22, but rather
a
vehement expression of horror on the

4, frequent in LXX, and in same
sense as here of acquiring by money.
it was not a mere error of
evdjjt.
judgment, but a sinful intention, which

<j>

y

;

:

gain possession

of,

KTolcrdai,

deponent

verb, so in classical Greek, not passive
as in A.V., see Matt. x. 9, and elsewhere

iv.

—

:

nPAHEIS AnOSTOAQN

ig— 23.

21. ook «nrt aoi |xepls ouoe KXyjpog «V

Xpripdroiv KTa<70ai.

toutw

•

ouV aird

fi€Tai'<$T]croi'

apa
1

d<J>€0Y]o-eTaL

cvohtiov

Luke
2

i.

aot

EHLP;

ouk low' eu0€ia eVrfmof

KaKias aou Taurrjs, Kal
cm^oia ttjs KapSias aou

evavn

^ABD

tu>

Xoyw

tou 0eoG.

22.

2
8€f)0T)Ti tou 6€ou,

ttjs
t)

1

•

23. els

15, 36, so Tisch.,

3

el

x°XV

yap

W.H., R.V.,

Blass, Hilg. (cf

a rarer word).

8,

0€ov

crou

yap Kapoia

t)
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HLP,

Vulg., Syr. Pesh., Irint., Blass in
(prob. after ver. 21)
Kvpiov
Sah., Boh., Syr. Hard., Arm., Const, apost., Bas., so Tisch., W.H., R.V.,
so
Weiss, Wendt,
Hilg.
;

^ABCDE,

1
has tjv ( = ev (?)) yop irucpias x°XtJ K(U avvSco-uw aSiK., so Blass and Hilg.,
read Ocwpw, so Const, apost., Chrys. ;
prob. caused by the difficult ci«.
opw
" recte "
Blass, so in a and 0, and Hilg. ; but there seems no real reason why opw
should not occur here.

D

3

— DE

had come from a heart not right before
God, ver. 21 cf. Matt. xv. 19.
Ver. 21. uepW ovSc KXrjpos, cf Deut.
xii. 2, xiv. 27, 29, xviii. 1, Isa. lvii. 6, and
instances in Wetstein, see on i. 17.
\6y<p xovTip both A. and R.V. "in this
matter," i.e., in the power of communi;

—

:

the Holy Spirit, but Grotius,
Neander, Hackett, Blass, Rendall and

cating

others refer it to the Gospel, i.e., the
word of God which the Apostles preached,
and in the blessings of which the Apostles
had a share.
Xoyos is frequently used
in classical Greek of that de quo agitur
Grimm, sub
(see instances in Wendt).
in
v., compares the use of the noun
classical Greek, like prjua, the thing
spoken of, the subject or matter of the

Xdyos, Herod.,
.

.

LXX,

e&Ocia, cf.

.

21, etc.

i.,

—

Ps.

r\

yap

vii.

icapSla

10, x. 3,

xxxv. 10, lxxii. 1, lxxvii. 37, etc., where
the adjective is used, as often in classical
Greek, of moral uprightness (cf. cvSvttjs

LXX, and Psalms

in

of Solomon, ii., 15,
iv eti6vTT)Ti KapStas), so also in Acts
xiii. 10, where the word is used by St.
Paul on a similar occasion in rebuking
Elymas only found once in the Epistles,
where it is again used by St. Peter, 2
;

Pet.

ii.

15.
Ver. 22.

icaKlas

not used elsewhere

:

significantly meets us
twice in St. Peter, cf. 1 Pet. ii. 1, 16.

by

Luke, but

St.

it

—

we

read above, Kvptov, the
meaning will be the Lord Jesus, in
whose name the Apostles had been
a.<|>€0.

if

:

baptising, ver. 16, and a<f>60. may also
point to the word of the Lord Jesus in

Matt.

—

Alford, Plumptre).
R.
13 (Acts xvii. 27).
and A.V. both render " if perhaps," but
cl

xii.

apa,

R.V. "

31

Mark

(so

xi.

shall be forgiven
perhaps
A.V. " if perhaps
may be
forgiven thee ". St. Peter does not throw

thee

if

.

.

.

"

;

.

.

doubt on forgiveness after sincere repentance, but the doubt is expressed, because
Simon so long as he was what he was
(see the probable reading of the next
verse and the connecting yap) could not
repent, and therefore could not be for" If now I have
given, cf. Gen. xviii. 3.
found favour in thine eyes," ct apa
(fc$!TDl^),
venture to

which

than

hope rather

I

assume; see also Simcox,
Language of N. T. Greek, pp. 180, 181,
and compare Winer-Moulton, xii., 4 c,
and liii., 8 a; and Viteau, Le Grec du
N. T., p. 62 (1893). lirtvoia: only here
in N.T.
cf Jer. xx. 10, Wisdom vi. 16,
etc., 2 Mace. xii. 45, 4 Mace. xvii. 2, and

—

;

often in classical Greek.
Ver.
els yap x o
23.

XV

The

:

pas-

sages in LXX generally referred to as
containing somewhat similar phraseology
are Deut. xxix. 18, xxxii. 32, Lam. iii.

But the word

15.

LXX

several times,
the equivalent of the

x°M

is

found in

and not always as
same Hebrew. In

Deut. xxix. 18, xxxii. 32, Ps. lxix. 21,
Jer. viii. 14, ix. 15, Lam. iii. 19, it is used

(^"V

to translate

Deut. xxxii.
fcftO
32), a poisonous plant of intense bitterness and of quick growth (coupled with
wormwood, cf Deut. xxix. 18, Lam. iii
In Job xvi. 14 (where,
19, Jer. ix. 15).
2
however, AS read Jortjv for x°Xtjv) it is

used to translate J"n*"W3
in

xx.

*»k» gall

14 of the same book

equivalent of

J~Hh?3
x

in

^e

it

is

the

sense of

:

of vipers, i.e., the poison of
vipers, which the ancients supposed to
lie in the gall.
In Prov. v. 4 and Lam.
the

gall

.

iii.

15

it

is

the rendering of

PO}?
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miepias

ical

auvhea^ov &8iKia$

6pu>

VIII.

ac orra.

24. AiroKpiOel? Be 6

llfiuv dire, Aei\Bn]T€ ujxeis UTrcp tu-ou irpos Toy Kupiov, 0-rros u,t)8e>

eV

1

25. Ol p,eV ouV 81au.apTupdp.eK01 icai
Ipi wk eip^icaTe.
2
tou
tok
els 'itpouo-aXrjp,
XaXVjaarrcs
Xoyoy
Kupiou, UTrcVrpeiJfaj'
^ttA0tj

iroXXd? tc Kwfxas

tw Xapapeuw

eu^yyeXicraKTo.

Before 86tj0tjt€ D, Gig., Syr. Hard, mg., Const, apost. prefix irapatcaXu ; cf.
has tovtwv twv teatewv, and adds pot after €ipi)Ko/rc, so
For uv
ver. 19, so Hilg.
1

At end of verse

without os — so Blass
Hilg.

in

D
D adds

|3,

os iroXXa kXcuwv ov SieXipiravcv, so Syr. H. mg.
for os
Hilg. follows D see Belser, Beitrdge,

but kcu

who

;

;

refers to xx. 27, xvii. 13, for SiaXip/rravciv, SiaXciireiv, constr. with
participle as here, instances which he regards as beyond doubt Lucan ; cf Luke vii. 45,
where SiaXenrw, used only by Luke, is found with a similar constr.,
p. 4,

SiaXipiravu only
but also in Galen, cf. Grimm, sub v., and L.
it
and S. But in spite of the Lucan phraseology seems difficult to suppose that Luke
would himself have struck out the words, unless, indeed, he had gained further information about Simon which led him to conclude that the repentance was not
sincere.
Such an omission could scarcely be made for the sake of brevity. Weiss,
Codex D, p. 68, evidently regards the words as added by a later hand, not as omitted
by Luke himself; see also Wendt, edit. 1899, p. 177, note.

found elsewhere in Tobit

x. 7 (but

S

a/.),

2
vireo-Tpc^av CEHLP, several verss., Chrys. virecrrpccjtov fc^ABD 15, 61, Vulg.,
so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Blass, Weiss, Wendt, Hilg. XapapciTwv ABCDHLP, so
W.H. (and see App., p. 161), Hilg. ; Zap.api.Twv fc^E, so Tisch., Blass. cvTjyycXio-avTo HLP, Boh., Syr. Pesh., Aeth., Chrys.
cvtiyyeXiCovTo ^ABCD, Vulg., Sah.,
Syr. Hard., Arm., Aug., so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Blass, Weiss, Wendt, Hilg.
;

;

wormwood ; and in the former passage
we have iriicpoVcpov xoXrjs. If we take

lviii. 6, where a similar phrase occurs,
and explains " improbitate
"
the most usual signification of
quasi vinctus es ; so Grimm, while
the LXX, viz., that of the gall plant (see pointing out that the phrase in Isa. lviii.
R.V., margin, in loco, gall, or a gall 6 is used in a different sense from here,
" vinculum
root), the thought of bitterness would
explains
improbitatis, i.e.,
naturally be associated with it (in the quod ab improbitate nectitur ad conOthers again
passage which presents the closest paral- stringendos animos ".
lel to the verse before us, Deut. xxix. 18,
take the expression to denote a bundle,
cv x°M) Kau wiicplqt, iriKpia is a transla- fasciculus (Wetstein) (cf. Hdian., iv., 12,
tion of the Hebrew word for wormwood)
n), Simon being regarded "quasi ex
4v x°Ml wucptas might therefore denote
improbitate concretum," cf. especially
the intefnse malignity which filled the Cicero, in Pison., ix., 21 ; but such a renin
heart o Simon. (On the word
dering is rejected by Grimm, as no exits sense here, and in Matt, xxvii. 34, see
amples can be adduced of this tropical
Meyer- Weiss, Matth., p. 546.) The pre- use of the noun, and by Wendt, on the
= ev ground that aSiicia is not in the plural,
position els is generally taken as
but in the singular. Combinations with
in this passage ; but Rendall suggests
that here, as is sometimes elsewhere, it aSiKia are characteristic of St. Luke ;
= <2>s, and he therefore renders "I see cf. Luke xiii. 27, xvi. 8, 9, xviii. 6; cf.
that thou art as gall of bitterness," de- Act i. 18; the word only occurs once
noting the evil function which Simon elsewhere in the Gospels, John vii. 18 ;
would fulfil in the Church if he continued Friedrich, Das Lucasevangelium, p. 23.
what he was. Westcott's note on Heb.
Ver. 24. AchOtjtc the verse is often
taken (as by Meyer and others) as a
<rvvxii. 15 should also be consulted.
"
R.V. translates
thou further proof of the hollowness of Simon's
Sco-jiov dSiKias
art ... in the bond of iniquity ".
But belief, and his ignorance of the way of
if the passage means that Simon "will
true repentance he will not pray for
become ... a bond of iniquity," R.V.
himself, and he only asks for deliverance
margin, or that he is now as a bond of from fear of the penalty and not from
But on
iniquity (Rendall), the expression denotes, hatred of the sin (so Bengel).
not that Simon is bound, but that he the other hand Wendt, in criticising
binds others in iniquity.
Blass refers to Meyer, objects to this further condemns

x°M m

Isa.

crwvS. aSuc.,

:

;

x°M

:

:

—

:

—

,

«4
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26. *Ayy«Xos 8c Kupiou cXdXTjae irpds iXi-mrov, \iywv, 'AvdarqOi
tea!

iTopeuou

Kara

jxecr^jj.Ppiai',

hrl Tf\v 600k

Simon as not expressed in the
So far as the petition for the

tion of
text.

is of
Apostles' prayers is concerned,
course possible that it may have been
belief
such
the
that
prayers
prompted by
would be more efficacious than his own
conclusion
of
see
also
(so Blass, Wendt,
the story in D) he does not ask them
to pray instead of himself but virep, on
not used by the
his behalf.— IWXOfl
other Evangelists, but three times in St.
Luke's Gospel and four times in Acts,
with itri and accusative both in Gospel
it

;

:

(i.

&

35, cf. xxi. 35) and Acts.
the piv ovv and
ol (Uv oxiv
in ver. 26 may connect the return of

Ver. 25.

:

the party to Jerusalem and the following
instructions to Philip for his journey, and
so enable us to gather for a certainty
that Philip returned to Jerusalem with
the Apostles, and received there his
further directions from the Lord; see
Rendall's Appendix on piv ovv, Acts, p.
164, but cf. on the other hand, Belser,
Beitrdge, pp. 51, 52. On the frequent
and characteristic use of uev ovv in Luke,
see above on i. 6, etc.
vir&rTp€\|/av : if we
read the imperfect, we have the two verbs
in the verse in the same tense, and the
sense would be that the Apostles did not
return at once to Jerusalem, but started
on their return (imperfect), and preached
to the Samaritan villages on the way (as
Belser also allows) the rt closely unites
the two verbs (Weiss).
The verb is

—

—

characteristic of St. Luke in his Gospel
twenty-one or twenty-two times ; in
Acts, eleven or twelve times; in the
other Evangelists, only once, Mark xv.
40, and this doubtful ; only three times in
rest of N.T. (Lekebusch, Friedrich).
:

ayvcXos: on the frequency
of angelic appearances, another characteristic of St. Luke, see Friedrich, Das
Lucasevangelium, pp. 45 and 52 (so
Ver. ?6.

Zeller, Acts, ii., 224, E.T.), cf. Luke ii.
9 and Acts xii. 7, Luke i. 38 and Acts x. 7,

Luke xxiv. 4 and Acts

i.

10, x. 30.

There

Wendt points out,
that St. Luke means that the communication was made to Philip by an angel,
and that therefore all attempts to explain
his words as meaning that Philip felt a
sudden inward impulse, or that he had a
vision in a dream, are unsatisfactory.
oveurrr)0i, as Wendt remarks, does not
support the latter supposition, cf. v. 17,
can be no doubt, as

—

and
•ee

its frequent use in Acts and in O.T.
below.— Si may be taken as above,

rr\v

KaTa|3aivouaav &tfo

see ver. 25, or as simply marking the
return of the narrative from the chief
Apostles to the history of Philip. As in
wy > 2 9> 39i irvevua and not ayycXos
occurs; the alteration has been attributed
to a reviser, but evan Spitta, Apostelgeschichte, p. 153, can find no reason for
this, and sees in the use of irvcvua and
ayycXos here nothing more strange than
their close collocation Matt. iv. 1, n.
koI -rropevov, words often
<xvdaTT)0i

—

—

Kara
similarly joined together in LXX.
p.€0*n.p,|3piav : towards the south, i.e., he
was to proceed "with his face to the

—

south," cf. xxvii. 12 (Page). lirl ttjv
68ov (not irp<Js), on, i.e., along the road
"
"
(not unto, A. V.). R.V. margin renders
KaTa uear. "at noon"; so Rendall, cf.
xxii. 6, as we have koxo. not irp<$s
so Nestle, Studien und Kritiken, p.
;

335 (1892) (see Felten's note, Apostelgeschichte, p. 177 but as he points out,
the heat of the day at twelve o'clock
;

would not be a

likely

time for travelling,

see also Belser, Beitrdge, p. 52, as against
Nestle). Wendt, edition 1899, p. 177,
gives in his adhesion to Nestle's view on
the ground that in LXX, cf. Gen. xviii.
1, etc., the word u€o-r]u(3p. is always so
used, and because the time of the day for
the meeting was an important factor,
whilst there would be no need to mention
the direction, when the town was definitely named (see also O. Holtzmann,
Neutest. Zeitgeschichte, p. 88). avrt\
Io-tiv €pT)|Aos
opinion is still divided as
to whether the adjective is to be referred
to the town or the road. Amongst recent
writers, Wendt, edition 1899, p. 178 Zahn,
Einleitung in das N. T., ii., 438 (1899) ;

—

:

;

Belser, Rendall, O.

Holtzmann, u. s.,
Knabenbauer (so too Edersheim,
Jewish" Social Life, p. 79 Conder in
B.D. 2 Gaza," and Grimm-Thayer) may
be added to the large number who see a
reference to the route (in Schurer, Jewish
p. 88,

;

People, div. ii., vol. i., p. 71, E.T., it is
stated that this view is the more pro
But, on the other hand, some ol
bable).
the older commentators (Calvin, Grotius,
etc.) take the former view, and they have
recently received a strong supporter in
Prof. G. A. Smith, Historical Geog. oj
the Holy Land, pp. 186-188.
O. Holtzmann, although referring o.vrt\ to 68<5s,
points out that both Strabo, xvi., 2, 30,
and the Anonymous Geographical Frag:

ment (Geogr. Grac. Minores, Hudson, iv.,
Dr.
p. 39) designate Gaza as «pi|p.o«.
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els

lepouaa\r]|A
•

eiropeuOifj

icat

'

fd^av

ISou

aurrj

d^p

|3aaiXtaaT)s Ai6i<5Tra>y, $s
irtis

HLP,

Wendt, Hilg.
2

27.

eprjjjios.

*ai

dfaoTas
*

At0iov|/

^

cui/ouxos Suvdanrjs Ka»/odKY]s tt)s

Y^^S

£irt Trdarjs ttjs

aurrjs, o§ cXt|Xu0€L

Chrys.; om. ^ABC(D)E 61, so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Blass, Weiss,
D adds tivos, but Blass rejects in f$, Hilg. retains. o« (2)
;

N BC D EHLP,
2

3

cVtik

VIII.

Weiss (see comment, below),
Blass suggests orig.
Sah., so Tisch., Blass, Hilg.
fall
out after avTtjs ovtos in Gig., Boh.
might easily
reading was ovtos,
For a-uTTjs D reads ovtov, but Blass rejects, so Hilg. suggested as due from retrans.
2
1
ev in
of Latin, or unpointed Syriac. cis om. in
.
[W.H.]; om.

Hard., Arm., Chrys., so

Syr.

Vulg.,
^A^D
which
1

—

,

—

D

Smith strengthens these references, not
only by Jos., Ant., xiv., 4, 4, and
Diodorus Siculus, xix., 80, but by maintaining that the New Gaza mentioned
in the Anonymous Fragment was on
the coast, and that if so, it lay off the
road to Egypt, which still passed by the
desert Gaza; the latter place need not
have been absolutely deserted in Philip's
time its site and the vicinity of the great
;

road would soon attract people back, but
v
it was not unlikely that the name
EpTjp,os
might still stick to it (see also ver. 36

If we take the adjective as referring to the road, its exact force is still
does it refer to one route,
doubtful
specially lonely, as distinguished from
or
to the ordinary aspect of a
others,
route leading through waste places, or to
the fact that at the hour mentioned,

below).

;

noon-day (see above),

it

would be de-

Wendt confesses himself unserted ?
able to decide, and perhaps he goes as
far as one can expect to go in adding
that at least this characterisation of the
route so far prepares us for the sequel, in
that it explains the fact that the eunuch
would read aloud, and that Philip could
him uninterruptedly.
with
Hackett and others regard the words
before us as a parenthetical remark by
St. Luke himself to acquaint the reader
with the region of this memorable occur-

converse

rence, and ovnrj is used in a somewhat
similar explanatory way in 2 Chron. v. 2,
LXX, but this does not enable us to
decide as to whether the explanation is
St. Luke's or the angel's.
Hilgenfeld
and Schmiedel dismiss the words as an

explanatory gloss. The argument sometimes drawn for the late date of Acts by
referring epT]fios to the supposed demolition of Gaza in a.d. 66 cannot be maintained, since this destruction so called
was evidently very partial, see G. A.
Smith, u. s., and so Schiirer, «. 5.
Ver. 27. icai dvacTTas 4iropcu6i) immediate and implicit obedience.
ical
iSov, see on i.
cf. Hort, Ecclesia,

—
:

n

;

D

p. 179,

on the

force of the phrase

characteristically

and as

by

St.

;

used

Luke of sudden

were providential interposiand see note
word can be
taken literally, for there is no contradiction involved in Deut. xxiii. 1, as he
would be simply "a proselyte of the
gate" (Hort, jfudaistic Christianity, p.
The instances sometimes referred
54).
to as showing that the exclusion of
eunuchs from the congregation of the
Lord was relaxed in the later period of
Jewish history can scarcely hold good,
it

tions, i. 10, x. 17, xii. 7,
on xvi. 1. ewovxos: the

—

since Isa.
future in

lvi.

3 refers to the Messianic

which even the heathen and
the eunuchs should share, and in Jer.
xxxviii. 7, xxxix. 15 nothing is said which
could lead us to describe Ebed Melech,
another Ethiopian eunuch, as a Jew in
the full sense. On the position and influence of eunuchs in the East, both in
ancient and modern times, see " Eunuch,"

B.D. 2 and Hastings' B.D. St. Luke's
mention that he was a eunuch is quite
"
in accordance with the " universalism
of the Acts gradually the barriers of a
narrow Judaism were broken down, first
in the case of the Samaritans, and now
,

;

in the case of the

eunuch.

Eusebius,

H.

E., ii., i, speaks of him as irpwTos l|
eOvwv, who was converted to Christ, and
even as a " proselyte of the gate " he
might be so described, for the gulf which

lay between a born Gentile and a genuine
descendant of Abraham could never be
bridged over (Schiirer, Jewish People,
div. ii., vol. ii., p. 326, E.T.).
in the case of the Ethiopian

Moreover,
eunuch, de-

scended from the accursed race of Ham,
this separation from Israel must have
been intensified to the utmost {cf. Amos
ix.
No doubt St. Luke may also
7).
have desired to instance the way in
which thus early the Gospel spread to
a land far distant from the place of its
birth (McGiffert, Apostolic Age, p. 100).

—SvvaoTTrjs
A18., only

:

noun

used by

in apposition to avTjp
Luke here and in

St.

27

—
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kcu tcaGrjpei'os

tou app,aros afiTou, Kal aveylvtoarKe rbv irpo(|>r]Tir}f 'Haatai'. 1
29.
€tTT€ 8e to flveupa tw 4>iXiinr<a, ripoaeXOe k<h Ko\\i]0irjTi tu> app.aTi
cttI

EHLP

1

^ABC

tov irpo<{>. H<r.
61, Boh., Syr. Hard.; H<r. tov irpo<f>.
13, 69
Vulg., Syr. Pesh., Sah., Arm., Aeth., so Tisch., W.H., R.V. See for this note v. 30

his Gospel,

i.

and once again by

52,

St.

LXX

In
Paul, 1 Tim. vi. 15.
frequent
(used of God, Ecclus. xlvi. 5, 2 Mace.
xv 3, 2 3> etc
s0 t0 ° of Zeus by Soph.),
-

for

-

*>

meaning here

its

—

Gen.

cf.

1.

4,

KavSaK-qs: not a perLatin,
sonal name, but said to be a name often
aulicus.

given to queens of Ethiopia

Pha-

(cf.

raoh, and later Ptolemy, in Egypt), Pliny,
N. H., vi., 35, 7. In the time of Eusebius, H. E., ii., 1, Ethiopia is said to
be still ruled by queens, Strabo, xvii., I.,
54; Bion of Soli, Ethiopica (Miiller,
Fragm. Hist. Grcec, iv., p. 351). According to Brugsch the spelling would
"
B.D. 2 and
be Kanta-ki:

Candace,"

—

cf.

,

"Ethiopia,"' Hastings' B.D. "yd^Yjs: a
Persian word found both in Greek and

Latin

(cf.

De

Cicero,

Off.,

ii.,

22; Virg.,

and see Wetstein,

in loco).
In LXX, Ezra vi. 1 (Esth. iv. 7), treasures;
v. 17, vii. 20, treasury ; vii. 21, treasurers ;
and yago<|>-uXdiciov
cf. also Isa. xxxix. 2,
in LXX, and in N.T., Luke xxi. 1, Mark
" Observat
xii. 41 (2), 43, John viii. 20.
Lucas, et locum, ubi prsefectus Gazae
Philippo factus est obviam, Gazam fuisse
vocatum " Wetstein ; see also on the

Mn.,

119

i.,

;

nomen et omen Felten and Plumptre,
and compare on the word Jerome,
second os is
emphasises the fact
was already a proselyte
Weiss). irpotncuvijo wv proves not that
(he was a Jew, but that he was not a
heathen (Hackett). The proselytes, as
well as foreign Jews, came to Jerusalem
to worship.
cannot say whether he
Epist., cviii.,

11.

retained (R.V.)
that the eunuch

—

If the

it

-

:

We

had gone up to one of the feasts; St.
Chrysostom places it to his credit that
he had gone up at an unusual time.
Ver. 28. app.a.Tos: the chariot was
regarded as a mark of high rank very
frequent word in LXX, but in N.T. only
here, and in Rev. ix. 9, cf. xviii. 13.
"
Chariot," Hastings' B.D., properly in
classics a war-chariot, but here for appd|xa£a, a covered chariot (Blass), Herod.,
:

—dve-yivwcnccv

evidently aloud,
according to Eastern usage there is no
need to suppose that some slave was read-

vii.,

41.

:

;

ing to him (Olshausen, Nosgen, Blass).
As the following citation proves, he was

reading from the LXX, and the widespread knowledge of this translation
in Egypt would make it probable a
priori (Wendt), cf. Professor Margoliouth,
"Ethiopian Eunuch," Hastings' B.D.
It may be that the eunuch had
bought
the roll in Jerusalem " a pearl of great

and that he was reading

it for the
not quite consistent
with the supposition that he had heard
in Jerusalem rumours of the Apostles'
preaching, and of their reference of the
prophecies to Jesus of Nazareth Philip
is represented as
preaching to him Jesus,
and that too as good news.
"The

price,"
first

time

;

ver.

34

is

:

—

eunuch came to worship great was also
his studiousness
observe again his piety,
but though he did not understand he read,

—

and after reading, examines," Chrys.,
Horn., xix., and Jerome, Epist. t liii., 5.
See also Corn, a Lapide, in loco, on the
diligence and devotion of the eunuch.
Ver. 29. to Trvevjxa etirev
nothing
inconsistent with the previous statement
that an angel had spoken to him, as
Weiss supposes by referring the angel
visit to a reviser.
There was no reason
why the angel should accompany Philip,
or reappear to him, whilst the inward
guidance of the Spirit would be always
present, as our Lord had promised.
:

—

koXXtjOtjti, cf. v. 13, in Acts five times,
and in each case of joining or attaching

oneself closely to a person, of social or
religious communion with a person, twice
in Luke's Gospel, cf. xv. 15 for its sense
here, and elsewhere only once in the
Evangelists, Matt. xix. 5, and that in a
quotation, Gen. ii. 24, cf. its use three
times in St. Paul, Rom. xii. 9, 1 Cor. vi.
16, 17. In classical Greek similar usage,
and cf. LXX, Ruth ii. 8, Ecclus. ii. 3,
xix. 2, 1

Mace.

iii.

2, vi. 21, etc.

Hebrew

1X11. see Wetstein on x. 28.
Ver.

30.
irpo<r8pap.wv 8<: rightly
indicate the eagerness with

taken to

which Philip obeyed.

—

—

Apd ye the y€
strengthens the opa, dost thou really
understand ? num. igitur ? apa without
ye is only found elsewhere in Luke xviii.
8, and in Gal. ii. 17 (W.H., and also
Lightfoot, Galatians,

I.e.),

see Blass, in

I1PAEEI2 AnOSTOAQIV
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tootw.
tok

vm.

30. TrpoaSpujxwv 8e 6 iXiinros r\KOvcrev auTou dyayivwaKorros
e
Haraiai>, Kal cnrey, *Apa ye yivto<TK€i$ a dmyiyojoxeis ;

irpo(j>Y)Tt|i'

31. 6 8e dire,

ricos

&i>

ydp

ouycupynv,

cdj>

p,^

1

tis

68tj yi^ art]

TTupeKaXecre T€ top iXiinror &vafl&vra Kadiaai aruv auTai.
ircpioxTj ttjs ypa<j)Tjs

f^

t^

&V€ylvb><rK€v,

"

32.

jxe;
ij

8^

c

aurrj,

Qs irpopaTOK

lirl

o 4>ayrji' ijx® 1!' Kai ^$ dp.i'ds ^avTioi' tou iceipovTos 2 auToi> a<pa>eos,
outojs ouk di/oiyei to or<5p,a auTou.
33. 4v rrj Taixeivcjaei auTou rj
,

tcpiais

1

o8if|Yt)OTi

auTou

AB 3 HLP,

8

TJpOrj,

t$jv

8e yefedf auTou tis SiYjy^aeTai

Chrys., so Blass,

Weiss

;

o8iiyT)0-ci

fc^CE

;

Sti alpeTai

*3i so Tisch.,

W.H., R.V., Wendt, Hilg.
2
Kcipovrog BP, Orig., so Lach., W.H.
Chrys., so Tisch.,
in

W.H.

text, Blass, Weiss; Kupavros Jf^ACEHL,
But as Wendt points out, readings vary as

marg., Hilg.

LXX.
3

Blass brackets in p may have
er rn Tairei. . . . Tjp0t] D, Par., Iren. omit.
been a " Western non-interpolation," or the omission may have been for shortness.
avTov CEHLP, Syrr. (P. and H.), several verss., Chrys. om. fr$AB, Vulg., Irint, so
;

;

Tisch.,

R.V., Blass, so

W.H.,

LXX.

In LXX
loco, and Grammatik, p. 254.
very rare, see Hatch and Redpath, sub
v., and Viteau, Le Grec du N. T., p. 22

—

for paronomasia,
(1893).
yiv. a dvay.
see Blass, Gram., p. 292, where other
instances in N.T. are given, and also
Wetstein, in loco. Julian's well-known
saying with reference to the Christian
:

and the famous retort,
quoted by Alford, Plumptre, Page, Meyer-

are

writings,

Wendt,

in loco.

"
elegans particula hoc
yap
sensu quid quaeris?" implies, Why do
you ask ? for how should I be able ? {cf.
Ver. 31.

;

Matt, xxvii. 23, Mark xv. 14, Luke xxiii.
22) ; see Simcox, Language of N. T.
Greek, p. 172 ; Grimm-Thayer, sub v., I.
&v Svvaipnrjv optative with av ; occurs

—

:

only in Luke, both in his Gospel and
Acts, expressing what would happen on
the fulfilment of some supposed condition
see, for a full list of passages, Burton, N. T. Moods and Tenses, p. 80
twice in direct
Simcox, «. *., p. 112
questions, here and in xvii. 18, but only
in this passage is the condition expressed,
cf. also Viteau, Le Grec du N. T., pp. 33
and 66 (1893). oS-rryiicrn, see critical
if
notes, and Blass, Grammatik, p. 210
we read future indicative it will be an
instance of a future supposition thus expressed with more probability, Burton,
:

;

:

—

;

u.

s.,

pp.

104, 105, 109,

and see

also

Simcox, note on the passage, u. s., p.
112.
Burton compares Luke xix. 40
(W.H.), see also Viteau, u. s., pp. 4, in,
226, whilst Blass maintains that there is
no one certain example of this usage of

idv with future indicative.
The word
used here (" insignis modestia eunuchi,"
Calvin) is used also by our Lord Himself
for the Holy Spirit's leading and
guidance, John xvi. 13,
as in the

and

Psalms, of
— irapcicaXeorcv
"he

also in the LXX,
divine guidance.

besought," R.V.
("desired" A.V.), the word is rightly
taken to denote both the humility and
the earnestness of the eunuch (Bengel) :
a verb frequent both in St. Luke and
St. Paul, six or seven times in
Gospel,
twenty-two or twenty-three times in Acts.
re: note the closing connecting particle, showing the necessary result of the
question (Weiss).
Ver. 32. irepioxT) ttjs ypacfnjs " the
contents of the passage of Scripture " i.e.,
the one particular passage, Isa. liii. 7, 8
:

—

(so

Meyer- Wendt, Holtzmann, Hackett),

cf.

i.

16,

and

1

Pet.

ii.

6: irepiexei to

ypa4<Q and Tavrtjs in ver. 35 below ;
irepioxi) has been taken to mean a

T-jj

section, as in Cicero, Epist. ad Att., xiii.,
25 (so in Codex A, before the Gospel

of St. Mark, its ircpioxat, i.e., sectiones,
are prefixed), but in Cicero also MeyerWendt take the word to mean the contents

of a passage, cf. notes, edit. 1888 and 1899;
see also Felten and Plumptre, in loco.
St. Chrysostom apparently takes ypa<j>ij
here as = at ypa^ai, " totum corpus
scripturae

sacrse,"

see

Blass, in

loco,

the plural would be used as
always see above references and Lightfoot on Gal., iii., 22.
The fact that the
eunuch was reading Isaiah is mentioned
by St. Chrysostom as another indication

but

if so,
;

IIPA3EI2

3°— 35diro

Y^5 ^ l«^ auToo."

tt)s

iXittttw
4auTou,

An02T0AQN

34.

*)

YP^^S

of character, since he had in hand the

who

is

more sublime than

all

others, Horn., xix.
Ver. 33. iy *rjj Tairciv«S<rci ic.t.X., cf.
" in his humiliation his
Isa. liii. 7, 8,

judgment was taken away" (LXX),
so A. and R.V., generally taken to
mean by his humbling himself his
judgment was cancelled, cf. Phil. ii. 6, 7,
so Wendt in seventh and eighth editions
sub v., icpio-is, the
cf. Grimm-Thayer,
punishment appointed for him was taken
away, i.e., ended, and so sub v., atpw =
But the
to cause to cease, Col. ii. 14.
"
words " in his humiliation
etc., may
also fairly mean that in the violence and
injustice done to him his judgment, i.e.,
the fair trial due to him, was withheld,
and thus they conform more closely
to the Hebrew " by oppression and
by (unjust) judgment he was taken
away," so Hitzig, Ewald, Cheyne and
R.V. So to the same effect Delitzsch
takes the words to mean that hostile
oppression and judicial persecution befel
him, and out of them he was removed
by death {cf. R.V. margin). (The words
have been taken to mean that by
oppression and judgment he was hurried
off and punished, raptus est ad supplicium.) tt|v (8J) ycvcav avrov ti« Sitryijo-erai; (LXX), "his generation who
"
shall declare ?
R.V., the words may
:

—

mean "who

of the

ness
lived

"

?

—
ycvcd)

shall

declare the wicked-

generation

in

which

he

sub

v.,

(see Grimm-Thayer,
their wickedness, i.e.,

treatment of him

euvouxos t§

;

so

their

De Wette

(and

in early editions),

and to the same

effect,

Lumby,

our Lord's
In
39-42, etc.

Rendall,

cf.

own words, Matt. xii.
Meyer-Wendt (seventh and

eighth edi-

words are taken to mean " who

fitly declare the number of those who
"
share his life ?
i.e., his posterity, his
disciples, so Felten (but see on the other

can

The Hebrew
seems to mean, as in R.V. text, "and
as for his generation who among them
considered that he was cut off out of the
hand, Delitzsch, in

loco).

land of the living ? for the transgression
of my people" etc., see Cheyne, in
loco ; Briggs, Messianic Prophecy, p. 358,
and Delitzsch, jfesaia, pp. 523, 524, fourth
edition (see also Page's note, and Wendt,
edition 1899).
The references by the

VOL.

II.

Taurrjs, cuTjyyeXiaaTO

ootw

(cf. Bede and Wordsworth) to
the eternal generation of the Son, and
the mystery of His Incarnation, do not
seem to find support in the Hebrew or
in the Greek rendering.
On the oldest
Jewish interpretations of Isaiah liii., see
Dalman's Der leidende und der sterbende
Messias, pp. 21-23, 2 7*35> 89, 91 ; and
see also in connection with the passage
before us, Athanasius, Four Discourses
against the Arians, i., 13, 54, and Dr.
Robertson's note; see also above on
St. Peter's Discourses in chap. Hi., and

Fathers

below on
"

is

xxvi. 23.

taken,"

Hebrew

—atpeTcu

airo ttjs yrj?

"^)

f

22, xxi. 36, Matt. xxiv. 39,
xxiii. 18, John xix. 15.

Ver. 34.

:

with violence (here =
cf. use of atpw, LXX, Acts

i.e.,

xxii.

see above

diroic.,

iii.

Luke

12, v. 8.

has been sometimes supposed that the
eunuch was acquainted with the tradition
that Isaiah had been sawn asunder by
Manasseh
Felten, see Wetstein on
It

—

Heb.

xi.

37.
Ver. 35. avot£as rb or. avTov : the
phrase is used to introduce some weighty

and important utterance, cf. x. 34,
14, and Luke i. 64, so too Matt.

xviii.

v.

2,

also frequent in LXX;
"aperire os in Scriptura est ordiri Iongum sermonem de re gravi et seria.
Significat ergo Lucas coepisse Philippum
pleno ore disserere de Christo," Calvin,
2

Cor.

cf.

in

Meyer

tion) the

6

A&>u.ai <TOu, ircpl ti^os 6 Trpo^tjTns \<fyei touto ; irepi
Trepl 4T€poo ti^os; 35* dfoi£as 8e 6 iXtmros to orou-a

6itt€,

auTou, Kai dp^ap.o'os &tto ttjs

prophet

Se

diroicpiOcls
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vi.

11,

VS'HM V\DB

Hebrew phrase

—

t

in various senses.
ap|dp.evo$, see on i.
22, cf. Luke xxiv. 27.
Tav-rqs, see above

—

—

on ver. 3— tv-t]yyt\(a-aro
used with
an accusative both of the person addressed, as in w. 25, 40, and of the
message delivered, cf. Luke viii. 1, Acts
v. 42, viii. 4, 12, etc., but when the two
are combined the person is always expressed by the dative, cf. Luke i. 19, ii.
10 (Acts

xvii.

:

18),

Simcox, Language of

From the sequel it is
evident that Philip not only preached
the glad tidings of the fulfilment of
the prophecies in Jesus as the ideal
and divine Sufferer, but that he also
pointed out to the eunuch the door
of admission into the Church of Jesus cf.
the

N.

T., p. 79.

;

Jerome, Epist.,

liii.,

5.

" intus
jta<?5, foris

Ver. 36. ISov vSwp
aqua praesto erat" Bengel,
:

I

According

nPAHEIS AIjOSTOAQN
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t6v

36.

'\v\<touv.
•

u8wp
1

37.

Kat

etirc

<f>T)<rti'

<is

8c

c*iropeuorro

6 eueouxos,

8c 6 iXiinros, El

d-rroKptOcts

Se

38.

XptoroV.

kcitA r^v 686V, rjXOoe

c"£

Tepoi cis to uSwp, o tc tXiinros

apua

ical

ti
;

oXtjs ttjs *ap8ta$, c^corte.

tok uiov tou 6cou cleat tok

eKtfXeuae arfjeai to

cm

ti kwXuci p.c 0aTmcr8T]eai

«

tfSwp

morcucts

fltcrrcuoj

ctirc,

icai

"iSoii

VIII

•

icai

Irjaoue

KaWPrjaac du<po-

6 cueou/os

'

Kat Ifi&iniarev

1
The whole verse as it stands in T.R. is read in one form or another, with varying
x. 14),
variations, also in Patristic quotations, by E (D is wanting from viii. 29b
15, and other good cursives, Gig., Par., Wern., Vulg. (clem. + am.xx demid.
om. by
tol.), Arm., Syr. Hard, mg., Iren., Cypr., R.V. marg., and by Hilg. ;
13, 61, Vulg. (am.x fu.), Syr. Pesh. Hard, text, Sah., Boh., Aeth.,
Chrys., so Tisch., W.H., Weiss, Wendt, R.V. text. The verse is strongly defended
by Belser, Beitrdge, p. 50, as originally Lucan, but omitted by Luke for brevity as
in many other cases
but on the other hand Wendt, edit. 1899, P* J 8o, note, justly
points out that it is difficult to see any reason for its omission, whilst it is easily con-

—

NABCHLP

—

ceivable that the words would have been inserted perhaps originally as a marginal
note, since otherwise the belief of the eunuch is nowhere expressly stated in the text
But they were evidently known as early as
cf. Rom. x. 9 (but cf. ii. 41, xvi. 33).
Irenaeus, Adv. Har., iii., 12, as also to Oecumenius and Theophylact, and they may
well have expressed what actually happened, as the question in ver. 36 evidently
required an answer. Augustine did not question its genuineness, although he refused
to shorten the profession at Baptism on account of it, De Fide et Operibus, ix. (see
;

W.H., App.,
to

p.

93

;

Felten,

crit.

notes, p. 177

(Epist., ciii.) and Eusebius
the site of the baptism was

Jerome

(irept t<Sit«v),

placed at Bethsura (Bethzur, Josh. xv.

Neh. iii. 16, etc.),
about twenty miles from Jerusalem, and
two from Hebron. Robinson (Biblical
28, 2 Chron. xi. 17,

Researches,
is

ii.,

749) thinks that the place
to be found on the road

more probably

between Eleutheropolis (Beit-Jibrin) and
Gaza, whilst Professor G. A. Smith (see
above on ver. 26) considers that the fact
that Philip was found immediately after
at Azotus suggests that the meeting and
baptism took place, not where tradition
has placed them, among the hills of
Judaea, but on the Philistine plain (Hist.
Geog. of the Holy Land, pp. 186, 240).
But as he finds it impossible to apply the
" desert " to
epithet
any route from Jerusalem to Gaza, whether that by Beitor
the
Jibrin,
longer one by Hebron, he
does not hesitate to apply the epithet to

Gaza

itself, and as the meeting (according to his view) took place in its neighbourhood, the town would naturally be

Gaza and Azotus,

mentioned.
are

the

named

ver. 40,

only two Philistine towns
N. T. ri icuXvct fie 0air-

in the

—

"mark

the eager desire, mark
the exact knowledge . .
see again his

TiorOfjvat;

.

modesty; he does not say Baptise me,
neither does he hold his peace, but he
utters

somewhat betwixt strong

desire

and reverent fear" Chrys., Horn., xix.

;

Speaker's Comm., in loco).

Ver. 38.
els to vSwp: even if the
words are rendered "unto the water"
(Plumptre), the context ave^o-ay Ik indicates that the baptism was by immersion, and there can be no doubt that this
was the custom in the early Church. St.
Paul's symbolic language in Rom. vi. 4,
Col. ii. 12, certainly seems to presuppose

that such was the case, as also such
types as the Flood, the passage of the
Red Sea, the dipping of Naaman in Jordan. But the Didache is fairly quoted

to show that at an early period immersion could not have been regarded as
"
essential, cf. vii. 3. See also
Teaching
of the Apostles," iv., 807, in Diet, of
Christ. Biog. (Smith & Wace), "Apos" in
tellehre
Real-Encyclopadie fur protestant.
Theol. und Ktrche (Hauck),
*'
2
" Mutavit
712
Baptism" in B.D.
"
is the comment
iEthiops pellem suam
of Bede, " id est sorde peccatorum
abluta, de lavacro Jesu dealbatus as-

p.

.

;

cendit."

Ver. 3g. riveup.a K. YJpiraa-* although
the expression is simply rivevp.a K. the
reference is evidently to the same divine
power as in ver. 29, and cannot be explained as meaning an inward impulse
of the Evangelist, or as denoting a
hurricane or storm of wind (as even
:

Stier supposed). The article
omitted before flvevua K. in Luke iv.

Nosgen and
is

18, so also in

LXX,

Isa. lxi.

1,

and we
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39. 0T6 hk &v4^r\(rav ix. too uoaxos, ripeGpi Kupiou jjpiracrc
1
koi ouk elSey au-roy ouk£u eufouxos, eiropeucTo y&p

outoV.

rbv iXimroi'

•

.

A

1
instead of this 2 Par., Wern., Syr. H. mg., Jer., Aug.
;
rivcvfia K. tjpirao-c tov
read irvcvua ayiov *irttreo~€v ciri tov cvvovxov, ayveXos 8e K. T)pira<rcv tov <k Wendt
regards as interpolation partly according to ver. 26 and partly according to ver. 44.
It is fitting that in Scripture the
Hilg. retains and Belser, p. 5 1 , defends as Lucan.
Holy Ghost is not represented as given after Philip's Baptism, because his work was
to be completed by the advent of Peter and John ; but in the case before us no Apostle
was present, and so the Holy Spirit came down miraculously after Philip had baptised
the eunuch.
So, too, Hilgenfeld leans towards the reading /. c, and regards it as
just possible that the ordinary text is a set-off against the contradiction involved with
viii. 15-18, in accordance with which the Holy Spirit was only bestowed through the
Blass rejects, and follows T.R. (see below).
laying on of the hands of the Apostles.
" ab eo " so
After <t>tXnrirov Par., Syr. H. mg. (no other authorities) add
Hilg., and
seems
somewhat
so Blass in {$, air' ovtov, which
strange in the case of the latter
,

;

writer.

cannot therefore conclude anything from
the
its omission here.
TJpircure, abripuit,
disappearance, as the context shows, was
regarded as supernatural, cf. LXX, 1
Kings xviii. 12, 2 Kings ii. 16 (Ezek. iii.
14,

Hebrew only fTO)* Thus Hilgen.

feld recognises

to the

not only a likeness here

O.T. passages quoted, but that

a miraculous transference of Philip to
another place is implied. No doubt, as
Hilgenfeld points out, irvcvua may mean
wind, John iii. 8, but this by no means
justifies exclusion of all reference here to
the Holy Spirit.
No doubt we may see
with Blass a likeness in the language of the
narrative to the O.T. passages just cited,

and

St.

may have been
who were them-

Luke's informants

the daughters of Philip,

selves irpo<t>iJTiS€s (see Blass, in loco)

;

no reason why he should not
have heard the narrative from St. Philip
himself, and the rendering irvcvua by
but there

is

ventus

is not satisfactory, although Blass
recognises that Philip departed by
the same divine impulse as that by which
he had come. Holtzmann endorses the
reference to the O.T. passages above, but
specially draws attention to the parallel
which he supposes in Bel and the

fully

But this passage
Dragon, ver. 34 ff.
should be contrasted rather than compared with the simple narrative of the
text, so free from any fantastic embellishment, while plainly implying a supernatural element cf. for the verb apira&w,
1 Thess. iv. 17, 2 Cor. xii. 2, 4
(a reference
:

to

which as explaining

Philip's with-

drawal is not to the point, since the narrative cannot imply that Philip was Iktos
tov a-clfj.aTos), Rev. xii. 5, used of a
snatching or taking up due to divine
agency, cf. Wisdom iv. 11, where it is

said of

Enoch ^pirayn*

Both

in classical

LXX

the word implies
forcible or sudden seizure (John vi. 15).
ica! ovk cIScv . . .
liropevcTo -yap k.t.X.
If these two clauses are closely connected
as by R.V., they do not simply state
that the eunuch went on his own way
(Rendall), (in contrast with Philip who
went his way), rejoicing in the good
news which he had heard, and in the

Greek and

in the

—

baptism which he had received; and
R.V. punctuation surely need not prevent
the disappearance of Philip from being
viewed as mysterious, even if the words
Kal ok eXSov avrov oviceVi do not
imply this. Moreover avrov may rather
emphasise the fact that the eunuch went
his way, which he would not have done
had he seen Philip, but would perhaps
have followed him who had thus enlightened his path (so Weiss, in loco,
reading avTovTTjv 680V avrov emphatic
see also St. Chrysostom's comment in
loco).
x°"P wv: "the fruit of the Spirit
is
joy," Gal. v. 22 (the word at the
end of a clause is characteristic of Luke
Luke xv. 5, xix. 6, see Vogel, p. 45).
Eusebius describes the eunuch, to whom
he gives the name of Indich, as the first

—

:

—

.

.

.

;

preacher to his countrymen of the tidings
of great joy, and on the possible reception
in the earliest Christian times of the
Gospel message in the island of Meroe at
"
least, see
Ethiopian Church," Diet, of
Christ. Biog.,

ii.,

234 (Smith

&

Wace).

In the conversion of the Ethiopian eunuch
men have seen the first fulfilment of the
ancient prophecy, Ps. lxviii. 31 (Luckock,
Footprints of the Apostles as traced
by St Luke, i., 219, and C. and H.,
p. 66).

Ver. 40.

pragnans

=

cvp^0i) cl« "A.:

was borne

to

constructio

and found

at,

AnOSTOAQN
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t^c c&bv auTou x a 4>w,f *

4°«

tXunros

VIII. 40.

eis Kaiadpeiai'.
1

Kaio-apciav

W.H.

(see

BCHLP,

W.H., App.,

so Blass, Weiss, Hilg.

p. 160,

and was staying there, cf. Esth. i. 5
"
marg. Hebrew found," A. V., evpio-Kw,
city

;

is
'

vefy often foun<* in tne

LXX

The word may imply, however, much
more than the fact that Philip was present
at Azotus, and Alford sees in it a probable reference to 2 Kings ii. 17 (cf.
passages in O.T. above), where the same
word is used, evp4Br\. Blass takes it to
mean " vento quasi ibi dejectus," but see
ver.

39.— 'AJwrov,

TntpN

1

Sam.

xiii.

v. 5, 2

xi.

22,

Chron. xxvi.

xiii. 3,

6,

20, Jer. xx. 20, xlvii. 5,

xv. 46,

Neh.

iv. 7,

Amos

i.

8,

Zech. ix. 6 Azotus in 1 Mace,
Herod., ii., 157: Herod, speaks
of the siege of the twenty-nine years under

Zeph. ii. 4,
v. 18, x. 84;

;

Psammetichus as the longest in history
= crS, as in 'Qpop.dtTjs, Ahuramazda,
(t

An

old Philistine town,
and one of the five chief cities it might
be regarded as the half-way station on the
Blass, in loco).

—

great road between Gaza and Joppa.
Schurer holds that the population was
Jewish to a considerable extent, as we
find that Vespasian was obliged to place
a garrison there (Jos., B. J., iv., 3, 2) ;

now

a mere village of no imporand still bearing the name Esdud.
Schurer, Jewish People, div. ii., vol. i.,
G. A. Smith, Hist.
pp. 62, 67 ff., E.T.
Geog. of the Holy Land, pp. 192, 193; Ham-

it

is

tance,

;

burger, Real-Encyclop&die desjudentums,
"
a
Ashdod," B.D. , "Azotus,"
i., 1, 124,
and also Col. Conder sub v., Hastings'
B.D. 8i€pxop.«vos evuiYyeX., see above
on ver. 4 and also xiii. 6, and cf.
Luke ix. 6 for a similar combination
of the two verbs. ras inSXcis ira<ras

—

—

:

from their position between Azotus and
Caesarea, Lydda and Joppa may well
have been included, cf. ix. 32, 36, in
which we may see something of the
effects of St. Philip's preaching, "hie
quoque, uti in urbe Samariae, Apostolis
auditor es

—

KeuBengel.
aapctav (mentioned no less than fifteen
praeparavit,"

:

its full

T

sch.,

name was Koi-

crapcla le^cum), so named by Herod
the Great in honour of Augustus (Jos.,
Ant., xvi., 5, 1) ; sometimes also irapd-

Xtos or

t|

1

vii.,

;

CaXaTTQ (Jos., B. J., iii.,
1,3); it was also called

liri

" Straton's Tower "
(cf. K. r\ 2TpaT«vos,
Apost. Const, vi., 12), although it was
virtually a fresh site. Schurer derives this
latter name from Straton, the name of
one or more of the last kings of Sidon,
who towards the end of the Persian
period were probably in possession of
the strip of coast upon which the tower

was

built (Schurer, u.

s.,

div.

ii.,

vol.

i.,

84 ff.). Herod's lavish expenditure
and enlargement gave it such importance that it came to be called Caput
p.

'.

only mentioned here in N.T., but in

LXX Ashdod, Josh.

;

times in Acts)

9,

in similar phrases, e.g., 1 Chron. xxix.
1 Sam. xiii. 15, etc.
17, 2 Chron. xxxi. 1,

above on

61, so

Kauraptav fc^AE
and Winer- Schmiedel, p. 45).

13 ; or, as els means more than
implying that he had come into the

N2&2
TT

auToy

iXOeli'

1

cf. xxi.

Iv,

Kal

Se €up4Br\ €i$ *A£wtov

tou
SiepxofAe^os €UTjYY«Xi^€TO t&s tkJXcis irdaas, €«§

Tacitus, Hist., ii., 79, i.e.,
of the Roman Province, for it never
could be called truly Judsean. For its
magnificence, see Jos., Ant., xv., 9;
It
B. J., i., 21, cf. Ant., xvi., 5.
was a seaport suited to his taste,
which Herod wanted, and in Caesarea
he found it " Joppa, Jerusalem's port,
was Jewish, national, patriotic Caesarea,
Herodian, Roman in obedience, Greek
The buildings were
in
culture".
a temple with its two
magnificent
statues of Augustus and of Rome, a
theatre, an amphitheatre but above all,
the haven was the chief work of art,
Sebastos Limen, so large and important
that the name of the city was even
dwarfed beside it (see especially Dr. G.
A. Smith, u. s., p. 140). Here the Roman

Judaea,

—

;

—

;

procurators had their abode, both before
and after Agrippa's reign here, too, was
the chief garrison of the troops of the
province. The population was chiefly
heathen, but with a considerable mixture
of Jews, and so both Gentile and Jew
had equal rights, while each claimed exIn the time of Felix
clusive powers.
things came to such a pass that bloodshed ensued, and Felix exasperated the
Jews by leaving the sole direction of the
town in the hands of the heathen party.
It was this which in the first place provoked the great rising of the Jews, a.d.
;

66
7

;

(Jos., Ant., xx., 8, 7,

14, 4, 5).

9

;

B. J.,

The war broke

according to Josephus,

all

ii.,

13,

out, and,

the Jewish in-
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€is Tois

cf>6vou

tu apxiepci, 2. tjT'qo'aTO imp' auTou
p.a0t]Tas toG Kupiou, TrpoaeXOwi'
^moroXas eis Aap.acrKOf -rrpos t&s owaywyds, oirus edy Tims euprj
680G orras

tt]s

Te

dVSpas

Kal

yumiKas, ocScpeVous

habitants, twenty thousand in number,
were massacred in an hour. Here the
famous Rabbi Akiba met a martyr's death,
here Eusebius of Caesarea and Procopius
were born, and hither Origen fled. See
Schurer, u. s. ; Hamburger, Real-Encyclopadie des Judentums, ii., 1, 123 G. A.
2
EderSmith, u. s., pp. 138, 143 ff., B.D.
sheim, History of the Jewish Nation, pp.
;

;

21, 23, 156, 199, 251, 265, etc.

Among the

by the same
name by which we know it, but sometimes from its fortifications, Migdal Shur,
or after its harbour, Migdal Shina, or after
both, and once by its ancient name,

was

Jews Caesarea

•'

Tower

called

"

also Strabo, xvi.,
p. 758), but as the seat of the Roman

Straton's

power, and for

its

(cf.

preponderating heathen

and
population, it was specially hated
so it was designated " the daughter of
Edom," although the district, so rich
and fertile, was still called "the land of
life".
Edersheim, Jewish Social Life,
;

24,

pp.

72,

202,

and Hamburger,

u.s.

Caesarea is mentioned in the verse before
us not because of its political and commercial importance, but because it became the after home of Philip, xxi. 8.
But it also might be named here as
marking a further and interesting stage
in the progress of the Gospel (see also

below on chap. x.). We cannot say
whether at the time of the narrative in
chap.

x.

worked

Philip

had already

settled

and

in Caesarea.

Chapter IX.—Ver. 1. O 84 ZavXos
takes up and continues the narrative
from viii. 3 ; the resumptive use of 8^.
" Sic in summo fervore
cti
peccandi
c

:

—
—
Bengel.

:

conversus est "
" breathIp/irvewv only here in N.T., not
V., but rather "breathing
ing out," A.
" in "
"
of," lit.,
(R.V. simply breathing "),
irov luirWov £«tj«
cf. LXX, Josh. x. 40
et

ereptus

:

— threatening
;

(cf.

Ps.

xvii.

15)

and

murdering were as it were the atmosphere which he breathed, and in and
by which he lived, cf. Stobaeus, Flor., 85,
19, oSutjs IfjLirvcovTa, L. and S. and
Blass, in loco (cf. also Aristoph., Eq.,
437) ovtos t)8t) icaicias Kal <rvKO<(>avTias
irvet, and Winer- Moulton, xxx., g).
ry

—

apxiepc? probably Joseph Caiaphas, who
continues thus to persecute the Church,
see on iv. 6 (v. 17) ; he held office until
36 a.d., see Zockler's note, in loco, and
:

dydyT)

ei$

2

and Hastings' B.D.
Saul as a Pharisee makes request of
"
a Sadducee
says Felten.
Ver. 2. TJTifcraTo, see on iii. 2, with
B.D.
"Caiaphas,"
"

,

1

irapa, in iii. 3, we have the imperfect,
but " inest in aoristo quod etiam accepit,"
Blass on the use of the verb in N.T., see
;

also Blass,

182, and
—lirurroXas,

Gram.,

Thayer, sub

v.

p.

cf.

Grimmxxii.

5,

on the jurisdiction of the Sanhedrim, see above on iv. 5
Weber,

xxvi. 12

;

;

Theol.,

Judische

p.

141

(1897)

;

O.

Holtzmann, Neutest. Zeitgeschichte, pp.
and Schurer, Jewish People,
174, 175
;

div.

ii.,

vol.

i.,

p. 185,

E.T.

:

only within

the limits of Judaea had the Sanhedrim
any direct authority, although its orders
were regarded as binding over every
But the extent to
Jewish community.

which this obligation prevailed depended
on the disposition of the Jewish communities towards the Sanhedrim. Aa-

—

M In the
history of religion,"
writes Dr. G. A. Smith, " Damascus was
the stage of two great crises. She was
the scene of the conversion of the first
Apostle of Christianity to the Gentiles
she was the first Christian city to be
taken by Islam. It was fit that Paul's
conversion, with his first sense of a
mission to the Gentiles, should not take
uao-icov

:

;

his journey had brought him to
If Damascus was not the
oldest, it may at all events be called the
most enduring city in the world. According to Josephus, Ant., i., 6, 4, it was

place

till

Jewish

soil."

founded by Uz, the grandson of Shem,
whilst a Moslem tradition makes Eliezer
founder, and Abraham its king (see
also Jos., Ant., i., 7, 2).
Here, too, was
the traditional scene of the murder of
its

Abel (Shakespeare,
3).

Damascus was

1

King Henry VI., i.,
some seventy

situated

miles from the seaboard (about six or
eight days' journey from Jerusalem), to
the east of Anti- Lebanon in a great
plain, watered by the river Abana with
her seven streams, to which the city owes
her beauty and her charm. Travellers
of every age and of every nationality
have celebrated the gardens and orchards,
the running waters and the fountains of
Damascus, and as the Arab passes from
the burning desert to its cooling streams
and rich verdure, it is not surprising that
he hails it as an earthly paradise. From
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AajxatrKw, ical e£ai4>rns
1

€{a4vi|s— in

Schmiedel,

tw

3. iv 8e

'icpouaaX^fi.

NB CE
X

13

iyivtro aurbv lyyi^tiv t|J
aurbv 4>u>s diro tou oupakOU '

iropcue<r0ai,

l

TrepiT)crrpai|/€K

t{t<frvY|s,

IX.

so

W.H., but

xxii.

6.

;

see

Winer-

p. 47.

a commercial point of view Damascus
has been called the meeting-place and
mart of the nations, and whilst the
armies of the ancient world passed
through her streets, she was also the
great avenue of communication for the
wealth of north and south, east and
west (cf. the significant passage, Ezek.
16, 18, and Amos iii. 12, R.V.,
from which it seems that the city was
known at an early date for her own
xxvii.

manufactures, although the passing trade
of the caravans would be its chief source
of income). For its political position at
the period of Acts, see below on ver.
24, and for its history in the O.T., its

ence of Christians was doubtful, but
whether Saul would succeed in finding
them out (Weiss). oWes ti)s 68ov the
genitive with ctvoi or ylyvcoOai, very common in N.T. (as in classical Greek) may
be explained as the genitive of the class to
which a man belongs, or as the genitive
of the property in which any one participates, expessed by the genitive singular
of an abstract noun, and also, as here, of
a concrete noun, Winer-Moulton, xxx.,
5, c. (and Winer- Schmiedel, pp. 269,

—

:

;

after struggles,

"The Way," R.V., all E.V.,
270).
" this
"
way," except Wycliff, who has of
this life," apparently reading vita instead
of vice in the Vulgate ; see Humphry on
the R.V., in loco. (In xviii. 25 we have

still

ttjv

and its present position as
the chief city of Syria, see G. A.
Smith, Hist. Geog., p. 641 if. ; Hamburger, Real-Encyclopddie des fudentums,
8
and Hastings'
u, 2, p. 220, B.D.
B.D., Conybeare and Howson (smaller
Schurer, Jewish
edition, p. 67 ff.) ;
;

—

People, div. ii., vol. i., p. 96, E.T.
irpos ras trvvayuyas, cf. vi. 9, as at
Jerusalem the number of Jews dwelling
in Damascus was so numerous that in a
tumult under Nero ten thousand were
put to death, Jos., B. J., vii., 8, 7 ; ii., 20,
2
as at Jerusalem, the Christians of
Damascus may not as yet have formally

—

;

separated from their Jewish brethren ;
in xxii.
cf. the description of Ananias
12 ; but as
communication between
Damascus and the capital was very frequent, refugees from Jerusalem would

no doubt have

fled to

Damascus, and

it

is difficult to believe that the views advocated by Stephen had in him their sole
There is no reason to
representative.
question with Overbeck the existence in
Damascus of a community of believers in
the claims of Jesus at this early date
but whilst those Christians who devoutly observed the law would not have
aroused hostility hitherto, Saul came
armed with a commission against all
who called on the name of Christ, and
so probably his object was not only to
bring back the refugees to Jerusalem,
but also to stir up the synagogue at
;

Damascus against

their

own

fellow-

worshippers who acknowledged that
Jesus was the Christ. lav Ttvas evpx\
the phrase does not mean that the exist-

—

:

68dv tov K. of the instruction given
cf. the common metaphorical
use of the word in LXX.) In the text

to Apollos,

(as in xix. 9, xxii. 4, xxiv. 14, 22) the
noun is used absolutely, and this use is
peculiar to St. Luke (cf. 6 Xoyos, sc, tov
0., x. 44, xiv. 25, etc., and to ovoua, v.
The term may have originated
41).

amongst the Jews who

saw in the
Christians those who adopted a special
way or mode of life, or a special form of
their own national belief, but if so, the
Christians would see in it notnen et
omen in Christ they had found the
Way, the Truth, the Life, John xiv. 6
(so Holtzmann points out the parallel in
St. John, and thus accounts for the
there is only one way
article ttjs 68ov

—

—

of salvation, viz., Christ). Chrysostom
(so Theophylact) thinks that the believers were probably so called because
of their taking the direct way that leads
to heaven (Horn., xix.)
see also Dean
Plumptre's interesting note. The expression seems to point to the early date
of Acts. As it is used thus, absolutely,
and with no explanation in the context, Hilgenfeld sees in chap. ix. the
commencement of a third source C
(see Introd., p. 29).
yvvaiicas, see
:

—

above on

Although no doubt
the women referred to were Jewesses,
yet it is of interest to note the remark of
Josephus, B. y., ii., 20, 2, viz., that the
women of Damascus were addicted to
the Jewish religion.
Their mention
also

"

viii.

indicates

3.

the

quod nullum sexus

violence of

Saul

.

re spec turn habuit,
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\4youaav auru, laouX,

Kupic

2

6 $c Kupios

;

add "cum magna mentis alienatione
p,€Ta neyaXTjs
rendering of ckotoo-is in x. 10. Hilg. adds the words
After Siwkcis E. Syr. Hard. mg. add ancXiipov orot k.t.X.,

After yj]v Par. (Flor.)

tKo-Tacrcax;, so Blass ;
a\t]0ws Kai after yrjv.

but

cf. xxvi.

14

— Blass

etirei',

"

;

cf.

rejects.

Syrr. (P. and H.), Sah. ; om. ABC, Vulg., so Tisch.,
R.V., Blass, Weiss; om. K., reading o Sc ciircv, ^, Boh., Arm.
2

Kvpios

ciirev

HLP,

cui etiam armati hostes in medio belli
" Calvin.
ardor e parcere solent
Ver. 3. iv Zi t$ iropcvco-Oai, tycvcTo
on the frequency of the infinitive as here,
and of fy^v€To in St. Luke, see Friedrich,
:

Das Lucasevangelium, p. 13, but
St. Luke, even more than the

whilst
other

Evangelists, connects his narratives by
more or less Hebraistic formulae, so he
often tones down the Hebraism by
changes of order or other modifications,
v. 17, vi. 1, Acts iv. 5,
cf. Luke i. 8, 9,
and ix. 3, etc., see especially Simcox,
Writers of the N. T., p. 19, cf. also

Gram., pp. 232, 234.

Blass,

—4yy^eir rg

A. for a recent description of the three
roads which lead from Jerusalem to
:

Paul's Day, walk in procession to this
and read the narrative of
the Apostle's wonderful conversion, it
seems that there is no adequate evidence
M It
in support of the spot selected.
was a true instinct that led the Church
to take the Conversion as the day of
St. Paul.
For other saints and martyrs
their day of celebration was their dies
natalis, the day on which they entered
their real life, their day of martyrdom.
But the dies natalis of St. Paul, the day
on which his true life began, was the
day of his Conversion," Ramsay, Exposithe word
tor, p. 28 (1898).
€$ai(j>vY)s
is used by St. Luke twice in his Gospel
and twice in the Acts only once elsetraditional site,

—

We

choose the quickest and best frequented
route which ran straight to Shechem,
and after inclining to the east, by the
shores of the lake of Galilee, leads straight
to Damascus, with an entrance on the
south possibly he may have been stirred
"
to " exceeding madness
by seeing in
the Samaritan villages indications of
the spread of the faith which it was his
;

purpose to destroy (Plumptre, Expositor,
28 (1878)). Ramsay, Expositor, p. igg,
note (1898), follows the old tradition as

p.

to the locality (following Sir C. Wilson).
But, as he points out, this locality fixed
at

Kaukab

(so

Luckock, also u. s.), some
Damascus, was

ten or twelve miles from

in modern times for a site
nearer the city (so the Romanist commentator Felten, p. 185, laying stress
on €YYt£eiv); but the spot so chosen
seems an impossible one from the fact
that it is on the east side of the city,
"
not on the south ; see also " Damascus
Hastings' B.D., i M 548. Moreover the
tradition for this site (one out of four
selected at different times) does not
appear to have existed for more than some

changed

years, and although we
can well understand the action of the

two hundred
Christians

in

Damascus, who. on

St.

:

—

Damascus, see Luckock, Footprints of where, Mark
the Apostles as traced by St. Luke, i., pp.
may well believe that
223, 224.
Saul in his haste and passion would

W.H.,

xiii.

36.

Hobart and Zahn

claim it as a medical term, and it was no
doubt frequent amongst medical writers,
as in Hippocrates and Galen (Hobart,
Medical Language ofSt. Luke, pp. 19, 20),
but the word is also used in LXX several
times in same sense as here. ircpii)<rnot found
Tp<u|rev : only twice in N.T.
at all in classical Greek, but see 4 Mace.
The simple verb occurs in Luke
iv. 10.
The word is used in St.
xvii. 24, xxiv. 4.
Paul's own account of the event (xxii. 6),
(and ircpiXafMJrav in his second account
xxvi. 13)
noun in classical Greek of
flashing like lightning. In xxii. 6 the time
"
is fixed
about noon," and in xxvi. 13 it
"
is said that the light was
above the
brightness of the sun," and shone round
about those who journeyed with Paul.
But St. Luke states the general fact, and

—
—

;

St. Paul, as was natural, is more explicit
But St. Paul's
in his own account.

mention of the time of day, when an
Eastern sun was at its brightest, and
of the

exceeding

evidently

indicates

phenomenon was

glory of the light,
that
no natural

implied.

Kal ireo-wv tori t)|v yrjv, cf,
xxii. 7, both expressions show the overwhelming impression made by the sudden
In xxvi. 14 all fall to the
bright light.
ground, but there is no contradiction with
ix. 7, see below on verse 7.
Lewin, Farrar
Ver.

4.

(so Hackett,

and some early

interpreters)
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IX.

oxXripoV aoi irpos K^fTpa XaKTi^cij'.
Kal *
p,c 6£Xcis iroujaai;

6. Tp^|X(i)K tc Kal Qapfiuiv cittc, Kupic, ti

Vulg., Sah., Boh., Syr. Hard, text, Arm., Orig., so Tisch.,
Blass, Weiss; I. o Netf.
25, Par., Flor. (Vulg. demid.), Syr. (Pesh. and
Hard.), Aeth., Hil., but cf. xx. 8 Blass rejects; Hilg. retains.
1

^ABLP,

It)o-ovs

ACE

W.H.,

—

2

After SiuKci? Flor., Gig., Par., Wern., Vulg. (fu. demid.), Syr. Hard. mg. read
So, too, the same authorities ( - Gig., Wer. + Hil.) read also
o-k\t)pov <toi I. k.t.X.
Blass receives, so too Hilg.
o 8e rptfj-wv T€ Kai 6ap.p<i>v tiirc, Kvptc . . . avrov
For all this between Sh»k. and avao-r^Gt the true reading appears to be aXXa (all
else omitted),
Vulg. (am.), Syr. P. and H. text, Sah., Boh., Arm.,
inserted under influence of
Tisch., Chrys. evidence for insertions purely Western
After Oap.puv all these Western authorities except Vulg. add eiri t«j»
xxii. and xxvi.
to
iii.
10.
There seems no Greek
Yryovoxi avnp ; this is a clear case of assimilation
authority for the whole insertion ; apparently a retranslation by Erasmus from
the Latin.

—

^ABCEHLP,

—

;

have held that Saul and some at least
of his companions were mounted, since
Saul was the emissary of the high priest,
and the journey would occupy some days.
On the other hand Felten (following
Corn, a Lapide) holds that the text makes
no suggestion of this, and that the ex"
"
pression they led him by the hand and
the command "rise and enter into the
"
are against it ; but the near neighcity
bourhood of Damascus might easily
account for the fact that his companions
led Saul by the hand for the remaining
distance, which could not have been
long, although the immediate proximity
of the traditional site cannot be maintained (see above on ver. 3). As the
strict Jews, like the Pharisees, seldom
used horses, Felten may be right in conjecturing that Saul rode upon an ass or
a mule

(p.

Xc'vovcrav

:

186, note).
in St. Paul's

—tjkovo-c

<j>wvv)v

own account we

have tjicovaa <j>a>vfjs Xcyov<rn,s, xxii. 7,
and TJKowca (Jxovtjv X£y*» as here, in xxvi.
It would seem therefore that the
14.
distinction between aicoveiv with (1)
accusative, and (2) genitive; (1) to hear
and understand, (2) to hear, merely,
cannot be pressed (so Alford, in loco, and
Simcox, Language of N. T., p. 90, and
Weiss on xxii. 7 but see on the other
hand Rendall on ix., ver. 7). Thus in
the passage before us it has been usual
;

to explain aieoveiv with 4>wvt]v, ver. 4,
as indicating that Saul not only heard

but understood the voice, cf. xxii. 14,
whilst oiKovciv with $o>vv)s, ver. 7, has
been taken to show that his comrades
heard, but did not understand (so Weiss,

and also on xxii. 9). But there
no contradiction with xxii. 9, for
there it is said of Paul's companions ttjv
%\ <f><i)VT)v ovic TJKo-uo-av tov XaXovvTos

in loco,
is

(1)

:

hoi — they heard the utterance,

ix. 7, xxii.

but did not hear definitely, or understand who it was that spoke, p^Se'va %\
dcupovvTcs. But (2) on comparing the
7,

passages together, it appears that in ix.
4 and 7 a distinction is drawn between the
contents of the utterance and the mere
sound of the voice, a distinction drawn

by the accusative and genitive in xxii. 7
the same distinction is really maintained,
and by the same cases, since in xxii. 7
;

Paul, in speaking of himself, says that he
heard a voice, i.e., was conscious of a
voice speaking to him (genitive, <j>wvt)s),
(Simcox, u. s., p. 85), whilst in ver. 9

(accusative <j>cov>]v) the contents of the
utterance are referred to, cf. ver. 14 in the
same chapter ; in xxvi. 14 the accusative
is rightly used for the contents of the
utterance which are given there more
laovX, laovX
fully than elsewhere.
in each of the three narratives of the
Conversion it is significant that the
Hebrew form is thus given, and it is
also found in the address of Ananias,
probably himself a Hebrew, ver. 17, to
the new convert. On the emphatic and
solemn repetition of the name cf. Gen.
xxii. 11, and in the N.T., Luke x. 41,
xxii. 31, Matt, xxiii. 37, and on the frequency of this repetition of a name as
characteristic of Luke in Gospel and Acts
see Friedrich, pp. 75, 76, cf. Luke viii.
24, x. 41, xxii. 31, cf. xxiii. 21 (see also
Deissmann's note Bibelstudien, p. 184,
on the introduction of the Hebrew name).
t£ p-e SuSkcis; cf. vii. 52, and 1 Cor.
" Saul's first lesson
xv. 9, Gal. i. 13.
was the mystical union between Christ
and His Church " cf. Matt. x. 40, xxv.

—

:

—

x. 16, etc.

No wonder

that

John
"
Felten sees " an ineffable pathos in the
words; Wendt quotes St. Augustine:
"
caput pro membris clamabat," cf. also
Corn, a Lapide: "corpus enim mysrt40, 45,
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Kupios irpos auToV, *Avd<rrr\Bi. ical eiaeXOe cis ty)* tto'Xii', ical \aXTj8i]acTai croi ti ere Set iroicii'.
7. 01 8e aeSpes 01 owoBeuorres aura*
€iar»]K€iaaj' cVpcoi,
8. Tjy€p0T) 8e 6

ouSeVa

auToG,

1

dKOuomres

laGXos

pveV tyjs <j>wi^fjs,

x et P a

epXeire,

p-nSeVa 8e OewpoGrres.

*

diro ttjs

8e

&V€tayii.kv(i}v

yr\<;

Y Y°" rrcs
(U

auT<W

^e

tuv 64>6aXu,uy
eitrfiyayov

els

^ABCEHP

1
evveoi L; but tveoi
61, Syr. Hard, mg., so Tisch., W.H., Blass,
Blass reconstructs the conclusion of ver. 7 and
Hilg. ; see Winer- Schmiedel, p. 55.
the first half of ver. 8; Flor. (and partly Gig., Par., Wern.) p/qSeva 8c 0ca>p. pe0* ov
cXaXci • e4>T) 8e irpos avxovs * rycipoTC pe airo rr|s yt\s icai ryeipavTwv 8c clvtov ovSev
€0X. avewyp.. t. o<j>0. x^pa-Ywy. tc probably these additions arose partly from the
wish to explain the p-qScva standing absolutely in ver. 7 (cf. xxii. 9), partly to represent the blindness as coming on Saul at once (and not after he had risen), and thus

—

making him need immediate

cum

Christi est ecclesia,

help.

membra

sunt

fideles ".

Ver. 5. Tfe ct, Kvpic; the title is here
used in reverent and awestruck response
to the question of a speaker, in whose

accompanied as it was by the
supernatural light, Saul recognised a
divine utterance it is therefore more
than a mere word of respect, as in xvi.
it indicates, as St. Chry30, xxv. 26
sostum noted, a purpose to follow the
voice, whether it was that of an angel
or of God Himself (Felten), "Jam parat
se ad obediendum, qui prius insaniebat ad
voice,

—

;

—

persequendum," Augustine. 'Eyw . . .
both pronouns are emphatic, and
crii
:

contrasted Microtis, cf. xx. 8, and note.
For rest of verse see critical notes.
For this verse see critical
Ver. 6.
notes and also xxii. 10. 'Avo<rT»|0t : verb
characteristic of St. Luke, see on v. 7.
Here, if we compare xxvi. 16 (xiv. 10), it
xol
is evidently used in a literal sense.
XaXirj0t]cr€Tai am, see note on xxvi. 15.
ot otivoScvovtcs
Ver. 7.
probably
:

—

:

riding in

company with him

;

not found

in classical Greek, but used in the same
sense as here in Plutarch not elsewhere

—

m N. T

but see Wisdom vi. 23, and Tobit
1
in
v. 16 S (AB a/.), so according to S
Zech. viii. 21 (ABS 3 al.), cf. also Symm.
in Gen. xxxiii. 12.
cUrnjKcicrav tweot.
;

—

The form
notes

:

in

£wc<$s is incorrect, see critical

LXX,

Prov. xvii. 28, Isa.

cf.

10, Epist. of Jer. 41
see critical notes.

(Symm.

in

Hos.

lvi.

ix. 7)

;

It is frivolous to find

a contradiction here with xxvi.

No

14.
stress is laid upon clcrr^K., which may be
used like ctvai, and even if there is, it

We

does not preclude a previous falling.
have merely to suppose that the sight

and sound had

affected

Saul's

com-

less degree than Saul, and
that they rose from the ground before

panions in

a

him, to

make

the narratives quite con-

sistent (see Felten, p. 193, Hackett, in
1
" Paul "
loco; B.D.
Or it
far*
p. 733).
is quite possible, as Weiss
points out on
xxvi. 14, that here the narrative em,

the impression made by the
hearing of the voice, and in xxvi. 14 the
immediate result produced by the light,
and that the narrator is quite unconscious
of any contradiction in his recital (see
notes below on xxii., xxvi.). p-rjScva 8c
phasises

—

©cwpovvres

tween

this

:

no contradiction bestatement and xxii. 9, where
there

is

—

said that they saw the light here it
is not denied that they saw a light, but
only that they saw no person. Holtz-

it is

mann apparently forgets this, and says
that whilst in xxix. 9 they see the light,
in ix. 7 they see nothing; but the pronoun

is not neuter, but masculine ;
prjSeva
(see critical notes and reading in jj). The
inference is that Saul saw Jesus, but although this is not stated in so many
words here, it is also to be inferred from

the words of Ananias in ver. 17, and xxii.
14, and from St. Paul's own statement in
1 Cor. xv. 8, and ix. 1.
St. Chrysostom
refers Akovovtcs p.iv rijs <J>. to the words
of Saul, but this is certainly not natural,
for ttjs
4><i>vr]v

<£.

evidently refers back to TJtcovaa

in ver. 4.

av«a>Yp€V(Dv ; see critical notes.
cpXeirc : his eyes, which he
closed mechanically, as he fell over-

Ver.

8.

— ovSc'va

had
whelmed with the dazzling brightness
of the light, and of the appearance of
Jesus, he now opens, but only to find
that he saw nothing (ov8lr) (see critical
note) he had become blind (so Weiss
and Wendt, cf. xxii. 11). This blind-

—

ness was the clearest proof that the
appearances vouchsafed to him had been
a reality (Felten), see also ver. 18.
X€ipaYwyovvT«s the necessary result of

—

:

IIPAEEIS ATIOSTOAQN
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IX

Kal r\v ^p^pas Tpcis fit) 0\£irwi', ital ouk
jtyayev
IO. *Hk 8^ ti§ p.a0T)T$)S iv Aau.aaKtu oyofxa-n. 'A^a^ias,
Kal ctirc upds auTOK 6 Kupios iv 6p(£p,aTi, 'Acana.
6 8e cIttcc, 'loou

AapaaitoV.
ou&e Smey.

9.

his blindness, cf. Judg. xvi. 26 and Tob.
16, but in each case the reading is
varied (see H. and R.) ; in N.T. only
in Acts, cf. xxii. 11 (and see xiii. 11) ;
xi.

it
is
also found in the Apocryphal
Gospel of Peter; x. (ver. 40 in Harnack's
M He who would strike others

edition).

was himself struck, and the proud Pharisee became a deeply humbled penitent
a guide of the blind " he was himself

—

to be guided

by others

(Felten).
pXc'iruv
with participle, characteristic, see

Ver. 9.

on chap.

fjv

i.

.

.

.

:

fit]

Wendt

10.

on

fjv

above
seventh

(in

edition, not in eighth), and so Felten,
Alford, Hackett,
distinguish between
fjkir|

and ov with ttyaycv and liricv, and
Winer- Moulton, lv., 5. oi
would have simply meant blind; fit)

see especially
0.

—

said
is not seeing (not able to see)
(3.
of one who had been, and might appear
to be again, possessed of sight the not
eating and not drinking are related simply
as matters of fact see the whole section.
Blass regards pvq with participle as simply
= ov, so in ver. 7 (XTjScva with participle
;

;

=

ut alias (see also Lumby's
k.t.X.
there is no
6<f) ay.
reason why the words should not be
taken literally, in spite of Wendt's objection as against Meyer in loco, as an
expression of penitential sorrow and conovocva,

note).

— ovk

:

trition for his perversity (so Weiss and
"
Holtzmann, no less than Felten) : with

what fervour must he then have prayed
On Saul's
for 'more light'" (Felten).
blindness and its possibly lasting effects,
see Plumptre, in loco, Felten, p. 196, and
on the other hand Lightfoot on Gal. vi.
11, and Ramsay, St. Paul the Traveller,
etc.,

pp. 38, 39.
Ver. 10. 'Avavtas:

nomen et omen,
gracious" (cf. xxii. 12). No
doubt a Jewish Christian (he is supposed
by some, as by St. Augustine, to have
been the presbyter to whose care the
"Jehovah

is

Church at Damascus was committed).
For more details and traditions con"
Ananias,"
cerning him, see Dr. James,
Hastings' B.D., and Felten, in loco.
The objections raised against the historical character of the meeting between
Ananias and Saul, by Baur, Zeller, Overbeck, are considered by Wendt as quite
insufficient.
Weizsacker regards the
narrative of the blindness and its cure

by Ananias as transparently symbolical,

and adds that

in any case it is suggestive
that Paul, Gal. iv. 15, seems, at least in
later days, to have had a severe ailment
in his eyes (see however on this point
ver. 9 above).
But the weakness, if it
existed, might have been caused by the
previous blindness at Damascus, and this

suggestion, if it is needed, has at all
events more probability than the supposition that the narrative in the text
was due to the fact that in after years
Saul's eyes were affected
(so WeizZeller insacker, Apostolic Age, i., 72).
deed admits, Acts, i., 289, E.T., that the
" irreconnection of Saul with
1

Ananias,

spective of the visions and miracles,"

may have been historical, and he falls
back upon Schneckenburger's theory that
the author of Acts had a special aim in
view in introducing a man so avowedly
pious in the law (xxii. 12) to introduce
Paul to Christianity.
But Schneckenburger does not seem to deny the main
fact of the meeting between the two men
(Ueber den Zweck der Apostelgeschichte,
pp. 168, 169), and St. Paul would scarcely
have spoken as he did later (xxii. 12) before
a Jewish crowd, in a speech delivered
when

was full of pilgrims
and at a time when
the constant communication between
Damascus and Jerusalem would have
exposed him to instant refutation, had his
statements with regard to Ananias been
from

the capital

all

parts,

It is evident that the supernatural element in the narrative is what
really lay at the root of Zeller' s objections.
6 Kvpios, i.e., Jesus, as is evident from
a comparison of w. 13, 14, 17. iv 6po|tari critical objections have been raised
by Baur and others against the double
vision narrated here of Saul and Ananias,
as against the double vision of Cornelius
and St. Peter in x. 3 and xi., but see
Lumby's note, in loco, and reference to
Conybeare and Howson, quoted also by
Felten. The idea of the older rationalists
that Saul and Ananias had previously
been friends, and that thus the coincidence of their visions may be accounted
as
for, is justly regarded by Wendt
The vision, as narentirely arbitrary.
rated by Luke, is evidently regarded as
something objective, cf. vv. 10, 13.
Ver. 11. dvao-Tag the word as has
been previously remarked is characteristic
of Luke (cf. its use in O.T.), and does

incorrect.

—

—

:

:

—

9
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ia.

II. 6 Sc Kuptos irpds ciutoV, 'AKCurras

eytf, Kupie.

tV

p\)\ut\v

XauXof

KaXoup.^Tji'

t$\v
2

EuQelav,

kcu

t,-f\rt\crov

1

*3S

iropcudn-ri iirl

iv

oiKia 'louSa

yap irpoaeuxcTcu, 12.* Kal elbev iv
opdjicm aVSpa d^op-an 'Avaviav eicrcXOorra Kal in%94yra auTw X € *P a
Tapaea.

6v6\t.an,

tSot^

>

1

Avootos fc^ACEHLP, Vulg. (am. demid. tol.), so Tisch., W.H. marg., Weiss,
but avacna in B and most verss., so Lach., W.H. text, Wendt.
(cf. x. 13, 20)

Hilg.
a

;

Before Taptrca Flor. and Par. have ycvci, not an unusual word with adjectives

of nationality.

Blass in p\ following Flor., omits the whole verse, Hilg. brackets ; but there seems
for its insertion if not genuine, as it is not influenced by any parallel passage
Der Cyprianische Text, p. 21 ff.). Wendt (edit. 1899)
(cf long discussion in Corssen,
decides for its retention, but another and a further question arises as to the original
reading if the verse is retained, ev opapan om. fr$A 61, Vulg., Sah., Boh., Aeth.,
The words may be an explanatory gloss. In BC 163, so
so Tisch. R.V., Wendt.
Blass [W.H.] Weiss ev opap. follow avSpa. Instead of x ci P a the plural x«<-pas is
found in ^ABCE, Vulg., Boh., Arm., so W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt, but the art.
Tas is doubtful, probably to be omitted (Wendt) with fc$*AC 61, so Tisch., Weiss
but retained by tfcBE, R.V. [W.H.].
8

no reason

;

not in the least support the idea that the
vision was a dream of the night, cf. viii.

26.—<irl

Ev06iov £vp.t|,
In Luke xiv. 21
it seems to be used in contrast to irXaat least in one passage
Tiia, but in
it is used as its equivalent, Isa. xv. 3, cf.
" broad
R.V.,
places,'' ^"H. It is found
t$|V £vp/»jv t. k.

cf. xii. 10,

Matt.

:

vi. 2.

LXX

also in Ecclus.
in

Tobit

xiii.

ix.

18,

7 (perhaps twice) and
in the previous

where

we have

irXareiai, although it is
we can press a
contrast here, and pv\n\, ver. 18, might
ver., 17,

very doubtful whether

perhaps be taken as meaning a cityquarter, Latin vicus, see Speaker's Com-

mentary, in loco. On the stages in the
history of the word, and its occurrence
in Attic Greek, e.g., in the comic writers
Antiphanes (380 B.C.) and Philippides
(323 b.c), see Kennedy, Sources of N. T.
Rutherford, New
Greek, pp. 15, 16
" the
Phrynichus, p. 488. " EvOeiav
street called Straight
may be traced
from the eastern to the western gate,
and it still bears the name, Derb el-Mus;

—

:

takim, Schneller, Apostelfakrten, pp. 254,
"
Damascus," Hastings' B.D. The
255,
" house of
Judas," also that of Ananias,
are still pointed out, but considerable
uncertainty attaches to the attempts at
"
Damascus," u. s., also
identification, see

—

Felten, in loco. Tap<r€*a: Tarsus was
the capital of the Roman Province of
Cilicia.
Curtius has called it the Athens
of Asia Minor, and Strabo emphasises
its celebrity for the production of men
famous in all branches of science and

As a

celebrated university town it
its students
not only St. Paul but his companion St.
attracted
it
Luke,
may be by the renown
of its medical school and if this be so,
the acquaintance of the two men may
date from their student days.
To Tarart.

may have ranked amongst
;

moreover, and to a country where
Stoicism was cradled, St. Paul may
have been indebted for his evident
familiarity with the ideas and tenets o<"
the Stoic philosophy.
From Cyprus
sus,

came Zeno and

Persaeus, from Soli,
Chrysippus and Aratus, whilst Anazarba
in Cilicia was the birthplace of the
physician Dioscorides, contemporary of
It is indeed
St. Luke as of St. Paul.
possible to enumerate at least six Stoic
teachers whose home was Tarsus. See
notes on St. Paul at Athens and at
Ephesus, and see J. Lightfoot, Hor. Heb.,
on Acts vi. 9 ; Curtius, Gesammelte
Abhandlungen, ii., p. 538 ff.
Zahn,
Einleitung i., pp. 37, 50; Lightfoot,
Philippians, p. 303 ff. Salmon, Introd. ,
" oranISov
;

p. 317.

—

;

yap irpoo-cvxcrai

:

tes videt

Jesus" Bengel; present tense,
continuous prayer, 1 Thess. v. 17.
opafian, see critical notes.
the words would
certainly indicate, as Wendt points out
not
(seventh edition,
eighth), that Saul
was previously unacquainted with Ananias.
communicates
the contents
Jesus
of the vision, and speaks as it were
from the standpoint of Saul (see Felten's
tviOcVra k.t.X., see above
note, p. 190).

—Ver.
avSpa

12.

*A.

4v

ovdfi.

—

on

viii.

17.

:

IIPAEEI2 ATI02T0AQN

*3 6
Sttojs

1

Aya0Xe'i|nf].

3.

oaa KaKa

diro

rots dyiois <rou

CTroirjo-e

kou a>oe €)(» t^ouaiay irapd twi> &p\i.ep4(i>v,

•

14.

lepoucraX/jp.

1

8c 6 'Asanas, Kupic, dKi/JKoa

dir€Kpi8if]

•nroXXwy ircpl tou d^opos toutoo,

cV

IX

1 5. Etire 8e irpos
emKaXoup.eVous to oVoixd aoo.
aurov 6 Kupios, llopeuou, on ctkcGos c'KXoyfjS u.01 early outos, tou
2
Paardaai to oVojxd p.ou ivwiTiov' iOvuv Kai {BaaiXeW, vluiv T£ 'lapaTjX.

ofjaai Trdrras tou$

1

HLP,

aicijicoa

Wendt,
2

Chrys.

;

fr$ABCE, so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Blass, Weiss,

T]Koi«ra

Hilg.

;

Ananias naturally hesitates
go to a man who had undoubtedly
inflicted harm upon the Christians, and
had come to Damascus with the same
But there is nothing inconsistent
intent.
in the fact that Ananias should not be
Ver. 13.

to

name

:

:

:

Kvpios
141).

and
tion

so

Saul

(see
—
lv

James'

edition,

Mcp. belongs to ciroiT]o-€,
points back to viii. 3, and
as the soul of the persecu-

which broke out

Agrippa,

w8e hie

Ver.

et

hue

(Blass),
— tovs 14.
ciriK. to ovop.d crov — note

ver. 21-

the re,

own language in Gal. i. 15, genitive
common Hebraistic mode
quality

the holy Ecclesia of Israel, and Ananias,
himself a Jew, does not hesitate to employ the same term of the members
of the Christian Ecclesia (see Hort,
Ecclesia, pp. 56, 57, and Grimm, sub 1/.,
Its use has therefore a deep signi2).
" Christus habet
ficance
sanctos, ut
suos
ergo est Deus," says Bengel.
be
more fully
The force of the words can
appreciated in connection with the significance of the phrase in ver. 14, tois 4itik.
to ovoudcov. In xxvi. 10 it is noticeable
that the word occurs on St. Paul's own
" in the
lips as he stood before Agrippa
bitterness of his self-accusation for his acts
of persecution, probably in intentional repetition of Ananias's language respecting
those same acts of his. It was a phrase
that was likely to burn itself into his
memory on that occasion." And so we
find St. Paul addressing at least six of
" called to
his Epistles to those who were
be Saints," indicating that every Christian
If Chrisas such had this high calling.
tians individually had realised it, the
prophetic vision of the Psalms of Solomon
(xvii. 36) would have been fulfilled in the
0V1 irdvres
early Church of Christ
Kai f3a<riXei>s avrStv Xpurros
oyioi,
p.

before

w.

for the Christians ; cf.
32,
Every Israelite was £7109
41, xxvi. 10.
his
fact
of
the
mere
membership in
by

Ryle and

own language

—

:

as a

Paul's

xxvi. 10.

peated pronoun and compare 1 Cor. i. 2s
where iiruc. is closely joined with £7101.
and on the whole phrase see above ii. 2 1
Ver. 15. o-Kcvos cKXoyfjs, cf. St. Paul's

acquainted with Saul personally, whilst
he knew of his persecuting zeal. tois
used here for the first time
aviois a-ov

to

Wendt

BC*, so Lach., R.V. (W.H.), Weiss,
but t«v apparently does not suit the context.

eOvwv, but art. tgiv prefixed in

/probably)

in Jerusalem, cf.

;

=

(cf. viii. 23)
Blass, Gram., p. 96 ; cf.

expression

xviii. 6, etc.
see Jer. xxii.

For

of
of
ckXcktov, see

Luke

Hosea

28,

vii

Horn Hebraica,

Schottgen,

xvi.

<riccvos similarly
;

.

8,

in loco ;

8,

used

and
and

N.T. Rom.

ix. 22, 23, 1 Thess. iv. 4.
Blass both compare <tk. de
homine in Polyb., xiii., 5, 7; xv., 25, 1.
Vas electionis ; the words are written
over what is said x.o be St. Paul's tomb
in the church dedicated to him near
the city of Rome. tov Pcurrdorai, genitive of purpose ; verb as used here continues the metaphor of o-kcvos
may

in

Grimm and

—

;

mean simply

to bear, to carry, or
cf. 2

denote to bear as a burden
xviii. 14,

Ecclus.

vi.

25

;

cf.

;

Luke

—

it

may

Kings

xiv. 27,

Acts xv. 10, Rom. xv. 1, etc. 40vwv Kai
first
because
c0y., placed
paa-iXe'wv
Saul's special mission is thus indicated.

—

— pWiX., xxvi. 2 Tim. 16; also
before the governors of Cyprus, Achaia,
—
see
notes
Judasa. viwv tc
12,

cf.

i.

critical

M.,

above, again the closely connecting tc,
all
three nouns being comprehended
under the one article twv the Apostle's
work was to include, not to exclude, his
brethren according to the flesh, whilst
mission to the Gentiles is always em-

—

phasised
cf.

Rom.

cf. xxii.

;

i.

Ver. 16.

and

15

21, xxvi. 17

;

13, 14.
iyit

y^P

•

he

is

a chosen

me, and therefore viroS.
disagrees with Meyer, who finds
the showing in the experiences of the
vessel

unto

Wendt

sufferings (so

Hackett and Felten), and
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13—19.
16. eyw

1

17.
e'lr*

y^P

OTToSei^u)

auxu, ocra 8ei auTov uirep tou
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6v<$|iaT<5s f*o«f

'Attt]X6€ Si 'Araiaas ital eurijXOei' els tJ|k oiKiay,

koi liriOcls

auToV tAs x € ^P as €^ire > ZaouX aSeX^, 6 Kuptos dWoTaXKc'

'Inaous 6 6<p0eis croi iv tq

68w

tj

u.€,

rjpx°u> ottws dyajSXeVJ/gs icai TrXtjaOjjs

1 8. ical euOtcus dir^ireaok diro tw o^OaXu-wK
n^eu|xaTos Ayiou.
auTou wael XeirtSes, dpcjSXc^c' tc TTapaxpfjp-a, 2 *al dy auras ifiairri(jQr\,
Kai Xaj32>e rpo<^}]y ivur\ua€y. 9 19. 'EyeVcTO 8c 6 XauXos u-e-ra twk 4k
1
Blass, following Flor., reconstructs (bo very simil. Hilg.) tot* cvepdcis (as if the
vision came in sleep; cf. Corssen, G. G. 4., p. 437 (1896), who thinks that the
expression is an interpolation and compares j3 text in xvi. 9 ff., p. 436, u. s.) Av.

airrjXdev icai ci<r. eis ttjv oik.
I.

;

so again Flor. has

avnp

circdijicc

ttjv

xci P a

€V T V ovoji.

X. Xcywv,
8

om. ^ABCHP, Vulg., Boh., Syr. Pesh., Arm., so
Wendt. fc$C 3 40, Boh. read 8c instead of Tt.

-n-apoxptjiio

R.V., Weiss,

Tisch.,

W.H.,

#

cvwrxvBij BC , so W.H., Wendt
cvurxvo-ev, so Tisch., Blass, Weiss, Hilg.
13, 61, Vulg., many vers., so Tisch., W.H., R.V. ;
(probably). 6 ZavXos om.
"
beginning, perhaps, of a Church lectionary. Flor. reads dies autem plurimos et in
civitate.
cum discentibus transegit," perhaps some influence of xvi. 12, xiv. 28, xxv.
Blass suspects Aauao-K? and brackets in 0. Blass places St. Paul's visit to
14.
Arabia before this period, a visit which St. Luke omits.
8

;

^ABCE

D

refers the word with De Wette, Overbeck, to a revelation or to some directing
counsel of Christ, cf. xifi. 2, xvi. 6, 9,
xx. 20, so too Blass
cf. 2 Cor. xi. 25-28.
Either interpretation seems better than
that of Weiss, who refers the yap back
to TTopevov, as if Christ were assuring
Ananias that Saul would not inflict

—

suffering

upon others, but J will show him

how much he (ainrdv, with emphasis) must
suffer, etc., cf. also Bengel's
Ver. 17.
iiriOcls «ir* d.

comment.
t&s x*

:

not

as bestowing the Holy Ghost (for see
context), but as recovering from his
blindness, cf. Mark xvi. 18. XaovX, see
on ver. 4, perhaps too the word used by
Jesus would reassure Saul.
dSeX^c*:
as a Christian brother, and not merely
as a brother in nationality, ii. 29, xxii. 1,
xxviii. 17
for the word sec further,
Kennedy, p. 95, and see on i. 15.
6 K. . . . Mtjctovs the words must have
further reassured Saul the title by which

—

—

—

:

—

he had himself addressed Jesus
than justified.

w more

Ver. 18. Kal cvOcvs: as the immediate result of the laying on of hands
the recovery of sight is given, but the
baptism follows for the reception of the
Holy Ghost, cf. xxii. 13 ff. dirc'irco-ov
. . . wo-el X.
the words cannot be taken
as merely figurative with Weiss or Zockler, or with Blass as merely indicating
the speediness of the cure— some scaly

—

:

substance had formed over the eyes,
probably as the result of the dazzling
brightness which had struck upon them,
cf. Tobit iii. 17, xi. 13, and ii. 10 (cf. vi.
= white films (see H. and
8), XcvKwuara
St. Chrysostom's
R., sub v., XcvKwua).
comment is also to be noted xai tva at)
:

vou£<tq 4>avTO<riav tis clvai ttjv TrrjpuKriv,
Sia tovto at Xcir£8cs.
Here, as elsewhere, we may see traces of St. Luke's
accuracy as a physician. Both diroiri'TrT«r and Xeiris are used only by St Luke

N.T.

although found six times
not occur in the sense
before us), and both words are found
conjoined in medical writers, the former
for the falling off of scales from the cuticle
in
in

(XeirCs,

LXX, does

and particles from the diseased parts of
the body or bones, etc., and Xeiris as
the regular medical term for the particles
or scaly substances thrown off from the
body (see instances in Hobart, p. 39, and
Felten, in loco), and cf. also Zahn, EinUitung in das N. T., ii., p. 436 (1899).
avacrTas, see above on viii. 26 ; the word
may here be taken literally (although not
necessarily so), as of Saul rising from a

—

sitting or

reclining position
—IpairrhrOri
no doubt by
:

there

this.

—

— eVkrxvcrev:

into the

here used intranMace. vii. 25, 3 Mace. ii. 32K
we adopt reading of T.R. which is

ver.

9.

sitively (1
if

Ananias
Church
Xafiwv Tpo^rjy, see on

was no reception

without

—

(so Weiss).

J1PASEI2 AII02T0AQN

*3«

20. 1 icai eu6&os iv Tats au fay toy cus
2 1 €§urraiTO
outos Iotiv 6 ulos Tou dcou.

AafiaaKw paOrjiw rju^pas nvds
iKr\pv<T<r€

rbv XptoroV,

2

on

IX.

'

.

8e irdires ol dKouorres Kal cXcyoy,

out<Ss ^<rrti' 6

Oux

iropB^aas iv

'kpouo-aX^jx Tois €TriKaXouu.eVous to 6Vop.a touto, Kal wSc ets touto
tea

4\tjXu'0€i

ScScucVous auTOUs o/ydyt]

iirl

ZauXos 8e uaXXoy eyeouyauouTo, Kal auvi\uv€
KaTOiKoGiras £v Aap.aoKU,

tous
*

dpxicpeis

oti outo's i<rriv 6

cruu.{3if3d£u>i'

;

22.

tous 'lou&aious tous
Xpicrros.

Wern. read kou curcXdwv €is Tas crvvaywyas twv I., cf. xiii. 5, xiv. 1,
The phrase " synagogue of the Jews " usually implies contrast beand
tween Jews
Gentiles, which is hardly the case here, but the writer might wish
1

Flor., Par.,

xix. 8,

to

so Hilg.

emphasise the boldness of Saul:

Flor., Iren. read p,€Ta iracnrjs irapprjo-ias, so
o Xpicrros after eort 68, Flor., Irenlat. (Irengk. after 6cov), retained by Blass
by Hilg., perhaps from ver. 22 (cf. John xx. 31).

Hilg.

and

^ABCE

2
6i, Iren., Vulg., so Tisch., W.H.,
Itjotovv
Xpurrov HLP, Chrys.
R.V., Blass, Weiss, Wendt; Hilg. has tov xvpiov \t\<row with Flor. ovtos in ver.
22 seems to demand a preceding Itjctow.
;

;

AB

3
3
HLP, so Blass; crvvexwvc fc^B*C, Tisch., W.H., App., p. 172, and
<rvv€x vve
see also Winer-Schmiedel, p. 111; Hilg. has crvvcxccv. tovs IovS., but tovs om.
by fr$*B, so W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt, Blass. At end of verse Flor., Gig., Par.
add cis ov cv8oKi)<rev o 6cos retained by Blass and Hilg.

—

We

have the' verb,
retained by Weiss.
in the N.T. peculiar to St. Luke, used in
the transitive sense (cf. Luke xxii. 43
and 44, W. H., App., 67, and Plummer,
in loco), and in this sense its use outside
is confined to Hippocrates and
the
St. Luke, Hobart, p. 80 (cf. 2 Sam. xxii.
but cf. Psalms of
40, Ecclus. 1. 4)
The reading here to
Solomon, xvi. 12.

LXX

;

which

Wendt

apparently inclines

is

(see critical notes), as this
would be in accordance with the transitive use of the verb in Luke xxii. 43,

4vurxv8i|

and other instances.
Ver. 19.

nvds

T)p.e'pas
in x. 48,

:

used here ap-

xvi. 12, xxiv. 24,
parently, as
etc., of a short period ; see note on ver.
23, and cf. critical notes, Blass in p, and
see ver. 23.
Ver. 20. Iv Tais crvvay coycus publicly

—

Jewish Assemblies owk -Qo^vveTo
6 vi6« tov 0eov only here in
Acts. As the preaching was in the synagogue the term would be used in its
Messianic sense (cf. John i. 49), according to the early Messianic interpretation

in the

(Chrys.).

—

:

:

of Psalm ii. 7 cf. xiii. 33 and St. Paul's
reference to the Psalm in another address
For
to Jews, in the Pisidian Antioch.
the use of the term as applied to the
Messiah by the Jews see further Book of
Enoch, cv., 2, and Dr. Charles' note.
Ver. 21. ircpO-qcras same word used
by St. Paul of himself in Gal. i. 13, 23
nowhere else in N.T., but see 4 Mace.
iv. 23, xi. 4 ; used often in classical Greek.
;

:

;

Blass draws attention to the coincidence
between this passage and the use of the
word in Gal., and adds: "ut a Paulo
hoc ipsum verbum scriptorem accepisse

Wendt (1899) dismisses the
dicas".
point of connection in the use of the
word by the two authors Luke and Paul
as accidental. He bases his objection,
P« 35» upon the view that St. Paul's
Epistles and Acts are independent of
each other but this would not prevent St.
Luke from receiving the narrative of the
events at Damascus from the lips of Paul
himself.
rovs Iitik., see above on ver.
;

—

—

"

cXT|Xvd€i, pluperfect : inestindicatio
voluntatis mulcts," Blass, cf. also Burton, N. T. Moods and Tenses, p. 44, and
14.

On the jurisdicBlass, Gramm., p. 197.
tion of the Sanhedrim and their commissions to their officers see iv. 5, and
Lewin, St. Paul, i. t 52 (smaller edition).
For tva followed by the conjunctive after
a past tense in preference to the optative
cf. v. 26,
b. 1 a.

xxv. 26, in Winer-Moulton,

xli.

Ver. 22.
only used
€ve8vvap,ovTo
here by St. Luke, and elsewhere only by
St. Paul (five or six times), and always
of religious and spiritual strength ; used
twice with
also three times in the
reference to the power of the Spirit, Judg.
in Psalm li. 7,
vi. 34, 1 Chron. xii. 18
perhaps the simple verb 8vvap,6ci>. avve'"
confounded," so A. and R.V., or
X«ve
" continued to
confound," imrather,
perfect active, cf. ii. 6, "were con.
:

LXX
;

:

;

—

20

—
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23.

nPAEEIS AFIOSTOAON

24.

Se eirXrjpoujTo tju^pcu licayai, owcjSouXcuaarro oi MouSaiot

dycXeiv <xut6V

24. cyi/waOr] 8e tw

•

lauXw ^ emjSouXY) aur&v.

founded," passive, see also xix. 32, xxi.
31 (critical notes above): from awxwvu
(<rvvxwu»), nowhere used except in Acts,

Moulton and Geden).
not found in classical Greek
nor in LXX, a later form of <rvyxeo>,
<rvvx^» T. W. H. (cf. lKx.wvop.at from
eKxc'w, three times in Acts, also two or
three times in Luke's Gospel in Matthew
twice, in Mark once, also Rom. v. 5, Jude
ver. 11 not found in LXX, but seeTheod.,
as

above

o-vvxvvvoi

(see

:

;

;

2

Sam.

xiv.

<rvv^x€ov from

14)

;

in

wv\ia

Moulton and Geden.

Acts, xxi. 27.
(but see in loco),
According to the

best MS., Tisch.,W.H., read the double v,

but elsewhere we have only one v, WinerSchmiedel, p. 132, Blass, Gram., p. 41.
only used by St. Luke and
<rvp,piPa£<i>v

—

:

St. Paul, cf. xvi. 10, xix. 33, see especially
for this last passage, Grimm-Thayer, sub
1

v., cf.

word

Cor.

ii.

16.

In the

LXX

the

compares
and decides that the phrase cannot denote time measured by years (so Blass).

A

reason for St. Luke's indefiniteness
perhaps be that St. Paul's visit to
Arabia was not within the scope and
purpose of his narrative or Belser, Beitrage (p. 55), and others may be right in
maintaining that the visit may lie between
w. 22 and 23, and that, as such intervals
are not wanting in Luke's Gospel, it is
not strange that they should occur in Acts,
but that it does not at all follow that
the historian was unacquainted with
St. Luke's Arabian journey, as Wendt
maintains u sed aliquid omittere non est

may

;

:

idem atque illud negare " Knabenbauer,
in loco.
But if we take the expression,
ver. 19, certain days to indicate the first
visit to Damascus, and the
expression,

Isa. xl. 13, etc., this usage is purely
Biblical (in Attic Greek rather irpoo-f3.
in this sense) : lit., (1) to bring together ;
(2) then like <rvjx{3aXXa>, to put together,
to compare, to examine closely ; (3) so to
deduce, to prove; thus here the word
may well imply that Saul compared

and

:

St.

Luke

Hebrew phrase
is

D^*

1

which

copying admits of almost any

extension of time (Galatians, p. 89, note).
Paley, Horce Paulina, v., 2, pointed out in
the Hebrew of 1 Kings ii. 38, 39, an
instance of the use of the phrase "many
"
days = a period of three years (so

Lewin, Felten). It is therefore possible
Luke might employ an indefinite,
vague expression, an expression which at
that St.

events is characteristic of him.
On
the other hand, Wendt (1899), whilst
•seeing here a longer period than in ver.
all

many days to indicate a second
the visit to Arabia, Gal. i. 19, may

ver. 23,
visit,

Messianic passages of the O.T. with the
events of the life of Jesus of Nazareth,
and hence deduced the proof that He
was the Christ, cf. irapaTiS^uevos in
xvii. 3.
So Theophylact explains 8i8aokwv xal lpp,Tjvevtov out of the Scriptures
which the Jews themselves knew.
Ver. 23. T|p,e'pas licavas whether the
period thus described was meant to cover
the definite period in Gal. i. 16, i.e., as
including St. Paul's visit to Arabia, it is
difficult to decide.
Lightfoot holds that
Uavos in St. Luke's language is connected rather with largeness than with
smallness, Luke vii. 12, Acts xx. 37, and

irapc-

ver. 43, xviii. 18, xxvii. 7,

19,

used in the sense of teaching,
instructing, Exod. iv. 12, 15, xviii. 16,
is

that the

*39

lie

between these two (Knabenbauer),

we

accept the reading *\r\<rovv in
may be that Saul first preached
that Jesus was the Son of God, and then
after his first retirement in Arabia he
was prepared to prove on his return to
if

ver. 20,

it

Damascus that He was also the Christ,
ver. 22 (see Mr. Barnard's article, Expositor, April, 1899).
"
"
Ver. 24. liripouXri
N.T.
plot ;
only used in Acts ; in three other passages,
It is used in the
xx. 3, 19, xxiii. 30.
same sense in LXX, Esth. ii. 22 (for
:

other instances of the
R.),

and frequently

word

see

H. and

in classical Greek.

—

we

follow R.V., see
iropcTijpovv
critical notes, we have the middle for
the active, cf. Luke xiv. 1, vi. 7, Gal.
There is no contradiction iniv. 10.
volved with 2 Cor. xi. 32. The ethnarch
acted as the instrument of the Jews, at
their instigation, or they acted by his
permission, or possibly as the Jews were
the actual originators of the persecution
of Saul, St. Luke for brevity speaks of
them as carrying it out, cf. ii. 23, xxviii.
See to this effect, Blass, Zockler,
27.
Felten, Wendt.—re if we add ical R.V.,
see critical notes, the two words tc koi
signify that they not only laid wait for
him, but also watched the city gates day
and night, to secure the success of their
" and
design
they watched the gates
In 2 Cor. xi. 32, according
also," R.V.
to Paul's own statement, the ethnarch
under Aretas the king guarded the walls
:

if

:

;

to prevent his escape.

But

this

seems

IIPAEEI2 ATT02T0AQN

240
rqpouv
25.
1

*

tc

tois

\a0oWcs

IX.

iruXas Vjp.^pas tc kcu puktos, Sira>s abrbv dyeXaxriy

83 auTOy 01 u.a8T)Tcu

2

kuktos, Ka6tJKay 81& tou tcixous,

HLP, Chrys. irapcri|povvTo ^ABCEFa 61, Vulg., Or., so Tisch.,
Instead of tc, ^ABCEF« 61, Vulg., Or.,
R.V., Blass, Weiss, Wendt, Hilg.
Alford supposes that to in
Tisch., W.H., R.V., Blass, Weiss, Hilg. read 8c koi
irapcTqpovvTo became mistaken for tc, and then 8c icat was struck out, no other
irapcTT|pow

;

W.H.,

—

copula being wanted.
2
01,
paO-rp-ai, after these words fc^ABCF* 61, Vulg. (am. fu. demid. tol.), Or.
read ovtov, so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt, Zockler, Holtzmann ; perhaps
but in
omitted because in w. 19 and 26 \kaQr\rai is used absolutely.
o-irvpi8i
Jf^C crcpvp., so W.H. (but not Weiss, who follows AB, etc.), although with o-ir. as
alternative, App., pp. 155, 156, and Winer- Schmiedel, pp. 59, 60 ; see also Deissmann,

—

Bibelstudien, p. 157,

and Neue Bibelstudien,

Damascus was part of the
province of Syria. The difficulty
met by a large number of modern

strange, as

Roman
is

by the assumption that Caligula,
whose reign began in 37 a.d., gave
Damascus to Aretas, to whose predecessors it had belonged (Jos., Ant. xiii.,
writers

t

On

the accession of Caligula a
great change of policy occurred Antipas,
the old foe of Aretas, who was indignant
with him for the divorce of his daughter,

5, 2).

was

—

shortly after deposed,

and

his king-

dom was added to that of Herod Agrippa,
who had already received from the emperor the tetrarchy of Philip and Lysanias
But this latter
(Jos., Ant., xviii., 6, 10).
grant was one of the first acts of Caligula's
reign, and there is nothing improbable in
the supposition that the new ruler should
also bestow some gift of territory on the
great foe of the Herodian house, who

apparently reigned until 40 a.d.

Added

the fact that we have no
coins of Damascus with the imperial
In 62-63
superscription from 34-62 a.d.
the image of Nero begins, but there are
no coins marked with that of Caligula or
Claudius. The latter emperor died in
to this there

is

a.d., and in a few years Damascus
must have passed again into Roman

54

if the above theory is correct.
Certainly this theory is more feasible
than that which supposes that Aretas
had actually seized Damascus himself in
37 a.d., when upon the death of Tiberius

hands,

(who had supported Antipas), Vitellius,
the governor of Syria, had withdrawn
his troops and the expedition which the
emperor had despatched against Aretas.
But whether this forcible taking possession of the city is placed before, during,
or after the expedition of Vitellius, we
should expect that it would have met with
energetic punishment at the hands of the
governor of Syria, but of this there is no
in ntion or trace (P. Ewald).
McGiffert,

p. 13.

who

favours an earlier chronology, and
dates Paul's conversion in 31 or 32 a.d.,
contends that the flight from Damascus
may have occurred as well in the year 35,
i.e. % in the reign of Tiberius, as in 38,
when no change had taken place in the
status of Damascus ; the city was subject
to Rome, but Aretas may have had control over it, just as Herod had control
over Jerusalem. There is at all events
no ground for supposing that the term
ethnarch denotes that Aretas was only
head of the Arabian colony in Damascus

O. Holtzmann, following Keim,
Nosgen, etc.), or that he was only a
chance visitor who exercised his authority
to the detriment of Paul (Anger)
any
(so

;

such suggestion utterly fails to account
for the fact that he is represented as
guarding Damascus. It has been suggested that the wife of Aretas may well
have been a proselyte, but the fact that
the Jews of Damascus were both numerous and powerful is quite sufficient to
explain the attitude of the governor, Jos.,
B. y., ii., 20, 2 vii., 8, 7. See " Aretas "
in Hastings' B.D., and B.D. 2
McGiffert,
Apostolic Age, pp. 164, 165 ; G. A. Smith,
Hist. Geog., pp. 619, 620; O. Holtzmann,
Neutest. Zeitgeschichte, p. 97; Schiirer,
;

.

Jewish People,
div.

vol.

div.

i.,

vol.

E.T.

ii.,

p. 356,

and

Real-Encyclopadie fur protestant. Theol. (Hauck), i.,
See further
pp. 795-797, by P. Ewald.
on the title £0vapxi)S Schiirer, Studien und
he
Kritiken, 1899 (i),which
explains by the
conditions of the Nabatean kingdom, in
which tribes not cities were concerned
the head of such a tribe being actually
so called in more than one inscription.
Ver. 25. ol p,a0T)Tai if we add ovtov,
ii.,

i.,

p. 98,

;

—

—

see critical notes, the words would apparently refer to Jews converted by Saul,
"
so Chrysostom " but his disciples R.V.
Alford, who reads ovtov, supposes that
we have here an unusual government o*
:

TIPAHEIS

25—37.

XaXdaarres Iv
araXrju.,

eimpdro

oiutcV,

u-fj

44 I

26. napayei/6p.ekos 8c 6 XauXos ci$ 'lepou-

cnrupiSi.
*

AnOSTOAQN

KoXXdaOai tois

TTKrrcuorrcs

on

koi ird»T€S €<|>o|3ouito

u.a0Y]TaTs|-

carl

*

BapmjSas

27.

p,a0Tjnis

8i

^TriXaP6p,€kos auTcV, tjyayc irpds tou$ diroornJXous, nal SiTjyqo-aTo

aoTois irws Ik

Tfj

68a> ctSc top Kupioy, ical

on

JXtf\t}<W auTw, Kal

€iT£ipaTo— but ^ABC 61, 81 read eimpafcev, so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss,
latter verb much more common in N.T., but elsewhere is
(against Meyer)
used in a different sense from this passage, and so circiparo introduced. Hilg. has
this latter verb here.
1

Wendt

;

the genitive by XaBovTes, and compares
Luke viii. 54 and classical instances, see
in loco.
Sia tov rtixov* " through the
wall," R.V., cf. 2 Cor. xi. 33,^where we
read Sia OvptSos . . . 81a tow tci'xovs,
perhaps a window in the external face
of the wall opening into the house on
the inside, rather than simply a window
of a house overhanging the wall
cf.
Josh. ii. 16, 1 Sam. xix. 12. Blass takes
" in
muro
scil.
it of a window made
ipso
ad tormenta mittenda," but there is no
need for this explantion see Hackett's
note on his own observations at Damascus of two or three windows built in
the wall as above.
x0L ^°' <raVTC '

—

a stay which Weiss holds was unknown
to the author of Acts, see his note on
ver. 19.
irapay. is found four times in
Acts with cis, c. ace. loci, elsewhere only
in Matt. ii. 1 (cf. John viii. 2).
tireipaTo
the verb ircipdouai only found once in
xxvi.
and
the true reading
N.T., viz.,
21,
here is £ircipa(c, which is used in a
similar sense in xvi. 7, xxiv. 6, only in
the active in this sense = Attic ircip&pai,

:

—

;

according to Blass, in loco, and Gram.,
"
he assayed," R.V. = to essay,
attempt, try, Deut. iv. 34, 2 Mace. ii. 23.

56, 221;

—KoXXa<rdai,

;

—

<rirvpi8i:

expressed
crimp,

^

critical

note.

In

2

Cor.

33 Paul uses the word o-apyavrj,
a basket of wickerwork, onrvp. a basket
larger than the ko^ivos, the small handbasket of the Jew, Juv., in., 14; vi., 541,
probably a provision basket of considerable size, used as by the Paeonians for
crapydvi] too is
fishing, Herod., v., 16.
used of a fish basket by Timokles, Atj0.,
see further, "Basket,"
i.,
Hastings'
B.D., and Plummer on Luke ix. 17.
Neither word is met with in the LXX or
Apocrypha. For the naturalness of the
incident according to the present customs of the country see Hackett, in loco.
The traditional spot of its occurrence is
still shown, but we can only say of it as
of the " house of Judas," see above on
ver. ii.
Wendt, p. 35 (1899), thinks that
here we have a coincidence with the
account in 2 Cor., which cannot be
accounted for except by the acquaintance
of the author of Acts with the Epistle.
on its
Ver. 26.
iropayevofievos
xi.

:

frequency in St. Luke's Gospel and
Acts see v. 21 apparently presupposes
that Saul betook himself immediately
to Jerusalem, so that the stay in Arabia
cannot be inserted here (Weiss, in loco),
;

VOL.

II.

i<

cf. v.

13, x. 28,

and

also

—

Luke xv. 5, 1 Cor. vi. 16
evidently means that he sought to join
himself to them intimately. Kal iravrcs
Matt. xix.

"lowering him," R.V., not
in
A.V. ; on spelling of

see

:

5,

avTOv

—

—koI

"and," R.V., not
not adversative, but
simply introduces the unfavourable result of Saul's endeavour.
This does not
necessarily require that the conversion
should have been recent, as Weiss mainIf three years had elapsed, Gal.
tains.
i.
16, during a portion of which at all
events Saul had been in retirement, the

i<J>op.

"

but," A.V.

Christians
naturally

;

in
still

it

is

Jerusalem might
apprehensive

feel

very

when

their former persecutor was thus for the
first time since his conversion actually

present amongst them, and the memory
of his former fierce hatred could not have
been effaced. If it seems unlikely that
this should have been their attitude had
they known of Saul's profession of faith
at Damascus, there are critics who would
have expressed great surprise if the
Apostle had been received with open
credentials : " crearms, and without

any

do

si contrarium
exstaret, hoc
mirarentur" (Blass).

Ver. 27.

Bapvd{3as,

cf.

iv.

36.

rursus

Saul

and Barnabas may have been previously
acquainted, see J. Lightfoot, Hor. Heb.,
and note on iv. 36.
St. Chrysostom,
Horn., xxi. (so Theophylact and Oecumenius), sees here a proof of the kindly

I1PA3EI2 AFI02T0AQN
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iv AapaffKO) eirap^TjaidaaTo eV

iro>s

ty

p.€T

auTuf

1

cv

I.

kou ir.—but cis

Wendt

I.

—

:

St. Paul, p. 245, Friedrich, p. 27,

and

generally constructed
with genitive, but here uvtov is probably
xvii.

19

;

governed by TJ-yaye cf. xvi. 19, and xviii.
accusative is found in
17, where also the
;

cases of a finite transitive verb following the participle, IiriX. Blass, Gram.,
p.

100, note 2, refers avrov

and understands avrov

to rjyave,

with

emX. —

Gal. i. 19
St.
there is
Paul's own narrative confines Saul's introduction to Peter and James M though
most of the Apostles were absent, yet
"
the two real leaders were present (RamSt.
this
was
the
which
and
point
say),

tovs airoo-roXovs*

irpos

cf.

;

no contradiction, although
:

Wendt (1899)
narrative of Acts as indiscompared with Gal. i., but see

Luke would emphasise.
rejects the
tinct when

Lightfoot, Galatians, p. 91, and Drummond, Galatians, p. 67 ; see below on ver.
30 also. 8it]Y«loraTo, exposuit, i.e., Barnabas (but Beza and Meyer make Saul
the subject, although unlikely from construction and context); verb twice in
Luke's Gospel, viii. 39, ix. 10, and three
times in Acts, viii. 33 (quotation), xii.
17 ; cf. Heb. xi. 32, and Mark v. 16,

—

and nowhere else in N.T. fre9
quent in LXX to recount, narrate, de-

ix.

;

;

Mace.

25, viii. 2, x. 15,
xi. 5, and several times in Ecclesiasticus.
Similarly used in classical Greek ; Grimm
clare, cf. 1

v.

compares figurative use of German dutch-

—
fuhren.

not said
-irws elSe K. while
in any part of the three accounts of the
Conversion that Saul saw Jesus, it is distinctly asserted here in a statement which
Barnabas may well have received from
Saul himself, and also in the two expressions of Ananias, cf. ver. 17, xxii. 14
1 Cor.
cf. also the Apostle's own words,
:

it is

;

—

28. ical

^ABCELP

irappi|<r.

natwre of Barnabas, so truly called
M Son of Consolation ". For an
apprenotice of the goodness and
ciative
generosity of Barnabas, from a very
different standpoint, see Renan, Apostles,
iiriX., cf. xxiii. 19; so as
p. 191 E.T.
to disarm fear on the force of this characteristic word of St. Luke see Ramsay,

below

'irjaou.

•

1

perhaps not understood.

eis

;

tw 0y6ucm toC

Kal tKiropeuopvei'os eV 'lepouaaX-qu.
4k tw dkop-an tou Kupiou 'irjaou, 29. eXdXei T€

ei(7iropeu6fjLe^os

icat Troppt|cria£6pv€i'os

Weiss,

IX.

ix. I, xv. 8.
lirappYjo-ido-aTo, cf. the
verb with the expression p,€Ta irapprjo-ias
XaXeiv, see above on iv. 13, and of

61, so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Blass,
Blass takes eis = cv ut alias.

the preaching of the other Apostles and
of the Church, cf. xxviii. 31 (of Paul).
Verb only used by Luke and Paul, and
always of speaking boldly the truths ot
the Gospel so seven times in Acts, and
also in 1 Thess. ii. 2, Ephes. vi. 20.
Ver. 28. tjv . . . clo-ir.
for characteristic construction see i.
10, etc.
Hebraistic forels Kai cicir., cf. i. 21.
;

:

mula

to express the daily confidential
intercourse with the Apostles ; cf. 1 Sam.
xviii. 13, 2 Chron. xxiii. 7 (1
Mace,
xiii.

49,

xv.

14,

25,

.for

similar expressions, but see
—
we read
see
cv

:

if

els,

somewhat
H. and R.).

critical note.

Weiss connects

closely with eicir. and
takes it to signify that Saul was not onlv
associated with the Apostles privately,
but openly in the town, so Wendt and

Holtzmann, privatim and publice. Page
f|v els together, and thinks els
probably due to the intervention of the
verbs expressing motion. Zockler compares xxvi. 20, and takes els as referring
to Jerusalem and its neighbourhood (but
connects

see critical notes).
Ver. 29. <rwe£iiT6i, cf. vi. 9. irpos
tovs 'EXXtjv., of whom Saul himself
was one; see critical notes.
Saul's
visit was a short one (Gal. i. 18), and
limit
his
we
must
not
opportunialthough
ties of disputation to the two Sabbaths
with Blass (note the two imperfects), yet
it is evident that the Hellenists were at
once enraged against the deserter from
their ranks.
There is no contradiction
with xxii. 17, as Zeller and Overbeck
maintained it is rather a mark of truth
that Luke gives the outward impulse,
and Paul the inner ground (Hackett,
Lightfoot, Lumby) but see on the other

—

—

;

hand Ramsay,

St. Paul, p. 62, against
the identification of xxii. 17 with Paul's
first visit ; according to Ramsay, xxii. 17,
18 refer to the close of the Apostle's

Wendt (1899) still iden18 with the passage before
us, ix. 29; in seventh edition he speaks
more fully of the fulfilment of the
negative prophecy in xxii. 18, by the
positive fact here narrated.
iirex^povv
second

tifies

visit.

xxii.

—

:

only used by St. Luke; St. Luke i. 1,
Acts xix. 13 ; it is used in same sense in

AnorroAQN

itpaheis

$-30.

Kal aw€£^T€i irpos tous 'EXXtj wards
30. iiuyvovres oe ol docX<f>ol

1
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01 oc iir€\€ipouv aurbv &ve\elv.

•

KaT^YayoK auToy

6is Kaiadpeiai',

Kal

1
but A has EXXrjvas, and Vulg. (not am. demid.)
;
EXXTjvurras
has " loquebatur quoque gentibus et disputabat cum Graecis," see Felten's note, in

^ABCEHLP

loco.

classical

Esther

Greek

ix. 25,

;

1

and

it

Esd.

i.

29, vii. 19, ix. 2, etc.,

also occurs in
28, 2 Mace. ii.

and

3

Mace.

vii.

occurs as here with dveXciv
and for other instances
(see also below),
The word
Hatch and Redpath.
cf.
was frequently employed in medical lanin
literal
sense " to
its
guage, sometimes
apply the hand to," but generally as in
N.T. Both Hippocrates and Galen use
the verb as St. Luke does, with ypd<t>€iv
Hobart, pp. 87
iirei\£(pr\a-av vpd<|>€iv.
and 210, points out that Galen also
employs the verb with dvcXeiv, as
It is true that the word is also
here.
used in the same sense by Josephus, c.
Apion, ii., with crvyypd^civ, but the medical use of the term is so striking in Hippocrates that its use here is noted by J.
Weiss, Evangelium des Lukas, p. i., as a
probable reminiscence by the writer, and
still more positively so by Zahn, Einleitung in das N. T., ii., p. 384 (1899).
Ver. 30. lirryvovTcs the preposition
may signify here as elsewhere accurate
and certain knowledge or information a
favourite word with St. Luke, in the
Gospel seven times, in Acts thirteen
times it was also a favourite word with
St. Paul, cf, e.g., 1 Cor. xiii. 12, 2 Cor.
vi. 9
frequent in LXX, or it may simply
5,

where

it

—

:

—

;

;

mean

to find out, to ascertain (Grimm)
see Blass in loco on its force in LXX.

;

— oi

the expression seems
5.
d8eX<f>ol
expressly used to imply that the disciples
at Jerusalem recognised Saul as a brother.
Wendt (1899) rejects all the narrative in
Acts as unhistorical, and compares with
the statement here Gal. i. 22 ; but there
mention is only made of the " Churches
of Judaea," whilst the inference that Paul
could scarcely fail to have been known to
the members of the Church in Jerusalem
:

seems quite

Gala-

Lightfoot,
— KaT^Yayov,
brought
justifiable,

tians, p. 86.

i.e.,

him down to the sea coast, ad mare deduxerunt, word used only by Luke and
Paul but by St. Luke only as a nautical
;

12 (xxi. 3),
so in classical writers.
els K. as in viii. 40 (not Caesarea Philippi
which is always so called) if he found
Philip there (xxi. 8), the friend and the
accuser of the proto-martyr would meet

expression,

and Luke

cf. xxvii. 3, xxviii.

v. 11

;

;

—

—

face to face as brethren (Plumptre).
the word might mean by
l|airc<rrci.Xav
sea or by land, but the former is supported amongst recent commentators by
Blass, so too Page (cf. Lightfoot on
Gal. i. 21, p. 85), Knabenbauer, p. 174.
But if so, there is no contradiction
with Gal. i. 21, where Paul speaks of
coming into the regions of Syria and
Cilicia, as if he went to the latter
The expressions
through the former.
in Galatians have sometimes been explained on the supposition that the
two countries, Syria and Cilicia, are
named there as elsewhere in that order,
Acts xv. 23, 41, as a kind of general geographical expression (Felten), the most
:

important country being mentioned

first,

so Lightfoot, Nosgen, Conybeare and
Howson or that as Paul would remain
at Syrian ports on the way to Cilicia, he
might fairly speak as he does, or that he
;

first to Tarsus, and thence made
If
missionary excursions t into Syria.
neither of these or similar explanations
are satisfactory, we can scarcely conclude
with Blass that Gal. i. 21 is accounted for
" inverso
per incuriam ordine ". Ramsay
has lately argued with much force that
here as elsewhere Paul thinks and speaks
of the Roman divisions of the empire (cf.
Zahn, Einleitung in das N. T., i., p. 124
(1897)), and that here the two great
divisions, Syria and Cilicia, of the Roman
province are spoken of; and he accordingly reads, with the original text of ^,
Ta icXip.aTa ttjs 2!. Kal K., the article
used once, and thus embracing the two
parts of the one province (sometimes
three parts are enumerated, Phoenicia
being distinguished from Syria). There
is apparently no example of the expres
sion Prov. Syria et Cilicia, but Ramsay
points to the analogy of Bithynia-Pon-

went

tus; see Expositor, p. 29

ff.,

and

1898,

"Cilicia" and "Bithynia" (Ramsay) in
Hastings' B.D. Ramsay therefore concludes that Gal. i. 21 simply implies that
Paul spent the following period of his life
in various parts of the province SyriaCilicia.
Tapcrov, see above, ver. 11 on
the years of quiet work at Tarsus and in

—

;

neighbourhood, see Ramsay, St. Paul,
pp. 46, 47, and below on xi. 25.
its
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{gairlorciXay auTor els TapaoV.

louSaias Kal TaXiXaias

IX.

31. At ^tv ovv £kkXy)cucu

l

KaO' oXtjs

2

kcu lap-apeias elxoy fciprjnrjj', oiko$ou.ou(lemi kcu iropeuop-emi tw cpc^/ty too Kuptou, tcai Tfl irapaKXrjcrei too

ttjs

'Ayiou nceup.aTOS eTrXTjSukorro.
1

at cicicXi)<riai

so Tisch.,

;

but sing,

W.H., R.V.,

tj

ckkXtj. fr^ABC, Vulg., Syr. Pesh., Sah., Boh., Arm., Aeth.,
Wendt, Weiss, Hilg. ; see Ramsay, St. Paul, p. 128.

Blass,

2
tcai PttXtXaias, Blass brackets in
because om. by Chrys., Cassiod., perhaps
because nothing has been said of the Church in Galilee, but it obviously must have
existed there, though never actually mentioned in Acts (see Plumptre's note, in

below.

loco), see also

—

Ver. 31. at iicicXT|<r£ai if we read the
singular ^ IkkX. with the great MS. the
word shows us that the Church, though

their

manifestly assuming a wider range, is
still one
Hort, Ecclesia, p. 55, thinks
that here the term in the singular corresponds by the three modern representa-

Ps. xxvii. (xxviii.) 5, Jer. xii. 16,
xl. (xxxiii.) 7, xxxviii.
(xxxi.) 4, xlix. (xlii.)

:

tive districts

named,

viz., Judaea, Galilee,

Samaria, to the ancient Ecclesia, which
had its home in the whole land of Israel
but however this may be, the term is
used here markedly of the unified Church,
and in accordance with St. Paul's own
;

later

usage of the word see especially
St. Paul, pp. 126, 127, and also
;

Ramsay,
p.

— Ka0'
124.

5Xtjs

:

the genitive in this

sense is peculiar to St. Luke, and always
Luke iv. 14,
with the adjective 5Xos
xxiii. 5, Acts ix. 42, x. 37, the phrase,
;

although not the best classically, seeming
to " sound right," because KaOoXov, only
in Acts iv. 18 in N.T., had come into
common use since Aristotle (Simcox,
Language of the N. T., p. 148 ; Vogel,
ovv connects with the preceding
p. 45).
narrative; so Bengel, Weiss, Wendt,
the Church had rest beBlass, Zockler
cause the persecutors had become converted; but see also Rendall, Appendix,
on piv ovv, p. 164, and Hackett, Felten.
"
oUoSouovucvai
edified,"
being
" and were
R.V.
critical

—

;

—

:

(see
edified," A.V.)

(not
—asnotes)
an accompaniment of

the peace from persecutors.

The term may

refer primarily to the organisation
Church as a visible institution, but

of the

would

indicate the spiritual edification
which is so often expressed by the word
in St. Paul's Epistles, where both the
verb and its cognate noun are so frequent cf. xx. 32, and note. The fact
that the verb is employed only once in
the Gospels, Matt. xvi. 18, of the Church,
as here in a non-literal sense, as comalso

;

pared with its constant use by St. Paul
as above, is a striking indication of the
early date of the Synoptic Gospels or

source (see Page, in loco).
For
the metaphorical use of the word in the
O.T. of good fortune and prosperity, cf.

LXX,

(Hilgenfeld refers the whole section
32-42 to the same source A from
which his " author to Theophilus" derived
the founding, and the first incidents in
the history, of the early Church, i. 15-iv.
"
" author to
42, although the
Theophilus
may have added the words kcu tq irapaK.
. .
.
But if we desire a
IitXtjQvvovto.
good illustration of the labyrinth (as
10.

ix.

Hilgenfeld calls it) through which we
have to tread, if we would see our way to
any coherent meaning in ix. 31-xii. 25, it
is sufficient

to note the analysis of the

modern critics given us by
Hilgenfeld himself, Zeitschrift fur wis-

sources of the

—

senschaft. Theol., pp. 481, 482 ; 1895.)
0U08. : may refer to the inward spiritual
growth, IttXtjO. to the outward growth
in numbers ; a growth attributed not
to human agency but to the power

of the Holy Ghost.
irapaKX-rjcrts only
here in Acts of the Holy Ghost.
Hort renders " and walking by the
fear of the Lord and by the invocation [irapaK.] of the Holy Spirit [probably invoking His guidance as Paraclete
to the Ecclesia] was multiplied " (Ecclesia,
p. 55), and it is not strange that the
working of the napaKXiji-os should be so
described while others connect the word
with the divine counsel or exhortation of
the prophets in opening hearts and
minds others again attach irapaK. to
IttXtjO. as expressing increase of spiritual
strength and comfort (see Blass, Rendall,
;

;

On
Felten, and cf. Col. i. 11, 1 Pet. i. 2).
the verb and its frequency in Acts see p. 73.
Vv. 32-35. Healing ofAeneas. Ver. 32.
on the formula
lyivero 8c- n. Siepxand its frequency in Luke see Friedrich,

—

'.

p.

13,

here

and above on p.
note of what

a

124.

may

We

have
be

fairly

TIPAEEI2 AII02T0AQN
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1
Mrpov hicpxfyzvov 81& irdvrtav, KarekQelv koi
Au88ay.
tous
KaroiKoOrras
33. eupe 8e inti
dytous
Tiva Alviav 6v6p.an, l£ irdv oktw KaTaJteifievov lirl

'ErENETO

32.

toos

irpos

aydpoitrov

HS

8e

1
81a iravTwv, instead of this Par. and Wern. read " per omnes civitates et regiones,
accepted by Blass no doubt to explain 81a iravTwv, which is difficult, see below.
;

taken as a specimen of many similar
missionary journeys, or rather journeys
of progress and inspection, mentioned
here perhaps more in detail because of
the development which followed upon it,
New congregations had
x.
cf. with chap.
been formed, and just as Peter and John
to
Samaria to the Chrisdown
had gone
tians converted by Philip, so it became
necessary that the congregations which

St. Paul, pp. 41, 42 ; Felten and Plumptre,
in loco).
8icpx* 8ia iravrwv, see note
on xiii. 6, and for the construction

the connection of St. George of England
with Lydda) ; Schurer, Jewish People, div.
As the place lay
ii., vol. i., p. 159, E.T.
on the route from Azotus to Caesarea the
planting or at any rate the strengthening of its Christianity may be referred to
But on
Philip the Evangelist, viii. 40.
the other hand the close proximity to
Jerusalem, within an easy day's journey,
may induce us to believe " that Lydda
"
had its congregation of
saints
almost from the first, Edersheim, Jewish
On the curious TalSocial Life, p. 75.
mudical notices with reference to our
Lord and the Virgin Mother, e.g., that
He was condemned at Lydda, see Eder-

Luke

sheim, u.

in many towns (viii. 14, 25,
and kept in touch
40) should be visited
with the centre at Jerusalem (see Ramsay,

had grown up

—

ix.

probably

6,

xi.

from

24.

—icaTcX0eiv,

Jerusalem,

cf.

i.e.,

viii.

5,

Luke iv. 31 devenire, cf. Plummer's
note on Luke iv. 31. On the frequent
use of 8i€pxo(xai and Ka.Tlpxop.ai in
Luke, see Friedrich, p. 7. 81a irdvrwv,

—

sc, aviaiv, so Meyer-Wendt, Weiss, Bengel, Alford, Hackett, De Wette, Holtzmann cf. for similar construction 2
Cor. i. 16, and cf. Acts xx. 25, Rom. xv.
;

"

it may mean
through all parts,"
R.V., so Belser, Beitrdge, p. 58 (see
Hort seems to take it of
critical notes).
the whole land (Ecclesia, p. 56). oylovs,

28, or

—

see on ver. 13.

—AvSSav,

Lod, perpetuated in

Hebrew "f^,
the modern Ludd on
;

the word see critical notes, cf. 1 Chron. viii.
2, Ezra ii. 23, Neh. vii. 37, xi. 35,1 Mace. xi.

"

not less than a city Jos.,
; "a village
Ant., xx., 6, 2 ; three hours from Joppa in
the plain of Sharon: its frontier position
often involved it in battle, and rendered it

34

a subject of treaty between Jews and
Syrians, and Jews and Romans. At this
period not only Jerusalem but Joppa and
Lydda were centres of Jewish national
feeling, and were singled out by Cestius
Gallus as the centres of the national
On its importance as a place of
revolt.
refuge and a seat of learning after the
destruction of Jerusalem, see Hamburger,
Real-Encyclop&die des Judentums, i., 5,
p. 721 ; Edersheim, History of the Jewish
People, pp. 155, 215, 479, 512, and also
Jewish Social Life, pp. 75-78 ; G. A.
Smith, Hist. Geog. of the Holy Land, pp.
141, 160 (and his interesting remarks on

s. t

Such passages

p. 76.

per-

haps indicate a close connection between
Lydda and the founding of Christianity.
Ver. 33.

form

and is

the

Alviav:

name

in

this

found in Thuc, Xen., Pindar,
not to be identified with that of the

is

Trojan Alvctas, although in a fragment
of Sophocles we have for the sake of the
verse Atvc'as instead of Alvcfas ; see
Wendt, seventh edition, and Wetstein, in
loco. The name is also used of a Jew, Jos.,
Ant., xiv., 10, 22. Probably a Hellenistic
Jew; but although he is not expressly
named a disciple (as in the case of
Tabitha), yet as Peter visited him, and he
knew the name of Jesus Christ, he may
have become a Christian (so Blass) the
fact that Peter went to the "saints"
may imply this ; but see Alford's note,
and so too Hilgenfeld. i£ Itwv oktw:
characteristic of Luke as a medical man
in the cases of disease which he alone
;

—

;

Luke

mentions,
frequently gives their
duration, e.g., xiii. n, Acts iii. 2, iv. 22,
xiv. 8, see Hobart, p. 40, Zahn, EinleiSt.

—

tungin das N. T., ii., p. 427. KpaBflaTxp,
on v. 15, and spelling.
irapaXeX.-up.lvos, see above on viii. 7, and
cf. also Zahn, Einleitung in das N. T.,
ii., p. 436 (1899).

—

see above

<

'

la/rai o-e I.: perhaps a paroVer. 34.
nomasia, iv. 30 (see Page, in loco)
present tense, indicating that the healing
was immediately effected, Burton, N. T.
Moods and Tenses, p. 9 ; Blass, Gram.,
verb much more frequent in St.
p. 183
Luke than in the other N.T. writers ; in
Gospel eleven times, in Acts three times,
;

;
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KpaBpd™,
Kai

euOe'ais

V

irapaXeXuu^os.
34- nal etirev au-rw 6 n^Tpos,
ae 'irjaous 6 Xpioros
dfdorrjOi Kai orpwaov acauTw.
d^arrj
35. Kai etSoi/ auTOi> irdircs 01 Ka-roiKourrcs

Ss

Ai^e'a, icHtou

•

•

AuSSav Kai tok Idpwm, 1
36. 'Ev
p-4vr\

AvSSav

IX.

'idirirTj

h4 tis

X^yeTai AopKds

f\v

oini'es iiriorpetyav ^rrl Toy KupiOK.

o^a-an Ta0i0d, 2

p.a0^Tpia

'

aurrj r\v TrX^ptjs

dyaOwf

fj

oiepanycuo-

€py<av Kai £ker\\LOcruvvv

but in fc*AB, so Tisch., W.H., Blass, Weiss, Av88a
see WinerGram., pp. 25, 31 (so for ver. 25). Xapwvo. ^ABCE, so
with
but
Tisch., W.H., Weiss, Blass, Hilg.,
varying accent; Blass, Gram., p. 31.
has lappwva.
1

:

;

Schmiedel,

p. 93, Blass,

^

2

Ta0i0a; but

BC

Topei0a, so W.H., Weiss, but in W.H.,

alt.,

see App., p.

162.

and one quotation in St. Matthew three
times, and same quotation in St. John
twice, and same quotation in St. Mark
only once in Epistles three times, but
;

;

;

;

perhaps only figuratively; so in Deut.
xxx. 3, of the diseases of the soul. The
is used by St. Luke in a passage
where a similar statement is made by
St. Matthew and St. Mark, in which they
employ another verb, less precise, <r«£eiv,
Siacrci>£€iv, and not so strictly medical, cf.

term

Matt. xiv. 36, Mark vi. 56, Luke vi. 19,
Hobart, p. 9. tao-is the cognate noun,
only in St. Luke, Luke xiii. 32, Acts iv.
32, and see further also Hobart, pp. 23,
Both noun and verb are also fre24.
:

quent

Luke

in

LXX, and cf. Plummer on
who points out that la<r0cu

v. ig,

in its active

significance

is

peculiar to

Luke, except in the quotations from
LXX (Matt. xiii. 15, John xii. 40, both
orpwcrov
figurative), and in John iv. 47.
o-cavTu, cf. xxii. 12, where, as here, the
context must be supplied. The aorist
denotes performance without delay
now and at once make thy bed for
thyself an act which hitherto others
have done for thee. Kai ei0, aWoTTj
corresponds to &vdcrrr)0t and indicates
St.

—

—

—

—

the completeness of the healing.
Ver. 35. rbv Idpwva, on accentuation
see critical notes : "at Lydda and in
In Sharon, because it
Sharon," R.V.
was not a town as Lydda, but rather a
level tract, the maritime plain between
Carmel and Joppa, so called in Hebrew
" the Level" in
(with article), meaning
Greek, the Forest, 8pvp<5s, LXX, because
it
was once covered by a great oak
forest ; full of quiet but rich beauty ;
;

cf.

1

Chron.

xxvii.

29, Isa. xxxiii.

xxxv.

10,

for

ii.

2, xxxvii. 24, lxv.
its pasturage, Cant.

9,

celebrated
" The

1.

masculine article doth show that it is
not named of a city, and so doth the

LXX

article in Isa. 33, 9," J. Lightfoot,
There is no ground for sup-

Hor. Heb.

posing that it meant a village in the
neighbourhood, as no place bearing the
name Saron can be satisfactorily cited,
but cf. Nosgen, in loco ; see G. A. Smith,
Hist. Geog. of the Holy Land, pp. 52,
147, 148
Edersheim, Jewish Social
Life, p. 74
Hamburger, Real-Encyclo;

—

;

ptidie des judentums, i., 6, p. 897.
the expression may be taken to
irdvTes
mean that a general conversion of the
inhabitants followed.
Rendall renders
" and all that
dwelt, etc., who had turned
to the Lord, saw Him," i.e., attested the
reality of the miracle, Acts, pp. 72 and
But it might fairly be urged that
232.
many would see the man besides those
who had become Christians. It helps us
to understand the passage if we remember
with Nosgen (so Bengel) that the expression lirl rbv K. applies not to God the
Father, but to Jesus Christ, so that we
learn that a conversion of the Jewish
population at Lydda to the claims of
Jesus as the Messiah was the result of
the miracle (see also Hackett's useful
On the use of otnves see Alford's
note).
:

note on

vii. 53, quoted by
Page (WinerSchmiedel, p. 235). For the phrase lirur.
4x1 t&v K. cf. xiv. 15.
Vv. 36-43. Tabitha raised from the
dead. Ver. 36. Mtfirirn, on tne spelling,
Winer- Schmiedel, p. 56 and below on
ver. 43.
p.a0i]Tpia: only here in N.T.:
the word occurs in the Apocryphal Gospel
Peter
:
Mary Magdalene is described as
of
u. tov KvpCov
it is also used by Diod.,

—

—

;

:

52 Diog. Laert., iv., 2 viii., 2. The
form pa0i]Tpis is found in Philo. Ta{3 i0a,
ii.,

;

;

see critical notes.

=
(2)

"O^, Hebrew

—

fr$]"V!2tD,
:

(1)

Aramaic,

splendour, beauty

;

Greek Aopicds, specially prized by

liroiei

Sty
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37. iyivero 8« eV Tats ^u€*pais eVeivais daOe^o-aaaK
Xouo-arres 8e auT^ji' ed^Kaf eV uirepuu.
38. lyyds

auT^y dirodami'
8c ouoTfjs Au88t)s
iv

auTTJ,
2

OKKfjaai

aurots

ol fxa0T)Tal
ttj 'loTTirtj,

auTwv.

8i€\0€iK Iws

au-roV,

dmords

39.

on neVpos

aKouo-arrcs

itrrlv

irapaKaXourres
8e

R^Tpos

a$)

auiajXOei'

8V Trapayey6|X£Koy arrjyayoK ets to uircpwof, ical irapeoTTjo-ai'
XTP at kXcuouctcu Kal itrifteiKv6y.cvai x tT ^ S Ka*

m

irdaai at

aura)

1

•

*

dircVreiXav 8uo aV8pas irpos

Av88t)s

;

but Tisch., Blass,

W.H.

on

see

-as,

ver.

35,

and W.H., App.,

p. 163.
2

8vo avSpas fc^ABCE

;

om HLP,
-

61, 81, Vulg., Sah., Boh., so Tisch.,

;

the Orientals for its elegance, Cant. ii.
so called from the large bright
The
eyes of the animal (ScpKopai).
name was found as a feminine name
amongst both Greek and Jews, see in-

9,

—

stances in Wetstein
3, 5),

(e.g., Jos.,

B. J.,iv.,

Plumptre, Wendt, seventh edition,

v., and more recently Deissmann,
Neue Bibelstudien, p. 17. This Greek

sub

equivalent (found several times in LXX)
may not have been actually borne by

Tabitha as a name, for St. Luke may
only mean to interpret the Aramaic word
for his Gentile readers but she may have
Like
been known by both names.
yEneas, she may have been an Hellenist.
There is nothing to indicate that she
should be called a deaconess, nor can
we tell from the narrative what was the
state of this true Sister of Charity,
whether she was a widow, whether marsee further,
ried or unmarried (Weiss)
"
Dorcas," Hastings' B.D., and Eder;

;

sheim, Jewish Social Life, p. 78. On
the phrase here see Winer-Schmiedel, p.

—

in
232.
i\ei\Y.o<mvS>v in singular, iii. 2
"
species post genus
plural x. 2, as here ;
ut, 41," Blass, but by the former term
also Aya0. epycuv works of charity may
be more especially intended see Weber,
;

;

284 (1897) cf. Ecclus. xx. 16, to. dyaSa p-ov (and xviii.
"
Dorcas " and " Alms15 Tobit xii. 13)
giving," Hastings' B.D. &v, see on

Judische Theol.,

;

—

;

;

i.

p.

1.

on the frequency
Ver. 37. lylv. 82
of the formula in Luke see above p.
:

124,

the

and Plummer,

St.

on

Luke,
45,
use of iyivtro. —
time
when
she
the
marking
the
sick (Weiss). — XovtravTes:
p.

d<r0€vijo-a<rav

:

aorist,
fell

NAB^E 40,

Chrys. okvt)o-<u but oicvi]<rrjs
R.V., Blass, Weiss, Wendt, Hilg.

W.H.,

after

Outside Jerusalem three days might
elapse between the death and burial, but
in Jerusalem no corpse lay over
night,
see Hamburger, u. s., p. 161 ; in the case
of Ananias and Sapphira we may note
the accuracy of this distinction.
c0T]icav
burial did not take place until the danger

—

:

of an apparent death was considered
past ; in uncertain cases a delay as above
might be allowed, or for other special
reasons, and children were forbidden
to hasten the burial of their parents,
Hamburger, u. s., p. 161 ; and further for
burial and mourning customs, Edersheim,
Jewish Social Life, p. 168, and History
of the Jewish Nation, p. 311. Iv vircpuxp
the body was usually laid in an upper
chamber when burial was delayed; see
Hackett's note and also on ver. 39, and

—

:

Alford on the article.
Ver. 38.
AvSStjs, on the form see
above on ver. 35 nine miles from Joppa.
the only passage in
irapcucaXovvTc?
which the oratio recta follows if we read
p.rj 6kvijo-{]$, see critical notes ; this also
best represents the urgency of the message (cf. John xi. 3), as in R.V. p.Tj 6kv.

—

;

;

—

:

" fides

non tollit civilitatem verborum,"
Verb only here in N.T., cf.
Bengel.

LXX, Num. xxii. 16, of Balak to Balaam,
a phrase almost identically similar. SicX0eXv, cf. Luke ii. 15, and ver. 32 above,
and below xi. ig.
Like other compounds of cpxopai very frequent in Luke,
as compared with other writers (Frieduse of Iws
Iws avTwv
rich, p. 7).

—

—

locally,
p.

20)

common

;

as here,

26

;

:

in St.

Luke

(Friedrich,

Iws with genitive of the person
cf.

not so

Luke

iv.

used in

42, 1 Mace. iii.
classical writers

(Plummer).

manner of the Jews as well as of
the Greeks, cf. instances in Wetstein

Ver. 39. It is
for St. Peter to

and Hamburger, Real-Encyclopadie des
"
Beerdigung ".
Judentums, i., 2, 162,

near presence at Lydda would naturally
make them turn to him in a time of sorrow-

not said that they sent
work a miracle, but his
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t)M&Tta

ocra

hroUi

j*ct

auro>v oZtra

2
crd)fia,

ctire,

Ta|3i8<£,

40. iKpaKuv he c£w

^ Aopitds.

irdfTOS 6 n^rpos, 0el$ t& y6vara irpoai)u£aTO

t&

IX.

drda-nrjOt.

•

ical

imorptyas

irpos

Sc t]voi£c tous <ty0a\p.ous

tj

1
After tjioTta Par., Ps.-Aug. add 8it)yovvto avry, accepted by Blass.
Belser
supports, pp. 58, 59, as being clearer, and showing that the widows not only pointed
to the garments with them in proof of the charity of Dorcas, but also showed how
much good work she had down besides.

After avcurrTjOw Syr. Hard., Sah., Gig., Par., Cypr.,
Cassiod. add " in
Ps.-Aug^, "
nostri Jesu Christi ".
domini nostri ".
Cypr. and Cassiod. omit
Blass accepts this latter form, Hilg. the former. Belser, «. s. thinks that the words
might easily be omitted on revision by an author who was not afraid of any ob2

nomine domini

t

scurity arising after ver. 34

—

irapc, f cvlpevov a characteristic Lucan
expression (Weiss), see above v. 21.
rb virep. here the article would naturally be used on referring to the chamber,
al
cf. ver. 37, in which the body lay.
XJ]p<u they may have been the poor of
the Church, vi. 1, whom Dorcas had
befriended, or those who had been associated with her in good works (see also
In conPlumptre's suggestive note).
nection with St. Luke's marked sympathy
with women, we may note that the word
\r\pa, is used by him no less than nine
times in his Gospel, three in Acts.

—

:

:

—

:

—

tcXalovcrai, cf. Luke vii. 13, viii. 52, Hamburger, u. s. (ver. 37). liriSciK. : only
here in middle voice, perhaps as pointing

—

to the garments which they were themselves wearing (so Blass, Wendt, Felten,

Grimm-Thayer), which Dorcas had given
them. x tT *»va *
"coats," close-fitting
undergarments; the word was used in
classical Greek of men and women, more

—

:

perhaps like a dressing-gown or cassock
"
"
Dress," Hastings' B.D.— IpaCoat,"
na, the long flowing outer robes. 5<ra
" all
which," i.e., so many (Blass, Page,
Hackett, Knabenbauer) see reading in
P (Blass), critical notes. iirotei: imperfect as denoting her customary mode

—

;

of action.
Ver. 40.

are allowed to be present at the miracle.
Weiss points out the reminiscence of
Mark v. 40, but this we might expect
if St. Mark's
Gospel comes to us through
St. Peter.
St. Chrysostom marks the
action of St. Peter as showing how
entirely free he was from any attempt
at display.
0cls r* y6vara, see note
on vii. 60, "hoc Dominus ipse non
fecerat" Blass.
St. Peter had been

—

present on each of the three occasions
recorded in the Gospels when his Master
had raised the dead, but he does not
venture at once to speak the word of
power, but like Elijah or Elisha kneels
down in prayer (see Rendall's note).
T. &v£<mr)0i, cf. Mark v. 41. Here
again we note the close agreement with
St. Mark's narrative
the words to the
damsel are not given at all by St.

—

—

Matthew
Greek,

25, and by St. Luke
54, not in Aramaic as

in

by

Mark. On the absurdity of identifying
TapiBa here with the TaXida of
Mark v. 41 see Nosgen and Zockler, in

;

the

:

loco.

—

ix.

viii.

It may suffice to note with Lumby
that in each case an interpretation of
the word used is given.
&vcicd0urc:
not found in LXX, and used only by St.

—

Luke

in this passage

and

in his Gospel,

15 (but B has licaOiarcv, which W.H.
reads only in margin), in both cases of a
person restored to life and sitting up.
In this intransitive sense it is almost

vii.

licftaXuv Zk ?$w irdvTas
nothing could be more natural than this
action of St. Peter as a reminiscence of
his Master's action, when He was about
to perform a similar miracle, cf. Matt,
:

ix. 25, Mark v. 40 (cf. 2 Kings iv. 33,
and vv. 4, 5 in same chapter), but- in
Luke viii. 54 it is noteworthy that the
similar woids are omitted by W.H. and
the revisers, see above. In St. Matthew
the multitude & &\\os is put out, but in

St. Mark (and St. Luke), whilst all are
described as put out (the same verb),
Peter, James and John, with the parents.

entirely confined to medical writers, to
describe patients sitting up in bed.
It
occurs in Plato, Pheedo, 60 B, but in the
middle voice, and with the words lirl rf|v
icXtvijv

expressed

:

in Xen., Cvr. t v., 7,

it is

alsolused, but in a different sense (to sit
down again),c/.Hobart,pp. 11, 40, 41, who
also notices that the circumstantial details
of the gradual recovery of Tabitha are
quite in the style of medical description.
rb <rwpa, Luke xvii. 37, the word is quite
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•

icai

aoTTJs

i8oGaa tom n£rpoi',

d^e'aTT]cr€v ai/Tqv
auTTjt'

£waak.

•

42. Ykworoy 8c

xal iroXXot cmorcucrai'

43.

iKai/ds

1

ficieai

auTOf

2

41. Sous 8« auTt}

drcicrfdio-c.

(pwnrjo-as 8c Toils

^irl

cV 'loinrr)

dyious

ical

,

1
cycVcTo Ka$* SXtjs Ttjs 'loirrrTjs,
Toy Kupiov eycVcTO 8c rju-epas

irapa tiki

*
auTov om. fe^B, so Tisch., W.H. (Weiss)
but none possessing such strong support.

xi.

4,

LXX,
Mace.

2 Mace.

ix. 29.
Everything, as
(1888), points to the fact
apparent death, or a raising by

Wendt admits

that no
natural means, is thought of by the
Holtzmann and Pfleiderer can
narrator.
only find a parallel here with xx. 9-12,
but none can read the two narratives
without seeing their independence, except in the main fact that both narrate
a similar miracle. 4jvoi|e rovs o$B. to
this there is nothing corresponding in the
details given by the Gospel narratives, as
Blass points out.
Ver. 41. Sovs 8c avTQ x* here for help
to her to rise, after she had been restored
to life, but in the Gospels Christ takes
the damsel by the hand before she is re-

—

:

:

stored,

Mark

v. 41,

Luke viii.

54.

Thus,

while retaining a close resemblance, as
we might surely expect, to our Lord's
action in St. Mark's narrative, there is yet
sufficient independence of detail to show
that one description is not a slavish imitation of the other.
Tas x 1P a s Rendall
sees in the words reference to an organ-

—

Tim.

i

:

ised body,
11-16, engaged in
the service of the Church, but the context only points to the widows who had
1

v.

been previously mentioned, species post
genus, as in ver. 36 (Blass).
Ver. 42. Ka0' SXtjs, see above on ver. 31.
Ver. 43.

Plummer,
kyivtro.

i-ycVcTo 82, see on ver. 37,
St. Luke, p. 45, on the use of

The phrase also marks

(as often

Luke) a transition to the following
narrative (Nosgen). vjiiipas Uavas, see
on viii. II, andxxvii. 7. Kennedy speaks
of the adjective as used in the vernacular
sense of "long," "many," Aristoph.,
in

—

i|r»is:

it

common
amongst

— Pvpcrel, in

classics Pvpo-oScto suppose that the
estimate of the work of a tanner
the Jews as unclean, on account

Pax., 354.

>

'

Iipam

JSupaci.

on spelling see Winer- Schmiedel, p. 56.
but retained here by Weiss.

classical for a dead body, so too in
xxi. 23, 1 Kings xiii. 24, 1
cf. Deut.

xe 4> a

T&s X^P as Trap^arrio-eK

ttjs loiriri)s»

BC 1
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is difficult

of their constant contact with dead animals, has here no significance. At least
the mention of the trade seems to show

;

Art.

om. by

W.H.

after

and there are various other readings

that St. Peter was already in a state of mind
fit him for the further revelation of the next chapter, and for the instructions to go and baptise the Gentile Cornelius.
On the detestation in which this
trade was held by the Jews, see Wetstein,
in loco ; Edersheim, Jewish Social Life,

which would

158; cf. Mishna, Khethuboth, vii., 10.
does not in any way militate against
the historical character of the narrative,
as Overbeck maintains, to admit that the
p.
It

description is meant to introduce the
11
universalism " of the following incident. Both Chrysostom and Theophylact
(so too Erasmus) dwell upon this incident in St. Peter's life as illustrating
his unassuming conduct.
Mlirrrij, see

—

on

Heb. *\& " beauty," Jaffa;
y

ver. 36.

see for references Josh. xix. 46, 2 Chron.
ii. 16, Jonah i. 3, Ezra iii.
7 ; the port of
Jerusalem from the days of Solomon
(from which it was distant some thirtyfive miles), situated on a hill so high that
people affirmed, as Strabo mentions, that
the capital was visible from its summit.
It was comparatively (Schiirer) the best
harbour on the coast of Palestine (al-

though Josephus, B. J.,

iii., 9, correctly
describes it as dangerous), and in this lay
its chief importance.
The Maccabees
were well aware of this, and it is of
Simon that the historian writes " With
:

he took Joppa for an haven,
and made an entrance to the isles of the
"
1 Mace. xiv. 5 (about 144 B.C.).
sea

all

his glory

The Judaising
result of the

of the city was the natural
Maccabean occupation, al-

though the Syrians twice retook Joppa,
and twice Hyrcanus regained it for the
Jews. Taken by Pompey B.C. 63, restored to the Jews by Caesar 47, Jos.,
Ant., xiv., 4, 4; B. J., i., 7, 7, and
Ant., xiv., 10, 6, and at length added to
the

kingdom of Herod the Great, Ant.,

xv., 7, 3

;

B. J.,

i.,

20, 3,

Joppa remained

Jewish, imbued with all the fanatic
patriotism of the mother-city, and in
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I.

'ANHP 8V

AnOSTOAQN

tis

1

Qebv

crbv ttoitI

tfACEL, so Tisch., W.H.,
W.H., alt., App., p. 164.

was

directed.

On

the Joppa which St. Peter entered,
Acts x., and its contrast to the neighbouring Caesarea, see viii. 40 and G.
A. Smith, Hist. Geog., p. 136 ff. ; see
also Schurer,

Jewish People,

div.

ii.,

vol.

79 ff. E.T. ; Hamburger, RealEncyclop&die des Judentums, i., 4, 601
L,

p.

;

B.D. 2 "Joppa".
,

Chapter X.

Baptism of Cornelius
Ver. 1. av^p tis: on

—

and

his friends.
the expression see Ramsay, St. Paul, p.
Iv K., see viii. 40.
202.

—

Ver. 2.
in
N.T.,

!icaTovTttpxT|S
and so in

:

form general
later

Greek,
although xiXCapxos is always retained
in N.T., and 4icar<SvTapxos is also
found, Matt. viii. 5, 8 (W.H.), Luke
so iravii. 2, Acts xxii. 25 (W.H.)
;

iro\iTopxt|s, IBvdpxTjs, see
Winer-Schmiedel, p. 82, and note on

rpiapxi}S,

forms employed in Josephus and LXX
W.H., Appendix, p. 163 Blass, Gram.,
and Grimm-Thayer, sub
pp. 28, 68
;

;

—

;

various authorities. Ik <nre£v.,
the word tnreipa here =
ptjs tt)« *'•
cohors, although used in the N.T. in a
more general way as of the band which
arrested Jesus, and so also of Jewish
for

•

troops in Judith xiv. 11,2 Mace. viii. 23,
Each legion was subdivided
xii. 20, 22.
into ten cohorts, but besides the legionary
cohorts there were auxiliary cohorts, and
Josephus mentions that five of these cohorts were stationed at Caesarea at the
time of the death of Herod Agrippa, composed to a great extent at all events of
the inhabitants of Caesarea and Sebaste,

There were in
xx., 8, 7.
the provinces Italic cohorts composed of
citizens born in Italy,
volunteer

Ant., xix., 9, 2

tw oikw

Koprr^Xios,

xal

au-rou, iroiuf tc tXcTju.oauyas

Blass, Weiss, Hilg.

the fierce revolt of 66 a.d. Joppa still remained alone in her undivided allegiance
to Judaism, and against Joppa the first
assault of Cestius Gallus

oVopa-n

ttjs KaXoup,^nrjs 'iraXiKTjs, cucre0ri9

<nr€ipt)s

Chrys.,

Kcuaapcia

1

2. ^KaToi'Tdpxils ^k <nrcipT)s

4>oPoup.€i'os rbv

iv

ty

x.

;

Roman

and in answer to the

strictures of Schurer,
that there was no Italic
cohort in Caesarea at this time, Blass, in
loco, asks why one of the five cohorts

who contends

mentioned by Josephus may not have
been composed of Roman citizens who
had made their home at Caesarea or
Sebaste, a cohort known by the name
mentioned. But Ramsay has given great

;

but <nrcipas in BP,

interest to the subject by his account of
a recently discovered inscription at Car-

nuntum

—the epitaph of a young Roman

soldier, a subordinate officer in the second
Italic cohort, who died at Carnuntum

while engaged on detached service from
He sees reason to
the Syrian army.
infer that there was an Italic cohort
stationed in Syria in a.d. 69, and although the new discovery does not prove
anything with certainty for the period in
Acts x., say 40-44 a.d., yet it becomes in

way probable that at that date,
Cornelius is described as in x. 1,
an Italic cohort recruited from the east
was stationed in the province Syria.
But even if it could be shown that no
Italic cohort was stationed at Caesarea
from a.d. 6-41, or again from 41-44 in
the reign of Herod, it by no means
follows that a centurion belonging to the
cohort may not have been on duty there.
He may have been so, even if his cohort
every

when

it would be
a bold thing to deny such a possibility
when the whole subject of detached service is so obscure
Ramsay, Expositor,

was on duty elsewhere, and

;

September, 1896, also Expositor, Decemand January,
1897 (Ramsay); Schurer, Jewish People,
efcv. i., vol. ii., p. 53 ff. E.T.
Ramsay,
Was Christ born at Bethlehem ? pp. 260269 ; O. Holtzmann, Neutest. Zeitgeand Wendt, in loco,
schichte, p. 108
the
(1899).
evo-ePrjs xal $. rbv Qcbv
adjective is only used here and in ver. 7
ii.
in
2
Peter
9
(xxii. 12), and once again
in the N.T.
In the LXX it is found
four times in Isaiah, thrice as an equiva-

ber, 1896 (Schiirer's reply),

;

—

lent of

;

:

*

,

p"

r

I^,

xxiv.

righteous, upright,

cf.

16,

xxvi.

also Prov.

7

(2),

xii.

12,

once as an equivalent of ^'"T^, liberal,
generous, see on viii. 2 above frequent in
Ecclus. and Mace, see also Trench, N.T.
Synonyms, i., p. 196. Taken by itself the
word might denote goodness such as might
characterise a Gentile, cf xvii. 23, and
;

use (like the Latin pietas) ;
but construed with <}>. rbv 0c4v it certainly seems to indicate that Cornelius

its classical

was "a God-fearing proselyte"

(not to
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tw Xaw, Kal

ttoXXols

1

6cou oi& irarr^s

8e6(xe^os tou

6a€i ipa^ lvv&n\v

opdjAan fyavep&s,
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'

3.

elBe? Ik

ttjs Tjfi^pas, ayyeXoK tou 0eoo

text, p. xviii.
opajxan 4>av. om. by Iren. Blass brackets, and see Pref. to
add irepi., so fc^ABCE, many min., Syr. (P. and H.), Boh., Irint., Dam., so
Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt, Hilg. ; Blass omits in 0; evidence for the addition seems conclusive, and ircpi may have dropped out as superfluous after wcrci.
ewoTTiv
fr$ABCEP have €van|v, and Tisch., W.H., Blass, Hilg., see Winer1

tv

;

txrci

;

Schmiedel,

p. 55.

be identified it would seem with " proseof the gate," although the con-

lytes

fusion

is

common

(Schiirer,

Jewish

316 E.T.)). In
Acts this class of proselyte is always so
"
described (or <rcP<Sucvoi t6v 0.)
they
that fear God," i.e., the God of the Jews,

People, div.

vol.

ii.,

ii.,

p.

All the
x. 22, 35, xiii. 16, 26, etc.
incidents of the story seem to point to
into
had
come
that
Cornelius
the fact
relations with the synagogue, and had
learned the name and the fear of the God

cf.

of Israel, cf. x. 2, 22, 25, without accepting circumcision, see especially Ramsay,
Expositor, p. 200 (1896), where he corrects
his former remarks in St. Paul, p. 43
;

Real-Encyclopddie des juHamburger,
"

dentums,

Fremder,"

i.,

3, p.

382

;

Hort,

O. Holtzmann, Neutest.
Ecclesia, p. 58
Zeitgeschichte, pp. 184, 185 ; Weizsacker,
McGiffert,
Apostolic Age, i., 103 E.T.
Apostolic Age, p. 101, note, and for a
further explanation of the distinction between the <rep6|xcvoi and the " proselytes
"
;

;

of the gate cf. Muirhead Times of Christ
(T. & T. Clark), pp. 105, 106.— trvv iravrl
of the N.T.
t4» oik<j> atiToi) : the centurions
are always favourably

Matt.

viii.

5,

Luke

represented,

vii. 9, xxiii.

cf.

47, Acts

oIkos here includes not only
the family but the whole household, cf.

xxvii. 3.

31, xviii. 8, etc.
27, x. 5, xix. 9, thus the soldier

vii. 10, xi. 14, xvi.
i.

waited on him continually

"

;

Luke

"who

is also called
cvaepijs. oikos {cf. iras 6 otic. SXos 6 oik.),
in the sense
with
Luke
St.
favourite word

of "family" (Lekebusch, Friedrich) as
compared with the other Evangelists, but
often found in St. Paul {cf. Hebrews), so
St.
also LXX, Gen. vii. 1, xlvii. 12.
Peter uses the word so in xi, 14, and in
1 Peter ii. 18 we have oUcVris.
St.
" Let us take
Chrysostom well says
heed as many of us as neglect those of
our own house " {Horn., xxii.). Cf. too
Calvin, in loco. iroiwv IXeijp.. t$ Xeup,
see note on ix. 36 ; the word occurs
frequently in Ecclus. and Tobit, and its
:

—

occurrence here and elsewhere in Acts
illustrates the Jewish use of the term
but although it is true to say that it
;

does not occur in Acts in any Christian
precept, St. Paul applies the word to
the collection made from the Christian
Churches for his nation at Jerusalem,
xxiv. 17, a collection to which he attached so much importance as the true
outcome of Christian love and brotherhood, see l.c. How highly almsgiving
was estimated amongst the Jews we may
see from the passages referred to in
2
Uhlhorn's
Hastings' B.D. and B.D.
Christian Charity in the Ancient Church,
ff.
E.T.
but
it
should
be rep. 52
membered that both in Ecclus. and
Tobit there are passages in which both
almsgiving and fasting are also closely
connected with prayer, Ecclus. vii. 10,
Tob. xii. 8. t4» X., i.e., Israel, as always
in Luke, see above on iv. 25.
Both
this and his continuous prayer to God,
ver. 30, characterise him as half a Jew
;

;

—

—

(Weiss). 81a iravTos Luke xxiv. 53, and
three times in Acts (once in a quota:

tion,
25), but only used once in Matthew and Mark, and not at all by St.
John on St. Luke's predilection for iras
ii.

;

and

its

compounds see

Friedrich, pp. 5, 6.
of the centurion no
doubt reminds us of the description of
another centurion in Luke vii. 5 (so
Weiss), but we are not obliged to conclude that the centurion here is merely
pictured after the prototype there ; but the
likeness may possibly point to the same
source for both narratives, as in some
respects the language in the two cases
is verbally alike, see Feine.
8eo*u€vos
hie ;
"preces et liberalitas commendantur
"
accedit jejuniutn, ver. 30 ; so Bengel,
and he adds, " Benefici faciunt, quod

The

description

—

Deus

vult

:

:

precantes iidem quod volunt,

Deusfacit".
there is no ground for
the force of the words
by assuming that Cornelius had formerly
a longing to see Peter.
ejmvcpws :
"
openly," R.V. ; manifeste, Vulgate.
The words plainly are meant to exclude
any illusion of the senses, not in a trance
as in ver. 10, cf. xxii. 17 ; only here in
Luke's writings, cf. 2 Mace. iii. 28. wcrcl

Ver. 3.

clSev

explaining

away

:

—

—
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x.

eicreXOoWa irpos outoV, 4. Kal eiirorra auTu, KopvrjXic. 6 hk dT€iacras
eu<f>o0os y€v6fi.€vos ctire, Ti i<rn> Kupie ; etire oe aflrw, At

aoTw Kal

irpoaeuxai <rou Kal at eXenuoowai aou de^Pnaaf els unr)u.6owov
ivtatriov tou 0eoG.
5. Kal vuv iri\^\ioy els 'id-mnji' ayopa?, Kal
*

p,€Ta7re/jLv|/tti

Iiuwva

tiki XtfAwyi

Pupaet, w lani' otKia irapd OdXaoaay

aoi ti ae Set

0$ IxriKaXeiTai rWrpo?

^^ol€tl'.

,

a>s

7.

*

6. outo? Icci^crai xrapd
•

outos XaX^aei

8e d7TTJX06K 6 ayycXos 6

XaXwy tw

KopnrjXiw, ^unrjeras Buo twk oikctwk ciutoG, Kal arpaTiwrnK euae0T)
1

Iiuwva add

After

wo W.H., R.V., Blass, Weiss.

3

ovtos XaXf]<rci . . . 8ei iroiciv, whole clause om. fc$ABCELP 13, 61, Vulg.
on
(am. fu. tol.), Syr., P. and H., etc., so W.H., R.V., Hilg., retained by Blass in
the authority of Vulgd., Par. 2 and a few min., evidently case of insertion, cf. ix. 6,
,

xi. 14.

(irep£)

:

the u<rc(, as Blass points out,

—

inti-

mates the same as irep£ the dative which
is read here by Chrysostom (omit ircpt) is
sometimes confused with the accusative
in the sense of duration

on

ver. 30,

and

viii.

of time, see Blass

n (for the accusative

iv. 52, Rev. iii. 3), and Gram.,
Cornelius observed without doubt
the Jewish hours of prayer, and the vision
is represented
as following upon, or

see

John

p. 93.

burnt with frankincense upon the altar,
the sweet savour of which ascending to
heaven was supposed to commend the
person sacrificing to the remembrance
and favour of God," a remembrance
The words at all events exoffering.
press the thought that the prayers and
alms of Cornelius had gained the favourable regard of God, and that they would

be remembered, and

are

remembered

whilst he was engaged in, prayer, and in
answer to it.
Ver. 4.
Kopv-qXie, cf. ix. 10 (1 Sam.
Of Cornelius the words of the
iii.).

accordingly (see notes by Wendt, Felten
and Holtzmann), the alms being regarded
by zeugma as ascending like the prayers.

Evangelical Prophet were true, xliii.
" Fear
for I have redeemed

and Mr.
Commentary,

1,

thee,

not,

have called thee by thy name; thou
mine". drevto-as, see above on i. 10.
four times in St. Luke,
-?p.<f>o0os:
twice in Gospel, twice in Acts, and
always with second aorist participle of
vtYvo^ai as here, only once elsewhere
I

—

art

in

N.T.,

Rev.

xi.

13 (with

With

this

15,

passage
Ball's

Tob.

cf.

xii.

12,

note in Speaker's

u

O quam

multa
i., p. 231.
in terrain cadunt, non ascendunt " Ben"
gel, and cf. Hamlet, Act iii,, Sc. 3
My
words fly up," etc. see Book of Enoch,
xlix., 3, for a striking parallel 'o the
thought of raising prayers as a memorial
:

:

to

God, Charles'
Ver.

edition, pp. 70, 284.
:
middle, his me«
to perform his wishes ; only

kyivovro)
cf. Ecclus. xix. 24 (21), of the fear of
God ; and in 1 Mace. xiii. 2 both IvTpofios and Iji^o^os are apparently found

in

cf. Acts vii. 32 and xvi. 29,
but in classical Greek the word is
used properly actively, fortnidolosus. rl
lori, Kvpic ; the words, similar to those
used by Paul at his conversion, reveal
the humility and the attentive attitude
and readiness of Cornelius. at irpoo-.,
of regular prayers.
cf. ii. 22, with article

sense.
ZCuwvd
as unknown to
marked
out
his
surname
as
Cornelius,
by
the one of the many who were called

;

together,

—

—

—dvtpT]<rav:

:

tanquam sacrificia, cf. Ps.
cxli. 2, Phil. iv. 18, Heb. xiii. 15, and for
the word, 2 Kings iii. 20, Job xx. 6, Ezek.
viii. 11, 1 Mace. v. 31.
els p-vrjjJuJcrvvov

—

in Lev.

ii.

2, 9, 16, v. 12, vi. 15,

n,

:

Num. v. 26
word
Hebrew

xlv. 16), the
(cf. Ecclus. xxxviii.
is used as a translation of the

m2)TN,
of the

"a

name

vegetable

given to that portion
oblation

which was

5.

ucTdire|M|rai

sengers were
Acts in N.T., where it occurs nine
times, but found twice in LXX and in
Maccabees ; so too mostly in the middle
in classical writers, although the active
is

also found in

—

same

(riva), see critical notes

;

Simon.
Ver. 6. ItvCJerai, see ver. 33.—irap«
OdXaa-o-av: perhaps to secure water for
the purpose of his trade, perhaps because
it seems that a tanner was not allowed
to carry on his business unless outside
the walls of a town, see on ix. 43, at a
distance of fifty cubits, see Wendt, in
loco; Hackett, p. 135.
Ver. 7. oIkctwv: one related to the
oXkos, a milder and a narrower tern;

than 8ovXo«, which would

simply de
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4— II.

twv irpooxapTepouiTui' aoTw, 8. Kai
dWo-TCtXei' auTous eis rty

^KeiKoy Kat

tt)

TT(5X€t

aaOai, irepl (Spay

'lOTrirrji'.

e^Tjyrjcrdp.ci'os

Iktt)»>.

auTois airaira,

9. Tfj 8c eiraupiof oSoiiropourraiK

lyyilo'iraM', &vi$r\ ricTpos

10.

*S3

Se

iyivtro

em to

Owjxa Trpocr€u£Kal tjOcXc

irpooTren'os,

1
yeuo-aadai* Trapa<xKeua£6VTa>y St eKcieaw, «Wtt€0 €>' iv aurbv eKarTaans,
,

1 1

.

Kal 0€b>pei rbv oupavbv aveuyiieviw, Kal KaTapaiyoe

oxcuos ti

1

eir*

avrbv

l!

a>s

circirco-cv,

68<Skt)I'

fieydX-r)^,

TeWapa-if dp^ais

^ABC 40, 61,

but rycvcTo in

Kal

ocScficVoK,

Boh., Or., Did., so Tisch.,

W.H., R.V.,

Wendt, Hilg.
2
SeScpcvov Kai om. ^ABC E

Blass, Weiss,
2

40, Vulg., Boh., Aeth., Or., so Tisch., W.H., R.V.,
Weiss, Blass (but see crit. below), Wendt (as against Meyer), d, Gig., Par. (Syr.
Hard.), Apost. Const. (Hilg.) read Tc<r<r. apxais 8c8. o-kcvos tc us oBovtjv Xapirpav
k«0. «iri tt|s yi s » so Blass in 0, " recte fort. " (cf., xi. 5).

note ownership more closely associated
with the family than other servants,
oUeTas tc Kal SovXovs, cf. Rom. xiv. 4,
1 Pet. u. 18.
not of itself
evo-cpTJ
showing that the soldier had entered
into any relationship with the Jews,
but in connection with ver. 2 it can
scarcely imply less than in the case of
Cornelius; of each it might be said,
as of St. Paul in his service of Christ,
SovXevuv t$ K. uctoi irao-qs raimvo<{>pocrvvi]s (xx. 19), and both master and
servant were about to become olxcrai of
a nobler household
oUcioi tov 6covC
;

—

:

:

twv ayiuv see xi. 14.
irpoo-KapTcpovvTcdv, see above on chap,
i.
A good reference is given by
14.
Wendt to Dem., 1386, 6, Oepaireivas to-s
NcaLpa totc irpoo-Kaprcpovcras (so too
Polyb., xxiv., 5, 3) but see on the other
hand Blass, in loco. Kuinoel supposes

and

—

crvfiiroXiTai

;

;

that they acted as house-sentries, but
there is no need to limit the service to
that;

cf.

viii.

and LXX, Susannah,

13,

ver. 6.

Ver.

clirjYTjo-apcvos airavra: only
in Luke in N.T., except once in John i.
18, cf. Luke xxiv. 35, Acts xv. 12, 14, xxi.
19, and in LXX, Judg. vii. 13,1 Chron. xvi.
The' word plainly
24, 2 Kings viii. 5, etc.
suggests the mutual confidence existing
between Cornelius and his household
8.

(airavra, as if nothing were forgotten in
the communication), Weiss.
Ver. 9. 68<n. the distance was thirty
miles ; only here in N.T., not
but
;
:

o8oiirop(a

is

LXX
LXX

found in N.T. and

;

in
LXX and Ecclus.,
oSouropos
but not in N.T.
all three words are
found in classical Greek. It is perhaps
to be noted that the word here used
was also much employed in medical
:

—

8&ua sometimes
language (Hobart).
taken here to mean a room on the roof,
01 an upper room, but the idea of
prayer
under the free canopy of heaven is
:

better fitting to the vision

;

see Kennedy,

= flat
Sources of N. T. Greek, p. 121
roof in N.T. and LXX; in modern Greek
= terrace. irepl wpav Iktt)v about
twelve o'clock, midday ; see G. A. Smith,
Hist. Geog., pp. 138-142.
Ver. 10. irp6oTmvos only here, not
found in LXX or classical Greek, probably intensive force in irp6s, see GrimmThayer, sub v., although not in R.V.
;

—

:

:

—

ijOcXc -yevcrao-0ai

:

there

is

no mention

of any long period of previous fasting, as
if that would account for the vision ;
Peter was about to partake of his ordinary meal. lircirco-ev, see critical notes.
cKOTaors: represented in such a way
as to distinguish it from the Spaua of
Cornelius in ver. 3 ; a trance, an ecstasy
in which a person passes out of himself,
in connection with "
in

—

—

always

visions,"

what may be called its technical use;
sometimes it is used as expressing simple
astonishment, cf. Acts iii. 10, etc. for a
good account of the word and its various
;

N.T. and LXX, see Kennedy, Sources of N. T. Greek, pp. 121,
122 on the distinction between Ik<t. and
significations in
;

5p. see Alford, note, in loco.

Ver. 11. Oewpct: " beholdeth," historic
present, giving vividness. &% 606V. pry.
Both words, 686vtj and apxif (in this
sense), are peculiar to St. Luke in N.T.

—

—

the phrase ap\al 606vtjs is medical, so
that the expression here rendered ends
or corners of a sheet is really technical
medical phraseology, see Hobart, p. 218,
Plummer, Introd. to St. Luke, lxv., Zahn,
Einleitung, ii., 436.
ap X a£ is also used
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2 54
KaOilucvov
yrjs Kal

tiri ttjs
ytjs

to.

1

OTjpia

Kal cycVcTO

*A

4

6 ©cos eKaOdpicre,

Kal irdXu'

5

a>

cpircTa

uirrjpxc irdvra
ical

Ta

8

ttctciixx

•

Mr]8au.a>s,
1

dKdOapToi'.

f\

12. cV

irpos auToV, 'AyaoTa?,

<pwv$)

14. 6 8c n^Tpos etire,

koivov

•

ica! to,

Kupie

Ta T€Tpairo8a Tn$
tou oupavoG.
13.

2

rU'rpe,

on

0uaov Kal

<f>dye.

ouScVotc e<payoy

-rrav

5. Kal cpwrr) irdXtv ck SeuTe'pou irpos auTov,

crd

a^cX^St) to

p,Tj

koicou.

16. toGto 8« eyeVcTO eiri
Tpfc-

ctkcuos cis tov oupayoV.

1
According to fc^AB 61 the words Ta 0T)pia and the articles before cpircTa and
xcTeiva are to be omitted, and ttjs yt|s to be inserted after cpircTa according to
^ABCE, etc. see R.V., W.H., Wendt, Weiss.
;

2

For avao-Tas n.

:

Aug. has

3

For prjSapws

•

•

uai (see (3).
4
For a 6 0.

•

llcTpe irav 8 cv Tcp ctkcvcl pXcircis, see P text (Blass).

aicaOapTov Aug. has Kvpic koivov Kai aicadapTov ovx

axj/o-

koivov Aug. has & eyw rjyiao-a aicaOapTov pij Xeye (see |3).
These three readings are preferred by Belser, p. 59, as clearer, and more characteristic
in Peter's answer,
ck 8>vT€pov om. Gig., Aug., Apost., Const.
Blass brackets, and
xi.

cf.

.

.

.

9.

5

iraXtv, cf. xi. 10 ; but ev8vs is supported by fc^ABCE 61, Vulg., Boh., Syr. Hard,
mg., so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt. In (3 Blass omits, for which there is
some authority, but evidence for cv0vs strongest ; Hilg. reads iraXiv.

bination

verse shows us that there was still the
same element of self-will in the Apostle
which had misled the Peter of the Gospels.
ovSe'iroTC . . . irav: the words of strong
negation, characteristic of the vehement
and impulsive Peter
Hebraistic, cf.

apx"n

Exod.

in

LXX, Exod. xxxvi. 24 (xxxix. 17), 60ovy]
all in LXX, but both words are

not at

found in classical writers in senses approaching their meaning here but here
as elsewhere in St. Luke it is the com;

which arrests attention, for
and apx<*i are found again and

again in medical language with &66vr\ or

—

686viov.
"by four
T€<r<rap<riv apxais
No article there might
corners," R.V.
have been many ends or corners. It
therefore
is doubtful how far we can
press the imagery as referring to the
four regions of the world, or that men
would come from the north, south, etc.,
to share the kingdom.
Ver. 12. T€Tpairo8a k.t.X. fish are not
mentioned, perhaps because the vessel
was not represented as containing water
:

;

he may have been,
Chrysostom says, on his knees.
:

—

—

xv. 23.

rtv^Pt),

— Kvpic
it

Mt|8ouu$: absit

14.
*

Sam.

to ayios, Lev. x. 10, cf. Ezek. xxii. 26,
often used in N.T. for unclean, cf. Mark
vii. 2.

— dicadapTos, Lev. xx.

and unclean animals

;

25, of clean
koivos in 1 Mace,

which, compared with this verse, makes
another link of interest between St. Mark

:

the beasts are represented as living
not here in a sacrificial sense, cf. Luke

Ver.

;

on

clean, Lev. xi. 9, Deut. xiv. 9.
Ver. 13.
avaoras, see above

17

—

T., pp. 72, 73, and Blass, Grant., p. 174.
koivov = Pe'pVqXos 1 Mace. i. 62, opposed

as St.
0v<rov

Weiss, Wendt), although fish
were divided into clean and un-

(so Blass,

v.

—

xx. 10, Judg. xiii. 4, and in N.T.,
Matt. xxiv. 22, Luke i. 37, Rom. iii. 12, 1
Cor. i. 29 ; Simcox, Language of the N.

above is used, as ver. 63 shows, for
defilement from meats.
Ver. 15. The last word of ver. 14
carries us back to the thought of the
teaching of his Master, which St. Peter
had evidently not yet realised, cf. Mark
vii. 19.
Mark alone draws the inference,
" this He
said, making all meats clean,"

:

also

—

(LXX

for

xx. 2, xxii. 15 (Weiss).

Weiss refers to i. 24, and takes
as meaning Jehovah, but others refer
:

the expression here to Christ; the next

—

and

4k Scvt. . . . eirl rpiq
St. Peter.
(only here and in xi. 10, in classics els
Tp(s), toemphasise the command, cf. Gen.

" ad

"

confirmationem valuit
—
declarative: " de
"
purum demittitur
— koCvov " make not thou
Bengel.

xli.

32,

Calvin.
cKaOdpure,
coelo enim nil nisi
:

" as
R.V.,
though man by his
harsh verdict actually created unclean-

common,"
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la— ai.
17. 'QS 8c iv CaUTU)

1

8lT)TT<5p€l

6 n^TpOS, Tl &f

€IT]

TO

*SS
8 €*&€,

OpajJLtt

Kai l8ou, ol d^opes ol dTr€OTaXp.eVoi diro tou KoprnXiou, SiepwrrjaaKTes
eir! Toy TruXdim • 18. Kat
fybiVY\<TavT€s
ty)v oikicw Iifxcuvog, lireaTTjo-ai'
iiruvQavovTO, el IifAWf 6 emicaXoup.ei'os neVpos eVOdSe

Tou 8e rieTpou

2
8

rifeupa, 'l8ou, dVSpes Tpeis

Kal iropeuou auv auTOis,

tou

diro

tou opafxaro?,
•

20.

StaKpivopevos

KopnrjXiou

"irpds

^vi^rai. 19.
etirei' auTu to

dXXd ducurrds
•

p.T]8eV

KaTdj3r]0i,

Sioti €yu> direoTaXica

tous dVSpas tous direcrTaX-

irpos] auTOf, eiTrcc, 'iSou,

After tavTtf D, Par., Aug., add eyevcTo, "
so Hilg., cf. xii. 11.

1

.

JtjTouat ae

21. Ka,Taj3ds 8e n^Tpos

auTOus-

peVous

ircpl

ev9uu.oup.ei/ou

when

P.

came

eycS

of

eipi

to himself, he doubted

.,"

.

2
have 8iev0., so all edd. avry to llv. om. B,
evOvpovpevov, but
Par. prefixes cti before Siev., and
Boh., so W.H. text, Weiss, Wendt (probably).
Par., Syr. Hard, icai StairopovvTOs before irepi.

^ABCDELP

3

^ACE

13, 61, many verss. Lach. [W.H. marg.], R.V., Hilg. Svo B, W.H.
om. DHLP, Syr. H., Apost. Const., Cyr.-Jer., Chrys., Aug., Amb. so
Those who favour omission contend that rpeis comes from
Tisch., Blass, Wendt.
But Weiss maintains that 8vo is quite correct, as in ver. 7,
xi. 11, 8vo from ver. 7.
the soldier is regarded as a guard for the two servants who convey the message this
was overlooked, and 8vo was either allowed to drop out, or was changed into Tpeis, cf.

Tpets

text,

Weiss

;

;

;

;

:

xi. 11.

It is

possible that

if

Tpeis was

original

ness where God had already bestowed His
"
(Rendall).
cleansing mercy in Christ
cannot limit the words, as has been
attempted, to the single case of Cornelius,
or refer them only to the removal of the
distinction between clean and unclean
meats.
if we read evOvs,
irdXiv
Ver. 16.

We

:

see critical notes, we have St. Mark's
characteristic word (used
by St. Luke

only here in Acts, and once in Luke vi.
49), a suggestive fact in a section of the
book in which the pen or the language
of St. Peter may fairly be traced.
Ver. 17. 8iTpn$pci "was much perplexed," R.V., cf. ii. 12, v. 24 ; see Page's
ri &v ettj: on the
note, Acts, p. 145.
:

—

optative in indirect questions used by
St. Luke only, with or without &v, see
Simcox, Language of the N. T., p. 112;
Burton, N. T. Moods and Tenses, pp. 80,
133.

— SiepcoTTJo-avTes

not in

LXX,

only here in N.T.,
but in classical Greek for
:

asking constantly or continually;

preHere it may imply
position intensifies.
that they had asked through the town
for the house of Cornelius (Weiss).
irvXwva, cf. xii. 13 (and Blass, in loco).
R.V. renders not "porch," as in Matt,
xxvi. 71, but "gate," as if it were 6vpa.
The irvXwv was properly the passage
which led from the street through the
front part of the house to the inner
This was closed next the street
court.

—

it fell

out after avSpes

(-APECTPEIC).

by a heavy folding gate with a small
wicket kept by a porter (see Alford on
Matt., «. 5., and Grimm-Thayer, sub v.).
Ver. 18. <J)ajvti<xavT€s: " having called out
some one of the servants " (Blass, Alford,
Kuinoel), but = "called" simply, R.V.
" vocantes
portae curatorem," Wetstein.
Ver. 19.
€v6vpovu.eVov
compound
verb best, see critical notes " pondered
on the vision," Rendall SicvO. verb =
to weigh in the mind, only here, not
found in LXX or elsewhere, except in
;

:

:

;

—

ecclesiastical writers.
avSpes Tpeis, so
A. and R.V., see critical notes.
Ver. 20. prjSev State. " nothing doubting," i.e., without hesitation as to its
lawfulness, cf. Matt. xxi. 21, Rom. xiv.
23, Mark xi. 23, James i. 6 the verb is
not so used in classical Greek.
See
Mayor's note on James i. 6, apparently
confined in this sense to N.T. and later
:

;

Christian writings.
For the active voice
see xi. 12, xv. 9.
If we read a stop
after Siaic. and Sioti or Srt immediately
following,

we may

translate,

"nothing

doubting ; for I have sent them," R.V.
but if no punctuation (so Rendall, Weiss)
"
translate,
nothing doubting that I have
;

sent them," i.e., the fact that I have
sent them.
In either case fyw emphatic.

Nothing had been spoken to him of his
journey, but in the path of unhesitating
obedience he was led to the meaning of
the revelation (cf. John xiii. 7).
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256
1

n

ama

-

hi r\v irdpcvrre ; 22. 01 8c cTitok,
tis 1^
KopyrjXios
^KaroKTtipxTjs, &v))p oiicaios ical <po|3ouu.ei>os rbv GcoV, fiapTupoujie^s
T€ otto oXou tou Idcous Tail' 'louoaiue, expT)u.a.Ticr0T) Giro

^tcit*

dyyAou

dyiou, p,cTair^i\|/aa0ai at els
traptt oroo.

otxoy cuitou, Kal dicoGacu py)p.aTa
ofiV auTous ^laae.
Tfl 8« ^iraupioi'

toi>

23. eicrKaXeadu.€i'os

2

6 n£rpo§ e^rjXOe ail' auTOis, kou rives rutv uhe\$£>v t&v diro
t»)s
'idinrTjs

arurr|X0OK

Katadpctak

•

1
After (Y)TtiTc D, Syr.
gloss of tis t) airia.

6 8c

24. Kal

auTu».

Kop^Xios

Hard, add

rjy

T||

e7raupioy eunjXOoy

BD

4

€is

3

ttjj'

irpoaSoKUK aGrous, auyKaXcflrdp.ci'OS

ti OcXctc

j

(4j)

k.t.X. looks like

2
For eicrtcaXco-aucvos D, Par. read cio-oyaywv, a fairly
" air.
Acts), but cunt.
Xcy." in N.T.

8 The
art. before I. should be
W.H., Weiss, Wendt, Hilg.

4

an anticipatory

common word

omitted, on the evidence of

times in

(six

^ABCDEHLP

;

Tisch.,

€wrrjX6ov—but
47, 61, Vulg., Syr. Hard, text, Aeth. eicnrjXOev, so W.H.,
R.V., marg., Weiss, Hilg. but plural
(cunrjXGav in fc^C), and several vers.,
Chrys., Tisch., Blass. Alford thinks sing, a corrn. to suit e|irjX0ev above but, on
the other hand, as the sing, lies between several plurals, transcriptural prob. seems
to favour it.
D, Syr. Hard. Par. 1 add Trcptcp-evev at
Kaiorapeiav, see on viii. 40.
the end of verse retained by Blass and Hilg., see Weiss, Codex D, p. 68, on its
possible force here.

—

AEHLP

;

Ver. 22.
(Blass), cf.

SCkcuos

Luke

i.

:

6,

"
" sensu
Judaico
ii.

25, xxiii. 50.

—

on vi. 3. tc closely joins it,
On conas confirming the judgment.
struction with iiird in inscriptions, Deissmann, Neue Bibelstudien, p. 95. Idvovs
T«v M. c0vos in the mouth of Gentiles,
above on iv.
cf. Luke vii. 5 and see
uapi-., see

—

:

25.

—

^xpt)p.o.t£o-0t|

Matt.

R.V.,

Heb.

cf.
iii.,

8,

8

ii.

viii.
;

see

"was warned of God,"
22, Luke ii. 26,
xi. 7, and Jos., Ant.,
:

12,

5,

Westcott,

Hebrews,

p.

For use of the active in LXX,
217.
see Jer. xxxiii. (xxvi.) 2, cf. also xi. 26.
ayiov only here with dyyeXev, express-

—

:

ing the reverence of these pious men
(Weiss).
clo-K.
Ver. 23.
only used here in
N.T., so ucTaic. in ver. 32; both verbs
are also frequent in medical writers, as
Hobart urges, but both are found in
classical Greek, and the latter three
times in LXX, although the former not
:

at

all.

—Igcvurc, recepit hospitio, Vulgate,
and Westcott,

verb
used six times in Acts in this sense, but
cf.

Heb.

xiii.

2,

I.e.;

Jewish Social Life, p. 27 and on

—

—

—

Jos., Ant., vii., 14, 4; xi., 6, 4; xiii.,
7, 2, etc., and instances in Wetstein.
Ver. 25. us 8e iyev. (tov) ci<r. : for

cf.

tov see

critical

notes

;

" and

i.e.,

Moods and

Tenses, p. 139. It may be
regarded as an extension of tov beyond
its usual sphere, see Viteau, Le Grec du

N.

T., for instances in

LXX,

pp. 166, 170

Simcox regards the sense as
much the same as in the common (and
(1893).

specially Lucan), fyc'vcTo tov

Ver. 24.

—

Trpoo-CKvvtjo-cv

the route see Edersheim,

(cf.

11.

xiv.

ciacX-

15)

:

ex-

pressive of lowliest humiliation, but not
of necessity involving divine worship, cf.

LXX, Gen.

xxiii.

7,

12,

etc.

Weiss

as the verb is used here
absolutely, as in viii. 27, the act was
thinks that

On

it

to pass that Peter entered," R.V.,
into the house, see Burton, N. T.

0€iv.

—

when

came

nowhere

xi. 12.

and

:

25.

else in N.T.; cf. Ecclus. xxix.
In this Christian hospitality to Gentile strangers Peter had taken another
step towards understanding what the will
of the Lord was. rives twv d8eX<j>wv =

this

;

the following verse in p text as specially
supporting his theory, see Blass, Philology of the Gospels, pp. 116 ff. and 127.
characteristic Lucan contjv -n poo-SoKwv
struction, see above i. 10; cf. Luke i. 21.
irpoo-8., favourite with St. Luke ; six times
in Gospel, five in Acts, elsewhere in
Gospels only twice in Matthew. o-vyic.,
i.e., on the day on which he expected the
advent of Peter and the returning messengers as to a feast ; they were probably also
fearers of the true God, and of a like mind
with Cornelius. dvayKcuovs, necessarios

22

—29.
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*
rods <ruyy€V€is aorou Kal tous dyayKaious <JnXous.
Q$ 8c
25.
cycVeTO curcXOciV tok ricrpoK, owaKT^aas o6tw 6 KopyrjXios, ircac^

em

26. 6 8e

toDs iroSas irpoacKUKtjcrcK.
2

•

outos dV0pwir<5$

n expos auToy
27. Kal

Tjycipe XcyaiK,

auTw,
Kal eupioxei owcXrjXuBoTas iroXXous, e^i] re 1rp6s auTOus,
28. *Yp.€is 8 ^moraaOe u>s dGc'jAiToV l<mv d^Spl 'louoauo KoXXaadai jj

'AkoottjOi

icdyi>

cljju.

crui'o/xiXtui'

€t<rfj\0e,

Kal

*

irpocrepxeo-0ai dXXo<f>uXb>

ip.ol

6 0eos e8ei£c p.T)8eVa kolkok

29. 810 Kal &vavrippr\T(os

•

itcdQaproy Xcyciv aVOpanrov

r\

4

r\\6ov p.€Ta-

1

For the whole verse D, Syr. Hard., Gig. read irpoo-cyyitovTos 8c tov n. (cts
K.) irpoSpauwv cis t»v SovXcov 8ica-a<j>T](rcv irapaycyovcvai ovtov.
D, Syr.
Hard, read also o 8c K. cKirriSTjo-as icai otvvovttjo-os avTw. Hilg. reads as above and
Belser strongly supports P text, p. 60 so Harris, Four Lectures, etc., p. 63, who calls
these details " as lifelike as anything we could wish," but see also Corssen, G. G. A.,
in loco, edit. 1899, where he refers the
p. 437, Weiss, Codex D, p. 68, and Wendt,
expansion in Western text to a misunderstanding of ciocXOeLv in a text. After tyev.
tijv

;

NABCELP,

Tisch, Weiss.,

W.H.

read tov.

n

whilst D omits
iroicis; (cf. Acts xiv. 15)
D, Syr. Hard., Par., Wern. read
Par. 3, Wern. add tov 0cov irpoo-Kwet,
avaoTT|9i, the others read it after iroicis.
2

cf.
3

4

;

Wern. add

xix. 10, xxii. 9, so after cipi

<os koi o-v.
DE, Gig., Par.,
After vpcis D, Aug. insert peXTtov, so Hilg. [cf. compar. in iv. 16, 0).
avavTippT|Ta>s, so Tisch., Blass, Weiss ; but avavTipirjTws BD, 61, W.H., Hilg.

Apoc.

one of worship towards one regarded
but
after the vision as a divine being
on the other hand the language of the
vision by no means involved such a belief on the part of Cornelius (see ver. 5),
and as a worshipper of the one true God
he would not be likely to pay such divine
;

worship.
Ver. 26. The conduct of Christ may
be contrasted with that of His Apostles,
" illi
so Blass
(Petro) autem is honor
:

erat, cf. Apoc, 19, 10; 22, 8;
quern nunquam recusavit Jesus, Luc, 4,
8 ; 8, 41 " (see Hackett's note and Knabenbauer in loco).
Ver. 27. Kal o~vvop.iXwv ai»T^ " and
as he talked with him," R.V. ; only here
in N.T., not in LXX (but o~uv<Jp.iXos,

;

—

—

:

was

carried see Edersheim,

ii.

17.
:

;

—

(Calvin).
ucTaircu4>9eC9
only here in passive in
N.T., see ver. 22.

;

:

;

II.

:

Ver. 29. dvavTi^-qTos only here in
N.T., but see xix. 36; on spelling see
critical notes
used also by Polyb.
" sanctum fidei silentium "

Jewish Social Life, pp. 26-28 Taylor's
Sayings of the Jewish Fathers, pp. 15, 26,
Weber, Judische
137 (second edition)

VOL.

;

How fully Peter
ing eSeifc (Weiss).
lived
and preached this
afterwards
truth his First Epistle shows, cf. 1 Pet.

Ver. 28. dfo'uiTov only once again in
N.T., and significantly in 1 Pet. iv. 3, but
cf. for a similar sense to its use here 2
this feeling

:

with a certain delicate touch, avoiding
" in
the use of the word " heathen
xi. 3
no such delicacy of feeling. Kal: not
"but," A.V., but as in R.V., "and yet,"
of all these prohibitions
i.e., in spite
and usages. 6 0.
emphatic, preced«

—

On the extent to which

—

:

—

Symm. Job xix. ig), cf. xx. 11 for
similar use of the simple verb 6p.iXe'ci>,
which is also used in a similar sense in
and in Josephus (so too in Xen.),
and also in modern Greek (Kennedy).
clo~f)X6c, i.e., into the room, in distinction to ver. 25 of entrance into the
house, or it may signify the completion
of his entering in (so De Wette, Weiss).

1.

;

and in Feine, pp. 202, 204, although his
language seems inconsistent with that
on p. 205. dXXo<t>v\b) in the LXX and
Apocrypha, so in Philo and Josephus as
here
nowhere else in N.T. but here

:

Mace vi. 5, vii.

—

;

recusandus

LXX

Theologie, p. 68 ; so too Jos., c. Apion,
28, 29, 36 Juvenal, xiv., 103 ; Tacitus,
Hist., v., 5.
KoXXao-dai, see on v. 13 and
Lightfoot, Hor. Heb., in loco. irpoo-c'pXecr0at objected to by Zeller and Overbeck, because we know of instances
where Jews went without scruple into
the houses of Gentiles (cf. Jos., Ant.,
but here the whole context
xx., 2, 3)
plainly shows what kind of intercourse
intended
was
Hil(see also Wetstein).
genfeld too regards the notice as unbut
an
be
answer
found
historical,
may
to his objections in the references above
ii.,

I
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iruyOdVouai ouv, tin X6yu> p.€T€Tr^p\J/acr6€

ircu<{>0£is-

Kopv>]X.os c+K], 'Airo T€TdpTT)s Tjp^pas
nrjoreuttv,

i8ou,

Kal

dvrjp

KopvqXic,

Ti)v ivv6.n\v

Iott]

ekoj-iuoV

1

ev

pou

tw oikw pou

Xap/rrpa,

caflfjTi

*\W

upas

•

Kai

31.

Kal

<f>n,o*i,

Kal at eXcrjpoouVai aou
32. Treuilfov ouv €is 'loinnjv, Kal

TrpoacuxV],

i]

ivwmov toG 0eoG

•

7rapd GdXaaaav

*

os

2

ootos |evi£€Tai 4v oUia

*

peTaKdXecrai Iip,a)va os liriKaXetTai n£rpos
/Supcre'ws

lv

30. Kal 6

;

fie

p-^XP 1 Taurrjs ttjs

wpav -irpoaeuxopevos

aou

eiaT]Koua0T)

eunrjaOirjaav

Xiuuvos

x.

TrapayeKope^os XaXrjaei aoi.

33. c£aurf)$ ouV €7T€p\|/a irpos o*^ <r6 Te KaX&s £iroiTjaas Trapaycvo3
vuv ouV irdkTCS TJp-etS ivtaitiov tou ©eou irdpeapev dicouaai
•

ucvos.

irdfTa Td irpoaTCTayulva aoi urro too 6eoo. 4
1
airo t. -qpcpas ; Blass emends
T€TapTijv tjucpav Tavnjv, a more usual conreads ttjs TpiTtjs, due,
struction, but (3 emendation has no support.
T€Tap-rqs
reads tt|s
perhaps, to diff. modes of calculation, so Hilg. For Tav-njs ttjs wpas

—D

:

D

so Hilg. vijcrrcvwv icai om. }^ABC 61, Vulg., Boh.,
Arm., Aeth., so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Blass, Weiss, Wendt( against Meyer). ewaTijv,
on spelling see above, upav om. fc^ABCD 40, 61, so Tisch., W.H., Blass, Hilg.

opn upas

(cf. 1

Cor.

iv. 11),

2

os irapaycv. . . . aoi om. fc$AB 3, 15, 18, 61, Vulg., Boh., Aethro., so Tisch.,
and by Hilg., following CDEHLP,
R.V., Weiss, Wendt retained by Blass in
Syr. P. and H., Sah., Gig. and Par.

W.H.,

;

Instead of
irapaycvopcvos, D inserts cv Taxet before (ix. 38), and so Hilg.
tov 6. Blass (so Hilg.) reads crov (" verum puto "), so D, d, Vulg., Syr.
here Western reading may be correct, as cvwir. tov 0. is
Pesh., Sah., Aeth., Par.
so common in N.T., and might easily creep in, but see also Weiss, Codex D, p. 69.
3

evunriov

—

4
0€ov DHLP, Par., Syr. Pesh., Sah., Chrys., so Hilg. but Kvpiov ^ABCE, Vulf
Boh., Syr. Hard., Arm., so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt, and so too Blass,
;

For readings see critical
" Four
days ago, until this hour,
was keeping the ninth hour of prayer,"
Ver.

30.

notes.
I

R.V., this hour, i.e., the present hour, the
hour of Peter's visit ; four days ago

reckoned from this present hour, lit.,
•'from the fourth day," "quarto abhinc
The four days according to the
die ".
Jewish mode of reckoning would include
the day of the vision and departure of
the messengers, the day they reached
Joppa, the day of their return with Peter,
and the day of their reaching Caesarea.
Cornelius wishes to signify two things: (1)
that the vision occurred, even to the hour,
four days before Peter's arrival
(2) that
this period of time when it occurred was
Iv laflfJTt Xapirpqt, see on
the ninth hour.
" cur ilium contemneremus et
i. 11,
fugeremus cui angeli ministrant? " Wetstein.
Ver. 31. elcnjKowOTi
"was
perhaps
heard " or " has been heard " is best
;

—

IpvijaSTjaav, cf.

LXX,

,

Ps. xix. 3, Ezek.

24 Rev. xvi. 19.
Ver. 33. 4|avTTJs, sc, upas four times
in Acts, otherwise only once in Mark vi.
25 and once in Phil. ii. 23, not in LXX
for instances in Polyb., Jos., see Wetstein,
sub Mark l.c. kglXu? ciroirjcras, cf. Phil.
xviii. 22,

;

:

;

—

iv. 14, 2

Pet.

i.

19, 3

John

ver. 6,

1

Mace.

In some instances it may be
described as a formula of expressing
thanks, see Page's note. dtcovcrai as in
iv. 20, i.e., to obey.
Ivwir. tov 0.
this
is the way we ought to attend to God's
servants, Chrys., Horn., xxii.
Ver. 34. dvoi£as k.t.X.
a solemn
formula, cf. viii. 35, xviii. 14, Matt. v. 2,
xiii. 35
Hort, Judaistic Christ., p. 57.
22.

xii. 18,

—

—

:

:

:

—

;

used

(see Rendall and Hackett).
y\ irpoor. may
refer to his present prayer, as it is in the

Luke's Gospel three
times, iv. 25, xx. 21, xxii. 59, and in Acts
twice, iv. 27, x. 34, elsewhere only twice
in N.T., Mark xii. 14, 32 the customary
Iv dXtjOcCa is altogether wanting in
Luke. KaraXapp. three times in Acts,
not found in Luke's Gospel; here = mente

singular, but the burden of all his past

comprehendo,

:

prayers had doubtless been the same, cf.
ver. 33 for God's guidance into truth.

In*'

oXrfi.

:

in

;

—

:

cf.

Eph.

iii.

15,

similar

sense so
Plato, Polybius, and Philo.
— —
irpoawiroX-qin-ris, see Mayor on James
;

in
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34. 'Acoifas 8^ n^Tpos to ardp.a eTircv, 'Etc dXijGei'as icaTaXap.|3<ion ouk eon TrpoawiroXil]Trrr]s 6 8eo$, 35. &XX' ey ira^Tt eO^Ci

cop.ai,

aurw

6 <poj3ouu.eyos auTOJ' Kal epya^ojAeyos 8ucaioorunr)v Scictos

lori.

dWoreiXe tois utois 'lapa-qX, euayy€Xi£6j*€Kos
36. top Xoyoy ok
eip^vrjK 8id 'inaou Xpiorou, (outos &rri Trdtrwy Kuptos,) 37. up,eis
*•

olSare to ycc^jXCKOK

pr]|Aa>

Ka9" oXtjs rfjs 'louSatas, dp|dp.CKOK

2

dir6

Syr. Chrys., Weiss but wanting in fc^aAB 6i, W.H., R.V.
Blass rejects Kvpios the word which God sent, this (word) applies to,
appertains to, all men. But it has been not unfairly said that almost as good result
follows by omitting ov on good authority, as by omitting K. on no authority.
Blass
Luke iv. 7, but it may be questioned whether
parallels for his explanation xxvii. 23,
108)
Clemen
below.
exact.
also
the
See
whole
these are quite
verse as
(p.
regards
marg. note of his R. Antijud., which crept into the text by mistake with 37a.
1

ov

^*CDEHLP,

;

marg.

:

LP

and so Weiss, Wendt apgapcvos fc^ABCDEH 40, so
see below.
Blass regards op|. . . . ToX. as interpolated
See also Wendt, note edit. 1899. Clemen,
after Luke xxiii. 5, and brackets in p.
whole of 37b to his R. Antijud. ; cf. i. 22. After ap£. DA, Par.,
p. 108, refers the
Vulg., Iren. add yap, so Hilg. ; Blass rejects.
2

apgapevov

Lach., Tisch.,

31, 61,

;

W.H., R.V.,

The actual
irpoVttirov-Xap.pdveiv.
is not found in
(or in classical
Greek), but for the thought of God as no
respecter of persons see Deut. x. 17, Lev.
xix. 15, Mai. ii. 9, etc., etc., and Luke xx.
ii.

1,

LXX

word

16 (so too irpoo-a>'TroXT)p.\|/ia
three times). The expression
not necessarily
irpoo-. \ap.p\ is Hebraistic,
in a bad sense, and in the O.T. more
often in a good one, but in the N.T.
always in a bad sense, since irpoVwirov
acquired the meaning of what was simply
external (through its secondary signification a mask) in contrast to a man's real
intrinsic character, but the noun and adj.
always imply favouritism : see Lightfoot
on Gal. ii. 6 and Plummer on Luke xx. 21.
Even the enemies acknowledged our
Lord's God-likeness at least in this respect,
Matt. xxii. 16, Mark xii. 14, Luke xx. 21.
dXX' Iv iravrl eSvet k.t.X.
Ver. 35.
The words are taken by Ramsay to mean
that Cornelius was regarded as a proselyte
by Peter, and that only on that condition
could he be admitted to the Christian
Church, i.e. through Judaism ; so apparently S*. Paul, pp. 42, 43. On the
other hand the general expression !pya£.
Sikcu. inclines Weiss to refer all the
words to the piety attainable by a
21, Gal.
in N.T.

ii.

,

heathen, who need not be a proselyte.
Bengel's words should always be borne
M non indifTerentissimus
in mind
religi-

:

onum

indifferentia nationum hie
asseritur," see also below, and Knaben"
bauer, p. 193. Scktos
acceptable to

sed

—

:

him," R.V., and this is best, because it
better expresses the thought that fearing

God and working

righteousness place a

man in a state preparatory for the salvation received through Christ, a reception
no longer conditioned by nationality, but
by the disposition of the heart. St. Peter
does not speak of each and every religion,
bat of each and every nation, and ver. 43
plainly shows that he by no means loses
sight of the higher blessedness of the man
sin is forgiven through conscious
belief in Christ; cf. the language of St.
Paul, Rom. x. 9-14. Sckt&s only in Luke

whose

and Paul in N.T., in LXX frequently, and
once in the recently discovered Sayings of
Jesus, No. 6, which agrees remarkably
with St. Luke iv. 24.
Ver. 36.
For readings see critical
•'
notes
the word he sent
translate
"
unto
R.V., cf. Ps. cvii. 20. X6yov, cf.
for use of the word as a divine message

—

:

;

31, viii. 14, 25, xiii. 26, xiv. 3, xvi. 32 ;
it may mean the Gospel
message
sent to Israel as distinct from the to
the
i.e.
previous teaching of John
ptjp.a,
but R.V. like
the Baptist (see Rendall)
A.V. regards p^p-o. and M. tov oltto N. as in

iv.

here

,

;

apposition to Xoyov, but Rendall and Weiss
place a full stop after Kvpios, and begin
a new sentence with -up-eis. euayycX.
elpi]vt)v with the accusative as signifying
the contents of the glad tidings, cf. v. 42.
ovtos iam irdvTwv K.
the parenthetical turn given to the words seem to
express the way in which the speaker
would guard against the thought that
Jesus of Nazareth was simply on a level
with those who were spoken of as diroVtoXoi, as the air&rreiXc might perhaps
suggest to his hearers (see Nosgen).
The words are simply the natural ex-

—

—

:
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TaXiXaias, |A€T& to pdimajjia o £Kifjpu£ei' 'iwdvnrjs
38. 'itjaouv
cxptaev auToe 6 ©cos n^eu/xan 'Ayiw Kal
Wdu,ei, $9 Stfj\0€K eucpycT&iv Kal twfici'os irdkTas toos xaTaSufa•

Trjs

Toy dir6 Na£ape/r, ws

areuofJteVous uiro toC Oia.pdXou,

qpeis

'louocuwv Kai iv 'lepouo-aXrjp.

40. tovtoi' 6 ©cos

6 ©cos

rjv

irdWwi' wf eiroiTjaeH

p.dpTup€$

iorpr€i'

on

•

1

ov dKCiXoK

^ TP^T

T)Y €l P c

2

fl

'HH'^P?'

jict'

4y

auTou

re

Ttj

•

39.

ical

X^P a T ***'

Kpefidaarrcs em £u\ou.
^wHcy auTOK cu.<pavfj

KC"

1

in fc^ABCDE icai avciXav, so Tisch., W.H., Blass, R.V., Weiss, Hilg.,
avetXov
see Kennedy, p. 160, and Winer-Schmiedel, p. 112. After ov Blass inserts aircSoicifxacrav 01 lovSaioi, but no Greek MS., quite insuff.
;

2

Tfl

TptT^

so Tisch.,

t])fccpa

fr$cABD

Weiss (Wendt

2

EHLP,

W

«H., Blass ; with prep, tv prefixed ^*C 31,
Hilg. follows D and reads the phrase in the ace.

s0

doubtful).

pression of the divine power and authority
already assigned by St. Peter to our Lord,
x I2 ) ; on their excf »• 33» 3 6 (cf- Ro
planation by St. Athanasius and their
place in the Arian controversy, see Four
Discourses against the Arians, iv., 30,
E.T. (Schaff and Wace edition). On
"
to omit
Blass's " brilliant suggestion
K., see Blass, in loco (he seems to think
that kolvos is possible), and Page, Classi-

m

cal

Review,

Ver. 37.

-

-

p. 317, July, 1897.

to

p'fjp.a

:

so far Peter has

referred to a message which would be
unknown to Cornelius, the message of
peace through Christ, but he now turns
to what Cornelius probably did know by
report at all events ; to p. not the Xdyos
of ver. 36, but only the "report ". ko8'

—

SXtjs ttjs

Galilee,

'I., i.e., all

Palestine including

ii. 9, xi.
r,
cf.
vii. 17, xxiii. 5,

—

(iv. 44),

29, St.

see

on

Luke
ix.

i.
5
31, 42

above. dpfdjievov, see critical notes;
and Luke xxiii. 5. If we read
cf. i. 22
the accusative it agrees with jKjp.a (see
if the
nominative, cf. for a
above)
similar construction Luke xxiv. 47, and
see Blass, Gram., p. 81. The abruptness of the construction is quite in
accordance with that elsewhere marked in
St. Peter's speeches, cf. ii. 22-24, »*• *4 ff.
Ver. 38. Mijaovv tov dirb N. : in apposition to pTJp.a, the person in
;

all

was

else

centred,

and

in

Whom
Whom

Peter had found and now preached " the
"
or may be treated as accusative
Christ
after expurev.
«« £xP« taken by St.
Ambrose, St. Cyril of Jerusalem (so by
Bede) to refer to the Incarnation, by St.
Athanasius to the Baptism only. But
the expression may also be connected
with the entrance of our Lord upon His
;

—

:

ministry at Nazareth, cf. Luke iv. 14;
cf. in this passage the mention of Nazareth and Galilee.
evepycrwv: our Lord

—

was

really ruepycVrjs, cf. Luke xxii. 25
" far more
truly used
(only in St. Luke)
of Christ than of Ptolemy the king of
Egypt," Cornelius a Lapide. Ko/raSwa;

—

only elsewhere in
crT€vop.€vovs
6 in N.T., but cf. Wisdom
ii.
xv. 14, Ecclus. xlviii. 12, Jos.,
:

xii.,

No

2, 3.

James
ii.

io,

Ant.,
doubt other diseases be-

sides those of demoniacal possession
are included, cf. especially Luke xiii. 11,
16 ; but a special emphasis on the former
exactly corresponds to the prominence
of a similar class of disease in Mark i.
6 0tbs -rjv p.€T' axiTov, cf. vii. 9,
23.
John iii. 2, so also Luke i. 28, 66, and in

—

We

cannot see in the
LXX, Judg. vi. 16.
expression a "low" Christology; St. Peter
had first to declare that Jesus was the
Christ, and it is not likely that he would
have entered upon a further exposition of
His Person in his introductory discourse
with a Gentile convert but w. 42 and
43 below, to say nothing of St. Peter's
public addresses, certainly do not point
to a humanitarian Christ.
Ver. 3g. dvcXXov, see above, p. 155.
;

—

Kpfp.do-a.VTes, p. 154.

ev Tfj t. -qp,. only alluded to
Ver. 40.
here in Acts, but a positive testimony from
St. Peter to the resurrection appearances
on the third day, 1 Cor. xv. 4
the
:

;

expression

Luke

is

specially emphasised

in his Gospel,

—

where

it

by

St.

occurs some

a phrase only
six times.
ep4>avfj -ycv.
found here and in Rom. x. 20, in a
quotation from Isa. lxv. 1, "to be made
:

manifest," R.V., viz., that He was the
same Person as before His Passion, not
"
openly showed," A.V., which gives an
idea not in accordance with the present
context.
Ver. 41 ov itovtI t$ Xa$, and therefore
Cornelius could not have known the details fully.
Theophylact well remarks.,
.
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1
TrpOK€X«ip°r°»' 1-

*
•qjj.ti',
owe^dyoueK Kal aupcmopcK ttUTW,
2
1
auTOf ck vtKpGtv
42. Kal Trap^YY* 1^61'
1r" K
p,€Ta to dKao-rrji'ai
Kt]pu|ai tw Xau>, Kal SiafiaprupaaOai, on auTds £<mv 6 wpio-p-eVos

toO 0€ou

u,eVois utto

oiTiyes

•

ToG 0€OU

UITO

irpo<f>T]Tai

£(OITttK

KpiTT|S

Kttl

43.

KCKpOJI'.

TOUTU TTOyTeS

ol

jxapTupoGat^, ci^eaiv duapTiuv Xapeie Bid toG dvdjxaros

auTou irdrra top moTeuonra €ts auTdV.
to, prjp-aTa

n£rpou
1

*

avnu D,

<rv<rTpa<^T]|jLev, cf.

CD,

etc.

44. "Eti XaXoumros tou
to flycGua to "Ayioc eirl irdiTas

1
Par., Syr. H. (cf. Wern.) add kcu o-uvaveoTrpa^rjjiev ; D
Matt. xvii. 22 <ru<rrpc<{>oucv6>v, W.H. ; avao-Tpe^ofxevwv in
St. Luke himself never uses om<rrp€<|>« in this sense, nor avao-rpe^w at

After o-vveir.

has

touto, £ir£ircac

;

but Hilg. <rvv£<rTpa<j>Y]pev, and compares D xi. 28, and xvi. 39 see, however,
note on xi. 28. After veKpwv D, Sah. (Wern.), Apost. Const. (Syr. H. mg.) (cf. E
also) add rjpepas TecrorapaicovTa, so Hilg., see Harris, Four Lectures, etc., p. 44
Ephrem's commentary implies such a reading of the old Syriac. Par. also adds xai
avepT) cis tov ovpavov, see Harris, u. s., for addition in Ephrem.
all

;

;

;

D has cverckXar* but irapavveXXt* is also a favourite word with
an instance where D seems to be a reminiscence of i. 2. t^» Xa<j> om. Par.,
Blass brackets, see below, ovtos but ovros BCDE, Syrr. P. and H., Sah., Boh.,
Tisch. and Meyer follow fc^AHP 61,
Lach., W.H., Hilg., Wendt, Weiss, R.V.
Vulg., Aeth., Iren., Chrys., and read clvtos, see Wendt's note in 1899, and also
3

TrapYiyyciXc,

Luke

;

;

;

former
3

edit, in

€ireireo-6

favour of ovtos.

^BEHLP

;

all

edd.

*«w« AD.

" If even the
disciples were incredulous,
and needed touch and talk, what would
have happened in the case of the many?"

—7rpoK6xcipoTovir)pevoks,
only here, not used in

crypha

;

in classical

i.e.,

by God;
or Aposame sense

LXX

Greek

in

as here, see xiv. 23 for the simple verb.
The preposition points back to the choice
of the disciples with a view to bearing
their testimony, i. 18, so that their

witness was no chance, haphazard assertion.
trvvefyay.y cf. Luke xxiv. 41, 43
(John xxi. 13), see also Ignat., ad Smyrn.,

—

—

Const., vi., 30, 5).
3 (Apost.
orvvciriopcv : it is surely a false method
of criticism which cavils at this statement, because in St. Luke's Gospel
Hi.,

is said of drinking, only of eating (see Plummer, in loco). Bede comments " here Peter mentions what is not

nothing
:

in the Gospel, unless intimated when
* "
'
etc.
says until I drink it new

He

Ver. 42. irap^YY st Xiv : charged us,
see on i. 4. Siapapi-vp., see above on
6 wpurfieVos, see ii. 23,
ii. 40, viii. 25.
cf. xvii. 31, in a strikingly similar statement by St. Paul at Athens. St. Peter
and St. Paul are both at one in their
witness to the Resurrection of the Christ
on the third day, and also in their witness
to His appointment as the future Judge

—

of mankind.

—

This startling claim made

St. Peter with reference to Jesus of
Nazareth, with Whom he had lived on
terms of closest human intimacy, and in
Whose death he might well have seen
the destruction of all his hopes, is a
further evidence of the change which
had passed over the Apostle, a change
which could only be accounted for by
the belief that this same Jesus was risen
and declared to be the Son of God with
power ; cf. Enoch xli. 9, edition Charles
Witness of the Epistles, p. 403. icpiTT)*
J. xai v., cf. 1 Pet. iv. 5; the words
point back to the universal lordship
of Christ over Jew and Gentile alike, ver.

by

—

36,

cf Rom.

;

xiv. 9.

irdvra rbv irurrcvovra, cf.
Rom. x. 11, whether Jew or Gentile;
the phrase emphatic at the close of the

Ver. 43.

verse,

cf.

Rom.

iii.

22.

There

is

no

occasion to refer the words to a reviser
in their Pauline meaning (Weiss); St.
Peter in reality says nothing more than

he had already said and implied,
iii.

ii.

38,

16, 26.

Ver. 44.

Jti X.

:

the Apostle

is

appar-

ently interrupted (cf. xi. 15) ; but in this
instance we can agree with Overbeck
that the concluding phrase, in its relation to ver. 34 and its proof that God
was no respecter of persons, gives to the

whole speech a perfect completeness

(so
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dicouorras top \6yov.

tous

morro! oaoi

l

cruvr{kQov

l£4<m\<rav 01 Ik irepiTOftT]?
&rrl tA
20rtj ^ Swpea tou

k<x!

45.

tw n£rpw,

X. 45-48.

oti Kal

4^« tJkouo^ yap auTwy XaXouV-rwr
^KK^x UTai
Kal
top
0coV.
47. totc aiT€Kpi0T| 6 ricTpos.
fxeyaXuyorrwv
yXwaorais,
Mi^Tt to uSwp KwXGaat ouVaxcu tis tou p,$| {5aTma0f]i'<u toutous,
'

nyeupxTOS

'Ayiou

2

to nfeupa To'AyiOf cXapOK Ka8ws

oiTit'es

tc auTous

4

{3cumo-6fjyai if

auTov cmp.cii'ai
1

8

ical Tju-eis

tw OKOfian too Kuptou. 6

;

48. irp©a£ra£€

totc Tjpwrno-a?

-rjfx^pas Tiyds.

retained by Tisch., W.H. marg., Blass, Hilg., and even
but Lach., W.H. text, Wendt follow B, d, Vulg.

00-01

Weiss with

^ADEHLP;

D1

2

yXoxrcrcus,
see below.

d prcevaricatis

prefixes icaivais,

(

=

iroiiciXais, so Hilg.), Sah.,

aliis,
3

EHLP

»s fc$AB, Iren., Chrys., Epiph., so Tisch.,
;
Hilg. has oMnrcp with D.

ica9«s

Weiss.

W.H.,

R.V., Blass,

4

avrovs BDEHLP, Cyr.-Jer., Chrys., so W.H., Blass, Weiss, Wendt, Hilg.
avrois, Tisch. following fr$A 33.
5
tow K. fc^ABE verss. have instead lijcrov Xpiorov, so all edd., so also Blass in
but D has tov k. I. X., so Hilg. ; Meyer retains T.R.

Zockler).

—

lir£irco-c, cf. x. 44, xi. 15,

and

frequency of the word in Acts and
its use in Luke's Gospel, see Friedrich,
By this wonderful proof St. Peter
p. 41.
and his Jewish brethren with him saw
that, uncircumcised though they were,
Cornelius and his household were no
for the

longer

"common

or unclean":

"The

Holy Ghost," said the Jews, "never fell
Bengel comments,
upon a Gentile ".
" Alias
baptismus

adventum

gratia habet

ordinem

".

—

.

.

ante

est

susceptus

Spiritus Sancti

.

Liberum

ojcouovtcls, as

in ver. 33.

see ver. 23, cf. Rom.
iv. 12, and for the phrase as describing
St. Paul's most bitter and narrow opponents, see Gal. ii. 12, Col. iv. n,
Tit. i. 10.
The fact was thus fully
testified, even by those who were not
in sympathy with it.
Kal €irl tol «f8vr|
" nam uno admisso
jam nulli clausa est
"
janua
Bengel. Cf. ii. 38, a gift which
they thought did not appertain to the
Gentiles see on ver. 44, and Schottgen,

Ver. 45.

ot Ik

it.,

—

:

;

Hor. Heb.y in

loco.

XaXowTwv y\b>0-<rai$, see
Ver. 46.
on ii. 13
here no speaking in different languages is meant, but none the
less the gift which manifested itself
in jubilant ecstatic praise was a gift
of the Spirit, and the event may well
be called " the Gentile Pentecost " see
<

;

;

on xi. 15 and Plumptre, in loco ; Wendt,
edition i8gg.
The words of ver. 47
need not mean that this gift of tongues

;

;

was manifested

precisely as the Pentecostal gift.
.
Ver. 47. M^Tt to v.
tov u$| Pairon construction,
Turdrjvai, cf. xiv. 18
and
Burton, p. 159 ; so also in
.

.

:

LXX

classical

Greek, Blass, Gram., p. 230
Viteau, Le Grec du N. T., p. 172 (1893).
oTtivcs, quippe qui, so Blass in this
passage. to vSwp: "the water" R.V.,
not simply " water " as A.V., as Bengel
" Non dicit
admirably says,
jam habent

—

;

—

:

Spiritum, ergo aqua carere possunt ".
In baptism both the water and the Spirit

were required, xi. 16. The greater had
could the lesser be
been bestowed
withheld? See the striking passage in
;

Moberly, Ministerial Priesthood, p. 108,
fact that Cornelius and his companions, even after they had first received
the presence of the Holy Ghost, were
nevertheless ordered to be baptised.

on the

Ver. 48.

irpocr£ragc, cf. St. Paul'*
If Philip the Evani.
17.
at
Caesarea at the time, the
gelist
baptism may have been intrusted to him.
eiriueivai : diutius commorari, Blass,
rule, 1 Cor.

was

—

so mature amplius, Bengel, cf. xxi. 4, 10,
xxviii. 12, 14, and xv. 34 (J (Blass) ; only
in Luke and Paul, frequent in Acts, not
found in Luke's Gospel, cf. John viii. 7 ;

only once in

LXX, Exod.

—Y|ulpa$

xii.

39, in

Tivds, no
doubt spent in further instruction in the
aurei
faith
dies, Bengel.
Chapter XI. Ver. 1. For Western
critical notices.
Kara ttjv
see
readings
classics

:

as

in

text.

—

—
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"HKOYIAN 8e 01 diroWoXoi ical 01 d$eX4>ol 01 6Vt€S KaTtt
1
top Xoyop toG 0eou.
2.
Kal
Tfi^'louSaiaK, on Kal Tct €0Kt| 48e§aiTo
XI.

I.

otc &vifir]

rieTpos

TT€piTojAT]S,
2

Xe'yorrcs,

eiarjXOcs,
1

Kal

€is

owe^ayes

The Western

SicKpiPOKTO irpds

'l€poo-<5\u(i,a,

3.

*Oti
auTois.

aurbv 01

lit

dxpofiuoTiap ex orra 5
4- 'Ap^dficpos 8e 6 fleTpos e*|€Ti0€TO

dVSpas

irpds

here considerably expanded.
Blass, following D, Syr.
differences in particulars), reads in p
o p,ev ovv U. 8to
'•
koii irpo<r<j«i)vr]<ros tovs a8c\<j>ovs kou ciriarikclvov xP ovov H0cXt]o*£v iropeu0T)vai cis
TT)pi|as (avrovs) c£t)X0cv, iroXvv tc xpovov iroiovpcvos (ciropcvcro) 8ia t»v \(apiav
SiSacrKwv avrovs* ore 8c KOT»jVTiri<r€V cis I. xai airi)yyci.Xcv av-rois tt]v x a P LV TOV
0eov oi €K ircpiToui]? aSeXcfxu SicKpivovTO irpos avTov, Xeyovrcs * This, according
to Belser, is an irrefutable proof that
gives us the original text of Luke, p. 63, and
It is true that in the
see also Blass, Phil, of the Gospels, p. 129, and cf. xxi. 16.
first part of the addition all the words and clauses are Lucan (although if we read
with
os icai KarnvTijo-ev ovtois instead of ot€ 8c ko.tt)v. cis I. we have no instance

Hard.,

Par.,

text

is

Wern. (with

:

D

But Weiss, Codex D, takes a
in construction with a dative).
very opposite view from Belser (see also Wendt (1899)), p. 206, and it is, of course,
quite possible that the additions were made on account of the apparent abrupt ending
of the passage about Cornelius, and to show that Peter, too, did not break off his

Luke of Ko/ravrau

in

missionary work hurriedly,
2

•ing.,

%l
"

etc.

o-we^aycs W.H., following BL, Syrr., Arm., has the 3rd person
but Weiss has the 2nd person sing., as in TR (so Tisch.).

cunr)X0€s

icai

;

not simply in but throughout Judaea,
about Judaea," Hort, Ecclesia, p.

all

57, cf.

viii.

1.

Ver. 2. 8icKpivovro, cf. Jude, ver. 9,
with dative of the person (Polyb., ii., 22,
For similar construction as here see
11).
LXX, Ezek. xx. 35, 36, see Grimm-

Thayer, sub

v.

Otherwise in

x. 20.

—

oi

Ik ircpiTop.tjs, cf. Gal. ii. 12 ; we can
scarcely confine the term here to those
in x. 45 (although Dr. Hort
takes this view as most probable), but
how far there was a section of the Church
at Jerusalem who could thus be described
at this time it is difficult to say, see

mentioned

Ramsay,

Ver. 3. aKpopvorCav ?x OVTas tne ex "
pression intimates the bitterness of the
opposition.
Bengel curiously comments
"
see
On
".
:

benigne loquuntur

&tcpo{3.

Kennedy, Sources of N. T.

in. — Kal

Greek, p.
o-vvc^ayes avrois
was the real charge, the violation of
the ceremonial law, cf. x. 28 ; see on the
intolerant division between Pharisaical
:

this

Jews and

—

the narrative lies in the fact referred to
in ver. 3, so that if the eunuch and
Cornelius both belonged to the class of
"
"
their cases are not
half-proselytes
But even if they were, in other
parallel.
respects there would still remain a dis-

between them. It was one thing
Ethiopian to be received into the
Church of Christ by the Hellenist Philip,
but it was another thing and a marked
advance when the principle asserted by
Philip was ratified by the Apostles of
the circumcision in the case of Cornelius.

tinction
for the

St. Paul, p. 44.

especially

had eaten with him, then we can see a
great difference between the narrative
here and that of the Ethiopian eunuch in
chap. viii. In the latter case there was
no question of the obligations of the
ceremonial law the baptism was administered and Philip and the eunuch
separated, but here the whole stress of

Gentiles, Weber, Judische
Theol., pp. 59, 60 ; Edersheim, Jewish
Social Life, pp. 26-28. There is therefore nothing in the statement to justify
the objection raised by Zeller and others
against the whole narrative of the
baptism of Cornelius (so Wendt, edition
1888 and 1899).
But if the complaint
against Peter was based not upon the
fact that he had baptised Cornelius but

—

—

edition 1899, pp. 181, 198, and
Lightfoot, Galatians, p. 300.
Ver. 4. dp|. Sc 6 fl. "But Peter
"
began, and expounded the matter : &p$.
be
i. 4,
pleonastic,
may
cf. Ka0c|i]s> or
may be used graphically, or because the
reproaches of ot Ik ircpiT. gave the frst
incentive to St. Peter's recital. xa0.
only in Luke, Gospel and Acts, see iii.

Wendt,

—

24.

—££ct£0cto,

Ant.,

i.,

Perhaps

xviii. 26, xxviii. 23, Jos.,
12, 2, so also in Polyb., x., 9, 3.
used here by St. Luke from its

use by Dioscorides familiar word to him
also as a physician, see Vogel, p. 17.
;
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xi

aurois KaGe^TJs \4y<ov, 5. 'Eyw tjutjk Iv TrdXct 'icrnrr) irpoo-euxopeyos,
Kal tlbov iv iKordaei opajxa, KaTafSaifoy aiceGos ti a>s 60oVrji' ^eydXrjv 1
ricrcrapaiv dp)(ais KaOiepeVn^ Ik tou oupayou, Kal TJXdey dxpis cpoG
6. els r\v &T€vio*as KaTeeooui', Kal eiSoi'

6t)pia Kal to, epTreTa Kal
(puprjs XeyouoTjs
8V, Mr)8ap.<os,

p-oi,

Kupic

2

*

rd

0uaoy Kal

l"l£rp€,

irav Koivbv

rj

•

ttjs

yrjs Kal ra

7.

tJKOuaa 8c

irereivd tou oupapou.

'Amords,

on

tA TCTpdiro8a

8.

<J>dye.

aKaSaprov ouSeiroTe

etiroK

eurrjXOci'

8
to oTojxa pou.
Ik tou
9. dircKpiOir] oe p.01 <$>u)vr\ Ik ScuWpou
IO. touto Be lyeVe-ro
oupavoG, *A 6 ©cos eKaGdpiae, cru p-T] koipou.
cm Tpis, Kal irdXiK dpeo-irdadir) a-ira^Ta cts top oupapdV. II. Kal

eis

l8ou, €|auTYjs Tpets dVSpcs circVrnaap lirl ttjp oiKiav |p

Kaiaapeias irpos p.e.
oweXOeip auTOis, p/n8ep SiaKpiyopeyoy 6
1

4
tj

1JU.TJP,

12. ettrc 81 uoi to npeuua

aireoraXpeVoi diro

•

rjXGop 8c

ow

epvol

1
(MyaXTjv, but Xapirpap in Syr. Hard., Par. has p.«ya\irjv Xap.irpav.

Kal 01 1$
Blass re-

jects {cf. x. 11).
2

Orig. has Kvpic orv oicr0a

3

ck 8evT€pov

4

—

on, Blass rejects.
some Western

omits, as also

authorities in x. 15,

and Blass

in 0.

Syrr. (P. and H.), Boh., Sah., Aeth., Chrys., so Blass, W.H.
assim. apparently to ver. 5. Tjpev
40, Tisch., W.H. text, R.V.,

i,g.Tiv

marg.

D

EHLP, Vulg.,

^ABD

Wendt, Weiss, Hilg.
5

8taKpivop.«vov

^cAB
36.

But

HLP,

Blass rejects
cf.

Chrys.

{cf. x.

20,

Meyer,

who suspects

Acts xv.

9,

it

here).

SiatcpivavTa

W.H., Weiss, Wendt, R.V. SuucpivovTa ^*E 15, 18*,
1
altogether, so Hilg., with D, Syr. H. (text and margin), Par.

13, 40, 61, so Tisch.,

;

.

where

act.

occurs in similar context.

Evidently St. Luke by the two accounts
attaches great significance to this first
reception, exceptional case as it was, of
a Gentile proselyte like Cornelius into
the Christian Church, but it was an
isolated case, and moreover a case within
Palestine, not beyond its borders, so that
the great questions of a mission to the
Gentiles of the heathen world, and of the
conditionsfor their reception as Christians,
were not matter for consideration as afterwards in chap, xv., see Wendt, edition
Hort, Ecclesia, pp. 58, 59
1899, p. 211
and see below on ver. 12.
Ver. 6. KaT6vdovv,c/.vii. 31,32, Matt,
vii. 3, Luke vi. 41, R.V., etc., the seeing
" conis the result of the considering

Luke xiv. 5 in N.T., another touch of
vividness as in vv. 5, 6. In
three
times, and possibly once in Bel and the
Dragon, ver. 42, of drawing up Daniel
from the den (but reading may be the
simple verb, see H. and R.).
Ver. 12. p^Sev Siatcpivopevop, cf. x.
20, but if we read (see critical notes) p.

LXX

—

SiaicpCvavTa,

"making no

distinction,"

R.V. ol l| aScX^ol ovroi who had been
with Peter at Caesarea, and had returned
with him to Jerusalem, see x. 45. Hilgenfeld would regard them as constant
companions of St. Peter on his Apostolic
Differences such as these
journeys.
between the narrative here and that in
x. 23 where the brethren are mentioned
effectus
compre- without their number constrain Feine to
singula,
templabar
henditur aoristo" eXSov. dr\pia: not regard xi. 1-18 as derived like the earlier
narrative in x. from one and the same
specially mentioned in x. 12 (see critical notes), but there irdvra precedes source, not as added by a reviser (although he excludes w. 1 and 18 in xi.
TrrpdiroSa.
Ver. 8. etoSjXOcv, cf. Matt. xv. 11, 17. from the original narrative).
Spitta
Blass sees in the phrase " locutio agrees with Feine in this view of xi. 2hebraismum redolens," cf. viii. 35 on 17 a forger writing with a " tendency "
the other hand the Hebraistic irav of would have smoothed away any apparent
x. 14 is omitted (Weiss).
discrepancies, as Zockler well points out.
Ver. 10. avecnrao-0t]
only found in With regard to the whole Cornelius
;

;

—

—

;

:

;

:
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koi €iffrjX0ou€v eis tov oikov tou dvSpos, 13. dTnrjyyeiXe
ayycXov iv tw oikw auToG ora0^VTa Kat ciirorra

irws elSe tov

r\\xlv

outw 'AttootciXok

eis 'loTnrrjv dVopas, Kat

fxeTciirefxij/ai

Ztpova tov

£iriKaXouu.€voy

n£rpov, 14. 8s XaXiqaet pi^uaTa irpos o^, iv ots
•
15. iv he tw dp§aa0ai ue XaXctv,
awO^crt) au Kat iras 6 oikos aou
i-iritrecre

l

to nycGjxa to "Ayiov eir' auTous, <3o"ircp Kat €<f>' ijuas £v
8e tou pyju-aTos Kuptou, ws cXcycy, " 'iwdmjs
lp.virja0T)i'

16.

Apxfj-

pev ifi&TTTurev uSaTt, up,ets 8c j3aTrrta0T]creo-0€ iv nveuu-aTi 'Aytw.**
17. ei ouk ttjv urny 8a>pedv cSwkci' auTOts 6 6cos ws Kat rjfuv,

lyw 8e Tts vi}ut]v SuyaTos
'AKOuoaires 8e TaoTa Tjauxacrav, Kat €86£a£ov*
rdv 0«6V, XcyovTCS, "Apaye * *al tois 30kcoxv 6 6cos tt}i> p.€Tdyoiav
ISukck ets t,(j>r\v.
irtCTTcuaao-iK eiri to»> Ku'piov 'ItjooGv XptoroV,

KwXGaat Toy OeoV 2 ;

1 8.

but D reads simple verb, which Blass rejects here, although he accepts
44 (AD). Hilg. has simple verb.
2
o 0eos om. D, Aug., so Hilg., but Blass retains. D, Syr. Hard, mg., Par. Aug.
(Hilg. follows D) add tov \li\ Sovvat avrots it. ay., and D further adds tois TrterrevBlass omits these last two
oxurtv eir' avT<j> and Syr. Hard, irtor. ets tov K. I. X.
additions (with Aug.), but places irto-Tcvo-ao-tv cir* atrrv in brackets
additions
apparently to explain of what the kwX. tov 6. consisted, described by Weiss as quite
superfluous, see Codex D, p. 71, and note.
1

cireirco-c,

it

in x.

;

3

AEHLP,

Arm., so Meyer Blass (see force of imperf. in his comment.),
eSo^aaav fc^BDb, Vulg., Sah., Boh., Syr. P. and H., Aeth., so Gig.,
Par.; Tisch., W.H., Hilg. But aor. manifestly conformed to aor. -qo-vxacrav (so
Weiss, Wendt).
eSogafcov

;

Wendt, Weiss.

4

apayc, but apa only in fc^ABD 4°» 6l 6 5» I 33 so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss,
Wendt (against Meyer). D omits r»|v before peravoiav.
i

>

Blass,

and Feine (so Weiss and
Wendt), inasmuch as they regard St.

episode, Spitta

Luke's narrative as containing at least a
genuine historical kernel, and as marking
a special exceptional case, and not a
general rule as existing at such an early
time, are much less radical than WeizFor a
sacker, Holtzmann, and Clemen.
good review of the relation of modern
criticism

to the

narrative

see

Wendt

(1899) on x. 1 and Zockler, Apostelgeschickte, pp. 226, 227 (second edition).
used
oTaOcvTa o-raQeis
Ver. 13.

—

:

only by St. Luke, in Gospel and Acts
Luke xviii. n, 40, xix. 8, Acts ii. 14, v.
:

20, xi.

13,

xvii. 22, xxv.

found therefore

in

all

18, xxvii.

parts

21,

of Acts

(Friedrich, Vogel).
Ver. 14. Iv ols trttB. <rv koX xas 6 oLc.
0-o-u : words not found in x., but may be

taken as implied the prayers of
Cornelius we can scarcely doubt had
been that he might see the salvation of
God, and his household were devout like
fairly

himself, cf. x. 2-6.

;

Ver. 15. apgacrOat: somewhat more
stated than in x. 44.
The
speech has there no abruptness, but St.
Peter may well have intended to say
much more ; if this was so, the notice
here is quite natural, Winer-Moulton,
Iv dpx-Q* *'•*•» at the great
lxv., 7 d.
Pentecost.
Ver. 16.
Words not found in the
Gospels, but in Acts i. 5, quoted here
with the omission of ov p,6Ta iroXXas
Tavras qp.cpas, showing that St. Peter
regarded the baptism of the Holy Ghost
received by Cornelius as equally decisive
of the Spirit's presence as the bestowal
upon himself and others at Pentecost.
precisely

—

—

ws IXeyev

:

not merely pleonastic,

Luke xxii. 61 ; Winer-Moulton,
Wendt, Felten.

cf.

lxv., 1 a,

Ver. 17. irurTewao-iv, see R.V., best
to take participle as referring both to
in each case the
ovtoXs and to ^fxtv
;

Holy Spirit was bestowed, and in each
case as a result of the preceding beliet,
not as a result of circumcision, or of
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XI.

19. 01 pev ouu 8ia<nrapeVT€$ diro rfjs 0Xii|/ea>s ttjs yevopivt)* iirl
1

ZTtfy&vto,

hirfkQov Iws oij'iktjs Kal Kuirpou Kal

XaXourres top \6yov

auiw

€*£

el

(i^j

Kuirpioi

aVftpcs

'Aruoxeiap e'XdXouK

-irpos

Kal

Kuprjpaioi,

'Amoxcias,
20. r\aav

'louSaioi?.

\i6vov

oitikcs

tous 'EXXtj fiords,

2

u-nSe/i

8c*

riyes

elaeXdocrcs

eis

cuayyeXi^jxei'ot tok

1

eiri Ir€<|>av<j> fc^BHLP 61, Bas., Chrys, Theophl., best supported; tin Itc<J>ovov
perhaps a gloss since cm was taken temporally airo tov Itc(£ avov D, so Hilg. (but
not Blass in {J). Kvirpov, Par. reads Tvpov
Blass rejects.
;

;

2

BD 2 EHLP 61, W.H., R.V. marg., so Sanday (cf. Shirley, Apostolic
"
Wordsworth, and Hastings' B.D., art. Christian," p. 384) EXXrjvas
1
(discounted by reading EXXijvas wrongly in ix. 27), D Arm., Eus., Chrys.,

EXXtjvicttos

Age, pp. 27, 28
3
fr$

A

;

;

,

1

evayycXio-Tos claimed as supporting EXXtjvLightfoot and a large number of recent writers
(Page, Ramsay, Zockler, Holtzmann, Felten, Rendall, G. A. Smith, McGiffert)
accept EXXr]vas (although, in some cases, admitting that MS. authority is adverse),
It is urged that
because demanded as antithetical to the preceding lovSaioi.
EXXtjvictt. are included under lovS., but whilst in one sense this is so, it is also
the
between
lov8.
used
as = E^paioi
a
distinction
be
draw
to
two,
may
possible
in vi. 1, or as in xiv. 1, xviii. 4 where evidently Jews and proselytes (not heathen)
are distinguished, so that whilst as far as Antioch yews only had been addressed,
now the Cyprians and Cyrenians addressed Hellenists, God-fearers (like Cornelius),
" Greeks who came into relations with the
Jews," whilst not addressing as yet
In view of the great importance and future
those who were entirely heathen.
position of the Church of Antioch, it is not unlikely that Luke should carefully note
the elements of which it was originally composed. The real turning-point in the
sphere of Peter and Paul is not yet, but in xiii. 46. See W.H., Select Readings, p.
Q4 ; Hort, Judaistic Christianity y pp. 59, 60 ; Ecclesia, p. 61 ; Sanday, Expositor,
Tisch., Weiss, Blass, R.V. text.
wrras, but see Sanday, u. infra.

pp. 60-62,

and Ramsay,

p.

Jf^

47 (1896).

sometimes referred to
uncircumcision
so Bengel, Nosgen, Wendt, sometimes to avTots, so Weiss, Blass. t(s
Exod. iii. n, 2 Kings viii. 13,
yj|jlt|v 8., cf.
Blass, Gram., p. 173 in reality two questions Who was I ? Was I able to withstand God ? Winer-Moulton, lxvi., 5.
ryu>,emphatic,"merumorganon," Bengel.
Ver. 18. ^o-uxcwrav, cf. xxi. 14 and
Luke xiv. 3, so in LXX, Neh. v. 8 (Job
also in a
xxxii. 6, Hebrew different)
different sense in Luke xxiii. 56, 1 Thess.
iv. 11, only in Luke and Paul in N.T.
eS6ga£ov, see critical notes, imperfect of
continuous action the writer about to
pass to other things thus depicts the
state of things which he leaves, cf. viii.
;

—

^jiTv,

;

—

:

;

—

—

3 (Blass).—^Apa-y*, see critical notes.
Vv. ig-26. Further spread of the Gosael to Antioch.
Ver. 19. oi p.€v ovv, cf. viii. 4. fiev °^ v
introduces a general statement, whilst
8e' (ver.
20) marks a particular instance,
" A. and R.
" about
lie\ 2.
Stephen
V. (best) some render "against Stephen,"
See
and others " post Stephanum ".
also critical note.
Kal
Ver. 20. avSpcs Kvir.
Kvp., cf.
ii. 10, vi. 9.
iv. 36, xxi. 16
'EXXTjvio-Tas,

—

:

;

;

—

—

see critical notes. cvaYycXigrfpcvoi. t&v
K. 'I.
on construction with accusative
of the message, Simcox, Language of the
N. T., p. 79.
can scarcely take the
"
phrase given here, instead of preaching
that Jesus was the Christ," as a proof
that the word was preached not to Jews
but to Gentiles. 'AvtuSx*""'
on the
Orontes, distinguished as 'A. r\ irpos, or
lirl Ad<j>vfl, and bearing the title \ir\rp6There appear to have been at
iroXis.
least five places in Syria so called under
the Seleucids. For the Arabs Damascus
was the capital, but the Greeks wanted
to be nearer the Mediterranean and Asia
:

We

—

:

Minor. The city built in 500 B.C. by
Seleucus Nicator I. became more and
beautiful, whilst all the trade of the
Mediterranean was connected with it
All the
through its harbour Seleucia.
varied elements of the life of the ancient
world found a home there. From the

more

there were Jews amongst its inBut in such a mixed populahabitants.
tion, whilst art and literature could gain
the praise of Cicero, vice as well as
luxury made the city infamous as well as
famous. Josephus calls it the third city
of the empire, next to Rome and Alexfirst
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afaw*

f&er'

tc

iroXus

22. 'HKOuaOn 8c 4

cVi tok Kupiok.
e

Xoyos €ts to J>Ta

ttjs

Kal elair^crreiXaK

eKKXrjaias rfjs &y l€poaoXup,ois irepl avrCtv

BapydfW

SicXOciv

1

Iws 'Amoxcias.

•

23. os irapa-

2

T0 " 0€O " ^X^P 1!* KC" irapeKdXci irdrras
24. on t}k drrjp
tq irpoGcVei ttjs KapSias Trpocru.eVeiK tw Kupiw
nal irpoo-eW0t|
dyaGos Kal TfXYjpTjs rikCup-aTos 'Ayiou Kal irurrcws.
ycyoacKos Kal

tSiii'

t^jk

x^P 1

*'

•

SxXos iKaws tu Kuptw.

25.* 'E§t)X0e 8e €ts Tapo-ov 6 Bapvdpas
Kal
cupwy auTOK TjyaycK auTOf els 'Amoxciav.
dfa^rjTTJaai lauXow,

^AB

1

SieXOciv om.
61, Vulg., Syr. Pesh., Boh., Arm., Aeth., so Tisch., W.H.,
R.V., Weiss, Wendt (against Meyer); but retained by Blass and Hilg., so in D,
perhaps added from xi. 19.
Syr. Hard., Chrys.

—

2

x a P lv

ttjv in
3

8e

T1l v

TOV ©•» s0

T.R., so

Blass

(cf.

N AB

DEHLP,

so Tisch.,
»
Chrys., Hilg.

W.H.,

R.V., Blass, Weiss,

Hard. mg. axovcras

Hilg.) reconstructs according to D, Gig., Par., Syr.

on lavXos

€<ttiv

«s Tapcrov

Wendt om.
:

avrov Kai <rvvTvx«v irapcKaXco-ev

c£tjX0€v avafcrjTttv

cX0civ cis A. oitivcs irapayevofievoi cviavTov oXov aMvr\\Qr\<rav ttj ckk. k. cSiSagav
oxXov ixavov (D has cvt. oX. <rvv€xyQi\arav o\\. ik., omits xai c8t8.). It is difficult to
see why this should have been shortened if original perhaps added to definitely show
why Barnabas went to Tarsus, and to mark that Saul was not brought to Tarsus
;

come". <rwtx'u6T](rav, D (Par. ), evident mistake, Blass emends;
Codex D, pp. 71, 72. Hilg. has trvv€\va-av.

but " besought to
see Weiss,

1

andria, but Ausonius hesitates between
Antioch and Alexandria, as to the rank

they occupied in eminence and vice. The
famous words of Juvenal " in Tiberim
defluxit Orontes," Sat., iii., 62, describe
the influences which Antioch, with its
worthless rabble of Greeks and parasites, with its quacks and impostors,
its rivalries and debaucheries, exercised
upon Rome. Gibbon speaks of the city
in the days of Julian as a place where
the lively licentiousness of the Greek was
blended with the hereditary softness of
the Syrian. Yet here was the jtTjTpoiroXts, not merely of Syria, but of the
Gentile Christian Churches, and next to
Jerusalem no city is more closely associated with the early history and spread
of the Christian faith. See " Antioch "
:

(G. A. Smith) in Hastings' B.D.; Gibbon,
Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire,

chaps, xxiii., xxiv. ; Renan, Les Apotres,
k\6Xovv
"used to
chaps, xii., xiii.
speak," so Ramsay.
Ver. 21. x €lp K «» cf- *v« z8 » 3°>
tc
11, Luke i. 66; frequent in O.T.
closely connects the two clauses, showing
"
that the result of the hand of the Lord "
was that a great number, etc. (Weiss).
Ver. 22. ttjs ^kk. ttjs kv \. in contrast here to Antioch, in which the existence of an Ecclesia was not yet formally
recognised but cf. ver. 26, Hort, Ecclesia,

—

:

»«

:

;

—

avT&v:

pp. 59-61.
wcpl
"concerning
them " R.V., i.e., the persons who had
believed and turned to the Lord. Meyer

takes it of the preachers, Felten of both
preachers and converts.
Ver. 23. ttjv \apiv if we add ttjv, see
critical notes, "the grace that was of
God " Hort, Ecclesia, p. 60, so Alford.
a true son of encourageirapcKaXci
ment, exhortation see on iv. 36, imperfect because Barnabas remained at
Antioch, and the result is indicated in
This mention of
ver. 24, irpoarcrc'6T).
Barnabas and the part played by the
:

—

—

:

primitive Church is referred by Clemen to
his Redactor Antijudaicus, p. 109. If we
read Iv tw K. with R.V. margin we could
render " to abide by the purpose of their
heart in the Lord," so Hort, u. s., p. 60 ;
iii.
10; and Sym17 (Weiss). r$ K., i.e.,
Christ ; with this verse cf. xv. 32, where
St. Luke similarly insists upon the due
qualification of divine gifts Ramsay, St.

Rendall;

cf.

machus, Ps.

2 Tim.

x.

;

Paul, p. 45.
Ver. 25. Luke gives no reason why
Barnabas goes to seek Saul, but Barnabas

who had

already vouched for Saul's sin-

cerity before the Church of Jerusalem, ix.
27, could scarcely be ignorant that the
sphere of his friend's future work was to

be the Gentile world.
In ix. 30 Saul
sent away to Tarsus, and now Bar-

was
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26. iyivcTO 8c auTous iviavrov
8i8<£$ai

1

oxXof

avTovs, but avrots

NAB

NABE

okov owax0T)i'<u iv
T€ irpwTOi'

JLaTlaai
1f

T

I3> 61, so Tisch.,

Hard., Did., Ath.
but see Blass's comment on 0, in
13, Syr.

2

xP

iicav6v,

1

;

XI.

2

tjj ^KitX-nata, ical

tk 'An-ioxcia tous

W.H., R.V., Wendt.

Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss,
loco, p. 136.

Wendt

eviavrov
prefix icai,

a

irptoTov .NBD 36, 163, so Tisch., W.H., Blass, Weiss, Wendt; irpwrws, see
also Alford's note on its force; D, Gig., Par. read kou totc
irpwrov, so Hilg.
Harnack regards the totc as secondary, and introduced by the Western reviser to
mark that the disciples were then called Christians, which in Harnack's opinion was
zu
very improbable, see Sitzungsberichte d. Konigl. preuss. Akad. d. Wissensc

ha/ten
1
Berlin, xvii., p. 4, 1899.
Xpurriav. j}^ has XpT)<rTiavoi, "recte," Blass (so 61), but
there is no reason to suppose that this was the original, although it may well have
been a corrupted form, cf. the testimony of Tert., Just. Mar. Lactant. ;
has Xpeurr.

D

,

nabas goes to Tarsus to seek him

each
statement is the complement of the other,
and a long period intervenes not marked
by any critical event in Saul's history.
So also Paul's own statement, Gal. i. 31,
22, marks the same period, and the two
writers complete each other.
Ramsay,
St. Paul, pp. 45, 46, on Luke's style
and reading in D above. dva^T^crai,
;

—

Luke ii. 44, 45, nowhere else in N.T.,
a word therefore not only common to,

cf.

—

but peculiar to Luke's writings. avd:
giving idea of thoroughness it was not
known at what precise spot Saul was
prosecuting his work, so the word implies
effort or thoroughness in the search ;
cupwv implies the same uncertainty. In
LXX, cf. Job iii. 4, x. 6, 2 Mace. xiii. 21.
Calvin comments on the fresh proof of
"
the " simplicitas of Barnabas he might
have retained the chief place at Antioch,
but he goes for Paul " videmus ergo ut
;

;

:

sui

oblitus nihil aliud

spectat,

nisi

ut

emineat unus Christus ".
Ver. 26. hfivvro %\ clvtovs, see critical
notes, if dative avxois = accidit eis,
see Plummer, St. Luke, p. 45, on the use
" even a
of rycvcTo. Ivia-uTov SXov

whole year

—"

"

R.V. —cruvax0»jvat
:

iv

tq

cickX.
they were gathered together in
the Church," so R.V. margin. Rendall
holds that iv is fatal to the A.V. and
R.V. text, and renders " they [i.e., Bar:

nabas and Saul] were brought together in
the Church," an intimate association of
inestimable value. Hort adopts as " the
least difficult explanation of this curious
word " " were hospitably received in the

Church," so Wendt, Weiss, Nosgen, cf.
Matt. xxv. 35 ; Deut. xxii. 2, Josh. ii. 18,

—

Sam. xi. 27. 8i8a|ai . . .
both infinitives depend upon
Iy^vcto, "and that the disciples," etc.,
" Christian "
suggesting that the name
followed as result upon the widespread
Judg.

xix. 18, 2

XpT]fj.aTicrai

:

teaching of the Apostles amongst the
Gentiles.
If St. Luke, as Eusebius
states, was himself a native of Antioch,
it has been well noted that he
might
well record such a distinction for his
as the
of the name " Chris-

—

city
origin
tian". xP THxaT "rat
prim, to transact
business (xp^jp-o), passes into the meaning of taking a name from one's public
business, so to receive a name, to be
:

Rom.

called, cf.

and

Philo,

vii.

3,

so in Josephus

and instances

in

Grimm-

See also x. 22 for another
Thayer.
shade of meaning, and so elsewhere in
N.T.; and for its use to express a reply
or information by a king or those in
authority to inquiry, see Deissmann,
Bibelstudien, p. 118. irp&Tov, see critical notes.
Xpiomavovs in the N.T.
the Christians always named themselves

—

p.adt)Ta(,

d8e\4>oi,

—

:

£7101, irurrof,

etc.,

but on no occasion " Christians," whilst
the Jews not only refused to recognise
that Jesus had any claim to be the
Christ, but also called His followers
Na£<i>patoi (xxiv. 5), or spake of them as
4\

oupco-is avTTj (xxviii. 22, cf. xxiv. 14).

On the

probably contemptuous use of the
and Acts xxvi. 28
as not inconsistent with the above statements, see Wendt, edition 1899, in loco,
and Christian " in Hastings' B.D. But

word

in 1 Peter iv. 16

' '

whilst it is difficult to find an origin for
the title amongst Christians or amongst
Jews, there is no difficulty in attributing
it to the keen-witted populace of Antioch,
already famous for their bestowal of nicknames, although perhaps the possibility
that the name may have originated
amongst the Latin speaking official
retinue of the legatus at Antioch should
not be excluded (though there is no
evidence whatever that it became at this
early date an official name). But there
is no need to suppose that the name
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28. dKOoras oe ets €§

ver. 28

we have

the remarkable reading
«s c£ avTwv, so D,
Aug., Par., Wern., and also, a new witness, Fragment of the Old Latin translation of
Acts in the Miscellanea Cassinese, 1897 (see Harnack's note in Theol. Literaturzeitung, p. 172, 1898). ayaXXiacris is quite Lucan, cf. ii. 46, and the solutions of Weiss
and Corssen are not sufficient to weaken the view that here, at least, we may have
an original draft. If it is said that the words are introduced to show the impression
made by the visit of the prophets (so Weiss), we must remember that they stand in
strange contrast to the announcement of the coming famine, and that it would have
been a bold thing for an emendator to introduce them here. The circumstances in
Blass sees in the following words, p. 137, "luculenviii. 8 are quite different.
tissimum testimonium, quo auctor sese Antiochenum fuisse monstrat," see also
the
Gospels, p. 131; we get by these three words, <rvvecr. 8e t}jj.wv, a
Philology of
fresh toe-section ; to the same effect Zockler, Greifswalder Studien, p. 137 ; Salmon,
Introd., pp. 597, 602; Belser, p. 64; see also Harnack, u. s., and Zahn, Einleitung
Wendt (1898), p. 216, note, inclines to accept the
in das N. T., ii., pp. 341, 350.
reading as original, and even Weiss, Codex D, p. 111, thinks it not impossible; so
too Hilgenfeld, Zeitschrift fur wissenschaft. Theol., p. 505 (1895) ; and cf. Jiilicher,
Einleitung in das N. T., p. 271. Harnack, u. s., admits, p. 6, that the language is
not un-Lucan, but he regards the other passages in which <rv<rrp6<f>. occurs as Western
interpolations, and r\v 8c iroXXij <ryaXX. as a mere amplification, as in viii. 24, xiii. 8.
in

P

:

8e iroXXtj ayaXXiao-is.

t|v

crvv€<rTpap|j.cvwv 8c Tjfiwv

was of Roman

origin, although we may
readily concede that the Latin termination -ianus was common enough at this

There is ample proof of the use
of the same termination not only in Latin
but in Greek, even if we do not regard
-umSs with Wendt as a termination of a
native "Asiatic type". The notice in
period.

Tacitus, Ann., xv., 44

(cf.

Suetonius, Nero,

16), who was probably in Rome during
Nero's persecution, a.d. 64, is very significant, for he not only intimates that
the word was commonly and popularly
known, but also that the title had been
in vogue for some time: "quos vulgus
Christianos appellabat," note the imper-

Against the recent strictures of
Weizsacker and Schmiedel we may place
the opinion of Spitta, and also of Zahn,
fect tense.

How soon the title
Einleitung, ii., 158.
given in mockery became a name of
honour we may gather from the Ignatian

Epistles, cf. Rom., iii., 3 ; Magn., iv. ;
Ephes.,xi., 2, and cf. Mart. Polyc, x. and
See further Lightfoot, Phil., p.
xii., 1, 2.

Lechler, Das Apostolische Zeitalter,
2 "
Christian,"
129 ff. ; Smith, B.D.
Conybeare and Howson, p. 100 (smaller

16

;

p.

edition),

and Expositor, June, 1898.

Antioch sends relief to
Jerusalem. Iv tovtcus 81 tois -q., cf. i.
vi.
1.
tclvtous emphatic, by its
15,
position and also by its significance,
days full of importance for Barnabas and
Saul, who were still at Antioch (Weiss).
irpo<|>t]Tai. the coming of the prophets
gave an additional sanction to the work
Ver.

—

—

27.

:

c<f>Tj

There is no reason in the
uncertainty of the dates to suppose that
they had been driven from Jerusalem by
For the position of the
persecution.
Christian prophets in the N.T. cf. Acts
where
Barnabas and Saul are
xiii.
1,
spoken of as prophets and teachers ;
afterwards as Apostles, xiv. 4 xv. 32,
where Judas and Silas are described
as prophets, having been previously
spoken of, ver. 22, as T|Y 01 €VOt amongst
the brethren at Jerusalem (while Silas
later bears the name of Apostle) ; cf,
further, 1 Cor. xii. 28, xiv. 29-33, 39»
Ephes. iv. 11, where in each case the
Prophet is placed next to Apostles (although in 1 Cor. he may have been
merely a member of a local com"
munity), perhaps because he belonged
to
the same family as the great
prophets of the Old Testament," for
whilst foreknowledge of events was not
necessarily implied by the word either
in the O.T. or in the N.T., the case ot
Agabus, both here and in xxi. 10, 11,
at Antioch.

;

V

shows that predictiveness was by no
means excluded.
The Christian prophets, moreover, as we see them in Acts,

combine the duty of " ministering to the
Lord " with that of preaching the word
;

they are not only foretellers, but forthtellers of God's will, as in the case of a
Samuel or an Elijah, Gore, Church and
the Ministry, pp. 240, 261, 393, etc.

;

Mo-

berly, Ministerial Priesthood, p. 160 ff. ;
and for Sub-Apostolic Age, p. 179 ff. ;
Bigg, Doctrine of the Twelve Apostles, p.
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airiov, 6u6\iari

pAXeif
KXauSiou
1

€<rr||iav€

3

toG nfcufitvros, Xiu.(W u.eyav *
ooris kch eycVcTo lirl
oiKou\ilvt]v
l

"Ayapos,

ccreaOcu

l<rf\}iav€

XI.

8ic\

•

oXtjk ttjk

€<p'

29. twc ot fia6t]Twv

Kaurapof.

4

ica6u>s

Tjuirope'iTO tis,

fc^AEHLP, most verss., 80 Tisch., W.H. marg. but B, d, Vulg., Chron.,
W.H., Weiss read imperf. ecnrjpaive Wendt undecided.

—

Aug., so Lach.,

2
but
pcyav D^HLP, Chrys., Chron.
Weiss, Wendt, Hilg. have |i.cyaXT)v (tjtis).
;

^ABD»

;

61, so Tisch.,

W.H.,

Blass,

8
Kaio-apos om. fr$ABD 13, 61, Vulg., several verss., so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Blass,
Weiss, Wendt, so Hilg.
4 tuv Sc
read 01 8c \i.aQi\rai t and so D ica0c*s
p.a0T]Tu)v, D, Par., Vulg. (Gig.)

nnropovvTo instead of

ruir. ti«.

" in
"
28 (1898) Harnack,
Apostellehre
Real-Encyclopddie fur Protestant. Theol.
on
(Hauck), p. 716, and see, further,
;

xiii. 1.

v

Ver. 28.

W.H.,

ii.,

AvaPo«: on derivation see

313, from

2&y

"to love";

orfrom^n" a locust," Ezra ii. +£,
Neh. vii. 48, with rough breathing
'Ay. W.H. follow Syriac and read
the former as in T.R., so Weiss; Blass
doubtful Klostermann would connect it
with 'Ayav<Js, Probleme im Aposteltexte,
As a Jewish prophet he would
p. 10.
naturally use the symbolic methods of
a Jeremiah or an Ezekiel, see on xxi. 10,
;

11.

On

insertion in

—(jkcWciv

co-ecrOcu

:

D

see critical notes.
future infinitive only

used in N.T. with p. e XX civ in this one
phrase, and only so in Acts, cf. xxiv. 15,
In xxiii. 30 p.c'XXciv omitted
xxvii. 10.
(although in T.R.), and in xxiv. 25
in T.R.).
co-co-dou omitted (although
Klostermann, Vindicia Lucana, p. 51,

Simcox, Language of the N.
and Viteau, Le Grec du N.

—Xipov:
(1893).

T., p. 120,
T., p. 158

masculine in Luke

iv.

in common usage, but in
25,
Doric usage, as it is called, feminine,
and so also in later Greek ; feminine in
Luke xv. 14 and here ; see critical notes

and so

Blass,

—the

Gram.,

p. 26.

—

;

Ic}*'

civilised world, i.e., the
Cf. xxiv. 5, and Luke

Empire.

Plummer's note on

otic.

oXtjv tt|v

Luke

iv.

Roman

ii.

5

1,

see

(and

Hackett's attempt, in loco, to limit the
expression), and Ramsay, Was Christ
have
born at Bethlehem? p. 118.
ample evidence as to a widespread dearth

We

over various parts of the Roman Empire, to which Suetonius, Dion Cassius,
Tacitus, and Eusebius all bear witness,
in the reign of Claudius and in no other
reign do we find such varied allusions to
periodical famines, "assiduae sterilitates,"
;

Suetonius, Claudius,
sius,

lx.,

n; Tac,

xviii., cf.

Ann.,

Dion Cas-

xii.,

43, etc.

These and other references are given by
Schiirer, yewish People, div. i., voL ii.,
p. 170,

E.T. (so also by O. Holtzmann,

Neutest. Zeitgeschichte, p. 124), but instead of drawing from these varied references the inference that the author of

Acts had ample justification for his statement as to the prevalence of famine over
the Roman Empire, he takes him to task
" over the whole
for speaking of a famine
world". See Ramsay, St. Paul, pp. 48,
49, and also Was Christ Born at Bethlehem? pp. 251, 252, cf. w. 29 and 30.

At

least there is

no ground

to suppose,

with Clemen and others, that the writer
of Acts was here dependent on Josephus
for the mention of the famine which that
historian confined to Judaea, but which
the writer of Acts, or rather Clemen's
Redactor Antijudaicus, magnified according to his usual custom.
Ver. 29.
Ka0ci>9 t)viropciT4 tis: only
here in N.T., and the cognate noun in
xix. 25, but in same sense in classical Greek cf. Lev. xxv, 26, 28, 49, and
Wisdom x. 10 (but see Hatch and Red;

path on passages

in Lev.).

"Accord-

ing to his ability," so A. and R.V., i.e.,
as each man prospered, in proportion to
his means.
The expression intimates
that the community of goods, at least in
a communistic sense, could not have been
the rule, cf. 1 Cor. xvi. 2, but a right
view of "the community of goods" at
Jerusalem invokes no contradiction with
this statement, as Hilgenfeld apparently
maintains, Zeitschrift fir wissenschaft.
On the good effect
Theol., p. 506, 1895.
of this work of brotherly charity and
fellowship, this practical exhibition of
Christian union between Church and
Church, between the Christians of the
mother-city and those of the Jewish dispersion, see Hort, Ecclesia % p. 62 ; Ram-
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39—3owpicray Ixaoros
'louoaiot

auTWf

d8c\$ois

Trpecr^uxepous Sid

*

ei$ hiaKQviav

30. o kcu

ircfjivj/ai

ciroiTjo-ap,

s.,

eis

—

p.

;

Ramsay, see further below;
on the construction and complexity of
for relief"

the sentence see especially Page's note,
dSc\$ois not merely as
fellow-disciples, but as brethren in the

and Wendt.

—

tois Kcn-oucoGcne iv

:

One Lord.
Ver. 30. S Kal iiroir)<rav k.t.X.: a
question arises as to whether this took
place during, or at a later date than,
Herod's persecution in 44 a.d. the year
of his death.
Bishop Lightfoot (with
whom Dr. Sanday and Dr. Hort substantially agree) maintains that Barnabas
and Saul went up to Jerusalem in the
early months of 44, during Herod's per-

—

secution, deposited their SiaicovCa with
the elders, and returned without delay.
"
If we ask why " elders
are mentioned,

and not Apostles, the probability is suggested that the Apostles had fled from
Jerusalem and were in hiding. Against
this view Ramsay strongly protests, not
only on account of the part assigned to
the leading Apostles, but also because of
the meaning which he attaches to the
Siaicovta of Barnabas and Saul (see on
The elders, not Apostles, are
xii. 25).
mentioned because the embassy was of a
purely business kind, and it was not fit
that the Apostles should serve tables.
Moreover, Ramsay places the visit of
Barnabas and Saul to Jerusalem in 45,
or preferably in 46, at the commencement
of the great famine in Judaea not in 44,
but in 45.
Still, as Dr. Sanday urges,
the entire omission of any reference to
the Apostles is strange (cf. Blass on xi.
30, xii. 17, who holds that the Apostles
had fled), especially as elsewhere Apostles
and elders are constantly bracketed together as a single body (xv. 2, 4, 6, 22,
Nor does it
23, xvi. 4, cf. xxi. 18).
follow that because James, presumably
" the brother of the
Lord," is mentioned
as remaining in Jerusalem during the
persecution (but see Lightfoot, Gal., p.

—

time of persecution, and the more so

the city at all for some unknown reasons,
or more unsatisfactorily still by attributing to the author of Acts a mistake in
asserting that any visit of Paul to Jerusalem was made at this time. On the
chronological order involved in accordance with the two views mentioned, see
Ramsay, St. Paul, pp. 48 ff., 68, 69;
Lightfoot, Gal., p. 124, note; and, as
space forbids more, for the whole question Expositor for February and March,
1896; Lightfoot, Gal., p. 123 ff. Hort,
;

Judaistic Christianity, p. 61, and Ecclesia,
Wendt, p. 265 (1888) and p. 218
p. 62
tovs irpc<rj3vWpov$, see pre(1899).
vious verse.
It is also noticeable that
St. Luke gives no account of the appointment of the elders; he takes it for
These Christian elders are
granted.
therefore in all probability no new kind
of officers, but a continuation in the
Christian Church of the office of the
;

—

D*OpT,

irpco-pvrepot, to

probably

—

would naturally be elders occupying a
position of trust and authority. There
is certainly no reason to regard them as
the Seven under another name (so Zeller,
although it is quite conceivable
the Seven represented the Hellenists, the elders may have been already
in existence as representing the Hebrew
But there is need
part of the Church.
to guard against the exaggeration of the
Jewish nature of the office in question.
In the N.T. we find mention of elders,
not merely so on account of age, not
merely as administrative and disciplinary
Ritschl),

that

if

officers

(Hatch, Bampton Lectures, pp. 58,
a Jewish synagogue, but as
the Christian Church with

from the difficulty involved in
the entrance of Paul into Jerusalem at a

St.
the

lieves us

whom

the government of the Synagogue was
assigned hence we may account for
St. Luke's silence (Moberly, Ministerial
Priesthood, p. 141 ; Hort, Ecclesia, p. 62 ;
"
"
Lightfoot, Phil., pp. 191-193 ;
Bishop
In the
(Gwatkin), Hastings' B.D.).
Christian avvay<ayr\ (James ii. 2) there

61), as in
officers of

note),

in

view of the previous plots against his life,
a difficulty which is quite unsatisfactorily
met by supposing that Paul did not enter

which his reputation for
sanctity amongst his countrymen might
have enabled him to do, that the other
Apostles could have done so with equal
But Ramsay at all events resafety.
127,

t{]

dirooreiXai'Tcs irpog too?

x ci P°S Baped^a Kal lauXou.

52 Baumgarten (Alford, in
SioKoviav: "for a ministry,"
R.V. margin, cf. Rom. xv. 31, 2 Cor. ix.
" contributions
1, etc., Acta Thoma, 56 ;

say, u.
loco).

27T

spiritual functions, cf. James v. 14, 1
Pet. v. 2, Acts xx. 17, Tit. i. 5, and also 1

Thess.

v. 12-14,

J antes,

Heb.

xiii.7

(see

Mayor,

Gore, Church and
Ministry, pp. 253, 263, and note
p. cxxviii

;
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Z7*

XII.

XII. I. KAT* iicevvoi' 8e tAk Kcupov itrtflaktv 'Hpa>OT)5 4 paatXeus
2. dfciXe oe
t&s x € ^P as KaKwaai Tims tu^ diro ttjs tKicXTjcrias.
'idxwfW tot dSeXcpdy Mwdvyou p,ax<upa. 3. Kal ISc^ on dpcarcV
1

can
1

tols 'louSaiois,

After cKKXt)<ria« D, Syr.

words were original

it

defence, p. 64, of this

2

icai

irpoo^dcTo auXXaPcif

Hard, mg.,

Par.,

Wern. add

seems difficult to account
and in w. 3 and 5.

for their

n£rpoK

tt|« tv

*

(Tjorai'

oe

—

tq 'lovSaia

omission

;

if the
but see Belser's

2
After lovSaiois D, Syr. H. mg., Par., so Hilg., add tj cirix<ip n<ri$ avrov «iri tov«
n-urrovs this again may be an explanatory gloss, defining what pleased the Jews
but cirix. and *"'""'• are used by Luke in his writings.
<

—

—

K). At the same time there is nothing to
surprise us in the fact that the administration of alms should be connected in
If they
loco with the office of elders.
were representing the Apostles at the

the friendship of Caligula and afterwards
of Claudius. He united under his own
sway the entire empire of his grandfather, Herod the Great, while his Pharisaic piety and also his attachment to the

time in Jerusalem,

expression in
the titles which he bore, {Sao-iXcus p-eyas
<(>iX6ieai<rap eva-ep^s Kal <f>iXoptopaios.
On the pathetic story told of him in connection with the Feast of Tabernacles
(a.d. 41) see Hamburger, Real-Encyclopddie des Judentums, ii., 1, p. 28, and
the whole article; Schurer, Jewish PeopU,

it is

what we should

expect, since the organisation of almsgiving remained part of the Apostolic
office, Gal. ii. io, 2 Cor. viii., etc. ; and

a passage from Polycarp (quoted by
Dr. Hatch) we find the two connected
the presbyterate and what looks like the
administration of alms, Polycarp, Phil.,
if in

—

—

this again need not surprise us,
since not only in the N.T., but from the
passage referred to in Polycarp, it is
evident that the elders, whilst they
exercised judicial and administrative
functions, exercised also spiritual gifts,
and discharged the office of teachers,
functions to which there was nothing
analogous in the Jewish presbyters (see

vi., xi.

note K, and Gwatkin, «. 5.,
To turn back the sheep that
are gone astray (lirurrpc'^ovTes to airoireirXavrjucva) is one of the first commands laid by Polycarp in his Epistle
upon the Christian Presbyters (vi., quoted
by Hatch), and from this alone it would

Gore, u.

s.,

302).

p.

appear that a familiar title in the Jewish
Church passed into the Church of Christ,
gaining therein a new and spiritual power.
See further on xx. 17, and for the use of
the

word

in

inscriptions,
Bibelstudien, p. 153, and
studien, p. 160.

Chapter XII.

Deissmann,

Neue Bibel-

Persecution by Herod ;
icar*
Ver. 1.
Ikcivovt&v Kaipbv " about that time," or
more precisely " at that time," Rendall, cf.
Rom. ix. g, so in Gen. xviii. 10, 2 Mace.
Hi. 5 in the early part of 44 a.d.
'HpuS-ns
6 p., Herod Agrippa I.
only in this
chapter in the N.T. on his character and
Born in B.C.
death, see below xii. 3, 23.
10 and educated in his early life in Rome,
he rose from a rash adventurer to good
fortune and high position first through
St.

Peter's deliverance.

—

:

—

:

:

:

Roman supremacy found

div.

i.,

vol.

ii.,

The Herods,
fSaXcv
12,

tols

and

once

in

cf.

150
179

p.

p.

ff.,

E.T.

xc ip a ?> Luke
Acts

Matthew

;

Farrar,

(1898).—Iic4-

ff.

xx.

19, xxi.
iv. 3, v. 18, xxi.
27,
and Mark, in John

twice; Friedrich, p. 39, cf. LXX, Gen.
12, 2 Sam. xviii. 12 (so in Polyb.),
cf for similar construction of the infinitive of the purpose xviii. 10, not in the
sense of lirexetpirjtrc, conatus est, but to
be rendered quite literally; cf. also the
KaK&o-ai five times in
context, ver. 3.
Acts, only once elsewhere in N.T., 1
Peter iii. 13, " to afflict," R.V., A.V.
"vex," so Tyndale. twv air& ttjs Ik.,
for the phrase cf. vi. 9, xv. 5, GrimmThayer, sub v., onrrf, ii., but see also
Blass, Gram., p. 122 and in loco.
Ver. 2.
aveiXe, characteristic word,
xxii.

—

:

—

—

on v. 33. 'Io.kco|3ov t&v a. 'I. St.
Chrysostom reminds us of our Lord's
prophecy in Mark x. 38 ff. (Matt. xx. 23),
distinguished thus from the James of i.
13.
Possibly his prominent position, and
see

:

his characteristic nature

as

a

son

of

Thunder marked him out as an early
victim.
uaxatpa so in the case of John
the Baptist. This mode of death was

—

:

regarded as very disgraceful

among the
Lightfoot, Wetstein), and as in
the Baptist's case so here, the mode of
execution shows that the punishment was
not for blasphem3% but that James was
apprehended and killed by the political
power. For the touching account of his
Jews

(J.
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irapaBous

<f>uXaio')y,

auToy, jSouXou.ei'os p.€Td

<J>uXdorreii/

'
°"»/ rierpos erirjpeiTo
to irdo-xa di/ayayeiK auTOf tw Xaw.
5* ° F1*
2
x
iv ttj 4>uXaKtj
irpoaeuxTj Se r\v Iktciojs yiyo^vn] utto ttjs ^KKXrjatas
1

•

irpos top

©edy uirep auTou.

—here, again

1
After 4>v\a.Kfl Syr. H. mg., Par. add viro n\$ <nr€ipt|s tow (3a.o-iX.eus
the words may be a gloss to explain enrjpen-o, unnecessary after ver. 4.

A 2 EHLP

a

cktcvt]s
Lucif., so Tisch.,

61, Bas., Chrys., so

Meyer; cktcvws

W.H., Weiss, Wendt, R.V.

.

Te'cnrapori

—

:

Luke xxii. 66, dirifyayov, W. H.), probably
means to lead the prisoner up, i.e., before
the judgment tribunal (John xix. 13), to
sentence him openly to death before the
people.

Ver. 5. 6 pkv ovv . .
both A. and R.V. regard

forming a kind of antithesis to

Luke

xxii. 44,

and) once elsewhere in

1

22 (cf. the adjective in 1 Peter
i.
so of prayer in Clem. Rom., Cor.,
xxxiv., 7. In
cf. the use of the word
in Joel i. 14 (but see H. and R.), Jonah iii.
8, Judith iv. 12 (see H. and R.), 3 Mace,

LXX

The

repeated by the deacon

Cant.

eKTeveo*Tcpov.

II.

—

Peter

iv. 8),

shows

VOL.

ver. 4.

see critical notes; if we read
cKTevdis = M earnestly," R.V. (Latin, intente), adverb is Hellenistic, used (by St.

Ver. 4. 8v Kal iriacras, iii. 7, really
Doric form of irUX,tu (cf. Luke vi. 38, nowhere else in N.T.), used in this sense
also in LXX, and elsewhere in N.T., cf.
21 (not A).

:

the

€KT«vqs,

v.

15, Ecclus. xxiii.

irpoo-cvxTj 8e

in ver. 6, ot€ 8c. If we retain the former
interpretation, ver. 5 may be regarded as
a kind of parenthesis, the ore 8e in ver. 6

have a good opportunity of gaining wide
popularity by his zeal for the law.

ii.

•

irpoo-. 8e in

same verse as the antithesis, but see
Page's note, where the antithesis is found

:

—

—

:

see Schurer, u. 5., and Feine, p. 226.
Nor is it at all certain that Agrippa's

Luke in N.T., Viteau, Le Grec du N. 2\,
at -q. twv a£vp.wv, and
p. 209 (1893).
therefore a large number of Jews would
be in Jerusalem, and Herod would thus

:

the prisoner within the cell, chained to
him, and two outside. rtTpaS., cf. Philo,
in Flaccum, 13 ; Polyb., xv., 33, 7, and
see for other instances, Wetstein. uctol
to ireurxa, " after the Passover," R.V.,
i.e., after the whole festival was over:
Herod either did not wish, or affected
not to wish, to profane the Feast " non
"
judicant die festo (Moed Katon., v., 2).
dvayayelv only here in this sense (in

pretended to be, for the laws and ordinances of Judaism, u. s. and xx., 7, 1, and

torial games, Jos., Ant., xix., 9, 5.
a Hebraism, cf. Luke
irpoo-eOero crvXX.
xix. 11, xx. 11 : LXX, Gen. iv. 2, viii. 12,
xxv. 1, Exod. xiv. 13, etc., peculiar to St.

seize,

watch of three hours was kept by four
two probably guarding

king's mild disposition in Josephus, Ant.,
But Josephus also makes it
xix., 7, 3.
quite plain how zealous Agrippa was, or

—

=

soldiers, quaternio,

.

reputed mildness and gentleness would
have kept him from rejoicing in the persecution of the Christians, cf. the description of his delight in the bloody gladia-

13, 40, 81, Vulg.,
xxvi. 7), so Hig.

(cf.

if

tois 'I.: exactly
what we should expect from the character
and policy of Herod in his zeal for the
law, and from the success with which
during his short reign he retained the
favour of Jews and Romans alike. Holtzmann, p. 370, seems inclined to doubt
the truth of this description of Herod,
and lays stress upon the mention of the
.

2

iridvoi

ologies.

dpco-Tov

^A B

has ev eiercveia

:

St. Luke's reason for the brevity of the
account, whether he knew no more, or
whether he intended to write a third book
giving an account of the other Apostles
besides Peter and Paul, and so only mentioned here what concerned the following
history (so Meyer, but see Wendt, p. 267
(1888)), his brief notice is at least in
striking contrast (dirXws ica! <I»s ctwx«v,
Chrys.) with the details of later martyr
3.

D

Modern Greek
apprehend.
—
Kal "when he had taken him, indeed,"
so Rendall, as
a delay had taken place,
before the arrest was actually made. —
TerpaS. the night was divided
by the Romans — a practice here imitated
—
by Herod into four watches, and each

martyrdom narrated by Clement of AlexWhatever
andria, see Eus., H. E., ii., g.

Ver.

;

9.

Mace.

adjective

also found in 3

is

10 and v. 29. Their praying
" non fuisse animis
fractos,"

iii.

Calvin.
The word passed
services of the Church, and

18

:

into

the
often
8ct]0wucv ck. or

was
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6. "Otc 8e IjieXXcf
t*

iVr^os

aurbv -Kpodyeiv
8iio

|iCTa£u

Koifxcup.ei'os

l

6 'HptuSns,

ayyeXos Kuptou

£ir&7Ti),

Kal

kukti ^Keiinj

4>uXa»cr)K.

ttji'

<f>ws c'Xap.vj/ci'

Tjj

Kal i8ou,

7.

tw oiKiquaTi

Iv

v\¥

SeSeucVos dXuVcai

aTpaTiuTu^,

*uat, <)>uXaK£9 T€ irpd ttjs Oupas ^nqpoui'
2

xn.

•

iraTa^as

8e TTjy irXeupai' tou fleTpou, r\yeipev auToy \eyuv, 'Akdora iv Taxci.
Kal i^iireaov 3 auTou at dXuaeis ^k twv x€l P^ v
8. e^ir ^ T€ °
dyyeXos
-

irpos auToV, riepi£a>crai, Kal UTroSnaai to,

aa^SaXid aoo.

ciroi-qae 8c

Kal Xe'yei auTU, IlepijSaXoG to IjxaTiOK aou, Kal &koXou0ci

outcj.

1
irpoayciv DEHLP, Chrys., so Meyer, Blass, and Hilg. irpoayayciv A 8, 15, 61, so
Tisch., W.H., marg., Weiss; irpoo-ayciv
5, 29; irpoo-ayayciv B 13, 57, so W.H.
text, Wendt.
Compounds in irpo and irpos often interchanged (see Weiss, p. 20).
;

^

2

Western text, (3, adds t<j> Uerpta after eirco-Ttj, for cXaptJ/cv reads
ovtov (the angel), and instead of T«a oik. reads t«j> Toircp cKcivtp.
D, Gig. read vv|as, so Hilg., cf. John xix. 34.

cireXap\J/ev,

air'

^ABDE

3
c|cir€o-ov, but -€<rav
App., p. 171, and Kennedy,

61, Tisch.,

TQ vvktI €K6(vq

6.

—

:

i.e.,

:

:

:

to irav
{cf.

33

;

pii|/as lirl

tov Kvpiov, Oecumenius

Blass, in loco).

— aXvcreoa 8von,

cf. xxi.

on the usual Roman custom see

Jos.,

the account of Herod's
own imprisonment by Tiberius ; cf. Pliny,
"
Epist., x., 65 Seneca, Epist., i., 5, eadem
catena et custodiam (vinctum) et militem
copulabat," perhaps most natural to suppose that Peter was bound on either
hand to each of the soldiers, the two
chains being used perhaps for greater
security on account of the former escape.
<f>vXaK€$, i.e. t the other two of the
Ant.,

xviii., 6, 7, in

;

—

quaternion to make escape impossible.
Ver. 7. &irco-TT)
often as here with
the notion of coming suddenly, in classical Greek it is often used of dreams, as
in Homer or of the coming of heavenly
visitors, very frequent in Luke, and with
the same force as here, Friedrich, pp. 7
and 87, and almost always in second
:

;

aorist, see also

Plummer on Luke

ii.

9.

—

only here in N.T., used in
Wisdom xiii. 15 (and perhaps in Tobit ii.
Dem. and
4), but not in same sense.
Thuc. use it for a prison
R.V. "the
cell," lit., the chamber.
irardgas 8e Tqv
irXevpav to rouse him, an indication of
the sound and quiet sleep which the
prisoner slept in spite of the fateful
oirnipctTi.:

—

:

:

morrow
«3).

(so

Weiss)

;

W.H.,

Blass, Hilg., Weiss,

p. 169.

**
that very
the night before the trial.
1
Peter
v.
7 and Ps.
Koifxcopevos, cf.
" for so He
cxxvii. 2
giveth His beloved
"
" and there too it is beautiful
sleep
that Paul sings hymns, whilst here Peter
sleeps," Chrys., Horn., xxvi cf. xvi. 25.

Ver.

night,"

W.H.,

adds

iraTa£., instead

cf. vii. 24,

and

ver.

Ver. 8. ireptgcjo-ai, but simple verb in
R.V., W.H., Weiss, Wendt; bind thy
tunic with a girdle during the night the
:

long flowing undergarment was loosened,
but fastened up by day, so as not to impede
the movements. Wetstein, Weiss, Page,

and others contrast Hor.,
"

Sat.,

i.,

"

2,

132.

nee festinat
(Wetstein), simple verb only twice elsewhere in
N.T., and there also of St. Peter, cf. John
xxi. 18.
o-avSaXid: Markvi. 9, elsewhere
St. Peter still observed his
inroS^fiaTou
Master's rule to be shod with sandals
(Mark, u. s.), i.e., the shoes of the poor
as distinguished from those of the more
wealthy: dim. of o-dVSaXov, a wooden
Colligit sarcinulas

—

LXX

In
cf. Josh. ix. 5, Isa. xx.
2 ; in Judith x. 4, xvi. 9, of the sandals of
the richer class. irepi,J3aXov, only here in
Acts; Luke xii. 27, xxiii. n, often elsesole.

—

where

in N.T.,

and in LXX.

—to ipdnov

:

the outer garment worn over the x 1 ™**
and laid aside at night with the sandals.

Lumby compares

Didache,

i.,

Mark

4.

the distinction between the aorist and present tense, irepi£a>o-ai . * . viroS. ...
ircpif}., but olko\ov0€i {cf. John ii. 16).
" Praesens
"
propter finem non indicatum
Blass; Simcox, Language of N. 7\, p. 114.
Ver. 9. eSoKci 8e 5 pap a pXe'ireiv even
those who regard the narrative as unhistorical can scarcely say that the writer
:

cannot understand how to distinguish between an actual fact and a vision more;

over, this same writer describes visions
such as that of Peter, x. 10, and oi Paul,
17, as ecstacies; once in xxvi. 19
Paul speaks of the appearance of Christ
vouchsafed to him before Damascus as a
xxii.
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aiSrjpdi', tt)v

$4poucrav els ty)?

Kal c^cXOoWcs

dXrjOajs

Ik

on

TrporjXOof pupvn/

t)voix8tj

1

jJitaK,

NGv 018a

elaireanreiXe Kupios tok

x€l P°S 'HpwSou
1

ttuXtji' ttjv

•
auTopaTT) ^oi^Otj auTOis
Kal eu0€<os dTreorrj 6 ayyeXos

11. Kal 6 rierpos yci'ouei'os «V laurw etire,

auTou.

dir'

10. 8ie\-

iroXii', tjtis

2

can

dXr]0c's

to yiyo\t,evov oid tou dyyeXou, cSokci oe opau,a j3Xeir€iy.
OoVtcs Se irpclmp <J>uXaKT]K Kal oeu-re'pa^, rjX0oi' em ttjk

Kal irdcrns

EHLP,

Winer-Schmiedel,

p.

rfjs

ayyeXoK auToG, Kal e|ciXcTO ue
irpoaSoKias toG Xaou rStv 'louSaiw

Chrys.; -nvoiyii A, so Tisch., W.H., Blass, Weiss, Hilg.
103 ; Deissmann, Neue Bibelstudien, p. 17.

;

see

8

After c|e\0oyTcs D, Par. add KOTcP^crav tovs €irra {3a0p,ov$ icai.
Both Weiss
no) and Corrsen (p. 441) (see too Harris, p. 63, Four Lectures, etc.) regard
so Wendt (p. 221, edit. 1899), whilst Belser (p. 65),
Zahn (ii., 350), Salmon (pp. 600, 601), Zockler incline still more strongly to its
The addition has been referred to the
acceptance, and Blass and Hilg. retain.
mention of the seven steps in Ezek. xl. 22 (cf. 26, 31) as its source (so Chase),
but, on the other hand, Zahn can see no explanation of the present passage in the
seven or the eight (ver. 31) steps of Ezekiel. It is quite possible, he thinks, that the
writer might introduce a detail of the kind into his first draft, but omit it afterwarde
In xxi. 35, 40, the steps lead not into the street,
as unnecessary for distant readers.
but from Antonia into the Temple, and there is no connection between them and the
definite seven steps here, which are evidently presupposed (note the article) to be
well known to the reader.
(p.

this as possibly original,

vision, oTrrao-ta, but this word is not confined to appearances which the narrators
regard as visions, cf. Luke i. 22, xxiv. 23,

tower of Antonia on account of D.

Beyschlag, Studien und Kritiken, p.
203, 1864 Witness of the Epistles (Long-

tjvoix©*), see critical notes.
for remarkable addition in

mans, 1892).

notes.

cf.

;

Ver. 10. 4>-uXa.KT]v "ward," perhaps
the best translation here with SicXdoVrc?
so often used of traversing a place. The
first ward might be the place outside
the cell where the other soldiers of the
quaternion were on guard, and the second
ward might refer to some other part of
the prison or fortress Antonia (see Blass
in loco) where sentinels were stationed.
Weiss apparently takes the expression
to refer to the two ^vXclkcs, ver. 6, cf.
:

—

Chron. xxvi. 16. <7iST)pdv: specially
noted since such a gate, when shut,
would effectually bar their way; but it
opened avTo^drr\y only here in N.T. and
in Mark iv. 28, cf. Lev. xxv. 5, n, 2
1

Wisdom

xix. 29,
classical writers

Kings

Horn., Iliad,

the

xvii. 6,

striking

and

in

parallel,

749 (Wendt, Blass)
Virgil, Mneid, vi., 81 (Wetstein).— <|>€*povo-av els: only here in N.T., but
If the
quite usual in classical Greek.
narrative means that immediately they
were out of the prison they were in the
street (so Weiss), evidently the prison

was

in

simply

v.,

;

the city, and els ttjv it. would
the open town, in contrast

mean

to the confined prison-house (so Weiss
and Wendt, 1899). Blass decides for the

—
— efcXdovTcs:
D

see critical
several times in
Acts, but CO0V9 only once, see x. 16.
when there were no further
dire'crrn. :
hindrances to the Apostle's flight, then

—

evBitas:

used

—

the angel departed (Chrys.).
Ver. 11. yevojjicvos cv lavru, cf. Luke
xv. 17, and compare instances of similar
phrases in Greek and Latin classical
writers in Wetstein and Blass.
Kvpios,
see critical notes, if without the article
it
of God,
Nosgen (so Weiss) takes
a compound
llairecrreiXc
Jehovah.
times
Paul
four
found
in
Luke
and
only
in Luke's Gospel, six or seven times in
Acts, and Gal. iv. 4, 6 ; very frequent in
LXX, and used also in active voice by

—

—

:

;

Polybius.
in

LXX,

Isa.

Ik

— IgeiXeTo Ik x»
cf.

xliii.

x €l P°5

Exod.

iii.

8,

:

close parallels
2 Sam. xxii. 1,

Baruch iv. 18, 21,
Hebraism, cf. Luke

13,

etc.

—

i.

74.
The expression is also classical, Blass,
Gram,., p. 127, for close parallel.
irpoo-SoKia : only in Luke here and in Luke
:

—

xxi. 26, cf.

Gen.

xlix. 10,

but more allied

to its sense here Ps. cxix. 1 16, Wisdom xvii.
13, Ecclus. xl. 2, and in 2 and 3 Mace,
(see H.
Tit. xi.

and
;

R.),

and Psalms of Solomon,

frequently

in

classics.

Ho*
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12. owiScSf T€ tJXOck iirl T^jf oiKiav

emKaXoujxeVou Mdpxou, ou

4joj^t)^

tou

Mapias

ttjs u-TjTpos

ikcxvoI <runr] 6poicru.fcVoi
2

tou n&rpou

dird

rieTpou,

tyjs

X a P^ 5 OUK

'ladWou tou

Kal Trpoatuxo-

0upaf tou iruXwyos,

ttjp

uiraicouoai, 6ydu.aTi 'PoSrj

-irpooYJXOe TraiSuncr)
t?jv

^aar

13. KpouaacTOS Be

peKoi.

1

XII.

•

14. Kal cmyfouo-a

^

ot 6 e

T°

TruXwva,

1'

claSpau.ouaa 8c dTniyyetXcK lordVai t6v fWTpok irpo tou TruXwyos.
1

but with

Map.,
—Blass
omits.

art. t»|«

preceding fc^ABD 33, 61, Tisch., W.H., Weiss,

2 Instead of tov
II., great preponderance of authorities for avrov
maj. of vers., W.H., R.V., etc.

Wendt

fc^ABDLP

61,

bart claims as a medical word, especially as the verb irpcxrSoicav is also so
so too Zahn, Einfrequent in Luke
leitung in das N. T. t p. 436; but see

tempts to get rid of the supernatural in
St. Luke's narrative are unsuccessful.
This is frankly admitted by Wendt, although he also maintains that we cannot

Plummer on Luke xxi. 36.
and noun are also frequent

discern the actual historical conditions
owing to the mingling of legend and
But he does not deny that St.
history.
Peter was liberated, and the same fact
is admitted by Weizsacker, see Wendt

;

Both verb
in classical

use.

Ver. 12. <rv viSwv, cf. xiv. 6 ; so several
times in Apocrypha, so in classical
It may
writers, and also in Josephus.
also include a consideration of the future
(Bengel and Wetstein), but the aorist
refers rather to a single act and not to a

—

permanent state (so Alford). Mapias
as no mention is made of Mark's father,
she may well have been a widow, possessed of some wealth like Barnabas see
below. Mudwov tov Iituc., i. 23 iv. 36
x 5> I 8, 32 xi. 13 and below, xiii. 9.

—

:

;

;

;

«

;

;

in the case of Paul, his Roman name
used most frequently, cf. xv. 39, 2
Tim. iv. 11, Philem. 24, although in
No
xiii. 5, 13 he is spoken of as John.
reason to doubt the identity of this John
Mark with the second Evangelist : the
notice of Papias that Mark was the

As
is

4p{jn]vcvTTJ9

H.

of Peter, Eusebius,

E.,

accordance with
the notice here of the Apostle's intimacy
with the family of Mark, and with his
iii.,

is

39,

quite

in

mention in 1 Pet. v. 13. Blass comments on Mdpicov, "quasi digito monstratur auctor narrationis," and similarly
;
Philology of the Gospels,
In Col. iv. 10 the A.V.
"
calls him
sister's son to Barnabas," 6
" first
avcxj/ios, but avcV/. properly means
cousin " so R.V. the cousin of Barnabas

Proleg., p. 11
pp. 192, 193.

;

(cf.

LXX, Num.

Lightfoot on Col.

xxxvi. 11,
iv. 10 ; see

f James v.

irpoo-€vx<£u.€voi, c

Tob.

on
16

vii. 2),

xv. 39.
;

—

" media

(1899), p. 219; and Zockler, Apostelgeschichte, p. 230, and Wendt (1888), pp.
269, 270, for an account of the different

attempts to explain the Apostle's liberaIn contrast to all such attempts
the minute circumstantiality and the
naturalness of the narrative speak for
themselves, and we can hardly doubt (as
Wendt is inclined to admit in some details)
that John Mark has given us an account
derived partly from St. Peter himself, cf
w. 9, 11, and partly from his own knowledge, cf the peculiarly artless and graphic
touches in w. 13, 14, which could scarcely
have come from any one but an inmate
of the house, as also the mention of the
name of the servant; cf Ramsay, St.
Paul, p. 385; Blass, Acta Apostolorum,
p. 142; Belser, Theol. Quartalschrift,
Heft ii. (1895), p. 257 ; Zahn, Einlettung,
tion.

244.
Ver. 13. t^v 0. toS irvXwvos the door
of the gateway, cf x. 17. ttvXuv as in
Matt. xxvi. 71, of the passage leading
from the inner court to the street, so that
strictly the door in the gateway opening
upon this passage would be meant, cf.
ii.,

:

—

14 (and irpoo-TjXOc, ver. 13).
Kpovcravfos to knock at a door on the
outside, cf. Luke xiii. 25, but elsewhere
in Luke without ttjv Ovpav, Luke xi. 9,
so
10, xii. 36 (Matt. vii. 7, Rev. iii. 20)
too in classical Greek, Xen., Symp., i., 11,
see Rutherford, New Phrynichus, p. 266
in LXX, Judg. xix. 22, Cant. v. 2, Judith
elorS., ver.

:

;

nocte," Bengel; they betook them to
" to that alliance which is indeed
prayer,
On T)<rav
invincible," Chrys., Horn., 26.
with participle as characteristic of St.
As in the former
Luke, see i. 10.

John

xviii.

miraculous

312

Kennedy, Sources of N. T. Greek,

deliverance,

v.

16,

all

at-

;

xiv. 14.

;

—

TraiSicrKTj, i.e., the portress, cf.
17, see Rutherford, «. s., p.
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ia— 17.

15. 01 8c Trpos auTr)f eliroK, Mourn,,
8*

01

1

3

8e auTOis

i£f\yay€v

8c Suaxupt^cTo outus ?X €tK *
16. 6 8e n^rpos 2 eirefxeve

'O ayyeXos outou icrnv.

IXeyoK,

KpouW*

tj

oVoi^arres 8e clSoy auroV, Kal e^crrnaav.
4

\eipl aiyai',

Tfj
i*.
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ctire 8e,

t»js <fru\aictjs.

17. icaTaaeicras

8tT|yf|araTO aoTois irais

6 Kupios auTor

'AirayyciXaTe 'laicwjSu koi tois

D

1

Before e ayy.
(Pesh.) prefix tvxov, so Blass, Hilg. (as if only a possible
solution, see Weiss, p, 72).
(tuxov only occurs in N.T. in 1 Cor. xvi. 6, but in
classical Greek adv.)
a

D
D

omits n. with Par., but all edit, retain except Blass in
and Hilg.
reads e|avoi|avTcs Be kcu iSovtcs avTov c£c<rr., a graphic touch perhaps
orig.,
but if so, hardly corrected for brevity.
8

4

Kai

D

criyijo-wo-tv,

orig., p.

;

—

vrraicoWcu, R.V., "to answer,"
40.
above, Xen., Symp., i.,
(so in Plato,
Phado, 59 e, etc.). 'P<58tj a rose, cf.
Dorcas and other names of the same
The name occurs in myths and
class.
plays, see Blass's note.
i tn
Ver. 14. tyjs x°P*s
article, the
joy which she felt at the voice of Peter,
Luke
the
same
xxiv.
for
41
emphatic
cf.
etcrS.
see above on ver. 10,
expression.
in
here
Mace.
26.
2
v.
N.T., cf.
only
Ver. 15. MaCvfl used as in a colloquial
expression, not meaning literal insanity,
see Page's note on xxvi. 24, so in 2 Kings
ix. 11, lirtXTjiTTos seems to be used.
only here and in Luke
8iurxvpi£eTo
In Luke, A.V.
xxii. 59 (cf. xv. 2 0).
" as it
"
renders
confidently affirmed
should be here, and as it is in R.V. found
in classical Greek, and so also in Jos., Ant.,
ii., 6, 4, but not in
cf also its use in
Acta Petri et Pauli Apocryph., 34, 39
p.

and

D, Syr. H. mg., Par. eio"qX6«v
(Vulg., Gig., Par.) iva
—Formaycnyav
be explanatory by reviser Belser defends as
65.

n

—

cf.

:

:

—

w

:

:

—

:

;

LXX

(Lumby).

;

Both loxupi£cor6ai and

its

are used in medical language, and both in the same way as in
this passage.
If we compare the parallel
passages, Matt. xxvi. 73, Mark xiv. 70,

compound here

Luke xxii. 59, in Matthew we have elirov,
in Mark fXcyov, but in Luke the strong
word in the passage before us Hobart,
p. 77, and see also a similar change in
*0 ayyeXos
parallel passages on p. 76.
avTOTj 4<jtiv, cf. Matt, xviii. 10, Heb. i.
14. According to Jewish ideas they would
believe that Peter's guardian angel had
assumed his form and voice, and stood
;

—

before the door, see Edersheim, Jesus
the Messiah, ii., 748-755, especially 752
"
"Apocrypha (" Speaker's Commentary")
"
Weber, J'iiAngelology," i., 171 ff
dische
Theol., pp.
170, 171 (1897)
"
Angels," B.D., i\ Blass, Nosgen, J.
;

.

;

;

We

Lightfoot, in loco.
may contrast
the reserve of the canonical books of the
Jews with" the details of their later
Engel," Hamburger, Realtheology,
Encyclopaedic des judentums, i., 2 and 3.
Ver. 16. Iirefievc, cf. John viii. 7, with
a participle as here only found elsewhere
in N.T. in Luke and Paul
see on
x. 48.
dvoii-., another natural touch ;
those assembled went to the door
themselves.
Ver. 17. KciTacret<ra« . . . <riyav only
;

—

;

:

Acts xiii. 16, xix. 33, xxi. 40, prop.
to shake down (as fruit from trees), thus
to shake up and down (the hand), to
beckon with the hand for silence, used
with accusative, and later with dat.
in

m

so
classical Greek
Ovid, Met., i., 206
692, and instances in Wet-

instrument.

x €t P^

and Josephus,

:

cf.

;

JEneid, xii.,
stein ; not in LXX as parallel to this
on the phrase, and also on o-tyov,
as characteristic of Luke, see further
;

Friedrich,
27,

pp.

only in

Heb.

xi.

26,

79.

—

Si-qyija-aTo,

Luke and Mark

—

ix.

(except
"

tell,"
'Airayy€iXaT€
32).
R.V., characteristic of Luke, eleven
times in his Gospel, thirteen or fourteen in Acts. MaKw^w: "the Lord's
brother," Gal. i. 19, ii. 9, 1 Cor. xv. 7
:

—

(from
that

Mark vi. 3
was the

he

it

has been inferred
of

eldest

those

so

This James may have become
more prominent still since the murder
of James the son of Zebedee. On his
position in the Church at Jerusalem see
below on xv. 13, and also on xi. 30. For
arguments in favour of the identification
of this James with James the son of
8
Alphsus, see B.D., i p. 1512 Felten,
and, on the
Apostelgeschichte, p. 239
other hand, Mayor, Introd. to Epistle of
called).

,

;

;

nPAEETS ATTOSTOAON

2*]%
aSeX<poi<j

TauTa.

Tej'op.^i'if)s

8c T^p-epas,

apa 6

Kal

l%e\Qu)v

tjk

fl^Tpos eycVero.

xn.

cis

€irop€o0Tj

Tapaxos ouk 6Xiyos

*

8.

19. 'Hpworjs Be emJirjTTJaras auToy Kal ut|

2
eupwr, &va.Kpivas tous 4>uXaicas, tKt'Xeuaev airax6f)Kai

airo ttjs 'louSaiag els

1

t6ttov.

trepov

eV tois aTpaTiwTais, Ti

Kal KareXGwK

*

t^k KcuadpeiaK oicTpijkK.

1
ovk oXiyos om. D, Gig., Par., so Blass in p, and Hilg., may be " Western
At end of verse p adds
xx. 23.
non-interpolation," and for ordinary reading cf.
"
Par. 2 " aut quomodo exisset ; cf. Blass, p. ix., for defence, so
tj irws c£t|X0€v, cf.

Belser, p. 65.
2

D

airax6«>

1

reads airoKTav6T)vai, so Hilg., but Blass rejects

—certainly looks

like

a gloss.

Zahn, Einleitung in das
;
72 Lightfoot, Galatians, pp. 252
ff. and 364
Hort, Ecclesia, pp. 76, 77. In
this mention of James, Feine points out
that a knowledge as to who he was is

St.

N.

James

T.,

i.,

;

;

evidently presupposed, and that

therefore
indication that the
" is the source of
tradition
Jerusalem
els JVepov
St. Luke's information here.
Terror: all conjectures as to the place,
whether it was Antioch, Rome, Caesarea,
are rendered more arbitrary by the fact
that it is not even said that the place was

we have

another

14

—

him

(Grimm, sub

?

Moulton,

liii.

8)

;

v.

it

apa

(i.),

and Winer-

thus marks the per-

of the soldier as to what had

plexity

—

become of

Peter.
Blass, quid
4yeV.
Petro (ablat.) factum sit.
for
Ver. 19. p.T)
ov, as often with a
Simcox, Language of the
participle.
N. T., p. 188. dvaicpivas, Acts iv. 9, xxiv.
8, xxviii. 18, Luke xxiii. 14, of a judicial
:

—

investigation, cf. also 1 Cor. ix. 3 for this
judicial use by St. Paul, see Grimm sub
v.^-dirax0Tjrai, "to be put to death,"
R.V., only here in this sense in N.T.

outside Jerusalem (however probable this
may have been) egcXduv need not mean
that he went out of the city, but out of
the house in which he had taken refuge,
For all that can be said in
cf. ver. 9.
support of the view that he went to
Rome, see Felten, u. s., pp. 240-244,
Knabenbauer, p. 214. Harnack, Chronol.,
i.,
243, apparently is prepared to
p.
regard the visit to Rome in the reign of
Claudius, a.d. 42, as not impossible,
although unprovable. But see the whole
question treated from the opposite side
by Zockler, Apostelgeschichte, pp. 233,
234 (second edition). The notice is so
indefinite that we cannot build anything

absolutely; so Latin duci in Pliny, ad
Traj., 96 (Page) ; Nestle, Philologia

upon it, and we can scarcely go beyond
Wendt's view that if Peter left Jerusalem
at all, he may have undertaken some

certain

;

missionary journey, cf. 1 Cor. ix. 5.
Ver. 18. Tapaxos (generally Tapax^)
only in Acts xix. 23, although several
times in LXX. ovk oXCyos only found
in Acts, where it occurs eight times
:

—

:

cf. xix. 11, xx. 12, xxvii. 14,
for similar expressions Luke xv. 13

(litotes),

and

(Acts i. 5), vii. 6: see Klostermann,
Vindicia Lucana, p. 52, and Page, in
loco.

The guards would answer

for

the escape of the prisoner by suffering
a like penalty, cf. Cod. Just., ix., 4, 4.
—ri apa (cf. Luke i. 66), Peter has
disappeared, what, then, has become of

Sacra (1896),
xl. 3, xlii. 16,

p. 53, cf.

LXX,

Gen. xxxix.

22,

use of the same verb

— KaTcXOwv:
prison.

of carrying off to

Herod was wont to make his residence
most part at Jerusalem, Jos., Ant.,

for the

xix., 7, 3,

went down
Josephus,

and we are not told why he
to Caesarea on this occasion.

xix., 8, 2, tells

us that the

festi-

which the king met his death
was appointed in honour of the emperor's
safety, and the conjecture has been made

val during

that the thanksgiving was for the return
of Claudius from Britain (see Farrar, St.

must remain unhe may have gone down to
Caesarea "propter Tyros," Blass, see

Paul,

i.,

315), but this

;

also B.D.,

1', p.

135.

Ver. 20.

" 8vfio|xax«v:
desperately Polyb., ix., 40, 4

and

lit.,
;

"to

fight

xxvii., 8, 4,

might be used not only of open
warfare, but of any violent quarrel here
almost = 6py l£eo-0aw There could be no
question of actual warfare, as Phoenicia
was part of the province of Syria, and
it

;

Herod had no power

to

wage war

against

Probably the cause of this 6vp.op.axia
The word
lay in commercial interests.
is not found in LXX, or elsewhere in
it.

N.T.

— op.06vp.aS0v,

i.

14.

— irckravTes,
—

cf.

Matt, xxviii. 14, possibly with bribes, as
Blass and Wendt suggest. rhr «Virl tow
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c

20.*Hy 8e 6 Hpw8r]9 0ujj.ofxaxw»' Tuptois Kal IiSomois 1 • ojAoOujAaSoy
5c TrapTjaai' irpds auToV, Kal ireiaaires BXdoroi' Toy enrl tou koitwos
tou PaaiXcws, iJTourro
&irb -rqs |3ao-iXiKfjs.

ca0TJTa Pao'iXiKt]*',

22. 6 8e

auTouV

eipf\vt)v,

81a to Tp€<j>ea0ai aur&v

tx\v

ywpw

21. TaKTfj 8e i^u-epa 6 'HpwSirjs €y8uaau.6KOS
Kal KaOiaas cirl tou |5i]jxaTOS, cStjjxirjYopet irpos

8fju.os eire<f>cl)f€i,

Geou

<j>uct)

Kal ouk dcdpco7rou.

23. irapaxprju-a 8e iir6.ra^€V aurbv ayyeXos Kupiou, d^9' «&y ouk eS&JKe

§6%av tw 0€w

ttjv
1

0(108.,

Tcpaiv

2

•

Kai yevopevos aKuXTjKojSpuTos, i%4tyu%€v.

D, Syr. H. mg. (Par. Vulg.), so Blass and Hilg. read 01 Ze ouo0.
iroXewv

Tfciv

made common

e| ap.<f>o-

may be a gloss on op.08. meaning that the two cities
ras xw P a $ f° r rr y X w P av m same verse (Western). D, Par. 5

irapirjo-av.,

cause,

cf.

)

(Wern.) add at end of ver. 21 Ko/raXXa/ycvTos 8e avrov rots T. Kai tois 1. D omits
xai tois 2E. Syr. H. mg. has KaTqXXayii 8e ovtois. But this appears to introduce
a fresh connection into the narrative, and to divert attention from the main point,
So Weiss, p. 73, thinks 4>«vai (p), for $<avi\, ver. 22, is introduced
viz., the speech.
to indicatet he contents of the speech.
* D reads
KaTaf3as airo tov pT]p.a,Tos after 0c<p Kai. After ancwX. D adds en £g>v
Kai ovtws, so Blass and Hilg. Blass in (3 reads rytv. for *yevop,. ; insertions avoid
possible misunderstandings, see comment.

"chamberlain," perhaps best.
koitwv will imply that he was over the
Exod. viii. 3, cf.
king's bed-chamber.
2 Sam. iv. 7, 2 Kings, vi. 12, 1 Es<L iii.
koitcSv, in Dio
3 = Latin cubicularius
Cassius, lxi., 5, is used of the king's
treasury, but the ordinary usage is as
In Attic Greek Swjxotiov, not
above.
koitwv. Tpe<|>ecr0ai, i.e., with corn (cf.
1 Kings v. g, Ezra iii. 7, Ezek. xxvii. 17 ;
koitwvos,

.

—

Ant., xiv., 10, 6), and see Blass,
note in loco.
Ver. 21. tokt-q: only here in N.T. ;
2 (cf. xviii., 6, 7),
cf. Jos., Ant., xix. t 8,
It is
SevTcpa 8i t«v dewpi&v -npe'pa.
quite true that Josephus says nothing
directly of the Tyrians and Sidonians,
but the audience was evidently granted
to them on the second day of the public
spectacle ; cf. for the expression, Polyb.,
The description of Josephus
iii., 34, 9.
evidently implies some special occasion,
and not the return of the ordinary Quinquennalia see on ver. 19 and also below.
Josephus does not menion Blastus, or
those of Tyre and Sidon, but this is no
reason against the narrative, as Krenkel
maintains.
Belser, much more reasonJos.,

;

ably, contends that Luke's narrative supplements and completes the statement
of Josephus. Iv8. Io-Stjto, Pao-iXiiajv, cf.

—

Jos., Ant., xix., 8, 2, o-toXt|V evSvo-dpevos
££ apyupiov ir€iroiT)p.£vT|v iraaav. ; on io~0.
see i. 10.
Pharos : Josephus speaks of

—

the event happening in the theatre, and
the Pfjp.a here = rather " the throne,"
R.V. (margin, "judgment-seat"), the

royal seat in the theatre from which the
king saw the games and made his
harangues to the people (so of an orator's
pulpit, Neh. viii. 4, 2 Mace. xiii. 26), see

—

Blass and Grimm-Thayer, sub v. I8tj:
only here in N.T. In 4 Mace.
v. 15 = contionari, frequent in classical
Greek. irpos atnrovs, i.e., to the Tyrian
and Sidonian representatives, but the
word 48tj|ji. might well be used of what
was in any case an address, ad populum,
|xir]-yopeL

—

cf. ver. 22.

Ver. 22.

8f}jxos : only in Acts, xvii. 5,
but in the same signification in
classical Greek.
later Greek
lirc<f>u>vei
in this sense (cf. the flatterers in the
description of Josephus, u. s., dve|3o&)v,

xix. 30, 33,

that

Herod was

—

6«os,

:

and so

in the

words

In N.T. only in Luke, cf.
Luke xxiii. 21, Acts xxi. 34, xxii. 24 cf.
2 Mace. i. 23, 3 Mace. vii. 13, 1 Esd.
The imperfect quite corresponds
ix. 47.
to the description of Josephus
aXXos
«XXo0€v ^wvtjs avef}. 8. 4>o)vi]
for instances of similar flattery see Wetstein,
€vp,€VT|s «ttjs).

;

:

;

and

cf. Josephus, u. s.
Ver. 23. irapaxpTJp-a, see above,

— !iraTa|£v, cf Exod.
17, 2 Kings xix. 35,

Isa. xxxvii. 36, 1

On

Mace.

p. 106.

xi. 23, 2 Sam. xxiv.
1 Chron. xxi. 15,
vii.

41.

See

p. 188.

the confusion in the reading of Eusebius, H.E., ii., 10, where for the owl whom
Josephus describes as appearing to Herod
as oyycXos Kaicwv we have the reading
"the angel" of the Acts, the unseen
minister of the divine will, see B.D. i 2,
p. 1345, and Eusebius, Schaff and Wace'»
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24. *0 8c Xoyos toO 0eoG tju^ayc Kal iir\t]06v€ro.
25. Bap^d|3as
1
8c Kal laGXos uir^aTpeiJ/ai/ e£ 'kpouaaX^p,, irXTjpwaai'TcsTTji'SiaKoi'icu',
aup.irapaXaP6rres ical 'ludVcriy rbv iirLK\r\B4vTa MdpKOk.
1
After IcuAos Syr. H. nig., Par. add 6 ciriicaXovucvo? riavXos.
Par. also reads
riavXos in xiii. i, 2. This seems a mere anticipation of xiii. 9. Blass in 8 follows
as
and
So
Par. (p. ix.),
Belser, pp. 65, 66, warmly defends,
regards llavXos
original.
as showing that there is no need to see in xiii. 9 a sudden introd. of the name Paul,
but that Luke, at least in the first draft of his work, had already spoken of him here
as bearing a double name, like John Mark. virco-Tpc^av cf I. A 13, 27, Syr. P. and
H., Sah., Boh., Arm., Aeth., Chrys., so Tisch., Weiss, W.H. marg., R.V.; but
61, Syr. H. mg., Aethro.
W.H., Wendt, R.V. marg. read cis I., and DE
Tisch. maintains that
15, 180, Vulg., Chrys. read airo, so Blass in 0, and so Hilg.
scribe began to write airo but turned it into ct«. The latter prep, would not be understood if taken with vire<npey\rav, as it would have no meaning, and so e| and airo
substituted.
E, Syr. Pesh., Sah., and so Par. and Blass in B, added eis Avnoxciav
But the reading C19 I. can be
(but see Weiss, Introd. to Apostelgeschichte, p. 37).
fairly explained if the words are connected with irXrjp. tijv State., so Wendt and
W.H. {App., p. 94), and Zockler, Apostelgeschichte, p. 232. Ramsay, St. Paul, p. 64,
holds that ets was a deliberate alteration of an editor who thus brought the text
into conformity with xxii. 17 because the two passages referred to the same visit.

^BHLP

;

see also Bengel's impressive note on this verse on the difference between human history and divine.
edition, in loco;

— av8

J

uv

=

olvti totjtcov

on,

cf.

Luke

i.

only once
Luke's writings in N.T.,
see Simcox, Language of
2 Thess. ii. 10
N. T., p. 137 ; Plummer on Luke i. 20
20, xix. 44,
outside St.

see also

xii.

3

;

;

and

xii.

3

;

quite classical

—

and

several

times in LXX. cSwkc ttjv 8.: debitum
honorem, cf Isa. xlviii. n, Rev. xix. 7 ;
article elsewhere omitted (cf. Luke xvii.
How different
18) ; a Hebrew phrase.
the behaviour of St. Peter and of St.
Paul, x. 26, xiv. 14. Josephus expressly
says that the king did not rebuke the flatKal ycvcJa.
terers or reject their flattery.
see below.
St. Luke does not
0-k.
say that Herod died on the spot, but
simply marks the commencement of
the disease, irapaxp^p-a ; Josephus describes the death as occurring after

—

:

Wendt (1899 edition) admits
that the kind of death described may
well have been gradual, although in
1888 edition he held that the Qityv&v
meant that he expired immediately ; see
also Zockler and Hackett, as against
Weiss. e£e\|/., see on v. 5, 10. o~k<i>X. :
only here in N.T.; no contradiction with

five days.

—

Josephus, but a more precise description
of the fatal disease, cf. 2 Mace. ix. 5, 9,
with which detailed and strange account
the simple statement of the fact here
stands in marked contrast. The word cannot be taken metaphorically, cf. Herod.,
and Jos., Ant., xvii., 6, 5, of the
iv., 205
death of Herod the Great. Such a death
was regarded as a punishment for pride so
in 2 Mace, and Herod., Farrar, St. Paul.
:

;

The term itself was one which
i.,.318.
we might expect from a medical man, and
St. Luke may easily have learnt the exact
nature of the disease during his two years
residence in Caesarea (Belser).
See Hobart, pp. 42,

43,

Knabenbauer

The word was used

in

loco.

of

a disease of
plants, but Luke, no less than his con-

temporary Dioscorides, may well have
been acquainted with botanical terms
To think with Baur and
(Vogel).

Holtzmann of the gnawing worm of
damned is quite opposed to the
context.
If we place the two
narratives, the account given by Josephus
and that given by St Luke side by side,

the

whole

impossible not to see their general
agreement, and none has admitted this
more unreservedly than Schurer.
On
reasons for the silence of Josephus as
to the death as a punishment of the
king's impiety in contrast with the clear
statement of St. Luke ; and also on the
it is

whole narrative as against the

strictures

of Spitta, see Belser, Theologische Quarfor a
talschrift, p. 252 ff., 2e Heft, 1895
full examination
cf. also Nosgen to the
;

;

same

effect,

Apostelgeschichte,

p.

242,

Belser should
ii., 417.
consulted as against Krenkel,
It
Josephus und Lucas, p. 203 ff.
should be noted that Krenkel does not
affirm that Luke derived his material
from Josephus in xii. 1-23, but only that
he was influenced by the Jewish historian, and that with regard to the hapax-

Zahn, Einleitung,
also be

legomenon,

o-KcoX-qicoBpctn-os,

he can only

affirm that Josephus affords us an analogous expression, B. J., vii., 8, 7.
Ver. 24. Sk, marking the contrast, not

I

Kill.
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ouaav £KK\i]criav

Zupeuv 6 KaXoup.evos
Niyep, Kal Aoukios 6 Kuprjvaios, Maya'fp tc 'Hpwoou tou TeTpdpxou

Trpo<pf]Tcu ical

1

rives

om.

BapydJ3as

ica!

NABD 61, Vulg., Syr. Pesh., Sah., Boh., Aeth., so Tisch., W.H., R.V*

Weiss, Wendt.

—

For o t« D, Vulg. read ev 01s, and before Kvp. D omits o Blass, " recte," but
may have been some other Lucius from whom this one was distinguished.
ZavXos, Par. reads flavXos, so in ver. 2, and Blass in £ see on xii. 25.
2

there

;

only between the death of the persecutor
nd the growth of the Word, but also
bietween the persecution and the vitality
of the Church. i]v|ave Kal 6ttXt]0. imthe continuous growth
perfects, marking

—

in spite

of

Matt. xiii.
Ver. 25.

obstacles cf.
32, 2 Cor. ix. 10.
all

;

vir€crTp€\|rav i%

Luke
'I.,

viii.

11,

see critical

and Ramsay, St. Paul, pp. 63, 64,
and note on xxii. 17, below. TrXrjp. ttjv
notes,

—

if the visit extended over as long a
;
period as Ramsay believes, viz., from the
time when the failure of harvest in 46
turned scarcity into famine until the beginning of 47 (u. s., pp. 51, 63), no doubt
the delegates could not have simply delivered a sum of money to the elders, but
would have administered the relief (not
money), and carried a personal message of
cheer to the distressed (Ramsay, p. 49 ff.,
"
their minu. s.), and so have "fulfilled
But the word Sicucovia does not of
istry.
necessity involve this personal and continuous ministration, e.g., cf. Rom. xv.
31, where St. Paul uses the word of the
money collection brought by him to
Jerusalem for the poor, a passage in
which the Western gloss is Swpcxfopia,
2 Cor. viii. 4, ix. 1, 12,
cf. Rom. xv. 25,
Grimm writes that the word is used
13.
of those who succour need by either colsee
lecting or bestowing benefactions

Siaic.

;

further, Expositor,

(Ramsay),

April,

March and
1896

Hort, Ecclesia, p. 206,
—
ZavXos, see

July, 1896
(Sanday), also

and above on xi. 29.
for Western

notes
addition. — <rvuirapaXa|36vT£s,
critical

37»
in

cf.

xv.

of bringing as a companion
N.T., only once elsewhere in same
38,

This
sense, Gal. ii. i. (cf. 3 Mace. i. 1).
incidental notice of John Mark may well
emphasise the fact that he was taken
with Paul and Barnabas as a supernumerary, and to mark his secondary charIn view
acter as compared with them.
of subsequent events,
tant to

him

in

it

would be impor-

make this clear by introducing
a way which showed that he was

not essential to the expedition, Ramsay,
St. Paul, pp. 71, 170, 177 ; cf xv. 37, 40.
Chapters XIII.-XIV. First Missionary

Paul.—On the unity of xiii.
Journey
and xiv. with the rest of the book see additional note at end of chap. xiv.
Ver. 1.
Kara ttjv ovcrav !kk. the word ovcrav
of St.

—

:

be used here, as the participle of
often used in Acts to introduce
some technical phrase, or some term
marked out as having a technical force,
cf. v. 17, xiv. 13, xxviii. 17, so that a new
stage in the history of the Christians at
Antioch is marked no longer a mere
" the Church that
was
congregation, but
"
there
(Ramsay, Church in the R. E.,
in
So
also
loco; ovcrav
Weiss,
p. 52).
stands in contrast to xi. 21-26 there was
no longer a mere company of believers

may well
c!p.(

is

—

:

—

at Antioch, but a Church.
ev 'A.
Blass
maintains that the order of words as
compared with the mention of the Church
in

Jerusalem,

fact that

xi.

Antioch

is

:

emphasises the
the starting-point of

22,

the succeeding missionary enterprise, and
named first, and so distinctively set
before men's eyes. irpo^ip-ai Kal SiSdcrkoXoi, see above on xi. 27. From 1 Cor.
xii. 28 it would seem that in Corinth at
all events not all teachers were
prophets,
although in a sense all prophets were
in
so
far
as
edified
the
teachers,
they
Church. The two gifts might be united
in the same person as in Paul himself,
Gal. ii. 2, 2 Cor. xii. 1 (Zdckler). In
Ephes. iv. 11, as in 1 Cor. xii. 28, Apostles
stand first in the Church, Prophets next,
and after them Teachers. But whilst it
is quite possible to regard the account of
the gift of irpo<j>T]T€ta in 1 Cor. xii. -xiv.
"
as expressing " inspiration
rather than
" official
character," this does not detract
from the pre-eminent honour and importance assigned to the prophets and
teachers at Antioch.
Their position is
such and their powers are such in the
description before us that they might
fairly be described as "presbyters," whose
official position was enhanced by the
of a special gift, "the propossession
"
of the New Testament, " presphecy
who like those in 1 Tim. v. 17
byters
might also be described as KoiriwvTcs Iv
8i8ao-KaX£a, Moberly, Ministerial Priestis

—

'
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aunrpo^>os, k<u lauXos-

to
ktjotcuoVt&m', elire

2.

See further

the relation of the prophets and
"
teachers in the Didache
Church,"
Hastings' B.D., i. 436, Bigg, Doctrine of
the Twelve Apostles, p. 27 ; and on the
relation of prophecy and teaching in
the N.T., McGiffert, Apostolic Age, p. 528,
Zockler, in loco. tc . . . Kal a difficulty
arises as to the force of these particles.
It is urged that two groups are thus
represented, the first three names forming
one group (prophets), and the last two
another group (teachers), so Ramsay

on

—

:

Weiss, Holtzmann, Zockler, Harnack, Knabenbauer, and amongst older
commentators Meyer and Alford ; but on
the other hand Wendt, so Nosgen, Felten,
Hilgenfeld think that there is no such
separation intended, as Paul himself later
claims the prophetic gift (1 Cor. xiv. 6),
to which Zockler would reply that at
this time Paul might well be described as
a teacher, his prophetic gift being more
Amongst
developed at a later date.
recent English writers both Hort and
term
Gore regard the
"prophets and
"
as applying to all the five (so
teachers
Page). Ivucwv: nothing is known of
him.
Spitta would identify him with
Simon of Cyrene, Matt, xxvii. 32, but
the epithet Niger may have been given to
distinguish him from others of the same
name, and possibly from the Simon to
whom Spitta refers. Aovkios 6" K. :
the
Zockler describes as " quite absurd
attempt to identify him with Luke of the
The names are quite different,
Acts.
and the identification has been supported
on the ground that Cyrene was a famous
school of medicine. This Lucius may
have been one of the men of Cyrene,
xi. 20, who first preached the Gospel at
Antioch. Others have proposed to identify him with the Lucius of Rom. xvi. 21.
Mavaijv: of the three names, as distinct
from Barnabas and Paul, Blass says ig(p. 65),

—

—

—

and we cannot say more
For although Mark is described as <rvvTpo<J>os of Herod the Te-

noti reliqui,

than

this.

trarch (Antipas), the description

very indefinite.
" foster
R.V.
Vulgate.

name and
cf.

also

name

is

still

A.V. "brought up with,"
-

brother,"

collactaneus,

For an ingenious study on the
the

man

Wetstein

occurs in

1

see Plumptre, in loco,
and Zockler. The
Mace. i. 6, but the

reading must apparently give place

a&iw tw

XeiTOupyourrwK 8c

nueup.a to

Aytoi',

Bapvafiav Kal t6k lauXoe ets to
Aoorf, pp. 159, 160, 166, 208.

XIII.

to

A<j>opioaTe

hr\

Kupiw Kal
t6V tc

p.oi

o 7rpoaK^KXi)p.ai

epyo*'

<rvWKTpo<f>oi.
ix. 29, and

in 2 Mace.
N.T. in the
Deissmann, from the

It is also

once

cujtous.

in

found

the

present passage.
evidence of the inscriptions, regards it as
a court title, and quotes amongst other
places an inscription in Delos of the first
half of the second century B.C., where
Heliodorus is described as <nJvTpo4>os

tov

XcXcvkov

pao-iX&ts

tXoTra.Topos.

So Manaen

also might be described as
a confidential friend of Herod Antipas,

—

Bibelstudien, pp. 173, 178-181.
lavXos,
placed last probably because the others
were older members of the Church. The
position certainly does not mark the list
as unhistorical ; if the account came from
the Apostle himself, the lowest place was
eminently characteristic of him.
Ver. 2. XeiTovp-yo-uvTcav : " as they
ministered to the Lord," A. and R. V.,
tninistrantibus

would be

Domino,

difficult to find

It
Vulgate.
a more appro-

On the one hand the
is habitually used in the
of
the service of the priests and Levites
Heb.
viii.
it
a
x.
has
2,
(cf.
11), although

priate rendering.

LXX

word

wider meaning

as, e.g.,

when used

to

describe the service of Samuel to God,
1 Sam. ii. 18, iii. 1, or of service to man, 1
Kings i. 4, 15, 2 Chron. xvii. 19, Ecclus.
x. 25.
So too in the N.T. it is used in
the widest sense of those who aid others
in their poverty, Rom. xv. 27 (cf. 2 Cor.
ix. 12),

Phil.

ii.

25, 27,

and

also XciTovpyia

ii.
17, of the
of the Christian Society. But
here the context, see on ver. 3 (cf. xiv.

ttjs

7tictt€&)s

whole

vpv,

Phil.

life

23), seems to point to some special public
religious service (Hort, Ecclesia, p. 63,
but see also Ramsay's rendering of the
words, and Zockler, in loco). In this

early period Xcirovpyta could of course
not be applied to the Eucharist alone,
and the Romanist commentator Felten
only goes so far as to say that a reference to it cannot be excluded in the
passage before us, and in this we may

At all events it seems
somewhat arbitrary to explain Didache,
xv. 1, where we have a parallel phrase, of
agree with him.

the service of public worship, whilst in
the passage before us the words are explained of serving Christ whether by
prayer or by instructing others concernso Grimming the way of salvation
Thayer. In each passage the verb should
certainly be taken as referring to th#
;
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1
auTois, direXuo-av.
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hnOivres t&s x € *P a S

ical

4. Outoi pey ouc eKir£fx<f>0€»T€S uiro tou IlceujuiaTOS

D

1
oireXvo-ov
omits, Blass retains, so Hilg. ; its omission ruins the construction.
Tisch., W.H., Blass, Weiss, Hilg. ; cf.
(tov B. Kat) tov I., om. tov
" Forms of Classif. in
Acts," Expositor, July, 1895.
Ramsay,

^»ABCDE,

ministry of public worship. In the N.T.
the whole group of words, XctTovpyco»,
Xeirovpyia, Xcirovpyos, XciTovpyncos, is
found only in St. Luke, St. Paul, and
Hebrews. See further on the classical

and

usage Westcott, Hebrews,
on viii. 2. Deissmann,
Bibelstudien, p. 137, from pre-Christian
Biblical

additional note

papyri points out that Xei-rovpvia and
were used by the Egyptians
of the sacred service of the priests, and
sometimes of a wider religious service.
not the whole Ecclesia, but the
axiTciv
and teachers : "

XeiTovp-ye'w

—

:

prophetarum

prophets

doctorumque qui quasi arctius sunt con-

—

cilium,'" Blass.
xiv. 23, xxvii. 9,

v*jcTT6vdvT<i>v, cf. x. 30,

and in O.T. 1 Sam. vii.
on the union of fasting

Dan. ix. 3,
and prayer. In Didache,
5, 6,

viii.,

1,

while

the fasts of the "hypocrites" are condemned, fasting is enjoined on the fourth
day of the week, and on Friday, i.e., the
day of the Betrayal and the Crucifixion.
But Didache, vii., 4, lays it down that
before baptism the baptiser and the

should

candidate

fast.

The conduct

therefore of the prophets and teachers
at Antioch before the solemn mission of
Barnabas and Saul to their work is

what might have been expected,
Edersheim, Temple and its Services,
elire to n.: we may reasonably
p. 66.
it may have
infer by one of the prophets
been at a solemn meeting of the whole
Ecclesia held expressly with reference to
exactly

—

cf.

;

a project for carrying the Gospel to
the heathen (Hort, Felten, HackettL
Felten sees in 817 an indication of an
answer to a special prayer. But it does
not follow that the "liturgical" functions
should be assigned to the whole Ecclesia.
'Ai{>opi0-aTC, cf. the same word used by
St. Paul of himself, Rom. i. 1, Gal. L 15,

—

Lev. xx. 26, Numb. viii. 11. pou
Such words and acts indicate the per.
sonality of the Holy Ghost, cf. Stj emphatic, signifying the urgency of the
command (cf. use of the word in classical
Greek). A. and R.V. omit altogether in

LXX,

In

translation.
it

"

now,"

Luke

ii.

in Matt. xiii. 23,

"

15 both render
R.V. "verily,"

Act xv. 36, now," 1 Cor. vi. 20, A. and
R.V. " therefore," to emphasise a demand
as here.

With

this

force the

word

is

thus peculiar to Luke and Paul (in
other passages, reading contested). The
translation of the word may have been
omitted here, since the rendering " now "
would have been taken in a temporal
sense which Si] need not suggest. o for

—

els

$,

cf.

21,

i.

Luke

i.

25,

xii.

46.

Grimm-Thayer, Winer-Moulton, 1., 7 b,
so in Greek writers generally. irpoo-icc'-

—

ii.

kXtip-cu,

cf.

Thayer,

sub

v.

39,
b.

xvi.

10.

Grimm-

Winer-Moulton,

xxxix. 3.

Ver.

3.

new and

totc probably indicating a

special act of fasting and prayer.
But is the subject of the sentence the
whole Ecclesia, or only the prophets
and teachers mentioned before ? Ramsay maintains that it cannot be the officials just mentioned, because they cannot
be said to lay hands on two of themselves,
so that he considers some awkward
change of subject takes place, and that

the simplest interpretation is that the
Church as a whole held a meeting for
solemn purpose (cf. itovtcs in D).
But if the whole Church was present, it
does not follow that they took part in
every detail of the service, just as they
may have been present in the public service of worship in ver. 2 (see above) without XciTovpY. rip K. equally with the
prophets and teachers (cf. Felten and
There is therefore no
also Wendt).
reason to assume that the laying on of
hands was performed by the whole
Church, or that St. Luke could have
been ignorant that this function was one
which belonged specifically to the officers
of the Church. The change of subject is
not more awkward than in vi. 6. Dr.
Hort is evidently conscious of the diffiNo
culty, see especially Ecclesia, p. 64.
doubt, on the return of the two missionaries, they report their doings to the
this

xiv. 27, but this is no
proof that the laying on of hands for their
consecration to their mission was the
act of the whole Church. That prophets
and teachers should thus perform what
is represented in Acts as an Apostolic
function need not surprise us, see Gore,
A further quesu. s., pp. 241, 260, 261.
tion arises as to whether this passage
conflicts with the fact that St. Paul

whole Church,
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tou 'Ayiou, 1 KaTtjXOoi' €ts
tt)v KuirpoK.

ttjk

XIII.

ZeXcuVeiaK, exelOeV Te dir^irXeuaav cis

'
5 # Ka ^ Y e,/ °fi€, ot

2-aXafUKi, Ka.TrjyyeXXoi' to^ Xovok

^y

1
viro tov n. t Par. has egressi e Sanctis = 01 pcv owv cIcXOovtcs •iro twv
cKircft<t>.
•yiwv, Blass in p, and for airir)Xdov D has Ko/rafSavTes (so Blass and Hilg.).

was already an Apostle, and that his
Apostleship was based not upon his
appointment by man, or upon human
teaching, but upon a revelation from God,
and upon the fact that he had seen the

ceremony of Ordination when it was not
the channel of the grace was its recogni-

It is certainly remarkable that
Lord.
both Barnabas and Saul are called
Apostles by St. Luke in connection with

pp. 107, 108.

missionary journey, and that
under no other circumstance does he
apply the term to either, xiv. 4, 14, and
it is possible that the title may have been

on

given here in a limited sense with reference to their special mission • see Hort,
But at the
Ecclesia, pp. 28, 64, 65.
same time we must remember that in
the N.T. the term airocrroXos is never
applied to any one who may not very well
have satisfied the primary qualification
of Apostleship, viz., to have seen the
Lord, and to bear witness to His Resurrection, see Lightfoot, Galatians, p. 95 ff.
(as against the recent statements of
"
McGiffert, Apostolic Age, p. 653) :
have no reason to suppose that this condition was ever waived, unless we throw
forward the Teaching into the second

denotes personal conduct. Mr. Kendall's note takes the verb here also of the
personal presence of the Holy Spirit
conducting the Apostles on their way.
" went
down," R.V., of a
icaTTJXOov
journey from the interior to the coast, cf

this first

We

"

century," Gwatkin, Apostle," Hastings'
B.D. : see further, Lightfoot, Philippians, p. 350, additional note on the

we may accept, except
bears upon the Didache, in
which the Apostles (only mentioned in
one passage, xi. 3-6) may be contrasted
rather than compared with the Apostles
of the N.T., inasmuch as they are represented as wandering missionaries, itinerating from place to place, in days of
Didache.

This

in so far as

it

corruption and gross imposture, and inasmuch as the picture which the Didache
reveals is apparently characteristic of a
corner of Church life rather than of the
whole of it ; Moberly, Ministerial Priesthood, p. 176 ; Bright, Some Aspects of
Primitive Church Life, p. 34, and the
strictures of Bigg, Doctrine of the Twelve
It may of course
Apostles, pp. 27, 40 ff.
be urged that we know nothing of Barnabas and of the others, to whom Lightfoot and Gwatkin refer as to their special
call from Christ, whilst in the case of St.

Paul

we have

his

own

positive assertion.

But even in his case the laying on of
hands recognised, if it did not bestow,
" the
his Apostolic
commission, and

tion," Gore, u. s., pp. 257-267, 383, 395,
etc., and see especially the striking pas-

sage in Moberly, Ministerial Priesthood,
Ver.

p.kv ovv answered by 8c in
Weiss and Rendall, Appendix
ovv, p. 161.
Page takes 8ieX.
4.

ver. 5, so
|xev

8« in ver. 6 as the antithesis, see his note
on ii. 41. cKTrefx^)., cf. ver. 2 only in
N.T. in xvii. 10, cf 2 Sam. xix. 31, where

—

;

it

—

:

30 Vulgate, abierunt, and so A.V.
"departed," which fails to give the full
force of the word.
ZeXevKciav the port of
Antioch, built by the first Seleucus, about
sixteen miles from the city on the Orontes;
xv.

;

—

:

Seleucia ad mare and f\ iv flicpia to distinguish it from other places bearing the
same name, see Wetstein for references
to it. On its mention here and St. Luke's
custom see Ramsay, St. Paul, p. 70.
KtJ-n-pov, cf. iv. 36. Although not expressly
stated, we may well believe that the place
was divinely intimated.
But it was
natural for more reasons than one that
the missionaries should make for Cyprus.
Barnabas was a Cypriote, and the nearness of Cyprus to Syria and its productive
copper mines had attracted a large settlement of Jews, cf also xi. 19, 20, and the

—

Church

at

birth

in

(xxi.

16).

Antioch moreover owed

part to the Cypriotes,

xi.

its

20

Ver. 5. Xa\ap.ivi the nearest place to
Seleucia on the eastern coast of Cyprus.
A few hours' sail in favourable weather
would bring the traveller to a harbour convenient and capacious.
The Jewish
colony must have been considerable since
mention is made of synagogues. Kanjy:

—

yeXXov
ev

"

:

they began to proclaim

reus <rw.,

custom

to

go

it

was

to the

—

"...

St. Paul's habitual

synagogues

first, cf.

20, xiv. 1, etc.
MwavvT|v the marked
silence about him previously seems to
emphasise the fact that he was not
ix.

:

selected by the Holy Ghost in the same
solemn way as Barnabas and Saul.

—

nPAEEIS AnOSTOAQN
tou 0€ou iv rals
1

6.

innfjpeTrji'.
1

vjrijpcTtjv,

Koviav).

owaywycHS

SieXOcWes

2

tG>v 'IouSou'cop

8e tt\v

•

J8 5

ci^of 8c Kal

lajaoj' aj(pi nd<j>ou,

eupoV

*\<advvt\v

nva

u,dyof

D, Par., Syr. Haxcl. mg. read virtipeTovvra avxois (E reads

Weiss considers that

Mark

this is in order to avoid describing

eis 81aas virTjpeTus.

1
8i€\8ovTts 8e, D reads icai ircpteXOovTwv outwv, and so Blass and Hilg., and
8icX0ovTwv 8c avrwv.
irepi may have been changed into 81a, as the latter
prep, may have been thought to mean that they went straight through, instead
of going about the island; see also Weiss, Codex D, p. 73. oXtjv tijv vi|<rov,
so
61, Vulg., several vers., so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Blass, Weiss,
Wendt, Hilg. perhaps fell out, as in T.R., because the situation of Paphos was
D reads ovouan.
not known, and oXijv seemed to contradict oxpi fl. (Wendt).
icaXoupevov <p ovopa is common in Gospels but not elsewhere in Acts, ovopan
and icaXov. are both common cf. also Luke xix. 1. Bapitjcrovs BCE 13, Sah. f
2
HLP, Syr. H. mg. Bapi-qcrov
40,
Chrys., so W.H., Weiss; Bopirjo-ow
Vulg., Boh., Syr. H. text, Arm., Tisch. ; Bapi-naova D, so Blass, Hilg. with v or p.
2
add
o pcdepp-rivcveTai Eroipas
added (D ) other variations. E, Gig., Wer., Lucif.
in B (E reading EXupas, Gig., Wer., Lucif.
(see on ver. 8) according to Blass
reading
=
8
almost
all authorities read EXvpas, but D, Lucif.
In
ver.
Eroipos).
paratus

2

D2

^ABCDE—
;

;

AD

^

;

—

have Eroipas (not Gig., Par.). This reading is defended by Klostermann, Prob. it*
is not satisfied with KlosterAposteltexte, p. 21, and adopted by Blass (although he
mann's derivation) and also by Ramsay. Blass holds that this name Eroipas, whatnot payos of it.
It is possible that
ever it is, must be interpretation of Bapnrjcrovs
some desire may have been at work to avoid any connection between the name of
the Magian and the name of Jesus, and thus the words ovtos -yap pc6. . . . avTov
in ver. 8, which are omitted by Blass without any authority, simply because of the
reading in ver. 6 in E, etc. may have crept into ver. 6 as more appropriate. See
also " Barjesus," Hastings' B.D.
Weiss, Codex D, p. 74, points out that Ei-oipas
may be an old corruption for EXvpas, and this seems very probable. See further,
Schmiedel, Enc. Bibl., i., 478 ff.

—

,

vn-qpernv, cf. Luke iv. 20, and many
writers give it here a kind of official
sense (although the word may be used of
"
any kind of service), velut ad baptizandum," cf x. 48 (1 Cor. i. 14), Blass ; so
Alford, Felten, Overbeck, Weiss.
the word may express the fact that
Mark was able to set the Apostles
free for their

Ver.

But
John
more

work of evangelising.

8i€X66vt€s 8e (oX-qv) ttjv v. :
"and they made a missionary progress
through the whole island," Ramsay, St.
" Words dePaul, pp. 72 and 384, and
in
Travel
Acts," ExMissionary
noting
positor, May, 1896 ; on oXtjv, see critical
notes. Ramsay gives nine examples in Acts
of this use of SiepxccrOai or SicXdeiv with
the accusative of the region traversed,
the only other instance in the N.T. being
1 Cor. xvi. 5.
In each of these ten
cases the verb implies the process of
a
country as a missionary,
going over
and it is remarkable that in i.-xii. this
construction of Sicpxopai never occurs,
though there are cases in which the
idea of a missionary tour requires expression.
Ramsay therefore sees in the
use of the word in the second part of the
book a quasi technical term which the
writer

by

6.

had caught from

whom

alone

it

is

Paul himself,
also employed.
St.

—

—

Nea Paphos the chief town
nd<j)ov
and the place of residence of the Roman
governor some little distance from the
old Paphos (riaXaiira<|>os, Strabo) celebrated for its Venus temple. The place
still bears the name of Baffa, Renan, St.
O. Holtzmann, Neutest.
Paul, p. 14
Zeitgeschichte, p. 101 C. and H., smaller
:

—

;

—

;

viii.
125.
9
pd-yov, cf.
A. and R.V. margin, cf.
Matt. ii. z, but word used here as among
the Greeks and Romans in a bad sense.
"
Wycl. has witch," "and this in its mas"
culine form wizard has been suggested
as an appropriate rendering here. On the
absurd attempt to show that the whole
narrative is merely introduced as a
parallel to St. Peter's encounter with

edition, p.
"
sorcerer,"

;

Simon, chap, viii., see Nosgen, p. 427 ;
Zockler, in loco, and Salmon, IntroducThe parallel really amounts
tion, p. 310.
to this, that both Peter and Paul encountered a person described under the

same

title,

a magician

—an

encounter

surely not improbable in the social circumstances of the time (see below) 1
For other views see Holtzmann, who
still holds that the narrative is influenced

by

viii.

14

ff.

The word

is

entirely

omitted by Jiingst, p. 120, without any
authority whatever. Elymas, according
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^cuSoirpo^Trji'

dkOuiraTw

'louSaiOK

£ oVopa

Bapvd^ay Kal XaGXoy,

1

Bapirjaous,

$s

7.

yjv

tw

aui>

auyeTw.

outos irpoorKaXeadu.ei'os
CTrc^Ttjcrci' dKouaai rby \6yov tou 0cou.

FlauXw,

lepyico

XIII.

di^Bpl

—

1
XavXov, so in all auth. Blass says "even by Par." to distinguish him from
Sergius Paulus see above on ver. 1 ; Blass, p. ix., and Wendt (1899), p. 230, note.

—

was

to the narrative, says Jungst,

either

a magician or a false prophet. But the
proconsul is styled Av-Jjp <ruv€T<$s, and this
could not have been consistent with his
relation with a magician
Elymas was
therefore a kind of Jewish confessor.
But neither supposition does much to
establish the wisdom of Sergius Paulus.
:

—\|/ev8oirpo4>^TT)v

like \(revSop.avTis in
classical writers, here only in Acts ; and
Luke vi. 26, by St. Luke. But frequently
used elsewhere in N.T., and in the LXX,
and several times in Didache, xi. On the

"

Triple beat,"

Magian,

false

prophet,

Jew, see Ramsay, St. Paul, p. 415.—
Bapi-qo-ovs, on the name see critical
notes.

Ver. 7. $s rjv avv tu A., cf. iv. 13.
Nothing was more in accordance with
what we know of the personnel of the
strange groups which often followed the
Roman governors as comites, and it is
quite possible that Sergius Paulus may
have been keenly interested in the powers
or assumed powers of the Magian, and
in gaining a knowledge of the strange
If
religions which dominated the East.
the Roman had been completely under
the influence of the false prophet, it is
difficult to believe that St. Luke would
have described him as <tvvct<Js (a title in
which Zockler sees a distinction between

Sergius
Felix,

Paulus

and

another

Roman,
over whom a Jewish Magian

In the reign of James I. the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland was called "the de"

puty
{cf Shakespeare, Measure for
Measure, i., 2, 161). Under Augustus,
B.C. 27, the Roman provinces had been
divided into two classes (1) imperial and
(2) senatorial, the former being governed
by propraetors or generals, and the latter
But as the first kind
by proconsuls.
of" government would often be
required
when a province was unruly, it frequently
that
the
same
happened
province might
be at one time classed under (1) and at
:

another time under

(2).

been

imperial

an

originally

Cyprus

had

province,

Strabo, xiv., but in 22 B.C. it had been
transferred by Augustus to the Senate,
and was accordingly, as Luke describes

under a proconsul, Dio Cassius, liii.,
Under Hadrian it appears
to have been under a propraetor under
Severus it was again under a proconsul.
At Soloi, a town on the north coast of
Cyprus, an inscription was discovered by
General Cesnola, Cyprus, 1877, P- 4 2 5
(cf Hogarth, Devia Cypria, 1889, p. 114),
dated errl flavXo-u (Av0)tnrdTo-u, and
the probable identification with Sergius
Paulus is accepted by Lightfoot, Zockler,
Ramsay, Knabenbauer, etc. see especially amongst recent writers Zahn, Ein~
it,

12, liv., 4.

;

;

leitung, ii., Excurs. ii., p. 632, for a
similar view, and also for information
as to date, and as to another and more

gained such influence, Jos., Ant., xx.,
7, 2), although magicians of all kinds
found a welcome in unexpected quarters
in Roman society, even at the hands of
otherwise discerning and clear-sighted

recent inscription (1887), bearing upon
the connnection of the Gens Sergia
with Cyprus ; see also McGiffert, Apos-

Roman

of understanding," cf. Matt. xi. 25. A.V.
and other E.V. translate "prudent,"
Vulgate, prudens t but see Genevan Version on Matt., u. s.; frequent in
in
various significations : crvvctris, practical
discernment, intelligence, so o-uv€t<5s, one
who can " put things together " (orvviithe wisdom of culture
cro<J>ia,
vat)
on " prudent," see
(Grimm-Thayer)

as

of

the

pages
writers from Horace to Lucian testify.
It was not the first time in the world's
personages,

history that credulity and scepticism had
gone hand in hand Wetstein, in loco ;
Farrar, St. Paul, i., pp. 351, 352 Ramsay,
St. Paul, p. 74 ff.
perhaps
lir€tiiTTjo-€v
means, as in classical Greek, "put questions to them ".
The typical Roman is
again marked by the fact that he was
thus desirous to hear what the travellers
would say, and it is also indicated that
he was not inclined to submit himself
to> avSvirarto
entirely to the Magian.
:

—

;

;

—

:

"the proconsul," R.V., "deputy," A.V.

tolic

Age,

edition

and Wendt,
" a man
—oruverynote,R.V.,

p.

1899.

175,

:

LXX

:

;

Humphry, Commentary on R.V.,
Ver.

p. 28.

AvStoraTo: because he saw
hope of gain was gone, cf xvi.

8.

that his

19, xix. 27, and the hope of retaining
influence with the proconsul see reading
in D, cf 2 Tim. iii. 8, where St. Paul
;
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H-eGcpjiTj federal

to oVop.a auroG,) £tjtw 8ia<rrpcvJ/ai top avBurtarov a-iro ttjs ttiotcws. 1
9. lauXos oe, 6 Kal riauXos, TrXTjcrdeis nycuua-ros 'Ayiou, xal dTei>uras
cts auToV, cnrcy, IO. *Q. irX^pTjs TraKTOS

oU

ird<nrj9

paStoupyias,

8taj36Xou, e)(0pe trdatjs SiKaioaunrjs, ou irauarj Siaorpc'tiiwk -rds

a

After irt<TT€a»s D, Syr.

may compare Mark

vi.

20

Hard. mg. add cimS-ri yj Surra t|kovcv avTwv
see also Ramsay, St. Paul, p. 81.

—

m

strong, or more
ford 'alim, wise ;
derivation closer

probably of an Arab

we cannot arrive at any
than

this,

" Bar-

cf.

Jesus," Hastings' B.D., and for a similar
cplanation Zockler, in loco; and Wendt

Grimm-Thayer, sub v. t Ramsay,
p. 74, and so Blass, in loco,
read 'EToip.a$, and render " Son of
le Ready
8ia(rrp^t|/ai, Exod. v. 4,
same construction with iird 1 Kings
(1899),

Paul,

It.

.

—

;

riii.

17, 18,

Matt.

xvii.

17,

Luke

ix. 41,

15 ; see also critical notes.
Ver. 9. lavXos 8e, 6 Kal (laOXos
since the days of St. Jerome (De Vir.
Phil.

ii.

:

III.,

chap,

vi., cf.

Aug., Confess.,

viii., 4,

amongst moderns Bengel, 01slausen, Ewald, Meyer) it has been
lought that there is some connection
here emphasised by the writer between
the name Sergius Paulus and the asimption of the name Paul by the Apostle
at this juncture.
(Wendt (1899) inclines
to the view that the name Paul was first
used in ver. I. See in loco and critical
So too Baur, Zeller, Hausrath,
notes.)
5tc, cf.

Overbeck, Hilgenfeld are of opinion that
Luke intended some reference to the
name of the proconsul, although they
regard the narrative of his conversion as

But Wendt rightly mainunhistorical.
tains (1899) that the simple 6 koI without
addition of i-iro t^tc would not
denote the accomplishment of a change

the

name

at this juncture,

(cf.

E).

We

;

same verb of the magicians withstanding Moses. 'EXvuas, see critical
notes in answer to Klostermann, who
finds in 'E. a translation of Bar-Jesus;
Wendt points out (1899) that in this
case ovtu yap ue6. would follow im
lediately after 'E., but as ovtw k.t.X.
follows immediately upon 6 udyos, *E.
only be a translation of that word ;
;e also MS. authority, so Blass in 0,
diere he adds to PapiT|<rovs the words
In 'EXvuas we have
ue8. 'Eroiuas.
the Greek form either of Aramaic Alima,
uses the

of

SoXou Kal

and that

if

the

change or rather addition of name had
been now effected, the mention of it
would naturally have followed after the
mention of the oonversion of the pro-

consul

in

ver.

13.

The connection

seemed so strained and artificial to many
that they abandoned it, and regarded the
collocation of the two names as a mere
chance incident, whilst Zockler (whose
note

should

schichte,

be consulted, Afostelgein loco, second
edition), who
rid of the striking simi-

cannot thus get

in the names of the two men,
thinks that the narrative of St. Luke is
too condensed to enable us fully to solve
the connection. But since it was customary for many Jews to bear two names,
a Hebrew and a Gentile name, cf. Acts
i.
23, xii. 25, xiii. 1, Col. iv. n, Jos.,
Ant., xii., 9, 7, and frequent instances in
Deissmann, Bibelstudien, pp. 182, 183,
cf. Winer-Schmiedel, p. 149 note, it may
well be that Luke wished to intimate
that if not at this moment, yet during
his first missionary journey, when the
Apostle definitely entered upon his Gentile missionary labours, he employed not
his Jewish but his Gentile name to mark
his Apostleship to the Gentile world
(„ Seit 13. 1. ist der judische Jiinger
lavXos Weltapostel," Deissmann) ; by a
marvellous stroke of historic brevity the
author sets before us the past and the
present in the formula 6 xal n. a simple
change in the order of a recurring pair
of names : see Ramsay's striking remarks,

larity

—

St. Paul, p. 83 ff., with which however,
mutatis mutandis, his more recent remarks, Was Christ born at Bethlehem?
p. 54, should be carefully compared. See

also Deissmann, u. s., Nosgen, Wendt,
Hackett, Felten, and Zockler, in loco,
and McGiffert, Apostolic Age, p. 176.
This preference by St. Luke of the Gen-

the Hebrew name has its analogy
Paul's own use in his Epistles
(and in his preference for Roman provincial names in his geographical references, cf. 1 Cor. xvi. 1, 2 Cor. viii. 1, ix.
tile for

in

2,

St.

Rom.

xv. 26, Phil. iv. 15).

Ver. 10. irXi]pT|s for an interesting parallel in Plato cf Wetstein, in loco, Plato,
Legg., 908 D. paSioupyias
only here
in N.T., cf. xviii. 14, hellenistic, R.V.
:

—

:

"villainy," A.V. "mischief" (so Genevan),

'
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l

68069 Koptoo to-s cuOeias; II. itol vuv t8od x€t P T0 " Kupiou iirl cri,
Kat lar) tu(|)\6s u-t) jSXe-rruK rdy fjXioe axpi Kcupou.
irapaxpTJu-a
8c

eTTcircaei'

2

iv

ainov dxXus xal cjkotos,

ical

c^Tei

irepidyo>i'

XCipaywyous.

12. totc t8wk 6 dfduiraTos to yeyokos ^m'aTcuaci', 3

cKirXTjaaofAe^os

eirt

8i8axjj tou Kupiou.

Tfl

1
Kvpiov, but fc$*B tov K., so W.H. text, cf Hos. xiv. 9 (10) (but see war. lee), so
Weiss, Wendt.
2
61, Tisch., W.H., R.V., Blass, Wendt, Hilg.
€ir6ir€<r€v, but c-nwev
see,
on the other hand, Weiss, Apostelgeschichte, In trod., pp. 19, 20.

^ABD

3

ciricrrevow — DE

;

prefix c6av|i.a<rcv xai

;

D

after cirur.

adds Ty 6cy, so Blass and

Hilg.

but other E.V. "deceit" the idea of deceit, however, is more properly contained
in 86Xov R.V., "guile".
pqt8.» lit., ease
;

in doing, so easiness, laziness, and hence
fraud, wickedness, cf. iravovpyia, fre-

quently used, although not necessarily
vU Sia^oXov, John
so, in a bad sense.
viii. 44, the expression may be used in
contrast
tothe name
marked and indignant
" Son of
But
Jesus," cf. iii. 25, iv. 36.
without any reference to ver. 6 the expression would describe him as the natural
enemy of the messengers of God. On
the phrase and its use here see DeissNote the
mann, Bibehtudien, p. 163.
" ter
thrice iravTOS
ircurns
irderijs,
"
Wetstein.
81arepetitur emphatice
Prov. x. 9, and Isa.
orTp€<J>wv, cf. LXX,

—

—

—

<

lix.

8,

Micah

iii.

9.

— Tas 68oi»s

.

.

—
.

-ras

cvOeias: similar expressions frequent in
LXX, so of the ways of the Lord in
contrast to the ways of men, Ezek. xxxiii.
xxxix. 24, Song of the
17, Ecclesiast.
Three Children, ver. 3.
Ver. 11. Kal viiv ISoii, cf. Hort, Ec-

—
179.

clesia, p.
jmj pXetrwv rhv tjXiov
emphasising the punishment, as it would
imply that he should " be stone-blind
until a season,"
(Weiss).
&xpt Kaipov
R.V. margin, "until the time" (Rendall), i.e.y the duly appointed time when
it should please God to restore his sight,
cf. Luke iv. 13, xxi. 24 (Acts xxiv. 25).
The exact expression is only found here
and in Luke iv. 13. Wendt (1899) asks
if the ceasing of the punishment is conceived of as ceasing with the opposition
in ver. 8.
See his earlier edition, 1888,
and the comment of Chrys., so Oecumenius: ovKapaTip.wpCaTJvd.XX'iao-is: so
too Theophylact. irapaxp-fjfxa, see above

—

on

:

:

—

—

see
critical
lircirco-ev,
If we retain T.R. with Weiss,
notes.
the word may be called characteristic of
St.
Luke, see above on p. 216 its
use as denoting an attack of disease
p.

106.

—

is quite medical, Hobart, p. 44.
k\\v%
only here in N.T., not in LXX. Galen
in describing diseases of the eye mentions
axXvs amongst them. So Dioscorides uses
the word of a cataract, and Hippocrates
also employs it, Hobart, p. 44. The word
is no doubt frequent in Homer, sometimes
of one deprived of sight by divine power,
and it also occurs in Polyb. and Josephus.
But here it is used in conjunction with
other words which may also be classed

as

medical,

nothing of

irapax-,

(eirjerreo-cv.

—o-kotos,
o-kotos
—

:

to

say

marks

:

the final stage of blindness the word is
no doubt a common one, but it is used,
as also some of its derivatives, by medical
writers in a technical sense, and Dioscorides in one place connects 0-KOTup.a.Ta

—

and axXvs together. irepidywv
only
absolutely here in N.T., so sometimes
:

in classical Greek, and sometimes with
ace. loci, as also in N.T. (cf. Matt. iv.
2 3> i x - 35. etc -)«W T « l > imperf., he sought

—
—x

but did not find.
in N.T., not in
8, xxii.

11,

A, Tobit

ei P a Y w Y°^s

only here

:

LXX, cf. the verb in
and in LXX, Judg. xvi.
16 (but not A, B)

xi.

;

ix.

26
used by

Plutarch, etc.

" the blindness
of Elymas opened the eyes of the pro"
consul
If the verb is under(Felten).
stood in its full sense, viz., that Sergius
Paulus became a convert to the faith, ver.
48, ii. 44, iv. 4, xi. 21, baptism would be
ckitXtjoo-., Matt. vii.
implied, viii. 12.
Ver. 12.

eirurretio-ey

:

—

Mark

22, xi. 18, Luke iv. 32, ix. 43,
Greek with cirt.
etc., so in classical
The verb is also found in Eccl. vii. 17 (16),

28,

Wisdom

i.

Mace. vii. 12, 4 Mace,
Bengel's comment is
" miraculo acuebatur attentio
suggestive,
ad doctrinam " the conversion is not represented as the result of the miracle alone.
The conversion of a Roman proconsul

viii.

4,

xiii.

xvii.

4, 2

16.

:

is

regarded as absolutely incredible by

Renan

(so

more recent

critics).

But

if

HTAEEI2 AIIOSTOAQN
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'A^ox^rres o^

dird ttjs

ot irepl rbv

nd<j>ou

flauXoK r\\Bov

'IokWtjs 8c &-KO\<ap^<ras

Dipyqy

ttjs
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auTol

1 4.

Air'

auTw

oicXSoVtcs dird ttjs

Be,

nepyrjs, TrapeyeVoiTo els 'ArnoxeiaK ttjs riuriSias,

1

kou eiaeXddWes

W

DEHLP

1
but ace. in NABC, so Tisch.,
H., Weiss, Wendt.
tt|s riwriSias,
Blass (so Hilg.) retains gen. on the ground that the adj. rUartfios " non exstat," but see

Ramsay, and Wendt (1899), p. 231

;

Grimm-Thayer, sub

also

the narrative had been a mere fiction to
magnify Paul's powers in converting
such an important personage in his
first encounter with the powers of heathenism, the forger would not have
contented himself with the brief lavXos
see Zockler's AposteU
& teat n. of ver. 9
geschichte, p. 245, second edition, on this
and other objections against the narrative.
See Introd. for the favourable light in
which St. Luke describes the relations
between the Roman government and
;

Christianity.

"
'Avax^vTts, set sail," R.V.
classical use, here in its technical

Ver. 13.

So

in

nautical sense

—so

too, in opposite sense,
KaTdvecrdai. In this sense thirteen times
in Acts, and once in Luke's Gospel, viii.
22, but not in the other Gospels at all ;
it is
only used once, in another sense, by
St. Matthew among the Evangelists, cf.
iv. 1.
aytiv and its compounds with avd,
Kcn-d, els, are characteristic of Luke's
01 irtpl rbv n.
writings, Friedrich, p. 7.
Paul now taking the first place as the
leader of the company, see Ramsay, St.
Paul, p. 84, the order henceforth is Paul
and Barnabas, with two significant excepxv. 12, 25,
.

.

.

and

difficult to

is

still

are to suppose that

:

Ramsay refers

understand,

if

he withdrew because Paul and Barnabas made, as it
were, a trip to Antioch for the recovery
of the former and xv. 38 seems to imply
something different from this. Various
reasons may have contributed to the desertion of Mark, perhaps the fact that
his cousin Barnabas was no longer the
;

leader, or Paul's preaching to the Gentiles
may have been too liberal for him, or lack

of courage to face the dangers of the
mountain passes and missionary work
affection

for

his

home

at

Jerusalem and anxiety for the coming
famine (he withdrew, says Holtzmann,

VOL. IL

name "Mark"

Gentile

alone.

On

the

and perils of robbers,"
see Ramsay, Church in the Roman Empire,
p. 23, and in connection with the above,
pp. 62, 65, also C. and H. (smaller
44

perils of rivers,

Zeitgeschichte,

Ver. 14.

northwards

Hausrath,

129,

p.

edition),

iii.,

Neutest.

133.

SwXSovTts: in this journey
to Antioch the Apostles

would probably follow the one definite
route of commerce between Perga and
that city; the natural and easy course
would lead them to Adada, now Kara
Bavlo, and the dedication there of a

xiv. 12, see in loco.

uireaTpnlrev

we

or

;

with C. and H. in bringing the Apostles
to Adada, Ramsay fully agrees with them
in emphasising the dangers of the journey

Mark's withdrawal to the above circumstances, inasmuch as he disapproved
of St. Paul's change of place, which he regarded as an abandonment of the work.
But the withdrawal on the part of Mark

inland,

See Deissmann's
p. 185, on
John Mark
leaves Paul for Jerusalem, he is simply
44
John," his Jewish name in xv. 39 he
goes with Barnabas to Cyprus, and on
that occasion only he is described by his
").

striking note, Bibelstudicn,
the fact that here, where

:

St.

more

zu seinem Mutter

'Avrirfxcia, 2.

church to St. Paul may point to the
belief that he had visited the place
on his way to Antioch (Ramsay, Church
the Roman Empire,
in
21, and
p.
Zockler, in loco, who agrees here with

—

tions,
—
M. 8c

44

and sub

v.

Ramsay's view).

Although disagreeing

across the Pisidian highlands, and in referring to his travels from Perga across

Taurus

to

Antioch and back his

perils

of rivers, and perils of robbers, 2 Cor. xi,
26 (see too Wendt, in loco (1899), in
agreement with Ramsay, whose instances
of the dangers of the way, from the notices of the inscriptions, should be consulted, u.

*.).

—'AvtuSxcuw

ttjs rko-iSias,

see critical notes. If we adopt with R.V.,
etc., 'A. tt|v riuriS£av = an adjective, ttjv
44
Pisidian Antioch," or, as it
rWiSucTJv,
was also called, Antioch towards Pisidia,
on
the
side
of Pisidia, to distinguish
or
it from Antioch on the
Maeander, or

Carian Antioch. At this period Antioch
did not belong to Pisidia at all (Strabo,
but later the term
PP-.557> 569. 577).
Pisidia was widened, and so the expres44
sion
Antioch of Pisidia" came into

vogue.

10

Ptolemy,

v., 4,

11,

employs

it
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irt\v

owaywyV

-ri)v

avayviucnv tou

ttj

AOOSTOAQN

%cpa
^ofiou

dpxi^u^ay^Y 01 ^pos aurous,
and so some MSS.

in the passage before us ; see critical notes, and Ramsay,
" Antioch in
Pisidia," in Hastings' B.D.,
Church %n the Roman Empire, p. 25, and
Wendt (1899), in loco; see further on
On the death of Amyntas, B.C.
xvi. 6.
25,

Antioch became part of the

Roman

province Galatia, and a little later,
some time before 6 B.C., it was made
a colonia
by Augustus, with Latin

and as such it became an
administrative and military centre in
the protection of the province against
the Pisidian robbers in their mountain
There can be
fortresses, Ramsay, u. s.
no doubt that Paul would also find there
a considerable Jewish population, as the
Jews were trusty supporters of the
Seleucid kings, and found a home in
many of the cities which they founded.
diro ttjs rWpytjs
Ramsay supposes that
the travellers hurried on from Perga (chief
town of Pamphylia on the Cestrus,
and an important place of commerce) to
Antioch, without any evangelisation on
their way, because in Perga the Apostle
had been smitten with an attack of
malarial fever, which obliged him to
seek the higher ground of Antioch. In
Gal. iv. 13 Ramsay finds a corroboration
of this view, a passage in which Paul himself states that an illness occasioned his
first preaching to the Churches of Galatia,
i.e., of the Roman province Galatia. The
rights,

—

:

suggestion has much to recommend it,
McGiffert's remarks,
see St. Paul, p. 92.
however, should be consulted in support
of the view that the illness overtook
the Apostle at Antioch rather than at
Perga, Apostolic Age, p. 177, and Weizsacker, Apostolic Age, i., 275, E.T.
" to the

—

XIII

iKaQiaav.
15. MctA
Trpo^-nTW, dircVrciXap ol

twi' <raflfl&T<avt

rStv

teal

Xc'yorrcs, "AySpcs u8e\<poi, cl lori

Xdyos

a correct judgment as to his probable
course in other places. rfj T|p.epa twv
not necessarily the first Sabbath
<ra.p.
after their arrival ; some time may have
been spent previously in mission work
before a critical event took place, RamlicdOurav
say, St. Paul, pp. 99, 100.
the word may mean that they sat down
in the seat of the Rabbis, so J. Lightfoot,
in loco, as intimating that they expected
to be called upon to preach, or we may
infer, ver. 15, that they were called upon
on the present occasion because they
were well known in the city as men who
claimed to have a message to deliver, and
the rulers of the synagogue could invite
whom they would, Edersheim, Jewish
Social Life, p. 281
Lumby, p. 252, "on
the Jewish Manner of reading the Scrip-

—

;

—

:

;

tures ".

Ver. 15. tt|v dvd-y. tov v. icai twv it.
the first and second lesson, Edersheim,
:

s., p. 278, History of the Jewish Nation, p. 443 ; Schiirer, Jewish People,

u.

div.

ii.,

vol.

ii.,

p.

79

ff.,

E.T., the

first

from the Pentateuch, and the second a
paragraph from the Prophets, including
the older historical books.
As there is
no evidence that the lectionary of the
Prophets existed in the time of our Lord,
it is
precarious to attempt to fix the particular Sabbath for St. Paul's address.
It is however significant that he uses
two remarkable words from the LXX,

Deut. i. 31 : rrpotf). (see critical notes), in
ver. 18, and from Isa. i. 2
vtj/uxrcv
in ver. 17, and that in the present table
:

of Jewish lessons that from the

Law

for the forty-fourth Sabbath in the year
is Deut. i.-iii. 22, while the corresponding
lesson from the Prophets is Isa. i. 1-22 ;

in

see Bengel on ver. 18, and Farrar, St.
i., pp. 368, 369
Plumptre, in loco.
But we cannot safely go beyond the
view of Ramsay, St. Paul, p. 100, who
points out that the present list of Jewish
lessons is of decidedly later origin, but adds
that " probably it was often determined
by older custom and traditional ideas of
suitable accompaniment ".
direo-TeiXav
the words seem hardly consistent with
Lumby's view that St. Paul was him01 apxiawd-yuryoi
self the Haphtarist.

The notice in xvi. 13,
sionary efforts.
from a " We-source," of St. Paul's first
Sabbath at Philippi enables us to form

generally only one, Luke xiii. 14, but cf.
Mark v. 22 (Weiss, in loco), and the passage before us; the office was specially
concerned with the care of public worship,

els ttjv a-vvay<oyi\Vy

Jew

first,"

was Paul's primary rule, and here
amongst those <|>o0. rbv Qeov he would
find, perhaps, the best soil for his labours,
also xiii. 5, xiv. 1, xvi. 13,

cf. xvi. 14, and
xvii. 2, 10, 17,

xviii. 4, xix. 8.

Against

the doubts raised by the Tubingen School
as to the historical character of the notice,
see especially Wendt, 1888 and 1899 editions.
It is inconceivable, as he says,
that Paul, who could express himself as

Rom. i. 16, ix. 32, x. 16, xi. 30, should
entirely disregard the Jews in his mis-

Paul,

;

—

:

—

i
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l
TrapaxX^acws irpds rbv Xadv X^ycTe. 16. &va<rr&s 8c riauXos,
Karaaetaas Tij X €t p'l etireK, "AvSpes N<rpaT)XiT<u, ical 01 <poj3ouu,€i'Ot

iv fluiK
ical

>

rbv 060k, axouaaxe.

tous iraTepas TJp^oV

6 0€OS toG Xaou toutou Mapat)X c^cX^aro

1 7.
•

rbv \abv utywaev iv

ical

Aiy^TTTW, Kal ueTtt ^paxiOKos
1

u\|nr]XoG

reads Xoyos <ro$ia« ev vp.iv irapaicX-qo-cus.
Cor. xii. 8.

to those who conducted the assemblies for that purpose.

and the name was given

They had

to

guard against anything

unfitting taking place in the synagogue
(Luke xiii. 14), and to appoint readers

and preachers, Schurer, Jewish People,
div.

i£r\yayev auxous c| aurfjs

D

cf. 1

ii.,

vol.

ii.,

p. 65,

E.T.

;

Edersheim,

Jewish Social Life, p. 281, and on the
present passage, Jesus the Messiah, i., 434,
and for the title in inscriptions, GrimmThayer, sub v. ; see also below on xiv. 2.

—avSpcs
"

courteous address,

ii.

a8eX<j>oi
"
Gentlemen, brethren (Ramsay).
Ver. 16.
KaTa<re£<ras, see above on
xii.
17, and cf. xix. 33, xxi. 40 (xxvi.
" made a
1),
gesture with his hand,"
:

37,

a gesture common to orators, " nam
hoc gestu olim verba facturi pro contione silentium exigebant," and here a
graphic touch quite characteristic of Acts.
The speech which follows may well have
remained in the memory, or possibly may
have found a place in the manuscript
diary of one of Paul's hearers (Ramsay,
St. Paul, p. 100), or St. Paul may himself
have furnished St. Luke with an outline
of it, for the main sections, as Ewald suggested, may have formed part of the
Apostle's regular mode of addressing
and if not St. Paul
similar audiences
himself, yet one of those who are described as ol ircpl riavXov, ver. 13 (Zockler), may have supplied the information.
On the other hand it is maintained
that the speech in its present form is a
free composition of the author of Acts,
since it is so similar to the early addresses of St. Peter, or to the defence
made by St. Stephen, and that St. Luke
wished to illustrate St. Paul's method of
proclaiming the Messianic salvation to
Jews. But considering the audience and
the occasion, it is difficult to see how St.
Paul could have avoided touching upon
points similar to those which had claimed
the attention of a St. Peter or a St.
" non
Stephen
poterat multum differre
vel a Petri orationibus, vel a defensione
.
haec igitur non magis in
Stephani
;

:

.

.

Paulum cadunt quam in quemvis novae
salutis praeconem " (Blass), while at the

iraponcia iv yrj

tt}

Blass inserts

same time

it

y\

•

before irapaic.

is

quite possible to press
and to ignore the
are confessedly characteristic

this similarity too far

points which
of St. Paul, cf., e.g., w. 38, 39 (Bethge, Die
Paulinischen Reden der Apostelgeschichte,

pp. 19-22 ; Zockler, Apostelgeschichte, pp.
Lechler, Das Apostolische
244, 245 ;
Zeitalter, p. 272 ; Hilgenfeld, Zeitschrift

fur wissenschaft. Theol.,

i.,

p.

46 (1896))

;

see further, Farrar, St. Paul, i., p. 369,
note, and Alford references for the several
Pauline expressions, and the remarkable
list of parallels drawn out
recently by
Ramsay between the speech at Pisidian
Antioch and the thoughts and phrases
of the Epistle to the Galatians, Expositor, December, 1898 (see below on pp.
als0 Nosgen's list of Pauline
295» 2 97)
expressions, Apostelgeschichte, p. 53, in
this and in other speeches in Acts.
!

—

avSpcs 'I., cf. ii. 22, iii. 12, v. 35, a mode
of address fitly chosen as in harmony
with the references to the history of
Israel
cf.

which were

to follow.

— ol

<p.

0c6v,

x. 2, xiii. 43, 50, xvi. 14, etc.

Ver. 17. tovtov: this points back to
an appeal to 'the national pride of
'Urp.
the people in their theocratic privileges
and names, cf. 2 Cor. xi. 22, Rom. ix. 6.
ileX. so often in LXX of God's choice
of Israel. vtyaKrev: "exalted," A. and
R.V. Weiss and Wendt, with Bethge
:

—

and

—

Blass,

restrict

its

meaning

to

in-

crease in numbers, Gen. xlviii. 19, Acts
vii. 17, so also Overbeck
whilst others
refer it to the miraculous events connected with their sojourn as well as to
their increase in numbers (so St. Chrysostom), others take it of the exaltation
of the people under Joseph. But the
;

word may certainly mean something
more than numerical increase, and include increase in strength and power
used

once by
(so Hackett, Page).
St. Paul elsewhere, 2 Cor. xi. 7, in contrast with Ta.irci.v4a>, cf. its similar use in
Luke i. 52. Rendall refers its use here
to 2 Kings xxv. 27, "lifted up," i.e., at
It is

the end of a miserable state of bondage,
a passage where the verb is closely joined
with 4£i)yaycv. In Isaiah i. 2 and xxiii.

IIPAEEIS
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xm.
1

TcaaapaKorraeTTJ xP^ yov iTpomo^6pr\<r€V au-rous iv rg
19. Kal KaOeXwf €Qn\ eirra iv yrj Xa^adi-, ttcrreKX-npoo^-rnaey
20. 4 Kal |A€Td rauTa, ws €T«at TCTpaxoaiois
Tr)f ->ff\v auiw.
<&s

2

crpoir. tfBC*DHLP 36, 61, Vulg., Syr. Hard, mg., so W.H., Blass, R.V. text,
Rendall, Weiss; cTpo<j>. AC*E 13, d, Gig., Sah., Boh., Syrr. Pesh. Hard, text, so Tisch.,
R.V. marg., and Hilg. Wendt cannot decide, although he considers rrpo<|>. as more
Deut. i. 31
fitting here, while he regards cTpoir. as the more original reading in
Teschendorf, however, regards €Tpo<f>. as best attested in Deut. i. 31
(B*, Orig.).
and
context
both
there
to
the
here.
best
suited
as
and
W.H., App., p. 94, maintain
1

LXX

that Tpoir.

is

the

more obvious rendering of fc^tW

Dut ^na*

when

the orig. meaning

This corforgotten, the context in Deut. i. 31 led to the change to Tpo<J>ocj>.
was doubtless widely current in the Apostolic age, and might have
ruption in
been followed here. W.H. conclude that there can be no reason to question a reading
supported by fc$B 61, Vulg., and many good cursives, a reading which they regard
and as agreeing with the Heb., especially when it
as best authenticated in the
was liable to be changed by the influence of the common and corrupt text of the LXX.
They add that both here and in Deut. either reading gives excellent sense.

was

LXX

LXX

2

kcu om. B 61, Sah., W.H. text, Wendt—but Blass, Hilg. and Weiss retain.
"
take ws in ver. 18 as when," not " about ".

W.H.
3

^ABCDEHLP 13, 61, Chrys., Tisch.,

KaTeic\Tipo8oTT)arcv, but xaTcic\i]povo|XT]orcv
-Sot- arose
Blass, Weiss, Wendt, Hilg.

from missing active use of KXijpovop,.
Similar instances of confusion between the two verbs in LXX cf. H. and R. avrois
so
For avrwv
om. fr$BD* 13, 40, 61, Sah., Boh.,
Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt.
D, Syr. Hard, read t«v aXXo^vXwv, so Blass and Hilg.
4 The words
so
<>? ct€<tiv TtTp. k. itcvt. are to be placed before kou jiera Tovra
^ABC, Vulg., Sah., Boh., Arm., Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss. Wendt thinks with
Meyer and Holtzmann that the transposition may have been made to meet a difficulty
see also Farrar, St. Paul, i., 370.
D, Sah., Syr. Hard. mg. omit p,«Ta tovto
altogether, so Blass and Hilg.

W.H.,

;

—

;

4

it

used of bringing up children.

is

irapoiicta, cf. vii. 6,

and

for the

—

noun as

xix.

10.

2 Esdras viii. 35, Wisdom
Prologue of Ecclus., ver. 26,

Ps.

cxx.

5.

LXX,

here,

Exod.
cxxxvi.

vi.

fBpaxiovos
Deut. v. 15,

6,

1,

12,

raistic, cf.

— p.6Ta

Baruch

Luke

i.

51,
but in

ii.

n,

wj;.,

cf.

etc., Ps.
Hebetc.

where we have

Iv

LXX

p,6Ta as of the
accompanying the arm of God, and not
as
his
of
power
bringing the
merely
people out.
Ver. 18. 4Tpoiro<|><$pT|<rcv, see critical
" suffered
their
he
notes,

as in Hebrew,

irpoir.y

manners," so A. and R.V.
frpo^.,
"bare he them as a nursing father,"
R.V. margin. This latter rendering is
supported by Bengel, Alford, Bethge,
Nosgen, Hackett, Page, Farrar, Plumptre,

more agreeable to the conciliatory
of the Apostle's words, but see
above, cf. 2 Mace. vii. 27.
Ver. 19. Ka0cXujv, cf. Deut. vii. 1. In
LXX the stronger verb 4|a£pciv is used,
but KaOaipciv in LXX often means to
destroy, Jer. xxiv. 6, Ps. xxvii. 5, and so
etc.,
drift

as

in

classical

Greek.

force of the verb as in

Weiss
Luke

prefers the
52, to cast

i.

from their sovereign ty.i.e.,
KaTCKX^poSoT-qcrev, see critical notes. If
we adopt reading of R.V. W.H. "he
gave them their land for an inheritance ".
Ver. 20. If we follow the best attested
reading, see critical notes, we may connect the dative of time ereon, cf. viii.
11, closely with the preceding words as
signifying the period within which an

down,

:

event

is

The

accomplished.

acXT)povop,£a

was already assured

to

God's chosen,

and the

the fathers as
four hun5,
dred years of the people's sojourn in a
strange land, Acts vii. 6, Gen. xv. 13,
forty years in the wilderness, and some
ten years for the actual conquest of the
land made up the four hundred and fifty
years (so Weiss, Felten, see Wendt, in
loco).

vii.

If reading

in

T.R.

is

accepted

(strongly defended by Farrar, St. Paul,
i.,
p. 370), although it is at variance
with 1 Kings vi. 1, according to which
Solomon began his Temple in the 480th
(LXX 440th) year after the Exodus, we

1
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eSume KpiT&s Iws lauouTjX tou irpo^rou

aVSpa ck

•

21.

Kal e8a>K€»> auTOis 6 0€os rbv laouX

jSacriXea,

Tj-rrjaai'TO

•

22. Kal
err) TeacrapdicoyTa
ueTaomqoas auroV, Tjyeipey auTOis rbv Aa|3l8 els {JacriXc'a, a> Kai cure
"
Eupov Aaj3l8 rbv too 'kaaat, aV8pa KaTa rr)v
p-apTup/jaas,
uloy Kts,

<fruXf]s

Beviau.ii',

KapSiay

p.ou,

os iroi^oci irdVTa to OeX^uaTd

23. Toutou 6 ©cos air©

u,ou.'

l
tou 0-ir^pp.aTos KaT* tTrayycXiai' rjycipe tw 'laparjX aamjpa 'Itjctouk',
24. irpoKT)pu£arros 'ludVyou irpo irpocrctfiroo ttjs eiooSou aurou {3c£-rr-

Ticrp-a

u.€TaKotas

iranrl

tw Xaw 'icrpa-qX. 25. u>s 8c eirXi^pou 6
" Tim ue 2 uiroyociTe cfrai ouk
;
€ip.l cyw,

'iwaWrjs Toy Spou-o^, eXeye,

dXX' l8ou, tpx«Tat pi€T Ip^, ou ouk
1

22; but Tjyayc
R.V., Blass, Weiss,

Tjyeipc, cf. ver.

Tisch.,

W.H.,

el|xl

agios to uir6Bt)u.a r&v iroSuv

^ABEHLP

61, Vulg., Boh., Aeth., Ath., Chrys.,

Wendt.

2
nva ae, but ti cue fr$AB 61, Sah., Aeth., so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt;
Blass follows T.R. with CDEHLP, Vulg., Boh., Syrr. P. and H., so Hilg., but in
Blass punctuation differs from T.R.

of Judges.

of two passages, Ps. lxxxix. 20 and 1
Sam. xiii. 14, and freely referred to as a
saying pronounced by God Himself, but
the latter part was pronounced by Samuel
in God's name.
rbv rov 'leo-crai, but in
tov SovXov aov. ovSpo to mark the
dignity (Bethge).— koto t^jv xopStov, cf.

and

Jer.

have merely to suppose that the Apostle
followed the popular chronology adopted
by Josephus, Ant., viii., 3, 1 x., 8, 5,
;

especially when we remember that speaking in round numbers (<2>s) that chronology
tallies very fairly with that of the Book
cf.

See Meyer- Wendt, Alford,
also the almost similar reckoning

Wetstein, and Bethge, Die PaulinAnother exischen Reden, pp. 30, 31.
planation is given by Rendall, in loco,
where rreoa is taken as marking not
duration of time (which would require
the accusative), but the limit of time
within which, etc.
Ver. 21. ko,kci0€v only here of time
Weiss even
in N.T. as in later Greek.
here interprets the expression to mean
that they asked for a king from him, i.e.,
Samuel, in his character as prophet. fnj
not mentioned in O.T.,
TecrcrapaKovTa
but cf. Jos., Ant., vu, 14, g. The period
does not seem much too long for Saul's
reign when we remember that Ishbosheth
in

:

—

:

was

forty years old at his father's death,

when he was placed on the throne by
Abner, 2 Sam. ii. 10. ZaovX k.t.X., cf.

—

Paul's

description

of himself in

Phil.

Hi. 5-

Ver. 22. p,€TaoTi]<ras, Luke xvi. 4:
refers here to Saul's deposition from the
throne, 1 Sam. xv. 16, cf. Dan. ii. 21, 1

Mace. viii. 13, not as Bethge thinks to
his removal from the presence of God,
cf. 2 Kings xvii. 23, nor to his death, 3
Mace. iii. 1, vi. 12. Saul therefore could
not have been the bringer of the promised
salvation.
a combination
evpov k.t.X.

—

:

—

LXX

iii.

15.

—

fis iroii)<rci, cf.

Isa. xliv. 28,

Ps. xl. 8.
The fact that these quotations
are thus left in their present shape with
no attempt to correct them justifies the
belief that we have here St. Paul's own

With the

words.

first

part of the quota-

Clem. Rom., Cor., xviii., 1, a
striking agreement see on the one hand
as against its dependence on Acts, Wendt,
p. 41 (1899), and on the other hand,
Bethge, in loco, and Introd., p. 37.
Ver. 23. kot' cirayycX£ov phrase only
found in Gal. iii. 29, 2 Tim. i. 1: the
Messianic promises generally, or more
tion

cf.

;

:

specifically 2 Sam. vii. 12, Ps. exxxii. n,
Isa. xi. 1, 10, Jer. xxiii. 5, 6, Zech. iii. 8.
In the last prophecy the
read the

LXX

verb oyo> which is found in the verse
before us, see critical notes. Mrjcrovv:
emphatic at the end of the clause, as
tovtov at the beginning of the verse.
Ver. 24. irpoKi)pv£. not in LXX or
Apocrypha, but in classical Greek, cf.

—

also Josephus, Ant., x., 5, 1, and also
in Plut., Polyb.
trpb irpocrwirov Ttjs
eitroZov " before the face of his entering

—

;

here
in," R.V. margin, cf Luke i. 76
used temporally, really a Hebraistic
pleonasm, cf. Mai. iii. 1, an expression used as still under the influence
of that passage, Simcox, Language of the
;
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XIII.

26. "AvSpes doeX^oi, uloi y^^ous 'A0padu, Kai ol iv upuv
tov Qcov, uuiv 6 \6yos ttjs cwTTjpias Taurrjs direo-TaXr). 1

Xurai."

4>opou'|X€voi

2
27. ol ytxp KarotKOUKTcs iv lepouo-aXijp. Kal 01 ap^o^Tes auTwe, TouTOk
tuv
*al
icard
irav
tAs
rets
(jxoyds
irpo^rjTwy
a<i0|3aTov
6,yyor\<ravres,

dvaYifoxncoulvas, Kpkavrcs £nrXr}p«o-ai'
1

vpiv

tjp.iv

Hilg.

CEHLP,

Vulg., Syrr. P. and H.

13, 61, San., Syr. Hard.
egaireor.
aiwreXri

^ABD

EHLP;

Weiss, Wendt, Hilg.
2
For tovtov ayv. .

mg.

•

28. Kal ur)S€uiav ouTiay

Boh., Arm., Aeth., Chrys., so Blass;
so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt, so
13, 61, Tisch., W.H., Blass, R.V.,

(text).
;

^ABCD
D

.
.
has jitj o-vvicvtcs to,s -ypa^«9 twv it. ra%
twv irpo^. tos
xxiv. 45.
also reads icai Kpivavxcs cirXt)p., so Hilg.
Par. reads
reprobaverunt for €irX.T|pu>o-av, so Blass tovtov aireSotapao-av (omitting icpivavTcs
in the next verse ; see on ver. 29.
cirXirjp.), reading icpivavTcs
.

.

.,

D

cf Luke

N. T., p. 154, and also Dalman, Die
Worte Jesu, p. 23. elo-<S8ov the entry
of Jesus upon His public Messianic ministry, a word which may also have been
suggested by Mai. iii. 2, LXX.
Ver. 25. lirXtjpov: "i.e., non multo

—

ante finem vitae,"
" Paulum

Spopov
Tim. iv.
:

:

—

Blass, cf. vii. 23.
sapit," cf. xx. 24, 2
virovoetTe three
2.

—

7, Gal. ii.
times in Acts, cf. xxv. 18, xxvii. 27; nowhere
else in N.T., but see Judith xiv. 14, Tob.
Note this free
viii. 16, Ecclus. xxiii. 21.
reproduction of the words of the Evanessentially the same but verbally
gelists
ovk elp.1 kyia, I am not he,
different.
best to punctuate as in
i.e. , the Messiah
A. and R.V., so Wendt but see on the
other hand Bethge and Weiss, and the

—

:

—

;

;

reading they adopt: ri i\ii virov. clvai,
ovk elp.1 £yu> the gloss 6 XC. after !y«,
',

enough to have crept into the text,
shows that the punctuation in A.V. was

old

a natural one, Simcox, u. s., p. 70.
Ver. 26. avSpcs d8cX<f>o£ the address
of ver. 16 is here renewed in more affectionate tones, and here as in ver. 16 both
Jews and proselytes are two classes, here
both regarded by Paul as d8cX<j>o£. tip.iv,
Some take it as marksee critical notes.
ing a sharp antithesis between the Jews
of Antioch and those of Jerusalem (an
antithesis not removed by Tjp.iv), as if the
Jews at Antioch and of the Dispersion
were contrasted with the Jews of the
But yap need not mark a concapital.
trast, it may rather confirm the implica:

—

tion in 0-wt. TavTTjs that Jesus was the
Saviour, for He had suffered and died,
and so had fulfilled the predictions relatNor indeed was it
ing to the Messiah.
true that those who crucified the Saviour

had excluded themselves from the offer
of the Gospel 6 Xoyo? ttjs o\, cf. Ephes.
:

i.

13, Phil.

ii.

16, 1

Thess.

ii.

13, etc.

—

an-co-TaXi)

:

if

we

€|air., critical notes,

read the

compound

R.V. "is sent forth,"

from God, cf. x. 36. Weiss takes
the verb as simply referring to the sending forth of the word from the place
i.e.,

where it was first announced. But cf.
on the other hand Gal. iv. 4, 6, and ver.
23 above, where God is spoken of as the
agent in the Messianic salvation, and on
the possible force of 6 Xoyos ttjs o-wt. and
!£air€o-TaXT| here see Ramsay, Expositor,
December, 1898.
Ver. 27.
Both A. and R.V. take
a.Yvofjo-avT€s as governing tovtov and
But ko( may be not copulatols <t>wvds.

—

not only did they not
tive but intensive
recognise the Christ, but even condemned
Him to death ; so Rendall. Meyer rendered teat = " also," and makes tols (|><avas
the direct object of lirXrjp. Wendt renders as A. and R.V., see critical notes.
aYvofjo-avTes, cf. iii. 14, it is very doubtful how far we can see in the expression
an excuse in the former passage, and
Paul speaks of himself
guiltiness here.

—

dvvowv and yet obtaining
Tim. i. 13, cf. also for the use
of the word by Paul xvii. 23, and freas

acting

mercy,

1

quently in his Epistles.
Ver. 29. «s 8£ iWXeo-av airovTa: St.
Paul was evidently acquainted with the
details of the Passion as well as with the
main facts of the death and burial, cf.
1 Cor. xi. 23 ; and for the verb used here

Luke

John xix. 28, 30;
Weiss regards the

xviii. 31, xxii. 37,

only here in Acts,

subject of ir£k., Ka0e'X., €0t|ko.v as presupposed as known in accordance with
the Gospel history, but St. Paul may
have been speaking in general terms of
the action of the Jews, although not the
enemies of Christ but His friends actually
took Him down and buried Him. Taken
literally, St. Paul's statement agrees with

I1PAEEI2
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x

Qav&rov eupoWcs, tj-rrjcravTO riiXdTOv dyoupc6T|vai afa6v.
29. ws &e
2
airakTa toi Trcpl auTou ycypau-iAcVa, 3 k<x0€X<Svtcs dud too

irekeaav

|uXou IOtjkch' cis
31. os w4>6tj

TaXiXaias cis

auTw

irXcious tois cruvava^aaiv

'icpoucraXrjp,,

32. Kal

XaoV.

30. 6 8c 6cos TJycipcK auTov ck fCKpuif,

p,vr|p.eiov.

cirl Tjp.epas

oitivcs

4

dxro ttjs

clai u-dpTupes auTou irpos t6»»

tV

irpds tous ira-rcpas
6
0c6s
cTrayycXiav ycyojicViriv, 33.
TauTrjv
^KircTrX^pwKc tois
5
tcVkois aurStv rjpiiv, dmorrjoras 'Irjaouv
6s koh 4k t« »J/aXp,u> r&
Y}p,cis

6|x&s cuayycXiJ^jAeOa

on

•

—N

reads TjTTjo-av, so W.H. marg., but mid. better, "asked for themreads KpivavTcs avrov irapcSwKav IliXaTcp iva cis avaipconv Blass and
Hilg. omit tva see ver. 29.
1

tjttjo-ovto

D

selves".

;

;

8

crcXco-av, in

3

D

D

ereXow.

reads after yeyp.: tjtowto tov VI. tovtov ftev crravptocrai xai cttitvxovtcs
iraXiv . . . The reason of these insertions, as has been suggested, seems the same
as in the previous verses to gain a complete, although summary, account according
to the Gospels.
Syr. Hard. mg. after yeyp. postquam crucifixus esset, petierunt a
.
Blass combines the two
Pilato ut de ligno detraherent eum. Impetraverunt
But one seems rather a corruption of the other, although
in (3 (cf. also Hilg.).
the same motive mentioned above might lead to the insertion of either.

—

.

.

H

w,

4
After oitiv€s fe^AC x 3» x 5» l8 » 6l Sah -i Boh -» Svrr p ( -)> Arm., Aeth. read
so Tisch., R.V., [W.H.]; but om. BEHLP, Chrys., so Blass, Weiss, [W.H.]. Perhaps
-

»

it fell

-

out because the Apostles not only now first, but for a long time past, were
D, Vulg., Syr. Hard, read axpi wv, so Blass in {$, and Hilg.

witnesses.
5

avTwv

C 8 EHLP

and H., Arm., Chrys., Weiss, Hilg.

61, Syr. P.

;
Tjp.»v (om.
R.V., Wendt ; aviw (om. ijfiwv)
to
attaches
W.H.
Sah., Gig., Amb.,
great prob.
explanation,
(1899)
see App., p. 95 ; tj|uv alone being the orig. reading.
DE, Gig., Vulg., so Blass
and Hilg., add Tjp.»v after iron-epas, which shows how easily additions would follow

Tjp.iv

Hil., Tisch., W.H.,
^ABC*D, Vulg., Aeth.,
Wendt

ovtwv)

Blass.

tckvois.

the Gospel of Peter, 21-24, as Hilgenfeld
But Joseph of Arimathaea and
noted.

Nicodemus were both Jews and members

—

tov (jvXov, cf. v. 30, x. 39.
without any ground, as Hilgenfeld
remarks, refers ver. 29 partly on account
of this expression to a reviser, and so
On £vXov, significant here and
34-37.
of the Council.
Jiingst,

intimates that this announcement of Jesus
as the Messiah was not first made by Paul,
as some new thing, but that His Apostles
were still bearing the same witness to
the Jews (Xaov) as a living message in
the same city in which Jesus had been
crucified.

kcu

Ver. 32.

1
Y)p.cis, cf.

Cor. xv. 11,

the death followed by the burial, and
so the reality of the death, " Ik vcicp&v,"

were I or they," etc., "ut
illi illis, sic nos vobis ".
cvayycX., see
above on p. 210, and Simcox, u. s.,
pp. 78, 79. ttjv irpos tovs it. lirayycXiav

was vouched

yev., cf.

in Gal.

iii.

December,

13, see Ramsay, Expositor,
els uv., cf. 1 Cor. xv.
1898.

—

4,

for.

Ver. 31.
w<{>6t), see Milligan's note
on the word, Resurrection of our Lord,
Witness of the Epistles (1892),
p. 265
pp. 369, 377, 386 and Beyschlag, Leben
jfesu, i., p. 434 (second edition), cf. Luke
xxiv. 34, 1 Cor. xv. 5 ff.
with
4-iri :
accusative of duration of time, cf. xvi. 18,
;

;

—

Luke

xviii. 20, xix. 8, 10, 34, xxvii. 20, cf.
iv. 25, xviii. 4 ; in classical writers,

I

but

Luke in N.T., except Heb. xi.
only
oitivcs: if
30, Vindicice Lucana, p. 53.
we add vw, see critical notes, the word
in St.

—

"whether

it

—

—

Rom.

xv. 8, Acts xxvi. 6.

Ver. 33.
"hath fultKircirXrjpaiKe
filled to the utmost," cf. 3 Mace. i. 2, 22,
Polyb., i., 67, 1, tois lirayyeXfas eicir.
tois tckvois avrwv rjp.iv, see critical
notes.
"in that he raised
avao-Ttjcras
"
up Jesus," R.V. ; in that he hath raised
The former
up Jesus again," A.V.
rendering is quite compatible with the
view that the reference of the word here
is not to the resurrection of
Jesus, but to
the raising up of Jesus as the Messiah,
iii. 22, vii.
Deut.
xviii.
The
cf.
37,
15.
:

—

—

:
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ScuWp(f
34.

on

iyu> orjpcpoy yeylvvr]K& ae."
Y^ypaiTTai, "Ylds |xou «t au
8e (WcrrnaeK auTOK £k fCKpwy, utjkcti peXXoira uiroorp^cu'
•

els Sia^Oopdi', ouT&is eiprjKCK,

TTiord."

35. Sid

8ia(J>0opdV."

" *Oti

Kal iv eTepw X^yci,

SfaSau up.if rot ooria Aa|3i8

" Ou
Swcms top

t&

ocrioV trou lZf.lv
tt}

tou 6coG

kcu irpoercTcOt] irpds tous iraWpas auToG, Kal cl$€

T<p 8cvTcp<p ycy. ELP, Vulg., Syr. H., R.V. (T.R.) ; rtf \j/. yey. rtf 8cvt.
But in
13, 61, Arm.,
(rep) irpamp t|/. ycy., c/. Or., Hil., Gig., Latin

t<j» t)/aXp.(p

fc^ABC

2

36. Aaf3l8 piy yap 181a ycyca UTrrjpcTiqaas

jSouXyj 6Koip.TJ0T),
1

XIII.

W.H.

D

The 8cvt. and irpo»T. is the only important
and the authority for the latter is almost entirely Western. According to Origen
the Jews frequently combined Ps. i. and ii. (cf. also Justin, Apol., i., 40; Tert., adv.
Marc, iv., 22; Cypr., Testim., i., 13), "so that a 'Western' scribe, being probably
accustomed to read the two Psalms combined, would be under a temptation to alter
In D, Syr. Hard. marg. the
8cvt. to irpwr. and not vice versd," W.H., App., p. 95.
quotation also comprises Ps. ii. 5 (cf. Blass in p, and Hilg.) see Wendt (1899),
MS. known

to Bede, Tisch., Meyer, Blass.

var.,

;

note, p. 241

;

Belser, p. 6g.

Wern. omits €v

t. irp.

—

*

i|r.

altogether

"

;

fort, recte," Blass.

tv crept?, D, Gig., Vulg., Hilg. read eTcpws
may have been changed into tv erep.
8ioti, so fc^AB, R.V., W.H., under influence of Heb. v. 6, but more probably corruption.

prophecy, ver. 33, would be fulfilled
way, whilst in w. 34 and 35 the
prophecy would be fulfilled by the resurrection from the dead, avacr. Ik vcicpwv
(see Knabenbauer in loco, p. 233 ff.).
Wendt argues that Heb. i. 5, where the
same prophecy is quoted as in ver. 33,
also refers to the raising up as the
Messiah, but see on the other hand
Westcott, Hebrews, in loco.
Ver. 34. prjKCTi p.. vrrocr. els 8ia<f>9.,
" no more to return to
Rom. vi.
first

in this

9,

cf.

corruption," does not of course mean
that Christ had already seen corruption,
so that there is no need to understand
Sl<l4>6. of the place of corruption, sepulchrum, with Beza, Kuinoel. Hilgenfeld
refuses to follow Jiingst, Sorof, Clemen
in referring w. 34-37 to a reviser, for he
justly remarks that the speech which
was intended to move the Israelites to a
recognition of Jesus as the promised
Saviour of the seed of David, would have
been imperfect, unless it had set forth
His sufferings and after -resurrection.
" I will
Aucrci) k.t.X.
give you the holy
and sure blessings of David".
This
makes
the
connection with
rendering
the next verse more evident, cf. Isa. Iv. 3,
Kal 8ia0T]cropai vuiv 8ia6i)KT]v atwvtov to

—

:

M By David was
understood the Messiah, which yet the
Rabbis themselves have well observed "
J. Lightfoot, Hor. Heb. (so Schottgen),
in loco.
"The everlasting covenant,"
what was it but the holy and sure blessings promised to David ? But these blessings, ocrta, sancta promissa Davidi data,
are connected with the resurrection of
8<ria

AavlS

to, iricrrd.

:

Christ because (" 8uSti not 8u$, T.R., see
not the
consequence ") only in the triumph of
God's Holy One (tov 8<riov) are these
blessings ratified and assured. Just as
Peter (ii. 47), so here Paul applies the
passage in Ps. xvi. directly to Christ,
critical notes, stating the cause,

Briggs, Messianic Prophecy, p. 151.
Ver. 36.
yap: David is contrasted
with Christ by St. Paul as by St. Peter,

—

" after he had
ycvc$ virTjp.
generation served the counsel
of God, fell on sleep," R.V., but in margin
the rendering of A.V. is practically retained.
It seems best to take I8ia yeve$
as a dative of time, cf. ver. 20, Ephes.
iii. 5
(so Blass, Wendt, Zockler, Felten),
and not as dat. commodi. St. Paul's
point seems to be (1) the contrast between the service of David which extended only for a generation, and the
service of Christ which lasted through
all ages permanently.
But this contrast
would be also marked if we adopt R.V.
ii. 29.
in his

1810.

:

own

margin rendering and govern t8ia ycv. by
vTTTjp. (see Weiss). (2) The second point of
contrast is between the corruption which
David saw, and the incorruption of the
Holy One of God. Weiss still connects
t-q 6cov povXfj with ckoiutjOt) see margin
but this does not seem so
(2) in R.V.
significant as the contrast drawn between
David serving the counsel or purpose of
God for one, or during one generation,
;

;

whilst in Christ the eternal purpose of
God was realised. -irpoo-cTeOTj irpos tov?
" was
it. at»Tov Hebraistic expression, lit.,
added," i.e. t in Sheol, cf. Gen. xxvi. 8,

—

:

Judg.

ii.

zo, x

Mace.

ii.

69.
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37. oV 8e 6 Beds ^yeipcy,

8ia<J>0opri>.

rVfcHTToe oSV €ot&)

du-aprioiy

tu

yofia>

aVSpes

ufJLti',

KaTayyeXXcTai

ical

39.

Mua^us SucaiwOfjmi,

1
Sta tovtov ^AB'CDLP, so
above authorities.

&8e\<J>oi,
2

diro

elSe 8ia<f>0opdV.

ofiit

on
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81& toutou

&v ouk

irdVT(«>i>

38.

*

uplv

ac|>ecn,s

TjSuyrjO'nTe 4p

£^ toutu) iras 6 mcrreuajv Sikcuoutcu.

all

edd.

;

B*

81a tovto

15, 18,

180— Weiss here follows

8 Kai BC
(D)ELP, Sah., Boh., Syrr. P. and H., Arm., Aethro., Chrys., W.H.,
Weiss, R.V. (T.R.) om. ^AC, Vulg. (am. fu. demid.), Aethpp., Tisch., Blass k<u
might easily drop out after TAI (Weiss). D 137, Syr. H. mg. add irapa 0c<p after Sueai.
3

;

;

Ver. 37. Tjyeipev: more than resur" hie non notatur
rection from the dead,
resuscitatio ex mortuis quippe quae ipsa
sed quern Deus
in conclusione evincitur
suscitavit est Sanctus Dei, ver. 35, ut
aetiocontineat
haec Subjecti descriptio
;

:

logiam," Bengel.
Ver. 38. yvtatrrbv ovv: "incipit adhortatio quae orationem claudit," Blass.
the keynote of St. Paul's
ctyco-is djiap.
preaching, cf. xxvi. 18, as it had been of
and as it
St. Peter's, ii. 38, v. 31, x. 43
had been of the preaching of the Baptist,

—

:

;

—

and of our Lord Himself. 81a tovtov,
Christ through Him Who died,
i.e.,
and was risen again the phrase is

—

—

characteristically Pauline, cf. x. 43.
Ver. 39.
So far the words represent
the entire harmony between the preach-

ing of St. Peter and St. Paul, and
there is no reason to attribute this verse,
as also x. 43, with Jungst, to any reviser
;

SucaiowOcu air<J only elsewhere in Rom.
But if St. Paul's next words seem

vi. 7.

imply that within certain limits, i.e.,
it was obeyed, the law of Moses
brought justification, they affirm at the
same time the utter inefficacy of all legal
to

so far as

obedience, since one thing was certain,
law exacted much more than
Israel could obey
complete justification
must be found, if anywhere, elsewhere.
Can we doubt that St. Paul is here giving
us what was really his own experience ?
(See Briggs, Messiah of the Apostles, p.
In spite of all his efforts to fulfil
76.)
the law, there was still the feeling that
these efforts were hopelessly deficient;
there was an area of transgression in
which the law, so far from justifying,
condemned.
But in the Messiah, the
Holy One of God, he saw a realisation
of that perfect holiness to which in the
weakness of the flesh he could not attain,
and in Him,
died, and rose again,
for us
that Righteous One,
he
not
saw,
only on the road to Damascus,
but ever on his right hand by the eye of

that the

;

—

faith

—he

Who

found complete and

Whom

full justi-

That this forgiveness of sins is
not connected specially with the Death
of Christ, but with His Resurrection, or
rather with His whole Messianic character, to which the Resurrection put the
final seal, is certainly not to be regarded
as an indication of a non -Pauline view,
cf. Romans iv. 25, viii. 34, 2 Cor. v. 15.
Moreover, if we consider the connection
of the whole address, the Resurrection
is not regarded apart from the Death of
Christ
w. 26-29 show us that the
Message of Salvation starts from the
Death of Christ, and is based upon that,
cf. Bethge, Die Paulinischen Reden, p.
It is unreasonable to complain that
54.
St. Paul's conception of justification in
this address falls below his characteristic
and controlling idea of it (McGiffert, p.
could not justly expect that
186).
the Apostle's utterances, thus summarised
by St. Luke, would contain as full and
complete a doctrinal exposition as his
Galatian and Roman Epistles. To the
former Epistle McGiffert points as giving
us what Paul actually taught in Galatia
but there is no contradiction between the
teaching given us in St. Luke's account
of the address in Pisidian Antioch and
St. Paul's account of his teaching to his
converts in his letter " the coincidences
fication.

:

We

;

between the two are so striking as to
make each the best commentary on the
and there is no such close reother
semblance between the Epistle and any
.

.

.

addresses reported in
Acts," Ramsay, Expositor, December,
" Historical
1898.
Commentary on Gal."
see below, and also Lightfoot, on Gal. iii.
11. St. Paul's teaching is essentially the
same in the synagogue at Antioch as
when he is writing to his Galatian converts : only in Christ is justification, and
in the law as such there is no forgiveness
He does not say in so many
of sins.
words that there was no sin from which
men could be freed under the law of
Moses, but it is evident that the most
solemn warning with which the Apostle
other of Paul's

riPAEEIS
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40. pX^ircTC ouV

AnoSTOAQN

XIII.

^irAOrj itf ujt&s to €ipr]\iivov iv tois lrpo^Tais,

ft))

41. ""ISctc, 01 KaTa4>po^T)Tai, Kal 6aupdflraT€ Kal d^aj'iaOTjTC
on
Ipyoi' lyu> ^py<££ofA<u €k rats ^fi^pais ujiwi', cpyoi' w ou p,fj iricrTeuo^TC,
"
•

Mr

tis ^K&iTjyTJTai ftfur.l

42.

E{t6Vrw? &€ ck
to pcTa^u

20it| els

ttjs o-oroywyTJs rfir 'louSaiwy,* -rrapeKaXouy

tA

tA prjpaTa TauTo.

XaXnOtjyai au-rois

o-<£f3j3aTOK

1
At end D adds kcu co-iyr|<rav, Syr. Hard. mg. xai canyt)arcv. In the former case
points to the impression the speech made in the latter, merely to the fact that he
finished it cf xv. 12, 13.
Blass reads c<riyT)<rcv (0), so Hilg. ; see Weiss, Codex D,
;

;

p. 76.
*
cicTi)so-.Tt»r I., but avrwv only in ^ABCDEI 13, 6i,Vulg., Sah., Boh., Syr. (Pesh.)
and Hard., Arm., Chrys., so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Blass, Weiss, Wendt, Hilg ra
cOvtj, but om. MA(B)CD(E), Syr. P. and H., Sah., Boh., Arm., Aeth., Chrys., so
Evidence overwhelming for R.V
Tisch., W.H., Blass, R.V., Weiss, Wendt, Hilg.
the subject of the verbs not being clear the sentence was interpreted
wrongly. BE
;

—B

(81) omit irapcicaXovv
inserting t]|iow after cra(3.,
for irapfK.
W.H., App., p. 95, suspect primitive

while Chrys. substitutes -qgiovv
corruption, probably in opening
words, and see Hort's suggestion,
pcragv D reads e£i)s, Hilg. retains; Blass
rejects, although he thinks it good as an explanation.

—

follows up his declaration could only be
on the ground that some essential principle was involved in the acceptance or rejection of the work of Christ.

justified

On

SikclkSw in classical literature, in
and in N.T., see Kennedy, Sources

LXX,
of N.

T. Greek, pp. 104, 105, and Sanday and

Headlam, Romans,

pp. 30, 31.
iv rots irpo<j>., cf. Luke xxiv.
44, and Acts xxiv. 14; John vi. 45.
iirAO-n: quite Lucan in this sense, cf.
viii. 24, Luke xi. 22, xxi. 26 (James v. 1).

Ver. 40.

—

Ver. 41. Hab.
different from the

i.

but here

slightly
Hebrew " behold, ye
5,

LXX

through the
among the nations," in
possible mistake of reading the Hebrew
noun as if = deceitful ones (with the idea
perhaps of impudence, shamelessness). On
pXc'ir. p.^| lir^X. see Burton, pp. 85, 89

—

;

Viteau, p. 83 (1893). a<^ovt«r€hrjT€ added
"
to the " wonder marvellously
by
"
" vanish
of Heb. and
:

LXX

LXX

:

perish,"

away," R.V. margin, an idea involved in
Heb. though not expressed verb frequent
in LXX, in N.T. three times, in Matt. vi. f
and nowhere else except James iv. 14, see
Mayor's note, in loco. The Apostle here
:

transfers the prophecies of the temporal

judgments following on the Chaldean
invasion to the judgment of the nation
by the Romans, or to the punishment
which would fall upon the Jews by the
election of the Gentiles into their place.

Perhaps the latter is more probable before
his present audience.
The iras 6 irwrr.
naturally leads him to the warning for
those who disbelieved (Ipyov <£ ov p.rj

It is

irwrrevirr|Te).

the words with

tempting to regard
(Expositor, De-

Ramsay

cember, 1898), as insisting upon the
marvellous and mysterious nature of
God's action in the sending forth of His
Son, but the context (cf. Iir&0fl) here,
and the O.T. prophecy, both point to
the imminence of judgment and penalty.

—£pya£op.cu:

the present (so in

LXX),

because the result was so certain that
it was
regarded as actually in process.
With true rhetorical force St. Paul concludes his speech, as at Athens, by an
appeal to awaken all consciences, cf.
St. Peter's closing words, ii. 36, iii. 26
possibly, as at the close perhaps of St.
Stephen's speech, signs of impatience
had begun to manifest themselves in his
audience (Plumptre).

—

Ver. 42.

4|iovtci»v:

"and

as

they

went out," i.e., the Apostles, before the
synagogue broke up the congregation of
Jews and proselytes besought them
not "when they had gone out," which
would introduce a confusion of time see

—

;

Wendt

critical notes.

refers to ver. 15,

and takes apxuru. as the subject of

—

" the next
eU rh p.. 1.
Sabbath," A. and R.V., cf. for els iv. 3.
p,cT. here an adverb, later Greek, cf. Barn.,
Clem. Rom., Cor., i. 44,
Epist., xiii., 5
and so in Josephus ver. 44 apparently
decides for the rendering above. Others
take it of the days during the intervening
week, between the Sabbaths, cf J. Lightfoot, in loco, and Schottgen.
Ver. 43. Xt>0. 8i Paul and Barnabas
irapcKoLXovv.

:

;

;

:

4
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o-46.

43. Xu0€iaif]s 8c
Kal rStv

"rijs

o-€J3ofAeVa>v

owaywyf|s,

Tw

8e cpxajxe^w

•

2

<raf38dTu>
3

a-Kouaat tot Xoyov tou 0eoo.
^irX^trOTjo-av

t&v 'lou8auav

DauXu Kal tw BapvdBa 1 ohives
auTous emjxeVeiy ttj \dpni tou 0€ou.

TrpoariXuTWf tw

irpoaXaXourres auTOis, IttciOov

44.

rJKoXou0T|crai' iroXXol
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^Xou, Kal AvrlKeyov

oxeSov iraaa

f\

iroXis aun^x^*)

18(>VT€S 8c 01 'louSaloi

45.

tous o^Xous

tois uiro tou flauXou Xeyop-eVois,

46. irappT)criao-du.cvoi 8e 6 flauXog
dnriXeyovTcg Kal {3Xao-4>T)u.ou»T€S.
Kal 6 Bapfdfias ctirov, 'Yu.iv rjy dvayKatov Trp&TOv XaXrj&rjj'ai tov

\6yov tou 0eou

*

£irci8?)

8e

4

dirwOelaOe auToV, Kal ouk d£ious KpiveTC

1
BapvaBa, 137, Syr. Hard. mg. add agiovvTcs BairTiardi|vai, so Blass in 8. Belser
supports, p. 69, and thinks that it explains context, but if thus important it seems
curious that it should have been omitted. At end of verse D, Syr. H. mg., Prov. add
eyev. Ka0' oXtjs t»|s iroXcct? SicXdciv tov Xoyov (cf. E, Wern.), so Blass in jl., and Hilg.
61, Chrys., Tisch., W.H., Blass, R.V., Weiss
eiri(X6V€iv, but irpocrp..
Wendt, Hilg.

^ABCDE

2

^BC*DEa LP

Chrys., Tisch., W.H., Wendt, Weiss, Hilg;
marg., Blass (tj cxoucvt) several times in Luke). For
tov Xoyov tov 6. (K.j D reads only llavXov so Blass and Hilg. Belser defends
as marking exactly what the people would be
(with addition in previous verse)
likely
But as D reads tov Xoyov tov 0. in previous verse, probably the
to say, p. 6g.
change may have been made here merely to avoid repetition, Weiss, Codex D,
€pxo|iev<p

cxoficvco

AC 2 E*

13, 40,

61,

W.H.

;

p. 76.
*

D

-iroXvv tc Xoyov iroiTjo-apcvov irepi tov icvpiov (all this
following
at close of previous verse) : may be meant to mark that the opposition
avriX. «ai DIP 40, Syr. Hard.,
after Paul had spoken at length.

commences

upon llovXov
showed itself

1
Tisch., Wendt, Hilg.; om.
Chrys., Theophyl., Par.
Pesh., Sah., Boh., Arm., Aeth., W.H., Blass, R.V., Weiss,

^ABCL

,

Gig.
*

Blass in B avTiTa.o-o-op.evoi

;

13, 61, Vulg., Syr.

cvavnoucvoi

(sic)

Kai E,

(cf. xviii. 6).

but 8e om. N*BD* 180, Syr. H., Sah., Boh., Tisch., W.H., R.V.,
airuO. . . . KpiveTt . . ., Gig., Par.,
retains, so Blass and Hilg.).
Wern., Cypr., Prom., so Blass in B, read aircoo-aotic . . . cxpivaTc, marking that the
opportunity was past and gone.
cireiSr, 8e,

Wendt (Weiss

had gone out before the synagogue was
formally broken up; Se' marks the contrast in the

—t»v who

case of those

them to hear more.

followed

o-eB.

irpoo*.

:

tov 0e6V or <f>oB. tov
only here,
trtfi.
0coV: used elsewhere of the uncircumcised Gentiles who joined the Jewish

synagogue, whilst

irpoo-ijXvroi.

means

who became

circumcised and were
full proselytes
devout," R.V., referring
rather to the outward worship, "religious,
those

"

:

A.V., rather to inward feelings (but in ver.
**
devout," A.V.). oiTivcs (ix. 35,
50,
xi. 28) refers to the Apostles, but see on
the other hand RendalTs note, pp. 92,
165, referring it to the people (so ap-

—

parently Calvin). The Apostles thought
by the eager following of the people that
the grace of God had found an entrance
into their souls, see critical notes for D.

—irpoo-XaXowTes

in
in xxviii. 20, cf.
f
(Exod. iv. 16,
).
:

where

AB

N.T. only

Wisdom

else-

xiii.

17

—

Ver. 44.
Ipx-, see critical notes.
orxeSov, cf. xix. 26, Heb. ix. 22, each
time before iros, and in 2 Mace. v. 2,
In classical use as
3 Mace. v. 14, 45.
in text, often with iras.
trvvri\6r\y i.e., in

—

the synagogue, not, as some have thought,
before the lodging of the Apostles,
Ver. 45. ol M.: not the proselytes

with them (Ramsay, St. Paul, p. 101).
rovs &xXov«, cf ver. 48, to. eQvt\.
ivTiX. Kal, see critical notes if retained,
" not
participle emphasises finite verb
"
only contradicting but blaspheming
see Simcox, Language of the N. T., p.

—

—

;

:

;

—

BXacr.:
130.
xxvi. 11.

nomen

Christi,

xviii.

Ver. 46.

6,

ira^pijcrioo-aucvoi, see on
ix. 27.
fjv avayxaiov, cf. on ver. 14.
81 marks
eirciS-^ 8e, see critical notes.
the contrast, but its omission emphasises

—

—

—

even more vividly and sternly. ciirw"
ye thrust it from you," R.V.
only in Luke and
repellitis, Vulgate

it

dcurOc

:

;

;

TTPAEEI2 ATI02T0AQN
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£auTous

XIII.

alwvtoo £uf}s, 1800 orpe^oueOa eis to 20kt|
47. ooVw
6 Kupios, " TtQeucd 1 a€ €ts <f>ais 40vwv, tou et^ai
tjjxiv
•

ttjs

yap ivriTaKrat

ae €ts or&mrjpiav Iws ^oxotoo

48. dKOuofTa 8c Ta cOvtj
ttjs Ytjs."
8 tov
exaipoK, Kal ^86s"a£ov
\6yov too Kopioo, Kal ^morcoaav oaoi

81*

Kopioo

oXtjs ttjs

aePojxtVas yovaucas*

X"P a 5«

&^ 'looSaioi irapctTpovav Tas
5°*
*al Tas euaxTrjp.ovas Kal toos irpcaTOOs rfjs
°^

Kal fmqycipav 8i6>y|Jov

-rroXews,

1

49. 8ie<^pcT0 8c 6 Xoyos too

T€Tayjx€Voi eis j>wfjv aX(Lviov.

Tjcrav

£irl

tov llaoXov Kal tov Bapvapav,

D, Cypr., Gig. read
prefix i8ov to quot., so LXX.
Blass and Hilg., but here variance from LXX.

DE, Cypr.

«0v., so

$ws

tc6. <re tois

—

2
68o|a£ov, D, Gig., Aug. read c8c|avTo, so Hilg. rejected by Blass in p, but
tov Kvpiov,
see also his Commentary, in loco ; for the phrase cf. 2 Thess. iii. 1.

180, Boh., Arm., Aug., W.H. text, R.V. text, Blass, Hilg.—
retains tov K., so Tisch., W.H. mg. following
61, Vulg., Sah., Chrys.

but tov 6.

Weiss
3

BD*E

^ACLP

61, 180, Sah., Boh., Syrr. P. and H., Arm., Tisch., W.H.,
R.V., Weiss, Hilg.
Gig. Tivas t«v o-cf}. (tov Btov) yvvaiicas cvcrxTjpovas.
(Ephraem, Harris, Four Lectures, p. 23) read 0Xu|riv pey. koi Stwypov, cf. viii. 11,
Western text, and Phil. i. 16 ; see also Ramsay, St. Paul, p. 106.

koa

(1)

om.

^cABCD

DE

Paul, cf. 1 Tim. i. 19, Rom. xi. 1, Acts
27, 39; frequent in LXX, cf., e.g.,
Ps. xciii. 14, Ezek. xliii. 9, and 3 Mace,

vii.

22, vi. 32,

iii.

4 Mace.

Matt. xxii. 8.
Ver. 47.
yap

ii.

16.

—ovk

d.££ovs,

cf.

action of the
Apostles in turning to the Gentiles was
not arbitrary. T^dciica, cf. Isa. xlix. 6
B reads SISukci
(Luke ii. 32). In
instead of Tc'8., and inserts after it els
this

:

—

LXX

8ia0YJKT)v ylvovs;
really refers to the

—

not in Hebrew. o*€
Servant of the Lord,

the Messiah; cf. Delitzsch, Das Buck
but the
Jesaia, p. 486, fourth edition
Apostles speak of an ^vtoXtj given to
them, because through them the Messiah
is proclaimed to the Gentiles; see note
;

on

i.

8.

Ver. 48. *&<$£. tov X. tov K. 8o£. tov
9.
frequent in Luke and Paul, cf. 2
Thess. iii. 1 for the nearest approach to
the exact phrase here.
0V01 Tjo-av
Tcray. there is no countenance here for
the absolutum decretum of the Calvinists,
:

;

—

:

since ver. 46 had already shown that the
Jews had acted through their own choice.
The words are really nothing more than

a corollary of St. Paul's avayxatov

:

the

Jews as a nation had been ordained to
eternal life they had rejected this election
but those who believed amongst
the Gentiles were equally ordained by
God to eternal life, and it was in accordance with His divine appointment that
the Apostles had turned to them.
Some
take the word as if middle, not passive
M as
many as had set themselves unto

—

—

:

and in support of this
life,"
Rendall refers to 1 Cor. xvi. 15, £ra|av
cavrovs (see also Blass, in loco). The
rendering here given by Rendall may be
adopted without pressing the military
metaphor in the verb, as has sometimes been done; see Wendt's note,

eternal

308 (1888).

p.

St.

Chrysostom takes

as
Wendt
(rightly
expression
Mr.
thinks):
d^wpicrpevoi t<£ 0€«.
Page's note, in loco, should be con-

the

sulted.

Ver.

8ic^pcro;

49.

divulgabatur,
not only by
the preaching of the Apostles themselves,
but by small knots of Christians in other
towns, see Ramsay, St. Paul, p. 105,
and so Blass, in loco ; only here in N.T.
in this sense, so in (Wisdom xviii.
10)
Plut. Lucian imperfect, a certain
lapse
of time is implied, see Ramsay, St.
Paul, p. 105.— oXtjs ttjs \tapa%: die
phrase, "the whole Region," indicates
that Antioch was the centre of a
Region, a notice which introduces us
to an important fact of Roman imperial
administration.
Antioch, as a Roman
colony, would be the natural military
and administrative centre of a certain
Regio, and there is evidence that in
Southern Galatia there were also other
"

was spread abroad," R.V.

;

;

;

distinct Regiones, x«*pai, Ramsay,
Paul, pp. 102-104, 109, 110-112.

Ver.

50.

irapwrpwav

:

"urged on,"

R.V. only here in N.T., not
Apocrypha; so in Pind.,
;

or

and so too

in

St.

Josephus, Ant.,

in

LXX

Lucian,
vii., 6, 1,

XIV.

47_52.

ical

I7PAEEI2 AIIOSTOAQN

i.

e^tPaXof aureus

roy KoyiopToy Taif

8c p.a0T)Tal e'TrXirjpoGrro

XIV.
«ls t)\v

'ErENETO

I.

r&v opiav

dtoro

iroSaii'

auTan'

51. ol

<xutG>v.

auTous, TJXOoy

^ir'

x a P&S Ka i

x

Se"
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CKTim^rffiCKOi

5 2, °^

els 'IicoViok.

riyeufxaTos 'Ayiou.

Be eV 'Iko^lw,

k<xtcI

to <xuto elaeXOeiK auTous

awayc^T)!' twk 'louoaiwy, Kal XaX-fjaai outws <3ot€ mareGacu

1
so Blass and Hilg., a
t)X6ov, D reads Kar-t]vry\<rav y
necessary here.

and also

in

Hippocrates and Aretaeus.—

nowhere else in
Iinfyeipav, cf. xiv. 2
N.T., several times in LXX, and also
;

and

common word

in

Acts but not

of Lycaonia, Lystra and Derbe,
and the inference from this statement
that Iconium was not itself Lycais
But this inference justifies the
onian.

cities

Galen,
frequently in Hippocrates
Hobart, pp. 225, 226. On the addition in
Codex D see critical notes, and Ramsay,
" of
Tas €v<rx«
St. Paul, pp. 105, 106.
honourable estate," R.V. not of character, but of position, cf. Mark xv. 43.
This influence assigned to women at
Antioch, and exerted by them, is quite
in accordance with the manners of the
country, and we find evidence of it in all

would appear that the people of
Iconium regarded themselves as Phryafter
Iconium had been
gian even
united with Lycaonia in one district
of Roman administration: cf. Ramsay,
Church in the Roman Empire, p. 37 ff.,
and the testimony of the Christian

most varying
periods and under

judge

—

:

;

con-

Thus women were appointed

ditions.

the empire as magistrates, as
the games, and even the
presidents of
Jews elected a woman as an Archisynain one instance, at Smyrna,
gogos, at least
Ramsay, St. Paul, p. 102 Church in the
Roman Empire, p. 67 C. and H., p. 144 ;

under

;

;

"Antioch," Hastings' B.D. ; Loening,
Die Gemeindeverfassung des Urchristenthums, p. 15. tovs irpwrovs: perhaps
wives.
approaching them through their
On the addiction of women to the Jewish
2
religion cf. Jos., B. J., ii., 20, ; Strabo,

—

2; Juvenal, vi., 542; see Blass,
Felten, Plumptre, in loco, and instances in
Wetstein. i|€'PaXov avrovs, see xiv. 21.
Ver. 51. ^KTiva£ap.evoi, cf. Matt. x.

vii.,

—

14,

Luke

x.

Mark

11,

vi.

The

11.

symbolic act would be understood by
the Jews as an intimation that all further
There is no
intercourse was at an end.
reason to see in the words a late addition
by the author of Acts to the source the
need not
disciples mentioned in ver. 52
have been Jews at all, but Gentiles, and
in xiv. 21 nothing is said of any intercourse except with those who were
already disciples. MwJvtov, see on xiv. 1.
Ver. 52. x a P<*?> cf' I Thess. i. 6,
;

—

Rom. xiv. 17, 2 Tim. i. 4.
Chapter XIV. Ver.

—

1.

ev

MicovCcp

(Konia), sometimes regarded as a Roman
colony towards the end of the reign of
Claudius, thus dignified on account of the
title conferred upon the frontier town,

Claudio-Derbe.
dius, constituted

But Hadrian, not Clauit

a colony. In ver. 6
Iconium to the

the Apostles flee from

accuracy of the historian,

local

Hierax,
:

"

163
I

a.d.,

before his
hither

have come

a slave), torn
"

as

it

Roman
(i.e.,

as

away from Iconium of

: on the road travelled
by the
Apostles see also Ramsay, u. s., p. 27
ff.
Strictly speaking, Lystra and Derbe
were cities of Lycaonia-Galatica, while
Iconium reckoned itself as a city of

Phrygia

Phrygia-Galatica, all three being comprised within the Roman province of
See also Rendall, Acts, p. 262.
Galatia.
On the place and its importance, situated
with a busy trade on the principal lines
of communication through Asia Minor,
see C. and H., smaller edition, p. 145,
B.D.*. Iconium is the scene of the famous

Acts of Paul and Thekla, forming a part
of the Acts of Paul, C. Schmidt's translation of which we must await with interest.

See Harnack, Chronol., i., p. 493, Wendt
(1899), p. 42, Ramsay, Church in the Rop. 375, and "Iconium,"
Kara rb avrb, " toHastings' B.D.

man Empire,

—

gether," so R. and A.V., cf LXX, 1 Sam.
xi. 11, or it may mean "at the same
time ". Blass however (so Ramsay, Weiss,
"
Rendall) renders after the same fashion,"
But for this meaning
i.e., as at Antioch.

where
—*EXXi]va>v

a different phrase is
on the whole best
taken as referring to the <r€p. or <j>o{3.
rbv ©edv, because in ver. 2 we have
eOvij, which would signify the Gentiles
generally, as opposed to those devout

cf.

xvii.

used.

2,

:

persons who as proselytes had joined
the Jewish synagogue.
Ver. 2. airei0ovvT€s, see critical notes.
If we read airciO-qo-avrcs, " that were disobedient," R.V., but cf. John in. 36, and
Page's note in loco.
Lumby quotes
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xiv.

c

'louSaiuf Te

koI

EXX^kw»' iroXd

ttXtjOos.

'louScuoi iTrqyetpav ical Ik&kuhjo.v t&s

d&eX^wi'.

3. itcavoK jack oGV

2.

^ux^S

ol

™

v

8i

direiOoorrcs

*Q V *>> V

1

KaTa T«y
ittl

xp6vov hUrpityav irapp^CTia^OfjLe^ot

airciOovvTcs, but aor. airci6Ti<ravTcs fr^ABC 13, 61, Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss,
D, Syr. Hard, mg., cf. Blass in 0, and Hilg., read 01 8c apxio-vvaywyoi
t»v lovSaiwv Kai 01 apxovTcs tij$ a-wayotyi]^ (t. cr. om. by Syr. H.), and for
cirrj-yeipav DE, Gig., Wern., Syr. H. read cirT)-y<ryov (ovtois om. by Syr. H.)
These readings may have arisen from the seeming
SLwypov KaTa twv SiKaiwv.
read of the
inconsequence of w. 1-3 as they stand in the ordinary text.
1

Wendt.

We

Ramsay
opposition of the Jews, and yet the Apostles abode a long time, etc.
therefore maintains that there is some corruption, and is prepared to follow
But as the text
Spitta in omitting ver. 3 (although for a different reason).
stands it is quite possible to suppose that the effect of the preaching in the
be
ver.
thus
would
2
twofold,
answering to the last clause of ver. 1,
synagogue
and that the disciples continued to speak boldly, encouraged by success on the one
hand and undeterred by opposition on the other, the consequence being that the
division in the city was still further intensified.
Ramsay sees in the reading at the
commencement of the verse which marks the distinction between apxovrcs and
that the Bezan reading here cannot be an original first
apxttrvva-ycryot a proof
century one, although in its carefulness to enumerate the different classes of Jews
" The Rulers of the
it may embody an actual popular tradition (see his article on
Synagogue," Expositor, April, 1895, and compare C. jR. E., p. 46). On KaTa
SiKaiwv see also Ramsay, C. R. E., p. 46 Siicaioi is not used by Luke of Christians,
rather o-yioi or a8cX<t>oi. At the end of the verse D(E), Gig., Par., Wern., Syr. H.
mg. add 6 8c icvpios cSukcv ra\v cipt)vi)v, which seem introduced to make an easy
transition from ver. 2 to ver. 3, a second tumult being referred to in ver. 5 ; see
See further Weiss, Codex D, p. 77
crit. notes.
Cf. ck ScvTcpov, Blass in 0.
Wendt (1899), pp. 247, 248 Harris, Four Lectures, etc, pp. 23, 69 ; and for decided
ff.
Hilgenfeld, Zeitschrift fur voissenschaft. Theol., i.,
support of P, Belser, p. 70
pp. 52, 53, 1896, and Acta Apost., p. 245, 1899; and especially Blass, Philology of
the Gospels, pp. 121, 127; Zockler, Greifswalder Studien, p. 135; see also Salmon,
Introd., p. 598 ; but on the other hand Schmiedel, Encycl. Bibl., i., p. 53.

tw

;

;

;

;

Baruch i. 19, and regards the expression
here as stronger than "unbelieving,"
rather unbelief breaking forth into rebellion, as in the case of these Jews at
Iconium and elsewhere. Ramsay renders
" the disaffected". licdicw<rav:
"exasperated," Ramsay; only here in N.T. in
this sense, five times in Acts, once in
quotation; only once elsewhere in N.T.,
1 Pet. iii. 13, cf. for its use here Jos.,

—

Ant.,xv'u, 1, 2;vii., 3; viii., 6. It is used
several times in LXX, but not in this
sense, the nearest approach to it is Ps.

(LXX) 32. The same phrase occurs
twice, Num. xxix. 7, xxx. 14, but with a

cv.

different

meaning

or reading in D.

See

critical notes.

Ver.
result

°% y as a
licav&v acv ovv x*
3.
from the two previous verses, the
'•

accession to their numbers and the disBlass sees in the aorists
affection.
cV»jy and ^Kdio a proof that the disaffected

Jews succeeded

in their attempts,
so, how were the

and he asks if this was
Apostles able to remain? The answer
is to be found, he
thinks, in D, see

above, so Hilgenfeld, who holds that
this reading makes it conceivable how
Paul and Barnabas could continue their
work. On Uav6s with xpovos, peculiar
to St. Luke, see p. 215.
Ramsay sees
the same force in the aorists, and therefore ver. 3 seems so disconnected that
he can only regard it as an early gloss
similar to many which have crept into
the Bezan text. He thus inclines to adopt
here Spitta's hypothesis, and to regard
w. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7 as a primitive docu-

ment. The Bezan text is to him simply
an attempt to remedy the discrepancy
which was felt to exist between w. 2 and
one
3, and it presupposes two tumults
in ver. 2, and the other in w. 4 and 5.
But there seems nothing unnatural in
taking ovv as marking a result from the
events of the two previous verses, not
from the second alone, or in the extended
:

stay of the Apostles in the divided city,
(Wendt (1899) supposes that in the
original source ver. 3 preceded ver. 2,
which makes the sequence quite easy,
Clemen is much more drastic in his
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tw Kupiw tw p.apTupourrt tw Xdyw * ttjs \dpiTQ^ ofiTOu ; «al SiScW*
2
81a tw^ x^pw'' auTwy.
8^
4. Soyiv&t]
aTjjxcia icai Wpara yiycaSai
01
Kal
ueV
ow
to ttXtjOos ttjs ttoXcws
tois 'louSaiois, 01 5c
r\aa.v
*

ow

3

tois dirooroXots.

aw

'lou8aiwy

*Qs 8c cycVcTO 6puf) tw> iQv&v tc Kal

5-

tois apxouaif auTuc, uj3pioni Kal XiOo/SoXfjaai ciutous,

1
Wendt (1899), p. 248, maintains that ver. 3 preceded ver. 2 in the source, thus
simplifying, as he thinks, the order of thought. t^» Xoyw, in fc^A, Syr. Pesh. eiri
precedes, so Tisch., Wendt, and Weiss ; cf. Heb. xi. 4, but prep. om. by ^cBCDELP,
icai 818., om. icai ABDEP, Chrys., so W.H., Blass,
Chrys., so W.H., Blass, Hilg.
R.V., Wendt, Weiss, Hilg. ; SiSovtos so
4, 21, 133, Tisch.

^

and for ot 5e D reads aXAoi 8c, so Hilg. ;
Harris regards these as cases of Latinisation, soCorssen, p. 43. At end of verse, D,
Syr. Hard. mg. add KoXXcapevoi Sia tov Xoyov tov 6cov (so Blass in (3 and so Hilg.),
the verb is Lucan, but we cannot say that it is original.
*
has " et iterum excitaverunt
Hard.
secundo
cum
2

D, Syr. Pesh.

tar\i(r6r]y

tjv ecrxi.crp.cvor,

mg.

persecutionem
Judagi
eduxerunt eos ex civitate," so Blass in {5 cf also Ephrem
Harris also quotes "et
Harris, Four Lectures, etc., p. 23.
Hilg. follows T.R.
iniuriaverunt et lapidaverunt eos," d, which he suspects to be more archaic than
its Greek.
It is difficult to see how this can agree with <tvvi8ovtc$ in the next verse,
which could not be used of an assault actually committed, but Syr. Hard, omits
Syr.

Gentibus

et lapidantes eos

;

;

<rvvi8.

—w. 4-6* to

methods, and refers ver. 2 and
his Redactor Antijudaicus.)

irap" p-qcr.

:

speaking boldly in spite of the opposition
of the Jews, see above on the verb, p. 242.
eiri, cf. iv. 17, 18 (elsewhere with Iv), the
Lord being the ground and support of
their preaching; Calvin notes that the
words may mean that they spoke boldly
in the cause of the Lord, or that relying
on His grace they took courage, but that
both meanings really run into each other.
difficult to decide whether
r<j> KvpCw
the reference is to Jesus Ndsgen takes it
so, not only on account of St. Luke's
usual way of giving Him this title, but
also because the Acts speak expressly
of the miracles of the Apostles as works

—

—

:

;

of Christ,

16, cf. iv. 30.

iii.

On

the other

hand Meyer- Wendt appeals

to iv. 29, xx.
24, 32 (but for last passage see var. lect.),

Heb.

ii.

4.

Ver. 4. I<txio-9t] 8i, better "and the
"
multitude
(see Page's note on ver. 3),
cf.

xxiii.

7,

John

vii.

43.

There

is

no

such marked success in ver. 3 as in
Ramsay's view. In Thessalonica, xvii.

—

4, 5, a similar division, cf. Luke xii. 51.
the note of Weiss here
iiroo-ToXois
takes the word, not in its technical sense
at all, but only as missionaries ; but see
:

above on

xiii. 1.

Ver. 5. The real contrast is marked
in this verse, d>s 8J lycV.
Hitherto the
evil results indicated in ver. 2 had not
resulted in an open combination of Jews
and Gentiles to injure Paul and Barnabas,

now

but

the Jews and their rulers were

prepared to act in concert with the Gentiles, so that the opposition assumed a
public shape, and a definite accusation of
blasphemy could be formulated against
"
the
R.V. " as-

Apostles.— 6pjiT|,

onset,"

sault," A. V., but neither

;

word seems

ap-

propriate, since neither onset nor assault
It seems therefore
actually occurred.
better to take the word as expressing
the saclmation, or hostile intention, or
instigation, and to connect it with the
infinitives.
In classical Greek the word

used of eagerness joined with lirtof impulse, of eager desire of,
z thing, cf. Thuc. iv. 4, Plat.,
Phil., 35 D, although it is also used of
The only other
an assault or attack.
place in the N.T. in which it occurs
is James iii. 4 (R.V. renders " impulse
").
Hesychius regards it as equivalent to
f3ovXi), €ir lOvfiia, but see also for its use as
expressing attack, violence, 3 Mace. i. 16,
is

6v|Aia),
or for,

—

iv. 5.
<rvv tois apxovo-iv awwv,
of the Jewish synagogues, as avrdv
shows. Hackett and Lumby take it of
the heathen magistrates.
On the distinction between these and the apxuru-

23

;

i.e.,

vayuyo9 > see

Schiirer, div.

ii.,

vol.

ii.,

pp.

The magistrates of the
64, 250, E.T.
city could not have participated in an
act of mob-violence, and the plot to stone
the Apostles seems to point to Jewish
instigation for enforcing the punishment
of blasphemy.— \»Ppio-at, u to entreat them
shamefully," so A. and R.V., indicating
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6. 1 ctukiSoVt«s

KaW^uyor

ical A4pfii\v, ical

t&s

els

ify irepixupoy,

ttcSXcis

XIV
AunaoKias, Auarpiv

ttjs

2
7. icdicei ?\<jolv cuayycXi^ouefoi.

1
Syr. Hard. mg. (cf. Flor.) reads "et fugientes pervenerunt in Lycaoniam, in
civitatem quandam, quae vocatur Lystra, et Derben," so Blass in
in civit. quondam
does not sound Lucan. After ircpixwpov
(Flor., Vulg.) add o\t)v, so Blass and
but
see
St.
Paul, p. 113.
Ramsay,
Hilg.,
;

DE

3

At end of verse D(E),

Flor.,

Wern., Prov. add

oXov to itXt|6os

ckivtjOt)

em

ttj

8i8axT)> an d a ls° apparently by way of transition to the following narrative 6 8e n.
Kai B. SicTpipW cv Avcrrpots, so Blass and Hilg., but see Ramsay, u. s., and Weiss,
Codex D, p. 78. E has cIcttXtjo-o-cto ira<ra tj iroXvirXt]deia eiri ttj SiSaxD ovtwv, and
Harris thinks that the gloss arose in Latin and points out the closeness of d and e
here (see also Blass, Proleg., p. 28). But it has been pointed out that the Latin
of d and Flor. also differ.

outrage, insolence in act, cf. Matt. xxii.
Luke xviii. 32, 2 Mace. xiv. 42, 3 Mace.
in Luke xi. 45 of insulting words.
vi. 9
St. Paul uses the same word of treatment
at Philippi, 1 Thess. ii. 2, and he describes
his own conduct towards the Christians
by the cognate noun up'pio-Tijs, 1 Tim.
6,

;

i.

13-

Ver.

o-vviSovres, cf. xii. 12, v. 2, only
Paul, 1 Cor. iv. 4 ; 1 Mace.
2 Mace. iv. 41, xiv. 26, 30 ; 3 Mace,

6.

in

Luke and

iv.

21

— Kartyvyov,
;

v. 50.

Matt.

x.

"We

23
ought not to run into danger, but to flee
from it if needful, like these leaders of the
Church wishing to extend their preach"
ing, and to multiply by persecution
Oecumenius ; only elsewhere in N.T.,
Heb. vi. 18 see Westcott, l.c, cf. Deut.
iv. 42, Numb. xxxv. 26; 1 Mace. v. n,
etc.
So in classical Greek with els, eiri,
cf.

:

;

—

ets tos ir<5Xeis ttjs A.
Trp<5$.
ical Af pPtjv, Kai ttjv irepix«pov

Avcrrpav
:

in these

words Ramsay sees a notable indication

of St. Luke's habit of defining each new
sphere of work according to the existing
political divisions of the Roman Empire
"
and Derbe and the surrounding
Lystra
"
in
from Antioch to
:

going
Region ;
Iconium the travellers entered no new
Region (x»pa), but in ver. 6 another
Region is referred to, comprising part of
Lycaonia, consisting of two cities and a
stretch of cityless territory ;
so, we see also in the words

and if this is
an indication

of St. Paul's constant aim in his missionary efforts, viz., the Roman world and
when
its centres of life and commerce
he reached the limit of Roman territory
(Derbe) he retraced his steps. The position of Lystra, about six hours southsouth-west from Iconium, near the
village Khatyn Serai, is now considered
as established by Professor Sterrett's
evidence based on an inscription and
from similar evidence of inscriptions it
appears that Lystra had been a Roman
;

;

colonia since Augustus, Ramsay, Church
in the Roman Empire, p. 47 ff., and Wendt

O. Holtzmann, Neutesta(1899), p. 248
mentliche Zeitgeschichte, p. 102.
The
site of Derbe cannot be quite so satisfacbut
torily determined,
probably near the
village Losta or Zosta ; about three miles
north-west of this place, a large mound, by
name Gudelissin, is marked by evident
"
traces of the remains of a
;

city,

Hastings' B.D.

;

Roman Empire,

Derbe,"

Ramsay, Church in the
54 ff., and Wendt
From 41-72 a.d. Derbe
p.

(1899), P- 2 49was the frontier

city of" the Roman
province on the south-east. But if St.
Paul thus found in Lystra and Derbe
centres of Roman commercial life, we
must modify our view of the wild and
uncivilised nature of the region into
which the Apostles penetrated after
leaving Antioch and Iconium, cf. C.
and H., p. 147, with Ramsay, Church

the Roman Empire, pp. 56, 57.
If
Paul had gone to the ruder parts of
Lycaonia, it is very doubtful whether
the inhabitants could have understood
him, or any one addressing them in
in

Greek
Ver.
in

(see also Rendall, Acts, p. .263).
See critical notes for reading
7.
found in four other places
tcaieei

D. —

;

in Luke's Gospel,
Acts, but not at
"
—cvayyeX.
TJaav
they were engaged
in

all

:

preaching the Gospel," Ramsay; on
participle with rjv or rjcrav see i. 10.
Ver. 8. eV Avarpois
here neuter
plural, and not as in w. 6 and 21, feminine. Clemen, p. 115, and Jiingst, p. 131,
see a proof in this that 8-18, or 21a, was
But Hilgeninterpolated by a redactor.
feld points out that the same interchange
of feminine singular and neuter plural
recurs in xvi. 1, 2; cf also 2 Tim. iii. n.
The miracle which follows has often been
compared with those narrated in iii. 1 ff.
and it has been alleged that this second
miracle is a mere imitation of the first, to
in

:

,

—

6
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io.

Kai tis

8.

x

iv

d^p

Auorpois

Ik KotXias jAt)Tp6s auTou
9.

outos r\Kove

4

douVaros tois iroa\v

<j(i)Qr\vai,

x"Xds

eicd0T]TO,

8
os o<j8£itot€ TrepicTrciraTiqicci.

2

virdp\(t)v,

tou riauXou XaXourros

oti iriony Ixet tou
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*

os dTCfiaas auTw, kcu 18wk

10. elite \ieyd\r\

tt)

<j>uctj,

'AfdoTT|0i

—

D

1
omits (so Hilg. and Blass in [J, where he reads kcu (ckci))
cv Avo-rpois,
attractive, although probably due to the previous interpolation, because it would
do away with the perplexity of the two readings tv A. a8vv. (so Weiss) and o8w.

cv A.

(W.H.).

3

ck k. |&t)Tpos Blass thinks out of iii. 2, so apparently
Gig., but see Ramsay, St. Paul, p. 114.

Wendt

—x*>Xos

om. D,

but irepiciraTTjo-cv ^ABC 61, so Tisch., W.H., Weiss, Wendt,
At end of verse Flor. reads virapxftw «v <f>oPu> rov 0cov, so Blass in 3
D omits tov 0€ov and puts the clause after XaXovvros in ver. 9 so Hilg. virapx.
omitted above, where it seems clearly an interpolation in T.R. out of iii. 2. According
to Flor. the man would be a proselyte, see Ramsay, St. Paul, p. 116, Hilgenfeld, Blass;
but Weiss, Codex D, p. 78, regards the reading in Flor. as quite secondary, and it is
to be noticed that D omits entirely the words tov Bcov after fyofiu.
3

irepieireirar»iK€i,,

R.V., Blass.

;

;

4

t)kov6

BCP,

Sah., Syr. Hard., so

W.H.,

R.V., Blass,

Wendt, Weiss;

tjkovo-cv
Flor. adds

^ADEHL

13, 61, Syr. Pesh., Boh., Arm., iEth., Chrys., so Tisch.
"libenter," and Gig. adds ciricrTCvcrev, so Blass in (3.

keep up the parallel between Peter and

But whilst there are,
Paul.
features in common in the

—no

forum,

no doubt,
two nar-

but

great matter for surprise in
healings, where a similarity of
expressions would fitly recur, especially
in the literary usage of a medical writer
the differences are
(see Zockler, p. 240)
also marked e.g., in the Petrine miracle
the man is a beggar, and asks only for
alms in the Pauline nothing is said of
all this, even if the first fact is implied
in the Petrine miracle nothing is said of
the man's faith, although it is implied
here it is distinctly
(see notes, in loco}
stated in the earlier miracle Peter is represented as taking the man and raising
him up
here nothing of the kind is
mentioned (see further on the two miracles, and the different motive in their

ratives
similar

—

:

—

;

—

;

;

performance, Nosgen, Apostelgeschichte,
On St. Paul's own claim to
p. 267).
work miracles see 2 Cor. xii. 12, Rom.
xv. 19, Gal. iii. 5.
If the latter passage
occurs in an Epistle addressed amongst

was

ver.

cf.

u,T)Tpos *.

;

11

(Blass).

— Ik

koiX.

"no mendicant

one whose history
well known".
See

pretender,
from infancy

Ramsay on

the "triple beat," St. Paul, p. 115.
Ver. 9. ovro* ; a genuine Lucan mark
of connection, Friedrich, p. 10. tjtcovf ;
"used to hear," or "was listening to," i.e.,
was an habitual hearer of Paul's preaching, see critical notes on D. Ramsay, St.
Paul, pp. 114, 116, regards the man as a
proselyte, cf. additions in Bezan text, but
for another view of the additions here and
in ver. 10, Page, Classical Review, July,
tov o-.,
1899.
oitcv., see above, i. 10.

—

—

—

Burton, Moods and Tenses, p. 158.
Ver. 10. dva<r. . .
6p0os verb, as
elsewhere, ix. 34, 40, but only here
with liri tovs it., hitherto they had
been too weak to support him, 6p0os
.

:

was entirely whole,
reading in D. On op06s see Hobart, p. 46: it was frequently used by
medical writers, so by Hippocrates and
Galen, with tcmr||ii only elsewheie in
N.T. in a figurative sense and in a
signifying that he

cf.

;

other Churches to Christians in Lystra,
in accordance with the South Galatian
theory, the assertion of miraculous powers
is the more notable ; see also McGiffert,
d8vv. tois it.
Apostolic Age, p. 189.
adjective only here in N.T. in this sense,
cf. LXX, S. Tobit ii. 10, v. 9, d8vv. tois

The collocaquotation, Heb. xi. 13.
tion is also found in classical Greek,
and cf. 1 Esdras ix. 46 (see also Hatch
and Redpath), but cf. also avop06\*>, Luke
xiii. 13, and the combination in Galen of
6p06w and to aSvvaTov kwXov. t]XXcto

used frequently in a
similar sense by medical writers, Hobart,
" Hebranot " dwelt
p. 46.
cicd0T|To
but simply " used to sit," cf. Luke
istic
xviii. 35, John ix. 8
probably in the

see also reading in D.
If
we read rjXaTo, note aorist and imperfect,
he sprang up with a single bound, whilst
the walking is a continuous action, ox
" he
inceptive
began to walk ".

—

o<!>0aXp.ois.

It

—

is

;

;

;

VOL.

II.

:

—

ical ircpicir.,

20
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Tois iroSas

iirl

ISoWes

oj(Xot

crou 6p06s.

Kal fjXXcro

&

6

liroliqcrev

riauXos,

1

XIV.
II. Ot Si

ical Trepicirdret.

liriipav

ri\v

$u)vr)v

clut&v

AuKaocioTi \4yovT€S> Ol 0£ol 6p.oidiB4vTe<i dfdpuirois ttarifiiqaay irpos
12. cicdXouy TC roy pey Bapydfiav, Aia 2, Toy Se llauXoK,
T|p.&s
•

^ABC

1

6i, Vulg., Sah., Boh., Chrys., so Tifcch., W.H., R.V.,
t)XX6To, but t|Xaxo
D, Syr. H. mg. (Flor.), Hilg. have kcu evdccas trapaxptjfia avrjXaro,
so Vulg., Gig. avTjX. for tjX. (c|i)X. E).

Wendt, Weiss.
2

Aia

Syr. H. mg., so Weiss, W.H., Blass in p ; Aiav
Grimm-Thayer and Winer-Schmiedel, p. 89.

^ABCP,

6i, so Hilg.

;

cf.

Iirfjpav <H|v <J>. avrwv aorist
up their voices with a sudden outburst, and then went on to devise names
for the two ckclXow, M were for calling,"

Ver. 11.

:

;

lifted

:

imperfect cf. Luke i. 54 (Rendall). The
phrase here only found in ii. 14,
xxii. 22 and Luke xi. 27 ; Friedrich, p.
;

29, cf. LXX, Judg. ix. 7 ; phrase also
ot o\Xoi : the
in classical Greek.

—

found

city mob
speak in their

common
would

the crowd, who
own native tongue.

;

The

Apostles had evidently spoken in
Greek, which the native Lycaonians
would understand and speak, Church
in

the

Roman Empire,

moments

of

p.

excitement

57.
their

But

in

native

more naturally to
and they would give expression

tongue would

rise

their lips,
to their old superstitious beliefs,
Church in the Roman Empire, p.

—

see
58,

and Wendt (1888), p. 313. AvKaovuni
specially mentioned not only on account
:

naturalness here (see above) but
Chrysostom noted,
this mention of the fact would explain

of

its

also because, as St.

Paul and Barnabas made no protest.
Bethge's objection that ouoioiraOeis (ver.
15) shows that St. Paul understood the
words of ver. 11 is no answer, because

why

the preparations for the sacrifice, rather
than the words of the people, enabled
the Apostles to understand the bearings
of the scene. On the speech of L. see
Conder, Palestine Explor. Fund, October,
1888.— Ol 6eol ict.X. the knowledge of
the story of Baucis and Philemon, accord:

ing to which Jupiter and Mercury visited
in human form the neighbouring district,
Ovid, Met., viii., 61 1 ff., would render such

words quite natural [cf. Fasti, v., 495, and
Dio Chrys., Orat., xxxiii., p. 408). Baur,
Zeller, and Overbeck, followed by Wendt,
object that the people would not have
thought of such high gods, but rather of
magicians or demons, and the latter
evidently thinks that St. Luke has
coloured the narrative by introducing
into it the form which in his opinion the

DEHLP»

i5,

4o,

adoration of the Apostles would assume
but the same narrative emphasises the
fact that the miracle was a notable one,
and we can scarcely limit the bounds of
excitement on the part of a superstitious
;

people who were wont to make their
pilgrimages to the spot where Jupiter
and Mercury conversed with men. At
Malta a similar result follows from the
miracle of Paul, and heathen mythology
was full of narratives of the appearances
of high gods, which were by no means
strange to N.T. times (see Holtzmann's

Morenote, Hand-Commentar, p. 378).
over, the people, rude as they were, might
easily have seen that Paul and Barnabas
were not altogether like the common
magicians of the day. The main incident,
McGiffert admits, was entirely natural
under the circumstances, and is too striking and unique to have been invented,
Apostolic Age, pp. 188, 189.
Ver. 12. cicaXow, see above on ver.
Tbr piv B. ACa« tov 8e n. 'Epptjv.
II.

—

The
was

relative estimate of the Lycaonians
strikingly in accordance with Ori-

—

Barnabas, the more silent
and passive, is identified with Jupiter;
and Paul, the more active, with Mercury.
Ramsay, Church in the Roman Empire,

ental notions

57 St. Paul, pp. 84, 85 McGiffert,
Apostolic Age, p. 189. With the reason
given for the identification of Paul
p.

;

;

with Mercury, cf Iamblichus, De Myst.
Mgypt., i., where Mercury is designated
as 0cos 6 t»v X<Jy<uv ^ycpuv (see also
The comparison could not
Wetstein).
have been because of the Apostle's in(although the
significant appearance
fact that he was the younger of the two
men may be taken into account), since
Hermes is always represented as of
a graceful well-formed figure. On the
traditional accounts of Paul's personal
appearances see Wendt (1888), in loco,
Blass, Renan, and Plumptre, Acts (ExIt is of interest to
cursus, pp. 191, 192).
note that in Gal.

iv.

14 Paul writes to

n— 13-

nPAEEIS AnOSTOAQN

'Ep/ATJy, €tt€i8t)

auTOS

rjv

6 YJyouu.eyos tou Xoyou. 1

tou Aios tou ovtos irpb tt)s iroXews

2
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13. b Si

auiw, Taupous xal

Up€us

OT^jxjJ.aTa

1
Flor. om. circiSt] ovtos . . . tov X., and Blass brackets, comparing xvii. 18,
where some Western authorities omit explanatory clause.
Ramsay also

xviii. 3,

rejects
It is quite possible that in these cases the
clause, St. Paul, p. 117, but Hilg. retains.
Western reading may be original, and the explanation may have been added later.
2

D

reads tov ovtos Aios irpo iroXcws (Blass accepts, so Hilg., adding ttjs before
and D, Gig. read 01 icpcis, so Hilg. (Blass rejects), so D reads ciudvciv, so
Hilg. (not Blass).
Ramsay, C. R. E., p. 51, and St. Paul, p. 118, defends all these
readings as indications of local accuracy ; see notes.
Perhaps he forces too much
of
his rendering
ciriOvciv.
iroX.),

the Galatians: "Ye received me as a
messenger of God," Ramsay, St. Paul,
p. 117.

Ver. 13. 6 8c Icpcis. Plural in D ;
strongly rejected by Blass, with other

Ramsay defends

details.

D

(p.

118),

each of the
great temples in Asia Minor a college
of priests would be in regular service
see also Church in the Roman Empire,
tov Aios tov ovtos irpb
pp. 52, 53.
ttjs it. avT«v, see critical notes. R.V.,
omitting ovtwv, renders "whose temple
was before the city," i.e., enshrined in

and points out that

at

:

—

the temple outside the gate as the proZockler, with Ramsay,
tecting deity.

compares "Zcvs npodomos" on an

in-

scription at Claudiopolis, cf. also irapa
Ait ( ad fanum Jovis), irap' "Hptj, and

=

modern, the name of a church in Rome,
" S. Paolo fuori le mura "
(see also Holtzmann and Wendt). Here again the reading of D seems to bring out the technical
force of the phrase more accurately, tov
oVtos A. irpo

ir<SXe<i>s

(so Blass in

(5)

—

possibly = ilpoirbXcciis (cf» an unpublished
inscription of Smyrna with the phrase
In
U'peia irpb iroXews or PlpoiroXcws).
this phrase, as read in D, the force of the
participle is retained in a way charactertov bvop.atop.cvov
istic of Acts.as almost
see on xiii. 1, a characteristic lost by the
transposition of Svtos ; see on the whole
question Ramsay, Church in the Roman
Empire, p. 51 ff. t and also on the possible
site of the temple. The words cannot refer
to the statue of Jupiter (so lately Rendall),
to which no priests would be attached.
See Blass in Studien u. Kritiken, 1900, p.
27, n. I.
ravpovs koA crreppo/ra brought
by the ministri who would be included in
the generic term priests. On the sacrifice
of a bull to Jupiter, Ovid, Met., iv., 755,
as also to Mercury, Persius, Sat., ii., 44.
On the garlands to wreathe and adorn the

=

—

:

:

victims, JEneid, v., 366 ; Eur., Heracl.,
529, perhaps also for the priests and the

altars, the doors, and the attendants see
instances in Wetstein, and cf. Tertullian,
;

De

Corona,

The words do not

x.

refer

to the Apostles the aim seems to be indicated in rjdcXc Ovciv.
cirl tovs itvXwvas : some see a reference to the gates of
the city, mainly because of the collocation
;

—

tov ovtos irpb

Blass supposes
tt)s fl.
that the priest came from the temple outside to the city gates, but in that case
Ramsay urges that Lucan usage would
=itvXtj rather than irvXeSv, cf. ix. 24, xvi.
Others take it of the gates of the
13.
temple in front of which the altar stood,
01 (tcv tepol tov vcw irvXwvcs, Plut.,
Tim., xii. Ramsay suggests that the priests
probably prepared their sacrifices at the
outer gateway of the temple grounds, as
something beyond the usual ritual, and
so not to be performed at one of the
usual places, cf. ciriOvciv D ; St. Paul, p.
Others again refer the words to
119.
the gates leading into the atrium or
courtyard of the house in which the
Apostles were lodging, partly on the
ground that the word cicirf)8r|o-av is best
referred to the house {cf. Judith xiv. 17,
and Susannah, ver. 39). But the verb may
mean that they ran hastily out of the
city to the temple, and there mingled
with the crowd: in 2 Mace. iii. 18 the
same verb is used of a general rush of
the people to the temple for supplication
to heaven.
rjOcXc Ovciv: What was his
cf.

—

motive ? Was he acting in good faith, or
out of complaisant regard to the wishes
of the multitude (Ewald), or for the sake
of gain ? On the attitude of the native

priests see Ramsay, Church in the Roman
In the present instance
p. 144.

Empire,

it would appear that they had known of
the Apostles' preaching for some time
at all events, and also, it may be, of its
success, cf. D., xiv. 7, critical notes, and
apparently they were willing to honour the
Apostles with divine honours, and to turn
the religious revival to their own ends.
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^irl

XIV,

tous iruXukas e^yKas, abv tois oxXois rjOcXe 0U€iv.
14. 'Akou1
Bapv<£j3as Kal flaOXos, hiaf>pr)£avT€s tA

aai'Tcs oe ol diroaToXoi

ipaTia auT&v

2

Kpd£oKTes Kal X^yorres,
Kal TJpeis opoio-rraOcis taucv uutv

ei$ Toy oxXoy,

elcr€irTJ8Tjaa>'

15. "Avopcs, ti TauTa ttoicitc;

aVOpanrca, cuayyeXi^opevoi up.ds airo toutwk tG>v
iirl

top Qtbv tot £wrra, 8 $s

€TroiT|<r6

paTaiwv firurrp^civ

tov oupavbv Kal

t$|v yfjv

Kai

rrji'

1
Weiss thinks om.
01 airocrroXoi om. D, Flor., Gig., Syr. Pesh., Blass "recte".
caused because offence was taken at the extension of the title to Barnabas. In ver. 4
Barnabas is not expressly mentioned, while here he is not only mentioned by name
but placed first.

^ABCDE

2
13, 61, Chrys., so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Blass,
curcirTiSYio-av, but «|€ir.
Weiss, Wendt, Hilg.
2
3
cirt tov 0€ov tov twvra ^cABCD E 13, 40, 61, Ath., so Tisch., W.H., R.V.,
Weiss, Wendt; cf. Blass, Gram., p. 144. D has cvayy. vp,iv tov 0eov (so Iren.),
and again «iri tov Gcov £«VTa tov iroitjo-avTa, thus reading tov ©eov in both places
in omitting tov ©cov the second time).
(whilst Blass in (3 and Hilg. follow Flor.
"
"
Ramsay however also retains the words in both places, as the God was the title
under which the supreme God was worshipped in Asia Minor, St. Paul, p. 118.

Ver. 14. aicovo*. how, we are not told
whether, as Blass supposes, they had
returned to their lodgings, and hurried
forth to the city gates when they heard
what was going on, or whether, later in
the day, they hurried from the city to the
temple when they heard of the approaching sacrifice, we do not know, and a
better knowledge of the localities would
no doubt make many points clearer.
The crowd who had seen the miracle,
ver. 11, would naturally be eager to
follow the priest to the sacrifice, a-uv
:

;

—

tois oxXois, ver. 13.
Siapp^avTcs: in
token of distress and horror, cf. Gen.
xxxvii. 29, 34 ; Josh. vii. 6 ; Matt. xxvi.
65
frequently in LXX, and several
times in 1 Mace. ctoreir^8ijo-*v : xvi.
29, see critical notes.
Ver. 15. avSpcs: brief address in accordance with the hurry of the moment.

—

;

—6poioira0cis,

" of like
James v. 17,
so R.V. in both passages, but
passions,"
*
*
nature in margin, so Ramsay. But to
others the latter word seems too general,
and they explain it as meaning equally
capable of passion or feeling, as opposed
to the aird9€ia of the idols ; or, equally

prone to

human weakness, and

not

all-

4poioira0«is yXwTTOTop-fjo-ai
in medical writers

iv.

was not ashamed tovs

use

Greek

(see
:

a higher sense than the people
conceived ; on the construction see
above p. 210 and Simcox, Language of
in

For reading in D see
bringing you glad tidings
of "the God" in Asia Minor a familiar
term for the great God, so that just as
St. Paul introduces the Christian God at
the

N.

critical

T. t p. 79.

note

=

—

Athens as "the Unknown God," whom
the Athenians had been worshipping, so
here he may have used a familiar term
known to the crowd around him at Lystra,

—

Ramsay, St. Paul, p. 118. lirurrp^eiv
hrlf cf. especially 1 Thess. i. 9, in Acts
ix. 35, xi. 2i, xv. 19, xxvi. 20; on the
construction see

Wendt, and Weiss,

loco, cf. iv. 18, v.

in

28, 40, infinitive after

trapayY^XXetv.—t&v twvra, see critical
note.
tovtwv: may be used contemptuously, as if St. Paul pointed to the pre-

—

parations
cf. Jer.

ii.

15 B, Jer.

himself,

its

15
Mayor on James
—Heb.
cvayyeXi^. we preach not our"
—
selves
Paul was a messenger of God "

2, cf.
v. 17).
i.,

and

man

cf.

;

powerful as the people seemed to infer

On its meaning in Wisdom
(so Blass).
vii. 3 see Grimm, sub v., and Speaker's
In 4 Mace. xii. 13 it is
Commentary.
also used to mark the atrocious nature
of persecution inflicted by one who, a

:

in classical

(Wetstein) by the Fathers it was used
of our Lord Himself, Euseb., H. E.,

from the miracle (Bethge) whilst others
again take it as meaning 6poio>s 9vt\r6%
;

and

—

for
5, x. 3,

the sacrifice.
paraicov,
of the gods of the nations

their worship, cf. also 2
viii.

19;

cf.

Rom.

iv. 17.
R.V. and A.V. take
others as masculine, sc.,QeS>v.

Kings

i.

21,

xvii.

Ephes.

— 8sas neuter,
it

eiroiTjore

^

k.t.X., cf. especially Jer. x. 11, 12-15, x
for the contrast between the gods who

no gods, and the God Who made the
heavens, and cf. also Acts xvii. 24 for a
similar appeal from the same Apostle.
are

nPAHEIS AII02T0AQN

14-17BdXacraav

itat

Trdrra rd

yeKcals ctacrc
l

KatTOtye

irdrra to iv aoxots

ouk dp.dpTupoy lavrbv

oiSous

uctous
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icai

icaipous
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16. S? iv rats jraptax^ivais

iropeueaOat Tats

6801s

ciutw

•

17.

2

d<f>TjK€K,

dyaOoirotwi',

Kapiro^opous,

oupaKoOey

ejamirXuy

tjjjuV

Tpo<J>r]s

Kal

N*C HLP

3
61**, Chrys., Theodt. ; koitoi ^cABC* 13, 61*, so Tisch.,
KttiToty«
Blass, R.V., Weiss, Wendt; itaiye DE, so Hilg. (see Wendt's note (1888),
p. 312); cf. xvii. 27.
1

W.H.,

2
l8° ayafowpywv,
ayaOoiroicuv, but fc^ABC *3» 6l »
R.V., Weiss, Wendt.

" God manifests His life in
manifestation to which St.
Paul would naturally appeal before such
an audience even in writing to Christian
converts of the deepest mysteries of the
faith he does not forget that the God
of Nature and the God of Redempso
tion are one, cf Ephes. iii. 9, R.V.
too St. Peter prefaces the first Christian
hymn with the same words used here by
On
the Apostle of the Gentiles, iv. 24.
the tact of St. Paul at Lystra and at
Athens, laying the foundation of his
teaching as a wise master-builder in the
truths of natural religion, and leading
his audience from them as steppingstones to higher things, see notes on xvii.
That he did not even at Lystra confine his
teaching or his appeal simply to Nature's
witness, see notes on w. 22 and 23.
Vv. 16-17. 6s God working not only
in creation, but in history, not only the
source of life but the personal living
Guide and Ruler of man, even in His
tolerance far removed from the easy
indifference of the gods of Olympus.
The three present participles dy*6. . . .
818. . . . €p.ir. . . . mark the continuous
activity and goodness of God, and are all
three epexegetical of duaprvpov ; whilst
the second participle is generally regarded as specifying a mode of the first,
and the third as expressing a consequence
of the second.—-ovpav<S0ev : only again in
xxvi. 13 in N.T., see 4 Mace. iv. 10 ; so
in Horn, and Hes., old genitive of evpavos.
the
-UCTOV9 SiSovs Kal xaipovs icapir.

The

"

—a

living

creation

;

;

:

—

:

Apostle's appeal becomes more significant
when we remember that Zeus was spoken
the
of as t>€Ttos, cirifcdpirios (Bethge)
rain was regarded in the East as a special
sign of divine favour, and here, as in the
;

O.T., God's goodness and power in this
gift are asserted as against the impotence
of the gods of the heathen, see especially
Jer. xiv. 22,
1

Sam.

wct.

and

xii.

SiSovcu

17
is

cf.

1

where

Kings
this

xviii. 1 and
same phrase

used of God.

—xapir.

:

and so Tisch., W.H., Blass,

here only in N.T., cf
Ps. cvi. 34,

and also

LXX,

classical

whole passage Cicero, De
"•t 53'

—^iriirXwv

Jer.

ii.

21,

cf for the
Nat. Deorum,
;

(ep.7rnrXaco), cf.

Luke

53, vi. 25, Rom. xv. 24, John vi. 12,
frequent in LXX, e.g., Ps. cvi. 9, Isa. xxix.
i.

19, Jer. xxxviii.

14, Ecclus. iv. 12;

—

see

below on €v<j>pocr. icapSias: Blass
compares Luke xxi. 34, where the heart
is spoken of as
overcharged with surfeiting, as here it is spoken of as filled with
food.
But the word may be used not
merely as = -upas, or in a merely material
also

sense, but as including the idea of enjoyment, cf LXX, Ps. ciii. 15 ; Winer-Moulton, xxiii. 1, and Alford on James v. 5.

—

ordinary Greek use
might simply mean "good cheer," although we need not limit it here with
Grotius to wine as in Ecclus. xxxi. 28 ;
very frequently used in LXX (only here
and in ii. 28 in N.T.), sometimes of mere
festive joy, Gen. xxxi. 27, sometimes of
Alreligious gladness, Deut. xxviii. 47.
though St. Paul could not have used it
here as it is employed in ii. 28, yet he
might perhaps have used it as a kind
of transition word to lead his hearers
on to a deeper gladness of heart, a
richer gift of God than corn and wine,
cf. Ps. iv. 7, and for the phrase tynr.
Ecclus.
iv.
cv^poc. Isa. xxix. 19,
12.
It may well be that whilst we
have in this address the germ of the
thoughts afterwards developed in Rom.
i. 18,
23, etc., St. Paul did not press his
argument on this occasion as in his
Epistle, but took the first step to arrest
the attention of his hearers by an appeal
to the goodness, not to the severity, of
God the goodness which leadeth to reev<^po<rvvT)s

:

in

its

—

It has been thought that the
words ovp. Tjp.iv SiSovs k.t.X. are rhythmical, and may have been some familiar
fragment of a song, or a citation from a
Greek poet, in which the Apostle expressed his thoughts others have maintained that they may have formed part

pentance.

;

nPAEEIS AII02T0AQN

3">

1

t&s Kapoias

cu<|)poaunf]s

KaTeVauaay robs 3)(Xous tou
3

19.

'EirrjXOoi'

8e

18. Kal

-f\\iC>y.

diro

p.$j

XIV.

rauTa X^yon-es,

3

jjwSXis

Butty auTOis.

Kal

'Ainrioxeias

'litoiaou

Kal

'louoaloi,

ireiaarrcs tous 3)(Xous, Kal Xifldaarrcs t6k llaGXof, eaupov e£w ttjs
1

.

Tifi.iv

Tisch.,

.

.

Tjfiwv,

W.H.,

but vttiv

.

.

.

Blass, R.V., Weiss,

vuwv ^*BCDE, Syr. Hard., Arm., Ir., Ath., so
Wendt, Hilg. vutv however is om. by fc^cA 13,
;

61, Vulg.
2
" vix
per|ioXi$> D reads poyis> and for Karen- avo-av . . . avTOis Flor. has
suaserunt ne immolarent sibi illi homines" (so Blass in 0, cf. Hilg.). C, many
min., and Syr. H. mg. add «.XXa iropcvccrOai cKao-rov ci« to 181a, cf. v. 18 D, John
vii. 53; Flor. adds "et discedere eos ab se" (so Blass in
preceding previous

addition

;

Hilg. omits).

At the begin, of verse CDE (Flor. Cassiod.), Syr. H. mg., Arm., Bed. read Sicn-piPovtwv 8c avT«v K«i 8i8ao-KovTwv evidently to show that the outbreak did not ensue
immediately upon the intended worship. D, Flor., Syr. H. mg. (E, Vulg.) insert
Tivts before lovS. and change order.
C, Syr. H. mg., Flor. proceed icai 8iaXeyop.ev*»K
avTwv 7rappT)(ria circio-av tovs oxXovs airooTtjvoi air' «vtwv (" ne crederent illis
docentibus," Flor.), Xeyovrcs on ovScv aXrjOcs Xcyovo-iv aXXa iravra t|/€v8ovTat
so Blass throughout in 0, and Hilg., see Belser, p. 71, in support, on the ground
that p thus explains fully the change in the attitude of the people but the whole
might proceed from a reviser, and need not be original.
8

—

;

—

of the hymn sung in the procession for
the sacrifice, and that St. Paul made the
words his text see Humphry, in loco ;
;

Farrar, St. Paul,
loco

;

but

it

may

i.,

be

O.T. language was

p.

384; Felten, in

fairly said that the
in itself quite suffi-

On

cient to suggest the Apostle's words.

the remarkable parallels between this
speech and the sayings of Pseudo-Heracleitus in his letters see Gore, Ephesians,
p. 253 ff., but see also Bernays, Die Herattovto to. c0vt| :
klitischen Brief"e, p. 29.
" all the
Gentiles," R.V., the words divided
mankind into two classes, but there was
the same Lord over all, Rom. iii. 29.
"
tne generalv tois irapyx. Y €vca ^* :
tions gone by," R.V. irapepx* • not in
or Apocrypha, but classical, and

—

—

m

LXX

used also by Josephus.

Rom.

—

cfcure (cf. xvii.

26) . . . iropev. rats
6801s avT«v,t'.*.,without summoning them
as now to repent, cf. for the combination
ix. 31, and for the expression 2 Cor. xii.
18, Judev. n, James v. 20 (in classical
30,

Greek

iii.

25,

aSucov 680 v
iii., 64,
the contrast between God's
and the wilfulness of Israel in the
cf.

Thuc,

iivai), cf. also

ways

past, Ps. lxxxi. 13 and previous verses,
expressed in the same phraseology.
Ver. 17. kcutoiyc, see critical notes.
If we read kcutoi the word is only found
in the N.T. here and in Heb. iv. 3 ; used
here as an adversative conjunction see
Simcox, Language of the N. T., p. 168,
and further Blass, Gramm., pp. 242, 264
Viteau, Le Grec du N. T., p. 118 (1893)
;

;

;

LXX

sec 4 Macc.ii.6.
apdprvpov not in
or Apocrypha; only here in N.T., but in
classical Greek, and also in Josephus, see
instances in Wetstein. This witness is not
as at Athens, xvii. 27, Rom. ii. 15, to man's
consciousness and conscience, but rather
to God's presence in nature, cf. for the
expression LXX, Ps. lxxxviii. 37, 6 paprvs
iv ovpavw irMTTOS, and Pseudo-Heracleitus,

letter iv.,

:

where the moon

is

spoken of as God's ovpdvios paprvpia
see below on ver. 17.
ovk «<^t)K€v non

—

;

—

:

reliquit sed sivit (Blass).
a-yadoiroiwr,
see critical notes.
Neither ityaQovpyim
nor a/yadoEpylw, 1 Tim. vl 18, occur in
classical Greek or LXX.
T.R. uses the
more familiar word; found three times
in Luke's Gospel and elsewhere in N.T.,
and also a few times in LXX (in different
senses), but not in classical Greek; see

Plummer on Luke vi
Essays in B. G.,

and Hatch,

33,

p. 7.

Ver. 18.
u<5Xi?: used only by Luke
and Paul (with one exception of a quotation, 1 Pet. iv. 18), Luke ix. 39, W.H.
four times in Acts, and Rom. v. 7.

—
;

Ko/rciravaw tov p.tj, x. 47, Burton,
N. T. Moods and Tenses, pp. 159,
184.
tirTj\0ov 8e: on readings to
for the interval see critical rotes.

Ver. 19.

account

Nothing

in the narrative

forbids

some

kind of interval, whilst nothing is said as
a proof of
to its duration.
'lov&aioi
their enmity in that they undertook a
long journey of some one hundred and

—

:

nPAEEIS An02T0AQN

l8— 21.
iroXews, Kopuacures

pia0T)TW,
tritv

tw

dmoras

Bapmpa

1

20. 2 KUKkwa&vrujv 0€ auTOK twk

aurov TtQv&vai.

tV

€icrr)X0€i' €is

iroXii'

Kal u-aOnTeuVarres Uayous,

^Ktirrjy,

•

kcu

ttj

iivaupiov e^rjXOe

21. cuayYcXiadu.ci'oi

eis Ac'ppn/.

3"

u-ireoTp€\|/ai'

3

cts

tc ttjk ttoXik

AoorpaK

ttji'

NABD

1

*3. 4<>, 6i, so Tisch., W.H., Blass, R.V., Weiss, Wendt, Hilg.
rofujovrcs
" tunc circumdederunt eum discentes et
Flor. reads
cum surressisset (x) populus
Par. 2 adds p.ovis before avac, so Blass in 0; cf Belser, p. 71.
.
."
vespere
2

.

3

eua.YyeXicrap.6voi fc^cBCL 61, Bas., Chrys., so W.H., Blass, R.V. evayycXiSoiicvoi
Lach., Tisch., Weiss, Wendt, Hilg., the aor. part, probably a mechanical
conformity to the following part.
;

ADEHP,

thirty miles.

need

—irc(<ravTcs tovs

The change

8.

:

mobile

attitude
not surprise us, cf. the fickleness of

vulgus.

in

their

the inhabitants of Malta, xxviii. 6, and,
still, the change of feeling in the multitudes who could cry

more notably

Hosannah and Crucify The Scholiast,
Homer, II., iv., 89-92, has airio-roi
1

!

yap Avicdorcs, ws teal 'AputtoWXtjs papThese Jews may have received
Tvpci.
help from their fellow-countrymen, some
few of whom were resident in Lystra,
McGiffert suggests,
easy to incite the
populace against Paul and Barnabas,
because of the Apostles' rejection of the
divine honours offered to them.
But

xvi. 1, or possibly, as
it

may have been

probably the persuasion implies that they
influenced the multitudes to regard the
miracle, the reality of which they could
not dispute, as the work not of beneficent
gods but of evil demons. The form of

punishment, XiOdcravTes, would seem at
all events to point to Jewish instigation,
although the stoning took place not outside but inside the city, cf 2 Cor. xi. 25,

2 Tim. iiL 11, and Wendt (1888), p. 318,
as against Zeller.
In GaL vi. 17 the
Apostle may allude to the scars marked
on him by these same people (Ramsay,
Zahn), cf. also Clem. Rom., Cor., v. 6.
" Uti Paulus
XiGaerOcis
prius lapidationi
:

Stephani consenserat:

culpam

ita

expiat, 2 Cor. xi. 25

nunc veterem
"

(Wetstein).
the undesigned coincidence between
this narrative and the notice in 2 Tim.

On

Paley, Hot a Paulina , xii., 5. Hilgenrefers this verse to his "author
to Theophilus," but the change in the

cf.

feld

narrative undoubtedly leads us to recognise in St. Paul's speedy recovery from
such an outrage, and his ability to resume
his journey, the good hand of God upon
him.
may again notice St. Luke's
reserve in dwelling on the Apostle's
sufferings, and his carefulness in refraining from magnifying the incident.
" tanVer. 20. kvkX.
Bengel says
quam sepeliendum," and others have
held the same view, but the word need
not imply more than that the disciples
surrounded him, to help if human aid
could profit, and to lament for him in his
sufferings.
Amongst the mourners the
youthful Timothy may well have found

We

:

a place. On Timothy's means of knowing
of the Apostle's sufferings here narrated
see Paley, Horee Paulina, u. s. p.a0r)Twv
the Apostles' work had not therefore been
unsuccessful there were converts willing
to brave persecution, and to avow themselves as disciples. rg liravpiov: the
journey to Derbe was one of some hours,
not free from risk, and the mention of

—

:

:

—

Paul's undertaking and finishing it on
the morrow indicates how wonderfully he

had been strengthened in his recovery.
The word is found ten times in Acts,
and not at all in Luke's Gospel, but cf.
avpiov Luke x. 35, Acts iv. 5 only;
Hawkins' Hora Syn., p. 144. It occurs
three times in chap, x., no less than in
the second half of the book. <rw t<j> B.
apparently he had been free from attack,
since Paul was the chief speaker, and

—

:

consequently provoked hostility.
Ver. 21. evaYYfX. continuous preach:

Luke's

present participle, and the result,
many disciples; not "having taught
many," A.V., but "had made many disNo
ciples," R.V., cf Matt, xxviii. ig.
doubt they pursued the same course as

words do not require us to infer that St.
Paul was rendered lifeless, and we need
not suppose that he was more than
But at the same time the
stunned.

Lystra, and again we have direct
proof that the teaching of the Gospel
was not in vain it is therefore quite
unwarrantable to suppose that Paul's

multitude and the hatred of the Jews
are not surprising, but perfectly natural
etrvpov: perhaps as a last indignity,

—

cf. viii. 3,xvii. 6.

— vopicravTC?

:

St.

ing,

at

:

An02T0AQN
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Kal 'iKoVioy

ical

'Arri6\€iay f

22.

c'uucVcii'

uaOrjiw, irapaKaXourres
dXtycuv Set if)p.as eurcXOeiV
XCipoTon^aafTes 8c auTois
eu^du-evoi

pera

rrjOTeiwi',

speech at Lystra indicates the powerlessness of the message of the Gospel in
contact with deep-rooted heathenism
in w. 22, 23 we have abun(Bethge)
dant proof that Paul had not limited his
;

preaching in Lystra to truths of
natural religion, for now on his return
the disciples are bidden Ippcvciv t-q
itCotci, and they are commended to the
*'
on whom
Lord, els 6v ir€trurr€VK€i<rav 1
No
is
believed".
had
persecution
they
mentioned at Lystra, with which cf. 2
first

—

how they
Tim. iii. II. vWcrrpe^ev
were able to do this after they had been
recently expelled, cf. Ramsay, Church in
the Roman Empire, p. 70 ff., and McGiffert,
no permanent
Apostolic Age, pp. 190, 191
disability could be inflicted on them by
the magistrates, and the person expelled
:

—

after a little, especially if new
magistrates had been appointed in the
interim.
Moreover, on their return journey the Apostles may have refrained

might return

from open and public preaching, and
devoted themselves rather to the organisation of the Christian communities. (There
is therefore no ground for Hilgenfeld's and

eis

XIV.

€Tr«m)pi£orres Ta$ vj/uxas twk
rrj irioTet, Kal 3ti 01a TroXXwy
Tt]v

^ao-iXeiac

7rpcaj3uTe'pous
Trapc'Gerro

kcit'

ciutous

tou

0€ou.

tKKX-naiai',

tw

Kupiu

23.
irpoa-

eis

of

—

kind of intermediate stage. 8ti, cf.
xv. 1, we have the language of the
preachers themselves, but it is precarious
to conclude that -qfias includes the presence of the author of the book, St. Luke
himself. The Tjp.ds may simply mean that
the speakers thus associated themselves
with their hearers, and drew a general
lesson similar to that drawn by St. Paul
in 2 Tim. iii. 12, as he looked back upon
these same sufferings at the close of his
The teaching thus expressed may
life.
have struck deep root in the heart of one
of St. Paul's hearers why not Timothy ?
and have been repeated by him to St.
in a

xi. 3,

—

—

Luke

as the Apostle had uttered it ; see
further in its bearing on the date, RamSt.
Alford's note
Paul, p. 123.
say,
strongly maintains that Luke himself
was present, see in loco and also Proleg.,
On the possibility that the
pp. 6, 7.
words contain an Agraphon of the Lord
see Resch, Agrapha, pp. 148, 278, and

—

Epist. Barn., vii., 11.
eXfycwv, cf
xx. 23, quite a Pauline word, not used by
Luke at all in his Gospel (five times
cf.

same time the courage of the Apostle is
also noteworthy: "neque enim securum

in Acts), cf. 1 Thess. iii. 3 and ii. 12, and
Epist. Barn., u. s. On St. Paul's reference
to " the kingdom of God," sometimes as
future, sometimes as actually present,
see Witness of the Epistles, p. 311, note

petit, ubi instar emeriti militis otio fruatur,

(1892).

sed etiam repetit loca, in quibus paullo
ante male tractatus fuerat," Calvin.
Ver. 22. !iri,<rrt]pf£ovTes : only in Acts,
see
cf. xv. 32, 41 ; for the simple verb

x 6l P OTOr4<ravTe ? 8 J avrois
above, x. 41, where the com" chosen of
God,"
pound verb is used,
vrri 0.
The simple verb is only used
here and in 2 Cor. viii. 19 lit., to elect by
popular vote, by show of hands, but it is
by no means a word of certain meaning,
and came to be used, as Ramsay admits,
in the sense of appointing or designating.
Here evidently the word is not used in
the literal sense given above, as Paul and
Barnabas appoint, and that the idea of
popular election did not necessarily belong
to the word, at least in later Greek, is
evident from Josephus, Ant., vi., 13, 9,

Wendt's reference of ver. 19

to a different
source from the verse before us.) At the

23 (W.H., R.V.), and Luke xxii. 32,
times in St. Paul's Epistles, frequent in LXX, but not in any similar
sense, although for the simple verb cf.
iii. 10, Heb.
Ps. li. (1.) 12.
€fi,p.€V6tr, Gal.
viii. 9, two quotations: in the former,
with the simple dative ; in the latter,
with Iv several times in LXX, and with
both constructions, cf. Xen., Mem., iv., 4.
T-g irhrrci
subjective or objective, as
a feeling of trust, or a belief, a creed ?
That it was used in the latter sense by St.
Paul we cannot doubt, in such passages as
Col. i. 23, 1 Tim. v. 8 (cf. 1 Pet. v. 9, Jude
w. 3, 20), and St. Luke may have used the
word in this latter sense in recording the
xviii.

and

six

—

;

—

incident.
the word

:

But

may

cf.

also vi. 7,

xiii. 8,

where

be used, as perhaps here,

Ver. 23.
irpeo-p., see

:

tov

to9

viri

Oeov

KCXcipoTOtnr)p.evov

Pao-iXca cf. xiii. 2, 2, of the appointment of Jonathan as high priest by Alexander. On the later use of the word, of
which there is no early trace, as referring
to the stretching out of the bishop's
hands in the laying on of hands, cf
:

IIPAEEI2 AI102T0AQN
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3*3

24. Kai ckcXOcWes tt)k nio-iSiac, tj\0ok €is riafil
Kai
Toy \6yov, Kar4flr\<yav els
XaXfjaaKTes Iv Wipyr\
(puXuxy 25.
ircTricrreuKeio-ai'.

€v riepYn ^cBCDEHLP, so Lach., W.H. text, Rendall, Hilg.
»$ rr\v n. N*A
(without art.) 6i, so Tisch., W.H. marg., Weiss, Wendt, Blass the change of ev
into eis is quite inconceivable, so Weiss, who compares other frequent uses of eis
as characteristic of Acts ii. 5, ix. 21 (Apostelgeschichte, p. 36).
1

—
;

(Hatch, Diet, of Chr.
1501 ff.). Blass takes the
word here as = Kadurravai, and compares Titus u 5, although he thinks that
nothing is said here about the mode of
election, and that the Church may have
had some share in it. So too Ramsay
compares the same passage, Titus i. 5,
and concludes that St. Paul doubtless
followed there the same method which
he followed here, a method in which the
votes and voices of each congregation
were considered, cf. 2 Cor. viii. 19. But

"Ordination"

Ant.,

ii.,

p.

the office to which Luke was appointed
in 2 Cor., I. c, was not an office which
involved ordination, and we could not
argue from it alone to the method of the
appointment of elders in the passage
At the same time it may be
before us.
fully admitted that the Church was not
without some share in the election of
the elders, and it must not be forgotten
that, in the case of the Seven, the Church
had elected, and the Apostles had or-

In Clem. Rom.,
Cor., xliv., whilst the Apostles took care
to secure that after their death distinguished men should appoint presbyters
and deacons, yet the latter were elected
with the consent of the whole Church, and
they were exposed, as it were, to the
judgment of the Church (see on this voice
of the Church,
Moberly, Ministerial
Priesthood, p. 89, and Gore, Church and
the Ministry, p. 100 ff.).
If we compare
the language of Acts vi. 3, Tit. i. 5, Clem.
Rom., Cor., xlii., 4, xliv., 2, 3, and the use
of the verb KaOio-T-npi in each, it would
seem that the KOTaarTcuris was throughout reserved to the Apostles or their representatives, whilst the Church, if not
always selecting, may at least be regarded
dained,

Acts

vi.

3.

as consenting, <rvvev8oKT)<raonr)9 ttjs Ikic\T|or£as irdatjs,

3

;

see

"

Bishop

Clem. Rom., u. s., xliv.,
"
(Haddan), Diet, of

Chr. Ant., i., p. 213.
But, further, in
the passage before us it is not impossible
that the choice as well as the ordination
of the presbyters may be referred to Paul

and Barnabas, cf. the pronoun avn-ois
"
having appointed for them," and in
newly founded communities it was not
:

unnatural

that

the

Apostles

should

exercise such choice
and authority.
On the use of the verb in the Didache,
xv., 1, and its compatibility with ordina-

accordance with Apostolic prac-

tion in

and injunction, see Gore, Church and
the Ministry, p. 281
and further. Church
Quarterly Review, 42, p. 265 ff., on
the strictures passed by Loening, Die
tice

;

—

Gemeindeverfassung, 61, 62. kot' IkkXtj" in
<riav,
every Church," distributive, ii.
46, v. 42, cf. Titus i. 5, Clem. Rom., Cor.,
On
the spread of Christianity
xlii., 4.
in Asia Minor see additional note at end

—

Ramirpo<rci»£. p.eTa vtjo".
say, St. Paul, p. 122, speaks of the solemn
prayer and fasting which accompanied
the appointment of the elders, and of this
of chapter.

:

meeting and rite of fasting, as the form
permanently observed, cf. xiii. 1-3. The
two participles x ei P 0T « anc^ tf
fe
evidently refer to the appointment, and
not to the subsequent commendation.
See also Harnack, Proleg. to Didache, p.
148 and on the other hand, Overbeck,
Wendt, Weiss, Zockler. irapldcvTo, xx.

ww

—

;

Luke

48, xxiii. 46, 1 Pet. iv. 19,
cf. 1 Tim. i. 18, 2 Tim. ii. 2 (in no parallel
sense in the other Evangelists). In the
32, cf.

xii.

three passages above used as here
of solemn committal to God; also of
giving into another's charge or keeping,
first

cf. irapaGi]Ki|, i

Tim.

vi. 20,

2 Tim.

i.

12,

In classical Greek of money or
property entrusted to one's care. In Tobit
x. 12 {cf. i. 14, iv. 1, 20) both verb and
noun are found together, irapa.Ti0ep.ai
14.

(TO 1 ttjv

©vyaTepa

p.ov

iv

—

irapa0TJicrj

S

avrov<s may
(see Hatch and Redpath).
refer to the believers in general, cf. Hort,
Ecclesia, p. 66.
Ty K., i.e., Christ, as the

—

irio-Tcvfc)

indicates

or 4irC riva,

:

the phrase

irierr. ets,

is

peculiarly Christian, cf.
Lightfoot on Gal. ii. 16.
Ver. 24. 8ieX. ttjv n. "having made
a missionary journey through Pisidia,"
Here it seems
see above on xiii. 6.
clearly implied that Pisidian Antioch was
not in Pisidia, see above on xiii. 14, and
St. Paul, p. 124.
Ver. 25. Kai X. Iy rWpyrj rbv Xoyov:
in the beginning of their journey they
probably made a slight stay at Perga,
but without preaching there possibly

Ramsay,

—

nPAHEis AnorroAQN
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KaKelBey dirlirXcuaaK eis

26.

•

'ATTdXeiar

irapaScSoplyoi

ttj

8«ou

\dpiri TO "

reason mentioned above which
prompted them to hurry on to Antioch,
and possibly because, as C. and H. (so
for the

inhabitants

the

think,

Felten)

at

the

time of the Apostles' first visit were
all leaving Perga for the cool mountain
districts, their

summer

whereas

retreats,

on the return journey of the missionaries
Perga would again be full (C. and H.,

—

Iv II.,
pp. 131, 158, smaller edition).
see critical notes.
Kart^r\crav, went
down, i.e., to the sea coast where Attalia
lay, cf. xvi. 8 (xiii. 4), Jonah i. 3, so
in classical Greek avafSafvw, to go up
from the coast. 'ATTaXeiar mentioned
because it was the harbour of embarkation, and so called from Attalus II. Phila-

—

—

:

delphus, king of Pergamus, its builder,
is a port for the trade of
B.C. 159-138
Egypt and Syria, Strabo, xiv., 4. It bears
the modern name of Adalia, and until
quite recent days it was the chief harbour
of the south coast of Asia Minor. See
;

B.D. 2 , and Hastings' B.D., "Attalia"
(Ramsay). The distance from Perga was
about sixteen miles, and the travellers

would reach it across the plain formerly
they had gone up the Cestrus to Perga,
and probably they now go to Attalia
:

See Hackett,
to find a ship for Antioch.
in loco, and C. and H.
Ver. 26. KoxeiOcv, cf. vii. 3, and Luke
xi. 53, in six other places in Acts in a
local sense as here, only once elsewhere
in N.T., in Mark ix. 30, in same sense ;
see also xiii. II.
rj<r«v irapaScSop..
••they had been committed," R.V., in
" in
"
both passages
xv. 40
commended ;

—

:

A.V. " recommended," a rendering which
has changed its meaning ; only in these
two passages in this sense, but cf. 1 Pet.
ii. 23
(John xix. 30). & lirX^pwo-av, cf.

—

xii.

25, xiii.

25,

Paul found the

as hitherto, St.
" sufx*P l « °* God
still,

ficient".

Ver. 27.

o-w. rf)v Ikk\., cf. xv. 30,
as was natural, for they had been sent
out by them.-—ir^yyeiXav xv. 4 (xx.
20, 27), lit., to carry back tidings (so in
classical Greek, as from a less to a
used here as
greater), cf. 2 Cor. vii. 7
in jEschylus, Xen., Polyb., of messengers
reporting what they had seen or heard
(Grimm). Blass takes it as simply =
airaYYe'XXw as in LXX and later Greek.
:

;

—o<ra:
things

behalf;
37,

cf.

"how many

—

".

p,€T'

cf. xv.

1

Sam.

(or

avxwv,
4,
xii.

Luke
24,

'how
i.e.,
i.

great')

on

their

58, 72,
Ps. cxxvi.

x.
2,

XIV.

'

oQcv

kvTi.6\€.iav

to

ets

epyof

o

Hebrew DJ7
nt?V, Ps

3,

and cannot

= per

ipsos,

rjcrar

iirX^pwaaK.
-

cxix

-

6 5.

which would

require 81a— the phrase may therefore be
described as a Hebraism ; it occurs only
in Luke; Friedrich, p. 33.
8ti tjvoige

—

a striking coincidence with
St. Paul's use of the same metaphor
elsewhere, cf. 1 Cor. xvi. g, 2 Cor. ii. 12,
St. Paul's
Col. iv. 3, and cf. Rev. iii. 8.
Galatian Epistle clearly shows that his
missionary work in Galatia had met with
much success, and that the Churches now
founded held a large place in his affec-

.

.

.

dvpav

:

tions, cf. Gal. iv. 14, 15.

Enough had

been accomplished, even if all his desires
were still unfulfilled, to make him eager
for a continuation of the work to which
he had been called as an Apostle of the

Gentiles, see McGiffert, Apostolic Age,
••
perpp. 191, 192 ; Hort, Ecclesia, p. 66
in the history of
haps the greatest epoch
":
the Ecclesia at large
Spitta refers the
whole verse to his Redactor, p. 171.
Ver. 28. xP^ vov °^ K ^Xfryov: only in
:

where it occurs eight times, cf. xii.
on the length of time thus spent
see
Chronology of the N.T.," Hastings'
B.D., and also Ramsay, Church in the
Roman Empire, p. 74, with which cf.
Lewin, Fasti Sacri, p. 288.
Additional Note. In chapters xiii. and

Acts,

18, etc.

;

••

—

find the commencement
a belief based to a great
extent upon the view that Barnabas and
Saul are here introduced as if they had not
been previously mentioned. But whilst

many critics
of a new source,

xiv.

some

description

is

given of each of the

remaining persons in the list (xiii. 1),
nothing is added to the name of Barnabas
or of Saul, so that it seems quite permisargue that these two are thus
simply mentioned by name because they
were already known. It is therefore not
sible to

surprising to find that some writers, e.g.,
Hilgenfeld, regard these chapters as part
of a previous source, so too Wendt,
Others see in these
Spitta, Jiingst.

chapters a separate document, possibly
not used again by the author of Acts;
a document composed by a different
hand from that to which we owe the
"
'•
sections, and incorporated by the
author of the whole book into his work
Others again see in these
(McGiffert).
same chapters the commencement of a
Travel-Document, containing not only
these two chapters, but also the later
journeys of St. Paul, coming to us from

We

—

26
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27. irapaycK<5ji€K0i 8^ ical owayaytfrres t^k eKicXna-iay,

oaa

eiroiTjacv 6

9e6s

u.«t

auiw,

ical

28. 8ieTpi|3ok 8c cVei xi>0^

TTiarcws.
1

on

3^5
d^yyciXaK

1

Zdveai Qupav

Tjyoi^c tois

w °"K ^Xtyov cruK TOtS fia0TJTCUS.

avT|yy€i\av, but imperf. fc$ABC l8 4<>» 61, Syr. Pesh., Boh., Tisch., W.H., R.V.,
Blass and Hilg. follow T.R. For |i€T* avrwv D, Gig., so Hilg.,
Blass brackets
tyvxw avrtav, perhaps Syriac influence (Harris).
kcu on . . . 8. irio-Tews without any authority, and adds the same words to xv. 4,
see below I. c.

Weiss, Wendt
read jxeTa ruv

—

.

same hand as the "We" sections,
and from the same hand as the rest of
the book (Ramsay). It is disappointing
to find how Clemen, while referring xiii.,
xiv. to his good source, Historia Pauli,
the

goes even further than Spitta in breaking
up the different parts of the narrative:
e.g., xiv. 8-1 1, we owe to the Redactor
Judaicus, and w. 19, 20, 226, 23 in
the same chapter to the Redactor AntiJudaicus. (See on the whole question
Hilgenfeld, Zeitschrift fur wissenschaft.
Theol., i« Heft, 1896; Wendt (1899),
p. 225, note ; Zockler, Apostelgeschichte,
It is no
pp. 243, 244 (second edition).)
wonder in face of the unsatisfactory
attempts to break up these chapters, or
to separate their authorship from that
of the rest of the book, that Zahn should
maintain that a man like Luke needed for
the composition of chapters xiii.-xxviii.
no other source than his recollections of
the narratives recited by St. Paul himself, or of the events in which he, as
St. Paul's companion, had participated,

Einleitung in das N. T., ii. t 412 (1899),
cf. Nosgen, Apostelgeschichte, pp. 25, 26.
Certainly the unity of authorship between
the two chapters under consideration and
the rest of the book seems most clearly

marked

language and style: e.g.,
only found elsewhere
in N.T., Acts xii. 17, xix. 33, xxi. 40;
eiraipciv tt|v <|>wvi]v, xiv. n, only elsewhere in N.T., Luke xi. 27, Acts ii. 14,
xxii. 22; irapaxpvifLa, xiii. 11, elsewhere
in N.T., ten times in Luke's Gospel (only
twice in St. Matthew, and not at all in
the other Evangelists], Acts iii. 7, v. 10,
xii. 23, xvi. (26), 33
rjv, with participle,
in

KctTao-cteiv, xiii. 6,

;

48, xiv. 7, 12, 26; 8^, xiii. 2; axpi,
xiii. 6, 11; ticavls with xP^ vo «> xiv. 3,
elsewhere in N.T. in Luke only, and
eight times in Acts in all parts ; axevt^eiv
in xiii. 9 and xiv. g and the frequent rexiii.

currence of ri in both chapters. It is
also perhaps worthy of observation that
out of some twenty-one words and phrases
"
found only in the "
sections, and in
the rest of Acts (Hawkins, Horn Synoptica, p. 151), six occur in these two

We

chapters,
irX/w,

and two of them twice

xiii.

4,

xiv.

accusative of time, xiv. 3

42

:

airo-

8iaTp£f3w with

26;

;

xiii.

<f£cipi,

Tjp^pcu ttXciovs, xiii. 31 ; irpo<ric€icXT]p.ai with accusative, xiii. 2, 7 vn-ovolu,
xiii. 25.
On the position of these two
chapters relatively to chap. xv. see below.
;

;

—

Additional note on xiv. 23. On the
spread of Christianity in Asia

rapid

Minor see Ramsay, Cities and Bishopof Phrygia, i M pp. 87, 94, 95, 135137, and Church in the Roman Em-

rics

The old nature
pire, pp. 161, 397.
religion with its negation of moral disand family ties was doomed, a
which on the one hand made
woman the head of the family, and on
the other hand compelled her to a socalled sacred service which involved the
surrender of all which in a civilised
community womanhood held most dear.
tinctions
religion

The strength of the old ritual, however,
was so great that it seems to have been
maintained in Phrygia even

after a higher
type of society became known in the
Roman period. But with the growth of
Roman organisation and educational influences the minds of men were at least

prepared for new ideas, and at this
juncture St. Paul came preaching a
gospel of home life, of Christian purity ;
and wherever higher social ideas had
already penetrated he found converts
"
disposed to follow his teaching as a more
excellent way ". In connection with the
wide spread of Christianity in Asia Minor
see also Orr, Some Neglected Factors in
the

of the

Study

Christianity, p. 48

Chapter XV.

Early Progress of
ff.

—Ver. (1899).nrcs
1.

xarcX.

on the vagueness of the
expression see Ramsay, St. Paul, pp.
Air* ttis M.

:

—

see
k«tcX., i.e., to Antioch
notes for (3 reading, and additional
note at end of chapter on the identifiin
cation of Gal. ii. 1 -10 with Acts xv.
the early Church in favour of the identi158, 159.

;

critical

:

fication,

cf.

Iren.,

Hter.,

—

iii.,

13,

3

;

Adv. Marc, v., 2. !8(8a<ricov
imperfect, representing perhaps their continuous efforts to forct their teaching on
Tertullian,

:
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An02T0AQN

KAI tipcs kcit€X06Vt€s airo

&8eX<|>ous, "Oti l&v

tt)s 'louoata? ^oioaaicoi'

1
\l))

xv.

tw

irepn4\i.vr^crBe.

tous

MwuWojs, ou Ouva<r0€

«?0€i

irepiTc^vrjo-Bc, but irepiTuijOiiTc

fc^ABCD 13, 40, 180, Const. Apost., Epiph., so
After lovSaias Syr. Hard, mg.,
Blass, R.V., Weiss, Wendt, Hilg.
8, 137 add twv ir£iri<rT€VKOT«v airo ttjs aipeaews twv 4>apnraLwv, obviously anticipating ver. 5. After Muv<r«us Const. App. add Kai tois aXXois aira<riv (eOco-iv)
in D, Syr. Hard. mg. (Sah.) after ircpiT. Kai Tcp c8ei M.
01s 8icTa|aro ireptiraTTjTC
Blass in (3 follows Const. App. The Western reading
irepiiraTTjTC, cf. xxi. 21.
may be original, but it may also be due to assimilation to ver. 5 and xxi. 21.
1

Tisch.,

W.H.,

:

the brethren.

—

ircpiT^p.vt|<r0c t see critical

note.— t£ e0ci M.
R.V. as in vi. 15,
" custom of Moses " in A.V. "
manner,"
which might be used of a temporary
fashion or habit 20os marks a national
custom, but see also Deissmann, Neue
:

;

;

Bibelstudien,

On

79.

p.

see

its

national

"Circumcision,"
B.D. 2 and Hastings' B.D., "Beschneidung"; Hamburger, Real-Encyclofadie
des Judentums, i., 2, 174;
Weber,
Judische Theol., p. 266 (1897); Renan,
Saint Paul, p. 66; and cf. Book of
Jubilees, xv., cf. i. ; Assumption of Moses,
viii.
Jos., Ant., xx., 2, 4; c. Apion., ii.,
significance,

art.

,

;

Vita,

14;

xxiii.

—

o-a>8f}veu,

Messianic salvation,

ii.

cf.

i.e.,

in

40, iv. 12,

the

xL

On

the tradition that Cerinthus was
amongst these Judaisers, as he and his
14.

had already rebuked

Peter, Acts xi. 2,
see " Cerinthus," Diet, of Christ. Biog^
It
is
i.,
447.
very probable that the
successful mission of Paul and Barnabas
was really the immediate cause of this
protest on the part of the narrow Judaic
This party, as the Church in
party.
Jerusalem grew, may well have grown
also; the case of Cornelius had been

see

6Xiyt]<»,

;

—

eight

;

:

Essays, p. 281
Alford,

iii.,

and

vert,

; Farrar, St. Paul, ii., 532
Gentile con106, Proleg.
so keenly concerned in the
;

A

settlement of the question, and in himself
a proof of the " repentance unto life"
granted to the Gentiles. irpco-f). first

—

:

mentioned in xi. 30, cf. note, in all official
communications henceforth prominent,
xv. 2, 4, 6, 22, 23, xvi. 4, xxi. 18, Lightfive
foot, Phil., p. 193.
£tjTi]p.aTos
times in Acts, nowhere else in N.T.
once in LXX, Ezek. xxxvi. 37
(see

—

:

;

A

Hatch and Redpath), and
Greek; "question," A. and
Ver.

3.

ol p.iv ovv

:

in

classical

RV.

Phoenicia and

Samaria on the one hand welcome them
joy, but on the other hand the
Church in Jerusalem is divided, ver. 5,
see Rendall, Appendix on p.iv ovv, p.
Blass however thinks that the
161.
words are used "without opposition " as

p. 192.

:

28

—

brethren

—

xiv.

frragav, sc, 01 aScX^ol,

no. discrepancy with Gal. ii. 2,
;
see additional note.
rivas aXXovs Titus
amongst them, Gal. ii. 1, 3 ; expression
found only here in N.T. ; men like the
prophets and teachers in xiii. 1 may have
been included. On the attempt to identify
Titus with Silas see Zockler, in loco,
and further Ramsay, St. Paul, p. 390, for
the entire omission of Titus from Acts and
its probable reason ; Lightfoot, Biblical

on

;

and

18

xii.

—

ver. 1

acquiesced in, but it was exceptional, and
it was a very different thing to be asked
to embrace all Gentiles in the new covenant, and to place them on a level with
the Jewish Christians, whether they did
homage or not to the Mosaic law, Hort,
Ecclesia, p. 67 ; McGiffert, Apostolic Age,
Ver. 2. o-Tao-ews : the word, with the
exception of Mark xv. 7, and Heb. ix. 8
(in a totally different sense), is peculiar
to St. Luke: twice in his Gospel, and
five times in Acts; used in classical
Greek of sedition, discord, faction, and
so of the factious opposition of parties in
the state
frequent in LXX, but only
once in any similar sense, Prov. xvii. 14.
M
o-u^T-qcrcws, but Jyjt.
questioning,"
R.V., cf. John iii. 25 ; three times in St.
Paul, 1 Tim. vi. 4, 2 Tim. ii. 23, Tit.
iii.
9, in a depreciatory sense in each
not in LXX or Apocrypha. ovk
case

on

times in Acts.

with

—Si-qpxovxo

.

Kai 2., see note
ttjv
In both cases the presence of
presupposed, cf. viii. 25, xi.
"
19, imperfect,
peragrabant donee pervenerunt," ver. 4 (Blass). rrpoircu$.
escorted on their way, not as Tit. iii. 13,
of being provided with necessaries for
often.

xiii. 6.

is

—

:

the journey (Wisdom xix. 2) ; cf. xx. 38,
and so in classical Greek, only in

xxi. 5,

Luke and Paul

in

N.T. (except once,

Rom.

xv. 24
but in 1
Cor. xvi. 6, 11, 2 Cor. i. 16, R.V. renders
as in Titus, /. c, and John, /. c. ; cf. 1
Esd. iv. 47, Judith x. 15, 1 Mace. xii. 4,
see Grimm-Thayer, sub v. ; Polycarp,
Phil., i., 1, of the conduct of St. Ignatius
through Macedonia, amongst the early
3

John

6),

cf.

;
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ouk iXtyrjs tw

llauXw Kal tw BapfdJ3a irpos auTOus, era^ay &va$alv€iv naCXoe koi
o&twk Trpds tous dirooroXous Kal
&a.pv&$a.v Kai Ti^as aXXous

H

irp€a|3uT€pous ets
JACK

OuV

'icpouaaX^a, irept tou JtjT^p-aTos toutog.
UTTO TTJS tKlcXncriaS,

TrpO7T€JJ.<(>0€VT€9

Kal lafxdpeiay, cK&iTjyouueyoi

XapaK

"s

ir ^ at T<

p.eydXir]*'

oraX^u, dTT€8^x^ (ra »'

2

tyji'

Sl^pXOrTO
iirivrpo^v rQtv iOv&v

^5

•

Kal eiroiour

4. irapaycfou-efoi 8c €is 'lepoo-

a8cX<|>oi$.

" wo

01

3.

TT]V <t>OlY>Ur]V

eKKXrjaias Kal TUf dirocnroXcoi' Kai twk

^ABCDHLP, Const., Apost., Chrys., so Tisch.,W.H.,
Blass in B reads without authority cycvcro 8c o-Taais
Kai JTrqa-ts ovk oXiyrj, to give good construction, and on the supposition that all
After avTovs D, Syr. Hard, mg.,
authorities have been influenced by a.
Gig., Wer.,
Prov. add cXcycv yop o n. p.cvciv (cKao-rov) ovtws Ka0a>s ciri<rT€u<rev Siurxvpi^opcvo? ;
Hilg. brackets all this. 8u<rxvpi£. only in Luke in N.T.,
cf. 1 Cor. vii. 17, 20, 24.
Luke xxii. 59, Acts xii. 15 (Zahn). In place of CTa£av D, Syr. Hard. mg. read ot
The subject of CTagav is probably
8c cXt)Xv9otcs airo Up. irapijyyciXav cwtois.
" those
the Antiochian Christians, the brethren, w. 1 and 3, but
from Jerusalem "
and
so
to
remove
all doubt the
the
was assumed to be
subject,
gap was supplied as
above, and irop-nyyctXav appeared more fitting than cTagav, which seemed too dictatorial when applied to men in the high position of Paul and Barnabas (Weiss,
Codex D, p. 80). Blass reading avrois omits n. kcu B. . . . c£ avTwv. But D,
which alone has avrois, has the rest as well, and it is uncertain whether avrois
After cis I. D 137, Syr. Hard. mg. insert oircos Kpi6«<riv er'
ever stood alone.
avTois (137, avraiv) ircpi t. t*]rrjp,aTos tovtov, cf. xxv. 9 ; so Blass and Hilg.
1

oTitTjTijo-ews,

but tTjTTj<r€ei»s

Wendt.

Blass, R.V., Weiss,

^ABD

2

a
61, so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Wendt, Weiss,
aircScxetjtrav, but irapcScxBlass retains T.R. ; D 1 has irapc8o0t)<rav. viro
31, 61, Chrys.,
Hilg.
so Tisch., Blass, Hilg. ; airo BC 18, 180, W.H., Weiss, Wendt (as the more probAfter irapcS.
137, Syr. Hard, mg., Sah., Cassiod. insert pcyaXws, so
able).
1
Blass and Hilg., but a<rucv<as, xxi. 17, would seem to be a fitter word ;
has ucyus.
3
At end of verse C
add Kai on tjvoi£cv tois c0vc<riv 0vpav ttiottcws, cf. xiv. 27,
it
however
inserts
all
it
Blass
here
where
authorities read
;
(so also Hilg.) on the
ground of its suitability and rejects it in the former passage ; see also Blass, p. xv.

^ADEHLP

;

CD

D

HL

Ver.

Council

—

amongst the Jews (Gen.
mark of affection and
The meaning of the word,
respect.
as Wendt points out, depends on the context.
only here and in quotackSitiy.

irapaycv., Lucan, see above on v. 21.
if we read
aTrc8cx0ii<rav
irapcScx.,
cf. 2 Mace. iv. 22 (but see Hatch and
with the idea of receiving
Redpath)

tion, xiii. 41 in

with welcome,

Christians, as

xviii.

a

16),

—

:

"
N.T.,
telling the tale of
the conversion of the Gentiles " ; so Si-qyciorGat and 4gi]yci<r0ai more frequently
in Luke than in other N.T. writers.

Hobart describes
terms but
in

all

LXX

all

three

as medical

three also occur frequently
several
cf. Hab. i. 5

!k8.

:

;

times in Ecclus., also in Josephus and
Arist. (Grimm-Thayer, sub v.).
x* tteY**
Xijr on Luke's fondness for the predicate
piyas, Friedrich, p. 41, with x a P* as

—

:

here, cf.

8 (Matt.

Luke
ii.

Acts

viii.

LXX,

Jon.

10, xxiv. 52,
10, xxviii. 8), cf.
ii.

A. S.—-firoCow, imperfect, continuous joy, as they went
from place to place, perhaps visiting
iv.

6,

Isa. xxxix. 2,

Cornelius or Philip the Evangelist, viii.
in
their
lirurTpo^fjv :
progress.
only here in N.T. (cf. 1 Thess. i. 9),
Ecclus. xviii. 21 (20), xlix. 2.

40,

—

4.

—

at

Jerusalem.

—

;

Mark

Heb. xii. 6
and Xoa^.,
Grimm-Thayer in classical Greek = virovwi ri\* Ikk.
the whole
Scxopai.
Church is regarded as concerned in the
(quotation)

;

cf.

iv. 20,

see Syn. 8«x.

—

;

:

matter ; as present at the public discussion in ver. 12 and as concurring in the
decision, ver. 22 (30) the decree is issued
by the Apostles and Elders, see on ver.
23.
jtcT' avrwv, see above on xiv. 27.
Ver. 5.
For D see critical note.
;

—

—

llaveVnrjo-av

:

compound verb

in

this

sense here only in N.T. (only elsewhere
in quotation, Mark xii. 19, Luke xx.
28),
but in classical Greek and in LXX,
cf. Obad. i. 1, Ecclus. viii. 11, xvii. 23, 1
Mace. ix. 40. The double compound

apparently gives at least some measure of
emphasis, Simcox, Language of the N. T. t
tivcs twv airo t^s alp. twv <P.
p. 43.

—

;

IIPAEEI2
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oao 6 Beds cVoiTjac

TrpeapuWpo)*', dviQYYCiXdf tc
l

<|aK^<rnj<raK

hi tivcs twk diro

TeuKOTes, XeyoKTCS, *Oti oti
2

ttjs

alpcVcws

irepiWureiv

TrjpciK toc yop,of Mwiio^ws.

irpca^uTepoi

xv.

Twt'

jmt* odTWK.

5.

ireirta-

apiaaiwy

auTou's, irapayyikXtiv

tc

6. luv^xO'nyat' &* 01 diroV-roXoi Kal ol

loctV ircpi too

Xoyou toutou.

1
D, Syr. Hard. mg. begin verse 01 ftc irapavytiXavTes avrois tvaPaivciv irpog
tovs irpc<r. ffavco-Ttjo-av XryovTcs, so Blass in 0, so Hilg., but with airocrroXovs
instead of irpeo-p., Blass " male," omitting rives • • • trtirio-TcvKOTty. According
to this reading the Jerusalem Christians who stirred up the disputed question in
Antioch are now identified with those who rise up against Paul and Barnabas in
A.V. margin, following Beza and some of the older commentators,
Jerusalem.
make this sentence part of the narrative of Paul and Barnabas, " there rose up, said
they (eXeyov)," etc. Weiss, Volter, Spitta, see here a proof of a combination of two
But there does not seem to be any reason why, as in T.R., the Pharisees
sources.
at Jerusalem should not represent the same point of view as had been presented by
the Jews who had come down to Antioch that they did so with accentuated bitterness in Jerusalem is quite in accordance with the notice in Gal. ii. 4, but this fact
need not exclude the previous raising of the question against the Apostles in
Antioch, especially as the Jews who had come thither from Jerusalem were plainly
not merely Jews but Judaisers. See Wendt (1899), following Meyer, and for a
favourable judgment of the Bezan text Salmon, Introd., p. 598 ; see also Hilgenfeld,
Zeitschrift fur wissenschaft. Theol., i., 1896, and Acta Apost., p. 246, 1899 on the
other hand Weiss, Codex D, p. 80, and Wendt (1899), Introd., p. 49, and on this
occasion Zahn, Einleitung, ii., p. 344.
;

;

*

<rw t^ itXtjSci so Blass in {3, and Hilg.
except in authorities just named, is plainly
presupposed in w. 12 and 22, and Wendt (1899) opposes the view that we have
before us in its omission elsewhere a trace of distinct sources.
irp£<rf3. 137, Syr. HarcL mg. add
irXtjflos here, although not mentioned

After

The

probably in some smaller and more
private assembly in answer to the av^vy.
of ver. 4, which seems to mean that the

announced informally
in Jerusalem what had happened, just as
they had done in Phoenicia and Samaria,

delegates at

cf.

first

irapehraicToi aScX^ot,

Pharisees took

up
—probably basing

GaL

ii.

4.

The

their remarks, objected
their teaching on the

necessity of circumcision on such passages as Isa. lvi. 6, cf. Hi. x (Lumby) ;
and then followed as a consequence the
official assembly in ver. 6 (see Zockler's
note, ver. 4,
edition).

Or

and
if

in loco, p. 246, second
consider that a repre-

we

sentative meeting of the whole Church
is implied in ver. 4, and that the Apostles
spoke before it, then the private conference of Gal. ii. 2 may be regarded as
taking place between the first public
assembly, ver. 4, and the second in ver.

attitude of

men like Nicodemus or Joseph

of Arimathaea towards our Lord, and the
moderate counsels of Gamaliel. ireiriotcvk4tc«: believed, i.e., that Jesus was
the Messiah, and the fulfiller of the law
but still only as the Head of a glorified
Judaism, from which Gentiles were to be
rigidly excluded unless they conformed to
the enactments relating to circumcision,
How difficult it was for a Pharisee Quietist
probably of the earlier part of the first
century to acknowledge that the law of
circumcision and of Moses could possibly
be regarded as unessential we may learn

—

—

from Assumption of Moses,
viii.,

on

ix., 4-6, and
on circumcision, and see references

ver.

1.

—

a-in-ovs,

i.e.,

the Gentiles,

speaking generally, not the nvas aXXovs
of ver. 2 (Lekebusch), the uncircumcised
companions of Paul and Barnabas, although in accordance with Gal. ii. 3-5
6 (Hort, Ecclesia, p. 69, cf Lightfoot, such persons would no doubt have been
Galatians, p. 126). alpcVctts, see above included. rrjpetv : only used here by St.
Tuv +. : the Pharisaic spirit had Luke of keeping the law, and only elsep. 148.
already shown itself in xi. 2, but this is where in James ii. xo in a similar phrase,
the first definite mention in the book of cf Mark vii. 9, John ix. 16, of keeping the
law of the Sabbath Matt. xix. 17, of
the conversion of any of the Pharisees
not strange after the conversion of the keeping the commandments Tobit xiv.
9 (S, al.), Jos., Ant., xiii., xo, 6.
priests, see note on vi. 7, or after the

—

—

—

;

;

;
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1

8c oru^TjTtjo-ews

7. rioXXfjs

y€vo\i4.wr]<s,

dmo-rds rk'rpos

auTous, "AySpes doeXipoi, ujxcts eirionrao-Oe

06OS &v

r\)H.v

c^eXclaTO

\6yov tou euayyeXiou,
ip.aprvpt](Tev

2

r\\uv

on

&<{>'

r\p.€pG>v

ctirc -rrpds

&p\ai(av 6

Old tou arr<5fxaTos pou dicoGcrat rb\
cOcrj top
moreucrai.
8. Kai 6
KapSioyycijtrrrjs 0e6s

ica!

aurois, Sous aurots to n^eGjxa to *AyiOK, ko.0gjs Kal

9. Kai ou8ce SitKpiye u,€Ta|u

•
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r\ii£)v

tc Kal auTuc,

ttj

morei

IO. vuv ouv ri ir€tpd£eT€ top 0eoV, 8
KaOapuaas Tds xapSius auTwi'.
cmOeiyai ^uyoK em tok TpdxnXov rStv \L<xbt)TUiv, oV outc 01 iraWpcs
1

r
<rvtirnio <«s> DUt

Weiss, Wendt.
of alteration to
2

as in ver. 1 fc$AB, so Tisch., W.H., Blass, R.V.,
retains T.R. with Lach. (so Hilg. and Blass) on the

tt|T»jore<i»s

Meyer

ground

%y\r. after ver. 1.

cv iqu.iv e|€\., but ev vpiv

fc^ABC 13, 40, 61, Arm., Const., so Tisch., W.H., R.V.,
Meyer, Blass, Hilg.).
8
After ircipa£cT€ one Latin MS. and several Latin Fathers omit tov 6cov. Blass
says "recte fort.," but does not follow in p. But no need to omit the words or to
Weiss,

Wendt

(as against

regard ireipafcciv

=

(Wendt

ircipacrOai

in loco).

Ver. 6. Xoyov : N de causa quae in disceptationem venit" (Blass), cf. viii. 21,

The

Ecclesia at large was in
38.
some manner also present at this final
assembly, cf. vv. 12, 22, although the
chief responsibility would rest with the
xix.

Apostles and Elders, cf. Iren., Har., iii.,
•*
chap. xii. 14, cum universa ecclesia convenisset in unum," Zockler, in loco, p.
246, and cf. p. 254 ; Hort, Ecclesia, pp.
66, 70, and see critical notes above.
Ver. 7. avao-ras, Lucan, see v. 17;
the position of Peter is one of authe latter
thority, not of pre-eminence

—

belongs

to

James.

Peter had
sion of Cornelius

The

part

which

formerly taken in the conver-

would naturally make

him the most

fitting person to introduce
From GaL it 3 we learn
the discussion.
that the general principle was debated
with reference to the individual case of
"a
Titus.
a$' -qpepwv apxaiw
good

—

:

while ago," meaning probably from the
beginnings of the Christian Church,
xi.
Phil.
iv.
xxi.
16;
15,
cf.
cf.
15 (see Lightfoot's note, /. c), and cf
Clem. Rom., Cor., xlvii., 2, and Poly,
carp, Phil., i., 2; or, if the words are
referred to the one definite incident of
the conversion of the Gentile Cornelius,
some ten or twelve years (Blass, jl fortasse ") may have passed since that event,
possibly longer, see Zockler, Page, Knabenbauer, in loco. Others take the words
as referring to our Lord's declaration to
St. Peter as long
ago as at Cassarea
Philippi, Matt. xvi. 13-20; see Speaker's
Commentary, so Bishop Williams of Connecticut, Studies in the Book of Acts, p.

Rendall connects kv ^jitv
139 (1888).
with apx- on the ground that thus
the whole phrase would point to early
Christian days, whereas, without
qualification, confusion as to its meaning

would

But a reference
arise, cf. ver. 21.
to the case of Cornelius need not exhaust the meaning of the phrase, and St.
Peter would naturally think of his own
choice by God as going back earlier still,
dating from the foundation of the
Church, and receiving its confirmation
and significance in the acceptance of the
Gospel by Cornelius
IgcXegaTo, see on
i. 2.
tov €vayy. : not used by St. Luke
in his Gospel, but here and in xx. 24 used

—

—

;

Pet iv. 17 ; so also
ciayyeXttopai, three times in the same

once by

St. Peter, 1

Epistle.

Ver. 8. o KapSioyvwor-rqs, i. 24, where
the same word is used by St. Peter ;
cf.
cf.

Irajuv tcapSias, and
Jer. xvii. 10.
St. Peter's words in x. 34.
icadws

—

xal T|piv, x. 44, xi. 15.
Ver. 9. t§ irhrrei tcadaptcras t. k. :
the thought is described by Zockler as
equally Petrine, Pauline, and Johannine ;
iii. 16, 19, 1 Pet. i. 18-21, xiii. 38, Rom.

cf.

John i. 8, ii. 2, Rev. vii. 14 ;
stands in contrast to the outward
purification of circumcision upon which
the Judaisers insisted, cf. also x. 15, and
for the phrase ica0ap. ttjv k., Ecclus.
xxxviii. 10.
Rendall renders rjj irfo-Tei,
the faith, i.e., the Christian faith, and he
is no doubt right in this, in so far as
the faith is faith in Jesus Christ (Schmid,
Bibl. Theol. des N. T., pp. 484,
425), cf.
iii.

24, x

here

it

St. Peter's

language

in 1 Pet.

i.

18-22.
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^Q>v oSt€
Kupiou

VjpeTs

'Itjctou

fSaoraaai

laxucrajxej'

Xpiorou TUOT€uou,€y

II.

;

XV.

dXXa oia

ttjs

x^P tT0 $

Ka0' 8y TpoTroy KaKtikoi.

orw0T|i'ai,

I2. 1 'Eaiyrjae &€ rrav to ttXtjOos, Kal tjkouoi' BapydfSa ical HauXou
€ £t)youu,€Vw>' oaa 4iroiT)<rcK 6 6co$ <rn,p.€ia Kai WpaTa cV tois cOecai
,

D, Syr. Hard. mg. prefix o-vvKaTaTiOepcvwv 8c t«*v Trpco-pWcpwv t<hs viro tov
and Hilg., an addition which shows why the multitude
ricrpov eiptifievois, so Blass
kept silence, and connects Peter's speech with Paul and Barnabas. Weiss, p. 84,
sees here the characteristic love of D for the gen. abs., cf. ii. 1, iv. 18, etc., and notes
that the same stress is here laid as in ver. 5 upon the irpeo-pVrepot rather than upon
the Apostles.

vvv

Ver. 10.

nowhere
igitur
v. 9,

LXX,

:

Mace.

oi»v

else in

x.

71.

—ti

they put

:

in

Acts four times,
x. 35, nunc

N.T. cf.
Gen. xxvii.
;

ircipafccTc

God

8,

etc.

;

TO y ©, f

1

cf.

to the proof, as to

He had

not admitted unworthy
persons into the Church. Iiri8. friryov:
on the infinitive see Burton, N. T. Moods
and Tenses, p. 151 Blass, Grant., p. 221
metaphor common among the Rabbis,

whether

—

:

;

and

also in classical literature,

Lam.

iii.

27, Ecclus.

Ii.

iii.

9),
v. 1.

xi. 29 (Luke xi. 46), Gal.
Possibly in Jer. v. 5 reference is made to
the yoke of the law, but Psalms of Solomon,

undoubted instances of the metaphorical use of the term

vii., 8, cf. xvii.,

previous utterances, with characteristic
idioms and expressions, see Alford on
Acts xv. 7 ff., cf Schmid, Bibl. Theol.
des

32, present

N.

T., p. 427.

Ver. 12.

cf. Jer. v. 5,

26 (Zeph.

and Matt.

12.
In R.V. <r»6f)vai is joined
clearly with 8id than in A.V.—
k&kcivoi, i.e., the Gentile Christians, not
ot iraWpcs (as St. Aug. and
Calvin).
For points of likeness between these, the
last words of St. Peter in Acts, and his

Pet. v.

more

came

lo-iyTjcre

:

may mean

" be-

"itaque antea non tacuerant (Blass), cf. Burton, N. T. Moods and
Tenses, 21, A. and R.V., "kept silence".
rrav rb irXr)6os implying a general assembly of the Church; on the word see
"

silent,"

—
ii.

:

6,

iv.

etc.

32,

—tJkovov:

imperfect,

"
" the
yoke for the service of Jehovah.
In Sayings of the Jewish Fathers, iii., 8
(Taylor, second edition, p. 46), we have a
definite and twice repeated reference to the
yoke of Thorah, cf. Apocalypse ofBaruch,

marking a continuous hearing the silence
and the audience both testified to the
effect produced by St. Peter's words.
Bap. Kal n., on the order here and in
ver. 25 cf. Ramsay, St. Paul, p. 84.

3 (Charles' edition, p. 66 and note),
also Psalms of Solomon, Ryle and
James, p. 72, note. It would seem there-

xiv.

xli.,

and

Peter uses an almost
that
St.
technical word in his warning to the
t«v uaOijTcov, i.e., of
first Christians.
those who had learnt of Christ and knew
the meaning of His yoke, Matt. xi. 29.
Urx. pao-Toacu: cf. xiii. 39. St. Peter
no less than St. Paul endorses the charge
fore

—

—

—

made by

ovtc
St. Stephen, vii.
53.
a remarkable confession on St.
Peter's lips ; the conversations with Paul
and Barnabas, Gal. ii. 7, may well have
confirmed the attitude which he had
taken after the baptism of Cornelius
•finds

'•

twice in his
ttjs x«
First Epistle St. Peter speaks of the
grace of God, of the God of all grace
so also of the grace prophesied beforehand, of the grace brought to them, cf.
The exact
also iii. 7 and 2 Pet. iii. 18.
phrase here is not found elsewhere in St.
Peter, although common in St. Paul, but
11.

Siot

:

;

see

—
—

:
setting forth in detail ; see
ver. 3, and x. 8.
8<ra eiroC, cf.
ver. 4.
In each case the
is
made
to
what
God
had done,
appeal
and to the further answer to the prayer

Plumptre

(Cambridge Bible) on

1

—

€^Tjyovp^vuv

above on

27 and

of iv. 30 by the miracles wrought among
the Gentiles it was an answer which a
Jewish audience would understand, John
iii. 2.
The historical truthfulness of Paul
and Barnabas thus recounting the facts,
and leaving the actual proof of the rightfulness of their method of working to
Peter and James, is to Zeller inconceiv:

—

able an objection sufficiently answered
by the consideration that Luke wished
to represent not so

much

the attitude of

and

Paul

'Zockler).

Ver.

;

Barnabas, but that of the
original Apostles to the Gentile-question and in Jerusalem it was only natural
that Peter and James should be the
spokesmen.
Ver. 13.
p,€Ta 8c to o\, i.e., after
Barnabas and Paul had ceased speaking.
his speech may be divided
aircic. 'I. X.
;

—

:

two parts (1) reference to the prophecy foretelling the reception of the
into

:

ii

—

IIPAEEIS AIIOSTOAQN

r6.

auriav.

81'

Mer& 8c to

13.

auTous,

aiyf]CToi

X£yw> "Ak8p«s AScX^oi, dKOuaaW

AireKpiOirj

321
'laKw^os

XuuetW ^^y^ctoto,
icaGws TrpwTOj' 6 0eds eir€<rK^\J/aTO XaJSeie €§ cdcuv Xao^ eirl * t$
15. *ai toutw ctuucJxofoGctu' 01 Xoyoi tw^ Trpo<J>nTwi',
oVopaTi auTou
" ^€Ta TaoTa
Kada>9 Y^YP airTai > I ^*
dvacrTpeij/w ica! dfoiKooojif^o-w
2
ical tA
ttjk o-ktj^k AajSlo t}\v TremoiKuloLV
KaTeo-tcaji.jj.eVa
aurfjs
•

14.

/xou

•

•

1

ejrt,

but om.

fc^ABCDE 61,
W.H., R.V.,

Rebapt., so Tisch.,

Vulg., Sah., Syr. P. and H., Arm., Iren., Const.
Blass, Weiss, Wendt, Hilg.

ACDEHLP,

2
Const., Chrys., so Lach., Blass in 0, and Hilg. ;
KaT€crKau|Aeva
Similar
caT€o-Tpa|X|x«va fr$(B) 13, 33, 34, so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Wendt, Weiss.
variation in the passage in LXX.

Gentiles; (2) his opinion on the con4. aKovtrari
ditions of that reception.
only here and in James ii. 5.

jiov

brew form by James
cf.

:

of David

therefore

dp.
i.

t||a.

in ver. 7.

—

lirccnc^jraTo, cf.

and above on

27,

Sources

vii.

23,

was
air*

James

Kennedy,

ofN. T. Greek, p. 105.— Xapelv:

infinitive of purpose, l£ I8vwv Xa&v,
ex gentibus populum, "egregium paradoxon " Bengel the converts from among
the Gentiles were no less than Israel
the people of God. On ?0vos and \a6<;

siah,
like

iii.

25.

— t»

Avouan,

i.e.,

St. Peter.

Ver.

15.

ii.,

734.

Hebrew

— avatrrptyat

n*)tt?&

=1

—

ical

dvoi.

will return

:

and

LXX

St.

:

restoration is fully contained in the twice
repeated dvoi. and in dvop0d><ru. ttjv
<tk. A. irerrr.
the noun is used to show
how low the house of David (2 Sam. vii.

—

:

—

it is no
12) had fallen
longer a palace
but a hut, and that in ruins the Hebrew
word might be used for a temporary
structure of the boughs of trees as at the
Feast of Tabernacles.
may compare
the way in which this hope of restoration
:

ical

tovtw, "and to this

agree," A. and R.V., i.e., to the fact just
stated (so Wendt, Weiss, Blass, Ramsay)
if the pronoun referred to St. Peter, as
some take it, we should have had 01
irpo4>-fjTai, not as in text, 01 X. twv ir.
;

The

quotation Amos. ix. n, 12, is freely
cited from the LXX, and indeed the
chief point made by St. James depends

—

twv irpo<{>., plural, as
including those prophets whose words of
prophecy had been of similar import.

upon that version.

VOL.

to be

is

and in LXX dvacmjo-w, where
D^pfr^
James has dvoiKoSofrqo-w the idea of

who

should bear His Name as a people
of God, or may mean simply "for
Himself," God's name being often so
On the "pregnant use" of the
used.
St.
word cf. James ii. 7, v. 10, 14.
James thus in his address agrees with

it

but not in
do, i.e., I will do again
or Hebrew. In the latter we have simply

;

see

but

restoration of
prosperity the Messianic blessings
will flow: "the person of the Messiah
does not appear in this prophecy, but
there is the generic reference to the
house of David, and the people of Israel,"
Briggs, Messianic Prophecy, p. 163,
Delitzsch, Messianische Weissagungen,
second edition, p. 94. St. James sees the
spiritual fulfilment of the prophecy in the
kingdom of Christ erected on the Day of
Pentecost, and in the ingathering of the
Gentile nations to it. On the Messianic
interpretations of the passage amongst
the Jews see Edersheim, Jesus the Mes-

City, Eusebius, H. E., iv., 5, cf Luke
xxiv. 34, from which also it would appear
that the Hebrew name of Peter, in the

—

ruins,

and from the

its

in

contracted or uncontracted form,
current in Jerusalem. irpwToy like

in

is

re-erected,

exactly what
Luke ii. 25, 34,

is

the form
Jerusalem, a form which
reappears in the list of the successors of
St. James in the bishopric of the Holy
;

current

tv -rg

in the Messianic times, after the
predicted chastisement of Israel
the house

:

Ver. 14.
Iv|*c«v : Peter so named
The
only here and in 2 Pet. ii. 1.
use of the word here in its old He-

we should expect,
W.H.
probably

Merd Tavra: both Hebrew
licci. tq
Vepa, *•'•»

Ver. 16.

and LXX,

II.

2I

We

asserted itself in Psalms of Solomon, xvii.,
23,

where Ryle and James,

p. 137,

com-

pare the words with Amos ix. n, Jer.
xxx. g, etc.
From the passage before us
the Messiah received the name of Bar
" Son of the
fallen ".— nmr.
Naphli,
In LXX B
Kafipiva, see critical note.

has KaTco-Kap..,

A

KaTccrrp.

AnOSTOAQN
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dvoucoSofi^o-w, ica! &vop&i*njui aurr\y

17. ottws &v ^k^tjt^o-wo-iv 01

'

xaTaXoiiroi twv avQpuiruiv tov Kupioy,
6iriKtKXT]Tai to opofia jxou

19. 816 iyit

o *owr,
om. -ravTa

art.

auTOus

'

18. 2 yvwonra dir' ai&vos ^ori

irdrro."

1

Itt*

om.

3

icpivw

B

xv.

peal

irdvTa

to.

Xeyci Kuptos 6

tw

6€<S irdvra

?0vtj,
*

^4>'

00s

Tatrra

ttolCjy

Ta epya outou.

irapcpoxXcif toi$ dird twk eOywy £Tu<7Tpe<J>ouau'

|at)

Vulg., Irint., Tisch., W.H., Blass, Weiss, Wendt. tovto,
Vulg., Boh., Aeth., Irint., Rebapt., Const., so Lach., Tisch.,
Weiss, Wendt, and Hilg. (iravra tovto ELP, Syr. H.).

fc$*

.

^ABCD 61,

W.H.,

Amos
2

Blass, R.V.,
12 o iroiwv ravTa.

ix.

alwvos, om. rest, so fr$BC 61, 180, Sah., Boh., Arm., so also Tisch.,
see W.H., App., p. 96, and for the same exl° c0
The quot. in Amos ix. does not contain
yvwo-ra air' aiwvos, so that the words were separated from the clause and formed
T.R. is supported by EHLP, Syr. H., Const., Chrys. ;
into an independent sentence.
whilst AD, Vulg., Syr. H. mg., Irint., Blass in both texts, and Hilg. read yvwo-rov
•ir' *iwvos €CTt Ttf fcvpiw TO epyov avTov.
" secundum
*
After rye* Iren. adds to kut* cue
me/' cf. Rom. i. 15 ; may be translator's paraphrase ; retained by Blass in 0.
an-'

yvwo-To

W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt;
planation Wendt, 1888 and 1899, * n
Alford,

'

Ver. 17.
&ir«*s &v £k£tjt. oi k. twv
and Hebrew
avipw-rrwv tov K.
Heare here considerably at variance.
•*
that they may possess the rembrew :
"
that
the
:
nant of Edom ". In
:

LXX

LXX

of men
may seek after (the
"
Lord)
(so also Arabic Version, whilst
Vulgate, Peshitto, and Targum support the Massoretic text, see Briggs,
u. 5., p. 162).
In LXX A tov K. is found,
rest

but not in B.

In

LXX rendering Q"T^
T T

T

,

,

1^£j" Y

instead of ^{IJ'V*

,

—

*'*•*

:

:

—

—

my

upon "

[pronounced]

:

Hebraistic

for-

Jer. xli. 15 ; and Deut.
xxviii. 10, Isa. lxiii. 19, 2 Mace. viii. 15.
In James ii. 7, and only there in the

mula,

cf.

LXX,

N.T. does the same formula recur (see
Mayor, Introd., and Nosgen, Geschichte
der Neutest. Offb., ii., 51).
Ver. 18.
In R.V. the phrase

alwvos is
preceding
"

air*

connected closely with
clause,

who maketh

the

Osiy

"VO^Sl

alwvos, and

^XX,

,ca0u>s

at

T)p.e'pat

somewhat

similar phrase
in Isa. xlv. 21, see Zockler, in loco, for
different authorities, and for further dis-

cussion of the words, Klostermann, Probleme im Aposteltexte, p. 128. air' alwvos
is peculiar to Luke in N.T.,
cf. Luke i.
it
70, Acts iii. 21
may simply = •* of
old time," see Plummer, St. Luke, /. c. t
but here it may intimate that St. James
refers to that purpose of God revealed by
all the prophets, as in iii. 21.
In Psalms of
Solomon, viii., 7, air* alwvos seems to be
" from the creation of
the
equivalent to
;

icol irivTa to £0vtj
explicative,
" the rest of
men," i.e., the heathen
H sine respectu personarum et operum ".
Sttu« av, Winer-Moulton, xlii., 6 ;
Burton, N. T. Moods and Tenses, p. 85 ;
cf. Luke ii. 35, Acts iii. 19, Rom. iii. 4,
and in no other instances, three of these
quotations from LXX. l<j>' ovs cirixlic.
.
name is
.
.
whom
kr* «U : "

called

n

air*

"
tJTVT, to seek, instead of {2TV, to P os

sess.

LXX

*

men, takes the place of DllSl, Edom,

and

" who doeth
time," Ramsay), or margin,
these things which were known " etc. St.
James may perhaps have added the
words freely to the
to emphasise
his argument that the call of the Gentiles was a carrying out of God's eternal
purpose, but there is nothing corresponding to the words in the Hebrew, alwe have
though at the end of ver.

beginning

see

critical

the
notes:

these things known from
of the world " (" of

heaven and earth," cf Ps.

was held

cxviii. 52.

If

Greek, as we
may reasonably conclude from the fact
that Gentile interests were at stake, and
that many of the Gentiles, as of the Hellenistic Jews, would probably be present,
it is very
significant that St. James, a Hebrew of the Hebrews, quotes the renderof
the LXX so apposite for his
ing
purpose, and that he should see the
restoration
of the house of David
spiritual
in the kingdom of Jesus, and the fulfilment of prophecy in the reception of the
Gentiles into the kingdom of the Messiah,
the conference

in

so exclusively guarded by the Jews.

IIPAEEI2 AI702TOAQN

I7-20.
iirl

tot 0«oV

dXXA emorciXou

20.

rStv
dXtayrjiJidtTa)*'

eiSuXcw xal

323

au-rois too &Tti\ecrBai

ttJs iropveias

teal

1

&tto

r&v

teal

too

tou imxToG

oiro om. fc^BD 61, 180, so Tisch., W.H., Blass, Weiss, Wendt, Hilg.
k«u rot
itviktov om. art.
13, 61, so W.H., Weiss. D, Gig., Iren. omit k<u tov itviictov (see
Wendt (1888) accounts for the omission partly by the fact that no such
also ver. 29).
command was precisely given in Lev. xvii. 13 (so Meyer, Alford), and partly from
the laxer views of the Western Church but (1899, Introd., p. 50) he now gives in
his adherence to Corssen's view (G. G. A., p. 442; 1896), with which compare for
similarity Zahn's explanation, Einleitung, ii., pp. 344, 345 (1899), Weiss, Codex D,
the omission, as also the addition following (see below), were intended
p. 198, that
to do away with the Judaic and ceremonial character of the decree, and to substitute
the comprehensive moral prescription of the Sermon on the Mount so too recently
Harnack. rov irviic. being eliminated aipa can be referred to homicidium, Tert.,
De Pud., xii., so that the decree means that they should abstain from pollutions, viz.,
idolatry, fornication, bloodshed (cf. the punctuation in 0), and that they should love
their neighbours (the negative injunction of the Golden Rule)
see below.
See
further in favour of the omission Blass, Praef., Evang. sec. Lucatn, p. xxv. (1897)
Philology of the Gospels, p. 250 but for a very different reason as against the interpretation given above by Harnack and others to aipa, see also Blass, Studien und
Kritiken, i., 1900; Hilgenfeld, also Corssen, C. G. G., p. 445 ff., remark on the probability of Montanistic influences in the Bezan text of the passage before us, and in
At the end
reply to their strictures see Blass, Evang. sec. Lucatn, Praef., p. xxiv. ff.
of the clause we have kcu 00-a p/rj OeXoucriv ca-UTOis "yive<r8ai cTcpois ptj ttoiciv, so
Iren.
ver.
Harris, Four Lectures, etc.,
D, 11 minuscules, Sah., Aeth.,
29).
(cf. also
pp. 31, 32, points out that the addition was known to Aristides (Seeberg, Die Apologie
des A., p. 213), and that therefore the Acts was known and used and interpolated by
But he refrains from speaking positively as to
the middle of the second century.
the source of this variant in Acts, as " the negative precept turns up everywhere in the
"
early Church, having been absorbed in the first instance from Jewish ethics
cf. also
1

AB

;

;

;

5

;

;

;

Weiss, Codex D,

p. 109.

Rom. iii. 21 and viii.
Zahn unhesitatingly

7

;

So Theophilus, Didache, Const. Apost. and Ephrem on
see Harris, u. s.
Resch, Agrapha, p. 95 W.H., App., 96.
;

;

very doubtful how
far the Didache enjoyed the high and wide credit which Zahn attaches to it: about
1 10-140 the words were interpolated in the text in the East, and soon after, but
by
no means with universal acceptance, they found their way into the Western text.
Blass in Studien und Kritiken, u. s., replies further to Harnack. Harnack asks why
the " golden rule," if genuine, is not found in xxi. 25.
Blass replies that Luke kept
a rough draft for himself in which were both irviKTa and the rule, and thus omitted
" brevitati consulens ".
irviicTa in 0, and in a the rule
Ver. 19.

refers the addition to the

810 iyit icpivw

my judgments ".

St.

*«
:

wherefore

James apparently

speaks as the president of the meeting,
Chrysostom, Horn., xxxiii., and his words
with the emphatic fyw (Weiss) may express more than the opinion of a private
member he sums up the debate and
" the
proposes
draught of a practical
"
resolution
(see however Hort, Ecclesia,
79; Hackett, in loco; and on the other
hand Moberly, Ministerial Priesthood,
If a position of authority is thus
p. 147).
given to St. James at the conference, it
is very significant that this should be so
in Jerusalem itself, where the Twelve

—

Didache, but

it

is

in Gal. ii. 9 (cf. Acts xii. 17, xxi. 18). At
the same time ver. 22 shows us that
neither the authority of St. James nor
that of the other Apostles is conceived
of as overriding the general consent of
the whole Church.
u/rj
irapcvoxXeiv
" not to
only here in N.T. ;
trouble," A.

—

and R.V.

;

it

may

:

be possible to press

the irapd, " not to trouble further,"

i.e.,

by anything more than he

is about to
mention, or in their conversion to God.
The verb is found with dative and
accusative in LXX
for the former cf.
Judg. xiv. 17, 1 Mace. x. 63 SR, xii. 14;
;

and for the latter Jer. xxvi. (xlvi.) 27,
would naturally carry special weight. 1 Mace. x. 35. Bengel takes irapd as =
But this presidency and Apostolic autho- prater, but whilst it is very doubtful how
far the preposition can be so rendered
rity of St. James in Jerusalem is exactly
in accordance with the remarkable order
here, he adds fides quieta non obturbanda.
Paul
of the three names referred toby St.
toi« fcrur. cf. xi. 21, "who are turn-

—

I7PAHEI2 ATIOSTOAQN

3*4

xv.

U

9 1. 1 Mwcttjs yap
y€V€vv &pxai<*¥ k«tA tf6\iv tous
itTjpuaaorra? auTOP ?x et * K *•** awaywyais kotA irav crd^arov
oI/xotos-

1
brackets whole verse on the ground of its omission by Irenaens, but
Blass in
the latter may easily have omitted it as superfluous or irrelevant to his
argument,
whilst the obscurity of the verse has been well noted as a reason for its retention.

ing to

God";

present participle, as in

acknowledgment of a work actually

in

progress.

Ver. 20.
liriorciXai (xxi. 25), Heb.
xiii. 22; the verb is used of a written
injunction, Westcott, /. c. (so Wendt
here and in xxi. 25, and so Klostermann),
and so often in ecclesiastical writers;
here it may mean to write or enjoin, or
may well include both, cf. Hort, E celesta,
p. 70, Westcott, w. s. f Weiss, in loco ; in
classical Greek it is used in both senses.
In LXX it is not used, except in a few
passages in which the reading is doubt-

Hatch and Redpath,
sub v. tov d-Wx«o-8at: Burton, N. T.
Moods and Tenses, p. 159, cf. Jer. vii. 10,
1 Pet. ii. 11, 1 Tim. iv. 3
generally without
t»v dXio-yijudTwv from Hellenairo".
istic verb, dXt<rY€tv, LXX, Dan. i. 8,
ful, air.

for fir., see

—

—

Mai.

i.

;

:

7,

may mean
used

in

in ver.

Ecclus. xl. 29 (S, al)
the pollution from the flesh
12,

;

heathen offerings
29

(xxi.

25),

cf.

=

cISwXoOvtwv

1

Cor.

viii.

1,

14 ff., but see further Klostermann,
Probleme im Aposteltexte, p. 144 ff., and
Wendt, 1888 and 1899, in loco. The
phrase stands by itself, and the three following genitives are not dependent upon
it.
If St. James's words are interpreted
x.

more widely than as a cISwXoOiJtwv, ver.
29, they would involve the prohibition for
a Christian not only not to eat anything

offered to idols, or to share in the idolatrous feasts, but even to accept an invitation to a domestic feast of the Gentiles
or at least to a participation in the food
on such an occasion. That it was easy
for Christians to run these risks is evident
from 1 Cor. viii. 10 when St. Paul refers
to the case of those who had not only
eaten of the flesh offered to idols, but
had also sat down to a feast in the idol's
the moral extemple. ttjs iropvcfas
planation of this close allocation of
idolatry and uncleanness is that the
former so often involved the latter. But
Dr. Hort whilst pointing out that such
an association is not fanciful or accidental, reminds us that we ought not to lay
too much stress on the connection, since
many forms of idolatry might fairly be
regarded as free from that particular

—

:

The language, however, of
shows us how

stain.

in his Epistle

James

St.

im-

perative it was in the moral atmosphere
of the Syria of the first century to
guard
the Christian life from sexual defilement,
and the burning language of St. Paul in
1 Cor. vi. 15 and 1 Thess. iv.
3, etc.,
shows us the terrible risks to which
Christian morality was exposed, risks
enhanced by the fact that the heathen
view of impurity was so lax throughout
the Roman empire, cf. Horace, Sat., i.,
2,

31

;

Terence, Adelphi,

Pro Calio,

i.,

2,

21

;

Cicero,

and on the intimate and
almost universal connection between the
heathen religious guilds and societies
and the observance of nameless breaches
of the Christian law of purity, see Loening. Die Gemeindeverfassung des Urchristenthums, and his references to FouWithout some special
cart, p. 12 ff.
xx.

;

prohibition it was conceivable that a
man might pass from some scene of
licentious indulgence to the participation

Lord (Plumptre,
attempt has been made to
refer tne word here to the sin of incest,
or to marriage within the forbidden degrees, rather than to the sin of fornicain

the Supper of the

Felten).

An

so Holtzmann, Ritschl, Zockler,
but on the other
Wendt, Ramsay
hand Meyer, Ewald, Godet, Weiss, and
others take the word in its general sense
as it is employed elsewhere in the N.T.
From what has been said above, and
from the way in which women might be
called upon to serve impurely in a
heathen temple (to which religious obligation, as Zockler reminds us, some
have seen a reference in the word here,
also Wendt, p. 332 (1888)), we
cf.
see the need and the likelihood of such a
tion,

;

specific enjoinder against the sin of fornication.
Bentley conjectured xoipeia*
or iropKtCas.
tow irvucrov: "from that

—

which has been strangled," lit., such
beasts as had been killed through strangling, and whose blood had not been let
out when they were killed.
For this
prohibition reference

Lev.

is

usually

made

to

Deut. xii. 16, 23, so Weiss,
Wendt, Zockler, Plumptre, Felten, HacBut on the other hand Dr- Hort
kett.
xvii. 13,

nPAEEI2 AnOSTOAQN
22. Tore <foo£e rots dirooT^Xots
iKttXncria, €K\e|ufi€Vous aj'Spas £§

t&

icai

tois Trpecr|3uWpois

outwk

riau'Xw Kai Bapv&fla, 'louoai' tok

*

-iTtfxij/ai

3*5

aw

oXtj Tfl

els 'Arrioxeiai'

ow

£mtcaXou|i€i'Oi' BapaajSae, xal

^ABCDEL,

1
Tisch., W.H., Blass, Weiss, Wendt. Bap<roSav
nriK., but icaX.
Vulg., Arm., Chrys.
Bapo-c^Bav fr^ABCEHLP 6i, Sah., Boh., Const., Tisch.,
W.H., Blass, R.V., Weiss, Wendt; see on the word Winer-Schmiedel, pp 56 57'
BapapBav D, so Hilg.
;

all attempts to find the
prohibition in the Pentateuch quite fail,
although he considers it perfectly conflesh
of animals
that the
ceivable
strangled in such a way as not to allow
of the letting out of blood would be
counted as unlawful food by the Jews,

contends that

Origen, c. Cels., viii., 30 ; jfudaistic
Christianity, p. 73, and Appendix, p.
But his further remark, that if such
209.

cf.

a prohibition had been actually prescribed
(as in his view it is not) we should have
a separate fourth precept referring only
to a particular case of the third precept,
vis., abstinence from blood, is probably
the reason why in D, cf. Irenseus, Hcer.,
iii.,

12, 14;

Cyprian, Testim,

iii.,

De

119; Terxal
the

tullian,
Pudicitia, xii., the words
tov "jtviktov are omitted here and in

decree, ver. 29, although it is also possible
that the laxer views on the subject in the
West may have contributed to the omission (see Zdckler and Wendt).
Dr.

Hort

leaves

the

difficulty

unsolved,

" Western " text
merely referring to the
without adopting it. But in xxi. 25 the
words are again found in a reference to,
and in a summary of, the decree, although
here too D consistently omits them (see
critical notes).
tov atpa/ros: specially
forbidden by the Jewish law, Lev. xvii. 10,
cf. iii. 17, vii. 26, xix. 26, Deut. xii. 16, 23,

—

and we may refer the prohibition,
with Dr. Hort, to the feeling of mystery
entertained by various nations of antiquity with regard to blood, so that the
feeling is not exclusively Jewish, although
xv. 23,

the Jewish law had given it such express
and divine sanction. " The blood is the
life," and abstinence from it was a manifestation of reverence for the

life

given

by and dedicated to God. This was the
ground upon which the Jews based, and
still base, the
prohibition. Nothing could
override the command first given to Noah,
Gen. ix. 4, together with the permission
to eat animal food, and renewed in the
law. at|*. cannot refer (so Cyprian and
Tertullian) to homicide, as the collocation
with itviktov (if retained) is against any
such interpretation. See additional note
(2) at end of chapter.

Ver. 21.

Ik yeve&v ap X aiu»v
pointing
days when the Diaspora
had first spread to any considerable extent
in heathen lands: see on ver.
The
7.
exact phrase (ktrh) ycvcwv ipx. occurs in
Psalms of Solomon, xviii., 14 from the
generations of old the lights of heaven
have not departed from their path. For
the custom referred to here, see Schiirer,
Jewish People, div. ii., vol. ii., p. 55, E.T.

back to the

:

first

—

The words seem

closely connected in

sense with the preceding in this
way,
vis., that the Gentile proselytes could
long ago in the synagogues have been
acquainted week by week with the spirit
and enactments of the Mosaic law, and
they would thus be the more easily inclined to take upon themselves the few
elementary precepts laid down in the
decree of the Jerusalem Church, so as
to avoid any serious cause of offence to
their Jewish-Christian brethren.
Others
however take the meaning to be that, as
the Jewish Christians in their continual
association with the synagogue would
still hear the law read
every Sabbath,
there would be no intercourse between
them and the Gentile Christians, unless
the latter observed the necessary restrictions enjoined by the decree for brotherly
intercommunion. There is no occasion
to interpret the meaning to be that it is
superfluous to write the decree to the

Jewish Christians, since they knew its
contents already from the law (so St.
Chrysostom, and Blass), for a decree for
the Jewish Christians is not in question,
see ver. 23.
Others again interpret:
there is no fear that the Mosaic law
should be neglected or despised "for
Moses, etc.". See further, Wendt, Weiss,
McGiflert, Knabenbauer.
Ver. 22.

found

c8o£c

decrees, Herod.,

and

word is often
and official
Thuc, iv., 118 L)

the

:

in public resolutions

S.).

—rot?

i.,

3

;

airocr.

.

.

.

IkXc|.

.

.

.

on the irregular construction
Ypdvj/.
see Page and Rendall, and instances
in Alford and
Lumby and further,
Burton, N. T. Moods and Tenses,
<rw SXfl Tfj IkkX., cf. ver. 12,
173:

;

—

p.^

»iv t*

TvX.rj0o<j, cf.

Iren.,

Hat.

iii.,

13.

—
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xv.

li\av, avSpas Tjyoupfi'ous £v toi$ doeX<J>oi$, 23. yp&tyavT€S oia x< l P°S

auiw
KOTa

*
ol
irpca^uTcpoi Kal ol d8eX<J>oi, Tots
Kal
Kal
KiXiKiav
Xupiay
'Aim^X«UMr
dScX<f>oi$ tois ^§ £0kwk,

r&he

-rt]v

Oi dirooroXoi Kal

•

and H., ArmZoh., Aeth«t., Chrys., so Weiss,
13, 61, Armusc, Irint, Ath., Tisch.,
W.H., R.V., Wendt. Blass, following Sah., Orig., reads a8cX<j>oi? here and brackets
the same word after KiX., so Ramsay, St. Paul, p. 171, rejecting the word as an
accidental corruption " The Apostles and the Elders unto the brethren," etc., R.V.
renders " The Apostles and the elder brethren," a title which the Jerusalem Church
might use in addressing younger Churches (Rendall), but see commentary.
1

xai 01 aScXijioi

^cEHLP,

Apostelgeschichte, p. 57

Syrr. P.

^*ABCD,

otn. icai 01

;

;

4kXc£. avSpas irlfnlrai:

"to choose men

out of their company, and send," R.V.
In A.V. we lose sight of the fact that the
choice was thus made in the rendering
" chosen
men," a rendering which takes
£kXc£. middle as if passive (see Wendt's

—

and cf. ver. 40 !<iriXc£.).
MouSav t6v liriic. B., see critical note,
sometimes regarded as a brother of
Joseph Barsabbas in i. 23. Ewald thinks
that he was actually identical with him.
Nothing further is known of him, but if
he was a brother of Joseph Barsabbas,
he too may have been amongst the personal followers of the Lord
hence his
2
leading position, see also B.D. "Judas,"

just criticism,

;

—HXav,
1830.

The name may have been
for Silvanus,

but

it

may

also

a Greek equivalent for a

= Tertius, or
Wy®
V v

prefers ^j^ttj>

"

x. 24,

bitten, erfragen ".

Paul always used the form ZiXovavo?

23, on which the advocates of this
view rely make the identity possible, the
description of Titus, Gal. ii. 3, is completely at variance with the description
of Silas in this chapter ("perversa, ne
quid durius dicam, conjectura" Blass,
in commenting on the supposed identity).
viii.

ver. 32, irpo^TjTai
cf.
is also used in Heb.

oWes: the word
xiii.

three times, once of those

who had

passed away, ver. 7, and in w. 17 and
24 of actual authorities to be obeyed.

The word

is

applied

in

KaXoi,
Xoyov),

1, be. 4.

may have
1

xiii.

cf.

(cf.

Heb.

It is quite possible
essentially = 81800--

xiv.

u. s.,

12,

r\yov\L.

with Didache,

tov
iv.,

and see Zockler, Apostelgeschichte, p.
249; Harnack, Proleg. to Didache, p.
or the mere fact that Judas and
95
Silas may both have been personal
followers of Jesus would have conferred
upon them a high degree of authority
(Plumptre); or the term -qyov. may be
used as a general one, and we cannot
1,

;

Church and

(so 1 Pet. v. 12), Blass, Gram., pp. 70,
71, Winer-Schmiedel, u. s., and also pp.
On the supposed identity of
74, 75.
Silas with Titus, who is never mentioned
in Acts, see above ; and Wendt, in loco.
If the two passages, 2 Cor. i. ig and

—rjYovpifovs,

it

have been

Hebrew name

Gen.
H7tT,
- V

».

that

contracted

see especially Winer-Schmiedel, p. 143,
note, and Zahn, Einleitung, i., p. 23,

who

xxxvii. 2, lv.

say to what particular office or qualificait may have extended besides that
involved in ver. 32.
For use of the
word in sub-apostolic times see Gore,

cf. ver. 40, xvi. 19, 25,
29, xvii. 4, 10, 14, xviii. 5, 2 Cor. i. 19, I
Thess. i. 1, 2 Thess. i. 1, 1 Pet. v. 12.

p.

various forms of authority and leadership
(see also references to the word in
classical Greek, Grimm-Thayer), and cf.
Clem. Rom., Cor., i., 3 (xxi., 6), with v. 7,

the

LXX

to

tion

the Ministry, p. 322, etc.,

Moberly, Ministerial Priesthood, pp. 166,
186.
The word may be called characteristic of St. Luke (Friedrich, p. 22, cf.
Luke xxii. 26, Acts vii. 10 (of civil rule),
xiv. 12).
Ver. 23. oi Airier. koI 01 irpeaB. koI
ot dScX., but in R.V. " the Apostles and

—

the elder brethren," see critical notes.
The phrase as it stands in R.V. has been
called meaningless (Page), but Hort,
Ecclesia, p. 71, while admitting that the
phrase is unusual, defends it as indicating that they who held the office of elder
were to be regarded as bearing the characteristic from which the title itself had
arisen, and that they were but elder
brethren at the head of a great family of
brethren (cf. Knabenbauer in loco). It
is of course
quite possible that a8eX. is
merely to be taken as in apposition to
airo'o-T. and irpecB., meaning that as
brethren they sent a message to brethren
(Wendt, Felten, Page). tois icai-a ttjv
'A. k.t.X., see below.
x a ^P eLV amongst
the Epistles of the N.T. only that of St.
James thus commences, as has been often
pointed out by Bengel and others. The

—

—

:

I7PAEEI2 ATI02T0AQN

23—*5
XaipeiK.

24.

on nvks H ^jxwv 1 e^eXOoWes eh-dpa^ew

«tt€i8t] r)KOU0-ap,£f

upvas \6y019, dKao-KCud^OKTCS Tots v|/uxas up;wv,

2

*al TTjpeiv -roc v6\ioVj ots ou oi€OT€t.Xap,e0a
peVots 6u.o0uu.uoov,

8
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Xe'yoi'Tes irepiTe'pyeo-Oai
•

25. ISo^cw ^fiiv yeKO-

e»cXe^ap.€Vous fifSpa? ir^\|rai irpos ujxas, aof rots

1

egeXOovrcs om. ^*B, Arm., Aethro., Const., Ath., Chrys., so W.H., R.V. marg.,
Wendt ; but retained ^cACDEP, Vulg., Syrr. P. and H., Sah., Boh., AethPP-,
It might have been introduced
Iren., so Tisch., Blass, Hilg.
(cf. ver. 1, icaTeX.) to
guard against the appearances that tivcs c| rjpuv belonged to the senders of the letter

Weiss,

Wendt's note, 1888).

(see

Xcy. . . . tov vopov om.
Ath., so Tisch., W.H.. Blass
CEHLP, Gig., Iren (Chrys.
a

8

cicXc£apcvovs

Weiss and Hilg.

;

NABD

gram, was the

coincidence may be a chance one, but it
is the more remarkable, since the letter
may well have been written and dictated
in his authoritative position.
the phrase in letters see Mayor's innote on James i. 1. It occurs

St.

On

James

teresting

again in Acts
in

but nowhere else

xxiii. 26,

N.T.

Luke

i.

1,

Schwegler, Zeller, Weiss,

and others have
all, in what does
the likeness consist ?
Simply in the fact
that here as there we have cVciS-q introducing the antecedent clause, and cSofcv
Friedrich, Hilgenfeld,

commented.

But, after

Friedrich (p. 46)
the subsequent clause.
considers this as too striking to be a matter
of chance, but strangely he writes each
of the two passages as if they commenced
with the same word, see below on ver. 28
This word is a curious one,
iir€i8i]ir€p.

—

is only found in Luke i. 1 (not in
LXX), but there is no authority for reading

and
it

in

;

later reading.

Lucan words
iiravayiccs,

irpoTTeiv,

in the decree, so fJapos, to
8ia Xoyov, airayy&Xciv, ev
ots ov
eppwo-0*, ayairi]T<fc.
" to whom we

8ico-rci.Xdp.c0a

—

gave no

:

commandment," R.V., omitting "such,"
text, and weakens; in Tyndale,
Cramner, and Genevan Version cf. Gal.
used once
ii. 12, and Acts xxi. 20
only
in passive in N.T., Heb. xii. 20, often
in LXX in middle voice, meaning to
warn, cf. also its meaning in Judith xi.

not in

;

;

On the similarity of this
Ver. 24.
verse in phraseology to St. Luke's preface,

Wendt

^CDEHP, Const., Iren., Chrys., so Tisch., W.H. marg., Blass,
-oi« ABL 61, Lach., W.H. text. Wendt unable to decide whether

ace. after ver. 22 or dat. for

by

Boh., Aethro., Or., Const.,
but Blass retains in p% following

13, 61, Vulg., Sah.,

R.V., Weiss,
so Hilg.

the

passage

before us

in

Acts.

Nosgen, Apostelgeschichte, p. 45, refers
instances of a similar formula and
phraseology as in use in Jewish writings,
Tiris *£
cf. Jost, Jud. Gesch., i., 284.
to

—

T|p.wr, cf. for

the expression Gal.

—

ii.

12.

—

tTapa|av -fipas,
ifcX., see critical notes.
mean
Xoyois
cf. Gal. i. 7, v. 10.

may

with words only, words without true doc"
trine.
ava<ncrua£ovT€s,
subverting," A.
and R.V. not in LXX, and only here in

—

;

N.T., in classical Greek, primarily colligere
vasa, to pack up, and so to carry away
or to dismantle a place to destroy, overthrow, and so trop. as in text of breaking treaties (Polyb.), of destroying an
:

;

—

opponent's arguments (Arist.). Nosgen
and Felten note it amongst the non-

12 with Mark v. 43, etc.
Ver. 25. yevop. ouoOvuaSov " having
come to one accord," " einmutig geworden," Weiss: 6p,o0., though frequent
in Acts, see i. 14, only here with ytv.
For the form of the phrase as indicating mutual deliberation on the part
of the Church collectively see " Council,"
Diet. ofChr. Ant., i., 474.
ckXc£. av8pa«
" to choose out men and send them unto
whether
we
read
accusative
you," R.V.,
or dative see critical note, and cf.
:

—

—

:

ver. 22.
very frequent in
dyairrjToZs
St. Paul's Epistles; used three times by
St. James in his Epistle, twice by St.
Peter in his First Epistle, four times in
:

the Second, cf. iii. 15, where the word is
used by St. Peter of St. Paul, ten times
by St. John: it was therefore a very
natural word to occur in the letter, and
we may compare it with the right hand
of fellowship given by the three Apostles
named to Barnabas and Paul, Gal.
ii. 9.
B. teal n. : this order because in
Jerusalem Church see above on ver. 12.
Meyer, Bleek, Nosgen, Wendt, all note

just

—

;

its

truthful significance.

Ver. 26. irapaSeSwicoVi ras \|/. <u
H hazarded their
lives," A. and R.V. ; so
in classical Greek, and in LXX, Dan. iii.
28 (95). The sufferings of the mission:

IIPAEEI2
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rjuaiy

Bapfd£a Kal riauXw, 26.

auiw

uirep tou 6f6jxaTos toO Kupiou

xv.

dfOpcSirots irapaoeociKoai
1

tjuw 'irjcrou Xptarou.
Kal auTous Sid Xoyou
28. cSo^e ydp tw 'Ayuo n^euaan Kal
dirayy^Xoi'Tas Td aurd.
utjoey irKioy iiriTiQeardai uuiy |3dpos irXfjK tup eTrdmytces
•f\\t,lv,
tols «j/u)(ds

27. dircorTdXitap.ci' ouv MouSay

Kal ZiXaf,

DE

1
At end of verse,
137, Syr. Hard. mg. add ci? irovra ircipaauov, so Blass in (5,
Harris, Four Lectures, etc., pp. 85, 86, describes this as the best example
Hilg.
extant of a Syriac assimilation in the text of Acts irapa8c8<aKa<riv in D, ambiguous,
but in Sirach, ii., 1, Syriac had rendered "thou hast surrendered thy soul to all
"
temptations (ctoiuoo-ov ttjv ^vx^v <rov eus ir€ipa<ruov, LXX) gloss added here for
clearness.
Weiss, Codex D, p. 82, refers the words to a reminiscence of Acts xx. 19.
;

;

journey were evidently
known, and appeal was fittingly
made to them in recognition of their selfsacrifice, and in proof of their sincerity.

aries in their first

well

Ver. 27. 'I. Kal 2. xal av-rovs " who
themselves also shall tell you the same
things by word of mouth," R.V. Judas
and Silas were sent to confirm personally
the contents of the letter, as they could
speak with authority as representing the
Church at Jerusalem, while Barnabas
and Saul alone would be regarded as
:

already committed to the conciliatory side
The present participle, as the
(Alford).
writer thinks of Judas and Silas as
actually present with the letter at its
reception,

cf.

sent" by a
xxi. 16

aircardXKaucv,
idiom,

Blass compares

;

"we

have

and

also

common

Thuc,

dyycXXovras, Gram.,

$ircui|rav

vii.,

26,

p. 194.

—

Ta avra not the same things as Barnabas and Paul had preached, but, as 81a X.
intimates, the same things as the letter
:

contained, see critical notes.
Ver. 28. ?8o|« yap t$ 'A. fl. xal ijuiv :
"causa principalis" and "causa minisThe words of
terialis" of the decree.
Hooker exactly describe the meaning
and purpose of the words, E. P., hi.,
10, 2, cf. viii., 6, 7,

and

cf. St.

Chrysos" not
making

tom's words, Horn., xxxiii.,
themselves equal to Him [i.e., the Holy
Ghost] they are not so mad the one
to the Holy Ghost, that they may not
deem it to be of man the other to us,
that they may be taught that they also
themselves admit the Gentiles, although
themselves being in circumcision ". On
other suggested but improbable meanings

—

—

;

and Wendt's notes. The
words became a kind of general formula
in the decrees of Councils and Synods,
see Alford's

the

phrase commonly prefixed to
Councils: Sancto Spiritu suggerente
On this
{Diet. Chr. Ant., i., 483).
classical construction of c8o|« «ry with
cf.

the infinitive see Nestle's note, Expository

Moreover it
Times, December, 1898.
would seem that this ?8o$€ is quite in
accordance with the manner in which
Jewish Rabbis would formulate their decisions.

— frqScv

irXcov

.

.

.

fidpos: the

words indicate authority on the part of
the speakers, although in ver. 20 we read
"
only of enjoining ". St Peter had used
the cognate verb in ver. io, cf. Rev. ii. 24,
where the same noun occurs with a possible reference to the decree, see
Lightfoot,
Galatians, p. 309, and Plumptre, in loco.
for
mutual
i.e.,
lirdvayKcs,
intercourse,
that Jewish and Gentile Christians might
live as brethren in the One Lord. There
is nothing said to
imply that these four
abstinences were to be imposed as necessary to salvation ; the receivers of the
letter are only told that it should be well
with them if they observed the decree,
and we cannot interpret cv irpdgcTc as =
At the same time the word
<ru»0T]crto-9€.
was a very emphatic one, and might be
easily interpreted, as it speedily was, in

—

a narrower sense, Ramsay,

St. Paul,
172
Lightfoot, Galatians, p. 310.
Rendall compares the use of avayxaios

p.

in

;

Thuc,

i.,

Ver. 29.
in ver. 20,

go.

airtx-

W.H.

:

;

preposition omitted as
so usually in classical

Greek, but in N.T. air^x. diro,
22 so in LXX, Job i. 1,

3, v.

;

1

8,

Thess.
ii.

iv.

3, etc.

On the difference in meaning in the two
constructions, see Alford and Wendt,
in loco.
«L8o>Xo0vTwv, see ver. 20.
itviktov : omitted in Western text ; see
critical notes.
SiarripovvTcs eavTovs

—

—

—

:

LXX

verb, only in Luke, cf. Luke ii. 51 (in
with Ik or airo, Ps. xi. 7, Prov. xxi. 23).

In

Jas. i. 27 we have a somewhat striking
similarity of expression (cf. also John xvii.
ev irpdgcTc : " it shall be well with
15).

—

you," R.V. viz., through the peace and
concord established in the Christian community, cf. 2 Mace. ix. 19, so in classical
Greek. The reading in A.V. is somewhat ambiguous, but the Greek signifies
;
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29.

iropKeias.
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cISuXoOutwk Kal aifxaros ical 1 imKToG
2
4§ wy Siarrjpourres lauTOUs «u
Trpd£eT€.
IppuaOe.

ical

6nri\€<rBai

3
tjXOok els
30. Ot ueV ouv diToXoOcrres

•

'Avno^iav

ical

owaya-

,

yorres

to

ttXtjOos,

cire'SwKai'

£TUOToX'r|K.

r^\v

31.

dyayycWes Si

ixdpY)o-ac

cm

irpc^rai

oktcs,* Sid Xoyou iroXXou irapCKdXcaaK tous d8eXcj>ou's, Kal

ttj irapaKX'rjarei.

32. 'louSas Sc Kal XiXas,

ical

au-rol

1
icai irvtKTOv om. D, Iren., Tert., Cypr., Amb., Pac, Aug., so Blass in
sec
above on ver. 20, and Zahn, Einleitung, ii., p. 353 itviktov ^cA2 EHLP, Vulg.,
ttviktcuv ^*A*BC 61, 137, Sah.,
Syrr. P. and H., Arm., Aeth., Const., Chrys., etc.
Boh., Clem., Or., so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt (itviktov introduced after ver.
3
Wer.
Hard,
After iropvcias D, Par.,
Syr.
mg., Sah., Aeth., Irint., Cypr. (with
20).
;

;

;

,

many
in p\

variations) read icai ocra

p,tj

OcXctc cavrois yivccrdai, crcptp

\ir\

iroieiv,

so Blass

and Hilg.

CDHL;

2

irpag-qrc E; see Zahn, u. *.,
irpa£€Te fc^AB, Vulg., all edd. ; irpagcrrc
After irpa|. D, Iren., Tert. (Ephrem) add 4>epopevoi tv rut ayty irvcvp.aTi,
354.
so Blass in p.
Harris, Four Lectures, etc., p. 77, thinks that the gloss has been
misplaced, and declining all references to Montanus or Marcion or to N.T. parallels,
regards it as simply an expansion or explanation of airoXvdcvrcs, ver. 30 cf. xiii. 4.
Weiss also declines all Montanist influence, but takes the words after ev irpa£. as
the
meaning that they would fare well being guided by the Holy Spirit, by
p.

;

Whom

decree, ver. 28, had been inspired,
see also Zahn, u. s., p. 354.
3

cpptxrde, Blass brackets in 0, om.

by Irenaeus;

fc^ABCD 6l » Vulg., Arm., Aeth., Theophyl., so Tisch.,
Blass, R.V., Weiss, Wendt. After airoXvdevTC? D* adds ev Tj|i€pai5 oXiyats,
so Blass in 0, and Hilg.
Belser, Beitrdge, p. 72, speaks of the addition as more
valuable than much gold, as showing their eagerness to bring the good news to
t|Xeov, but tcoTT]Xeov

W.H.,

Weiss however
Antioch, and the speed of their travelling, contrasted with ver. 3
would connect it (p. 82), not with the time consumed in the journey, but with the
time of their departure, i.e., they set off a few days after the Council to put an end
to the disquietude at Antioch.
4
After ovtcs D adds irXtjpcts irvcvuaTos ayiov, so Blass and Hilg., no Montanistic
source ; either explanation of irpo<|>. (unnecessary), or may be connected with 81a
Xoyov implying that their oral words no less than the written letter were spoken in
the Holy Ghost (Weiss, p. 82).
Mr. Page, Classical Review, p. 320 (1897), refers
this addition, with similar ones in w. 7 and 29 of this chap., to the characteristic of
"
D to emphasise words and actions as inspired ".

For D, see

prosperity.

critical notes.

—

Mace. xi.
e^pwcrdc, see critical notes,
21 and 33, 3 Mace. vii. 9, etc., and often
in classics; a natural conclusion of a
letter addressed to Gentile Christians,
2

see additional note (2) at end of chapter,
Ver. 30. ol uev ovv . . . avayvovres
SI : two parties are presented as acting
in concert as here (or in opposition), see

Rendall, Acts, Appendix on per ovv, p.
161.
TJXOov, but KaTfjXdov R.V., Jerusalem is still the centre from which Bar-

—

nabas and Paul go down. See reading in
D, critical note. TOirXtj0os=^lKKXt|o-ic^
Deissmann, Neue Bibelstucf. xiv. 27

—

;

dien, p. 59, especially refers to this passage: to ve\. Christengemeindf at An-

=

authors.

tioch,cf.plebs,populus in Lat.Chr.
—
ivlZotKav
see instances
Tfjv kicur.,

in

Wetstein of same phrase in same sense.

A. and R.V.
"
margin,
R.V.). The former rendering seems suitable here, because the letter causes rejoicing, not as an exhortation, but as a
message of relief and concord. Ramsay
and Hort render " encouragement ".
Barnabas was a fitting bearer of such a

Ver. 31.

irapaicXvjarci

* consolation "

message,
Ver.

cf. iv.

32.

:

(" exhortation

36.

Kal

avrol

irpo<|>.

ovrce:

Wendt, so Meyer, takes Kal

avi-oC not
with irpo$. ovtcs (these words in comthe
words
but
with
which
follow,
mas),
indicating that Judas and Silas gave

encouragement

to the brethren person-

ally (cf. ver. 27), as the letter

had verb-

but punctuation of T.R. in R.V.,
W.H., Weiss, etc. On koI avroi and
its frequency in St. Luke, Friedrich, p.
37 ; Hawkins, Hora Synoptica (1899), p.
ally;
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33. noi^acwTes oe XP ™*'*
twk dScXcpuv irpos toOs diroorcSXous. 1

iirearr\pi^av.

diro

xv.

a-ireXuOijtraf \itr elpTjmrjs
2

?8o§€ Be tw IiXa

34.

1

airoo-ToXovs EHLP, Syrr. P. and H., Bohwi., Arm., Chrys. but airocrrciXavTas
avrows ^ABCD, Vulg., Sah., Bohboett., Aethro., 8 o Tisch., W.H., Blass, R.V.,
Weiss, Wendt, Blass and Hilg.
;

*

Om. fc^ABEHLP 61, Vulg. (am. fu. demid.), Syr. Pesh., Syr. H. text, Bohboett.,
Chrys., so Tisch., W.H., R.V. text, Weiss, Wendt. In
13, Vulgclcm. + tol., Sah.,
Bohwi., Syr. Hard, mg., Arm., Aethut., so Blass and Hilg. Also D, Gig., Wern., Prov.,
Vulg.dem., Cassiod. add uovos 8c lovSas ciropevOi) (Wern. adding "reversus est Hierosolyma," cf. also Vulg.cl.). It is difficult to see why if 34a was genuine it should
have been omitted, but the sentence may have been introduced to account for the
presence of Silas at Antioch in ver. 40 so Weiss and Corssen. (In C and D avrovs
instead of ovtov, and in a few mins. avroOi.) Ver. 34* is defended as genuine by

CD

;

Ramsay, St. Paul, pp. 174, 175 Zahn, Einleitung, i., p. 148 (whilst both regard
34b as a gloss) ; cf. Belser, Beitrdge, p. 73, on the same ground, vis., that ver. 33
does not declare that Judas and Silas actually departed, but only that they were free
The Bezan reviser found the first part of the verse in his text and added
to depart.
Blass retains both parts of the verse in p. If the first clause was introthe second.
duced to explain a supposed difficulty about Silas, it must be remembered that the
difficulty was more fanciful than real, since Barnabas takes Mark from Jerusalem,
xiii. 13 (see Ramsay, u. s.).
W.H., App., p. 96, considers the first clause as probably
;

Alexandrian, as well as Western, while Corssen regards them both as Western.

—

A. and R.V. "exvapckaXcorav
horted"; R.V. margin, "comforted,"
or
Ramsay, "encouraged" (so Hort

excludes, Gal.

Possibly the word may
"exhorted").
include something of all these meanings

ix.

33.

:

;

(see also Alford's

note).

—

€ire<rri]pt£av,

ii.,

but the phrase is
included

etc.,

very indefinite, and

may have

months as well as days,

cf.

xvi. 12,

and

On the incident referred to see
23.
additional note at end of chapter.
Ver. 36.
pcra 8c second missionary
:

cf. xiv. 22.

journey commences,

Ver. 33. iroi/qo-avTes 8e xP°* ov » cf>
xviii. 23, and xx. 3, only in Acts in N.T.,
For the
cf. 2 Cor. xi. 25, James iv. 13.

4irio-Tp€x|/avT€S, reversi, cf. Luke
The word is
39, W.H., xvii. 31.

phrase both in

LXX and

Greek

classical

(so in Latin), see Wetstein, Blass, Grimm.
vi. 12
In
cf. Prov. xiii. 23, Eccl.

LXX

(Tob.x.

7),

so

exact

rqs:

N.T.
Apocryha,
in

;

Hebrew nlEy.—1" T
T
phrase

in
in 1

LXX

only

Heb.

several

—

and

'

« l P^-

xi.

times

;

31
in

3 Mace.
irpos tovs
as in R.V., " unto those
that had sent them" (see critical notes and
Hort, Ecclesia, p. 73), i.e., the whole synod
at Jerusalem, not only the Apostles.
Ver. 34. Omitted in R.V. text, but not
See critical notes.
in margin.
Ver. 35. Suh-pipov, cf. xii. 19, and see
In
xvi.
12.
also on
cf. Lev. xiv. 8,
airocr.

:

but

if

LXX

Mace.
Jer. xiii. (xxxv.) 7, Judith x. 2, 2
So also in classics with or withxiv. 23.
out xpovor* SiScUr. koA evayy. possibly

—

the

first

may

:

refer

to

work

inside

the

Church, and the second to work outside, but the distinction can scarcely be
pressed. Within this time, according to
Wendt, falls the incident between Paul
On the other
and Peter, Gal. ii. n.
hand, see Weiss, Apostelgeschichte, p.
194,

who

thinks that the Tivas -qpepac

LXX, and

used in

(Kennedy,

p. 155).

xviii.

ending

—

in

—

8tj,

22.
ii.

so

modern Greek
see on xiii. 2.

—

see above on vi. 3.
The
word was characteristic of a man like
St. Paul, whose heart was the heart of
the world, and who daily sustained the
care of all the churches.
irfis cxov<ri:
" in
.
nervus visitafide, amore, spe
"
e-rrio-K€\|/.,

—

.

.

tionis ecclesiasticae

Bengel.
Ver. 37.
ePovXcvo-aTo, but ipovXe-ro
"
see critical note, wished," volebat ; R. V.,
"was minded" almost too strong. Possibly owing to his kinship, Barnabas may
have taken a more lenient view than

Paul.
Ver. 38.

and

vii. 7),

—

VjgCov,
cf. 1

cf.

Mace.

22 (Luke

xxviii.
xi. 28,

2

Mace.

ii.

8, etc.
ePovX. is a mild word compared
with this. <rup.irapaXa.peIv, cf. xii. 25,

—

used also by Paul in Gal. ii. 1 of taking
Titus with him to Jerusalem, and nowhere
else in

Job i.
Greek.

N.T. except in this passage, cf
Mace. i. 1, so in classical

—t6v3

neutral

4,

word

airocrravTa

air*

avriiv: the

airoxwpfitv an-' avrfiv, xiii.
13, is not used here, but a word which
not
denote
disloyalty in the sense of
may
apostasy from Christ, but to the mission,
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e7riu.eiVai

Se

(lauXos

35.

Kal

Bapec£j3as
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bUrpiflov

'Amoxeia, oiSdoxorres Kal cuayycXi^uepoi, ucto Kal kriawv
rby \6yov tou Koptou.

\Gtv,

Tim.

1

1

iv.

(Rendall)

it

;

is

doubtful,

however, whether we can press this (see
Weiss, in loco). tovtov: significant at
the end of the verse, and note also

—

between

contradiction

decisive

<rvpirapaX., ver. 37, and p.$) <rvp.irapaX. here.
Ver. 39. irapo|v<rp.<$s, Heb. x. 24, in

nowhere else in N.T. The
found twice, Acts xvii. 16, 1 Cor.
in the former passage of Paul's
xiii. 5
righteous provocation in Athens, and in
different sense,

verb

is

;

the latter of irritation of mind as here the
noun twice in
of God's righteous
anger, Deut. xxix. 28, Jer. xxxix. (xxxii.)
37 (cf. also the verb, Deut. ix. 7, 8, etc.),
so too in Dem.
Both noun and verb are
;

LXX

common

medical language (Hobart)

in

;

Yapogv<rp.ds, 4>Tjcriv, ry&cTO ov\ exOpa
ovhk 4>i\ovei.Kia in the result good, for
Mark was stirred up to greater diligence
;

by Paul, and the kindness of Barnabas
made him cling to him all the more
airodevotedly, cf. Oecumenius, in loco.

—

"
they parted asunder,"
XwpicrG^vai
R.V., cf. 8iax<i>p££€<r0ai air<5, Gen. xiii.
II, 14, cf. Luke ix. 33.
irapaXaP<$vTa
not the compound verb, because Barnabas alone takes Mark. cicirXevo-eu
with els also in xviii. 18, with airl
in xx. 6
on irX&» and the number of its
:

—

:

—

:

;

compounds

—

iv

-roX-

in St.

Luke,

cf. xxvii. 4, etc.

where he could be sure of
influence, since by family he belonged
Barto the Jews settled there, iv. 36.
cis

K.

:

not mentioned again in Acts,
to be noted that St. Paul's
friendship was not permanently impaired
either with him or with Mark (see Chrysostom, in loco, and cf. 1 Cor. ix. 6). In
Gal. ii. 13 St. Paul in speaking of Barnabas marks by implication his high
estimate of his character and the expectations he had formed of him koi B.
u even Barnabas "
(Lightfoot, Gal., in

nabas
and it

is

is

;

loco, and Hackett).
According to tradition Barnabas remained in Cyprus until
his death, and the appearance of Mark

point to this but
although possibly Mark's rejoining Paul
may have been occasioned by the death
of Barnabas, the sources for the life of
Barnabas outside the N.T. are quite unat a later stage

may

;

S

trustworthy, "Barnabas," B.D. ; Hackett, Acts, p. 192. Whatever his fortunes
may have been, St. Luke did not estimate
his work in the same category as that of
Paul as a main factor in the development

of the Church, although we must never
forget that "twice over did Barnabas
save Saul for the work of Christianity ".
In his two imprisonments
Mdpscov
St. Paul mentions Mark in terms of
high
approval, Col. iv. 10, 11, Philem. 24, 2
Tim. iv. 11. In the first imprisonment

—

:

St. Paul significantly recommends him
to the Colossians as being the cousin of
Barnabas, one of his own fellow-labourers

unto the kingdom of God, one amongst
the few who had been a iraprj-yopia, a
comfort unto him. In such words as
these St. Paul breaks the silence of the
years during which we hear nothing of
the relations between him and Mark,
although the same notice in Colossians
seems to indicate an earlier reconciliation
than the date of the letter, since the
Churches of the Lycus valley had already been instructed to receive Mark if
he passed that way, Expositor, August,
" St. Mark in the N.T."
1897,

(Dr. Swete),

p. 85.

Ver. 40. (1. 82 4iriXc£. 1. not in the
place of Mark, but in the place of Barnabas, Ramsay, St. Paul, p. 171
having
chosen, i.e., for himself: sibi eligere ;
:

;

only in N.T. in this sense, but in classical
Greek and in LXX, 1 Sam. ii. 28 A,
2 Sam. x. 9 R, Ecclus. vi. 18, 1 Esdras
1 Mace. i. 63 R, v. 17, etc.
ix. 16,
"elegit ut socium, non ut ministrum"
If Silas had not returned to
(Blass).
Jerusalem, but had remained in Antioch
(see above on ver. 35), he had doubtless
recommended himself to Paul by some
special proof of fitness for dealing sympathetically with the relations of the
Jewish Christians and the Gentile converts.
This sympathy on the part of
Silas would be the more marked and
significant as he was himself almost certainly a Hebrew; otherwise we cannot
account for his high position in the
Jerusalem Church, ver. 22, although his
Roman citizenship is implied in xvi. 37
perhaps this latter fact may account for
his freedom from narrow Jewish pre;

;

judices.

If

we may

identify,

as

we

reasonably may, the Silas of Acts with
the Silas (Silvanus) of the Epistles, 2
Cor. i. 19, 1 Thess. i. i t 2 Thess. i. 1,
1 Pet. v. 12, the last mention of him by
St. Peter becomes very suggestive.
For
St. Peter's First Epistle contains the
names of the two men, Mark and Sil-
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33*
36.

META

%£

Tims ^ft^pas

i|rarres Otj €TriaK€<J>u>u,e0a

«tire

llaCXos rrpos Bapv&fiav, 'EmaTp^-

tou$ d8eX<J>ous ^u*>y

'

1
Vulg., Sah., Boh., Syrr. P.
tjawv om. with
Tisch., W.H., Blass, R.V., Weiss, Wendt, and Hilg.

^ABCDE,

vanus, who had originally been members
of the Jerusalem Church, Acts xii. 12,
xv. 22, and moreover the two oldest of
St. Paul's associates, whose brotherly
Christian concord had been broken for
the time (when Paul chose the latter in
the place of Barnabas, and rejected
Mark's services altogether), but who are
now both found at St. Peter's side in

Rome (assuming

that

Babylon

is

Rome),

evidently at one with him and with each
other ; the one the bearer of a letter, the
other the sender of greetings, to Pauline

Paul had passed to his
rest, and the leader had thus changed,
the teaching was the same, as the names
of Silvanus and Mark assure us, and St.

Churches.

Peter takes
the Apostle
u.

3

If St.

carries on the work of
Gentiles, see Dr. Swete,

—

—

had worked there in his
life and labours, Gal. i.,

early Christian
It is a
21, 23.
coincidence with the notice in Gal. that
t

St. Luke here and in ver. 23 presupposes
the existence of Churches in Syria and
Cilicia,

although nothing had been pre-

viously said of their foundation, whilst
the presence of Saul at Tarsus is twice
Moreover the
intimated, ix. 30, xi. 25.
commencement of the letter, w. 22, 23,
indicates that these regions had been the
centre of the teaching of the Judaisers,
and St. Paul's presence, together with
the fact that Silas, a prominent and leading member of the Jerusalem Church,
was his colleague, would doubtless help
On the adto prevent further disquiet.

Bezan

text see

we

If
cannot fully
this, it is at all events noticeable
that critics of widely different schools

to Acts, pp. 357, 359.

endorse

of thought have refused to regard the
alleged differences between the two as
irreconcilable in this conservative writers
like Lechler, Godet, Belser, Knabenbauer and Zahn, Einleitung, ii., 627, 628
scientific critics, as we may call them,
like Reuss, B. Weiss; and still more
;

;

Holtzmann

for

and H., Arm., Chrys.,

Additional note (1).
recent writers on the Acts,
Mr. Rendall has stated that the evidence
for the identification of Acts xv. with
Gal. ii. 1- 10 is overwhelming, Appendix

advanced

xiv.

iracrav -n6\*.v, iv

Amongst

up and

missionary work. irapa26.
Possibly we may
infer that the Church took Paul's view
of the point at issue between himself and
Barnabas, but on the other hand we
cannot prove this, because the writer's
thoughts are so specially fixed upon
Paul as the great and chief worker in
the organisation and unification of the
Church.
Ver. 41. 8iT]pxcTo, see above on xiii.
6.
I-upiav ical KiXiKtav: as Barnabas
had turned to Cyprus, the scene of his
early labours in the Gospel, and perhaps
also his own home, so Paul turned to
Syria and Cilicia, not only because his
home was in Cilicia, but also because he

going forth
SodcU, cf.

Kara

dition to the verse in the
critical note.

of" the

s., pp. 87, 88.-44^X06, cf. Luke ix. 6,
John, ver. 7, where the word is used of

xv.

critics

are

like Lipsius and H.
This general
agreed.

agreement
recognised and endorsed
by Wendt, p. 255 (i8go), see also K.
"
Schmidt,
Apostelkonvent," in RealEncyclopddie fur protest. Theol. (Hauck),
p.
704 ff.
Amongst English writers
Lightfoot, Hort, Sanday, Salmon, Drummond, Turner may be quoted on the
is

same

side (so too

McGiffert, Apostolic

Age, p. 208), (see for the points of agreement, Lightfoot, Galatians, p. 123
Drummond, Galatians, p. 73 ff. Salmon,
"Galatians," B.D.*; Reuss, Geschichte
;

;

N. T., p. 60, sixth edition,
fully in Belser, Die Selbstvertheidigung der A. Paulus im Galater-

des h. S. des

and very

briefe, p. 83 ffM 1896 ; for the difficulty in
identifying Gal. ii. with any other visit
of St. Paul to Jerusalem, cf. Salmon,
Lightfoot, u. s. and Zahn, u. s., Felten,
Introd. to Afostdgeschichte, p. 46). But
the recent forcible attempt of Professor
Ramsay to identify Gal. ii. 1-10 with St.
Paul's second visit to Jerusalem, Acts
xi. 30, xii. 25, and not with the third
visit, Acts xv., has opened up the whole
question again (see on the same identification recently proposed from a very different point of view by Volter, Witness
of the Epistles, p. 231, and also by
t

At
Apostelgeschichte, p. 184).
sight it is no doubt in favour of this
conclusion that according to Acts the
Spitta,

first

journey, xi. 30, is the second made by
St. Paul to Jerusalem, and the journey
in xv. the third, whilst Gal. ii. 1 also
describes a journey which the Apostle
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-

BapydjSas

Se ifiouXeucraTO <ru|JurapaXa0eiK Toy 'ludiKnrjK Toy
KaXoujiCKoy

MdpKOK

-

1
After ir»s cxovo-i and at commencement of verse Syr. Hard. mg. prefixes
"placuit
autem cogitatio Barnabae," so Blass in 0. cffovXcvcraTO, but with fc^ABCE x 3. 6l
so
Tisch.,
W.H.,
Blass, R.V., Weiss, Wendt, c0ovXcto; D, Gig.
Vulg. verss.,
i

efiovXcvcTo, so Hilg.

himself represents as his second to the
cannot fairly solve
mother-city.
this difficulty by cutting the knot with
McGiffert, who regards Acts xi. 30 and xv.
as = Gal. ii. 1-10, and thinks that Luke
found two independent accounts of the

We

same journey, and supposed them to
events (Apostolic Age,
or by concluding with Drummond, Galatians, p. 78, that the writer
ot Acts made a mistake in bringing St.
Paul to Jerusalem at the time of the
famine, so that Gal. ii. and Acts xv.
both refer to his second visit (cf. to the
refer to separate
p.

171)

same

;

effect,

Wendt,

p.

218 (1899),

who

looks upon the visit described in xi. 25
as a mistake of the author, at all events
But McGiffert and
as regards Paul).
Drummond are both right in emphasising
one most important and, as it seems to
us, crucial difficulty in the way of the

view advocated by Ramsay;

if

he

is

correct, it is difficult to see any object
After
in the visit described in Acts xv.
the decision already arrived at in Gal. ii.

1-10: Acts xi. 30, xii. 25, the question
then ex hypothesi at issue could scarcely
have been raised again in the manner
described in Acts xv. Moreover, whilst
Ramsay admits that another purpose was
achieved by the journey to Jerusalem
described in Gal. ii. 1-10, although only

as a mere private piece of business, St.
Paul, p. 57, he maintains that the special
and primary object ot the visit was to
But if the pillars of
relieve the poor.
the Church were already aware, as ex
hypothesi they must have been aware,
that St. Paul came to Jerusalem bringing
food and money for the poor (Acts xi.
29, 30), we may be pardoned for finding
" one
it difficult to believe that the
charge
"
alone (Gal. ii. 10) which they gave him

was

very thing which he
purpose of doing.
If, too, Barnabas and Saul had just been
associated in helping the poor, and if
the expression & icai ecnro-oSacra, Gal. ii.
10, refers, as Professor Ramsay holds, to
this service, we should hardly have expected Paul to use the first person singular, but rather to have associated
Barnabas with himself in his reference
to

actually

do

the

came

for the

to their work of love and
danger. Professor Ramsay emphasises the fact {Ex-

March, 1896) that Luke
pointedly records that the distribution
was carried out to its completion

positor, p. 183,

Barnabas and Saul

by

in

person (Acts xii.
25).
Why then does Paul only refer to
his own zeal in
remembering the poor
in Acts xi. 29, and xii. 25 = Gal. ii. 1-10 ?
the
force
of
the aorist as against
(On
Professor Ramsay's view, see Expositor,
March, 1899, p. 221, Mr. Vernon Bartlet's
Gal. ii. 10 should rather be read
note.)
in the light of 1 Cor. xvi. 1-3
if the firstnamed Epistle was also the first in point
of time, then we can understand how,
whilst it contains no specific and definite
mention of a collection for the Church
at Jerusalem, which is so emphasised in
1 Cor. xvi. 1, a Cor. viii. 9, etc.,
yet the
eager desire of the pillars of the Church
that the poor in Judaea should be remembered, and the thought of a fund for
supplying their needs, may well have
been working in St. Paul's mind from
the earlier time of the expression of that
desire and need, Gal. ii. 10, Expositor,
" Pauline
Collection
November, 1893,
for
the Saints,'
and April, 1894,
"The Galatians of St. Paul," Rendall
Hort, Judaistic Christianity, p. 67.
For reasons why St. Paul did not refer
;

to his second visit to Jerusalem

when

writing to the Galatians see on xi. 30,
and Salmon, " Galatians," B.D. 2 p. iin ;
Sanday, Expositor, February, 1896, p.
92 ; Hort, Judaistic Christianity, p. 61 ;
"Acts of the Apostles," p. 30, Hastings'
B.D. and "Chron. of the N.T.," ibid., p.
423 ; Zahn, Einleitung, ii., 629. Further
Dr. Sanday has emphasised the fact that
at the time of St. Paul's second visit to
Jerusalem the state of things which we
find in Acts xv. (the third visit) did not
that a stage in the controversy as
exist
to the terms of admission of Gentile conhad
been reached by the date of
verts
Acts xv. which had not been reached at
the date of xi. 30 ; that at this latter
date, e.g., there was no such clear demarcation of spheres between St. Peter
and St. Paul, and that it is not until Acts
xiii. 46 that the turning-point is actually
,

:

;
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38. (lauXos oe
ical

1

For

i)£iov

rbv d-iroordira

&tt'

avvt\06vra aurois ets to epyop, 2

|xtj

D

1

tj^iou,

/if)

xv.

aurSiv diro nap4>uXtas,
o-uu/irapaXajScii' toutok.

reads ovic cpovXero Xrywv.

tovtok D reads tovtov p,tj cirou trvv avrois see on the passage
Weiss, Codex D, p. 83 but if Weiss is correct, it has been well asked, how came
Paul to take Silas ? Hilg. reads icvcu for civcu. crvpirapaXapciv, cf. ver. 37, but
61, 180, Tisch., W.H., Blass, R.V., Wendt, Weiss.
pres. infin.
2

For

p.T|

erufxir.

;

;

^ABC

reached: henceforth St. Paul assumes
his true " Apostleship of the Gentiles,"
and preaches a real "Gospel of the
"
Exuncircumcision

see especially
;
Of course
July, 1896, p. 62.
Professor Ramsay's theory obliges us to
place Gal. ii. 1-10 before the Apostolic
Conference, and to suppose that when

positor,

the events narrated in Gal. ii. took place,
the journey ot Acts xiii., xiv. was still
But is not the whole tone
in the future.
and attitude of St. Paul in Gal. ii. 1-10,
placing himself, e.g., before Barnabas in
ver. g and evidently regarding himself as
the foremost representative of one sphere
of missionary work, as St. Peter was of
the other, ver. 8, more easily explained
his first missionary journey was already
an accomplished fact and not still in the

if

future

ii. 2, cannot be identified
which takes place by the appointment of the Church, Acts xv. 2, is
surely hypercritical it would not be the
first occasion on which the Spirit and
the Church had spoken in harmony
in
Acts xiii. 3, 4 the Church airt'Xwav sent
away Paul and Barnabas, and yet in the

revelation," Gal.

with a

visit

;

;

we read ol kKtrt^Qivrt% u»4
ayiov irvevparos, see Lightfoot,
Galatians,p. 125; Drummond, Galatians,
««
p. 75 Turner,
Chronology of the N.T.,"
Hastings' B.D., p. 424; cf. also Wendt,
and
Zahn, Einleitung, ii.,
p. 258 (1899),
632, who both point out that the state-

next verse

tov

;

ments

referred to are

;

:

two exceptions as

Professor Ramsay
pointedly describes them (see above on
xiii. 9), and in the account ot the Conference and all connected with it St.
Luke and the Church at Antioch evidently regard Paul as the leader, xv. 2
the Church at Jerusalem
(2), 22 (although

But
places Barnabas first, w. 12, 25).
in xi. 30, xii. 25 the historian speaks
"
The whole
of Barnabas and Saul ".
position of St. Paul assigned to him by
St. Luke in Acts xv. is in harmony with
the Apostle's own claims and prominence
in Gal. ii. 1-10 ; it is not in harmony with
the subordinate place which the same St.
Luke assigns to him in the second visit
In other words, if Gal. ii.
to Jerusalem.
1-10 = Acts xv., then St. Paul's claim to
be an Apostle of the Gentiles is ratified
by the Gentile Luke but if Gal. ii. 1-10
Acts xi. 30, xii. 25, then there is no
hint in Acts that Luke as yet regarded
Paul in any other light than a subordinate
to the Hebrew Barnabas; he is still Saul,
not Paul. For the points of discrepancy
between Gal. ii. 1-10 and Acts xv. see
;

On

by no means mutu-

the whole question
see Wendt's 1899 edition, p. 255 ff., and
Expositor, 1896 (February, March, April,
July) for its full discussion by Dr. Sanday
and Professor Ramsay.
A further question arises as to the
position to be assigned to the incident in
Gal. ii. 11-14.
Professor Ramsay, St.
Paul, p. 157 ff., supposes that it took
place before the Apostolic Conference,
and finds a description of the occasion oi
the incident in Acts xv. 1, Acts xv. 24,
Gal. ii. 12, i.e., in the words of three
authorities, St. Luke, the Apostles at
Jerusalem, and St. Paul himself; the
actual conflict between St. Peter and St.
Paul took place after the latter's second
visit to Jerusalem, but before his third
visit.
The issue of the conflict is not
described by Paul, but it is implied in
the events of the Jerusalem Conference,
ally exclusive.

?

In the two short references to Paul's
second visit to Jerusalem, Acts xi. 30,
" Barnabas and
xii. 25, it is still
Saul,"
so too in xiii. 1, 2, 7 not till xiii. 9 does
the change come henceforth Paul takes
the lead, w. 13, 16, 43, 45, 50, etc., with

=

same authorities as above; one point
upon which Ramsay strongly insists, viz.,
that a visit which is said to be "by

Acts xv. 2, 7. Barnabas had wavered,
but had afterwards joined Paul; Peter
had been rebuked, but had received the
rebuke in such a way as to become a
champion of freedom in the ensuing
Conference, employing to others the
argument which had convinced himself,
Mr. Turner,
cf. Acts xv. 10, Gal. ii. 14.
"
Chronology of the N.T.," Hastings'
B.D., i., 424, is inclined to adopt this
view, which identifies the two Judaising
missions from Jerusalem to Antioch, Gal.
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ii. 12 and Acts xv. 1, while he still maintains the ordinary view that Gal. ii. 1-10
Acts xv. This, as he points out, we

=

easily do, whilst Gal.

ii.

11-14

may

be allowed to precede Gal. ii. 1-10 in
order of time, and in the absence of the
cVciTa in Gal. i. 18, 21, ii. 1 there is
nothing to suggest that the chronological
It may be noted
series is continued.
that Paley, Hora Paulina, v., 9, had remarked that there is nothing to hinder
us from supposing that the dispute at
Antioch was prior to the Conference at
Moreover it may be fairly
Jerusalem.
urged that this view puts a more favourable construction on the conduct ot St.

James and St. Peter in relation to the
compact which they had made with Paul
But on
at the Jerusalem Conference.
the attitude of St. James and the expression 4X8etv Ttvas airo Maxwpou, see Hort,
Judaistic Christianity, p. 79; Lightfoot
on Gal. ii. 12 Drummond, Galatians, p.
85 ; and with regard to the conduct of
St. Peter, see Hort, u. s., p. 76 ; Lightfoot on the collision at Antioch, Galaand Salmon, "Galatians, p. 125 ff.
J
tians," B.D. , p. 1 114; Drummond, u. s.,
;

;

p. 78.

On

Zahn's position that the dispute
between Peter and Paul took place be-

when the
former betook himself to Antioch after
his liberation, Acts xii. 5 ff., a view put
forward also by Schneckenburger, Zweck
der Apostelgeschichte, p. 109 ff., see
Neue Kirchl. Zeitschr., p. 435 ff., 1894,
fore the Apostolic Conference,

and Belser's criticism, Die Selbstvertheidigung des h. Paulus im Galaterbriefe,
1896 (Biblische Studien).
pp. 211, 212 (1899), while
declining to attempt any explanation
either psychological or moral of St.
Peter's action in Gal. ii. 11-14, points out
with justice how perverse it is to argue
that Peter could not have previously
conducted himself with reference to Cornelius as Acts describes when we remember that in the incident before us
Barnabas, who had been the constant
companion of St. Paul in the Gentile
mission, shared nevertheless in St. Peter's
weakness.
Additional note (2), cf ver. 29.

p.

dXX^XwK,

€19 KuirpoK

amplifies after aXXrjXwv totc B. irapaXaf}. toy M. cirXcvarcv ets K., so Blass
Weiss sees in totc a characteristic of
;
cf. ii. 37.

and Hilg.

may
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127

ff.,

Wendt,

A further .question arises as to why the
are
particular prohibitions of the Decree

mentioned. According to a very common
view they represented the Seven Precepts
of Noah, six of which were said to have
been given by God to Adam, while the
seventh was given as an addition to
Noah.
The Seven Precepts were as
follows (1) against profanation of God's
:

name

;

(2)

fornication

against idolatry ; (3) against
(4)
against murder
(5)

;

;

against theft ; (6) to obey those in authority; (7) against eating living flesh, i.e.,
flesh with the blood in it, see Schxirer

Jewish People,

div.

ii.,

vol.

ii.,

p.

318,

E.T.; Hort, judaistic Christianity, p.
No doubt there are points of con69.
tact between these Precepts and the four
Prohibitions of the Decree, but at the
it would seem that there are
certainly four of the Precepts to which
there is nothing corresponding in the
Decree. The Precepts were binding on

same time

every Gir Toshav, a stranger sojourning
the land of Israel, but it has been

in

supposed that the Gir
crcBopevos, and thus the conclusion is drawn that the idea of the
four prohibitions was to place Gentiles on
the footing of <reBdp.£voi in the Christian
erroneously

Toshav

=

community. Against this identification
of the Ger Toshav and the o-e(3op.evos
Schurer's words are decisive, u. s., pp.
But if this view was valid
318, 319.
historically, the position of the Gentile

Christians under such conditions would
have been far from satisfactory, and we
cannot suppose that Paul would have
regarded any such result as a success;
still circumcision and the keeping of the
law would have been necessary to entitle

a

man to the full privilege of the

Christian

Church and name. Ritschl, who takes
practically the same view as Wendt
below, admits that in a certain degree
the Gentile Christians would be regarded
as in an inferior position to the Jewish
Christians, A Itkatholische Kirche, pp. 131,
133,

second edition.

It seems even more difficult to trace
the prohibitions of the Decree to the
Levitical prohibitions, Lev. xvii., xviii.,
which were binding on strangers or
.

sojourners in Israel (LXX irpcxnjXvTot),
since, if the written law was to be the
source of the Jerusalem prohibitions, it
is inexplicable that the variations from
it both in matter and number should be
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ihr6 rSav

«/. xhr. 26,

Sah., so Tisch.,

W.H.,

AScX^uv.

41. 8ii]px<TO

but best tov K.

Blass, R.V.,

although

Wendt

*.,

p.

(so Ritschl,

;

Felten, Apostelgeschichte,
;
Lightfoot, Galatians, p. 306 ;
Hilgenfeld, Zeitschrift fur wissenschaft.
Theol., i., 72, 73, 1896) adopts the view
that in the four prohibitions of the
Jerusalem Decree we have the form in
Theol., p. 145

p.

297

;

which prohibitions binding upon proselytes in the wider sense, i.e., upon the
<$>o{3ovp.. or o-efJ. rhv 0€ov,
the Apostolic days, he can
"
"
very probable
only say that this is
of direct historical evidence, as Zockler
admits, there is none. The difficulty is
so great in supposing that Paul and
Barnabas could have submitted to the
distinction drawn between the Jewish
Christians and Gentile Christians that
it has led to doubts as to the historical
Weizsacker
character of the decree.
and McGiffert maintain that the decree
was formulated after Paul's departure,
when James had reconsidered the matter,
and had determined that some restriction
should be put upon the complete Gentile

uncircumcised

existed in

:

liberty which had been previously granted.
But this view can only be maintained
by the sacrifice of xvi. 4, where Paul is

distinctly said to have given the decrees
to the Churches to keep.

Ramsay, agreeing with Lightfoot, calls
the Decree a compromise, and although,
as he points out, it seems impossible to
suppose that St. Paul would have endorsed a decree which thus made mere
points of ritual compulsory, it is probable, he thinks, that after the exordium
in which the Jewish party had been so
emphatically condemned, the concluding
part of the Decree would be regarded as
a strong recommendation that the four
points should be observed in the interests
of peace and amity (St. Paul, p. 172).
In a previous passage, p. 167, he seems
to take a very similar view to Wendt,
who answers the question as to how
the Precepts of the Decree were to be
observed by the Gentile converts by
maintaining that they were an attempt to

make

irapaSoOcl?

^

wkh ^AB(D),

Tfj

x^PlTt TO "

"tV Xupicw »<u KiXiiaai',
Vulg. (am.

fa.

demid.

tol.),

Wendt, Weiss, Hilg.

70); and
Over beck,
Lipsius, Zockler, Holtzmann, and others
see on the other hand, Weiss, Bib Use he

so observable (Hort, u.

<!£tjX0€,

xv.

intercourse more feasible between
the Jewish Christians and their Gentile
brethren, p. 265 (1899),

We

naturally ask why the Decree
fell so quickly into abeyance,
and why it did not hold good over a
wider area, since in writing to Corinth

apparently

and Rome

St. Paul never refers to it.
But, to say nothing of the principle laid
down in the reading of Codex D (see
above on p. 323), St. Paul's language in
1 Cor. viii. 1-13, x. 14-22, Rom. xiv.,
may
be fairly said to possess the spirit of the
and
to
mark
the
Decree,
discriminating
wisdom of one eager to lead his disciples
behind the rule to the principle; and
there is no more reason to doubt the
historical truth of the compact made in
the Jerusalem Decree, because St. Paul
never expressly refers to it, than there is
to throw doubt upon his statement in
Gal. ii. 10, because he does not expressly
refer to it as an additional motive for
urging the Corinthians to join in the
collection for the poor saints, 2 Cor. viii.
But further, there is a sufficient
9.
answer to the above question in the fact
that the Decree was ordained for the

Churches which

are

specifically

men-

tioned, viz., those of Antioch (placed first
as the centre of importance, not only as
the local capital of Syria, but as the
mother of the Gentile Churches, the
Church from which the deputation had

In these
Syria and Cilicia.
Churches Jewish prejudice had made itself felt, and in these Churches with their
constant communication with Jerusalem
the Decree would be maintained. The
language ot St. James in xxi. 25 proves

come),

that

some years later
made to the

reference

was

Decree

as a
standard still regulating the intercourse
between Jewish and Gentile Christians,
at least in Jerusalem, and we may presume in the Churches neighbouring.
St Paul's attitude towards the Decree
is marked by loyal acceptance on the one
hand, and on the other by a deepening
naturally

recognition of his own special sphere
among the Gentiles as the Apostle of the
Thus we find him
Gentiles, Gal. ii. 9.
delivering the Decrees to the Churches
of his first missionary journey, xvi. 4,
although those Churches were not mentioned in the address of the Decree (no
mention is made of the same action on
bis part towards the Churches in Syria

4
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and Cilicia, xv. 41, doubtless because they
were already aware of the enactments

Paul and Barnabas, and their mutual
labours in xiii., xiv. subsequent to the
incident described in Gal. ii. 13, whether
that incident took place just before or
just after the Jerusalem Conference; in
either case a previous mutual association
between Paul and Barnabas in mission
work amongst the Gentiles, such as that
described in Acts xiii., xiv., accounts
for the expectations Paul had
evidently
formed of Barnabas, Gal. ii. 13, and also
for the position which the latter holds in
Gal. ii. 1 -10.
Space forbids us to make more than
a very brief reference to the attempts
to break up chap. xv. into various
sources.
Spitta, who places the whole
section xv. 1-33 before chap, xiii., refers
vv. 1-4, 13-33 to his inferior source B,
which the reviser has wrongly inserted
here instead of in its proper place after

that St.
It may well be
Paul regarded himself as the missionaryApostle of the Church at Antioch, sent
forth from that Church for a special work,
and that he would recognise that if the
Antiochian Christians were to be loyal
to the compact of Jerusalem, he as
prescribed).

their representative and emissary must
enforce the requirements of that compact in revisiting those regions in which
the converts had been so instrumental
in causing the Decree to be enacted.
But the work upon which he had been
specially sent forth from Antioch had
been fulfilled, xiv. 27 the Conference at
Jerusalem had assigned a wider and a
separate sphere to his labours henceforth
his Apostleship to the Gentiles els tol
;

;

cOvij

was more

and
what

definitely recognised,

more abundantly

fulfilled;

and

in

xii.

Apostleship was adequate authority, he
may well have felt that he was relieved
In these
from enforcing the Decree.
Churches the stress laid upon such
secondary matters as "things strangled
and blood" would simply have been a
cause of perplexity, a burden too heavy
to bear, the source of a Christianity
maimed by Jewish particularism, see
Lightfoot, Galatians, pp. 127, 305 ; Hort,
Ecclesia, pp. 88, 89; Judaistic Christianity, p. 74; Speaker's Commentary,
Zockler, Apostelgeschichte,
Acts, p. 325
"
Apostelkonvent," K. Schmidt
p. 254;
in Real-Encyclop&die fur protest. Theol.
;

(Hauck), pp. 710, 711 (1896); Wendt, p.
269 (1899) and for the after-history of the
Decree, K. Schmidt, u. s., Lightfoot, u .s.,
Plumptre, Felten, and cf. also Hooker's
remarks, Eccles. Pol., iv., 11, 5 ff.
On the attempt to place the Apostolic
Conference at Jerusalem before chaps,
;

and xiv., see Apostelgeschichte, Wendt
(1899), pp. 254, 255, and McGiffert, AposWeizsacker adopts
tolic Age, p. 181.
this view because no mention is made in

xiii.

Acts

i.

21 of the missionary journey in
and he therefore maintains

xiii., xiv.,

could only have taken place
the Conference, but the Epistle
does not require that Paul should give
a complete account of all his missionary
experiences outside Judaea; he is only
that

it

after

concerned to show how far he was
or was not likely to have received his
Gospel from the older Apostles.
Moreover, it is very difficult to find
a place for the close companionship of

VOL. IL

24,

in the

be called strictly Gentile Churches,
in Churches not only further removed
from Palestine, but in which his own

may

Gal.

337

and has added vv. 5-12. Clemen
same section, which he regards as

an interpolation, assigns vv. 1-4, 13-18,
20-22, to his Redactor Judaicus, and vv.
5-12, 19, 23-33 to Redactor Antijudaicus.
Clemen, like Spitta, holds that ver. 34
simply takes up again xiv. 28 further,
he regards xxi. 17-20* as the source of
xv. 1-4, but Jungst cautiously remarks
that there is nothing strange in the fact
that an author should use similar expres;

sions to describe similar situations (p.
a piece of advice which he might
146)

—

himself have remembered with advantage
on other occasions. Hilgenfeld's " author
"
to Theophilus
plays a large part in the
representation of the negotiations at
Jerusalem in respect to the Conference
and the Decree, and this representation is
based, according to Hilgenfeld, upon
the narrative of the conversion of Cornelius which the same author had formerly embellished, although not without
some connection with tradition (Zeitschriftfur wissenschaft. Theol., p. 59

ff.,

Still more recently Wendt (1899)
1896).
credits the author of Acts with a tolerably
free revision of the tradition he had re-

ceived, with a view of representing the
original
Apostles in the clearest light thus the
speeches of Peter and James in xv. are
essentially his composition ; but Wendt
concludes by asserting that it seems
in his judgment impossible to separate
exactly the additions made by the author

harmony between Paul and? the
:

of Acts from the tradition, another note
of caution against hasty subjective conclusions.

—

Chapter XVI. Ver. 1. Kar^vrqac:
only in Luke and Paul, nine times in
Acts, four times in Paul, xviii. 19, 24, xx.

22
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XVI.

1
hnar^pi^uv tos e-KKXnaias.

ttal

Auorpav

Kal iSou, p.a6nTrjs tis

-

I.

2

t|k

XVI.

KaT^«n~rja€ 8e €is &lpfir\v
€*Kei

6t'ou.aTi Tiu.60eos, utos

yuyaiKos tivos 'louSaias irurTfjs, Trarpos 8^ "EXXtj^os

*

2.

8s

e'u-ap-

1
At end of verse D, Gig., Vulg., Syr. H. mg. add irapaSiSovs r* icai cvroXae t*»v
a-n-oo-ToXwv kql (airoo-r. Kai om. D, Cassiod) irpco-pvTepwv, so Blass in f3 and Hilg.
12 for omission of airooroXot in fJ). The words look like an obvious addition,
(cf. w. 5,

but Belser, Beitriige, p. 73, defends as "very interesting," as showing that
cf. xvi. 4,
whilst the mission of Judas and Silas was limited to Antioch, Paul was afterwards
in person the bearer of the decree to the Churches in Syria and Cilicia
see however
Ramsay, St. Paul, pp. 173, 174; C. R. E. p. 87.
;

t

8
Before cis A. K ai with AB, Boh., Syr. Hard, text, so W.H., R.V., Weiss,
Wendt, R.V. ^AB 61 insert «s before A., so Tisch., W.H., Blass, R.V., Weiss,
Wendt. tivos om. with ^ABCDE fit, Vulg., many verss., so Tisch., W.H., Blass,
R.V., Weiss, Wendt, Hilg. After yvv. 25 (Gig., Prov., Wern.) has XIP*1 ? Blass
At beginning of verse D, Syr. Hard. mg. (Gig., Cassiod.) prefix SieXOwv S«
rejects.
to, €8vi| Tttvra, to show that Lystra and Derbe were not included in Syria and Cilicia,
so also the icai in AB may point to the same reason see Ramsay, C. R. E. p. 87.

—

;

15, xxi. 7, xxv. 13, xxvi. 7, xxvii. 12,
xxviii. 13, 1 Cor. x. XI, xiv. 36, Ephes. iv.

But whilst in St. Paul it
13, Phil. iii. 11.
is used in a figurative sense, it is used eight
St. Luke of arriving at a place
and making some stay there, cf. 2 Mace,

times by

The fact that the verb is thus
44.
used frequently in the second part of
Acts and not in i.-xii. is surely easily
accounted for by the subjects of the narrative fHawkins, Hora Synoptica, p.
if we read els
els Atpp-qv Kal A.
147).
" he
before A., also (see critical note)
iv. 21,

—

:

:

came

also to

Derbe and to Lystra

.

The

purpose was implied in xv. 36, but here
the inverse order
places mentioned
of xiv. 6 since coming from Cilicia
«•
the
Cilician
Gates" St. Paul
through
would visit Derbe first, see Hastings'
in

" Derbe "
The two
B.D.,
(Ramsay).
places are grouped together as a region
according to the Roman classification
(Ramsay, St. Paul, pp. no, 179). The
second els before A. marks that while
Derbe is mentioned as a place visited,
Lystra is the scene of the events in the
sequel.— icai l8ov indicating the surprising fact that a successor to Mark was
:

t

the successor of Barnabas (this was Silas),
but of Mark. It could hardly be said of
one in the position of Silas that he was
like Mark a vmr)peVns, on a mere subordinate footing, whereas on the other hand
the difference of age between Barnabas

and Timothy, and their relative positions
would have naturally placed
Timothy in a subordinate position from
the first.
Ikci, i.e., at Lystra, most proThe view that reference is made
bably.
not to Lystra but to Derbe arises from
supposing that in xx. 4 the word AepPalos refers to Timothy and not to
Gaius, the truth being that Timothy is
not described because already well known.
to St. Paul

—

Certainly the fact that his character was
of by those of Lystra, as well as
St. Paul's reference to Lystra in 2 Tim.
iii. n, seems to favour
Lystra as being
at all events the home of Timothy, if not

testified

his birthplace.
There is no reason why
the Gaius mentioned as of Macedonia,
xix. 29, should be identified with the
Gaius of xx. 4. Gaius was a very common name, and in the N.T. we have
apparently references to four persons
beanng the name. Blass however re-

—

whilst Hort fers Acpfiaios in xx. 4 to Timothy.
marks the form of vlos yvvauKos t. MouS. iricrr?]? ir. 8e
the phrase by pointing out that St. Luke
such marriages although forbidden
E.
reserves it for sudden and as it were pro- by the law, Ezra x. 2, were sanc-

found at once (so Weiss)
still

more

;

significantly

:

vidential interpretations, Ecclesia, p. 179,
cf. i. 10, viii. 17, x. 17, xi. 7 : however

disheartening had been the rupture
with Barnabas, in Timothy Paul was to
find another " son of consolation," cf.
Hort's comment on 1 Tim. i. 18 in this
connection, u. s., pp. 179-185. It must
not however be forgotten that there are
good reasons for seeing in Timothy not

under certain conditions, cf.
xxiv. 24 in the case of Drusilla, wife of
Aziz, king of Emesa (see also C. and H.,
p. 203), who became a proselyte and

tioned

actually accepted circumcision.

In the

Diaspora such marriages would probably
be more or less frequent, especially
if the husband became a
In
proselyte.
this case even if he were ranked as one,
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aurbv

'

TjSetcaK

Lycaonia and Phrygia, and an approxima
Jew to the pagan population
around him, confirmed as it is by the evidence of inscriptions. 81a tovs 'I. the
true answer to the objection raised against
Paul's conduct may be found in his own

of the gate," otherwise Timothy would
cansurely have been circumcised.
not argue from the fact that the boy had
been trained in the Jewish Scriptures
that his father was a proselyte, for the

tion of the

early training of the child was evidently
the work of the mother, 2 Tim. iii. 15.
But such a duty according to Jewish law

rested primarily upon the father, and the
fact that the father here is described as a

words, 1 Cor. ix. 20 (cf. 1 Cor. vii. 19).
As a missionary he would have to make
his way amongst the unbelieving Jews in
the parts which were most hostile to him,
vix., Antioch and Iconium, on his road

Greek, without any qualifying adjective
as in the case of the wife, indicates that
he was a heathen, see Weiss, in loco;
Edersheim, Jewish Social Life, p. 115.
The mother, Eunice (on spelling see
Hastings' B.D.), may conceivably have
been a proselyte, as the name is Greek,
as also that of Lois, but 'lovS. seems to
indicate that she was a Jewess by birth.
Whether she was a widow or not we
cannot say, although there is some evi-

into Asia. All along this frequented route
of trade he would find colonies of Jews
in close communication, and the story of
Timothy's parentage would be known
(Ramsay, St. Paul, p. 180). But if so,
his own usefulness and that of Timothy
would be impaired, since his Jewish
countrymen would take offence at seeing
him in close intercourse with an uncircumcised person (a reason which
McGiffert admits to be conceivable,

dence, see critical note, which points to
the influence of some such tradition.
On the picture of a Jewish home, and
the influence of a Jewish mother, see

Apostolic

We

—

:

Age, p. 232), and Timothy
would have been unacceptable to them,
since with a Jewish mother and with a
Jewish education he would be regarded
Edersheim, u. s. wurrtjs: Lydia uses as one who refused to adhere to the
"
"
the same term of herself in ver. 15. Both Jewish rule
partus sequitur ventrem
mother and son were probably converted (see Wetstein and Nosgen), and to
in St. Paul's former visit, and there is no
remedy the one fatal flaw which separreason to suppose with Nosgen that the ated him from them
see, however, B.
conversion of the latter was a proof of Weiss, Die Briefe Pauli an T., Introd.,
the growth of the Church in the Apostle's p. 2, who disagrees with this reason,
whilst he lays stress on the other reason
absence.
Ver. 2. €jiapTvp€iTo, cf. vi. 3, x. 22, mentioned above. On the other hand,
The good report which may both among unbelieving and Christian
xxii. 12.
well have been formed to some extent by Jews alike the circumcision of Timothy
the aptitude and fitness which Timothy would not fail to produce a favourable
had shown in the Church during St. impression.
Amongst the former the
Paul's absence may also have helped the fact that the convert thus submitted even
Apostle in the selection of his future in manhood to this painful rite would
companion. The union of Lystra and have afforded the clearest evidence that
Iconium is quite natural for common inter- neither he nor his spiritual father despised
course, Ramsay, St. Paul, p. 178. There the seal of the covenant for those who
were Jews according to the flesh, whilst
is no reason to suppose with Rendall that
Iconium would be the home of Eunice, the Christian Jews would see in the act
as the synagogue and principal Jewish a loyal adherence to the Jerusalem decree.
It was no question of enforcing circumcolony were there, see Edersheim, u. s.
Ver. 3. ircpiiTcp.cv avrbv the act might cision upon Timothy as if it were necesbe performed by any Israelite ; cf. Gen. sary to salvation it was simply a question
of what was necessary under the special
xvii. 23 for a similar phrase which may indicate that St. Raul performed the act him- circumstances in which both he and Paul
See also Ramsay, Cities and Bishop- were to seek to gain a hearing for the
self.
rics ofPhrygia, ii., 674 the marriage and
Gospel on the lines of the Apostolic
" to the
the exemption of Timothy from the Mosaic policy
Jew first, and also to the
"
"
law may be regarded as typical of a relaxa- Greek
neque salutis aeternae causa
Timotheus circumciditur, sed utilitatis,
tion of the exclusive Jewish standard in

—

:

:

:

;

;

:

;
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"EXXni' uirrjpxek.

4.* u>s oe

SinropcuovTO Tas inSXeis, irapcSiSouK auToi? ^uXdo-aeiK -ra SaypaTa
tA KCKpiucVa uird twi' dirooroXtoi' Kal twi' TtpeafSvTfpujv iw *V
'icpouaaXrjp..

^ireptaaeuok'

1

at u«V 08V tKKXrjaiat cVrcpcouiro

5.

tu &pi0pu>

icaO'

morci, Kal

T|j

Tju-tpaK.

13, 31, 180, Vulg., Sah., Boh., Aethwi. ; W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt
EXXt|v o iraTTjp avrov vmjpx«v ; Blass, Hilg., Tisch. follow T.R. (DEHLP).

fr*ABC

read

on

2
D, Gig. read Sicpxopcvoi 8c tos iroXfts D, Syr. Hard. mg. continue cici)pvaro-or
avxois pcro ira<njs irappijcrias tov Kvpiov lijcrow Xpicrrov, and D adds apo irapaSiSovtcs Koi tos tvToXas twv airoa-T. . . ., see Weiss, Codex D, p. 85, who regards the
addition as made to account for the growth of the Church described in ver. 5, but
J

also cf. Blass, Philology of the Gospels, p. 158.

Blass, cf. Godet, Epitre aux Romains, i.,
pp. 43, 44 ; Hort, judaistic Christianity,
" There
pp. 85-87 Knabenbauer, in loco.
is no time in Paul's life when we should
suppose him less likely to circumcise one
of his converts," says McGiffert, u. s., p.
233, but there were converts and converts,
;

and none has pointed out more plainly
than McGiffert that the case of Titus and
that of Timothy stood on totally different
grounds, and none has insisted on this
more emphatically than St. Paul himself:

the verses to his Redactor Antijudaicus).
But St. Paul might well feel himself bound
to deliver the decree to the Churches
evangelised by him before the conference
in Jerusalem.
Weiss, therefore, is probably right in pointing out that as no
is again made of
any similar
proceeding, the action was confined to
the Pauline Churches which had been

mention

previously founded, Churches which were,
as it were, daughter Churches of Antioch.
Soyporo: in the N.T. only in Luke

—

iXX* o48e TCtos, Gal. ii. 3. The case of
Titus was a case of principle Titus was a
Greek, and if St. Paul had yielded, there

xi. 23),

would have been no need for the Apostle's

cf.

further attendance at the conference as

3.

:

and Paul (cannot be supported in Heb.
and only here of the decrees of the
Christian Church relative to right living,
Ignat., Magnes., xiii., 1 ; Didache, xi.,
In 3 Mace. i. 3 it is used of the rules

and requirements of the Mosaic Law, cf.
its use by Philo, see further Plummer on
Luke ii. 1, and Grimm, sub v. Dr. Hort
refers the word back to xv. 22, ?8o£cv,
whose parentage was different, and not and so iceicp. to icp£vw, xv. 19 (cf. xxi. 25),
Titus.
used by St. James. In these expressions
of
wholly Gentile as in the case
For a defence of the historical nature of he sees "more than advice," but "less
the incident as against the strictures of than a command," and so here he regards
Baur, Zeller, Overbeck, Weizsacker, see "resolutions" as more nearly expressing
Wendt, 1898 and 1899, who regards St. the force of this passage, Ecclesia, pp. 81,
Paul's action as falling under the Apostle's 82 see however above on xv. 19.
the advocate of freedom for the Gentile
Churches. In the words "EXXijv &v, Gal.
ii.
3, there may have been a tacit allusion
to the different position of Timothy,

—

own

principle, 1 Cor. ix. 19.
virijpxev:
Blass translates fuerat, and sees in the
word an intimation that the father was no

longer living, otherwise we should have
vrrdpxei, cf. Salmon, Hertnathena, xxi.,
p. 229.

A

Ver. 4.
proof of St. Paul's loyalty
to the Jerusalem compact. The decree
had not been delivered in Syria and
Cilicia (where the letter had been already
received), but in Galatia St. Paul delivers

Wendt regards w. 4 and 5 as interpolated by the author, who desires
to give a universal importance to the
decree which had previously been read to
a few specified Churches (so too Spitta,
Jungst, Hilgenfeld, Clemen, who refers
it.

;

Ver. 5. ai pev ovv Ikk. : the last
time cKicXi)cr(a is used by St. Luke,
except of the Jerusalem Church, and in
the peculiar case of the elders at Ephesus,
Hort, Ecclesia, p. 95. Rendall, Appendix,
p«v ovv, p. 165, connects this verse with
the following paragraph, cf. ix. 31, so
apparently Blass in 0. lorcpcovvTo :
only used in N.T. in Acts, cf. iii. 7, 16,
and only here in this figurative sense,
and it is very possible that St. Luke as
a medical man might thus employ the
verb which he had twice used in its
literal
sense, cf. similar instances in
here as in
Hobart's Jntrod., p. xxxii.
vi. 7, ix. 31, we have the outward growth
of numbers and the inward in the stead-

—

;

TIPAEEI2 AII02TOAQN
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1

AieXOorres hk r^]V puyiay ical rr]v roXaTiKT)K y&pav, icwXuOeVrcs
tou 'Aytou IlKCuuaTos XaXfjaat rhv \6yov iv ttj 'Aaia, 7.* iXQovrcs
Kara rr\v Mimtuxk erreipa^ov Kara t$)k BiQwiav iropeuccrOai • ical ouk
6.

6ir6

1
8i€X0ovre« HLP, .
Chrys. ; 8ii|X6ov fc^ABCDE 6i, Syrr. Pesh.-Harcl., Sah.,
Boh., Arm., Aeth., so Tisch., W.H., Blass, R.V., Weiss, Wendt, Hilg. This latter
has therefore overwhelming evidence in its favour, however the passage may be inter13, 61, so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt.
tt|v TaX., om. tijv
preted.
Par. reads " Phrygiam et Galatie regiones," and so Blass in
ttjv 4>pvyiav icai Tas
TaXanKas x<»P as (*•«•» "vicos Galatiae"). Belser, following Blass, sees in the
the
to
South
Galatian theory, cf.
destroy
expression sufficient
Beitrdge, p. 74.
But it can scarcely be said that this reading in Par. is of any special value.
.

.

^ABCD

:

2
cXIovtcs KaTa, but 8c after tX6. in ^ABC(D)E 13, 61, Vulg., so Tisch., W.H.,
R.V., Weiss. Blass and Hilg. read yevopevoi for cXOovtcs. Kara ttjv B., but ei« in
WABCD, Epiph., Did., Cyr., Chrys., so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Blass, Weiss, Wendt,
Hilg. irop€V€<r8cu CDHLP, so Hilg., but -0t)vcu fc^ABE 31, 61, so Tisch., W.H.,
2
R.V., Blass, Wendt, Weiss, irrcvpa, add Itjo-ov
DE, Vulg., Syrr. Pesh.Harcl., Boh., Armcodd.3, Aethot, Did., Cyr., so Tisch., W.H., Blass, R.V., Weiss,
Wendt, Hilg. for a gloss one would have added to o/yiov, cf. ver. 6, but the exFor «ireipa£ov D reads i)6cXav,
pression irveupa I. is not found elsewhere in N.T.
to Blass in 0, and Hilg. see Ramsay, C. R. E. t p. 88.

^ABC

;

;

fast

holding of the

faith,

extensive and

intensive.

Ver.

.

ical rJjv
SicXOovTcs Bk t$jv
see critical notes, and also
additional note at the end of chap, xviii.
If we follow R.V. text and omit the
and T. as
second ttjv, and regard both

f.

6.

x^P av

>

.

adjectives with

Ramsay and

Weiss and Wendt,

Lightfoot

adjective riwriSiav, xiii. 14; but see also xviii. 23),
under the vinculum of the one article we
(so

cf.

district, "the Phrygo-Galatic
country," i.e., ethnically Phrygian, politi" Chroncally Galatian ; see also Turner,
ology of the N.T.," Hastings' B.D., i.,
422, and "The Churches of Galatia,"
Dr. Gifford, Expositor, July, 1894. But

have one

134, objects that if
Ramsay sees in ver. 6 a recapitulation of
the journey, and action in w. 4 and 5,

Zahn, Einleitung,

i.,

and includes under the term PhrygoGalatia the places visited in the first
missionary journey, we must include
under the term not only Iconium and
Antioch, but also Derbe and Lystra. But
the two latter, according to xiv. 6, are not
Phrygian at all, but Lycaonian. Ramsay,

however, sufficiently answers this objection by the distinction which he draws
between the phrase before us in xvi. 6
and the phrase used in xviii. 23 tt|v
raXaTiKTjv x«P av Kai +pvy£av. In the
verse before us reference is made to the
country traversed by Paul after he left
Lystra, and so we have quite correctly
the territory about Iconium and Antioch
:

described as Phrygo-Galatic but in xviii.
23 Lystra and Derbe are also included,
;

and therefore we might expect " LycaonoGalatic and Phrygo-Galatic," but to avoid
this complicated
phraseology the writer
uses the simple phrase: "the Galatie
country," while Phrygia denotes either
Phrygia Galatica or Phrygia Magna, or
both,and see Ramsay,CA«rcA in the Roman

Empire, pp. 77 and 91-93, and Expositor,
August, 1898. Dr. Gifford, in his valuable
contribution to the controversy between
Prof. Ramsay and Dr. Chase,
Expositor,
July 1894, while rejecting the North-Galatian theory, would not limit the
phrase
" the
"
Phrygian and Galatian region to
the country about Iconium and Antioch
with Ramsay, but advocates an extension
of

its
meaning to the borderlands of Phrygia and Galatia northward of Antioch.
a favourite word in St.
K«Xv6e'vT€s
Luke, both in Gospel and Acts, six times
in each, cf. viii. 36, x. 47.
the
hindrance was effected we are not told,
whether by inward monitions, or by
prophetic intimations, or by some circumstances which were regarded as pro"
vidential warnings :
wherefore they
were forbidden he does not say, but that
they were forbidden he does say teaching us to obey and not ask questions,"
Chrys., Horn., xxxiv. On the construction of kwXv6. with 8iy)X0ov (see critical
notes) cf. Ramsay, Church in the Roman

—

:

How

—

Empire,

p.

89

;

St. Paul, p. 211

;

Expositor

(Epilogue), April, 1894, and Gifford, u. s.,
Both writers point out
pp. 11 and 19.
that the South Galatian theory need not

depend upon

we

render

it

this construction,

whether

according to A.V. or R.V.,
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8. 1 TrapcXOoVTcs 8c tt)!/ Muaiav, KaT^Tjaaw
2
Kal
9.
opajia Oia rf)s yuKTOS fc><p6t) tu riauXw
di'tjp

aurous to

Tpwdoa.
MaKco&f

tis 4|v

riyeuu.a.

*

IotcSs,

irapoicaXui' auToy Kal

\iyiav, AiaJ3as

els

1
For irapcXOovrcs D, Gig., Vulg. read 8icX6ovtcs, so Blass (" recte ') in a and p\
But the meaning of irapeX. is disputed. In its ordinary sense of " passing along"
side" it can hardly stand, or even
passing along Mysia," i.e., on border of Mysia
and Bithynia (Weiss, Codex D, p. 26), as the travellers to reach Troas would pass
through Mysia, see below in comment. It seems unlikely that SieX0., a common
word, should be changed to irapeXO. the converse is far more probable see also
For KaTcp-qo-av D has icaTT|VTir|<rav " nos
Harris, Four Lectures, etc., p. 83, note.
venimus," Iren., iii., 14, 1 see especially Harris, u. s., pp. 64, 65.
2
In R.V. (avt)p) MokcSoiv tis t|V, so ^ABCD 2 13, 31, 61, Vulg., so Tisch., W.H.,
Maic. tis» om. tjv DE
so D reads also ev opajxaTi, and
Blass, Weiss, Wendt
before avir)p D, Syr.-Pesh., Sah. insert coo-ei. After carets D, Syr. Hard, mg., Sah.
add Kara Trpoawirov clvtov. Belser points out that the phrase occurs only in Luke,
Luke ii. 31, Acts iii. 13, xxv. 16, and regards it as original; but see also Corssen,
u. s., pp. 436, 437, who compares a and p% and holds that in the latter the reviser has
and Hilg. both
purposely added words for clearness in the description. Blass in

—

;

:

;

;

;

read these additions.

see

further

Askwith,

Galatians, p. 46, 1899.
Ver. 7. KttTa ttjv M.

Epistle

to

the

" over
against
Mysia," R.V., i.e., opposite Mysia, or
of
outskirts
the
on
Mysia,
cf.
perhaps,
:

and Herod., i., 76, icai-a Iiviiirrjv,
Ramsay, St. Paul, p. 194, Wendt, p.
354 (1888), and Gifford, u. s., p. 13. If
we read cis for Kara (2), it means that
they endeavoured to go out of Asia into
the Roman province Bithynia on the
north, Ramsay, St. Paul, p. 195.— 1-rcCxxvii. 7,

for a similar use of the verb cf.
pafcov
rb flvcvp,a, add Microti,
26, xxiv. 6.
see critical note.
Doctrinally, the ex:

ix.

—

pression shows that the Spirit may be
called the Spirit of Christ, Rom. viii. 9,
or of Jesus, no less than the Spirit of
God, Rom., I. c, Matt. x. 20 ; see Westcott, Historic Faith, p. 106.
Ver. 8.
"passing by
irap£\8<JvT€s
Mysia". Ramsay renders "neglecting
:

Mysia," cf. St. Paul, pp. 194, 196, 197,
i.e., passing through it without preaching. McGiffert, p. 235, so Wendt (1899),
following Ramsay. Rendall, p. 278, explains "passing along or alongside of
Mysia," i.e. t skirting it, the southern
The words cannot mean
portion of it.

passing by without entering. Mysia was
part of Asia, but there was no disobedience to the divine command, which,
while it forbade them to preach in Mysia
did not forbid them to enter it. Troas
could not be reached without crossing
Mysia; Blass sees this clearly enough
" non
(but note his reading)
praetereunda
sed transeunda erat Mysia, ut ad /Egseum
:

mare venirent," Blass, in

loco, cf. also

in the Roman Empire,
(iSgg), in loco.
Tpwa8«:

Ramsay, Church
p.

76;

Wendt

—

a town on the sea coast (Alexandria
Troas, in honour of Alexander the Great),
a Roman colony and an important port
for

communication between Europe and

the north-west of Asia Minor, opposite

Tenedos, but not to be identified with
New Ilium, which was built on the site
of ancient Troy, considerably further
north.
It was not reckoned as belonging to either of the provinces Asia or
Bithynia,

cf.

Tim.

13

iv.

544, Renan,

also xx. 5, 2 Cor.
:

ii.
13, 2
C. and H., pp. 215 and

St. Paul, p. 128, Zockler, in

loco.

Ver. 9. ical 8pap.a used by St. Luke
eleven times in Acts elsewhere (in N.T.
only once, Matt. xvii. 19), three times in
i.-xii., and eight times in xii.-xxviii. (see
:

Hawkins, Hora Synoptica, p. 144). But
Luke never uses 8vap sometimes 8p.
81a wktos as here, sometimes 5p. alone.
It is quite arbitrary on the part of Baur,
Zeller, Overbeck to interpret this as a
mere symbolical representation by the
St.

;

author of the Acts of the eagerness of
the Macedonians for the message of salvation see as against this view not only
Wendt and Zockler but Spitta, p. 331.
;

Hilgenfeld, Zeitschrift fur wissenschaft.
Theol., ii., p. 189, 1896, thinks that the

"author to Theophilus" here used and
partly transcribed an account of one of
the oldest members of the Church of
Antioch who had written the journey of
St. Paul partly as an eye-witness, and see
for the question

Introduction.

of the "

— avijp tis

We "

sections

M.

Ramsay,

r\v

:
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efeXOeiy cts

€ £T)TTjo-au.ei'

k^kXtjtcu Tjjxas 6 Kupios euayyeXiaaaOai auTous.

•uV

diro

TpwdSos,

ttjs

on

tAanehoviav, aufx.|3i^d^ocTes

tyji'

euOuSpop.Tjaap.ei'

els

cuOiios

eT8ei>,

,

irpoa-

II. *Ayax0€iT€S

Iau.o0pdicT}i/,

t€

ttj

D

continues kcu
8iijy»lo aTo to opap.a tjja.iv, and
ot% irpoo ic€ic\i]Tai Tjp.as o k. evayytkiaao-Qai rovs ev ttj MaKeSovio,, so
and Hilg. Wendt (1899) refers to Corssen, u. s., and regards addition
as simply elaboration of the vision.
1

D, Sah. read SicyepGeis ovv

,

,

«voTjcrap.ev
Blass in p,

here in agreement with Renan, identifies
this man with St. Luke, St. Paul, pp. 202,
But it can scarcely be said that
203.
anything in the narrative justifies this
identification.
Ramsay asks Was Luke
already a Christian, or had he come under
the influence of Christianity through
:

meeting Paul at Troas ? and he himself
evidently sympathises entirely with the
former view. The probability, however,
of previous intercourse between Luke
and Paul has given rise to some interesting conjectures possibly they may have

—

met

in student

days when Luke studied

as a medical student in the university (as
we may call it) of Tarsus ; in the passage
before us the succeeding words in ver. 10
lead to the natural inference that Luke
too was a preacher of the Gospel, and
had already done the work of an EvanRamsay admits that the meeting
gelist.

with Luke at Troas may have been
sought by Paul on the ground of the

He
former's professional skill, p. 205.
further maintains that Paul could not
have known that the man was a Macedonian unless he had been personally
known to him, but surely the man's own
words

sufficiently

implied

it

(Knaben-

bauer), even if we do not agree with
Blass, in loco, that Paul must have recognised a Macedonian by his dress. At

events it is quite unnecessary with
Grotius (so Bede) to suppose that reference is made to the angel of Mace"
donia,
angelus Macedoniam curans,"
On the importance of this
Dan. x. 12.
"
"
verse in the
sections see Introducall

We

tion

:

Ramsay,

p. 200, Blass, Proleg., p. x.

Ver. 10. els M. : It is easy to understand St. Paul's eagerness to follow the
vision after he had been twice hindered
in his purpose, although it may well be
that neither he nor St. Luke regarded the
journey from Troas to Philippi as a passage from one continent to another continent— Macedonia

provinces of the
p.

igg.

But

Him Who

and Asia were two

Roman

in the

empire, Ramsay,
good Providence of

sees with larger other

eyes

than

ours

St.

was

Church

Paul's

first

now

European

founded, although
perhaps it is venturesome to say that the
was
now
first
Gospel
preached on the
continent of Europe, as the good tidings
have
reached
Rome
may
through the
Jews and proselytes who heard St. Peter
on the day of Pentecost, cf. Acts ii. 9
see McGiffert's remarks, pp. 235, 236,
on the providential guidance of St. Paul
;

at this juncture,

Essays

"

and Lightfoot, Biblical

The Churches of Macedonia ".

—orup.|3ipd£ovT€$, see on
avaxflevres, see
—Ver.
only
ix.

22.

on

11.

xiii.

13.

Acts here
and in xxi. 1, nowhere else in N.T., not
in LXX or Apocrypha but used by
Philo, cf. St. Luke's true Greek feeling
for the sea, Ramsay, p. 205.
Strabo
used eiidv8pop.os, p. 45, and elsewhere
St. Luke's language may point to the
influence of the great geographer; see
Plumptre's Introduction to St. Luke's
Gospel. Iap.o0p<j,'icT)v an island of the
^Egean sea on the Thracian coast about
half-way between Troas and Neapolis,
but with a dverse winds or calms the
voyage from Philippi to Troas takes five
Samothracia, with the exdays, xx. 6.
ception of Mount Athos, was the highest
point in this part of the iEgean, and
would have been a familiar landmark for
cvOvSpofi.Tjo'a.p.ev

in

:

—

:

every Greek sailor, see C. and H., pp.
NediroXiv: modern Cavallo,
220, 221.
the harbour of Philippi, lying some miles
further north: Thracian, but after Vesoppasian reckoned as Macedonian
posite Thasos, C. and H., p. 221 Renan,
Saint Paul, p. 139. t^q tc cttiowo-tj, sc,
with T)p.cpqi
T)p.e'p<f,
cf. xx. 15, xxi. 18,
added, vii. 26, xxiii. 11, so too in classical

—

;

—

;

Greek, Polyb., Jos. ; in N.T., phrase only
found in Acts: mark the exact note of
time.

.

on or near
Ver. 12. €K€i8^v tc els
the site of Krenides ( Wells or Fountains),
so called from its founder Philip, the
father of Alexander the Great.
Near
Philippi,

Octavius

:

and Anthony had
and Cassius,

decisively defeated Brutus
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1

els

ctuouctt)

12.

Ned-iroXiy,

*

pvcpioos ttjs

ttjs

Trp<uTT]
V

8«

H|MV

lif

TauTT)

T|j

Ik€iB4v tc

iXtinrous,

els

tJtis

e'orl

Majceooiaas iroXis KoXwfia.

ttoXci 8taTptj3orres ^|x^pas Ttfds, 13. ttj tc

twm attPPaTOjj' ^^XOojJiev e^w

rjp-^pa

xvi.

8

ttjs

ttcSXcws -rrapa iroTOjioV, ou

cVop.i£cTo irpoacox^) elcai, ical Ka0i<rarr€s e'XaXoup.ei' tcus

aweXOouaais

2
1
N«a<iroXiv, but Ncav noXiv NABD so Tisch., W.H., Blass, R.V., Weiss; see
Winer- Schmiedel, p. 37 D 137, Syr. Hard. mg. prefix ttj 8c ciravpiov, so Blass
and Hilg. If this is a revision, it is a further proof of the oft-recurring fact that the
Western reviser takes nothing for granted.
2
M. iroXis xoXuvia om. ttjs before M. ^ACE 31, 40, 61,
irptoTTj tttjs p.ept8o<s ttjs
180, Tisch., W.H., R.V., but retained in BDHLP, so by Weiss; B has the article
before M. instead of before pepiSo?. fc$AC read irpeoTTj ttjs p«pi8os MaiccSovias ir. k.
B has irpoTTj pcpiSos tt|s MaK. D has kc^clXtj ttjs Ma*, (so Hilg.).
Blass in
P (so Prov.) (see p. xx.) inserts irpwTTjs p.cpi8os ttjs MaK. and rejects KetjSaX-rj, which
is read in D and Syr.-Pesh., Lat. caput, while uepiSos is omitted by D 137, Syr.
Pesh. and Hard.; see W.H., App., for Hort's conjecture, IliepiSos; Lightfoot,
Phil., p. 50; Wendt, 1888 and 1899; and Ramsay, St. Paul, p. ioo, and C. R. E.,
p. 156; see additional note at end of chapter.
,

;

;

;

;

^ABCD

8
ttoXcws, but itvXtjs
13, 40, 61, Vulg., Sah., Boh., W.H., R.V., Weiss,
so Blass and Hilg. iroX. may have been a marginal expl. of ttvXtjs (see Alford and
LP, Amm., Chrys., Theophyl., but
Wendt).
cvopiteTO irpooruxii «vai, so
Ramsay and Wendt both follow T.R. Tisch., W.H., Weiss, R.V. prefer cvopitouev
Aethro.
AB have evo13, 40, 61, Boh.,
irpo<r€vx"nv, following
(jj^ cvopi^cv)
but this may testify to the originality of the nom., so D cSokci
aifcop-ev ir^otrcvxtj,
"videbatur oratio".
In a text Blass
trpoo-evxT) (Blass in |3, so Hilg.); cf. Vulg.,
Weiss maintains that in AB the v
conjectures ov cvop.i£ov cv irpocrfvxTJ «vat.
in 7rpo<r€vxTjv has dropped out, and regards }^C as unquestionably correct.
;

—

EH

—

^C

and to that event

it

owed

the honour of

being made a Roman colony with the
jus Italicum (R.V., "a Roman colony"),
" a miniature likeness
or in other words,
of the great Roman people," cf. Lightfoot,
Hence both in St.
Philippians, p. 51.
Luke's account of the place, and in St.
Paul's Epistle we are constantly face to
face with the political life of Rome, with
the power and pride of Roman citizen-

But its geographical position really
invested Philippi with its chief importance, thoroughfare as it was on the great
Egnatian Way for the two continents of
Europe and Asia. At Philippi we are
standing at the confluence of the stream
of Europe and Asiatic life ; we see reflected in the evangelisation of Philippi
as in a mirror the history of the passage
of Christianity from the East to the
ship.

West, Lightfoot, Phil.,
St. Paul, p.

p.

49

;

Renan,

McGiffert, Apostolic
140
Christianity, p. 239
Speaker's ComC. and H., p.
mentary, vol. Hi., 580
202 ff. TrpwTTjTT|S|j.ep£8os, see Additional
"
koXwvio
a Roman colony,"
note.
;

;

—
—

;

:

R.V., there were
airoiKia or

Roman

many Greek

e-rroticfa,

colony,

i.e.,

colonies,

but koX. denoted a
a colony enjoying

the jus Italicum like Philippi at this
time, governed by Roman law, and on
the model of Rome; see "Colony" in

—

B.D. 3 and Hastings' B.D. Tjp.ev
.
Siarp., see above on i. 10 characteristic
.

.

;

Lucan

construction.
Ver. 13. inSXews, see critical notes,
and C. and H., p. 226, note. rropo,
"
by a river side," A. and R.V.,
iroTap.j$v
see critical notes; here Ramsay sees in
the omission of the article a touch of
local familiarity and renders " by the
river side ".
On the other hand Weiss
holds that the absence of the article
merely denotes that they supposed they
should find a place of prayer, since a
river provided the means for the necessary purifications. ov Ivop,. irpotrevxT)
" where there
see critical notes

—

:

—

elvai,

:

was wont

to be

held

a meeting for
prayer
(Ramsay) on the nominative
see above. A further difficulty lies in the
word cVopitrro. Can it bear the above
rendering ? Rendall, p. 103, thinks that
it hardly admits of it; on the other hand

"

;

Wendt and Grimm compare

2 Mace. xiv.
and see instances of the use of the
in
L.
and S., Herod., vi.,
passive voice
Wendt renders
138. Thuc, iv., 32.
4,
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-14.

K«i tis

1 4.

yueaigi.

yuvl)

i^f*on AuSia,

1
duaTcipoiK, ae|3o|x^T| tov OedV, r\Kovev

1

i|ieov€K,

D # E,

prayer". There is very good authority
rendering irpoo-evxt], "a place of
prayer," cf. 3 Mace. vii. 20; Philo, In
Place, 6; Jos., Vita, 54, cf. also Juvenal,
iii., 295, and Tertullian, Adv. Nat., i., 13,
To these instances we may add a
etc.
striking use of the word in an Egyptian
inscription, possibly of the third century
B.C., Deissmann, Neue Bibelstudien, pp.

for

49,

50,

see

also

Curtius,

Gesammelte

ii. 542.
No doubt the
word occurs also in heathen worship for a
of
prayer, Schurer, Jewish People,
place
div. ii., vol. ii., p. 69, E.T., cf. also KenSources
of N. T. Greek, p. 214.
nedy,

Abhandlungen,

there were no synagogues, owing
perhaps to the smallness of the Jewish

Where

believers or proselytes, there

may

well

have been a irpocreiocn, and St. Luke
may have wished to mark this by the
expression he chooses (in xvii. 1 he
tpeaks of a <rvvay<ayr) at Thessalonica),
although on the other hand it must not
be forgotten that vpoo-cvxij might be
used of a large building capable of holding a considerable crowd (Jos., u. s.),
and we cannot with certainty distinguish
between the two buildings, Schurer, u.
That the river side (not
s., pp. 72, 73.
the Strymon, but a stream, the Gangas or
Gangites, which flows into the larger
river) should be chosen as the place of

was very natural for the purpose
of the Levitical washings, cf. also Juvenal,
Sat., iii., 11, and long before Tertullian's
day the Decree of Halicarnassus, Jos.,

resort

Ant., xiv., 10, 23,

cf.

Ps. exxxvii.

vin. 15, 21, cf. Plumptre's
vi. 12.
rais <rvvc\0ov<raic

—

1,

Ezra

note on Luke
" which

-yw

:

were come together," R.V., i.e., on this
" resorted ". It
particular occasion A. V.
is noticeable that in the
three Macedonian towns, Philippi, Thessalonica,
Bercea, women are specially mentioned
as influenced by the Apostle's labours,
;

and, as in the case of Lydia, it is evident
that the women of Philippi occupied
a position of considerable freedom and

See this picture fully
by extant Macedonian inscriptions, which assign to women a
in
Macedonia
higher social position
social

influence.

borne

out

irop4>upoirw\is 7r<S\eu>s

•

t)s

6 Kupio? Su^oi^e
Trjr

Vulg., Chrys. read tjkovo-cv

'•where there was according to custom
a place for prayer *'. The R.V. reads
ov £vop££opcv irpocrcvxT)v etvai, "where
we supposed there was a place of

345

Blass rejects.

;

than was the case for instance in Athens,
Lightfoot, Philippians, pp. 55, 56 RamIn this
say, St. Paul, pp. 224, 227, 252.
lies an answer to the strictures of
Hilgenwho
the
whole of ver. 13 as
feld,
regards
an interpolation of the " author to Theophilus," and so also the expression irop.
;

fj|A»v «ls t^jv irpoo-cvx^v,

whereas

it

was

quite natural that Paul should go frequently to the Jewish house of prayer.

Ver* 14. AvSCa : she may have taken
her name "a solo natali," as Grotius
and others have thought, like many of
the libertinae, Afra, Graeca, Syra; but
the name was a popular one for women,
Renan
cf. its frequent use in Horace.
takes it as meaning " the Lydian," and
in inscriptions, St.
also Zahn, Einleitung,
the other hand, Ndsgen,

compares Kopiv6ta
Paul, p. 116,

U

cf.

375» DUt on

—

in

loco.
a seller of
irop(f>vpoTrc*>Xi.s
purple at Philippi of the purple dyed
garments from Thyatira, which formed
the finest class of her wares. It is evident
that she must have possessed a considerable amount of capital to carry on this
trade, and we may note that she was thus
in a position to help Paul in the expenses
connected with his trial, without endorsing Renan 's view that she was his wife,
St. Paul, p. 148 ; see below on xxiv. 26.
:

The

expression cr€0. tov 0€oV shows that
she was " a proselyte of the gate " she
could easily have gained her knowledge
of the Jewish religion as she was iroXews
Ovaretpwv where a Jewish colony had
been planted, and there is reason to
;

believe

that

the

Jews were

specially

devoted to the dyeing industry for which
Thyatira and the Lydian land in general

Thus the inscriptions make
certain that there was a guild of dyers
ot 0a$ci« at Thyatira, cf. Spohn, Miscell.
erud. ant., p. 113 ; Blass in loco ; Ramsay,
Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia, i., p.
145; Renan, St. Paul, p. 146, note;

were noted.
it

Zahn, Einleitung,

i.,

p.

376.

According

to Strabo, Thyatira was a Mysian town,
but Ptolemy, v. 2, describes it as belonging to Lydia. rpcovev: imperfect, denoting continuous hearing; the baptism
would naturally follow after a period of
hearing and instruction, "quod evenit
"
aor. Si^voigcv declarator
Blass, see

—

also

Bengel.— 8iijv<u|c

xvii. 3,

Eph.

i.

18; in

ttjv icapSiav,

LXX,

cf.

Hos.

cf.
ii.
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Kapoi'ay, Trpoae'xetr tois

XaXoupcVois

XVI.

uiro tou

flauXou.

<PairTia6r), icai 6 ©ticos auTtjs, irapcKdXeae Xcyouaa, El

ttuttV tu Kupiu
Hal TrapeptdaaTO
2

irpoacuxi!*',
tjjaii', -Jjtis

1

2

15. us 8c

KiKpUari

elaeXOoVTes els top oIk6v jxou *
1 6. 'EyeVeTO Sc
TropeuofjLtVuv

et^ai,
YJp.as.

iraiStaKtjv tip&

ex 00 *™"'

8

iritufia

fie
•

peiyaTt
^jjlwj/

els

riuOupos a/irayTijcrai

cpyaariaK iroXXf)e irapcixe tois icoptots outtjs fiaKTeuo^^i'Tj.

^ABDE 13, 61, Tisch., W.H., Weiss, Wendt, Blass, Hilg.
NABCE 13, 18, 40, 61, 180, Or. insert art. before *., so Tisch., W.H.,

imivotc—jiev€T€

but
R.V., Blass, Weiss,
cis it.,

Wendt

(not Hilg.).

8

nvOwvos, but ace. ^ABC*D* 13, 33, 61, Vulg., Or., so Tisch., W.H.,
2
3
R.V., Blass, Weiss, Wendt, Hilg.; T.R. has in its favour C D EHLP, tol., Syr. H.
mg. gr., Chrys., Eustath., Luc if., Gig.
irvevjjia

15 (17), 2 Mace.

i.

The

4.

verb

is fre-

quent in St Luke, Luke xxiv. 31, 32, 45,
and in ii. 23 quotation, Acts vii. 56, xvii.
3; only once elsewhere in N.T., Mark
"

To open

the part of God,
to pay attention that of the woman,"
Chrysostom: wore kcu delov teal avOpwmvov tjv. tois X. viro tov 11. : C.
and H. see an indication of St. Luke's
" we
in ver.

vii.

34.

is

—

own modesty:
but now only Paul

is

spake"
mentioned.

13,

as in the case
6 oIkos
Ver. 15.
of Cornelius, so here, the household
as one into the fold of
is received
Christ, cf. ver. 33 and xviii. 8.
cannot say whether children or not were
included, although we may well ask with
tot familiis
Bengel: "quis credat in
"
but nothing
nullum fuisse infantem ?
against infant baptism, which rests on a
much more definite foundation, can be
inferred from such cases, "Baptism,"
Hastings' B.D., p. 242. Possibly Euodia
and Syntyche and the other women, Phil.
iv. 2, 3, may have been included in the
familia of Lydia, who may have em:

We

slaves

ployed many
el
her trade.

—

and freed women

in

almost = since
iccicpCicaTc
have judged me, viz., by my
baptism or el if instead of lirel chosen
with delicate modesty. ueiva-re this has
been called the first instance of the hospitality which was afterwards so characteristic of the early Church, and enforced
by the words of St. Peter, St. Paul, and
:

you

—

;

:

John alike 1 Pet. iv. 9, Rom. xii. 13,
1 Tim. v. 10, etc., 3 John 5, cf. Clement,
Cor., i., 17, and see Westcott on Heb.
St.

;

Uhlhorn, Charity in the Early
"
Church, pp. 91, 325, E.T.
Hospitality"
2
in B.D. ,and Smith and Cheetham, Diet,
Christ.
trait is thus
Another
Antiq.
of
marked in the character of Lydia, the same
generosity which afterwards no doubt

xiii.

2,

;

made

her one of the contributors to the
Apostle's necessities, as a member of a
Church which so frequently helped him.
rrapcPido-aro only used by St. Luke,
once in Luke xxiv. 29, in the same sense
as here, cf. LXX, 1 Sam. xxviii. 23, Gen.
xix. 9, 2 Kings ii. 17, v. 16 (A omits).
The word expresses urgency, but not

—

:

Greek

(in classical

compulsion

it

is

used

The word may

of violent compulsion).

imply that Paul and his companions at
first declined, cf. 2 Cor. xi. 9 (so Chrys.,
Bengel), although on occasion he accepted
the aid of Christian friends, Phii. iv. 15,
and the hospitality of a Christian host,
Rom. xvi. 23; or it may refer to the
urgent entreaty of Lydia in expression of
her thankfulness.
Ver. 16. If we add the article tJ|v, see
critical note: "to the place of prayer,"
R.V. irvevpa llvOwvos in R.V., accusa"a
tive, see critical note,
spirit, a Python,"

—

:

margin, i.e., a ventriloquist (Ramsay).
The passage most frequently quoted in
illustration is Plutarch,

from which

De

defectu Orac.,

appears that ventriloquists
formerly took their name
from EvpvicXTJs a famous ventriloquist
ix.,

it

who

(cf.

Arist., Vesp., 1019)

0(i)vcs.

The word

were called

kyyaarrplp.vQo<i,

llv-

ven-

°f which
triloquist (Hebrew
UlifcO*
riv0«uv is thus used as an equivalent, is
the term employed in the LXX, Lev.

Sam.

xix. 31, xx. 6, 27, 1
for those that have

also the use of the

xxviii. 7, etc.,

a familiar

spirit (cf.

two words eyvao-Tp.

and (IvOov amongt the Rabbis, R.
Salomo on Deut. xviii. 11, and instances
in

in

Wetstein),

whom

is

i.e.,

the

Gesenius uses

a

man

spirit

HiN

or a woman
of divination ;

f° r 'be divining
the python, supposed to be present
in the body of a sorcerer or conjurer,
spirit,

IIPAEEI2 AI102T0AQN
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avOpwiroi

SouXoi

too

eicpa£c Xfyouaa,

TJjxkK,

6cou too
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tyicrrov

eiaiv,

oitivcs

^BD

1
180, Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Hilg. ; but
KdTaicoXov6ovo-a is read by
follows T.R.
Blass in
npiv (2)—vpiv is best supported, WBDE, Vulg., Syrr.
W.H., R.V., Blass, Weiss, Wendt,
P and H., Arm., AethPP-, Theodt., so Tisch.,
2
follow T.R. (AC HLP, Sah., Boh., Aethro., Or., Chrys.,
Hilg. Meyer and Lach.
been
would have
easily changed, as it seemed unfitting for the
t|(iiv
Eusth.).
;

demons.

and illustrates from
and adds that the

this

passage in Acts,

between the two verbs and recognised

usually render

the superior dignity of irpo$v)Tcvciv ; e.g.,
Plato contrasts the pavris who more or
less rages (cf. derivation pavf a, paivopcu,
thus fitly used of Pythonesses, Sibyls, and
the like) with the irpo^rjrns, Timceus, 71

LXX

nillh$ correctly by iyyaarpip.vBoit venthe ancients
triloquists, since amongst
this power of ventriloquism was often
misused for the purposes of magic. But
in addition to ventriloquism, it would
certainly seem from the narrative in Acts
that

E, 72 A, B, Trench, Synonyms, i., 26.
Ver. 17. Ka.TaicoXouB'qo-aara, but if we
follow R.V. the present participle denotes that she continuously followed after

some prophetic power was claimed

maiden, pavTcvopivi), so Blass
describing the hfyatrrp. "credebatur
daemon e ventre illorum loqui et vaticinari,"
EvpvicXiovs pavr«Cav,
t*|v
cf.
Suidas explains
Arist., u. s.) ; so too
riv0»v as Saipoviov pavTt,ic<Sv, connecting
the word directly with the Pythian serpent or dragon, the reputed guardian of
the oracle at Delphi, slain by Apollo, the
successor to the serpent's oracular power.
If therefore the girl was regarded as inspired by the Pythian Apollo, the expression in T.R. simply expresses the current
pagan estimate of her state ; this is the
more probable as the physicians of the
time, e.g., Hippocrates, spoke of the way

and kept crying (licpatc). The
only used by St. Luke in N.T.,
Luke xxiii. 35 in LXX, Jer. xvii. 16,

for the

(Kara),

in

verb

in which some symptoms of epilepsy were
popularly attributed to Apollo, Neptune,
"
etc. ; article
Divination," B.D.', i.,
490; C. and H., p. 231, smaller edition;
Lightfoot, Phil., p. 54; Plumptre and
Wendt, in loco, and Page on the derivation of the word.
IpyatrLay : only in
Luke and Paul; A. and R.V. "gain,"
although primarily the word denotes
work done, so Rendall, "business";
Wisdom xiii. 19 well illustrates its use
here.
The word is used of gain (quastoXs icvpCois
tus), Xen., Mem., Hi., 10, 1.
avTTJs, ver. 19, seems to imply not successive but joint owners (on the plural

—

—

—

Luke see Friedrich, p. 21). p.m.vr€v.
Luke had believed in her power he
would more probably have used irpo^T|in

:

if

pavrcv. used only here in N.T.,

tcvciv.

but

it

is

significant that in

LXX

it

is

always employed of lying prophets or of
divination contrary to the law, e.g.,
Deut. xviii. 10, 1 Sam. xxviii. 8 (g), Ezek.
6, xxi. 29 (34), Micah Hi. n, etc.
The Greeks themselves distinguished
xiii.

cf.

is

;

Dan.,
6, 1

LXX,

ix. 10, 1
vi. 23, but

Mace.

Esd. vii. 1, Jud. xi.
not in same literal

sense as here ; used by Polyb., Plut., Jos.
ovtoi: placed emphatically first (see
also Friedrich, pp. 10, 89).
If we turn
to the Gospel narratives of those possessed with evil spirits, as affording an
analogy to the narrative here, we recall

—

how

had found recognition,

Jesus

Mark

i.

24, Hi. 11,

Luke

cf,

iv.

41 (where
used of the
icpaO,
atcaOapTa irvcvpaTa teal Satpovia). tov
0. tov w|j.
similar title used by the
demoniacs in Mark v. 7, Luke viii. 28;
see Plumptre's note on former passage.
Both Zeller and Friedrich note that Luke
alone employs 6 w|». of God without any
the

same

is

verb,

—

:

word

in apposition,

Luke

i.

32, 35, 76, vi.

Acts vii. 48, and that we have the title
with tov 6cov, both in his Gospel and Acts.
(Heb. vii. 1, probably from Gen. xiv. 18.)
35,

—

—

rjpiv
vp.lv very strongly supported,
see critical note. But -jjp.lv might easily
have been altered into vp.iv, as the former

would appear

to be an unfitting expression for the evil spirit: but Tjp.lv may
point to that disturbed and divided consciousness which seems to have been so
characteristic of the possessed (Edersheim); at one time the girl was overmastered by the evil spirit who was her
real Kvpios, at another she felt a longing
for deliverance from her bondage, and in

she associates herself with those
who felt a similar longing for
some way of salvation, for we must by
no means regard her as a mere impostor

t|piv

around her

(Ramsay).
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•caTaYY^XouaiK
TroXXas

up.iv

^eXOciv

1

elire,

croi

6

ical

llaGXos,

t£

c^roiei

hritrrptyais,

iir\

tu>

r&

cV

napayy<fXXa)
ovopa-ri 'irjaou Xpiarou
*al ^TJXdcy aurfi t§ wpa.
19. 'iSoWes 8c 01

dir* auTTJs.
1

Kupioi auTfjs,

Se

tooto

1 8.

crurrrjpias.

oia-jronjfels

Tju.e'pas-

Trveufian

fthbv

XVI.

on t^XOer ^

iXiris ttjs

t6v riaOXoK Kal rbv IiXav cUXxuaaf els

D

epyaaias (Xutwk, cmXapopci/oi

tV dyopav eirl tous ap^orras 3

•

D

1
has iva e£cX8xjs instead of c|. ovttj tq mpa.
has cvOcw?
Instead of c£eX.
Belser strongly supports D, see his remarks, Beitrdge, p. 77
so Blass in p\ and Hilg.
Blass retains changes in p\

Instead of on e|TjXOcv
€py. ovtwv, and adds with
c£t)X6cv, see below,

;

2

D

tjs

s
apxovras, but Gig., Lucif.
omitting <TTpanjYot« in ver. 20.

nxov
(not

Ver. 18.
SiairovTjtels, only here and
in two
2 in N.T. ; its use in
passages only does not help us much, see
iv. 2, and in classics it is not used in the
sense required here. Aquila uses it four

LXX

in iv.

times of the

Hebrew

^^

in

;

Blass and Hilg. read on airco-TepijvTeu ttjs
but this spoils the play on the
Si* avn)s

cXttis

tj

;

passages

which show that the word may combine
the ideas of grief, pain, and anger, Gen.
It may
vi. 6, xxxiv. 7, 1 Sam. xx. 3, 34.
be noticed that the word and other compounds of irovtiv are frequent in medical
writers.
riapavyfiXXw, see on i. 4. The
same strong word is used of our Lord,
Luke viii. 29, where He charged another

—

—

;

D),

Blass

(•*

recte"

),

read

orrpaTrjYovs,

girl, but we may well believe that
she too would partake of the generous
help of Lydia, and of the other Christian
women at Philippi, who would see in her
no longer a bondservant to the many
lords who had had dominion over her,
but a sister beloved in the One Lord.
Ver. 19. 5ti «£. *j cXirts ict.X. : " The
most sensitive part of 4 civilised man is

the

'

his pocket," Ramsay, St. Paul, p. 237,
and we can see how bitter was the hostility excited both here and at Ephesus

when

the

pecuniary

new

faith threatened existing

profits.

—

eiriXajiJ.

:

here with

hostile intent, see above on ix. 27 and
further on xvii. 19.
ctXicvo-av : with
violence, so fXtcw in James ii. 4 (Acts
xxi. 30), cf. Saul before his conversion,

—

unclean spirit to come out. ovopari,
see above on iii. 6, " Demonology,"
Hastings' B.D., where reference is made
"
to Sayce, Hibbert Led., pp. 302-347, as viii. 3, arvpuv.
Everywhere money the
to the belief in the powerful efficacy of cause of evils O that heathen cruelty
the name, the name meaning to an ancient they wished the girl to be still a demoniac,
"
that they might make money by her
Semite personal power and existence.
the phrase occurs in
Chrys., Horn., xxx., 5. cU t4|v A/y.
££eX0£iv a»' ain-Tjs
Luke much more frequently than in any where the magistrates would sit, as in
other N.T. writer; nine times in his the Roman forum. apxovTas . . trrpaGospel of the coming out of evil spirits, ttjyoIs it is of course possible that the
as here. Rendall sees in the phrase the two clauses mean the same thing, and
medical accuracy of the writer in describ- that the expressions halt, as Lightfoot
the evil and Ramsay maintain, between the Greek
ing the process of the cure
form and the Latin, between the ordinary
spirit must not only come out, but deGreek term for the supreme board of
part, pp. 104, 280; it must however be
remembered that St. Matthew uses the magistrates in any city apxovrcs, and
same phrase twice of the departure of the popular Latin designation orpaTTjYoi,
evil spirits from men, xii. 43, xvii. 18.
pratores (" non licet distinguere inter
Paul charges the evil spirit to depart it apx. etorpaT.," Blass, so O. Holtzmann,
But the former may
departed, and with it departed the master's Weiss, Wendt).
hope of gam (see also Weiss, in loco). mean the magistrates who happened to
be presiding at the time in the forum,
a^Tfj Tfj (Spa.: "that very hour," R.V.,
to whereas the milder verb Trpoaa.ya.y6vT**
cf. xxii. 13, eo ipso tempore; peculiar
Luke, cf. Luke ii. 38, x. 21, xii. 12, xx. 19, may imply that there was another stage
are in the case, and that it was referred to
xxiv. 33 (so too Friedrich, p. 37).
not told anything further of the history of the arrpanfyoi, the praetors (as they
:

!

—

—

:

;

;

—

We

1

—

:

:

.

nPAEEIS AFTOSTOAQN

l8— 22.
20. l

2

1

iKrap6.cr<rou<nv

Kai KaTaYYcXXouaiK

.

outous toi$ OTpaTxjyois,

Kai irpo<raYaY«5rres

dVOpwiroi

iroietf, 'Pwjiatois ouon.

f\\iStv

2

20tj

a ook I§€otik

22.

teal

Kai ol <rrparr)Yoi, ircpipp^aKTes
1

tjuap

auveniarrt)

auiw

-rd

etirok,

'louSaioi

irdXiK,

-ri)V

349
Outoi ot

UTrdpxorres

irapaSexeadai ouS£

6 o^Xos

aurai*"

icar

IjxdTia, iKiktuov pa|38i£-

Gig., Lucif. read at beginning of verse kcli irpo<ri)vcYKav avrovs ktyovr«%
p. 217.

see

Ramsay, St. Paul,

D

cd-n,

reads Ta

eOvrj,

but Blass and Hilg. reject.

called themselves), because they were the
chief magisterial authorities, and the ac-

cusation assumed a political form. Meyer
and Zockler, H. Holtzmann distinguish
between the two, as if ap\. were the
local magistrates of the town, cf iroXiIn the municipia and
rdpxi)S, xvii. 6.
colonia the chief governing power was in
the hands of duoviri who apparently
in many places assumed the title of
Cicero, Be Leg. Agr., ii.,
where he speaks with amusement of

praetors, cf.

34,

the duoviri at

Capua who showed

their

ambition in this way, cf. Horace, Sat., i.,
A duumvir of Philippi is a title
5, 34.
borne out by inscriptions, Lightfoot,
Phil., p. 51, note; Felten, p. 315.
Ver. 20. ovtoi, contemptuously MovS.
8vt€s If the decree of Claudius expelling
the Jews from Rome had been enacted,
it would have easily inflamed the minds
of the people and the magistrates at
Philippi against the Jews (cf. xviii. 2,
Of the bad odour in
so Holtzmann).
which the Jews were held we have also
other evidences, cf. Cicero, Pro Placco,
On the
xxviii.
Juvenal, xiv., g6-io6.
attitude of the Romans towards the Jews
:

;

see

Sanday and Headlam, Romans,

p.

ff.
It was of this intense feeling of
hatred and contempt felt by Romans and
Greeks alike that the masters of the
maiden availed themselves : " causa

xix.

autem

alia

atque prastextus caussae,"
Blass the real cause was not a religious
but a social and mercenary one, see
above on ver. ig, and Ramsay, Church
;

the Roman Empire, p. 131 ; where
the accusation was brought on purely
religious grounds, as, e.g., at Corinth,
xviii. 13, the Roman governor declined
to be judge of such matters.
licrapderin

—

crowiv: "exceedingly trouble"

LXX,
3, 4,

Plut.,

(Ik), cf.

Wisd. xvii.
Hatch and Redpath, xviii., 7
Cor., xix., more often in classical
Ps. xvii. 4, lxxxvii. 16,

see

;

Greek, o-uvrapdo-o-w.
Ver. 21.
?9tj: religious customs here ;
the charge ostensibly put forward was

really that of introducing a religio illicita,
licita as

it

was

for the

Jews themselves.
they were Jews
presented in itself no ground ot accusation, but their Jewish nationality would
suggest the kind ot customs with the
introduction of which it would be easy
to charge them, e.g., circumcision.
The
introduction of Jewish habits and mode
of life included under Khf, cf. vi. 14, xxi.
21, would upset the whole social system,
so that here, as on other occasions, the
missionaries suffered from being identified
with their Jewish countrymen. ovk !{.

No

doubt the

fact that

—

Wetstein, in loco; MarirapaSextcrBai
quardt, Rom. Staatsrecht, Hi., 70, and
see preceding verse, cf. xv. 5, xxi. 21.
In LXX, cf. Exod. xxiii. 'Pcop.aioi.9 overt
in natural contrast (at the end of the
sentence) to the despised Jews: as inhabitants of a Roman colonia they could
lay claim to the proud title. On the force
of virdpxovTfs and ovcri see Alford's note
:

—

:

in loco.

Ver. 22. vvvvieicm)
only here in
N.T., cf. xviii. 12, not in LXX, but cf.
Num. xvi. 3, used in classical Greek, but
not in same sense. No reason is given,
but the 5xXo$ would have been easily
swayed by hatred of the Jews, and further
incensed perhaps at finding an end put
to their love of the revelations of fortune:

telling.

—

ircpippT]!.

avTiv rd ludna,

i.e.,

they rent off the garments of Paul and
Silas; just as there is no change of subject
before briO., so here probably what was
done by the lictors is said to have been
done by the magistrates. There is no
need to suppose with Bengel that the
praetors tore off the prisoners' clothes
with their own hands. Grotius (but see
on the other hand Calvin's note in loco)
takes the words as meaning that the
praetors rent off their

own

clothes (read-

so Ramsay speaks of the
ing avrwv)
praetors rending their garments in horror
at the do-e'peia, the impiety.
But not
only would such an act be strange on
the part of Roman magistrates, but also
;
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23. -rroXXds tc eiuB^TCS auTois TrXTjyas, €0aXoy €is

«•»•

TrapayytiXarres
irapayyeXiai'
4>uXaKrj»',

tu>

ToiauTTji'

Kal tous

ua^aXws

oeo~u.o<puX<uu
elXr)<f>bJS,

TT(58as

ifiakev

nrjpeiv

auTous

avrdv rjcnpaXiaaTO

cis

€ts

make against the intermeans in classical and in

the verb seems to
it

;

to rend

Greek
the numerous
and so it expresses the rough way in
which the lictors tore off the garments
In 2 Mace. iv. 38 the
of the prisoners.
word is used of tearing off the garments
of another, see Wendt's (1888) note in
l oco
p a 08i£eiv to beat with rods thrice
round, tear off,
instances in Wetstein,

later
cf.

,

—

all

:

:

Paul suffered this punishment, 2 Cor.
25, grievous and degrading, of a

St.
xi.

scourging, cf. his own words in
1 Thess. ii. 2, vPpitrBcvTCS «s oiSarc Iv
iXCirirois.
Nothing can be alleged
against the truthfulness of the narrative
on the ground that Paul as a Roman
citizen could not have been thus mal-

Roman

treated.

The whole proceeding was

evi-

dently tumultuary and hasty, and the

magistrates acted with the high-handedness characteristic of the fussy provincial
authorities; in such a scene St. Paul's
protest may well have been made, but

The
easily be disregarded.
incident in xxii. 25, which shows us how
the Apostle barely escaped a similar
punishment amidst the tumult and shouts
of the mob in Jerusalem, and the instances

would very

of a
prisoner remorselessly scourged, while he
cried "inter dolorem crepitumque pla"
garum Civis Romanus sum, enables us to
see how easily Paul and Silas (who

quoted by Cicero, In Vert.,

v., 62,

Roman citizenship,
37) might have protested and yet
suffered.

probably enjoyed the
cf. ver.

have

Ver. 23.

Lucian, Tox.,
apxiSco-po<|>vXag, Gen. xxxix. 21-23, xl. 3 A, xli.
10 A {cf. the word apxi<rc>>p.aTo<f>vXag,

30

;

8€crjio<J>vXaici,

Jos., Ant.,

ii.,

5, 1,

LXX

Deissmann, Neue Bibelstudien, p. 93).
Chrysostom and Oecumenius identify him
with Stephanus, but he was the firstCor. xvi. 15.
fruits of Achaia,
Ver. 24. lo-wripav: comparative for
superlative, as often in N.T. (Blass).
Not necessarily underground, but a part
of the prison which would have been
further from such light and air as could
1

be

had. —rb

xxxiii.

n

gvXov,

Hebrew *7D, Jo°

(A tcvKXcSfian), cf.
Herod., vi. 75

367, 393, 705

;

f

;

Arist., Eq.,
ix.,

37

;

and

'

24. 05

icrbnipav

t)\v

to £uXot\

Sc to \j.€(joyuKTiov riauXos Kal IiXas irpo(T€U)(6y.eyoi

pretation

<^uXaicif)K,

uutous

25. Ka/ra

uffiyouf

rbv 0eoV

•

instances in Wetstein, Liv.,viii., 28, Plaut.,
Capt., iii., 70, Latin nervus. So Eusebius
word of the martyrs in Gaul (see
In Jeremiah's case another and
Alford).
equivalent word is used in the Heb.

uses the

= LXX

xxix. 26

Hebrew is used

The same
&ir<SicXeurp,a.
in 2 Chron. xvi. 10, where

—

LXX has simply <j>vXaici]. Y)<npaX{<raTo
only elsewhere in N.T. in Matt, xxvii. 64,
in LXX and Polyb., cf. critical
65, 66
:

;

note, ver. 30 in p.

Ver. 25.
Kara 8e to p,€<roviiKTiov
neuter of the adjective fteorovvKTios, cf.
xx. 7, Luke xi. 5, elsewhere only in Mark
xiii. 35, often in medical writers, also in
in LXX, Judg.
Arist., Strabo, Plutarch
xvi. 3 A, Ruth iii. 8, Ps. cxviii. 62 (Isaiah
:

;

lix.

—Trpoo-cvxofievoi, see on chap,
—v\ivovv
with accusative Heb.
12

10).

xii. 12.

only,

ii.

Ephes.

cf.

Syn.

t
ii., 129.
Spiritu sancto

:

v. 19, Col.

"

Hoc

iii.

erat

16,

Trench,

gaudium in
nee genua

in carcere ubi

nee manus tollere poterant"
Wetstein, cf. too the often-quoted words
of Tertullian Ad Martyres, ii.
"Nihil
crus sentit in nervo quum animus in ccelo
"
and
This let
flectere,

:

est,"
Chrys., Horn., xxxvi.,
us also do, and we shall open for ourselves not a prison, but heaven.
If we
pray, we shall be able even to open heaven.
Elias both shut and opened heaven by

—

—

orTjKpowvro : used by Plato
(Comicus), and referred to by Kennedy,
Sources of N. T. Greek, p. 73, as one
of the rare words mainly colloquial
common to N.T. and the comic poets;
it occurs also in Lucian, and in Test.,
Not found in LXX (but the
xii., Patr.
cognate noun of hearing so as to obey in

prayer."

1 Sam. xv. 22).
But it is peculiar to St.
Luke in N.T., and it was the technical
word in medical language for auscultation the word might therefore naturally
be employed by him to denote attentive
hearing as God "gave songs in the
night ". Both verbs vp.v. and itrr)K. are
;

in the imperfect ; they were singing, and
the prisoners were listening, when the

earthquake happened.
Ver. 26. a<J>v«, see on

ii.

2.

—

<rcurp,&s,

where the divine nearness and
presence were manifested in a similar
manner; the neighbourhood and the
period were conspicuous for such con-

cf. iv.

31,

'
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*3— 28.

fji^yas,

auTGJK

8e

£irr)Kpou>iTO

01

wore aaXcuOrjvai

26.

Seafuoi.

8c

a<j>kw

(reioru.6s

OejiAia tou 8cajxa>TT]piou

to,

8<-a-|xo4>u'Xa£,
*

ndycupav ejicXXev

ttjs 4>uXaKfjs,

airaadp.evos

eKirc^cuy^ai

roils Seorpuous.

BCD

^y^CTO

•

dve<o'x0r)cr<£i'
2

lauToi' dmipeli', rou.i£w

28. i$iovt]<re 0€

\£yuc, MtjSck irpd£r]s aeaurui

1

tA Scau-a
dveQi).
27.
Kal iSwf dycwyjAeVa^ t&s 6upa§

T€ Trapaxpr](xa al 0upai irdcrai, ical irdrrwK
e^uin'os 8e y€udu.«)>os 6

35*

kcikoV

•

<J><m'fj

airavTcs

(xeydXt] 6

ydp

ccrp-ev

HauXos
£v0d8c.

1
3 X 33' 4°« l8 °J so Lach., Alford, W.H., Blass, Weiss
av€«px^ tl a av » but
13, 54, 61, Or., Tisch have Tjvoix&rjo-av
Hilg. have i\v€<f\Br\<rav t whilst
Wendt cannot decide, irapaxp-qpa ont. B, Lucif., Gig., so Blass; Hilg. retains
8
1
1
ttvcXvOtj, so Hilg.
av€0T|,
'

«

^AE

;

^D

8

paxaipav,

BCD

vulsions of nature,

61* prefix

cf.

rtjv,

so Lach.,

Plumptre on Matt,

and Ramsay,

—

W.H.,

R.V., Weiss, Blass, Hilg.

iavrbv dvcupctv

to avoid the disgraceful
allotted to him by
Roman law, according to which the jailor
was subjected to the same death as the
:

which would be

St. Paul, p. 221.
irapaxp%io, see critical notes. aveyxiracrai : any one
07]<rav tc . . . al Ovpai

fate

who has

escaped prisoners would have suffered

xxiv. 7,

—

seen a Turkish prison, says
Prof. Ramsay, will not wonder at this;
" each door was
merely closed by a bar,
and the earthquake, as it passed along
the ground, forced the door-posts apart
from each other, so that the bar slipped
from its hold, and the door swung open,"
and see further description on same page.

— aW0i),

cf. xxvii. 40,

same sense

in

;

in

nowhere else in N.T.

LXX we have the same

collocation of words in Mai. iv. 2.
also for the phrase, Plut., Alex., 73
Winer-Schmiedel, p. 101. If we ask,

See
;

see

Why

did not the prisoners escape ? the answer
is that a semi- Oriental mob would be
panic-stricken by the earthquake, and
there is nothing strange in the fact that

they made no dash for safety ; moreover,
the opportunity must have been very
quickly lost, for the jailor was not only
roused himself, but evidently called at
once to the guard for lights see Ramsay's description, u. s., and the comments
of Blass, in loco, and Felten, note, p.
318, to the same effect as Ramsay, that
the prisoners were panic-stricken, and
had no time to collect their thoughts for
;

flight.

only here in N.T.,
Esd. iii. 3, of Darius
waking from sleep. u£x at P av: article
omitted in T.R., see critical note. Weiss
thinks that the omission occurs since in
xii. 2, and five times in Luke, no article
is found with udxaipa. ttjv = his sword,
Ver. 27.

once

cf.

in

Jf|virvQS

LXX,

Mark

1

xiv. 47.

:

—

—rjpeXXcv,

cf.

iii.

3, v.

xii. 6, etc., characteristic Lucan word,
The act was quite
see Friedrich, p. 12.
natural, the act of a man who had lost
in his terror his self-control (Weiss).

35,

—

—

(Wetstein, in loco}, cf. xii. 19, xxvii. 42.
vopttwv, see on vii. 25. It seems hypercritical to ask, How could Paul have seen
that the jailor was about to kill himself?
That there must have been some kind of
light in the outer prison is evident, otherwise the jailor could not have even seen
that the doors were open, nor is there
any difficulty in supposing that Paul out
of the darkness of the inner prison would
see through the opened doors any one in
the outer doorway, whilst to the jailor
the inner prison would be lost in darkness.
Moreover, as Blass notes, Paul
may have heard from the jailor's" utterances what he meant to do :

neque
enim tacuisse putandus est" (see also
Ramsay, Felten, Hackett, Lumby, in
loco).

Ver. 28. UY)8£v irpdg. cr€avra> tcatcciv :
Blass remarks that the distinction between irpdoxrew and iroieiv is not always
precisely observed in N.T., and takes it
as = Attic, u. iroit|crt]s.
irpdco-eiv is
not found in St. Matthew or St. Mark
and only twice in St. John, whilst by St.
Luke it is used six times in his Gospel,
thirteen times in Acts, elsewhere in N.T.

only by Paul. Philippi was famous in
see
the annals of suicide {C. and H.)
also Plumptre's note in loco.
airavrcs
cur non
L " Multa erant

—

ydp

deberet
arripit,

;

graviora,

:

se interficere

;

sed Paulus

quod maxime opportunum

Bengel.
Ver. 29.

+dra

:

"

;

"

"

R.V., plurai,
lights,
later Greek, cf. 1

and only in plural in
Mace. xii. 29, of fires

campment

id

erat

in a military en" the
prisoners' chains were
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XVI.

1
atT^aas Be <p" Ta eiacir^STjae, tea! errpou-os yev6y.*vos Trpoac^reo-e
riauXw Kal tw XiXa 30. icai Trpoayaywe au-rous e£w,'2 I^yj, Kuptoi,
•

t<S

Ti

8ci

p.e

ifa cruSw;

Troteii'

31. 01 8c cittok, nurreuaov

'itjaoGV XpiaroV, Kal awOiqo-T)

aoTw rbv \6yov

3

ail

Kal 6 oikos

o"ou.

tou Kupiou, Kal iraai toi$ iv

tj}

TOk Kupioy
Kal
32.
IXdXTjaay
oiKia auTOu.
33.
eirl

Kal TrapaXapoj^ aurous iv ^Kcirr) ttj wpa ttjs puktos cXouaey diro
Twy itXTjyw^, Kal ^PaTrriaOrj auTos Kal 01 auTou irdrres irapaxprjaa
34. dvayaywk tc auTous €is rbv oIkov auTou, irapc'G^Kc Tpd-rre£ak,
•

Kal ^jyaXXidaaTO iravotKi ircmarreuKws tw 0€a>.
1

At beginning of verse Blass

cust. care. Gig.,

in

p*

prefixes axovcras 8e o Sco-po^vXag (quo audito

Wei.).

D, Syr. H. mg. add

on

tov<s Aoiitovs ao-^aXi.o-ap.cvos after e£w, see

(k<xi)

this

touch Ramsay, St. Paul, p. 222, who accepts it as most prob. genuine, retained by
"
blass and Hilg.
Syr. H. mg. adds H appropinquavit et
(irpoo-T|X0€v in 0).
;

tov K., W.H. text, R.V. marg., Blass, Wendt, Weiss, following ^*B, read 6cov;
see Weiss, Apostelgeschichte, p. 5.
k

and worse chains were loosed
from himself; he called for a light, but

loosed,

heat was

the true

heart"

Chrys.,

in

lighted
Horn., xxxvi.

his

—

xiv. 14, cktt., both verbs
S-qcre, cf.
Luke in N.T. In LXX, cf.

own

eUr«irrjonly in

Amos v. 19,
Sus., ver. 26, especially the latter, found
also in classical Greek.
?vrpop.os y«v.,
see above.

—

—

irpocr£ire<rc

:

he

may have

of the words of the maiden, ver.
17, and recognised their truth in the
earthquake, and in the calmness and demeanour of Paul ; hence too his question.
Ver. 30. Kvpioi, in respect, cf. John
tva <r<i>0£; the word of the
xx. 15.
maiden o-omripia and the occurrence of
the night may well have prompted the

known

—

The context, ver. 31, seems
question.
to indicate the higher meaning here, and
the question can scarcely be limited to
mere desire of escape from personal
danger or punishment. On the addition
see critical note.
in
Ver. 31. Iirl to* K. : " non agnoscunt
se dominos" Bengel
they point him to
the One Lord. oIkos . . . olicfa: the
first word is most frequently used in Attic
Greek, and in the N.T. for household,
in
cf. ver. 15, but both words are used
Attic, and in the N.T., for familia.
"
and thou shalt be
trv koI o oIkos <rov
saved, thou and thy house," R.V., not as
if his faith could save his household, as
A.V. might imply, but that the same
way was open to him and to them
also Meyer-Wendt, and
(Alford, see

D

—

—

:

Page).
Ver. 32. xal i\dXi|o*av: before baptism instruction.

Ver. 33. iv 4kc£v-q xq Spa tijs vvktOs,
"
" at that hour of the
night ;
the jailor will not delay for a moment his
first Christian duty, Matt.
xxv. 36.

cf. ver. 18,

—

" and washed
them of their stripes," Ramsay i.e., the
stains of the wounds caused by the lictors
(for similar construction of Xoveiv d/iro* see
«fXovo~cv diro

r&v

irXtjywv

:

;

Deissmann, Neue Bibelstudien,

p.

54).

Hobart, p. 112, compares Galen's words,
to alp. a tov TCTpup-evov ucpovg diroKal oi avTov irdvT€s for the
irXvvai.
bearing of the words on Infant Baptism,
It may of course be said
see on ver. 15.

—

:

that the expression evidently implies the
same persons who are instructed in ver.
32, but it cannot be said that the phrase
may not include any other members of
the household. The two washings are
put in striking juxtaposition the waters
of baptism washed the jailor from deeper
stains and more grievous wounds than
those of the lictors' rods, Chrys., Horn.,
xxxvi.
irapaxp^pa, emphatic, see above
on p. 106.
t«
Ver. 34.
dvayaywv tc uvtovs
closely connects this second proof of his
thankfulness with the first dvay.
"he
:

—

:

:

Blass
them up into," R.V.
thinks that the ava means that he brought
them up from underground, but it may
simply mean that the house was built
over the prison; see also Knabenbauer

brought

;

—

in

loco.
the phrase
irape'0i]K6 Tpdir.
a classical one, so in Homer, also in
so in Homer a separate table is
Polyb.
assigned to each guest, Odys., xvii., 333
But the word is also used aa
xxii., 74.
implying the meal on the table see L,
:

is

;

;
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j
direVrciXaK 01 arTpaTrjyol tous papSou35. 'Hplpas 8e y€^ojj.€Vt]s
'AiroXuaov
tous
dvBpwirous ckcicous.
36. dTr^yyeiXe
Xous X^yoi'Tes,

Se 6 8ea|AO<f>uXa! tous Xdyous toutous irpds Toy ilaGXok, *Oti direo-rdX-

KaaiK ot orpaTTjyoi, Iva diroXu0f)T€ vvv ouV I|cX66wtcs iropeucaGe 2 iv
8
37* ° Sc riauXos €<f>n Trpos auTOus, Acipa^Tts %as Sirjjxoffia,
clp^fT).
•

dttaraicpiTous, dvOpwirous 'Pujiatous uTrdpxoin-as,

nal vuv XdOpa

^KpdXXouoa*'

tjfxos

;

ou ydp

cpaXow

cis <J>uXaK^K,

dXXd cXOovtcs auTol

•

1
D, Syr. H. mg., after ycv., add <rvvr\\Bov 01 o-TpaTtjyot cm to av-ro us ti\v
ayopav icai avop.VT)<r0€VT6s tov crttcrfxov tov yeyovoTo c<j>of3ir]0Y]o-av, so Blass in
Belser and Zockler both defend this and subsequent additions in D
p, and Hilg.
as valuable in explanation of the sudden change of resolve on the part of the
magistrates; but see also Weiss, Codex D, p. 86, and Ramsay, St. Paul, p. 223.
After ckcivovs D 137, Syr. Hard, add ov« 6X0*9 irapcXajBcs.

3

After iropcvco-dc Blass and Hilg. omit €v ciprjv^, following

3

At beginning of verse Blass, following D,

prefixes

D

and Gig.

avainovs

(so Hilg.),

but

brackets aicaTaicpiTOvs.

and

Tobit

S., cf.

ii.
2, iraprrlOri
Paul
Ps. lxxvii. 20.

rpdirc£a, S.

no question about

pov

4\

makes

meat
the
— ^yaXXidcraTo
with

sitting at

uncircumcised

(Weiss).
suggestive that St.

:

Luke uses
same verb to

the
decognate noun ot this
scribe the intense exulting gladness of
the early Church at Jerusalem in their
here was indeed an
social life, ii. 46
Agape, a Feast of Love, cf. 1 Pet. i. 6, 8,
it

is

—

iv.

13 (Matt. v. 12, Rev. xix. 7)

Luke the word

occurs

;

twice

in St.

in

his

Gospel, i. 47, x. ax, and in Acts ii. 26,
not found in
quotation (see above)
classical Greek, but formed probably
from dydXXopai, Hellenistic, often in
LXX. At the same time the word
;

irciriarTcvKws, perfect participle, shows
that this fulness of joy was caused by

his full profession of belief;

it

was the

joy of the Holy "Ghost which followed
on his baptism
rejoiced greatly with
all his house, having believed on the
Lord," gaudebat quod crediderat, Blass
:

(reading imperfect TjyaXXiaTo, see critical
See also Viteau, Le Grec du
note).

N.

194 (1893).—iravoitcl

T., p.

App.,

p.
18.

154),

cf.

(-el,

iropairXifjOei,

W.H.,
Luke

In LXX the word is found,
but A has -ki<jl 3 Mace. iii. 27,
where A has also -kC<ju On St. Luke's
fondness for iros and its related forms

xxiii.

Exod.

i.

1,

The form preferred
see Friedrich, p. 6.
The word in
in Attic is iravotKYjcr£$.
text is

found

in Jos., Philo,

Eryx., p. 392

C,

cf. Blass,

and

in Plato,
in loco, and

Proleg., p. 19.
Ver. 35. direV. ot <rTpoTTjyol: we are
not told the reason of this sudden change
in the action of the praetors, and no

VOL. H-

doubt the omission may fairly account
for the reading in D, see critical notes.
At the same time it is quite characteristic
of St. Luke to give the plain facts without entering upon explanations. Meyer
thinks that they were influenced by the
earthquake, while Wendt rather inclines
to the view that they were incited to this
action, so inconsistent with their former
conduct, by fresh intelligence as to their
own hasty treatment of the missionaries ;
Ramsay combines both views, and see also
St. Paul, p. 224, on the contrast brought
out by St. Luke, and also on the Bezan
text ; see to the same effect Zockler, in
Blass accounts for the change of
loco.
front on the part of the praetors by supposing that they saw in the earthquake

a sign that they had insulted a foreign
deity, and that they had therefore better
dismiss his servants at once, lest further
mischief should result. tous pa,p. " the
lictors" R.V. margin, apparently as the

—

:

duoviri aped the prastors, so the lictors
carried the fasces and not the baculi, cf.
Cicero, De Leg. Agr., ii., 34; Farrar,
St. Paul,

i.,

493

and references
pcis

in

;

Grimm-Thayer, sub
Wetstein

:

tovs paPSoiixovs 6vopd£ovcri

Qucest.

Rom.

Ver. 36.

v.,

81a ti Xiktw;

Plut.,

67.

vvv ovv, Lucan,

—

cf. x. 33, xv.

Iv cipijvxi (omitted by D) :
10, xxiii. 15.
the jailor may well have used the words
in a deeper sense after the instruction of

Paul, and his own admission to citizenship in a kingdom which was "righteousness, peace, joy in the Holy Ghost ".
Ver. 37. AeipavTcs T|pos 8« in flagrant
violation of the Lex Valeria, B.C. 509, and
the Lex Porci;>, B.C. 248 see also Cicero,

23

:

;
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38. de^yyciXai' 8c tois orpaTtjyots ol pa|3oou-

e'fayayeTGKrai'.

XOi rd

p^jxciTa

XVI.

TauTa

•

1

ical

l$of}r\Qr\<Tav

on

dKOuaa^Tcs

39- KC" ^X06kt«s irapcKdXcaaf aurous, teal

'Pwjiatoi

c^ayayoWcs rjpwTw*

D

reads at beginning of verse kou irapaycvopevoi p-cra <|>i\wv iroXXwv ci$ tkjj
After c£cX0eiv the same authorities continue
4>v\aKt]v (et? t. <p. 137, Syr. H. mg.).
then continues
ciirovTcs Hyvotjo-apev ra Ka6* vpas on cottc avSpcs Succuoi.
1

D

Ek
Syr. H. mg., Ephr.) icai e|ayayovTes irapenaXeo-av avrovs Xeyovres*
tt]S iroXews TavT-rjs e£eX0aTe, p.Y)iroTC iraXtv (rvaTpa^xnoriv ^piv eiriicpa£ovTes ko.0'
vpwv (so practically the other authorities above, followed here by Blass in {J, and
Ramsay, St. Paul, p. 224, points out that the Bezan text hits off the situation
Hilg.).
with obvious truth, and the way in which in the iEgean cities the weak municipal
"
government was always a danger to order, one would gladly think this Lucan ".
Belser draws attention to the fact that <ruo-Tpa<|>. has a parallel in Acts xxiii. 12 ;
(137,

see Harris, Four Lectures, etc., pp. 26, 27, for Ephraem's commentary on w. 35-37, 39,
and likenesses to the Bezan text.
Schmiedel, Encycl. Bibl., p. 52, regards this
passage as plainly derived from a fusion of two texts, and as militating strongly
against Blass.

In Verrem, v., 57, 66, it was the weightiest
charge brought by Cicero against Verres.

his Philippian converts, would prompt
Paul to demand at least this amount of

was

Wetstein's comments are
reparation.
well worth consulting.
Ver. 38.
dvi]y yciXav, see critical notes.
€<f>oPtj0T]<rav, so the chief captain, xxii.
29 and no wonder, for the illegal punishment of Roman citizens was a serious
If convicted, the magistrates
offence.

To

claim

Roman

punishable
xxv.

citizenship falsely
death, Suet., Claud.,
"
"

with

— aKaTaKpiTovs

gives a

wrong

although

it

is

word otherwise.

uncondemned

:

idea,

also xxii. 25,
to translate the

cf.

difficult

The meaning

is

" with-

out investigating our cause," res incog"causa cognita multi possunt
nita,
absolvi; incognita quidem condemnari
nemo potest," Cicero, In Verrem, i., 9, see
also Wetstein, in loco. The word is only
found in N.T., but Blass takes it as =
Attic, oKpiros, which might be sometimes
used of a cause not yet tried. The ren-

—

;

would have been degraded, and incapable
holding office cf. Cicero, In
66; Rep.,\\., 31; and see Blass,
xxii. 29, Grotius, in loco, and O.
Holtzmann, Neutest. Zeitgeschichte, p.
In
a.d. 44 the Rhodians had been
99.
deprived by Claudius of their privileges
in future of

Verrem,
note on

;

v.,

some Roman

dering "uncondemned" implies that the
flogging would have been legal after a
fair trial, but it was illegal under any
circumstances, Ramsay, St. Paul, p. 224.
with Xd6pa, so a
S-qjxocria contrasted
marked contrast between IfJaXov els $v\.

for putting

and €K(3a\\ov0-iv.

lands, which were always weak in their
municipal government. D also expresses
the naive way in which the magistrates
not only try to throw the blame upon the
people, but wanted to get out of a difficulty by procuring the withdrawal from

—

—'Pwpaiovs

-inrapxovare," the
boast made by the masters of the girl,
St. Paul, too, had his rights as
ver. 21.
a Roman citizen, see below on xxii. 28.

ras:

"Roman

we

citizens as

The antithesis is again marked in the
Apostles' assertion of their claim to
courtesy as against the insolence of the
praetors

— they

nay, but

let

wish

iic(3dXXeiv Xadpa;
in person (oaitoi),

them come

ut saepe in responsis," see
pp. 268, 269,
not only his
also Page, in loco.
i£ay.
sense of justice, but the fact that the
public disgrace to which they had been
subjected would seriously impede the
acceptance of the Gospel message, and
perhaps raise a prejudice to the injury of

—

,

the city of the injured parties, Ramsay,
The Greek pointedly and
u. *., p. 224.
dramatically expresses the change in the
whole situation £X0oVtcs irapeKaXco-av
i£ayayovT£9 Tjpwrwv (Wendt).
Ver. 40. els, see critical notes ; they
would not leave the city without once
more visiting the household out of which
grew the Church dearest to St. Paul see
Lightfoot's remarks on the growth of the
Church from " the Church in the house,"
l^fjXflov the third
Philippians, pp. 57, 58.
person indicates that the narrator of the

— —

and conduct us forth (Igayay^rcixrav).
oi yap: non profecto; Blass, Grammatik,
"
:

citizens to death

(Speaker's Commentary in loco).
See addition in D, critical
Ver. 39.
note. The fear of a further riot expressed
by the magistrates is exactly what we
should expect in the cities of the iEgean

—

:

!

;

—

:
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4°« ^leXOoin-es 8c Ik t»js ^uXaKtjs elafjXOor
Kat ISoWes tous dScX^ous, 1 irapcKdXeo-ay auTou's,

^IcXOet^ ttjs tt<5X€ws.
cis tt)k

Auota*

•

nal c^tjXOok.
1

After aScX^ovc
and Hilg.

"We"

D

adds

8itj yijo-avro

o<ra ciroii|<rcv Kvpios avroif , so Blass in
p%

remained at
accompanying
we again have

section, xvi. g, 10,

Philippi, Timothy probably
Paul and Silas. In xx. 5

and the inference

that
St. Luke remained at Philippi during the
interval, or at least for a part of it ; and
it is reasonable to infer that he laboured
dhere in the Gospel, although he modestly
refrains (as elsewhere) from any notice
of his own work. The Apostle's first
f|p.ds

introduced,

visit to Philippi

is

represented in epitome

the universality of the Gospel, so characteristic of St. Luke's record of our
Lord's teaching, and so characteristic of
Both from a
the mind of St. Paul.
religious and social point of view the
conversions at Philippi are full of sigThe Jew could express his
nificance.
thankfulness in his morning prayer that

God had not made him a

woman — a

slave.

But

at

Gentile
Philippi

—a
St.

Paul taught in action the principle which
he enforced in his Galatian Epistle, iii.
28, and again in writing to the Colossians,
iii. 11: "Christ was all and in all"; in
Him the soothsaying slave-girl, the proselyte of Thyatira, the Roman jailor, were
each and all the children of God, and
fellow-citizens with the saints, Lightfoot,
Introduction to Philippians; Taylor,
Sayings of the Jewish Fathers, pp. 15,
26, 137 (second edition).
The narrative of St. Paul's visit to
Philippi has been made the object of
Most of
attack from various quarters.
the objections have been stated and met
by Professor Ramsay, and a summary of
them with their refutation is aptly given
in a recent article by Dr. Giesekke
(Studien und Kritiken, 1898) described at
length in the Expository Times, March,
1898, see also Knabenbauer, pp. 292, 293.
The view that the narrative is simply a fiction modelled upon the escape of St. Peter
in iv. 31 and xii. is untenable in face of the
many differences in the narratives (see
the points of contrast in Nosgen, Apostel-

(Schneckenpp. 315, 316).
Ceschichte,
urger in his list of parallels between
Peter and Paul in Acts apparently makes
no mention of the supposed parallel here.)
Zeller's attempt to connect the narrative
with the story in Lucian's Toxaris, c.
27, is

still

more absurd, ef. Zockler, Apos-

telgeschichte, p. 262 (second edition), and
Farrar, St. Paul, i., 501, whilst more

recently Schmiedel (1898) attempts to
find a parallel in Euripides, Bacchce,
436441, 502, 602-628, see Wendt's note, p.

28a (1899). Weizsacker boldly refuses
to admit even the imprisonment as a
fact, and regards only the meeting of
Paul with the soothsayer as historical.
But it should be noted that he allows the
Apostle's intercourse with Lydia and his
instruction of the women to be genuine
historical

incidents,

and he makes

important remark that the
is

the

name

more

Epistle

[the

of Lydia

credible, since the Philippian
seems to support the idea that

women received Paul and contributed to
the planting of the Church (Apostolic
Holtzmann reprei., 284,
E.T.).
sents in a general manner the standpoint
Age,

of modern advanced criticism, when he
divides the narrative of the events at
Philippi into two parts, the one concerned
with events transacted under the open
"
heaven, belonging not only to the "
source but bearing also the stamp of
reality, whilst the other part is not guar"
anteed
the "
and is

We

by

We

source,

full

of legendary matter.
Thus w. 25-34
are dismissed as a later addition, and

Ramsay's fresh and careful explanations
are dismissed by Holtzmann as " hum"
bug ! Theologische Literaturzeitung,
No. 7, 1899.
Additional Note.
Chap. xvi. 12,
"which is a city of Macedonia, the first
of the district," R.V. This might mean,
so far as irpuTt) is concerned, that
Philippi was the city nearest in the district, and the city which they first reached.

—

Neapolis, which actually came first on
the route, was not generally regarded as
Macedonian but Thracian ; so Lightfoot,
Rendall, O. Holtzmann. Or it might also
mean that it was " the chief" (A.V.), the
leading city of its division of Macedonia
Here again Ramsay sees a
(Ramsay).
proof of St. Luke's intimate acquaintance
with the rivalries of the Greek cities, and
of his special interest in Philippi. In
B.C. 167 the province Macedonia had been
divided by the Romans into four districts,

and even if this division were
obsolete at the time, another would be
(icpfc,

MPAEEI2 AIIOSTOAQN

3S*
XVII.
tjX6ok
1

om.

I.

ets

AIOAEYXANTEE

Bur(ra\ovUr\v,

oe

Svou

XVII.

iV

'AptiiroXii' Kal

t}k

^

vuvayuiyr)

1

'kiroWuviav,

ruv

'louSatur.

fc^ABE 13, 40, 61, 180, so Tisch., W.H., Weiss. t| before <rvr.
13, 40, 61, 180, Sah., Boh., Arm., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt, Zockler,

TTjy before AiroX.

^ABD

Blass, Hilg.
likely to succeed to it (so Ramsay, Church
in the Roman Empire, p. 158, as against

Lightfoot, Phil. % p. 50, who takes irpwn)
as denoting not the political but the
geographical position of Philippi.) At
this time Amphipolis was the chief
(irpwnj) city of the district to which both it
and Philippi belonged, but though Amphipolis held the rank, Philippi claimed the
same title, a case of rivalry between two
or even three cities which often occurred.
This single passage Ramsay regards as
conclusive of the claims of Philippi, see
St. Paul, p. 207,

and

Cities

and Bishoprics

As to whether
of Phrygia, ii., 429.
be used in the sense of a
fiepfs can
division of a province, cf. Ramsay, Church
in the Roman Empire, p. 158, and the
instances quoted from Egypt, and also
Expositor, October, 1897, p. 320, as
against Hort's limitation of the term.
Hort, W.H., App. 96 (to whose view
Rendall inclines, cf. also Zahn, Einleitung, i., p. 375), thinks that p,epi8os must

be a corruption, and proposes rhtptSos,
Pieria being an ancient name of that
part of Macedonia; but he declines to
draw any positive conclusion in its favour.
Wendt, following Meyer, regards irpwrrj
as signifying rank, and so far he
agreement with Ramsay. But as

is

in

Am-

because
ambiguous, and so

term irparq
be misunBlass himself finds fault with
derstood.
D, and also considers Trpwrrj wrong, not
only because Amphipolis was superior
in rank, but because Thessalonica was
substituted

is

the

liable to

called irpwTTi MaiceSrfvwv, C. T. Gr., 1967.
But this would not prevent the rivalry
amongst other towns in the various subdivisions of the province.
Blass reads
in p irpwrrje pcpCSos (a reading which

Lightfoot thinks might deserve some
consideration, though unsupported, if the
original Roman fourfold division of the
provinces were still maintained, see above,
P« 355). and takes it as referring to
Philippi as a city of the first of the
four regiones.

—

Chapter XVII. Ver. 1. SioScvcavrct
"and they went along the Roman

83;

road" (Ramsay) verb only found in Luke,
Luke viii. 1, and here, but frequent in
LXX, and used also by Polyb. and
Plut., cf. Gen. xiii. 17, etc., so in 1 Mace,
three times. The famous road, the Via
Egnatia, Horace, Sat., i., 5, 97, extended
for a distance of over five hundred miles
from the Hellespont to Dyrrhachium it
:

;

was really the continuation through
Macedonia of the Via Appia, and it might
be truly said that when St. Paul was on

was really the chief town of the the Roman road at Troas or Philippi, he
he contends that ir<SXis xoXuvta was on a road which led to the gates of
taken as one phrase (see also Rome ; see some interesting details in
be
might
The article " certam
Hackett, Overbeck, Weiss, Holtzmann), C. and H., p. 244.
and so he regards the whole expression atque notam viam designat," Blass, in
as signifying that Philippi is spoken of loco, and Gram., p. 149, but see also Weiss,
as the most considerable colony-town in in loco.
'Ap.<p., thirty-two or thirty-three
The Via Egnatia
that district of Macedonia, whilst he miles from Philippi.
agrees with Hort and Lightfoot in main- passed through it (cf. C. and H., and
The import of its
taining that irpwrrj is only classical as Hackett, in loco).
an absolute title of towns in Asia Minor. name may be contained in the term
This Ramsay allows, but the title was applied to it, Thuc, iv., 102, irepupainfc,
" the
frequent in Asia and Cilicia, and might conspicuous towards sea and land,
all around [visible] city"; or the name
easily have been used elsewhere, Church
in the Roman Empire, p. 156 ; Holtzmann may simply refer to the fact that the
quite admits that the term may have Strymon flowed almost round the town,
Its earlier name, " Nine
been applied as in Asian towns to signify Thuc, u. s.
the enjoyment of certain privileges.
For Ways," *EvWa 68of, Thuc, i., 100 ; Herod
Ramsay's criticism of Codex D, which vii., 114, indicated its important position,
substitutes Kc^aX^ ttjs M. and omits and no doubt this occasioned its colonisapeptSos altogether, see Church in the tion by the Athenians in B.C. 437. In the
Roman Empire, pp. 156, 157, and Ex- Peloponnesian War it was famous as the
scene of the battle in which both Brasidas
positor, u. s., Kc^aXi) being evidently
phipolis
district,

—
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a&fifSaTa.

SieXeycro auTOis airo twk ypcujxiv, 3. Siayorywc Kal TrapanOeOTl TOV XplOTOV cSci iraOctK Kttl dyOCTTr) WU 6K
fCKpUK, Kal OTl

SieXegaTo (pro -Xc-ycro, which Meyer retains) fc^AB 13, 61, 103, Syrr. P. and H.
Boh., so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt ; 8i€X€x6t), Hilg. with D.
1

and Cleon

fell, Thuc,
v., 6- n, whilst
previous failure to succour the
place Thucydides had himself been exiled
(Thuc, i., 26). From the Macedonians it
passed eventually into the hands of the
Romans, and in b.c. 167 /Emilius Paulus
proclaimed the Macedonians free and Amphipolis the capital of the Jirst of the four
districts into which the Romans divided
the province (Liv., xlv., 18, 29). In the

for

his

Middle Ages Popolia, now Neochori :
B.D. 2 and Hastings' B.D. C. and H. The
route may well have been one of the
most beautiful of any day's journey in St.
Paul's many travels, Renan, St. Paul, pp.
'AiroXXwviav : to be carefully
154, 155.
distinguished from the more celebrated
,

—

Apollonia in Illyria

— apparently

there

were three places in Macedonia bearing
this name. The Antonine Itinerary gives
it as
thirty miles from Amphipolis, and
thirty-seven from Thessalonica, but the
other authorities, for example, the Jerusalem Itinerary, differ a little.
The
Via Egnatia passed through it, and
the

name

probably retained in the
modern Pollina. It is quite possible that
the two places are mentioned as having
formed St. Paul's resting-place for a
Qtarcranight, see references above.
Saloniki ; formerly Therme ;
Xovi!CT)v
the name had been most probably
is

—

Romani," as Cicero says.
ff.
Zahn, Einleitung,

247

;

i.,

C. and H., p.
p. 151; Light-

foot, Biblical Essays, p.

253 ff. SchafTHerzog, Encycl., iv.—-Sirov -fjv t} <rvv.:
implying that there was no synagogue at
Amphipolis or Apollonia, the former being
a purely Hellenic town, and the latter a
small place,
Sirov may = ov simply,
but if distinguished from it implies oppidum tale in quo esset (as in distinction to
;

the other places named) see Wendt and
Blass.
In Agrippa's letter to Caligula
we have plain evidence of the existence
of Jews in Macedonia, O. Holtzmann,
Neutest. Zeitgeschichte, p. 180; Schurer,
;

Jewish People, div. ii., vol. ii., E.T., pp.
As the name remains in the
222, 232.
modern Saloniki, manent Judaei quoque
(Blass), C. and H., 250, see also in this
connection, Ramsay, St. Paul, p. 236.
Ver. 2.
KaTa rb clwdos
phrase
peculiar to St. Luke, only here and in
Luke iv. 16. St. Paul follows his usual
:

principle

«•
:

to the

Jew

first

".— eirl

Para
rpia: "for
"

three Sabbath
R.V., margin, the

or

<rd0-

days"

latter
weeks,"
strongly supported by Zahn, Einleitung,
This may be the exact period of
i., 152.
work within the synagogue.
For iiri
cf.

iii.

1,

iv.

15, xiii. 31, xvi.

18, etc.

;

Hawkins, Hora Synoptica, p. 152, used
"
in the " We sections, and also predomi*
changed by Cassander in honour of nantly, though not exclusively, in the
his wife Thessalonica, the sister of rest of Acts or Luke or either of them
Alexander the Great, Polyb., xxiii., 4, 4. see on Acts xxvii. 20, xxviii. 6 KlosterUnder the Romans it became the capital mann, Vindicia Lucana, p. 53 see also
of the second of the four districts of Blass, Gram., p. 133. SuXeytro atiTois
Macedonia Provincia (Liv., xlv., 29), and he reasoned, rather than disputed, as the
later it was made the metropolis of the
word is sometimes rendered ten times
whole when the four districts were united in Acts, seven times rendered by R.V.,
into one.
It was the largest as well as
"reasoned," cf. also Heb. xii. 5, and
the most populous city in Macedonia, twice " discoursed," xx. 7, 9, once only
and like Ephesus and Corinth it had its " disputed," xxiv. 12, cf. Jude 9. Here
:

;

;

—

;

:

—

share in the

commerce of the iEgean.
From its geographical position it could not

the word may point to a conversational
intercourse between St. Paul and his

cease

fellow-countryman (cf. ver. 17 and Mark
ix. 34)
so Overbeck, Holtzmann, Wendt,
on the force of the verb with the dative
or irp£«.
That such interchange of
speech could take place in the synagogue
we learn from John vi. 25, 29, Matt. xii.
In classical Greek with the dative
9.
or irpos the word means to converse with,

to be important; through the
Middle Ages it may fairly be described
as the bulwark of Christendom in the
hast, and it still remains the second city
m European Turkey. St. Paul, with his
usual wisdom, selected it as marking a

centre of civilisation and government in
the district: "posita in gremio imperii

;
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6 XpioriSs, Nrjaous, oV

aurwc

tw IiXa, t&v T€

e-rr€ia8)rjCTav,
2

XVII.

4.

k<u

koI TrpoaexXnpwOnaav tw flauXu

Kal

iyu KarayyeXXw Spiv.

aepou-Aw 'EW-hvuv

iroXu ttXtjOos, yuvaiKcuv T€ Tu>e

1
o Xp. I., so HLP and most mins., Theophyl., but B has o Xp. o I., so W.H. text,
Weiss, Wendt, R.V., Blass in a; ^, so Vulgdem., Syr. Pesh., Boh., Armcodd. have
I.
Xp. AD Xp. I., so Tisch., W.H. marg., so Hilg. with comma after X. Xp. o
so E 32, 177, 180.
I.,
Probably the many changes arose from the unusual description in B with the double article.
;

;

2
This
o-cp. EXX. f AD 13, 40, 61, Vulg., Boh., Gig. have <rt0. xai EXX., so Lach.
reading is defended by Ramsay, St. Paul, p. 235, and Hilgenfeld, Zw. Th., 1896, p. 198,
so in 1899, Acta Apost. (but not by Blass in (J text) ; see notes in comment. Wendt
(1899) finds a solution of the reading in the wish to express that Paul won converts
amongst other Gentiles than the proselytes.
yvraiKttv tc, but D, Gig. Kai
ywaiices
Probably the reviser took irpwrwv as referring only
irp. ovk oXiy.
"
to the men, and thought that the expression meant "wives of the chief men
(so
too Weiss explains the words), and then altered above to bring out this sense more
clearly,
irpurttv of course could be taken as masc, but better to refer it to yvv. =
Belser, however, pp. 81, 82, strongly supevo-x., xiii. 50, xvii. 12 (Wendt, 1899).
ports the originality of D ; he points out that in Acts we never have the expression
rwr irp. used of women, and that the reading in D harmonises with the thought
that the influence of these women as wives of the leading citizens may account
for the mild treatment of the Apostles.

tw

and thus in Xen., Mem., i., 6, 1,
we have the construction SiaX.
or irpds Ttva to discuss a question with another, so that the word might
easily have the meaning of arguing or
to argue,
ii.,

10, 1,

ir.

Tin

reasoning about a question, but not of
necessity with any hostile intent; even

Heb.

the fatherly tropowhich reasoneth with sons.
kXijctis
Blass supports the imperfect as in T.R.,
in

Gram.,

xii.

p.

it

5

186.

is

— cnro ypa<j>wv,

ing his proofs from them, or

drawa discus-

i.e.,

if

is meant, starting from them; WinerMoulton, xlvii., Grotius, so Overbeck,
Kuinoel, Weiss, Wendt take the word
with Siavotyuv.
Ver. 3. Siavotywv, sc, ovtoLs, a favourite
word with St. Luke, cf. xvi.
14; here, as in Luke xxiv. 32, 45, he

sion

of
understanding the
alone uses

making plain to the
meaning of the Scripteat
tures, "opening their meaning".
"
" and
(Ramquoting to prove
•jrapanO.
it

—

i.e.,
bringing forward in proof
passages of Scripture so often amongst
profane writers in a similar way, instances in Wetstein ; lit., the word means

say),

;

and this was the older
English meaning of allege; in middle
"to

set forth,"

forth from oneself, to
explain ; to quote in one's own favour,
as evidence, or as authority, " Non other

voice,- to

set

the Jews a stumbling-block," see above
on p. 113, and cf. xxvi. 23 so also in
writing to the Thessalonian Church the
Apostle insists on the same fundamental
facts of Christian belief, 1 Thess. iv. 14.
" and that this
Kal 5tx ovtos k.t.X.
;

—

.

said he, I proclaim unto
the Christ," R.V. adds 6 before
*\.
The words said he are inserted
because of the change of construction,

whom,

Jesus

is

you

cf.

i.

4,

xxiii.

22,

frequent in Luke.
ing that "Jesus
what it involved,
Epistles, p. 307

Ver.

Luke

On
was
see

v. 14, specially
St. Paul's preach-

the Christ,"

of the

:

"there

ff.

irpocr<KXT]pw9T|0'av

4.

and

Witness

gathered to them"
verb a passive
(Ramsay), giving
"
meaning answering to its form or these
were allotted to them, associated with
them, as disciples [by God]," cf. Ephes.
The verb is often used in Philo,
i., n.
also found in Plutarch, Lucian, but only
here in N.T. Mr. Rendall, while pointing out that the A.V. and R.V. "con"
sorted
gives the impression of outward

were

in

addition

the

;

association only, regards the passive
aorist as a middle in meaning, and

renders "threw in their lot with Paul

and Silas".

According

to

A.V.

and

R.V., W. H., Weiss, and Hort, Judaistic
Christianity, p. 89, two classes seem to
be mentioned besides the Jews, vis.,
devout Greeks, and some of the chief

auctour allegge I," Chaucer, Hours of
Fame, 314.—rbv X. f8ei Tfa0eiv: "that
it behoved the Christ to suffer,"
R.V., women. According, however, to Ramsay,
now as ever " to comparing A and D (see p. 235, St. Paul),
cf. Luke xxiv. 25, 46
;
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iTovr|pous, Kal

cmordrres tc

ty}

6xXo7im^-

oiiua 'laaovos,

1

airci0owrc< om. fc^ABE, Vulg., Syr. P. H., Sah., Boh., Arm., Aethpp., so Tisch.,
Wendt, W.H. irpoo-X. 8c 01 I. 01 airci.6. HLP reading in T.R. very
ill
supported and there are other variations. Probably airciO. is an addition after
D reads 01 8c airciO. I. <ru v<TTpe\|/a»Tc« (<rv<rTpo<f>T) occurs twice in Acts, not
xiv. 2.
elsewhere in N.T., but not <rwTpe$w in sense demanded here), so Blass in f$,
and Hilg. oYayciv, but irpo- fc$AB, Vulg., Tisch., Weiss, Wendt, W.H., R.V.,
Blass in ^; Meyer follows T.R. with HP; ir poo-ay in E; avayav. in L; cga/ya/y.
in D, so Hilg.
R.V., Weiss,

;

;

;

we have

three classes besides the Jews,
Greeks, chief women
(added as a climax), see critical note,
but also McGiffert, Apostolic Age, p. 247.
The difficulty in T.R. and authorities
first mentioned is that their
rendering
restricts St. Paul's work not only to three
Sabbaths or weeks, but to the synagogue
viz.,

proselytes,

and its worshippers, whereas from 1
Thess. i. 9, ft. 14, it would appear that
the Church contained a large number of
converted heathens. McGiffert thinks it
possible that St. Luke may have only
recorded the least important of Paul's
labours, just as he only mentions his
work in three Macedonian towns,
whereas he may easily have laboured over
a wider area, 1 Thess. i. 7 but see Paley,
Hong Paulina, ix., 6, and on the reading,
;

In any
Zahn, Einleitung, i., p. 152.
case it would seem that a small minority
of Jews is contrasted with a large number of born Gentiles, so that the Thessalonian Church may have been spoken of
by St. Paul as one of Gentile Christians,
who had been opposed not only to
Christianity, but earlier still to Judaism,
1 Thess. i. g, 10.
yvv. tc twv irpwTwv
o$ic oXiyou:
here, as at Philippi and
Beroea, the three Macedonian towns,
the prominence assigned to women quite

—

in

accordance with what

other sources

both here and

;

we know from

see above. The mention
in ver. 12 that the women

the leading high-born women
intimates that the poorer women would
follow the men of the lower orders, ver.
Dr. Hort regardt the women here
5.
as the Jewish wives of heathen men
of distinction, as in xiii. 50, yudaistic
Christianity, p. 89, but in xiii. 50 the
opposition to the Apostles proceeds from
these women of the higher classes, and it
seems much more likely that those mentioned here were Macedonian women.
Ver. 5.
airciO., see critical note.
the jealousy is apparent,
{T)X«!><ravTc?

were

—

:

whether the word

is read or not (cf.
fj),
a jealousy aroused not only by the
preaching of a Messiah, but also by the
success of such preaching. irpoarXaf).,
cf. xviii. 26 for similar sense of the verb,

—

cf.

2 Mace.

viii. 1, x. 15.

—

t£»v

dyopatwv

"certain vile fellows of the
wor.
rabble," R.V.; wov. translated in A.V.
" lewd "
(A.-S. loewede) means simply
"people," hence (1) the common people
and (2) the ignorant and rude among
the people, cf. Spenser, Shep. Kal. Feb.,
" But little ease of
245
thy lewd tale 1
tasted" (Skeat); and in the sense of
vicious, Ezek. xvi. 27, A. and R.V. (see
the German
Lumby's note in loco
LeuU is the word nearest akin to it.)
dyop. hangers-on in the market-place;
Blass renders " tabernarii aliique in foro
versantes," see instances in Wetstein
.

.

.

:

:

—

—

:

Plut.), who com(Aristophanes, Xen.,
M canalicolae " hodie canaille. In
pares
Latin, subrostrani, subbasilicani Germ.
Pflastertreter, our Loafer, Grimm-Thayer,
Farrar, St. Paul, i., 513, and Nosgen, in
On the distinction sometimes but
loco.
;

probably fancifully maintained between
d-yopalos

and d-yopaios, see Alford on

38; Wendt (1888), in loco; WinerSchmiedel, p. 69 Grimm-Thayer, sub v.
For the accent of irovijpos see also WinerSchmiedel, u. s. tq oLkio, 'I. in which
the Apostles were lodging, or in which
the Christian assemblies were held.
know nothing further for certain of this
Jason, cf. Rom. xvi. 21 where a Jason is
mentioned as a companion of Paul, and
amongst his crvyytvil*. If he was a Jew,
xix.

;

—

:

We

as

is

most probable, we may infer that
was Joshua or Jesus, but

his Jewish name
that he used the

name

Jason, the nearest

Greek equivalent, in his intercourse with
Greeks and Hellenists; cf. for a similar
change of the two names 2 Mace. i. 7,
iv. 7, and cf. Jos., Ant., xii., 5, r, where

we

read that Jason's real
Joshua, but that he changed

name was
it

into the
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t^rJTouK au-rous aycr/eiK €i$ to* &YJp,Of

tavpov rbv '\daova kcu n^as doeX<pous

"On

ot

TT]i'

otKOup.^nr)K

•

ical

former, owing no doubt to his Hellenising see Deissmann, Bibelstudien, p. 184,
note Wendt and Zockler express themselves doubtfully, and hold that the name
may be here a Greek name, and its
bearer not a Jew at all.
€irt<rTavT€s, cf.
to
iv. 1, vi. 12, Friedrich, p. 87.
S-fjfiov
a public meeting, or to the crowd who
shall inflict vengeance on them, there and
then (so Weiss, Lumby); C. and H.
take it of the free assembly of the people,
true cause does not need
so Ramsay.
such methods or supporters, " non tali
;

;

—

:

A

auxilio

nee defensoribus
the

istis ".

word

Ver.
fo-vpov
the violence of the mob. iroXvrdpxas
the word is an excellent instance of the
accuracy of St. Luke ; it is not used by
any classical author of the magistrates of
6.

any

:

city (in classical

—

indicates
:

Greek we have only

the form iro\iapx<>9 and iroXirapxos),
but an inscription on an arch spanning a
street of the modern city has been preserved containing the title (and also
containing the names which occur
among the names of St. Paul's converts,
Sosipater, Gaius, Secundus), see Boeckh,
The arch is assigned
C. I. Gr., 1967.
to the time
of Vespasian, and the
entablature preserved by the British consul at the instance of Dean Stanley in
1876 is in the British Museum, see Blass,
in
loco,
Commentary, C.
Speaker's

and H. (small

edition), p. 258, Knabenand for other inscription
evidence, Zahn, Einleitung, i., 151. But
more recently Burton (Amer. Jour, of

bauer in

loco,

Theol., July, 1898, pp. 598-632) has collected no less than seventeen inscriptions
on which the word -iroXt-rdpxat or iroXirapxovvTcs (voXfiTapx-), the latter more
frequently, occurs of these thirteen are
referred to Macedonia, and of these
again five to Thessalonica, extending
from the beginning of the first to the
middle of the second century, A. D. The
number of the politarchs in Thessalonica
varies from five to six (see Theol. Literfor
notice of
2,
aturzeitung, 1899,
:

article by Schurer), and on
Winer-Schmiedel, p. 82 note.
rr|v olicovfj.€vi]v no doubt in the political
"
sense " the Roman Empire
since the
charge was a political one, and was
naturally exaggerated through jealousy

Burton's

—

spelling,

:

iirt

6.

fit)

cupcVrcs 8c auTous,

toos iroXtTapxas, j3od>»T€S,

oijtoi ical ^0doe
ir&ms dvlvairi twk

dmoTaTwcrayTcs,

7. 00s u-iroS^BcKTai 'idawK

—

•

XVII.

outoi

irdpeiaiK,
ooyjirfTctr

and excitement. There is therefore no
need for the hypercritical remarks of
Baur, Zeller, Overbeck, against the truthfulness or accuracy of the expression.
avao-TaTwaravTis only up Luke and Paul,
xxi. 38, Gal. v. 12, see LXX, Dan. vii.

—

:

23 (in a different sense), Deut. xxix. 27,
Graec. Venet. (Grimm-Thayer, sub v.),
and several times in the O.T., fragments
of Aquila, Symmachus, and in Eustathius,
see also Hatch and Redpath, sub v.).
ovrot, contemptuous.
Ver. 7.
WoSc'8cKT*i
no notion of
secrecy as Erasmus and Bengel, but as
in Luke x. 38, xix. 6 only found in these
three passages in Luke, and in James ii.
:

;

25, cf. LXX, Tob. vii. 8, Jud. xiii. 13 (see
Hatch and Redpath for both instances),
1 Mace. xvi. 15, and 4 Mace. xiii. 17, often
in classical Greek without any notion of
ovtoi irdvT«s the words may
secrecy.
be taken as referring not only to Jason
and the accused, but with Alford, " all
these people," i.e.. Christians wherever
found.
dircvavri.
only here in N.T.

—

—

:

:

sense (common in LXX and
Apocrypha, so also Polyb., i., 86, 3^,
cf. Ecclus. xxxvi. (xxxiii.) 14.
So-yp.at»v, see on xvi. 4. The word may here
refer to the successive decrees of the
emperors against treason, and there is
no need to refer it in this passage to the
decree of Claudius, see on xviii. 2, but
rather to the Julian Leges Majestatis.
p. Xe-yovrcs ?T€pov clvai: this was the
charge, the political charge of high
treason, brought against our Lord Himself by the Jews, Luke xxiii. 2, John xix.
The nature of this charge may
12, 15.
fairly point to a Jewish source, for the
Jews thought of the Messiah as a king,
and in their hostility to Paul they could
easily accuse him of proclaiming Jesus or
another king, another emperor (Ramsay),
instead of Caesar ; so McGiffert on this
" whose trustworthiness can
passage,
in

this

—

—

hardly be doubted" (Apostolic Age, p.
246). The Epistles to the Thessalonians
contain passages which might be as easily
perverted in the same direction, 1 Thess.
ii. 12, iv. 14, v. 2, 23 ; 2 Thess. i. 5-8, or
the fact that Jesus was so often spoken
of as Kvptos, " that deathless King
lived and died for men," might have
given colour to the charge, cf. on the

Who

—

6
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io.

Kataapos trpdrTOuai, paaiXla Xfyorres lT€pOK

ctrai,

;6i

1

'itjaouv.

8.

oxXov Kal tous iroXiTdpxas dKorfoiras TauTa 9. ical
Xa|36Wes to iKavbv irapd tou 'Idowos itat twi' Xoi-nw, dir&uaar
e*Tdpa£a»' 8e tok

•

IO. Ol 8e dSeX<f>ol cuGe'cjs Sid rrjs yuK-ros l§eir£p.\)rav t6V

auTOus.

nauXok Kal rbv liKav

T€

1

Before

lt)<rovv

€is

Bepoia^

•

oitivcs irapayc^jAeKOt,

cis

Blass reads riva wore (nescio quern) with Gig., and cod. Lat.
Cf. xxv. 19.

Sangermanensis ap. Berger.

coincidence and accuracy of the Acts
and 1 Thess. ii. 14-16, Paley, Hora
Paulina, ix., 5, and McGiffert, u. s.
Ver. 8. c-rapa£av: the people would
be disturbed at intelligence which might
point to a revolution, and the politarchs,
lest they should themselves be liable to
the same charge of treason for not defending the honour of the emperor. No
charge would be more subtle in its conception, or more dangerous in the liabilities which it involved, cf. Tacitus, Ann.,
Hi.,

38.

Ver.

9.

$ccipere (cf.

Xaf36vTcs rb

Mark

xv. 15,

Uavov = satis
and Wetstein,

Blass regards the phrase as a
commercial one, due to the frequency of
in loco).

commercial intercourse, and cf. v. 31,
38 (xxiv. 24, 0) properly
a pecuniary surety, or sureties, here
security for good behaviour from Jason
and the others, that nothing illegal should
be done by them, and certainly nothing
against the majesty of the emperor. The
words have been explained as meaning
that securities were given for the production of the Apostles, and that thus Jason
and his friend, by sending them off at
night, ran a risk of their lives (Chrys.,
Grotius), or that the Apostles should not
be sheltered any longer, or that they
should be obliged to depart at once.
Evidently the magistrates did not consider the evidence very weighty =air4xviii. 15, xix.

\v<rav avTovs.
Ver. 10. cvBc'ws

;

.

.

.

cglircp.

:

there

was need of immediate

action, either in
obedience to the direct charge of the
magistrates that Paul should not come
again to Thessalonica, or from danger of
a revival of the tumult. That St. Paul

Thessalonica with grief and pain
evident from 1 Thess. ii. 17-20, but he
that the separation was necessary at
least for a time.
But still he looked
left

is

felt

back upon Thessalonica and his work
with an ungrudging affection, and his
converts were his glory and joy. In the
opening words of his First Epistle, i. 7
(cf. 2 Thess. i. 4, 2 Cor. viii. 1), he speaks

a way which not only implies that his
own work extended further in and from
in

Thessalonica than the Acts alone enables
us to learn, but that the furtherance ot
the Gospel was due to the Thessalonians
themselves. See McGiffert, p. 255, on St.
Paul's quiet hand-to-hand work at Thessalonica.
For it was not only in the
synagogue that St. Paul laboured, as ii
the message of the Gospel was formal
and official, but amongst them who were
working like himself for their daily bread,
1 Thess. ii. 9, 2 Thess. iii. 8, see Ramsay's note,

Church in the Roman Empire

%

work at Thessalonica.
night and day," 1 Thess. ii.
9, need not imply, as the Speaker's Commentary, that Paul had only the Sundays

p. 85,

on

St. Paul's

The phrase
for

"

preaching,

were so

fully

because his other days
occupied; but the phrase

means that he started work before dawn,
and thus was able to devote some of the
day to preaching. On
the striking parallel between the characteristics of the Thessalonians of St.
Paul's Epistles and the Acts and the
later part of the

characteristics which were marked
in his day, see Speaker's

Jerome

mentary,
in

the

iii.,

— Bepoiav
701.

district

of

by

St.

Com-

(orr Be'ppoia)

Macedonia

:

called

Emathia, Ptol., iii., 12, originally perhaps Pheroea, from Pheres, its founder
(see Wetstein) : about fifty miles southIt was smaller
west of Thessalonica.
and less important than the latter, but
still possessing a considerable population
and commerce, owing to its natural
advantages,

now

Verria or

Kara

Feria,

and Hastings' B.D., Renan,
Paul, p. 162, and C. and H., small

see B.D.*

St.
edition, p. 261.
According to the Itineraries, two roads led from Thessalonica
Wetstein quotes a curious
to Bercea.

passage from Cicero, In Pisonem, xxvi.
which may possibly indicate that Paul
and Silas went to Bercea on account ot
,

its

comparative

Farrar, Felten):

seclusion

(so

Cicero calls

it

Alford,

"oppi-

dum devium ". — cis t$|V crw.

The Jewish

was

considerable

population

at

least
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II. outoi 8e r\<rav

€*8e;£arro

Afaiepu/orrcs t&s

l

e&ytvtar-

Toy \6yov p,€T& Trdarjs

YP

^?*

et

?xot TauTa
c

12. iroXXol pel' ouV l£ auTUK lirioTeuaoi', 2 ical tup EX\r|»a8(i»'

outojs.

For cvycvciTTepoi D, Par. 1 read cvycvcis, but not Blass or Hilg. Whether to
(W.H., Weiss, Blass) before icaO' ijpcpav or omitted is difficult
it may easily have fallen out, or
to decide (Wendt)
may have been added, cf. Luke
xi. 3, and at end of verse icadus n. aira-yycXXci is added by P, after 137, Gig., Syr.
H. mg., so Hilg.
*
After eirwTT. D adds tivcs 8c tjiricrrticrav, cf. xxviii. 24; see Ramsay, C. R. E.,
p. 160 (also Corssen, u. s., p. 444, who thinks that the addition proceeded from antiJewish feeling). In the same verse D reads koi t»v EXXtjvwv koi twv cvo*x-i)p.ovttv
1

is

to be retained

;

a. scai y. iKavov cirio-Teuorav.

Here Ramsay holds that

D

misses a characteristic of

Macedonia, viz., the prominent part played by the women, C. R. E., pp. 160, 161.
Blass omits koi after EXXtjv. Hilg. follows D here and above.
to have a synagogue, and thither
Paul, according to his custom, went first.
o/irflWav: only here in N.T., cf. 2
Mace. xii. 1, 4 Mace. iv. 8 here it may
imply that on their arrival Paul and Silas
left their escort, and went into the syna-

enough

—

;

gogue.
Ver. 11. cvYcveVrcpoi only in Luke
and Paul in the N.T., so in classics the
word is used of noble birth, Luke xix. 12,
1 Cor. i. 26 (Job i. 3), or of nobility of
character as here, cf. also its use in
:

4 Mace. iii. 5, ix. 23, 27 (and ev-yevws in
2 Mace. xiv. 42, and several times in
4 Mace). We may compare the wide

and varying use of the Latin ingenuus
in accordance with the context, its meaning here is that the Berceans were far
from the strife and envy of the Thessalonian Jews see Ramsay, Church in the
Roman Empire, pp. 154, 160, 163, on the
less favourable attitude of Codex Bezae
to the Berceans than the T.R., and critical
note ; see also above on xiii. 50.
another word only in Luke and
irpoO.
;

—

:

2 Cor. viii. 11, 12, 19, ix. 2;
LXX, but once in Ecclus. xlv. 23,
to Ka8*
in
classical Greek.
frequent
indicates that St. Paul made a
Tifie'pav
Paul,
not in

cf.

—

:

lengthy stay at Bercea also, cf. Luke xi.
3, xix. 47, but elsewhere without the
article, with the article peculiar to Luke
(see Plummer's note on Luke xi. 3).
On the frequency of ko8' ripipav in
Luke's writings see Friedrich, p. 9, and
above on Hawkins, Horn Synoptica, p.
If to" is read, see critical note, it
particularises the repetition or constancy
of the act. avaicp. : M examining," R.V.
(the word in St. John v. 39, which A.V.
also renders "search," is iptwdu), cf.

33.

—

1

Cor.

x.

25,

27,

used elsewhere by

Luke of a judicial inquiry or investiLuke xxiii. 14, Acts iv. g, xii. 19,
xxiv. 8, xxviii. 18. The word is only found
in Luke and Paul, once in LXX, 1 Sam.
St.

gation,

xx. 12, in a general sense, and in Susannah, w. 48, 51, where it is connected
with a judicial inquiry, as elsewhere in
Luke. In classical Greek used also in

the general sense of examining closely,
questioning, sifting. tos ypa<|>ds Blass
explains "locos a Paulo allatos," but
although these were ipso facto included,
the term can hardly be so limited, cf.
xviii. 24, 28, and Lightfoot on Gal. iii. 22.
" Character verae
religionis, quod se dicl exoi, Burjudicari patitur," Bengel.

—

:

—

Wendt
ton, p. 52, cf. Luke i. 29, iii. 15.
rightly points out that the positive praise
bestowed on the Jews of Bercea tends

in

contradict the theory that Acts
was written to emphasise the unbelief of
the Jews, and to contrast their unbelief
with Gentile belief.
Ver. 12. See critical note and Ramitself to

say,

Church

in the

Roman Empire,

u. s.

As at Thessalonica, so here the Apostles'
work extended beyond the limits of the
synagogue. 'EXXtjviSwv

:

the term relates

—

men as well as to the women the
Jewish men had already been included
to the
in

the

first

word

iroXXot,

—

see Alford,

Weiss, Wendt, Zockler. evo-x-rjfiovwv,
see above on xiii. 50.
Blass refers the
term to avSpwv also, and points out that
Sopater of Bercea alone in Acts is named
Tra.Tpo6cv according to Greek custom,
cf. xx. 4 (R.V., W.H., Weiss, Wendt).
See also Orr, Neglected Factors in the
Early Progress of Christianity, p. 107.
Ver. 13. oi airo Ttjs O. 'I. as before
:

journey, the bitter and enduring malice of the Jews followed Paul
in the

first
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13. ws Sc lyxwaar
yuyaiKiov twk euox^fioVuK Kal afSpuy ouk oXiyoi.
ot dird rfjs 0€fforaXoriKTjs MouSaioi, Sti Kal eV r^ Bepoia KaTTjyyc'Xii

tou HauXou 6 Xoyos tou 6cou, tJXOok KdKei o-aXeuotrrcs 1 tous
14. cude'ws $* totc toi> riauXoc e^aireaTeiXax ot docX<f>ol
0X^0 "Sirro

iropeueaOat

<&s

Tiu60€os *K€i.
1

After eraX.

Wendt,

'

•
uirluefOK 0€ o tc IiXas Kal 6
tt^ GdXaaaay
8c
Ol
KaOiorwrrcs tok flauXok tjyayoK auror
15.

*irl

fr$ABD 13, 40, 61, verss., except Aeth., so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss,
add kcu rapao-o-ovi-cs. Meyer thinks the words a gloss and cf.
on (o) Xoyoc tov Qtov KarqyycXf) cis Bcpoiav kcu cirio-Tcutrav,

Blass, Hilg.,
also reads

D

ver. 8.

so Hilg. and Blass in 8. The kcu tirio-T., the reception of the Gospel, was the
reason of this turbulent action. At end of verse D, Syr. Pesh. add ov SicXi^iravor
Acts viii. 24 p), so Blass and Hilg. In Luke vii. 45 we have SiaXiiirw, and only
(cf.
But 8iaXiu.irav« occurs also, Tob. x. 7, ov SicXipirarc
in that place in N.T.
Sptjvovcro TwfSiav (but S
be noted that SiaXip-iravw
*

Before

eiri

This
al.).
is a medical

read according to

may have suggested
word

ac

viii.

24.

It

may

perhaps

SiaXciirw (Galen).

^ABE 13, 40, 61, Vulg., Syr. Pesh., Boh., so Tisch.,

W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt, c«s instead of m$ Meyer retains «*«. In D, Sah., Aeth.,
word omitted. v7rc|X€vov, but vircpcivav ^B 61, Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt;
;

vir€|xeiv€v

V^ABE,

AD

Lach, Hilg., and Blass in p.
and H., Aeth., so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt.

27, 137, Sah., Syr. Pesh., so

Syr. P.

from one place to another, and the use
of his name alone shows that he was
aim. — k&kcI:

their chief
the word is
often taken with o-aXci?ovTcs, for it was

not their advent which had happened
previously, but their incitement to risk
against Paul, so Page, Weiss, Wendt,
Rendall, etc. ; on the word see above on
o-aXevovTcs, cf. also for its figurative use 2 Thess. ii. 2, very frequent in

xiv. 7.

—

LXX, and sometimes in figurative sense,
as often in the Psalms, cf. 1 Mace. vi. 8,
see above on ii. 25, and critical note
on D.

tc

(for 8c)

and to bring the news to the Apostle,
whose next stage may not have been
decided upon until he reached the coast.
Ver. 15. KaOio-TwvTcs, see critical note,
the Bercean brethren. In N.T. only
here in this sense, cf. Josh. vi. 23, 2
Chron. xxviii. 15, so also in classical

i.e.,

Greek and

in later

Greek (instances

in

Wetstein); they accompanied Paul probably for protection as well as guidance
(it has sometimes been supposed that
disease of the eyes rendered the guidance
necessary, but the word is used quite
see further additional note at
generally)
end of chapter and critical note above,
Ramsay, Church in the Roman Empire,
;

evdews 8e totc : evidently the
same riot and danger followed as at
Thessalonica ; St. Luke often passes over
the difficulties and dangers which drove
Paul from place to place (Ramsay). •»$:
if we read ?<>«, R.V., see critical note,
" as far as to the
sea," but w$ lir£ might
well mean ad mare versus, ad mare, so
and
instances in Wetstein.
Alford, Blass,
There is no need to suppose that the
Ver. 14.

—

words express a feigned movement to
elude pursuit, "as if towards the sea"
(see this meaning supported by Rendall,
iirl tyjv 6.
probably he would
p. 108).
embark at Dium near the foot of Olympus, which was connected by a direct
road with Bercea (Lewin, C. and H., but
see, however, Renan, Saint Paul, p. 166,
remained
note).
-uircp.. . . . Ikci, i.e.,

—

:

—

behind at Beroea, probably to gain the
first intelligence from Thessalonica as
to the possibility of

St.

Paul's return,

If we compare xviii. 5 it
Timothy and Silas only overtook Paul at Corinth, and that he had

pp. 159, 160.

looks as

if

Athens before they reached that city.
But from 1 Thess. iii. 1 it appears that
Timothy was with Paul at Athens, and
was sent from thence by him to Thessalonica, and this is quite in accordance
with Paul's earnest wish that Timothy
and Silas should come to him as quickly
left

as possible (if we suppose that they only
rejoined him in xviii. 5, they must have
taken a much longer time than was
necessary for the journey). But if Paul
remained alone, as he states, 1 Thess. iii.
1, at Athens, Silas must also have been
sent away; and we may well suppose
that as Timothy was sent to comfort the
Thessalonians for St. Paul's delay in
returning to them, so Silas may have
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1

AnOETOAQN
cVtoXtji' irpds

2X0wat irpds auToV,

tt<5Xik.

tois

iV

k<xi

Tijul60cok,

au-rous

Gewpoum

2

too llauXou, irap-

KaTCiSwXop oucrax

tyji'

owaycayTJ tois 'louSatots Kal
Kal eV t§ Ayopa icaTa -waaav
i}fiipaK irpos tous

17. SieX^yeTO p,eV

o-cJSojx^i'ois,

ofiV

rbv iCkav

e^Tjeaai'.

"Ev 8^ Tais 'AO^kchs ^k8c)(0|ui^koo

u£uVcto to irv€uu,a auTOu 4f cUjtw

XVII.

rfj

xaOiorravovTcs in AB 25, Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt; D icaTao-TavovTcs,
follows reading in T.R. After A0t]va>v D adds
80 Hilg. Blass in
irapT]X0cv 8c
Tt)v 0ecro-aXiav ckojXvOt) yap cis avrovs KT)pv|ai toy Xoyov, so Blass in 0, and
1

(Harris, Four Lectures, etc., pp. 28, 47, 83).
Ramsay,
thinks that the reviser did not observe that Paul probably
sailed direct from the coast of Macedonia to Athens ; in other words, he mistook a sea voyage for a journey by land.
But Harris, u. s., p. 83, holds that
Ramsay may be incorrect in this, and that the reviser meant to imply that St. Paul
went to Athens by sea, but that he did not go through Thessaly, but coasted by it.
"
It is also possible that iraprjXOcv may mean " neglected
Thessaly in the sense that
he did not preach to them, and in this sense Harris, p. 84, believes that Blass would
find it possible to defend the Lucanity of the gloss ; see also Wendt (i8gg), p. 288, note.

Hilg.

C.

;

.R.

cf.

also

Ephraem

£., p. 160,

2
6wp owTos, instead of dat. as in T.R., fc^ABE 40, 61, 180, Tisch., W.H., R.V.,
Weiss, Wendt D has the dat., so Blass in 0, and Hilg., which seems conformity
;

to avT(f>.

been sent to Philippi, with which St.
Paul was frequently in communication
at this time, Phil. iv. 15.

But

after their

return to Corinth from their mission,
they found that St. Paul had already
gone on to Corinth, and there they rejoined him. See on the whole subject,
Ramsay, St. Paul, pp. 233, 240, as against
McGiffert; Wendt (1899) and Felten, in
; Paley, Hone Paulina, ix., 4.
Ver. 16. IkScxoue'vov, cf. 1 Cor.

loco

xi.

33, xvi. 11, rare in classical Greek in this
" was
sense.
provoked,"
irapwgvvcTo :
R.V., only found elsewhere in N.T. in

—

own

description of aydin), 1
Cor. xiii. 5, and cf. xv. 39 (see note) and
Heb. x. 24 for the cognate noun, see on
the latter, Westcott, in loco. In
both verb and noun are used for burning
with anger, or for violent anger, passion,
St. Paul's

LXX

Hos.

Deut. xxix. 28,
Dem., 514, 10;
•*pyC<r0ti icol irapw§vv0T| (Meyer- Wendt).
to irvcvjia expression principally used
in Paul, cf. 1 Cor. ii. 11, Rom. i. 9,
iii. 16, etc.
Blass calls it periphrasis
viii.

Zech.

5,

x. 3,

Jer. xxxix. (xxxii.) 37

—

;

cf.

:

—

hebraica, and cf. Luke i. 47. OcupovvTes: "beheld," R.V., as of contemplation in thought, Latin, contemplart.
r<xT€£8o>Xov: "full of idols," R.V.—the
rendering "wholly given to idolatry"
was not true, i.e., idolatry in the sense
of worshipping the innumerable idols. If
the city had been sincerely devoted to

—

idol

more

worship

St.

Paul might have had
" verum monumenta

to appeal to,

pietatis reperiebat Paulus, non ipsam,
A.V.
quae dudum evanuerat," Blass.
follows Vulgate, " idololatriae deditum ".
The adjective is found only here, but it
is formed after the analogy of kotcLScv8pos, KaTduireXos, so Hermann, ad Vig.,
"
KdTcCScoXos iroXis non est,
p. 638 (1824),
Uti quidam opinantur, simulacris dedita
No word
urbs, sed simulacris referta ".

could have been more fitly chosen to
describe the aspect of Athens to St. Paul
as he wandered through it, a city which
had been described as SXtj pwjx<5s, SXtj
0vp.a 0cois seal ava0Y]ua, see below on
ver. 17.
Before he actually entered the
city, as he walked along the Hamaxitos
road, St Paul would have seen altars
raised at intervals to the unknown gods,
as both Pausanias and Philostratus testify,
see " Athens," F. C. Conybeare, in Hast,
" He took these
ings' B.D.
incomparable
figures for idols," writes Renan (Saint
Paul, p. 172) as he describes the beautiful sculptured forms upon which the eyes
of the Apostle would be fixed, but the
man who could write Rom. i. must have
been keenly alive to the dangers which
followed upon "the healthy sensualism
of the Greeks ".
Ver. 17.
p,ey ovv . . . tivcs 8e, see

Rendall, p. 162, Appendix on ucv ovv,
for the antithesis; a simple instance of
two parties acting in opposition. Page

however

finds the antithesis to p.€v ovr
fn-iXajiJ. Zk (so W. H.), and
regards rtvee 8c . • . <ruv£J3aXXov avr$
in ver. 19.

TIPAEEI2 AI102T0AQN

i6— 18.
irapaToyx<it'oi'Tas.

$i\o<t6$u}v
1

alt.,

19.

—

S^ tu>v
•

'EmxoupeiW

itai

tikcs

8icXc*«ycTo:

see below

"he

on

reasoned,"

R.V. (so Ramsay), see above on ver. 2.
*V tq <rvv.: on the synagogue see
"
Athens," F. C. Conybeare, in Hastings'
B.D., but St. Paul did not confine himself
to the synagogue, although undeterred
by their hatred he went first to his own
countrymen, and to the proselytes. But
probably they were not numerous (see
Farrar, St. Paul, i., 533), and the Apostle
carried the same method of reasoning into
the market-place as was natural in the
city of Socrates, he entered into conversation with those whom he met, as the

—

—

same philosopher had done four hundred
Thus he became an
before.

years

: see the striking parallel in the description of Socrates,
" he was to be seen in the
market-place
at the hour when it was most crowded,"
etc., and the words used by Socrates of

Athenian to the Athenians

himself, Plato, Apol., 31 A, quoted by
Grote, viii., 211, 212, small edit., p. 212.
F. C. Conybeare, u. *., compares the ex-

periences in Athens of the Apostle's contemporary Apollonius with those of St.
Paul; he too reasoned SicXcfaro with them
on religious matters, Philostr., Vit. Apollonii Tyana, iv., 19. The words cv tq crvv.
are placed in brackets by Hilgenfeld, and
referred by Clemen to his Redactor Antijudaicus, whilst Jiingst retains the words

and with Van Manen and
Clemen regards the whole of Paul's sub-

but omits

1 6b,

sequent speech to the philosophers as the
interpolation of a Redactor, p. 161 ff.
cv tq ayopql
not the market-place like
that which fills a bare space in a modern
town, but rather to be compared with its
varied beauty and its busy crowd to the
square of some Italian city, e.g., the
Piazza di Marco of Venice. There the

—

:

would fall on portico after
portico, adorned by famous artists, rich
in noble statues, see F. C. Conybeare,
On
u. 5., and Renan, Saint Paul, p. 180.
Apostle's eye

the west lay the Stoa Pacile, whence
the Stoics received their name, and
where Zeno met his pupils, whilst the
quiet gardens of Epicurus were probably
not far distant (see on the site of the

"
Agora to which St. Luke refers, Athens,"
B.D. a i., 292, 293, and also C. and H.,
,

t&v Ztuikwk

ica!

IXcyof,

Ti

av

Q£koi

6

Syr. Pesh., Chrys., Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt,
add koi; instead of Eiriicovocuav W.H. read Eirncovpiwv, and Weiss,
Hilg. XroiKwv for Ztmikwv; see W.H., pp. 159, 161, App.

as almost parenthetical,
ver.

autw

tfBDHLP,

After 8c

Blass, Hilg.

W.H.

1 8. tik€S

avvlflaXkov

tfs
1

smaller edition, p. 273, Hackett, in loco,
for different views as to its
kot£
site).

—

every day, for he could
take advantage by this method not only
of the Sabbaths and days of meeting in
the synagogues, but of every day, cf. the
words of Socrates, Plato, u. s. t in describing his own daily work of conversation with every one tJ)v j^jiipav 5Xtjv
The phrase
iravTaxov irpoaricaSigov.
seems to denote some time spent at
" chance
Athens.
:
•n-acrav T||ie'pav

:

— 7rapaTuyxavovTas

comers"

(like another Socrates), used
only here in N.T., but cf. Thuc, i., 22,
not in LXX or Apocrypha. Athens was
full not only of philosophers, but we can
imagine from the one phrase applied to
it,
Tac, Ann., ii., 55, what a motley
group might surround the Apostle, ilia
colluvies nationum.
Ver. 18. erwe'PaXXov avT$: a word
peculiar to St. Luke three times in his
Gospel, four times in Acts ; it need not
have necessarily a hostile sense as in Luke
xiv. 31, but simply means that amongst
the chance comers in the Agora there
were some who "
in discussions"
;

engaged

with him (so Blass

like Latin, consilia
\6yovi), a meaning perhaps
suggested by the imperfect. Grotius and
others take it as "translatio de prceliis
sumpta, ut apparet, Luc. xiv. 31. Utitur

conferre,

ita

sc.

Polybius, quem
—'EiriKovpciuv
so

saepe

Lucas."

:

sequi amat
called from

Epicurus, 342-270 B.C. ; his disciples were
also as the School of the Garden,
from the garden in Athens where the
master instructed them, in distinction from
the disciples of the Porch or the Academy.
must be careful to remember that as
in numberless other cases, so the system
of the founder suffered at the hands of
his successors, and that the life of Epicurus himself was far removed from that
"
of a mere sensualist, or " Epicure in its
later sense.
But it was evident that a

known

We

which made pleasure and happiness
the be-all and end-all of existence, however safeguarded by the conditions imposed at the outset by Epicurus, was
liable to degenerate into a mere series of
prudential calculations, or a mere indulgence of the senses and appetites. In
his determination to rid men of the
life
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oi Se, z.ivuiv oaificviwi' ooitei

ical

ttji'

aydtrraaiv

aurois

KaTayyeXcds

eutjyyeXiteTO.

1
on. tov I. . . . tvTiYYtXittTo om. by D, Gig., one of these places where explanatory clauses are omitted in D, and also by Blass in P, and Hilg. Blass, p. x.,
"a
scriptore potius in a adjecta puto, qui videret ea lectoribus
cf. xiv. 12, xvii. 18,
It is possible that the
vel omnibus vel quibusdam vel necessaria esse vel utilia ".
writer scrupled to appear to class li)<rovs among the Scupovia. Ramsay, St. Paul, p.
242, thinks the clause foreign to Luke's fashion ; apparently a gloss, suggested by

ver. 32.

superstitious fears which were the chief man, the Stoic ideal, in spite of its recogcause of the miseries of humanity, Epi- nition of virtue, became not merely stern
curus opposed the popular Polytheism, and intellectual ,but impassive and austere;
and regarded the gods as living a life of in aiming at apathy the Stoic lost sympassionless calm far removed from mun- pathy with the most ennobling and enerdane strifes and sorrows, " careless of getic emotions, and thus wrapped up in
mankind ". The Stoics branded Epicurus the cloak of his own virtue he justified,
as an Atheist, but the materialistic creed at least from an ethical point of view, the
of Epicurus and his followers had at all description which classed him as the
events this merit, that its bold criticism Pharisee of Greek philosophy. In adof existing beliefs was serviceable in dressing an audience composed at all
undermining the prevailing acceptance events in part of the representatives of
of a gross and crude mythology, whilst it these two great philosophic schools it
helped to assert in contradistinction to a may be said that St. Paul was not unparalysing fatalism the doctrine of the mindful of his own former training
freedom of man's will (see F. C. Cony- in the early home of Stoicism (see
And so in speaking of
beare, "Epicureans," Hastings' B.D. ; on p. 235).
2
Westcott," Epicureans," B.D. Wallace, creation and providence, of the unity
Epicureanism). Ztwikmv The Stoics, so of nations in the recognition of all that
called from the Stoa Pacile at Athens was true even in Pantheism, St. Paul has
where Zeno of Citium, the founder of the been described as taking the Stoic side
school, 340-260 b.c, met his pupils, and against the Epicureans, or at least we may
where his successors debated (Capes, say that he in his speech asserts against
Stoics, p. 30), spoke in their theology of some of the cardinal errors of the Epia providence ruling the world, of a first cureans the creative and superintending
But to the Stoic and
cause and a governing mind. But their power of God.
creed was essentially Pantheistic, al- Epicurean alike the Christian Creed would
though the verses of Cleanthes' Hymn proclaim that AIVs Love, yet all's Law ;
("the most important document of the to the Stoic and Epicurean alike, the
Stoic theology," Ueberweg) seemed to Pharisee and Sadducee of the world of
breathe the accents of a higher and nobler philosophy, the bidding came to repent
But no devotional phrases could and obey the Gospel, no less than to the
belief.
disguise a Pantheism which regarded the crowd whom sages and philosophers deworld as the body of God, and God as spised " Paulus summa arte orationem
the soul of the world, which held that suam ita temperat, ut modo cum vulgo
apart from external nature the Supreme contra Philosophos, modo cum PhilosoGod had no existence which identified phis contra plebem, modo contra utrosque
Him with fate and necessity, while the pugnet," Wetstein see Capes, Stoicism;
" St. Paul and
history of the universe was an unfolding Lightfoot, Philippians,
"
of the providence of God, but a providence Seneca
Zahn, Der Stoiker Epiktet und
which was but another name for the seinVerhaltniss zum Christenthum ;\J eberchain of causation and consequences, in- weg, Hist, of Phil., i., p. 185 ff. RenThe leading maxims dall, Marcus Antoninus, Introd. {1898)
violable, eternal.
of the ethical system of the Stoics was Gore, Ephesians, p. 253 fF. kcli tivcs
the injunction to live according to nature, cXcyov these are generally taken to inalthough the expression of the rule varied clude the philosophers, and the remarks
in the earlier and later schools.
But as following are referred to them sometimes

—

;

:

:

;

;

;

—

;

:

;

was

best realised in conformity
to the law of the universe, in conformity
with reason as the highest element in
this life

the first question to the Epicureans, and
the second criticism to the Stoics. But
it

has recently been maintained that we

T1PAHEI2
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need not refer to the two sects of philosophers this unfavourable criticism on
St. Paul; "Epicureans," Conybeare in
Hastings' B.D. Certainly the ot 8c has
no ol fw'v as if two opposing schools were
meant. The punctuation in R.V., which
simply states the fact that amongst those
in the Agora certain also rives SI koI of
the philosophers, etc., admits of this view
that the criticisms were uttered not by
the philosophers, but by the curious
crowd which thronged the Agora. Ramsay however takes the verse as marking
the opinions of the philosophers, and the
use of the word o-ireppoXo'Yos by Zeno of
one of his followers may help to confirm

—

rl &v 6c'Xoi: "what would this
"
babbler say ?
R.V., not future as in
A.V. the ov with optative being used to
express what would happen as the fulfilment of some supposed condition, Burton, p. 79, so Viteau, Le Grec du N. T. t
p. 33 (1893), the condition being if we
would listen to him, or if his words
this.

;

have any meaning;
in
Luke, see

only

o"irepp,oXlyos

:

optative

Burton,

primarily

an

with av
u.

s.

—

adjective,

•ov
as a substantive 6 crircp. of a
rook or crow, or some small bird, picking up seeds, cf. Arist., Av., 233, 580.
so far as derivation
crirepjxa-Xe'Yto
is concerned it is not connected with
;

:

o-n-eipco-Xoyovs, Latin, setniniverbius (so

3^7

ore Atheniensium auctor excepit " Blass),
and applied to one who was quite outside
any literary circle, an ignorant, vulgar
At the same time it is perplagiarist.
haps difficult to find any single word
more to the point than "babbler," A.
and R.V. (Tyndall), for, as Alford urges,
it both
signifies one who talks fluently
to no purpose, and hints also that his
talk is not his own.
may, however,
well owe this rendering to the fact that

We

was wrongly derived, as if
meant seminator verborum, whereas its

crirepp.oXo'-yos
it

is given above. De Wette,
Overbeck, Nosgen, Weiss, Holtzmann,
Zockler, Wendt, all so render it. An
ingenious attempt has been made to
connect the word with the Aretalogi

true derivation

(Juvenal, Sat., xv., 16; Suet, Aug., 74)
or praters about virtue, who hired themselves as entertainers for the wealthy
Roman nobles at their dinners " mendax
aretalogus," Juv., u. s. ; Zockler, in loco.
For instances of the use of the word see
:

Wetstein, Ramsay, Nosgen, Bethge,
Die Paulinischen Reden t p. 77; Rendall (who agrees with Ramsay), and
"

Babbler," Hastings' B.D.— |evaiv8cup,.
8oK«t
:
The same kind of accusaKaTay.
tion had been already made against
Socrates, Xen., Mem., i., 1, as also
against Anaxagoras and Protagoras, see
Josephus, C. Apion., ii., 38, who also tells
us how a certain priestess had been condemned in Athens Sri £cvovs epvei Ocovs.
In Athens the introduction of strange

Augustine, Wycliffe, "sower of words").
The accent shows that this latter derivaHence a man hanging
tion is incorrect.
about the shops and the markets, picking gods was a capital offence, if by such an
up scraps which fell from the loads and introduction the home deities were rethus gaining a livelihood, so a parasite, jected and the state religion disturbed,
one who lives at the expense of others, a but there is nothing to show that the
hanger-on, Eustathius on Horn., Odys., Athenians regarded Paul's teaching in
see in Grimm, sub v. ; so Dem. this light, and there is no evidence that
v., 490
speaks of Aeschines, 269, 19, as <rirep. the Areopagus had cognisance of serious
charges of impiety or of the introduction
ireptTpijxjjia ayopa?. The word thus came
to be used of a man who picked up scraps of foreign religion (Ramsay, St. Paul, p.
of information, and retailed them at 247). fcvtov: "strange," i.e., foreign.
second hand. So Eustathius speaks of 8oip.oviwv used here like the Greek
rhetoricians who were mere collectors of 8aip.6vi.ov in a neutral sense which
words and consistent plagiarists 8V oXov might refer to deities good or bad. In
;

—

o-ireppoXoyovvrcs ; so again he remarks
that the word is applied to those who
make a show in unscientific style of

knowledge which they have got from
misunderstanding
these

of lectures

(see for

quotations Ramsay, Expositor,
September, 1899, p. 222, and the whole
"
article
St. Paul in Athens").
Ramsay
maintains therefore that there is no
instance of the classical use of the word
as a babbler or mere talker, and he sees
in the word a piece of Athenian slang,
caught up as the Athenians had themselves used it (" sine dubio hoc ex ipso

—

Greek we have kouvcl SaipoVia,
the charge against Socrates, Xen.,
Mem., i., 1 Plato, Apol., 24 B. ico/rayyeXcvs only here in N.T., not found in
LXX or classical Greek, the verb ico/rayye'XXctv occurs twice in 2 Mace. viii. 36,
ix. 17, of declaring abroad the power of
the God of the Jews. In Plutarch we
have icaTdyyeXos. Sokci, see Burton, p.
153 ; on the personal construction with
Sokci cf. Gal. ii. 9, Jas. i. 26, etc.
t6v
'I. koA tt)v avdo-rao-vv, see critical note.
It is possible that the Athenians thought
that Paul was preaching two strange.
classical
cf.

;

:

—

—
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19. {mXap^fxcyoi re auTOu,

AuKd|i€8a yvdvai, Tis
1

In

^ADE,

Hilg.

tj

after

Sah., Boh.

Vj

we have

ayn| omitted

in

irtl

Kairr)

t6k "Apeior/
aoTTj

1\

fiird

1

XVII.

-ndyov T^ayo^ XfyoKTes,
aou XaXoujx^KT) otSax^ „

BHP, Weiss, W.H., Blass,
Blass, Hilg., but retained in

Aptor, but Apciov in

BD, Lach. [W.H.],

R.V. and by Weiss.

Jesus and Resurrection (the latter
as a female deity 'Avdo-Tcuris), just
as they had their own altars erected to
Pity, Piety, Modesty, a view which gains
support not only from the collocation of
the words, but from the use of the article
\vith both, and from the supposition that
Paul was held to be a preacher of more
than one strange God so Chrys. Oecum.,
deities,

;

Selden, and

list

given by

,

Wendt

(1*888),

Wendt also (1899) inclines to
in loco.
this view, which is adopted by Renan,
Overbeds, Holtzmann, Felten, McGiffert,
Knabenbauer, cf. also the punctuation in
R.V., which may imply this view (see
Humphry on R.V., in loco). As against
this view see Hackett's note, p. 213, who
thinks it hardly conceivable that the
Apostle could express himself so obscurely
on the subject as to afford any occasion
for this gross mistake (so also Farrar).
The article before avacr. is taken by
Nosgen as referring simply to the general
resurrection, a view which he regards as
agreeing with the prominence given to
the doctrine in ver. 31. It is argued
that if &va<r. referred to the resurrection
of Jesus we should have avTov which
has crept into some copies, but the address itself shows that the Apostle spoke
of the resurrection of Jesus as affording
a pledge of a general resurrection.
Ver. 19. liriXap. as to whether we
regard this as done with hostile intent,
or not, will depend upon the view taken
of the meaning of the Areopagus. If the
" the Hill of
latter means
Mars," to
which the Apostle was taken for a quiet
hearing and for unimportant discussion,
then the former is clearly inadmissible ;
the Areopagus meant the
if, however,
Council of Areopagus, then that action
would seem to have been indicative at
:

and dislike. The verb in
the N. T. is used only in the middle, with
accusative or genitive, and most frequently by St. Luke, five times in his
Gospel, seven times in Acts, twice by St.

least of malice

Paul, only once by St. Matthew and by
In each case it can be deterSt. Mark.
mined by the context whether it is used
in a favourable or unfavourable sense.
So too in
(always with genitive),
where it is frequently used, the context

LXX

alone decides. Certainly ix. 27 presents
a close verbal parallel in language, as the
participle liriX. is followed as here by
TJva-yov (Weiss), but the context there expresses beyond all doubt a friendly action.
Grotius (so Weiss, Wendt, Felten, Zockler, Bethge) attributes friendliness to the
action here, and renders "manu leniter
prehensum," so too F. C. Conybeare,
"Areopagus," Hastings' B.D., renders it
" took Paul
by the hand," but in three of
the four parallels to which he refers xc£p
is expressed, and for the fourth see above.
But the view taken of the following words
will help us to decide, Ramsay, St. Paul,
p. 245,

and Expositor, September, 1895,

pp. 216, 217.

—

eiri

tov'A. irdyov, Curtius,

Gesammelte Abhandlungen, ii., p. 528,
note, and Ramsay, Expositor, u. s., p.
217, point out that licL with accusative

would be the correct expression for taking
any one before an official court, cf. ix. 21,
xvi. 19, xvii. 6, xviii. 12
a regular Lucan

—
—

preposition in this sense

cf.

also Herod.,

But it does not
46, 156 ; viii., 79.
therefore follow that a regular trial was
as
instituted,
Chrys., Theophylact and
others have held, since there is nothing
in the context to indicate this.
But the
form of expression certainly does seem to
indicate that Paul was taken not to the
Hill of Mars, as is generally held, but beiii.,

And there is
fore a court or council.
substantial evidence for believing that
the term Areopagus (as Blass admits)
was not merely local, but that it was
sometimes used as = the Council or
Court of Areopagus, cf. Cicero, Ad Attii., 14, 5 ; De Nat. Deorum, ii., 29 ;
i.,
Moreover, there is good
27.
reason to believe that the council, although deriving its name from the hill,
did not always meet on the hill, and also
that it had the power of taking official

cum,

Rep.,

action in questions bearing upon public
teaching in the city (cf. Renan, Saint
Paul, pp. 193, 194, and authorities cited).
It is therefore not an improbable inference
that Paul would be brought before such
a court for inquiry into his teaching ; beyond this inference perhaps we cannot
go; even to call the inquiry a irpoSiKao-ia (so Curtius) may be to apply a
technical term unwarranted by the con-
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21. 'AOr^a-toi 8e

4"^oi els ouoeV erepOK tuicaipouv,

irdiKTes

Kal

ti

kcu

2
t)

Xe'yeie

&KOueif Kaivorepov'.

DEHLP, Chrys., so Meyer nvo 0cXei fr$AB 18, 36, 40, 6i, 180,
W.H., Weiss, Wendt.
2
Weiss. Instead of
cvicaipovv, but ijvk. fc^ABDE 13, 40, 61, Tisch., W.H., Blass,
k<u okov ^ABD 25, 44, Vulg., Sah., Syr. H., Arm., Tisch., W.H., Weiss, Wendt,
»

Tt av 6cXoi

;

Tisch., R.V.,

Blass read

text,

tj

aicov.

which bears no trace of a criminal

pp. 528, 529
Ramsay, u. s. ; Plumptre and Rendall, in
meet
council
the
did
where
But
loco.
for the discharge of such duties as inthe qualification of teachers,
quiries into
as a public court for the maintenance of
Probably in the Stoa
public order?
Basileios ; here Demosthenes informs us
that some of its duties were transacted

procedure,

cf.

Curtius, u.

s.,

;

was not speaking about

the doctrine,
A.V., his words were the doctrine (LumFelten regards the question as
by).
courteously put, and sees in it a decisive
proot that Paul was not put upon his
trial, since a man could not be tried on
a charge of which his accusers had no
knowledge. But this would not prevent
a preliminary inquiry of some kind before the court, prompted by dislike or

and
(see Expositor, October, 1895, p. 272,
Curtius, u. 5., p. 528), and the scene

suspicion.

before us is full of the life of the Agora
with the corona of people thronging to
listen, rather than of the sacred or
solemn associations of the Hill of Mars,
or of the quietude of a spot far removed
from the busy life of the market-place.

startling or bewildering than strange
so too in Polyb., cf. 1 Peter iv. 12, but

So too the name "Areopagus" might
been easily transferred to the
council sitting in a place other than the
hill, so that y\ BovXtj tj 1{ 'A. w. might
easily become Ap cios Hayo? informally
and colloquially, and the word as
used here by St. Luke may really be
another proof that, as in <rircpp.oX4yos,
the author catches the very word which
the Athenians would use, Ramsay, Expositor, September, 1895, p. 216, and
Renan, u. s., p. 194, note. But it has
further been urged both by Curtius and
Ramsay (so also Renan, u. s.) that the
Hill of Mars would be a most inconvenient place for public assemblies and
speakers, see Ramsay, u. s., p. 213, and
Curtius, u. s., p. 529, and even if the

have

spot had been suitable for such purposes,
there would have been a want of fitness
in the Athenians taking this <rircp|M>X4yos to harangue them on a spot so
inseparably associated with the dignity
and glory of their city ; see also below
on w. 22 and 33. AwopeOa yvwrai:
like the Latin, Possum scire? the ques-

—

Ver. 20.

:

rather perhaps

—

see Grimm-Thayer, sub v.
Ramsay
renders "some things of foreign fashion"
as if the words were connected with the
opinion that the Apostle was an announcer of foreign gods, cf. also 2 Mace.
ix. 6, Diod. Sic, xii., 53.
rtva: the
rhetorical use of the indefinite tis here
strengthening the participle, cf. viii. 9,

—

—

6, Heb. x. 27.
d<r$. . . . &xoa<:
Blass suggests a Hebraism, but on the
life of Greeks we must look no further
than the parallel which the same writer
adduces, Soph., Ajax, 147, cf. also Wetstein.
The verb is only used here in
this sense in N.T.
rl av Oe'Xoi, see
critical note and Simcox, Language of
the N. 2\, p. 112 : "de rebus in aliquem
exitum tendentious," Grimm ; cf. ii. 12 ;
so Bethge.
Ver. 21.
'A9t|v. 82 ttovtsi: "now
all Athenians," without any article, a
characteristic of the whole people, cf.
xxvii. 4, but see Ramsay, Expositor,
October, 1895, p. 274, and Blass, Gram., p.
v.

—

—

"
157.
IitiSt||jiovvt€s
sojourning there,"
R.V., A.V. takes no notice of the word =
resident strangers "undeiidem mores,"
Bengel; on the population of Athens
see F. C. Conybeare, " Athens," Hastings'

tion may have been asked in courtesy,
or in sarcasm, or ironically ; in the repetition of the article the irony may be
accentuated. 1| virb <rov XaX. : " which

—

is

|cvi£ovTa

spoken by thee," R.V., the Apostle
VOL, IL
24

:

:

B.D.

Renan, Saint Paul, pp.
" had
—evKaipow
;

183, 185,

leisure for nothing
R.V. margin, cf. Mark vi. 21 (only
elsewhere in N.T. in 1 Cor. xvi. 12), used
by Polyb., Rutherford, New Phrynichus,
How fatally the more important
p. 205.

187.
else,"

:
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22 iTaOels oe 6 riauXos iv ji&tcjj tou 'Apeiou vdyou, c<|>y),
'AfSpcs 'AO^caioi, Kard irdvra w$ ocicrioaip.opccrWpous up,ds 0ca>p£>.
interests of life were sacrificed to this
characteristic (note imperfect tense), restless inquisitiveness, their great orator,

Demosthenes, knew when he contrasted
idle curiosity with the vigour and
ability of Philip of" Macedon, Philippic I.,
The words go to support the interp. 43.
this

was no formal indictment, but they do not destroy the view
that there may have been an examinaton
pretation that there

into the Apostle's teaching, Curtius, u. s.,
is,
p. 529.
Kaiv6r*pov certainly there
"
as to
as Blass says, " mirus consensus
this characteristic of the Athenians ; see
instances in Wetstein: Dem., Philippic

—

J.,

43,

Thuc,

:

and Philipp.
iii.,

38

;

Epist., 156, 157;
Theophr., Char., iii., ircpl
itaivoTepov cf.
\4ytrai

n

;
Xoyoirotas fir]
" some newer
Seneca, Epist., 74. Lit.,
thing," something newer than that which
had just preceded it as new up to the
time of asking. The comparative may
therefore indicate more vividly the voracious appetite of the Athenians for
news, although it may be also said that
the comparative was the usual degree
used by the Greeks in the question What
news ? (usually vcwrtpov) indeed their
fondness for using the comparative of both
;

vlo* and

itaivos is quite singular (Page,

see also Winer- Moulton, xxxv., 4 Blass,
The words of Bengel
Grant., p. 138).
"
are often quoted, nova statim sordebant,
noviora quaerebantur," but it should be
noted that he adds "Noviora autem
;

quaerebant, non modo in iis quae gentilia
accidunt; sed, quod nobilius videtur, in
philosophicis," see for a practical and
forcible lesson on the words, F. D.

Maurice, Friendship of Books, pp. 84, 85.
Ver. 22.
o-TaOcts, Lucan, see i. 15.
iv fj^<r<p toO 'A. it., i.e., in the midst
of the Council or Court of Areopagus,
see above on ver. 19, cf. iv. 7, Peter stood
in the midst of the Sanhedrim. Ramsay
remarks that the words " in

—

pertinently
"
are far from
the middle of Mars' hill
natural or clear, and those who adopt
"
them usually omit the word midst," and
say that Paul stood on Mars' hill, justifying
the expression by supposing that iv pi<r?
is

a Hebraism for

iv,

i.

15,

ii.

22.

But

whilst a Hebraism would be natural in
the earlier chapters referred to, it would
be quite out of place here in this Attic
scene,

cf.

also ver. 33,

Ramsay, Expositor,

September, 1895, so too Curtius, «. *.,
p. 529, in support of the rendering
adopted by Ramsay.— *Av8pc« 'AOtjv.
:

usual

of beginning a speech strange
as a proof that the speech
is not genuine:
"according to the best
MS. evidence, Demosthenes habitually,
at least in some speeches, said
av8pc«
It is therefore a
*A0t)vatoi without ».
mistake to note as unclassical the use of
the vocative here without ft, cf. i. 14,

way

to allege

;

it

35," Simcox, Language of the New
Testament, p. 76, note. leai-a travra :
"in all things I perceive that ye are,"
R.V., meaning that wherever he looked
he had evidence of this characteristic—
the A.V. would imply that in all their
conduct the Athenians were, etc. The

xix.

—

phrase which is common in classics is
only found here, in iii. 22, Col. iii. 20,

Heb. ii. 5, iv. 15, in N.T.— &>«, see
Grimm-Thayer, sub v., i., d., Winer" someMoulton, xxxv., 4. 8curi8cuu.
what superstitious," R.V., but in mar" somewhat
gin,
religious," so in xxv. 19
the noun is rendered "religion," R.V. (in
"
margin,
superstition "), where Festus,
in speaking to Agrippa, a Jew, would
22,

—

not have been likely to

:

call the

Jewish

R.V. gives a
religion a superstition.
better turn to the word than A.V. with

"
Tyndale, too superstitious," cf Vulgate,
super stitiosiores, as it is incredible that
St. Paul should have commenced his remarks with a phrase calculated to offend
his hearers.
The R.V. has modified the
A.V. by introducing " somewhat " in"
stead of too," according to the classical idiom by which the comparative of an
adjective may be used to express the
deficiency or excess (slight in either
case) of the quality contained in the
But the quality in this case
positive.
may be good or bad, since the adjective
8eicri.8a£fi.wv and the cognate noun may
be used of reverence or of superstition,
cf. for the former Xen., Cyr., iii., 3, 58 ;
Arist., Pol., v., 11; cf. C. I. Gr., 2737b;
Jos., Ant., x., 32; Polyb., vi., 56, 7, and
for the latter, Thcoph., Char., xvi.
Plut.,
De Superstit., 10; Jos., Ant., xv., 8, 2;
M. Aurelius, vi., 30, and instances in
Philo, cf. also Justin Martyr, ApoL, i., 2
(see Hatch, Biblical Essays, p. 43). Ram" more than others
say renders :
respect"
ful of what is divine
so Renan, " le
;
"
" Gottesplus religieux ; Holtzmann,
"
furchtige," so Weiss, so Zockler, religio"
siores ceteris Graecis
(Horace, Sat., i.,
In
9, 70), cf. Winer- Moulton, xxxv., 4.
thus emphasising the religious spirit of
the Athenians, St. Paul was speaking in
;

22

—23«
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23- 8iepx<!>fteros yap
ev

^w/jlok
1

J

1

ical

dvadcwpuiK

ehrey^ypaTrTO,*

For avaOewpwv

LXX or classical

to, cre{3d<ru,aTa
vfx&v,

'AyvoSoTt*

D

(Clem.) has
Greek).

37i

ok

6eu>.

ofiV

oW-Topwv (nowhere found

evpov

ical

dyvoourres
in N.T., not

used in

* For
cireyeypavro D (Gig.) has tjv yeypapucvov, so Hilg., and reads Ayv«<rT»r
6«wv, see Blass, in loco, for authorities who think this reading original, although
or . . . tovtov ^cA2 EHLP, Arm., Clem., Ath., Chrys.,
text he follows T.R.
in
#
1
Cosm., Aug. o . . . tovto ^*A BD , Vulg., Or., Hier., Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss,
6i.
Wendt, Blass o
;

;

strict accordance with similar testimonies
from various quarters, cf. Thuc, ii., 40 ;
Soph., O. C, 260; Jos., C. Apion., ii.,
11
Pausanias, In Attic, 24 Petronius,
;

;

The

ver.

Sat.,

c.

where

cv<tcJ3«Xt«, religiose colitis

stein), is

17.

one

context,

24,

(Wet-

result of this ocicri.Saip.ovia,

strengthens the view that the adjective
is used here in a good sense; cf. the
comment on its good use here by St.
Chrys., Horn., xxxviii., and Theophylact.
There is therefore no reason to suppose
that Paul's words were an accommodation to the usual practice of Athenian
orators to

commence with a mere com-

pliment. At the same time it is possible
that with delicate tact the Apostle made
use of a word of doubtful meaning, ver-

bum per

se ue'crov,

which could not pos-

provoke hostility at the outset,
while it left unexpressed his own judgment as to the nature of this reverence
" with
for the divine
kindly ambiguity,"
sibly

Grimm-Thayer.
"for as I
Ver. 23. Stepxopevos
yap:
passed along," R.V., through the streets,
or perhaps "was wandering through"
Renan has passant dans vos rues,
see also on ver. 16 above, and also on
"
does
viii. 40.
A. V., " as I passed by
not give the force of the word, and
obthe
apparently means "passed by
dva9ewp«v
jects of your devotion ".
accurate contemplari, "observed," R.V.,
only in later Greek, and in N.T. only in
Heb. xiii. 7, " considering with attentive
survey again and again," see Westcott,
in loco : Weiss renders it here „ immer
wieder betrachtend," cf. critical notes,
cf. Diod. Sic, xiv. 109, and references in

—

—

—

:

Grimm. to, ere poo-para "the objects
of your worship," R.V., Vulgate, simulacra, the thing worshipped, not the act
or manner of worshipping. The A.V.
margin gives "gods that ye worship,"
cf. 2 Thess. ii. 4, where A. and R.V.
both render "that is worshipped," cri" an
in
in
and
Pacrpa

:

text,

"
object of worship

R.V.
margin,
Bel and the Dragon,

;

ver. 27,

Wisdom

—

ical
20, xv. 17.
also an altar," R.V.,
to those with definite
dedications; only here in N.T., often in

xiv.

"I found

(Jwp,6v:
t.e., in addition

LXX, sometimes of heathen altars, Exod.
Numb, xxiii. 1, Deut. vii. 5.

—

xxxiv. 13,

hr«y£ypairro, cf. Luke xvi. 20; on the
pluperfect with augment, Blass, Gram.,
Farrar, St. Paul,
p. 37, see critical note
i.,
542, takes the word as implying
permanence, and perhaps antiquity, so
in Speaker's Commentary
as of an
ancient decayed altar, whose inscription
had been forgotten; Mark xv. 26, Rev.
xxi. 12 (Heb. viii. 10, x. 16).
'Ayvwrnp
0ew " to an unknown God," R.V. all
versions
like
but
there is
A.V.,
previous
:

—

:

:

no definite article, although in inscriptions
For the existence of
it was often omitted.
altars of this kind the testimony of

Pau-

sanias and Philostratus may be fairly
quoted; Pausan., i., 1, 4 (cf. v. 14, 6),
®€ **v TC ovop.a5op.evwv ayvuxrriav
fia>p.ol
ical Tjpwwv, and Philost., Vit. Apollon.,
vi., 2, awc^pove'o-Tepov irepl iravTwv 8ewv
ev Xeyeiv, ical

tovto

'ABijvucriv,

ov

ical

ayvwcrrwv QtOtv pwpol tSpvvrai, see references in Wetstein, andc/. F. C. Conybeare,
u. s. ; Renan, Saint Paul,p. 173 Neander,
Geschichte der Pfianzung, ii., 32 ff. ;
Baur, Zeller, Overbeck
Wendt, etc.
have maintained that there could have
no
such
been
inscription in the singular
;

number as the plural is so much more in
harmony with polytheism, although the
last named admits that the authorities
cited above admit at least the possibility
of an inscription as in the text. To say
nothing of the improbability that Paul
would refer before such an audience to

an inscription which had no existence,
reasonably infer that there were
at Athens several altars with the inscription which the Apostle quotes. A passage

we may

Diog. Laert., Epim., 3, informs us
Epimenides, in the time of a plague,
brought to the Areopagus and let loose
white and black sheep, and wherever the
sheep lay down, he bade the Athenians
in

how
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euaej3eiTe, toutok

Kocrpov Kat irdrra
to sacrifice

ry

24. 6 6eds 6 iroi^aas tov
eyw KaTayyAXw v\uv.
to Ik au-rw, outos oupavou xal yfjs Kupios Cnvapxuv,

irpoo-^Kovri Qe$,

and so the

plague ceased, with the result that we find
in Athens many Popovs avwvvuovs, see
the passage quoted in full in Wetstein
from this it is not an unfair inference
that in case of misfortune or disaster,
when it was uncertain what god should be
;

honoured or propitiated, an altar might
be erected ayvunrrw Oeoi. (It is curious
that Blass although he writes ayvcSo-Ty
©€w in p thinks that the true reading
must have been the plural.) To draw
such an inference is much more reasonable than to suppose with Jerome, Tit.,
12, that the inscription was not as
Paul asserted, but that he used the
singular number because it was more in
accordance with his purpose, the inscription really being " Diis Asiae et Europae
i.,

et
cf.

xvn.

Diis ignotis et peregrinis,"
the inscription according to Oecu-

Africae,

menius foots

'Acrias ical EvpwirTjg teal
But at
6c4» ayvua-rtf Kal levy.
the very commencement of his speech
AifSiiT]?

If we read o for Sv, we may
notes.
render with R.V., "what therefore ye
worship in ignorance": Vulgate, quod
The mere fact of the erection
colitis.
of such an inscription showed that the
Athenians did reverence to some divine

although

existence,

what they knew

they

not, St.

worshipped
iv. 22;

John

not "ignorantly worship," as in A.V.,
would have been alien to the
refinement a»4 tact of St. Paul.
used here as elsewhere of
evcrePc Xt€
genuine piety, which St. Paul recognised
and claimed as existing in the existence
of the altar the word throws light on
the meaning which the Apostle attached
to the ScicriSaiuovia of ver. 22 in N.T.
only in Luke and Paul, cf. 1 Tim. v. 4,
of filial
(cf. pietas), cf. Susannah,
this

—

:

—

;

piety

ver.

64 (LXX), and 4 Mace.

xviii. 2.

"That

xi. 5, 8, 23,

divine nature which you
"

worship, not knowing what it is (RamTovror tyw KarayyeXAo) vp.iv: in
say).
these words lay the answer to the charge
that he was a o-ircpp. or a KarayyeXei/s
of strange gods, lyw, emphatic I whom
you regard as a mere babbler proclaim to
you, or set forth, the object which you
recognise however dimly, and worship
however imperfectly. Since the days of
St. Chrysostom the verse has been taken
as a proof that the words of St. Paul were
addressed not to a select group of philosophers, but to the corona of the people.
" the
Ver. 24.
o ©€09 6 -woi^o-as
God Who made all," R.V., the definiteness of the words and the revelation of
God as Creator stand in marked contrast
to the imperfect conception of the divine
nature grasped by the Athenian populace,
or even by the philosophers £<j>0€y|aro
4><dvtjv uiav, 81' rjs Travra Karicrrpt^e ra

—

the Apostle would scarcely have made a
quotation so far removed from the actual
words of the inscription, otherwise he
would have strengthened the suspicion
that he was a mere orircpuoXoyos. St.
Chrysostom, Horn, xxxviii., sees in the
inscription an indication of the anxiety
of the Athenians lest they should have
neglected some deity honoured elsewhere,
but if we connect it with the story mentioned above of Epimenides, it would be
quite in accordance with the religious
character of the Athenians, or perhaps
one might rather say with the superstitious feeling which prompted the formula so often employed in the prayer of
Greeks and Romans alike Si deo si dea,
or the words of Horace (Epod., v., 1),
"At deorum quidquid in coelo regit". xir $i\oar<$<j>ci>v. 01 p.kv -yap 'EiriKOvpcioi
There is no reason for the view held avTOpaTa <j>curi,v clvai to. iravTo, ica! airfc
amongst others by Mr. Lewin that the aTOpuv o-vvco-rdyai • 01 8e Ztwikoi cupa
Kal CKirvptoortv • 6 Zi epyov Qcov Xe'yei
inscription refers to the God of the Jews.
But in such an inscription St. Paul wisely Koorpov ical irdvra to. iv avTu.
'Opas
recognised that there was in the heart of o~uvTopiav, Kal ev crwrouia o-a<f>i]vciav.
Athens a witness to the deep unsatisfied St. Paul's language is that of a Jew, a
yearning of humanity for a clearer and Monotheist, and is based upon Gen. i. i,
closer knowledge of the unseen power
Exod. xx. 11, Isa. xlv. 7, Neh. ix. 6, etc.,
which men worshipped dimly and im- but his use of the word kootuos (only hert
in Acts, only three times in St. Luke's
perfectly, a yearning expressed in the
sacred Vedic hymns of an old world, or Gospel) is observable. The word is eviin the crude religions of a new,
cf. Max
dently not used in the moral sense, or in
the sense of moral separation from God,
Miiller, Selected Essays, i., p. 23 ff. ;
Zockler, in loco, "Altar," B.D. 2 Plump- which is so common in St. John, and
which is sometimes employed by the
tre, Movements of Religious Thought, p.
78 ff. or ovv a-yvoovvrcs, see critical Synoptists, and it may well have been
;

:

:

;

—
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ouk iv xeipOTToi^Tois retots kotoiicci, 25. ou$c 6iro x^ipwf dyOpuTrw
OcpaircucTcu -irpocrSeou-eyos tikos, auros SiSous irdox

chosen by Paul as a word familiar to his

Both by Aristotle and Plato

hearers.

aliquid, sed non satis, qui insuper
eget," Wetstein, so "cum . . . nullius
boni desideret accessionem" Erasmus a
close parallel is found in 2 Mace. xiv. 35
Mace. ii. 9) ; in both passages the word
;

^3

included in the koo-^os, cf. iv. 24, xiv. 15.
In the
icoo-po? is never used as a
synonym of the world, i.e., the universe
sub v.),
(but cf. Prov. xvii. 6, Grimm,
except in the Apocryphal books, where it
is frequently used of the created universe,
Wisdom vii. 17, ix. 3 ; 2 Mace. vii. 23,
viii. 18 ; 4 Mace. v. 25 (24), etc., Grimm,
Worterbuch.
sub v., and Cremer,
ovtos "He being Lord of heaven and

LXX

—

R.V., more emphatic and less
"
seeing that ".
ambiguous than A.V.,
"
"
being the natural Lord
tnrapx«v
"
He, Lord as He is, of heaven
(Farrar),
and earth" (Ramsay) see Plummer's note
on Luke viii. 41 ; the word is Lucan, see
above on ovp. Kal yi\% k., cf. Isa. xlv. 7,
ovk Iv
x. 26.
Jer. x. 16, and 1 Cor.
as the Maker of
X'eipoiroii]T<Hs vaols k.
all things, and Lord of heaven and earth,
He is contrasted with the gods whose

earth,"

—

;

—

:

dwelling was in temples made with
hands, and limited to a small portion of
space, cf. 1 Kings viii. 27; Jos., Ant.,
viii., 4, 2, and St. Stephen's words, vii.
48, of which St. Paul here as elsewhere
may be expressing his reminiscence, cf.
for the thought Cicero, Leg., ii., 10, and
in early Christian writers Arnobius and
Minucius Felix ( Wetstein), see also Mr.
6cpaircvcTai used
and in classical Greek of the
in
service of the Gods, significantly twice
in Epist Jer., w. 27, 39, of the worshippers and priests of the idols overlaid with
silver and gold, which are contrasted
with the true God in that they can save
no man from death, or show mercy to
the widow and the fatherless, before
which the worshippers set offerings and
meat as before dead men. " Non quaerit
ministros Deus. Quidni? ipse humano
.

.

:

LXX

.

generi ministrat," Seneca, Epist.,g$, and
instances in Wetstein ; but St. Chrysostom's comment must also be noted,

x* *v &* 0€pair€ve<r8ai
alvCrTCTai Sti SiavoCa Kal
rtf depairevcTai.
irpoaSctfaevos tivos
only here in N.T., to need in addition,
as if necessary to perfection, " qui habet
Xe'-yuv

rhv

&,

0€<5v,

ufj viro

—

airpoo-Seifc is used of God, and in the
former reference is made to the fact that
God was pleased that the temple of His
habitation should be amongst the Jews,
Blass and Wetcf. also Ecclus. Hi. 21.
stein both quote a striking Pythagorean
saying from Hierocles, see in loco, and
to this avTapKeia of the divine nature
both the Jewish philosopher Philo and
the Roman Epicurean Lucretius from
their varying standpoints bore witness,
see the instances in Wetstein (cf. Psalm
Luther takes tivos as masculine,
li. 9).
which as Wendt admits corresponds
well to the preceding and also to the
following irao-i, but it seems best to take
it as neuter, of the service which men
render, cf. Clem., Cor., lii., 1, airpocrScTJs,
aScX^oi, 6 Seo-iroTifjs virapxci tuv airdvtwv, ov&v ovScvos XPTl't" € & P-T T^

—

:

.

Kal ttko^k

quidem

it

had been used as including the orderly
disposition of the heaven and the earth
(according to some, Pythagoras had first
used the word of the orderly system of
the universe), and in this passage ovpavov
ical yfjs may perhaps both be taken or

Page's note.
Ver. 25. ov§k

Xfin\v

:

!£op,o\oY€X<r9ai atcry, and Epist. ad
" seeDiognetum, Hi., 5. avT&s 8i8ov§
ing he himself giveth," R.V., so Vulgate
ipse, but although avi-ls is so emphatic
it was
unfortunately ignored in Wycl.,
Genevan and A.V. The best commentary on the words is in David's words,
1 Chron. xxix. 14, cf. the striking passage in Epist. ad Diognetum, Hi., 4.

—

:

—

taken as neuter or masculine, but
perhaps with Bengel "omnibus viventibus et spirantibus, summe irpocrScopivoit
iracrt

:

De homine speciatim, v.
indigentibus.
seq." t<ar\v Kal itvot|v, cf. Gen. ii. 7,

—

not a mere hendiadys, vitam animalem,
or spiritum vitalem, but the first word =
life in itself, existence ; and the second the
continuance of life, "per spiritum (halitum) continuatur vita," Bengel: on the

paronomasia, see Winer-Moulton, lxviii.,
1.
For irvo^ LXX, Ps. cl. 6, Job xxvii. 3,
xxx. 29 (xxxiii.
Isa. xlii. 5, Ecclus.

—

to,
20), 2 Mace. iii. 31, and vii. 9, etc.
iravTa: omnia quacumque, Rom. viii.
the
need
not
be
limited
32,
expression
with Bethge to all things necessary for
the preservation of life and breath.
Ver. 26. "And he hath made of one
every nation of men for to dwell," R.V.,
so also A.V. takes liroir\<r* separately
"
from KaToiKciv, not
caused to dwell ;
iiroiTi<r€,

cf.

ver.

24,

he

made,

—

i.e.,

created of one ; see Hackett's note.
kotolkciv infinitive of purpose.- I£ iv&«
:
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Kal tA ir&vra
KaTOiKCiK
1

•

tin.

XVII.

26. £iroiT|a^ tc l£ ivbs aZjiaTos 1 rcav ZQvo$ avOpunrutr,
tok to irp^awTTOK ttjs yTJS, 6piaa$ irpOTCTayfAcVous 8

Vulg., Sah., Boh., AethPP-, Clem., so Tisch., W.H.,
retains with
Syrr. P. and H., Arm., Irint.,
Alford
brackets like Blass, see his note. For irav r*
Theodt., Chrys., Cosm., Hilg.
irpoo-. fc^ABD, R.V., W.H., Weiss, Wendt read »avro« Tpo<rwrrov
Meyer follows
aifiaxos

R.V.

[Blass],

I 3. 40, 61,

fc$AB

Wendt

;

DEHLP,

Meyer

;

T.R.
3

^ABD*EHLP,

Clem., Chrys., Theodt.,
irpoorrcTaYficvovs, overwhelming support
L *ch.
Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weis», Wendt; D* 13 has <rpoTCT«Y*» »° Bla «* in Pwrote irpos tct«yi&.
(atfiaTos), see critical note. Rendall ren"
ders " from one father as the substantive
really understood, the idea of offspring

being implied by
12: Ramsay,
of men," etc.

l{, cf.

Heb.

ii.

n,

xi.

"of one nature, every race
Such teaching has often

been supposed to be specially directed
against the boast of the Athenians that
they were themselves ai>r6x9ov€% (so re-

cf.

Gen.

6, xi. 8, etc.
Winer-Moulton,
cf in Latin, maris fades, JEn.,
768, natura vultus, Ovid, Met., i., 6.
ii.

;

xviii., 4,

v.,

—6p£<ras

ir

port ray. icaipovf if we read
see critical note, "having
:

wpocrTeTa-Y.

determined their appointed seasons,"
R.V.
tccup. not simply seasons in the
sense used in addressing the people of
Lystra, xiv. 17, as if St. Paul had in
mind only the course of nature as
divinely ordered, and not also a divine
philosophy of history. If the word was
to be taken with icai-oueta? it would have
the article and xp^ v °s would be more

cently Zockler, and see instances in Wetstein, cf, e.g., Arist., Vesp., 1076 ; Cicero,
Pro Flacco, xxvi.) ; but whilst the Apostle's
words were raised above any such special
polemic, yet he may well have had in
mind the characteristic pride of his probably used, cf. also irpcSo-Tavjia, Jer.
It is natural to
hearers, whilst asserting a truth which v. 24, Ecclus. xxxix. 16.
cut at the root of all national pride en- think of the expression of our Lord Himgendered by polytheism on the one hand, self, Luke xxi. 24, icaipol IBvuv, words
by a belief in a god of this nation or of which may well have suggested to St. Paul
that, or of a philosophic pride engendered his argument in Rom. ix.-xi., but the
by a hard Stoicism on the other. When thought is a more general one. In speakRenan and others speak of Christianity ing thus, before such an audience, of a
extending its hand to the philosophy of Providence in the history of mankind,
Greece in the beautiful theory which it assigning to them their seasons and
proclaimed of the moral. unity of the their dwellings, the thought of the Stoic
human race (Saint Paul, p. 197) it must irpovoia may well have been present to
not be forgotten that Rome and not his mind; but if so it was by way of
Greece manifested the perfection of contrast (" sed non a Stoicis Paulo erat
Pagan ethics, and that, even so, the discenda irprfvoia," Blass, in loco). St.
sayings of a Seneca or an Epictetus Paul owed his doctrine of Providence
wanted equally with those of a Zeno "a to no school of philosophy, but to the
The cos- sacred Scriptures of his nation, which
lifting power in human life ".
mopolitanism of a Seneca no less than had proclaimed by the mouth of lawgiver,
that of a Zeno failed the higher thoughts patriarch, psalmist, and prophet alike,
of good men of a citizenship, not of that the Most High had given to the
Ephesus or elsewhere, but of the world, nations their inheritance, that it was
which were stirring in the towns where He
had spread them abroad and
St. Paul preached, all these failed, Die
brought them in, that it was His to
Heraklitischen Briefe, p. gi (Bernays) ; change the times and the seasons, Deut.
it was not
given to the Greek or to the xxxii. 8, Job xii. 23, Ps. cxv. 16, Dan. ii.
Roman, but to the Jew, separated though 21, see further the note on «-p4voia,
he was from every other nation, to safe- Wisdom of Solomon xiv. 3 (xvii. 2),
tols
guard the truth of the unity of mankind, Speaker's Commentary (FarrarJ.
and to proclaim the realisation of that 6po6ccrCas ttjs icaToirfas : the first
truth through the blood of a Crucified Jew noun is not found elsewhere either in
On the Stoic cosmopolitanism classical or biblical Greek, but cf. Blass,
(Alford).
see amongst recent writers G. H. Rendall,
Gram., p. 69. tcai-oucta: only here in
Marcus Antoninus, Introd.,pp. 88, 118, 137 N.T., but frequent in
found
;
br\ icSlv «rfc irp6<ru>irov rr\% y*}** also in Polyb., of a dwelling ; so in
(1898).
;

Who

—

—

LXX
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1

el

Kupiov,
1

0«ov
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27. Jtjtcik tok

auTov Kal eupoiey, KcuTotye

tJ/'nXatiWjaciai'

3

ou

^ABHL

61, Vulg., Syrr. P. H., Boh., Sah., Arm., Chrys., so
R.V., Wendt, Weiss; D, Gig., Iren., Clem, read to Gciov; and Syr.
H. mg. adds ti ; and D, Syr. H. mg. add co-tiv (Iren.). Blass omits ; Weiss thinks

Tisch.,

for

Kvpiov

W.H.,

arbitrarily.
2

^{/T]Xa<|)Tj<r€ittv, -o-«iev (cf.

W.H., App.,
3

13,

^P2

;

BD

,

settlement, a colony.
the former part of the
verse, we need not limit the words to
the assertion of the fact that God has
given to various nations their different
geographical bounds of mountain, river
or sea; as we recognise the influence
exerted upon the morale of the inhabitants of a country by their physical
surroundings, St. Paul's words teach us
to see also in these conditions "the
works of the Lord" the words of the
most scientific observer perhaps of Pales" Nature and
tine, Karl Ritter, are these :
the course of history show that here,
from the beginning onwards there cannot be talk of any chance" : G. A. Smith,
Historical Geography of the Holy Land,
Curtius,
pp. 112, 113, and 302,303 ff.
" Paulus in
Athen.," Gesammelte Abhandlungen, ii., 531, 536.
Ver. 27. ||i)T€iv = Siros £tjt«<ti, telic

Here,

Hilg.

180,

137,

KaiToi.

Strabo,

p. 114, -o-aurav

2
Chrys., Cosm., so Meyer ; but icai ye
(D* kcu tc), HLP*
Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt, Blass; AE, Clem, have
Instead of ijuwv A*L 31, 180 read vuvv.

koitoiyc
61,

Luke vi u) Winer-Schmiedel,

174.

a

of

in

as

—

;

infinitive,

Winer

-

Moulton,

xliv.

—
—

1.

0£ov the
Kvpiov, see critical note.
more fitting word before this audience
renders " the God ". ct apa ye :
Ramsay
" if
haply," A. and R.V., apa strength:

—

in classical Greek we have
apa followed by ye, but not apa. This
apa and apa y« are generally regarded as
= Latin si forte (Blass, Grammatik, p.

ened by ye

;

Simcox, Language of the
Testament, pp. 180, 181, in admitting this, is careful to point out that
it is misleading to regard apa as = forte.
Alford (so Page) maintains that the expression here, as in viii. 22, indicates a
contingency which is apparently not
On the other
very likely to happen.
hand Rendall holds that the particle here,
as in viii. 22, should be rendered not
M if
they
perhaps or haply, but indeed :
might indeed feel after him," etc., expressing a very real intention of God's
providence, the optative pointing to the
fact that this intention had not yet been
211), although

New

realised (pp. 66,

no),

cf.

also

Mark

xi.

13, and in 1 Cor. xv. 15, ciirep apa (see
further Blass, Gram., pp. 254, 267 ; BurWith the whole paston, pp. 106, in).
sage, Wisdom xiii. 6 should be compared.

On St.
Wisdom

Paul's study of the

Book

of

at some time in his life see
Sanday and Headlam, Romans, p. 52.

—

i|nf)\a«^<reiav, iEolic aorist, the verb
used several times in
for the act
of groping in the dark, Deut. xxviii. 29,

LXX

is

Job

v. 14, xii. 25

;

Isa. lix. 10

;

cf. its

use

also in classical Greek, Odys., ix., 416 ;
so Plato, Phcedo, 99 B, where it is used
of vague guesses at truth (Wendt, Page).
The word would therefore fitly express

the thought of men stretching lame
hands of faith and groping, and calling
to what they feel is Lord of all. Weiss
finds the idea of the word as used here,
as above, but in 1 John
not in the
i. 1, of some
palpable assurance, which

LXX

was everywhere possible in a world made
by God, ver. 24, Rom. i. 20, and where
men's dwellings had been apportioned by
Him. But the word might still be used
in the above sense, since the recognition
of God in His Creation is after all only a
partial recognition, and not the highest
the inscription
knowledge of Him and
" To an Unknown God " testified in itself
how imperfect that recognition had been.
For the meaning of the verb in modern
Greek see Kennedy, p. 156.
xairoiyc,
;

—

see critical note,

icaf yc, cf.

ii. 18, quin
etiam (quamvis icafTOiye " vix aptum,"

The word t|nf)\a$. had intimated "et proximum esse Deum et oculis
occultum " (Blass, Knabenbauer), and
Blass).

the Apostle now proclaims the nearness
of God, not only in creation, in its maintenance and preservation, but in the
" Closer is he than
spiritual being of man :
breathing, and nearer than hands and
feet ".
ov uaicpav : the word implies not
mere local nearness, but spiritual, cf.

—

Jer. xxiii. 23, and Ephes. ii. 13.
this we may compare Seneoa, Ep.

With
Mor.,

iKdorou

pvu.Kpo> oVird ivb<5

KiKOUficOa Kai

teal

"

xli., i.

thee

;

AnOSTOAQN
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He

is

•

<&s

near thee He is with
"
within
(quoted by Light-

God

is

;

The

foot, Philippians, p. 290).

relation

man to God is a personal relationship
God is not " careless of the single life "

of

airo Ikos cicao-To-u

-f|p.wv,

:

:

" from each one

of us," R.V. The words may well have
struck a responsive chord in the hearts,
not only of some in the crowd, but of
some of the Stoics who were listening,
contradictory and incongruous as their
system was, with its strange union of
a gross material pantheism, and the expression of belief in the fatherly love and
goodness of God (see further Lightfoot,
u.

*.,

p.

298,

and Curtius, Gesammelte

Abhandlungen,
Ver.

28.

530, 531).

ii.,

St.

Chrysostom comments

(Horn., xxxviii.) : T£ \4y<a uatcpav ; ovtus
lyyvs iarTiVy a»s x w P l 5 a-vrov pvv) ti)V. iv

akw
81'

ok ckc,

-yap £wp.€v k.t.X. . . . teal
aXV S fyyvrepov rjv, kv

avrov,

In the three verbs

maintained there

it

is

avxi.
has been sometimes
an ascending scale ;

«8. 4k outw yap £wyi€K

uirdpxorra.

tIJjawk

1<j\lzv

XVII.

Kat tikcs twk

ica8'

ujias

ttoitjtwk

the

former as his fellow-countryman,
Aratus being of Soli in Cilicia. Both
poets

named were

Stoics, and the words
been well known as a familiar

may have

quotation, see on Tarsus, chapter lx. n.
In Cleanthes the actual words are rather

W

<tov yap yevos «rp,e'v, where
origin rather than kinship may be meant.
No doubt it is possible to exaggerate,
with Bentley, St. Paul's knowledge of

different,

classical literature, but

on the other hand

not perhaps an unfair inference that
could quote so aptly from
the poets as here in 1 Cor. xv. 35, and in
Tit. i. 12, could have done so at other
times if occasion had required, cf. Curtius,
ubi supra, Blass, in loco, and Farrar,
44
Classical Quotations of St. Paul," St.
Paul, ii., Exc, iii. As the words of the
hymn were addressed to Zeus, a difficulty has been raised as to the Apostle's
application of them here, and it has
been questioned whether he was acquainted with the context of the words,
or whether he was aware of their appliit is

a

man who

God we possess the gift of life, in
Him we move, in Him we are (not cation. But he must at least have
"have our being" simply), i.e., we are known that they were not originally
what, we are, personal beings. Bethge written of the God Whom he revealed.
and Plumptre may be named as two If so, however, there seems no more

in

chief supporters of some such view as
this, whilst others regard the words
(Bengel, Weiss) as merely expressing

what had been already expressed

in ver.

in supposing that he would
apply such a hemistich to a higher purpose, than that he should make the
inscription on a heathen altar a text for

difficulty

25, or as referring simply (so Overbeck,
Wendt, Felten) to our physical life and

his discourse.

of your own
being. twk Ka8' x»p,a« it.
poets," see Grimm., sub v. Kara, with
the accusative as a periphrasis for the
possessive pronoun ; see also WinerMoulton, xxii., 7, xlix. d. Blass takes it
as = vpircpow, on the reading see W.
H. marg. ica6* V&s, though the limited
range of attestation prevents them from
" there would be
reading this in the text
a striking fitness in a claim by St. Paul
to take his stand as a Greek among
Greeks, as he elsewhere vindicates his
position as a Roman (xvi. 37 xxii. 25,
28), and as a Pharisee (xxiii. 6)": W. H.,

iirapxciv, see above on ver. 24; is the
inference simply that because we are

—

•'

:

:

;

—

tov yap icai yevos kcr\t.iv:
ii., p. 310.
half of an hexameter, the yap ica( has
nothing to do with the meaning of
the quotation in the N.T., but see WinerMoulton, liii. 10. The words are found
Aratus, B.C. 270, Phcenom., 5, and
Cleanthes, B.C. 300, Hymn to Jove, 5
in

;

for other parallels see Blass, in loco,

and

Wetstein, so that Zockler may go too
saying that St. Paul quoted from

far in

Ver. 29.

yevos ovv xnrdpxovTes

:

for

dependent upon God for all things, it is
absurd to suppose that the divine nature
can be like to the work of men's hands ?
This is correct so far as it goes, but is
not the further thought implied that as
men are the offspring of God, they ought
not to think that man is the measure oj
God, or that the divine nature, which no
man hath seen at any time, can be represented by the art of man, but rather
as conscious of a sonship with a Father
of spirits they ought to worship a Father

and

in spirit

in

truth

?

see quotations

from Seneca in Lightfoot, Philippians,
p. 290: "The whole world is the temple
of the immortal gods. Temples are not
to be built to God of stones piled on
." Fragm. 123 in Lactant.
high .
Div. Inst., vi., 25: "God is near thee;
He is with thee; He is within," Ep.
" Thou shalt not form
Mor., xcv., 47
Him of silver and gold, a true likeness of
.

.

:
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a8— 29.
etprjicacn,

"Too yap

ical

y&os

l

29.

icryAv".

tou 0eou, ouk 6<|>eiXop.ey cop^ei? XP uon£ ^

y^os
2

o-pyupci*

TJ
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ouV uirdpxoiT€$

XlOw, xapdyp-aTi

1
ica6 vjias, see note in comment., B 33, W.H. mg. read upas.
After co-ucv D adds
to ko0 T)p.cpav, so Blass in p\ and Hilg. iroiTjTwv om. D, Gig., Aethro., Irlnt, Ambr.,,
Blass in |J.

2

AE Theodt. apy. AE 13, 15, 18,
xp vo l ¥ T apyvpiy XP«
apyvpos materiem denotant xpvo-ia et apyvpia sunt ex auro argentove

et

N

"

Blass reads (0)

xpwros

;

>

;

;

facta (Blass, in loco).

God cannot be moulded of this material,"
Ep. Mot., xxxi., 11. See also the striking
Pseudo-Heraparallels from Letters of
For a
cleitus, Gore, Ephesians, p. 254.
recent view of the possible acquaintance
of Seneca with the Christian teaching of
St. Paul see Orr, Some Neglected Factors
in Early Christianity, pp. 178 ff.
to fetor: not "godhead," but "that
which is divine," R.V. margin, "the
divine nature"; probably the word
which the Athenians themselves used,

—

Xen., Mem., u, 4, 18, see instances in
Grimm, sub v., of its use in Philo and
Josephus, who employ it in the neuter of
the one God, Grimm thinks, out of regard

—

Greek usage. xP vor¥ *1 *PY* *l **&¥
(on the form of the word see Blass and
critical notes) including, we may suppose, the chryselephantine statues of
Phidias in the Parthenon, and a reference
to the silver mines of Laurium, and the

for

:

marble hewn from Pentelicus, cf. Epist.
ad Diognetum, ii., 2. x a P*YP aTi:
apposition to xpwrtp. x a P *<ro w > Latin,

—

m

,

'

(

in
sculpo, insculpo, only here in N.T.
this sense.
Polyb. uses the words of
coins stamped (so in Anth. P., v., 30) to
XapaxOev vopurpa. T<XV1J« Kal tvQ. :
"artis externae, cogitationis interns".
Sv0. : a rare word (in the plural, thoughts,

—

ix. 4, etc.), but used by Thuc,
and also by Hippocrates. See the
remarks of Curtius (Gesammelte Abhandlungen, ii., 535) on the words, as indicating that Paul was acquainted with the
phrases of Greek authors. The passage
in Wisdom xiii. 6 should be carefully
noted (see ver. 27 above), and also ver.
10, in which the writer speaks of gods
which are the work of men's hands, gold
and silver to show art in, i.e., lit., an

cf.

Matt.

Eur.,

elaboration of art, lupcXcrqua r4\ vrl'»In the words Bethge further sees an intimation that the Apostle had an eye for
the forms of beauty represented in the
carved statues and idols which met his

gaze in Athens but for a very different
view of St. Paul's estimate of art see
Renan, Saint Paul, p. 172, Farrar, St.
Paul, u, 525, McGiffert, Apostolic Age,
;

—

p. 260.
av0p«Trov: stands contrasted
with to 0eiov; it is the device of man
which forms the material into the idol
god, and thus human thought becomes
the measure of the divine form ; Xeno-

phanes (570 b.c.) had ridiculed the way
in which the Thracians represented their
gods, with blue eyes and fair complexions,
whilst the ^Ethiopians had represented
their gods as flat-nosed and swarthy.
Zeno had renewed the protest, but some
of the best of the heathen philosophers
had spoken in inconsistent language on
the subject; St. Paul's plain and direct
words were the utterances of a man who
had in mind the severe and indignant
protests of the
xliv. 12.

— ovk

Hebrew

6<|>ciXop.ev

prophets, cf. Isa.
at the same time
:

the use of the 1st person plural again
points to the conciliatory tone of the
speech, "clemens locutio" (so Bengel,
Wendt); or possibly the words may
mean that he is referring in a genera/
way to the beliefs of the people, to the
crowd and not to the philosophers:
irpos tovs iroXXovs 6 XcSyos tjv aviTu,
But Nestle has lately called
Chrys.
attention to the question as to whether
we should not translate: "we are not
obliged, not bound to think, we are at
liberty not to think so," and thus, instead
of a reproof, the words become a plea
for freedom of religious thought.
The

shade of meaning, he adds, i.e.,
" clemens
as above, comes
locutio,"
nearer to o^ciX. jxtj vouttciv, the second
agrees with the other passage in the
N.T., 2 Cor. xii. 14, where the negative
particle is connected with 6$6(Xeiv ; see
in
Nestle's note
Expository Times,
first

March, 1898, p. 381.
Ver. 30. tov» fiiv ovv
a contrast
xp»
drawn between the past times of ignorance, and the present times with God's
:

summons

to repentance, but instead of
we have the participle
virepiSwv, and so 8c is omitted in the
apodosis ; see Rendall, in loco, and Appendix on piv ovv, p. 163, and to the
same effect, Blass, in loco. ri\% ayvotas
" the times of
simply
ignorance," R.V.,

a

finite

verb

—

:
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Ttyyris ical ivBv\j.r)creu>s dvOpwirou, to Qelov €tvcu ofxoior.
/A«K

1

30. Tous
ouV yjp6vous ttjs dyyoias UTrcpiowv 6 6e6$, ravuv itapayyikXei 1

irapayycXXci

^cADEHLP, so

Blass in 0, and Hilg.

;

airavyiXXei fc$*AB, Tisch.,

W.H., R.V. marg., Weiss, Wendt. irao-i, butiravras WABD 2 E, Ath., Cyr., Tisch.,
W.H., R.V., Blass, Weiss, Wendt. For virepi8«.v D has irapiSwv, " recte," Blass
neither word occurs elsewhere in N.T.
(P)
;

not " this," as in Vulgate and all E.V.
"
Ignorantia objicitur Atheniensibus ?
Hanc ipsi sunt fassi. fryvtMrnp, ignoto ;
&yvoovvt<e$, ignorantes, v. 23."

—vircpi-

Swv " overlooked," R.V., " winked at,"
A.V. The latter rendering occurs three
:

times in

LXX, Wisdom

xiii.

and xxx. 11 R.

23, Ecclus.

verb
irapopav Skeat quotes Lever, Serm., p.
"
For if ye winke at such matters,
81 :
God wyl scoull upon you," when the
word evidently means to connive at, but
not the sense required here, cf. also
Chapman, //., iv., 66. The verb vircpopav is frequent in the LXX, but rather
in the sense of despising, neglecting,
Gen. xlii. 21, Deut. xxii. 3, 4, Ps. liv. (Iv.)
1, Job xxxi. 19, and Ecclus. ii. 10, etc.
But here it is used rather as the opposite
of l<f>opav, a verb used in classical Greek
of overseeing, observing, as of the divine
providence of the gods (cf. in N.T. Luke
= (1) to
i. 25, Acts iv. 29) ; so
v-irepopar
look over, (2) to overlook, i.e., not attend
to, to let pass (cf. the use of WcpiSciv in
LXX, Lev. xxvi. 44 and 3 Mace. vi. 15).
"
not," with
Tyndale rendered regarded
which we may compare : " et cum videas

xxviii.

7,

;

for the

Paulus," Bengel, in contrast to the
"
overlooking on account of ignorance,
and so relatively of excuse (cf. Iv ry vvv
Kaipw, Rom. iii. 26, i.e., from the N.T.
times of salvation to the final judgment).
"
commandeth," but in
TrapayYcXXci
"
"
margin, R.V., aira-y., he declareth
cf.
Friedrich, p. 29, on the constant use of the
latter in St. Luke's writings, but used twice
by St. Paul elsewhere, 1 Cor. xiv. 25, 1
Thess. i. 9. rrom. iravTax<n» : on this and
other collocations with teo.% as frequent in

"

—

:

:

—

Luke see Friedrich, p. 5. ttovtoxov is
used in the N.T. four times by St. Luke,
cf. Luke ix. 6, Acts xxiv. 3, xxviii. 22 (elsewhere in the Gospels, Mark
but

it is

i. 28, xvi.
20),
also used, although only once, by

St. Paul, 1 Cor. iv. 17.

instances of the

Wetatein quotes

same collocation in Dem.,

" ex toto terrarum orbe
Philo, and adds :
plurimi A then as advenerant, adeoque hac
ipsa Pauli oratione omnibus praedicatur
doctrina Evangelii ". p.cTavoctv for all

—

had sinned, and
finitive

all

:

would be judged

;

in-

after verbs

what they must

dicendi, expressing
do, cf. xiv. 15, iv. 18, v.

The

context requires something
to the
perinde te gerere quasi non videas," turning from idol worship to the true
Both
and
Oecum.
it
Erasmus.
God (Holtzmann), points to the change
Chrys.
comment on the words, pointing out that of mind which was demanded of those
whose consciences by sin were accused.
it is not irapciScv or ciacrcv, but uirepeiScv,
To both Stoic and Epicurean the counsel
TOTJTC'cTTlV, OVK OTTaiTcT K<JXoCTLV US a£lOVS
SvTas KoXao-cwq. With the statement of would appear not merely needless, but
St. Paul here cf. Acts xiv. 16, Rom. iii.
objectionable. To the latter because it
But it must be remembered that would conflict not only with his denial of
25.
is by no means
immortality, but with his whole idea of
irapccris, Rom. iii. 25,
the same as ceteris ("idem paene est the gods, and to the Stoic because the
xvii. 30,"
wise man was himself a king, selfirapievai quod vircpiSciv, Acts
Bengel) ; in considering the strictures of sufficing, who stood in no need of atoneOverbeck against the use of the passage ment, who feared no judgment to come ;
the famous picture of Josephus was so
in Romans as a parallel to our present
passage, it is not alleged, let it be noted, far realised, and the Epicurean might be
inflicted
called
the Sadducee, and the Stoic the
no
either here or there that God
punishment upon the sins of the heathen. Pharisee of ancient philosophy; but in one
Rom. i. 19 is a decided proof of the con- respect both Stoic and Epicurean were at
whether they were just persons
trary in the case of the very sin of one
" needed no
repentance,"
idolatry which St. Paul condemns in or not, they
Athens; see the words of Chrys. and Bethge, Die Paulinischen Reden,
p. 115 ;
"
Oecum. above, and cf. the comments of Lightfoot, "Paul and Seneca (PhilippiWeiss, Wendt, Felten, Plumptre, and ans, pp. 280, 296, 305) Plumptre, in loco ;
McGiffert'snote, pp. 260, 261. tovvv, see Zahn, Der Stoiker Epiktet, und sein Verabove p. 135 " hie dies, haec hora, inquit hdltniss sum Christenthum, pp. 26, 33, etc.
28, 40.

more than a reference of the words

—

—

;

;
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1

carrjaci' r\p.lpav,

rf]v oiKoup-eVny 4k

Trapacr)(wi' irao-if,

Sikcuoowt), 4p dcSpl <T upicrc,
d^aarqaas aurbv Ik vtKp&v.
32. 'Akou-

1
icoSoTi for 8ion is supported by fc^ABDE, Ath., Bas.,
Cyr., Theodt., Tisch.,
W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt, Blass. For w B jacXXci icpivciv D, Gig., Iren. simply
Kpivai, so Blass in (3, and Hilg.

3

Tisch., R.V.,

Ver.

W.H., Weiss read

Sioti

31.

—

ircpi

see

R.V.,

Ka8<S-n.,

only found in St. Luke =
quia (Blass) in Luke i. 7, xix. 9, Acts ii.
see
24, ii. 45, iv. 35 = according as
critical note,

:

Plummer on Luke

and

Blass, Gram.,
268. — «rnr|o-tv i^pipav hence the command to repent,
Mace.
59 and
—uAXci
LXX, Ps.
Blass, in
i.

7,

:

p.

cf.

iv.

1

loco.

ix. 8,

icpCvciv,

xcv. (xcvi.) 13, xcvii. (xcviii.) 9

;

its

" on the
point of
olu., so often in
LXX, as in instances above. Iv Sucaiorwu = Siicafos (as of the moral element
in which the judgment will take place),
cf. 1 Peter ii. 24 and Rev. xix. xx, cf.
Psalms as above, and Ecclus. xlv. 26.
Iv dvSpl in the person of the man (so
.Ramsay, Meyer, Alford), not avtipwros
but dv-qp, in viro (cf. 1 Cor. vi. 12, Iv

form here

may

ac xii. 6,

judging" (Weiss).—fi|v

—

—

:

we have

above

vp.iv KpLvcTtu);

dvOpw-

tois, but here the nobler appellation.
may compare with the Christian

We

doctrine

Book of Enoch,

although
according to other Jewish statements
it would seem that God, and not the
Messiah, was to judge the dead. <£
xli., 9,

—

wpicre

:

<p

attraction,

ii.

cf.

22,

see

Winer- Schmiedel, p. 225, cf. x. 42, Rom.
i.
4. The whole statement, as indeed the
general tenor of the address, is entirely in
with the preaching to the Thessalonians in the Epistles written some few
line

months

later, cf. 1

iv. 6, v. 2,

2 Thess.

Thess.
i.

loco.

"Pour un

ii.

7,

Apostolic Age, p. 259,

i.

9, 10,

12

;

iii.

13,

McGiffert,

and Plumptre, in
dire

que J6sus
pr£sidera au jugement, c'6tait & peu pres
Aussi je ne sais
dire qu'il est createur.
pas de preuve plus eclatante de l'immense
impression produite par le Galileen que
ce simple

fait

.

.

juif,

.

apres qu'il eut et6

un pharisien, comme l'avait €t€
a pu voir en lui le juge des vivants et

crucifie,

Paul,

J

C. et les Croyances
des morts," Colani,
Messianiques de son temps. irtornv irapa<rx«v : in classical Greek to afford assurince, a guarantee, see instances in
Wetstein. But it is difficult to say how
much St. Paul included in the words
to a Jewish audience he would no doubt,
like St. Peter, have insisted upon the resur.

—

—

tovtov k<u

iraXtv, so fc$AB.

rection of Christ as a final proof given
by God that the claims of Christ were
true; but to an audience like that at
Athens he might well insist upon the fact
of the resurrection of the Man ordained
by God as a guarantee that all men would

be raised; R.V., "whereof he hath given
assurance," "whereof" implied in the
Greek : marginal rendering in A.V.
" offered faith "
" and
is omitted in R.V. ;
He hath given all a guarantee in that He
hath raised Him from the dead" : so RamOthers have taken the words to
say.
mean that God (htts Affords assurance
that He will ju4ge the world righteously
in that

He hath shown His righteousness

by raising

Christ, others again connect
with Iv dvSpC (so Bethge).

irCo-Ttv closely

If at

he

th*:,

point the Apostle

was interrupted

may have intended to pursue the theme
not then, on some other occaBut the fact that the speech con-

further, if

sion.
tains so little that is distinctively Christian
is a strong proof of its genuineness
none
would have invented such a speech for
Paul, any more than they could have invented his discourse at Lystra, see below
on p. 381, and Ramsay, St. Paul, pp.
150 and 250, 251. Yet in this short address at Athens the Apostle had preached
both Jesus and the Resurrection.
;

Ver. 32.
ol ftiv l\X. . . . oi Si verb
only here in N.T. implies outward gesture as well as words of scorn (xXevij,
:

,

We

XclXost cf. |&vKTV)p({«», uvKTifp).
usually think of the ol uAv as the Stoics,
and the ol 81 as the Epicureans; e.g.,
Wetstein after describing the Epicureans
adds oi Zi = Stoici : cf. Cicero, De Natura
Deorum, ii., 17, and Plutarch, De Or. Def,
But if the Epicureans ridiculed a
32.
resurrection and judgment to come, the
Stoics also were separated by a wide
gulf from the teaching of St. Paul. Even
if it may be said that in general they
approximated towards the doctrine of
personal existence after death, some of
their most famous representatives de-

parted from it ; Capes, Stoicism, p. 173 ;
Wallace, Epicureanism, p. 121 ; Ueberweg, Hist, of Phil,, i., p. 196 ; E.T,
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aarrcs $^ dvdoraaiK KCKpuv, ol

aoo

ficOd

irifiXiK

irepl toutou.

Rendall, Marcus Antoninus, Introd., pp.
" On one
point alone were the
107, 108.
professors of this school [Stoic] agreed;
an external existence of the human soul
was out of the question," Lightfoot,
The idea of retriPhilippians, p. 323.
bution beyond the grave would have
been equally alien to the Stoic as to the
Epicurean, and both Stoic and Epicurean alike would have ridiculed the
idea of a resurrection of the body.
Zockler, in loco, while referring the ot
piv without hesitation to the Epicureans,
thinks that possibly Platonists rather
than Stoics may be represented by the
If St.

ot Si.

Paul was addressing not

philosophical but a popular
audience, as we have seen reason to
believe, it is quite possible that while the

a

only

majority would laugh at his closing
words, Juvenal, Sat., ii., 149, there may
have been others who clung to the
popular mythology and its crude conceptions, and the Apostle's prediction of a
to come may have sufficiently
interested them to prompt a desire for
further disclosures.
dicowopefld vov

judgment

—

R.V., neuter, we
the o.vt6V of ver.
taken to imply
31). The words are often
of
the
a polite rejection
Apostle's appeal,
a courteous refusal to hear anything
further; or at all events to express a
very cold interest in his announcement.
But if we adopt the reading icai irdXiv
(see critical note) "yet again," R.V., the
words rather indicate that a real interest
had been excited in some of the hearers
irdXiv

can

(irepl tovtov,
hardly refer it to

(so Calvin, Grotius, Weiss, Alford) and
that the marked and denned division of
opinion was not merely a dramatic device
of the author.

ovtws

Ver. 33.

:

may mean,

with this

scanty result, or simply, after these events,
in this state of the popular mind, with an
expectation of being heard again (Alford)
"
obsequio ; nullo
ancipiti auditorum
Ik peVov
edito miraculo
Bengel.
avrwv
at the opening Paul stood eV
"
the two
Toii 'A. ir.
ver.
;

'

:

—

:

22,

p.€cr&>,

:

expressions correspond to and explain
each other, ... he that c went forth
'
from the midst of them must have been
' "
;
cf.
standing in the midst ot them
•

Ramsay, Expositor, September, 1895, and
for the bearing of the words see above on
For similar phrase with pcVo-u
as frequent in St. Luke's writings, Friedrich, p. 22.
Ramsay thinks that some

ver. 22.

i^fXeualov

]t,kv

XVII.
•

ot Zk tlirov, 'AKouao"-

33. Kal outgjs 6 flauXos e^fjXOtf

i*.

is indicated, but
nothing is said of
the words apparently refer to no
trial, although, perhaps, to some kind of
preliminary inquiry, see above, ver. 22.
Ver. 34. nvis Si : may contrast the
favourable with the unfavourable, or perhaps merely continuous. koXXt)0cvtcs,
see above on v. 13, implies close companionship upon which their conversion
followed, see additional note.
Aiovwios
6 'A. : " quam doctrinam scurrae rejece-

danger
this

;

—

—

Areopagita vir gravis accipit ".
Dionysius was a member of the Council,
the words can mean nothing less it is

runt,

—

evident, therefore, that this convert must
have been a man of some distinction, as

an

would previously have
the office of Archon.
On the
honour attached to the term cf. Cicero,
Pro Balbo, xii., and instances cited by
Renan, Saint Paul, p. 209, note. It is
not improbable that St. Luke may have
received from him the draft of St. Paul's
address.
On the other hand the conversion of a man occupying such a position has excited suspicion, and Baur,
Paulus, i M 195, considers that the whole
scene on the Areopagus is unhistorical,
and owes its origin to the tradition
that an Areopagite named Dionysius
was converted.
So Holtzmann holds
that the whole scene was placed on the
Areopagus, because, according to report,
a member of the Areopagus was conAreopagite

filled

verted, Apostelgeschichte, p. 393, similarly
Weizsacker. See further, " Dionysius,"

B.D. a Hastings' B.D., Smith and Wace,
Dictionary of Ckristian Biography, i., p.
Felten, Apostelgeschichte, p. 337
846
and notes below.
perhaps
Adpapis
AdpoXis, a heifer, a name popular
amongst the Greeks, so Grotius, Wetstein, and Renan, Saint Paul, p. 209,
,

—

;

:

see critical note above. We know
nothing certain about her, but Ramsay

note

;

makes the
the

woman

interesting conjecture that as
is not described as evaxnfiwv

of the women at
(cf. the description
and Pisidian
Thessalonica,
Bercea,
Antioch, xiii. 50, xvii. 4, 12), she may
have been a foreign woman (perhaps
one of the educated Hetairai), as at
Athens no woman of respectable position

would have been present amongst St.
Paul's audience. St. Chrysostom (so St.
Ambrose and Asterius) thought that she
was the wife of Dionysius, but St. Luke
calls her

mention

y^H* not "H YWV 'H ««tov. No
made of her in D (but see above

is
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34. Tivks 8e aVSpes KoXXtjOeKTes auTw liriarcoffow
Kal

au-jw.

1
iv ols Kal AioyuVios 6 'ApeoirayiTiQS, jcal yu^Y) 6vou,aTi Aap-apis,

Irepoi auK aurois.
1
Before Kai trtp. D (Flor.) add evcrx-qp-wv. The words ccai ywt| ovop.. A. are
omitted in D (retained by Blass in 0), see comment., and also by Hilg., who adds

<v<rxT]p.<i>v

after Apcoir.

and Ramsay accounts for
by the view that the reviser of Codex

critical note),

this

Bezse was a Catholic, who objected to
the prominence given to women in Acts,
and that under the influence of this feeling the changes occurred in xvii. 12 (see
above) and 34

women

this prominence assigned
was, in Ramsay's view, firstly,
:

gan rather than Christian, and, secondly,
eretical rather than Catholic ; Church in
e Roman Empire, pp. 160, 161 ; see

t

?!Damaris," Hastings' B.D., and Felten,
Ai
AfostelgeschichUy p. 337. Kal Irepoi a

—

:

significant contrast to the precise results

of the Apostle's preaching elsewhere,
and yet a contrast which carries with it
an evidence of truth.
Spitta, p. 242,
knows not how the
justly remarks that he
"
"
author of the
sections, who was
not present at Athens, could have represented the activity of St. Paul in that
city better than he has done ; the idle
curiosity of the Athenians, ver. 21, and
after a speech received with ridicule and
indifference, a scanty result, graphically
represented by two names, of which it is
a mere assertion to say that they refer to
the sub-apostolic age.
Spitta thus refuses to allow any justification for
Weizsacker's rejection of the historical
worth of the narrative. Thus in the
simple notice of the results of St. Paul's
preaching we gain an indication of the
historical truthfulness of the narrative.

We

If anywhere, surely at Athens a forger
would have been tempted to magnify

the

influence

of

St.

Paul's

intellec-

power, and to attribute an overwhelming victory to the message of the
Gospel in its first encounter with the
philosophic wisdom of the world in a
city which possessed a university, the
greatest of any of that time, which was
known as " the eye of Greece, mother of
arts," whose inhabitants a Jewish philotual

sopher (Philo) had described as the
keenest mentally of all the Greeks.
In answer to the earlier criticism of
Zeller and Overbeck, we may place the
conclusion of Weiss that the result of
St. Paul's labours is plainly not described
after a set pattern, but rests upon definite

information, whilst

Wendt, who

refers the

composition of the speech, as
to St Luke, and regards it
as derived from information of a speech
actually delivered at Athens, insists
equally strongly upon the difficulty of
supposing that such slender results would
be represented as following, if the speech
had been composed with a view of ex-

we have

it,

alting Jewish and Christian monotheism
against polytheism. Moreover the narrative bears the stamp of truthfulness in
its picture of the local condition of Athens,
and also in its representation of St. Paul's
attitude to the philosophical surroundings
of the place and its schools. " One must
be at home in Athens," writes Curtius,
"to understand the narrative rightly,"
and no one has enabled us to realise
more fully the historical character and
vividness of the scene than Curtius himself in the essay to which reference is
made above, of which the concluding words
are these, that " he who refuses to accept
the historical value of the narrative of
Paul in Athens, tears one of the weightiest
"
pages out of the history of humanity
ii., p. 543,
(Gesammelte Abhandlungen,
" Paulus in Athens " see
further, Knabenbauer, pp. 308, 309). The character of
the people, the moving life of the Agora,
the breadth of view which could comprehend in one short speech the crude errors
of the populace and the fallacious theology
"
of the schools, " the heart of the world
:

too generous to ignore all that was best
in men's thoughts of God's providence
and of human brotherhood, and yet too
loving to forget that all men had sinned,
and that after death was the judgment
we recognise them all. If we turn to
the speech itself we find abundant evidence of characteristic Pauline thoughts

—

and teaching
19,

ii.

and Rom.
and Rom. v. 12,
ver. 30 and Rom. iii. 25,
p. 268, and instances in

(</.,

14;
1 Cor. xv. 45 ;
etc., Zockler,
notes above,
i.

eg., ver. 27

ver. 26

McGiffert, Apostolic Age
it is worthy of note that
while
Weizsacker,
rejecting with Baur,
Zeller, Schwegler, and Overbeck the account of St. Paul's visit to Athens as
p.

259),

t

and

unhistorical,

fully

recognises,

after

an

examination of the Apostle's method of
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2.

ical

cApwK

tiko,

1

Ik rCtv 'AOrpwy

'louSouoy 6Vou,aTi 'AKuXay,

i
fc*AB 13, 69, Vulg., Boh., Arm., so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt, omit Sc.
fc^BD, Vulg., Sah., Boh., Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt omit o flavXos.

dealing with idolatry and polytheism in
Rom. 1. 20, that it we compare with the
Apostle's own indications the fine survey
of the world, and especially of history
from a monotheistic standpoint, ascribed
to him by the Acts at Lystra, xiv. 15, and
afterwards at Athens, xvii. 24, the latter,
whatever its source, also gives us a true
idea of Paul's method and teaching, AposOn the whole
tolic Age, i., p. 117, E.T.
tone of the speech as incredible as a
later composition, see Ramsay, St. Paul,
p. 147 if., whilst no one perhaps has drawn
up more clearly than Wetstein, see on
Acts xvii. 25, the consummate skill of the
speech addressed to an audience comprising so many varieties of culture and
belief.
(To the strange attempt of

Holtzmann to reproduce at some length
the argument of Zeller, who maintains
that the scene at Athens was a mere
counterpart of the scene of Stephen's
encounter with his foes at Jerusalem, a
sufficient answer may be found in Spitta,
Apostelgeschichte, p. 240.)

If we ask from whom the report
of the speech was received, since Luke,
all were
absent, it is
that a Christian convert like
Dionysius the Areopagite may have preserved it (Zockler) ; but a speech so full
of Pauline thoughts, and so expressive of
Athenian life and culture, may well have
been received at least in substance from

Silas,

Timothy

possible

St. Paul himself, although it is quite
conceivable that the precise form of it in

Acts is due to St. Luke's own editing and
arrangement (see for an analysis of the
language of the speech Bethge, Die
Paulinischen Reden der Apostelgeschichte,

against Celsus as a proof of the fruits of
Christianity (Bethge, p. 116), that its
failing faith was revived in time of persecution by its bishop Quadratus, the
successor of the martyr-bishop Publius;
that in the Christian schools of Athens
St. Basil and St. Gregory were trained
and that to an Athenian philosopher,
Aristides, a convert to Christ, we owe
the earliest Apology which we possess
(Athenagoras too was an Athenian
philosopher), see Farrar, St. Paul, i., p.
551 ; Humphry, Commentary on the Acts.
It is significant that St.
Paul never
visited Athens again, and never addressed a letter to the Saints at Athens,
although he may well have included
them in his salutation to "the Saints
which are in the whole of Achaia," 2
Cor. i. 1.
Chapter XVIII.—Ver. 1.
juto,
ravTo in continuation of the narrative,
;

&

:

Luke

—

x. 1.
xupurOdf in i. 4 with
and so usually only here with 4k,
departure from Athens emphasised, because events had compelled the Apostle
to alter his intended plan (Ramsay, St.
Paul, p. 240, and Blass, in loco), cf. 1
Chron. xii. 8 (A al.)\ 2 Mace. v. 21, xii.
12, with an accusative of place.
Kopiv-

cf.

—

Ltc6,

:

—

Corinth from its position as the
capital of the Roman province Achaia was
the centre of government and commerce,
while Athens was still the great educaSt. Paul, with
tional centre of Greece.
0ov:

his keen eye for the most important and
prominent stations of Roman govern-

ment and the meeting points of East and

West, might be expected to choose a place
from whence the influence of the Gospel
The results of St. Paul's work could spread over the whole province.
p. 82).
at Athens were small if measured by
Like Ephesus, Corinth lay on the great
the number of converts, although even highway between East and West; like
amongst them it must not be forgotten Ephesus it was, as Professor Ramsay
that it was something to gain the alle- terms it, one of the knots on the line of
giance to the faith of a man holding the communication, the point of convergence
position of Dionysius the Areopagite for many subordinate roads. But Corinth,
(see further an interesting account of with all its external beauty, its wealth and
the matter in Expository Times, April, fame, had become a byword for vice and
1898).

But

in addition to this,

it is

also

important to remember that St. Paul has
given us "an invaluable method of
missionary preaching" (Lechler, Das
Apost. Zeitalter, p.

Church

at

275),

that

to the

Athens Origen could appeal

infamy, cf. Kopiv6taje<r0ai, Koptvdidgcur,
Wetstein, 1 Cor. i. 2, and references in
Farrar, St. Paul, i., 557 ff., and it has not
been unfairly termed the Vanity Fair of the

Roman

empire

:

the Paris of the

at

once the London and

first

century after Christ

nPAEEI2 AITOSTOAfiN
tw

riorriKOj'

irpoa<jxlTws

yiv€i,

ripiajaXXtu' yuvaiKa auTou,

1

Sict

£Xt)Xu06><x

diro

38.1
ical

'iTaXias,

Tijs

to 8iaT€Tax^ai KXauSioy xwpiieaOai

1

Instead of n. yuveuica avTOV Syr. Hard, mg., Flor., Gig., Blass in
read <rvv
(3
yvvaiKi avTov, and Flor. adds ijonrao-aTo av-rovs, so Blass in 0. After avTovs
Hard,
so
in
Blass
Syr.
mg., Flor.,
p, add ovtoi St c|T|Xeov airo ttjs Pa>p)s (urbe
Flor.), (Blass brackets airo t*|« P. after lovSaiovs).
D, Syr. Hard, mg., Flor.
insert after Pwutis 01 icai icaTwKT)<rav ct$ ttjv
Axaiav (Blass in (3 brackets 01). 81aso
TCTaxevai ^cABH, Chrys.,
Lach., W.H., Weiss, Wendt, following T.R.
TCToxcvai S$*DELP, so Tisch. airo instead of ck in MABDEL, Vulg., Tisch.
W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt, Blass.
(1.

;

To this infamous
(Farrar, u. s. p. 556).
notoriety not only the cosmopolitanism
of the city contributed, but the open consecration of shameless impurity in its
temple service of Venus, see Ramsay,
"Corinth," Hastings' B.D.; C. and H.,
small edition, p. 324 ff. ; McGiffert,
,

Apostolic Age, p. 262, and notes below.
Ver. 2. 'AKiJXav, cf. ver. 18, Rom.
xvi. 3, 1 Cor. xvi. 19, 2 Tim. iv. 19: the
Latin Aquila in its Greek form ; the
name may have been assumed, as often
the case, in place of the Jewish name.
It is altogether unreasonable to suppose
that Luke made a mistake and that this

Aquila's name was Pontius Aquila, which
he bore as a freedman of the Gens Pontia,
a distinguished member of which was
called by the same two names, Pontius
Aquila, Cic,

who

Ad

The

Cees., 78.

Fam.,

x.,

33

;

Suet., Jul.

fact that another Aquila,

famous as giving us the earliest
version a.d. of the O.T. in Greek, is also
described as from Pontus goes far to
is

show
St.

that there is nothing improbable in
Luke's statement (Schurer, Jewish

People,

div.

ii.,

vol.

ii.,

p.

226,

E.T.).

lief

may account

course

with him

Einleitung,

for the Apostle's interand Priscilla, Zahn,

189.

i.,

But the suspicion

with which most of his countrymen regarded St. Paul rather indicates that
Aquila and Priscilla must at least have
had some leanings towards the new faith,
or they would scarcely have received him
into

their

lodgings.

It

sible that, as at the great

is

quite

pos-

Pentecost Jews

Rome had been present, cf. ii. 10,
Christianity may have been carried by this

from

means

to the imperial city,

and that such

predisposed Aquila and
Priscilla to listen to St. Paul's teaching,
even if they were not Christians when they
first met him.
If they were converted,
as has been supposed, by St. Paul at
Corinth, it is strange that no mention is
made of their conversion. That they
were Christians when St. Paul left them
at Ephesus seems to be beyond a doubt.
Renan describes them as already Christians when they met the Apostle, so too
Hilgenfeld, on the ground that their
conversion by St. Paul could scarcely
tidings

have

may have

been

passed

over,

see

further

The name, moreover, was also a slave "Aquila," B.D.*, and Hastings' B.D.;
name (Ramsay, p. 269), as a freedman of Wendt, in loco ; Lightfoot, Phil., pp. 16
Maecenas was called (C. Cilnius) Aquila. and 17, Hort, Rom. and Ephes., p. 9.

—

But

probable that as the greater
part of the Jews in Rome were freedmen, Aquila may also have belonged
to this class, see Schurer, u. s., p. 234,
it

is

irpo<r<j>aTws

here

:

only,

lit.,

lately

slaughtered or killed; hence recent,
In LXX,
fresh ; Latin, recens (Grimm).
Deut. xxiv. 5, Ezek. xi. 3, jud. iv. 3, 5,
2 Mace. xiv. 36, so too in Polybius,
Westcott on Heb. x. 20 irpoV^aro? regards all derivations from crtfxia) (cr<j>a£w)
4>dw (4>cvw) <f>da) (<|>T|p.t) as unsatisfactory.

and also further, Sanday and Headlam,
Romans, p. xxvii., 418 Lightfoot, Philip"
Ty yirti
by race," R.V.,
pians, p. 173.
cf. iv. 36, of Barnabas, and xviii. 24, of
Apollos the word need not mean more
ripuTKiXXav in Epistles, Rom. xvi. 3,
than this. MovSaiov The word has been 1 Cor. xvi. 19, 2 Tim. iv. 9, Prisca, R.V.,
pressed sometimes to indicate that Aquila W.H., Priscilla, perhaps the diminutive,
was still unconverted to Christianity. cf. Lucilla, Domitilla. Probably St. Luke
But the fact that he is called a Jew may used the language of conversation, in
simply refer to the notice which follows which the diminutive forms were usually
"that all Jews," etc. Whether Aquila employed, St. Paul, p. 268. On Bezan
was a Christian before he met St. Paul text see critical note, Ramsay, u. s., and
is very difficult to determine.
He is not Church in the Roman Empire, p. 158.
spoken of as a disciple, and similarity of In w. 18 and 26 we have Priscilla menemployment rather than of Christian be- tioned before her husband, and so by

—

;

—

;

:

—

:

:
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'Pwfxns, irpoafjXOcv aureus

Sid to djxcJTex^o^ etmi, cfievc trap' uurois

ical

1

3

xal

Tjo-ay

yap

'

•

€ipyd£eTO

At the commencement of the verse Syr. Hard, mg., Flor. (Aug.) add o Sc fl.
and before o|&otcxvov Syr. Hard, mg., Aug. add op.o<j>v\ov Kat,
so Blass in p (c/*. Flor. in ver. 2, salutavit eos)
see Belser, Beitrage, p. 84, on the
bearing of this reading on the conversion of Aquila and Priscilla. For tipyc&tro
~B, Boh. Ong., Tisch,, W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt read t\pyat,ovro.
tq T€xvfl
for ace), so ^ABELP, Chrys., Lach., Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt.
tt
D. Gig.
(not Flor.) omit the clause i\trav yap otkyj. tq Texvn, and so Blass in ^ l and see
Blass, p. x., and note above on xvii. 18.
Ramsay follows Western text in supporting
omission, see St. Paul, p. 253, and, on the other hand, Weiss, Codex D, p. 43.
1

cyvcixrfi) T(p AkvXol,

;

The

St. Paul, except in 1 Cor. xvi. 19.

reason

may

be that she was of higher

social status, and indeed not a Jewess at
all, as this seems the best way of accounting for the curious arrangement of the sen-

tence here, the point being to emphasise
the fact that Aquila was a Jew.
Her
name may indicate some connection
with the Priscan Gens ; whilst Sanday

and Headlam, Romans,

p.

420, in

an

discussion find reasons to
both her (and possibly her
husband) with the Acilian Gens, That
she was a woman of education is evident
from ver. 26, and it is possible that her
marriage with Aquila may afford us another proof amongst many of the influence
of the Jewish religion over educated

interesting

connect

women in Rome, Jos., Ant., xviii., 3, 5.
But many commentators from St. Chry-

sostom have referred the precedence of
Priscilla not to social rank, but to her
greater fervency of spirit or ability of
character; or it may be simply due to
the fact that she was converted first.
81a rh Siai-cTaxlvai: St. Luke's state-

—

ment

is

fully

corroborated

"

by

Suet.,

Claudius, 25 :
Judaeos impulsore Christo
assidue tumultuantes Roma expulit ".
Dio
But
Cassius, lx. 6, in referring to
what is most probably the same edict,
states that the Jews were not expelled,
because of the difficulty in carrying such
an order into effect on account of their
great

numbers.

Another

passage

in

Suet., Tiberius, 36, gives us the probable
"
explanation :
expulit et mathematicos

M
sed deprecantibus veniam dedit : an instance of a contemplated expulsion, afterwards abandoned. If we thus interpret
the meaning of Suetonius with reference
to the edict of Claudius by giving the same
force to " expulit," it explains the silence
of Tacitus and Josephus, who do not
mention the edict, while the words of Dio
Cassius emphasise the fact that although
no expulsion took place the assemblies
of the Jews were prohibited, and on that

account,

we may fairly suppose, that many

Jews would leave the city, Schiirer, u. s.,
On any view the edict could not
p. 237.
have remained in force very long, cf.
xxviii. 15, and also the return of Aquila
and Priscilla to Rome, Rom. xvi. 3.
Ramsay dates the edict at the end of
50 a.d. on the ground that although
Orosius, Hist.,

15, states that

vii., 6,

it

occurred in the ninth year of Claudius,
49 a.d., the historian here, as elsewhere
{e.g., cf. the famine) in connection with the
events of this reign, is a year too early.
Wendt (1899), p. 59, gives 49-50 as the
year of the edict. But it must be remembered that the authority of Orosius is not
altogether reliable in this case, as there

no proof that he had any direct reference to Josephus, to whom he appeals
for his date
see O. Holtzmann, Neutest.
Blass, Proleg.,
Zeitgeschichte, p. 129
"
23, and Turner,
Chronology of the New
"
Testament Hastings' B.D. McGiffert,
p. 362, maintains that as the date of
the edict is thus unknown, we cannot
base
any chronological conclusions

is

;

;

upon it, cf. Zahn, Einleitung, ii., 634.
Meyer maintained that by Chrestus Suetonius meant a Jewish agitator so called,
but it is more probable that the historian
with

confused

Christus

unfamiliar

name with one

Chrestus
in use

—an

among

both Greeks and Romans. This Chrestus
Suetonius speaks of as actually living, as
the historian might have heard enough
to lead him to regard the commotions
between Jews and Jewish Christians in
Rome as instigated by a leader bearing
this name, commotions like those excited
in the Pisidian Antioch, in Thessalonica,
and elsewhere ; or it may be that he
thus indicates the feverish hopes of the
Messiah amongst the Jews resident in
Rome, hopes so often raised by some
But Lightfoot
pretentious deliverer.
makes the important remark that even
in this case we may fairly suppose that
the true Christ held a prominent place in
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KarijXOoi'

1
After SieXeveTo (8c) D, Flor. Gig., Vulgcl., Syr. Hard, mg., Blass in 0, so Hilg.
add €vti0€ls to ovofxa tov Kvpiov I. If in contrast to ver. 5 it is difficult to see why
omitted, nor does the introduction of the name of Jesus seem likely in itself (interpone ns, Flor.) to have persuaded both Jews and Greeks, unless we take eirciBe as
Belser thinks that here
conative only.
evrt9r\iLi is not found elsewhere in the N.T.
"
€VTi0eis means
insinuating" (p. 85), and that the passage in (3 reminds us of Paul's
own description of his preaching in 1 Cor. ii. 3 (so Blass). ot> povov I. aXXa icai
E\\., so D and Flor., Blass in p, supported by Belser, u. s.

these reports, for
less

known

He must

have been not
time than any of the

at this

false Christs

16,

(Philippians, p.

note).

Such indifference on the part of a Roman
of the period is surely not surprising,
and the probability is more generally
maintained that this Chrestus was really
Christ, the leader of the Christians, see
Weiss, Einleitung in das N. T., p. 227
Wendt (1899), in loco; Ramsay, St.
Paul, pp. 47, 254 McGiffert, Apostolic
Age, P- 3 62 note, but, on the other
;

;

«

hand, Zahn, Einleitung, i., p. 306.
Ver. 3. 81a to 6\l6t€\vov the word
is peculiar to St. Luke, and although it
is found in classical Greek and in Josephus, it is not used in the LXX, and it
may be regarded as a technical word
used by physicians of one another the
medical profession was called t) iaTpuc-r)
thus
Tt'xvT], physicians were ojjiotcxvoi
Dioscorides in dedicating his work to
Areus speaks of his friendly disposition
:

;

;

towards fellow-physicians (ofioTe'xvovs),
Hobart, p. 239, Weiss in Meyer's Kommentar, Luke i. 6, and also Vogel, Zur
Charakteristik des Lukas, p. 17 (1897).

On

the dignity of labour as fully recognised by Judaism at the time of the
Advent, see Edersheim, Jewish Social
Life, chapter xi.
Fathers, pp. 18,

;

Sayings of the Jewish

(Taylor, 2nd
" In Alexedit.).
cjieve Trap' avToIs
andria the different trades sat in the
synagogue arranged into guilds; and

—

19,

141

:

Paul could have no difficulty in
meeting in the bazaar of his trade
with the like-minded Aquila and Priscilla
(Acts xviii. 2, 3), with whom to find a
lodging," Edersheim, u. s., p. 89, and
see passage from T. B. Sukkah, 51 b,
quoted by Lumby, in loco, and on vi.
9.
TjpYaJeTo: "at Corinth St. Paul's
first
search seems to have been for
work," cf. Acts xx. 34, 35, 1 Thess. ii.
9, 2 Thess. hi. 8, 1 Cor. iv. 11, 12,
In close
2 Cor. xi. 9, Phil. iv. 12.
connection with this passage cf " St.
Paul a Working Man and in Want,"
St.

—

VOL.

II.

25

An

Expositor's Note-Book, pp. 419-438
late Dr. Samuel Cox), see also
Ramsay, St. Paul, pp. 34-36. o-ktjvoiroiol: only here in N.T. (cricnvoiroiciv,

(the

—

Symm., Isa. xiii. 20, xxii. 15) much has
been said about the word, but there
seems no reason to depart from the
translation "tent-makers," i.e., o-KTjvoppd<j>os, Aelian, V.H., ii., 1, and so St. Paul
is called by Chrysostom and Theodoret,
although
Chrysostom also calls him
o-KVTOTop.os> 2 Tim. ii., Horn., iv., 5, 3.
It is no doubt true that tents were often
made of a rough material woven from
the hair of the goats in which Cilicia
abounded, and that the name kiXikiov
;

(Lat. cilicium, Fr. cilice, hair-cloth)

was

given to this material ; but the word in
the text does not mean M makers of materials for tents ".

There

is

no ground

for

rendering the word with Renan tapissier,
"
or with Michaelis
Kunst-Instrumentenmacher". On the curious notion that
St. Paul was a landscape painter, which
appears to have arisen from a confusion
between <rKt]voppd<^os and o Ki)voYpd<pos,
and the fact that he is described as
T)vioiroid$, probably a confusion with
o-ktjvottoios, see Expository Times, and
notes by Ramsay, Nestle, Dec, 1896,
a

Jan. and March, 1897. As it was often
enjoined upon a son not to forsake the
trade of his father, perhaps from respect,
perhaps because a similar trade might be

more

easily learnt at

home,

it

is likely

Saul followed his father's trade,
which both father and son might easily
have learnt at Tarsus. Schiirer, Jewish
In a
People, div. ii., vol. i., p. 44, E.T.
commercial city like Corinth the material
would be easily obtainable, see critical
that

note.

Ver.

SieXcycTo Zl . . . fircide* tc
to discourse ... and
tried to persuade," so Ramsay, marking
the imperfects, see also Hackett's note.
'E\X.T]va.s
proselytes, since they are
represented as in the synagogue, cf. xiv.
1.
The heathen are not addressed until
4.

:

"and he used

—

:

OPAEE12 AflOSTOAQN

3* 6
diro ttjs

MaK«8of tas

xvin.

o Te IiXas nat 6 Tiu.o0€os,
<rvv€l\ero

tw Trveufxan

6 riauXos, Stap-apTupifitKOS tois MouSatots tok Xpiorok
*\r\crovv.
>
di'TiTaaorofxeran' St auTwv kcu f3Xuo-4>T]jxourr(»n', €

6.*
tol

KTiva$<£|X€i'OS

l/xciTia,

ctirc

irpos ciutous,

To

upwv

atp.a

cirl

Ke^aXrjy ufiwp

ttjv

1

*

1

Instead of irvcvpaTi fc^ABDE l 3> 4°, verss., Bas., Theodt., Tisch., W.H., Weiss,
Wendt, R.V. read Xoyy. Blass reads o-vvcixc in p. After lou8.
13,
36, Vulg., verss., Bas. insert eivai, so Tisch., W.H.. R.V., Blass, Weiss, Wendt.

^ABD

Blass,
3

D, Syr. Hard, mg., Flor. prefix iroXXov 8c Xoyov yevoficvov Kai ypa^wv dicp-

Flor. continues (so Blass in p) avT€Ta<r<rovTO lovSaioi rives ical
1
ePXao-^-qfiow, see especially Corssen, G. G. A., p. 431. For iropcv<rop.ai D !!^,
For airo tov vvv D 1 not D 2 reads o^>' vp-wv vw, " nunc vado ad
Flor. -rropevojiau.
Blass rejects in p.
Hilg. retains.
(gentes) ab vobis," Flor.
(XT)vcvofjLcv(i»v.

,

,

;

;

McGiffert considers that this
work in the synagogue is untrustworthy (p. 268) and at variance with
the fact that in St. Paul's own Epistles
there is no hint of it, but cf. 1 Cor. ix. 20,
ver.

6.

notice of

words which we may reasonably suppose
had a special application to Corinth, or
the Apostle would scarcely have so exIt would have been
pressed himself.
strange if in such a commercial centre
there had been no Jewish synagogue.
Ver. 5. See note on xvii. 15 McGiffert,
;

Apostolic Age, p. 269, recognises this
among the striking points of contact
between Acts and the Epistles to the
Here Silas and Timothy
Corinthians.
are said to have been with St. Paul in
Paul's own statement
St.
Corinth, cf.
in 2 Cor. i. 19, to the fact that the same
two names occur in the salutations of
1 and 2 Thess.,
both of which were
written from Corinth, see also Paley,

Horce Paulina,

iv.,

6, 7,

and

viii.

4.

—

as the power of

God, and

God and

wisdom

the

of

both his Epistles all that
the Apostle says about the duties of
the Christian life is brought into relation
with this fundamental truth (see McGiffert,
u. 5., p. 266).
Silas and Timothy found
him wholly possessed by and engrossed
in the word (so the imperfect,
Page, AlOn the other hand it has
ford, Wendt).
been maintained that the arrival of Silas
and Timothy brought St. Paul help from
Macedonia, and that on the account,
Phil. iv. 15, 2 Cor. xi. 9, he was able to
give himself up to preaching, as he was
thus relieved from the strain of working
for his bread (so Wordsworth, Lewin,
in

But

Rendall).

1

Cor.

imply that St. Paul

1

ix.

still

seems to

continued to

work

for his livelihood at Corinth. Blass
seems to find in the uniqueness of the
phrase a reason for its alteration; see

note for his view.

critical

refers the

Plumptre
words to the Apostle's desire to

" he was
wholly
0-t>v€ix«To tw irvcvjjiaTi:
absorbed in preaching," Xoyw, so Ram"in teaching the word," Grimmsay
Thayer, cf. Wisdom xvii.
(cf. 2 Cor.
The verb occurs frequently in
v. 14).
times
in
his
three
Luke, six times
Gospel,
in Acts, twice in St. Paul, only once elsewhere in N.T., but nowhere as in the
It looks as if St.
particular phrase here.
Paul's preaching in Corinth was specially
characterised by " greater concentration
"
of purpose and simplicity of method, cf.
The philosophic style in
1 Cor. ii. 2.
which he had addressed the Athenians is
now abandoned, and so too, at least
primarily, fhe proclamation of the living
and true God, and of the coming of
His Son to save His people in the day

Rome, which the Apostle cherished
for many years, and which had been further
kindled by finding himself in company
with those who came from Rome; and
the announcement of a journey to Rome,
xix. 21, after tne Apostle had been somt
time in the company of Aquila and Pris-

ot wrath, with which apparently he had
commenced at Thessalonica, 1 Thess. i.

in

;

9,

n

Such methods and truths had
place, but in Corinth "Jesus Christ

10.

their

and

Him

crucified"

was

to be preached

see

both at Corinth and Ephesus, is
emphasised by Ramsay, St. Paul, p. 255.
But on the whole, Ramsay's interprecilla

tation is very striking, p. 252, cf.
of McGiffert much
to

remarks

same
266.

effect,

Age, pp.
— c\ajxapT.,Apostolic
see above on

Tdv X.
Jesus,"

p.

'I.

:

cf.

p. 226. So
for Jews.

the
the
263-

92.

—

" that the Anointed
One is
xvii. 3, so Ramsay, St. Paul,
far the message was evidently
See critical note for reading

D.
Ver.

6.

avTiToo-<r.

:

classical use, of

an army ranged in hostile array, or ot
those opposed to each other in opinion,
Thuc, iii., 83. So in later Greek, in Polyb*
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KaSapos lyu &iro too vuv

cis

r& lOrq

Trope uaou-ai.
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u.eTaj3as

1
iKtldev rjXOei' els oiKiaf tikos 6f<SjiaTi 'louorou, aeftopevov TOf 0€oV,

oiKia

oi5 19

owojxopouo-a

r\v

avv&ywyos iirurrcuae

owaywyr).

tt}

8. 2 Kpio-iros 8c

tw Kupiw aoK Ska tw oikw auToC

•

6 dpxiiroXXol

ica!

1
B*D 2 Syr. H. Tisch., W.H., Weiss, Wendt have TtTtov I. &E, Vulg., Boh.,
Arm. have Titov I., so R.V. Instead of ckciOcv D* 137, Flor. read airo tov AicvXa,
;

,

not Blass in 0, but Hilg.
2

For doublets

in

D

see Corssen, u.

;

s.,

p. 428.

in this verse, so in Flor., Blass in 0, see Harris,

Four Lec-

tures, etc., p. 60.

Ramgenerally to oppose, to resist.
" and when
they began to
say renders
form a faction against him," but cf.
Rom. xiii. 2, James iv. 6, v. 6, 1 Pet.
v. 5, Prov. iii. 34.
p\acr$., cf. xiii. 45,
or it may be used generally as in xix.
ii.
2.
licrivaf., cf. xiii.
9, and 2 Peter

—

—

51,

note

Neh.

v.

cf.

;

13,

Matt.
"

x.

and LXX,

14,

found five times in St. Luke's Gospel,
but only here in Acts. It is used once
elsewhere in N.T, and there by St. Paul,
2 Cor. v. 16 (cf. John viii. 11).
See
is

Friedrich,

Synoptica,
Ver. 7.

16,

p.

p.

and Hawkins, Hone

29.

fL€Taf)as

the synagogue,

undoubtedly a very ex-

cf.

ctceiOev,

Luke

from

i.e.,

x. 7,

" he

"he

re-

moved," Rendall
changed his place
Paul, from the synagogue" Ramsay the verb

asperating gesture," Ramsay, St.
the
p. 256; but we must remember that
opposition at Corinth seems to have been
unusally great, as Ramsay himself points

;

:

vp&v,
Matt,

found three times with iiccttev in St.
"
"
Matthew, and in each place departed
R.V., this gives perfectly good sense:
cf. Ramsay, Church in the Roman Empire,
Movo-tov: if
p. 158, and critical note.

25, and in LXX, Lev. xx. 16, 2
Sam. i. 16, 1 Kings ii. 37, Ezek. iii. 18,
Both
etc., i.e., e\9cr<i>, Matt, xxiii. 35.
here and in xx. 26 we can scarcely doubt
that St. Paul had in mind the words of

the addition Tfrrov or Ti-rfov is correct,
there is no need to discuss the possible
identification with the companion of St.
Paul in Gal. ii. 1, etc. ; see Alford and
The
Page, in loco, and critical note.

out, u.
xx.

s.,

pp. 143, 256.
Hebraistic,

26,

cf.

— to

oljjia

cf.,

e.g.,

xxvii.

Ezek.

the prophet,
K6<f>.>

i.e.,

xxxiii.

6.

—

lirl

tt|v

the head
for other ideas
(1888), in loco.

upon yourselves,

being used for

the person —

of the word see

Wendt

De Wette

interprets of moral ruin, and
others of the eternal airwXcia, but we
cannot refine so much upon a figurative
In w. 5b and 6 Spitta and
phrase.
Jiingst see the hand of a Reviser, the
former holding that the whole passage
runs smoothly with these omissions,
whilst Jungst ascribes also the word
£K€i0€v, ver. 7, to the Reviser. According
to Clemen, 4 and 5^ the preaching in
the synagogue belongs to
Redactor
Judaicus, the Jewish persecution in ver.
6 to the Redactor Antijudaicus. Hilgenfeld agrees with Spitta in so far that he
ascribes 5b and 6b to "the author to

—

".
scarcely
icaOapbs cyw
to say " I am pure," have discharged my duty with a clear conscience,
cf. xx. 26, the same idea here, better to
punctuate at ey«, but see Blass, in loco.
iiro tov
from henceforth, i.e., so
far as he is concerned.
It is evident that
the words did not apply to other places,
for in xix. 8 St. Paul goes to the synagogue according to his wont. The phrase

Theophilus

:

enough

—

vw

:

is

—

was adopted by Chrysos-

identification

tom and

Grotius, and for a statement of
the evidence on either side see Plumptre,
in loco.
It should be remembered that

we have Barsabbas

Justus,

i.

and

23,

Jesus Justus, Col. iv. n, see also Lightfoot "Acts of the Apostles," B.D. 2 i.,
The house of a proselyte may have
32.
been chosen because it offered easy
access to those who wished to come,
,

whether Greeks or Hebrews (see Chrysostom's comment), but in Paul's thus
going into the house of a proselyte hard
by the synagogue we may see how his
But further this
spirit had been stirred.
:

Justus was evidently a Roman
citizen, one of the coloni in Corinth, and
thus St. Paul would gain access through
him to the more educated class in the
Paul, p. 256, and
city, Ramsay, St.
"Corinth," Hastings' B.D., i. 480.—
crvvo|Aopovara there is no need to suppose that he left his lodgings with Aquila
this house became Paul's place ol
meeting (so in Ephesus, cf. xix. g, 10)
Titus

:

—

;

he had his

own synagogue

there (Blass)
in classics simple verb
6p.opeu>, 6|xovp^w
compound only found here; (rvvopopos,
Eccl. writers.
;

;
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Twk KopifOiwi' ditouoKTes ^iriareuoi' ital i^airrlloyro.
9. Eittc oe 6
Ku'pios 8V opdfxa-ros iv kukti tw riauXw, Mf) 4>o|3ou, d\\d XdXei xal
10. Sioti

*

f&f)

aiwirr)<rr)s

oroi

too KaKuaai

ore

•

^yw cifxt fxcrd aoG, Kal ouSels CTriOrjaeTai
Xads ivri pot iroXus *y Tg iroXei TaoTtj.

8u5ti

Vcr. 8. KpCo-iros, c/. 1 Cor. i. 14,
coincidence with, admitted by McGiffert,
"no
p. 269 (so too by Holtzmann),
reason to doubt that he is the man
whose conversion Luke reports," ac-

cording to tradition he became Bishop
of iEgina, Const. Apost., vii., 46. Though
a Jew he bore a Latin name, cf for a
parallel case J. Lightfoot, Hot. Heb., in
loco.
6 apxLo-., if we cf. ver. 17 it looks
as if in the Corinthian synagogue there
was only one person bearing this title, and
that Sosthenes succeeded Crispus when
" Corthe latter became a Christian, see
inth" (Ramsay), Hastings' B.D., i., p.
482, and see also Ramsay, Expositor,

—

April,

1895, and above on

xiii.

15

:

on

the reason of St. Paul's baptism of Cris2
and
pus, Gaius, Stephanas, see B.D.
Hastings' B.D., u. s. There is certainly
no ground for supposing that St. Paul
,

depreciated baptism although he baptised
so few in Corinth with his own hands,
Speaker's Commentary on 1 Cor. i. 17.
It is evident from this notice that St.
Paul's preaching had not been without
its effect on the Jewish residents, and
probably one reason why the feeling
against the Apostle was so strong, xx. 3,
was because this influence extended to
the
persons of importance in Corinth
next words show good results among the
Gentile population of the city. trvv 5X<p
tw oiiccp, cf. xvi. 15, 1 Cor. i. 16. rdv K.,
not MovSaloi, who are always so called,
but EXXt)vcs> ver. 4, including for the
most part "proselytes of the gate".
" used to
dtcov. itrlarevov Kal cpairr.
;

—
—

—

:

hear,

and

believe,

imperfects

;

and receive baptism,"

the spread of the

new

faith

was gradual but continuous, dicov. is
taken by some to refer to the hearing of
the fact that Paul had separated himself
from the synagogue (so Wendt, Weiss)
;

see critical note.
Ver. 9.
So at other crises
xxii.

Apostle's life, cf
6 K., i.e., Jesus.

—

xlii.

and

—

Luke

6,

xliii.

2,

p,tj

17,

<f>o|3ov,

for

in

xxvii.

the

cf.

the
23.
Isa.

phrase

10, v.

10, viii. 50, xii.
7, 32, Acts, in loco, and xxvii. 24, characteristic of the Evangelist ; Friedrich,
i.

13,

ii.

Cf
p. 35, and Plummer on Luke i. 13.
xx. 3 for the continued malignity of these
Corinthian Jews the Apostle's apprehension as expressed here is confirmed by
;

the statements in 1 Thess. ii. 15, iii. 7,
which describe the Jewish opposition as
existing at the time he wrote (see this

acknowledged by McGiffert, Apostolic Age, p. 270).
Hilgenfeld sees no
reason to refer w. 9 and 10 to the Re-

fully

He finds them

viser (with Jiingst).

in his

C

of which they are characteristic,
cf xvi. 9, 10; the vision refers not to
wha*. had preceded, but to what follows,
and explains the stay of Paul at Corinth
mentioned in ver. n. aXXd XdXci icai
" continue to
utj criwir., i.e.,
speak,"
"
speak on," cf. Isa. lviii. 1, affirmation
and negation solemnity in the double
form see too Jer. i. 6-8, xv. 15-21 on
the form of the tenses see Weiss, in loco.
In 1 Cor. ii. 3, 4 we have a proof of
the effect of this assurance, and of the
confidence with which the Apostle was
source

—

;

;

;

inspired.

810T1 iy<&
Ver. 10.
fundamentum
fiducia, Bengel. liriO. : only here in
this sense, but so in LXX, aggrediri, cf.
Gen. xliii. 18, Exod. xxi. 14, 2 Chron.

—

:

—

Jud. xvi. 7. tov xaKwcrai
with tov, probably to express
conceived or intended result, Burton, p.
157 and also p. 148, i.e., an event indicated by the context not to have actually
"
taken place. Xads
qui mei sunt et
mei fient "
Bengel even in Corinth,
proverbial for its vice, Christ has His
"chosen people," and in Cenchreae, where
all the vices of a seafaring population
found a home, " Christianity wrought its
miracle," so Renan, Saint Paul, p. 219,
xxiii.

13,
infinitive

—

:

:

:

—

the Apostle's own description, 1 Cor.
9-1 1 : "in Corinth the Gospel had
been put to a supreme test, and nowhere

cf.
vi.

had it triumphed more gloriously". No
wonder that in facing this stronghold of
the powers of darkness St. Paul needed
an assurance similar to that which cheered
the heart of an Elijah, 1 Kings xix. 18.
But whilst the new faith thus gained
adherents chiefly from the lowest social
grade, cf also 1 Cor. i. 26, which indicates
that there were some in the higher social
ranks and some versed in the learning of
the schools who welcomed the Gospel
to a Crispus, a Gaius, a Stephanas, we
may add Erastus, the public treasurer of
the city, Rom. xvi. 23, an office which in
a place like Corinth carried with it considerable influence and position (as even
;
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SiSdaKuv iv auTots tok \6yov

TOU 0eou.
12.

raXXiwi^os 8e afOuTraTcuorros

6jAo9ujxaS6i/

01 'louSaioi

tu

l

ttjs 'Axatas, KaTcireaT^o-o^
llauXu), koi tjyayoi' auTOf e!m to j3tj|aci,

1
fc$ABD 15, 18, 36, 40, Tisch., Alford, W.H., Weiss, Wendt, Hilg. read
avOviroTov ovtos. Meyer follows T.R., so Blass. D and Flor. expand as follows
in 12 and 13, so Blass in (5, ica/reir. 01 I. o-vXAaX-qcravTcs ^.(ff cavrwv em tov II. icai
citiOcvtcs ras x et P a 5 'nya-yo^ avTov €iri to (^fia KaTa^ooivTes koi Xcy.

Renan admits, although he regards him
as the only adherent won from the upper
classes), and the readiness with which
the Corinthian Church responded to
St. Paul's appeal for the poor saints
indicates that many of its members had
some means at their disposal (cf. the
account of Paul's work at
striking
Corinth by McGiffert, p. 267, and Orr,

Some Neglected Factors

in

Early Christi-

anity, p. 108).
Ver. 11.
ctcadurc,

see critical note,
he dwelt," R.V., cf. Luke xxiv. 49, but
f
not elsewhere in N.T. in this sense, but

Mace.

1, 29.
constantly in LXX,
Rendall renders " he took his seat," i.e.,
as a teacher, a Rabbi, and see also the
remarks of Ramsay on the way in which
1

ii.

Paul was evidently regarded at
Corinth as one of the travelling lecturers
on philosophy and morals so common in
the Greek world, " Corinth," Hastings'
B.D. 1 p. 482. The word may be purposely used here instead of the ordinary
pivciv to indicate the quiet and settled
work to which the Apostle was directed
by the vision which had calmed his
troubled spirit, and had taught him that
his cherished plan of revisiting Macedonia must be postponed to preaching the
Word in Corinth. During this period 1
and 2 Thess. were probably written. The
year and a half is taken to include the
whole subsequent residence in Corinth,
ver. 18, in which w. 12-17 f°rm an
Men attacked him with a view
episode.
of injuring him, but without success, and
his continuous abode in Corinth was a
fulfilment of the promise in ver 10 (indicated perhaps more clearlv by t€ than
St.

the household of Stephanas is spoken of
as the firstfruits not of Corinth but of

Achaia.
Ver. 12. ov8., cf. xiii. 7, another proof
of St. Luke's accuracy, Achaia from b.c
27 (when it had been separated from
Macedonia, to which it had been united
since B.C. 146, and made into a separate province) had been governed by a
proconsul. In a.d. 15 Tiberius had reunited it with Macedonia and Mysia, and
it was therefore under an
imperial legatus
as an imperial province, Tac, Ann., i.,
But a further change occurred when
Claudius, a.d. 44, made it again a senatorial province under a proconsul, Suet.,
76.

On subsequent changes in
"
Achaia,"
government see Ramsay,
Hastings' B.D. Corinth was the chief
city of the province Achaia, and so proClaudius, 25.

its

Tjfitpas iieavas,

bably chosen for the residence of the
governors. raXXCwvos we have no direct statement save that of St. Luke that
Gallio governed Achaia. Gallio's brother
Seneca tells us that Gallio caught fever
in Achaia, Ep. Mor., 104, and took a
voyage for change of air (Ramsay, St.
Paul, p. 258) (see also the same reference
in Zahn, Einleitung, ii., p. 634, and as
against Clemen, Ramsay, St. Paul, p.
260), a remark which Ramsay justly regards as a corroboration of St. Luke on
the date see Ramsay St. Paul, p. 258,
and Expositor March, 1897, p. 206
1
"
Corinth," Hastings' B.D.
p. 481
"
Turner, Chronology of the New TestaGallio could not have
ment," ibid.
entered on the proconsulship of Achaia
and
before 44 a.d.,
probably not before
Ramsay thinks during the
49 or 50
summer of a.d. 52 'Renan and Light-

words are taken

foot, a.d. 53), whilst recently Schiirer (so

mark simply a note of the time spent
between the incident of w. 12-17 and the

Wendt, 1899I places the proconsulship
of Gallio between 51-55 a.d., Zw. Th.,
1898, p. 41 f. 'as against O. Holtzmann,

,

by

8c in ver.

ver. 18, see

On

—the

11).

below

to

departure of Paul from the city. In this
period the Apostle would have founded
the Church at Cenchreae, and his labours

seem to have extended still further, for
Cor i. 1 we read of the saints in the
whole of Achaia {cf. 2 Cor. xi. 10) and
in 2

—

:

;

;

,

;

:

Neutest. Zeitgeschichte, who places it
before 49 a.d.).
The description of
Gallio in Acts is quite consistent with
what we know of his personal character,
and with his attitude as a Roman official.
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13. X£y°*TeS, "Oti irapot rov v6\iov outos dmireiOci tous ayBpujirous

a^PeaOat toc 6coV.

1

1

fiAXorros $€ too riuuXou avoiyew to aTOU,a,

4.

tiirev 6 raXXiaiy -rrpos

tous 'lou&aious, Ei

pa8ioupYT||i.a iroi'Tjpof,

&

'louoaioi,

x

t^

doiKTjfxci ti

him as
Seneca

writes of him " Nemo mortahum uni tarn
dulcis est quam hie omnious," Quast.
Nat., iv., Praef., and see other references
:

and testimonies, Renan, Saint Paut, p.
2
It is quite
221, and H Gallio," B.D.
possible that the Jews took advantage or
his easy-going nature and aftability, or,
if he had recently arrived in the pro.

of his inexperience.
Gallio's
Hellenic culture may have lea to his
selection for the post (Renan, u. s., p.
222). The notion that as a Stoic he was
friendly disposed towards the Christians,
and on that account rejected the accusations of the Jews, is quite without ioundaThe name ot
tion, see Zockler, in loco.
Junius Gallio was an assumed one its
vince,

;

whose

bearer,

real

name was Marcus

Annseus Novatus, had been adopted Dy
the rhetorician, L. Junius Gallio, a triend
of his father. icaTCire<rTT)crav, cj. xvi. 22,

—

verb, only found here.
Rendall, tn loco,
renders " made a set assault upon Paul,"
the
culmination
o* the Jewish
expressing
hostility in a set assault (not against, as
in A. and R.V.).
rh
6po0., as in xv. 25.
ptjpa of the proconsul, probably erected
in some public place, a movable seat o

—

—

:

judgment.
Ver. 13. X£yovxcs: in the set accusation which follows there is probably
an indication that the Jews could not
stir up the crowd against Paul as at
Philippi and Thessalonica, for already he
had gained too good an influence over

—

av<nr€i0€t
the common people (Weiss).
"
only here in N.T., persuadendo excitare,
sollicitare," it is used of evil persuasion

LXX,

Mace.

i.

Jer. xxxvi. (xxix.) 8
11.
irapa tov vop.ov

—"

:

:

and

in

1

"contrary

the law
what law ? Roman or
Jewish ? in a certain sense the expression
might include both, for as a religio licita
the Jewish law was under the protection
of the Roman law, and Josephus tells us
how leave had been granted to the Jews
to worship according to their own law,
But Paul's teaching
Ant., xiv., 10, 2 ff.
was to these Jews the introduction of
something illegal, contrary to the religion
:

?j
•

y]y€or^6\i.r\y

uy.C)v

om. ^ABDE, Chrys., verss., Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt, Blass.
Vulg. read o> avSpes lovS.

Statius, Silv., ii., 7, 32, speaks of
" dulcis
Gallio," and his brother

to

ouV

ow

Flor.,

in

u.ci/

Kanx Xoyov a>

which they were allowed

to practise,

D
and

so they sought to oring his teaching under
the cognisance ox the proconsul (see

Zahn, Etnleitung, 1., p. 190). They may
therefore have designedly used a phrase

had a double meaning.
But
whatever their design, Gallio saw through
it, ana arew a hard and fast distinction
between a charge ot illegality against
which

the state and of illegality against Jewish,
vofiov tov Ka9* vp.as, not Roman law.
this reply Gallio showed that he knew
more about the matter than the Jews

m

supposed, and he

may have had some

intelligence 01 the Jewish disturbances at

about " Chrestus ". Both avdpwor^p. rbv 0eov point to the
general nature of the charge, as including Paul's efforts to convert not only
Jews but proselytes. At least the Jews
would try to give their accusation a

Rome

and

irovs

colour of illegality against the Roman
law, for they would themselves have
dealt with it ii it had been simply connected with their own religious observances, see "Corinth," Hastings B.D.,
i.,

481.
Ver. 14.

ton, p. 71,
Alford, in

fxeXXovTos

:

on ovv, see
loco,

for

Lucan
critical
its

;

see Burnote and

retention.

d8itcT]p.a, cj. xxiv. 20, only once
in N.T., Rev. xviii. 5, here it

—

elsewhere

may perhaps

mark a

legal wrong,
state — the word

a

wrong
used

is

against the
in

classical

Greek oi a breach oi law aSiic. twv vop.o»v,
Dem., 586, 11, while ^qi8iovpvt)p.a marks
rather the moral wrong,
pq.8., cf. xiii.
10,

not

elsewhere

either

in

classical

Greek or LXX, but cf. Plut., Pyrrh., 6,
"if a misdemeanour or a crime": so
Ramsay. koto. Xcfyov utpar est, merito ;
cf. use ot the phrase in Polyb. and 3
Mace. iii. 14 (irapa X., 2 Mace. iv. 46,
MovSatoi without avSpes
3 Mace. vii. 8).
perhaps in contempt (so Knabenbauer),

—

:

—

—

but see critical note.
TJve<rx<Vn v > cfLuke ix. 41, and so several times in St.
Paul's Epistles, 2 Cor. xi. 1, 4; on the
augment and construction see Blass,

Gram., pp. 39, 102, Simcox, Language
New Testament, p. 34, note, and

0/ the

Burton,

p.

103.
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cWi

1

15. €i 8c

JtfTTjfitf

guas, oij/eaBc auTot
16. Kal

itoVtcs

3

4

The

2

yap

*

ouock Tovrutv tu

ical

^njaoTa

plur.

Wendt.

ir€pl

17. €Tn.\a|36p.ekoi 8c

"EXXn/cs Iwcr0eVi]K t6k apxicrumywyok cTuirroy cuTrpoadcy

tou Prjp-aTos
1

X6you *al 6vo\l&twv xal v6}iov TOU itaiT
2
KpiT^s yap
c*yw toutuk ou Bou'Xopai etfai.

•

&Trr}Xa<r€K au-rous airo too ^rj/xaTos.
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faXXiom

^ABD E,

ejieXcr.

2

read by

verss.,

W.H.,

Tisch.,

R.V., Weiss

Blass.
after k P itt]s

om. fc*ABD

*3t Vulg., Boh., Tisch.,

W.H., R.V Weiss, Weadt

Blass.
3

For

airi)Xa<rcv,

4

D

1

Flor., Hilg. aTcXvo-cv, but not Blass.

,

Arm. om.

<h EXXtjves, so R.V., W.H., Wendt, Weiss; Blass
retains (Flor. om. iravres), so Belser and Hilg.
Blass in
reads xai o TaXXiwv
"
Flor. " simulat se non videre
irpocrciroiciTO avrov p,Tj (JXcirciv.
(d) ; Belser holds
that this is original, p. 87.
Some later MSS. read lovSauu.

£$AB

Vulg., Boh.,

Ver. 15.

we

If

read the plural

trjTif-

we may
"

regard it as expressing
a parcel of questions," Alcontempt
if
but
ford
they are questions of word
(teaching) not deed (opposite tpyov, factum) and of names not things, verba,
opposite irpoyuara (Blass) ; i.e. , the
arguments as to whether Jesus could
rightly or not claim the title of Messiah,
see also Page's note.
v6\iov tov ica0'
not Roman law ; with
vjtas of your law
the phrase cf. xvii. 28 (xvi. 39 p), xxiv.
It is used only once elsewhere in
22.
N.T., by St. Paul, Eph. i. 15 (cf. Acts
xxvi. 3).
o\|/€cr0c atiToi, cf. Matt, xxvii.
4, 24
pronoun emphatic, xiii. 18, 19 so
in LXX, Num. xiii. 19, Judg. vii. 17, xxi.
Blass quotes two passages from
21, etc.
ptaTa

:

;

—

:

—

—

;

;

Epictetus,

yap

cyw
emphatic

ii.
:

,

5, 30,

omit

and
yap

—

KpiT-fjs

pronoun

more

iv., 6,
;

41.

they could determine their
matters according to their own law so
;

;

Lysias, xxiii., 29, Festus, xxv., 19.—oi
" I am not
minded," R.V. ;
fiovXouai
the decision while it testifies to the
strength of Gallio's character, since unlike Pilate he would not allow himself to
be influenced against his better judgment,
expresses at the same time his sovereign
contempt for the Jews and their religion ;
to him as to his brother Seneca the
Jews were only sceleratissima gens (Aug.,
De Civ. Dei, vi., 10). The decision shows
no favourable inclination to Christianity
itself, but this does not take away from
its importance as proving that so far as
the Roman authorities were concerned
the freedom of speech thus granted would
enable the religion of the Christ to make
its way through the civilised, i.e., the
:

his doctrine and his presentation of it
but also as regards his aim that Christi-

anity should be spread throughout the
empire, an aim made more clear by the
imperial policy of which Gallio was the
exponent.
Ver. 16. airi)Xao-cr: probably by his
lictors who would be commanded to clear
the court. This interpretation of the word
is in accordance with the next verse,
which describes the crowd of Greeks as
prepared to follow up the decision of
Gallio by similar treatment of a leading
Jew on their own account. See critical
note.

Ver. 17. ciriXap. 8c of hostile action,
ot"EXXrjvcs, see critical
If wovtcs alone is read it seems
note.
clear from the context that only the Jews
could be meant, and Weiss supposes that
when they had failed so ignominiously

xvii. 19, xvi. 19.

—

:

rage on their own
as head of the
synagogue would naturally have been
prominent in presenting the complaint

they

vented

their

leader, Sosthenes,

who

to Gallio. Some of the later MSS. insert
ot 'lovSaioi after irovrc? to make the

Probably confusion
meaning clearer.
arose in the MSS. from identifying Sosthenes either rightly or wrongly with the
Sosthenes in 1 Cor. i. 1, and therefore
oi 'EXXTjrcs was omitted on the supposition that the Jews were allowed to console themselves by beating a Christian.
But not only is it difficult to conceive
that Gallio would have allowed them to
do this, but there is no occasion to suppose that the Sosthenes here is the same
as in 1 Cor.

i.

1 (for
if so,

mon), and even

the

he

name was com-

may have become
It is much
date.

Roman world cf. Ramsay, St. Paul, p. a Christian at a later
260, who sees in his residence at Corinth more conceivable that the
;

an epoch

in Paul's life

not only as regards

their hatred of the

Corinthians in

Jews proceeded

to

IIPAHEIS AIIOSTOAQN
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1 8.

O

8e riauXos

en

it were the supercilious treatdealt out to them by Gallio, and
would
naturally fix upon Sosthenes
they
as the leading spirit in the Jewish community. So far as he cared at all, Gallio
may have been pleased rather than otherwise at the rough and ready approval of
his decision by the populace, see Ramsay,
St. Paul, p. 250, and " Corinth," Hast1
p. 482
Plumptre, in loco,
ings' B.D.
and Wendt (1809). The whole of the
section, w. 12-17, is regarded by Clemen,

second as

;

an interpolation,
but Hilgenfeld puts aside their varying
as
of
rejection
unconvincing,
grounds
and finds it very conceivable that the
hinder
the preaching
to
Jews attempted
of Paul as is here described (1 Thess. ii.
16). With regard to the whole narrative
of Paul at Corinth, vv. 1-17, Spitta, p.
244, concludes, as against Weizsacker's
p. 126, Jiingst, p. 165, as

attack on

character, that
we may regard it as scanty or even onesided, but that there is no valid reason
eVuirxov
to regard it as unhistorical.
Hackett interprets the imperfect as
a
how
thorough
showing
beating Sos" exitus rei
thenes received ; but
quae
its

historical

—

:

depingitur (imperf.) non indicatur, quia
the
nihil gravius secutum est," Blass
imperfect may simply mean "began to
ovSev . . . ejieXev, cf. Luke x.
strike".
40, a Gallio has become a proverbial
name for one indifferent to religion, but
there is nothing in St. Luke's statement
All the words
to support such a view.
show is that Gallio was so little influenced
by the accusations of the Jews against
Paul that he took no notice of the
conduct of the Greeks (?) in beating
And if the beating was
Sosthenes.
administered by the Jews, Gallio might
well overlook it, as he would regard it as
the outcome of some question which only
;

—

concerned their religion (Weiss).
Ver. 18.

en

irpo<rp,€ivas

:

this

may be

an addition to the year and a half, or
may be included in it on en see critical
note.
iKavd$, Lucan, see on viii. 11, etc.
the expression shows how little the
attack upon the Apostle had injured his
prospects of evangelising the city and
neighbourhood. &iroTa£., Vulgate, valefacio, used by Luke and Paul only, except

—

;

—

Mark

Luke ix. 61, xiv. 33, Acts,
ver. 21, 2 Cor. iii. 13 ; in this
sense only in middle voice in N.T., in
classical Greek not used in this sense,
vi. 46,

in loco,

and

but aa-ira£e<r6a{ riva (Grimm, sub

v.)

;

ow

Zupiav, Kal

r)\\>

ment

,

tKaixis, toi$

-irpoapeims iqficpa?

diroTa€<£p.ef09 ^eSrXei els

cf.

also

its

(so too in

to forsake

XVIII.

dSeX^oIs

aoTw DpiaKiXXa Kal

use in Jos., Ant.,

xi.,

6,

8

Philo), like
(cf.

Luke

Latin, renuntio,
xiv. 33), and in Eccl.

Ad Philadelph., xi., 1
Euseb., H.E., ii., 17, 5 (2 Clem., vi., 4, 5).
" he set about the
IgcVXei
voyage,"
in xx. 6, aorist, not imperfect as here;
" recte
impf., nam de perfecta navigatione,

writers, Ignatius,

—

ver. 22,
€

;

:

—

demum

^X 1l v:

passage

vow

m
it

agitur," Blass.
iccip. . . .
interpretation of this
undoubtedly best to refer

tne
is

to Paul

grammatically it would
but it is difficult to see
what point there would then be in the
If it is urged that Aquila's
statement.
name placed after Priscilla's indicates
that he is the subject of the following
verb, we have clearly seen that this is
not the only occasion on which Priscilla's
name preceded her husband's, see above,
the

;

refer to Aquila,

and ver. 26, and Rom.
argument that the notice

xvi.

3.

The

intended by
St. Luke to show that Paul counselled
observance of the law, and did not tempt
him to break it, as he was afterwards
accused of doing, xxi. 21, is still more
irrelevant, for so far nothing has been
definitely said as to Aquila's conversion.
And if the vow involved any obligation
to appear at Jerusalem, it is quite evident
that Paul and not Aquila went up to the
Holy City. A list of the names on either
is

is given by Alford, Felten, Wendt.
Amongst recent writers we may add
Wendt, Zockler, Blass, Jiingst, Matthias

side

as favouring the view that Aquila is
the subject, whilst Weiss, Felton, Ramsay, Hort, Rendall, Page, Knabenbauer,
Luckock take the opposite view. What
then was the nature and occasion of the
vow ? Those who connect this vow with
the journey to Jerusalem, as if the latter
was obligatory in the fulfilment of the
former, are justified in regarding the vow
as a modified form of the Nazirite vow,
Num. vi. 1-21. The man under the
Nazirite vow was to drink no wine or
strong drink, and to let no razor pass
over his head or face. At the end of
the time during which the vow lasted,
his hair was shaven at the door of the
Tabernacle (the Temple), and burnt in
the fire of the altar as an offering. But
it is to be observed that in this passage
the word is iceipapcvos, whilst of thus
completing the Nazirite vow, xxi. 24,
the word |vpij<r<i>VTai is used (cf. 1 Cor.
xi. 6), and there is evidence (Wordsworth,
in loco) that a man who had taken a
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K€tpd|i€i'os t)\v Ke$a\r]y iv

Kcyxpcais
ct^c y&p €vyj\v.
8c els "E4>€aoK, Kdiceiyous KaTcXnrci' auTou
auros 8c

2

19. KaT^nrjo-e

•

1
reads os cvxtjv €\<av ev Keyxpeais rt\v k€<j>o.Xt]v
After AxuXas Blass in
cxetpaTO,
following Flor. see Belser, pp. 89-92, who strongly opposes Blass, and cf. Ramsay,
St. Paul, p. 263, and comment.
;

2

KaTirjvTTjo-av, plur. in

fc^ABE

*3> 4°> d, tol., Sah.,

Boh., Syrr., Arm., Tisch.,

W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt. Blass omits xaiccivovs Ka/rcXkircv avTov, so Flor.,
which ends " cum venisset Ephesum in se ". Blass, with D, Flor., reads KaTavT^o-as
8e eis I., and continues with D 137, Syr. H. mg., Sah., rip eirtovn trappa-rco cio-eXOwv.
SteXcxOrj EHLP SieXelaro fc$AB 13. 68, 69, 105, Tisch., Weiss, Wendt, W.H.
;

SicXcycTo D, Gig., Vulg., so Blass in

;

(3.

Nazirite vow in a foreign land was
allowed to poll or cut his hair shorter
that the hair so polled
(K€fpo>), provided
was taken to the Temple and burnt there
as an offering together with the hair
shorn off at the completion of the vow.
That the Jews took upon themselves a
modified form of the Nazirite vow is

proved from Josephus, JB. J., ii., 15, X,
when they were afflicted by disease or
distress.
Possibly therefore
the vow followed upon St. Paul's deliverance from an attack of sickness, and
the warm praise bestowed upon Phoebe,
the deaconess of the Church at Cenchreae
(Rom. xvi. 1), for her personal aid to himself may be taken as some confirmation
But if we thus place St. Paul's
of this.
vow here under the category of the vows
mentioned by Josephus, the journey to

any other

Jerusalem must be immediately connected with it, as the description given
by the Jewish historian plainly shows
that the vows in question were modified
forms of the regular Nazirite vow. It is
a very reasonable conjecture that the
vow may be connected with St. Paul's
danger at Corinth, and with his safe
deliverance from it. As one consecrated
to the service of the Lord, he would
allow his hair to grow until the promise
of his safety had been fulfilled and his
embarkation from Corinth was assured.
The vow was thus analogous to the
Nazirite vow, inasmuch as the same idea
of consecration lay at the root of each
but it was rather a private vow (Hort,
;

Judaistic Christianity, p. 91, and Weiss,
in loco), and in this case the journey of
the Apostle to Jerusalem would not be
conditioned by the vow, but by his desire
to be present at some great festival, beyond doubt that of the Passover. On the
custom amongst other nations to cut off
the hair, and to let it grow in votive offering to the gods, see Holtzmann, Apostelp. 395, and Page, in loco.
Hilgenfeld ascribes the narrative of the

geschichte,

incident to his " author to Theophilus,"

whether the vow refers to Paul or Aquila,
and considers that the story is intended
to connect St. Paul as much as
possible
with Judaism. One of the most curious
instances of perverse interpretation is
that of Krenkel, who thinks that the
iceip.
may be referred to Paul, who shaved his
head to counteract the epileptic fits with
which he was afflicted, 2 Cor. xiii. 7, see
Zockler's note.
Keyxpeais, see notices
of the place in Renan, Saint Paul, p.

—

218, and Hastings' B.D., modern Kalaniki (in Thuc. Keyxpeuu)
the eastern
harbour of Corinth, about nine miles
the
trade
with Asia;
distant, connecting
:

Lechaeum, the other port (" bimaris CoHorace, Odes, i., 7, 2), connecting it with Italy and the West. Tovrif
piv ovv xpwvTai irpbs tovs Ik ttjs 'Aortas,
irpbs 8^ tovs etc ttjs lTaX£as Ty Acxaiy,

rinthi,"

3

Strabo, viii., 6, p. 380.
Ver. 19.
Ka,TijvTT|<re, see critical note.
v
a voyage of two or three
«ls E<J>€<rov
Cicero
days with unfavourable wind.
mentions two occasions when the voyage

—

:

from Ephesus to Athens took two weeks,
8, 9
iii., 9, but in both instances extraordinary delays were the
cause of the lengthy voyage on Ephesus

Ad Attic, vi.,
see xix.

1.

—

;

;

kglkcCvoiis

Ephesus, famous for
they might carry on
it

is

its

ico/reX.

o,vtov

:

commerce, where

their trade, although
perhaps somewhat hazardous to re-

gard the city as the centre of the particular trade in which they were engaged.

Lewin quotes two passages in support of
but they both refer to one event, the

this,

presentation of a tent by the Ephesians
"
to Alcibiades, " Ephesus
B.D. 2 . avrbs
Sc
this does not mean that Paul for his
part (in contradiction to Aquila and Prissuch an
cilla) went into the synagogue
Others
interpretation seems unnatural.
explain that Aquila and Priscilla were left
in the town, and that the synagogue was
outside the town (so Alford), but this does
not seem satisfactory as a full explanation,

—

:

;
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cureX0o>r ets T^y

hi auTuv

cm

AnOSTOAQN

auvaywyty hi€\4\Bi\ tois

irXcioi'a

xP& yov

SI. dXX' direTdtaTO auTOis, ehrwp,
lpXoptvr\v iroiTjaai ets 'lepoadXufia

Act

*

20.

'louocuoi$.

auTOi?,

|*€if«u Trap'
2

xvm.

p.*

1

ip<DT<In>Tuiv

ouk tircVucrev

tV

irdfTws

'

4opT^ t^v

irdXiy Sc dvaKdjivJ/oj irpds uu.&s>

1
Trap* ovtois o«. fc^AB 36, 40, Vulg., Syr. H. text, Aeth., so Tisch., W.H., R.V.,
Weiss, Wendt, Blass.
2 After enrwv
fc^ABE 13, 15, 105, 180, Vulg. (exc. demid.), Sah., Boh., Arm., Aethro.
em. Set . . . lepocr., so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt; retained by T.R., so
Meyer, after (D)HLP 36, 40, Syrr., demid., Chrys., Oec, Thl., Gig., Wer. D has
Blass, p. xx., thinks D here affected
tt|v copTT)v T]fi.cpav, omitting the second ttjv.
"
by the corresponding Latin, sollemnem diem advenientem ". The reading may have
arisen from a desire to give a reason for St. Paul's urgency in making a brief journey
to Jerusalem, a journey to which the avapas of ver. 22 was regarded as referring (cf.
xx. 16).
But whether we follow the Bezan text or not, Ramsay holds that the shorter
reading of the great MSS. still implies a hurried visit to Jerusalem, which could only
be for some great occasion the Feast of the Passover close at hand (so Ramsay,
St. Paul, p. 263).
Possibly the performance of his vow may have occasioned this
urgent desire (Belser). But in xix. 1 D has a further expansion of the text, and speaks
of a purposed but unaccomplished journey of St. Paul to Jerusalem, so that we cannot
find in xviiL 22 an intimation of the accomplishment of this journey (cf. Corssen,
G. G. A., p. 440, 1896 Hilgenfeld,Zw. Th., 1896, p. 82), and avafias, xviii. 22, does
not refer to a journey to Jerusalem at all on this view. But the reference of {J in xix.
1 to the proposed journey in xviii. 21 has been doubted
Paul may have visited Jerusalem, xviii. 22, then travelled through Galatia and Phrygia, ver. 23, and have formed
anew an intention to pay another visit to Jerusalem (so Belser, strongly against Blass,
Beitrdge, p. 97, and also Die Selbstvertheidigung des heiligen Paulus, p. 140 ff.,
App. I. the visit in xviii. 22 having been already accomplished for the performance
of his vow). But if xix. 1 does refer back to the journey of xviii. 21, Wendt maintains
that the original occasion for the addition in that verse may still have been the fact
that avapas was understood of a journey to Jerusalem. For the two additions may
proceed from different hands that in xviii. 21 has much better attestation than that
;

—

;

:

;

;

and may owe

origin to the correct reference of ava|3as in ver. 22 to a
journey to Jerusalem whilst the later addition in xix. 1 may have been occasioned
by that of xviii. 21, because the reference in ver. 22 to a journey to Jerusalem was no
longer recognised (Wendt, 1899, note, p. 306) see further on xix. 1.
in xix.

1,

its

;

;

It seems most
especially after xvL 13.
probable that St. Luke uses the words in
an anticipatory way, and passes on to
the doings of the chief figure, Paul. In
spite of all that he had sunered at the
hands of his countrymen, St. Paul is still
an Israelite, yearning for the hope of
Israel, and desirous that others should
participate in his hope, see critical note

—

on p and Wendt

(so

Ewald,

Renan,

Blass and others),

Zockler,

Rendall,

was the Passover, the

one which seems most reconcilable with
the chronology others maintain Pentecost, so Anger, Alford, Wieseler,Plumptre
see Alford, in loco, and Turner, Chron.
Lewin favours
of the N. T., p. 422
Tabernacles. dvatcdfjuj/u, cf. xix. 1 used
by St. Luke, Luke x. 6, Matt. ii. 12,
Heb. xi. 15 used also several times in
LXX, Jud. xi. 39 A, 2 Sam. viii. 13, 1
Kings xii. 20, Job xxxix. 4, Sus. 14,
and other instances, so in classical
;

—

—

;

:

(1899), note, p. 305.
aorist, not imperfect as in ver.
" delivered a discourse to the
Jews,"
4
so Ramsay, in contrast to the continued
stay at Corinth marked by the imper ect
so Alford.
Ver. 20. circVevo-fv only here in N.T.,
but cf. 2 Mace. iv. 10, xi. 15, xiv. 20,

Greek, to return to a place, Herod., ii.,
8.
tov 0. 9ik., cf. 1 Cor. iv. 19, xvi. 17,
James iv. 15. Not only amongst Jews
and Arabs but amongst Greeks and

St. Paul
frequent in classical Greek.
must have had some very pressing reason
for refusing such an invitation from his

critical

own countrymen.

xiii.

SicXc'xfrn:
;

;

:

Ver. 21.
as

Ramsay

critical note. The Feast,
maintains, St. Paul, p. 264

See

;

—

Romans

similar phrases were in vogue,
see Meyer's note on James iv. 15
see
note on p\ dvVjx®'H» see above on

—

;

13.

Ver. 22. KarcXdwv els K.,
Stratonis,

i.e.,

*.<?.,

Csesarea
the

came down from
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kcu dn^x^T) dtro rrjs 'E<J>«xrou
22. 1 icai KareXO&v
Kal
€is Kaiardpeiav, d^a^ds
daTraadp.ei'os ttji' CKxX'naiai', KaT^rj ei$
'AmdxciaK.
23. koi iroi^cras xpovov nyd c^XOe,
toG 0€ou OAorros.

•

oi€px<£fJ£eos

leaders

raXaTucfjv

rr\y

x^P ay Kai puyiai',

€m<rnrjpi£wk'

irdrras

tous jxaOrjTds.
1

Hard. mg.

Pesh. read tov 8c AkvXclv ciao-cv cv E<f>co-cp • avi-os 8«
t
Kcuo-., so as to bring in the words omitted above, Ka.TeX.nrev
avTovs €kci—no mention of Priscilla; this would be characteristic of the Bezan
reviser, cf. ver. 26, etc.
137, Syr.

avaxdets tjXOcv cis

high sea to the coast, the shore,
5 (xxi.

coming down

cf. xxvii.

Homer, and

also of
from the high land to the

so in

3),

—

dvocoast, see Grimm-Thayer, sub v.
pa<5, i.e., to Jerusalem, the usual expression for a journey to the capital, cf. xi. 2,
xv. 2 (b), xxv. 1, g, Matt. xx. 18, Mark
x. 32,

John

Luke

see
ii.

ii.

42, xviii. 31, xix. 28,
ii. 1 ;
xxiv. 1,

13, vii. 8, Gal.

cf.
"
" to
22, xxv. 6, where
go down is used
the
from
to
Caesarea.
of
Jerusalem
journey
To suppose that the word is used to indicate simply that they landed in the
harbour, or because the town lay high up
from the shore, or because the place of
assembly for the Church was on high
ground, is quite arbitrary, and cannot be
"
set against the usage of the term
going
"
"
"

up

going down

and

in relation to

see Hort, Ecclesia, p. g6
Ramsay, St. Paul, p. 264; so Bengel,
Neander, Meyer, Hackett, Zockler, Ren-

Jerusalem

;

;

dall, Page, Weiss, Weizsacker, Spitta,
Jungst, Hilgenfeld, Wendt, Knabenbauer,
and Belser, Beitrage, p. 89, who opposes
here the position of Blass (and if the T.R.
" the
in ver. 21 is retained in
certainly

going up

"

to Jerusalem

seems naturally

Blass maintains that Caesarea
is meant, but he is evidently led to adopt
this view by his desire to retain the readto follow).

see Zockler, in loco, and
Ramsay, p. 264, and Belser, u. *., for a
criticism of Blass's view.
Amongst the
more recent critics, Zahn, Binleitung, ii.,
343i 35°. combats the reasons alleged by
Belser, and takes the going up and the
Church mentioned to refer to Caesarea
and the Church there, not to Jerusalem.
This visit of St. Paul to Jerusalem is

ing in D, xix.

1,

disputed by McGiffert, although he does
not deny with Weizsacker the whole
journey, but admits that the Apostle
went as far as Antioch. So too Wendt
is not prepared to follow Weizsacker
entirely, although he holds that as the

Apostle went to Syria, Luke concluded
that he must have gone up to Jerusalem
On the other hand, the
(so McGiffert).

historical truthfulness of the

journey to
stoutly defended by Spitta
The
silence
of
the Gala(pp. 246-248).
tian Epistle is admitted by Wendt to be
in itself no proof against its occurrence,
and still less objection can be based on
the supposed variance at this time between St. Paul and the Jewish Christians
of the capital. See Zockler's note, p.
272, and also Alford, in loco.
tt|v Ikk.
the Church at Jerusalem may be fairly
as
indicated, the ckk. Ken-'
regarded

Jerusalem

is

—

:

c|oxtjv
"primariam, ex qua propagatae
sunt reliquae," Bengel. If St. Luke had
meant the Christians in Caesarea, he
would probably have said that Paul
saluted the brethren or the disciples, cf.
;

xxiv. 7 (see Belser, u. s., p. go).
This
visit of St. Paul to Jerusalem would
probably be his fourth, ix. 26, xi. 30 (xii. 25),

xv. 4, and if he went on this fourth occasion to complete a vow, this fact alone
would prove that the visit was not wanting in an object: see however note on
ver. 18.
d<riracr.
the word indicates a
short stay.
Blass interprets that the
Apostle went up from the harbour to the

—

:

city of Caesarea, and then "went down
to Antioch ". But Ramsay, p. 264, urges
that it is impossible to use the term

KaTePrj of a journey from the coast town
Caesarea to the inland city Antioch ; on
"
the contrary, one regularly " goes down
to a coast town, xiii. 4, xiv. 25, xvi. 8, etc.
At the Syrian Antioch, the mother of the
Gentile churches, St. Paul would find a
welcome after his second journey, as after
this so far as we know was his
his first
last visit to a place which was now no
longer an effective centre for the Apostle's
work, or for the supervision of his new
churches.
Ver. 23. iroit]<ra« xp°v° v Twa: St.
Paul would naturally have spent some
time in a place so associated with the
origin of Gentile Christianity, and with
his own labours, the starting place of
each of his missionary journeys ; on the
phrase in St. Luke see Friedrich, cf.

—
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24. 'louSaios 8^ tis 'AiroXX&s
dfrjp Xoyios,

25. outos

1

D

2

For Kvpiov

1

6V<Sp.aTi,

icarqi'Tnarci' cis *E<^cao»',

r\v KaTTiXTlfi-^kos

p.an, cXdXci

ical

ttji'

XVIII.

'AXegayftpeu?

Sukotos

utv

68oy tou Kupi'ou, Kai,

tA

eSiSaaicey &Kpi(3a>s

ircpl

tw

yeVci,

iv rais ypa<f>cus.

JeW tu

-jrveu-

too Kupiou, 2 emoTau.€yos

reads AiroXXwvtos, possibly correct, so Blass in 0, and Hilg., but cf. Ramsay,
St. Paul, p. 268, C. R. E., p. 151, and see below; see also Wendt (1899), p. 308,
note, who thinks with Blass that orig. in Acts AireXXrjs as in ^*.

NABDEL

13, 36, 40, verss., Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt,
After Karirjx.
For ttjv o8ov
(Gig.) reads ev Tn iraTpiSi.
D has tov Xoyov, but not Blass. For cXaXci 1 has aireXaXei (d, eloquebatur), so
Blass in 0, and Hilg. see also below.

Blass, Hilg. read

D

Irjcrov.

D

;

xv. 33, xx. 3, James iv. 13, Rev. xiii. 5,
St. Matt. xx. 12, 2 Cor. xi. 25.— The

was probably not lengthy, especially
advantage was to be taken of the

stay
if

for the highlands of
Asia Minor, Turner, Chronology of N. T.,
B.D. On the connecp. 422, Hastings'
tion of the Galatian Epistle with this
stay in Antioch see Ramsay, especially
St. Paul, pp. 190, 265.
e£TJX6c, on his
third missionary journey.
leaders, see
above on p. 118. 8i€px<5pt«vos, see above

travelling season

—
—

—

on

tings' B.D., cf.

1

Cor. xvi. 12, for his

unambitious and peaceful character, and
Plumptre, in loco. The Book of Wisdom was attributed to Apollos by
Dean Plumptre, but see on the other
hand " Wisdom of Solomon," B.D.»
(Westcott), and Speaker's Commentary,
"Apocrypha," vol. i., p. 413. Xdyios
"learned," R.V., "eloquent," margin;
A. V., "eloquent"; the word may include both learning and eloquence. In
classical Greek of a man learned, as,
e.g.,

—

;

in history (Herod.), but in Plutarch
XoyuS-

xiii. 6.

ttjs, eloquence, and so Xdyios, eloquent.
Jewish People, div. ii., vol. ii., p. 226, Meyer rendered the word "eloquent,"
At Alexandria the LXX was so Weiss, Zockler, Page, Alford, Hackett,
E.T.
Blass (doctus ap. antiquos),
written and Philo lived; here too was Felten,
the magnificent mosque of which it was SvvaTtSs referring rather to his learning
said that he who had not worshipped and acquaintance with the Scriptures:
in it had not witnessed the glory of "a good speaker and well read in the
"
Israel, Edersheim, History of the Jewish
Scriptures (Ramsay). Rendall however
People, pp. 67, 186, 405, 409; on the takes SvvaTos as conveying the idea of
contact of Jewish and Greek thought eloquence, but in vii. 22 the word cannot

Ver.

24.

'AXe|.,

cf.

vi.

9,

Schiirer,

"
B.D.*
Alexandria,"
Alexandria,
What was the exact in(Westcott).
his
Alexandrian
fluence of
training upon
Apollos we are not told, but as a cultured Jew of such a centre of Hellenistic
influence, it is quite possible that Aquila
and Priscilla chose him for the work at
Corinth because they thought that his
training and learning would attract the
attention of a Corinthian audience.
in

Possibly his preaching may have included some Philonian speculations, but
the difference between him and St. Paul
in their teaching at Corinth may have
consisted in outward form and delivery
rather than in substance; see Canon
Evans, Speaker's Commentary, iii., p.
No doubt the subtle Corinthian
240.
would admire the eloquence of Apollos
and pervert his words, but there is no
reason to suppose that Apollos encouraged
any such party spirit. On his work at
Corinth and the last notice of him, Titus
iii. 13, see -'Apollos," B. D.*, and Has-

mean eloquent

as applied to Moses, but
the wise and weighty
nature of his utterances, see Lobeck,
Phryn., p. 198.
Ver. 25. See critical note on the proposed omission of the verse and reading
rather denotes

also in D.

— koty]x«»

cf.

Luke

i.

"

4,

taught

by word of mouth," R.V., margin; D.
adds ev tq iraTpiSi, and Blass holds that
we may learn from this that some form
of Gospel teaching had already been
known in Egypt.
But how far had
Apollos been instructed ? It is commonly
held that he only knew the Baptism of
John and nothing further, and that he
was imperfectly acquainted with the facts
of our Lord's life. But he is said to have
"
taught accurately (aKpi0«»s) the things
"

concerning Jesus (see critical note), and
not only so, but, as Blass also points out,
the mention of the twelve disciples at
Ephesus has previously been taken to

mean
ciples

these men were disof the Baptist, and had never

literally that

24

—
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26.

\i.6vov

ck Tij

to PdTrriajxa 'iwd^ou

26. outos T€ T)p£aTO Trappir)crid£ea6ai.

•
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*

'AxuXas

ical

npiaxiXXa,

ripicnciXXa, so DHLP, Syrr. P. and H., Sah., Arm., Chrys., Gig.
but rip. Kai Ak.
13, Vulg., Boh., Aeth., Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt, so
Blass, although in {J we might have expected the other order, as characteristic of the
Bezan text see Ramsay, St. Paul, p. 268, and see below on verse 2.
1

AKvXas Kat

;

ABE

;

heard of Jesus, whereas the words used
to describe them, pad-qTai and irio-Tev<ravT«s, are never used except of ChrisWhat is the conclusion ? That
tians.
whilst Apollos, like these twelve men, was
acquainted with no other Baptism than
John's, he may have known quite as
much of our Lord's words and deeds as
was contained in the Gospel of St.
Mark in its mutilated form, xvi. 8, which
tells us nothing of Christian Baptism.
And if we further ask from what source
did Apollos gain this accurate information, Blass answers: "videlicet non sine
scripto aliquo Evangelio ".

If,

he urges,

had been otherwise, and Apollos had
been instructed by some disciple of the
Apostles and not through a written Gosit

pel,

the position of things in the text

would be reversed, and Apollos would
have been imperfectly acquainted with
our Lord's life and teaching, whilst he
could not have failed to know of Christian
Baptism as the admission to Christian
churches. Blass therefore believes that
before the year 50 (he places the Conference in 45 or 46) written Gospels were
in existence, and he evidently leans to
the oenef that St. Mark s Gospel, or
some first edition of it, was the Gospel
from which Apollos was instructed (see
in

and

also

Philology of the
Gospels, p. 30). But the word Kar»ix« on
this view must be taken not to include
but to exclude, at all events mainly, a
loco,

cf.

reference to catechetical teaching, and
this from the use of the word in the
N.T. is most unlikely. In the majority
of the cases, as Blass admits, the word
denotes oral teaching, although he maintains that this meaning is not always
In the N.T. the word is
strictly kept.

used only by Luke and Paul, altogether
eight times, in six of which it is used
with reference to oral instruction, accord"
ing to Mr. Wright
Apollos a study
in Pre-Pauline Christianity," Expository
Times, October, 1897 (but see also in
answer, Blass, Philology of the Gospels,
Mr. Wright suggests that
p.
31).
Apollos may have derived his knowledge
of "the facts concerning Jesus" from
:

:

one of the many Catechists who were
sent out from Jerusalem, and visited

numbers the
and by him Apollos

in large

was

instructed

capital of Egypt,
like

the

in

Theophilus

way

of

the

This view certainly gives

Lord.

an

adequate meaning to Kanrjx., but still it
seems strange that a Catechist, even if
his chief business was to catechise or
instruct in the facts of the Gospel history,
should say nothing about Christian Baptism; surely a Catechist would himself
be a baptised member of Christ.
It
is possible that Apollos may have deliberately decided to abide as he was
;

he may have said that as the Master
Himself had fulfilled all righteousness in
John's Baptism, so that Baptism was
sufficient for the servant.
But on this
view one has to suppose that no news of
the events of Pentecost had reached Alexandria, although Egyptian Jews had been
present at the feast. But the news which
Apollos may have received had been imperfect, cf. xix. 2, 3, and he had not
therefore abandoned his position as a
follower of the Baptist, who accepted the
teaching that Jesus was the Messiah
without knowing fully how that claim
fulfilled, who had been baptised
with the Baptism of the Baptist unto
repentance without knowing the higher

had been

blessings conferred by membership in the
Body of the Risen and Ascended Lord
see further Expository Times, vol. vii.,
:

pp. 564, 565 ; Hermathena, xxi. (1895)
Weiss and Zockler, in loco. eXdXci Kal
Blass prefers D dircXdXci,
ISiSacriccv

—

!

:

which Wright, u.
peated by rote ".

—£&uv n, renders
s.,

p.

t<J>

"re-

irvev|xaTi, cf.

Rom. xii. 11, this fervency was shown
not only in speaking what he knew, but
in teaching it to others, cf. ver. 11, where
the same word is used of Paul's instruccan scarcely take eXdXei as
tions.

We

—

privatim, eSiSao-Ktv publice (Bengel).
"
dKpi{3ws
accurately," so often in
classics, and as agreeing best here with
this verse and the comparative in ver.
26 on the use of the word in medical
writers see Hobart, p. 251
Weiss,
:

;

;

Meyer's Kommentar Luke i. 3, also compares the similarity between St. Luke's
phrase and Galen's dedication of his work
to a friend (he also finds a parallel in
see also below on
Jos., C. Apion, i., 10)
,

;
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irpoaeXdpovTo auTOK, Kal dtcpipeaTtpoi/ aoTw i^devro -rty tou 6cou
1
27. {3ouXop.eVou 8^ auTou 8icX0€<> els tt|K 'Axatay, 7rpoTpei|rd-

68dV.

1

In D, Syr.

Hard. mg.

cv 8« E^eo-^ ciuSripovvTes tivcs KopivOiot Kai aKovtravrcs

avrov irapcKaXovv SieXOcir cruv avrois cis ttjv irarpiSa avrwv. o-vyKaTavcuo-avTos
ot avTov 01 E<f>ecrioi cypa\|/av tois tv Kopiv0<|> p.a0T)xais, oirws airo8c£uvTai tov
av8pa, os eiriSijp/rjo-as €is rr\v Axatav irokv crvvcpaXXcro cv tcus CKKXijcriais. If the
work of a reviser, object seems to be to show more clearly why Apollos came to
Corinth.
avyicaTaveveiv occurs nowhere in N.T.
ciri8ir)p.eiv is Lucan
Belser,
;

pp. 87, 88, argues for the value of the

(3

text here, esp. in the addition tv tcus
ckkXtj-

which shows St. Paul had not confined his attention to Corinth. But if original,
why omitted ? See Ramsay, St. Paul, p. 267 W.H. marg. Holtzmann, Apostel81a rns x a P lTO « om D 137, Gig., Par., Vulg., Syr. Hard., so
geschichte, p. 396.
criais,

;

;

-

Blass in 0.

and

employment by
in Luke
i.
Acts
Luke
xviii.
25, and elsetwice,
3,
where in Matt. ii. 8, and twice in St.
dicpipVcrTcpov
Dioscorides.

its

The word occurs

1 Thess. v. 2, Eph. v. 15, whilst
atcpi|3€o-Tepov occurs four times in N.T.,
and each time in Acts, cf. ver. 26, xxiii.

Paul,

15, 20, xxiv. 22.
Ver. 26. TrappT]crid^€<r0ai, see

above

whatever was the exact
242
p.
form of the belief of Apollos, he had at
all events the courage of his convictions.
aKovcavTcs showing that Priscilla
and Aquila had not separated themselves
from their fellow-countrymen. irpocrcXd-

on

;

—

—

for instruction in
P*ovto, cf. xvii. 5, i.e.,
aKptpcorTcpov : on its use by
private.
The
St. Luke see above on ver. 25.
word is used by Dioscorides in his preface

—

to his

De Materia

Medica'. see Weiss-

Meyer's Kommentar on Luke i. 1, and
Vogel, p. 17, as an instance of medical
I^Ocvto: we are not told
language.
whether he was baptised, but xix. 5
makes it probable that he was; see
Zockler's note. "Qui Jesum Christum
novit, potentes in Scriptura docere potest," Bengel, and Vogel u. s.

—

Ver. 27.

8icX0clv els, cf.

Mark

iv.

.

CYpa\|rav

"

.

.

Luke

35, Latin, trajicere.
:

—

viii.

22,

irporpci|r.

encouraged him and

wrote," R.V., so Chrysostom, Erasmus,
Grotius, Bengel, Felten, Lumby, RenKnabenbauer : " currentem incidall,

"

tantes
Bengel. But others refer it to
the disciples, " wrote exhorting the disciples," i.e., wrote letters of commendation, 2 Cor. iii., so Luther, De Wette,

Ewald, Zockler, Alford, Wendt, Weiss,
Nosgen, Hackett. Blass thinks that the
word can be referred to neither in the sense
of cohortari, and prefers the rendering in
accordance with the Syriac anteverterunt,
but cf. Wisdom xiv. 18, 2 Mace. xi. 7 for
the former sense, so in classical Greek
only here in N.T., classed not only by
;

Hobart, but also by Vogel, as amongst
the medical words in St. Luke, u. s., p.
17.
o-wepdXeTo only here in N.T. in
middle, with dative of the person, profuit,
so often in Greek authors, especially
Polybius; Wisdom v. 8, Xen., Cyr., i.,
2, 8; cf. 1 Cor. iii. 6, "rigavit A. non

—

:

—

plantavit" Bengel. 8io,ttjsX' "helped
much through grace them which had be"
lieved
R.V., margin. This connection
of the words seems preferable, as stress
is laid upon the fact that the
gifts and
eloquence of Apollos were only available
when God gave the increase the position
of the words is not against this, as they
may have been so placed for emphasis.
Blass, who joins the phrase with ireirurr.,
:

—

adds "quamvis ibi abundat".
It does
not seem natural to explain the word
xdpis here as the Gospel, or to refer it
to the grace of the eloquence of Apollos.
Ver. 28. cvTovws " powerfully," only
in Luke,c/. Luke xxiii. 10, " vehemently,"
:

like Latin, intente, acriter, Josh. vi. (7),
8 (-vos, 2 Mace. xii. 23, 4 Mace. vii. 10,
R) ; found also in classical Greek, and

A

may be one of the "colloquial" words
common to the N.T. and Aristophanes,
Plutus, 1096 (Kennedy, p. 78). But
as the word is used only by St. Luke, it
may be noted that it is very frequently

cf.

employed by medical
d-rovos.

writers, opposed to
"
—8iaKaTT]Xevx€To
powerfully
:

The word does not
confuted," R.V.
prove that Apollos convinced them (A.V.
"mightily convinced"), lit., he argued
them down but to confute is not of
necessity to convince. The double compound, a very strong word, is not found
elsewhere, but in classical Greek 81c;

\4y\u>, to refute utterly (in LXX, middle,
to dispute), tcareXeyxto, to convict of
citiScikvvs
falsehood, to belie.
only

—

:

once elsewhere in N.T., Heb. vi. 17, and
in classical Greek as in Plato, to prove,
to demonstrate.

nPAHEIS AnOSTOAQN
ptvoi

ot

&Sc\4>ol eypatyav tois

owe|3dX€TO

irapayev6|ACi/os

Additional note on Acts

jn

u.a0T)T<us

xviii.

23 (see

In a brief attempt to refer to a few
is

connected with this verse,

well to bear in

St.

mind

it

at the outset that

Luke never uses the noun TaXarta

twice used by St. Paul, 1 Cor.
but the adjective TaXai.
2),
tik<$s, xviii. 23 and xvi. 6, in both cases
with the noun x"t> a St. Paul in each
"
Churches of
case is speaking of the
"
St. Luke in each case is
Galatia
the
of
Apostle's journeys.
speaking
is

(which

xvi. 1,

Gal.

'<

;

How may we

account

for this different

If St. Luke had meant
iraseology?
ralatia proper, we may believe that he
>uld have used the word raXa-rta, but
he says TaXaTiKT) x^P a be speaks as
Greek and indicates the Roman province Galatia, or the Galatic province;
name by which the Greek-speaking
itives called it, whilst sometimes they

mmerated

its

parts, e.g.,

Pontus Gala-

Phrygia Galatica, Expositor, pp.
[26, 127, August, 1898 (Ramsay), and
" Galatia "
(Ramsay),
[astings' B.D.,
pp. 87-89, 1899 cf. the form of the derived
:us,

;

adjective in -ikos in the pair AaK«dviicT|
yfj

and AaKwvia.

St.

hand, speaking as a

Paul on the other
citizen, used

Roman

=

the Roman prothe word TaXaria as
vince, for not only is there evidence that
TaX. could be so employed in current
official

usage (the contrary hypothesis

is

Schurer, one of its
former staunch supporters, see Expositor,
u. s., p. 128, and Hastings' B.D., ii., 86),
but it seems beyond all dispute that St.
Paul in other cases classified his Churches
in accordance with the Roman provinces,
Asia, Macedonia, Achaia, Expositor, u. s.,
p. 125 ; Zahn, Einleitung, i., 124 ; Renan,
Saint Paul, p. 51; Hausrath, Neutest.
Clemen,
135
Zeitgeschichte, Hi., p.
Chron. der Paulinischen Briefe, p. 121.
Why then should the Churches of Galatia be interpreted otherwise? Ramsay

now abandoned by

'>

Questions," Expositor, January, 1899)
well appeal to Dr. Hort's decisive
i.
acceptance of the view that in 1 Peter
1 (First Epistle of St. Peter, pp. 17, 158)
the Churches are named according to the
provinces of the Roman empire (a point
("

may

emphasised by Hausrath,

u.

s.,

in advo-

and
cating the South- Galatian theory),
that in provincial Galatia St. Peter included at least the Churches founded by
St. Paul in Galatia proper, i.e., in Phrygia
uwd Lycaonia, although

it

ciutoV

iroXu tois irevurrcuitoai Sid ttjs

xvi. 6).

difficulties

diro8^aa0at
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must be

re-

•

&s

x^P lT°S

*

membered

that Dr. Hort still followed
Lightfoot in maintaining that the Galatians of St. Paul's Epistle were true
Galatians, and not the inhabitants of the
Roman province. " But if St. Peter, as
Hort declares, classed Antioch, Iconium,
Derbe and Lystra among the Churches of
Galatia, must not Paul have done the

same thing?

Is

it

likely that 1 Peter,

a letter so penetrated with the Pauline
spirit, so much influenced by at least two
Pauline Epistles, composed in such close
relations with two of Paul's coadjutors,
Silas and Mark, should class the Pauline
Churches after a method that Paul
would not employ ? " (Ramsay, Expositor,

January, 1899.) The Churches which in
this view are thus included in the province
Galatia, viz., Pisidian Antioch, Iconium,
Lystra, Derbe, would be fitly addressed
as Galatians by a Roman citizen writing
to provincials proud of Roman names

and titles (although Wendt (1899) urges
this mode of address, Gal. iii. 1, as one
of two decisive points against the South
Galatian theory). For we must not forget
that two of the four Churches in South
Galatia were Roman colonia, Antioch and
Lystra, whilst the two others mentioned
in Acts xiv. bore an emperor s name,
Claudio-Iconium, Claudio-Derbe. That
"
the title " Galatians might be so applied
to the people of Roman "Galatia" nas
been

sufficiently illustrated by Zahn,
Exi., p. 130, and Ramsay,

Einleitung,

positor, August, 1898, cf. Tac, Ann., xiii.,
35, xv., 6 ; Hist., ii., 9 ; and it is very noteworthy that in Phil. iv. 15 St. Paul in

addressing the inhabitants of a Roman
colonia addresses them by a Latin and

not a Greek form of their name, iXiir-

= Latin, Philippenses, so that in
addressing the four Churches of South
Galatia, so closely connected with Rome
as we have seen, St. Paul would naturally
address them by the one title common to
them all as belonging to a Roman province, Galata, Galatians; Ramsay, Expositor, August, 1898; McGiffert, Apostolic Age, pp. 177-179St. Paul then uses the term Galatia as
a Roman citizen would use it, while St.
irij<rioi

,

.

the phraseology common
land amongst his contemof Galatia,
poraries he does not speak
by which term he would as "a Greek
the
Galatic
mean North Galatia, but of
territory" or of the region or regions
with which he was concerned; see o*»

Luke employs

in the .fl^gean
;
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28. cuToVwg y&p tois 'louoaiois 8iaicaTn\£yx€TO
Sid TWf ypa^tw ctyai t6v Xpioroi' 'iTjaoGf.

XVIII.
l

Srjfioaia, emSeiici>us

D

1
137 has Sim. 8LaXcyop.fi 0- «ai, so Blass in
8i))Aoo-ia ciriSeiKws,
Hilg., but apparently superfluous after 8iaKaTT)Xcyx€To (Weiss).

this

Expositor, August, 1898, pp. 126,
In
6
he writes of a missionary tour
xvi.
the
on
/.
8i-q\0ov, note,
c.) through
(see
Phrygo-Galatic region in xviii. 23 he
tour
of
a
through the
missionary
speaks
Galatic region (Derbe and Lystra) and
the Phrygian (Iconium and Antioch). It
is, moreover,
important to note that
whether we take pvyfa, xviii. 23, as an
adjective, x^P a being understood, or as
a noun, the same sense prevails, for we
have evidence from inscriptions of Antioch that Galatic Phrygia was often
" and St. Luke
designated by the noun,
may be allowed to speak as the people of
Antioch wrote," Ramsay, Hastings' B.D.,
127,

and Hastings' B.D., M Galatia ".

;

See further the same
to the testimony of
Asterius, Bishop of Amasia in Pontus
Galaticus, a.d. 400, in favour of the above

ii., p. 90, 1899.
writer's reference

view, who paraphrases xviii. 23, ttjv
Avicaoviav KOt tos ttjs pvvias iroXeis,
and places the journey through Lycaonia and Phrygia immediately before the
1 ;
see especially
visit
to Asia, xix.
Ramsay, Studia Biblica, iv. p. 16 ff.
and p. 90; Hastings' B.D., u. s., as
f

against Zahn, Einleitung, i., p. 136.
But further if the Phrygo-Galatic district thus lay on the road to Ephesus, it
is difficult to see how St. Paul could
be conceived of as going to a distance
of some 300 miles out of his route
to Galatia in the narrower ethnical
sense of the word; and this is one
of the many points which influences
Mr. Turner to regard the South Galatia
view as almost demonstrably true,
:

Chron. of the N.T.; Hastings' B.D.,
i.,
422 (see also to the same effect,
Renan, Saint Paul, p. 52 and Rendall,
;

Acts, p. 275
Salmon, Introd., p. 377).
McGiffert (so too Renan, Hausrath)
maintains that if the North Galatian
theory is correct, and St. Paul is not
addressing the Churches founded on
his first missionary journey, but only
those founded, as we must suppose,
during a period of missionary labour in
North Galatia, a period inserted without
a hint from St. Luke in xvi. 6, it seems
incomprehensible why Barnabas should
be mentioned in the Galatian Epistle.
The Churches in North Galatia could
scarcely have known anything about
;

27.

(J,

and

him, especially as ex hypothesi they had
been evangelised after the rupture between Paul and Barnabas, Acts xv. 36 ff.
If, however, the Churches of the Epistle
= the Churches founded in Acts xiii.,
xiv., then we can at once understand the
mention of Barnabas. But Mr. Askwith
has lately pointed out with much force
{Epistle to the Galatians, p. 77, 1899) that
this

The

argument must not be pressed too far.
introduction of Barnabas in the

Galatian Epistle does not prove that he
personally to the Galatians
(although it may reasonably warrant the

was known

inference that he was known by name)
any more than the allusion to him, 1
Cor. ix. 6, proves that he was personally
known to the Corinthians, cf. also Lightfoot, Colossians, p. 28.

One more

significant

and weighty

fact

deserves mention. In St. Paul's collection for the poor Saints (on the importance of which see xxiv. 17) there is
every reason to believe that all the
Pauline Churches shared; in 1 Cor. xvi.
1 appeal is made to the Churches of
Galatia and Achaia, and the Churches of
Macedonia and Asia subsequently contributed to the fund. If by Galatia we understand Galatia proper, and not the Roman
province, then the four South Galatian
Churches are not included in the list of
subscribers, and they are not even asked
to contribute.
This appears inconceivable ; whereas, if we look at the list of
delegates, Acts xx. 4, whilst Macedonia
and Asia are represented, and Gaius and
Timothy represent the Churches of South

no delegate is mentioned from
North Galatian community (see

Galatia,

any

Rendall

:

" Pauline

collection

for

the

Saints," Expositor, Nov., 1898, and
" The Galatians of St.
Paul," Expositor,
April, 1894; also Weizsacker, Apostolic
i.,
McGiffert,
272, E.T., and
Apostolic Age, p. 180, Askwith, Epistle
to the Galatians, p. 88 ff. (1899)).
For
the literature of the question see Ramsay,
"
Galatia," Hastings' B.D., ii., p. 89, 1899
Zahn, Einleitung, i., pp. 129, 130 Wendt
"
Galatians, Epistle
(1899), p. 276, and
to the," Marcus Dods, Hastings' B.D.,
To the list given in the last
ii., 94.
reference may be added the names of
O.
Wendt,
Holtzmann, Clemen.V. Weber

Age,

;

;

(Wiirsburg),

Page,

Rendall,

McGiffert,
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e\0eiK cis "EcpeaoK

fiepr),

KopiK0w,
*

2.

ical

1
D, Syr. Hard. mg. read at commencement of verse 6cXovto$ 8« tov flavXov
KaTa tt]v iSiav povXT)v iropcuecrOcu cis IcpocroXvjia, ciircv avrw to irvevp,a virocrrpc8c Ta avwTtpitca p-cptj.
See above on xviii. 21, and
4»€tK cis tt)v Aaiav. SicXOwv
Ramsay, St. Paul, p. 266 the supposed failure to pay the visit to Jerusalem is explained by the interpolation of the above statement cf. Harris, Four Lectures, etc.,
in loco.
The omission of the notice about Apollos is
p. 48, who quotes Ephrem,
explained by Weiss, Codex D, p. 93, on the ground that it had no meaning for the
reviser, but it may have been accidental because of the other changes. AiroXXw ^c,
2
so W.H., Weiss, Wendt; AiroXXwv A L 40; AircXXv)v fc^ 1 180.
cvpciv instead of
rape*, so NAB, Vulg., Boh., Ann.; Tisch., Weiss, Wendt, W.H., R.V. adding

—

;

tc after ciircv.

favour of the South Galatian view,
rnd most recently Askwith, Epistle to

fn the earlier period of the
Apostle's
residence at Ephesus, Acts xrx. 1.

whilst to the
Galatians (1899)
added Volkmar,
side may be
Schiirer, Holsten, who has examined

Lightfoot places it apparently on the
journey between Macedonia and Achaia,
Acts xx. 2, 2 Corinthians having been
previously written during the Apostle's
residence in Macedonia (so Zahn), Romans being dated a little later whilst St.
Paul stayed in Corinth, Acts xx. 2, 3
(Galatians, pp. 39, 55). Dr. Clemen has
since defended at great length his view,
first put forward in Chronol. der Paul.
Briefe, p. 199 ff., that Romans preceded
Galatians, in Studien und Kritiken, 1897,
2, pp. 219-270 but see as against Clemen,

in

the

;

other

the

Das

whole subject closely
Evangelium des Paulus,

in

his

35
to
Hausrath's
reply
of
the
strong support
opposing view),
Zockler, Jiilicher, Hilgenfeld, Zeitschrift
Theol.,
p. 186 ff. and p.
fur wissenschaft.
1896, Schmiedel, and amongst
353,
English writers, Findlay, Epistles of St.
Paul, p. 288 ff., and very fully Dr. Chase,
ff.

(chiefly

p.

in

Expositor, 1893, 1894.

We

;

can only make a passing allusion

of the

189 ff., places it at the close
Apostle's second missionary journey
during his stay at Antioch, xviii. 22 (a.d.
55), whilst McGiffert also places it at
Antioch, but before the Apostle started

on

this

same journey, not
p.

226.

at its close,

Rendall,

Ex-

positor, April, 1894, has assigned it an
earlier date, 51, 52, and places it amongst
the earliest of St. Paul's Epistles, and

more recently Zahn has dated
equally early in

and upon

it

almost

the beginning of 53,

somewhat

similar

grounds,

Einleitung, i., p. 139 (the three oldest
Epistles of St. Paul according to him
being the group of Galatians, 1 Thessalonians, 2 Thessalonians, all written in
the same year).
But on the other

hand, Lightfoot, Galatians, p. 43 ff., and
Salmon, Introd., p. 376, not only place
dates
the Epistle later than
any of the
suggested above, but assign it a place
between 2 Corinthians and Romans,
arguing from the similarity of subject

and style between the three Epistles.
Most of the continental critics would
place it in the same group, but as the
earliest of the four great Epistles written

VOL.

II.

Zahn, Einleitung, i., p. 142 Zockler, Die
Briefe an die Thess. und Galater, p. 71
Sanday and Headlam, Romans, p. xxxviii.
Mr. Askwith has recently discussed the
points at issue between Ramsay and
;

to the date or possible date of the Galatian Epistle.
Ramsay, St. Paul, p.

Apostolic Age,

long

;

Lightfoot as to the date of Galatians,
in accepting the latter's position as
his own, he has shown that this is not
incompatible with a firm recognition of
the South Galatian theory, Epistle to the
Galatians, p. g8 ff. Harnack, Chronol.,
p. 239, declines to commit himself to any
definite date for Galatians, and perhaps
this conclusion is not surprising in relation to an Epistle of which it may be

and

truly said that it has been placed by
different critics in the beginning, in the
close, and in every intermediate stage of
St.

Paul's epistolary

activity,

cf.

Dr.

Marcus Dods, "Galatians," Hastings'
B.D.
Chapter XIX. Ver. 1. See critical
note for Bezan reading. 'AiroXXw, cf.
xxi. 1
see Blass, Gram., p. 31, and
Winer-Schmiedel, p. 95. Ta avwrcpiica
The main road to Ephesus which
HcpYj
passed through Colosse and Laodicea
was not apparently taken by Paul, but a
shorter though less frequented route run-

—

;

—

—

:

ning through the Cayster valley. This
route leads over higher ground than the

26
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trpos au-rous, El nveufia "AyioK

ct-rre

cXaPtTe

ol 8e ctiroi' irpds <xut6V, *AXX' ouSc €i
n^eupva "AyioV

and St. Paul in taking it would be
passing through the higher-lying districts
of Asia on his way from Pisidian Antioch
to Ephesus.
According to Col. ii. i the
Apostle never visited Colosse and Laodicea, which seems to confirm the view
taken above (but see Ramsay, Church in
other,

the Roman Empire, p. 94, on Mr. Lewin's
view of Col. ii. 1). The expression to

a description in brief
of the same district, " the region of
Galatia and Phrygia," mentioned in xviii.
23. If the journey passed through North
Galatia, Ramsay contends with great
force that the expressions in xviii. 23
KaOegTJs and iravras tovs pa6T)Ta$ would
be meaningless, as ko.0. would apply not
to Churches already known to us, but to
Churches never mentioned in the book,
and if St. Paul did not visit the South
Galatian Churches, how could St. Luke
mention " all the disciples " ? Zockler,
civut. (x^pT) is really

Apostelgeschichte (second edition), in
loco, as a supporter of the North Galatian
theory, takes the term as the equivalent
of the places referred to in xviii. 23, but
he does not include in these places as
far north as Tavium or Ancyra, and a
route through Cappadocia is not thought
of; so here Pessinus, Amorion, Synnada,
Apameia, Philadelphia, and Sardis would
be visited by the Apostle, and from
Sardis he would go down to Ephesus ;
the expression «ra avur. fieptj would
thus in Zockler's view include churches
founded on the second missionary journey, but the most northerly are excluded
as lying too far away, p. 273 ; see Ramsay,

Church in the Roman Empire, p. 93
"Ephesus," Hastings' B.D., and Cities
and Bishoprics of Phrygia, ii., 715
;

;

McGiffert, Apostolic Age, p. 275. Blass
takes the words to mean districts more
remote from the sea Rendall (so Hackett)
explains them as referring to the land
route through the interior of Asia Minor
by way of distinction to the sea route
which Paul had before pursued on his
;

Jerusalem. Grimm
explains as the parts of Asia Minor more
remote from the Mediterranean, farther

way from Ephesus to

east, and refers only to Hippocrates and
Galen for the use of the adjective, which
was evidently a very rare one (see Hobart,
see also Zockler on xix. 1 and
p. 148)
;

illustrations of Latin expressions similaily

used. R.V. renders " the upper country,"
lit., the upper parts, i.e., inland; A.V.,
'•coasts," i.e. f borders, as in Matt. iL 16,

etc.,

Humphry, Commentary on R. V.

—

Ephesus and Athens have
aptly been described as two typical cities
of heathendom, the latter most Hellenic,
the heart and citadel of Greece, the
els "E4>«<rov

former

:

home

the

of

every

Oriental

quackery and superstition in combination with its Hellenism; the latter inquisitive,
fined, the

philosophical,

re-

courteous,

former fanatical, superstitious,
impulsive. And yet Acts portrays to the
life the religious and moral atmosphere
of the two cities, no less than their
local colouring (Lightfoot, " Acts of the
2
Under the
Apostles," B.D.
p. 36).
empire it was a regulation that the
Roman governor should land at Ephesus,
and from all quarters of the province the
system of Roman roads made Ephesus
St.
Paul with his
easily accessible.
wonted judgment fixed upon it as a fitting
,

centre for the message and for the spread
of the Gospel. Like Corinth, with which
close intercourse was maintained, Ephesus is described as one of the great knots
in the line of communication between
Rome and the East see further notes
"
in
;

commentary, Ramsay,
Ephesus,"
2
E.
Hastings' B.D.; "Ephesus," B.D.
Curtius, Gesammelte Abhandlungen, i.,
;

233 ff.
Ver. 2.
.
.
.
irurT€v<ravT€s
p.a.6.
Blass points out that both these words
are used only of Christians.
From St.
Chrysostom's days the men have often
been regarded merely as disciples of the
Baptist (so McGiffert, p. 286), and Apollos has been named as the person to
whom they owed their conversion, whilst
amongst recent writers Mr. Wright, u. s.,
argues that they had been baptised by
the Baptist himself.
But if we realise
the force of the remark made by Blass on
the two words, they were men simply in
"
the same
as
:

position

Apollos,

i.e.,

ig-

norabant illi ea quae post resurrectionem
facta erant" (Blass)
their knowledge
was imperfect like that of Apollos. There
may have been many who would be called

—

p.a0-rjTai in

the

knowledge.
in insisting

of these

men

same immature stage of

Much

difficulty

has arisen

upon a personal connection
with Apollos, but St. Luke's

words quite admit of the supposition that
the twelve men may not have come to
Ephesus until after Apollos had left for
Corinth, a consideration which migh*
answer the question of Ramsay, p. 27a
as to how the Twelve had escaped the
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Itmv

*

^Kouo-afiei'.

tc rrpds aurous, Els ti ouv €PaTrricr0T)T€

cl-irc?

3.

01 Se etiroK, Eis to 'lurfvvou j3dirTicrp.a.
'

2

p,eV

cPdirTiae j3rfim,ojj,a p.eTaf oias,

ciutov iva Triareuatuai,
jx€T*

4. etirc oe riauXos,

tw Xaw

touWotik

Xpiorov

cmOeVTOs outois tou llauXou t&s x^ipas, tJXOc* to
Instead of cotiv

D

1
,

Syr.

2

(*€v

om.

^ABD,

Xpiorov om. fc^ABE
R.V., Weiss,
(so Hilg.)
3

Wendt,

has

eis

it

5.

'Itjo-oGv.

6. icai

'ItjctoG.

f"lyeuu.a

to "Ayiov

Hard, mg., Sah. read XapfJavovo-tv

and Hilg. €cttiv very likely misunderstood;
should be replaced by the difficult eo-riv.

;

'iwdmjs

Xcfywv, cis tov epxop-eyoy

€is tov

aKoucrarres oe ifiarm.aQr\Grav eis to ofou.a toC Kupiou

1
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tivcs, so Blass
Xap.fJ. rives

seems impossible that

Vulg., Sah., Arm., so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt.
i3i 25, 40, Vulg., Boh., Syr. H., Aethro., so Tisch., W.H.,
Blass although Sah., Gig., Pesh. read eis tov I. X., and D
;

X.

After yXoo-crais, Sah., Syr. H.
Jer., instead of t|X6ev, have cv6ca>$ eircirco-ev.
add €T€pais, and Syr. H. mg. (Par.) continue tcai circyivwcncov cv eav-rois, wttc
li
Both Wendt (1899) and
epp/qveveiv avras eavrois, tivcs 8e Kai eirpo^-qTevov.
eiss regard as interpolations after 1 Cor. xiv.
Blass, on the other hand, accepts
"
locus gravissimus ".
P, cf. also p. xxviii., and speaks of this as

D,

ig.
r

of Apollos (see Felten, p. 351,
" when
irurrcver.
cl, cf. i. 6.
ye
be;came
or " when

lotice
lote).

—

—

:

believers,"
ye
the
ieved," R.V., in contrast with A.V.

—

was whether they had received
le Holy Ghost at their Baptism, and
lere is no allusion to any subsequent
le.
The two aorists, as in R.V., point

question

—

one definite occasion. cl n."A. Io-tiv
whether the Holy Ghost was given"
1

:

R.V. (cf. John vii. 39) (the spirit was not
yet given), A.V., but in margin, R.V.
"illows A.V. in the passage before us:
:

There could
comv, accipitur, Bengel.
not be any question as to the existence
>f the Holy Ghost, for the Baptist had
>inted to the future Baptism of the
spirit to be conferred by the Messiah,
id the O.T. would have taught the ex-

—

jtence of a

Holy Spirit the meaning is
mt they had not heard whether their

jromised Baptism of the Spirit by the
lessiah had been already fulfilled or not.
>o SoSc'v, cicxwopevov may be understood.
lford holds that the stress should be laid
on T|Kowap.€v when we received Bapism we did not even hear of a Holy

—

rhost.

Ver.

3.

ovv

:

presupposes that

if

they

had been baptised into the name of Jesus,
ley would have received the Spirit at

—els
Japtism.

"
" to
(R-V.)
baptise into
lay have been suggested by the original
>ractice to baptise by dipping or plungin
ig, see Humphry, Comment, on R. V.,
ico.
els to 'I. pdirTio-fia, i.e., into or
into repentance. For the strange notion
iat they were baptised into John as the
tessiah see Hackett's note.

—

:

els tov !px»
placed first beThe
perhaps for emphasis.
phrase had been a favourite one with the
Baptist (cf. Matt. iii. 1).
John's own

Ver.

fore

4.

:

tva,

words showed that

his

Baptism was

in-

tva may express both the
purport and the purpose (so Alford).
Ver. 5. otKovcravTes 8e : neither grammatical nor in accordance with fact can
these words be regarded (as by Beza and
others) as part of St. Paul's words, as if
"
they meant, and the people when they
heard him," i.e., John.
Ver. 6. Kal iiriQ. avTois tov n. Tas
sufficient,

X«>

see above on

viii.

16.

—cXdXovv

tc

yX. Kal irpoecf>. the imperfects may mean
that they began to speak, or that the
exercise of the gifts mentioned continued.
The two gifts are discussed in 1 Cor. xii.
:

10, xiv., in

an Epistle which was written

—

probably during this stay at Ephesus
no doubt the gifts are specially mentioned because the bestowal of such
gifts

distinguished

from that of John.

Christian

Baptism

McGiftert, p. 286,
while admitting the accuracy of the account as a whole, thinks that its representation is moulded, as in viii., in accordance with the work of Peter and John
in Samaria so too Hilgenfeld refers the
account to his " author to Theophilus,"
who also, in viii. 16, narrates that the baptised Samaritans received the Holy Ghost
by the laying on of Peter's hands. This
is in some respects not unlike the older
view of Baur, who held that the narrative was introduced to parallel Paul's
dignity and work with that of Peter in x.
44 the first speaking with tongues in
;

—

IJPASEIS AI102T0AQN

4<H
itr*

auroos, ^XdXouK T€ yXcjaaats

irdVTes dVSpcs

1

<*>oVi

£irl

firaj&pT)(rid£€TO,*

8eica8uo.

ical

XIX.

irpoc^Tcuoy.

TpcTs SiaXcyjSp.ci'os Kal -neiQuv

p^as

8e 01

7. f\<rav

ElacXOuH' 8c €is t4)k aumya>y$|K

8.

to.

irepl

tou 6eou.
9. 'Q$ 8£ Tires laKXTjpuVorro Kal r\TT€iQovv,
tyjs paatXeias
eyumoy
686y
too irXif]0ous, diroords dir' uuto>k
KaKoXoyourres t^jk

rods

&4><upiare

fJ.a0T]Td9,

»
For 8cKa8vo(T.R., so Meyer,
Weiss, Wendt read SuScica.

Ka0'

HLP,

StaXeyofxevos

rju-epay

^ABDE,

Chrys.),

cV

Tisch.,

rr)

o*)(oXf)

W.H.,

Blass,

* Before
H. mg. read ev Swapei pcyaX-Q see Harris, Four
cirappTjariafccro D, Syr.
Lectures, etc., pp. 60, 61. to before irepi fr^AEHLP 13, 36, Chrys., retained by T.R.,
Tisch., but om. by Lach., W.H., Weiss, Wendt, Blass (cf. viii. 12), in accordance
;

with

BD.

narrated in relation to Jews, the
in relation to Gentiles, x., and the
third in relation to a kind of middle
class, half-believers like the Samaritans
is

ii.

second

!

(so Zeller

and Schneckenburger).

But

not only does this require us to identify
with x. and xix., the speaking of
ii.
tongues at Pentecost with subsequent
bestowal of the gift, but it seems strange
that a narrative should not have been
constructed more free from liability to
misconception and misinterpretation if
the leading purpose of its introduction
had been as supposed above.
Ver. 7.
ward, as Weiss admits, excludes any special significance attaching
to the number twelve on account of
which the narrative would be constructed.

We
Knabenbauer, in loco.
know so little about these men that
it seems hazardous to attempt to define
See

also

them more

clearly

(see

Plumptre, in

loco).

Ver.

usual
Apostle follows
—toThe
and also to the
the Jew
his

8.

method

first,

Greek. SiaXcy., see above cf. xvii. 2,
"
reasoning," R.V. (" discoursing," Ren;

dall).

lo-tcX-npwovTo : only here and
18, but four times in Hebrews,
three times as a quotation from Ps. xcv.
8, and once in direct reference to that

Ver.

in

9.

Rom.

ix.

passage,
ii.

30,

Exodus vii. 3, Deut.
In Ecclus. xxx. 12 it is
here with airciOlw, cf. also
" were dis-

iii.

etc.

found as
Clem. Rom.,

13, cf.

Ii.,

3, 5.

—

tjtt€i0.

:

obedient," R.V., unbelief is manifested in
disobedience, Westcott, Hebrews, pp. 87,
97 cf- *g n -> Magn., viii., 2 ; Polyc, Phil.,
" the
ii., 1.
ttjv 68ov
Way," see on ix.

—
— kclkoX.,
>

:

Mark

ix. 39, used by our
Lord of speaking evil of Him, Matt. xv.
4, and Mark vii. 10, as a quotation from
Exod. xxi. 17 in LXX five times, and
once in same sense in 2 Mace. iv. x.

2.

;

—airoo-Ta?:

as in xviii. 7, at Corinth;
verb only in Luke and Paul, except Heb.
iii.

12,

see

Friedrich,

on xv. 38, seven times
and a genitive as here.

p. 7, and above
in N.T. with oiro

—

ad)&>purc except
49, xxv. 32 (2), only in Luke
and Paul, cf. Luke vi. 22, Acts xiii. 2,
Rom. i. 1, 2 Cor. vi. 17, quotation, Gal.

Matt.

:

xiii.

15, ii. 12; cf. Grimm-Thayer for different shades of meaning, both in a good
and bad sense, in classical Greek and
also in
It is evidently
frequently.
presupposed that as in xviii. 26 there
i.

LXX

were

still

common

disciples

who

held fast to the

worship of a Jewish community
in the synagogue.
Ka0' riulpav on the
days when synagogue worship was held,

—

:

—

and so the separation was complete.
kv orxoX-Q Tvpdvvov tivos, see critical
note.
We cannot tell whether reference
is made to the lecture-hall of some heathen
sophist hired by Paul or to the Beth
Hatnmidrash kept by a Jew. Others
have thought that Tyrannus, like Titius
"a
proJustus, xviii. 7, may have been
selyte of the gate," but if so, one might
expect

it

to be signified as in the case of

Justus. The name was common enough,
Jos., Ant., xvi., 10, 3; B. J., i., 26, 3;
2 Mace. iv. 40, and see Plumptre's note,
in loco. Overbeck's view is quite possible,
that the expression referred to the standing
name of the place, so called from its
original owner, cf. Hort, fudaistic Christianity, p. 93.
Probably, if we take the
first-mentioned view, in teaching in such
a school or lecture-hall the Apostle himself would appear to the people at large
as one of the rhetors or travelling sophists
of the time, Ramsay, St. Paul, pp. 246,

271 (so McGiffert, p. 285, who regards
the notice as taken from a trustworthy
For instances of the use of
source).
<rxoX^ as a school of the philosophers
for teaching and lecturing see Wetstein,
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l

IO. touto 8c cyeVcTO iirX eVr) Si5o, gSotc ttdvra%
Tif6s.
2
tous KaTotKouinros ttjk 'Aataf dKoucrai rbv \6yov tou Kupiou *lt]aou,

TupdVvou

'louoaious
cSroiei

Te

Kal "EXXTjvas.

6 Geos Sid

daOeyouin-as
KiJ'Oia,

3

II.

twp x et P^)l

'

Auyducis tc ou Tas Tuxouaas
12.

riauXou,

Sore

Kal

em

tous

iiri^ipetrBai diro tou

Kal diraXXdo-acorOai

dtr'

xP^tos auTOu crouodpia ^ aiuiauToiv Tag koctous, rd tc irvcuaaTa

^AB

1
Tivosom.
13, 27, 29, 81, Sah. Boh., Syr. Pesh., Vulg. fu.-tol., Tisch., W.H.,
H. mg. add airo upas irep.innr)s
R.V., Weiss, Wendt. After T. D, Gig., Wer., Syr.
€«s SeKarns. The addition is accepted by Blass, Belser, Nestle, Zockler as original,
whilst even Wendt sees in it a passage in which D has retained some elements of
the original text otherwise lost, p. 313 (1899), and Weiss, Codex D, p. no, thinks
Ramthat it may have been added according to an old oral tradition, cf. xii. 10.
St. Paul, p. 271, maintains that the tradition is probably
say C. R. E., p. 152, and
from Martial, ix., 68, xii., 57, and Juv., vii., 222-6, that
true, and he gives proofs
the scholars would be
the schools opened at daybreak so that by eleven o'clock
the school.
dismissed, and Paul could use
2
after K. om.
Vulg„ Syrr : P.H., Boh., Sah., Arm., Aeth., Tisch.,
t

;

lt]<rov

W.H., R.V.,
«
€iri<|>.,

Wendt.

fc^ABDE,
Wendt.

Blass, Weiss,

^ABE

but airo<{>.
Blass in p has

in loco, cf. Latin,

auditorium, Zockler
in

Augustine's lecture-hall
Rome before his conversion.
Ver. 10. *irl trr\ 8vo: exclusive of
xx.
the quarter of a year in ver. 8 and in
of three years'
31 the Apostle speaks
usual
residence in Ephesus, "in the
of reckoning an intermediate
ancient

compares

St.

style

period by the superior round number,
" Chron. of N. T.," Hastings

Turner,
loco.
B. D., see also Page and Wendt,
of
irdvTos: not only the position
that it was just the
Ephesus, but the fact
which would be frequented for

m

—

place

by crowds
from
of strangers, both Jew and Greek,
"

its

famous temple and

festivals

Ephesus,
parts of proconsular Asia,
Nor must we
Hastings' B. D., i. , 720.
Paul and his fe lowsuppose that St.
to
workers confined themselves literally
Churches of Asia
seven
The
Ephesus.
founmav reasonably be referred for their were
of which
dation to this period-all
within reach o
centres of trade, and all
well
Ephesus. Timothy, moreover, may
since in
have been working at Colosse,
he is menthe Epistle to the Colossians
of the
tioned with Paul in the inscription
the latter had not been
letter, although
to the Churches of
personally known
CoColosse and Laodicea^ Ramsay
St. Paul,
and
B.D.,
loss*," Hastings'
no doubt
274.— EXXtjvas: comprising
xi. 20.
Hellenists and Greeks, cf.
****** a, the
Ver. 11. o* T a« tv*,//not the
is peculiar to St. Luke,
phrase

all

Arm., Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss,

13, 36, 40, Vulg.,

eirwj>.

ordinary," i.e., extra-ordinary, with which
the deeds of the Jewish exorcists could
not be compared, see Klostermann, Vindicia Lucana, p. 52, for the same phrase
3 Mace. iii. 7, and also Deissmann,
Neue Bibelstudien, p. 83; so too in

cf.

classical Greek.

—

liroCei:

"continued to

work," or ex more, Blass.
Ver. 12.
the sick,

i.e.

reached by

wo-tc Kal: so that even to
to those who could not be
the hands of the Apostle.—
,

the <rov8. and ctijuk. had been
with the body of the Apostle,
thence derived their healing power ;

XpwTos

:

in contact

and
so in

LXX used for both

^feH,

and *Vty

see Hatch and Redpath; Zahn,
(twice),
in itsuse here the
Einleitung, ii., 435. sees
of a medical term, so Hobart, p. 242.—
used for wiping
<rov8dpia : Latin, sudaria,
Luke
off sweat, as the noun indicates, cf.

Me

xix. 20,

John

xix. 44.

«• 7'r*^ Kil™

:

here in N.l.,
Latin, semicinctium, only

at their work,
aprons worn by artisans
and

cf.

Martial, xiv., 153.

Oecumenius

the
fheophylact apparently regarded
the
word as simply = handkerchiefs, but
is far more likely both

meaning given

and its
from the etymology of the word
see
use in Martial. For other Latinisms
Blass, in loco,

and Wetstein.— diraX.

Air

here

15,
aiTwv, cf. Luke xii. 58, Heb.
and this use
in connection with sickness,
writers, Homedical
in
is very frequent
the word is found with l*h
11.

bart, p. 47 ;
both in classical writers

and

in the

LXA.

IIPAEEIS

4o6
tA

1

tA
»

t£lpX€<rQai

iroirjpA

iw

An02T0AQN

Instead of egcp.

R.V., Blass in 0.
Boh., Arm., Tisch.,

air*

(HLP

ovtwv,

(Sah.), Chrys.),

a and

in

St.

natural diseases

distinguishes between
and the diseases of the
that he does so more
the other Evangelists,
"
Demon," Hast13, so
especially Luke
which have no

ings' B.D., i., p. 593, cf.
17, viii. 2, xiii. 32,
irovijpa :
parallels in the other Gospels.
is applied to evil spirits by St. Luke three
times in his Gospel and four times in this

—

vi.

passage, and only once elsewhere, St.
Matt. xii. 45, althmigh the word is very
frequent in St. Matthew's Gospel and in
the Epistles; the word was constantly
used by medical writers in connection
with disease, Hobart, u. s. Blass quotes
as a parallel to the present passage el at
voo-oi onraXXayciTjo-av

€K

—ra

twv

arot^aroiv

re irvevuaTa
Eryx, 401 c.
the aprons brought for the
the
banishing
healing of the diseases and
of the demons equally? The T€ seems
(Plat.)
.

.

Were

was the case (Weiss,
Blass on the other hand holds
that it is not said that the demons were
driven out by the sudaria.
According
to some interpretations of the verse the
carrying of the aprons to the sick is only
to be regarded as a result of the wonderful impression made by St. Paul's miraculous power the writer says nothing of
the effect of these aprons, although he
places both the healing of the diseases
and the expulsion of the demons
amongst the Swducis of St. Paul. From
this point of view the carrying of the
o-ovSdpia would only illustrate the
to indicate that this

Wendt)

diro

have one word

^ABDE,

Tisch.,

Weiss,

cirrropcvco-Qai.

icat and omit airo, so Tisch., Weiss, Wendt, W.H.,
have icai airo, D 43 cic, so Hilg. o P ki£w ^ABDE, Vulg.,
W.H., Weiss, Wendt, R.V., Blass, Hilg.

Luke

demonised, and
frequently than
Hobart, pp. 12,

.

2

HP

should also be noted that here as else-

It

13. 'EircxcipTjaoi' hi rive*

dir' clutwv.

irepicpxop.^w 'louSauuy ^opiacnw 6kou.u£eu' eirl rods cxorras
nr€U|*aTa tA ironrjpa to o^o/xa tou Kupiou 'Itjaou, X^yoircs,

Wendt, R.V., W.H., Blass
2 After
tivcs WABE add

where

XIX.

;

;

practices which showed how

superstitious
often, in the homes of culture, quackery
was also found, and the Evangelist gives
them no word of commendation, see also

note on v. 15. On the other hand we
must remember that the miracles are
distinctly spoken of as ov tcls tvx«> and
even in the means employed we may

perhaps see a possible appeal

to the
populace, who would recognise that these
charms and amulets in which they put
such confidence had not the same potency
as the handkerchiefs and aprons of the

But in this accommodation to
special forms of ignorance we are never
allowed to forget that God is the source

Apostle.

of

all

power and might.

Ver. 13.

If.

we

critical

it

note),
exorcists who

read koA after airo (see
contrasts the Jewish

endeavoured to gain this
like St. Paul who really
"
possessed it.
vagabond,"
ircpiepx*
A. V., the word as it is now used collodoes
not
the
Greek
R.V.
quially
express
"
circumeuntibus

power with those

—

:

;

;
strolling,"
Vulgate,
Blass renders circutnvagantes. The word
"vagabond" is used only here in N.T.
in the O.T. we have it in Gen. iv. 12, 14,
R.V. "wanderer," and in Ps. cix. 10,
R.V. "vagabonds," cf. Milton, Paradise
the word
Lost, xi., 16.
e£opKicn-wv
points to a class of Jews who practised
exorcisms as a profession, cf. Jos., Ant.,
The usual method of exorcism
viii., 2, 5.
was the recitation of some special name
or spell, and these Jewish exorcists having seen the power which Paul wielded
by his appeal to the name of Jesus endeavoured to avail themselves of the
:

—

same

efficacy.
far

:

It

would be

difficult to

how

these Jewish exorcists
would employ the incantations so
widely in vogue in a place like Ephesus,
but there is a notable passage in Justin
Martyr in which, whilst admitting that
a Jew might exorcise an evil spirit by the
God of Abraham, he complains that as a
class the Jewish exorcists had adopted
the same superstitions and magical
aids as the heathen, "Exorcist," B.D. 2
In the Didache, iii., 4, the use
i., 1028.

say

,

of charms and sorceries
bidden'

is

since

expressly for-

—

they led to idolatry.
with double accusative = of" the
one adjured and of the one by whom he
is adjured, cf. Mark v. 7 (1 Thess. v. 27),
see Grimm-Thayer, sub v., cf. Deissmann,
Bibelstudien, p. 25 ff., for the constant
use of the verb in inscriptions in formulae
of adjuration as here, see further " De6pici£o|j.cv

mon

"

:

and " Exorcist "

such formulas,

for

examples of

Hastings' B.D., i., pp.
593, 812, and for the absurdities involved
in them.

I1PAEEI2
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dpas top 'incrouv oV 6 riaGXos tajpuaaei.
14. tjotw
olol Itceua MouSaiou dp^iep^ws lirra 01 touto
toui
iroiourrcs.

^AHLP,

^ives
Vulg., Syr. H., Chrys., so Alford, but Lach., W.H., Weiss,
Blass, Hilg., R.V. after B (D), E 36, 180, Syr. Pesh., Boh., Arm. read tivos (tivcs in
connection with the following ch-to, vtoi is very difficult), moi om. after
but
tivcs,

^ABE

13, 15, 18, 40, Vulg., Arm., after eirra
placed by
Meyer follows T.R.
In D, Syr. H. mg. ev 01s icai vioi (Syr. H. mg. has vioi eirTa) iKeva tivos icpews
Kai
tj86\Ki<rov to avTo iroiT]o-ai, (01) €8os eixav tovs toiovtovs e£opKi£civ.
€io-eX9ovTes irpos tov 8aiuovi£op.6Vov T)pgavTo eiriicaXcio-dai to ovoua Xcvovtcs •
o*oi cv \r)<rov ov n. KTjpvo-crci cgeXOeiv, so Hilg. and so Blass in
irapayycXXoacv
2
instead of icpews.
Blass considers that this was
P, but with apxovTos, Gig.
orig. both in a and {3, then icpews was written over apxovTOs, hence icpews D,
in
most
and
H.
but
mg., Gig.,
why should icpews be inserted at
apxicpcws
Syr.
No doubt the omission of cirro, removes much difficulty. Belser thinks that
all ?
the omis. is orig., and argues strongly in favour of (J text, pp. 103, 104, so also
Zockler, and Ramsay, C. R. E., p. 153, speaks of D as giving a reading here which
Overbeck conjectured 8vo (Gig. has 8vo)
is intelligent, consistent, and possible.
instead of eirTa with reference to ver. 16, on the ground that the numerical
signs B and Z might be confused, but as Wendt (1888) points out, it is difficult to
explain how a mistake so troublesome for the understanding of the passage could
The greatest difficulty is to explain how cirra came in if not
be perpetuated.
that it might be omitted because of au<^ooriginal, and it is easy to understand
T«pwv, ver. 16, see Weiss, Codex D, p. 95.
;

,

;

See
Ver. 14.
probably a Latin

critical

note.

Iicevd:

name adapted to Greek,
loco, who gives instances of

see Blass, in
its occurrence, see also Gram., p. 13, and

Winer-Schmeidel,
it

p.

description
dible if we take

refers

—»PX«

:

the

t

:

is difficult,

it

Ewald

75.

Hebrew JTUDttS.
t —

to the

as

it

seems

incre-

in its strictest sense

it

;

denoted one who had been
head of one of the twenty-four

may have

at the

courses of priests in Jerusalem, or per-

one who
haps used loosely to denote
belonged to the high-priestly families
We cannot connect him with
iv. 6).
(cf.
in
any special sacred office of the Jews
Asia Minor, as Nosgen proposes, for the
had no temple,
Jews in the Diaspora
see reading in D, cribut synagogues
tical note.
Nothing further is known
of Sceva, but there is no reason to supin the
pose that he was an impostor
sense that he pretended to be a high
Lucan,
fyrav . . . itoiowtcs,
priest.
see above on i. 10.
;

—

Ver.

"

I

15.

know,"

the former
distinction

.

.

-yivwo-Kc*
R.V. for both

"
is

I

fcirfrrrauai:
verbs, but for
.

as a
recognise," margin,

drawn between Paul and

of adjuration, it is
Jesus in the formula
natural to expect a distinction in the
denotes a more
reply; -yiv. probably
I know as
personal knowledge, IttCo-t.,
of a fact. " Jesus I know and about Paul
renI know," Rendall
Lightfoot would
I
I acknowledge and Paul
der
;

"Jesus

know": On a Fresh

Revision of N. T.
holds
that itritrr, denotes knowledge of a
lower degree such as acquaintance with
zfact, and compares the distinction between the two verbs in Jude ver. 10.
eirCo-T. is only once used in the Gospels,

Wordsworth

p. 60.

t

also, in loco,

But see also Page, in
Mark xiv. 68.
loco, as to the difficulty in making any

—

distinction.
vucts placed first
here in a depreciatory sense, tIv*% indicating contempt.
Ver. 16. i<j>aXX4ucvos
only here in

precise

;

N.T.

—

;

in

LXX,

13.
KOTOKvp.
Matt. xx. 25,

frequent

;

1

Sam.

here

only

Mark

x. 6, xi. 6, xvi.

x.

LXX.—uvtwv,

in

note.

There

read

au^oWpwv

is

in
1

42,

Luke

;

Pet. v. 3 ;
see critical

no real difficulty if we
after firrd, ver. 14 ; St.

Luke had mentioned that seven of the
sons of Sceva made the attempt to imitate Paul, but the incident which he
describes introduces two of them only.
cannot be taken distributively, or
au<j>.

with Ewald, neuter, as

=

ait+oWpweev.
with torn garments, not literally naked, so Grimm4iceCvov
Thayer, sub v., and Alford.—
the pronoun seems to imply that the
his eyes,
before
writer had a definite place
But it is
although it is not fully described.
that the narsurely a mark of truthfulness
a forger, we
rative ends where it does

—

yvp.voi»s

:

if

may mean

:

;

well believe, would have crowned
the story by a picture of the man, after
healed by the word
baffling the impostors,

may

nPAEEIS AIIOSTOAGN

4o8

15. diK*cpi0«v 8e to

XIX.

to tTOvr\pbv dirt, Toy 1 'irjaooV yiviao~KU,
2
€(f>aXXou.eKos
6p.€is Sc rives lorti; 16. Kal

-try€\iy.a

k<u rbv riauXoy lirurra)iai

*

auroos 6 aVOpamos Iv w

v\v to -nreufia to ironrjpoV, Kal KaTaKupieuauTWf, laxuae kot" auTWM, gJotc yu^vov^ Kal TCTpaup,aTurp^KOus
I
7 tooto 8c £y* k€T0 Y , <u<r^0, iro-oiM
tK^uyely ^k too oikou Itttivou.
4
'louoauus T€ Kal *E\Xi]ai toi$ KaTotKoGai ttjv "E<(>€aoi/, Kal erre'ircae
fir*

aas

8

'

.

4>6|3os

£ni irdWas ciutous, Kal ep.eyaXuVeTo
1 8.

'Itjoou.

After Tor

1

l

«<fraXX.,
in

P,

but

(i),

but

D

to

'

oVopa too Kupiou

rioXXoi tc T$»v iremoTeuKOT&iK fjpxorro €^op.oXoyoufjLeKoi

N«BE

40, 73, 137, Syr.

e<f>aX.

^*AB

104,

H. Cass, read per [W.H.], so Weiss.
W.H., Weiss, Wendt, R.V., Blass

Tisch.,

evaXXofxevos.

1

ofi4>oTepwv (not ovtwv), fr$ABD 13, 36, 40, Vulg., Boh., Arm., Tisch.,
R.V., Weiss, Wendt, Blass, Hilg.
4
eirto-c* AD, so Hilg., but not Gig. or Blass in 0.
or touch of Paul (see Plumptre's remarks,

contrast between
the New Testament in its description of
their
the demonised and
healing, and the
notions and practices which meet us in
the Jewish Rabbi, may be seen in Edersheim's valuable appendix, Jesus the
Messiah, ii., 770 ff., and the same decisive
contrast is also seen between the N.T.
and the prevailing ideas of the first century in the cures of the demonised attributed to Apollonius of Tyana in this same

in loco).

The marked

Ephesus and in Athens Smith and
Wace, Dictionary of the Christian Biography, i., 136. Ramsay is very severe
city

;

on the whole narrative, St. Paul, p. 273,
and regards it as a mere piece of current

Wendt

so, too, very similarly,
;
(1899), note, p. 313, who refers, as so
have
done, to the analogy between
many
and that in v.
the narrative in ver.
12, 15 ; in other words, to the parallel

gossip

n

between Peter and Paul (which the writer
of Acts is supposed to draw on every

So too
possible occasion see introd.).
the whole section
Hilgenfeld ascribes
"
w. n-20 to his author to Theophilus,"
and sees in it a story to magnify St.
Paul's triumph over sorcery and magic,
as St. Peter's over Simon Magus in viii.
;

13.

Clemen with

Spitta,

Van Manen,

and others regard the whole section as
interrupting the connection between w.
10 and 21 but even here, in ver. 14,
Clemen sees in addition the hand of his
Redactor Antijudaicus, as distinct from
the Redactor to whom the whole narra-

—

is otherwise attributed.
Ver. 17. 4>6{3os lircir. characteristic
phrase in St. Luke see above on Luke
i.
Kal
12, and Friedrich, pp. 77, 78.

tive

:

;

—

IpryaXvvcTO

W.H.,

" continued to be
magni-

:

imperfect, as in Luke vii. 16, praise
follows upon fear, Luke xxiii. 47
cf.

.fied,"

;

—

with Matt, xxvii. 54, Friedrich, p. 78.
to Svopa M. "jam cuncta ilia nomina
inania irritaque pro Iesu nomine putabantur " (Blass), see on ver. 19.
Ver. 18.
iroXXot re
the tc shows
another immediate result in the fact that
those who were already believers were
now fully convinced of the pre-eminence of
the name of Jesus, and were all the more
filled with a reverential fear of His holy
also of those who had bename "
:

:

many

:

lieved," R.V.

— "nPXOVTO

So Wendt

in latest edition.

—

ultro,
Bengel.
IgopoX.
Rendall renders " giving thanks " to God
for this manifestation of His power. But
it is usually taken, not
absolutely, but as
governing irpd£cis, cf. Matt. iii. 6, Mark
i.
5, James v. 16 Jos., Ant., viii., 4, 6
B. /., v., 10, 5, so in Plutarch several
"
times, confessing," cf. also Clem. Rom.,
Cor., Ii., 3 Barn., Epist., xix., 12 ; Kennedy, Sources of N. T. Greek, p. 118, and
Mayor on James v. 16 Felten, Apostel:

;

;

;

—irpd|eis,
;

geschichte,
xxiii.

in

p.

361.

51; also in a bad sense.

Rom.

viii.

13, Col.

iii.

9,

cf.

Luke
So too

so often in

Deissmann
Polyb. (3 Mace. i. 27).
Bibelstudien, p. 5, maintains that the
us
before
shows
passage
acquaintance
with the technical terminology of magic,
and instances irpdfci? as a terminus technicus for a magic prescription ; see also
Knabenbauer's note in loco.
ovayyc'Xinstead of continuing secretly
Xovt€«
practising or approving of the deeds of
magic, they declared their wrongdoings.
Rendall takes it as meaning that they
reported the deeds of those men, *'.*..

—

:

nPAEEIS AilOSTOAQN

15—21.
ical

dyayyAXon-cs t&s

irpd§€is aurwv.

Kal

lriirrt.
C

21.

8ieX8wK
•tair,
1

Ta$

Tifi.as

20. outu KaTa

Kpd™s

owei|/TJ<j>urai'

GI

auTui^,

Uapol 8c

19.

irpai&VTw, auveviyKOLvrts tos |3i0Xous

KaTcWoy

ical

riov

409
tA ircpiepya

iv&tnov irdvruv

•

dpyupiou uupi<£8a$
6 Xoyos too
Kupi'ou rju^a^c Kal laxuer.
8c 4ir\T]pw0T] TauTa, c0cto 6 riaGXos cV tw
irvctfjum,
eupoi/

*

MaKcSoj/iaK Kal 'Axatay
lropcueaOai «is 'icpouaoXVju,
to ycf^o-eai jic ckcI, 8ci
ical
iheiv.

ttjk

"On

u.6Ta

p.6

'Pgju.t)k

D

has after Kparos, cvio-xwev Kai ti irwrrts tov 6eov
Tjv|av € K ai citXtiOwcto.
Syr. Pesh. has cvicrxvev et crescebat fides Dei (only).
Blass reads cvktyvct *
irio-Tis tov Geo* K <u (rjvijavcv Kai) cttXtjOwcto.
Weiss, Codex D, p. 96, objects that
Blass omits the Kai necessary before tj Trior, tov
0., and adds an impossible Kai
after Geov.
Belser defends and points out that
cvktxvcv is Lucan, only found in
Luke's writings but on the other hand, whilst no doubt
is used
tj irurris
objectively
in Acts, we never have tj ino-ris tov 6eov in Luke's
writings.
;

the magicians ; but can the Greek bear
this?
Ver. 19.
iKavol 8^: to be referred
probably to the magicians, as the previous
verse refers to their dupes a Lucan word,
see above on viii. 11.
tcl ircpicpya:
"curious," Wyclif and A. and R.V.
("magical," R.V., margin), cf. Vulgate,
curiosa (Latin, curiosus, inquisitive, prying), of a person who concerns himself

—
:

with things unnecessary and profitless to
the neglect of the duty which lies nearest,
cf. 1 Tim. v. 13, 2 Thess. iii. n, so in
classical Greek, Xen., Mem., i., 3, 1.
The word is also used of things over
and above what is necessary, and so of
magical arts, arts in which a man concerns himself with what has not been
given him

to

know, cf. Aristaenetus,
Epist., ii., 18, and the striking passage
in Plat, Apol., 19 B, where ircpicpya&ccr0ai is used of Socrates in an accusathe verb is
tory sense (Wendt, Page)
found in Ecclesiast. iii. 23, and irepvep;

2

yao-ia, Ecclesiast. xli. 22 S , but the
adjective does not occur either in
or Apocrypha. But see especially Deissmann, Bibelstudien, u. s., who finds here

LXX

another instance of acquaintance with
the terminology of magic, and illustrates
from the papyri. The R.V. margin gives

"
best sense, as " curious in the passive
sense as here need not have a bad or
depreciatory meaning, cf. for a good
" curious
= " magical,"
for
parallel
"
Bacon, Essays, 35 and see
Curious,"
Hastings' B.D. Skeat, Glossary of Bible
Words.
only here in
crvvcvcyKavTcs
;

—

N.T.

;

:

elsewhere frequently,
expedient, profitable.
ras f3i{3Aovs parchments containing the
For these Ephesus,
magical formulae.
with its 'E^cVia Ypafj.ji.aTa worn as
amulets and cherished as charms was
in this sense,

as <rvp.4>cpci

it is

:

—

famous; "Ephesus" (Ramsay), Hastings'
B.D.,

i.,

723

p.

;

Wetstein, in

loco

;

amongst other references, Plut., Sympos.,
5 Clement of Alex., Strom., v., 8,
46, and also in Renan, Saint Paul, p.
344; Blass, in loco; C. and H., small
and see also Deissedition, p. 371
mann, Bibelstudien, u. s. kotckcuov
imperfect, "describes them as throwing
book after book into the burning fire,"
Hackett, see also Blass, in loco. Plump-

vii.,

;

—

;

tre recalls

a parallel

scene

:

when

the

and musicians of Florence brought
ornaments, pictures, dresses, and
burnt them in the Piazza of St. Mark
artists

their

—

at the bidding of Savonarola.
ctuvcaj/i]4>i<rav: only here in this sense, not in

LXX

—apy.

uvp. itcvtc, sc,
is very
large,
nearly £2000, but probably such books
would be expensive, and we must take
into account in estimating it the immense
trade and rich commerce of Ephesus, and
the fact that we need not suppose that all
the Christian converts were to be found
only amongst the slaves and poorer classes
(cf.

i.

26).

Spaxpuv «py«: the sum

Such books would certainly
(Nosgen).
It may no doubt
fetch a fancy price.
be maintained that their measuring all
things by money value indicates the Oriental

popular tale (Ramsay), but

may we

not

see in the statement the knowledge of a
writer who thus hits off the Oriental stan-

dard of worth, especially in a chapter
otherwise so rich and exact in its description of Ephesian localities and life ?
Ver. 20. koto, Kparos adverbial, so
only here in N.T., cf. Judg. iv. 3, and Jos.,
Ant., viii., n, 3, in classical Greek, Xen.,
Kal t«r. in
Cyr., i., 4, 23, etc.
qjffi
:

—

:

contrast to the empty superstitions and
vanities the continuous growth (imperfect)
of the Church.
Ver. 21. 8icX0wv, see on the force of

nPAEEIS AII02T0AQN

4io

2 2. dirooreiXas 8e eis t?|k

MaKeZoviav 8uo

cVcivoy
'EycVcTO 8c kcit& t6v Kaipde
680O.

24. ArjjA^Tptos y<(p Tts

dpyupous

rutv

Ka!"EpaoTO>', auTos ^ttcVx* XP° voy

Ti^Qeov

*

'Ap-re'u.ioos,

*

XIX.

hiaKovouvrw auTw,

"S

Tapaxos

v

""\

outc

'Aaiav.

oXiyos

23.

irepl ttjs

oVo"p,aTi, dpyupoitOTros, ttoiwv

mous

irapcixeTO tois Tcx^n-cus IpyturLav oOk oXiyrjv

•

r\vpro ovo|miti, so D, Syr. P., Blass, Hilg.
apyvpov? om. B, Gig. [W.H.], but retained by Blass in {$ irapcixcro fc^BHLP,
so W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt irapcixcv A*DE 65, 67, 133, so Blass in p, who
inserts o before irapci-xe for o« in D, icai in Pesh.
1

a

;

;

word Ramsay, Expositor, May, 1895,
and above on xiii. 6. Ramsay regards
this as perhaps the most conclusive of
the ten cases he cites of the use of the

the

verb

as

There

is

travel.

missionary

denoting

no reason to suppose that Paul

paid a visit to Corinth during his stay
w. 9, 10 intimate that he
at Ephesus
resided at Ephesus through the whole
Wendt thinks that the notice
period.
of this second visit to Corinth was
omitted by Luke because it did not fit
in with his representation of the ideal
development of the Church. But is there
;

any

real

the

argument to be found

Epistles

?

for

The passages

quoted are 2 Cor.
But Tpfrrov tovto
" I am

ii.

1, xii.

it

in

usually

14, xiii. 1.

;

i.e.,

his

second

visit, 1rdX.iv

Corinth in person, he determined to write
to reprove the Corinthians, and this he
did in 1 Cor.
It is possible that the
Apostle's determination to see Rome
the first notice of the desire so long
cherished, Rom. i. 13, xv. 23 may be

—

—

closely connected with his friendship with
Aquila and Priscilla (Ramsay, St. Paul,
p. 255, and Plumptre, in loco, Hort, Rom.

and Ephes.,

p.

n).

Ver. 22.
airoo-TcCXas • • . Tip,, xai
Ep., cf. 1 Cor. iv. 17, xvi. 10, n, Paley,
Hora Paulina, iii., 3, 4 ; McGiffert, Apos-

v

jfpxofiai may well
express
meaning to come," so
that Paul would mean that this was the
third time he had purposed to come to
them, not that he had come for the third
time and this rendering is borne out by
the Apostle's own words, 2 Cor. xii. 14,
Paley, Hora Paulina, iv., 11, whilst with
regard to 2 Cor. ii. 1 the words may
simply mean that he resolves that his

new,

and afterwards to return to Corinth.
Why had he changed his plans ? Owing
bad news from Corinth, 2 Cor.
But although he did not go to
i.
23.

to the

IXOciv,

should not be Iv Xvir^j, for we are not shut
up to the conclusion that irdXiv must be
connected with «V Xvir^j as if he had
already paid one visit in grief; and this
interpretation is at all events in harmony
with 2 Cor. xiii. 2, R.V. margin, and
with i. 23, R.V , see especially " II. Cor."
(Dr. A. Robertson) Hastings' B.D., p. 494,
and compare " Corinth" (Ramsay), ibid.,
p. 483 ; see also Farrar, Messages of the
Books, pp. 211, 216; St. Paul, ii. 101,
118; Felten, note, p. 364; Renan, Saint
Paul, p. 450, note ; and in favour of the
second visit to Corinth, McGiffert, p.
310, following Alford, Neander, Weizsacker (so too in early days St. Chrysostom). In 1 Cor. xvi. 5-9 Paul speaks
of his intention to go
through Macedonia to Corinth, but previously, 2 Cor.
i. 16, he had intended to sail from
Ephesus
to Corinth, then to go to Macedonia,

—

tolic Age, p. 297, note.
Siok. avrw for
a few instances of Siaicoveiv and cognate
words used of ministrations rendered to
Paul himself, see Hort, Ecclesia, p. 205,
here, as
cf. Philem., ver. 13.— Epao-rov
in 2 Tim. iv. 20, the person bearing this
name appears as an itinerant companion
of St. Paul, and it therefore seems difficult
to identify him with the Erastus of Rom.
xvi. 23, who is described as " treasurer "
of the city, i.e., Corinth, since the tenure
of such an office seems to presuppose a
fixed residence.
That the identification
was not impossible is maintained by
Wendt as against Meyer, but see " ErasThe name, as
tus," Hastings' B.D.
Meyer remarks, Rom. xvi. 23, was very
common. lireVx* xp6vov : verb, only
used by Luke and Paul, and only here
:

:

—

in

this

sense.

the verb

;

Ioutov

LXX, Gen.

:

supplied after
10, 12 ; in

viii.

—

classical

Greek, Xen., Cyr., v., 4, 38.
pro Iv, Blass ; but see on the other
As Asia, not
hand, Alford, in loco.
Ephesus, is mentioned, the word may
well include work outside Ephesus itself.
Ver. 23. lycVcTo 81 on the frequency
of the formula in Luke's writings see
els

:

Friedrich, p. 13, and above on iv. 5.
Tapaxos ovk 6Xiyos the same phrase
as in xii. 18, nowhere else in N.T., for

—

:

ovk oXiyos as Lucan see above,

xii.

18.

aa—25.
2S-

1
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08s aoKoepotaos,
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tous
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-rijs

etirer,

fyyaai'as ^ euiropi'a

rjuw

»

Blass (so Hilg.) reconstructs in
p text, according to Syr. Pesh., otm»« <rvraepouras Travras tovs rcxvira, K <u tov* crvvcpyaras avrc-v
Trpos avrovs this
was shortened in a, tcxv. and <rvv«p Y .
being combined under one word cpvarai
ovtos being still read instead of ov? and kou omitted see further
Blass n vii
and
After av8p« D, Sah., Syr. H.
mg. add crwrcxvtTai, but if original,
n
e
y
A DE ' Vul S" S^-. Boh " Annhy
T ;isch.,
«rh W.H., P
?
1
R.V., Weiss, Wendt, Blass, Hilg. read
tjp.iv.

c^

m

W

;

°WH

v

J

^"l" J"

68ov : as in ix. 2, xix. 9, xxiv. 22 ;
better than to refer it with Weiss
merely to the method adopted by Paul in
ver. 2£
-fjs

much

Ver. 24.

i

A-rjp.

:

a sufficiently

common

TT

^

bably dated from a considerably later
time, the very close of the first century,
vcoiroils being really a temple warden, the words vcoiroi&§ 'A P t<^u8os
being mistaken by the author of Acts
and rendered "making silver shrines of
Diana," see Zockler, u. s. ; and Ramsay,
Church in the Roman Empire, p. 112 ff.

name, as St. Luke's words show (Blass).
There is no ground for identifying him
with the Demetrius in 3 John, ver. 12,
except the fact that both came from the and Wendt (1899), p. 317. As Ramsay
neighbourhood of Ephesus see, however, puts it, there is no extant use of such a
•'
Demetrius," Hastings' B.D. dpyupo- phrase as veoir. 'Apr. in any authority
about a.d. 57, vcoiroiot simply
xrfiros, LXX, Judg. xvii. 4 (A al.), Jer. vi.
being the
29 on the trade-guilds in Asia Minor cf. term used in inscriptions found at Epheand
Cities
Ramsay,
Bishoprics o/Phrygia, sus— as Hicks himself allows (Church in
"
i.,
Ephesus," Hastings' the Roman Empire, pp. 122, 123). irapeip. 105, and
B. D. Church in the Roman Empire, p. X«to, see critical note or
reading in Blass.
128 Demetrius may have been master of Rendall distinguishes between active
the guild for the year. vaovs ipy. 'Aprl- voice, xvi. 16, where the slave
girl finds
piSos: "silver shrines of Diana," R.V., work for her masters, whilst here, middle
t.e.
representing the shrine of Diana voice, Demetrius finds work for himself and
;

;

—

;

—

;

—

;

i

t

(Artemis) with the statue of the goddess within (ws tci0«pia piicpa, Chrys.).
These miniature temples were bought up
by Ephesians and strangers alike, since
the worship of the goddess was so widely
" shrines " were
spread, and since the
made sufficiently small to be worn as
amulets on journeys, as well as to be
placed as ornaments in houses. There
is no need to suppose that they were
coins with a representation of the temple
stamped upon them, and there is no evidence of the existence of such coins;

Amm. Marc,

xxii., 13, Dio Cass., xxxix.,
and Wendt, in loco. They
explained correctly by Curtius,

20, cf. Blass

were

first

Athenische Mittheilungen, ii., 49. Examples of these vaoL in terra-cotta or
marble with dedicatory
inscriptions
abound in the neighbourhood of Ephesus.
No examples in silver have been found,
but they were naturally melted down
" Diana "
to

owing

their intrinsic value,

(Ramsay), Hastings' B.D., and Church in
the Roman Empire, u. s. On the interesting but apparently groundless hypothesis
(as Zockler calls it, Apostelgeschichte, p.
277, second edition) that Demetrius should
be identified with Demetrius, the rcoirouis
of an inscription at Ephesu6 which pro-

his fellow-craftsmen in their joint

ment.

— epyacriav

employ-

"business," R.V., in
here the two mean;

"
xvi. 16, 19, " gain

ings run into each other, in ver. 25
"
business," R.V., is perhaps more in
accordance with the context ovk 6Xiyt]v,

—

Lucan, see on ver. 23. tcxvitcus . . .
" alii erant
Ipvarais
tcxvitcu, artifices
:

nobiliores

;

alii

ep-yaTai,

operarii,"

so

and Grimm-Thayer following
Bengel. But Blass regards them as the
same, cf. reading in D, and Ramsay,
Church in the Roman Empire, p. 128,
There were no doubt shrines of
note.
Zockler

widely differing value, for the rich of
silver made by the richer tradesmen, for
the poorer classes of marble and terracotta,

so that several trades were

no

doubt
Paul,

seriously affected, Ramsay, St.
p. 278, and "Ephesus," u. s.,
Church in the Roman Empire, p. 128,
and to the same effect Wendt (1899), p.

317. The word ipydrat. occurs in one
of the inscriptions at Ephesus, 4p-y. irpowXcitcu irp&s rif rio<rci8&vi, " Ephesus,"
u. s., p. 723, note.

wcpl rk roiavra, cf. Luke
a similar use of vcp( with
accusative, but see W. H., /. c, and
2 Mace. xii. 1.
evxopta: wealth, or gain,
Ver. 25.

x. 40, 41, for

—

flPAEEIS AFIOSTOAQN

41*

XIX.

26. xal 6e<opciTe Kal Akouctc oti ou aoVoy

I<rrt*

*

dXXd

'E^c'oou,

oxcS&k ir<£oT]s ttjs 'Aaias 6 riaGXos ootos Trciaas \t&Tl<m\a*v iKayof
2 7- °"
o^Xok, XeywK on ouk cial 0col ot 81a x €t P^ Y l,'^ €W>l
KtvWeuei
8c
to
touto
cis
tqjxli^
pe*pog
dTTcXeY^f iXQtlv, dXXa
pcVof
1'

•

Kal to Ttjs jA€y<£Xn$ 0eas 'ApTcpSos tepoi' cis ouSeV 2 XoyiCT0T~)mi,
fiAXetK T€ KOI Ka0aipei(70ai TT]y u-eyaXeioYnTu auTtjs, r\v SXtj t| 'Atria
1

EaWov D

Before

After ovtos
7,

where we

prefixes ca>s, so Blass in B (comparing
adds ti« ttotc, Gig., " nescio quem, so Blass
have the same addition in Gig. and p text.

D

1

xxiii.

in p,

23), and Hilg.
comparing xvii.

1

Xoyio-eTjvat ^BHLP, Chrys., so not only T.R., but Alford, R.V., Weiss, Wendt
2
aeXXciv NA'BD EHLP, Chrys. ; Tf NABEP, Sah., Boh., Syrr., P.H., Arm., in both
Blass following ADE, Vulg. reads in
cases R.V., W.H., Weiss, Wendt, as in T.R.
But in D the whole passage is conB, Xoy«r0T)<rrrai., and pcXXet with A*D*, Vulg.
in
the
but
fused, ttjv lieYaXfioTtjTa,
gen.
13, 15, 18, 40, R.V., W.H., Weiss,
Wendt. In P text Blass reads ficXXei tc kcu icaOaipeurOai tj p.cYaXeioTT|s av-rrjs
" sed et destrui
A.
Par.,
Vulg.,
following Gig.,
incipiet majestas ejus quam,"
r\y oXij t|
D reading " lacunose et corrupte," in the first part aXXa icaOepurOai ucXXci
etc.
A.
(-civ Db) tj oXt)
;

^ABE

:

;

only here in N.T., in classical Greek
" in different senses in different authori-

Grimm-Thayer

ties,"

in

;

LXX,

2

Kings

a different sense (see
Hatch and Redpath's references to its use
by Aquila, Symm., and others). Rendall
takes it of comfort and well-being, in the
old English sense weal.
ov uoVov . • . oXXa : non
Ver. 26.
xxv.

but

10,

m&do

.

.

.

in

sed.

—
—

xiii.

<rx«8o>v,

44,

we

cannot take the genitive with oxXov, as
Hackett suggests. 'Aortas the Roman
:

province, so Ramsay, St. Paul, p. 278,
where he corrects his former interpretation of the word in this passage in Church
in the Roman Empire, p. 166
see above
on Paul's work outside Ephesus. ovtos
;

—
contemptuous.

—

:

Josh,
The testimony thus borne to the
xiv. 8.
wide and effective influence of the Apostles
even by their enemies is well commented
on by St. Chrys., Horn., xlii., and see
jicWo-ttjo-cv,

cf.

also below.

;

not

for

their

because

religion,

thought that in danger

;

they

was for
would have

no,

it

their lucrative craft, that it
nothing to work upon," Chrys., Horn.,
xlii.

—cU

aircAeyudr IXOciv

found either

noun, not

:

Greek or

in classical

in the
the verb aTrcXcyxt"' is found in
4 Mace. ii. 11 (cf. Symm., Ps. cxix. 118),

LXX;

and eXcyurfs is not uncommon in LXX,
cohfutatio, repudiatio (for the phrase cf.
Mark v. 26), in contemptum venire, Wetstein ; but in redargutionem venire, Vul-

—

oXXa xal : the utilitarian aspect of
the appeal stands first, but speciously
seconded by an appeal to religious feelings (" non tarn pro aris ipsos quam pro
focis pugnare," Calvin).
Ttjs j*cy. 0ca$
'A. St. Luke appears to have retained the
precise title of the goddess, according to
the witness of the inscription ; " Diana "
(Ramsay), Hastings' B.D., p. 605, so
to . . . Upbv
the
Blass, in loco.
Temple of Artemis was burnt to the
ground by the fanatic Herostratus in
B.C. 356 on the night of the birth of
Alexander the Great, but its restoration
gate.

—

:

tovto . . . th p-cpos* sc,
27.
ep-yaarta? j)p.uv, ver. 25, GrimmThayer this branch of their trade, which
Ver.

Ttjs

" See how
as against Hicks.
wherever
there is idolatry, in every case we find
at
the
bottom
of
both
in the
it,
money
former instance it was for money, and in
the case of this man for money it was

—

was concerned with the making of the

Others take ucpos = trade, the
" the
icivSwc-uei
part assigned to one.
most sensitive part of civilised man is
his pocket," Ramsay, St. Paul, p. 277,
and the opposition thus naturally came
not from the priests as instigators of the
riot against Paul, but from the fact that
trade connected with the
Artemis-worship
was endangered so at Philippi, " when
the masters saw that the
hope of this
was gone," xvi. 19; see Ramsay,
Church in the Roman Empire, p. 129 ff.,
shrines.

—
'

;

:

'

—

was

effected

with great

:

magnificence,

and it was regarded as one of the seven
wonders of the world. Its dimensions
are given by Pliny, xxxvi., 95.
For references, and a description of its worship,
see C. and H., p. 422, small edition
Renan, Saint Paul, p. 427
Ramsay,
"
;

;

Diana," u.

s. ;

Wood's Ephesus,

pp. 4-

20
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28. 'AxouaaKTes 0* xal
ycvo^eKOi irXVjpeis

1

iKpa^OK, X^yoKTes.

Supou,

iirXTjadr)

iroXis SXt)

tj

MeydXt]
*

auyxuaeus

r\

*ApT€jus 'E^cctm)?.

29.

ical

flpfiYjadK T€ ojioOujiaook cis

0&xTpoK, aovapTrdaan-cs TdtOK koi 'Apiorapxoi' MaxeooVas,

*

to

o-i^cicoVj-

D

After
137, Syr. H. mg. add Spa^ovrcs «is t^v a^oSov, so
Blass,
9vgov
see Ramsay, C. R. E., p. 153.
Mcy. ,, Ap. om. i, D 1 Ramsay emphasises, St.
C.
i<.
Paul, p. 274
£., k. *., see note in comment.
1

Hilg.

;

,

;

After rat, p reads after D 1 , Gig., Syr. Pesh. <rvvc
Xvei, oXt, i, iroXis (aKrvvvtis)
reads a«rx., which Blass rejects ; apparently for Lat. "
confusione," see Blass,
"
xx.
common
of
confusio,"
;
p.
rendering
aio^wTj, Harris, Study in Codex Beta, p.
106 D prob. connate see also Corssen, G. G. A. t
awnr. = con•

D

;

;

;

fusio, Phil. Hi.

19,

Heb.

p. 430, 1896.

12.

xii.

Greek Inscrip. at British Museum,
1890, and for a complete account of
the temple, its structure, and literature
relating to its history and site, B.D.*,
"
So sumptuous was the
Ephesus ".
magnificence of this sanctuary that it
could be said 6 ttjs *ApT€|u8o$ vaos br
*E<^e<r<p p.6vos earl 6cu>v oikos, Philo Byz.,
Sped. Mund., 7, and the sun, so the saying ran, saw nothing in his course more
45

;

iii.,

—
temple.

els
magnificent than Diana's
ovSev Xoy., cf. for a similar phrase LXX,
Isa. xl. 17, Wisdom iii. 17 and ix. 6 (ets
om. S 1 ), and Dan. Theod., iv., 32. The
verb XoyC£ouai is also frequent in St. Paul
with cU and the accusative. tc Kal, cf.
not
but " and that
xxi.

—

correlative,

28,

:

she should even" etc., Simcox, Language
of the New Testament, p. 163. ttjv pcyaXcilniTa, see critical note, if we read
the genitive, " and that she should even
be deposed from her magnificence," R.V.,

—

cf.

Winer-Schmiedel, xxx.,

6.

Grimm-

Thayer regards the genitive as

partitive,
majestate ejus, as if it was in-

aliquid de
conceivable that all her magnificence
so Meyer, Zockler,
should be lost
Weiss, cf. Xen., Hellen., iv., 4, 13 ; Diod.
But Wendt (as against
Sic, iv., 8.
Meyer) regards to UpoV as the subject;
:

cf.

1

Luke

Tim.

vi.

The word

5.

is

used,

43, of the majesty of God, cf.
in LXX,
16 (Friedrich,
;
jp. 30)
Jer. xl. (xxxiii.) g ; 1 Esd. 1. 5, iv. 40,
"
Dan. vii. 27. SXtj r\ 'Atria. : multitudo
"
errantium non efficit veritatem : Bengel.
2 Pet.

ix.
i.

—

The temple was

built

by contribution*

from the whole of Asia, tota Asia exstruNat. Hist., xvi., 40, so that
the goddess was evidently held in veneration by the whole province, cf. ibid.,
xxxvi., 21
Liv., i., 45. According to the
testimony of Pausanias, iv., 31, 8 cf.
Xen., Anab., v., 3, 4, no deity was more
widely worshipped by private persons
ente, Pliny,

;

;

(Wetstein,

Ramsay,

Blass),

see

also

2, quoted by Mr. Page from
Wordsworth. For the way in which the
imperial government allied itself with the
Artemis worship and the revival of
paganism in the second century, and the
universal honour paid to Artemis by
Greek and barbarian alike, cf. Greek

Apuleius,

Inscriptions of the British Museum
(Hicks), iii., pp. 135, 145.
oUovueVi),
see above on xi. 28.
Plumptre points
out that the language is almost identical
with that of Apuleius (perhaps from this

—

passage)

:

unicum

.

" Diana
Ephesia cujus nomen
.
totus veneratur orbis ".
.

Ver. 28.
€Kpa£ov: "they cried consee addition in D.
tinuously," imperfect,
V
McyaXi) ^ A. omitting ^ we have apparently the popular cry, or rather
invocation : Great Artemis
as it was
actually used in the cultus the cry was
not an argument against Paul's doctrine,
but rather a prayer to the goddess and
queen of Ephesus, and so regarded it
gives a vividness and naturalness to the

—

:

—
I

scene,

Ramsay, Church "in the Roman
Diana," u. s.,
p. 135 ff., and

Empire,

see D, critical note.
;
Ver. 29. <rvyxvo-c««: the noun only
here in N.T. (o-uyxfo: only in Luke,
p. 105

see above p. 238), in
1

Sam.

classical

v.

11,

Greek

disturbance

1

Sam.

LXX, Gen.
xiv. 20,

xi. 9,

used in

in the sense of confusion,
the immediate result

Ti,

;

was that they rushed (Weiss), opofauaSor,

above i. 14, " with one accord,"
animo, Vulgate (not simul). to
6eaTpov: no doubt the great theatre
explored by Mr. Wood, Ephesus, pp. 73,
Lightfoot, Contemp. Rev.,
74, App. vi.
see

—

uno

;

xxxii., p.

293

;

the theatre

was the usual

most towns,
B. J., vii. 3, 3 Tac, Hist., ii. 80
Blass, in loco, and Wetstein, and also

place for public assemblies in
cf. Jos.,

,

;

Pseudo-Heraclitus, Letter

vii.,

;

47, con-

demning the Ephesians for submitting
grave and weighty matters to the decision
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30. too hk flaoXou PouXoplroo eiaeXOeiV els to*
auTOM
01 fia0Y)Tai.
ouk
ciwk
31. nvks 8e ical ruiv 'AaiapxwP
Sfjpof,
p.ous tou flauXoo.

oWcs auTu

4>iXoi,

WfjL+aKTes

Die HerakliGore, Ephesians, p.
The heatre was capable of holding,
255.
its diait is calculated, 24,500 people,
meter was 495 feet, and it was probably
Wetthe largest in the world (Renan).
stein remarks that the position of the
into
in
small
no
degree
places tended

of the

mobs

in the theatre,

tischen Briefc, p. 65

;

crease and foment the tumult, since the
temple was in full view of the theatre.

—

<rvvapira<ravT€s, cf. vi. 12, i.e., being
carried off with them in their rush ; we
are not told whether they met Gaius and
Aristarchus by chance, and seized them

as

companions of Paul,

well-known

<tw€kSt]p.ovs, or whether they searched
for them in their lodgings, and seized
them when they could not find the

—

a native of
'Apio-Tapxov
Apostle.
Thessalonica, cf. xx. 4 ; he accompanied
:

Paul on his
and hence

last

to

journey to Jerusalem,

Rome,

xxvii.

2.

It

is

Lightfoot thinks, that the
words " Aristarchus, a Macedonian of
"
in the
Thessalonica, being with us
latter passage intimate that Aristarchus
accompanied Luke and Paul on the
former part of this route because he was

possible, as

on
at

his way home, and that leaving Paul
Myra he may have returned to Thessa-

lonica,

Philippians,

p. 35.
be, it is evident
that
he
from Col. iv. 10, Philem., ver. 24,
was with the Apostle at Rome, probably

Lightfoot,

But however

this

may

sharing his captivity. 6 crvveuxpaXwros
(iov, Col. u. s. , can hardly refer to this
incident at Ephesus, Lightfoot, Philip,

2
or
pians, p. 11, "Aristarchus," B.D.
to a captivity in a spiritual sense, as
bound and captive to Christ together
see also Salmon, Introd.,
with Paul
,

— MokcSoVos
;

nothing was more
than that devoted Christians
from Thessalonica should be among St.
383.
natural
P«

:

Paul's companions in travel when we
consider his special affection for the

Thessalonian Church. With this reading
the Gaius here is of course to be distinguished from the Gaius of xx. 4, of
Derbe, and from the Gaius of Rom. xvi.

But if we
23, 1 Cor. i. 14, a Corinthian.
could read MaiccSiSva, Ramsay, St. Paul,
p. 280, the Gaius here may be identified
with the Gaius of xx. 4. In xx. 4 Blass
connects AepPoios with Timothy, making
Gaius a Thessalonian with Aristarchus,
Secundus, see in loco; but against this

irpos

auToV, irapeKaXouc

p.T]

ooumi

we must
xvi.

1,

place the positive statement of
that Timothy was a Lystran.

—

o-w€tc8/]p.ovs

Paul, 2 Cor.
in Plut.

used only by Luke and

:

viii.

not in

19,

LXX,

but

The word may

and Josephus.

look forward to xx. 4 (so Ramsay, u. s.),
or we may take it with Blass as referring
to the part which the two men played as
representatives of the Thessalonians, who
were carrying with St. Paul the contribution to the Church at Jerusalem (2 Cor.
ix. 4).
These two men, as Weiss points
out, may be our informants for some oi
the details which follow.
Ver. 30. tov 81 n. povX.: St. Paul
was not the man to leave his comrades
in the lurch, and he would have followed

them with

his

life

in his

mob

hands to face

of Ephesus if we may depend
upon the picture of Ephesian life given
us in Pseudo-Heraclitus, Letter vii., we
can understand the imminent danger in
which St. Paul was placed at the mercy
of men who were no longer men but
the

;

beasts,

e| avOpuiruv Br\pia ytyov6r€%
(Die Heraklitischen Briefe, p. 65 (Ber-

—

nays), and Ramsay, u. s., p. 280).
8-fjp.ov,
ver. 33, xii. 22, xvii. 5, so sometimes in
classical Greek of the plebs, vulgus
in
N.T. only in Acts. Both before and

—

after the riot the passions of the vulgar
a real and serious

mob were no doubt
danger to
9, 2

Cor.

the

word

St. Paul, cf. 1 Cor. xv. 32, xvi.
i.

In the former passage

8-10.

!0Y)piopaxT)<ra is generally referred to this danger in Ephesus, the
multitude in its ferocious rage being
compared to wild beasts, see Ramsay,
St. Paul, p. 230, " Ephesus," Hastings'
B.D., and Plumptre's note, in loco. With
the expression used in 1 Cor. xv. 32 we

may compare

Ignat.,

Rom.,

v.,

1,

and

Ephes., vii., 1 Smyrn., iv., 1 ; so too
Pseudo-Heraclitus, u. s. t and Renan,
Saint Paul, p. 351, note Grimm-Thayer,

cf.

;

;

sub

v.

McGiffert, p. 280

ff.,

maintains

that the word i6i]piop.axT|<ra refers to an
actual conflict with wild beasts in the
arena (so Weizsacker), and that 2 Cor. i.
9 more probably refers to the danger
from the riot of Demetrius but if the
literal interpretation of the verb in 1 Cor.
is correct, it is strange that St. Paul
should have omitted such a terrible en;

counter from his catalogue of dangers in
2 Cor. xi. 23 ; see also below at end of
chapter.
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32. aXXoi p.h ouV aXXo ti cKpa^ok 4Jk yap
ical 01 irXeious ouk
gSeiow ™os cVckck
•

^KKXt)aia ffUYKcxufAeVif],

U

hk tou S XXou
33.
irpoPaXonw cuto* tup 'louoaiw 6

au^XtjXii0€iaa^

•

*

Trpoe^ao-ai' 'AX^aMSpoK,

8^ 'AX^aySpos, KaTaaeiVas

1

Instead of irpo€0ipao-av
fcABE, Tisch., W.H., Weiss, Wendt, R.V. read
whilst D*HLP, Chrys. have
^rpocp. (so T.R.). irpo€p. adds nothing
irpopaXXovTwv and the difficulty of crvv«0. might easily lead to change. D * reads'
KOT€0iPacrav, so Blass in both texts, cf. Hilgenfeld, Zw. Th. t pp. 364, 366, 1806
'
and note in comment. Gig., Vulg., " detraxerunt ".

*vv*Ma*av,
to

Ver. 31. 'Ao-iapxwv " the chief officers
of Asia," R.V., cf. TaXaTapxriS, Bi9uvidpxT]9, IvpiapxTjs, etc.
Mommsen,
Rom. Gesch., v., 318 (Knabenbauer),
officers, i.e., of the province of Asia, and so
:

;

provincial, not

merely municipal officers.
in an association for

Each province united

Rome and the Empire,
hence Koivbv'Ao-i! as, of which the Asiarchs
would probably be the high priests. But
the worship of

in addition to their religious office the
Asiarchs were called upon to provide
games, partly if not solely at their own
expense, and to preside over them. These

festivals

were called

Koiva 'Atrias

iv

It is doubtful
Xjivpvn, AaoSiiccia, k.t.X.
whether the office was annual, or whether
it was held for four
years; but as an
Asiarch still retained his title after his
term of office had expired, there may
evidently have been in Ephesus several

Asiarchs, although only one was actually
performing his duties (cf. the title apIf
Xiepeis amongst the Jews, iv. 6, 23).
there were a sort of Council of Asiarchs,
this Council may well have assembled
when the Koiva 'Aortas were being held,
and this might have been the case at
Ephesus in the narrative before us such
a festival would have brought together a
vast crowd of pilgrims and worshippers
actuated with zeal for the goddess, and
;

ready to side with Demetrius and his
followers.
The title was one of great
dignity and repute, as is evident from
which commemorate in
inscriptions
various cities the names of those who
had held the office. Whether the Asiarchs
were in any sense high priests has been
disputed, but see Polycarp, Mart., cf.
xii. 2 and xxi.
on the whole subject
11
Asiarch " (Ramsay), Hastings' B.D.
and B.D. 2 St. Ignatius and St. Polycarp,
ii., p. 987, Lightfoot ; Renan, Saint Paul,
;

;

P-

353

;

Wendt,

p.

318

;

O. Holtzmann,

—

Neutest. Zeitgcschichte, p. 102. <fnXoi:
not only does the notice show that St.
Paul had gained at least the toleration of
some of the leading men of the province,

but that

the attitude of the imperial
authorities was not unfriendly.
cannot of course suppose with Zimmermann that the Asiarchs were friendly
because the Apostle had been less opposed to the imperial cultus than to
that of Diana, and that so far the Asiarchs

We

with him on common ground
See Ramsay, Church in the Roman Empire, on the probable attitude of the
Sovvai cavrov:
priests, and cf. chap. xiv.
stood

—

only here in N.T., cf. Polyb., v., 14, 9,
the expression involves the thought of
danger, so in A. and R.V.
Ver. 32.
&XX01 \ikv ovv a^v ovv probably as often in Acts without any opposition expressed, but see Rendall, App.,
the antithesis may be in %i of
p. 162
"
ver. 33.
licpa£ov
kept on crying,"
:

—
—
39 here of an
—
sembly.
;

:

below on

cKKXrja-ia, see

imperfect.

irvyttcx.,

ot irXciovs

:

ver.

unlawful tumultuous as-

;

see above ver. 29.

—

M
" sensu vere
comparative

Blass = major

pars.
Ik 8£ tov 5., sc, tiWs»

Ver. 33.
xxi.

16.

If

we

cf.

read <rvvtfilflaarav (see

" instructed
note), and render
Alexander," R.V., margin cf. 1 Cor. ii.
16, and often in LXX, it seems to mean
that the Jews instructed Alexander, a
fellow-Jew, to come forward and dissociate himself and them from any coalition with Paul and his companions
against the Diana worship (diroXoYcurErasmus takes the word to mean
0ai).
that the Jews had instructed him beforehand as their advocate. <rupPif3d£h> in
critical

;

Col. ii. 19, Ephes. iv. 16 = to join together, to knit together, in Acts xvi. 10,
to consider, to conclude, so Weiss thinks
here that it = concluded that Alexander
was the reason why they had come together but the sentence and the context
does not seem to bear out this rendering.
Meyer retains T.R., and holds that Alexander was a Jewish Christian who was
put forward by the Jews maliciously,
hoping that he might be sacrificed to the
;

popular tumult

— hence

airoXo7€io-0ai.
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XIX.

^ ^ eK

1
34. iiriyy6vr<M>y o« on
AiroXoyetaOai tu oVjpw.
^irl
^k
$uo
TrdjTWf, ws
'louSuios &rri, <pwK$) iyivero pu'a
wpas
*pa£oV-

r^]¥

X € ^P a

'

twk, McydXtj

e

r^

35. KaTaorciXas &€ 6 ypap.p«aT€us

"ApT«fUS 'E^eatwi'.

tAk 8xXok, ^TjaiK, "AySpes 'E<plaioi, tis ydp iarnv aVBpamos os ou
ihSXik KCMKOpor
yiKuatcei rty 'EcpecrtUK

ouaaK

2

xfjs

pveydXirjs

0€os

1 Instead of
Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt, Blass,
emyvovTwv,
which Lach.,
instead of icpatovTwv (Hilg.),
Hilg. read eiriyvovri«, and
W.H., Blass retain in, Tisch., Weiss, Wendt read icpa&ovTcs, following ^A.

^ABDEHLP,

2

NABDE,

Oeas om.

to Tisch.,

W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt,

view seems to be adopted
by Blass (so by Knabenbauer),
x.
although he reads KaTcpipWav (Luke

This

latter

practically
15),

descendere coegerunt, i.e., into the
he cannot see that o-wcfiip.

theatre, as
is

intelligible; in

which Grimm-Thayer

with R.V.,
agrees with him, and renders
Bi *A. :
margin, as above (see sub v.). 6
if 6 xaXicevs in 2 Tim. iv. 14 is taken in
a wider sense to mean a worker in any
metal, it is, of course, possible that Alexander might be so described as one of the
craftsmen of Demetrius. But the name
was very common, although the omission
of tis may be taken to imply that Alexander in ver. 33 was well known in

—

We

cannot
Ephesus (cf. ver. 9 above).
pass beyond conjecture, especially as the
notice in Acts, when compared with 2
Tim., contains no further mark of identification than the similarity of name,
although the Alexander in the latter
passage was no doubt in some way connected with Ephesus, or the warning to

Timothy against him would be without
Against the identification see
Meyer- Weiss, Die Briefe Pauli an Timotheus und Titus, p. 347, and so also Holtzmann, Pastoralbriefe, in loco (who identifies the Alexander in 2 Tim. iv. 14 with
the Alexander in 1 Tim. i. 20). Holtzmann's view is that the author of the
Pastoral Epistles, whoever he may have
been, mistook the notice in Acts, and
concluded that the Alexander there mentioned was a Christian, and a treacherous
one, who allowed himself to be utilised
force.

The pseuby the Jews against Paul.
donymous author of 2 Tim. therefore
names Alexander xa Xiecv$, and refers
also to him the pXao-^fieiv of 1 Tim. i.
20.
KaTao-eio-as t^jv Xc *P a > see on xu
airoX.
17.
peculiar to Luke and Paul,
twice in St. Luke's Gospel, and six times

—
—

«

:

Rom. ii. 15, 2 Cor. xii. 19.
In the last-named passage with same
construction as here (see for various constructions Grimm-Thayer, tub v.).
in Acts, so in

BDEHLP,

Blass, Hilg.

Ver. 34. liriyvovTUiv
"when they
"
recognised by his dress and his features,
"when they perceived," R.V. If we
read imyv<5vTes, see critical note, <Jx»vt)
" anacoluthon luculentissimum "
bftv. =
cf. Mark ix. 20 (Blass).— pia «k irdvi-wv
:

:

callida junctura, arresting the reader's
attention (Hackett).
Alexander was thus
unable to obtain a hearing because he
was a Jew, a fact which sufficiently justifies the apprehension for Paul entertained
by his friends. MeydXij k.t.X., see on
ver. 28, the cry in B, and
text is

—

doubled, which marks its continuance and
its emphatic utterance
(Weiss). 019 kir\
wpos 8vo xpa£. probably they regarded
this as in itself an act of worship,
cf.

—

:

1

Kings

in the

xviii.

Roman

26,

and Ramsay, Church
"

Diana,"
p. 142,
"A childish
Hastings' B.D., p. 605.
indeed
as
if
understanding
they were
afraid lest their worship should be exthey shouted without intertinguished,
"
mission
Chrys., Horn., xlii.
Ver. 35. KaTacrrciXas
only here in

Empire,

!

:

:

36, "had quieted,"
R.V., cf. 2 Mace. iv. 31, 3 Mace. vi. 1,
Aquila, Ps. lxiv. (lxv.) 8, also in Josephus

N.T. and

in

ver.

—

and Plutarch.
6 ypapparcv?
"the
"
secretary of the city
Ramsay ; Lightfoot was the first to point out the importance of the officer so named called
also 6 *E<|)c<riti>v ypap. or ypap- tov
8^p.ov ; he was the most influential
:

—

person in Ephesus, for not only were
the decrees to be proposed drafted by

him and the Strategoi, and money left to
the city was committed to his charge,
but as the power of the Ecclesia, the
public assembly, declined under imperial rule, the importance of the secretary's office was enhanced, because he
was in closer touch with the court of the
proconsul than the other city magistrates,
and acted as a medium of communica-

between the imperial and municipal
government,
"Ephesus"
(Ramsay),
tion

Hastings'

B.D.,

p.

723,

Cities

and
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TOU AlOTT€TOUS

'ApT^fJLlSo? Kal

l(rnv

§4ov

irpaTTfiK.

;

36. &mVTlppTJTW»'

uuas KaT€ora\fji^Kous

;

is

responsibility

— tCs
expected.

strikingly

^ flrTlv

avOpwiros :
y*P
there then?" etc. Renthe -yap looks back to the action
dall
of the speaker in quieting the crowd, as
if he would say that there is no need for
this excitement, for all that you have

goddess on coins and statues. No one
could say for certain of what the S-yaXua
was made according to Petronius it was
made of cedar wood, according to Pliny
of the wood of the vine, according to
Xen. of gold, and according to others of
ebony. For a fuller description of the
image, and for some account of the
wide prevalence of worship of the god-

is

:

:

said about your goddess is universally
"
templevewicopov :
acknowledged.
keeper," R.V., "a worshipper," A.V.,
cultricem,
Vulgate, lit., "a templesweeper" (on derivation see Grimm-

—

dess and

Thayer, sub v.), and so found in classical
Greek, a sacristan, a verger, Lat., adituus, cf. Jos.,

B. J.,

v.,

9, 4,

Cities

where =

worshippers, ov* 6 6c6s kavru vcwK<Spovs
The title " Warden of the

Temple

fj«y€v.

of Ephesus" was a boast of the city,
of the same
just as other cities boasted
It
in relation to other deities.
title
would seem- that the title at Ephesus
was generally used in connection with
the imperial cultus ; in the period of this
narrative, Ephesus could claim the title
as Warden of one Temple of this cultus,
and later on she enjoyed the title of 8U,
of the
rpis vcwicdpos, as the number
temples of the imperial cultus increased.
But there is ample justification from
of the title
inscriptions for the mention
in the verse before us in connection with

For references,

the Artemis worship.

Ramsay, "Ephesus," Hastings* B.D.,
Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia,
p. 722
;

58 Wendt, Blass, in loco ; Lightfoot,
Cont. Rev., p. 294, 1878 Wood, Ephesus,
or
App., p. 50. tov A., sc, a-yaXua:
some such word ; the image was believed
to have fallen from the sky (heaven, R.V.
margin), like that of the Tauric Artemis,
;

—

;

we find
cf Eur., Iph. T., 977, 1384, where
ovpavov ir&rijjjia given as the equivalent
and explanation of StoircT^s avaXp.a
of Diana
(Herod., i., 11). The worship
of the Ephesians was entirely Asian and
not Greek, although the Greek colonists
VOL.

II.

(not Weiss).

("quam Graeci iroXvucurrov vocant"),
symbolising the reproductive and nutritive powers of Nature which she
personified.
This description is fully borne
out by the common representations of the

in

we might have

accordance with what

1.,

unoe? irpoircTcs

attempted to establish an identification
with their own Artemis on account of
certain analogies between them.
According to Jerome, Prafat. ad Ephesios,
the Ephesian Artemis was represented as
a figure with many breasts, multimammia

Wood's Ephesus, App., p. 49, often
with Asiarchs and proconsul Lightfoot,
St.
Contemp. Review, p. 294, 1878.
Luke's picture therefore of the secretary
as a man of influence and keenly alive

"what man

W.H.

avavTipT|Tuv B*L, so

Bishopries of Phrygia, i., 66 ; St. Paul,
pp. 281, 304; Hicks, Greek Inscriptions
in the British Museum, Hi., p. 154, and

his

OVV OVTWV TOUTWy,

Kal
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37. fy&yere yap tous aVSpas toutous, outc UpoauXous
1

to

l

its peculiar character, Ramsay,
and Bishoprics of Phrygia, " Diana

of the Ephesians," Hastings' B.D.,
B.D.* ; Wendt, 1888, in loco ; Farrar, St.
Paul,\\., p. 13, and references in Wetstein.
Ver. 36. dvavTipp^Toav only here in
N.T., but the adverb in x. 29, not in
LXX but Symm., Job xi. 2, xxxiii. 13 ;
:

Polyb.,xxiii.,8, 11 ; on spelling see critical
8&>v &rrlv, 1 Peter i. 6 (1 Tim. v.
note.
13), cf. Ecclus., Prol., w. 3, 4, 1 Mace,
xii. n, 2 Mace. xi. 18, also in classical

—

—

Greek. irpoircrU
only in Luke and
Paul in N.T., 2 Tim. iii. 4, of thoughtless haste (Meyer- Weiss) ; in LXX of
rash talk, cf. Prov. x. 14, xiii. 3, Ecclus.
ix. 18,

Symm.,

:

Eccles. v.

—

1,

Clem. Rom.,

KaTcoraXu&ovs,
Cor., i., 1, of persons.
see also on ver. 35 ; only in these two
verses in N.T.

"
Ver. 37. -yap : for," *.*., they had done
something rash. tows av8p. tovtovs
Gaius and Aristarchus, Upoo-vXovs,
"robbers of temples," R.V., in A.V. "of
churches," the word "church" being
applied as often in the Elizabethan age
to pagan temples.
Ramsay however
"

—

:

guilty neither in act nor in
language of disrespect to our goddess,"

renders
i.e.,

to the established religion

=

of our

Latin, sacrtlegium, and
Upoo-vXia
here for emphasis the speaker uses the
double term odre icpoo-. ovre pXa<r<f>.,
"
Churches, Robbers of," Hastings' B.D.,
Ramsay, and St. Paul, pp. 260, 282, 401.
city,
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xat dfOuiraToi clcmr*

38.

ufiwi'.

Tim XoyoK

XIX.

el fieV

ouV A^u-rJTpios

a

c^ouo-ie, <iY P a^ 01 ayorrai,

iyKaKeiToxrav dXXrjXois-

39.

ei

%4 ti irepl

a
I
For tt|v 6cav
E*HL, Chrys., so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt,
Blass read Ttjv Ocov, and for vp.«v ^ABD, Syr. P., Sah., Arm., Aeth., Tisch., W.H.,
R.V., Blass, Weiss, Wendt read Tjpwv.

^ABD

3

After At]|i. D, Syr. Pesh., Ephr., Blass, Hilg.

In 2 Mace. iv. 42 we have the same word
iep&rvXos, R.V., "Author of the sacri"
Church-robber," A.V., used of
lege,"
Lysimachus, brother of Menelaus the
high priest, who perished in a riot which
arose from the theft of the sacred vessels
by his brother and himself (quoted by
Ramsay, u. s.). Canon Gore, Ephesians,
out that the
p. 41, note, however, points
word is used in the former sense of
"robbers of temples," in special connection with Ephesus by Strabo, xiv. 1, 22,
and Pseudo-Heraclitus, Letter vii., p.

64 (Bernays) cf. Rom. ii. 22. The cognate noun is found in inscriptions at
Ephesus, describing a crime involving
;

add ovro*.

clauses the secretary

is

speaking in a

mere colloquial way, as we might say,
" There are assizes and there
are judges ".

" a rhetorical
"
Lightfoot calls it
plural
Cont. Rev., p. 295, 1878, and quotes Eur.,
I. T., 1359, kXctttovtcs Ik
y^s £<5ava ical
9vT)in£Xovs, though there was only one

image and one

priestess.

— fyicaXckTciMrav

The verb
"accuse," R.V.
need not have a technical legal sense as
is implied by "implead" in A.V.
So in
LXX it may be used quite generally, or
of a criminal charge, and so in classical
Greek, cf. Wisd. xii. 12 and Ecclus.
In the N.T. it is used six
xlvi. 19.
times in Acts with reference to judicial
process, and only once elsewhere by St.
Paul in Rom. viii. 33 in a general sense.
The verb only occurs in the second part
of Acts in accordance no doubt with the

4XXi)Xois

:

the heaviest penalties, Wood, Ephesus,
1, p. 14; Lightfoot, Cont. Rev., p.
294, 1878.
Ver. 38.
\6yov exovc-iv: no exact
equivalent elsewhere in N.T., but Grimm subject-matter see Hawkins, Horn Synoptical, p. 147, note, and Weiss, Einleitung
(so Kypke) compares Matt. v. 32 (see
in das N. T., p. 570, note.
also Col. iii. 13).
a-yopeuoi cryovTai:
are
Ver. 3g. el 8c ti ircpl kriptav if we
"the courts
open," R.V., perhaps
best to understand o-vvoSot, "court- read irepaiTc'pw, cf. Plato, Phado, p. 107
meetings are now going on," i.e., for B, the meaning is anything further than
holding trials (in the forum or agora) ; an accusation against an individual, a
if
Vulgate, conventus forenses aguntur, the public and not a personal matter
verb being in the present indicative. they desired to get any resolution passed
court with regard to the future conduct of citiOr T)|xepcu may alone be supplied
days are kept, i.e., at certain intervals, zens and of resident non-citizens in this
not implying at that particular time, but matter, see Ramsay, Expositor, February,
rather a general statement as in the
1896, reading irepaiT. eiriXv6i]<rcTai (cf.
words that follow: " there are proconsuls," Mark iv. 34), nowhere else in N.T. (the
For ayeiv, cf. Luke verb is found in LXX, Aquila, Gen. xl. 8,
see Page, in loco.
xli. 8, 12 ; Th., Hos., iii. 4 ; Philo.,
xxiv. 21, Matt. xiv. 6, 2 Mace. ii. 16, cf.
Jos.).
" the
Strabo, xiii., p. 932, Latin, conventus
TJj evv6p,&) cKKXt)<r{qk :
regular
so
Wendt
Mr. Wood, Ephesus,
agere. Alford,
(1888), speaks of assembly,' R.V.
the distinction drawn by the old gram- App., p. 38, quotes an inscription in
marians between ayopaios and fryrfpaio? which it was enjoined that a statue of
as groundless, but see also Winer- Minerva should be placed in a certain
Schmiedel, p. 69. AvOvirarot eto-iv the spot, KaTa ireUrav evvopov 6KicXT]<riav.
But A.V. has " the lawful assembly " :
plural is used: "de eo quod nunquam
non esse soleat," Bengel (quoted by Blass which is the better rendering ? " regular "
and Wendt), although strictly there would seems to restrict us to vdp.ipoi Ikbe only one proconsul at a time. There kXtjcticu held on stated customary days,
is no need to understand any assistants
and to exclude from the secretary's
of the proconsul, as if the description was statement any reference to extraordinary
meant for them, or, with Lewin, as if there meetings, meetings summoned for special
were several persons with proconsular business, whereas he would be likely to
powSTi It is quite possible that in both use a term which would cover all legal

vi.,

;

—

:

:

m

—

—

5

—

:
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*m£t)T€iT€, iv

-rg cVx6>« lmXt|«(f twiXu^omi.
40. Kal
^yKaXciaOai ardors irepi ttjs crtj^poK,
pjOCKOc
aiTiou uirdp Xorroc wept o5
ounrjffop-ea diroSoOKoi Xoyor rr)s awaTpoifrtjs toi5t»|s.
41. Kal Taora c»&k dircWc rt^

yap

1

KiKSuKeu'ofie^

e\icXi|<rkr.

1

wepi ctcowv, so tfADHLP, so Tisch., R.V., Hilg.,
g but B fd Gie Vultr \ ««
Lach., W.rf., Bias. Weiss, Wendt have xcpa^.p*, S ee further* Hanfs'
FouAtc
ter« p. 29 on Ephrem's text
The ir«pi « T «p«v is the correction of a word
not
found elsewhere in N.T. (so Wendt, p. 320
E has irep crepov.
(1899)).
a D has
ortjiiepov €yKaXci<r6ai <rra<rc««, argui seditionis hodierncz, Vule accusari
quast seditiosi hodie, Gig., but these look like paraphrases, irepi ov ov 'in

and

RV.

WH

supported by ^BHLP, Syrr., P.H., Arm., Chrys.? and after
is supported
by
Arm., so Tiscii., W.H., R.V., Weiss
DE omit negative ov, and fc$BE,
Wendt.
irepi after Xoyov is omitted by D*HLP d'
so T.R. (Meyer and Lach.), Hilg. and Blass in both texts see Wendt
note
is

Zyt

the addition of irepi

(1899),

;

W.H., see App. t p. 97, thinks some primitive error probable, perhaps
aiTioi wapxovT€s instead of cutiov
has okto« instead of virao
vtrapxoiroc.
r *'
so Blass in p.
p. 321.

D

But on the other hand
meetings.
Blass quotes the phrase given above
from the inscriptions,
and explains
cvvofjtoi iicicX.T]criai sunt, qua ex lege certis
diebus fiebant (so too Wendt, Light"
"
and if this is
foot)

correct,

;

regular

would be the more appropriate rendering,
= v6fjufios. But in Ephesus we
€wo|i.o5
have to consider how far the old Greek
assembly eKKXTjcria was or was not under
the control of the imperial government.
In considering this with reference to the
special incident before us, Ramsay, with

whom Wendt

agrees, p. 321 (1899),
reason for regarding the
gives good
"
" law"
as
regular
equivalent to the
"
ful
assemblies : ».«., extraordinary assemblies which in the Greek period had
been legal, but were now so no longer
through the jealous desire of Rome to
control popular assemblies, abroad as at

The eicicXTjcria could not be
summoned without the leave of the
Roman officials, and it was not at all

home.

likely that that sanction would be extended beyond a certain fixed and regular

number, Ramsay, Expositor, February,
1896: "The Lawful Assembly," and
"
Ephesus," Hastings' B.D., p. 723.
Ver. 40.

4-yKaXeio*6ai <rTa<re»s irepi
" to be called in
questtjs <rtjp,€pov, A. V.,
tion for this day's uproar," but R.V., "to

be accused concerning this day's riot,"
rendering cyicaX., as in ver. 38, and
as in

o-Too-cws,

Mark

xv. 7.

96pvflo*

being rather the word for uproar or
tumult, cf. Vulgate: "argui seditionis
hodiernae".
But a further question
arises from the marginal rendering of
" to be accused of riot
concerning
R.V.,
"
this day
so Page, Meyer- Wendt, Zock:

But Blass, Weiss, Rendall, so Ram
say: "to be accused of riot concerning
this day's assembly,"
*., UkK^U, although Blass thinks it still better to omit
ler.

wepl

t%

o-YJpcpov

altogether,

with eyicaX.,

and
cf. iv.

to

connect

9.— ut|8cvo«

oLtiov tnrapxovTos : with this
punctuation
R.V. renders " there being no cause
for
it" taking alrCov as neuter, and
closely
connecting the phrase with the foregoing,
so W.H. Overbeck (so Felten,
Rendall)
takes atrfov as masculine " there
being
no man guilty by reason of whom," etc.,
and Wendt considers that the rendering
cannot be altogether excluded. Vulgate
has "cum nullus obnoxius sit". But
oItiov may be strictly a noun neuter
from atnov m ali-fa, and not an adjective as the last-mentioned rendering
:

demands, cf. Plummer on Luke xxiii. 4,
14, 22, and nowhere else in N.T., so
Moulton and Geden, who give the adjective ainos only in Heb. v. 9.
irepi
ov 8vvT)o-<Suc0a Ramsay (so Meyer and
Zockler) follows T.R. and Bezan text in

—

:

omitting the negative ov before 8vv., but
see on the other hand Wendt (1899), p.
322 and critical note. R.V. (introducing
negative ov, so Weiss and Wendt) ren" and as
ders
touching it we shall not be
able to give account of this concourse".
o-vo-Tpo<J>TJs, Polyb., iv., 34, 6, of a
In xxiii. 12
seditious meeting or mob.
used of a conspiracy ; cf. LXX, Ps. Lxiii.
;

—
2,

Amos

vii.

10.

the word
Ver. 41. r?|v «kkXtio-£ov
may imply, as Ramsay thinks, that the
the
thus
meeting as
secretary
recognised
:

€kkXt)o-io, to shield it, as far as he
The atticould, from Roman censure.
tude of the secretary is that of a man

an
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82 to irauaao-Oai rbv Q6pvflov, 1 irpoo-KaXetf(£u.eros 6

flauXos toOs |xa0T]Tas *al do-iraad/xej'os ^$T]X0e TropcuOfjmi €i$ rr\v
MaKehoviav. 2. hieXQuv 8e to. fxe'pY] tKeim, Kal 2 irapaicaX&ras ciutous
1
For irpoa-KaX. fc^BE, Sah., Boh., Aethro., so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Wendt, Weiss,
Lach. follows T.R. according to ADHLP, Chrys. After Kai
Blass read peraicaX.
AB 13, 33, Boh. add irapaicaXco-as (icai irapaK. icai a<nra<r. fr$E), Tisch., W.H.,
R.V., Wendt, Weiss; T.R., so Meyer, out. irapaicaX. D, Gig. read c{t)X9cv cis
MaKtS., so Blass in p\
;

2

irapaxaX. \pt[<ra\L€vo% X.

*•.,

so

D

(and Blass in P) om. avrov?.

altogether superior to, and almost contemptuous of, the vulgar mob (cf. ovtos
in D, ver. 38), and there is no apparent
desire on his part to deny Paul's right to
preach, provided that the Apostle respected the laws and institutions of the
city.

On the historical character of the incidents narrated at Ephesus, the graphic
description and the intimate knowledge
of the life of the city, see Ramsay,
Church in the Roman Empire, p. 143,
and the same writer "Ephesus," Hastings' B. D. Every detail tends to confirm
the faithfulness of the picture drawn of
Ephesian society a.d. 57 (cf. Knabenbauer, p. 340). Wendt also is so impressed with the vividness of the scene
as it is narrated, that he considers that we
are justified in referring the narrative to
a source which we owe to an actual

companion cf St. Paul, and in regarding
it as an historical episode, and he refers
in justification to Lightfoot, Cont. Rev.,
p. 292 ff., 1878 ; see Wendt's edition,
1888, pp. 429, 430, and also edition

1899,

p. 316, note.

Whilst Baur and

Overbeck give an unfavourable verdict
as to the historical truthfulness of the
Ephesian tumult, a verdict which Wendt
condemns, Zeller is constrained to acknowledge the very minute details
whicn tell in favour of the narrative, and
for the invention of which there is no
apparent reason. Amongst more recent
critics, Weizsacker can only see in the
story the historian's defence of Paul and
the same tendency to make events issue
in the success of his missionary propaganda 1 Cor. xv. 32 he takes literally,
and the tumult recorded in Acts gives us
only a faint and shadowy outline of
actual reminiscences: nothing is left of
the wild beasts except a tumult in the
theatre, and the Apostle against whom
the violence is mainly directed is himself
absent. But as Wendt rightly maintains,
1 Cor. xv. 32 is much rather to be taken
as referring figuratively to a struggle
with men raging against the Apostle's
:

nor are we shut up of necessity to
;
the conclusion that 1 Cor. xv. 32 and
Acts xix. 23 ff. refer to one and the same
event (so Hilgenfeld, Zockler), see note
on p. 414. McGiffert, whilst taking 1
Cor. xv. 32 literally (although he inclines
to identify Acts xix. with 2 Cor. i. 8, so too
Hilgenfeld), admits as against Weizsacker
the general trustworthiness of St. Luke's
account, since it is too true to life, and is
related too vividly to admit any doubt as
to its historic reality (p. 282).
Hilgenfeld
too, Zw. Th., p. 363, i8g6, agrees that
the whole narrative is related in a way
true to life, and refers it with the possible
exception of <I>s 4irl upas Svo in ver. 34
to his good source C it could not pos" author
sibly have been invented by the
to Theophilus ". Even here Clemen and
Jungst can only see an interpolation,
referred by the former to Redactor, i.e.,
w. 15-41 with the possible exception of
life

:

ver. 33 to Redactor Antijudaicus
the latter also to his Redactor,

23-41.

Chapter XX.

—Ver.

1.

;

and by
i.e.,

pei-a Zk

w.

rh

the words may indicate not only
the fact of the cessation of the tumult,
but that Paul felt that the time for de-

irav<r.

:

parture had come.
5,

in

xxvii.

24,

Acts, xxi.

—

Mark

0<Jp., cf.

xiv.

34, xxiv.

Matt. xxvi.

2; three times
18,

and several

times in LXX. In xxi. 34 it is used more
as in classics of the confused noise of an
assembly (cf. Mark v. 38), but in the
text it seems to cover the whole riot, and
&<nra<rdmay be " translated " riot ".
non solum salutabant osculo
p-cvos
advenientes verum etiam discessuri,"
Wetstein, and references; so in classical
Greek, cf. also xxi. 6, 7, 19.
Ver. 2.
SicXdwv 82, see above on xiii.
" and when he had
6,
gone through," in a
missionary progress to p^pi) licciva, i.e.,
of Macedonia, the places where he had
founded Churches, Thessalonica, Beroea,
From Rom. xv. 19 it would
Philippi.
appear that his work continued some
time, and that round about even unto

—

:

Illyricum he fully preached the

GospeU
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l

piKkovri avayeaQcu €is

D, Syr. H. mg., Ephr. read after lovScuwv njecXTjcrcv avaxOtjvai ci* I., which
gives rather a different idea, viz., that a plot of the Jews induced Paul to leave
Corinth (so Belser, p. 108 ; Hilgenfeld also adopts, Zw. Th., 1896,
but Blass
p. 368)
transposes the clauses and reads in {$ iroitj. tc p. t. t)0cX. avax0TJvcu cis I. icai
twv
I.
see
as
;
ycvTjOcunis avTcp em.povXT)s
against this transposition by Blass,
Wendt (1899), p. 50. For cycvcto yvwpTjs tov viro. D, Syr. H. mg., Gig. read ciircv
Blass omits 8c in 0, and so the antithesis is not maintained.
8e to irvcvpa.
Weiss,
p. 98 (note), condemns Blass for making ciircv to irv. the equivalent of eyev. yvwpTjs,
whilst in xix. 1 a distinction is decisively drawn between the 181a
=
(SovXt) (
y vwpn)
of the Apostle and the guidance of the Spirit, yvcimri, but gen. vvuiitis is read by
13. 15, i8, Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt.
1

;

:

wo

NAB*E

On the connection of 2 Cor. with this
" II. Corinthians "
part of Acts, see
(Robertson), Hastings' B.D., i., pp. 493,
495 ; Ramsay, St. Paul, p. 286 and on the
;

coincidence between Acts and Romans,
I. c, see Paley, Hora Paulina, ii., 4.
ttjv
'EXXdSa, i.e., Achaia in its Roman sense
all events); the stay
at
(approximately
might have included a visit to Athens,
but at all events Corinth was visited. A
" Greek "
wider sense of the epithet

—

would comprise Macedonia also, and
Macedonia and Achaia are thus spoken
of in close connection as forming the
Greek lands in Europe, cf xix. 21, and
Rom. xv. 26, 2 Cor. ix. 2, 1 Thess. i. 8,

"Achaia" (Ramsay), Hastings' B.D.
3.
irotTJoras tc ptjvas Tpcis, cf.
33, xviii. 23.—€iuPovXt}s : only in
Acts in N.T., see above on ix. 24; the
in the anticiplot may have been formed

Ver.

xv.

it would be easy to carry it
through on a pilgrim ship crowded with
Jews of Corinth and Asia, hostile to the
Apostle; or it may have been the purpose of the conspirators to kill Paul in a
crowded harbour like Cenchreae before

pation that

—

the ship actually started. pe'XX. avoy.,
If we read eyc'v. yvwpTjs
see on xiii. 13.
nowhere else
(genitive) (cf 2 Peter i. 20),
in

N.T.,

cf.

Thuc,

i., 113, 5<roi ttjs
also

oviittjs

Winer-Schmiedel,
yvw|xf]s tjo-ov, see
tov viroo-., i.e., the return jourp. 269.
ney to Jerusalem (Ramsay), but see also

—

Wendt

(1899), p. 323.
Ver. 4. o-vvciircTo 8e *vr§ only here
in N.T., cf 2 Mace. xv. 2, 3 Macc - v 48 >
;
vi. 2i, but frequent in classics.— fixP 1
recent writers
Tijs 'A.: among more
:

Philippi, on the other hand the
other party consisting of two, viz., the

to

Asian representatives, waited

for

them

ai

Troas. At Philippi the six deputies and
Paul were joined by St. Luke, who henceforth speaks of the deputation in the first
person plural, and identifies himself with
its members as a colleague.
Then from
Troas the whole party proceed to Jerusalem (Acts, pp. 119, 303).
In this way
ovtoi in ver. 5 is restricted to Tychicus
and Trophimus (see also Ramsay, as
below), whereas A. and R.V. refer the
pronoun to all the deputies, so too Weiss
and Wendt. If this is so, the ^pas, ver.
5, might refer (but see further below)
only to Paul and Luke, as the latter
would naturally rejoin Paul at Philippi
where we left him, cf. xvi. 17. Ramsay
explains (St. Paul, p. 287) that the
discovery of the Jewish plot altered

plan, and that too at the
moment, when delegates from the
Churches had already assembled. The
European delegates were to sail from
Corinth, and the Asian from Ephesus,
but the latter having received word of
the change of plan went as far as Troas
to meet the others, ovtoi thus referring
to Tychicus and Trophimus alone (but
St.

Paul's

last

see also Askwith, Epistle to the Galatians
(1899), pp. 94, 95)Wendt also favours retention of axpi
the reading irpoo-cXttjs 'A. and prefers
06Vt€$, but he takes ^pos in ver. 5 to
and
refers it to other
exclude St. Paul,
friends of the Apostle (as distinct from

who accompanied him through
Macedonia "as far as Asia"), viz., the
"
"
sections and others
Rendall has argued strongly for the re- author of the We
the Apostle and his
meet
now
who
only
tention of the words, whilst he maintains,
of company at Troas. But this obliges us to
nevertheless, that all the companions
a somewhat artificial distinction bethe Apostle named here accompanied make
in ver. 6,
In his view the tween -?|pas in ver. 5 with T|peis
him to Jerusalem.
on the one hand,
words are an antithesis to 'Ao-iavol 8c, and e|cir. and rjXOopcv
the
ver. 6, on
other, as
so that whilst on the one hand one party, and SicTptyapcv,
the latter must be taken to include St.
travel with Paul
six of the
viz.,

deputies,

those
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lupiav, lylvero

owenrcTO 8c

auTio

1

yv<o\i.r)

xx.

tou {nrocrrplfyeiv 8ia
2

axpi T ^S 'Aoxas

8

MaKeWias.

Bcpoiaios

XoSxraTpos

.

4.

Gcaaa-

1
<rwciircTO 8c avrcp, Blass follows D and also inserts irpoijpxovro, whilst D omits
verb altogether, Syr. H. mg. reads ovveiirovro. Apparently D takes pexP 1 ttjs A.
with e|i€vai, and the names may have been taken with irpotjpxovTo if Blass is right
in regarding this as original ; see his Proleg., p. 27.

2
axpt ttis A<ria« om. fr$B *3. Vulg., Sah., Boh., AethPP-, so Tisch., W.H. text,
R.V. marg., Weiss but retained ADEHLP, Syr. P. and H., Arm., Chrys. (Gig.,
Wer.) Blass in {3 (pexpO see also W.H., App., p. 97. Wendt also considers that
it is probably to be retained, see note in comment. ; cf. irpoc\6., u. s.
8
After IwiraTpos fr^ABDE, Vulg., Boh., Syr. H. mg., Arm., Origint., so Tisch.,
Alford, W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt, Blass add rivppov.
;

;

',

Paul, St. Luke, and the whole company,
although Wendt justifies the distinction
by pointing out that in ver. 13 y|ucis is
used exclusive of Paul (cf. xxi. 12).
Mr. Askwith, u. s., p. 93 ff., has
recently argued that rjucis in ver. 6 includes not only St. Luke and St. Paul, but
with them the representatives of Achaia
(who are not mentioned by name with the
other deputies) who would naturally be
with St. Paul on his return from Corinth,
w. 2, 3, and he would not travel through
Macedonia unaccompanied. In 2 Cor.
" the
viii. St. Luke,
brother," according
to tradition, whose praise in the Gospel
was spread through all the Churches,
had been sent to Corinth with Titus and
another " brother," and so naturally any
representatives from Achaia would come
No names
along with them, pp. 93, 94.
are given because St. Luke himself was
amongst them, and he never mentions
his

own name,

p.

96.

The

fact

that

Timothy and Sopater who had been with
the Apostle at Corinth when he wrote to
the Romans (chap. xvi. 21, if we may
identify XoxrCiraTpos with the ZcS-jraTpos rivppov Bcpoiaios, Acts xx. 4) are
amongst those who waited at Troas is
accounted for on the supposition that
Timothy and others might naturally go
across to inform the Asiatic delegates of
Paul's change of plan, and vould then
proceed with these Asian representatives
to Troas to meet the Apostle (p. 94).
The presence of Aristarchus and Secundus
at Troas is accounted for on the ground
that St. Paul, on his way to Achaia, did
not expect to return through Macedonia,
and so would naturally arrange for the

Macedonian delegates, who were not
accompanying him into Greece, to meet
him somewhere. And the delegates from
Thessalonica would naturally cross to
Troas with the intention of proceeding
to Ephesus (or Miletus), where St. Paul
would have touched even if he had sailed

for

Palestine from Cenchreae

xviii.

18, 19), p. 95.

(cf.

But against

Acts
this

it

may be fairly urged that there is no
reason to assume that the Macedonian
delegates did not accompany Paul into
Greece
Timothy and Sosipater had
;

evidently done so, and

all

the delegates

mentioned seem to have been together
in St. Paul's company, o-vvefrircTo aina,
ver.

text

4.
it is

In the uncertain state of the
difficult to

on the passage.

come to any decision
The words oxpt *rtjs

may easily have been omitted on
account of the supposed difficulty connected with the fact that two at least of

'Ao-ias

St. Paul's companions who are named,
Trophimus and Aristarchus, went further
than Asia, cf. xxi. 29, xxvii. 2, while on
the other hand it is somewhat hard to
believe that the words could be inserted
by a later hand.

"

On

The Pauline

Saints and

its

Collection for the
importance," and the reof the Churches in the

presentatives
different provinces,

see Rendall, ExNovember, i8g3
Ramsay, St.
"
Corinth," Hastings*
Paul, p. 287, and
B.D. Wendt, p. 325 (1899) Hort, Rom.
and Ephes., pp. 39 ff. and 173. Nothing
could more clearly show the immense
importance which St. Paul attached to

positor,

;

;

;

this contribution for the

poor saints than

was ready to present in
Jerusalem the members of the

the fact that he

person at
deputation and their joint offerings, and
that too at a time when his presence in
the capital was full of danger, and after
he had been expressly warned of the

Acts, xxiv. 17, Rom. xv. 25. On
the suggestion for the fund and its consummation see 1 Cor. xvi. 1-8, Acts xx.
16, 2 Cor. viii. 10, ix. 2 a.d. 57-58, RenSuch a
dall, Lightfoot
56-57, Ramsay.
scheme would not only unite all the
Gentile Churches in one holy bond of
faith and charity, but it would mark
their solidarity with the Mother Church

peril, cf.

;

;
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4*3

XoiaKeW 8e 'ApiWapxos ical XeVouySos, 1 ical
rdios A€p0au>$
2
'Aaiayol 8<?, Tu X ikos Kal
Tiu.60eos
5toi
Tptyijws.

ical

•

5.8

ipevov

tw

Vjfias iv

d^uVw^

irpoeXe^rres

•

6. ^ju-eis 8^ c^TrXeu'aau^
jxerd rds Vjuipas
dtro iXiTnrwv, ical
^XOofjieK irpos aurous €iS
TpwdSa

Tpa>d8i

tV

*

Kai Taios A., Blass reads Acp3aio S 8c
Tiaoeco,, but against this we have the
"insurmountable" statement in xvi. 1, so
Ramsay, p. 280, so too Wendt
(i8qq)
**'•
\

p. 323.
«

Aaiavo^

D, Syr. H. mg. read E+co-ioi, so Blass;

Wendt

approves; see

Ram-

H

ovtoi, add 8c MABE, Boh., Syr.
Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt; omit
Blass, with DHLP, Vulg. Gig
irpocXeovrc*, this reading of T.R. is retained by
Lach., Tisch., Weiss, R.V., W.H. mg. Blass in text following B 3 D ; and it
corresponds
with the omission of axpi ttjs A. in ver. 4 and the view that Paul was included in
the Tinas of ver. 5. If, however, the words a
A.
are
Wendt
Xpt Ttjs
retained,
argues
that irpo<rcX0ovT€s is quite intelligible, and that this
verb, which he regards as best supported,
[so W.H.], becomes thus an indirect confirmation of the former
disputed words in ver. 4. According to Wendt's view Paul is not included in the
rjuas of ver. 5, but the tjaos refers to the writer of the
sections with one or
two companions who had not journeyed with Paul through Macedonia to Asia, but
in
him
met
But
Troas.
a
only
difficulty connected with Wendt's solution would
seem to lie in the fact that he is obliged to refer the tmus in ver. 6 only to the writer
sections and those with him, whilst the first
of the
person in SicTpuj/aucv
includes Paul and his party who have been hitherto excluded from the
tjucis and
After
cucvov
reads
so
Blass
in
thus
avrov,
i)uas*
|3,
plainly separating Paul from
the ovtoi.
;

NAB*EHLP

"We"

"We"

D

at Jerusalem ; it would be a splendid
fulfilment by their own generous and
loyal effort of the truth that if one member of the body suffered all the members
know how this
suffered with it.
vision which St. Paul had before his
brotherhood
througheyes of a universal
out the Christian world seemed to tarry ;

We

and it would appear that as St.
Paul was about to send him to Ephesus,
he was presumably the bearer of the
Epistle which at all events included the
Ephesian Church. In Tit. iii. 12 we
have another reference which shows the
minister,

high place Timothy occupied amongst
Paul's trusted confidential friends,

St.

and we may understand something of and from 2 Tim. iv. 12 we learn that he
the joy which filled his heart, even amidst had been a sharer in the Apostle's second
his farewell to the elders at Miletus, as and heavier captivity, and had only left
he anticipated without misgiving the him to fulfil another mission to Ephesus.
Tpo^ipos: probably like Tychicus an
accomplishment of this SiaicovCa to the
saints, a "ministry" which he had reEphesian. In xxi. 29 he was with St.
ceived from the Lord Jesus, Acts xx. 24. Paul at Jerusalem, and from 2 Tim. iv.
On the coincidence between the narrative 20 we learn that he was at a later stage
of the Acts cf. xx. 2, 3, xxiv. 17-19, and the companion of the Apostle after his
the notices in St. Paul's Epistles given release from his first imprisonment, and
Horce that he had been left by him at Miletus
see
above,
Paley,
especially

—

Paulina, chap,

ii.,

1.

—IcSirarpos Flvppov

B., see critical note;

whether he

is

the

same as the Sopater of Rom. xvi. 21 who
was with St. Paul at Corinth we cannot

—

say possibly the name of his father may
be introduced to distinguish him, but
perhaps, as Blass says, added in this one

—

case "quod domi nobilis erat". rdtos
A. Kal T., see above on p. 414, and
Knabenbauer's note as against Blass.

—

Tvxikos
that

:

Ephes.

21, Col. iv. 7 show
in Rome at the time

vi.

Timothy was

of St. Paul's first imprisonment. He is
spoken of as a beloved and faithful

On the absurd attempt to connect
notice of Miletus in the Pastoral
Epistles with Acts xx. 4 see Weiss,
sick.

this

Du

Briefe Pauli an Timotheus
p.

354

;

und

Titus,
Salmon, Introd., fifth edition, p.

401.

Ver.

5.

irpoeXOovTcs, see critical note.

we

read irpoo-cX. render as in R.V.
" these
came, and were waiting
(margin),
for us at Troas," cf. Ramsay, St. Paul,
in loco.
t^uas the
p. 287, and Rendall,
introduction of the word is fatal to the
idea that Timothy could have been the
" section.
"
author of this
If

—

We

:
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aj(piS

xx.

ou oieTpaJfu/xey ^fxepas iirrd.
7. 'Ef 8c rfj p,ia
^jiepuK xr^rre,
icXdacu aprov, 6 FlauXos

tw aaPPdrwy, aui'iQYp.^wj' 2 iw ptaGtjTwi' tou

SicX^ycTO auTOts, p.A.Xwi' Qilvai ttj ^iraupioc, rcapireivi tc rbv \6yov
3
8. rjcray 8e
Xap-irdoes iKaeal ey tu> uirepajo) o5
pe'xpL u-cowuktiou
*

1
D has irepirnuoi instead of a\. tj. ir M so Blass in p. It may be simply exir. (Weiss).
planatory of the difficult a\. tj.
2
twv p.oOr]T»v, according to fc^ABDE, Tisch. W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt, Blass

tyjLwv.
8
to Phylarch. ap.
XapnraSts, D (not Blass in P) reads viroXauiraScs. According
Ath. viroX. seems to be a sort of window or look-out (L. and S., edit. 7). This
that viroX. " nusquam exstat ".
reading is suggestive, but Blass is of opinion

Ver. 6. (tcTO. Tas 4\p.* twv a., cf. xii. 3,
1 Cor. v. 7 shows us
the Passover.
how they would " keep the Feast ".
" fixed date in the life of St.

pp. 67-69 ; Maclear, Evidential Value of
" Present
"
the Lord's Day,
Day Tracts
54 ; and for other references, Witness of
the Epistles, pp. 368, 369 Wendt (1899),

Expositor, May, 1896, depends
that Paul left
partly on the assumption
the close
Philippi the very first day after
of the Paschal week, but we cannot be
sure of this, see Wendt's criticism on
Ramsay's view, p. 326, edition 1899, and
"
also Dr. Robertson "I. Corinthians

p.

i.e.,

Ramsay's
Paul,"

B.D.,

—

485.
p.
axpis t|u.
five days," i.e., the journey
ireuirlasted until the fifth day, so
Taioi,
8€VT€paiot, xxviii. 13. In xvi.

Hastings'

xe'vTc:

"in

D

cf.

11 the journey only lasted two (three ?)
days, but here probably adverse winds
must be taken into account ; or the five
days may include a delay at Neapolis,
the port of Philippi, or the land journey
to the port; on axpis see above i. 2.
so as to include a
T|p.€pas eirrd,
whole week, and so the first day of the
week, cf. 2 Cor. ii. 12, 13, which shows

—

how

reluctantly Paul left Troas on his
visit, but see on the other hand,

former

Ramsay,

St.

that St. Paul

Paul, p. 295,

who

thinks

would not have voluntarily

stayed seven days at Troas.
" on the first
Ver. 7. tq uia t»v <t.,
day of the week," pad being used, the
cardinal for the ordinal irp«To$, like

Hebrew *ltl&

in

enumerating the days

of the month, see Plummer's note on
Luke xxiv. 1 and cf. xviii. 12 (so Blass).
must remember that 1 Cor. had
been previously written, and that the
reference in 1 Cor. xvi. 2 to "the first
"
day of the week for the collection of
alms naturally connects itself with the
statement here in proof that this day had
been marked out by the Christian Church
as a special day for public worship, and
for "the breaking of the bread".
On
the significance of this selection of the
"first day," see Milligan, Resurrection,

We

—

;

326.
piXXuv: Burton,
Tenses, p. 71.
irapereivc,

—

Arist., Poet., xvii., 5,

—

Moods and

see pvdov,
Xoyovs, and ix. 4,

pv0ov. fiecrovvKTiov, cf. xvi. 25.
Ver. 8. XauirdScs licavai, see critical
note and reading in D. The words have
been taken to indicate clearly that the
accident was not due to darkness coming
on through Paul's lengthy discourse (so
Weiss and Wendt), whilst Meyer regards
them as introduced to show that the fall
of the young man was not perceived at
once. Others (so Felten) hold that the
words mark the joy at the Sacramental
Presence of the Lord and Bridegroom of
the Church (Matt. xxv. 1), and Nosgen
sees in them a note of joy in the celebration of the Christian Sunday (see also
Kuinoel). But it is also allowable to see
in this notice the graphic and minute
touch of one who was an eye-witness of
the scene, and who described it, as he
remembered it, in all its vividness (Haccan scarcely see in the
kett, Blass).
words with Ewald an intention on the
part of the narrative to guard against
any suspicion attaching to the night
meetings of the Christians (so Calvin,
Bengel, Lechler) ; the date, as Nosgen
says, is too early (so too Overbeck).
Lewin also takes Ewald's view, but with
the alternative that the lights may have
been mentioned to exclude any suspicion
in the reader's mind of any deception
with regard to the miracle.
Ver. 9. Evtvxos : we are not told what
position he occupied, but there is no hint

We

—

that he was a servant.
lirl
dvp. : on
the window sill there were no windows
of glass, and the lattice or door was
open probably on account of the heat
from the lamps, and from the number
present—the fact that Eutychus thus sat

—

t%

IIPAHEI2

7— n.
rjcraK

owt) Y u&oi.

irUZov, KaT€

J

/€

x

p a 0€i, SiaXeyojj^ou tou riau*Xo»
dud tou Tp«rWY o»

uw<j>

Xe€ls diro tou Sttvou, eireae*

Kd/rw, Kal TJp0T] ^ck P 6s.

Kal auu.irepiXap^
Iotik.

IO. KttTaPds 8e 6 riauXos IWireaek
outu,

€itt€, Mt|

•

yap <J,u X*) auTOu fc auT<S
ap Toy Kal y€uad\iwo% t t+' UafoV

OopupetaGe

II. di/aPAs 8e Kal icXdaas

2

iij

1

D, Gig., so Blass in p, papei pro Pa6ei.

2

Before aprov

^*ABCD*

13, so Tisch.,

at the window points to the crowded
nature of the assembly, cf. 2 Kings i. 2,
where a different word is used in LXX,
although 0vp£s is also frequently found.
the two participles are
KaTa<j>ep. v. p.
to be carefully distinguished (but R.V.
"
does not) ;
who was gradually oppressed," or "becoming oppressed with
sleep," present participle; "being borne

—

:

down by

his sleep,"

i.e.,

Rendall takes

aorist.

overcome by

lirl

irXciov

it,

with

KOLTevcxOets (so W.H. margin), "and
being still more overcome with the sleep,"
but the words are usually taken with
SiaXry. See Bengel, Ndsgen, Alford,
Holtzmann, Weiss, Ramsay, Page on
the force of the participles " sedentem
:

somnus occupavit

.

.

.

somno oppressus

KarafyipecrBai: used
N.T., and in no corresponding sense in LXX ; a medical
term, and so much so that it was used
more frequently absolutely than with
tnrvos in medical writings, and the two
participles thus expressing the different
stages of sleep would be quite natural in
a medical writer. PaOei: one of the
epithets joined with virvos by the medical
cecidit,"
only in

Bengel.

Luke

in

—

writers, see Hobart, pp. 48, 49, and his
remarks on Luke xxii. 45, p. 84. The
verb is also used in the same sense by

other writers as by Aristotle, Josephus,
see instances in Wetstein, but Zahn
reckons the whole phrase as medical,
Einleitung, ii., p. 436. Kal tjpOtj vcxpos:
the words positively assert that Eutychus
was dead they are not iarel veKpos, cf.
Mark ix. 26, and the attempt to show
that the words in ver. 10, " his life is in
him," indicate apparent death, or that
life is still thought of as not having left
him (so apparently even Zockler, whilst
he strongly maintains the force of the

—

—

preceding words), cannot be called
St.

satis-

on the other hand Ramsay,
Paul, pp. 290, 291, and Wendt, in

factory

see

;

loco.

Ver.

10.

staircase

KOTopas: by the outside

common
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9. KaeVJiieyos 8* ti S veavias OK<SuaTi Euto o S lirl
X

Ttjs OuptSos, icaTa<|)ep(5fX€^os
i-xl

AnOSTOAQN

in

Eastern houses.

—

W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt add
ovtv Kal <rvu., cf. 1 Kings
22; 2 Kings iv. 34; there as
here the purport of the act was a restoraeTrc'Trcorev

xvii. 21,

tion to

life.

— Mt|

6op.:

"make ye no

ado," R.V., cf. Mark v. 39 (Mark ix. 23),
where the word is used of the loud
weeping and wailing of the mourners in
the East; see above on ix. 39.
r\ -yap
see above.
t|r.,
Ver. 11. kX do-as ap-rov
if we read

—

:

tov ap., see critical note, "the bread,"
so R.V. i.e., of the Eucharist; so Syriac.
The words evidently refer back to ver. 7,
,

see Blass, Gram., p. 148.

—

ytv<r.

:

often

taken to refer not to the Eucharist, but
to the partaking of the Agape or common

meal which followed. If so, it certainly
appears as if St. Paul had soon taken
steps to prevent the scandals which occurred in Corinth from the Holy Com-

munion being celebrated during
a

or after

common

meal, 1 Cor. ix. 23, since here
the Eucharist precedes, Luckock, Footprints of the Apostles as traced by St.

Luke,

ii.,

199.

Wendt, who

still

identi-

the breaking of the bread with the
Agape (so Holtzmann, Weiss), protests
against the view of Kuinoel and others
that reference is here made to a breakfies

fast

which

St.

Paul took

for his

coming

journey. Dean Plumptre refers to the
use of -ycvouai in Heb. vi. 4 as suggesting
that here too reference is made to the
participation of the Eucharist; but, on
the other hand, in Acts x. 10 (see Blass,
in loco) the word is used of eating an

ordinary meal, and Wendt refers it to
the enjoyment of the Agape (cf. also
Weiss urges
Knabenbauer, in loco).
that the meaning of simply "tasting"
is
to be adopted here, and that rt
shows that Paul only "tasted" the
meal, i.e., the Agape, and hurried on
with his interrupted discourse, whilst
Lewin would take ycv<r. absolutely here,
and refer it to a separate ordinary meal
although he maintains that the previous
formula icXdo-. rdv api-ov must refer to
the verb is
In
the Eucharist.
;

LXX
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xx.

I2. 1 tjyayoi' Be rbv iraiBa
Tf fyuX^o-as axpts auyfjs, oih-ws ^TJXOeK.
2
06
Kal
13. 'Hjacis $€ TrpocXOcWcs
pexpiwsirapeK\^0Tjaai'
twrra,
iirl

to ttXoiok,

A^X^tlP,€K e ^

XapP&veiv Toy llauXoK-

t$jk "Aa<rov t tKelQev plKkovTts &vaoutw yap t^ oiareTayucVos, u-cXXcoy auTos

1
Instead of tjyayov D has ao-ira£op.€vwv 8c avT«v rjyayev tov vcavio-icov £«vra.
Blass and Hilgenfeld, however, read tjyayov in the (J text. But Wendt thinks that
mere error, and that Paul is conceived of in D as himself
tjyayev may not be a
and thus conferring comfort,
bringing the boy alive at the scene of departure,

Wendt
2

(1899), p. 327.
2

irpoeXeovrcs fr$B

CL,

Tisch.,

W.H.

marg. D has icaTcX6ovrc$.
Blass, Weiss, Wendt.

W.H.

frequent, but there

is

no case

in

text,

which

it

definitely more than to taste,
although in some cases it might imply
a meal, e.g., Gen. xxv. 30; for its

means

eating
former sense see,

In
e.g., Jonah iii. 7.
modern Greek yevpar^w = to dine, so
yevpa = dinner. 4<j>' UavoV t€ 6piX.
on St. Luke's use of Uavos with temporal significance see above on p. 215,
Mace. viii. 25.
cf. with this expression 2
SuiX.
only in Luke in N.T., cf. Luke

—

:

:

Acts xxiv. 26; here, "talked
with them," R.V., as of a familiar meeting,
"
so in
elsewhere
communed," R.V.
classical Greek, and in Josephus, and
xxiv. 14, 15,

;

also in

modern Greek (Kennedy)

;

in

LXX,

" the
In the
king communed with them".
passage before us the alternative rendering "when he had stayed in their

Dan.

19

i.

company
sub

v.

KttTO

wpiXijo-ev avrois 6 p.,

:

"

is

— axpis

irpwTTjv

ttjv

(Wetstein)

given by Grimm-Thayer,
Polyaen., iv., 18,

atryfjs, cf.

avyrjv

ttjs

Yjpe'pas

only here in N.T., found in

;

9, 2 Mace. xii. 9, but not in
same sense as here. ovtws, cf. xx. 7,
after a participle, as often in classical
Greek, Si'mcox, Language of the N. T. t
p. 175, see also xxvii. 17, and Viteau, Le

Isa.

lix.

—

Grec du N. T., p. 190 (1893).
Ver. 12.
TJyoyov: the subject must
be supplied
probably those who had
attended to the boy, and who, now that
he was sufficiently recovered, brought
him back to the room. Rendall thinks
that the expression means that they took
;

Wendt but irpoc- AB*EHP,
J^ABCE, so Tisch., W.H., R.V.,

Weiss,

ran for cis

;

on the supposition that
the accident had been fatal. It is in
fact impassible to deny that a miracle is
intended to be narrated; otherwise the
introduction of the whole story is meaningless, as Overbeck insists against Baur
and Renan. The word veto's, the action
of Paul, the word luvra all point to an
actual death, whilst the vivid details in
the narrative also indicate the presence
of an eye-witness as an informant.
pointless unless

Schneckenburger has shown exhaustively,
as Zeller admits, that an actual raising
of the dead is intended; but we are
asked to see in the narrative only an
attempt to set off the raising of Eutychus
against the raising of Tabitha at Joppa,
a parallel between Paul and Peter so
Baur, and recently Overbeck and WeizBut the conclusion of Overbeck
sacker.
is disappointing in face of the fact that he
dwells (p. 333) most pointedly upon the
difference between the narrative here
and in ix. 36 how in this latter case we
have the expectation of the miracle
;

—

emphasised, whilst here

it

is

entirely

wanting how too the laudatory description of Tabitha may be contrasted with
the simple mention of the name, Eutychus here. ov ueTp(a>s often in Plutarch,
On Luke's use of ov
cf. 2 Mace. xv. 38.
with an adjective, to express the opposite,
;

—

:

see Lekebusch, Apostelgeschichte, p. 62

Klostermann, Vindicia Lucana,
" sections
in " We

and four times

p.

52

;
;

(twelve

the lad

times in rest of Acts, rare in rest of
N.T.), xx. 12, xxvii. 14, 20, xxviii. 2;

over.

Hawkins, Hora Synoptical,

home after the assembly was
The comfort is derived from the

recovery of the boy, as is indicated by
£wvTa, and it is forced to refer it to the
consolation which they received from the
boy's presence, as a proof which the
Apostle had left behind him of divine
and miraculous help (so Wendt, Weiss) ;
see also D, critical note, and Ramsay, St.
the word is
fcttVTa:
p. 291.

Paul,

—

p. 153.

—

Ver. 13. -quels, i-e., without Paul.
"Aoxrov
south of Troas in the Roman
province of Asia, and some miles east of
Cape Lectum. The opposite coast of
Lesbos was about seven miles distant.
Its harbour gave it a considerable importance in the coasting trade of former
days. A Roman road connected it with
:
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l

T<eU6€iv.
14. «& S Zk
au^paXeK frlv els ^"Aaaw, dKaXapdVres
auTOKJjXOopWis MituXtJi^- 15. K&KtlQev dTTOTrXeu'craros, rg
e'mou'ofl

KaTtj^aajiCK dmicpii X(ou

A-

Jr^&J

C

J*

?

I

?\.

WM, JLV* Weiss.
8

Instead of ertpa

WH.

B

B

2

-

rfj

a88 » Hilg - ;
l
ttef tenSC '

15, 19, 73,

Si erepa
Trape0dXo,i€K ets 2d|io*-

*"»

is

m ore fitting

* w * ttXX "»

is

to the sense than the im-

rcad in

« ABEP 40,

100, Tisch.,

has the remarkable
reading tempo, which Weiss

But Wendt (1899), p. 428, discusses
marg.
and^ejlts on ie"
ground that the charge was introduced by a scribe who did not take kottjv. avrtKo*
Xiov as meaning a station for the night at Chios, and therefore
represented the next
station as the stopping place for the
night of the same day.
accepts

Troas and the Troad coast. The sculp- into which the
ship would sail is called
Temple of Athena erected by Strabo, xiii., 2f ufya« xal paWs,
on the hill on which Assos itself was X«uaTi
o-iceirajfyevos (Wetstein).
built form some of the most
Ver. 15. icdicciOev, see on xvi. 12, xiv.
important
remains of archaic Greek art: most of 26.
KaTTjvT»]cra}i£v, cf. xvi. i, xviii. ig,
them are now in Paris. " Assos " (Ram- 24, " we reached a
point on the mainland;'
say), Hastings' B.D., B.D.*.
Steph. Ramsay, dmicpv X. over against, i.e.,
Byz. describes Assos as situated itf opposite Chios; often in Greek writers,
v\|/T]Xov tea! &£cos Kal SticravdSov t6ttov.
only here in N.T., but W.H., Weiss,
ava\a|i{3dv€iv assumere in navem; cf. ovTiKpvs, 3 Mace. v. 16 (Neh. xii. 8, see
8.
The
Polyb., xxx., 9,
only other in- Hatch and Redpath). On xaTavTav cU,
stance at all parallel in N.T. is 2 Tim. and icaTavTav ovt. as here, see on xvi.
1,
•iv. 11, where we might render "to pick
xviii. 19 Klostermann, Vindicia
Lucana,
him up on the way," Lightfoot, Biblical p. 49.—Xfov The island Chios
(Scio) in
Essays, p. 437.
Ziareray. with middle the iEgean was separated from the
xxiv.
vii.
WinerAsian
coast
a
channel
which
at its
significance, cf.
44,
23
by
" to
Moulton, xxxix., 3. ire&cveiv
go by narrowest was only five miles across.
land," R.V. (margin, "on foot ") "de The ship carrying St Paul would pass
terrestri (non necessario pedestri) itinere,"
through this picturesque channel on its
Blass a much shorter route than the sea way south from Mitylene. An interestvoyage round Cape Lectum. The land ing comparison with the voyage of St.
journey was about twenty miles, Itin. Paul may be found in Herod's voyage by
2
Anton., B.D.
Probably Paul took the Rhodes, Cos, Chios and Mitylene, tojourney in this way for ministerial pur- wards the Black Sea (Jos., Ant., xvi., 2, 2).
poses others suggest that he did so for Amongst the seven rivals for the honour
tures from the

—

—

:

;

—

:

:

—

;

:

:

;

.

;

the sake of his health, others to avoid
the snare of the Jews, or from a desire

But it may be questioned
somewhat lengthy foot
journey would be accomplished without
any attendant at all. It does not follow,
as has been supposed, that the ship was
hired by Paul himself, but that he used
its
putting in at Assos for his own
for solitude.

whether

this

purpose.
Ver. 14. <ruve'(3aX.ev, cf xvii. 18. The
verb is peculiar to St. Luke ; its meaning
here is classical, cf. also Jos., Ant., ii., 7,
Rendall thinks that the imperfect
5.
(see critical note) may mean that Paul
fell in with the ship while still on his
way to Assos, and was taken on board
at once; he therefore renders "as he
came to meet us at Assos ". Mirv\if\vr\v :

—

the capital of Lesbos, about thirty miles
from Assos, and so an easy day's journey
Lewin, St. Paul, ii., 84, cf. Hor., Od., i.,
7, 1 ; Ep. t i., ii, 17. Its northern harbour
;

of being the birthplace of Homer, the
claims of Chios are most strongly supported by tradition. On the legendary
and historic connections of the places

named

in this

loco, said

—

voyage see Plumptre, in

"Chios" (Ramsay), Hastings'

B.D. rjj Si &ripa: (see critical note).
Wetstein calls attention to the variety of
phrases, tq ir. t tq fiuovon, tq fX°HThe phrase before us is found in xxvii. 3,

"
so that it only occurs in the "
sections and nowhere else in Acts, but
"
occurs so
the expression " the next day
"
sec*
much more frequently in the "
tions than in any other passages of the
same length that we might expect a

We

We

larger variety of phrases to express it,
Hawkins, Hora Synop., pp. 153, 154;

and Klostermann, Vindicia Lucance,
50.

—irapcpdXoucv

cl«

Z.

"

:

we

p.

struck

across to Samos," Ramsay, cf. Thuc,
where the verb means " to cross
"
over to Ionia (see Mr. Page's note, and
hi., 32,
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xx.

1

pcivavres eV TpwyuXXiw, ttj exou-enr] ^XOofxcv eis MiXrjTOk. 16.
8
yap 6 riauXos TrapairXeuaai rr\v "Etpeow, ottws \t-^\ yeVrjTai
auTw xP OVOT P l aai * v TTJ 'Aaia eaireuSe yap, €t oukaTOK 3 r\v cwtw,
ital

eVpiye

^

Tfy tjp,ipaf
1

•

ttjs rienrtjKooTrjs

xai pcivavTcs cv T., so

DHLP,

yc^aOai

cts 'icpoaoXujia.

Syr. P. H., Sah., Chrys., so Meyer, Alford, Blass

and Codex D,

in p\ and even by Weiss (not by Wendt), Introd., p. 57,
xxi. 1.
Corssen, too, regards favourably, G. G. A., p.

p.

109

;

cf.

441, 1896, supported by
cannot see any reason for

Weiss
St. Paul, p. 294, Belser and Zockler.
The words may, however, have been omitted
omission, and therefore retains it.
to
be
seems
because in the text Trogyllium
placed in Samos, but see also Wendt,
For the omission, ^ABCE, Vulg., Boh., Arm., Aethpp., Tisch.,
note, p. 328 (1899).
R.V. only in marg., W.H. describe as Western and Syrian ; these authorities read
in text tq 8c ex°M"
Ramsay's interesting note, C. R. E., p. 155, should also be consulted in favour of the retention of the words.
TpwyiXia, so Blass in (3, see note in
Ramsay,

its

loco;

TpwyvXiy W.H. and Winer-Schmiedel,

p. 47.

2

KCKpiKci is read for eicpivc in ^AB*DE, Tisch., W.H., R.V., Wendt, Weiss, Blass.
Instead of ottos pt| ytvr\Tat. a. xpovorpifi.
(Gig.) has pTjiroTC ycvT|0T] avnp KcnraWeiss considers this as a mere explanation of the rare xp OVOT P l P'
o-xecris tis
Karoo-xccris is used twice in N.T., Acts vii. 5, 45, but not in the sense required here ;
"mora" in Gig. Blass accepts in
text, and there is much better authority for
in the sense of this passage.
XpovoTpi{3. in classical Greek than for Karao-xccris

D

—

3
i]v, but eiij
Weiss, Wendt.
(Wendt).

is

supported by ^ABCE 13, 15, 18, 36, 180, Tisch., W.H., R.V.,
Meyer and Alford regard as gram, com, but too well supported

the passage quoted also in Wetstein, and
L. and S.). On the frequency of this and
other nautical terms in Acts cf. Klostermann, u. *., p. 49. koI (wiv. ev Tpw.,
see critical note.
MCXtjtov: practically
the port of Ephesus.
The latter city
had long gained the pre-eminence once
enjoyed by Miletus, the former capital of

—
—

Ionia, Pliny, N. H. t v., 31; cf. Herod.,
28-36, for the revolt of Miletus against
Persia and its disastrous consequences.

v.,

Miletus had been the mother of

some

eighty colonies. Here Thales and Anaximander were born. The silting up of
the Menander had altered its position
even in St. Paul's day, and now it is
several miles from the sea; Lewin, St.
Paul, ii., go ; Renan, Saint Paul, p. 501 ;
Ramsay, Church in the Roman Empire,
p. 480.

Ver. 16.

critical note) . . .
" to sail
ttjv "E. :
past

«piv€ (see

irapairXcvo-ai

Ephesus," R.V.,
there.

i.e.,

without stopping

The words have sometimes been

interpreted as if St. Paul had control
over a ship which he had hired himself,
and could stop where he pleased, so
But if so,
Alford, Hackett, Rendall.
there seems no definite reason for his
going to Miletus at all, as it would have

been shorter for him to have stopped at
Ephesus, or to have made his farewell
address there.
According to Ramsay
the probabilities are that Paul
experienced

at

Troas some delay

in continuing his
In starting from Troas he had
therefore to choose a vessel making no
break in its voyage except at Miletus, or
a vessel intending to stop at Ephesus,
perhaps as its destination, perhaps with
a previous delay elsewhere. He determined for the former by the shortness of
the time, and his desire to reach JerusaHe may no doubt have been also
lem.

journey.

influenced to some extent by the thought
that it would be difficult to tear himself
away from a Church which had so many
claims upon him, and by the reflection
that hostilities might be aroused against

him and

his progress further impeded
McGiffert, p. 339, who thinks that the
author's reason for St. Paul's desire not
to visit Ephesus " is entirely satisfac(cf.

—

tory").
xP OVOT P l P* nowhere else in
N.T. or in LXX, but in Arist., Plut.—
yeVtjTai awu, cf. xi. 26 for construction.
cVrircvSc yap
if the verb expresses as
the imperfect intimates the whole character of the journey (Blass, Gram., p.
216), the repeated long delays at first

—

:

:

seem inexplicable, but we know
nothing definitely of the special circumstances which may have occasioned each
delay, and we must not lose sight of the
fact that the Apostle would have to guard
against the constant uncertainty which
would be always involved in a coasting
Whether St. Paul reached
voyage.
sight

—

16

iipaheis

19.

17. 'Airo 8c Ttjs MiXVJtou

ir^as

irpecrpuWpous tt)s ^KKXnoias.

18.
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€is *E<f>€<rov, fiereicaX&roTo rods
<&s

8£

1

irapey^oKTo irpos afrrcV,
elirev au-rois, 'Yjacis lTTi<rraa0€, diro
irp^TTjs tjfJ^pas d<fr' tjs
8
els
'Acria^, irws JxeS' &\imv rbv irdrra
lye^p.Tji', 19. 8ou-

M0v)r

tV

xp<W

XcuW tw Kupuo perd irdarTjs TaireiKo^poorunris Kal ttoXXwk
SaicpiW
ical Tt€ipa<r\U0v, tw aufiBdnw
jxoi 4k tous emBouXais twk'IooSoiw
1

After avrov (A)D (E, Gig., Vulg.) add ouoo-c ovrov
avrwv, so Blass in 6 text
Four Lectures, etc., p. 61, thinks conflation here of a and
B, so Gig. is double
and reads " cum convenissent ad eum simulque essent ".
Harris,

Aoaav D adds us Tpicnav tj icai irXeiov, the form of the
phrase does not
rpiena occurs in xx. 31 and nowhere else in N.T. Vogel, it may be
noted, classes it as one of the medical words in Luke's writings see on ver.
For
31.
<b-«s D has iroTairws, nowhere else in N.T.
but iroTairos six times in
N.T., twice in
2

After

look original

;

;

;

Luke, only once in

St.
did,

time

in

Jerusalem

LXX.

we

are

not

told.

Chrysostom maintained that he
see also Ramsay, St. Paul, pp.

296, 297; McGiffert, p. 340 (on the
other hand, Weiss, Renan, Felten). Mr.
Turner, Chron. of N. T., p. 422, holds
that the Apostle probably reached Jerusalem just in time, while Farrar sees in
xxiv. 11 an intimation that he arrived on
the very eve of the Feast. The Pentacostal Feast was the most crowded, most
attended by foreigners, cf. ii. 1.
Ver. 17. 'Att^ Bk rr\s M. ir. : Apparently the Apostle could reckon on a stay
If we take
of some days at Miletus.
into account the landing, the despatching a messenger to Ephesus, and the
summoning and journeying of the elders
to Miletus, probably, as Ramsay thinks,
the third day of the stay at Miletus
would be devoted to the presbyters.
"called to him," R.V.,
pcTttcaXeo-aro
vii. 14, only in Acts),
cf. ii. 39 (and see on
indicating authority or earnestness in the
invitation.
tovs irpeo-B., see on xii. 25,
and also below on ver. 28. For Pauline
words and phraseology characterising the
addresses, see following notes.

—

:

—

When

Spitta

remarks

{Apostelge-

252 ff.) that the speech at
Miletus is inferior to no part of Acts,
not even to the description of the
voyage in chap, xxvii., in vividness of
expression and intensity of feeling, he
expresses the opinion of every unbiassed
He justly too lays stress upon
reader.
the fact that while criticism admits the
schichte, p.

and direct impression derived
the speech, it fails to account
for it in the most natural way, viz., by
the fact that whilst for the addresses
delivered in the Pisidian Antioch and in
Athens we are dependent upon a report

forcible

from

derived from hearsay, we are here in
possession of the testimony of an eyewitness, and of a hearer of the speech
(p. 252).
Spitta (p. 254) defends the
speech against the usual objections. It
is disappointing to find that
Hilgenfeld
is content to
regard the whole speech as
interpolated by his "author to Theophilus ". Clemen refers the whole speech
to hit R. or to R.A.; thus whilst
ver. 19a is referred to R., 19b with its
reference to the plots of the Jews is
ascribed to R.A. (Redactor
Antijudaicus);
Jungst ascribes ver. igb from the words
Kal Saicpvuv . . . Mov8. to the Redactor,
but the previous part of the chap. xxi. to
Taircivo^poo-vvT)?! ver. 19, to his source
A. So ver. 38 with its reference to ver.
25 is referred to the Redactor; whilst
Clemen refers ver. 38a to his R.A., 38b
to R.
"
Ver. 18.
vueis
ye yourselves,"
:

R.V.,
diro

ipsi,

ir.

:

-fj.

follows, although

the word

—

emphatic, cf. x. 37, xv. 7.
to be connected with what
it is

quite possible that

hold a middle place (Alford), connected partly with iirltr. and
"set foot in
!itcBt|v
partly with iytv.
Asia," R.V., only in Acts, except Matt.
xxi. 5, also with the dative of place, Acts
xxv. 1, but the local meaning is doubtful
"
(LXX, Josh. xiv. 9). Rendall renders I
took ship for Asia," but although the expression elsewhere refers to a voyage, cf.
xxi. 2, 4, 6, xxvii. 2, it is not always so
ir£sue0*v. . . . tycv.,
used, e.g., xxv. 1.
cf. vii. 38 (versor cum), ix. 19, Mark xvi. io,
Bethge points out that the phrase is
always used of intimate association and
contrasts the less intimate significance
of <rvv. See also critical note and read-

may

—

:

—

ing in D.
Ver. 19.

SovXcvwv: the word occurs
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xx.

ouhkv UTrcoTeiXdfiTji' Twf auu-cpepcVTUf, too jit) dmyYciXm ufUK
oikous, 21. 8tau.apTupou.eyos

Kal Si8rf£<u upas STjjxoata Kal Kat
times in St. Paul's Epistles of serv1 Thess.
ing God, the Lord, Christ,
Rom. xii. 11 (R., margin, r$
i.
9,
six

18, xvi. 18, Ephes. vi. 7,
24 (once in Matthew and Luke,
of serving God, Matt. vi. 24, Luke xvi.
St. Paul's expression SovXos
13), and cf.
xiv.

icaipai),

Col.

iii.

Rom.

of himself,
1,

Tit.

1.

i.

—

i.

(xctoi

1,

Gal.

i.

10, Phil.

i.

irdoT|« Taircivo<|>. :
be called eminently

use of ira« may
Pauline, cf. Ephes. i. 3, 8, iv. 2, vi. 18,
2 Cor. viii. 7, xii. 12, 1 Tim. iii. 4; 2
Tim. iv. 2, Tit. ii. 15, iii. 2 (see Hackett's

this

which may justly
note), tomi-civ., a word
be called Pauline, as out of seven places
in the N.T. it is used five times by St.
Paul in his Epistles, and once in his
address in the passage before us Ephes.
;

18, 23, iii. 12
It will
(elsewhere, only in 1 Peter v. 5).
be noted that it finds a place in three
iv.

2,

Phil.

ii.

3, Col.

ii.

Epistles of the First Captivity, although
used once disparagingly, Col. iii. 18. In
pagan ethics Taimvos was for the most
part a depreciatory characteristic, al-

though some few notable exceptions
may be quoted, Trench, Synonyms, i.,
171 ff. In the LXX and Apocrypha it
has a high moral significance and is

The
v{3pis in all its forms.
not found either in LXX or
Apocrypha, and the adjective Taireivdverb Taircivo4>pa>v (1 Peter iii. 8) and the
opposed to

noun

is

N.T.), although each
the former in Prov.
23 and the latter in Ps. cxxx.
in
instances
Aquila and Sym-

<j>pov€iv

found
xxix.

2

(cf.

in

(not

in

LXX once,

machus, Hatch and Redpath), cannot be
traced in classical Greek before the
Christian era, and then not in a laudatory sense. The noun occurs in Jos.,
B. J., iv., 9, 2, but in the sense of pusillanimity, and also in Epictet., Diss., iii.,
24, 56, but in a bad sense (GrimmThayer). But for St. Paul as for St.
Peter the life of Christ had conferred a
divine honour upon all forms of lowliness
and service, and every Christian was
bidden to an imitation of One
had
said Trpavs dpi Kal Taireivos ttj Kap8ia,
on
Phil. ii. 3; "Ethics" (T.
Lightfoot
B. Strong), Hastings' B.D., i., 786;

Who

:

—

Cremer, Worterbuch, sub v. Tcnrcivos.
Saicpvttv, cf. ver. 31, 2 Cor. ii. 4, Phil,
iii.

18.

"

Lachrymae sanctae

.

.

"

.

cum

tamen consistit gaudium
Bengel.
Paul was no Stoic, for whom airddeia
was a virtue, the accompaniment of
wisdom and the passport to perfection
his

:

St.

;

see Rom. xii. 15 : " in every age the
Christian temper has shivered at the
touch of Stoic apathy ". Here the word
refers not to the Apostle's outward trials
which were rather a source of joy, but to
his sorrow of heart for his brethren and
for the world, £ira<rx< "yap vircp tSv

—

airoXXvu^vwv, Chrysostom. ircipaa-uwv,
St. Paul's own words, 1 Thess. iii. 3,
Phil. i. 27, 2 Cor. i. 6, vi. 4-10, 2 Cor. xi.
In
26, klvSvvois Ik vevovs (Gal. iv. 14).
our Lord's own life and ministry there
had been "temptations," Luke iv. 13,
xxii. 28
and a beatitude rested upon the

cf.

;

man who
12 and

endured temptation, James i.
The noun is found no less
times in St. Luke's Gospel, but

2.

than six
only here in Acts.

It

in St. Paul's Epistles,

occurs four times

and may be

fairly

classed as Lucan-Pauline (Bethge). On
its use in N.T. and
see Hatch,
Essays in Biblical Greek, p. 71 ff., and

LXX

compare Mayor, Epistle of St. James,
i., 2.
Imp. twv M. evidently classed
amongst the treipa<rp-wv, Hatch, u. s, t
although we must not suppose that St.

—

Luke

:

tells

us of

all

the Apostle's dangers,

and temptations here any more
than elsewhere. Nothing of the kind is
mentioned in connection definitely with
the Ephesian Jews, " sed res minime
dubia, xxi. 27," Blass. The noun has
not been found in any classical author,
trials

but

it

see

Grimm, sub

occurs in Dioscorides, Prof., i.,
v., and several times
in LXX, six times in Ecclus. and in 1

Mace.

ii.

52.

Ver. 20.

"
vTr€o-T€iXdp.T]v

how

:

that

1

shrank not from declaring unto you anything that was profitable," R.V., cf. ver.
27, where 0ouX-rjv follows the same verb
avayy^XXciv, here followed by o-uSe'v on
the construction see Page's note, in
loco.
The verb means to draw or shrink
back from, out of fear or regard for
another. In the same sense in classical
Greek with o\>8eV or p.T]8ev: "locutio
Demosthenica." Blass and Wendt, cf.
;

also Jos.,

LXX,

B. y.,

Deut.

i.

i.,

17,

20, 21; Vita, 54; in
Exod. xxiii. 21, Job

Wisd. vi. 7, Hab. ii. 4 see Weston Heb. x. 38. It is used once in
Gal. ii. 12 by Paul himself. It is possible

xiii. 8,

;

cott

that the verb

may have been

used meta-

phorically by St. Paul from its use in the
active voice as a nautical term to reef or
lower sail, and there would be perhaps a
special appropriateness in the metaphor,
as St. Paul had just landed, and the sails

ao—33.
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louSafois re koI "EXXr,<n r^r els* tok Geo,
nerdvoiav, koI

tV

€is to* Ku'pio*

V""

'itjaouK XpioroV.

ttiW

22. Kal ku^ 18ou
tyS,

SeSe^KOs tw VKCiSfum Tropeu'ofiai cis 'lepouoaXVju., xa fe
afrrfj
aumKrVjoo™* u.01 u.4) el8<fe, 23. irX^ 8ti to riK€u>a to *A iok kot&
Y
inSXi*

Siau-apru'peTai

Xrfyor,

3ti

oca^d

fie

Kal 0XtyeiS

WH

e

u-cVouctik.

"*' ** BCE *
SCl
*
- Wei8s Wendt » B1 **; after m<rriv
i18 36, Arm o
so ^.
Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt, Blass. I 7nd
of verse BHLP, Sah -. Syr. H. Aethro
Lucif., so W.H., Weiss, Wendt
(probably),
read simply Itjo-ow; but Tisch., R.V. text, W.H.
marg. (Blass) I. Xdio-tov with
fcAC(D)E, Vulg., Syr. Pesh., Boh., Arm.,' AethPP. fifass* reads gen 'wTth D, 8 «

v**™
«BCD «°^T*
tov Kvpiov ;

cf.

m.

'

16.

of the ship may have been before his
eyes in speaking, to say nothing of the
fact that the word would become familiar
to him day by day on the voyage (see
Humphry, Plumptre, Farrar); but it is
not well to press this special metaphorical
usage too far here, especially as the word
is frequently used elsewhere of
military
rather than nautical matters (see Lightfoot's note on Ga» ii. 12, and the use of
t«v <rvp<J>., cf. 1
the verb in Polybius).
Cor. vii. 35, x. 33 ; Pauline " the things
profitable for their salvation," a message
not always agreeable, but which nevertheless the Apostle spoke with the same
va^T|(r(a (inroo-T^XXco-fiai is the opposite of 7rappT]o-ia£€o-0ai, Page) which
Blass compares also
characterised him.
the whole phrase vrro<rTcCXacr6ai irepl Sv

—

:

vpiv

<rvp.<f>^p€iv

T|vovpcu, Dem.,

i.,

16.

—

Kal tcaT* oucovs publice et privatim,
another and a further glimpse of the
:

8tju.

Apostle's work at Ephesus: publicly in
the synagogue and in the school of
Tyrannus, privately as in the Church in
the house of Aquila and Priscilla, 1 Cor.
xvi. 19.

Ver. 21. Siauapi-., see above on p. 92 ;
- Pauline.
array. Kal tritrriv,
notes in the preaching of
cf. the earliest
Jesus, Mark i. 15, and these were equally
the notes of the preaching of St. Peter
and St. Paul alike. Whether Paul was

—

Lucan

preaching to Jews or Gentiles, to philosophers at Athens or to peasants at
Lystra, the substance of his teaching
was the same under all varieties of
forms, cf. xiv. 15, xvii. 30, xxvi. 20. It
is quite arbitrary to refer pcravoia to the
Gentile and irUrris to the Jew. MovS. tc
Kal "EXXtjo-i, Pauline, cf. Rom. i. 16, ii.
9, 10, iii. 9, 12, 1 Cor. i. 24.
the exact
Ver. 22.
Kal vvv t8ov
phrase occurs again in ver. 25, and only
once elsewhere in words ascribed to
in Paul
Paul, xiii.
(ISov vvv, twice
ScScpivos Ty irvevonly, 2 Cor. vi. 2).

—

:

n

-

—

oari: "bound in the spirit,"
compulsus
animo, Blass ; so 8l» in classical Greek,
Xen., Cyr., viii., 1, 12 Plato, Rep., viii.,
p. 567 e cf. xix. 21, xviii. 25, 1 Cor. v. 3.
;

%

The

fact that the Holy
Spirit is specifically so called in ver. 23 seems to decide
for the above
rendering in this verse ; but
see Weiss on ver. 23 ;
Ramsay also ren-

ders " constrained by the Spirit ". Possibly irvcvua is named as that part of the
man in closest union with the Spirit of
God, cf. Rom. viii. 16, so that the sense
is not affected.
If we compare with xix.
21 the expression presents an advance in
the Apostle's thought his purpose becomes plainer, and the obligation more
definite, as the Spirit witnesses with his

—

The expression may mean that
the Apostle regarded himself as
already
in the spirit, i.e., although not
spirit.

bound

outwardly bound, he yet knows and feels
himself as one bound.
For St. Paul's
frequent use of irvevua cf. Rom. i. 9,
viii. 16, xii. n, 1 Cor. ii. n, v. 3, 4, xiv.
14, etc.

Oecumenius and Theophylact

take irvcvpan with iropevouai, i.e. bound,
as good as bound, I go by the leading of
the Spirit to Jerusalem but this seems
,

;

Paley, Hora Paulina, ii., 5, remarks on the undesigned coincidence
with Rom. xv. 30. <ruvavTif<roi'Ta uoi
the verb is found only in Luke in N.T.
(except Heb. vii. 10 as a quotation, Gen.
xiv. 17), and only here in this sense, cf.
Eccles. ii. 14, ix. n, also Plut., Sulla, 2
forced.

—

:

;

Polyb., xx., 7, 14; middle, rk o-wavrwOn the rarity of the future
ucva.

and its use in this
" an
exception which proves the
rule," see Simcox, Language of the N. T.,
participle in Greek,

passage
p. 126.

Ver. 23.

irXV

Sri:

The

collocation

found nowhere else in N.T. except

is

in

Phil. i. 18, only that (so Alford, Lightfoot, W.H., see Lightfoot, /. c, for paralone thing only, etc.,
lels), i.e., knowing
" I do not ask to see the distant scene
;
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1

xx.

dXX' ouSck&S \6yov iroioupcu, ou8e* Zyyo rty tywxf\v Jiou Tipiae
a»s TcXeiwcrai t6k opopoy pou ptTct x^pas, ical Trp SiaKovlav

{pau-ru,

eXapW

tjk

irapa tou Kupiou

x^P lT°5 T0 " ©€°".

rfjs

8iau.apTupa.a0cu to euavyeXioK

'irjcrou,

K<

25*

"

^°^ ^Y^ °^ a

^"^

OTi oukcti ctyeaOe

>

to irpoaunroV uou upcis irdVT«s, 4k ots oitjXOok Ki\puoxr<av t^v

2

paaiX-

EHLP

Lachmann's reading, which is the same as Blass
;
supported by
oXX* ovScvos Xoyov fx*> ovSe iroiovuai ttjv \|rvxT)v -ruuav ep.. (= D, with
add. of uoi after ex» and pov after i|fvx"»iv), is found in fc^cA 13, 40, 43, 68, Vulg. But
2
R.V. is supported by Tisch., W.H., Weiss, following ^*BCD , so Sah., Boh., Syr.
See also Field., Ot. Norv., iii., p. 85 ; Weiss, Codex D,
P., Arm., Gig., Lucif., Or.
ws TcXciutrai, but W.H. (Weiss, Rendall) «*s tcXciuctco (-<r<u W.H. mg.) ;
p. 100.
Blass in a conjectures wcrre TcXciwrai ; t€ could easily drop out
see comment.
In (3 Blass reads tov tcXciwotu with D wore E usto C. p,€Ta
before the tcX.
xapas om. fc^ABD 13, 40, 81, Vulg., several verss., Tisch., Blass, W.H., R.V., Weiss,
Wendt. After Siapapr. D, Sah., Gig., Lucif., Ephr. insert lovSaiois tc icai EXXtjo-i,
T.R.

1

in

P

is

text,

;

;

see ver. 21.

D,
—Wendt.
contrary to

2 After
0a<r. fr$ABC 13 omit tov 9., so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss,
Sah., Hilg. read tov Itjo-ov (Gig., Lucif. dotnini I.); Blass rejects
usage of Acts (Weiss).

me," so from step
on his journey, St.
Paul was warned and guided, cf. xxi. 4,
n. ko-to ir<5Xiv, Lucan-Pauline kotcL
used several times by Luke, alone
amongst the synoptists, in his Gospel
and in the Acts with this distributive force

one step enough

for

to step koto, tt6Xiv,

—

;

in connection with iroXis ; Luke viii. 1,
4, xiii. 22, cf. xv. 21 ; in the text, as also
in Titus i. 5 ; the only other passage in

which the collocation occurs in N.T.,
the phrase is adopted by St. Paul.

—

Seo-fia

Luke

Kal 0Xh|/eis
viii.

29,

:

Acts

Scarpa in St.
xvi.

26,

Luke

but

it

;

is

two nouns are found
together in Phil. i. 17, and in 2 Cor. i. 8.
6Xi\|/is is used of the affliction which
noticeable that the

befel the Apostle in Asia, including that
of public danger, as well as illness and

mental distress. On the variation between masculine and neuter in Seo-pos
and in other nouns see Blass, Gram., p.
28.
pivovo-iv only twice in N.T., with
accusative of the person, here and in

—

:

ver. 5.

Ver. 24. See critical note. " But I
hold not my life of any account, as dear
unto myself," R.V., reading \6yov for
Xoyov, omitting ovSk e\<a and uov. Both
verbs ex« and iroioupai are found in
similar phrases in LXX, Tobit vi. 16,

Job

xxii.

4,

so also in classical

Greek

(Wetstein). The former verb is used in
N.T. as = habere, astimare, cf. Luke
xiv. 18 and by St. Paul, Phil. ii. 29.—
" So
ws TcXciwo-ai, see critical note.
that I may accomplish my course," R.V.,
"in comparison of accomplishing my
course," margin.
Difficulty has arisen

bv^ause this is the only case in the N.T.
which is appears in a final clause,
Burton, p. 85 (but see W.H., Luke ix.
52, and Viteau, Le Grec du N. T., p. 74

in

The whole phrase

(1893)).

Pauline,

cf. Phil.

iii.

12,

is

strikingly

where the same

verb immediately seems to suggest the

Spdpos (Alford), Gal. ii. 2, 1 Cor. ix. 24,
2 Tim. iv. 7. peTa x a P<*s, see critical
note, cf. Phil. i. 4, Col. i. 11, Heb. x. 34.
The words are strongly defended by
Ewald. ttjv SiaKoviav, see above on p.
"
422
saepe apud Paulum," cf. Rom.

—

—

xi. 13.

Acts

Apostleship

is

often so designated,

17, 25, xxi. 19, 2 Cor. iv. 1, and
other instances in Hort, Ecclesia, p. 204.
i.

—SiauapT.,
Xoyov

is

cf. vi. 4,

where the

the highest

Siaic.

function

tov

of the

Apostles.
Ver. 25. icat vvv, see on ver. 22.
otSa: no infallible presentiment or prophetic inspiration, but a personal conviction based on human probabilities,
which was overruled by subsequent
events. The word cannot fairly be taken
to mean more than this, for in the same
context the Apostle himself had distinctly
disclaimed a full knowledge of the future,

—

And if olSa is to be pressed here
into a claim of infallible knowledge, it is
difficult to see why it should not be also

ver. 23.

so pressed in Phil. i. 25, where the Apostle
expresses his sure conviction irciroidus
olSa of a release from his Roman imprisonment, cf. xxvi. 27 where Paul uses
the same verb in expressing his firm
persuasion of Agrippa's belief, but surely
not any infallible knowledge of Agrippa's
heart.
For a full discussion of the word
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26. 1 816 u.apTu'pou.ai
Spiv iv Tfl a^u-epoc ^uipa, on
diro
tou aiu.aTos Tt&vrov 27.2 ou
Ka6apos iy&
yap uTre<rr€i\d>T)i> tou

eiav tou 6eou.

•

1

For 810 NABEP read Sioti, so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt but Blass
But m P text Blass reads (instead of 810 .. .
on) aX pt ovv ttjs ormepov
;

as T.R.

D

with

1

(possibly point not grasped— Weiss). After ica6apos S>BCDE, Vulg.,
Syr. H., Sah., Ir»nt, Lucif. read uju, so Tisch., R.V., W.H., Weiss, Wendt; T.R.

t]u.€ P as

=

xviii.

6 (Wendt).

Instead of ov yap wear, tou utj avav. vy.iv Gig., Lucif., so Blass in
0, read k<u
eu SuXtirov kyjp vo-o-wv. Gig., Lucif. also omit vp.iv, but Blass retains with
emphasis
as last word in verse, so Tisch., W.H., Weiss, Alford, following
^*BC(D) 13, 81, Vulg.
•

see amongst recent writers Steinmetz,
Die zweite romische Gefangenschaft des
Apostels Panlus, p. 14 ff. (1897) Zahn,

Einleitung,
" shall no

i.,

p.

longer

—

0ao-iXc£a 6cov occurs

whereas A. and R.V. rendering " no
more," ovkcti, give the impression that
St. Paul definitely affirms that he would
never return. Rendall compares Rom. xv.
23, but on the other hand Acts viii. 39
seems to justify the usual rendering.

18,

in Judith vii. 28 we
construction, of which
this use of the dative here is a remnant,
Lightfoot, Gal., v., 3. The verb occurs

—

—
—

viii. 1, ix. 2, we cannot doubt that
Paul would lay claim to the same

Luke

duty and privilege in his first Epistle, 1
Thess. ii. 12, as in his latest, 2 Tim. iv.
18, the kingdom of God, its present and
;

present to his

thoughts ; in his first journey, xiv. 22, no
less than in his third it finds a place in
his teaching and exhortation ; in his first
his latest, 2
Epistle, 1 Thess. ii. 9, as in
Tim. i. 11, iv. 17, he does the work of a

No less than five times in
Corinthians, one of the Epistles written
during his stay at Ephesus, the phrase
II.

;

fuller

once more in 1 Mace. ii. 56 S (but
AR, al.). Iv tq o~iju,cpov T)p.€p<£: Attic,
rmicpov, i.e., T|p.. with pronom. prefix

coalescing into a single idea;
the Apostle could not say 8ivjX6ov vp,as,
and so we have Iv vp.iv substituted. If
the word is Lucan it is also Pauline, and
that too in this particular sense, cf. 1
Cor. xvi. 5.
Ktjp. tt|v Par.: if Lucan,
As our
also Pauline cf. Col. iv. 11.
Lord had sent His first disciples to
preach (Ktipvo-o-eiv) the kingdom of God,
and as He Himself had done the same,

VOL.

Greek

classical

have the

KY)pvo-o-<i>v,

1

:

in xxvi. 22, Gal. v. 3, Ephes. iv. 17, 1
Thess. ii. 12, "I protest," properly " I
call to witness," but never ==
papTvpw in

only of Ephesus but of other Churches
were present, hence vpcts iravTcs, SitjXGov

herald, Kvjpvg.

Epistles.

—

:

is

it

referred to
35, xviii. 10 (2), xx. 26, xxii.
occurs nine or ten times in
it is

reckoning is demanded.
paprvpouai
only in Luke and Paul, and in both
cases in Acts referred to Paul, here and

the word taken
8ifjX6ov
in the sense of a missionary tour, see
xiii. 6, indicates that representatives not

future realisation,

critical

On account of the
Apostle's approaching departure, such a

sage as to the early date of Acts, see his
remarks in loco, and Proleg., p. 3, and to
the same effect, Salmon, Introd., p. 407,

its

xiii.

and

Paul's

Jerusalem with apprehension, Rom xv.
On the
30, Paley, Hora Paulina, ii., 5.
inference drawn by Blass from this pas-

St.

each passage in Acts

Paul,

quite
Apostle's increasing anxiety
natural when we remember how even in
Corinth he had thought of his journey to

—

Siort,

;

in

is

fifth edition.

not found

note, we have a word which is not used
by the other Evangelists, but three times
in Luke's Gospel and five times in Acts

ovkcti ot|/eo*9e:
436.
see," see Rendall,

The

is

(it

at all in 2
Corinthians).
Ver. 26.
If we read

;

(cf. Matt, xxviii. 15 but "f|pe'pa$ [W. H.]),
the very day of my departure ; the exact
phrase occurs twice elsewhere, but both
times in Paul's writings, 2 Cor. iii.
14, W. H., Rom. xi. 8 (quotation)
" Hoc
magnam dcclarandi vim habet,"
Several times in LXX, cf.
Bengel.
;

Jos., Ant., xiii., 2, 3, found frequently
in classical Greek.
icaOapos airo, cf.

—

is «sed
Paul; the adjective is found
seven times in. St. Paul's Epistles, but
only here and in xvii. 6 in Luke's writIn LXX, cf. Job xiv. 4, Prov.
ings.
xx. 9, Tobit iii. 14, Susannah, ver. 46 ; in
Psalms of Solomon, xvii. 41, and, for the
In classics
thought, Ezek. iii. 18-20.
for the most part with genitive, but in
later Greek with o/rd, see however Blass,
Gram., p. 104, and instances from Demosthenes; and Deissmann for instances
from papyri, Neue Bibelstudien, pp. 24,
" Greek of the
Early
48 ; Ramsay,
Church," etc.
Expository Times, Dea
Paul
108.
cember, 1898, p.
Only

xvii.

by

23

6,

where a similar phrase

St.

;
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xx.

d^ayyeiXat u\tZv -naaav tt)v jSouXtj^ tou 0€ou. 28. irpoa^x eT€ °w
£auToi$, Kal iram tu> -iroiu.i'iu It w ujxas to fli'cuu.a to "Ayiof cOcto

p.})

einaKOTrous, iroip.aiKeii' T^jy tKKX^crtai'

1

tou 6eou,

r\v trcpieiroiiicraTO

1
tow 0€ov, so
68, Vulg., Syr. H. (Syr. Pesh. MSS.), Epiph., Bas., Ps.-Ath.,
Theod.-Mops., Cyr.-Al. tov Kvpiov AC*DE, 13, 15, 36, 40, 69, no, 118 (eight
H. mg., Arm., Irint., Const., Ath., Did., Chrys., Jer.,
others), Gig., Sah., Boh., Syr.
Here W.H., Weiss have 6cov, so Bengel, Alford in later editions Tisch.,
Lucif.
R.V. marg., Blass, Wendt, Hilg. icvpiov tov icvpiov teat Ocov C 3 HLP, most mins.,

NB

:

;

;

Slavonic, Theophl. ; and there are other variations.
Against 0cov it is objected
that St. Paul would not apply the word to Christ, although we have in Clem.
1
1
Rom.
vi., 3 ; Tert., Ad Uxor., ii., 3 ;
Ignat., Ephes., i.,
Rom., Cor., ii.,
Clem. Alex., Quis dives salv., xxxiv., similar language but there are also passages
in the N.T., e.g., Rom. ix. 5, Tit. ii. 13, in which there is at least a very considerable amount of evidence for referring 0€os to Jesus, "and when it is objected that
these are disputed passages, it is just to remind the objector that this will exclude
The evidence in
his 'original statement as well as the rebuttal of it" (War field).
its favour comes to us afforded by a strong combination (cf. too the intrinsic
evidence in its favour from Ps. lxxiv. 2, W.H., App., 99) so far from the unusual
nature of the phrase being regarded as fatal to its genuineness, it might be fairly
maintained that ©eov as it is the more difficult reading is also on that very
should also give weight to the
ground recommended to our confidence.
fact that the words €KK\T)orta tov 6., which find a place in this address full of
Pauline expressions, are found no less than eleven times in St. Paul's Epistles,
but that uck. tov Kvpiov is not found at all in the N.T. (we have aipa tov
Weiss endeavours to solve the difficulty by taking
K. once in 1 Cor. xi. 27).
But while disagreeing with
iSiov, masc, the blood of his own ; cf. Rom. viii. 32.
this solution, Hort, in W.H., App., 99, thinks it by no means impossible that viov
difficulty (so too Rendall)).
dropped out after tov iSiov (its insertion solves every
"
Hort, reading 81a tov aiparos tov iSiov, renders through the blood that was His
own," i.e., His Son's, following fc^ABCDE 13, 36, 40, Vulg., so too Weiss, R.V. ;
in the Apost. Const., and emcf. the language which finds repeated expression
bodies a conception familiar to us in one of our Ember Collects (1662).
See
further W.H., u. s.; Dr. Ezra Abbot, Bibliotheca Sacra, p. 313 ff. (1876)
Page,
in loco; Wendt (1899), p. 335; Warfield, Textual Criticism, pp. 184-189, 5th edit.
Mr. Page, Classical Review, p. 317, 1897, warmly approves of the note of Dr. Blass
on Acts xx. 28, and of his support of the reading Kvpiov, on the ground that 6eos
would be easily substituted for it in days when "mods factum erat ut 6eos Jesus
"
diceretur ; but is this explanation so certain ?
Dr. Hort indicates that the prevalent instinct would be to change tov 6eov into tov k., and not vice versd, as the
"
"
"
fear of sanctioning
Monarchian," or (in later times)
Monophysite
language
would outweigh any other doctrinal impulse.
;

;

t

;

;

We

;

could say this with fitness ; we could
not dare to say it, Chrys., Horn., xliv.
Ver. 27. vitco-t., see above on ver.

—

tov 6cov, see on ii. 23, and
cf. especially Ephes, i. 11 for the phrase,
and iii. 4 for the thought. No Epistle
excels that to the Ephesians in the richness of its thoughts, and in its conception of a divine purpose running through
20.

tt|v

(3.

the ages; no Epistle dwells more fully
upon the conception of the Church as
the Body of Christ, or exhorts more
touchingly to diligence in keeping the
unity of the Spirit, or insists more practically upon the sanctifying power of the
One Spirit, and the sense of a divine
membership in every sphere of human
The rich and full teaching of the
life.

Epistle is addressed to men who are able
to understand the Apostle's knowledge
of the mystery of Christ in other words,
to those to whom he had announced
more fully than to others the counsel of
;

God. The Ephesian Epistle may have
been an encyclical letter, but it was
addressed principally to the Ephesians
as the

representatives

of the

leading

Church of the province of Asia. See
amongst recent writers Gore, Ephesians,
and Lock, " Ephesians,"
pp. 42, 43
;

—

Hastings' B.D., p. 718. vp.iv: emphatically at the end, W.H. ; this revelation
had been made to the presbyters before
him, and the responsibility would rest
with them of communicating it to others
when their spiritual father had left them.

38— ag.
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8ia tou iSiou atfiaTos.
u.€T&

a^lv

rr\y

Ver. 28.

Tim.

1

v.

irpoarcxcTC

iv. 16),
viii.
6.

35,
xxiv. 6,

Gen.
"

Non tantum

Luke

29. eyw

Xukoi

u.ou

.

.

.

y»P oloa toOto,

0apeis els ojxos,

lav-rots

xvii. 3, xxi. 34,

(cf.

Acts

In LXX with Ipavry,
Exod. x. 28, Deut. iv. 9.

jubet eos gregi attendere,
sed primum sibi ipsis neque enim aliorum
salutem sedulo unquam curabit, qui suam
;

cum

negliget
Calvin, in loco,
.

.

.

—

sit

ipse pars gregis,"
also Chrys. (Bethge,

and

the figure was com144).
iroijivhji
in the O.T. and it is found in St.
Luke, xii. 32, in St. John, in St. Peter,

p.

:

mon
but

it

said that St. Paul does not use

is

however Ephes. iv. n, where, and
nowhere else, he writes xal av-ros ISwice
. . . toiis 8e Troip.€va<5.
h w "in the
which," R.V., not "over which". vuas
it, cf.

—

:

—

again emphatic, but the presbyters
were still part of the flock, see Calvin,
is

u.

s.

12,

— c6cto,

ii.

7,

cf. 1

2 Tim.

i.

Cor.

xii.

n. There

Tim. i.
no ground

28, 1
is

whatever

for supposing that the lirio-KO*here mentioned were not ordained,
as the words rb T\. to"A"y. c0cto may be
used without any reference whatever to
the actual mode of appointment. Dr.
Hort allows that here the precedent of
vi. 3-6 may have been followed, and the
appointment of the elders may have been
sealed, so to speak, by the Apostle's

iroi

prayers and laying-on-of-hands, Ecclesia,
The thought of appointpp. 99, 100.
ment by the Holy Spirit, although not
the
ordination of Apostles,
excluding
may well be emphasised here for the
sake of solemnly reminding the Presbyters of their responsibility to a divine
Person, and that they stand in danger of
losing the divine gifts imparted to them
in so far as they are unfaithful to their
"to tend" as disoffice.
Troi|i.aiv€iv
"
tinct from p<S<rtceiv to feed," although the
act of feeding as well as of governing is
associated also with the former word;

—

:
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oti eiacXcuaorroi

u.t)

4>€i86>€koi too

Josiah, 2 Chron. xxxiv. 12, 17 ; of taskmasters or exactors, Isa. lx. 17 ; of minor
officers, Neh. xi. 9, 14 ; of officers over
the house of the Lord, 2 Kings xi. 18 ;
and in 1 Mace. i. 51 of overseers or local

commissioners of Antiochus Epiphanes
to enforce idolatry, cf. Jos., Ant.,

xii., 5,

In classical Greek the word is also
4.
used with varied associations. Thus in
Attic Greek it was used of a commissioner sent to regulate a new colony or
subject city like a Spartan "harmost,"
cf. Arist., A v., 1032, and Boeckh, Inset. ,
73 (in the Roman period 4ir(p.c\T)Tai); but
it was by no means confined to Attic
usage. In another inscription found at

Thera

in the

tion

made

Macedonian period menof two taio-xoiroi receiving
money and putting it out at interest,
and again at Rhodes, in the second century B.C., eirto-. are mentioned in inscriptions, but we do not know their functions,
although Deissmann claims that in one
inscription, J. M. A. e., 731, the title is
used of a sacred office in the Temple of
Apollo, but he declines to commit himself to any statement as to the duties of
the office cf. also Loening, Die Getneindeverfassung des Urchristenthums, pp. 21,
22; Gibson, "Bishop," B.D.*; Gwatkin,
"Bishop," Hastings' B.D. ; Deissmann,
Neue Bibelstudien, p. 57; Lightfoot,
M. Waddington
Pkilippians, p. 95.
has collected several instances of the
title in inscriptions found in the Haurdn,
south-eastern district of the
i.e., the
ancient Bashan (see the references to
is

:

Le Bas-Waddington

in

Loening, u.

5.,

and Gore, Church and the
Ministry, p. 402), but none of these give
us precise and definite information as to
the functions of the firfcncoirot. But it
p. 22, note,

Jewish

important to note that M. Waddington
of opinion that the comparative frequency of the title in the Haurdn points
to the derivation of the Christian use of
the word from Syria or Palestine rather
than from the organisation of the Greek

Life, p. 282;

municipality

The figurative
see on John xxi. 16.
was
pastoral language in this passage
probably not unknown as applied to
elders, Edersheim, Jewish Social
Hort, Ecclesia, p. 101.—
Iirio-Koirovs : the word, which occurs five
times in the N.T., is applied four times
to officers of the Christian Church: in
this passage, again at Ephesus in 1 Tim.
in
iii. 2, at Philippi in Phil. i. 1, at Crete
Titus i. 7 ; and once to our Lord Him-

the significant
self, 1 Peter ii. 25 (cf.
it is applied
passage, Wisdom i. 6, where
In the LXX it is used in
to God).
of
overseers
various senses, e.g., of the

is
is

It

{Expositor,

p.

has been urged that the

99,

1887).

officers of

administration and finance in the contemporary non-Christian associations,
the clubs and guilds so common in the

empire, were chiefly known by
one or other of two names, *iti|mXtp~i]s
or *ir(<ncoiros, Hatch, B.L., p. 36, and
hence the inference has been drawn that

Roman

the primary function of the primitive
hrtcncon-oi in the Christian Church was
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xx.

*
30. kcu i£ 6[uav auruv dkacrnjcrorrai avSpes XaXoGrres
31. 816
SieoTpapfitVa, tou &iroonrak tous p.a0T)Tas omaa) auTuc.

iroifju'Loo

the administration of finance; but Dr.
Hatch himself has denied that he laid
any special stress upon the financial
character of the torCoTcciroi, although he
still apparently retained the description
" officers of administration
of them as
and finance," see Expositor, u. s. p. 99,
note, thus adopting a position like that
t

of Professor Harnack, who would extend
the administration duties beyond finance
to all the functions of the community.

But however this may be (see below),
there is certainly no ground for believing
that the title lirhncoiros in the Christian
Church was ever limited to the care of
finance (see the judgment of Loening on
this view, u. s., p. 22T, or that such a limitation was justified by the secular use of
the term. If indeed we can point to any
definite influence which connects itself
with the introduction of the title into the
Christian Church, it is at least as likely,
one

might say more

likely

when we

consider that the Apostles were above
all things Jews, that the influence lies in
of liricricothe previous use in the
wos and cTTuneoirq, and the direct appeal
of St. Clement of Rome, Cor., xlii., 5,
to Isaiah (LXX) lx. 17 in support of
the Christian offices of ItrCcricoiroi and
Sidtcovoi may be fairly quoted as pointing

LXX

But whatever
to such an influence.
influences were at work in the adoption
of the term by the early believers, it
became, as it were, baptised into the
Christian Church, and received a Christian and a higher spiritual meaning.
This one passage in Acts xx. 28 is sufficient to show that those who bore the
name were responsible for the spiritual
care of the Church of Christ, and that
they were to feed His flock with the
bread of life (see the striking and impressive remarks of Dr. Moberly, MinisUrial
Priesthood, p. 266). This one passage
is also
the
sufficient to show that
"
"
and " bishop " were at first
presbyter
practically identical, cf. w. 17 "and 28,
Steinmetz, Die xvoeite romische Gefangenschaft des Apostels Paulus, p. 173,
1897, and that there is no room for the
separation made by Harnack between
the two, see his Analecta zu Hatch,
p. 231, or for his division between the
H
"
office of the irpco-^VTepoi
patriarchal
and the "administrative" office of the
lirto-Koiroi

(Loening, u.

Sanday, Expositor, u.
Gwatkin, u. s., p. 302).

pp. 23-27 ;
pp. 12, 104;

s.,

s.,

In the Pastoral

Epistles the identity between the two is
more clearly marked, although
Harnack cannot accept Tit. i. 5-7 as a
valid proof, because he believes that
w. 7-9 were interpolated into the received
text by a redactor ; cf. also for proof of the

even

same

Tim.

1

iii.

1-7,

8-13,

v.

17-19;

although in this last
passage Harnack rejects the reading
lirurKcrovvTcs (and it must be admitted
that it is not found in fc^B, and that it is
omitted by Tisch. and W. H.), whilst he
x

Pet.

v.

i,

2,

relegates the passages in the Pastoral
Epistles relating to bishops, deacons
and Church organisation to the second
quarter of the second century, Chron., i.,
In St. Clement of Rome,
p. 483, note.
Cor., xlii., 4, xliv., 1, 4, 5, the terms are
still

still

synonymous, and by implication

in

Didache, xv., 1 (Gwatkin, u. s., p. 302,
and Gore, u. s., p. 409, note). But if
we may say with Bishop Lightfoot
that a new phraseology began with
the opening of a new century, and
that in St. Ignatius the two terms are
used in their more modern sense, it
should be borne in mind that the transition period between Acts and St. Igexactly marked by the Pastoral
and that this fact is in itself no
small proof of their genuineness. In
these Epistles Timothy and Titus exercise not only the functions of the ordinary presbyteral office, but also functions
which are pre-eminent over those of the
ordinary presbyter, although there is no
trace of any special title for these Apostolic delegates, as they may be fairly

natius

is

Epistles,

The circumstances may have
been temporary or tentative, but it is
sufficiently plain that Timothy and Titus
were to exercise not only a general
discipline, but also a jurisdiction over
the other ministers of the Church, and
that to them was committed not only
the selection, but also the ordination of
called.

presbyters (Moberly, Ministerial Priesthood, p. 151 ff. ; Bright, Some Aspects of
Primitive Church Life, p. 28 ff., 1898;

Church Quarterly Review, xlii., pp. 265r})r licit, tov 6cov, see critical
irepuircuijcraTO, cf. Psalm lxxiv. 2.
Paul
It has been thought that St.
adopts and adapts the language of this
Psalm in comparing his language with
that of the LXX we can see how by the
use of the word cKKX-qcria instead of
cruvaywY 1! m the Psalm he connects the

—
—

302).
note.

;

new

Christian Society with the ancient
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^pav ouk *iraucra-

SaicpiW KouOeTaiK Im iKaoro.,. 32. Kal ra^K
Traparifeuai
1
€ fi Kal t« X6 a>
up.a S , doAcpoi', tw
Y i% X<*piTOS aurou, tw Sumu^
liroiKoSofujarai Kal oouwu %Ik
fe tois
atp

p.era

Vaau^oii

icXijporo^ar

0«p, but

B

33, 68, Sah., Boh., so Gig., W.H.
*Tf
r* Kvpup (Wendt doubtful), Alford, Tisch.,

W.H. marg

For

R.V. mar?

text,

and

S^ABCDE

18 read •ukoS., so
Tisch.,

employing

further objected

c^rotKoS.
Weiss, Wendt, so Blass in 0; DE, Gig. 01*08.
vjioi.

€kk\t}o-(o of Israel, whilst in

instead of Ikttjo-w
(LXX),
and retaining the force of cXvTpwo-w,
LXX, by reference to the Xvtoov of the

ircpt€iroi^o-aTo

new Covenant, a

deeper significance is
a
language
greater redemption than that of Israel
from the old Egyptian bondage had been
wrought for the Christian Ecclesia (Hort,
The verb
Ecclesia, pp. 14 and 102).
irepiiroi€wr0ai only in St Luke and St.
Paul in N.T., but in a different sense in
the former, Luke xvii. 33. In 1 Tim.
Hi. 13 (1 Mace. vi. 44) it is found in the
sense of "gaining for oneself," so in
But it is to be noted
classical Greek.
that the cognate noun Trcpnroi-qo-is is
associated by St. Paul in his Ephesian
letter with the thought of redemption,
els
ttjs
airoXvTp«(riv
irepiiroiT|o-€ws
" unto the
redemption of God's own posrov
IS.
R.V.
tov
session,"
cup,., see
given to

the

Psalmist's

:

—

critical note.

Ver. 29. fyw -yap 0I80, see critical
Baur and Zeller could only see in
note.
this assertion a vaticinium post eventum
the heresiarchs are portrayed in the
general expressions in vogue in the
second century ; so too Renan thinks that
the writer gives us the ideas of a later
date, although he does not carry us further
than 75-80 a.d. But if we accept the
early date of the Didache, that document
is quite sufficient to show us that similar
phraseology to that in the address before
us was current in the Church at an
earlier date than Baur and Zeller supposed. If St. Paul had been engaged all
his life in struggling with false teachers,
it would have been inconceivably shortsighted if he had thought that such dangers
would cease after his departure, and still

—

more inconceivable if with such presentiments he had neglected to warn the
Church.

The vagueness

of the descrip-

tion of the heretical teachers

is in

itself

a proof of genuineness, and a writer of
a later date would have made it far less
general, and more easily to be identified

with some current

error.

It

has been

W«m
RV

l^JMi£7&^xl
£
W.H.

read

by Zeller and Overbeck,
and even by Wendt, that it is
strange
that with
present opponents before him,
1 Cor. xvi. 8, 9, St. Paul should

speak
only of the future; but whilst he had
himself been
present
among them
he had been their protector against
their enemies, but now that he was
about to withdraw from them nothing
was more natural than that he should

warn them against the subtle attacks
which might be more easily made when
his own careful superintendence was no
more.

—clcrcXcvcrorrai
—the -when of
:

the fold

so

men

outside

their entrance is

not specified precisely, but the words
in the presence of the
emissaries of the Judaisers, creeping in
from the Jewish communities into the
Churches of Asia, as they had slunk into

were amply fufilled

theChurchesofGalatia,c/.Hort,yurfaisfi<:
Christianity, pp. 130-146, on the teaching
of the Judaisers and its evil influence in
the Pastoral Epistles. There is at all
events no need to refer the words with
Grotius to outward persecution, such as
that of Nero.
acj>i|iv, i.e., his departure

—

them (not necessarily
including his death), not arrival, although
the latter meaning attaches to the word
in classical Greek, so too 3 Mace. vii.
18; Jos., Ant., iv., 8, 47 (but see both
Alford and Blass, in loco). Xvkoi continuing the imagery of ver. 28, cf. Matt,
vii. 15, Luke x. 3, John x. 12 ; so in the
O.T. Xvkoi of presumptuous and cruel
rulers and judges, Ezek. xxii. 27, Zeph.
The similar kind of language used
iii. 3.
from

amongst

—

:

ii., 1, 2;
Justin
58; Iren., Adv. Hat.,

by Ignat, Philadelph.,
Martyr, Apol.,
i.,

Praef. 2,

from

i.,

may

well have been borrowed

not vice versd as Zeller mainbut such imagery would no doubt

this,

tained

;

be widely known from its employment in
O. and N.T. alike.— popct«, cf. for the
sense of the adjective, Horn., II., i., 89
Xen., Ages., xi., 12 so too Diog. Laert.,
;

i.,

72.

—

;

atj

The

<J>ei8.:

litotes,

cf.

John

x.

verb occurs six times in St.
Paul's Epistles, twice in Romans and four
12.
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xx.

'

iraviv.

33. dpyupiou

34. auTol

1

$\

oe yu'wo-KCTC

1
8c omit, after avroi,
Blass adds iro<rois in

xP U(Tl ou ^

on

W.H., R.V. on overwhelming
;

D

has

:

The

selves".

Pastoral
evidence of

abundant
of

"from

emphasis,

the

Tim.

i.

words,
15,

ii.

1

cf
iii.

17,

own

your

Epistles afford
the fulfilment
Tim. i. 20, 2

8,

13.

To some

extent the Apostolic warning was effectual at all events in Ephesus itself, cf.

Rev.

—

dvacr2; Ignat., Ephes., vi., 2.
common word in Acts, see
v. 17, used here perhaps as in v. 36.
ii.

T^o-ovTai:

on
—

8i€o-Tpap.p.e'va,

cf.

LXX,

Deut. xxxii.

The verb is found twice in Luke ix.
41 (Matt. xvii. 17), xxiii. 2, three times
in Acts xiii. 8, 10, and once again by St.
Paul, Phil. ii. 15, in a similar sense, cf
Arrian,
Arist., Pol., iii., 16, 5, viii., 7, 7
Epict., iii., 6, 8.
diroa-ir£v tovs p-aO-rjras: "the disciples," R.V. with art. mean5.

—

;

ing that they would try and draw away
those that were already Christians, uad.
always so used in Acts, diroo-. to tear

away from that to which one is already
attached ; used by St. Matt. xxvi. 51, and
elsewhere only by St. Luke xxii. 41, Acts
xxi. 1 ; compare with the genitive of
purpose after avi<rrr)ui, 2 Chron. xx. 23.
6iri<r« axiTwv, "after themselves," cf.
v. 37, not after Christ, Matt. iv. 19.
Ver. 31. Yptjy. the pastoral metaphor
continued; verb used four times by St.
Paul, and it may well have passed into
familiar use in the early Church by the
solemn injunction of our Lord on the
Mount of Olives to watch, cf. also Luke
xii. 37, 1 Pet. v. 8, Rev. iii. 2, 3, xvi. 15,
and the names Gregory, Vigilantly,*,
amongst the early converts. Tpicrtav:
the three years may be used summarily

—

:

—

i.e.,

as speaking in round numbers, or

literally.

It

would have seemed out of

" two
place in such an appeal to say
years and three months," or whatever
the exact time may have been.
The
intention was to give a practical turn to
this watchfulness

celeste, Benregarded by Vogel as
a decided employment of a medical term
by Luke from Dioscorides, see also to

gel.

The word

:

triennium

is

the same effect Meyer-Weiss,
Evangelium
des Lukas, note on i., 1. The word is
found only here in N.T., not at all in

LXX,
Artem.

but

used

— vvktci

:

by Theophr.,
perhaps

"

T °fe ouat

K<

evidence.

•

p-er* cjaoG

After Xp«tais

(JLOV

iro<riv.

times in the Corinthian Epistles (only
twice elsewhere in N.T. in 2 Pet.).
Ver. 30. Kal l£ xiu&v avTaiv avrtav

adds

ouSei/os e'lTeGuu.Tjaa

ifittTiojJiou

tois XP € ^ ais f100

placed

Plut.,
first

it
corresponded more closely to
the idea of watching against attacks, or
it
because
perhaps
emphasised the ceaselessness of the Apostle's labours, cf. xxvi.

because

1 Thess.
2 Tim. i: 3.

7,

ii.

—p.€Ta
9,

iii.

Tim.

1

10,

v. 5,

2 Cor.
ii.
4, Chrys.,
Quod cor
tamen saxatum, ut hisce lacrimis non
emolliatur ? qui non fleat flente Paulo ? "
Corn, a Lapide ; see also Farrar, St. Paul,
vov8cTb>v: only here in Acts,
ii., 283.
but seven times in St. Paul's Epistles,
8aicpij&>v, cf.
"
Horn., xliv.

—

but nowhere else in N.T., " admonish,"
R.V. In classical Greek it is joined both
with irapaicaXctv and ico\d£civ St. Paul
too used it in gentleness, or " with a
rod ". In LXX, Job iv. 3 Wisd. xi. io,
;

— ?va

;

29 and
twice in St.
Luke's Gospel, iv. 40, xvi. 5, six times in
Acts, five times in St. Paul's Epistles
(only once elsewhere in N.T., Matt. xxvi.
22, but not in T.R.).
Ver. 32. xal to. vvv, see above on iv. 29.
xii.

2.

John

x.

3

;

ftcao-Tov, 2 Cor. xi.

ets

?Ka<rros

—irapaTid., cf

—

xiv. 23.
T$ \6y<p T»js xas in the fourth Gospel, John i.
14-17, so here and in the Epistle to the
Ephesians, we find great stress laid on

&vtov

:

xdpis, but we cannot conclude with Stier
and others that in the word Xoyos we
have any reference here to the Word of
St.

John's Gospel, although the similarity

between St. John's doctrine of the Word
and St. Paul's conception of our Lord's
Person is very close elsewhere
the
thought here is however closely akin to
;

that of St.
his

spoken of

i. 21
(Heb. iv. 12).
Epistle the Apostle
the Word, 1 Thess. ii.

James

earliest

In

had
13,

os xal Ivcp-yciTai Iv vp.iv. The Word
here is able to build up and to give, etc.,
which certainly seems to ascribe to it a
quasi-personal character, even more so
than in 2 Tim. iii. 15, where the Apostle
uses a somewhat similar phrase of the

O.T. Scriptures,
verb as here)

to.

Svvducvd (the same

<rc <ro<p£o*ai els

crarrriptav

k.t.X.
The same phrase as here occurs
in Acts xiv. 3, which points to its derivation from one imbued with Paul's words

and habits of thought,
Apostle

if

not from the

himself (Alford).

Weiss and

others refer t4> Svv. to

rcj>

06$

(Kt>pu», see

critical note), cf Rom. xvi. 25, Ephes.
iii. 20,
Gal. iii. 21, on the ground that
realthough €Troi»co8op.TJcra.i (oIkoS.)

may
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X«ipe* aftm.

35.1 irdvTo UTn$6i§a upi*, Sri o5tw
Koirtwnras Set d-vrika^dveaOai rGtv
MevovvTwv, u.vnp.ov€U€iv re twv

\6yuv toG
1

L

/ax /

Kupi'ou Mrjaou,

on

outos

"

MaicdpioV i<rn 8i8oVai

etire,

an B aSS dd 1raVTa to the revious v
P
«se, so Overbeck,
^hdoubtful).
J
Ar
^
For TW v Xo7
LP read tov
il

(Wendt

<ov

doubt changes made because
only one saying

Xoyov

is

D\

quoted.

Nosgen, Bethge
tovXovov no
Gig. read uaKapios

Bengel

;

ecrri paXXov 818. rj
reads paicapiov paXXov tov 8i8ovra
Xap.0. Blass in
wep tov
XanPavovTa; cf Const. Apost., iv., 3, paicapiov ciircv civcu tov SiSovto tiircp
;

(virep

Anastas. Sin.) tov Xappavoira.

fer to

X6yos, yet the Xoyos cannot be said
kXtjp. To the latter phrase Bethge,

Sowai

strives to find
analogies in the work

158,

p.

some

Scriptural
attributed to 6

John xii. 48. But
Xoyos,
it is best and simplest on the whole to
regard the entire phrase t$ 0. ical tw X.
as one, " quasi una notio sunt agit enim
Deus per verbum suum," Blass so Page.
cf. 1

Cor.

i.

18,

;

—

;

iiroiico8.,

Ephes.

ii.

20, in the passive,

see critical note. Whether we read the
compound or the simple verb, the metaphor of building is prominent in the
Ephesian Epistle ii. 2ii iv. 12, 16, 29, as
also in 1 Cor., cf. iii. 10 (2), 12, 14 ; Hi.
9, xiv. 3, 5, 12, 26, and cf. 2 Cor. v. 1, x.
See note above on
8, xii. 19, xiii. 10.
ix. 31.
t?|v KX-qp., vii. 5, see note; nowhere else in Acts, cf. for the thought
and words elsewhere
;
Ephes. iii. 18, i.
spoken by St. Paul, Acts xxvi. 18 ; the
word itself occurs three times in EpheIn Ephes. iii. 18
sians, i. 14, 18, v. 5.
we have closely conjoined with tcXtjp. the
y\
(JaoaX. tov \. y cf- St. Paul's words
The word is frequent in
ver. 25 above.

n

Psalms of Solomon, cf

xiv. 6, 7,

where

the inheritance of the saints is contrasted
with the inheritance of sinners in the

Messianic consummation, and also xv.
n, 12, xvii. 26 see further on the word,
;

p. 100.
33.
Cf. 1

Kennedy,
Ver.

Sam.

xii. 3, ipo/r., fre-

quent in LXX, in N.T. only in Luke and
Paul (except John xix. 24, quotation);
Luke vii. 25, ix. 29, 1 Tim. ii. 9. In
1 Mace. xi. 24 we have silver, gold and
raiment, joined together as in this verse,
describing Eastern riches, cf James v.
that which
2, 3.—lire©., "he takes away
"
;
is the root of all evil, the love of money
he says not "I have not taken," but

not even coveted" Chrys., Horn., xiv.
Ver. 34. avTol placed first for emin ii. 22, xvi.
phasis, so too emphasised
In 1 Cor. iv. 12 we may
37, xviii. 15.
«'

:

see an undesigned coincidence, and cf.
the word icoirioivTas in ver. 35, Paley,
H.P., iii., 6. tois \p€iais pov koI tois
ovo-i p€T Ipov: so the work of the

—

Christian

convert

Ipyat,.

to 4v. tcus

to be

done tva $r| pcTaSiSoVai
TV XP«<*v *X°vti, Ephes. iv. 28, and for
the word \ptia as used
by St. Paul elsewhere in same sense, cf Rom. xii.
13,
is

X€p<r£v

Phil. ii. 25, iv. 16, Tit. iii.
14.—virTjpeTt|orov: only in Acts xiii. 36, used by
Paul, xxiv. 23, used of Paul
1 Cor.

(cf

iv. 1)

Wisd.

;

24.—avTai

xvi.

"

:

callosae,

ut videtis," Bengel, so Blass;
quite in
Paul's manner, cf. xxvi. 29, xxviii. 20;
so also irdvTa, 1 Cor. ix. 25, x. 33, xi. 2,
iv.

Ephes.
at

Paul pursued his trade

15.

Ephesus probably with Aquila and

Priscilla, possibly

with Philemon, Philem.

ver. 17.

Ver. 35.

iravra

-uirlS.

:

" in

all

things

gave you an example," R.V., see also
critical note.
The verb and the cognate
noun are both used in Greek in accordance with this sense, Xen., Oec, xii.,
18, Isocr., v., 27, see Plummer on Luke
I

iii.

7, etc.,

eq.,

ii.,

2,

so vrnSSeiypa, Xen., De re
for other instances of the
word see Westcott on
5, Ecclus. xliv. 16, 2 Mace,

and

similar use of the

Heb.

viii.

31, 4 Mace. xvii. 23, cf also Clem.
Rom., Cor., v., 1, xlvi., 1. ovtws, i.e.,
as I have done, cf. Phil. iii. 17.
icomvi. 28,

—

not of spiritual labours, but of
No
manual, as the context requires.
doubt the verb is used in the former

fivTas:

sense,

1

Cor.

xvi.

16,

Rom.

xvi.

12,

the latter,
Cor.
28, 2 Tim. ii. 6
Ephes.
In St. Paul's
(so also icliros by Paul).
writings it occurs no less than fourteen
times, in St. Luke only twice, Luke v. 5
In classical Greek, so in Jose(xii. 27).
phus, it has the meaning of growing
and N.T.
weary or tired, but in
alone, laboro viribus intentis (Grimm).
ivTiXapf).
Set, see above on p. 63.
1
only in Luke and Paul, Luke i. 54,
The verb
28.
xii.
1
Cor.
Tim. vi. 2, cf
= to take another's part, to succour (so
1

1

Thess.

v.

iv. 12,

12,

but also

in

iv.

LXX

—

—

:

too cognate noun), in LXX, Isa. xii. 9,
Ecclus. ii. 6, iii. 12, xxix. 9, 20, of
Psalms of
helping the poor, cf also
Solomon, xvi. 3, 5, vii. 9, see further Psalms
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Xftp.pdVeii'

ailv irao-iy

ir&vruv

•

".

XX. 36—38.

36. Kal TauTa ci-nw, 0€is to y6vara au-rou,
37. 'ka^os o« cycYcTo K\au0jxos

a^TOis irpoat]u|aTo.

Kal emireoxSrrcs

cm

roe TpdxnXoi' tou riauXou KaTe^iXoup

tw X<$yu> w eiprjicei, on oukc'ti
38. 68ukw|X€VOI
auTou
to
oe aur&v els to
Bewpeiv.
irpoawTtw
pfXXouai
irpoe'irepiroi'
aurov

'

urfXlcrra iirl

irXoioy.

and James edit., p. 73 ; on
of Solomon, Ryle
sub. v. In classical
dvTi\Tj\Jas, H. and R.,
Greek used in middle voice with genitive
as here. twv io-Ocvovv., cf. 1 Thess. v.
The adjective
14, for a similar precept.
need not be limited to those who sought
relief owing to physical weakness or
all those who
poverty, but may include
could claim the presbyters' support and

—

cf Rom. xii. 13.
The usage of the gospels points to those
who are weak through disease and there-

care, bodily or spiritual,

needing help, cf, e.g., Matt. x. 8,
Markvi. 56, Luke ix. 2, John v. 3, so
also by St. Paul, Phil. ii. 26, 27, 2 Tim.
fore

iv.

20, although

LXX

there are instances in

where the word

used of moral
rather than of physical weakness. When
moral
or spiritual
the word is used of
weakness in the N.T., such a meaning
is for the most part either determined by
the context, or
rjj irfo-Tei,
the verb is

Rom.

is

by some
xiv. 1.

—

addition, e.g.,
jxvTjpovetjetv t« :

used seven times by St. Paul
once by St. Luke in his
Gospel, Luke xvii. 32, and twice in Acts
in the words of St. Paul, cf ver. 31.
Twice in the Epistle of St. Clement of
Rome we find a similar exhortation in
similar words, chap. xiii. 1 and xlvi. 7,
and in each case the word may refer to
a free combination of our Lord's words
in his Epistles,

(cf.

Luke

vi. 30, xiv.

words must have been familiar words,
like those from St. Clement and St.
Polycarp, which are very similar to the
utterances of the Sermon on the Mount.
From whatever source they were derived
the references given by Resch, Agrapha,
pp. 100, 150, show how deep an impression they made upon the mind of
the Church, Clem. Rom., Cor., ii., 1, Did.,
5,

Const. Ap.,

25,

and the

between his own
and the command of

distinction

opinion, yvtipT],

Christ, lirtToytj {Witness of the Epistles,
tc: Weiss (so Bethge) holds
p. 319).
that the word closely connects the two
clauses, and that the meaning is that

only thus could the weak be rightly
maintained, vix., by remembering, etc.,
Sti being causal.
But however this
be, in this reference,
may
" how he
himself said,"

plying

that

the

fact

tr\ eun-05 ctirev,
R.V. (thus im-

was beyond

all

doubt), we may note one distinctive
feature in Christian philanthropy, that it
is based
upon allegiance to a divine
Person, and upon a reference to His

commands.
noun seems

The emphatic
to forbid the

personal pro-

view that the

Apostle
simply giving the sense of
some of our Lord's sayings (see above).
Similar sayings may be quoted from
pagan and Jewish sources, but in Aristotle, Eth. Nicom., iv., 1, it is the part
is

tov tXevOcptov to give when and where
and as much as he pleases, but only
because it is beautiful to give; even in
friendship, generosity and benevolence
spring from the reflection that such
conduct is decorous and worthy of a
in
St.
14), so too
From what source noble man, Eth. Nicom., ix., 8. In
the only saying of Plato's Republic there would have been

Polycarp, Epist., ii., 3.
St. Paul obtained this,
our Lord, definitely so described, outside the four Gospels which the N.T.
contains, we cannot tell, but the command to " remember " shows that the

i.,

Epistles, where he is apparently able to
quote the words of the Lord in support
of his judgment on some religious and
moral question, cf. 1 Cor. vii. 10, 11, 12,

iv., 3, 1

;

cf. also

Ropes,

Die Spriiche Jesus, p. 136.
In thus
appealing to the words of the Lord
Jesus, St. Paul's manner in his address
is very similar to that
employed in his

no place

for

the dcrOevcis.

Even

in

Seneca who sometimes approaches very
nearly to the Christian precept, when he
declares, e.g., that even if we lose we
must still give, we cannot forget that
pity is regarded as something unworthy
of a wise man the wise man will help
him in tears, but he will not weep with
him he helps the poor not with compassion, but with an impassive calm.
fxaicdpiov: emphatic in position, see
critical note.
Bengel quotes from an
old poet, cf Athenaeus, viii., 5, paicdpios,
;

;

—

cfa-ep p.CTa8iS<i><ri p.T)8ev£ . . . av6r\ros o
8i8ovs, etiTvxTjs 8* 6 XapPdvwv. The lines

are by no means to be regarded as the
best expression of pagan ethics, but the
fiatcdp.,

which occurs more than

thirty

XXI.
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x,

XXI.
auiw,

1.

«QX Si iyivero amxetjmi

V&S 1

efieuSpofi^ffon^s ^Xdofw? €i$ ify Kuy,

W.H.
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Airo<nraae^os Aw
rfi

Si 4£js els

tV

read

marg.

following BE'L,
a comma after
a<jro<nra<recvTe«,
Weiss here is uninfluenced by B, and reads as in text. placing
K*.v, but K« MABCDE,
ijuas
Weiss.
Tisch., W.H., R.V., Blass,
At beginning of sentence B text axo<nrao-8€VT«v
Sc T,p.»v air avrwv ciriBavrc*
av^^ucy D* has kcu cmBavres avTixOrjuev airocriratrecvTwv 8c i,|iu»v air avrwv. Either from next
verse, or from the usual desire of
reviser to take nothing for granted (Weiss).
;

;

times on the lips oi oar Lord, bids as
aim at something altogether higher and
deeper and fuller than happiness blessedness. In Judaism, whilst compassion for
the poor and distressed is characteristic of
a righteous Israelite, we must still bear in
mind that such compassion was limited by

—

and nationality

; the universality
legality
of the Christian precept is wanting,
Uhlhorn, Christian Charity, pp. 1-56,
E.T., instances in Wetstein, and Bethge
and Page, in loco.
Ver. 36. ©els toi y6v. t see above on p. 203.
Ver. 37.
Uavos, cf. viii. 13. Itrian exact parallel only in
irccrovTcs:
Luke xv. 22 (cf. also tcaTc+iXirjcrev in

—

same verse), cf. above on cViirCirrciv
and in LXX, Gen. xxxiii. 4, xlv. 14, xlvi.
29,

Tobit

xi. 8,

3 Mace. v. 49.

—

tcare-

4>iXovv, imperfect, i.e., repeatedly and
The verb occurs three times
tenderly.
in St. Luke's Gospel, vii. 38, 45, xv. 20,
and once in Matthew and Mark of the
kiss of Judas, cf. Xen.,
Ver. 38. 68vvcip.evoi :

Mem.,

ii.,

6, 33.

common in Luke
and Acts, only three times elsewhere in
N.T., Luke ii. 48, xvi. 24, 25.—0cft>peiv,
"

Lucan, cf. xvii. 16, 22, to behold," R.V.,
gaze with reverence upon his face.
uiXXovo-i, see above p. 157.— irpoc'ireuiroy
8c avTbv: "and they brought him on

—

to

his

way," R.V.,

the harbour
from the town.
5

;

Chapter

cf. xv.

3 (see note), xxi.
little distance

was some

xiii.

13.

—

1.

avax^vai,

a/iroo-., cf.

xx. 30,

"were parted from them," R.V. The
word expresses a separation difficult and
it adds to the pathos of the
painful
scene, and marks the close affection
which could not bear the thought of
a parting, " divulsi ab eorum complexu,"
Blass (see Chrys., comment, in loco).
ci0v8., see on xvi. 11.— KAv, Stanchto
or Stanko, an island of great trading
south of
importance off the coast of Caria,
Miletus and Samos, and north of Rhodes.
of conHistorically it had several points
nection with the Jews, cf. 1 Mace. xv. 23,
B. J., u,
Jos., Ant., xiv., 7, 2, and 10, 15,
;

—

21, 11,

and owing

to its

commerce

it

life

in the iEgean.
It lay about forty nautical miles from Miletus, and it was famous
as the birthplace not only of
Hippocrates, but of Apelles, and as being one

of the great medical schools of the ancient
world.
See further "Cos" (Ramsay),
a
Hastings' B.D., and B.D. ; Farrar, Saint
Paul, ii., 284; Lewin, St. Paul, ii., 96;
cf. Strabo, xiv., 2, Hor., Od., iv., 13,
C. and H. think
13, Tac, Ann., xii., 61.
that the chief town of the same name at
the east of the island is referred to in the
narrative before us.
The place must have
had, as C. and H. note, a special interest
€
for St. Luke.— P68ov: off the south
coast of Caria. According to the proverb the sun shone every day on Rhodes,
and it might well be called the sunny
island of roses.
Her coins, stamped on

one side with Apollo's head radiated,
and on the other with the rose-flower,
bear their witness to the brightness and
Moreover, it was
fertility of the island.
a seat not only of commerce but of
learning. St. Paul does not appear to
have landed, but only to have touched at
the island. The great Colossus representing the sun, counted as one of the
wonders of the world, lay prostrate,
having been broken down by an earthquake, Pliny, N. H., xxxiv., 18 ; Strabo,
In the time of the Peloponnesian
xiv., 2.

War Rhodes had

XXL—Ver.

see above on

became one of the centres of Jewish

been famous

for

its

strong navy, as its timber was abundant
A notice of Jewish residents in Rhodes
meets us in 1 Mace. xv. 23. On subsequent history see the excellent account
in C. and H., small edit., p. 357 ; Farrar,
Saint Paul, ii., p. 285.— Rarapa: a seaon the Lycian coast, now in ruins,
port
but probably a place of some importance
C. and H. say that
and splendour.
Patara was to the city Xanthus what the
On the modern
Piraeus was to Athens.
discoveries in Patara see C. and H.,
small edit., note p. 560, cf. Herod., i.,
St.
182, Hor., Od., hi., 4, 64, Lewin,
Paul, ii., 99, O. Holtzmann, Neutest. Zcit"
The voyage may be
101.

geschichte, p.
taken as typical of the course

which hua-
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K&Kci0eK €is ndTapa. 1

'Po'ooi',

2. Kal

XXI.
irXoiov oiaircpwv els

cdpcWcs

2

Ava4>a^fT€S Se rty Kuirpoi', Ka
KaTaXnrorrcs auTr^ euoWujxov, e-irXeop.ei' eis lupiav, Kal KaTf\\Bii\\i€V
•
eKetae yap ^k t^ ttXoiov diro^opTi^p.ei'Oi' tok y<5u,ov.
eis Tupov
oit'tKT]^ e7uj3drr€s &rr')x0T]u.ep.

3-

4. Kal dyeuporres Toils aaOrjTas, ^ircueivauei' auTou
.

3

oZrues tw riauXa> eXryov 81A tou

llvcuu-aTos,

p.$)

4ttt<£

rju.e'pas

di>a0aimK

•

€is

D

After lloTapa
(Gig., Wer., Sah.) add k<u Mvpa, so Blass in 0, and Hilg.,
another accurate geographical touch cf. xx. 15 and Ramsay, C. jR. E., p. 153, and
but after a long discussion of the passage in Expositor, March,
St. Paul, p. 297
1

;

;

1895, Ramsay decides against the originality of the reading, but see also Zockler,
Greifswalder Studien, p. 138, who declines to be persuaded by these recent arguments urged by R. Wendt thinks that it may be original, p. 338 (1899), so Corssen,
G. G. A., p. 441. Weiss, Codex D, p. 109, while accepting D in xx. 15, finds here
assimilation to xxvii. 5. On the other hand the words may have been omitted in
view of Paul's haste in xx. 16 (Wendt). See also Schmiedel, Enc. BibL, i., 54.
a

ava<f>avavT€s

tfB*

Lach., Treg., Alford.
Aeth., Tisch.,
3

For avap\

W.H.,

66, Tisch.,

W.H., Weiss,

KaTTjXeopev for KcmjX'
R.V., Blass, Weiss.

^ABC,

mins., Tisch.,

W.H.,

dreds of ships took every year," Ramsay,
St. Paul, p. 297, and cf. the illustrations
from Roman history in C. and H., p. 560
note.

Ver. 2. They went at Patara on board
a ship about to start on the direct Syrian
course, eirip\,

Ver. 3.

cf.

ava<(>.

xx. 18.
:

"when we had come

R.V., Doric form of ist
Winer-Schmiedel, p. 112,
here a technical word (only in Luke, cf.
Luke xix. 11, but in a different sense),
i.e., after we had rendered Cyprus visible
= facer-e ut appareat (Blass)
(to us)
in sight of,"
aorist active,

;

JEneid, iii., 275, 291, see also
Rendall's note in loco (for the opposite
idiom, diroKpvirmy, cf. Thuc, v., 65).
KaTaXnrdvTcs avrJjv cvc&. sailing southeast they would have passed close to

Virgil,

—

:

Paphos

in

—
Cyprus.

lirXeofiey

cursum, aorist.
notat" (Blass).

town of

—cU

the

Strabo, xvi., 2,
greatness ; it is
able commerce

:

"

imperf.

KaT^X6o|i«r finem de-

Tupov: now a

free

R.

province of Syria,
in honour of its ancient
still a place of consider-

and consequence, still
famous for its fabrics and its architecture.
At present it numbers amongst its five
thousand inhabitants a few Jews, the
rest being

Mohammedans and Christians.

Besides O.T. references, see

1

Mace.

xi.

59, 2 Mace. iv. 18, 44, and further for its
history, C. H., small edit., p. 563, Ham-

burger, Real-Encyclopadie des Judentums,
i., 7, 998, SchafF-Herzog, Encyclopaedia,
"
iv.,
Tyre ".—£kcio-c the adverb may be
used here with something of its proper
force, but in xxii. 5, the only other
:

AB

3
CEHLP,
Blass, but -<J>av€VTes
Vul g-» Sah., Boh., Syr. H.,

N ABE

>

R.V., Blass, Weiss, read cin.0.

place in which

=

it occurs in N.T., simply
Simcox, Language of the New

licet,

Testament, p. 179. Page (in loco) renders
"for there the ship was unlading her
cargo," Ikcio-c being used because of the
idea of movement and carrying into the
town contained in the "unloading".
taken sometimes as the
•rjv
diro<{>.
present for the future, Burton, p. 59, but

—

:

see also

Wendt

Winer-Moulton,

xlv.,

(1888) in loco (Philo,

5,

and

De Pram,

et Pan., 5; and Athenaeus, ii., 5, of
lightening a ship in a storm). ydjxov
so in classical Greek, Herod.,
(vc'ixo)):
of the load of a beast
Dem., etc., in
of burden, Exod. xxiii. 5, 2 Kings v. 17 ;
in N.T. only elsewhere in Rev. xviii. 11,
of any merchandise.
Ver. 4. dvevp<SvT€S to^s p..: more

—

LXX

than simply to find, quarendo reperire,
Blass; "having found out," as colloquially "having looked up"; only in
Luke, cf. Luke ii. 16, but in middle,
4 Mace. iii. 14. tovs uaO. W. H. The
article indicates that the existence of the
disciples was known, but it was difficult
to find out their whereabouts in a great
town, cf. xv. 3, 41. eireu.etvap.ev, see on

—

—

:

—

iirra :
the period
48.
T)|ie'pas
would at all events enable Paul to enjoy
x.

a first day of the week with the Church.
Apparently he and his went on in the
ship, ver. 6, evidently it was a
trading vessel of the larger size, as it
took this time to unload on the genuineness of the narration here see Salmon,
81a tov l"l.
there
Introd., p. 300.
is no contradiction between this state-

same

;

—

:

*-*
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5. 5tc 8^ iyivtro

'fcpouroX^fi.

0oWe$

Vjjxas

&rropeu6|ie8a, TrpoirefiTroiaw

Wkkois €ws

2§a> ttjs iroXews,

irpo<n]u§(£fi€ea.

6.

ical

i£apT ia<u tAs Ve'pas, ^cXirdin-WK au^
Y UKai fl K«"

Kal 64vTts tA

y<Wa

to^ ai Y iaX6K

firl

A<nraadp.€Koi dXXVjXous, Itt^tj(i€k ets to

ap
Tisch., W.H. marg.
$« 1text,
w- N<*<*>\CHLP,
W.H
Weiss.
At beginning of verse, instead of ore
so

;

f

Blass in p, has sequenU die

443

%as

2

Tl

««'
68,

1

—

Tfl 8c eft]? T]uepa.

but «fap. r^a, AB*E
.
. . T <U
tuTtpas d, so

irpo<r€v£ap.evoi oirTi<riroo-aiA€0a in R.V., Tisch., W.H., Blass.
Instead of T R
l
C
h, ,
e
<
S ° Wendt
(Probabl y) i but
68, 73, Chrys., sci
evep-qpev.

N'BE

^*^
\J ?? J ?^ «^ p1,,WVi
Lacn., W.rl., K.V., Weiss
.

ment and

St. Paul's assertion that he was
proceeding to Jerusalem under the same
divine guidance.
That the prophets
at Tyre should foresee the Apostle's
danger was only in accordance with his

own words

in xx.

23,

and

their

affec-

tionate regard for him might well prompt
them to dissuade him from such perilous
There is therefore no occasion to
risks.
has been intersuppose that the clause
"
"
source.
polated into the
Hilgenfeld refers otrives . . . 'Up. fver. 4), as
also the whole of ver. 9, tovtu 8i . . .
" author to
irpo<{>. to his
Theophilus," on
the ground that this writer had already
spoken of Paul's tribulations as awaiting
him in city by city, xx. 23, and that the
notices in w. 4 and 9 here are added by
But Hilgenfeld
him in confirmation.
(with Clemen and Jungst) retains w.
of
10-14, the episode
Agabus, as belongsource, and sees a
ing to the

We

"We"

fitness in the prophecy of Agabus foretelling, after the manner of the O.T.
prophets, in the last station before Jeru-

salem, the imprisonment of the Apostle,
whilst Paul in spite of all entreaties is
unmoved in his determination. But (1)
it is quite arbitrary to refer the whole
speech at Miletus (see above, chap, xx.)
to the "author to Theophilus," and (2)
although it was quite fitting that the
warning of danger should be more vivid

approach, yet one

see why
on its
the more definite symbolical act of Agabus should exclude previous intimations
of danger on the part of affectionate
friends speaking of the Holy Ghost.
In ver. 9 nothing is said as to the
fails to

and
prophecies of the daughter of Philip
Paul's imprisonment, but see below.
Ver. 5. IfapTCcrai: here in the sense
of accomplishing the days, i.e., finishing
the time, the seven days during which
we had to remain for the cargo to be
unloaded or for other business = AirapT^etv (and cf. Luke xiv. 28), Vulgate,
"expletis diebus," Chrys., *XqpAo«fc,

so Oecum., Theoph. The verb is
only
used once elsewhere in N.T., and there
by St. Paul, 2 Tim. iii. 17 = furnishing,
completing, so Jos., Ant., iii., 2, 2, where
the verb is used as in 2 Tim., I. c, and
some have thought that here the verb
means that the ship was completely prepared for the continuance of her voyage.
So Rendall who takes r|p,as (reading !£ap.
fytas) as the object, and renders "and
when it proved that the days furnished
us"; on St. Paul's stay and its reason
see Ramsay, St. Paul, p. 300, and for
other explanations, Nosgen and Weiss,
in loco.
There is no reason to interpret
the words as meaning that the Apostle
found that his desire, xx. 16, could not
be fulfilled, and that so he was content
to remain the seven days.
irpoircp.., see
above irdvTwv.
The clause has been
taken (Wendt) to intimate that the number of disciples at Tyre was small this
was probably the case, but it is not clear
from the words here, avv yvv. Kal Wic.,
a descriptive touch of an eyewitness
on this local use of ?<>« as
(Zockler)
characteristic of Luke, cf. Friedrich, p.
20.
0€vt€s . . . at-y., see xx. 36. eity.,
a smooth shore in distinction to one

—

:

;

;

—

precipitous

found
In

in

LXX,

14 (S

2

and rocky,

Matt.

xiii.

Judg.

and

xxvii.

39,

2, 48,

John

17,

Ecclus.

v.

also

xxi. 4.

xxiv.

note in

Speaker's
See Hackett's
loco).
Commentary,
note on this accurate description of the
beach on both sides of the site of the
ancient Tyre, and also a parallel to the
scene described in this passage from
al.,

cf.

in

modern missionary

life.

dirrj<nrao-auc8a AM.
each other farewell," see critical

Ver.

6.

"bade

R.V.

Aira<nraXouai only here in N.T.,
Tobit x. 13 S (AR al.); Himerius,
here of salutations at departure
p. 194
as simple verb in ver. 7, of salutations on
t& irXoiov:
arrival (1 Mace. xii. 17).
note.

:

in

;

—

indicates that it was the same
ship (ver. 2 without the article) which
article

nPAHEis AnorroAQN
irXoioy, cVciVoi 8c uTrtorpetyav els tol T8ta.

XXI.
7. 'HjicTs 8c

to> irXow

%iav6<ravT€s diro Tupou KaTTji'Tr^crau.ci' els riToXeu.ai8a, Kal do-irao-d-

ucyoi tous d8eX<|>ous
tiraupiov c'ScXOoVtcs

*

i^iya^ev

^ABCE,

was going on to Ptolemais.
John xvi. 32, xix. 27, cf.

—

xiv. 18 (to, 181a

Luke
12, 3

Vulg., and other versa.

to t8io,
text v. 18,

els

cf.

not in Synoptists, but cf

LXX,

Esther v. 10, vi.
xviii. 28), in
Mace. vi. 27, 37, vii. 8.

Ver.

7.

Siavvo-arrcs

:

" and

when we

finished the voyage from Tyre we
arrived at Ptolemais," R.V. (so in effect

had

"
A. V.), but Page (so Wendt) renders but

we having (thereby) completed our voyage
(i.e.,

from Macedonia, xx.

came from

6),

to Ptolemais," on the ground that
Siavvc* would not be used of the short
journey to Ptolemais from Tyre. llToXe-

Tyre

—

the ancient Accho and the modern
Acre, Arab. Akka; St. Jean d'Acre,
mentioned here for the last time in ScripAbout thirty miles south of Tyre.
ture.
In Judg. i. 31 it was assigned to Asher,
but it was never taken by Israel, and
was always reckoned as belonging to the
Philistine towns, and later by the Greeks
as belonging to Phoenicia. In its stormy
history it was held in succession by
Babylonians and Persians (Strabo, xvi.,
2, 25), and on the first division of Alexanp.af8a

:

kingdom it was assigned to Ptolemy
Soter (Ptolemy I.), from whom it may
have derived its name (so Hamburger).
Schtirer however refers the name to
Ptolemy II. (Philadelphus), and others
In the Syroto Ptolemy Lathurus.
Egyptian wars its importance as a milistation
was
manifested, since the
tary
power which held it could close the road
down the Syrian coast to Egypt. To
the Jews it was always hostile, 1 Mace.
der's

v. 15, Jos.,

Ant,

xii.,

8, 2,

1

Mace.

xii.

45, Jos., Ant., xiii., 6, 2, and later in
history when the Jewish War broke out
against Rome, the Jews, two thousand in
number, were slaughtered in Ptolemais,

Hamburger,
i.,

1,

W.H.,

Tisch.,

R.V.,

;

there ever since the dispersion after the
death of St. Stephen, Acts xi. 19. On the

times which St. Paul probably visited it
see "Ptolemais" B.D. 1
tov eiiayy. the title, as
Ver. 8.
.

.

:

Wendt and

Hilgenfeld think, may have
been given to Philip on account of his
work, cf. viii., 12, 40; "the
evangelising
"
the honourable title gained
Evangelist
some
by
signal service to the Gospel
and the two incidents noted in his career,
his preaching to the Samaritans, and to
the Ethiopian eunuch, each mark an
advance in the free development of the
Church (Lightfoot, Galatians, p. 299).
He had originally been set apart for
other work, vi. 2, but both he and St.
:

;

Stephen had been called to higher duties,
and it is not sufficient to say that he was
"

called an " evangelist to distinguish him
from Philip the Apostle, for that would
have been done sufficiently by calling
him " one of the Seven ". The word only
occurs twice elsewhere in the N.T.,
Ephes. iv. n, 2 Tim. iv. 5. In the former passage the Evangelists are placed
between the Apostles and Prophets on the
one hand, and the Pastors and Teachers
on the other.
The latter two offices
suggested those who were attached to a
settled community, whilst the Apostles
and Prophets were non-local. Between

two pairs stood the Evangelists,
whose work like that of Philip was to
preach the Word. But it is to be care-

work of

history,

;

—

peror Claudius, Pliny, v., ig, it does not
seem to have possessed the actual priviSee on its
leges of a colony (Schurer).

Real-Encyclop&die des Judentums,

Kal

;

the

B.J., ii., 18, 5. After falling to
the Partisans, it finally passed under the
dominion of Rome, but although it was
called colonia Ptolemais under the Em-

and modern

8. rf\ 8c

"
Acco," Hastings' B.D., "Accho,"
41
B.D.*; Schurer, Jewish People, div. ii.,
It was only separated
vol. i., p. 90, E.T.
from Tyre by a short day's voyage, if the
wind was favourable. Here Herod landed
on his return from Italy to Syria, Jos.,
Ant., xiv., 15, 1. tovs a8cX$ovs: a Christian Church at Ptolemais founded perhaps
by Philip the Evangelist. It is also very
possible that a Church may have existed
p.

Jos.,

earlier

(Aiaf Trap' auTots-

iXtinroo toO cuayYcXiaTou, tou ovtos ck

cicreXOo^Tes cts to> oTkok
1
01 ircpi tov n. om.
Weiss, Wendt, Blass.

Tjp.c'paK

01 ircpl t6> riaGXov rjX0ou.ck els Kcuo-dpciai'

fully noted that as the title is used of the
Philip, "one of the Seven," and
of that of Timothy, an Apostolic delegate, 2 Tim. iv. 5, it may have denoted
an employment rather than an office,
"a work rather than an order," and it

XIPAEEI2 AII02T0AGN

?~-z©.

tw

fcrrrf,

irape^oi

^pas

ifMiKOffccr

T&rorapes

trap

afrrfi.

9.

irpo<j>ir]T€uou<rai.

restricted locally than that of the Apostles,
cf. Theodoret on Ephes. iv. n, and also
Eusebius, H.E., ii., 3, Hi. 37, itinerant

"

work of an Evangelist,

B.DA

The

Evangelist,"

not found in the
Apostolic Fathers or in the Didache, and
the latter omission Harnack would extitle

is

on the ground that the " Apostles"
the Didache were just Evangelists;
but it would seem, if we admit the reference to 2 Tim. iv. 5, that the title was
plain
in

already in general use, and that it was
not limited to Apostles. Meyer sees in
the Evangelists those who transmitted
orally the facts of our Lord's life and
teaching, before the existence of written

Gospels

Sk

;

be,

but however tempting this view

we can

scarcely

Evangelists' work so

define

and

the
still

precisely,
less thus distinguish it from that of the
but
as favouring
;
see,
however,
Apostles

Meyer's view, "Evangelist," Hastings'
B.D. Ewald's remarks on Philip as an
Evangelist are still of interest, Die drei
ersten Evangelien, i., 48 ff. on the mistake
which confused this Philip with Philip
the Apostle, see Salmon, Introd., 313.
on two occasions St Paul had
els K.
;

—

:

already visited Caesarea,

ix.

30, xviii. 22,

and he would probably have met Philip
previously but we have no knowledge of
any previous meeting between St. Luke
and Philip. We can conceive something
;

of the importance of such a meeting when
we remember the advantage which the
latter's knowledge of the events in the
early history of the Church would possess for the future historian.
Philip's
presence in Caesarea at once connects
itself with the notice in viii. 40, and
thus indicates a unity of authorship in
the whole book. Svtos Ik t5v eirrd:
the notice shows us how the early part
of the book is taken for granted by the
writer of the latter part (so Lightfoot and
Salmon). This is surely more intelligible
and satisfactory than to refer the words to
the " author to Theophilus," or to regard
it with Clemen as a later addition perhaps by his R., who already betrayed,
xiv. 8, a knowledge of the sources of the
first part of the book, or perhaps by
Historia Petri
R.J., who then connected

—

fjaay

cm^oWwH

ttXcious, KaTt]X0^ tis diro ttjs 'louoaias

might be truly said that every Apostle
was an Evangelist, but that not every
Evangelist was an Apostle. At the same
time their work may well have been more

may

tou'tw

10.

445
foyaTipcs
oe

fyu>K

wpo^Tijs ovcVaTt

and Historia Pauli. Jungst refers the
notice in viii. 40 to a Reviser who thus
seeks to connect the
Philip of chap. viii.
with Caesarea, and so to
identify him
with the Philip here.
Ver. 9. irapGeVoi: an unwedded life
might enable them to wait on the Lord
without distraction, and thus to be more
free for the exercise of their
gift of prophecy, but nothing is said of any separate
order, or anything to lead us to suppose
that they did not share the home life of
their father, or that
they had devoted
themselves to God by any special vow
however
in
(see
support of this latter view
Felten, Knabenbauer, Plumptre, C. and
St. Jerome, Epist., v., 8, cviii., 8, in
H.).
relating the story of Paula mentions how
she saw at Caesarea the house of Cornelius
now turned into a Christian church, and
the humble abode of Philip, and the
chambers of his daughters, the four
virgins "which did prophesy".
irpo-

—

28, 29, Acts ii.
17, xix. 6, 1 Cor. xi. 5, xiv. 24, although
nothing is said of their possessing the

$T]T€vov<rai, cf. Joel

ii.

power of

prediction, or foretelling anySince women
thing concerning Paul.
were forbidden to teach it would seem
that the prophet as such was not a
teacher; Bigg, Doctrine of the Twelve
But whilst there is no
Apostles, p. 29.
reason to suppose that they prophesied
in the church, although even Felten
supposes that in Churches not founded
by Paul different rules might have prevailed, they would be able to speak and
to teach in private or at home especially
amongst the women both Jews and
Gentiles, to whom in the East men
would have had no access (Luckock,
Footprints of the Apostles as traced by
This verse is reSt. Luke, ii., p. 214).
as an addition
garded by Hilgenfeld
"
the " author

made by

to Theophilus

(so

however thinks that
something ought to have been said as to
the nature of the prophecies uttered by
Renan).

Spitta

the four daughters, but that instead of
this we have the notice of Agabus in
He therefore believes that the
ver. 10.
section was interrupted at ver.
10, and that the verses following are
interpolated from his inferior source B.
The reference to weeping in ver. 13 is
much more natural if we presuppose the
of women, so he therefore reads

"We"

presence
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II. Kal ^X0a>v lrpds

•

"Aya|5os
1

Si^aas

koi Spas

rju-as,

t)\v £wnr)i'

tc aurou ras x £ ^P a 5 Ka^ T0 ^S ir<5Sas,

nv€uy.a to "Ayiof

•

Tof drSpa oo lemv

r\

XXI.

^divi)

toG riauXou,

cTttc,

TdSe

Xe'yei

aurrj,

outw

hr\arou<nv

to

ot MouSaloi, Kal irapaScjaouaiv eis X € ^P a ^ eQvuy.
8e
<&s
^Kouaaucf TauTa, irapeKaXoGp.ei' ijueTs T€ Kal ot eWoTuoi,
2
too jxf) d^aPaiVeik auToy els 'lepouo-aX^a.
AireKpiOr] 8c 6
13.

iv 'kpouaaX^fA

12.

riauXos, Ti iroieiTe KXaiorres Kal owdpu-nrorre's aou
e>y&
1

yap 00 uoVok

Instead of tc avTov

ScOvjcai,

^ABCDE,

dXXd Kal diroOamr

Tisch.,

(HLP avrov, others avrov), see W.H.,
2
^ABC*E, Tisch., W.H. (omit o).

W.H., R.V.,

App.,

Blass,

ttji'

cis

KapSiay;

'fcpouaaX^u

Wendt

read

cawov

p. 151.

fc^AE add kou ewrev, so Tisch. (Wendt perhas ei/rrev 8c
R.V., Weiss, after BCHLP, Bas., Chrys.,
Instead of <rwQ. D has Oopvffovvrcs D also
irpos T)p,as o n., so Blass and Hilg.
reads 8e0Tjvai PovXop.ai, but not Blass.
haps)

but

;

otn.,

D

W.H.,

',

"they prophesied with tears over the
of Paul" (p. 339); so somewhat

fate

similarly Jiingst (p. 177).
Ver. 10. 'qp.cpas irXeCovs:

"many

" some "
margin literally
days," R.V.,
" more
days," the phrase is used vaguely
with what Ramsay calls Luke's usual
defective sense of time, cf. xiii. 31,
;

The phrase is also found in
14.
xxvii. 20, so that it occurs twice in the
xxv.

"

We

Acts,

"

and twice in the rest of
nowhere else in N.T., see

sections

but

Horee Synopticet, p. 151,
Klostermann, Vindicia Lucana, p. 53.
Often in LXX. Weiss thinks that the
phrase here, cf. ver. 4, shows that Paul
had given up all idea of reaching Jerusalem for Pentecost but see on the other
hand Ramsay, St. Paul, p. 297, and
Salmon, Introd., p. 300: probably the
Apostle had several days to spare when
he reached Caesarea, and he would
naturally calculate his time differently
when he had made a prosperous voyage,
so that there is no contradiction with

Hawkins,

;

xx. 16.

—

irpo<|>.

6v6p..

"A.

:

probably the

same who is mentioned in xi. 25, since
he too came from Jerusalem. It has
seemed strange to Blass and to others
that St. Luke mentions Agabus here so
indefinitely,

but in this

"We"

section

would seem that St. Luke refers to
Agabus in this vague way because this
was the first time that he had seen the
it

we accept D in xi. 28).
It is therefore
quite unnecessary to regard
the mention of his name in xi. 28 as an
interpolation.
Agabus is evidently enabled not only to declare the will of God,
but also to predict the future.
Ver. xi. apas ttjv £uvT]v: the symbolic action by Agabus reminds us of
prophet (unless

the O.T. prophets,

cf. 1

Kings xxii. IX,
Ezek. iv. and v.
Agabus as a dweller in Jerusalem would
know something of that bitter feeling
against Paul, and would wish to warn
him.
irapaSuo-. ets x*> cf- tne words of
our Lord, Luke ix. 44, xxiv. 7 phrase
frequent in LXX both in Psalms and
1
Prophets, cf. Ecclus. iv. 19, xi. 6
Isa. xx. 2, Jer. xiii.

1,

—

;

;

Mace.

iv. 30.

Ver. 12. irapcK.Yjp.cts: St. Luke joins
in the entreaty.
cvtoit., i.e., the Christians of Csesarea, including of course the
inmates of Philip's house ; not in LXX or
Apocr., but in classical Greek. tov p,T|
dva(3., Burton, p. 159.
Ver. 13. ri itoicitc icXaC. what do ye,

—

—

:

we might say "what are
weeping? (as
"
you about ?
etc.), cf. Mark xi. 5 (Acts

—

<rw8. in Attic Greek, to break,
to break in pieces, and so airoOpvirrw is
used of (1) breaking in pieces, (2) break-

xiv. 15).

in

:

enervating rots \J/vxds,
495 E. ; here o-uvO.
means to weaken the Apostle's purpose
rather than to break his heart in sorrow.
eyw, emphatic, I for my part. ov
poVov in N.T., rather than p/rj povov with
ing

cf.

spirit,

Plat.,

Rep.,

—

—

—

the infinitive, Burton, p. 183.
eroipws
cx*>: the exact phrase only once elsewhere in N.T., and there used by St.
Paul, 2 Cor. xii. 14 (cf. 1 Pet. iv. 5):
"
qui paratus est, ei leve onus est," BenEwald compares this firm determigel.
nation and courage of St. Paul with our

Lord's last journey to Jerusalem,
ix.

cf.

Luke

51.

Ver. 14. -f(<rvxdorap.ev only in Luke
and Paul, cf. Luke xiv. 3, Acts xi. 18.
In LXX, Job xxxii. 6, Neh. v. 8.—to di\.
tov K., cf. Matt. vi. 10, Luke xxii. 42,
and also St. Paul's own expression in
:

IIPASEI2 ATI02T0AQN

u.-*6.
^ToifAws ?X w

Mp

too di>6>aTos ToO
Kupi'ou 'inaou.

jtcVou §€ auTou, ^ovx&raf&ei' eiTrorrcs,

15.

Oe'XtjjAa

14. u^ iretao-

too Kupi'ou Ye^adw.

MerA 8e rds *ipipas TauTas 1
dirooKcuaadfieKoi deepaiVouei'

MepouaaXiifi.

abv

To

44-7

wlv*

ei$

16. auyfjXdoK 8e xal rS>v
ua0T)iw diro Kaiaapctas

Syo»T€s irap'

J

fetaaewjui',

Myrfowi nia Koirpiw, d PX aiu»

Ua0T)Tfl.
1
Instead of airoo-. ^ABELP, Tisch.,
Wendt, Weiss, R.V., W.H. read tirur. D
has airoToSanevoi, so Blass in 0, and
Blass proposed airo«nraaoucvoi
Hilg.
but did not put in text ; see Ramsay's criticism of Blass on this
passage, Exposir
,

tor,

March, 1895.

2

Instead of ayovTCs ict.X. Blass in
text (following D, Syr. H.
mg.) ovroi 8c
tjYov tj|ios irpos ov« gcvurdwpcv, Kai irapav6vop.cvoi cis tivo KwpT)v rycvopcda irapa
Mvao-ovi K. paOriTTj apx* KaKeiOcv e|iovr€s
TjXeopev «is I. From the trans, given in
comment, it would appear that the Cesarean disciples accompanied Paul on a
no
less than sixty-four miles to
journey of
Jerusalem to introduce him to Mnason, who
lived in the Holy City. But the improbability of this has been
justly urged by Blass,
the
128
Philology of
Gospels, p.
(so too Salmon, Hermathena, xxi.,

Zahn,
p. 239
Einleitung, ii., p. 343), not only on account of the long distance, too long for one
but
also
because
Paul
have
relied
the
day,
might presumably
upon
hospitality of
private friends, already known in Jerusalem, to say nothing of the brethren referred
But the
to in ver. 17.
text makes Paul rest at the house of Mnason, not at
Jerusalem, but at some village on the way, and the Caesarean disciples might naturally
accompany Paul to a village known to them, but not to Paul, where their fellowThe originality of the
text is supported not only by
disciple (Mnason) dwelt.
Belser and Zockler, but by Holtzmann, Th. Zx., p. 81, 1896, and Hilgenfeld ; but,
on the other hand, see Corssen, G. G. A., p. 438, 1896, and Weiss, Codex D, p. 101 ;
Page, Classical Review, pp. 318, 319 (1897), Wendt (1899), p. 342, and Schmiedel,
Wendt cannot see why, if text was original, it could have been altered into
u. s.
T.R., whereas if we note that the arrival of Paul at Jerusalem is only notified in
ver. 17, the lodging with Mnason might well have been placed previously at some
But if we give the proper force to avcp<uvop«v, ver. 15, the
village on the route.
a text properly understood (as Zahn admits) implies the same fact as is brought
out in 0, vix. t that Mnason entertained the company, not at Jerusalem, but on the
evening of the first day of their journey thither; ver. 15, they set about the
of the Caesarean
journey ver. 16, they lodged with Mnason on the introduction
March,
especially Ramsay, Expositor,
disciples ; ver. 17, they came to Jerusalem, see
"
"
"
"
Western
as against the
Eastern
reading
1895, and his preference for the
alder
(although Zockler is still unpersuaded by Ramsay's arguments, Greifsw
Studien, p. 138).
;

;

Cor. iv. 19, xvi. 7 (Heb.
Mayor's note on James iv.
15 for similar phrases amongst Greeks
and Romans, as also amongst Jews and
Arabians, Taylor's Sayings of the Jewish
Fathers, pp. 29, 95, 128, 2nd edit.
Ver. 15. diroo-.: A.V., •took up our

xviii.
vi.

3),

21,

1

cf.

word is not
carriages," but the latter
used now in a passive sense for luggage
or impedimenta, as in O.T., Judg. xviii.
21, 1 Sam. xvii. 22, Isa. x. 18, cf. Shakes.,

Tempest v. 1, 3: "Time goes upright
with his carriage" (burden); see also
Plumptre's interesting note on the word,
R.V., reading Ittmt., renders "we took up
our baggage," margin "made ready our
Xabaggale," ri irp*« t*,v 68o«ropCair
"
06vt««, Chrys., Ramsay renders having

equipped horses" Xen., Htll., v., 3, 1,
and see St. Paul, p. 302 the journey on
:

sixty-four miles, was scarcely
as it would
probable for Paul, especially if,
foot,

some

it was accomplished in two
"
Grotius took it as == sarcinas

seem from D,
days.

jumentis imponere/' asifvtro[*yia,Xen.,
Hackett and Rendall
Hell., viL, 2, 18.
refer the word to the packing up of the
valuable alms which St. Paul was carrying to Jerusalem, but this interpretation
seems fanciful, although Hackett suphave
poses that the contribution might
consisted in part of raiment or provisions.
still more curiously refers it to
of
getting change in the current money
Palestine for the alms collected in the
coin of various landf.—**p. impertect,

Belser

!
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TENOMENQN

17.

xxi

8e f\iuav eis 'lepoadXupa,
1 8.

1

do-p^ws

8c £iriou<rn elarjct 6 llaCXos

^pas

ol &&€\<|>oi.

irpos

'idKwPof, irdrres tc irapcy^orro ot irpeaj3uT€poi.

Tfl

d(nrao-dfi.eco9 afrrous, 4§T]y€iTo
e'Ofeai

^K tois

Ka ^*

^KaoTOK

*v

Sid tt]S Staicoyias OUTOu.

S

2>v

20.

i&4£avT0
aiiK

TJu-ir

ical

19.

6 9eos

eiroiYjcrci'

8e dKouaarres

ot

ctiroV Te

auTu, Gewpets, dScX^e, Troaat p-uptdScs
48<5§a£oi'TO»' Kupiok*
8
*lou8ai«i' tup Tre-jrKrreuKOTwi' • Kal irdires £t)Xwt<u tou
cifflv
yofiou
1

tSffarro, but

tfABCE,

Kvptov, but 0fov
Wendt, Weiss.
8

Tisch.,

^ABCEL,

W.H., R.V., Wendt

airc8.

Syr. Pesh., Boh., Aeth., so Tisch.,

W.H.,

R.V.,

After |Avpia8cs twriv ABCE, Vulg., Boh., Aeth. 13, 36, 40, W.H., R.V., Weiss,
om. in Tisch. with fr$* 34*, 95*, 97.
€v tow lovSatois
D, Syr. Pesh.,
Par., Sah., Aug. read cv t^j lovSaif, so Blass in p text.
»

Wendt

;

on the journey (cf.
Both A.
vir&TTpc^ov, R.V.).
and R.V. here render "went up," but it
should be rendered "we set about the
journey to Jerusalem," end of third m. j.
A.
Ver. 16. oyovres *ap' <j> £cvur.
and R.V. render "bringing with them
Mnason with whom we should lodge,"
but Meyer- Wendt, so Page and Rendall,
render "bringing us to the house of

33 A, 3 Mace.

to denote the start

iv.

viii.

in classical Greek.

25

:

:

etc., cf. also Spitta, AfostelgeThis is more in accorschichte, p. 234.

Mnason,"

12, x.

as

iii.

Even

if

15, v. 21, so

the

welcome

Wendt

supposes, from
were comparatively few
amongst many in Jerusalem, St. Paul
found himself a brother amongst brethren.
48c|., see on xviii. 27, diroSe'xopai.
Ver. 18. tq liriovcrfl, three times in
sections, twice in rest of Acts;

only came,
those who

—

"We"

nowhere
jjl&lpqt),

N.T.

in

else

Hawkins,

«. s.

—

(in

vii.

26 with
the

arvv fytTv

:

renders "adducentes secum apud quem
hospitaremur Mnasonem," but harsh,
and presupposes that Mnason was at

writer thus again claims to be an eyewitness of what passed; it may well
been the occasion for the rehave
ception of the alms collected from
the Churches. Mcticapov: on the authoritative position of St. James as
further shown here see Hort, Ecclesia,
p. 105, and Moberly, Ministerial Priesthood, p. 147. Nothing is said of the

Csesarea.

Apostles,

dance with
note

Codex D, on which see

=

cry. irpo« Mvdcr. tva £cvur0wftcv irop* ovt^ k.t.X., see Blass, Gram.,
pp. 171, 213, and Winer- Schmiedel, p.
229.
Vulgate (so Erasmus, Calvin)

critical

—

Mvcurwi, Att. Mvijo-wv, in
MS., Nao-wv and Moo-mv, a name
common among the Greeks, and Mnason

late

—

was probably a Hellenist. &pxa£<p, cf.
that he was an early
xy. 7, may mean
disciple, R.V., or

even from the begin-

ning, the great Pentecost, xi. 15
phrey), see also Ramsay, St.

(Hum-

Paul,
P. 3°3
may have been converted
his
by
fellow-countryman Barnabas. If
Blass is right in p, Acts xi. 2, he may
have been a convert instructed by St.
Peter (and in this sense
dpxatos).
Ver. 17. There is no good reason to
doubt that they were in time for the
Feast; it is a legitimate inference from
their tarrying at Cassarea that
they were
easily able to reach Jerusalem possibly
the presence of Jews from Asia
may be
taken, as Rendall points out, to indicate
that
time of the Feast was near at
the^
hand.—
d<r^vws: only here, significantly;
omitted in ii. 41 (R.V., W.H.); 2 Mace.
J

he

:

—

and they may have been absent
from Jerusalem on missionary work, or
at least the chief of them.
They would
scarcely have been included under the
term irpco-p. as Wendt supposes.
used of farewell
Ver. 19. cwnrat.
:

greetings, xx.

on

arrival,

here
etc.

cf. 1

—ko0*

1, xxi. 6,

xviii.

Mace.
Iv

and of greetings

22, xxi. 7, for its use

xi. 6.

—

lltjy.,

ejeacrrov:

see

on x.

8,

"one by one,"

—

R.V., cf. Ephes.
SiaicovCas, see
note on vi. 1, 2.
Ver. 20. iZ6%,: "recte imperf. quia
finis verbo ctirav indicatur," Blass.
Ocwpcts: the word seems to imply that
Paul had already become cognisant of
the fact by his own observations in his
ministerial work.
&8cX<f>l: St. Paul is
recognised as an 6.8cX$<fc not only by
St. James but by the assembled elders
'lo-uS., see
(see also Weiss, in loco).
critical note.
pvptdSc?, cf. Luke xii. 1,
of a large but indefinite number (cf. 1
v. 33.

—

—

—

—
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2 1 .1 Ka-n,
X^er,<ra^ 8^ Trepl aoo, 5ti lirotrraviav 8i8d<riceis
tous kcitA tA 16^ irdrras
'louSai'ous, Xt?ya»>

TrepiWji-

fi*|

wik aurous tA T^ra, pjS^ tois e0eori
22. ti ouV «Vu;
irepnraTeiy.
2
8«? ttXtj0o S oweX0€ik
Trdrrws
dicouVorroi yAp 5ti IXVjXuOas.
•

23!

touto o5V
? Xokt€S

iroi n <rov

8

flair tyfr
A„8p€ S

Myopcr-

eu X

rcWapes

cain-wr-

4<p'

koI SaTrdnrjcrow*
TT<i^T€S 5TI

5 aoi

*V

V

24. too'toos irapaXa|to» Ayia'a0T)Ti au»> aurols,
5
enrols, tm £upfj<ra>KT<H tt)k Ke<paXVj.>,

&P KaTT]Xn»T<U

rolyrftn

TT€pl

aOU Ou8cV IoTIK, AXXA

OTOl^S

Itdi

D Gig. KOTTjKT,crov, dijfamaverunt, instead of
ica<n|XT|0T)<rav, not Blass.
*8ei irXTj0os <rvvc\0€iv om. BC*
15, 36, 137, 180, several verss., W.H.. R V
by TisCh " BlaSS With ^AC^DEHLP, Vulg., Chrys. yip. 0^
r
R.V., W.H., Weiss.
1

1

,

Wi"^
3

'

W.H. marg., in text o<p', following tfB, but Weiss reads
«<f>\
avroi« ^Acorr.BCEHLP, cir' avrovs, A* 13, 27, Theodrt. Blass in
avrovs with D.
c^*

«avrav

* fir1

;

cis
6

AB

3
CHL, so Lach., Weiss, Blass
|vpti<rwvTat
yvaxri HLP, Chrys.
yvcixrovTai

W.H., R.V.
Wendt, R.V.

Jewish
a temporary
The length
thirty days
i.e.,

:

shortest

merely audierunt, Vulgate. Hort refers
to the term as implying here assiduous

—

—

—

Mark

:

vii. 5.

VQL.

^<p'

II.

:

Christians.

exovrcs:

Num.

vi. 1 ff.

of time was optional, but
seems to have been the

time,

cavr&v, see

vow

— evxTjv

Nazirite vow,

—

Jos., B.J., ii., 15, 1.
critical note, the Nazi-

upon them as an

unfulfilled
If we read d<J>' it would
mean him to affirm that the vow had
been taken by them of their own will, on

rite

lies

obligation.

—

upon the idol altar. utj irepiWpvciv
these words and those which follow were
an entire perversion of St. Paul's teaching, just as his enemies gave a perverted
view of the Apostle's supposed intrusion
with Trophimus into the temple, ver. 29.
The exemption from the Mosaic law was
confined to Jewish converts, xvi. 3, 1
Cor. vii. 18. tois €0€<ri, cf. vi. 14, xv. 1.
only here in Luke, but
irepiiroTeiv
often in the Epistles in this sense, cf.

The words

of the whole
Church, or to a tumultuary assembly,
ver. 27, but to an assembly of the
Judaising Christians as above.
Ver. 23. clo-lv Tjp.iv, cf xviii. 10. The
four men certainly seem to have been
members of the Church at Jerusalem,

party of the Pharisees prided themselves
" zealots of the
title
law, zealots
"
of God ; it was a title which St. Paul
himself had claimed, Lightfoot, Gal. i. 14.
the word
Ver. 21. KaTTjx'»|0tjo-ov
seems to imply definite instruction, not

lecturing, Judaistic Chrisdirocrrao-iav, cf. I Mace,
tianity, p. 107.
ii.
15 (S air<Jo-rao-tv) when the officers
©f Antiochus Epiphanes, in the time of
Mattathias, tried to compel the people of
Modin to forsake the law and to sacrifice

the Judaising Christians referred to

in KaTT)xijOi]<ra)', ver. 26.
refer, not to an assembly

on the

and

EP, Tisch.
Weiss

—

i.e.,

Mace. iv. 2, we have the same phrase,
The extreme
4 Mace, xviii. 12).

talking

,

Blass,'

Ver. 22.
ovv i<mj cf. 1 Cor. xiv.
text.—8«i irXtjOos
15, 26, cf. vi. 3 in
see
critical
note.
<rvvc\0civ,
aicovo-ovTai,

—

(2

^B*D 2

^ABCDE, W.H.,

reads

H

Cor. iv. 15), referring to the number of
believers not only in Jerusalem but in
Judasa present in large numbers for the
Feast.
The word cannot refer to Jewish
Christians in a wider sense, as Overbeck
took it, because they would not need to
be informed of Paul's teaching relative
to the Mosaic law.
£i)X.o>Tal tov v.,
cf. Gal. i. 14, Tit. ii. 14, 1 Pet. iii. 13
cf.

£vpi)<rovrai

;

;

fi

their own initiation, cf. Luke xii. 57,
2 Cor. iii. 5, John v. 19, 30, etc., see
further Grimm-Thayer, sub v. Airo, ii.,
2 d, aa; and Kendall, in loco. Blass
however renders itf " quia votum in se
receperunt," so that it is difficult to

distinguish very definitely.

Ver. 24.

irapoXaPwv, cf. ver. 26, xv. 39
take in a friendly way, associate
thyself with them as a companion.
the advice is
aYvio-OTjTi <rvv avTois
characteristic of the Apostle who had
lived as St. James had lived, Eusebius,
(xvi. 33)

—

:

!

H.E.,

29

23, and it certainly seems to
that St. Paul should place him-

ii.,

demand
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auros t6v v6\lov $u\&<t(t(m)v.
25. -ircpl 8e rGtv ireTri(rreuK<$TU)v iBvtav
l
^n €OT€iXajx€i', KpipatTcs \ir\hkv TOiouTOf TTjpeie ciutous, «l p.$)
,

Tjp,eis

4>uXdWea6ai
iropvciav.

ciutous

t<5

tc ei8wX60uToy Kal to alp,a Kal ttvikt6v Kal

26. Tore 6 riauXos irapaXajSwi' tous aV&pas,

2

Ttj

iyp\iivr^

abv auTOis ayvitrGels elarjei eis to lepoV, oiayyAXcoy ttjv
iKir\r]poi(riv r5>v i?jp,€pwy tou dyiaojiou, Iws ou irpoorny^hl uircp ivb$

ijfx^pa

«re<TT€i\a|i€v ^ACEHLP, Vulg., Syr. Pesh., Sah., Chrys., Tisch., W.H. marg.,
R.V. text, Weiss (cf. xv. 20) aireo-TciXaucv BD 40, Syr. H., Arm., W.H. text,
R.V. marg., Wendt, Blass see Wendt, p. 346 (1899). After €0v«v D, Gig., Sah.
add ovSev exovori Xcyciv irpoo- <rc • t)uci$ yap, so Blass in {$, Hilgenfeld, Zw. Th.,
T.R. (after Kpivavres) fXTjSev . . . ci ut| are supported
The words
p. 382 (1896).
by DCEHLP, Gig., Syr. H., Chrys., so Meyer, Alford, Blass, but om. fr$AB 13, 81,
Vulg., Syr. Pesh., Sah., Boh., Tisch., W.H., R.V., Wendt, Weiss (Codex D, p. 103),
kou ttviktov om. D, Gig., Sah., Jer., Aug.
1

;

;

m

2

€xop.cvfl,

D

has ciriovo-D

;

for

cws ov

D

on a level with the four men and
take upon himself the Nazirite vow, cf.
Num. vi. 3. The <rvv av»Tots can hardly
But how far
be explained otherwise.
the obligation of the vow extended in
such a case is not clear (Edersheim,
Temple and its Services, p. 326), and the
time specified does not seem to allow for
the commencement and completion of a
vow on the part of the Apostle, although
self

we cannot satisfactorily explain such
expressions as the one before us, cf.
^yvio-p^vov, xxiv. 18, on the supposition
that St. Paul only associated himself
with the company of the four votaries
and incurred the expenses of their
Dr. Hort suggests that the
sacrifices.
Apostle may have been himself about to
offer sacrifices in the Temple in connection with some previous vow, or that
in connection with the Gentile offerings
which he had brought to Jerusalem and
safely delivered (as it would seem) he may
have proposed to offer a solemn peaceoffering in the Temple, cf. Kal irpo<r<f>opas,
xxiv. 17, and Rom. xv. 16, Judaistic Christianity, pp. 109, no; on the verb ayvi£o>
see also Hort's First Epistle of St. Peter,
" be at
p. 87.
Sairavqcrov lir' au-rois

—

:

charges for them," R.V., spend money
upon them. It was considered a meritorious act thus to defray the expenses of
their sacrifices for

poor Nazirites; Josephus, Ant., xix., 6, 1, how King Agrippa
on his arrival at Jerusalem acted thus
with a view to conciliate popular favour,
Edersheim, u. s., p. 326, Renan, Saint
Paul, p. 519, Kypke, Observ., h\, 113;
6.
cf. Mishna, Nazir, ii.,
J. Weiss
supposed that the money would have
been furnished out of the contributions
brought by Paul, and that such em-

has oirws, but not Blass.
ployed for the poor members of the
Jerusalem Church would have been quite
in accordance with the objects for which
the contributions were made but on the
other hand, Ramsay, St. Paul, p. 310.
Iva Ivp-rjo-., see critical note; at the
conclusion of their vow, Num. vi. 18,
;

—

the sacrifice was offered by the
On the future
Nazirites, Num. vi. 14.
indicative with Iva in N.T. in pure final
clauses see Burton, p. 86, if we adopt
R.V. If we read yvwrovTai, see critical
note, the future is not dependent on iva,
"and all shall know," R.V., viz., by
this act of thine.
On this independent
future see Viteau, Le Grec du N.T.,

when

—

—

81 (1893). Kal avr&s, i.e., as well as
other Jewish Christians. orroixeis: a
neutral word, as the walk might be right
or wrong, but here to be taken with
" so walkest as to
^vXcUro-wv,
keep the
p.

—

law," Grimm-Thayer, sub v., no need
for "orderly".
Ver. 25. T)p.eis, cf. reading in {$ text,
but in any case -qucis is emphatic, inti-

mating that St. James and the Church at
Jerusalem could not condemn St. Paul's
attitude towards Gentile Christians, since
they had themselves consented to place
these Gentile Christians on a different
footing from that of the born Jews who

became

Christians.

—

lireo-TeiXaucv, see
xv. 20 (Zdckler).
ut)8£v toiovtov Ttjp., see critical note.
Wendt with Schurer objects to the whole
reference to the Apostolic Conference,
and sees in the verse the hand of a
Redactor, as in xvi. 4 (see note, p. 346,
edit. 1899).
But the reference may well
imply that St. James on his part was quite
prepared to adhere to the compact entered
into at the Conference with regard to
critical

note,

cf.

—
—

TIPAEEI2 AII02T0AQN
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iKdarov afiiw

1
f) Trpoa<popd.
at fcrra
27. & s o* IjieXXoy
r^lpai
ao^TcXctaeai, 01 airo ttjs 'Aaias 'louSatoi,
aurbv iv t$
ecaad^oi
2
Upw,
X cok TTdrra toi> SxXok, Kat IWPaXo^ tAs x«ipas iv aSToV,

oW

^

at «xra n u., art.

om

2

E

in

Blass

ttjs ep5o(XTis Tjfjicpas (so

a

(in

m

text Blass
brackets),
text, Hilg.).

D

^

has <rwr«Xova«v™ 8*
'

by Blass with C and some mins., who thinks that the 1st
aor. is to be read here, because
is pres. in N.T., but
usually X
see, on the other
hand, Wendt (1899), p. 350 (Winer-Schmiedel, p. in). €irc0a\av S> J A, so
Weiss (Winer-Schmiedel, p. 112). Blass in reads
eiri0aXXov<riv with D, so
<rvv6 X €av is preferred

w»

WH

Hilg

Gentile Christians, and that he expects

Paul on his side to show that he has
desire to disparage the law in the
eyes of Jewish Christians.
St.

no

Ver. 26.

t<5tc 6 IlavXos : St. Paul's
illustration of the

conduct was another

rule laid down for himself when writing
to Corinth, cf. 1 Cor. ix. 20.
This is in
itself an answer to the captious criticism
which doubts the truth of his action on
this occasion, so amongst recent writers

Hilgenfeld (1896).
18

xviii.

The vow of Acts
show us that

sufficient to

is

is no reason to suppose that the
Apostle was merely acting a part in
following the advice of St. James.
McGiffert discusses the question at length,
p. 340 ff., and concludes that the Apostle
may well have done just what he is

there

reported to have done and further, that
as a simpler explanation of Paul's arrest
would have answered every purpose, the
explanation given may fairly be assumed
to be the true one. Renan, Saint Paul,
the narrative as an
p. 517, also accepts
illustration of St. Paul's own principle
referred to above in 1 Cor. ix. 20, so too
;

Wendt,

Weiss, Pfleiderer.

J.

It

seems

strange that Wesley should have gone
so far in the opposite direction as to
believe that the Apostle actually suffered
for his compliance with the wishes of

James, ver. 33,

—

cf.

Speaker's Commentary,

taken either
with irapaX. or with <rvv avTOis a-yv.,
so R.V.
only in Luke, cf. Luke xiii.
in Poly33, Acts xx. 15, without YJpipa (so

in

loco.

rfj

cxop..

T|jjLepa.,

;

bius)
1

;

cf.

Chron.

iv. 28).

xiii.

x.

8

44,

W. H. margin.

2 Mace.

— cIctqci:
;

xii.

39

In
(1

LXX

Mace,

according to our inter-

the word means
pretation of the passage,
that Paul entered into the Temple, and
the four
stayed there for seven days with
their vow
poor men until the period of
fulfilled, Renan, Saint Paul, p. 520
but the expression need not mean more
than that he entered into the Temple to
for
give notice, or rather, giving notice,
the convenience of the priests of the day
when the vow would be ended, and the

was

;

—
brought. SiayylX-

necessary offerings
Xwv: "declaring," R.V., i.e., to the
not omnibus edicens (Grotius, so

priests,

Grimm), "to signify" as

in A.V., makes
verb only used by
St. Luke in N.T. (Rom. xi.
17, quotation
from LXX), 2 Mace. i. 33 (cf. its use in
the sense of publication, Ps. ii. 7, lviii.

the participle future

13, c/. 2
xliii.

2).

—Mace.

i.

;

33,

ttjv licir.

iii.

t»v

34, Ecclesiast.
rov av., i.e.,

r\.

the seven days, ver. 27, which remained
until the period of the vow was fulfilled,
when the sacrifice was offered. Others
however take Su>s ov with cUrrjci, "he
entered in
.
(and remained) until the
.

.

offering," etc.

—

xnrkp ev&s etcdo-Tov atiTwv:
there is no need to suppose with Nosgen
that these words mean that the period
of the full accomplishment of the vow
was different in each of the four cases
at all events the whole period of " puri"
fication
did not extend over more than

—

seven days.
Ver. 27. at eirra -qpipai it does not
appear that the seven days were enjoined
by the law not even in Num. vi. g;
indeed it would appear from Jos., B.J.,
ii., 15, that a period of thirty days was
customary before the sacrifice could be
offered.
The seven days cannot there:

—

fore include the whole period of the
vow, although they might well include

the period of the Apostle's partnership
with the four men. Wendt and Weiss
suppose that a reference is here made to
a rule that the interval between the
announcement to the priest and the
conclusion of the Nazirite vow should
include a period of seven days, but as
there is admittedly no reference to any
such ordinance elsewhere, it is preIt
carious to depend too much upon it.
seems impossible to refer the expression
to the seven days observed as the Feast
of Pentecost ; the article before hrra f|p..
"
"
refers to the
days of purification just
mentioned, see further critical note and
Knabenbauer for summary of different
views.—oi air* ttjs *A. %l "the Jews

from Asia," R.V.,

cf.

vi.

9,

where we
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a8. Kprf£o»T€$, "AfSpes *l<rpat|ViTai, f3or)0eiTC
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otto's tori? 6 aVOpuiros

•

too Xaoo Kal tou v6^ov Kal tou tottou toutou irdrras * irarraxou
&
SiSdaKwy «fn tc Kal'EXXiji'as etaVjyayet' els to lepov, Kal 2 kckoi^wkc
Ka-roi

•

top ayiOK

T<Jiroi'

toutoi\

'E^eViov eV Tjj ir<5Xei
6 ilauXos.)

Xaou
1

iravTaxtj

•

30.

Kal

29. (TJoraK

ail*'

auTu>,

eKivr]Qr]

e'mXajSo'u.ei'oi

Te

V)

on

Tp<Scf>ifAOk'

t6k

els

tou llauXou, cIXkoi' auroy

(W.H. and Blass

^ABCDE

yap -nrpoewpaKOTes

8

to lepbv elor\yay€v
€V6|ai£ok
ir<5Xis oXtj, Kal eyeVcTO owSpojafj tou

Si/

in

fi

-xn), so

Weiss

;

e£a>

tou lepou

•

var. often in classical

Greek.
2

For kckoivwkc

8

cvojjw£ov,

D

D

1

has

D 2 ckoivaxtcv,

cKoiva>v-r)<rcv,

but Blass follows T.R.

has evofiwraficv, not Blass.

read of the Jews of Cilicia, etc., who
Oeacrau.., cf.
disputed with Stephen.
xxiv. 18, where St. Paul tells us how
these Jews had found him in the Temple
the Nazirite vow upon
purified, i.e., with
him, and in the act of presenting offerings not of creating a disturbance, as

—

—

Greeks

also,"

cf.

xix.

27.

—'EXXtjvas

:

only one man, Trophimus, had been
actually seen with Paul, so that we
again note the exaggerated charge, and
even with regard to Trophimus, £v<(ui£ov,

—

they only conjectured they had no posi" sed
tive proof.
KCKotvwKc
perfect,

—

:

enemies alleged. These Jews, who
were of course not believers, may have
come from Ephesus, and were full of
enmity against the Apostle for escaping

manet

there, cf. xx. 3
they had come up
to worship at Pentecost.
a-vvfycov, see
on ix. 22. iWp. t*« x«» cf' xn *•

Ephesus, they would have recognised
The latter had not only
Trophimus.

his

—

them

—

—

Ver. 28.

-

"AvSpes

M<r.

:

the

title

which

would remind them of the special dignity
and glory of their nation, of its hopes and

— PonOeirc

pollutio," Blass, in loco, see also
Gram., p. 194.
Ver. 29. t^v 'Efyia: if some of these
Jews, as is very probable, came from
:

come "as

far as Asia," xx. 4, but had
evidently accompanied Paul to Jerusalem on the statement and its bearing
upon 2 Tim. iv. 20, see Salmon, Introd.,
;

as if against
or perhaps as if to apin
prehend Paul, or to attack him
doing anything to admit the Gentiles,

and Weiss, Die Briefe Pauli an
Timotheus und Titus, p. 354. irpoewpak<Stc$: antea videre ; in classical Greek

I'Ovtj, to God's fold, St. Paul was exposing
himself to the hatred of these unbelievers
amongst his countrymen, 1 Thess. ii. 16,
Hort, jfudcdstic Christianity, p. 107.
ovt6% contemptuous. kclto. rov Xaov
the name for Israel, see on iv. 25, the
same charge in almost the same words

or

obligations.

:

some outrage,

—

—

—

:

:

—

p. 401,

nowhere as

here, but referring to future,
space, not to past time; Blass, in

loco,

for

compares
irp<S.

—

els

Thess. ii. 2, Rom. iii. 9,
rh Upov, i.e., from the

1

Court of the Gentiles (into which the
uncircumcised Greeks like Trophimus

and others might enter) into the inner
The punishCourt, open to Jews only.
had been brought against St. Stephen, ment for such transgression by a Gentile
vi. 13;
"before the Jewish authorities was death, even if he was a Roman
foot
blasphemy was alleged, before the Roman, citizen, Jos., B.J., vi., 2, 4. At the
"
"
sedition".
irdvTas iravTaxov, iravTax'H of the stair by which the Court in the
or -j}, W.H., cf. xvii. 30, 1 Cor. iv. 17.
strict sense of the word was approached
iravToxfi: only here. The three words there was a railing bearing notice in
show the exaggerated nature of the Greek and Latin with the prohibition
charge on St. Luke's characteristic use of and the punishment due to its violation.
ircls and kindred words see p. 51.
en tc For one of these inscriptions discovered
and published in 187 1 by ClermontKal, connecting thus closely the alleged
act of introducing Gentiles into the
Ganneau see Revue archeologique, xxiii.,
Temple with the foregoing, as an illus- 1872, Schurer, Jewish People, div. i.
tration that Paul did not confine himself vol. ii., p. 74, and div. ii., vol. i., p. 266.
to preaching against the Holy Place, but
E.T. (where other references are given),
had proceeded to defile it by his action
Edersheim, Temple and its Services, p.
but cf. Simcox, Language of the N.T., 24, Plumptre, Acts, in loco, Blass, in loco,
"and further hath brought cf. Jos,, Ant, xv-, II, 5. B -J-> v -» 5. 2«
163,
p.

—

;

—

—

f

;

nPAHEIS AIIOSTOAQN-

28-33Kai eutews

iKUi^aav

•

32. S s IgauTtjs

aaX^p,

h?

Kar^pap.61/

2

ti)s aireiprjs,

01 8£ 186Vt €S rbv

aurou's.

IttouWto

tiwtos,

31. £t)tou'i™ 8^ auro./ dTroKTctmi,
on S\tj > (ru Y K e' X u T ai 'kpouTrapaXaB<^ arpaxi^Tas Kal
ou S ,

x tX ^PX<e

d^firj <|>dais rfi

Tuirrorres rbv

X iXiapX

riauXoi>.

W.H., Weiss; <r*YXwv€Tai Wendt

€KaTOKTdp X
*<" tous <rrpa-

^

33. totc

XiXiapxos lireXrfpeTo auTou, koi IxeXcuac

Tisch

453

at Ou'pai.

iyylaas o

dXiWi

8€0Tji/ai

8uai

crvyxweTai R.V., Blass

;

•

Win?r-

(cf.

Schmiedel, p. in, W.H., ^., p. 172). Blass in 0, so Hilg., adds after
l.pov. opa
ovv p,Tj iroKovToi eiravao-Too-iv with
noun not in N.T., but ciravurSyr. H. mg.
Tt]jxt, although not in Luke.
;

2

irapaX.

W.H.

tfADEHLP,

Ver. 30.
xxiv. 5.
3

W.H.

Tisch.,

—

Mace.

Ikivt]6t],

as in

vi.

12,

c/.

tov X., Jud. iii. 18,
used of a tumultuous

<rvv8pofiT)
iii.

8,

concourse of people,
10, 7, Polyb.,

i.,

67,

Arist., Rhet.,

2.— liriX. tov

iii.,

H.:

see p. 368, here of violent seizing they
wanted to get Paul outside the Temple
precincts, so that the latter might not be
polluted with his blood, ver. 31. IkXcCo-6ir]<rav at 8.: no doubt by the Levitical
;

—

guard, perhaps lest Paul should return,
and so gain a place of safety in the
Temple, or more probably to save the
sacred precincts from any further pol-

and uproar.
Ver. 31. dveB-t] <pa<ris " tidings came
up," R.V., vividly, of the report which
would reach the Roman officer in the
tower of Antonia, overlooking and connected with the Temple at two points by
lution

:

The dWBir) seems to indicate that
was well acquainted with the

stairs.

the writer

supposes that a report
to the Roman authorities
by the Christians, or the word may refer
The troops would
to an official report.
be in readiness as always during the
in
case of riot, Jos., Ant., xx.,
Festivals
locality.

Stier

was brought

3, B.J., v., 5, 8, etc.
here in N.T. Blass and
5,

from

<|>d<ris:

Grimm

only
derive

Greek, es<f>aivw (in
pecially of information against smugglers,
and also quite generally), but in Susannah ver. 55 (Theod.) 4><uris is derived by
it

classical

some from

Com-

see
Speaker's
while Grimm classes it
there also under the same derivation as
here.
t$ \i\. "military tribune," R.V.
his thousand men consisted of

mentary, in

—

<|>T]pi,

loco,

:

margin
760 infantry and 240 cavalry,
;

cf. xxiii.

This officer who was
23, Blass, in loco.
Antonia is
evidently in command at Fort

by Josephus <j>povpapx<>s, Ant.,
xv., 11, 4, xviii., 4, 3 ; Schiirer, Jewish
E.T.—tt}«
People, div, ii. f vol. ii., p. 55*
called

text,

Weiss, but XaB«v
r

R.V., Blass,

marg.

B

'

cf.x.
"cohort," R.V. margin.
—<rvvicixvTai,
see
238, and also
<rre£pT|s,

"

note,

1,

critical
p.
in confusion," R.V., lit. (so
l

was

Rhem.).
Ver. 32. *!avTTJs, cf. x. 33 .-^ra a X.
p
Kal Ikotovt., indicating that he
thought the tumult considerable. icai-l-

<rrp.

—

W

Spapev

axn-ovs,

"ran down upon

them" from Antonia,

so R.V. vividly;
here in N.T.
In
Job xvi. 10 (11) A we have the verb
with accusative and Irri. hravo-avro
TvirrovTcs after ira.vop.ai.: the act or
state desisted from, indicated by the
addition of a present participle, frequent

verb

found

only

—

in

Luke,

xiii.

Col.

cf.

i.

Luke

v. 4,

31

cf.

xx.

10,

9,

;

Acts

v. 42, vi. 13,

also Ephes.

LXX, Grimm,

so in

i.

sub

16,
v.,

Winer-Moulton,

xlv. 4.
eireX. avTov

Ver. 33.
intention,

see

xvii.

19.

with a hostile

—
:

8c0.

dXvcrco-i

malefactor and seditious
person, ver. 38, to be guarded securely as
the cause of the tumult, cf. xii. 6. ri% &r
the difference
eiT], Kal ri earn irerroi-qKws
in the moods in dependent sentences
the centurion
after tis may be noted
had no clear idea as to who Paul was,
but he feels sure that he had committed
some crime, Winer-Moulton, xli., 4c,
Weiss, Wendt, in loco, on the other hand
On Luke's thus mingling the
Page.
optative obliqua with direct narrative
alone among the N.T. writers, Viteau,
Svo-l:

as

a

—

:

:

he Grec du N.T.,

p. 225 (1893).
if we read itrt^utvovr,
a
verb peculiar to St.
see critical note,
Luke
xxiii.
21, Acts xii. 22, xxii.
Luke,
"
xix.
shouted," R.V., cf.
24 =
31.

Ver. 34.

—

p/?l

l{S6<j>v

Swap.,

:

see

critical

— t*

note.

three times in
adjective,
dcr^aXig:
St. Luke with this same shade of meaning, xxii. 30, xxv. 26 (cf. ii. 36, and

Wisd.

xviii. 6,

oo-^aXSt).

—

:

irapcft.

word may mean an army, Heb.

xi.

the

34, or
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XXI.

xai ttruvQ&vtTO tis * &v citj, tea! ti i<m TreTroiTjKws34- «^Xoi Si
fiXXo ti 2 efiowv iv t& oxXw • |X$) Wdpeyos 8e yt'wi'ai to &a<f>aXcs 8i&
tok OopufW, tKtXeuaet/ dyeaGcu aurbv €is T^jf irapeu.poX^i'.
35. otc
8e cycVcTo 3 iirl Toils &ya|3a0p.ous, ow€*|3t) Paorrd^ccrOai auTo^ utto Taif
orpaTianw 8id tJjm fliav tou oxXoo. 36. rjKoXouOei y&p T© itXtjGos

too Xaou

4

6

Kpd^oi',

Atpe auToV.

37. MAXwi' T€ eiadyeaGcu els TJ)f Trapep.0oX$)i' 6 llauXos X^yci
tw x^^PXt*'
€§€trri jxoi eiireii' ti irpos o^; 6 8c €<|>T), 'EXXtj^oti

^

1

tis av

«itj

av fr$ABD

otn.

18, 36, 105, 180, Tisch.,

W.H.,

R.V., Blass, Weiss,

Wendt.
2
ePowv HLP, Chrys. eir€<j>wvow ^ABDE, Tisch., W.H., etc., as above. Svvoucvov 8e avrov (instead of Swaucvo? 8c HLP), ^AB(D)E 13, 31, 40, 68, same auth.
*
tin rovq ava.0., D has cis (adhuc esset in gradus d).
;

4 Instead of
Kpagov (DHLP, Syr. H., Chrys.), which seems to be a gram.
emend., fc^ABE, Syr. Pesh., Theophl., same auth. as in ver. 34 have Kpa£ovTc$.
6
D pro atpe has avaipcurOou (Gig., Sah. add tov €x©pov tjuwv, cf. xxiv. 18,

xxviii.

the

=

19).

camp which

it

occupies (so in LXX
l6 » **& IO»
iv

Heb. TXyrXO J ud g-

-

In this passage may =
the castle itself, as A. and R.V., or
perhaps the barracks in the castle. A
1

Mace.

v. 28).

Macedonian word according to Phryn.,
but see Kennedy, Sources of N.T. Greek,
pp. 15, 16, and also for its meaning here,
Schiirer, Jewish People, div. i., vol. ii.,
p.

55, E.T.

Ver.

Luke

35.
xxiv.

4ytV.
22,

Iiri,

cf. ver.

Grimm,

and

17,

sub yiv.,

5,

ava.0. : the steps which led up to the
fortress from the Temple area. B.J., v.,

describes the surroundings of the
scene vividly, and the leaTaP&rcis which
led down from Antonia to the Temple

5, 8,

;

see above on ver. 31, and O. Holtzmann,
Neutest. Zeitgeschichte, p. 138. o-vvifa
the <rvv is not superfluous
fiaa-ral.

—

:

Meyer-Wendt and Hackett),

it

in-

dicates the peril of the situation ; the
pressure of the people became increasingly violent as they saw that St. Paul

would escape them, and compelled the
soldiers to carry him, that he might not
be torn from them altogether, so that the
carrying was not merely "propter angustias loci".
Pcwrrdj;., cf. iii. 2, see
Schiirer, u. s.

Ver. 36.

xxiii. 18,

John

xix. 15,

imperfect, "kept
—^icoXovdei,
Atpe avrov: the cry was

following".
continuous;

it

was the same cry which

had been

raised against another and a
had been degreater prisoner
livered to the Romans as a nalefactor,

Who

and also

Polycarp, Martyr, iii., 19.
Ver. 37. irapcpP., see on ver. 34.
cl, cf.

i.

6.

—

'EXXtj. yivwcrKeis

;

—

no need

to supply XaXciv, cf. Xen., Cyr., vii., 5,31;
so in Latin, Greece nescire, Cic, Pro
Flacco, iv., Vulgate, literally, Grace
nosti ?

Ver. 38.

ovk Spot

<rv «t

:

mirantis

Av., 280 (Blass).
Eras, render Nonne tu es

est,

Vulgate,
.
? but
" Thou art not then "
oiic
on
emphasis
No doubt the false pro(as I supposed).
phet to whom reference is made by
Josephus. Whilst Felix was governor
he gathered the people around him on
the Mount of Olives to the number of
30,000, and foretold that at his word the
walls of the city would fall. But Felix
attacked him and the impostor fled
although the majority (irXewrrot) of his
followers were captured or slain, Jos.,
B.J., ii., 13, 5. In another account,
Ant., xx., 8, 6, Josephus states that 400
were killed and 200 wounded, so that he
evidently contradicts himself and his
For the
numbers are untrustworthy.
various attempts to reconcile these dif-

cf.

Arist.,

.

g.

(see

Luke

cf.

.

ferent notices, cf. Krenkel, Josephus und
But apart from this,
Lukas, p. 243.
there is no positive discrepancy with St.
Luke. It is possible that the chiliarch as
a soldier only reckoned those who were
armed, whilst Josephus spoke of the
whole crowd of followers. Evidently the
Roman officer thought that the Egyptian
had returned after his flight, and that he
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yiKWCTKeis ,38. ouk apa <ru et o Aiyutttios 6 irpo tou'twk n»v ^u.epur
tivacrraTuaras kcu jgayay&ir els tV Iptjp.oi' toos
TCTpaKio~xiXious

aVSpas

TW

aucapiwy;

ttai 'louoaios

*

•

ttjs

oc'opai 8^ aoo, £iriTp€\|»6V p.01
1

Instead of T. tt|s K. ouk

KTjuevos, so Blass in
so Blass in
(<;/. Gig.),

B

a<rtj(i.

text,

text,

oe 6 FlauXos,
*Eyw aK0pwiros l^v
KiXiKias ouk da^u-ou mSXews iroXiTns
XaXfjaai irpos Toy XaoV.

etirc

39.

Tapacus,

iroXcws iroX. D has ev Taper? 8« -rns K. vevevinstead of cmrpcUrov D has owvwoTicrai
;
Y* p^

and Hilg.
and Hilg.

was now

set upon by the people as an
impostor (so also Schurer, Jewish People,

div.
is

i.,

no

p. 180, note, E.T.). There
sign whatever that St. Luke was

vol.

ii.,

dependent upon Josephus, as Krenkel
maintains, but it is of course quite possible that both writers followed a different
tradition of the same event.
But St.

Luke

from Josephus

differs

bers, there

is

no connection

in his

num-

in the Jewish

in St. Luke, between the
Egyptian and the Sicarii, and whilst
Josephus mentions the Mount of Olives,
St. Luke speaks ofthe wilderness Belser,
Theol. Quartalschrift, pp. 68, 69, Heft i.,
"
"
1896,
Egyptian, The (A. C. Headlam),

historian, as

;

Hastings'

B.D.—6

avao-r. teal l|ay.:
sedition and led out,"
.

. .

"stirred up to
R.V., this rendering makes the first verb
(used only in Luke and Paul) also active,
as in other cases in N.T. where it occurs,
Acts xviii. 6, Gal. v. 12. The verb is

known
LXX, Dan.

not

in classical

writers, but

cf

and also in the O.T.
fragments, Aquila and Symm., Ps. x. 1,
vii.

23,

—

n,

Isa. xxii. 3 (Grimm-Thayer).
" the
tovs
4000," R.V., as of some
well-known number. twv <riicapiwv : " of
the Assassins," R.V. The word stearins
is the common designation of a number,
A. V., cf. t e.g., the law passed under Sulla
"
against murderers," Lex Cornelia de Sicariis et Veneficis
so in the Mishna in
this general sense, but here it is used of
the Sicarii or fanatical Jewish faction
(and we note that the writer is evidently
aware of their existence as a political
which arose in Judaea after Felix
party)
had rid the country of the robbers of
lviii.

—

:

;

whom

Josephus speaks, Ant., xx., 8, 5,
13, 2, so called from the short
daggers, sica, which they wore under
their clothes.
They mingled with the
crowds at the Festivals, stabbed their
political opponents unobserved, and drew
suspicion from themselves by apparent
indignation at such crimes, "Assassin"
Schu(A. C. Headlam), Hastings' B.D.,
B.J.,

rer,

ii.,

Jewish People,

E.T.

div.

i.,

vol.

ii.,

p. 178,

Ver.
.

.

.

39.

Siopai

antithesis,

'Ey* artpanros |Uv dpi %
. . .
there is no strict

&

"I

:

am

indeed

Tarsus" (and therefore

a Jew of
from your

free

but without speaking further
;
of this, and proceeding perhaps to demand
a legal process, the Apostle adds "but I
suspicion)

pray you,"

etc.

Mr. Page explains, from

the position of piv : "I (iyw) as regards
your question to me, am a man (av6p«i>iros piv), etc., but,
as regards my

&

.
question to you, I ask (&op<u
.),"
see reading in p.
On St. Paul's citizensee
note
below
on
28.
xxii.
St.
Paul
ship
uses avOpwiros here, but av^p, the more
.

dignified term, xxii. 3, in addressing his
but according to
;

fellow-countrymen
"vix recte
Blass,

quasi

distinguitur

illud (avGponros) ut ap. att. sit humilius,"

—Xa\TJ<rai:

Matt, xviii. 23, and xxii. 2.
Blass has a striking note on Paul's hopehis people, and the proof
"
apparent here of a man qui populi sui
summo amore imbutus nunquam de eo
cf.

fulness for

—

desperare potuit," Rom. ix.-xi. *lo«8.
not only Tap., which would have distinguished him from 'Aiy., but MovS.,
otherwise the chiliarch from his speaking
Greek might have regarded him as no
Jew, and so guilty of death for profaning
the Temple.
owtc
aonjpov iroXcws
litotes, xx.
29, on Tarsus see ix. 11.
The city had on its coins the titles

—

:

pT)Tp<SiroXi« avTOvop,os.
3 Mace. iii. 1, and in

o4k

For aorjpos,
classical

cf.

Greek,

'EXXtjvwv irdXis,
(Wetstein), see further xxii.

Eurip., Ion., 8.

cut.

Athens
Hobart (so too Zahn) mentions
acrrjpos as one of the words which show

i.e.,

27.

that Luke, when dealing with unprofessional subjects, shows a leaning to the

use of professional language acrqpos is
the technical term for "a disease without
;

distinctive symptoms," and Hippocrates,
just as Luke, says, pia iroXcwv ovk
So again in xxiii.
aorrjpos, Efiis., 1273.
13, ava8i84vai, a word applied to the
distribution of nourishment throughout

the body, or of blood throughout the
veins, is used by Hippocrates, as by
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XXI.

40.

6 riauXoq caTws ^trl twk &va^aBp.utv
40. 'EmTp^J/airos 8^ auTOu,
x
€t P l T $ ^ a $ iroXXijs &« aiyrjs ycyou^nrjs, irpocre$6vi)<T€
T|j X
'

Ktu-ecreicre

1

D

has kcu creio-as instead of KaTc<reiorc, not Blass
see note in comment.

;

so

D

has

Tj«rvx«.as

instead of

riyrj?,

a
I.e., of a messenger delivering
£/«., 1275 (see Hobart and Zahn)
but it must be admitted that the same
phrase is found in Polybius and Plutarch.
Still the fact remains that the phraseology
of St. Luke is here illustrated by a use
of two similar expressions in Hippocrates, and it should be also remembered
that the verb with which St. Luke opens

Those whom he addressed were his
brethren according to the flesh, and his
fathers, as the representatives of his
nation, whether as Sanhedrists, or priests,
The mode of address was
or Rabbis.
quite natural, since St. Paul's object was

was frequently

double genitive of the person and thing,
as in classical Greek, or "hear my
defence," cf. 2 Tim. iv. 16. airoXoyta?
five times in St. Paul's Epistles, once
elsewhere in Acts xxv. 16, in a strictly
Used
legal sense (cf. 1 Peter iii. 15).
with the verb airoXoyeopai of defending
oneself against a charge, Wisd. vi. 10,
Xen., Mem., iv., 8, 5. In 2 Mace. xiii.
26 the verb is also used of Lysias ascending the rostrum and addressing the

Luke,

letter,

his

;

Gospel, lirixeipciv,

used by medical men, and that too in
its secondary
sense, just as by St.
Luke,
e.g.,
Hippocrates begins his
treatise De Prisca Med., okoo-oi iir€i\tipt)crav irepl

Xcyeiv

laTpuc-fjs

Ypa<|>civ

tj

so too
(see J. Weiss on Luke i. 1)
Galen uses the word similarly, although
it must be admitted that the same use is
found in classical Greek and in Josephus,
;

Apion., 2.
Ver. 40.

c.

because he no
lirtTpe\|/.
doubt saw that Paul's purpose was to
inform and pacify the people, so that
there is nothing strange in such permis:

sion to speak. —

"

Karea-eia-t, see

on

xii. 17.

What nobler spectacle than that of Paul
moment There he stands bound

at this

!

with two chains, ready to make his
defence to the people.
The Roman
commander sits by to .enforce order by
his presence.
An enraged populace look
up to him from below. Yet in the midst
of so many dangers, how self-possessed is
"
he, how tranquil
Chrys., Horn, xlvii.
ttoXXtjs 8e criyfjs Y ev «» cf- Virg. Aen.,
but probably the phrase
i., 148-152, ii., 1
means not " a great silence," but rather
"
"
xxii. 2,
aliquantum silentii
(Blass),
c
cf. Xen., Cyr., vii., 1, 25.
E|3pai8i: in
W.H. 'Ep., see Introd., 408; so as to
gain the attention, and if possible the
hearts, of the people, by using the
language of the people, the Aramaic
dialect of Palestine (Grimm-Thayer however points out that this is not rightly
described as Syro-Chaldaic, it was rather
see also Schiirer, Jewish
Chaldee)
People, div. ii., vol. i., E.T., pp. 47,

—

!

,

;

—

:

Chapter XXII.—Ver. 1. SvSpes o.
Kal it., cf. vii. 2.
So St. Stephen had
addressed a similar assembly, in which
had been Saul of Tarsus, who was now
charged with a like offence as had been
laid to the charge of the first
Martyr.

conciliatory: tovto tiut}s, Ikcivo yvtjo-encovcraTc
i^tt|to9, Chrys., Horn., xlvii.

—

"hear from me,"

cf.

John

:

xii.

47,

—

people in defence.
Ver. 2. irpo<r€<f>(i>v£i
and Paul, except Matt.

:

a

:

only in Luke

16, cf. Luke
12, xxiii. 20, xxi. 40,
see Friedrich, p. 2g, for the frequency of
other compounds of 4>wv€iv in Luke.
xi.

vi. 13, vii. 32, xiii.

—

Trap, fyrvx: the phrase is used
similarly in Plut., Coriol., 18, Dion Hal.,
on the
ii., 32, and LXX, Job xxxiv. 29
fondness of St. Luke for o-iyr), triyav,
r\<rvx<*itiv, and the characteristic way in
which silence results from his words and

paXXov

;

speeches, or before or during the speech,
see Friedrich, p. 26, cf. Luke xiv. 4, xv.
26,

Acts

40,

and

Luke

xi. 18, xv. 12, Acts xii. 17, xxi.
for rjcrvxajav, 1 Thess. iv. 11,
xiv. 4, Acts xi. 18, xxi. 14, so too

irape'xtiv

offered

with accusative of the thing

by any one,

The verb

16).

is

xix. 24, xxviii. 2 (xvi.

used only in Matt.

and parallel, Mark xiv. 6, except
and Paul, Luke vi. 29, vii. 4,
xi. 7, xviii. 5, Acts xvi. 16, xvii. 31, and
as above, and five times in St. Paul's
xxvi. 10,
in Luke

Epistles.
T., see above
— avareQ.yeyevv.
8«
although by birth

Ver.
202.

Iv

3.

:

p.

a

foreign Jew, yet brought up in Jerusalem, and so belonging to his hearers.
It was important for the Apostle to emphasise this, as his close association with

Jerusalem had a significant bearing on

his future life.
The comma best after
rap,., so that each clause begins with a
.

participle,

but Weiss places comma

after

x—4.

XXII.
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c

E0pat8i SkxX^cto,

Ttj

dKou'aaW

Uyw, XXII.

p.ou rrjs irpos up,a S vvv

i.

"A,8p €S

&**& ** wa^pcs,

1

2. 'Aicouo-airrcs

dTroXoyias.

'EPpatSc SiaXc'KTw irpoae<J>c6m 2 auTols, fiaXXoi>

Tfj

3. icai

3

'Eyi) jxeV

<f>T)aii>,

rrjs KtXiKias,

clju

dmT€8pa^^o S

d^p
8c iv

'louSatos, ycyeHVTipkos iv
rfj

iroXei

U 3n

Trap^o ^av X iay.
Tapaw

irapa tou S ir<S8ai

TaiiTfl

rau-aXirjX, TrcTraiSeujAcVos Kcrrd dxpifciay tou TraT
p<Jou yc>ou, £t)Xa>Tr|S
tou € ou, Ka0i) S irdrrcs
tyels *ore
4. $s Taurr^

Mpx*>v

tV
1

o^po.

086k I8iu§a &xpi Oa^dTou,
Seapeu'wK xal irapa8i8od S eis <j>oXaKds
vvv, but all

2

irpoo-€<j>

good authorities wvi.
W v6i NABP, m o S t ve rss.,

Hard, have
3

nev om.

irpo<r€<|>aivT)o-€v

;

Tisch., R.V.,

DEH

whilst

W.H., Wendt, Weiss: L,

Syr.

so Blass in 0, and Hilg.

irpo<r<fr«vci,

^ABDE,

Vulg., Sah., Arm., Tisch., Weiss, Wendt, W.H., Blass, R.V
Boh., Syr. H., Aethutr., but it may have been added after
xxi. 39.
The punctuation of the verse varies
considerably W.H. have avaT e0. . . .
.
.
ireiraiS.
.
Top..,
vopov, £t]X. . . . o^uepov • ; Blass has avoTeO. . . . Tavrrj, irapa
. .
.
irar.
6
€
aicpi0eiav,Tov
vouovfcjX. (tov
ov) ; and Tisch. has avaTc6. . . . ravrr,,
T.R. = W.H., except comma after
irapa . . . vouov, tijXwTTi? . . . <nr,u«pov.

Meyer

retains with

•

HLP,

;

0cov.

Pro(so De Wette, Hackett).
bably Paul went to Jerusalem not later
than thirteen, possibly at eleven, for his
training as a teacher of the law. dvaTcO.:
only in Luke, cf. Acts vii. 20, 21, Luke
"
iv. 16 (W.H. margin),
educated," so in
classical Greek, 4 Mace. x. 2, xi. 15, but
in latter passage AR
In Wisd.
Tpa<f>.
vii. 4 we have iv (nrapvavois av€Tpcu|>i)v
the
(A avecrrp.). irapa tows iro8a$
more usual attitude for teacher and taught
according to the N.T. and the Talmud
according to later Talmudic tradition
the sitting on the ground was not customary until after the death of Gamaliel
I., J. Lightfoot, Hor. Heb., on Luke ii.
Schurer, Jewish People,
46
cf. also
div. ii., vol. 1, p. 326, E.T., and Taylor,
Sayings of the Jewish Fathers, pp. 14,
even if the later tradition
15, 2nd edit.
was true, the scholar standing would
still be at the feet of his teacher on his
TavTrj

—

:

;

;

;

raised seat.

—Kara aicpCPciav: noun only

here in N.T., but cf. xxvi. 5, " according
to the strict manner of the law of our
fathers," R.V., and so practically A.V.
For a comment on the words cf. Jos.,

and B.J., ii.,
Sokovvtcs pcra
axpiPeias i^ytiarQcu to. vouiua Edersheim, Jesus the Messiah, ii., 314, note
on aicptpcia as used by Josephus and
Ant.,
8,

Vita, 38,

xvii., 2, 4,

18.

apio-atoi

ot

:

St.

Paul, Schurer,

Jewish

People, div.

Whether
E.T.
therefore tov
vopov (3 Mace.
i.
23) included anything besides the
Mosaic law or not, the words before us
at least refer to the strictness upon which
ii.,

vol.

ii.,

54,
irar.

p.

the Pharisees prided themselves in the observance of the law. In Gal. i. 14 St.
Paul speaks of being a zealot of the
traditions
iraTpiicwv,

handed down from his fathers,
where the traditions are ap-

parently distinguished from the written
law, Jos., Ant., xiii., 16, 2, and 10, 6;
"
but the V oral law
which the scribes

developed was apparently equally binding
with the written Thorah in the eyes of
the

Pharisees, Schurer, Jewish People,
ii., vol. ii., pp. 10, 11, E.T., but cf.
also Lightfoot, u. s.
The word irarpyov
would appeal to the hearts of the
div.

people, who loved the Thorah as the
chief good, but St. Chrysostom's words
are also to be remembered
"all this
:

seems indeed
but in fact

it

to be

spoken on their side,
told against them, since

"
it
Horn.,
St.
virap. tov 0eov
Paul might have called himself a zealot
of the law, or a zealot of God (Lightfoot,
u. s.), cf. 2 Mace. iv. 2,
trjX. t«v vopwv,
he,

knowing the

xlvii.

—

law, forsook

t-rjXcoTTjs

:

sued of Phinehas, 4 Mace,

xviii.

12.

—

he recogkolGws iravTcs • • . o~ifp.epov
nises that their present zeal was a zeal
for God, as his own had been, dXX* ov
:

kot* itriyvvo-iv, Rom. x. 2
concilians, Bengel.

Ver.
ix.

2.

:

argumentum

above
sometimes taken

t}|v A8ov, see

—&XP tovttjv
Gavarov:
4.

1

mean not that he prosecuted
"
"

to
tians

unto death

the Chriswas the

(for if this

meaning the following

participles

would

but that this was his aim
ver. 20 and xxvi. 10, however, seem fully
to justify the former meaning.
<J>vXaica«

sound

feeble),

;

—

:
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dv8pas T6 Kal yumiKas,
to

cts

8e$epeVous

<ov

Trap'

irpcapjUTc'pioi'

dScXcpous

5. a>s

Aapaoxof

TO eSacpos, Kal Y]Kouaa
;

Ttuupr] Gunny.

AapaaKw

tKayoy irepl i\ii

<p<os

8

peV <£a>s
toG XaXouKT^s pot.

pe, 'Ayaords iropeuou

irpos

eis

3

For

J.

IircaoV tc cts

crot

irotTJaat.

;

B

k&k€i

trot XaXrjII. ws 8e 4 ouk

x ei P a Y a, Y ou'fJLei

'

0<5

u7r0

has cpapTvpct (but Weiss

reject).

fc^ABEHP have
DL, so Hilg.

e-ircaov

with

•

AapaoxdV

has paprvpTjo-et, so Blass in p, and Hilg.

circo-ov

2

•

8ta>K€ts.
9* 01 8e ow epol 6Vtcs to
Kal lp(popot e'yeVoyTo* t$)v 8e <pa>yY)y ouk rjKOuo-ay
IO. etiroy 8^, Tt -rroirjcrGj, Kupte; 6 8e Kupios

evefiKetrov diro ttjs 8<S£tjs toG <pwTo<s eKetyou,

D

pot

<pa>rf)s

6^orrrat irepl tt&vtuv 8>v TeraKTat

1

Se*

cycVcTO

Na^wpatos oV au

eOcdoraKTO,

and W.H.

6.

p€arnp0piai> l^aupnrjs

irepl

Xcyouarjs pot, laouX, laouX, ti pe
8. £yw 8c dircKpidi)!', Tts ct, Kupte; cure' tc irpds p€, 'EycU

eipi 'l-naous 6

etire

Kal tous ckcictc ovras

a^wi'

e'iropeuopni',

TTopeuopeVw Kal iyyilovri -rf)
ck toG oupayou ireptaoTpd\|/at

StwKeis

Kal 6 dpxtepeu? 1 paprupei pot, Kal iray
Kal ^iriaToXas Sc^apc^o? irpos tous

'icpouaaXiqp., Xva

eis

xxn.

eirc<ra,

so Tisch.,

W.H., Weiss, but

Blass in p has

3
fc$ABH, Syr. P., Boh., Arm. om. xat ep<|>. eyevovTo, so Tisch., W.H., R.V.,
Weiss, Wendt, but the reading is retained by DELP, Sah., Syr. H., Gig., so Blass in
on ep<J>. cyev. see x. 40. See Alford's note (he brackets the words).
P, and Hilg.
;

Blass reads «s 8e aveoTrjv ovk epX. with d, Syr. H. mg., Gig. ovk cvcpXeiroy,
but B has ovScv epXeirov, so W.H. marg., Blass in (3 epPXeiretv not used absolutely elsewhere, B may therefore be original (Wendt).
4

;

plural,

perhaps in relation to xxvi. 11,

where Paul's persecuting fury extends to
strange cities usually singular.
Ver. 5. w« xal 6 dpx« not the high
priest at the time he was speaking, for
that was Ananias, xxiii. 2, but rather to
the high priest Caiaphas who gave him his
;

:

commission to Damascus, and who may
have been still alive, hence paprupei,
tov« dSeX. the word was used
present.
by the Jews of each other, Exod. ii. 14,
Deut. xv. 3, and St. Paul uses it here to
show that he regarded the Jews as still his
tovs Ikcutc
brethren, cf. Rom. ix. 3.
ovras, cf. xxi. 3, the adverb may imply
those who had come thither only, so
that refugees, not residents in Damascus,
are meant, but the word may simply =
licet, see on xxi. 3, and Winer-Moulton,

—

35,

7.

In Hipp., Vict. San.,

we have

oi

Ikcutc

ii.,

2,

oIkcovtcs*

—
p.

only here and in xxvi.
used as here in classical
Greek, but in this sense more frequent

Tip.wpT)0«kriv
in N.T. :

:

n

in middle.

Ver.

6.

irepl pecrqp., cf. xxvi. 12, not
in ix. , note of a personal recoll|aC4>vi)« ; only here in Acts

mentioned
lection. —

in ix. 3, see note; twice in Luke's
Gospel, only once elsewhere in N.T. ;

see further on xxvi. 12 note, on the three
accounts of St. Paul's Conversion.
so also in ix. 3, nowhere
ircpiao-Tpdtjrai
else in N.T., see note above, cf. xxvi. 13,
the supernatural
ireptXdpiretv (note);
brightness of the light is implied here

—

:

in 86|i]s, ver. 11.

on the form en-ctra
Ver. 7. hettrov
see Kennedy, Sources of N.T.
:

:

—

liv.

and

W.H.

Greek,

in.

—

159,

p.

?8a<f>os:

LXX,

i

Kings

and

etc.,

Winer - Schmiedel,
only here in N.T.

in

vi.

15,

Wisd.

xi.

p.
(in
5,

4 Mace. vi. 7, iriirrwy
but the verb IScupCfcetv is

els to 28.),
found in Luke

xix. 44, and there only
N.T. rJKOvcra <|>»vfjs, see on ix. 4 and
laovX, laovX, as in
7, cf. Dan. x. 6-9.
ix. 4, see note on xxvi. 14 (and cf. reading
in £ text).
Vv. 8 and 9. See on ix. 5 and ix. 4, 7,

—

in

9.

—

ep<|>.

Ver.

Mem.,

—

^

v »» see critical note.

ovk e've'pXeirov, cf. Xen.,
11, 10, here absolute, Grimmsub v. : chap, ix., 8, gives the

11.
iii.,

Thayer,

fact of the blindness, here

cause as from

St. Paul's

we have

its

personal remini-

5-i6.

IIPAEEI2 AII02T0AQN

r&v cruvcWuv pot *jX6ov

459

els Aau-aoxdV.
12.
Se* ti S ,
dvrjp
KttTd t6v
v6>ov, uapTupou>evoS uiro Trd^Twv tg» KaToiKou'rraiv
'louSaiW, 13. i\0Z>v Trp6s fie Kal eWras ete
aoi, laouX d8eX«J>^,

'Am**

efiacpV

dvd0\evK.

Spa* dv^Xe^a el S auroV. 14. 6 8^
Trpoe X€ipt<raT<S <re y^ai to eAnua
tov hUaiov, Kal dKouaai
w ^,k fa tou oT<5uaT0 S

Kdyi) auTfj

rfj

it**, 'O 6e6s tuv iraWpuv Vjuwv
outou, Kal ISeiv

<|>

aoTou

•

15. Sti Iotj

Kal TJKOuaas.

udpT u S

a6™

16. Kal vuv ti

1

evXaPtjs for

2

After

ew. tfBHLP,

wpos Trdvras d^irou?, fa

WpaKas

p&Xeis; dva<rTas Pdimaai Kal

Chrys., Theophl., Tisck,

dird-

W.H., Wendt, Weiss,

Blass.

omits •* ovtov, so d, Sah.,
av€pX€x(ra Blass in
Hilg. (Schmiedel also
omits), but see Wendt, note, p. 355 (1899).

scence.— Softs:

Heb. "filS
X

cf. 1

Cor.

xv. 40, 2 Cor. iii. 7, and Luke ix. 31.
Ver. 12. 'Avav., ix. 10. The description
is added,
av-rjp cv. M., manifestly fitting
before a Jewish audience, and a proof
that the brother who came to Saul was no

law-breaker, Lewin, St. Paul, ii., 146.
On the reading cvXaptfc, cf. ii. 5. r&v
KaToiK. seems to imply that Ananias had

—

:

dwelt for some time in Damascus, ix.
Ver. 13. Iirurras: "standing over
one," used frequently in Acts of the
appearance of an angel, or of the intervention of a friend (or of an enemy), see

Luke

ii.

9,

only found
p. 42,

39, x. 40, xii. 7, xxiv. 4,

iv.

in

Luke and

see above

aSeX^e,

ix. 17.

—

xii.

Paul, Friedrich,
vi.

uapr.,

7.

3.

avd(3Xc\{/ov . . . avc*|3X.
"receive thy sight, and in

els avT<$v:
that very hour I recovered my sight and
looked upon him," R.V. margin, dvapXlireiv may mean (1) to recover sight,
ix. 17, 18, or (2) to look up, Luke xix. 5,
but used frequently as if combining both

Humphry on R.V., and Page,
"
Meyer and Zockler render to
"
look up in both clauses. avTJj rg wpa,
see note on xvi. 18.
Ver. 14. 6 ©eds t»v iraT. ^juwv again
a conciliatory phrase, cf. vii. 32, so St.
" hath
Peter in iii. 13, v. 30. irpocxeip.
in
iii. 20,
in
Acts
N.T.,
appointed," only
meanings,
in loco.

—

:

—

:

and in xxvi. 16, again used by Paul in
narrating his conversion and call. In
LXX, cf. Exod. iv. 13, Josh. iii. 12, 2
Mace. iii. 7, viii. 9, always with the
notion of some one selected for an important duty (Lumby) to which may be
added Dan., LXX, iii. 22 (see H. and R.),
tov Sfcaiov, see on
cf. note on iii. 20.
tov <rr. : " a
:

iii.

14,

and

vii.

—
— U
52.
<f>.

voice from his mouth," R.V., so Rhem.,
as the Apostle heard it at his conversion.
rr. is often used in phrases of a Hebra-

character, so here fitly
xv. 7.

istic
cf.

Ver.

by Ananias,

fidprus avr$: "a witness
for him," R.V., cf. i. 8.—*rdvTa« iv6.
we may see another evidence of the
Apostle's tact in that he does not yet
employ the word cOvtj.— wv cwpaieat Kal
TJKov<ras, Blass well compares for the
former verb the Apostle's own words,
1 Cor. ix. 1
perfect tense, marks what
15.

:

;

was

in giving him
enduring
consecration as an Apostle, cf. Blass,

essential

Gram.,

p. 237.

xal vvv so by St. Paul in xx.
22, 25, xxvi. 6, xvi. 37, xiii.
; also found
in iii. 17, x. 5, but no instances in Luke's
Ver. 16.

:

n

Gospel of Kal vvv beginning a sentence,
Hawkins, Hora Synoptica, p. 145. ti
ulXXci?: only here in this sense in N.T.,

—

cf. 4 Mace. vi. 23, ix. 1, and so often in
classical Greek, Aesch., Prom., 36, etc.

—

—

avao-Tas, see v. 17.
pair-rio-ai: middle
voice (so perhaps in 1 Cor. x. 2, W.H.
text, but passive in margin, as Blass), as
a rule naturally in the passive, " to be
but the convert in
baptised," cf. ix. 18,
"
"
was conceived as
getting baptised

doing something for himself, not merely
as receiving something (Simcox, Language of the N.T., pp. 97, 98), so apparently Blass, Gram., p. 182, or the middle
may mean that he submitted himself to
and
Christian
Baptism, Bethge, p. 197,
airoXovcai: also middle, cf.
Alford.

—

ii.

38,

and

1

Cor.

vi. 11,

the result of the

submission to Baptism, Tit.

iii.

5,

Ephes.

the sigcf. p. 81, on
This calling
nificance of the phrase.
upon the name of Christ, thus closely
v.

26.— JirucaX.,

connected with Baptism and preceding
necessarily involved belief in Him,
There is no contradiction
x. 14.
in the fact that the commission to the

it,

Rom.

Apostleship here and in ix. comes from
Ananias, whilst in xxvi. he is not men-

nPAEEIS AnOSTOAQN

4 6o

XXII.

to Srofta 1 tou Kupiou. 1 7.
^ycVcro h4 uoi uirocrTp^ai'Ti els 'lepouaaXTjp., Kal TrpoaeuxofxcVou p,ou
eV tw tepw, ycyeaOai p,€ eV cKOTdcrei, 18. Kal 2 IScii' auTov Xeyorrd

Xoinmi t&s d|xapTtas aou,

e-jn.Ka.Xeaclp.evos

Iircuow Kal e£eX0e eV -rAy^i 1% 'itpouaaXrju. Sioti ou irapa1 9. K&ya> chrov, Kupic,
oc^orrai aoo ttji' aapTupiay irepl euoo.

|*oi,

aoTol iirioTai'Tai,

owaywyas

on

eyto

tous moreuoyTas

r\\i.r\v

<j>uXaici£&)v

XTCcpdVou too uaprupos aou, Kal auTOS
4

t§
*

Instead of K.

have

&*ABE,

^jxtjv'

Kal cpuXdaacoi' t&

dyaip&rci auTou,

verss., Tisch.,

W.H.,

Kal

20. Kal otc

£irl cri'

8

€§€X€ito to aiua

ecpearojs Kal auveuSoKcuv

tparia

rail'

Wendt,

R.V., Weiss,

4

avaipecrct

«rrj

avTov om. fr^ABE 40, Vulg., Sah., Boh., Aethutr.
Wendt, Hilg. cf. viii. 1.

R.V., Blass, Weiss,

all, and the commission comes
from the mouth of the Lord. It
"
quod
might be sufficient simply to say
quis per alium facit id ipse fecisse putaRoman
before
the
but
tur,"
governor it

tioned at

was likely enough that the Apostle should
omit the name of Ananias and combine
with the revelation at his conversion and
with that made by Ananias other and
subsequent revelations, cf xxvi. 16-18.
Festus might have treated the vision to
Ananias with ridicule, Agrippa would
not have been influenced by the name of
a Jew living in obscurity at Damascus
(Speaker's Commentary).
refers
Ver. 17. eyev. 8c p.01 viro<r.
to the first visit of St. Paul to Jerusalem
:

his

Conversion,

Lightfoot, GalaSt.

Hans, pp. 84, 93, 125.
Ramsay,
Paul, p. 60, refers it to the second visit,
because
the
reason
for
Paul's
(1)
departure from Jerusalem is given differently
here and in ix. 29. But may not St.
Luke be describing the occurrence in
relation to the Jews and the Church,
St.

Paul in relation

to

his

own

private personal history, St. Luke giving
«s the outward impulse, St. Paul the
inner motive (Hackett), so that two
causes, the one natural, the other supernatural, are mentioned side by side ? cf.
xiii.

2-4

(so

Lightfoot,

Felten,

(2) Ramsay's second reason is
Paul does not go at once to the
Gentiles, but spends many years of quiet
work in Cilicia and Antioch, and so the

Lumby).

that

command

J

Blass -vvtrm

Tisch.,

;

W.H.,

;

directly

Acts

Blass, Hilg.

N 18, 36, 180, d

;

and

dyaipouVTcup

atiTov.

2
Tisch. after
t 8eiv ABEHLP, Vulg., Chrys., Lach., W.H., Weiss
has i8ov (eiSov, so Blass in (3, and Hilg.).
3 Instead of
e|cx€lTO fc^AB*. W.H., Weiss, Wendt have €£ex vvV€TO
with B 3 E. 2t6<J>. om. A 68, but no other authorities.

after

Ka-ra tos

oe'pcoy

of the vision in

w.

20, 21- is

not suitable to the

command
from

to

first visit.
But the
go to the Gentiles dates

the

Apostle's Conversion, quite
apart from the vision in the Temple, cf.
ix. 15, xxvi. 17, and the same commission is plainly implied in xxii. 15
the
words of the command may well express
the ultimate and not the immediate issue
of the Apostle's labours. On lyey. 8c, Luke
;

seventeen times, Acts twenty-one, and
lyiv. followed by infinitive, see Hawkins,
Horce Synoptica, p. 30, and Plummer's
For the reading in xii.
St. Luke, p. 45.
25, virion, cts 'I., and its bearing on the
present passage see Ramsay, St. Paul,
pp. 63, 64, and also above, xi. 29, xii. 25.
there was a
rrpoorevx* . • • t$ lepu
special reason for the mention of the fact
before St. Paul's present audience; it
showed that the Temple was still for
him the place of prayer and worship, and
it should have shown the Jews that he
who thus prayed in the Temple could not
so have profaned it, Lewin, St. Paul, ii.,

—

:

—

kv iKo-Tdcrei, x. 10.
For the
146.
construction see Burton, p. 175, Simcox,
p.

Language of
Gram.,

the

N.T.,

58,

p.

Blass,

p. 247.

Ver. 18. cnrevcrov Kal Jf{.
implying
danger, cf. ix. 29. orov uapr. grounded
upon the occurrence before Damascus,
and so a striking testimony.
Ver. ig. Kvpic, ix. 5.
avrol lirkr.
Paul seems as it were to plead with his
Lord that men cannot but receive testimony from one who had previously been
an enemy of Jesus of Nazareth the words

—

:

:

—

:

;

ELPAEEI2 AI102T0AQN

17—23auToV.

21. icai €lir€

irp<5 S

fie,

4 6i

llopeuou, oti fyi, «is €0rn paicp&r

*

^airooTeXw ae.
22. "Hkouov 8£

auiw

4>w^i/

2

Ka6T]K0^
»

m

=

«XP 1 toutou too \6you, Kal
Airo

\4yovres, Alpe

auTO* ^k.

€£a<7roo-T€iX«, but

p
»

au-roG

ttjs

23. Kpauyajtfnw

W.H.

marg.

&

»

airo«rTcX*#, so

auiw,

B D
;

T.R.

Ka0TjKov,

ki minsc.

D2

show

,

but Ka6r,iccv

iiri\pav

tok toioutok-

Y*1S

^ABCDEHLP (Blass).

icai

ou

tV
ydp

pnrrou'nw

has «{awo<rrcAAc#, but Blass

Other var. ^tikci, Ka0Ti K av

imperf. not understood.

3

After Kpavyoj;. rt is read by Lach., W.H., Weiss, Wendt with ABC
Syr P
Aeth., but Tisch. with T.R. keeps 8e, so
Vulg., Boh., Syr. H., Arm*'

^DEHLP,

Chrys.
too are directed to his hearers, so that
they may impress them with the strength
of the testimony thus given by one who
had imprisoned the Christians.—Slpuv
on the power of the Sanhedrim outside
:

—Kara tos <rw.,
151.

Jerusalem see on
cf.

in the

p.
20, and for

such punishsynagogues cf Matt. x. 17,

3, xx.

viii.

ments

Mark xiii. 9, Luke xxi. 12,
Luke xii. 11, Edersheim, History of
yewish Nation, p. 374.
xxiii. 34,

cf.

the

Ver. 20. tov u. «rov: he identifies
himself with Stephen, his testimony like
that of the martyr is borne to Christ ; on
the word see p. 67; the term is
here in a transition stage from "witness "
to " martyr," cf. also Rev. xvii. 6 Hackett
cjuotes the Christians of Lyons, towards
the close of the second century, refusing
to be called " martyrs" because such an
:

honourable name only belonged to the
true and faithful Witness, or to those
who had sealed their testimony by constancy to the end, and they feared lest
they should waver: Euseb., Hist., v.,
2.
xal avT-os, cf. viii. 13, xv. 32,

—

xxi. 24, xxiv.

here

15,

16, xxv. 22, xxvii. 36,

placed in sharp contrast to the
preceding words about Stephen (with
whose witness he was now identified).
On Kal avros as characteristic of Luke in
his Gospel and Acts see Hawkins, Hora
Synoptica, p. 33, as compared with its
employment by the other Synoptists,
sometimes it is inserted with emphasis,
Plummer on Luke i. 16. crwcvS., see
aote on viii. 1.
Ver. 21. ets ?©vt) the mere mention
of the Gentiles roused their fury, and
they saw in it a justification of the charge
in xxi. 28 ; the scene closely resembled
the tumultuous outburst which led to the
murder of St. Stephen.
Ver. 22. brtjpav tt|v +., see on ii. 14.
it is

—

:

—atpe,

cf. xxi. 36,

emphasised

here,

by

iiro ttjs ytj?

—

;

present tense, a continu-

ous cry. Ka(K]Kov: only used by
Paul elsewhere in N.T., cf Rom. i.

St.

28.

The

imperiect, KaOTjiccv, see critical note,
implies that long ago he ought to have
been
to death " for it was

not

put

fit,"

non debebat (or debuerat) vivere,
Winer-Moulton, xli. 2. Ka0- = irpoo-TJicov
In LXX, Deut. xxi. 17, Ezek. xxi.
Att.
etc.,

27 (32), and other passages, also several
times in Books of Mace, (see H. and R.).
For construction cf. Burton, p. 15.
Ver. 23.
tcpavva£6vTcov 82 (tc, Weiss,
Wendt, W.H.), only here in Acts (cf
Luke iv. 41, but doubtful: W.H. read
KpdJovTa), six times in St. John, and
four times in his narrative of the Passion
of the cries of the Jewish multitude, cf
especially xix. 15, so too in 2 Esdras iii.
13, in classical Greek rare (Dem.), used
by Epict., Diss., iii., 4, 4, of the shouts
in the theatres.
ftirr. to ipdna: not

—

throwing

garments as if pre(for which Zockler
58, and see Plato, Rep.,

off their

paring to stone Paul

compares vii.
474 A), for the fact that the Apostle was
in the custody of the Romans would
have prevented any such purpose. The
verb may be used as a frequentative,
^MTTeiv, jactare, (iiirreiv, jacere, while
old grammarians associate
with it a suggestion of earnestness or
of
others
effort,
contempt, Grimm-Thayer,
sub v. (for the form in
cf. Dan.,
18,
ix.,
Theod.,
20). The word here rather

some of the

LXX

means "tossing about

their garments,"
a manifestation of excitement and uncontrollable rage, cf Ovid, Am., iii., 2, 74,
and also instances in Wetstein, cf Chrys.,

who

explains ^iirrdtovrcs, ^KTivownrovDean Farrar refers to Pal. Expin.
Fund, 1879, p, 77, for instances of the
sudden excitability of Oriental crowds,
and for similar illustrations see Hackett,
in loco.
KoviopTOv (JaM. best taken at

T€«.

—

:

nPAHEIS AIT02T0AQN

462
tA

Kal KOViopTcV PaXXorrwy els tot

ifxaTia,

6

auTOJ'

x i ^ a PX° s ayeaOai

iv€Tdt,e(rBai auTde, Iva

25.

cos

8c

€

emywji

2

^

T^l»

81' Tjk

auToi' tois

irpo^TctJ'CJ'

6

1

XXII.
d^pa, 24. tKAeucxev

7rap€|i|3o\TJi',

enruv

p.dori^ii'

aiTiak outcjs iite^xavouv auTw.
ctire

luaaii',

El

^crrcuTa

t6i>

Trpds

'Pwjiaioy Kal

riauXos,
arOpwnw
dxaTaKpiToy
Qearnv uuik p,aori£€ii>; 26. dicoucras 8e 6 €KaToWapxos, irpoaeXGcW
3
i^t
6 yap
«PX4 ^yw^ *Op a T * f*^X.eis Timely
d-irrjyyciXc tw x
27. irpoacXOuf 8e 6 x i a PX°S
afOpbnros outos 'Pup-aids Itm.

^KaToWapxof

•

)

^

1
Instead of acpa D, Gig., Syr. P., Cassiod. have ovpavov, so Blass in 0.
piirrovTwv in DEHL, Blass, Hilg., but text ^ABC, all edd.
2
AE 68
irpo€T6ivav fr^BL, so Tisch., W.H., Weiss, Wendt, Blass in 0, Hilg.
have irpo€T€ivov CD 40, 137, irpo<r€T€ivav P 31, irpoeTctvcv, plural changed into
sing, o x- X. regarded as still the subject.
;

;

;

3
opa before ti om. fr$ABCE, Vulg., Syrr. P.H., Boh., Arm., Tisch., W.H., Weiss,
Wendt, but retained by Blass with DHLP. After ckcitov. Blass in 0, and Hilg. add
on Pwptuov tavrov Xeyci wrth D, Gig., Wern.

another sign of the same rage and fury,
a similar demonstration this is preferable
to the supposition that they threw dust
into the air to signify that they would
throw stones if they could, cts tov acpa
seems to imply the interpretation adopted the dust could scarcely have been
aimed at Paul, for he was out of reach
but see 2 Sam. xvi. 13.
Ver. 24. 6 x i ^«» see xx *- 3 1, irapep,.,
xxi. 34.
clirwv: whether the chiliarch
understood Paul's words or not, he evidently saw from the outcries of the mob
that the Apostle was regarded as a dangerous person, and he probably thought
to obtain some definite information from
the prisoner himself by torture. p,dari-

Blass takes irpo£rcivav as an imperfect.
tois Ip&criv
referring to
the thongs usually employed for so binding, and this seems borne out by ver. 29
not " for the thongs," as in
Seoeicus
R.V. margin, so Lewin, Blass, Weiss and
Grimm admits
others, as if = ud<rrt£.
that the word may be used either of the
leathern thongs with which a person was
bound or was beaten, but here he prefers
the latter. tov Ictt-wto €kolt6v.
the
centurion who presided over the scourging, just as a centurion was appointed to
be in charge over the execution of our
Lord; on the form cicaTOv., only here in

£iv, cf. 2 Mace. vii. 1, 4 Mace. vi. 3, ix.
12, etc., and 1 Kings xii. 11, Prov. xxvi.

ci
"in-dpxTjs, and above on x. 1.
terrogatio subironica est, confidentiae
koI
"and
plena," Blass (so Wendt).
that too," 8vo Ta cytcXijuaTa * Kal to
avev \6yov Kal to 'Puuaiov ovTa, Chrys.,
The torture was illegal in
cf. xvi. 37.

;

;

;

—

—

—

and in N.T., Heb. xi. 36 the Roman
scourging was a terrible punishment for

3,

;

;

its

description cf, e.g., Keim, Geschichte

yesu, iii., p. 390 (for Jewish scougings
see Farrar, St. Paul, ii., Excurs., xi.).
av€Ta£ccr0ai not found in classical Greek,
but e|eTa^ecr9ai, used specially of examination by torture. It is found in the active
voice in Judg. vi. 29 A, and Susannah,
" shouted
ver. 14.
€ire<j>.
against him,"
R.V., see on xxi. 34, and 3 Mace. vii. 13
only here with dative.
Ver. 25.
"and when
irpoeVeivav
they had tied him up with the thongs,"
R.V., i.e., with the ligatures which kept
the body extended and fixed while under
" cum astrinxissent
flogging ; Vulgate,
" stretched
eum loris but
is rather

—

:

—

:

—

:

";

irpoe*.

him forward with the thongs," i.e., bound
him to a pillar or post in a tense posture
for receiving the blows, see critical note.

cf. xxviii. 2.

—

:

:

—

:

Acts, see Simcox, Language of the N.T.,
p. 30, and see Moulton and Geden, sub v.

—

—

the case of a

Roman

citizen,

:

:

although

it

might be employed in the case of slaves
and foreigners Digest. Leg. 48, tit. 18,
ci. "Et non esse a tormentis incipiendum Div. Augustus constituit." At
Philippi St. Paul had probably not been
heard in his protests on account of the
din and tumult " nunc quia illi negotium
est cum Romanis militibus, qui modestius
:

:

et gravius se gerebant, occasione utitur

Calvin.
Ver. 26.

"

—

Spa, see critical note. ti
ueXXcis iroiciv, cf. 2 Mace. vii. 2 R, ri
6 yap av. outos, on St.
ueXXcis epoiToiv
Luke's fondness for ovtos in similar
;

—

phrases, Friedrich, pp. 10, 89.
Ver. 28. iroXXov Ke<f>., cf. LXX, Lev.
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My€ ^1

et™
riry,
2
*

dircKpi'Oii

Tau'rr,,

T€ 6

«

ei

ff6

x^tapxos,

iim,*^*

6

8^

29. euOe'ws oSV dTr^anrjcraK
Kal 6 X iXiap Xos 8^

1

ei

8^

€t;

^

Ha

2g

'EY <>> iroXXou
K€<paXai'ou r^v iroXiTtiay

HaCXos c>,,

du auroG

1+004*1,
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8^ K al
yeyiv^c*.
ji&Xokws airly Jbtl4w,
Sti 'Plaids ion, *ai oti

01

V

8e8eK(6s.

before on, om.

tfABCDEH, so Tisch., W.H., R.V.,

Weiss, Wendt, Blass, Hilg.

R, with Bede, so Hilg. (adding Y
ap after e7 <o). Alford thinks possibly original, ,roXXov
After €nr £ v above, Blass in ft adds
being a gloss.
(before 6 Y « vap 018a) ovtws
€t, X
creavTov Xeveis ; on the authority of Bede tarn
«p«s
facile diets civ.
R. esse? P^P-atov
Cod. Dubl. (Berger) quam
facile, so Boh. (Tisch.)
Belser, p. 126, defends
for vividness and
clearness, but neither «v X«P»s or evxeptjs occur in N.T although
both are classical, and each occurs in LXX.
;

8e

j^5?
and
Hilg.

r 37.
Syr. H. mg., Sah. add kou irapaX priaa cXwwv avrov, so Blass
/?(but see Wendt, p. 51 (1899), regards as secondary).

24 (vi. 4), Num. v. 7 Jos., Ant., xii.,
3 (used by Plato of capital (caput) as
opposed to interest). Mr. Page compares
the making of baronets by James I. as a
means of filling the exchequer. ttjv
" this
iroXtTciav TavTTjv
citizenship,"
v.

;

2,

—

:

R.V., jus civitatis, cf 3 Mace, iii., 21,
23, so in classical Greek. Probably A.V.
renders " freedom " quite as we might
speak of the freedom of the city being
conferred upon any one. On the advantages of the rights of Roman citizenship
see Schiirer, div. ii., vol. ii., pp. 277, 278,
"
E.T., and Citizenship," Hastings' B.D.

—

€KTi]ord|jiTjv

:

Dio Cassius,

lx.,

17, tells

how

Messalina the wife of Claudius
and the freedmen sold the Roman
citizenship, and how at one time it
might be purchased for one or two
cracked drinking-cups (see passage in full
in Wetstein, and also Cic, Ad Fatn.,
xii., 36).
Very probably the Chiliarch
was a Greek, Lysias, xxiii. 26, who had
taken the Roman name Claudius on his
purchase of the citizenship under the
us

may have been by manumission, Philc
Leg. ad C, 23, or for some service
rendered to the state, Jos., Vita, 76, or
by purchase, but on this last supposition
the contrast here implied would be rendered less forcible. However the right
was obtained,
there

it

is

quite certain

that

nothing strange in St. Paul's
enjoyment of it. As early as the first
century B.C. there were many thousands
of Roman citizens living in Asia Minor
and the doubts raised by Renan and
Overbeck are pronounced by Schiirer as
much too weak in face of the fact that it
is

;

is precisely in the most trustworthy
portion of Acts that the matter is vouched

for.

emperor of that name. iyu> Bk Kal yt" but I am a Roman even
yew-quai
"
" item breviter et cum
from birth

Ver. 29. xal . . . Si, cf. iii. 24, Luke
35, Matt. x. 18, xvi. 18, John vi. 51, xv.
27, Rom. xi. 23, 2 Tim. iii. 12, and other
instances, Grimm-Thayer, sub v., Zi, 9.
€<f>ofti]9T), cf. xvi. 38, and the magisHe seems to have
trates of Philippi.
broken two laws, the Lex Porcia and the
law mentioned above, ver. 26. tm-y. 8ti
'PwuaTos kxrrx. the punishment for pretending to be a Roman citizen was
death, and therefore St. Paul's own

St. Paul's citizenship
dignitate," Blass.
of Tarsus did not make him a Roman

avowal would have been sufficient, Suet.,
€laudius, 25. on tjv avrov ScSckws on

citizen, otherwise his answer in xxi. 39
would have been sufficient to have saved

the construction usual in

him from the present indignity. Tarsus
was an urbs libera, not a colonia or
municipium, and the distinction made

to the

binding

this is

more natural than

—

:

:

Acts between the Roman and Tarsian
an adcitizenship of Paul is in itself
ditional proof of the truthfulness of the
How his father obtained the
narrative.
Roman citizenship we are not told; it
in

ii.

—

—

:

—

10.

:

The words may be
in ver.

Luke see i.
best referred

25 like a slave;
to refer them

If this latter view is correct,
seems strange that Paul should have
remained bound until the next day, ver.
No doubt it is quite possible that
30.
the Apostle's bonds were less severe after
the chiliarch was aware of his Roman

to xxi. 33.
it
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XXII.

30.

30. Tfj 82 ^iraupioi' pouX<5fi€kOs yv&vai to da<fraX<?s, to ri Kcrrr)1
*
dird rdv Sco'p.coi', Kal
irapd twi> 'IouScuojv, IXucrei' auTOf
yopeiTat
8
4
€k Aeuaci' £\Q*iv robs dpxicpcis Kal Skov to crvv&piov olutCov
Kai

^ABCE,

1

irapa, but vrro

«

airo r<av Seorpwv, explanatory gloss, om.

*

o-weXeciv

NABCE,

Tisch.,

W.H.,

R.V., Weiss, Wendt, Blass.

^ABCE,

Vulg., Sah., Chrys.,

W.H.,

verss., Chrys.,

W.H., R.V.

R.V., Weiss, Blass

;

avv prob.

lost after -<T€V.
*

irav to

Tisch.,

<ruvc8p.

W.H.,

(instead of oXov t.

citizenship, and that the later notices,
xxiii. 18, xxiv. 27, xxvi. 29, xxvii. 42, may
contrast favourably with xxi. 33.
:
Ver. 30. to rl KaTt]y. irapa. t»v

%

epexegetical of to ao-<|>aX€s, cf. iv. 21 for
the article, and Luke i. 62, ix. 46, xix. 48,
xxii. 2, 4, 23, 24, 37, also

Rom.

viii.

1

26, Matt. xix. 18,

Thess.

Mark

iv. 1,

ix. 10,

The usage therefore is more characof St. Luke than of the other
Evangelists, Viteau, Le Grec du N.T.,

23.

teristic

p.

67 (1893), Hawkins, Horce Synoptica,

—irapa,

retained, cf. Winer5 b, who takes it to
mean "on the part of the Jews," *.*.,
they had not as yet presented any accueXvo-ev ovtov according to ver.
sation.
29 it looks as if the chiliarch immediately
he knew of St. Paul's Roman citizenship
released him from his severe bondage.
Overbeck, Weiss, Holtzmann therefore
refer tq liravpiov only to |3ovX. yvatvai,
and not to eXvo-ev and eKe'Xevcrev, but
the order of the words cannot be said to
p.

38.

Moulton,

if

xlvii.,

—

:

Wendt (1899) rejects
The words may
interpretation.
possibly mean that he was released from
the custodia militaris in which he had
been placed as a Roman citizen, although
he had been at once released from the
favour this, and
this

In ver. 10 of the next
cf. xxi. 33.
chapter he apparently stands before the
Council not in any way as a prisoner,
but as one who stood on common ground
with his accusers. icaTay., i.e., from
Antonia.
o*vv.
(rvv(eX8etv) ... to
chains,

—

—

Jewish People, div. ii., vol. i.,
190, E.T., contends that the Council

Schiirer,
p.

•. avr*>v), so fr^ABCE, verss., Chrys.,

R.V., Blass, Weiss.

probably met upon the Temple Mount
itself; it could not have been within the
Temple, or we could not account for the
presence of Lysias and his soldiers (see
also Schiirer, u. s., p. 191,
note), but cf
on the other hand for the place of meeting, O. Holtzman, Neutest.Zeitgeschichte,
p. 176, and also the remarks of Edersheim, Hist, of the Jewish Nation,
p. 131.
Hilgenfeld, Zw, Th., p. 517

ff.

(1896), so

Weiss and

Wendt, Clemen, Jungst,

J.

Spitta regard the whole scene
before the Sanhedrim as an interpolation

extending from xx. 30-xxiii.

10.
But
most of the objections to the passage
may be classed as somewhat captious,
e.g., objection is taken to the fact that oh
the second night of his imprisonment St.
Paul is assured by Christ that he should
testify at Rome, xxiii. n
why should
such a communication be delayed to the
second night of the imprisonment? it
;

belongs to the first night, just as we
reckon dreams significant which occur
in the first night of a new dwelling-

So again it is urged that the
of the Lord would have had a
meaning after the tumult of the people
in xxii., but not after the sitting of the
Sanhedrim in xxiii. But if ver. 10 is
retained there was every reason for Paul
to receive a fresh assurance of safety.
In xxiii. 12-35 we have again Hilgenfeld's
source C, and in this too Hilgenfeld
finds a denial of the preceding narrative
before the Sanhedrim, on the ground that
Paul's trial is not represented as having
taken place, but as only now in prospect.
But w. 15, 20 may fairly be interpreted
as presupposing a previous inquiry, unless
we are to believe, as is actually suggesplace!

vision

ted,

that

a.Kpij3e'<rTepov

prompted the author of Acts

may

have

to introduce

the account of a preceding hearing.
Chapter XXIII. Ver. 1. drevicras,
see on chap. i. 10, "looking stedfastly,"
R.V. The word denotes the fixed stedfast gaze which may be fairly called a
characteristic of St. Paul.
On this occasion the Apostle may well have gazed
stedfastly on the Council which con-

—

demned Stephen, and although many
faces met his gaze, some of his

new

audience were probably familiar to him.
There is no need to suppose that the
word implied weakness of sight (Ramthe
say, St. Paul, p. 38).— av8. aScX.
omission of iraWpes suggests that he
:
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XXIII.

afirou's.

1.

'Armo-as

nauXos tw cruveopuo etire^, "A^opes dScX+oi,
fy" ira^n au^iSi^aci
€w
dya0fj irciroXiTcufxat tw
dxpv TauTijs
2. 6 oe
oe 6

rr\s

fye'pas.

dpxiepcos 'Amiaas iiriraie tois TTape<rcG><rw outw
addressed the assembly not as judges
but as fellow-countrymen. On d8e\. see
on i. 15. It is of course possible, as Chrysostom observes, that he did not wish to
appear ctucaTa<pp<Svt]Tos before the chiliarch.
the word occurs no
cruv€iSi]<r€i
less than thirty times in N.T., R.V., so
also in John viii. 9, but 1 Cor. viii.
7,
<rwT|0£iqk, R.V., and of these no less
than twenty times in St. Paul's Epistles,
twice in Acts, on both occasions by St.
Paul, three times in 1 Peter, and five
times in Hebrews. It may therefore be
almost reckoned as a Pauline word. It
does not occur at all in the Gospels (but
cf. John viii. 9), but it need hardly be
said that our Lord distinctly appeals
to its sanction, although the word is
never uttered by Him. The N.T. writers
found the word ready to their use. In
Wisd. xvii. 10 (11) we have the nearest
anticipation of the Christian use of the
word, whilst it must not be forgotten that
it first
appears at least in philosophical
importance amongst the Stoics.
(In
Eccles. x. 20 it is used but in a different
sense, and in Eccius. xlii. 18, but in
the latter case the reading is doubtful,

—

and

if

:

the

word

is

retained,

it

is

only

ii.
St. Paul was a covenant
of a divine iroXii-cta, the commonwealth of God, the laws of which he
claims to have respected and observed.
The word is also found in LXX, Es. viii.
13 (H. and R.), 2 Mace. vi. i,xi. 25, and
four times in 4 Mace.
Lightfoot, u. s.,

member

the use of the verb in Phil,
Paul from Clem. Rom., Cor.,xxi.,
and Polycarp, Phil., v., 5.
1,
But
Clem. Rom., u. s., vi., 1, has the phrase
parallels

by

St.

tois

dvSpdo-Lv 60-109 iroXiT€v<rap,evois,
referring to the O.T. Saints, and so St.
Peter and St. Paul. To this latter ex-

pression Deissmann, Bibelstudien, i., p.
an, finds a parallel in the fragment of

a

dating about 164 b.c (Pap., Par.,
and 9), tois Oeois irpos ot>«
60-Us xai . . . SiKaius (iroXi)T6vo-d(ievos. Ty 6ey: in another moment of
danger at the close of his career, 2 Tim.
i.
3, the Apostle again appeals to a
higher tribunal than that of the Sanhedrim or of Caesar. For the dative of the
object cf. Rom. xiv. 18, Gal. ii. 19.
&xpi TavTt|s rx[% Vjp,., emphatic, because
the Apostle wished to affirm that he
was still in his present work for Christ a
true member of the theocracy, cf. Rom.
letter

63, coll. 8

—

—

ix. 1 ff.

or Tarsus, in Cilicia, Diog. Laert.,

iv. 7,

8,

but

not perhaps

with

any higher

For
self-consciousness.
the alleged earlier use of the word by
Bias and Periander, and the remarkable

meaning than

parallel expression ayaOrj orvvciStjarig
attributed to the latter, see W. Schmidt,

Das Gevnssen,

6 (1889), and for two
use by Menander,
Grimm-Thayer, sub v. ; cf. also Davison,
The Christian Conscience (Fernley Lectures), 1888, sec. ii. and vi. ; Cremer,
Worterbuch, sub v. ; Sanday and Headquotations

lam,

Rom.

of

ii.

p.

its

15,

and

for

literature

For the
scriptural idea of the word cf. also Westcott, additional note, on Heb. ix. 9.
•raroX. : however loosely the word may
"Conscience," Hastings' B.D.

—

have been used at a later date, it seems
when St. Paul spoke, and when he
wrote to the Philippians, it embraced
the public duties incumbent on men as
members of a body, Hort, Ecclesia, p.
137, Lightfoot on Phil. i. 27 (iii. 20), cf.
that

VOL. IL

30

aoTou to

Jos., Vita,

used in the same sense as in Eccles. x.
It is used by Chrysippus of Soli,
20.)
vii.,

tu'tttciv

Ver.

2.

Luke

'Avav.
iii.

2,

:

not the Ananias of
xviii. 13, but the

John

son of Nebedaeus, appointed to his office
Chalcis, high priest from

by Herod of
*•

47-59-

He was

sent to

Rome on

account of the complaints of the Samaritans against the Jews, but the Jewish
cause prevailed, and there is no reason
to suppose that Ananias lost his office.
The probabilities are that he retained it
until he was deposed shortly before the
departure of Felix. Josephus gives us a
terrible picture of his violent and unscrupulous conduct, Ant., xx., 9, 2. But
his Roman sympathisers made him an
object of hatred to the nationalists, and
in a.d. 66, in the

days of the

last great

Romans, he was
dragged from a sewer in which he had
hidden, and was murdered by the wearevolt

against

the

pons of the assassins whom in his own
period of power he had not scrupled to
"

employ, Jos., B.J., ii., 17, 9, Ananias,"
B.D. 2 and Hastings' B.D., O. Holti,

mann, Ncutest. Zeitgeschichte, pp.

130,
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3. Tore

oropa.

6 flaGXos irp&s afiTov
•

66<5s>

Kal Trapa.vop.wv kcXcucis
Tii'

1

on

Blass reads in

—rfrtcrtw.

eaTiv dpxiepcus

sic instils in

because Paul had

being asked,

cf.

22, 2 Cor. xi. 20,

1

vi.

Tim.

John

29,

iii.

3,

for-

xviii.

Titus

i.

7.

act was illegal and peculiarly offensive to a Jew at the hands of a Jew,
Farrar, St. Paul, ii., p. 323.
Ver. 3. Wetstein sees in the words the

The

customary formula of malediction among
But we need not regard
the Jews.
Paul's words as an imprecation of evil
on the high priest, but only an expression
of the firm belief that such conduct would
meet with punishment, cf. Knabenbauer,
The terrible death of Ananias
in loco.
was a fulfilment of the words. On the

paronomasia and other instances of the
same figure see Blass, Gram., p. 292.

—

toixc k€kov., cf. Matt, xxiii. 27, Luke xi.
44, the expression may have been proA
verbial, in LXX, cf Prov. xxi. 9.
contrast has been drawn between St.
Paul's conduct and that of our Lord

under provocation,

as, e.g.,

Adv. Pelag.,

1,

by St. Jerome,
but there were occasions when Christ spoke with righteous
indignation, and never more severely
than when He was condemning the same
sin which St. Paul censured
hypocrisy.
Kal <rv, emphatic, cf. Mark iv. 13, Luke
the
at
commencement
of a
x. 29.
Kol
question expressing indignation or astonishment (Page). ko8-j] Kpivwv, later
form for Ka0-r]<rai, cf. for the phrase
Luke xxii. 30. irapavop,ti>v only here
in N.T., but cf. LXX, Ps. lxxv. 4, cxviii.
the verb also occurs several times
51
iii.,

—

—

—

—

:

;

4 Mace.
Ver. 4. tov apx» tov 6cov: of God,
emphatic, i.e., sitting on the judgmentseat as God's representative, cf. Deut.
xvii. 8 ff., and also the name Elohim, by
which the priestly and other judges
in

were sometimes known, Exod. xxi. 6,
xxii. 8, 9, Psalm lxxxi. 1.
Ver. 5. ovk xjSetv the subject of Icrrtv
is not expressed as in A. and R.V., in
the Greek it is simply " I wist not that it
:

was the high
be said that

priest

St.

(who spoke)

KO.T& TOV ^flOf,

fxe

4. 01 8e TrapeariuTes ctirov,

Ouk

tc 6 llauXos,

€<t>Tj

"

*

Ycypairrai yap,
Belser)

ae fieXXci 6

Ttfirreiv

ovtws

pfScti',

"Apxorra tou Xaou

cp/rraiXcis

t^ apxicpci

sacerdotem Dei male dicendo, Cypr.

gotten that he was before his judges,
and ought not to have spoken before

Luke

;

5.

;

ctirc,

Kpivwv

k(18t)

TuirTcaOai

text (with approval of

rov Gcov XoiSopuv %
146.

pie

ait

dpxiepca tou 6eoC Xoioopci?

d8cX4>ot,
1

ical

toixc K€Koviap.eVe

xxm.

".

If

it

Paul could scarcely have

been ignorant that Ananias was high

priest, we must bear in mind that not
even the high priest wore a distinctive
dress when not engaged in actual service

(Edersheim, Temple and its Services, p.
with reference to this same passage),
if we are not prepared to accept the view
of Chrysostom and Oecumenius amongst

67,

others, that the Apostle,

to his

owing

long absence from Jerusalem, did not
know the high priest by sight, or to
suppose that his weakness of eyesight
might have prevented him from seeing

The inclearly (so Lewin, Plumptre).
terpretation that St. Paul spoke ironically, or by way of protest, as if such
behaviour as that of Ananias on his
nomination to office by Herod of Chalcis
was in itself sufficient to prevent his
recognition as high priest, is somewhat
out of harmony with the Apostle's quotation of Scripture in his reply, nor are the
attempts to translate ovk ^Seiv as =
non agnosco or non reputabam successful.
See further Zockler's summary of
the different views, Apostelgeschichte, 2nd
edition, in loco.
dSe\4>oi the word indicates St. Paul's quick recovery from
his moment of just anger to a con-

—

:

—yiy. yap

ciliatory tone.
to the law, St.

in this appeal
Paul showed not only his
with
but
his
reverence for
it,
acquaintance
it
another proof of his wisdom and tact.
apxovTo tov Xaov orov k.t.X. LXX,
Exod. xxii. 28, the Apostle apparently
:

—
—

:

only quotes the latter part of the verse
Hebrew we have " thou shalt not
revile God (margiti, the judges), nor
curse a ruler of thy people".
Cf. the
ruling principle of the Apostle's conduct
;

in the

Rom.

xiii.

1-7 (1 Pet.

ii.

13-17).

.
.
.
to 8i
Iv . . . frcpov : see Simcox
Language of the N.T., pp. 71, 72. That
Pharisees and Sadducees alike had seats
in the Sanhedrim during this period is

Ver. 6.

frcpov.

yvov s

•

•

•

to Iv

On

borne out not only by the N. T., but by
Jos., Ant., xx., 9, 1, B.J., ii., 17, 3, Vita,
38, 39.

It is possible that

the Pharisees

might have attracted the attention of the
Apostle by their protest against the be-
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ouk *p«is Kaicas".
6. IVous 8e 6 riauXos on to tv
uipos *<rrl
to 8c iTepoK apurawv, 1 expo-gei' tv r&
auv&piy,
"AvSpcs dScX^oi, iyh afHomos €^t. "ios apiaaioo • irepl 4Xm'8os
crou

laSSouKaiwi',

1

but imperf. eicpatev
(see note ed. i8gg).

^BC

36, Syr. Pesh. ; so Tisch., W.H., R.V.
Blass has cicpagev, so Hilg.
tapuraiov, but
plural <l>apicrai«v
^ABC, Vulg., Syr. Pesh., Tert., and other authorities as
with
Blass
altered
into
above,
also, perhaps
sing., because one only thought of the
relation of father and son (Wendt).
B, Sah. Boh., Tert. omit eyw before koivoimu
Lach. and Tisch. retain, but other authorities above with Blass omit
(but W.H. in
marg.) it may have been added in accordance with xxiv. ai.

eKpafcv,

Wendt

Weiss,

in

;

;

haviour of Ananias and their acceptance
of the words of apology (so Felten,
Zockler), but it is equally probable that
in St. Luke's apparently condensed account the appeal to the Pharisees was
not made on a sudden impulse (see
below), but was based upon some manifestation of sympathy with his utterances.
In ver. 9 it is evidently implied that the
story of Paul's conversion on the road to

Damascus had been narrated, and his
acceptance of the Messiahship of the
Risen Jesus carried with it his belief in
a resurrection. etcpa£ev the word may
here as sometimes elsewhere, cf. John

—

vii.

37,

xii.

:

44, indicate

no isolated

cry,

but a reference to something previously
said, and it is probable that St. Luke
may have passed over here as elsewhere
some portions of the Apostle's speech,
which were less intimately connected
with the development and issue of events.
It must however be noted that the verb
may mean that the Apostle cried aloud
so that all might hear him amidst the
rising confusion.

—

iyit

apt.

ctpt k.t.X.

:

the words have been severely criticised,
but in a very real sense they truthfully
Beexpressed the Apostle's convictions.
fore Felix St. Paul made practically the
same assertion, although he did not use
the word ap. (cf. also xxvi. 5), Hort,

in.

More-

Judaistic Christianity, p.
over it is difficult to see why the Apostle
should not describe himself as a Pharisee
xv. 5, that
in face of the statement,
many members of the sect were also
members of the Christian Church.

They,

like St. Paul,

must have acknow-

that Jesus was
that
Messiahship

ledged

the

Messiah.

was attested
But
resurrection of
by the avowal of the
resurrection was a proJesus, and the
minent article of the Pharisees' creed.
In the acceptance of this latter doctrine
with the
St. Paul was at one not only
" Pharisees who believed," but with the
whole sect, and that he used the title
relain this limited way, via., with

tion

hope of the resurrection, is
from the context, which fixes the

to the

by the Apostle's own words.
But because the declaration shows the

fdain
imitation

tact of St. Paul, because it is an instance
of his acting upon the maxim Divide et
itnpera, has it no higher side in relation
to his character and purpose ?
we

May

not even say that to the Pharisees he
became as a Pharisee in order to save
some, to lead them to see the crown and
fulfilment of the hope in which he and
they were at one, in the Person of Jesus,
the Resurrection and the Life ? That
the Apostle's action met with Divine

See
approval seems evident, ver. 11.
"Paul" (Dr. Llewellyn Davies), B.D. 1
,

Hi.,

and

amongst recent
Luckock, but on the other hand

754,

755,

writers,
Gilbert, Student's Life of Paul, p. 187 ff.
Bethge attributes to the Apostle an
apologetic aim, viz., to show the chili-

arch that
tected

Christianity should be proState, since it was no new

by the

but really proceeded from
religion,
Judaism and in support he refers to the
words of Lysias, xxiii. 29 but although
the Apostle's appeal may have helped
Lysias to form his judgment, it seems
;

;

strained to attribute to the
the motive assigned by Bethge.
" a son of Pharisees," R.V.
plural, which is the best reading, i.e.,
his ancestors, 2 Tim. i. 3, Phil. iii. 5,
teachers by a
possibly including his

somewhat

Apostle
—
vlos op.

:

—

familiar Hebraism.
wtpl IXir£8os ical
avao-.
generally taken as a hendiadys
of a resurrection of the
(so Page), "hope
:

dead"

(see,

however, Winer-Moulton,

In xxvi. 6 iXrtf is used of the
hope of a future Messianic salvation
the hope of Israel but in xxiv. 15 St.
Paul distinctly makes mention of the
and
hope of a resurrection of the dead,
his own words again in xxiv. 21 seem

—

lxvi. 7).

—

to exclude anything beyond that question
as under discussion on the present oc-

casion.

Ver.

7.

<rra<ris:

There

is

no

difficulty
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Kal

amordacws

I'CKpwk e'yw Kpieouxu.

Kal
tylvero ordais twv apiaaiwi'
8.

TrX^dos-

laSSouKaioi 2

p,€>

p.T^T€

tw

laoSouKcuwi/, Kal eaxiaOt) to

yap Xe'youox
8e

<t>apiaaioi

-nvcGp-a

Touto oe auTou 1 XaX^aarros,

7.

•

ayycXoi'

xxm.

p.Y)

clyai dkdoraaic, p.rjT€

Kal dmordrres

*

rd

6p,oXoyouo-i
a

ap^oTtpa.

ypappaTeis tou
OuSev
kukov
tuV
4>apiaaicov Sicpd^oiro Xeyorres,
eupioxouey
ue'pous

8e Kpauyrj peydXTj
9. iyevero

cV

t&

d^Opwiro)

touto)

*

oe

ci

01

eXdXTjaev'

irfeup.a

auTui

tj

ayycXos,

Instead of XaXt|<ravTOs W.H., Weiss, Wendt, following B, read XaXowxos
R.V.
Tisch., Meyer, Blass have XaXn]o-avros with T.R., following CHLP, Syr. H.
(W.H. marg.), with Lach. and Hilgenfeld, has cittovtos, so fr$cAE, Vulg., Syr.
Pesh. fr$* reads ciitovtos. For cycvcTo B* (Syr. H.) has circirccrcv, so W.H. marg.
Blass brackets icai ttrxia-Qr\ to itXyjOos, see below on ver. 9.
1

;

;

;

3 After 2a88.
B, Vulg., Sah. omit pcv, so W.H. (text), Weiss, Blass but retained
Instead of prjSc as in T.R. (so Meyer,
by Tisch., R.V., W.H. marg., Hilg.
In edit.
Wendt, Blass), pt)TC in ^ABCE, so Tisch., W.H., Weiss, Hilgenfeld.
1899 Wendt decides to follow T.R., and to read prjSe, although he admits that MS.
But
p/ijSc is supported by HLP, Chrys., Theophyl.
authority is against him.
have been altered to |it|8c to suit Ta ap.<(>OTcpa. Instead of to au<|>. Blass
(atjtc may
icai
irvcvua.
icai
in P (Sah., Flor.) reads eivai ovao-Taciv
ayycXov
;

Instead of 01 ypappaTcis fr$BC, Sah., Arm. read tivcs tg»v ypappaTewv, Tisch.,
R.V., Weiss, Wendt, Blass, Hilg. AE 13, Vulg., Boh. read simply tivcs,
so Lach., T.R. very little support ; HLP, Aeth. read ypanpaTcis (om. 01).
tov ucpovs om. AE 13, Vulg., Boh., but retained in J^BCHLP, Syr. P. and H.,
In
at commenceArm., Chrys., Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt, Blass.
ment of verse Blass reads icai Kpavyrjs yevoucvTis cv eavTois (inter eos, Flor.) c<rxi<ravaoravTcs omit, in p text with Flor.
p,tj
6couax<>>H-ev om.
Br\arav with Flor.
fr^ABCE 13, 40, 66, verss. Instead of ovScv kc&kov k.t.X. Blass in p text (Flor.)
reads ti 8c tcaicov cv to> avOpwira) tovtw cvpuricouf v ;
3

W.H.,

;

;

supposing that this dissension took
in the Assembly
it may have
been no sudden result, because the
in

place

;

Apostle had evidently said much more
than is mentioned in the preceding verse
(see above), and there is good evidence
that one of the fundamental differences
between the two sects was concerned
with the question which St. Paul had
raised, Edersheim, Jesus the Messiah,
>•• 3*5 i Jo s «» Ant., xviii., 1, 4; B.J., ii.
8, 14.— c<rxio-0i) to irX., Mn., ii., 39,
and instances in Wetstein.
Ver. 8. ayycXov . . . irvcvpa: are
joined together by the speaker as one
f

principal conception, so that the following au<J>orcpa presents no difficulty, see
Winer-Moulton, lv., 6, Page, in loco,

irvcvpa would include the spirits of the
dead, to one of which Paul would appear
to have appealed, xxii. 7, 18 (Weiss). On
the denial see Schiirer, Jewish People,
div. ii., vol. ii., p. 13, E.T.,
cf. also the
remarks of Dr. A. B. Davidson, "Angel,"
as
to
the
Hastings' B.D.,
possible sense
of this denial and its possible limitation,

with which

we may compare Hamburger,

Real-Encyclopadie des Judentums,

ii.,

7,

—6uoX.,

1046.

i.e.,

as part of their re-

ligious creed, their confession and open
profession of faith :" but the faith of the

Sadducees

well described by nega-

is

tions ".

Ver. 9.

Kpavyq

p,cy.

u there arose a

:

great clamour," R.V., so A.V. in Ephes.
the noun also denotes not only
iv. 31
the loud cry of partisan applause as
here, but of joyful surprise, Luke i. 42,
of grief, Rev. xxi. 4, of anger, Ephes.
;

u.

s.,

Westcott on Heb.

v.

LXX,

—

17.

the professional

xii.

xv. 29.

on

v. 7, cf.

30, Judith xiv. 19, 2 Mace.
avoordvTcs, characteristic, see

Exod.

—ypau.pa.Tcls,

lawyers exercised considerable influence
in the Sanhedrim, belonging chiefly to
the Pharisees, but also numbering in
their ranks some
Sadducean scribes,
Schiirer, Jewish People, div. ii., vol. i.,
pp. 178, 319, E.T. The notice may therefore be placed to the writer's accuracy.

— SiepdxovTo
LXX, Dan.
li.

:

only here

in

20, Ecclesiast.
19 R., frequent in classics.
x.

N.T.,
viii.

cf.

1,

3,

Overbeds

and Holtzmann can only see

in

—

this

scene a repetition of chap. v. 33. cl 8c
" And what if a
spirit hath
irvcvua
:

IIPASEI2 AII02T0AQN
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p* OeopaxAfMr.

X tXiap Xos

fi*)

io. ttoXX^s 8*

8io(nroaefj 6

1

naOXos

46 9

Y €HO,i^ s (rr^ws, eiJXapnecIs A
utt'

auTWK,

l^cuae

to orpdreujui

KaraPdK dpircicrai auTdk Ik jjlcVou auiw, ctyeiK tc 2 ci S
t^ Trapeu.0oXt^.
II. THi 8e
4mou<nj kukti ^morAs auTw 6 Ku'pios dire, edpaet,
3
nauXe
6 S Y Ap 8i€jiapTu'p W tA tt€ P 1
o5t« a<
€>ou €i S
-

'lepouaaX^fi,

Set ical eis 'Prip-i^
u-apTupiiom.
crarre's TiKes

12.

y^o^ktjs 8^

^paS

4
,

iroiVj-

twk 'louSaiW <ruorpo<*>V
A^GefidTuraK ^aurous, \4yovr€$

1

Instead of 7 cv. fc^B 9 8*, read ytv. Lach.,
Alford, Hilg. follow T.R but Ti«rfc
R.V Blass read y„.
ciXap^as retained by Meyer*
as the rarer word in N.T., but c^Ocis
^ABCE, Chrys., and authorities above
so Hilgenfeld.
;

W.H

Weiss, Wendt,

'

2

After a^civ,

W.H., following B, Boh.,

31, omit rt in text (not in marg )
If omitted, apircurai would
depend upon icaraBav

Weiss retains in spite of B.
avciv upon ckcXcvctc.
3
RovXe om. ^ABC*E,

but

and

verss., so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt, Blass
(although retained in Flor. and by Hilg.).
4
Instead of T.R.,
13, 61, Boh., Arm., Aeth. read -res crvo-rpodmv 01
lovSaioi; so authorities in ver.
The latter reads with T.R.
except Blass.
<n>o-Tpo«|>tiv Tives Tftiv lov8., so L(HP), Vulg., Syr. Pesh., Gig., Flor., Lucif.
also

^ABCE

n

(see

Hilg.).

" R.V.
spoken to him, or an angel ?
reading after £776X09 a mark of interOften explained as aposiopesis
rogation.
(so Weiss), cf W.H. reading John vi.
62, Rom. ix. 22, but see Blass, Gram.,
The words
p. 288, Burton, pp. 109. no.
may have been followed by a significant
gesture or look towards the Sadducees,
or by some such words as St. Chrysostom
suggests iroiov ZyKkr\y.<x or without any

—

'

:

real aposiopesis,

the

»

words

may have

been interrupted by the tumult, WinerMoulton, lxiv., ii.
irvcvpa: the word
evidently refers back to St. Paul's own
while at the same
statements,
time it indicates that the Pharisees were
far from accepting Paul's account of the
scene before Damascus as an appearance
of Jesus of Nazareth.
Ver. 10. evX., see critical note. fjuj:
after verbs of fear and danger in classical
Greek, with subjunctive after primary
tenses, with optative (more usually) after
secondary tenses, but in N.T. only the
subjunctive, Burton, p. 95, and Viteau,
he Grec du N.T., p. 83 (1893), Acts
xxvii. 17, 2 Cor. xi. 3, xii. 20, Heb. iv. 1.
xxii. 6, 7,

—

.

—

8iao-ira<r0TJ, cf.

LXX, Hos.

xiii. 8,

for

use in same sense as here, to tear like a
wild beast tears its prey in pieces (elsewhere in N.T., Mark v. 4, cf. LXX, Jer.
ii. 20), cf. in classical Greek, Herod., iii.,
8.
koto-Pok from Antonia.
13, Dem., 58,
tc = apira<rav 6/yciv
ap-n-do-ai ©//civ
critical note.
(Blass), see
Ver. 11. iii fart, vvrri, see Knaben-

—

—

bauer's

note, p. 385, on Hilgenfeld's
strictures; and below on the need and
fitness of the appearance of the Lord on
this night.— Ittio-tos,
and xviii.
cf. xii.

—6

7,

Jesus,
—evidently
implies.
Odpo-ci only

9.

k.,

as the context

in the imperative

:

N.T. (seven times) the word on the
of Christ had brought cheer to the
sick and diseased, Matt ix. 2, 22, Mark
x. 49
to the disciples sailing on the sea,
Matt. xiv. 27, Mark v. 50 to the same
disciples in an hour of deeper need, John
i ts u se in LXX as a
xvi* 33 c
message
of encouragement (elsewhere we have
the verb dappciv, so in Paul and Heb.,
but cf. Apoc. of Peter, v., Blass, Gram.,
The Apostle might well stand in
p. 24).
need of an assurance after the events of
the day that his labours would not be
in

;

lips

;

;

y

f

short before his great desire was
The words of the Lord as
given to us by St. Luke intimate that
the Evangelist regarded Paul's visit to
Rome as apex Evangelii, so far as
concerned.
his present work was
8t€|xapTvpw: the word seems to imply
the thoroughness of the Apostle's testimony, and to show that his method
of bearing it was approved by his Lord,

cut

fulfilled.

—

see on ii. 40.
Ver. 12. o-vo-Tpo^v, xix. 40.

pdno-av cavrovs

"

:

literally

—dvcd«-

they placed

themselves under an anathema," *.*.,
declared themselves liable to the direst
punishments of God unless, etc. In N. T.
the verb is only used in this passage, cf.
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(A^Tt

|mI)tc <f>ayetK

met?

XXIII.

ou diroKT€i»'{ao i rbv riaGXoi''
,

2fc»s

he irXctous Teaarapditorra 01 rauTtji' t$jk cruwojfxoaia^
oiTtfcs irpoacXOoWcs tois dpxiepeuart

14.

ctirof, 'AmOc'ixaTi

•

-n-e-n-oi-rjKOTes

*at tois

irpcapuTc'pois
8

dfc0eu,aTicrapcK caurous, (XTjSckos ycuaacrOai

00 diroKTeiVwp.6i/ tok riauXo*'.

jiAXoKTas SiayiKwaitciK

vvv ouV

15.

^iXidpx^ ady tw owcopiu, oiros
<I»S

2

13. rjaa^

x

*

uueis

aupioi' ciutok

lu»s

ep.cf>cu'io-aT€

tw

KaTaydyTj irpos upas,
auTOu * TJp.eis 8e,

aKpif3e'<rrepoK to, irepl

1
Instead of ireiroi. fr^ABCE have irotrjo-afxcvoi, so R.V. and authorities above,
except Blass in (3 text, co/utovs avadcuano-avTeS) following Flor.
"
2
brackets kou tois irpco-0. Lucif. " recte ut videtur
Blass in
(Blass).

s

After ycvo*. Blass in

4

avpiov

otn.

(3

^ABCE

(Flor., Gig.)

adds icaOoXov.

18, 36, 61, verss.,

and authorities above, so Hilg.

fc^ABE

61 have ciS) so R.V. and as above.

14, ax,

and once by

St.

Mark,

xiv. 71,

the use of the verb in LXX, Josh. vi.
In N.T. the noun
2i, 1 Mace. v. 5.

cf.

avadepa

is

only found in Luke and Paul,

see Lightfoot on Gal.

Headlam on Rom.

i.

ix. 3.

Sanday and
For instances

8,

before us illustrate the strange fact that
even the chiliarch of the Roman force
stationed in Jerusalem seems to be able
to summon the Sanhedrim for the purpose
of submitting to it any question upon
which the Jewish law had to be learnt,

of similar bindings by oath, Jos., Vita,
a similar combination of ten
liii., and

cf. xxii.

men

murder Herod, Ant., xv., 8, 3, 4.
Of whom the band consisted we are not
told, although probably Ananias would
not have scrupled to employ the Sicarii,
The conspirators seem
Jos., Ant., ix. 2.
to have affected to be Sadducees, ver.
14, but Edersheim evidently holds that
they were Pharisees, and he points out

should

that the latter as a fraternity or "guild,"
or some of their kindred guilds, would
have furnished material at hand for such
a band of conspirators, Jewish Social
ireiroi. see critical note,
Life, p. 227 ff.

vow

to

—

fus ov, cf. Matt. v. 25, xiii. 33, John ix.
18
Burton, p. 128.
Ver. 14. tois apx«» cf. iv. 23, see
critical note on reading in (3 (Blass).
" we have bound our;

—

:

avaOe'p.aTi avcBcp..
selves under a great curse," thus repre-

senting the emphatic Hebrew idiom, cf.
and for the same phrase cf. Deut.

v. 28,

The

conspirators may
have been instigated by the knowledge
that the Sanhedrim could no longer inflict
capital punishment, and from despair of
obtaining the sanction of the Roman
authorities for violence against Paul.
It
is quite certain that sentence of death
must at all events be ratified by the procurator. Another serious restriction of
the Jewish powers lay in the fact that
the Roman authorities could step in at
any moment and take the initiative, as in
the case of Paul.
Moreover the incidents
xiii.

15, xx. 17.

ii.,

vol.

30, Schiirer,
i.,

p.

be

Jewish People,

div.

with which, however,
compared O. Holtzmann,
188

ff.,

—

Neutest. Zeitgeschichte, pp. 175, 176.
" to taste
nothing," R.V.
yevo-ao-dai:
"Hoc certe tam praeposterum concilium

nunquam probassent
in

illis

sacerdotes,

si

qua

fuisset gutta pii rectique affectus,

imo sensus humani," Calvin.

Edersheim

quotes a curious illustration of the rash
before us, which shows how easily
absolution from its consequences could
be obtained, Jewish Social Life, p. 229,
Lightfoot, Hor. Heb.
Ver. 15. vw oxiv: only in Acts in
N.T., where it occurs four times, frequent
"
"
in LXX.
:
in A.
signify
£p.<f>av Co-arc
J.

—

and

R.V.
this rendering apparently
conveys a wrong idea, for it implies that
the Council had the authority, whereas
this lay with the Roman officer, cf. xxiv.
In LXX, Esther ii. 22,
1, xxv. 2, 15.
2 Mace. iii. 7, xi. 29. <rvv Ty o-w. with
the whole Council, including both those
who had previously inclined to favour
Paul as well as his opponents the former could not object to the pretext that
further inquiries were to be made into
;

—

:

;

Paul's

especially

position,

Sadducees

Sttws, Burton, p.

when

the

—

such an inquiry.
ws pAAovTas this
87.

urged

—

:

use of «s with the participle expressing
the pretext alleged by another, often in

Luke

Luke, cf.
xxiii. 20, xxvii.

xvi.

1,

xxiii.

30, Viteau,

N.T,, p. 189 (1893), but

14,

Acts

Le Grec du

we may

also
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13—19.

Twiyyimu

irpo

8c

6

ul6 S

tt) S

els

adrcV, Irot^oi

1

Ivpcv tou dvcXctv auroV. 16. AkouVos

dScXc^s nauXou

-rip

e^pai/,

™

irape^PoX^ AmfaveiXc

t*)i>

€i<T€\e^
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irapa^o^os xal
IWXw. 17. irpo<r-

xaXeadp.ei'os 8e 6 riauXos iv* r5>v iKarovrdp^otv,

TouTOk diTdva Y € irpbs rbv
X ^^PX0V
18. 6 p.kv ovv irapaXa^v aurbv

e<frn,

To*

ttftftifr

'

*X« l y&p ti ATrayyetXai aO™.
a € irpos t6v
01'. icai
t] Y Y

x^PX

'O S^afiios riauXos
irpooxaXcadfAeyos

toutoc t6k
raaKiaK AY a Y €tw irpos ae, € orrd ti
X
XaXtjaai aoi.
19. emXa|36p.€i>os
8c tt)s X €l P05 auTou 6
xtXiapxos, ical dmxwprjaas k<xt iSiar, €*iru»'4>t]o-l^,

1

compare 1 Cor. iv. 18 (Burton).— 8t«ry.
" as
though ye would judge of his case
more exactly," R.V., accurate cognoscere ;
the word need not be used here in the
:

forensic sense as in xxiv. 22
(xxv. 21),
Grimm, Blass; the "inquiry" is exthe
usual
word in ver. 20.
pressed by

—
—

The

verb is used in 2 Mace. ix. 15.
tov iyyi<rai
so that the crime
could not be imputed to the priests.
for genitive of the
Itoi|xoi €cr(j.ev rov
infinitive after a noun or an adjective, in
Luke and Paul (1 Pet. iv. 17), (Viteau, u. s.,
irp&

:

:

169,

Mich.

vi.

Mace.

Burton, p. 158. In LXX, cf.
8, Ezek. xxi. 10, 11 (15, 16),

—

avcXeiv
58, v. 39, xiii. 37.
ovtov, cf. Hackett's note, which gives a
formal justification from Philo for the
I

TJpdSrrjae

Blass in p reads c<rope9a instead of
eo-jxev with Flor., and at end of
Kai airodavciv with 137, Syr. H.
mg., Flor.

8€fl

p.

|A«

iii.

assassination of apostates.
Ver. 16. 6 vlos ttjs aSeX^s

he and his mother lived

we

Ewald

:

whether

in Jerusalem, as
are not told.

conjectured,
Probably not, as the mother is not otherwise mentioned.
Paul's nephew may
have been a student in Jerusalem, as
the Apostle had been in his earlier days.
Edersheim, Jewish Social Life, p. 227,
gives an interesting account of the way
in which the young man as a member of
the Pharisaic " Chabura," or guild,
might have gained his knowledge of the
conspiracy. At the same time nothing
is told us in the text, and we cannot
wonder at the comment " quis is fuerit,

unde

—

ignoratur" (Blass).
having come in upon them,"
R.V. margin, " and he entered into the
castle," etc.
<irapoY €v. is thoroughly
Lucan, and often gives a graphic touch
to the narrative, but it is doubtful whether
we can press it as above, although the
rendering is tempting.— air-nYY* ^* TV
n. evidently Paul's friends were allowed
access to him, and amongst them we
rescierit,

irapavev.

"

:

1

:

may

well suppose that St.

Luke himself

would

have

different

been

included.

On

the

Roman

kinds of

custody see
below, xxiv. 23, note.
Ver. 17. tov vcavtav tovtov, see on
vii. 58 and previous note above.
The
narrative gives the impression that he
was quite a young man, if we look at his
reception by the chiliarch and the charge
given to him.
Ver. 18. 6 Se'orpios n. used by Paul
five times of himself in his
Epistles, here
for the first time in Acts with reference
to him.
Ver. 19.
"ut fiduciam
liriXap.:
:

adolescentis

confirmaret," Bengel, so
4iriX. see note, xvii.

Knabenbauer; on
19-

—

ttjs

x €l pos ovtov,

cf.

Luke

viii.

54,

Winer-Moulton, xxx. 8 d; see Calvin's
note on the humanitas (as he calls it) of
the centurion in thus receiving the young
man. dvax- used also in xxvi. 31, but
not by Luke in his Gospel, although

—

:

found in the other

Evangelists.

— kot'

"asked him privately,"
R.V., as suggested by the order of the

tSiov

lirvv.

Greek.
Ver.

:

20.

Luke
o-vvc'Ocvto,
so in classical

xxii.

5,

Greek in
middle, cf. 1 Sam. xxii. 13, Dan. (Th.) ii.
tov IpwTTJorai: the word certainly
9.

John

ix.

22,

—

points to a certain equality with the
person asked (not ah-cw), see above on
but still a request, not a dever. 15
mand. uIXXovtcs, see critical note; if
plural, the clause intimates the pretext
put forward by the conspirators ; if
singular, it is perhaps more in accordance with the deference of the youth,
who would refer the control of the proceedings to the chiliarch.
Ver. 21. 4vc8p.
only in Luke in
N.T., Luke xi. 54, with the accusative
in
classical
also
Greek, and several times
in LXX, 1 Mace. v. 4, Jos., Ant., v., 2,
Kai vvv, see on xx. 22. irpoo-Btx*
12.

—

—

:

—

—

'•
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0dVeTO,

Ti tcrnv 8 «x €l 5 dirayyciXai

'louSaioi auveOevTo tou

20.

p,ot;

ctire

8^,

"Oti 01

oirws aupiov eis to o-uf&piop

<re,

epojTTjaai

XXIII.

*
KaTaydyTjs Toy nauXof, u»s uAXorr^s ti dKpi|3eo-Tepok -nwOdfeaOai
ouy
21. ad
eVcopeuouai yap ciutok
p.T| 7r€ior0TJs auTOis
ircpl auTOu.
•

t£ auTuv aVopes irXcioos Teao-apdKOira, oitivcs d^Ocp.dTicrai' eauTous
ou avekuoiv auToV
Kal fCy tToipoi clcri
prjTc ^ayciv pr|Te meif Iws
*

V

^

ouV x i a PX°S
cTttyyeXiaK.
p.ei'
top yecuaay, irapayyciXas |tf)0€Ki ^KXaXrjoTU Sti rauTa
2
ouo Tims tuk
eVe<pdVio-as irpds pe.
23. Kal irpocrKaXeaducfos
161' 01

TrpcD-Scx^r

T

^ ir °

22. 6

<r0 "

&irA.uo~e

^KaTomrdpxMK curey, 'ETOipdaaTe orpaTi^Tas oiaKoaious, oirws

irop-

euQQxnv Iws Kataapeias, Kai iinreis £J3oour)KO»ra, Kal oe£ioXd|3ous
1

pcXXovTes minscl.

jieXXwv
SC.

ABE,

verss.,

so

Blass, Hilg., with Gig., Flor. (as in ver.
W.H., Weiss; p.eXXov, so Wendt, with

15)

N*

Boh., Aeth., Tisch.,

;

13,

TO (TUVcSp.

Blass
fr$B 13, 61, Tisch., W.H., Blass, Weiss, Wendt read tivos before 8vo.
he reads
(so Flor.) brackets 8iaic. and teat before iirtrcis, and instead of eP8ouT)KovTa
ckqtov with 137, Flor., Syr. H. mg., Sah., so Hilg.
2

only once elsewhere in Acts, xxiv. 15,
probably in same sense as here, so R.V.
In the Gospels, the word is found
text.

milites gravis armatura.
o-TpoT. 8iaK.
Blass brackets the first Siaic., and Kal
before lirireis, so that anrpaT. includes

once in Mark xv. 43 (= Luke xxiii. 51),
and five times in Luke, four times translated in R.V. as here; Luke ii. 25, 38,
xii. 36, xxiii. 51, cf. also Tit. ii. 13, Jude
ver. 21, and Wisd. xviii. 7, 2 Mace. viii. IX.
In classical Greek two meanings as in

under

vol.

N.T.

much

:

(1)

wish

to accept, receive favourably,

—

expect a thing. crrayycXCav: only here in N.T. of a human
promise, see above on i. 4, cf. 1 Esd. i. 7,
Esther iv. 7, 1 Mace. x. 15.
Ver. 22.
iKXaXrjo-ai, Judith xi. 9
(but S al.), "to divulge," here only in
in
but
classical Greek, and in
N.T.,
(2) to

Philo.

for or

As in i. 4, transition to oratio
Luke v. 14, Mark vi. 9, etc.,

recta, cf.

very common in Greek prose, WinerMoulton, lxiii., ii., 2, Blass, Gram., p.
280.

Ver. 23. See critical note if we place
Tivds before 8vo, Blass, Weiss, Knaben
bauer take it of two centurions whom
he could specially trust, see their notes
in loco, and Blass, Gram., p.
In
174.
Luke vii. 19 the order is different, Blass
;

compares Herman,

Vis.,

i.,

4,

3,

8vo

tiv^s avSpes (but see on the other hand
Page's note, and Wendt, edit. i8gg).—

here
cToip.do-a.Te
frequent in Luke's

only in Acts, but
Gospel, more so than
in Matthew or Mark, in
John only
twice.
On the aorist imperfect see
:

Winer-Moulton,
diately

...

in

xliii.,

3,

"have imme-

readiness to march".

—

:

it

both

and
—SegioX.

iirireis

see critical note.
special class of

(javelin-throwers,
slingers), Schiirer,
ii.,

occurs
later

p. 56,

Livy,

SegioXdpovs,
apparently a
soldiers
21, or

xxii.,

Jewish People,

div.

i.,

who says that this
certain.
The word only
E.T.,

only is
elsewhere

Greek

:

light -armed

twice,

and

that

literature of the seventh

tenth century (see references in

in

and

Grimm-

v., and Meyer- Wendt, in
loco), where they are distinguished from
the To£o(f>opoi and ircXTao-Teu. Probably
from 8c$ids and XapPdvo, grasping their
weapons by the right hand, so here of
those who carried their light weapon,

Thayer, sub

a lance, in their right hand, Vulgate,
lancearios.
This is more probable than
the derivation from XaP^, a sword-hilt,
as if the word referred to spiculatores

cum

lanceis,

who wore

tened not on the

Ewald).

Still

tion of Egli

left

more

who

their swords fasbut on the right (so

fanciful is the deriva-

accented thus

Sefjio-

Xdpoi, and took the word to refer to
those who were unable to use the right
hand, Judg. iii. 15, xx. 16, so "left"
as if
Others

handed slingers.
interpret
the word meant military lictors who
bound
by the right
guarded captives
hand, but their large number here seems
to conflict with such an interpretation
(Grimm-Thayex), see the full notes of
Meyer- Wendt, 1888, 1899, and cf. Renan,

so—VJ.
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1
8iaKO<rious, diro TpiTTjs <5pas ttjs i'uktos
24. kttjit] t€ TrapaoTTJcrat,
tfa iTripi^daarres toc riaGXoi/ SiaacSowi
•
Trpds *rjXiKa, tok
•

imoroXV

25. YP<tyas

^noVa

2

TT€pie XouaaK tok tuttok

touto*

Auaias tw KpaTioTw ^ Y €|a6ki «^Xiki, xaipeif.
lm<rr&s

tw

criiv

4£€iX6p]y

26. KXau'Sios

S^opa toOtot

dmipeiaOai

3

arrpaT€U(xaTi

to»>

27.

auXXirj<f>eeVTa utto tG>v 'Iouocuwk, ical u-eXXorra

•

ad-roV,

utt*

paQwv on

outwk,

'Pwjxaios

1
In
text Blass reads
kttjvos, Par.*, Syrr. P. and H. f Prov., and before 8iaow»<n
the words Sia vvktos, so Flor., Syr. H.
mg. Belser approves as precise notes of exact
information. Blass adds (so Hilg.) after tov
i^hokci the words ets Kaur. with 1*7
and continues e^o^eri yap, fit|<iroT€ apira<ravT €s avrov 01 lovSaioi
a*oicT€ivw<rir
icai avTos p.6Tofv
eYKXtjua € Xtj »s XP1l*aTa eiXr^cos, 137, Gig., Wer., Par. 2 Vuled.'
s
Syr. H. mg.
,

2

ircpiexowo-ov, so Meyer, Blass, Hilgenfeld, with
137, so R.V., and other authorities as above.

AHLP

3

e^tXajitjv ^ABE, Tisch., W.H., Blass, Weiss.
reads (Gig.) powvTa Kai XryovTo eav-rov eivai

;

but

cxowav

•

MBE

61 '

Instead of pa0»r Blass in

Pwpcuov.

Saint Paul,

p. 532, Overbeck for various
interpretations, and Winer Schmiedel,
reads 8c£io(3oXovs (Syr. Pesh.
p. 69.
j-aculantes dextra, hx*jaculatores), which
would be a correct interpretation if we

A

understood the word of javelin-throwers
aird tp(ttjs upas: about
slingers.
nine in the evening the journey was to

—

or

;

commence from

that time, so that

by

daybreak Paul would be in safety,

cf.

x.

The number

30.

meant

of the escort was

to

guard against surprise.
Ver. 24. -irapao-TTJcrai depending on
eiircr, ver.
23 ; a change to indirect
:

speech,

cf.

references in ver. 22.

—

KTijvtj

Vulgate, almost
always in plural, property in general,
or
herds
flocks, cattle; in LXX, where
it is very Irequent, and in N.T. it is used
of beasts of burden or for riding, cf.
Luke x. 34, Rev. xviii. 13, sometimes
quite generally in LXX, as in 1 Cor. xv.
39.
einfJ.: only in Luke and Acts in
N.T., Luke x. 34, xix. 35, in each case
in same sense ; so in classical Greek and
LXX. The reason why the plural ktijvtj
is used vix satis perspicitur (Blass) ; the
word has sometimes been taken to apply
to the soldiers, as if they were all mounted,
but taking the word in relation to Paul,
one or more beasts might be required for
relays or for baggage, so Weiss, Wendt,
Hackett, or, as the prisoner was chained
10 a soldier, another kttjvos would be
(KToofiai)

:

jumenta,

—

—

Siaowwo-i
required (Kuinoel, Felten).
five times in Acts, once in Luke's Gosin N.T., "ut
pel, only twice elsewhere
:

salvum perducerent,"

Vulgate, freuse in Polyb. and
xxvii. 44.
$^Xiica,
Jos., see further on
used of a
Bee on xxiv. 3. rbr j)yt\i.6va.
P.

quent

in

LXX,

cf. its

—

—

:

leader of any kind, or of an
emperor or
in N.T. of the
procurator, of
Pilate, Felix, Festus, so by Josephus of
Pilate, Ant., xviii., 3, 1, of governors

king;

more

generally,

Luke

xxi.

12, 1

Pet.

ii.

14, etc.

Ver. 25. irepi*xov<rav, see critical
note above. two* : " form," R.V., a
precis or summary of the contents of a
Such a letter
letter, 3 Mace. iii. 30.
would be called elogium, Alford, in loco,
Renan, Saint Paul, p. 532. It is quite
true that twos does not demand that
the letter should have been given verbally,

—

and

in

an

oft-quoted passage, Plato,
414,
twit* is contrasted
with SV &Kpif3c(a$, but the letter bears
the marks of genuineness, e.g., the part
which Lysias claims to have played, and
the expression " questions of their law "
Moreover St. Luke might
(see below).
have easily learnt its contents, as there
is reason for supposing that the letter
would have been read in open court
before Felix, as containing the preliminary inquiry, and that a copy may have
Deen given to Paul after his appeal, see
Bethge, Die Paulinischen Reden Aposteigeschichte, p. 226.
Ver. 26. KpaT(<rr<p, see note on i. 1.
Xafpciv (Xcyci or xcXcvci), cf. xv. 23.
Ver. 27. avSpa, not dvOpwirov Bengel and Wendt take the word to indicate
a certain degree of respect. crvXX. : used
in various senses, but in all four Gospels
of the capture of Jesus, and in Luke,
where the word is frequent, often of the
capture of prisoners, Acts i. 16, xii. 3,
xxvi. 21, Luke xxii. 54 (Plummer) so in
&vai. " was about to be
LXX.

Polit., 3, p.

h

—

:

—

—plXXovTa
R.V. —farurras

killed,"

:

:

the word seems
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28. 0ou\<Sfi€i'Os 8« 1 yvGtvai t$]v airiav hi fy iv€Kd\ouv auTw,
€is to auvdhpiov auTwc • 29. &v eupov eyKaXoup.ei'oi'
jTjTTjjxdTWK toG y6p.ou aurwv, u.TjSei' 8e a£ioi> 0af <1tou *} 8eajjLoiv

KaT^YayoK auTOV
2

irepl

cyKXtifio ?x0KTa «
8
j*«?XX€ii>

yciXas
1

nriyvuvai
KaTtjyayov . .

ical

^AB
.

3°- ^•'uOetoTfis 8^

fioi

£iu|3ou\tis €is TOk

eaeaOai uird tw^ 'louoauoy, ££am*T)s
tois KaTTjydpois X£y€ii>

4

t&

eireu.\|/a

irpos

irpds auTOK iiri aou.

13, other authorities as in ver. 27, so also in

aySpa

irapay-

ere,

6

"Eppwo-o.

R.V. and Wendt.

avrwv B* 61 om. [W.H.], R.V. marg. om.

2
^TjTTjfiarwv, Blass in |3 om. (Gig.)
ircpt rov vopov Mwutrews kou Itjo-ov tivos, so
Blass in 0, with 137, Gig., Syr. H. mg.
text continues: p/nSev 8c a£iov Oovarov
ovtov
irpao-crovTa (Gig.), efijyayov
jjloXis t-jj 0ia, 137, Syr. H. mg. (Gig.), so
Hilgenfeld.
;

;

3

pcXXciv om. fe^ABE, so R.V., W.H., Weiss, Wendt, Blass. viro t«v I. om.
and other authorities as above. c£ovtt)5 BHLP, Syr. Pesh., Sah., Boh., so
W.H., Blass, Weiss, Wendt; but Lach., Tisch. read c| ovtwv with fc^AE, Syr. H.,

WABE,
Arm.

4
to irpos ovtov, om. to B, Syr. Pesh., Arm., so W.H., R.V., Weiss.
For
the three words Lach., Tisch., with fr$A 13, 40, Vulg., read ovtovs, whilst
insert Ta before irpos ovtov (not seeing that the pkrase was taken as in xix. 38)
see Weiss, Apostelgeschichte, p. 37.
Blass in
text (Gig.) reads (instead of Xeyciv

EHP
;

•

•

•

orov) ckci cpx€cr0ai irpos Ti)V

cnrjv

Siayvwaiv.

eppwo-o om. AB 13, Sah., Boh., Aethro., Gig., Tisch., W.H., Weiss, R.V. in text ;
Blass brackets in
P. H., Arm., AethPP- retain, so Hilg.
read
; |j^EL d, Syrr.
•

;

HP

cppwarOc, xv. 29.
to intimate that he was ready at the
right moment to rescue the prisoner.
"with the soldiers," R.V.,
T&» o-TpoT.
those under his command. c$ciX<$ui)v,
"
vii. 10.
qua ratione id
paOwv oti 'P.
compererit, tacere satius erat," Blass.
The chiliarch wishes to put the best
interpretation on his own conduct after
his hastiness in xxi. 33, xxii. 24, see

—

—

:

—

:

text.
Overbeck and Wendt
reading in
(and even Zockler) defend the chiliarch
from a crafty misrepresentation, and compare the condensed explanation of the
letter and the facts given in the narrative
to the different accounts of Saul's conversion, but the chiliarch had a motive for
dissembling his real part in the transaction, ««#., fear of punishment.
Ver. 28.
81: if we read Tf Weiss
regards it as closely connecting the
wish of the chiliarch with the previous
rescue affected by him, and as hoping
to veil his conduct in
the interim

which was so open

to censure.

—

evcica-

Xow

ai/Tu, xix. 38, with dative of the
person as here, and in classical Greek,
In N.T. only in
cf. Ecclus. xlvi. 19.

Luke and

Paul,

the N.T., p.

cf.

Simcox, Language

of
148.— In the letter of
Lysias Hilgenfeld omits w. 28, 29, as an
addition of the " author to Theophilus ".
Vv. 26, 30, are quite sufficient, he thinks,

"military brevity," whilst ver. 28
could not have been written by Lysias
since he would have written an untruth.
But it is quite conceivable that the
Roman would not only try to conceal
his previous hastiness, but to commend
himself to the governor as the protector
of a fellow-citizen. Spitta omits ver. 28
in the letter, and Jungst also ver. 29.
But Jungst equally with Hilgenfeld declines to omit the whole letter as Clemen
for

proposes.
Ver. 29. (t)tt)uotci»v, cf. xviii. 14, 15,
"
"a
contemptuous plural
(Page).
eyKX-qpa exovTo phrase only here in N.T.,
criminis reum esse, accusari, as in classical Greek, cf. Thuc, i., 26; the noun
occurs again in xxv. 16, but not elsewhere
in N.T., not found in LXX.
Ver. 30. A mingling of two construc-

—

:

tions,

Blass,

Moulton,

Gram.,

lxiii.,

1,

1.

p. 247,
«recr0ai

:

Wineron the

future infinitive denoting time relatively
to the time of the principal verb see

Burton, pp. 48, 52.— iircpij/a epistolary
aorist, cf. 1 Cor. v. 11, Phil. ii. 28, Ephes.
:

iv. 8, Philem., ver. 11 ; Burton,
i|avriis» see critical note.
Xeyeiv
to irpos ovtov, cf. xix. 38, omitting to,
see critical note. liri o*ov : coram, cf.
xxiv. 20, 21, xxv. g, 26, xxvi. 2, 1 Cor. vi.

vi. 22,

Col.

—

p. 21.

—

1 (1

Tim.

vi. 13),

Winer-Moulton,

xlvii.
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31- Ot fUr o8v orpaTicSTat, KarA to
otaTCTay^OK auTois, A,aXaP^xes rlv HauXoK riyaY o, oid* t% ™kt6 S el s
*V
2

32-

8^ liratfpior Idaan-es
tous

rfj

Mcrrpc^raK

c's T*|* Trap €fA

Kaiadpeia,, K al IvaUvres
xal r*r nauXo, au™.
34.

U iroios

4

lirapxias l<m,

hnwfc

poX^ 33. otri^s elacXedKrcs € S tV
tt,k inorok^ t& t^ki,
*ap*mp«,
d^ous tt » 6 fy^y, Ka\ HtpuHB^
t

ical TruOoixei'os ori dire
KiXiicias,

SraK Kal 01 ftanfyopoi
tc auTC^ 4k tw
TrpaiTttpiw toG 'HpcSSou
aop.ai aou,

'AmiraTpt'oa.
<r^ auT fi

Tropcu'eaOat

•

2<|>t),

crou

35.8 Aiaicou'-

irapaylromu.

Iirft>|»,<

<f>uXda<r€<r0ai.

«ABE o». art. before wktos, so Tisch., W.H., Weiss, Wendt, Blass R V
At the beginning of the verse Blass in
reads (Gig.) ttj 8c
cravpj coaxes
rovs crrpaTK-ras (vrarrpt+cur) «, tt,v
P cpPoXr,v pc T a pov«v
„X6oI
"***'
Weiss
1

*

^^

HngTead^^ea. /
3

o Tjyefxwv om. fc^ABE

4

€ira PX eias

6

aKovo-., so Blass in

NAB*,

so

^ ** ^w

™

L.v

^S

'

other authorities above.

;

W.H., Weiss, Wendt

;

Blass has -ia«, so
Hilg.

with other, but slight variations, after
137, Syr.
H. mg. For T.R., R.V. reads irapo/ycvwvTar
iceXcvaras, so SScABE 40 61' (S>*
KcXcvaavTos), so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt, Blass, Hilg. After AvXao-ofc^ABE add avrov, so R.V., and other authorities above.
Ver. 31.

ot |&€v ovv

for Siaic.

.

.

rn Si hrav-

.

piov: Rendall, appendix on pcv ovv, p.
162.
Page finds the antithesis in pcro
8c, xxiv. 1, referring the five days there
not to Paul's arrival in Caesarea, but to
his despatch from Jerusalem

by

Lysias,
" so then the
soldiers, etc. . . . but after
five days ..." (see also note
below).—
Sia (ttjs) runavaXaftovTes, cf. xx. 13.
To?
"by night," this use of 81a with
genitive of time passed through (cf. i. 3)

—

:

is

comparatively rare,

Luke

v. 5,

Heb.

ii. 15,
except in almost adverbial phrases
as here, cf. v. 19, xvi. 9, xvii. 10, Simcox,

Language of

the N.T., p. 140.

—

els ttjv

founded by Herod the
'AvriTraTpCoa
Great, on the road from Jerusalem to
Caesarea, not apparently as a fortress
but as a pleasant residence, giving it its
name in honour of his father, most probably on the site now called Rds el *Ain t
"the spring-head," and not where Robinson placed it, on the site of the present
Kefr Saba. The more modern site, the
discovery of which is due to Conder, is
more in accordance with the abundant
supply of water referred to by Josephus.
It is to be noted that while Josephus in
one passage identifies Antipatris with
Kefr Saba, in another his description
is more general, and he places it in the
Plain of Kefr Saba (for notices cf. Ant.,
:

xiii.,

15,

1,

xvi.

5,

2,

B.J.,

Thev were now more than

i.,

half

21, 9).
to

way

Caesarea, and the road traversed the open
plain so that they were no longer in
danger of surprise, G. A. Smith, Historical
Geography, p. 165, B.D.*, Hastings'

B.D. (Conder). On the Greek article in
notices of stations on journeys,
peculiar
to Acts, see Blass, Grant.,
p. 149, cf.
xvii. 1, xx. 13, xxi. 1, 3
(but xx. 14 no
article).

Ver. 32. tq 8c fir.
not necessarily
the morrow after they left Jerusalem,
but the morrow after they arrived at
In this interpretation Sia
Antipatris.
wkt6s might be taken to mean by night
in distinction to by day, so that
they
may have occupied two nights on the
road, see Hackett's note, in loco.
cdcravT€s, Lucan, see xxvii. 32, 40 xxviii.
cU tt)v <K-apc|t|3oXYJv, here "to the
4.
castle" A. and R.V., the barracks in
Antonia. vn-carrpci^av, Lucan (Friedrich,
:

—

—

;

—

p. 8), cf.

i.

12.

Ver. 33. oitivcs: "and they when
they ..." R.V., sc. lirircis.— o.va86Wc«
not elsewhere in N.T., or in
in
this sense, of delivering a letter.
Zahn,
following Hobart, sees in the phrase
avaS. ttjv cttio-toXtJv a phrase characteristic of a medical man, since Hippocrates,
Epis., 1275, uses the verb instead of
SiSovai or airoSiSovai of a messenger
delivering a letter, and thus shows a
leaning common to the Greek medical
writers of employing a verb ahead)
:

LXX
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XXIV.
1

|MT&
1

I.

META

Be irivrt

iw TrpcapuWpWK ical

•fjp.^pas

prj-ropos

KaW0T|

TcpTuXXou

XXIV.
6 dpxicpeus 'Avavia.%
tiv6s,

Instead of t»v irp«o-p. NABE, Vulg., Sah. Syr. H. read irpco-0.
R.V., Weiss, Wendt, Blass, Hilg. Meyer follows T.R.
t

W.H.,

omkcs

ckc^dVi-

tmw, bo

Tisch.,

;

them in a professional way
must be remembered that both
Polybius and Plutarch use the verb in

seems from the context that the place
could not have been far from the quarters
occupied by Felix, since Paul could be

a similar sense.
Ver. 34. dvayvovs, see reading in
text,
irota? of what kind ot province,
imperial or senatorial, as the governor
desired to complete the report, cf. ver. 27.
Blass takes it as simply = tivos, as in
It appears that during the first
iv. 7.

easily sent for.

familiar to

but

;

it

:

—

although perhaps with variafrom time to time, Cilicia formed

century,
tions

Syriapart of the great Roman province
" Cilicia "
Cilicia-Phcenice, cf
(Ramsay),
Hastings' B.D. A. procurator of Judaea
like Felix was only subordinate to the
governor of Syria inasmuch as the latter
could bring his supreme power to bear in
cases of necessity. The military command and the independent jurisdiction of
the procurator gave him practically sole

power
the

in all ordinary transactions, but

governor could

command

if

lutionary or
Schiirer,

take

the superior
to fear revo-

he had reason
other

serious

Jewish People;

—

div.

difficulties.
i.,

vol.

ii.,

44 ff., E.T. cirapx^as the word is
used to describe either a larger province,
or an appendage to a larger province, as
p.

:

Judaea was to that of Syria, see Schiirer,
u. s., and Grimm-Thayer, sub v.
"I will
Ver. 35.
Siaicovcrofxat <rov
hear thy cause," R.V., the word implies
a judicial hearing (cf. LXX, Deut. i. 16
(Job ix. 33)), and so in classical Greek of
hearing thoroughly. The word is used
of a judicial hearing, Dio Cassius, xxxvi.,
:

53 (36), and Deissmann, Neue Bibelstudien, p. 57, gives examples ot similar
usages on Egyptian papyri, 2nd to 3rd
"
century a.d.
palace,"
irpaiTupiw
R.V., Herod's palace at Caesarea, where
the procurator resided; it was not
only a palace but also a fortress, and
would contain a guard-room in which
Paul would be confined.
The word
"
"
palace might well express its meaning
in all the passages in which it occurs in
the Gospels and Acts (but on Phil. i. 13
see Lightfoot, in loco).
The Romans
thus appropriated palaces already existing, and formerly dwelt in by kings or
princes, cf. Cicero, Verr. t ii., 5, 12, 30,
Grimm-Thayer, sub v., and Lightfoot,
On a Fresh Revision of N.T., p. 49. It

—

:

—

the kind
<f>vXouroreo-0ai
of custodia depended on the procurator,
and no doubt the elogium had its effect
custodia satis levis (Blass).
Chapter XXIV.—Ver. 1. *ivri t^i:

;

pas

:

most probably

to be reckoned from

the arrival of St. Paul at Caesarea, not
from his apprehension in Jerusalem, or
from his start from Jerusalem on the way
to Caesarea.
This latter view is that of
Mr. Page, who takes oi pivovv, xxiii. 31,
as answered by the 8£ in this verse. But
SI, xxiii. 32,

answer

seems quite

sufficiently to

the previous verse.
Wendt reckons the days from the arrival
of Paul at Caesarea, and regards the day of
the arrival of the high priest as the fifth
to

p,/v

in

day, cf. Mark viii. 31. (jlctol Tpeis T)pipas
= Matt. xvi. 21, Luke ix. 22, t-q TpiTfj T|p,.,
see below, ver. n.
On the truthfulness
of the narrative see also on same verse.
" came
down," R.V., i.e., from
KaT^T)
the capital. 'Avavtas, see on xxiii. 2.
If we read irpccr. tivwv, see critical note,
"with certain elders," R.V., i.e., a deputation of the Sanhedrim.
pijTopo? T.
M an
tiv&s
orator, one Tertullus," R.V.,
=
here
causidicus, a barrister
£t). here
the prosecuting counsel o-vv-q-yopo? (as
to
(tuvSikos the defendant's
opposed
advocate), see note, Blass, in loco. Tcot.
a common name, diminutive ot Tertius ;
but it does not follow from the name that
he was a Roman, as both Greeks and
Jews often bore Roman names. Blass
" erat
speaks of him as a Jew
Judaeus
et ipse" (so Ewald, Bethge), whilst
Wendt (1899) inclines against this view,
although if the words in ver. 6, icaTo rbv
Tjp.cTepov vojxov, are retained, he admits
that it would be correct ; in addition to
this the expression cdvos tovto, ver. 3,
seems in Wendt's view to indicate that
the speaker was not a Jew (so too WetTertullus was apparently one of
stein).
the class of hired pleaders, often employed
in the provinces by those who were
themselves ignorant of Roman law. The

—

:

—

—

:

j

:

may have been conducted in Greek,
Lewin, St. Paul, ii., 684, Felten, in loco.

trial

—

€K£<j)dvLorav, cf. xxv. 2, 15, the verb
appears to be used in these passages as

IIPAEEI2 AII02T0AQN
^ Y «f^" taTd tou Rau'Xou.

<rav rfi

Karr^ope^
Kal

6 T^pruXXos,

X€>k,

2.

itXt,0eWos 8e
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* a«S T
ou,

2

KaTopOwfidTwi^ yivopivotv tw
irpokotas wdmr) re Kal Tran-a XoG, diro8e X 6>e0a, Kpanore
perd irdair|s €fi Xapuma S
4. tm 8^ ja*| eVi TrXeioV ae 3
aou,

.

1

ijplaro

€lp^ s Tuyxrfroms
?0m tou'tu 8id ttjs

3. HoXXtjs

8id
<nj S

4>t)Xi|,

^koto^

ovtov om. B, so Weiss
[W.H.], Wendt perhaps.
L
KaT0
ABE 13, 61, 137, 180; Tisch., W.H., R.V., Blass,
8l0pe#
?
-,

&

J

N

^

:

'

Weiss, Wendt, Hilg.

F 0r

^ N^

, , ,
feld

€

K

sim, Sah., Boh.),

A*

1

•

19, 31.

13,

a kind of technical term to indicate laying formal information before a judge,
Ant., xiv., 10, 8, in LXX, Esther,
Blass takes it here = x*P T1l v
ii., 22.
ISwicav, see also Wetstein.
Ver. 2. tjp£a.To: he began with a
captatio benevolentice after the usual oracf. Jos.,

De

torical style, cf. Cicero,

Oratore,

—

ii.,

78, 79, on the exordium and its rules.
If obtaining such artificial support was

not as Calvin calls

"

it

signum make
•

well indicate the
weakness of the Jews' cause, and their
determination to leave nothing untried
against Paul.
Ver. 3. itoXXtjs etp« tvyX #: the governors specially prided themselves on
conscientiae,"

it

may

keeping peace in their provinces (WetOn the phrase see 2 Mace. iv.
stein).
"
6, xiv. 10.
very worthy
Ka.Top0wp.aTwv
deeds," A.V., the word might mean
"successes," cf Polyb.,i., 19, 12, or it
might mean recte facta, cf. Cic, De
Fin., iii., 14 (see also in Wetstein;
the word is found in 3 Mace. iii.
23, R); but Siop0wp.aTa, see critical

—

:

Plut. = corrections, reR.V.), so 8iop8wcris in Polyb.,
In
Vulgate, multa corrigantur.

note,

in Arist.,

forms

(cf.

LXX

used of amending,
—irpovoias:
Rom.

8iop0ow
5.

14,

*

T"
have «vko*t«, so Tisch., W.H., Weiss,
Wendt, Hilgen,
lfx
?,
(see Winer-Schmiedel, p. 54), Blass reads kotttw (fatigans, Syrutr.
molestus

8

Jer. vii. 3,

is

nowhere

foresight,
else in N.T.

cf.

;

cf. for

xiii.

a close

Mace.
6,
parallel to its use here 2
It is possible
referred to above (Lumby).
further
a
be
that the word may
proof of
iv.

the sycophancy of the orator twice the
"
Latin providentia, A. and R.V.
providence," was used of the emperors on
on
the
of
and
also
(Humphry
gods
coins,
;

diis tribuR.V.), "hoc vocabulum saepe
erunt," Bengel, in loco. irdvnri tc Kal
xavTaxov diroScx** so A." and R.V.,
" non in os solum laudamus
(Wetstein) ;
but Meyer joins irdv. tc k. iravr. with

—

what precedes (Lach.), and in this he is
followed by Weiss, Wendt, Page and

For similar phrases

Blass.

in

Plato,

Josephus, see Wetstein.
only here in N.T., but cf. Ec-

Artistotle, Philo,

irdvTn
clus.

:

22, 3 Mace. iv. 1, cf Friedrich,
on Luke's fondness for iro« and

1.

p. 5,

—

kindred

words.
t$ £0vei tovtw, see
above on ver. 1 and also ver. 10. If he
had been a Jew Wetstein thinks that he
would have said t$ c0vet t£ TjpcTe'pw,
but see Blass, in loco, on IGvos " in ser-

mone

coram alienigenis
— diroS.elegantiore
Luke and Acts
only
here
Mace.
meaning
41,
71
so
Greek. —evx(S
et

".

in

:

cf.

in

al.),

;

1

ii.

for its
ix.

classical

:

except Rev. iv. 9, vii. 12, elsewhere in
N.T. only in St. Paul's Epistles (frequent)
the word is also found in Esth. (LXX)
viii.
Ecclus. xxxvii.
Wisd.
13,
11,
xvi. 28, 2 Mace ii. 27, and for other
references see Kennedy, Sources of N.T.
Greek, p. 73, and Grimm-Thayer, sub v.
;

— There

was very

little,

if

anything, to

praise in the administration of Felix, but
Tertullus fastened on the fact of his
suppression of the bands of robbers who
had infested the country, Jos., B.J., ii.,
13, 2, Ant., xx., 8, 5, "ipse tamen his
omnibus erat nocentior" (Wetstein).
His severity and cruelty was so great
that he only added fuel to the flame of
outrage and sedition, Jos., Ant., xx., 8,
13, 6, whilst he did not
employ the Sicarii to get rid
of Jonathan the high priest who urged
him to be more worthy of his office. In
6,

B.J.,

ii.,

hesitate to

the rule of Felix Schiirer sees the turningpoint in the drama which opened with
the death of Herod and terminated with
The
the bloody conflict of a.d. 70.
uprisings of the people under his preoccadecessors had been isolated and
sional;

under

permanent.

him

rebellion

became

And no wonder when we

consider the picture of the public and
the han«
private life of the man drawn by
of the Roman historian, and the fact that
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TrapaKaXw dKOuaai ae

aurrofj.u>s rfj atj

rjp.a>K

XXIV.

fmeiKcia.

5. €updi>T€S

1
yap Toy aeSpa toutoi' Xoipoi/, Kat Kivoun-a o-r&aiv irdai tois 'louoaiois

TOIS KaTOt T$)V OIKOUU^KTJK, TTpWTOOTaTT) ¥ T€ TTJS TW^ Na£(i>paiWI' <Xlp^-

a€ws, 6. os Kal to iepbv iireipaae j3e{3r)Xuaai

om Kal iKpaTTjaap.ei'

•

The plural o-Tcurcis for trraviv is supported by fr^ABE 13, 40, 61, 68, Vulg.,
Boh., Chrys., so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Blass, Weiss, Wendt, Hilg. Blass in B text
with Gig. adds ov p.ovov i*(p ycvci tjjxwv aXXa o~xc8or ira(rg TQ oikovuckq.
1

trading upon the influence of his infamous
brother Pallas he allowed himself a free
hand to indulge in every licence and
excess,

Tac,

54, Schiirer,

Hist., v., 9, and Ann.,
Jewish People, div. i.,

xii.,

vol.

E.T.
Ver. 4. 8^ autem, " innuit plura dici
in
laudem
Felicis." Bengel.
potuisse

ii.,

p. 177-181,

—

:

tyKdirrw, impedire, as if Felix was so
busy in his reforms that Tertullus would
not interrupt him, but see critical note,
v. 7.
kiti irXeiov,
cf. Rom. xv. 22, Gal.
cf. iv. 17, xx. g ; in 2 Tim. ii. 16, iii. g,
with the opposite verb irpoKoirrw.
so in classical Greek, with
o-uvTOfjLws

—

—

:

Xe'yeiv,
6,

elirciv

;

in Jos., c. Apion.,

i.,

1,

with ypdxj/at and SiSdcncciv, see Wet-

stein on Rom. ix. 28, cf. 2 Mace. ii. 31,
for the adjective and for the adverb, Prov.
" est haec communis
xiii. 23, 3 Mace. v. 25 ;

—

"

oratorum promissio (Blass). eirieiiccCa:
only in Luke and Paul, see 2 Cor. x. 1,
"pro tua dementia," Vulgate, derived
from ciKw, cedo, it properly might be
rendered yieldingness ; equity as opposed
to strict law so Aristotle sets the liriciicqs
;

against the aKpiBo8iicaio9, Eth. Nic, v.,
It is often joined with <J>iXav0pa>10, 6.
Its architype and pattern
iria, Trpa^Tijs.

Cic, Sallust.

In

Mace.

1

x.

6 A, avSpcs

"
irapdvop.01 is a further description of the
"
pestilent fellows
(so 1 Sam. ii. 12, viol
= olvtjp 6
2 Sam.
Xoip.01

— KivovvTa

xvi. 7).
ii., 9, 4.

irapdvouos,

a-ratriv, cf. Jos.,

B.J.,

Tapax^v. not against the
Romans but amongst the Jews themselves
such a charge would be specially
obnoxious to Felix, who prided himself
on keeping order. ttjv oIk. the Roman
empire, see on p. 270, cf. xvii. 6, and
Ktv.

:

—

—

28

:

—

see addition in pi text. irpwrothe tc closely connecting the
thought that the prisoner does all this as
the leader, etc., literally one who stands
in the front rank, so often in classical

xxi.

cTTaTifjv

;

:

—

Greek, in LXX, Job xv. 24, AB. t»v
"the disciple is not above his
Na£.
Master," and the term is applied as a
term of contempt to the followers of
Jesus, as it had been to Jesus Himself,
Who was stamped in the eyes of the
Jews as a false Messiah by His reputed
:

origin from Nazareth, John i. 46, vii. 41,
42 see for the modern employment of
;

name amongst Jews and Mohammedans Plumptre, in loco, and further,
Harnack, History of Dogma, i., 301,

the

E.T. Blass compares the contemptuous
found in God, cf. Wisd. xii. 18, term used by the Greeks, Xpirjcrrtavoi,
2 Mace. ii. 22, x. 4 R., Ps. lxxxv. 5, and xi. 26.
aipco-€ci>s, see above on v. 17, all
so also in Psalms of Solomon, v., 14. The references to the question of law, xxiii.
word also occurs, Baruch ii. 27, Song of 6, 29, were purposely kept in the backthe Three Children, ver. ig (Dan., LXX ground, and stress laid upon all which
and Theod. iii. 42), where it is used of threatened to destroy the boasted "peace"
God, also in Wisd. ii. 19, 3 Mace. iii. 15, (Weiss).
Ver. 6. tiretpaorc: the charge could
For a valuable account of the
vii. 6.
word see Trench, Synonyms, i., p. 176 ff. not be proved, cf. xxi. 28, but the verb
Ver. 5. cvpdvrcs "yap tov avopa . . . here used is an aggravation not a modi-

is

to be

—

on the ana&s Kal . . . 6v xal cKpaT.
colouthon, Blass, Gram, des N.G., p. 277,
Winer-Moulton, xlv., 6 b. Blass remarks
that Luke gives no address so carelessly
as that of Tertullus, but may not the
anacolouthon here be the exact expression
of the orator's invective ? see critical
note.
Xoiudr: 1 Sam. ii. 12, x. 27, xxv.
17, 25, Ps. i. 1 (plural), 1 Mace. xv. 21
:

—

;

1 Mace. x. 61, xv. 3 R,
avSpcs Xoip.01 (cf.
Prov. xxiv. 9, xxix. 8 A). So in classical
Greek Dem., and in Latin pestis, Ter.,

fication of the surmise (£vdp.i£ov, ver. 2g)
of the Jews. PeB., c/. Matt. xii. 5 (paivw,
pT)Xds> threshold), Judith ix. 8, 1 Mace,

—

12, iv. 38, 44, 54, 2 Mace. x. 5, etc.,
and frequent in LXX, cf. Psalms of
Solomon i. 8, and PcpN)Xos four, BeBtiii.

—

Xwo-is three times.
Probably Tertullus
to insinuate that the prisoner was
punishable even according to Roman
law, see above on xxi. 2g but Trophisms as a Greek and not Paul would
have been exposed to the death penalty,

wanted

;

IIPAEEI2
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irapeXvW oc

X eipu^

Vju-wk d-i^ya-ye,

Itrl <ri-

Trap oS oun*j<rn

dmxpiVas ircpi irdrrw toiW ImyvStvai S>v i)p € l s
KaTi)yopouy.w
2
auTou.
owIOckto oe Kai 01 'louoaioi, 4>daicorr?s TauTa
9«
ailTos

outws

lXeiK.
*
T.R Kai ... .m <r« (ver. 8) is supported by E,
Vulg., Gig., Syr. P. and H. ;
Blass retains, R.V. marg. But the whole is omit,
by tfABHLP 61 (many others/
Sah., Boh., so Lach., Tisch., W.H., Weiss, Wendt Alford
in dark

brackets

places

;

The words, however, have been

recently defended by Zockler, H. Holtzmann, Hilgenand Belser, following Blass in his two texts. It is possible that the
abruptness
of €KpaTT]<rap,€v may have prompted a desire for additions and
completeness, and it
is difficult to understand the omission of the
disputed words if they were original.
If we retain them, irop' ov refers to Lysias, but not
only is it somewhat strange that
a professional orator should throw blame upon the Roman chiliarch, but it is also
difficult to see how Lysias could in any way bear
testimony against Paul in relation
to accusations with regard to which he had professed himself
ignorant, and after the
of
which
he
had
concluded
that
the
hearing
prisoner had done nothing worthy of
death or bonds. Moreover, the omission of any reference on Paul's part to
Lysias
in ver. 20 raises another difficulty, if Tertullus had appealed to the evidence which
the Roman could give (Wendt, 1899). On the other hand the decision of Felix in
ver. 22, and the postponement for the arrival of Lysias, have been held to
prove the
genuineness of the doubtful words. It is possible that there may be some antecedent corruption or abridgment in the text. For further variations see W.H.,
App.
feld,

t

p. 100.
2

o-vvcircOcvTO R.V.,

W.H., Weiss, Wendt, Blass

(instead of <rvvc0crro), with

NABEHLP.
to say nothing of the fact that the charge

was only one of suspicion.
Schurer,
Jewish People, div. i., vol. ii., p. 74, note,

—

and references in chap, xxi., ver. 29.
the word could be used
eKpaTi^orap-ev
41
de conatu vel mero vel efficaci," and so
:

Bengel adds "aptum igitur ad calumThe orator identifies himself
niam ".
with his clients, and ascribes to the
if it was
was primarily the

hierarchy the seizing of Paul, as

a legal

act,

whereas

it

mob

violence of the people,
xxi. 30 ; frequently used in same sense as
here by Matthew and Mark, but not at
action of the

John, and only in this passage
by Luke, cf. Rev. xx. 2, LXX, Ps. Iv.,
xal
tit., Judg. viii. 12, xvi. 21 (A al.).
all

by

St.

—

see critical
note, omitted by R.V. in text, retained
by Blass and Knabenbauer, so in Vulgate.
Zockler amongst others has recently
supported Blass, and for the same reason,
are retained
viz., because if the words
the judge is asked to inquire of Paul, and
thus the Apostle becomes a witness as
well as a prisoner. But, on the other
hand, Paul though still a prisoner is
allowed to speak for himself before both
If the words are
Felix and Festus.

Kara

.

.

.

£irl

«ri,

retained, irap* ov

and

this

would be

ver.

8,

would refer to Lysias,
agreement with the

in

remarks of Felix in ver. 22. Certainly
iicpanf<rap,cy seems very bald without
any sequel, and this may have caused
the insertion of the words but the insertion was a bold one, although we can
understand that the Jews would have
been incensed against Lysias, who had
twice protected Paul from their violence.
The omission of the words if they formed
part of the original text is no doubt diffi;

—

cult to explain.
t|8«X. icpivciv, cf. xxi.
31, 36, xxii. 22, xxiii. 12, passages which
give us a very different idea of the

wishes of the Jews.
Ver.

7. p.eTonr. f3ias

!

another statement

directly at variance with the facts, xxi. 32.

Ver.

8.

ivax.

:

not an examination

torture, which could not be legally
applied either to Paul or to Lysias as
Roman citizens, but in the sense of a

by

—

in this

judicial investigation
culiar to Luke, cf. iv. 9,

Luke

xxiii. 14, cf.

"by examining

of

sense pe-

and Plummer on

xxv. 26 below.

whom

A.V.,

thyself," etc.,

which is quite misleading whether we
retain the words omitted above in R.V.
or not, because this rendering reads as it
Felix was to examine the accusers,
whereas the relative pronoun is in the
ov.
singular, irap*
Vex. 9.

vwMcrro

:

m

R.V. <^mio.,

AnOSTOAQN
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io. *Air€Kpi0T| Se 6 flauXos, kcuo-chtos auTw tou rjyeu.ov'os X^yeiK,
*Ek iroXXwi' irStv orra ac KptT^|K tw ZQvei toutw ^jucrniu.ei'os, 1 euGupS»

€v«vaoT«pov

R.V., Weiss,

in the

'joined

in classical
27), Ps.
in N.T.
i.

iii.

HLP,

Wendt,

Chrys. (Meyer)

;

«v6vn»s

cf. xviii.

charge,"

io,

so

Greek in LXX (Deut. xxxii.
6 AS, Zach. i. 15, here only
;

— 4>aa-KovT«s,

22, dictitantes, but

cf.

xxv. 19,

Rom.

sometimes with the

notion of alleging what is untrue, to
Bel and the Dragon,
cf. LXX,
ver. 8.
The verb is found elsewhere,
Gen. xxvi. 20, 2 Mace. xiv. 27, 32, 3
pretend,

Mace.

iii.

7.

10.
On the language of the
speech see Bethge, p. 229. This short
apology before Felix is not without its
traces of Paul's phraseology, e.g., eXiriSa

—

we may com-

exwv, ver. 15, with which
pare Rom. xv. 4, 2 Cor.
ii.

12, 1

12, x. 15,
13, in all of
phrase IXir. rx«iv

Thess.

which we have the
(only once elsewhere

iii.

iv.

in

N.T.,

1

John

irpoor8^xovT<u in ver. 15, with
which we may compare Tit. ii. 13 ;
8i*
Trpocr4>opas, ver. 17, cf. Rom. xv. 16
4t«v, ver. 17, with Gal. ii. 1 (81a with
once
elsewhere
in
of
time, only
genitive
iii.

3)

;

;

N.T., Mark

ii.

1),

and more especially

iirp oar icoirov crvvtio., cf. I Cor. x. 32,
Phil. i. 10, and for <ruve£8iri<ris, see xxiii.
1 (cf. Nosgen, Apostelgeschichte, p. 54,
and Alford,^4^5, Introd.,p. 14). Wendt
regards the whole speech as a free composition of the author of Acts, and even
view contrasts favourably with
this
what Wendt himself calls the wilful
attempts to refer different words and

phrases in the speech to various Redactors, see for illustrations of this
arbitrariness his note on p. 369 (1899).
vevoravros: in N.T., elsewhere only

—

Friedrich draws attenxiii. 24.
tion to the frequent mention of beckoning, or making signs, as characteristic
of Luke's writings, p. 29, cf. Luke i.
22 and 62 (Siavcvw, ivveva), v. 7 (icaraveuw) ; Acts xiii. 16, xxvi. 1, xxiv. 10,
'Ek iroXXwv ir&v : in view of the
etc.

John

—

constant change of procurators a period
of five to seven years would quite justify
St. Paul's words.
Ewald argued for ten
years from the statement, Tac, Ann.,
Felix had been joint
xii.,
54, that
procurator with Cumanus before he
had been appointed sole procurator of

Samaria, Galilee, Peraea. But
no mention is made of this by Jos.,
Ant., xx., 7, 1.
If, however, so it is
Judaea,

Vulg., Ath., Tisch.,

W.H.,

argued, Felix had occupied a position
of importance in Samaria in the time
of the rule of Cumanus without being
himself actually joint procurator, this
would perhaps account for Jonathan
the high priest asking that he might

be

appointed procurator after the de-

parture of

B.J.,

ii.,

difficult to

Ver.

Ephes.

^ABE,

Blass, Hilg.

had

Cumanus

(Jos.,i4»*., xx., 8, 5,

12, 6); such a request is
understand unless Jonathan

some ground for supposing that
Felix would be acceptable to the Jews.
But the description of Tacitus, I.e., is

also difficult to understand, since we
naturally ask what was the relative
rank of Felix and Cumanus ? or were
there two procuratorial districts ? and
the statement of Josephus seems
clearly
to intimate that Felix was first
appointed to the province after the deposition of Cumanus, and that he went
to Palestine as his successor,
B.J., ii.,
12, 6, cf Ant., xx., 8, 5, Schurer, Jewish
People, div. i., vol. ii., p. 173 ff., and
"
Felix," Hastings' B.D.—Both Tacitus
and Josephus are taken to imply that
Felix succeeded Cumanus in 52 a.d. as

procurator, Ann.,
7, 1.

xii.,

54, Jos., Ant., xx.,

But if O. Holtzmann and McGiffert

are right in placing St. Paul's imprisonment in Caesarea in 53-55 a.d., it seems
scarcely intelligible that St. Paul should
"
"
speak of the
many years of the rule
of Felix, unless on the supposition that
Tacitus is right and that Felix had ruled
in Samaria and Judaea whilst Cumanus
had ruled in Galilee. Harnack, Chron.,
i., 236, following Eusebius, assigns the
eleventh year of Claudius, 51 a.d., as the
year in which Felix entered upon office,
and thinks that a procuratorship lasting
from 51-54 might be described in St.
Paul's words, but, as Wendt justly points
out (1899), the expression iroXXa €ttj
is

much more

fitting

if

spoken some

Schurer follows Josephus,
years later.
Jewish People, div. i., vol. ii., p. 173 ff.,
and so more recently Dr. A. Robertson,
"Felix," Hastings' B.D., and Dr. Zahn,
Einleitung, ii., p. 635 (so also article,
Biblical
World, Nov., 1897), whilst

Wendt, p. 58 (1899), would appear to
incline to the same view.
But it is
to be noted that St. Paul speaks of
Felix as Kpinfc, and in this expres-

—

nPAHEis AnorroAQN

IO— II.

TepOK tA Tepl IfiaoToO dTroXoyoGpai
ou ttXcious €iai

jxoi

^pai

*)

•

11.

Waji^ou

oexaou'o, d^'

?js

<rou I

481
yrwai on

d^0T)i> irpoaicu^cnuK

1 For
yvwvai tfABE, Tisch., W.H., and other authorities in ver. 10 read myvwvou t, om. with all better authorities, cf. iv. 22. SttScica (instead of SccaSvo)
^ABE, and other authorities above, cis for cv tfABEH, and other authorities as
'

above.

it
may be possible to find a
between the
point of reconciliation
a comdivergencies resulting from
parison of Josephus and Tacitus. Felix
may have held an office during the
procuratorship of Cumanus which may

sion

have given him some judicial authority,
although of course subordinate to the
procurator, whilst on the other hand his
tenure of such an office may well have
prompted Jonathan's request to the
emperor that Felix should be sent as
procurator (a request upon which both
Schiirer and Zahn lay such stress).

The phrase

ir<5XXa Jfrrj may thus be
further extended to include the tenure
of this judicial office which Felix held
earlier than 52 a.d., see also Turner,

"Chronology," Hastings' B.D., i., 418,
McGiffert, Apostolic Age, p. 358,
O. Holtzmann, Neutest. Zeitgeschichte,
Gilp. 128, Ramsay, St. Paul, p. 313,
419,

bert,
ff.,

on

Student's

—

Life

of Paul,

249

p.

1899.
KpiTtp^ see above, p. 480;
the addition Siieaiov, defended by

St. Chrysostom (so E, Syr. H.), Blass
remarks "continet adulationem quae

Paulum parum
Chrysostomus
Paul

is

".

—deceat,
ry

quidquid dicit

cOvet Tovrcp

speaking

of the

Jews

:

as

St.

a

nation in their political relationship, in
addressing a Roman governor, not as
God's people, Xa<$s.— 6ti0vp<$T€pov adverb only here in N.T., not in LXX, but
in classical Greek, for the adjective see
xxvii. 36 (2 Mace. xi. 26), and the verb
:

Paul also begins
tvdv\ielv, ver. 22.— St.
with a captatio benevolentia, but one
which contains nothing but the strict
truth; he might fairly appeal to the
of Felix for the due
judicial experience
to. irepl
understanding of his case.

—

tpavrov: for the phrase to. irepi
as characteristic of St. Luke, three
in Gospel, eight times in Acts (six
and not in
in St. Paul's
Epistles

Gospels, except

Mark

v.

tivos
times
times
other

27, R.V.), cf.

Hawkins, Horce Synoptica, p. 38, Friedrich, p. 10 (so Lekebusch and Zeller).
on ty m Luke and Paul,
d1roX070vu.cn

—

:

II, xxi. 14, Acts xix. 33, xxy.
ii. 15, 2 Cor. xii.
8, xxvi. 1, 2, 24; Rom.
in Acts, except xix. 38, with
19, each time

Luke

xii.

VOL.

II.

3

reference to Paul: R.V. "I make
my
"
defence ; see Grimm-Thayer, sub v., for
the construction of the verb, in classical Greek as here, Thuc,
iii., 62, Plat.,
Phado, 69 D. In LXX, cf. Jer. xii. 1,
2 Mace. xiii. 26.
Ver. n. 8vv. crov yvwvcu:
" "seeing
that thou canst take
knowledge (liriy.),
the
shortness
of
the time would
R.V.,
enable Felix to gain accurate
knowledge
of the events which had transpired, and
the Apostle may also imply that the time
was too short for exciting a multitude to
sedition.
ovirXctovs elcr£ poi ^p. fj Scica8vo on ov irXeiotis see ver. 1 and critical
note.
The number is evidently not a
mere round number, as Overbeck thinks,
but indicates that Paul laid stress upon
the shortness of the period, and would
not have included incomplete days in his
reckoning. It is not necessary therefore
to include the day of the arrival in Jerusalem (d<j>' fjs points to the day as something past, Bethge), or the day of
the present trial; probably the arrival
in Jerusalem was in the evening, as
it is not until the next day that Paul
The first
seeks out James (Wendt).
day of the twelve would therefore be the
the comthe
second
entry in to James,
mencement of the Nazirite vow. the
sixth that of the apprehension of Paul
towards the close of the seven days, xxi.
27; the seventh the day before the
Sanhedrim, the eighth the information
of the plot and (in the evening) Paul's
start for Caesarea, the ninth the arrival
in Caesarea
and, reckoning from the
ninth five days inclusively, the day of
the speech of Tertullus before Felix
would be the thirteenth day, i.e., twelve
full days ; cf. xx. 6, where in the seven
days are reckoned the day of arrival and
the day of departure (Wendt, in loco).
Meyer on the other hand reckons the
at
day of St. Paul's arrival in Jerusalem
the first day, and the five days of xxiv.

—

:

—

;

1 from his departure from Jerusalem for
For other modes of reckoning
Caesarea.
see Wendt's note, Farrar, St. Paul, ii.,
and Lumby, in
338, Alford, Rendall,
Weiss points out that it is simplest
loco.
to add the seven days of xxi. 27 and th«
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i¥ 'lepooaaX^fi
1

p&vov

KaTa

ttjk it6\iv

KaTTjyopouai

8

•

13.
1 4.

jxou.

irpos Tiva SiaXcyo-

outc TrapaoTTjaoi p,€ ouVarrai irepl wk vv¥
6p,oXoyw 8e touto" aot, on icarA xt^ 686r

Xeyouaip alpeviv, outw Xo/rpeuw

1
For eirtarvo-Tao-iv HLP, Chrys. (Meyer),
above read emo-Tao-iv.

2

r& Upu cupoV pc

iirio-uaraaiv Trotourra oxXou, outc eV reus aufayuycus, outc

tj

tji>

12. koi out« Iv

•

XXIV*

iraTpuw 0ew, irurrcuW iraai

T<j>

^ABE

13, 40,

and other

authorities as

For ovt£ fc^B 61 read ov8e R.V. with other authorities as above, but not HilFor vvv fc^AB read vvvi, so Tisch., W.H., Weiss, Blass, Hilgenfeld.
;

genfeld.
five

days of xxiv.

1,

space of

full

we cannot by

but

any means be sure that

27 implies a
" varie nume-

xxi.

seven days
sed simplicissimum est

rum computant

:

;

sine dubio, e septem diebus, xxi. 27, et
quinque, xxiv. i, eum colligere," so
Blass, but see his note on the passage.
xx. 16, the purpose
irpoo-tcvv^o-wv, cf.
was in itself an answer to each accusareverence not insurrection, confortion

—

—

mity not heresy, worship not profanity.
" To
worship I came, so far was I from
There were
raising sedition," Chrys.
other reasons no doubt for St. Paul's
journey, as he himself states, ver. 17, cf.
Rom. xv. 25, but he naturally places
first the reason which would be a defence in the procurator's eyes. Overbeck
and Wendt contend that the statement
is not genuine, and that it is placed by
the author of Acts in St. Paul's mouth,
but see on the other hand Weiss, in loco.
It seems quite captious to demand that
Paul should explain to the procurator all
the reasons for his journey, or that the
that he came to worship should
exclude the fact that he also came to
offer alms.
Ver. 12. ovre ev r$ icp$ • • • ovtc

fact

ovt€

he

step by step
ver.
the charge. — ovtc cvpov,
.

.

.

:

cf.

refutes

5, evpcSv-

Tcs, a flat denial to the allegation of Tertullus R.V. reads more plainly both acts,
:

;

the disputing and the exciting a tumult,
are denied with reference to the Temple,
the synagogue, the city.
In SiaX. there

would have been nothing censurable, but
even from this the Apostle had refrained.

—

R.V. reads
the Apostle had been accused as KivovvTa o-Taareis, ver. 5 ; here
is his answer to the charge, they had not
found him "stirring up a crowd," R.V.
if)

lirwrvorTo<riv iroi. 6\.

lirio-Tcwriv

:

;

This rendering however seems to make
almost = lirwrvcrTao-is,
a
stronger word, cf. Numb. xxvi. g, 1 EslirfcrTCKTis

dras v. 73, conjtiratio.

we have

In 2 Mace.

vi. 3
eirio-Taais ttjs icaicias, incursio

malorum, Vulgate, but its meaning here
would seem to be rather concursus, in the
sense of a concourse, an assembly, not
an onset or attack; and the phrase expresses that the Apostle had not been
guilty of even the least disturbance,' not
even of causing the assembling of a
crowd (see Wendt and Weiss, in loco),
" aut concursum facientem
turbae," Vul-

—

In 2 Cor. xi. 28 it is possible that
gate.
liricrwTcuris may be used of the presence of a multitude, almost like iirl<TTa<ris, see Grimm-Thayer.
crvvayuyais plural, because so many in Jerusalem, cf. vi. 9. Kcrra ttjv iroXiv Alford
renders " up and down the streets,"
xv. 14.
cf. Luke viii. 39,

—

—

:

:

ovTe: ov8i, R.V. (so Blass,
p. 260, Simcox, Z. N. T., p. 165) ;
after denying the specific
charges made against him in JeruVer. 13.

Gram.,

the Apostle

salem, now proceeds further to a general
denial of the charge that he had been an
agitator amongst the Jews throughout
the empire. irapao-TTJcrai
argumentis
probare, only here in N.T. in this sense,

—

but

in

Epictet.

:

—classical
vvv, see

Ver.

14.

idemque

Greek,

6p.oX.

sacrum,"

crimen confitetur,"

Philo,

Jos.,

critical note.

"verbum

:

forense

"

Bengel.

Unum

viz., that of belonging

the sect of the Nazarenes, " sed
crimen non esse docet". Kara ttjv 686v
"
tjv
according to the
Xcy. atpco-iv
way which they call a sect," R.V. For
68ov see ix. 2, and for the reading in
atpecriv a word of
P text critical note,
to

—

:

:

neutral significance, which Tertullus had
For St. Paul
used in a bad sense.
Christianity was not atpccris, a separation
from the Jewish religion, but was rather

—

Ty warp. 0e$»
The Apostle may have used

irXrjpdHTis, cf. xiii. 32.
cf. xxii. 3.

the expression here as a classical one
which the Roman might appreciate, cf.
©col irarpuoi, Thuc, ii., 71
JEn., ix.,
(On the
247, and instances in Wetstein.
;

distinctions

between irarp4>os and

-iraTpi-

IIPAEEI2
kotA tok v6por Kal 1

tois
?xwi'

toi>

els

483

irpo^Tais Y€YP a ^^ois, 15. IXmoa

Kai auTol outoi
irpoaoexoirai, &vd<rra<nv
16. Ill toutw 3 of*
veKpiav, oucaicw tc Kal doiKwy

eeoV,

2
p.£k\eiv eaeo-Oat

eV tois

AnOSTOAQN

tjk

•

auTos Aaicw, dirpoaKOTroK owcionaii'

ex<eiv lrpds

tov eebv Kal

-rods

N*BE

1

read tois ev, so Tisch., W.H., R.V.,
After xai
Weiss, Wendt, Hilg. Blast
in p text follows T.R. (Steph.) and omits tV.
(On the force of MTa and tv sec
Wendt (1899), in loco.)
2

After €<r€o-6ai, veicpwv is om. by
W.H., R.V., Weiss,

Chrys., Tisch.,
»

k<u (for 8c)

NABCEL,

authorities as in ver.

Gal.

^ABC

i.

—

—

:

refutat Tertullum, ver. 6," Bengel ;
which are written in the prophets,"

" and
R.V.

The mention of the prophets as well as
of the law shows that a reference to the
Messianic hopes is intended.
eXirCSa fx«v, cf. xxiii. 6:
Ver. 15.
St. Paul speaks of the hope as a present
" habens id
plus quam irpoo-8.
possession,
LXX very frequent
expectant" Bengel in
with eirC, but for els cf. Isa. li. 5, Ps.
1
so here, a hope supportcxviii. 114 S
Kal ovtoI ovtoi :
ing itself upon God.
the Apostle makes no distinction between Sadducees and Pharisees, but
;

—

,

who were present as
regards the Jews
nation. irpocrS., xxiii.
representing the
in Tit. ii. 13
21, cf. St. Paul's words
Gal v.' 57-^VXXeiv *erc<r6ai, see above on

—

xi.

28,

and

cf.

xxvii. 10, future infinitive

with p&Xeiv only in this one phrase

—avoo-Too-iv

tc Kal
o8£k«v the belief was firmly held in all
Pharicircles where the teaching of the
But was this belief a belief
sees
in

N.T.

Boh.,

Arm

15.

14, see

Syn., Grimm-Thayer.)
Moreover St. Paul could appeal to the
had
been given to the
fact that liberty
Jews by the Romans themselves to
worship the God of their fathers (see
Alford's note, in loco). XaTpcvw: "so
serve I," R.V., see on vii. 42 ; if it is
true that the word always describes
a divine service like Xarpeia, and
that this idea appears to spring from
the conception of complete devotion of
powers to a master which lies in the
root of the word (Westcott), no verb
could more appropriately describe the
service of one who called himself SovXos
of God and of Christ. ircuri tois koto,
"all things which are
tov v. k.t.X.
according to the law," R.V., "iterum
k<Ss,

13, 40, 61, 68, Vulg., Sah.

Wendt, Blass (but retained by Hilg.).
Vulg., Syr. P. and H., Sah., Acth., R.V., and other

.

.

.

8ik.

:

prevailed.
resurrection of Israelites only?
Was it a belief in the resurrection of
in the

the righteous only ? The book of Daniel
a resurrection c
plainly implies
canlust and the unjust, xii. 2, but we
not say that thii became the prevailing

Psalms ofSolomon,
although
probably be based upon tne

belief, e.g., in
iii.

16

may

passage in Daniel, yet in ver. 13 there is
no thought of the resurrection of the
sinner (cf. 2 Mace vii. 14, <rol pev
yap
dvdarcuris els £«^v ovk cotcu, ad-

dressed to Antiochus Epiphanes).
So
Josephus, in giving an account of the
Pharisaic
ordinary
doctrine, speaks only
of the virtuous reviving and living again,
Ant., xviii., 1, 3. So too in the Talmudic
literature the resurrection of the dead is
a privilege of Israel, and of righteous

—

Israelites only
there is no resurrection
of the heathen.
On the other hand

Book of Enoch

there are passages in the
where a resurrection of

Israelites

all

is

with the exception

spoken of, cf. xxii.,
of one class of sinners, i.-xxxvi., xxxvii.lxx., lxxxiii.-xc, Apocalypse of Baruch
1.-H. 6, but in Enoch xli.-liv. we have a
resurrection of the righteous Israelites
of Baruch xxx. 1 (cf.
cf. Apoc.
See further
with this verse in Acts).
only,

Book of Enoch, pp. 139, 262,
and Apocalypse of Baruch, I.e., Psalms
of Solomon, Ryle and James, Introd.,
if., pp. 37, 38, Schurer, Jewish People,
div. ii., vol. ii., p. 179, Weber, fudische
Theol., p. 390 ff. (1897). Enoch xci.-civ.
is placed by Charles at 104-95 b.c, and
a
Baruch xxx. is ascribed to B written
Charles,

,

after the destruction
Ver. 16. 4V Tovry

:

of Jerusalem.
" herein " is rather

ambiguous, A. and R.V. the expression
may be used as = propterea, as the re
;

suit of the confession of
15,

cf John

xvi.

Rendall takes

it

= meanwhile
sc.

ently Wetstein),
" hanc
earthly life ;
If

Bengel.

we

f

30 (Xen., Cyr.,

read

XP"W>

i.,

3, 14).

(so apparin this

*•'•»

spem dum habeo,"
ica(,

not

8«*,

perhaps

best explained "non minus quam illi,"
Blass, "I also exercise myself," R.V.,
xv. 4 a<rKT)<ris» 4 Mace,
a<rKu>,cf. 2 Mace.
in
; so
xiii. 22
ao-KtiT^s, 4 Mace. xii.
classical Greek, labor are, studere, Soph.
;

n

;

Elect., ioa4 .--lirpo<r,co™

:

only by Paul
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fciairamSs.

AvOpoSTrou?

4XcT)p.oauKas

ots

itoitjow

c3p6V pc ^Y

l'

lo

JL
"f

17.
CIS

Bi*

^ OK ^

T¥

hi

IrCtv

t6 €0kos
ic

irXeioVup

Kal

jjlou

1

R.V. transposes irapcy., placing it after uov, with
Blass (but not Hilg.), who places it after irpoo-4>opas

;

Trapeycv6fi.it\v
*
2 cV

l8.

-rrpoacjxjpds

N*BC,

A

l

H*7^ o^Xou ou&e |mt&

°"

P$>

XXIV.

Tisch.,
omits.

W.H., Weiss,

8

cv 01s HLP, so Blass, but ev ai« ^ABCE, Blass in p text, Tisch., W.H., R.V.,
oi« may have been changed into <n« on account of the
Weiss, Wendt, Hilg.
immediately preceding irpoo-^opcus but the fern, may also have been changed into
01s, because no definite reference is made to offerings in xxi. 27, where the tumult
took place, and the expression ev 01s would express a more general reference to ver.
See note below, and also Winer- Schmiedel, pp. 193, 228 Wendt (1899), note,
17.
;

;

in loco.

N. T., cf. 1 Cor. x. 32, where used
actively, and cf. Ecclus. xxxii. (xxxv.)
In Phil. i. 10 Light21, 3 Mace. iii. 8.

in

points out that the word may be
taken either transitively or intransitively,
although he prefers the latter. Mr. Page
in his note on the word in this passage
commends A.V. " void of offence " as
including the two images, not offending,
not
upright, airpocr. irpos tov 0e6v
causing offence, dirpo<r. tt pos tov? avdpu"Ad Deum et homines congruit
irovs*
quod sequitur eleemosynas et oblationes"
Bengel. 81a iravrds, see Plummer on
Luke xxiv. 53, cf. Acts ii. 25, x. 2, Matt,

foot

;

—

Mark

Heb. ii. 15, emphatic here at the end of sentence, implying that the Apostle's whole aim in
life should free him from the suspicion
of such charges as had been brought
xviii.

10,

v.

5,

no mention

is

made of

of the purpose of
Jerusalem, but we

offerings as part
Paul's visit to
know that he came
St.

up to Jerusalem to worship,

ver.

n, and

to be present at the Feast of Pentecost,
xx. 16, and even if he did not present
some offering in connection with that
Feast (a thank-offering as Bethge supposes), Dr. Hort's view may well commend itself that the Apostle wished to
make some offering on his own account,
or it may be a solemn peace-offering in

connection with the Gentile contribution
the Jewish Christians, and its ac-

for

ceptance, see on xxi. 26, and also Weiss,
The position of irpo<r4>. seems
against the supposition that we can take

in loco.

it simply with eXe-i]., and in combination
with it, as if both words referred to the

collection for the Saints.
Jiingst would
omit the words xai irpo<r<{>. . . . tepw
against him.
Ver. 17. irXeidvwv: "many," R.V., altogether, whilst even Hilgenfeld rebut margin, " some," so Rendall : if gards vv. 17-21 as an addition of his
" Author to
xviii. 22 refers to a visit to Jerusalem
Theophilus ".
Ver. 18. Iv ots, see critical note.
(see note) at the close of the Apostle's
second missionary journey, the number If we read ev ats = " amidst which,"
expressed by irXeidvwv would not exceed R.V., "in presenting which," margin,
with reference to Trpoo-cpopdg, including
four or five.
£X.€T]p.o<ruvas tt-ol^cwv, see
above on collection for the Saints at not only the offerings in connection with
not elsewhere used the Apostle's association of himself with
Jerusalem. cAen.
by Paul, who speaks of icoivwvCa, 8ta- the poor men in the Nazirite vow, but
also offerings such as those referred to
KovCa els tovs ovCovs, see on x. 2.
in ver. 17.
cV ots = inter qua (WinerTrapeyevd(XTiv, Lucan, but cf. also I Cor.
xvi. 3, for the word again used by St.
Schmiedel, pp. 193, 228), i.e., in reference
Paul.
els rh cdvos p,ov
quite natural to these matters generally, cf xxvi. 12.
"
for St. Paul to speak thus of the Jewish
cvpov, cf. ver. 5
they found me," innation, for the Jewish-Christian Church deed, as they have said, but ov pvcro
a direct answer to the
naturally consisted of Jews, cf Rom. ix. <$xXov K.T.X.
For this allusion in Acts to the great charge of profaning the Temple he had
3.
work of the collection, and its evidential gone there for worship and sacrifice," then
how did I profane it ? " Chrys., Horn., L.
value, as corroborating the notices in
the Epistles, see above on p. 422, and
^yvia^ivov : the expression is generally
Paley, H.P., chap, ii., 1. On this use of taken to refer to the offerings involved
in the association with the vow, xxi. 26,
«is cf. 1 Cor. xvi. 1, 2 Cor. viii. 4, ix. 1,
but it may also include other acts of
13, Rom. xv. 26, and see Deissmann,
Kal irpoo-^opds
Bibelstudien, p. 113.
worship and purification in the Temple.

—

:

—

—

—

:

:

*,

:

—

—

:
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M

19. ofc ?0€i

^

Trap^ai *al KaTr,Yop €t„ et ti !X <h€ „ Trpo?
10 ^ aurol
clirdwmr,' «Z T t eupo, iy i^\ ASi^a, ard™ s
he\
21. ^

•

ftpiou

*Oti irepl

t.

Mt?l

\r

Tr€

pl

pas

Tau'-njs

ouroi

^00

tou <tuk«-

a*rm S
amoTdVeus KeKpwy fy& icp^ai
afyepoK* If 6,^.

MABCE

«r««

<f>a>FT]S,

!,cpa$a 4ari,s *k

13, 40, 61, Sah., Boh., Syr.

Wendt [Blass] add 8c
Ins ^ad of ti cvp. W.H.,

R.V.,
2

V

ox*

.

;

omitted by

H.

;

Tisch

HLP.

*

,

W
WHH "

w.;«
Weiss

'

R.V., Blass, Weiss, Wendt, T.R. has
« ti «, d? with
very slight attestation cf. ver. 19. «v ^ot om. fc*AB 13, o,
4
*
61,* Tilch "' W,H
H *'
R.V., Weiss, Wendt, Blass, but not Hilg.

W

;

«

For €K P a|a (Lach., Hilgenfeld) the form «K«K
P a|a is found in tfABC 13, 40 61
Chrys., Tisch.,
Blass, Weiss; redupl. form only here in
N.T., but often in
see Winer- Schmiedel, p. 104.

WH

LXX

;

*
Instead of »4»* ABC 13, 40, 61, Syr. Pesh., Aethutr. rea d
c<fr\ so Tisch., W.H
R.V., Weiss, Wendt, Blass in
v$ is supported by ^EHLP, Chrys l(so Vulfr''
*'*
Gig., Boh., Syr. H., a vobis, and Hilg.).
;

—

tivJs in A.V. the word is simply referred to cvpov and there is no difficulty ;
but if we insert 8c* after it (see critical
:

R.V. renders "but
note).
certain Jews from Asia,"
sentence

breaks

makes no

off,

there
etc.

were

The

and the speaker

direct reference to xxi. 27, but
implies that these Asiatic Jews should
have been present to accuse him if they
had any accusation to make their absence was in the prisoner's favour ; " the

p.

106.—Kanpyopetv

:

"to make accusa-

tion," R.V., cf. ver. 2.
Ver. 20. $ ovtoI ovroi

"
:

quando-

quidem absunt illi, hi dicant," Blass;
as the Jews from Asia are not
present as
accusers, he appeals to those Jews who

are—he cannot demand speech from

absent, but he claims

the

from the present
men themselves say," R.V., since
they are the
accusers
Kuinoel
only
refers
present.
passage as it stands (i.e., with this break) the words to the Sadducees, and thinks
is instinct with life, and seems to exthis proved from the next verse, but the
hibit the abruptness so characteristic of context does not require this
reference,
the Pauline Epistles," cf. xxvi. 9, see nor can the words be referred with
Others take 8c Ewald to the Asiatic Jews, since o-rdvPage's note in loco.
though less forcibly as more strictly in tos jtov lirl tov <rvv. is against such an
opposition to the preceding words, interpretation. n, see critical note.
Ver. 2i. 4 = aXXo 4j after dSiK^no
meaning that his accusers had not
found him as they alleged, and as Ter- (Rendall) St. Paul, of course, uses the
word (d8f tcr||ia) of his accusers. St. Paul
tullus alleged, ver. 5, but that certain
Jews of Asia had found him. Hackett is taken by some to speak ironically . .
retains 8^, and sees in the words a re- strange dSiK-qfio, a question of belief
tort 01 the charge of riot upon the true with regard to which the Jews them" but certain
authors of it
Jews from selves were at variance, and which the
Asia " it is they who excited a tumult, procurator would regard as an idle connot I the verb could be omitted, a true tention! Weiss renders "or let them
picture of the Apostle's earnestness, be- say, if in other respects they have found
cause so readily suggested from Qopv- nothing wrong, concerning this one
" in what
respect thev
pov, but this interpretation seems hardly utterance," etc.
borne out by the context.
regard it as an &SficT)p.a," supplying elirdthe
tomtov
from
verse.
On the
without
Luke
xi.
c8ei
Ver. 19.
ov, cf.
previous
whole verse see further Blass, Gram., p.
42, xv. 32 on the force of this imperfect,
168, Winer-Schmiedel, p. 187 ; and also
see Burton, p. 14, Winer-Moulton, xli.
the optative of p. 225 on fjs «Kpa£a— Jjs probably not
€t ti cxoiev irpds \lc
2.
the for -jf (cf. Matt, xxvii. 50), but here
subjective possibility, representing
if they
4>wvij is used in the sense of a loud cry,
subjective view of the agent

—

(Weiss): "or

it

else let these

—

;

.

—

:

;

—

;

—

:

—

had anything against me (in their own
6 2, Viteau,
beliet), Winer-Moulton, xli.
he Grec du N. T., p. 111 (1893), Burton,

so that the construction resolves itself
into
Kpd£eiv, cf. Rev. vi. 10,
v. I. (and for the expression in LXX,

$»vV
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XXIV.

22. 1 'Aicoijaas &^ TauTO 6 tj\i§ dvepdXeTo auTous, dxpiP^orepoy

clows tA ircpl tt)s 080G,

t&

ci-ircSf,

"OTay Auaias o x i

^ aPX°s

KaTCt Pfi>

23. SiaTagrfp.ci'os tc t« cKaTorrapxt]
TT)peicrOai toc riauXoK, cxcik tc ayeaip, ical finSeVa kojXu'cik twk iSuor
SLayraJaofxai

auTou umrjpcTeii'
24. MctA 8c

icaO'

*

ujxas

2
$\

irpoacpxcaOcu

Tjptcpas Tivcls

rg* yovatKi auTou

auT<j>.

irapaye^fuyos 6 t)Xi| aiW ApouaiXXt)

'lou&aia,

ouafl

1
The words aicovo-as 8c touto, om. avepaX.
W.H., R.V., Blass, Weiss, Wendt, Hilg.
;

2

n irpoccpx. om. fr^ABCE 13,
and other authorities in ver. 22.
*

BC 2 36,

8c avr. o

61, Vulg., Syr. P.

H.

nal

to* flauXoK,

fiCTeirc'pJraTO

. with MABCE, Tisch.,

and H., Boh., Arm., Tisch., R.V.,

W.H., R.V., Weiss [Blass] have
tq yvvaiKi in C*HLP (Meyer, Hilgenfeld)
a
have tq 18. yvv. avTov. At the beginning of verse Blass in (3 text
fc$ A, 13, 18, 6,
after ijp.. tivos reads Apovo-iXXa t\ yvvr) tov $y)Xikos ov<ra lovSaia -qpwTa iSciv toy
riavXov Kai axov<rai tov Xoyov. f3ouXop.cvos ovv to itcavov iroiTjo-at avTQ (Cassiod.
Compl., p. 205 (1402, Mign.) and Syr. H. mg.).
Instead of T.R.

yvv. (om. ovtov).

Tfl iSiqi

Syr.

T.R. as

rag., Tisch.,

fr$*E,

;

Farrar, St. Paul, ii., 328,
that he sees in this utterance
some compunction on St. Paul's part
for his action in dividing the Sanhedrim,
and for the tumult he had caused, but
see above, p. 467.
Ver. 22. ovepdXcTo: ampliavit eos, a
technical expression, only here in N. T.,
the judges were wont to say Amplius in
cases where it was not possible to pass
at once a judgment of condemnation or
acquittal before further inquiry, Cic, In
Isa. vi. 4).

thinks

Vert.,

i.,

29.

—

aicpip.

:

"having more

exact knowledge concerning the Way"
than to be deceived by the misrepresentation of the Jews; he may have learnt
some details of the Christian sect during
his years of office from his wife Drusilla,
or possibly during his residence in
Caesar ea, where there was a Christian
community and the home of Philip the
Evangelist, and where Cornelius had
been converted. This knowledge, the
writer indicates, was the real reason
the reason which Felix alleged was that
he required the evidence of Lysias in
person. Wendt, Zockler, Bethge, Nosgen take the words to mean that the
address of Paul had offended Felix's
more accurate knowledge, and on this
:

account he put off any decision. On
the comparative see Blass, Gram., p.
to, ircpl: characteristic of Luke
*39-

—

and Paul, see

vp.a«:

"I

R.V.,

cf.

p.

481.

— Sioy.

to.

ko0*

will determine your matter,"
xxv. 21, and see above on
to,
ko0*
15.
ttfias :
probably
refers to both accusers and accused.
On to before koto, characteristic of
xxiii.

Luke see instance in Moulton and
Geden, and Hawkins, Horee Synopticce,
p. 38.

Ver. 23. TT)pcur0ai: that he should
he kept in charge as a prisoner; not
middle as in A.V. cx«iv tc ovco-iv " and
should have indulgence," R.V., not

—

:

11

liberty," A.V., word only elsewhere in
Paul in N.T., 2 Cor. ii. 13, vii. 5, viii.
13, 2 Thess. i. 7, cf. also Ecclus.
xxvi. 10, 1 Esd. iv. 62.
From ver. 27 it
appears that the prisoner was still bound,
but the indulgence involved a custodia
liberior, and extended to food, and the
visits of friends, and remission from the
severer form of custody, cf. Jos., Ant.,
xviii., 6, 7, 10, where Agrippa has similar
indulgence in his imprisonment at Rome,
but is still chained. p,i)8cvo kwXvciv
t»v iSiuv, cf. iv. 23, Luke, Aristarchus,
perhaps Trophimus, cf. Jos., Ant., xviii.,
u. s., for the same indulgence
change

—

;

of subject to centurion in kmXvciv.
prrciv,

xiii.

—

viri|-

36, xx. 34.

Ver. 24. Apovo-iXX-Q
of the three
daughters of Agrippa I. Drusilla was the
her
sisters
youngest,
being Bernice (see
Married, when
below) and Mariamne.
about fourteen, to Azizus king of Emeza,
she had been seduced from her husband
:

by

Felix,

who had employed

for his evil

purpose a certain impostor and magician,

Simon by name,

Jos., Ant., xx., 7, 2.

The account in Josephus implies that
she was unhappy in her marriage with
Azizus, and asserts that she was exposed
on account of her beauty to the envious
She
ill-treatment of her sister Bernice.
married Felix (" trium reginarum mart-

22—26.

nPAHEIE AI102T0AQN

tJkouotc afirou irepl tyjs cif* Xpiaro, m'<rr«u S

aurou

f>k

ircpl 8ucaioau*vTjs

koI ^Kpareias

pAXorros 2bio6ai, ?H>°0<> S Y€^€^o S

w

lX

.

ical

25. ^jiht^Vd
tou Kpi>aTo S 2 tou

6 «>t}\i$

1

After Xpio-Tov K5*BEL 61, Vulg., Gie.,
Tisch., W.H., R.V>eiss, Wendtfbu,

£

TR^K'
T.R. by

all

ire

>

mth E G,g - Vulg
-

-

•

26.

Rau'Xou,

KUK

8

Sua

5™?

?K frR^U^T'
^
47^
Boh

Svr

H

r»,rvc

A™- Ch
«
«to s>
Toy (wXX. pv
«rco*u om. 2»-J«g
tfABCE, W.H., R.V., Blass.

l8o

edd.

-&£?%
3

To

dTreKpt'er,,

•

icaipoK 8* fiCToXaPi)^ jieraicaXe'crouaC
8c ical iXirftw, 8ti
xpfaaTa SoOVjrerai aurai 6*6 tou
TropciJou
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»aa

"

i

but text retained as in
Instead of text Blass

»'" »

(Cassiod ->

awov om. ^ABCE, Vulg., Syr. P. and H., Arm., Aeth">. Tisch
Blass Weiss Wendt, Hilgenfeld.
After
!
Gig adds
but not Blass in p. Instead of xapiTos
secrete,
13, 61, Vulg., Syr P
^*ABC
and H., Boh. read x*P""»> so Tisch., and authorities as above
(see note below.
oirws Xvoti

W.H.,

RV

Xapiv

^cEL.

pra^

''

tus," as Suetonius calls him, Claud., 28),

and her son by him, Agrippa by name,
perished under Titus in an eruption of
Vesuvius, Jos., u. s. It has been sometimes thought that his mother perished
with him, but probably the words <rvv tq
yvvcuKi in Josephus refer not to Drusilla,
but to the wife of Agrippa (so Schiirer) ;

"Herod"

(Headlam),

Hastings' B.D.,

—

The Herods (Farrar), p. 192 ff. tq yw.
aviTov, see critical note, the addition of
I8ia before yvv. (omit. atcrov) perhaps to
emphasise that Drusilla, though a Jewess,
was the wife of Felix, or it may point to
the private and informal character of the
interview, due to the request of Drusilla.
Possibly both I8ia and avrov were
additions to intimate that Drusilla was
really the wife of Felix, but the article
before y-uvaiici would have been sufficient
to indicate this.
ovirn 'lovSato, cf.
text, which states how Felix acted thus
to gratify Drusilla, who as a Jewess
wished to hear Paul, as her brother
Agrippa afterwards, cf. xxv. 22, see
Knabenbauer, in loco.
ucTC'Wuxf'aTo,
see on x. 5.
Xpurrov, see critical
note.
Ver. 25. ircpi Sikcu. Paul does not
gratify the curiosity of Felix and Drusilla,
but goes straight to the enforcement of
those great moral conditions without

—

—

—
:

which, both for Jew and Greek, what
he had to say of the Messiahship of
Jesus was unintelligible ; how grievously
Felix had failed in righteousness the
events of his period of government proved,
Tac, Ann., xii., 54, "cuncta malecf.

facta sibi impune ratus," through the
evil influence of Pallas, Tac, Hist., v., 9.
4vKpar. : R.V. margin "self-control,"

—

Latin,

Umperantia, Vulgate,

castitate.

The presence of Drusilla by his side was
in itself a proof how Felix had failed in
this virtue also,
lyicp. being specially
applicable to continence from sensual
pleasures (Wetstein); opposed to it is
dicpao-ia, 1 Cor. vii. 5 (= aicpama),
"incontinence," Arist., Eth., vii., 4, 2.
In N.T., Gal. v. 23, 2 Pet. i. 6
(bis), cf.
Tit. i. 8.
The word is found in Ecclesiast. xviii. 15 S, 30, 4 Mace. v.
34.
St. Paul gives a double proof of his
in
thus
not
before
courage
reasoning
only
Felix but before his wife, for like another
Herodias her resentment was to be feared.
tov KpCpaTOf tov uc'XX. " the judgment to come," R.V., preserving the force
of the article omitted in all E.V. except
Rhem. : " ubi etiam illi, qui nunc judices

—

:

—

sedent, judicandi erunt" /Wetstein).
lu<f>. -ycv., see on x. 4, cf. the attitude of
Antipas with regard to the Baptist, Mark
vi. 30.
To vvv typvy cf. Tob. vii. 11 (B 1
cx«v), and for instances in Greek writers
see Wetstein. xaipor 8J ucraX., cf.

—

—

Polyb.,

ii.,

16, 15.

jicTaXaBov-rcs icaip.

apfioTTOKTa (Alford, Blass). So far as
we know, no more convenient season
text.
ever came, see reading in
Ver. 26. apo Si xal JXir. connected
with
aire*,
xxiii.
25), so
by some
(cf.
Weiss, Wendt, Hackett; others punctuate as W.H., R.V., and render it as a
finite verb.
Sti: on the construction
with JXirttciv see Simcox, Language of
the N.T., p. 121, and Blass, in loco:
Luke xxiv. 31, 2 Cor. i. 13, xiii. 6,
Philem. ver. 22 (not in Attic Greek).
On Sua cf. Blass, Gram., p. 247, Col.
:

—

—

iv. 3,
ica( :

Philem. ver. 22, 1 Tim.
only in Luke and Paul

v. 13.

Sua

on

use

;

its

I1PAHEI2
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•

Se

see further Viteau,

—

money, and it was also evident to Felix
that the prisoner was not without personal
friends, ver. 23. Spitta, Apostelgeschichte,
p. 280, points to ver. 17, and to the fact
that Felix could not be unaware that Paul
was a man of wide influence and supported
by many friends, as a sufficient answer
to the supposed improbability urged by
Pfleiderer that Felix could hope for
money from a poor tent -maker and
missionary. Spitta thinks that Philippians may have been written from Csesarea, and that therefore (Phil. iv. 10)
Felix had double cause to suppose that
the poor missionary had command of
money but without endorsing this view
as to the place of writing of Philippians,
it
may be suggested that St. Paul's
;

friends at Philippi might have helped to
provide financial help for the expenses of
his trial
Lydia, e.g., was not only ready
:

with large-hearted hospitality, but her
trade in itself required a considerable
see on the other hand the view
of Ramsay. St. Paul, p. 312. It is urged,
moreover, that a poor man would never
have received such attention or aroused
But St. Luke himself
such interest.
has told us how Herod desired to see the
Son of Man, Who had not where to lay
His head, and the same feeling which
prompted Herod, the feeling of curiosity,
the hope perhaps of seeing some new
thing, may have prompted the desire of an
Agrippa or a Drusilla to see and to hear
" sic thesaurum
. . . 808.:
Paul.
:

— 4\iri£.

evangelii

When

omisit infelix Felix," Bengel.

Overbeck expresses surprise that
Felix did not deliver Paul to the Jews
for money, he forgets that Paul's Roman
citizenship would make such an action
much more dangerous than his detention.
816 Kal: characteristic of Luke and
Paul, and common to Luke's Gospel and
Acts, cf. Luke i. 35, Acts x. 29, Rom. iv.

—

22, xv. 22, 2 Cor.

i.

20, iv. 13, v. 9, Phil,

only twice elsewhere in N.T., Heb.
" ut illiceret eum ad se
xi. 12, xiii. 12
pecunia temptandum," Blass, Knabenii.

9,

;

bauer.

—

iruicv<$Tepov,

cf.

Luke

v. 33,

1

Tim. v. 23 and LXX, Esther viii. 13,
2 Mace. viii. 8, 3 Mace. iv. 12.
The
comparative here is "verus comparativus": quo scepius, Blass. Nothing
;

cXafJe

TrXtjpwOetaTjs

Le Grec du

N.T., p. 187 (1893).
xp^aTa: the
mention of "alms," ver. 17, had perhaps
suggested the thought that Paul was in
a position to purchase his freedom with

capital

XXIV.

8id Kal iruKVOTcpoy auTov p.eTcnrcp.TTop.ci'os

AteTias

27.

by them

auToV

AOOSTOAQN
SidSoxoy

6

<a>jxlXci

4>tj\i£

ciutui

riopjao*

could more plainly show the corruption
of the Roman government than the
conduct of Felix in face of the law :
" Lex
Julia de repetundis praecepit, ne
quis ob hominem in vincula publice

conjiciendum, vinciendum, vincirive jubendum, exve vinculis dimittendum ;

neve quis ob hominem condemnandum,
absolvenduum
aliquid
acceperit,"
Digest., xl., 11,3 (Wetstein) see further
on ver. 3. wuCXei: only in Luke, see
above xx. 11
imperfect denoting frequent occurrence.
.

—

.

.

;

;

Ver. 27. 8i€Ttas 82 irXijp. : on the
question of chronology see below, cf.
xx. 30, and for TpicTia, xx. 31 on 8t€Tia
in
inscriptions see two instances in
Deissmann, Neue Bibelstudien, p. 86.
;

TrXrjp.

:

perhaps indicating that two

full

Weizsacker throws
years are meant.
doubt upon the historical character of
this imprisonment, and thinks that the
episode is merely introduced by the
writer of Acts, who in his ignorance of
the name of the procurator doubles the
incident before Felix and Festus; but
Wendt declines to value so lightly the
definite notices and accounts in Acts,
and adds that the delay of the trial
under a procurator devoid of a sense of
duty was no
recall of Felix

improbable event. The
has been assigned to very

dates, Lightfoot naming 60,
(1899) 61, Schiirer, at the earliest
the
at
latest 61, probably 60, Ram58,
say 59> whilst McGiflert, following the

varying

Wendt

Chronology recently advocated by O.
Holtzmann (with a few earlier writers),
places it as early as 55 (Harnack 55-56,
following Eusebius, whilst Blass has also
defended the Eusebian date).
Both
McGiffert and Holtzmann fix upon 55
because before the end of this year
Pallas, the brother of Felix, was in dis-

and yet, according to Josephus,
Felix escaped the accusations brought
against him by shielding himself behind
his brother Pallas, whom Nero was then
grace

;

holding in special honour, Jos., Ant.,
" Either
Tac, Ann., xiii., 14.
Josephus is in error," says O. Holtzxx., 8, 9,

mann, Neutest. Zeitgeschichte, p. 128,
" or Festus went to Palestine in
55 ".
But there is good reason for thinking
that Josephus was in error in stating
that Felix escaped by his brother's influence, then at its height, Jos., u.

s.

It

no doubt true that the influence of
Pallas may have been very substantial

is
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1

-

6£kw

T€ x^piTas

KaTae^aOat toiS
KaTA.nr€ tov riauXoi/ 0€0€u,eVoi\

fjoToi'

*

Instead of OeXcov Te

navXov
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'louSai'ois

6 tjXtl,

Blass in p text with
137, Syr. H. mg. reads tov S«
ApovoaXXav, so Zockler, Belser, Hilg* and I. Weiss
conformed
to
xxv.
simply
9 but see on the other hand

X ap.

ciacrcv €VTr,pr,«ra 8ta

thinks that

JR.
Schmiedel, Enc. Biol.,

is

;

1.,

53.

fall from court favour
but
;
the intervention of Pallas was subseto
his
fall, what becomes of the
quent

the earlier and later dates mentioned

synchronism between his disgrace and
the recall of Felix ? But further, Pallas,

Student's Life of Paul, p.
252, 1899. See
further Zahn,
Einleitung, ii., 634 ; Wendt
(1899), p. 56; Expositor, March, 1897,
Feb., 1898; "Festus" (A. Robertson),
2
Hastings' B.D. and B.D. .— fXapc 8iiSoxov, Ecclus. xlvi. 1, xlviii. 8. In 2
Mace. iv. 29, xiv. 26, the meaning of successor is doubtful, and it would seem that
the title rather denoted a high office about
the court of the Ptolemies,
cf. Deissmann, Bibelstudien, p. in. In classical
Greek it is used as here for successor,
cf.
Jos., Ant., xx., 8, 9, so successorem

long after his
if

according to the statement of Tacitus,
Ann., xiii., 1.4, was disgraced before the
fourteenth birthday of Britannicus, in
Feb. 55, but, if so, how could Felix have

Rome at such an early period
of that year ? Nero came to the throne
on 13th Oct., 54, and we have to suppose that the order for recall was sent
and the return journey of Felix to the
capital accomplished in spite of the
winter season which made a sea voyage
reached

impossible (Ramsay, Zahn, Bacon) "one
can therefore no longer base the chronology of an Apostle's life upon the dis;

missal of a court favourite". But are
there no chronological data available?
Albinus, the successor of Festus, was
already procurator in 62.

had been

in office

How long

we cannot

say, but

he
he

was

certainly procurator in the summer of
that year (Schurer, Jewish People, div. i.,
vol. h\, p. 188, E.T.
Biblical World,
From Jos., Ant., xx., 9,
P- 357. I 897).
we
learn
that
there
was
an interval of
1,
some few months full of disturbance and
anarchy between the death of Festus and
the arrival of Albinus in Jerusalem, so
that we seem justified in inferring that
Festus died probably in the winter of
and whilst the events of his pro61-62
;

;

curatorship can scarcely have extended
over five years (as would be demanded by
the earlier chronology) for in this case
Josephus would surely have given us
more information about them— it seems
equally difficult to suppose that the events
which Josephus does record could have
been crowded into less than a year, or
portions of two (Schurer). The entrance
of Festus upon his office might thus be
carried back to 59-60, and St. Paul's de-

—

Rome would fall probably in
But a further contribution to the
Mr. Turner,
subject has been made by
parture for

60.

"Chronology of the N.T.," Hastings'
B.D., pp. 418, 419, and he argues for
the exclusion of a date as late as 60 for
the accession of Festus, and for placing
the recall of Felix in 57-59, i.e., between

above

;

p. 420.

accepit,

or,

more

With

definitely still, in 58, cf.
this date Dr. Gilbert

agrees,

Plin., Epist., ix., 13.

we know

—

4>tj<ttov:

nothing of him except from
the N.T. and Josephus.
The latter,
contrasts
him favourably with
however,
his successor Albinus " et Albinum cum
ei dissimillimum fuisse tradit, scelestum
"
hominem, simul ilium laudat (Blass). So
far as our information goes, Festus also
contrasts favourably with his predecessor
he acted with promptness to rid the
country of robbers and sicarii, and
:

;

amongst them of one impostor whose
promises were specially seductive, Ant.,
But
xx., 8, g, 10, and B.J., ii., 14, 1.
although, as Schurer says, he was disposed to act righteously, he found himunable to undo the mischief wrought

self

his predecessor, and after a short
administration death prevented him from
coping further with the evils which inFor his attitude
fested the province.
towards St. Paul as his prisoner see
events marked
below.
Two
other
notes
his procuratorship
(1) the quarrel between the priests ana Agrippa, because
the latter built on to his palace so as to
overlook the Temple, and the priests
retaliated by building so as to shut off
Festus sided with Agrippa,
his view.
but allowed the priests to appeal to
Rome. (2) The decision of the emperor
in favour of the Syrian against the Jewish
inhabitants of Caesarea, which caused a
bitterness provoking in a.d. 66 the disturbances in which Josephus marked the
beginnings of the great War, Ant., xx.,
8A.wv T« x^P lTas uaTa06r0ai
8,
9.
Tovt M.: "desiring to gain favour with

by

:

—
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XXV.
d^t/3-rj

6

€ts

I.

<frHITOI ouV, ^iriPas

'lcpoa<5Xujxa diro

dpxiepcus

*al ol irpa>Toi

1

rfc

firapxia, ft€T& rpcis
2.

Kcuaapeias.

tw

xxv
rjp.c'pai.

2

ivefydvivav 8c

'louBaiue icaTd tou

<xut<£

riauXou, Kal

irapcKdXouy ciutoV, 3. aiTOup,cvoi \dpiv k<it* uutou, oirws \i€rairiy.^r\Tai auTOk els 'kpouaaX^fi., cVc'SpaK iroioGrrcs dycXeik auToy kotoi TT]f
crapxiq* so also Lach., Hilgenfeld, Blass, W.H. text, eirapxeio,, so B but
and W.H. marg. (so Wendt probably) following ft* A have cirapxeicp.
Weiss regards cirapxia (-eiqi) as a thoughtless emendation in accordance with xxiii.
See also Winer-Schmiedel, p. 44, and note below.
34.
1

;

Tisch., Weiss,

2
For 8c NABC, Vulg., Syr. Pesh., Aeth. read tc, so Tisch., W.H., Weiss, R.V.,
Wendt, Blass. o opx*, but instead of the sing. fc^ABCEL read the plural, so Tisch.
and authorities above. For T.R. cf. xxiv. 1.

down

execution

Jews as a
deposit for which a due return might be
Jos.,
expected, cf. 1 Mace. x. 23 R.

repetition

the Jews," R.V., literally to
or deposit a favour with the

lay

;

Ant.,

xi., 6, 5,

so too in classical Greek,

Thuc, i., 33, 128 Herod., vi., 41, etc.
The policy of Felix was to gain popularity with the Jews in view of the accusations which followed him on his return
That the
to Rome, Jos., Ant., xx., 8, 9.
pursuit of such a policy was not alien to
;

Roman officials see Jos.,
Ant., xx., 9, 5, where we learn that
Albinus, desiring to gain the gratitude
of the Jews, took money of all those in
the character of

prison for some trifling fault, by which
the prisons indeed were emptied,
but the country was full of robbers. In
B.J., ii., 14, 1, we learn that the same
system was pursued by Albinus, the successor of Festus,untilno one was left in the
prisons but those who gave him nothing.
According to (3 text Felix leaves Paul in
prison to please his wife, but, as Blass

means

points out, both reasons

XapiTa (W.H.,

R.V.)

may
only

be true.
(in

—

N.T.)

in Jude, ver. 4, cf. xxv. 9 A; found in
classics, though rarer than x<*P kV > WinerSchmiedel, p. 88 ; in LXX, Zech. vi. 14.

—

this does not at all imply that
SeSejA.
Paul had been quite free, and was now
avecris did not
rebound, cf. ver. 23.
mean perfect freedom, and the custodia
:

militaris might
thinks that the

still

word

continue.

Nosgen

position at
the end of the verse indicates a severer
form of custody, but this is by no means
necessary, although as the last word of
the episode, and as the result of all the
intercourse with Felix, it has a dramatic
force and pathos.
Zeller, Acts, ii., p. 83,
in its

E.T., although he thinks it remarkable
that Felix and Festus are represented as
acting from the same motive, as Pilate
for a similar reason had consented to the

of Jesus, is constrained to
admit that conduct such as that of the

two procurators

is too natural for its
to be surprising; unscrupulous officials are always ready by complaisance at the expense of others to
appease those to whom they have given

just cause for complaint.

XXV.—Ver.

Chapter

1.

Iirip^s:

"having come into the province," A.
and R.V., or, " having entered upon his
province," R.V. margin. If we read t^
lirapxcup with Weiss and W.H. margin,
the word is an adjective of two terminations, sc. Igovo-Cf, i.e., having entered on
governor of the province
Weiss, Apostelgeschichte, p. 8), and

his duties as

(see

For the adjective in incf. xxiii. 34.
scriptions see Blass, in loco.
ficTot Tpcis

—

—

"sat cito," Bengel. dvc^T) went
up to Jerusalem officially as the capital
the visit had nothing necessarily to do
with St. Paul, but the close-connecting
:

4ft.

:

;

tc

may

indicate that the action of the

priests in again bringing

was

up

their case

to be expected.

Ver. 2. cvc<f>dvio-av, cf. xxiii. 15, xxiv.
1 : here the context evidently implies that
legal and formal information was laid
If we read ol dpx«, cf. iv.
against Paul.
01 irp&Toi: sometimes taken as =
5.

—

irpto-p. in ver. 15, cf. xxiii. 14, xxiv. 1,
but in Luke xix. 47 we have ol dpx« koI

ol
kg.! ol irpwroi tov Xaov.
The
ypdjxp..
difference of designation seems to indicate that they were not identical with

the irpco-p., although perhaps including
them, or possibly as their chief represee also Plummer on Luke,
sentatives
Blass seems to identify irpwroi
c.
I.
:

with apxiepcts,

irapcKaXow

mark

the

cf.

iv.

5,

apxovrcs.

—

word and the tense

their importunity.
3.
a'tTovp.., cf. ver. 15.

Ver.

lates

:

" Postu-

gratiam non justitiam,"

Corn
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^K

o3^ tioros d7r€
Kpi0T,, -njpctaeai t6k nauXo,'
T<iXei
Kaiaapci'*, iaurbv hk ^Xeir
JxTropeu'eavai
5. Ol oSV
SuKarol iv 6jhk, ^<j'h au Ka T
Y
apdia€s, €* ri fonr • fr t<5
d,8pl tou't«,
4
•caTTjYope^Wa* aurou. 6. Aiarptyas 8^ iv aurots
^epas irXciou's'
86ca, Kora^As els Kaiordpeiak,
*j
r§ iiraupio* KaOuros
tou

*

^

•

M

»

After oSov Syr. H. mg. adds i/K
prf votum fecerant s* pro virili (facturos esse)
i/ocwtoj «**)
mambus suis esset ; but not text.

ut in
•

For
tfABCE 13 40
cvKaij.6188
V
88
g
'

8

61, read ««, so Tisch.,

Kawa P" av

*

'

[a^

re?d Kat^a

wi

and

* BCW.H.,
13, ^

\

authorities

whilsi

Instead of T.R. (so Meyer) tfABCE,
Vulg., Boh., Arm., Lucit read
so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt,
Blass, Hilgl

o/toitov,

W JL

m~
t» «v8di
pl

T.R.

so too W.H., Weiss Wendt, Blass,
Hilgenfeld. Other variations, e.g., 137,
See Alford's note and
Syr. P.H., Sah. omit ov irXciovs.
Meyer- Wendt on probable
confusion between okto. of the more ancient MSS. and ti of later
ones, the former ti
the
numeral
absorbed
in
the second
representing
being
ij.

a

Lapide.

— iviBpav
they

iroii^orovTes,

itoiovvtcs,

were

not

making and

the ambush already (Alpriests and elders were willing
before to avail themselves of the

contriving
ford)

:

as
assassin.
x. 4,

xxvi.

—

Kara ttjv 680V, cf. Luke
and three times in Acts, viii. 36,
13, nowhere else in N. T.
Syr. H.

mg. adds a

distinct reference to the forty

conspirators previously mentioned, xxiii.
text—doubtless,
12, but Blass omits in
as he says, there were many others ready
for the deed at the service of the Sanhedrim.
Ver. 4. p.Jr o\tv: no antithesis expressed; but Rendall, Appendix on p,ir
ovv, Acts, p. 162, holds that two phases
of events are here contrasted: Festus
refused to bring Paul away from Caesarea,
but he undertook to hear the charges of
iv Kaw, see critical
the Jews there.
note, perhaps here cts simply = iv, so

—

Blass,

and Simcox,

cf.

Mark

xiii. 9,

Acts

On

the other hand cf. Weiss on
the frequent force of cts peculiar to Acts,
viii. 40, ix. 21 (where he reads els), in-

xix. 22.

timating that Paul had been brought to
Caesarea with the purpose that he should
The Jews had asked
be kept there.
Festus ottojs jieTaircpnj/. a. els 'I.) but
Festus intimates that the prisoner was in

custody at Caesarea, and that as he was
himself going there, the prisoner's accusers should go there also; in other
words, he returns a refusal to their re-

—

iv Taxci, Luke
8,
quest, cf. ver. 16.
and three times in Acts, xii. 7, xxii. 18,
not in the other Evangelists; Rom. xvi.

ao, 1

Tim.

iii.

14,

xviii.

Rev.

i.

1, xxii.

6.

—

for the verb used
licirop.
absolutely as
here cf. Luke iii. 7.
Ver. 5. <J>t]o-i : change to the oratie
^
For other instances of
recta, cf. i. 4.
the insertion of the single words
c4>tj
or <J>T]criv, rare in N. T., see Simcox,
:

Language of the

New

Testament, p. 200
1 Cor. vi. 16, 2
;

cf. xxiii. 35, xxvi. 25,

Cor. x. 10, Heb.

viii. 5.

—

ol

. . .

Svvo/rol

:

" Let them
therefore, saith he, which are
among you," R.V. not simply
"which are able," A.V., "qui in vobis
potentes sunt," Vulgate. The word may
be used by Festus, because he was not
acquainted with the Jewish official terms,
or it may be used in a general way as in
1 Cor. i. 26.
In Jos., B.J., i., 12, 5, we
have the expression, 4)kov MovSaCwr ol
SvvaroC, cf. Thuc. i. 89, Polyb., ix., 23,
4 but in addition to this general use
of the word Jos. frequently conjoins the
dpxtepeis with the owarol as members
of" the Sanhedrim, Schurer, Jewish People,
This indiv. ii., vol. i., p. 178, E.T.
terpretation of the word is more natural
than that adopted by Bengel : " qui valent
ad iter faciendum tj8os urbanum Festi
respondentis Judaeis molestiam viae cauof power

;

;

:

santibus

"

;

for

other explanations see

—

Wendt-Meyer, in loco. o-wykotoPovt€s
"
go down with me," R.V., mecum ; only
here in N. T., in LXX, Ps. xlviii. 17,
Wisd. x. 13, Dan. iii. 49 (Theod. iii. 49)
= Song of the Three Children, ver. 26.
aToirov, see critical note, and further on
:

—

xxviii. 6.

Ver. 6. rjp^pas irX., see critical note,
" not more than
eight or ten days,"
R.V., *.*., the whole period of Festui'
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cKAeuae

Pr|fiaTOS

to*'

auTou, irepieVrrjcrai'

xroXXd kcu papc'a

*

naGXoy

dx^TJeai.

ot diro Mepoo-oXufxajy

2

aiTiajxaTa 4>e'porres

tGjv '\ouhaiu)v,

1

^ABCL,
E
;

0A.€is,

etire,

so Tisch.,

has avTu

;

oe

irapaYei'ou.cVou

KaTaPcPTjKOTCS 'louSaiot,
tou llauXou, a ouk

KaTct

•

6 fjorros 8^, toIs 'louScuois Q£k<ov

€OTTTjo-av

7.

8. d7roXoyoup,eVou auToG, *Oti outc els top wop-ov
outc €is to lepoV, outc els Kcucrapd ti r\[i.aprov.
9.

utxuoi' &iro8€i£ai

HauXa)

xxv.

W.H.,
Meyer

ei$

X^P lv Ko-raOiaOaiy

'icpoa^Xujxa

ava^ds,

eVci

diroicpiOeis
irepl

tu

rourtav

R.V., Weiss, Blass, Hilg. read avrov after irepifollows T.R.

2
For aiTiap.aTa j^ABCEHLP, so Tisch. and authorities above read ai/riuuaTa,
a word which does not occur elsewhere, although Eustath. has aiTiwo-is for
aiTiao-19.
fc^ABC 13, 40, 61, so Tisch. and authorities above read KaTa^cpovTcs
instead of <|>€povTes icaTa tov fl.

stay Iv avTots. Blass sees in the words
an indication of the vigour of action
The expression
characterising Festus.
may, however, be used from the standhis
at Caesarea,
and
friends
point of Paul
who did not know how much of his

absence Festus had spent in Jerusalem,
or how much on the journey (so Weiss
and Wendt). r-fj liravpiov: ten times
in Acts, but nowhere in Luke's Gospel,
cf, however, lirl ttjv avpiov, Luke x. 35
and Acts iv. 5 only (Hawkins). This evi-

—

dently implies that the accusers had come
down with Festus, and it may again indicate his promptness, cf. ver. 17. There
does not seem any indication that this
immediate action shows that he had been

Paul in Jerusalem
tov P^uaTos, xii. 21, xviii.
10
below: seven times in
12, and ver.
Acts in this sense (Matt, xxvii. 19, John
xix. 13), but nowhere in Luke's Gospel
against

prejudiced
(Chrys.).

—

lirl

;

twice by St. Paul,

—

Rom.

xiv. 10, 2 Cor. v.

tov p.
a necessary formality, otherwise no legal effect would
be given to the decision, cf. Schiirer, Jew10.

ica0. lirl

:

ish People, div. i., vol. ii., p. 15, E.T.,
for this and other instances.
axOrjvai, cf.
Trpoo-dyco-8ai, Polyc, Mart. t ix., 1 and 2.

—

Ver. 7.
if we add
irepie'o-TTjo-av
" stood round
avTov, see critical note,
about him," i.e., Paul, R.V., " periculum intentantes," Bengel. (Cf. John
xi. 42, Judith v. 22, omit S 1 .)
iroXXa
"
ical Pa pea
many and (indeed) heavy,"
:

—

:

etc.,

in

Winer-Moulton,

Matt,

moment.
note.
dides.

lix.,

3,

perhaps as

23, weighty, of
— aiTiduaTa
see
xxiii.

<{>^p.,

diTiap. in

great

critical

^Eschylus and Thucy-

For tcaTacf^povrcs, xxvi.

10, cf.

Deut. xxii. 14.
Ver. 8. Evidently the charges classed
as before under three heads, (1) the Law,

the Temple, (3) the Empire.
In
Hilgenfeld ascribes 5rt . . .
"
author to Theophilus "
rjpapTov to his
But, not
(Jungst, too, omits the words).
content with this, he concludes that the
whole narrative which follows about
Agrippa is to ratify the innocence of
Paul before a crowned head of Judaism,
cf. ix. 15, where viuv T€ Mo , is also
ascribed to the " author to Theophilus,"
and perhaps also tc ical Pao-iXeW ; we
are therefore to refer to this unknown
writer the whole section xxv. 13-xxvi.
32.
tjuapTov with eU only here in Acts,
three times in Luke's Gospel, three
times in 1 Cor., only once elsewhere in
N.T., Matt, xviii. 21.
Ver. g. x^P lv icaTaOcVOai, xxiv. 27.
to is 'I., best placed emphatically before
xdpiv KaT. (W.H.), so as to show that
it was the compliance of Festus to the
Jews which caused the turn which things
took (Weiss). Oe'Xcis flf *l. " injustum
videbatur
condemnare, incommodum
(2)

this verse

-

—

—

—

:

—

absolvere," Blass. licet: he makes himself the same proposal to the prisoner

which had previously been suggested by

—

"me
the accusers, ver. 3. lir' Ipov
prsesente," for the Sanhedrists would be
the judges ; otherwise, where would be
the favour to the Jews ? Felix may have
added the words speciose, so as to reassure Paul and to obtain his acquiescence to the proposal; in ver. 20
omitted, but evidently from their close
connection with irepl tout. icpCv. they
indicate that Festus would play some
21
judicial part in the matter
cf. xxiv.
But Paul's answer
and 1 Cor. vi. 1.
plainly shows that he thought from the
words of Felix that a Jewish and not a
:

;

Roman

tribunal awaited

would therefore seem

to

him

:

mean

lir'

Ipov

that the

7— ii.

HPASEI2 AII02T0AQN
in

Rputcofoi

^oO;

2

10.

d^

Kaiaapos 4<rrws
o5
KTjcra, is Kal <r6 .cdXXiov

Oa^Tou

a|ioK

^

ofiScV iariv

2

N*

Tr<hrpaXd

8e 6 HauXos,
»|

so Tisch "

(T

Blas^"

-

place

R

*

pharos

at

it

Lach,)

^

B

has

it

in

commencement.

^B

SuWai

W.H., Weiss, Wendt,

has corus at commencement of
verse,

Wendt

tou

'EttI

ou 8<u'ous ottfr* fj8<-

&v oCtoi
KarnvopoGa* p>u, ouSefe

nZlK1l,Ta

afrrois

Blass, Hflg. read

both places, Tisch.,*

WH

'

have I 8 ""!**. so Tisch., W.H.,
Weiss, Wendt,

For Y ap NABCEgr. 6i read ovv, so Tisch.,
W.H., Weiss, Wendt, Hilg. bnt

Sanhedrim would judge, whilst Festus
would ratify their judgment or not as
seemed good to him, as Pilate had acted in
the case of Christ. On the other hand it
possible that Festus may have been
quite sincere in his proposal his words
at least showed that in his judgment
there was no case against Paul of a
is

:

nature, and he may have
thought that religious questions could be
best decided before the Sanhedrim in
Jerusalem, whilst he could guarantee a
safe-conduct for Paul as a Roman citizen.
Ver. io.
"I am standeo-Tcis etjxi
political

:

ing," used rhetorically, Blass, Gram., p.
198 ; on the position of ia-r. see critical
note.
Kaiaapos because the procurator
was the representative of Caesar " quae
acta gestaque sunt a procuratore Caesaris
sic ab eo comprobantur, atque si a Caesare

—

:

:

—

ipso gesta sint," Ulpian, Digest., i., 19,
1.
8cX
because a Roman citizen, no
need to suppose that the word has reference here to any divine intimation.
:

—

*lov8.

...:** to Jews have

I

done no

wrong," the omission of the article in
translation makes Paul's denial more

and comprehensive for aSiieciv
and the double accusative cf.
Luke x. 19. us Kal arv icdXXiov iiri-y.

forcible

with

;

ovSe'v

—

:

" as

thou also art getting to know
Rendall (see also Page and
Weiss) this rendering, it is said, saves
us from the ungracious and unjust retort
which A. and R.V. ascribe to Paul. But
ver. 18 seems to show us by the confession of Festus himself that the Apostle
might fairly have imputed to him a keeping
back of his better and fairer judgment,
better,"

:

whilst in the expression \apLcraa-Qat.>
n, there seems to be an intimation
that the Apostle felt that Festus might
make him a victim. Zockler sees in the
" a
gentle reproach," as if
comparative
ver.

6ff eai .

•
II. ft |it>< dp dSiKci <ol
ImyiKwaiceis
Y
Tt, ou TrapaiToOfxai to &iro6ami" ei Si

plWe<U **ABCE,

Weiss, Blass,

*

etire

^ 8et KpiV
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St.

Paul would intimate to Festus that he
knew better than his question (ver.

really
9)

would imply.

Ver. n. cl pi? Yap, see critical
note,
"if then (ovV) I am a
wrongdoer,"
to
his
referring
standing before Csesar's
judgment-seat, and not to the T)8i K T)o-a
in ver. 10.
aSiieciv
only here absolutely
in N.T.
the verb occurs five times in
Acts, once in Luke's Gospel, and once
in St. Matthew, but not elsewhere in
the Gospels (Friedrich, p.
23).—I|mp
0cw., i.e., according to Roman law.
ov irapai/rovpai to 4iro0avciv: non recuso, Vulgate, so Blass the verb is only
used here in Acts, but it occurs three
times in St. Luke's Gospel, three times

—

:

;

;

once
Mark xv.
— InHebrews,
the present passage, and
in

in

iv. 7, v.

11, 2

Tim.

ii.

23,

W.H.

6,

in 1

Tit.

Tim.

iii.

10,

Heb. xii. 25 (twice), the word is rendered
"refuse," R.V. text; but in Luke xiv.
" to make
18, 19, the word is rendered
excuse"; "excused": Jos., Ant., vii.,
8, 2; but in each case the Greek verb
" to
literally means
beg off from," and
the Latin deprecor might well express the
verb both here and in Luke xiv., I.e., cf.
Esth.

8 in the sense of supplicating,
above 2 Mace. u.
31, 3 Mace. vi. 27; see also Grimm sub
v. for different shades of meaning.
la
Jos., Vita, 29, we have the phrase davclv
ov irapai.Tovp.ai: upon which Krenkel
insists as an instance of dependence
upon Josephus, but not only is the
phrase here somewhat different verbally,
ov irapai. to diro0., the article expressing
more emphatically, as Bengel says, id
ipsum agi; but cf. the instances quoted
by Wetstein of the use of similar phrases
in Greek, and of the Latin deprecor, e.g.,

and

iv.

for the sense as

Dion. Hal., A.V., 29.
to* pir
BdvaTOv . . . ov
-rapaiTovpai.

ovV

See
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•

Xapio-aaGai

aas

p-erd

Kaiaapa

Kaurapa

tou

—

"
x a P^ ao^ a, : t0
favour," R.V. margin, cf.
hi. 14, xxv. 16, xxvii. 24 (Philem. ver. 22),
only in Luke and Paul in N.T. ; see on
its importance as marking the ••We"
section, xxvii. 24, and other parts of
'

•

me by

Acts, Zeller, Acts,

ii.,

318, E.T.

Paul
"

must have known what this " giving up
to the Jews would involve.
KaTo-apa
frruc*: Appello: provoco ad Casarem :
44
Si apua acta quis appellaverit, satis

—

erit sidicat

Appello." Digest., xlix., 1, 2,
except in the case of notorious robbers
:

and agitators whose guilt was clear, ibid.,
But we must distinguish between
16.
an appeal against a sentence already
pronounced, and a claim at the commencement of a process that the whole
matter should be referred to the emperor.
It would appear from this passage, cf.

w.

2i,

26,

32,

dircKpiOr),

Kaurapa

<t>fj<rros,

auXXaXi^-

e-iriKcKXT)aai,

ivl

iropeuaTj.

further Introd., p. 31.

grant

12. totc 6

eiriKaXoufxai.

aup,|3ouXiou,

XXV.

that

Roman

citizens

charged with capital offences could make
this kind of appeal, for the whole narrative is based upon the fact that Paul
had not yet been tried, and that he was
to be kept for a thorough inquiry by the
emperor, and to be brought to Rome for
this purpose, cf Pliny, Epist., x., 97,
quoted by Schurer, Alford, and others,
and similar instances in Renan, Saint
Paul, p. 543, Schurer, Jewish People,

him, he would fare better in spite of the
danger and expense of the appeal.
But whilst we may thus base St. Paul's
action upon probable human motives,
his own keen and long desire to see
Rome, xix. 21, and his Lord's promise of
the fulfilment of that desire, xxiii. ii,
could not have been without influence
upon his decision, although other motives
need not be altogether excluded, as St.

Chrysostom, Ewald, Neander and Meyer
It has been main(see Nosgen, 435).
tained that there was every reason to
suppose that St. Paul would have obtained his acquittal at the hands of the
Roman authorities, especially after
Agrippa's declaration of his innocence,
xxvi. 32.
But St. Paul's appeal had
been already made before Agrippa had
heard him, and he may well have come
to the conclusion that the best he
could hope for from Festus was a further
period of imprisonment, whilst his release
would only expose him to the bitter and
relentless animosity of the Jews.
Two
years of enforced imprisonment had been
patiently borne, and the Apostle would
be eager (can we doubt it?) to bear
further witness before Gentiles and
kings of his belief in Jesus as the Christ,
and of repentance and faith towards

God.
p. 59, and div. ii., vol. ii.,
and also "Appeal," HasVer. 12.
p.€To tov onup.p\, i.e., his
assessores
with
assessors,
consiliarii,
B.D., and below, p. 514.
tings'
This step of St. Paul's was very natural. whom the procurators were wont to
During his imprisonment under Felix consult in the administration of the law.
he had hoped against hope that he They were probably composed, in part
might have been released, but although at all events, of the higher officials of
the character of Festus might have given the court, cf. Suet., Tiber., 33, Lamprid.,
him a more reasonable anticipation of Vita Alex. Sev., 46, Jos., Ant., xiv., 10,
the 2, Schurer, Jewish People, div. i., vol.
justice, he had seen enough of
procurator to detect the vacillation which ii., p. 60, E.T. and see further on the
led him also to curry favour with the word Deissmann, Neue Bibelstudien, p.
Jews. From some points of view his 65, and references in Grimm-Thayer, sub
It would seem that the procurator
position under Festus was more danger- v.
ous than under Felix if he accepted the could only reject such an appeal at his
suggestion that he should go up to peril, unless in cases where delay might
Jerusalem and be tried before the San- be followed by danger, or when there
hedrim, he could not doubt that his judges was manifestly no room for an appeal,
would find him guilty; if he declined, Dig., xlix., 5, and see Bethge, Die
and Festus became the judge, there was Paulinischen Reden, p. 252, and Blass,
still the manifest danger that the better
in loco.
K. cttik. no question, W.H.,
"
judgment of the magistrate would be R.V., Weiss (as in A.V.)
asynd. rhetorithe
of
the
selfishness
cum
cum
warped by
politician.
anaphora," Blass, cf. 1 Cor.

div.

1.,

vol.

ii.,

p. 278, E.T.,

—

;

:

—

:

;

Moreover, he

may well have thought
that at a distant court, where there might
be difficulty in collecting evidence against

The

decision of the
18, 21, 27.
procurator that the appeal must be allowed, and the words in which it wag

vii.

12

—
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8iaY €Ko^W K tikwk,
'Aypknras 6 PaaiXeds
1
BcpriKT) Ka-rijmjaav els Kaiordpeio^,
d<nra<r6|i€*H tok tjotok.
14.
is 8e TrXet'ous faipas hUrpifiov ^kci, 6
Oyjotos r& BacnXci: <W0«to
xd Kard rbv HauXoK, Xfy^,
'Anfa ti's
icaTaXeX^u^s
13. 'HfwpwK Si

M

tm>

1

For

?2±^
is

^ £."tlSl^^
ol

a<nra<ra(i.€voi (instead of -o(*evoi) WABEgr.HLP 1 3,
^ *i 68 me r,a
CiS8
dt R
° rt (-ot
, as a matterWesteottj
absolutely overwhelming, and
of transmission -oacvot can be

correction.

'

W^

'

But he adds

'

V

that

-

H

it is difficult

to remain satisfied tnat there

is

a.»i.

Lr

no

P
corruption of some kind. Blass Gram p. i 93> rejects
-apcvot as impossible,^
Wendt (1899), P- 386 strongly
reads, -opcvoi, so Hilg
you ana
and
supports ^a
-«|«voi,
explains the aor. part, after the anal, of i. 24,
24. x. m. xin.
*ifi
KaTaXcXitp.fi.,

W.H.

have -Xiuu.

cf.

M

^
27.

13,

2

Winer- Schmiedel,

p. 45.

announced were not meant to frighten
Paul, as Bengel supposed, but at the
same time they may have been uttered,

of

not with a sneer, yet with the implication " thou little knowest what an appeal
to Caesar means ".
Moreover, Festus
must have seen that the appeal was

less joined as a Roman in the
rejoicings
over the fate of his
people,

if

based upon the prisoner's mistrust of
his character, for only if the accused
could not trust the impartiality of the
governor had he any interest in claiming
the transference of his trial to Rome.
Ver. 13. 'Ayp. 6 BacriXcvs: this was
Herod Agrippa II., son of Agrippa I.,
whose tragic end is recorded in chap. xii.
At the time of his father's death he was
only seventeen, and for a time he lived
in retirement, as Claudius was persuaded
not to entrust him with the kingdom of
But on the death of Herod,
Judaea.
king of Chalcis, a.d. 48, Claudius not
only gave the young Agrippa the vacant
throne, a.d. 50, but transferred to him
the government of the Temple, and the
His
right of appointing the high priest.
religious questions would
be much desired by Festus.
Subsequently he obtained the old tetrarchies of Philip and Lysanias, and the
title of king was bestowed upon him.
We have thus a proof of St. Luke's
accuracy in that he calls him Bao-iXcvs,
but not king of Judaea, alcf. xxvi. 27,
though he was the last Jewish king in
Palestine. Bernice and Drusilla were his

opinion

on

therefore

He offended the Jews not only
sisters.
by building his palace so as to overlook the
Temple, but also by his constant changes
In the Jewish war he
in the priesthood.
took part with the Romans, by whom at
its close he was confirmed in the government of his kingdom, and received considerable additions to it. When Titus,
after the fall of Jerusalem, celebrated his
visit to Caesarea Philippi— Herod's capiin honour
tal, called by him Neronias

Nero—by magnificent games and
shows, it would seem that Agrippa must
have been present and if so, he doubt;

Hamburger,

Real-Encyclopadie des Judcntums, ii., 1,
30, "Agrippa II."; Schurer, Jewish
« Herod
div. i., vol.
*

People,

ii., p. 191 ff.,
Hastings' B.D., Farrar, The Herods,
p. 193 ff. (1898).— Bepvhnj (Bcpcv. = Macedonian form of $cpcvbcT), see Blass, in

(6),

and C.I.G., 361; C.I. Att., hi.,
556, Headlam in Hastings' B.D.) : the
eldest of the three daughters of
loco,
i.,

Agrippa

I.
She was betrothed, but apparently
never married, to Marcus, son of Alexander, the Alabarch of Alexandria (see
Schurer for correct reading of Jos., Ant.,

xix., 5, 1,

Jewish People,

p. 342, note).

thirteen she

On

was

div.

i.,

vol.

ii.,

his death at the age of
married to her uncle,

Herod of Chalcis, Jos., u.s., but after a few
years she was left a widow, and lived in
the house of her brother Agrippa II. ra
order to allay the worst suspicions
which were current as to this intimacy,
she married Polemon, king of Cilicia,
Ant., xx., 7, 3 (Juv., Sat., vi., 156 ff.), but
she soon left him and resumed the
her
brother.
Like
intimacy with
Agrippa she showed openly at least a
certain deference for the Jewish religion,
and on one occasion, says Schurer,

u.s.,

we

find even her, a bigot as well
as a wanton, a Nazirite in Jerusalem,
B.J., ii., 15, 1. This was in a.d. 66, and
p. 197,

she endeavoured while in the capital to
" the
stay the terrible massacre of Florus
one redeeming feature of her career,"
9.
But later on, exasperated by the
B.D.
Jewish populace who burnt her palace,
she became, like her brother, a partisan
of the Romans, and in turn the mistress
of Vespasian and of Titus, Tac, Hist., ii.,
81 ; Suet., Tit., 7 Jos., B.J ., ii., 17, 6. O.
Holtzmann, Neatest. Zeitgeschichte, p. 83,

—

;
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^XiKOS

15.

S&rfiios,

ou,

irepi

yeyoptVou

XXV.

JlCKOl

KOT aUTOU 1

'Paiuaiois

yopouuefos KaTU
\{£{3oi ircpl

ampoX^

'

hlKK\V

xa P^ccr ^ a ^

tw

Trp6cra)n-oy

?xoi tous Karnyopous,

6 KaTTj-

?j

T€ diroXoyias

KaOiaas

errl

tou

|3rju.aTos

18. ircpl ou oraOeVres ot Kaniyopoi

•

$>v

t<5ttok

ovv€\Q6vT<jiV ouk 8 auTwi' cVOdSe,

1 7.

fiTjSepiaf irour)o-dp.efos, rf) e^fjs

4
ouSepiaK atTiaK etrefyepov
ttjs

ITpOS O&S dTrCKplOni', OTl OUK COTll' c8oS

1 6.

tWXeuaa &x0r^ai tok aySpa
ircpl

'lepoaoXupa,

'louoaiwv, aiTOu-

Tt,' a aVOp&nroi' 2 els dTrciXeiaf,
-irplv

tou eyKXrjjjiaTos.

iotas

els

jiou

ivefyaviaav 01 dpxicpeis Kal 01 irpea^uTcpoi

uirefdouK €yo5

8eio-iScuu.okias

el\oy

1 9.

£T)Tf}uai-a

irpos

Be*

Tim

Kal ircpi tikos

ciutoV,

^ABC read

KOTaSucTjv, so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt, Blass.
an interpretation of Siktjv, but more probably xaraS. was
altered into Siktjv on account of ver. 3 (Wendt).
3
cis air«X. om. ^ABCE, so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt, but retained by
Blass, Hilg., with HLP, Syr. P. and H., Chrys., Gig.
]

For

Sikiiv

Meyer explains

3

avTuv om.

R.V., Hilg.
4

For

;

tcaraS. as

B

40, so Weiss,

Wendt

€ir€<t>€pov

W.H., Blass

in

text

£

retained

;

by Lach.,

Tisch.,

doubtful.

fr^ABCEL

13, 40, 61, Tisch.,

W.H., Weiss, Wendt,

Blass, Hil-

At end of verse fc^cBE 61, 100, add irovijpctfv, so R.V.,
Weiss, W.H. text, Blass ; AC read irovtjpav, so Lach., Tisch., Hilgenfeld, W.H.
2
margin ; fc$*C read Tronrjpa.
genfeld, R.V. read c^>cpov.

speaks of Drusilla as a worthy sister of
Bernice: he might have said the same
of the other sister, Mariamne, since she
too left her husband for the wealth ol
Demetrius, the Jewish Alabarch of Alex-

—

andria, J OS., Ant ., xx.,7, 3.
aonracropevoi,
No doubt an official
see critical note.
visit

as a

of congratulation paid by Agrippa
vassal upon the procurator's

Roman

entry on his office. The future participle
makes the sense quite easy, but if we
read the aorist it looks as if Agrippa
and Bernice had previously saluted
Felix, and afterwards came to his official
Rendall includes in
residence, Caesarea.
KttTt]VTTjcrav not only the notion of arrival but also of settling down for a stay
" came to
short or long
stay at Caesarea
and saluted Felix" (aorist), but see Simcox, Language of the N. T. t p. 125.
Ver. 14. dv€0€To: only in Luke and
" Laid Paul's case
Paul, cf. Gal. ii. 2.
before the king," R.V., cf. 2 Mace. iii. 9,
and instances in Wetstein, Gal, ii. 2.
In the middle voice the idea is that of
relating with a view to consulting, so
here (cf. w. 20, 26, Lightfoot on Gal.
it was natural for Festus thus to
ii.
2)
consult Agrippa, see above on ver. 13.
Ver. 15. dpx. Kal oi irp£<rp\, see on
ver. 2.
ev€<{)dvicrav, see ver. 21.
Siktjv,
see critical note. If we read KaTaSiKT|r
= " sentence," R.V., i.e., of condemna:

;

—

—

tion

;

LXX, Symm.,

Ps. lxxxix. 3,

27 ; so in Polyb., xxvi.,
Ver. 16.
€0os, see vi.

xii.

—

Wisd.

5, 1.

14.

—xa P&i

£x 0l > cf Luke
two passages where a
finite verb occurs after irplv in N. T.,
see further Burton, pp. 52, 129, 133, and
Plummer, Luke, I. c. Kara irprfo-wirov,
see on iii. 13. toitov: "opportunity,"
Rom. xv. 23, Ephes. iv. 27, Heb. xii. 17,
489.
irplv
26, the only

p.

ii.

rj

.

.

—

—

Ecclus.

iv.

(Polyb.,

i.,

5,

.

cf.

Jos., Ant., xvi., 8, 5

88,2).

Ver. 17.
avap*. p,t)8. iroiT)<rdpcvos>
xxiv. 22, for the phrase see Thuc, ii., 42 ;
Plut., Camill.y 35, and Wetstein, in loco.
Ver. 18. ox»8. alriav €7re'<f>. : classical,

Thuc, v., 76; Herod., i., 26, so in
Polyb. and Jos., but see critical note.
aiTtav: criminis delatio, accusatio, and
so in ver. 27 ; see for various meanings

—

cf.

—

Grimm,stt& v. tnrevoow possibly he supposed that there were to be some charges
:

of political disturbance or sedition like
that which had recently given rise to
such bloody scenes and a conflict between Greeks and Jews in the streets of
Caesarea.
St. Chrys., Horn., well emphasises the way in which the charges
against Paul had repeatedly broken

down.
Ver. 19. £i)T»ipaTa

.

temptuously (Weiss).
see on

xvii.

22,

"

plural con— nva:
SeieriSaipovtas,

.

.

religion," R.V.

:

in ad-

I5—2I.
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'Irjaou T60^t)K(5tos, oV

e^aa™

6 flauXos

*n

20.

£y},.
dTropou> € *>s 8e^
tou'tou £Vjn)<ni>,
IXeyoM, el PoJXotro Trop€uW0cu
eis 'tepouaaXi^, icdicd Kpkcoreat
21. too 8e riauXou
ircpl tou'tw.

•y*

1

«S

tV

-irepl

emKaXeaajxeyou
c'Kc'Xcuaa

Tr]pTj0T]Kai

Ttjp€t<r0ai

afrroV,

aUrbv

€i S

o5

Io>s

2

t> tou Ie0a<rrou Sid^waiK,
ircp|w aoroK irp6 S Kaurapa!

MABHP Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt, but retained by Blass
Although a-n-op. not elsewhere in N.T. with simple ace, but as this is
good Greek no need to read the prep. For tovtov tfABCEL read tovt«v so
Tisch. and authorities above, so Blass, but brackets
irepi tovtwv at end of verse.
1

cis

otn

Hilgenfeld

2

„
r F
Weiss,

?*¥*!* «ABCE 13, 31, 40,
Wendt, Blass Hilg., R.V.

cttciot]

T6 avrov ovk c8vvap.t]v icpivai.

or

WH

61, 137, read avairc^cu, so Tisch.,
After SiaYv W<riv Blass in
p with Gig. adds

dressing a Jewish king Felix would not
have used the term offensively, especially
when we consider the official relation
of Agrippa to the Jewish religion (see
above, ver. 13), but he may well have
chosen the word because it was a neutral

or

—

:

'I.
we note again the almost
contemptuous, or at least indifferent,
tone of Festus. At the same time this
:

xviii.

St.

15 are

Luke

in

testimonies of this kind from

quoting
men of rank: in this "aristocratic ignorance of the Roman" Zeller sees a
trait taken from life, so in Agrippa's

answer

to Paul's urgency, xxvi. 28.
Festus does not even deign to mention
the kind of death (but he accepts the fact
of the death as certain); "crucem aut
nescivit, aut non curavit," Bengel; see
further Luckock, Footsteps of the Apostles
as traced by St. Luke, ii., p. 269. ?<pa<rwith the notion of groundless
icev:
affirmation, "alleging"; see Page, in
and
Meyer on Rom. i. 22 (Rev. ii.
loco,
Blass and Knatfenbauer take it as =
2).

the scruples of Tiberius, but succeeding

emperors appear to
without hesitation.

(Weiss).
Ver. 21. Iirtic. Tt\ptfir\v*\. avrbv on
the construction after words of request
:

VOL.

II.

the

notes;

literally,

up,"

i.e.,

Luke

xxiii. 7,

"

ferring

a

to

till

it

it

see critical

would

&vaircp\J/u
I

should send him

higher

where

adopted

ir^p\J/w,

reading

"

mean,

authority,

is

cf.

used of "re-

and

to another

in

jurisdiction,
"
of " sending back
(Philem.
ver. 12) ; see Plummer's note.
For
the use of this word in its technical
sense of sending to a higher authority

w.

"

being
d/iropovpevos 8i :
perplexed how to inquire concerning,"
R.V., omitting cts, the verb iirop. talkSee above on
ing a direct accusative.
Festus might have truly said that
ii. 12.
he was perplexed, as he still was, conthe
cerning Paul, and it is possible that
for his action in
positive motive assigned
ver. 9 was an honest attempt on his part
to get more definite information at Jerusalem than he would obtain in Caesarea—
but we know how St. Paul viewed his
On the other hand he may
question.
have wished to conceal his real motive

have

—

—

dictitabat.
Ver. 20.

p. 121,

:

—

and the similar passage
proofs of the candour of

of the infinitive passive see

and also Blass, Grant., p. 222. els ttiv
tov lepao-Tov 8ia-yv<i><riv " for the decision of the Emperor," R.V., " the Augustus," margin; cf. xxiv. 22, and for the
noun Wisd. iii. 18.— Xefl. here and in
ver. 25 rendered " Emperor," R.V.— the
title Augustus, A.V.,
might lead to confusion.
The Caesar Augustus in Luke ii.
1 was Octavian,
upon whom the title of
Augustus was first conferred, Suet., Aug.,
The title was inherited by
7, B.C. 27.
his successors, and thus it is ascribed
to Nero here and in ver. 25.
The
divine sacredness which the title seemed
to confer (cf. its Greek form, and the
remark of Dio Cassius, liii., 16, 18, that
Augustus took the title as being himself
something more than human) excited

word (verbum pcVov, Bengel) and did
not commit him to anything definite.
irepC tivos

command

Simcox, Language of the N. 7\,

(as

11, 15,

it

is

used

in

Plut.,

Phil.,

Jos.,

see further instances from inNeue BibelDeissmann,
scriptions,

Polyb.)

studien,

ii.,

56.

The verb

—

is

only used

by Luke and Paul. KaiVapa in N.T.
the name is always official, never perIt was first assumed as an official
sonal.
:

by Octavius, the nephew of Julius
Caesar (see above), who doubtless took
it
on account of the fame of his
uncle, and as a name not likely to be
hated and despised by the Romans like
After the death of
that of "king".
Gaius Caesar, the last of the Julian stock,

32

title
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l
Kal auTos tou
22. 'AyptTnras o€ rrpos Toy fjorroi'
e<|>r), 'E|3ouX6u.T|i'
aurou.
6
d-Kouaai.
hi, Aupiov, <|n]crii', clkouVt]
dfOpuirou

23. Tfj 06V ctraupioy iXOoWos tou 'AyptTnra Kal ttjs BepktKTjs
to a.KpoaTrjpiov', auV
p.€Ta ttoXXtjs <f>a»rao-ias, Kal eiacXOoWwi' els

tc tois

x i ^ l<^PXol 5 K * 1 ay&pdox

'

tois kot

€*£oxV ouat

ttjs tt<$X€o>s>

1
so Tisch. and other authorities as in ver. 21, except Hilg.
c4>tj om. fc$AB 13,
o 8e om. fc^AB, Vulg., Boh., so Tisch. and other authorities as above.

For tois . . . iroXcws Syr. H. mg. reads qui descendissent de provincial in
adds the words after iroXews (k<u). tois om. before x1 *-, so fr^ABCE, so
Tisch. and other authorities as above.
2

text Blass

was adopted by Claudius and by succeeding emperors, Tac, Hist., ii., 80,
it

the third century, when the title
Augustus was reserved for the supreme
ruler, and that of Cassar was adopted for
those who shared his government as
his possible heirs, as earlier still it had
been conferred upon the heir presumpuntil

tive:

B.D. a

"Caesar,"

Hastings'

and

B.D.

.

"I
Ver. 22.
^PovX<Su.t)v Kal aiiTOs
also was wishing to hear the man myself," R.V., margin, imperfect, as of a
wish entertained for some time ; it was
:

probable from Agrippa's position, and his
relationship to Judaism, that he

official

would have been already interested in
Paul. Bethge takes it as if it meant that a
strong desire had been already awakened
by the governor's statement to hear Paul,
see also Winer-Moulton, xli. a, 2 but it
is most usual to explain the imperfect
here (without av) rather than the direct
present as used out of politeness, soften" I should
like," Burton,
ing the request,
p. 16, Page, in loco ; Lightfoot, On a
;

Calvin
Revision, etc., p. 16.
strangely takes the imperfect to mean
that Agrippa had long cherished the wish
to hear Paul, but had checked it hitherto,

Fresh

he should seem to have come with
any other motive than to see Festus.
emphatic (and emphasised by
avpiov
the immediate com(Jjtjo-lv), indicating

lest

—

:

have been the place of formal trial,
as this was not in question.— xiXiopxois
there were five cohorts stationed at
Caesarea, Jos., B.J., iii., 4, 2, but see
the remarks of Belser, Beitrdge, pp. 138:

—

evi140.
dvSpdo-i tois kut' !£°xV
dently from the context to be regarded
Both Jew and heathen in
as heathen.
Caesarea had equal civil rights, and had
the
to conduct
public affairs in common ; the expression here used does not
mean that Jews were excluded from
the government, although it is quite in
accordance with the fact of the preponderating Gentile element mentioned
'•

by Josephus, B.J., iii., 9, 1 Schiirer,
Jewish People, div. ii.,vol.i., p. 86, note,
E.T.— KaT Hoxnv: here only in N.T.,
not in classical Greek in this sense
primarily of any prominence, cf. LXX,
Job xxxix. 28, ctjoxus, 3 Mace. v. 31 cf.
for its meaning here Cic, Ad Att., iv.,
for the
15, 7, in classical Greek efjoxos
phrase, Winer-Moulton, li., 2, g.
Ver. 24. PacriXev, see above on p. 495.
;

;

;

;

—o-vpirapoWcs

only here in N.T., cf.
Tobit xii. 12 AB. irdv
the statement is not in the least
inconsistent with w. 2, 7, 15. In Jerusalem at all events it is easily intelligible
that a noisy crowd would second the
actual accusers, cf. xvii. 5, 6, while in
connection with Caesarea we know from

Wisd.
to irX.

ix.

—

:

10,

:

pliance with Agrippa's wish.
Ver. 23.
<f>avTcur£as, Polyb., xv., 25,
15, etc. Diod. Sic, xii., 83, and instances

the latter years of the government of
Felix how bitter the Jews were against the
Gentiles, and how natural it would be
for them to oppose the Apostle of the

in Wetstein, cf. Herod., vii., 10. <{>avTa£co-6ai (Page) ; " in eadem urbe, in qua

xx., 8, 7.

;

pater ipsorum a vermibus corrosus ob
The
superbiam perierat" (Wetstein).
word here in the description may point
to the presence of an eyewitness (Plump-

—to

tre).
atcpoanipiov auditorium, but
the article need not be pressed, as here
the word may simply imply the chamber
used on this occasion it would scarcely
:

;

Gentiles, Jos., B. y., ii., 13, 7; Ant.,
"
IWtvxov poi : made suit to
me," R.V., Wisd. viii. 20, 3 Mace. vi. 37,

—

so in Plut., Pomp., 55, cf. Polyc, Martyr.,
with dative only it is used also
of those making complaint before some

xvii., 2,

;

authority, 1 Mace. viii. 32, x. 61, xi. 35,
2 Mace. iv. 36, see Westcott on Heb.
vii.

25.

of Heb.

The
vii.

verb with the exception
25 and text is only found in

22-2 7
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.

Kal tceXeuaarros toC

<*>tJotou,

tjxOtj

6

flauXos.

tjotos, Aypnnra PaaiXeu, Kal irdrres

24.

499

Kai 4")aif 6

01 crup/irapoKTes

f\\i-lv aVSpcs,
]
OewpeiTe toutoi', irepl ou Tray to ttXtjOos tw 'louScucur ivlrvyov p,oi
%y tc 'lepoaoXupois Kal evQ&Ze, empowires p.*) Scik £fji> auTOf u.TjK«Tt.

2

25. eya> 8e

KaTaXajSofxei/os

[i.i\hkv

Oa^Tou auTo?

a^tok

ircirpax^rai,

3

auTOu 8e toutou emKaXeaapeVou rbv lepourroK, expica irepTreiv
26. irepl ou da^aX^s'4 ti ypd\|/ai tw Kupiu ouk «fx w
auToV.
&l*
Kal

'

TrpOYJyayoj' auToy

€<j>'

upaiy, Kal fidXiora

oirws ttjs

dmKpurews

poi 8ok£i,

TrefjLirovTa hecr\iiov,

1

yci'ou.^nrjs
p.rj

Kal

eirl

a

o*xw

to,?

aou, pacuXeu 'Ayptinra,

27. dXoyof ydp

ypctyai.

kot* auTOu alrias <rn,f&a>ai.

NCAEHLP, Tisch., W.H. marg., Weiss, but in text W.H. read cvctvxcv

€V€tvx ov

with B.H. 40, 105. For ciriPowvTes fr$AB 61, Tisch., W.H.,
R.V., Weiss, Wendt read powvrcs. After cvctvxov poi Blass in p text omits tc and
kcu cv9a8c (retained by Hilgenfeld) with Cod. Dublin, Berger, and proceeds with
the same Codex, and Vers. Bohem. (Tisch.), and especially with Syr. H. mg. to
oirws irapaSu avrov
reconstruct the text in (3 (see also Hilgenfeld's reconstruction),
avrov 81a tos cvroXas
6is OavoTOV.
(cv) oKOTTjyopTiTOV 8e ovk Tj8vvap,rjv irapaSovvai
as cxouevirapa tov Zcpaarov. eav 8c tis ovtov KaTTjyopciv Q(.\r\, cXcyov aicoXoudciv
avrov. axovoras
pot cis Kaicrapaav, ov <j>vXaar<rcT<u. cXOovtcs 8c e|3or|cra.v aipcurOat
•
8c ap^OTcpwv KarcXaPopirjv cv prjSevi avrov cvoxov Oavarov eivai. Xcyovxos 8c pov
(so Blass in p text),

Belser sees
6cXcis Kpivco-Oat per' ovtwv cv Icpoo-oXvpois ; Kaicapa circicaXco-aTo.
in this, as compared with the shortened form in a, a weighty confirmation of Blass's
the Gospels, p. 150.
theory, p. 140, and cf. Blass, Philology of
2

For KaTaXap.

Tisch.,

^cABCE

40, 61, 68, Vulg., Boh., Syr. P., read icaTcXaPoptjv

W.H., Weiss, Wendt,

a
K ai before avrov om.
above.

^ABCE

13, 40, 68, Vulg.,

4 For ti
ypa\|/ai fc^ABC 5, Syr. H., Tisch.,
tv ypav>», but Hilg., vpatj/ai.

Rom

viii.

27, 34, xi. 2, in

each place of

making supplication to God. For its
use cf evTcv£ts and cvTVX Ca, of making
Deiss-

request to one in authority, cf.
mann, Bibelstudien, i., pp. 117, 118, i£,
the
144 e.g., the frequent formula on
nltyri IvtcvIis els to rov pao-iXc^s
IvZla Clemen regards the whole speech
of Festus to Agrippa, w. 24-27, as an
?nter~£5ononiSunt of the repetition
of ve? 21 S"ver. 25, and of the contra-

between w.
dtction supposed
But Jungst differs from
27 and 19
with regard to the latter point,
of a
and aT hough admitting the hand
to

exist

hL

lately

w

in

*htftohi*^™&*o

the
14 21, he hesitates to define
too exa
exactly
y in the latter speech,
*•
evSon too
revision
f
6
18 ^-tov I.
\'
Fnhes
in

Y

tr

•

:

Thuc.

vi

xl^ 6

,

cf.

xxi. I5

,

33 (Wetstexn)

«

so

iS^^UtiJdr&t^

Boh., and other authorities as

and other

authorities above

;

so Blass,

sitam litter* dandae sunt ab eo, a quo
appellatum est, ad eum qui de appellatione cogniturus est, sive pnncipem, sive
dimissorias sive
quern alium, quas litt.
(Wetstem and
Apostolos appellant
r efused
tlc
Blass).—r«
wpWj- V
u
it
Augustus and Tiberius because
savoured too much of the relationship
between a master and a slave, and perbecause it seemed a title more

^

haps

fitting to

God

(as

Wetstem

explains

it),

and Tacitus,
cf Suet., Aug., 53, Tiber.^,
CahAnn., 11. 87. It was accepted by
emperors (cf
gula and succeeding
with the
to Trajan
Letter
Pliny's
a though Alexander
frequent Domtnus),
Severus forbade it to be applied to
and ininstances
other
for
him
8tancc8 on inscriptions, see Wetstem, %n
Bibelstudien, 44,
loco, Deissmann, Neue
1

;

and

f^anaiu^

b^wT^

;

R.V., Hilg.

Bibelstudien,

ftp***

77

^^jz^:^^^
^^
.

word

Fof
Luke,

in St.

g

who

ificancc of

uses

it

more

,

he

ire-
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5oo
XXVI.
1

i.

'ArPinnAI

oe wpos rbv riauXoK

aeauTou X£y€iK.

uirep

2.

X<ipa,

riept

totc 6 riauXos

5k

TT<£rrwK

2

XXVI.

2<f>Tj,

'EiriTpfcrcTai <roi

AircXoyeiTO, ^ktcikcis

eyKaXoGfiai

fliro

'louSaiwi',

tV

jBaatXeu

8

p-AXa^ AiroXoycurdai eiri <xou
p,dXiora yvdt<mt\v orra ae irdrrwi' twk kotA MouSaious
Sio Scojxai aou u,aKpo6uu,ws dicoGaai p,ou.
^Owk tc Kal (t]TT)p.dT«)K 4
'AypiTrira, ^yT]fxai ep-auToy paicdpioy
crrjpepoi',

3.

'

a
so BLP, W.H., Weiss, but W.H. marg. have n-fpi, so Tisch.,
vir€p,
undecided, but apparently preferring ircpt.

2

adds Oappwv kcu *v
Hard., mg.

After llavXos Blass in

Xopwv with

Syr.,

rif

ayiy w«vu.aTi

3
R.V. reads ciri orov pcXXav <n)p.cpov airoXoyeur6ai, with
R.V., Weiss, Blass.

Wendt

irapaicXf|<riv

^ ABC, Tisch., W.H.,

After £ir|TT)p.aTwv fc$ c AC add cirurrapevos, so Blass and Hilgenfeld to avoid the
for the same purpose after ovtci <re, 6, 29, 31, insert ci8w$, but
neither part, is retained by W.H., R.V., Wendt, Weiss.
4

anacoluthon

;

quently of Christ than the other Evangelists, see

Wetstein,
—avaKp£<T€u)sespecially
here not
in

:

its

in loco.
strictly

legal and judicial sense of a preliminary
inquiry, but an inquiry into the case, cf.
ver. 22 (iv. 9), with a view to sending
a report to the emperor as judge, Renan,
Saint Paul, p. 544, and Zockler, in loco.

Festus knew what the charges were, but
not their significance, and he hoped to
obtain some definite information from
Agrippa or Paul he wanted something
Paul had contradicted the
ao-^aXe's
charge of treason, and what was left,
ver. 19, seemed full of obscurity and

—

;

absurdity.
Ver. 27. aXoyov, cf. Thuc, vi. $ 85,
Xen., Ages., xi., 1 (elsewhere in N.T.,
2 Pet. ii. 12, Jude ver. 10, cf. Wisd.xi. 15,
16, 3

Mace.

14, 18).

It

40 (A om.), 4 Mace. xiv.
would seem from the verse

v.

that the procurator was not bound to
send the littera dimissoria (O. Holtzmann). irlp/irovra : for construction cf.
Heb. ii. 10, or the expression may be

—

any one sending,"
here per litteras significare, as in classical Greek (Wetstein).
This decisive turn given to events by
Paul's appeal is regarded by Weizsacker
(Apostolic Age, ii., 124, E.T.) as the
most certain event in the whole history
of the case; Paul as a prisoner could
only be taken to Rome if he was to be
brought before the emperor's court, and
quite general "that

etc.

—

cni|j.avai:

this had to be done if he invoked such
intervention.
On Zeller's and Weizsacker's attempt to see in the appearance
of Paul before Agrippa a mere repetition
of the episode of our Lord before Annas

Spitta's reply, Apostelgeschichte, p.
281.
cf.

Chapter XXVI.—Ver.

1.

farirp*-

" the aoristic
Burton, p. 9, on
present". Agrippa as a king and as a
guest presides and Paul addresses himself specially to him, cf. w. 2, 7, 13,
19, 27
cf xxviii. 16, 1 Cor. xiv. 34, for
the passive with infinitive, and for other
instances of the word in the same sense
the verb is
as here xxi. 39, 40, xxvii. 3
similarly used in all of the Gospels (three
times in Luke), and in 1 Cor. xvi. 7, 1
Tim. ii. 12, Heb. vi. 3. lien lva.% not
the same as in xii. 17, xiii. 16 here not to
ensure silence, but gestus est oratorius,
ircrai,

;

;

;

—

:

;

—

ver. 29.
AircXoyciTo, see above,
xxiv. 10, although not formally on trial,

cf.

word shows

the

that the Apostle

defending himself.
Ver. 2. Iirl <rov,
see
\ovp.at,
"

on

—

xxiv. 19.
iyicainch Mov8. : " by

—

cf.

xix. 38.

was

simply (cf. xxv. 10), and therefore
glad to address one acquainted with
Jewish customs, but see on ver. 4.
only here by Luke
fjyT]p.ai ifiavrov pax.
in this sense, but frequently so used by
St. Paul in his Epistles eleven times, cf,
St. Paul
e.g., Phil. in. 7, 1 Tim. vi. 1.
too commences with a " captatio bene" sed
volentiae,"
absque adulatione,"
Blass : " and yet had he been conscious
of guilt, he should have feared being
tried in the presence of one who knew
all the facts ; but this is a mark of a clear
conscience, not to shrink from a judge
who has an accurate knowledge of the
circumstances, but even to rejoice and to
call himself happy," Chrys., Horn., Hi.
"
Ver. 3. ftdXioTTa
especially be(1)
cause thou art expert, R.V. (so Blass,
"
because thou
Felten, Weiss), or (2)
art specially expert,' margin, R.V. (so
Wendt, Rendall, Bethge, Zockler). See

Jews
he

is

—

:

:

«—54.

ttji>

4^

tw

nPAEEIS AII02T0AQN
J*«"

ovv

piwiv pou

€0kei

{p

pou

t))v

iaam

'lepotroXupois,

Trpoyii^aicoKWs \* Zvo&w,

5.

U ^(5-njTos, t?jv

1

(4d.>

0*Wi

fyeWpas

dxpifcordTTji' oipeaii' Ttjs

dir*

CO I

dpXfjs YirojUnjr
01

irdrrcs

papTupelis)

'louoaioi,

5n xaTd

lip!

2

Opijaiceias *li\<ra

apiaatos*

V
J7?
^° ! "" TT» ^Sined by Ti8ch "
W.H., Wendt, with BC*H. ttiv air*
r

cv

,

40 Syr.
^ABEF text.
omits in

P.,

,

W

Blass and Hil S" U om^ed
Weiss,
apXt|« om. by Blass in B, with Gig. After
Tisch., W.H., R.V., Wendt, Weiss, HUg. add «, Blass

p

2

so W.H., Weiss, Blass, HUg.,
fr^CE read 6pT|<riua«, Winer-Schmiedel, p. 44.
e P Tj<rKeta«,

critical

and

notes,

Winer-Moulton,

for

construction

and

lxiii., 2, a,

xxxii.

—yvva-n\v
389.

Wendt

7,

ovTa:
(1899), p.
an anacoluthon, as if an accusative had
been previously used, irpo? <r€ . . .
diroX., cf. xxii.

an

accusative

Buttmann

Zockler takes

1.

absolute,

it

following

(see Winer-Moulton., u.

as

A.
s.),

but no clear example (cf. Ephes. i. 18,
and Hackett's note, in loco). yvuo-T^v,
ver. 42 (Theod., not LXX),
cf. Susannah,
with genitive as here. IQvv tc Kai Jtjt.
" consuetudinum in

—

—

:

practicis,

quastionum

Bengel, on ver. 32 see
above, xxv. 19. pa.Kpo0vp.ws, only here
in N.T., but paicpodvpia frequent in St.
Paul's Epistles (cf. Ecclus. v. 11).
Ver. 4. piv ovv : with no formal antithesis, but as marking the opposition
between his present and former mode of
life, a contrast dropped for the moment,
and resumed again in ver. 9 see Rendall,
Appendix on piv oiv, but also Page, in
|3iwcriv
loco, and notes below on ver. 9.
vivendi et agendi ratio, Grimm ; cf. the
same word used in the description of a
life very similar to that of Paul before he
became a Christian, Ecclus., Prol., 12,
81a rfjs ivv6\t.ov {Jiwo-cws (Symm., Ps.
in theoreticis,"

—

;

—

xxxviii. (xxxix.) 6).

12,

21,
in

—

vc<Jttjtos, i Tim. iy.
in Luke xviii.

only elsewhere in N.T.

and

LXX

From

in parallel passage,

Gen.

:

xliii.

33,

Job

Mark

x. 20,
xxxi. 18, etc.

use with reference to Timothy
it is evident that the word did not imply
the earliest years of life, and although
Paul may probably have removed to
the context
Jerusalem at an early age,
does not require a reference to the years
oir*
removal.
his
he had lived before
t^jv
its

—

—

of preceding,
apxTJs Y€V. explanatory
the commencement of his training, which
was not only amongst his own nation,
:

but also specially T€, at Jerusalem, cf
The Apostle presses the point
xxii. 3.
to show that he was most unlikely to act
he is still
in violation of Jewish feeling
i(ro<ri
a
only here in N.T., per-

—

Jew.—

:

with

ABHLP;

Tisch.

with

haps a conscious classicism, Simcox,
Language of the N.T., p. 33; on the
classical forms in this speech see Blass,
Proleg., p. 14, and Gram., p. 49, and
especially p. 5, Philology of the Gospels,
These literary forms are what we
p. 9.
should have expected the Apostle to employ before an audience so distinguished.

—MovSatoi

Blass gives a further reason
omission of article, " abest ut 2, 3,
7, 21, sec. usum Atticorum, cf. xvii. 21 ".
Ver. 5. irpoyiv. pc knowing me beforehand, i.e., avuOcv, from the beginning
of my public education in Jerusalem.
twice elsewhere by Paul, Rom.
Trpoy.
:

for the

:

:

viii.
iii.

29, xi. 2, also in 1 Pet.

Luke

i.

2,

i.

20, 2 Pet.

&px*)« and avwOev cf.
3, and for the former also 2

For

17.

air'

—

"the straitest
aicpip.
on the double accusative in
A.V. see Humphry, Commentary on R.V.
For this classical form, the only instance
Thess.

ii.

13.

:

sect," R.V.,

of a superlative in -raros in N.T., see
on the
especially Blass, u. s., cf. ver. 4
term in its close connection with Phari;

saism

B.J., i., 5, 2; Ant.,
cf. Jos.,
and references above on xxii.
" straitness " included not
Their
only
3.
observance and interpretation of the
xvii., 2, 4,

but also of the whole
T&v irpccrpvWpwv. aTpcaiv,
see on v. 17, the word in the sense
"
was rightly applied to the
of u a sect

Mosaic

law,

—

-rrapaSoo-is

exclusiveness of Pharisaism

N.T.,

—

cf.

xv. 5,

and

as in the

in Jos., cf. Vita, 38.

" cultus
religionis, potissi8pTj<ricc(a«
mum externus," Grimm, so here and in
the other places where it occurs in N.T.,
twice in
Col. ii. 18, James i. 26, 27
Wisdom, xiv. 18, 27, of the worship of
idols; in Ecclus. xxii. 5 the reading
is doubtful ; in 4 Mace. v. 6, 13, of the
The instances of
religion of the Jews.
its use both in Philo and Josephus show
that it was plainly distinguished from
tvatfitia and 6<ri6rr\%. Thus it is contrasted with the latter by Philo, Ouoddet.
c. 7
insid.,
•ptpnctfav AvtI
:

;

potior*

:
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XXVI.

^

1

rfjs
irpos tous iraT^pas firayY 6 01 ? Y € f ^ n1 s
tou ©coo ?<mjKa Kpw6\i.evos, 7. cts TJK to 8a>8eKa<J>u\oi' rjp.wi' £y
^KTei'eia yuKTa Kal t^por XaTpcuop eXiri£ei 2 KaTarrfjo~ai
ircpl fjs

6 Kal vuv hr 4Xm8i

*'

JL

6ir6

iw

eyKaXoGfxai, J3aaiXcu 'Aypiinra, uird

e'XirtSos

'louSaiwy.

8. Ti

;

1
For irpos fc^ABE have ci« so Tisch., W.H., Blass, R.V., Weiss, Wendt, Hil61, Vulg., Syr. P.H., Boh.
genfeld; for T.R., cf. xiii. 32. After iraTepas
add tjuwv, so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt, Hilg., but Blass brackets.
;

^ABCE

B has KaTavTrj<reiv, so W.H. marg., Weiss, |3a<r.
^BCEI, Tisch., W.H., R.V., Blass, Weiss, Wendt, Hilg. After
omitted by J^ABCEHLP, so by Tisch and other authorities above.

2

For KaravT7]<rai

at

verse
is

and in Josephus
frequently used of the public worship
of God, worship in its external aspect,
v., 10, 1
cf. Ant., ix., 13, 3 ; xii., 5, 4
It was therefore a very natural
xii., 6, 2.
word for St. Paul to use, and it is not
necessary to suppose that he did so
merely for the sake of Festus and the
6o"i<Jttjtos Tjyovfxevos

;

it is

;

Romans

;

although the word was
used of one mode of worship when contrasted with another
see further Hatch,
Essays in B.G., p. 55 Trench, Synonyms, i., p. 200, and Mayor on James i.
26.
the end,
<t>apuraios
emphatic at
"
"
expressing the straitest sect
by name,
(Blass),

;

;

—

:

Gal. i.
iii. 5, 6.
Ver. 6. Kal vvv the expression does
not indicate any contrast with ver. 4:
this hope for which he stands to be
14, Phil.

cf.

:

judged

is

life.

past

—

lir*

elsewhere in
is

frequent;

10,

Tit.

accord with his whole
IXirCSi
phrase only found

in full

i.

:

St. Paul's Epistles,

where

Rom.

Cor.

2.

A

viii.

20,

1

it

ix.

hope not merely of

the resurrection of the dead, but of the
Messiah's kingdom with which the resurrection was connected, as the context
points to the national hope of Israel cf.
;

Schurer, Jewish People, div. ii., vol. ii.,
p. 175, E.T., see also pp. 137, 148, 149,

and Edersheim, Jesus the Messiah, i.,
PP- 75» 79* on the strong bond of the
common hope of Israel. irpos tovs

—

iraTepas, see critical note. With either
preposition we have a Pauline expression on the force of ets see Alford and
Weiss, in loco. If we read tjuuv after
;

perhaps including Agrippa with
himself as a Jew.
Ver. 7. els fjv unto which promise,
not spent (Grotius, Bengel), KaTavrijo-cu
cts, cf. the same construction with the

iraT.

:

same

verb, Phil. iii. n, Ephes. iv. 13,
only in Luke and Paul, but never by the
former elsewhere in metaphorical sense
in classical Greek after verbs of
hoping
we should have had a future, but in N.T.
aorist
generally
infinitive, Viteau, Le
;

end of
t»v

viro,

Grec du N.T., p. 154 (1893).—to SuSticahere only in biblical Greek per<J>v\ov
haps used after the mention of the
for the
fathers, as the heads of the tribes
word cf. Prot. Jac. i., 3, Clem. Rom.,
Cor., Iv., 6 (cf. xxxi. 4), and Orac. Syb.,
the expression
Xaos 6 SwScKd^vXos
was full of hope, and pointed to a national reunion under the Messiah; for
the intensity of this hope, and of the
restoration of the tribes of Israel, see on
:

;

;

t

;

iii.

21

(p.

115),

and references

in ver. 6,

Edersheim, Jewish Social Life, p. 67,
and especially Psalms of Solomon, xviii.,
28,

—

Iv
50.
xiv. 38, 3

30,

Mace.

(twice?); Cic,

Hatch,

u.

s.,

iKTcveia,

Mace.

Ad

p. 12.

cf.
vi. 41,

2

xii.

5,

Jud.

iv.

Att., x., 17, 1.

9
See

—vvKTa Kal^ulpav,

cf.

xx. 31, also used by Paul ; elsewhere in his
Epistles five times, and once in Mark v. in
genitive, 1 Thess. ii. 9, iii. 10 ; 2 Thess.
iii. 8 ; 1 Tim. v.
5 ; 2 Tim. i. 3 ; Mark v.
The precise phrase in the accusative
5.
also occurs in Luke ii. 37, Mark iv. 25.
Xoyrpevov, cf. Luke ii. 37, joined with
vvKTa Kal v\[i. as here, and in both places
of the earnest prayer for the Messiah's
coming; same phrase elsewhere in N.T.
only in Rev. vii. 15. For the force of
the expression here and its relation to
the Temple worship see Blass, in loco,

—

and Schurer, Jewish People, div. ii., vol.
virb MovS.
p. 174, E.T.
by Jews, O
King! Agrippa knew that this hope,
nowever misdirected, was the hope of
every Israelite, and the Apostle lays
stress upon the strange fact that Jews
should thus persecute one who identified
himself with their deepest and most en-

—

ii.,

:

during hopes.
Ver. 8. R.V. gives more clearly the
"
Why is it
significance of the original,
judged incredible with you, if God (as
He does) raises the dead?" cl with
indicative
is

true,

assumes that the hypothesis
" si Deus mortuos

Vulgate

suscitat?"

cf.

Luke

xvi.

31.

sometimes been thought that

It

St.

has
Paul

6

—

I1PAEEI2

xo.
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fimcrrov icpiWai irap

up.lv, el 6 Seds vccpous iyeipti ; 9.
v
fyfi
ovv e8o£a epxuTw irp6 S to
ovop,a 'Irjaou tou Na£wp<uou Sel^ uoXXd
e
cVavria irpa£ai • 10. o ical
4iroiT|<ra iv lcpoaoXuu.ois, ical ttoXXous

^

twv dyiuif ly^ <l>oXaKats

makes a

here

Sadducean
v\lIv

Ka-re'icXeiaa,

special appeal to the
part of his audience imp'

—including

—

among them

Agrippa,
with his indifference and practical Sadduceism (Alford), with his policy favouring the Sadducees in the appointment of
the high priests (Felten)
others have
seen in the words a reference to the
general resurrection with which the
Apostle's Messianic belief was connected, or to cases of resurrection in
the history of Israel, as, e.g., 1 Kings
xvii., 2 Kings iv., as if the speaker would
ask Why is it judged a thing incredible
:

:

in your judgment when you have instances
before you in the sacred books accepted

by Agrippa and the Jews ? But it is far
better to consider the words in connection with the great truth to which the
whole speech was meant to lead up, ver.
23, viz., that Jesus, although crucified,
had risen again, that He was at this

moment

a living Person, and by His

resurrection had been proved to be the
Messiah, the fulfiller of the hope of
Zockler regards the question as
Israel.
forming a kind of transition from the
general hope of the Jews in a Messiah
to the specific Christian hope in Jesus.
airurrov: only here in Acts, twice in
Luke's Gospel, but frequent in St. Paul's
Epistles of those who believed not.
See further Nestle, Philologica Sacra, p.

—

and Wendt, p. 391 and note
Nestle proposes to place the
verse as out of connection here between
w. 22 and 23, with a full stop at the end
of the former; and Wendt commends
this view.
Ver. 9. kyut piv odv the words may
be taken as simply resuming the narrative of the Apostle's life which he had
commenced in w. 4 and 5, the three
succeeding verses forming a parenthesis,
or as an answer to the question of ver. 8,
54, 1896,
(1899).

:

the real antithesis
the narrative, w.
ver. 12 and what
see Rendall, Acts,

to piv ovv, ver. 9, and
in
9-1 1, being found
On piv ovv
follows.

Appendix, p. 163, and
see
also Page on ii. 41, Acts, pp. 94, 95
also critical note above.
iSoga £p.avr$

—

;

:

mihi ipsi videbar; so in classical Greek.
If with Weiss, Wendt, Bethge we lay
stress on Ipav., the Apostle explains the
fact

that this obligation was his own
In classical Greek
self-delusion.

wilful

irapd

-rt\v

iw

dpxtcptW

instead of the impersonal construction
we have frequently the personal construction with the infinitive as
here, cf. 2 Cor.
x.
only in Luke and Paul, indication
of literary style, Viteau, Le Grec du N.T.
t
p. 152 (1893).—to Svopo, *l. tov N., see on
iv. 10, 12.
Ivavria irpagai, cf. xxviii.
17,
and also 1 Thess. ii. 15, Tit. ii. 8.
Ver. 10. & koI liroitjora,
cf. Gal. ii.
10 (Bethge, p.
on the distinction

9—

—

272),

between irpdo-o-eiv and iroictv Westcott
°n St. John iii. 22.
*y»: emphatic.
twv ayiwv, see above ix. 13, cf. its use

—

in ix.

own

32

the

;

—

word aggravates

St. Paul's

Agrippa too would know of
pious Jews by the same designation.
dvaip. re avr&v: probably pointing to
guilt.

—

more deaths, not as expressing the death

of Stephen alone, cf. viii. 1, ix. 1, xxii. 4.
The state of affairs which rendered the
murder of St. Stephen possible in the
capital would easily account for similar
acts of outrage in other places, so that
there is no need to suppose with
Weiss that the notice here is un" I
historical.

—Kar^ve-yica

\|n)<|>ov

:

gave

my

vote," R.V., the ijnjctios, literally
the pebble used in voting, calculum
defero sc. in urnam
(Grimm), i.e.,
addo calculum, approbo, cf. \|/tj4>ov <f>t'ptiv,
or
If
the
ciri<f>.
4k4>.
phrase is taken
quite literally, it is said to denote the
vote of a judge, so that Paul must have
been a member of the Sanhedrim, and
gave his vote for the death of St. Stephen
and other Christians. On the other
hand the phrase is sometimes taken as
simply = o"uvcv8okciv tq dvaipcVci (so
amongst recent writers, Knabenbauer),
xxii. 20.
(C. and H. think that if not a
member of the Sanhedrim at the time of
Stephen's death,he was elected soon after,
whilst Weiss holds that if the expression
does not imply that the writer represents
Paul by mistake as a member of the
Sanhedrim, it can only be understood as
meaning that by his testimony Paul gave
a decisive weight to the verdict in condemnation of the Christians.) Certainly
it
seems, as Bethge urges, difficult to
suppose that Paul was a member of such
an august body as the Sanhedrim, not
only on account of his probable age at
the time of his conversion, but also

of his
circumstances.

because

comparatively

obscure

The Sanhedrim was an
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XXVI.

draipoupeVuv T€ auT&v Karr^eyKa

^ouoriav Xa{3oSy.

i|rf)<|>OK.

II.

Kal KaTa irdaas Tas owaywyas. itoXXokis Tiuiopwi/ au-rous, TU'dyKaJoi'
p\aa4>T]juLCL>'
irepiaa&s tc ep.u.cuyou.ej'os aurois, cSiojkok tws Kal
*

ets

Tas e§w

jxcT*

ir<SXei$.

12. iv o*s

x

Kal iropeu6jj.e^os els t^jk Aau-ao-Koy

e£ouaias Kal eiriTpoTrfjs ttjs irapa tuk dpxicpew,

(jl^<tt)s

KaTa

tV

686^ ctSoy, jSaaiXeu, oupav66ev uirep

*rt|K

1 3.

Tjfxcpas

XajxirpdrnTa

1
For
Kai om. fc^ABCEI, 13, 40, 61, so Tisch. and other authorities in ver. 7.
T.R. read ttjs twv ap\. fc$*B, Tisch., Weiss, Wendt, R.V., Blass ttjs irapa om.
AEI 40, 68, Lach.
;

assembly of aristocrats, composed too of
men of mature years and marked influence, and the question may be asked
how Saul of Tarsus, who may not even
have had a stated residence in the Holy
City, could have found a place in the ranks
of an assembly numbering the members
of the high priestly families and the
principal men of Judaea see Expositor,
June, 1897, an(* a ls° f° r tne bearing of
the statement on the question of Paul's
marriage, with Hackett's note, in loco.
For the voting in the Sanhedrim see
Schurer, div. ii., vol. i., p. 194. E.T.
Rendall, p. 336, meets the difficulty above
by referring the expression under discussion to a kind of popular vote confirming
the sentence of the court against Stephen,
for which he finds support in the language
of the law and in the narrative of the
:

proto-martyr's condemnation.
Ver. n. TifAwpwv (cf. xxii. 5), more
usually in the middle voice in this sense,
although the active is so used sometimes
in classical

Greek, Soph., 0. T., 107, 140,

For ecclesiastial
censures and punishments see Edersheim,
History of the Jewish Nation, p. 374, cf.
Polyb.,

ii.,

56,

15.

—

"

Matt. x. 17, xxiii. 34. -jjvdyKa{ov
I
strove to make them blaspheme," R.V.,
"
all other E.V. render
I compelled them
to blaspheme," but the imperfect leaves
it
quite doubtful as to whether the persecutor succeeded in his attempts or not.
:

The

imperfect may thus be regarded as
conative, Burton, p. 12, cf. Luke i. 59,
Matt. iii. 14. Blass points out that it
may have the force of repeated action (cf.
ISiwkov), but even if so, it does not say
that the compulsion was effectual, Gram.,

See further Page, in loco, for
rendering of R.V., which he reA striking parallel
gards as correct.
may be adduced from Pliny's Letter to
Trajan, x., 97, where the Christians are
urged to call upon the gods, to worship the emperor, and to blaspheme
"
Christ,
quorum nihil cogi posse dicuntur

p.

the

186.

qui sunt revera Christiani," cf. Polycarp, Martyr., ix., 2, 3.
pXacr<J>T)p.civ, i.e.,
" maledicere
Christo," Pliny, u. s.,
Jesus,
James ii. 7; cf. 1 Tim. i. 13 with this
passage, and Paul's later reflections on
his conduct.
cus Kal els Tas S|« it.:
" even unto
foreign cities," R.V., so that
other cities besides Damascus had been
included in the persecution, or would
have been included if Saul's attempt
had been successful. ISiwkov: "I set

—

—

—

about persecuting them
ISiwk.
action,

' '

.

The imperfect

may however denote
and may indicate that

repeated
Saul had

already visited other foreign cities. Weiss
regards the tc as connecting the two
imperfects de conatu together— the latter
imperfect being regarded as a continuation of the former, in case the victims
sought to save themselves by flight.
cuuaiv. only in Josephus once, Ant.,
xvii., 6, 5, but luuavTJs in Wisd. xiv. 23,
and in classical Greek, so also cKua(ve<r-

—

:

9ai.

Ver. 12. ev ots, i.e., as I was thus
" on which
errand,"
engaged, inter qua,
R.V. margin, see xxiv. 18. eiriTpoirfjs,

—

" com15, 7,
" Paulus erat
mission," A. and R.V.
commissarius," Bengel, the two nouns
show the fulness of the authority committed to Paul.
Ver. 13.
T)fxcpas u€crt)«: temporal
2

Mace.

xiii. 14,

Polyb.,

iii.,

Gram., p. 107 (in classical
pecroWa). The expression is
perhaps stronger than in xxii. 6, in the
Ka.ro. t^jv 68ov
bright full light of day.
genitive, Blass,

Greek

-qu.

—

:

" on the
way," and so foreboding nothing
"advertitur rex ad
(Jao-iXev
(Weiss).
miraculum rei," Blass, cf. ver. 7, so
Weiss. vircp T$jv Xauir.: here only
expressly, but implied in ix. 3, xxii. 6,
indicating the supernatural nature of the
light; noun only here in N.T., cf. Dan.

—
—

xii.

3.

Luke

:

—

irepiXduxj/av

ii.

9,

a light
N.T., but the verb

for

:

only in Luke,

cf.

where the word is also used
from heaven nowhere else in
;

is

found

in Plutarch,

M— 15-
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toO TjXiou

ircpi\(£fit|raK u,e

ir&vTwv 8e

x

irpos

fi-e,

<J>gjs

Kal tous

Karaireo-on-WK ^u.wi' els

Kal XeyouaaK
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0"^k €*aol Tropeuou-eVous.

tV Y^» V ouaa

<j>

'E|3pai8i SiaX^KTw, Zaou'X, laou'X, ti

t»j

8iwK€is; ojcXijpoV oxh irpds

KtWpa

XaKTi£eir.

14.

V XaXouaar

w,

pc

15. cy& 8c etwor,

1
For 8e tfABEI, Syrr. H.P., Vulg. read <rt, Tisch., W.H., R.V., Blass,
Weiss,
Wendt, Hilgenfeld. For T.R. +»vr\v X. . . . K <u Xcy. ^BCI, Vulg., Syrr. P.H.,
Boh., read <f>. Xcyovo-av irpos p.c, so Tisch., W.H., Weiss, Wendt, R.V. After vriv
Blass in
adds 81a tov <J>o0ov ryu uovo$, 137 Syr. H. mg. (Gig.), so Hilg.

Josephus. The fact that the light shone
round about Paul and his companions is
at any rate not excluded by ix. 7 or xxii.
9,

Weiss

as

It is quite in accornotes.
with the truth of the facts that the
vivid expression should occur in

dance

more
Paul's

own

recital.

Ver. 14. See notes on ix. 7 and xxii.
7, and reading above in (3.
tjj 'EppatSi
this is intimated in ix. 4 and
oiaX.
xxii. 7 by the form ZaovX, but here
the words are inserted because Paul was

—

:

Greek, or perhaps he spoke
words, indelible in his
memory, as they were uttered, in Hebrew,

speaking
the

in

solemn

—

<roi
cncXtipov
Agrippa (Alford).
k.t.X. : a proverb which finds expression
both in Greek and in Latin literature (see

for

instances in Wetstein) cf. Scholiast on
8i Tpoirfi airo
Pind., Pyth., ii., 173
i\
tuv (3o&v * tuv yap 01 araicroi Kara ttjv
yetapyiav KtvTpi£ep.evoi. vtto tov apowTOS,
Xa.KTitovo-1 to KevTpov Kal aaXXov itXiJtTovTat. Cf. also Aesch., Agam., 1633 {cf.
Prom., 323), Eur., Bacch., 791, and in
Latin, Terence, Phorm., i., 2, 27 Plautus, True, iv., 2, 59; and there may
have been a similar proverb current among
:

:

;

the Hebrews. Blass, Gram., pp. 5, 6,
thinks that the introduction of the proverb on this occasion before Festus and
Paul
Agrippa points to the culture which

which he
possessed, and

called

into

in addressing an educated
too
assembly. It is not wise to press
with regard
closely a proverbial saying
to Saul's state of mind before his conversion the words may simply mean to
intimate to him that it was a foolish and
inefficacious effort to try to persecute

requisition

;

an effort which
Jesus in His followers,
would only inflict deeper wounds upon
described
himself, an effort as idle as that

At a11
by the Psalmist, Ps. ii. 3, 4events Paul's statement here must be
compared with his statements elsewhere,
the Epistles,
1 Tim. i. 13 ; see Witness of
Die Paulinischen
ff., and Bethge,
389
Reden, p. 275.
Evidently
Ver. 15.

p.

the

following

verses contain a summary of what in the
other two accounts of the Conversion is

spoken to Paul by Ananias, and revealed
in a vision, cf. ix. 15, xxii.
14 (so Alford, Felten, Zdckler). This is
far more satisfactory than to
suppose

by the Lord

that the two narratives in ix. and xxii.
are really dependent upon xxvi., the

author having employed in them an oral
tradition relating to Ananias, without
being at all aware that by introducing
such an account he was really contradicting a point upon which Paul lays special
stress, viz., the fact that he had received
his apostleship neither from man nor
through man, Gal. i. 1 (so Wendt (1899),
p. 189, and McGiffert, pp. 120 and 355).
But in the first place nothing is said as
to the Apostle receiving his Apostleship

from Ananias; he receives recovery of
sight from him, but his call to his Apostleship commences with his call before
Damascus : " epocha apostolatus Paulini
cum hoc ipso conversionis articulo incipit," Bengel ; and see specially Beyschlag,
Studien und Kritiken, p. 220, 1864,
on Gal. i. 15 (Witness of the Epistles,
p. 379, 1892) ; and, further, the introduction and omission of Ananias are in
themselves strong corroborations of the
naturalness of the three accounts of the

Thus
chap, xxii.,
" non conveniebat
in hunc
locum uberior de An. nanatio, ix. 10 ff.,
sed conveniebat praeconium ejus, quod
non est illic" (Blass); so too it was
natural and important to emphasise before a Jewish audience the description
of Ananias (in ix. 10 he is simply Tt«
kot* tov vo|iov,
ttaOtjTi]«) as t*Xa0f|«
well reported of by all the Jews, whereas
in xxvi. "tota persona Ananiae sublata
Conversion.

in

ver.

12, cf. ix. 10,

quippe quae non esset apta apud
hos auditores" (Blass). The three narratives agree in the main facts (see notes
in comment., and Zockler, Apostelgeschichte, 2nd edit., p. 216), and "the
in the three accounts do
slight variations
not seem to be of any consequence,"
Ramsay, Saint Paul, p. 379, cf. also
est,
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1
Kopi€ ; 6 hk
Ka!
<rrr)0i
dK<£<mj0t,

Tis

TTpoxeipiaa^Oai
aojxai

*o

8c,

<kM

aroi,

Kt>pio«

1 7.

<r€

6>

elircv, 'EytS etfii 'Itjo-ous

et,

iirX

tous

uTry]p^TrjK

aou

"ir<5oas

•

XXVI.

Kal udpTupa

3>v

touto y&P
tc et&es

e£aipouu.ef6s ae ck tou Xaou Kal

^ABCEIL,

so Tisch.,

W.H.,

1 6.

B«5k€is.

<rb

ets

3

iw

2

&XX&

w<f>0Tji'

aoi,

we T€ 6^0-q-

e0iw,

els ous

R.V., Blass, Weiss, Wendt,

Hilg.
2
After ciScs BC* 105, 137, Syrr. P.H., Arm., Ambr., Aug. add pc, so W.H.,
Weiss, Hilg., R.V. text, but R.V. marg. Blass and Wendt omit; see the latter's
note, p. 394 (1899), as against Weiss.
5 Before
twv cOvwv ^ABEf-I 13, 40, 61, repeat ck, so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Blass,
For vvv ^ABCEHILP read cyw, so other authorities above.
Hilg., Weiss, Wendt.

Renan, Apostles, p. 13, E.T., Salmon,
Clemen, who agrees in
Introd., p. 121.
the main with Wendt
regarding xxyi.
as the original narrative, refers chap. ix.
to his Redactor Antijudaicus, and chap.
he sees
xxii. to his Redactor Judaicus
evidences of the hand of the former
and of the
in
10,
ix.,
15,
17,
in

;

latter

in

xxii.

12,

14.

If

xxii.

17

f.,

and the words in ver. 15, irpos itoivtos
dv0pwTrovs, do not fit in with this theory,
they are ascribed by Clemen to the later

14, ix.

15,

—

converting others.
Ver. 16. aXXa avdcrrnOi " Prostravit
Christus Paulum ut eum humiliaret;
nunc eum erigit ac jubet bono esse
animo," Calvin; for the expression cf.
:

Ezek.

ii.

1, 2.

—irpoxcip.,

cf.

iii.

14, xxii.

note,

eXSc's p.€,

—

to

Baur, Paulus, ii., 13, that the narrative
of Paul's blindness was derived from the
spiritual blindness referred to in xxvi. 17,
and that therefore this narrative is evidently older than the other accounts in
ix. and xxii., which introduce a tragical
As Wendt points out, there
blindness.
is no hint in the text that Paul's blindness was symbolical, and there is nothing
to suggest the circumstantial narratives
relating to Ananias in the phrase xxvi.
17, which relates not to the Apostle's
own conversion, but to his power of

•uinrjpeTT|v

thou hast seen me," R.V.,c/. 1 Cor. ix.
1, quite in harmony with the stress which
the Apostle there lays upon " seeing the
Lord". uv tc 6<f>8. = tovtwv a: "and
of the things wherein I will appear to
thee," so A. and R.V.
Cf. Acts xviii.

20 a and c (20b belonging, according
Clemen, to the Redactor Judaicus).
Space forbids any further examination
of passages in the three narratives with
regard to which the partition critics,
Clemen and Jungst, are again hopelessly
at variance with each other, but cf. Jungst,
Apostelgeschichte, pp. 84, 87, 89, 94, and
the strictures of Knabenbauer, Actus
But it is
Apostolorutn, p. 11 (i8gg).
strange to find that Clemen should be
prepared to fall back upon the view of
17,

—

in

9, xxii.

to

IkXoytJs.

so like the
Twelve, and cf. also atiToirrai Kal virnpe'Tai Toti Xoyov, Luke i. 1 ; in Cor. iv. 1
St. Paul speaks of himself as wrT|p€TT|s.
" wheresee critical
uv tc

Redactor Antijudaicus but the latter expression irpos it. ov0. is already contained
in the meaning of the original source, xxvi.
;

<TK€iJos

Kal paprvpa uv tc clScs,

6<j>0.,

11, 2

18, 21, xxiii.

future

passive

cannot be rendered "

Cor.

xii.

2.

(Grimm -Thayer),
I will make thee

see," or "I will communicate to
thee by vision," as if = lyw viroSetgw,
ix. 16.
For construction see Page, and
Blass, in loco.

Ver. 17.
ing,"

and so the word
in

N.T.,

"deliver-

c|aipovp.€vos <rc:

A. and R.V.
is

Vulgate, eripiens,
elsewhere rendered

cf. vii. 10, 34, xii. 11, xxiii. 27,

so very
Gal. i. 4, and below, ver. 22
(although twice in
frequently in
the sense below, Job xxxvi. 21, Isa. xlviii.
It may be called a Lucan-Pauline
10).
word (only twice elsewhere in N.T.; in
St. Matt. v. 29, xviii. 9, but in an enBlass rentirely different signification).
ders it as above, and points out that
there is no reason for rendering it " choos"
ing in this one passage, a sense which
is not at all fitted to the context ; for the
;

LXX

Chron. xvi. 35, Jer. i. 8,
(1899, but in the sense below
Felten,
Hackett,
previously), Weiss,
Bethge, Knabenbauer. It is no objection
to say that Paul was not delivered, but
was persecuted all his life long, for he was
delivered in the sense of deliverance to
proclaim the message for which he was
sent as an Apostle. On the other hand

language
so

cf. 1

Wendt

Overbeck, Rendall, Page, so C. and H.
"
it in the sense of
choosing," cf. ix.

take

15, qtkcvo«

cKXoyqs.

Grimm-Thayer

is
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i5— 18.
vvv

cr€

&iro<rrik\<a, 18. dvoi£ai 6<|>0aXu.ous

o-kotous eis

auTaii',

e$ouaiag tou XaTa»>a

»cal tt)s

<t>ws

XafSeif auTous afoaiv dpapTtwi', ica! kXtjpoc

Rendall urges that the word
cannot mean " delivering " without some
phrase such as Ik \np6s, as common
in the LXX, but cf. on the other
doubtful.

hand LXX, Judg.
Ps. xxx. 2, xlix.

x.

15,

But how could Paul be
1$ edvwv

15,

28 A,

xviii.

Hosea

v.

14, etc.

said to be chosen

The phrase would
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tou Imorptyai diro
cirl to^ Gcok, too

iv tois
Tjyiaap.^Kois,

tur"

If we thus take
(Humphry).
lirior. as intransitive, it is subordinate to
the previous infinitive of purpose, dvoi|ai,
and tov XaBclv again subordinate to
*irwrr., expressing the final result aimed
at (Page, and see also Wendt's note, in
loco

(1899)).

—

diro

o-kotovs

els

$••«:

certainly
sound strange to him as a description of
his own position.
Rendall also objects
that in 1 Chron. xvi. 35 the word means
to gather the scattered exiles from among

throughout St. Paul's Epistles the
imagery was frequent with reference not
only to Gentiles but also to Jews, cf.
Rom. ii. 19, xiii. 12, 1 Thess. v. 5, Ephes.

the heathen as the context shows, but

terest here

the

?

Hebrew verb *^^ means
-T

to deliver,

so rendered, I. c, in A. and R. V.
It is also urged that Xcufc is always
the name of honour, and that elsewhere the enemies of the Apostle were
named MovSatoi ; but not only is the
collocation "the people and the Gen"
a common one, cf. ver. 23, Rom.
tiles
xv. 10, but Xa4s is used of the un-

and

is

believing Jews in describing hostility to
the Gospel, cf. iv. 27, xii. 4. Agrippa
would understand the distinction be-

tween Xoos and

fdvij.

*y» "denotat

—

auctoritatem mittentis," Bengel. diroB-Tt'XXw Paul receives his Apostolic commission direct from Christ as much as
the Twelve ; Gal. i. 1, 16, 17, Rom. i. 5
Acts
(Matt. x. 16, John xx. 21-23); cf.
:

i.

i. 12.
The words gain in inif we think of them as correwith
the
sponding
Apostle's own recovering from blindness, spiritual and physical
tov
Xarava, Blass, Gram.,
(Plumptre).
pp. 32, 144 ; no less than ten times by St.
Paul in his Epistles; cf. 2 Cor. iv. 4,
Ephes. ii. 2, vi. 12 (Col. i. 13. i£ov<r£a
o-kotovs, Luke xxii. 53) There is no reason
to suppose with Bengel that St. Paul is
here referring to Gentiles rather than to
Jews, for whilst the Jews no doubt would
regard the Gentiles as loving ctk6to% and
in the power of Satan, cf. also Luke xiii.
For current ideas
16, xxii. 31, Acts v. 3.
with regard to Satan and the teaching of
N.T. cf. Edersheim, Jesus the
the
Charles, Book of
Messiah, ii., p. 775
Enoch, Introd., p. 52, and Assumption of
Moses, x., 1, where Satan is apparently
represented as the head of the kingdom
of evil cf. in the N.T. Ephes. i. 21, vi.
12, Col. ii. 15, for the whole hierarchy of
evil spirits at the disposal of Satan, and
2 Thess. ii. g; cf. 2 Cor. xi. 14 for his
supernatural powers of deceiving or preventing men see especially Sanday and
Headlam, Romans, p. 145. tov XaBcIv

v. 18, Col.

—

.

;

;

25.

dvotfou 6$0. avrwv, cf. Acts
so too
ix. 8, 40, and also Matt. ix. 30
Both Jews and
Isai. xxxv. 5, xlii. 7.
Gentiles were blinded (ovs above, rebecause seeing
ferring to both), the former
Rom. xi. 8
they saw not, Matt. xiii. 13,
the latter in that knowing God in His
creation they glorified Him not as God,
and their senseless heart was darkened,
Rom. i. 21 and to both St. Paul proclaimed the light of the knowledge of the
of Jesus Christ,
glory of God in the face
2 Cor. iv. 6, Ephes. i. 18. The infinitive
of purpose depending on diro<rr&X«#,
du
Burton, p. 157; Viteau, Le Grec
" that
N.T., p. 169 (1893). lirurrptyai
turn them,"
they may turn," R.V. ("to
who uses
margin, so A.V.) ; in St. Luke,
the verb more frequently than any other

Ver. 18.

;

;

;

—

:

intransiwriter, it is nearly always
Moulton
except in Luke i. 16, 17,
and Geden, while Grimm adds ver. 20
before the
below; so here all E.V.
" ut convertanVulgate,
authorised,

N.T.

:

expressing the ultimate object of dvoi(ai
/see above, and Weiss, in loco).
a^co-iv
iii. 16, the language here is quite
apap.,
i.
where
also de12-14,
Pauline, cf. Col.
liverance out of the power of darkness
and forgiveness of sins in the Son of
God's love are connected as here.
be connected with
1-5 irfo-rei cl« *pi may
XaBctv, faith in Christ as the condition

—

—

:

of forgiveness placed emphatically at the

end cf. x. 43, A. and R.V. connect the
words with ^yiao-pivoi«, so Vulgate.

—

;

cXrjpov Iv toX« *|YUMr.,
i.

12.

Ver. 19.

tive,

cf.

—

;

in

Heb.

ii.

in
(locally
xxviii. 13) ;

50ty
17,

"
:

iii.

I,

cf.

xx. 32, Col.

wherefore," R.V., so
vii. 25, viii. 3, ix.

18

Acts xiv. 26,
probably best taken here

Luke

xi.

24,

m

nPAEEI2 AIT02T0AQN

co8
wurrei

Tfj

els

eV^-

I9« "oOey, PaonXeu

XXVI.

'Aypiinra,

o6k

iytv6\i.i]y
*

oupawiw o-nraaia, 20. d\\a tois eV AajxaaKw •irpwToi'
'lepoaoXufXOis, els irdadK tc tt)v yupa.v ttjs 'louSaias, xal tois

direi0$js ttj
teal

eO^eai^, dTrfjyYeXXoi' HkCTavoe

^

KaL eTriorp^eii' ltd tok 6edV, d£ia

J
After irpwTov fr$AB 25, 61, add tc, so Tisch. and other authorities in ver. 17,
except Hilg. Before iep. AE read cv. Hilg. has icai tois er Icp. cis om. fc$AB,
so Tisch., R.V., W.H., but retained by Weiss, Hilg. and Wendt, may easily
have dropped out after the preceding -01s. Blass reads in a and
cis iraorav tc
"
icai tois edveariv, with support by Par. 2
Judaeis," see note
(ttjv) x w P av lovSaiois
below, and Wendt (1899), p. 396. Clemen, p. 144, regards tc kcu Icp. . . . lovScuas
as a gloss of R. Judaicus (ver. 21 being added by R. Antijudaicus), and both
Wendt and McGiffert view the whole reference as added to the original source.

others combine

12,

xv.

whole revelation from ver.
marking the natural result of what
had gone before not used in St. Paul's
" cum ad sua facta
0a<r. 'A.
Epistles.
redeat, apte regem denuo compellat,"
Blass, marking the commencement of his
real defence.
aireiO^s only in Luke and

—

;

:

—

Paul

in

2 Tim.

N.T.,
iii.

2,

:

cf.

Tit.

Luke
i.

16,

—

i.

iii.

17 ; Rom.
3 ; in

i.

30,

LXX and

Greek. oirreurCq.: here and
here only Paul himself apparently speaks
of the appearance of Christ vouchsafed
to him before Damascus by this word,
but oirrao-fa, as Beyschlag shows, is not
confined to appearances which the narin classical

rators regard as visions, cf. Luke i. 22,
xxiv. 23, and its meaning must be ex"
"
objectivity
plained from the entire
with which St. Paul invests the whole
narrative of his Conversion, cf. Witness of
the Epistles, p. 383 (1892), and p. 380 for
further reference to Beyschlag in Studien
und Kritiken, 1864, 1890, and his Leben
Jesu, i., p. 435. In modern Greek 6irraa-ia

=a vision

(Kennedy).

Ver. 20. aXXa to!s cV A.: "both to
them of Damascus first, and at Jerusalem," reading tc (see critical note)
after irp&Tov, thus closely connecting
Damascus and Jerusalem as the scenes
of Paul's first activity, cf. ix. 20, 28.
els iraarav tc ttjv x<*pa-v ttjs 'I., see critical note.
If we read accusative simply
without els= accusative of space marking
Blass
the extension of the preaching.

—

solves the difficulty by regarding els = cV,
ut sape. The statement seems to contradict Gal. i. 22, and there is no mention
of such a widely extended preaching at
this time in Acts.
It has therefore
been held by some that reference is
made to the preaching at the time of
Saul's carrying relief with Barnabas from

Antioch

to Jerusalem, xi. 30, xii. 25
(Zockler and Rendall), while others refer
the passage to Rome xv. 10 (Weiss), and

=

xv. 3
Rom.
St. Paul, p. 382, regards the statement as so directly contradictory to all other authorities that he
text, and
practically follows Blass in
reads els iroUrav x^P ar 'lovSaiots tc ical
"
in every land to both Jews
toXs eQveo-t,
and Gentiles ". The text he regards as
not Lucan and hardly Greek, see also
Blass, in loco;
x^P a T<*]$ Mov8a£as
ought to be twv *lov8., as in x. 39, etc.

referring to the

10.

xi. 29, 30,

Ramsay,

-f|

But see

T.R. as
against Blass, and the reference of the
words to the journeys in xi. 30, xv. 3,
in defence of reading in

Wendt, in loco (1899). The general
meaning given to the words by Blass is
at all events in accordance with the

view

of the speech as a summary, and not as
an account in detail, of the Apostle's
work (C. and H., p. 620). Dr. Farrar,
St. Paul, i., 228, ingeniously supposes
that Paul may have preached on his
way from Damascus to Jerusalem in
the guest chambers of the Jewish synagogues, so that he may not have come
into contact with any Christian communities, and he would thus explain
Gal. i. 22. dirijyyeXXov : imperfect, denoting continuous preaching here only
of preaching the Gospel, but cf. xvii. 30

—

;

W.H., where God announces to men
everywhere to repent, p-exavoeXv, a striking similarity in language with Paul's
words here {cf. 1 John i. 2, 3). eiri-

—

o-Tpc'^eiv, cf. for the expression xiv. 15,
and see above on ver. 18. a|ia Ttjs
pcTavoCas ?pY a: "worthy of their re-

—

pentance," R.V. margin, i.e., of the
repentance which they profess. In the
Gospels Kapirovs> KapiroV, here epva,
but cf. Ephes. ii. 10, v. 11, Col. i. 10,
Tit. iii. 8, and d|iovs with genitive ret,
more frequent in St. Luke and St. Paul
than in any other N.T. writers. nrpaao-ovtos: used in N.T. sometimes of
good, sometimes of evil, actions; in

—

—

xg

IIPAHEI2 AIIOSTOAQN

2a.

lpY a wpdaaorras.

ttjs fieTtt^oias

<ru\XaP6(i€i'oi iv

tu X

off*

^

2

ttjs

tw Upw

ThC

touW

iircipwvro 8iax€ipiaaa0ai.

TropA too 6€ou, axpi

ItOpTUpOuVcKOS |UKp« T€
1

91. eyeica

ICttl

fJL€ydX(j>,

pc

01 'louoaioi

22. *micoupias

ttjs Vjpfpas tciu'tyjs larnita,
OuScy ^KTOS
Xtytf* UK Tt 01

m $* B L
^
***?£ ^ ?
Weiss, Wendt, but Lack and
t

509
»

RV

I3 ' 6l » X ° 5 ' so Tisch '
-» Hilgenfeld, W.H.,
Meyer follow T.R. After VvXX Tisch
Hilgenfeld, with tfcE, Vulg. Chron. reads ovra, but the word may
have been
added to express more clearly that the temple, xxi. 30, was the easily
place where thev
found Paul, not where they sought to kill him
(Wendt).

n,

,0

*

-

Blass,

,_

9 For
irapa NABE, Chron. read airo, so Tisch., R.V., W.H., Hilgenfeld, Blass'
Weiss, Weridt. ^ABHLP, Chrys., so Tisch. and authorities in vet. ai, read
uapTVpOUCVO?.

classical

Greek iromv

is

more frequent

de inhonestis, cf. Xen., Mem., iii., 9,
see Grimm, sub v.
Ver. 21. fvcKa tovtwv: because

—

4,

rather signify

I

preached to Jews and Gentiles alike,
proclaiming one Gospel to both, and
placing both on an equality before God
(not for profaning the Temple), cf. xxi.
On Ivcica see Blass, Gram., p. 21.
28.
This Attic form of the word is read here
all
authorities, and Blass notes it as
by
characteristic of the literary style of this
address before Agrippa, see above on
ver.

4.

—o-vXXapoucvoi,

i.

16,

xii.

3.

So

also in each of the Gospels in
the active voice, of a violent arrest;
in passive see above, xxiii. 27, and

frequent in same sense in LXX, and
1 and 2 Mace.
brcipwvTo here only in
N.T. in middle, but see critical note on
ix. 26.
Cf. 1 Mace. xii. 10, 2 Mace. x.

—

12, 3

Mace.

i.

25,

:

ii.

32,

4 Mace.

xii. 3.

Imperfect because the attempt was not

—

actually made. Siaxcip., see on v. 30.
The whole description ranks as a summary without giving all the details of the
events which led up to the Apostle's im-

prisonment.
Ver. 22.

•
T»i« irapa
tinicovptas . .
" the
help that is from God,"
R.V., i.e., the help which cometh from
God only 5 only here in N.T., cf. Wisdom
2
xiii. 18 (4pireip£as, S ), for the use of the
same phrase cf. instances in Wetstein
from Polybius; the word is found in
in classical
Josephus, but also frequently
Greek, of succour against foes.—rvx*v
no idea of chance, cf. 2 Tim. ii. 10 ; the
aid was divine, not human. o$v, see

(airo)

6eov

:

'•

—

Wendt, and

references, Blass, Gram., p.
:

2t7,Winer-Moulton, liii., 10, 4.—*<rn|ica
sto salvus, Bengel, after these repeated
The A.V. hardly gives the
dangers.
force of the word; it is a Pauline expresso

Ephes. vi. 13, 14, Col. iv. 12,
Knabenbauer, subsisto incolumis.—+m.p-

sion, cf.

"
"
Tvpovucvo«:
testifying,
A.V., yet
papTvpluevos, see critical note, would
"

on

vi. 3.

in

T.R.

testifying," so R.V., see

Grimm-Thayer,
is

if

the reading

retained, evidently considers

that it should be rendered as passive,
" testified to both
by small and great ".
But papTvprfucvot marks most appropriately the office of bearing testimony to
which Paul was appointed. uiicp^ r* ical
"
ucyaXy if taken to mean both small
and great," the words would have a
special force in thus being spoken before
Festus and Agrippa, but if = young and
old, i.e., before all men, cf. viii. 10, Heb.
viii. 11 ; cf. Gen. xix. 4, 11, etc., but in
Rev. xi. 18, xiii. 16, xix. 5, reference is
made rather to rank than to age, and the
latter meaning may well be included

—

:

here

;

Deut.

cf.

i.

17,

Job

iii.

Wisd.

19,

...

7.—-ovi&v €kt6? X. <Lv tc ol irp.
= Ov8€V IkTOS TOVTWV 5
fJL€A.\6vTWV

vi.

.

.

.

iXdXTjorav uIXXovto, cf. Rev. xvii. 8
Simcox, Language of the N.T., p. 135.
ucXX. yiy. f cf. Luke xxi. 36 Urbs, cf. 1
Cor. xv. 27 ; the word is only used by St.
Paul elsewhere in N.T. (except Matt,
xxiii. 26), cf. 1 Kings x. 13, 2 Chron. ix.
ot irpocJ>. . . . Kal M. more
12, xvii. 19.
;

—

:

Moses and the prophets, Luke
31, and cf. xxviii. 23, but Moses

naturally
xvi. 29,

may have been mentioned to influence the
Sadducean element

in the

audience

:

the

historical Christ was always the subject
" Tesus is the
of St. Paul's preaching
Christ," and the historical Christ was also
the ideal Christ; cf. iii. 13, 1 Cor. xv.
this verse critical note, and
(1899), p. 397, note.
Heb. vii. 15, i.$„ as is
Ver. 23. cl
most certain from the authority of Scrip-

3.

See on

Wendt

ture,

"how

"must

the Christ,"
R.V. u

R.V.—

although
subject to suffering," margin), cf. Vul-

iraetiT^s
is

=

that

:

suffer,"

(

no question
gate, f>assibilis (not patibilis) ;
here of the /thgtract possibility of, or

IIPAEEI2

5io

AD02T0AQN

u,eXX6VT&>i/ ye^eaOat
irpo^fJTcu AdX'ncraj'

6 Xpioros, €i irpwTos

tw

H

dyaardcrcws

Xau> Kal tois cdfccri.

24.

rrj

^wkfj

€<|>T|»

Kal

I'CKpwi'

2

<j>u>s

MaifT),

naGXc

el iraflnTos

23.

Mgjo-tjs,

p-AXct KaTayyA.Xeii'

TauTa 8e auToG

3

tjotos peydXr)

1

XXVI.

dTroXoyoup.^cou, 6

iroXXd ac ypdp,u,aTa

Ttt

"
For Kai Mwo-tjs Flor. and Gig. have
scriptum est in Moysen ". Blass regards
remaining fragment of the original {3 text, which ran somewhat as
follows ycypaiTTai yap cv M»v<rct icai tois irpo<^. iroXXa ircpi tovtuv, tols
1

this as the
:

cp€WTj<roariv (1

Pet.

i.

11).

ira0T]Tos k.t.X., Corssen, G. C. A., 1896, p. 429, points out that Tert., De
resurr. earn., 39, presupposes the reading of Flor. and Gig., and regards the passage,
Gen. ix. 5, in support of bodily resurrection, as quoted by Paul. According to CorsFlor. and
sen's view, this passage was noted in the margin of the Western text.
Gig. make Paul refer to some particular passage of the Pentateuch, instead of generbut in Corssen's view Blass has not helped the
ally to Moses and the prophets,
recovered reading, but rather destroyed its force by his conjectured additions (see
text leaves a lacuna yeypairrai
further Wendt (1899), p. 397). But Blass in his
yap ev Mwvcrci (icai tois irpo<|HiTais) . . .
2 ei

:

8 Blass reads in
P text EpavTjs riavXe cuavT]? with Flor., so T€picTpc\|*ev with
Flor. (ut videtur), so ijycuwv for tjottc on the same authority.

capacity for, suffering, although primarily the Greek word implies this, but
of the divine destination to suffering, cf.
Luke xxiv. 26, 44, 1 Cor. xv. 2, 3, see
Grimm-Thayer, sub v.; Justin Martyr,
c. Tryph., c. 89, iraOtjTOv rbv XpicrroV,
on at ypa4>al KT)pv<r<rov<ri, <^avcp6v
But the same dialogue, c. 90,
io-Ti.
enables us to realise that even where
the idea of a suffering Messiah was
entertained, nothing was more abhorrent
than the idea of the cross as the outward
" If the
expression of such sufferings
Messiah can suffer," cries the Jew
"
yet he cannot be crucified
Trypho,
he cannot die such a shameful, dishonourable death ". See also cc. 36, 76.
For the incompatibility of the idea of a
suffering Messiah with the ideas current
in the time of Jesus sef Dalman, Der
Leidende und der Sterbe.nde Messias, p.
30, and references may be made to Wit:

;

ness of the Epistles, pp. 360, 361,
other authorities to the same effect
Matt. xvi. 22, Luke xviii. 34, xxiv.
John xii. 34, 1 Cor. i. 23, Gal. v. 11 ;

;

above

on

iii.

18

(p.

113).

If

for
cf.

21,

see

we

Him, the true Messiah, all the O.T.
prophecies of the blessings of light and
life, to Jew and Gentile alike, were to be
fulfilled, cf. Isai. xlix. 6, Acts xiii. 47
This on the whole
(Isai. ix. 1, 2, be. 1).
seems better than to limit the words to
the fact that life and immortality had
been brought to light by the resurrection
of the Christ <|>ws means more than the
blessing of immortality in the future, it
means the present realisation of the
:

light of

of a

life, cf.

life

in

light

of

=

ii.

32,

Lord.
with £{

the

connected

closely

irpwTos

and Luke

ver. 18,

the

dvao-T., as if
irpwTOTOicos Ik vcKpwv,
Col. i. 18, 1 Cor. xv. 20, 23, or as if the
would
emphasise the fact that
Apostle
Christ first rose in the sense of rising to

die

no more, Rom.

claimed

light,

etc.

and so
—KaTayylXXciv
vi.

g,

:

pro" to

proclaim," R.V., cf. xvi. 17, xvii. 3, 23.
Xa$ Kal tois £0vco-i, see above ver. 17
even in the Pharisaic hope expressed in
Psalms of Solomon, xvii., cf. ver. 32, we see
how far the Gentiles would necessarily
be from sharing on an equality with the
Jews in the Messianic kingdom, see Ryle

—

;

and

if or whether it does not indicate that there was any doubt in Paul's
mind ; but he simply states in the hypothetical form the question at issue between himself and the Jews. el irpwros
" that he first
by the resurrection of the
dead," R.V., closely connected with the
the Messiah was to suffer,
preceding
but " out of his resurrection from the
"

and James,

assurance was given not only

and astonishment, and no doubt with
something of impatience if not of anger

and the Triimphant Messiah were one, but that in

a hyperbolic,
Matv-j)
(Chrysostom).
but not a jesting expression ; the mention

render

cl

—

:

;

dead

\hat the Suffering Messiah

Introd.,

liii.,

also for later

Apocalypse of Baruch, lxxii.,
Edersheim on Isaiah be., fesus the Mes-

literature,

siah,

pp. 728, 729.
airoX. the present participle,
indicating that Festus broke in upon the
ii.,

Ver. 24.

:

—

speech, cf. iv. 1. p-ey. tq $.
raising
his voice, because interrupting in surprise

—

:

:

ITPAEEI2 AII02T0AQN

23—36.
ei S

ydP

XaXai

2

-

4^

irtpl

touW

2

6 ^acrlX€ us,

Xa^d^i*' y&p

^h^w^
J
t
In

1

25. 6 8^, Ofi ,*<uVop,ai,
^tiittc Or}<n«,
dXnOei'as koI aaxppoau'nrjs
p^ara dinxpteyyonai. 26. ^irioTa-

juma, wpirfrfwi.

dXX
rai

51

ap avT0 v

V

o° i*
B
36, 69,

afrrdi' ti
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k tA
'

-»
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irpc-s

toiW

koI

1

TrappVia£du^o S

06 ireieopu ouo*i>- ou
ydp

W H " fo,lowing B
-

«

Boh -

*-- b*

«—

Wendt

decides in fevour of T.R.
here, with
omitted, so by W.H. text, Weiss, Blass'; Tn

»>y

NHLP
M&E £

is
137 l8 o,
S ° rj
B
d 0vfl<V » "»
by
Winer-Schmiedd, p
S!;r
f' „
Jf*' reads ovScy
l^
in ftT
Blass 1?
text, following Flor.,
yap tovtw
Aarfav^
^ and omiti
ov yap . . . tovto.

$

-

not only of a resurrection, but the expressed belief that this Christ
Festus could only describe as " one who
was dead," xxv. 19, should bring light
not only to Jews but even to Gentiles,
to Romans like himself, was too much
such a belief could only result from a
disturbed brain, cf. xvii. 32 for the effect of
the announcement of a resurrection and a
judgment on the polished Athenians, cf.
St. John x. 20, where our Lord's words
provoked a similar pronouncement by
the Jews, the learned Jews of the
"
uaCvccrtiai:
ita

Whom

—

capital.

Grimm,

loquitur ut
compos esse,"

qui

mentis

videatur

non

cf. xii. 15, 1

site to crc«><ppoarvvn«

Cor. xiv. 23, oppo-

p^para

diro<j>9.

(see

also

Page's note); cf. the passage in
v. 3, 4, and Luckock, Footsteps of
the Apostles, etc., ii., p. 263.
to, iroXXd
"
ere ypdppara
thy much learning,"
R.V., giving the force of the article per" that
haps even more correctly,
great
learning of thine". It is possible that
the words may refer simply to the learning which Paul had just shown in his
speech, of which we may have only a
summary, and ypdpp. may be used of
the sacred writings from which he had

Wisd.

g

m™

—

:

our

*/.

English

turned,"

phrase

"his head

is

"turn

thee round"
(Humphry), cf. Jos., Ant., ix., 4, 4, ii.,
It is possible that Festus used
4, 1.
the
expression with a certain delicacy, since
in

literally

it he
recognises how much
Paul had previously shown
(Weiss, Bethge). After such an expres
sion of opinion by Festus, and
owing to
the deference of Agrippa to the
Romans,
Knabenbauer thinks that the king could
not have expressed himself
seriously in

using

wisdom

the words which follow in ver. 28.
Ver. 25. Ov paCvopeu k.
:
whatever
may have been the sense in which Festus addressed Paul, there is no doubt as
to the courtesy of the Apostle's answer,

.

pcTa

hriciicctas

airotcpivopcvos, Chrys.
excellent," R.V., see
above,
oXtjO. ical <rwcf>po<r. Veritas
not veracitas, objective truth ; no suspicion had been raised against St. Paul's
truthfulness of character (cf. John xviii.

"

KpaTurrc
i.

:

1.

—most

:

as our Lord stood before Pilate
37)
as a witness for the truth, so His Apostle
stands face to face with a Roman sceptic
as a witness to the existence of a world
of real existences and not of mere shadows and unrealities (Bethge, p. 294).
the opposite of madness, cf.
<rw<pp.
;

been quoting, and to which in his utterances he may have applied the actual
word, and so Festus refers to them
by the same term, cf. 2 Tim. iii. 15.
Others refer the word to the many rolls
which St. Paul had with him, and which he

(Xen., Mem., 1.,
i\yovvro ctvcu
The
to,Xtj0tj Xfyciv, ivravQa pavtav.
two nouns are only found here in St.

was so

viii.

intent in studying.

that the

It is possible

word may be used here as

in

of sacred learning in general,
of learning in the Rabbinical schools,
and perhaps, as it is employed by a
Roman, of learning in a more general
sense still, although here including sacred

John

vii. 15,

=

paG^para, cf. Plat., Apol.,
26 D. If books alone had been meant
pipXta or pipXoi would have been the
learning

—

word used.
ircpiTplirci cl« itarfar
"doth turn thee to madness," R.V.,
:

:

Plato, Protag., 323
X, 16),

&

Luke's writings, but
35,

B

licit o-ux^poo-vvTi*

Rom.

crw^povelv, Luke
2 Cor. v. 13; cf.

cf.

xii. 3,

—

fcro+6., cf.
t«ri)«, chap. v. 20.
4 and 14, of the Pentecostal utterances,
of
utterances
St. Peter;
and of the solemn
"
aptum verbum," Bengel. St. Paul was
speaking with boldness like St. Peter,
and under the same divine inspiration in
LXX of the utterances of the propheU,
and of
cf. 1 Chron. xxv. 1, of philosophers,
oracular responses ; like the Latin profart

^paTa

ii.

;

and pronuntiare, see above on
Grimm-Thayer, sub v.

ii.

4,

and

nPAHEIS AflOSTOAQN

fil

XXVL

icmv iv yuyLa ircTrpayu.^oi' touto.
27. irioreucis, PaoxXcu 'Ay28. 6 Be 'AypiTnras
punra, tois irpo^Tats ; otoa on morcueis.
1
irpds tov flaGXof c^tj, 'Ek 6Xiya> p.€ irciOcis Xpumai'or ycpladai.
1

€V

H

ireiBcis Xpunr. irou|<rai fc$B 13, 17, 40, 61, Syr.
M mg., Boh., Tisch.,
Instead of ir«i9€i« A, so Lach., Blass (Nosgen, Belser, Alford) ireiOfl, but
prob. this was an attempt to solve the difficulty of the reading given above, and with
the same purpose EHLP, Vulg., Syr. P. Harcl. text, Cyr.-Jer., Chrys. have yevco-8ai
for iroitjcrai, so Meyer and Hilg.
Both Alford and Blass, while adopting -n-tiOfl,
read iroiT)<rai. W.H. (and to this view apparently Wendt inclines, 1899) think that
there must be some corruption in text, see App., p. 100.
Hort adds that possibly
irciroi6as should be read for pc ireiOcis, for the personal pc loses no force by being left
to implication, and the changes of letters are inconsiderable, but at the same time
he thinks it equally possible that the error may lie elsewhere.

oXiyy pc

Weiss.

Ver. 26.
iiria-rarai yap: here only
with trtpL in proof that his words were
words of soberness, and that he was
basing his statements on facts, St. Paul
appeals to the knowledge of Agrippa, a
knowledge which he would have gained
from his close connection with the Jewish
:

religion, but also to

some extent perhaps

from the events of his father's reign, for
Herod Agrippa had beheaded James with
a sword, and had cast Peter into prison
"patet hoc," says Bengel, "nam etiam
Christianum nomen sciebat". If ko.1 is
retained, "to whom also," i.e., because
of his knowledge just mentioned. ira£"
pt]o-iat.
freely," R.V., everywhere else
R.V. renders "boldly"; verb only in
Luke and Paul, see on ix. 27; the
Apostle spoke freely because of the
king's full knowledge, but his boldness
:

—

—

:

also shown in his question to the king,
to the reply which he makes to it in
the king's name, ver. 27. XavOdvciv
yap
av/rov k.t.X. : if otiSc'v and
are both
retained, see critical note, ti may be
is

and

—

n

taken adverbially, " in any degree,"
but see Winer-Moulton, lv., 9, b., and

Wendt's note,
lv

ywviq.

xxiii.

cf.

Luke

vii.

—

17,

Blass notes this expression,
a proof that Paul used
literary expressions than usual in
8.

Gram.,

more

in loco, p. 399 (1899).

ircirpay.,

p. 4, as

addressing his audience, and no doubt
the expression was used by classical
writers, cf. Plato, Gorg., 485 D
Epict.,
Diss., ii., 12, 17, and other instances in
Wetstein, cf. angulus, Ter., Adelph., v.,
;

2, 10.

irurrcvcif ; the question and
answer were quite natural as addressed
to a Jewish king ; it was a belief which

Ver. 27.

St. Paul could justly presuppose in every
Jew, even in one like Agrippa, educated

The question
well have been asked as a proof
tnat the words which had preceded were
amongst the Romans.

may

words of truth and soberness, and that the
king could so regard them, even if
Festus could not; if Agrippa believed
the prophets as Paul affirmed he could
not regard the fulfilment of their prophecies as irrational. Or we may view

—

—

the question as taking up, after the interruption of Festus, the statement of w.
22, 23, and as a forcible appeal to Agrippa,
as to one who could judge whether in
the death and resurrection of Jesus of
Nazareth there was anything really contrary to the picture of the Messiah drawn
by the Hebrew prophets. It is possible
that the Apostle meant to add a second
ground for the knowledge of the king ;
not only were these events not done in a
corner, but they had been prophesied by
the prophets, in whom Agrippa believed; but instead of thus stating a
fact, he addresses the king with increasing

urgency and emotion, as one specially
interested in religious questions, ver. 3
(Zockler, Meyer).
Ver. 28. lv 6X£y<p pc ireCOcis X. yevecr" with but little
0ou, see critical note,
persuasion thou wouldest fain make me a

Christian," R.V. reading iroiT]<rai,

and

conatu (so Zock;
cf. irpoanfXvTov
Matt,
xxiii.
irouiv,
15. Schmiedel,£ncvc/.
inclines
to explain the
Bibl., i., 754,
phrase X. iroiTJoxu as a Latinism Christianum agere, to play the part of a Christian.
Weiss sees in the words a gentle

irc(0ci$ being used de
ler in his 2nd edition)

:

irony, as if Agrippa would answer St.
Paul's appeal to his belief in the pro-

phets by intimating that it was not
so simple a matter to become a Christian, even if one, as a Jew, believed
in the prophets.
Or we may regard
Agrippa as rejecting, not so much
in banter as in cold disdain, the enthusiasm of the orator, and adopting the
tone of a certain Jewish orthodoxy
(Zockler), not, *.*., the indifference of

IIPASEI2 AII02T0AQN

27—29.
29. 6 8^ HaCXos

iroXXw 06

,Wo,

1

ft™, Ed|a<w

<^,

ycririai toiou'tous

2

&k

rfi

Kal

e«fi,

*

S13
Kol *,

6Xi'ya>

AXXa Kal irdnras too*
d,couWs uou o^«,ov
&UOIOS kAY <* «r"> »apcK T 6s twv
tooW
ocapSv

8e

r

Wendt H°il g

" *AB

*

VUlg" Syr

'

Hard

^ «"">«>

'

Weiss?Vvlnt

the Roman, but that of the Sadducees to
the prophets. The A.V. " almost " must
be abandoned, even if we retain yeveVOat,
for Iv 6Xiyo> cannot be so
rendered,
either here or elsewhere in the N.T. ;
6AiY ov 5ci
irap' 6X£vov, or oXiyov
would be required as the classical expres-The best parallel is
sion for "almost".

fitly stand with both ucyaXo) and
6X170) = with little trouble, with little
The R.V. rendering of the two
cost.
verses reads as if iroXXy was retained in
ver. 2g, whereas ueyaXo) is the reading

could

adopted in R.V. text. So far as N.T.
usage is concerned, Iv 6Xiyoi
might be
rendered " in a short time " (cf. James iv.
14, 1 Pet. i. 6, Rev. xvii. 10, so in classical
Greek), but this rendering also is excluded
by Iv 6Xiyo> Kal Iv u€*yaXa> in the next
Wendt maintains that Iv 6Xiy<p
verse.
"
"
may still be rendered almost ; the
is
instrumental, as if expressing
phrase
the thought contained in oKlyov 8ei, and
meaning that a little was wanted to
attain the aim = almost ; so St. Chrysostom, St. Cyril of Jerusalem ; Luther,

Beza,Grotius = propemodum. The answer
of Agrippa, therefore, need not be taken
ironically, as by most moderns, but in
(cf.

ver. 32,

where

his favourable

this

view), although
Wendt acknowledges that his confession
was only half-hearted, as is seen by his
desire to conclude the interview (Wendt,
1888, note, p. 530, and 1899, p. 400, to the
same effect, so too Schiirer, Jewish
If
People, div. i., vol. ii., p. 198, note).
we read ireiO-Q, see critical note, we render
" with but little thou art
persuading thyself that thou canst make me a Christian,"
ireiOoucu of ver. 26. This read-

supports

taking up
and Belser, but
ing is adopted by Blass
the former takes Iv 6Xty<p as meaning
brevi tempore in this verse (so in Plato,
it as
ApoL, 22 B), but in ver. 29 he takes

=

vol.

11.

'^^

?

*

or

pains". St. Chrysostom thought that
the phrase Iv
6\iy v was used by Agrippa
one sense and
by St. Paul in another
(so too Lewin, cf. Grimm-Thayer and
Plumptre) Blass apparently obliges us to
adopt the same view, but there is nothing
in the context to
support it (Wendt, Belthere is nothing
ser).-— Xpio-T.
strange
in this use of the word
by Agrippa he

m

;

:

fievdXb) instead of iroXXw, so R.V. (see
critical note), it seems best to understand ir6vo> with 6Xiyo>, as this noun

H^.^

/««fc» whilst *v nfyaXo, (which he
reads)
= dtfficile. Belser, however, takes
the
Iv 6\iyV in the same sense
in
phrase
both verses, "with little trouble

Ephes. iii. 3, Iv 6X1701: "in a few
words " so A. and R.V. (cf. 1 Pet. v.
But if in the next verse we read
12).

earnest

W.H., R.V., Weiss,

1

ft, Boh., so Tisch? W.H., R.V., Blass,

opinion

Tisch.,

:

;

may have become

acquainted with it in
knowledge of the Christian movement (see above), and the term could
easily have spread from Antioch over the
his

which he ruled. It is difficult to
say in what sense he used the term and
no doubt the shade of meaning which
district

;

we attach to

employment of it will depend upon the meaning which we give to
the rest of his answer a meaning earnest
or contemptuous.
Thus on the former
his

—

supposition it is possible that he may have
used the word instead of the despised
"
Nazarene," to indicate his half-friendly
attitude towards Christianity, and his
relative recognition of

with the

it

by connecting

name which was

cherished by
every Jew, although the context shows
that he had no intention whatever of
allowing Paul's persuasive powers further
scope; see Wendt (1899), who points
out as against Lipsius that there is nothing unhistorical in the introduction of
the name here, as if the writer presupposed that it would be familiar to every
Jew. On the other hand, although a Jew,
Agrippa, before such an audience, might
well have used a term with which the
it

Romans

also

familiar,

and

would probably have been
he spoke contemptuously
(so Blass, Rendall) he would naturally
employ a title which had been given in
scorn, and which apparently at this period
even the Christians themselves had not
accepted see below, and note on xi. 26.
Ver. 29. t*{atyiT|v av on the optative
if

;

:

with iv, Burton,
202,

33

Viteau,

p. 80, Blass,

Gram.,

he Grec du N.T.,

p.

p.

40

nPAEEI2 AriOSTOAQN

5*4
*

Kal TauTa ciir&ros auTou, <Womrj 6 0aaiXeu? Kal 6

30.
tj

icai

r)yeixuv,

tc BepviKt), Kal 01 auyKaO^ucfoi au-rois, 31. Kat di/axwpiio-arres

iXakouv irpos dXXiqXous X^yofTCs, "On ouScf Qavdrou

a|toi'

irpdWci 6 dVOpwiros

to tJotw

outos.

'AiroXeXucrOat Ihvvaro 6

1

XXVI. 30—32.

ravTa

eiir.

HLP

avTov

32.

'Ayptirrras

dVOpbmos outos,

ei ufj

Se

2
r\

heapuiv
c<|>1>

3

^tt€k^kXt|to Kaurapa.

(137), Syr. H., Flor., so Blass in

B

text,

and Hilg.

;

but otherwise unsupported, R.V. omit.
2

After a|iof

tfA

Wendt

inclined to retain with Tisch. and
Boh.
om., so T.R., Lach.,

is

13, 31, 40, 61, 68, Vulg.,

;

BHLP

W.H.

marg.

W.H., Weiss,

ti, so

Blass,

Hilg.
3

eircK.,

but

AL

;

Blass

citik.,

but in 8 text Blass has

with dative only here in N.T.—>
"whether with
Kal kv 6\. Kal Iv p.cy.
See critical
little or with much," R.V.
note and ver. 28, i.e., with little or much
to be joined
trouble, and cost.
o-ijjxepov
not with yeviarBai (as Chrysostom, Benuov. ov
gel), but with tovs okotjovtos
(1893)

;

:

—

:

—

pLovov, Burton, pp. 183, 184, utj
infinitive only in Gal. iv. 18.

uovov with
toiovtovs

—

ottoios Ka-yu eifju, he does not repeat the
word " Christian," which perhaps he
would not recognise (Blass): " tales qualis
ego sum, sive Chr. appellare vis, sive
alio vel

contemptiore nomine
"

".

ytvio-Qat

.
ciui
might become such as I
am," R.V., thus giving the difference
between yiv. and etp.i ; by whatever
name he might be called, the Apostle
knew what he actually was (1 Cor. ix. 9).
not
irapcKTOs twv Sccrp-wv rovrtav
.

.

:

—

;

figurative but literal although the plural
may be used rhetorically (Weiss), cf. Tac,
Matt. v. 32,
Ann., iv., 28. irapcKros
;

:

9 (see W.H.) (2 Cor. xi. 28, adv.),
Didache, vi., 1, Test., xii., Pair., Zab.,
" suavissima
1
ImOepaircta et exof
Faith and Hope
ceptio," Bengel.
xix.

—

;

these the Apostle had spoken, and his
closing words reveal a Love which

own, was not easily provoked, and took no account of evil
" totum
responsum et urbanissimum et
Christiano nomine dignissimum," Blass.
Ver. 30. Kal ravra ctirov-ros avTOV
\t these words are not retained, see critical note, their omission seems to make the
fising up more abrupt (subito consurgit,
Blass), and probably this is the meaning
sought not

its

:

:

of the passage, although the order of
rank is maintained in leaving the chamber.
For the vividness of the whole narrative see Zockler and Wendt, and cf.

—

McGiffert,
av€crrr|,

Nero, 15
XXV. 12.

Apostolic Age, p. 355.
Lucan, see on avaxwp. Suet.,
;

cf.

xxiii.

19,

and note on

cttck.,

so fc^BHP, etc.

Ver. 31.
irpa<r<rck, present tense
"
agit de vitae instituto
(Grotius, Blass).
Ver. 32. {SvvaTo a true affirmative
of
verbs
imperfect
denoting obligation or
possibility, when used to affirm that a
certain thing could or should have been
:

"

:

done under the circumstances narrated
therefore not correct to speak of an
;

omitted av, since the past necessity was
not hypothetical or contrary to fact, but
actual, Burton, p. 14, but cf. Simcox,
Language of the N.T., p. 114 cf. xxiv.
cl jxtj €TT6K. Koucrapa
19, xxvii. 21.
the appeal had been made and accepted
and Paul must be sent to Rome, but
doubtless the decision of Agrippa would
have great weight with Festus, and
would greatly modify the letter which he
would send to Rome with the prisoner
(see above, p. 499), and we may thus
account for the treatment of Paul on his
arrival in the capital, xxviii. 16.
The
circumstance that the innocence of Paul
is
thus established at the mouth of

—

;

:

various personages, and now by Agrippa,
himself a Jew, as well as by Festus, a
Roman, has been made the ground
of objection to the narrative by Baur,
Zeller, Overbeck,

Weizsacker, Schmiedel.

But whilst we may frankly admit that St.
Luke no doubt purposely introduced
these varied testimonies to Paul's innocence, this is no proof of the incorrectness
of his statements (Wendt, Matthias).
If
we grant, as St. Luke affirms, that the
primary cause of the Apostle's imprisonment was the fanatical rage of the Jews
against him as a despiser and enemy of
the national religion, it is quite conceivable that those who were called to inquire
into the matter without such enmity and
prejudice should receive a strong impression of his innocence, and should give
expression to their impressions. On the
other hand, the description in Acts enables us to see how Paul, in spite of

XXVII.

nPAHEIE ATIOSTOAQN

i.

XXVII.

i.

C

1

QI

irapcoi&oui' tcV Te

With

1

Flor.,

&€ eicpiOn ToC AiroirXeiif

nauXoy

icat

was

T}|xas eis -rfy 'iTaXiar,

Sca^Tas

4T€pou$

s*s

^KaTorrdpxfl,

H. mg., Blass

reconstructs the
text
ovtms ovv o
TlYCHov ireftireo-eai avrov Kowrapi eicpivcv, tcai t^ eirovoiov
irpoo-itaXccraficvos
riva
CKaTOVTaoxt)v
<nrcipr)s lepacmis ovojian lovXiov, TrapeSwKev avry tov riavXov
o~uv tois Xoiirois Secrp.ci>Tai5, so Hilgenfeld, i8gg.
Gig., Syr.

such declarations in his favour, might
find himself compelled to appeal to
Caesar.
Had he acted otherwise, and
release
if
had followed upon the
verdict of his
was
innocence, he
sure that sooner or later the implacable
Jews would make him their victim.
McGiffert, u. s., p. 356, observes that

even if both Agrippa and Festus were
convinced of the Apostle's innocence,
this would not prevent Festus from seeing
in him a dangerous person, who would
stir up trouble and cause a riot wherever
he went such a man could not have
been set at liberty by Festus as a faithful
Roman official but see above on xxv.
On the whole narrative see Zockler,
12.
Bethge, p. 260 (for phraseology).
p. 311
Zockler supposes as a foundation for the
narrative a written account by Luke
himseh, perhaps an eyewitness, at an
;

;

;

Wendt

early period after the events.
(1899) also takes the view that the writer
of the narrative had probably been in the
personal company of St. Paul at Caesarea
before the start on the 'ourney for Rome,
xxvii. 1, and that the reason that he does
not employ the first person in the narrative of xxv., xxvi., is because the facts
narrated in these two chapters did not

immediately concern him, although he
was in Caesarea during their process. In
Paul's
referring to the account of St.
conversion as given in ch. xxvi. it is notep. 120, speaks
worthy that McGiffert,
" in a
of it as occurring
setting whose
vividness and verisimilitude are unsur-

passed

".

Chapter XXVII.—Ver.

Blass at
1.
the outset speaks of this and the next
"
chapter as "clarissimam descriptionem
of St. Paul's voyage, and he adds that
this description has been estimated by a
"
man skilled in nautical matters as monu-

mentum omnium

pretiosissimum, quae
tota antiquitate nobis
to Die Nautik
refers
relicta sint ".
der Alien
Breusing, formerly Director

rei

navalis

ex

He

by

of the School of Navigation in Bremen,
be read
1886; a book which should
side by side with J. Smith's well-known
Voyage and Shipwreck of St. Paul, 4th
VArt Nauedit., 1880 (cf. also J. Vars,
tique,

1887, and see also

Introd., p.

8).—

:

w«: particula temporalis, often so used
by St. Luke in Gospel and Acts, and
more frequently than by the other Evanin St. Matthew not at all, in St.
gelists
Mark once often in O.T., Apoc., and
especially in 1 Mace.
Upi9r\ rov a-irox.
common construction in LXX with
kindred words, e.g., povXcvouai, but no
other instances of the genitive with in;

—

;

:

finitive after icpivw
(except 1 Cor. ii. 2,
see also Burton,
T.R.) in N.T.,
;

Lumby

p. 159.

aircir.

Luke stands alone

St.

:

amongst N.T. writers in the number of
compounds of irXciv which he employs,
no less than nine, J. Smith, u.s., p. 28,
61.
"with this section we tread
T|fias
the firm ground of history, for here at

—

Acts

:

xxvii. 1 the personal record

of the

book again enters, and that in its longest
and fullest part " (Weizsacker) see also
on Tifids, as intimating by its recurrence
the narrative of an eyewitness, Hilgen:

feld,

Zw.

Th.,

iv., p.

549 (1896),

The

(1899), p. 402, note.

T|p.as

Wendt

included

Paul, Luke, Aristarchus; Ramsay, St.
Paul, p. 315, maintains that both Luke
and Aristarchus must have accompanied
Paul as his slaves, and that they would
not have been permitted to go as his
friends, but see Gilbert, Student's Life of
Paul, p. 201 and Wendt (1899) in reply
to Ramsay points out that as the
ship
was not sailing as a transport vessel with
the prisoners direct to Rome, but that a
;

vessel

engaged

in private enterprise

commerce was employed,

and

it is

quite possible that Paul's friends may have travelled
on the same ship with him as independent
passengers. But see further Ramsay,
p.

So far as Luke is concerned, it is
323.
in his
possible that he may have travelled
medical man,
protessional capacity as a
Lekebusch, Apostelgeschichte, p. 393.
to form of conirapeS(8ovv assimilated
tracted verbs, so most certainly in Acts,

—

:

cf.

Simcox, Language
Winer-Schmiedel, p.

Hi. 2, iv. 33, 35,

of the N.T.,
121.

p. 37.

—Seo-fiwTas,

see

below,

p.

516.

—

That Paul commanded respect is implied
by the whole narrative some of the other
have been sent to
prisoners may also
Rome on the ground of an appeal, cf.
:

others may have
Josephus, Vita, 3, but
been already condemned, Ramsay, p.

S
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FIPAEEI2
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6v6\ian *louXiw, oTreiptjs Xe0aoTfj$.
fiu-mrjKw,

irXete

piXXorres

I

rods KaT&

2.

XXVII

^-n-ipdrres 82 irXoiu 'Aopa-

ttji>

'Aow

tottous, Anrjx0T)|A€is

add ci«, so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt. Instead of jjlcXAfter irXeiv
NAB, Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt read fieXXovri ; perhaps changed
Blass reconstructs with Flor., Gig., Syr. P. pcXXovTe?
into plural after empavres.
>

^AB

Xovtcs

8c irXeiv €irePTj(A,ev irXoiy A8pap.VTTT|v<(), omitting ficXXovri irXctv . . . toitovs with
Blass conFlor., retained, however, by Hilgenfeld, 1899, with Gig. and Syr. P.
tinues in P text, so Hilgenfeld, tirefir) 8e arvv T)p,iv Api<rrapxo$ MaxeSav ©eortraXovik€V9 with the same authority, except that Flor. omits 6c<rcr.
AB*, so Weiss,
W.H. read ASpapvuvrnvy see further Winer-Schmiedel, p. 58, and W.H., p.
;

313

(for aspirate *ASpa.),

and App.,

167.

p.

—

ercpovs: Meyer and Zockler take
the word to indicate prisoners of a
character differentfrom Paul, i.e., heathen,
not Christians ; but Wendt (so Hackett)
points out that Luke in Acts uses Irepos
in singular and
plural as
simply =
vii.
18,
another, or other, additional

314.

;

viii.

34, xv. 35, xvii. 34.

Zockler quotes Luke

—MovXiw

:

name

As

against this
Gal. i. 7.

xxiii. 32,

far too

common

for

any

Tacitus speaks of a Julius
;
Priscus, Hist., ii., 92, iv., 11, a centurion
of the praetorians, but see below on xxviii.
" of the
16.
Augustan
<nrc£pi)s X.
band," R.V. It is suggested that the
identification

—

:

here used

a popular colloquial
it is not a
translation of a correct Roman name, but
rather "the troops of the emperor,"
denoting a body of legionary centurions
who were employed by the emperor on
confidential business between the provinces and the imperial city, the title
Augustan being conferred on them as a
mark of favour and distinction. If this
is so we gather from this notice in Acts
a fact which is quite in accordance with
what is known from other sources, al-

term

is

way by

St.

is

Luke, and that

though nowhere precisely attested. But
can any connection be established between
such a body and any branch of the imperial
service which is actually known to us?
There were certain legionary centurions
who went by the name offrumentarii, who
were employed not only, as their name
implied, on duties connected with the
commissariat, but also with the custody
of prisoners and for purposes of police.
In xxviii. 16, A.V. and R.V. margin, we
have the remarkable reading " and the
centurion delivered the prisoners to the
"
captain of the [praetorian] guard
(see on
:

But it is urged that we cannot
understand by this expression the Prefect
of the Praetorian Guard, who would not
be concerned with the comparatively
humble duty of receiving and guarding
But in the Old L.V, called
prisoners.
I.e.).

Gigas (unfortunately the only represenOld Latin for this passage)
we have for a translation of the Greek

tative of the

orpaTO'ireSapx'ns, in itself a very rare
Now the
word, princeps peregrinorum.
legionary centurions who formed the

frumentarii were regarded in Rome as
being on detached duty, and were known
as peregrini ; on the Caelian Hill they
occupied the camp known as the castra

peregrinorum, and their commander bore
the name of princeps peregrinorum.
If
therefore

pedarch

we may

in

Acts

identify
xxviii.

the

Strato-

with

16

this

commanding officer, we may also infer
that Julius was one of the Peregrini, and
that he hands over his prisoners to his
superior officer, Ramsay, St. Paul, pp.
315, 347, Mommsen, Sitzungsberichte d.
Berl. Akad., 1895, p. 495 ff., Rendall,
But see on the other hand
Acts, p. 340.

Zahn, Einleitung t i., p. 389 (1897),
Knabenbauer, Actus Apostolorum, p.

448, Belser, Beitrage, p. 147 ff., who
point out amongst other reasons (1) that
there is no clear evidence of the title
princeps peregrinorum before the reorganisation of Sept. Severus, (2) that we
have evidence that prisoners were sent
from the provinces and committed to the
care of the prafectus pratorio, cf. Traj.,
Ad Plin., 57, with reference to one who
had appealed " vinctus mitti ad praefectos praetorii mei debet," and other
instances in Zahn, u. s., and Knabenbauer. See further for the value of the
Old Latin reading in Gigas " Julius "
:

(Headlam), Hastings' B.D., and below
xxviii. 16.
But whether we adopt the
explanation suggested by Prof. Ramsay
or not, it is still open to us to maintain
"
that the title "Augustan
was a title of
honour and not a local title not connected with Sebaste the chief town of
Samaria, or with Caesarea Sebaste.
Schurer in answer to Mr. Headlam's
criticism ("Julius," Hastings' B.D.J is
still of opinion, Theol. Literaturxeitung,

on

;
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ecaaaXo^iK^.

3.

4>iXa^0pc5irw S T€ 6 Nou'Xios

Xpticr<£fA€Kos, €Tr€Tp € v|i€ irpos <piXous

tw

T€

-Hj

riau'Xw

x

Tropcuteira fcupcXcias tuxcIk.

1

Tisch., W.H., Weiss, Wendt read iropev0cvTi with fc$AB
Blass in
13, 36 68
text follows Flor.
according to which Paul's friends come to him,' " permisit
amicis qui veniebant (ad eum) uti curam ejus
agerent ".
20, i8gg, that reference is here

made

to

one of the

five cohorts of Cesareans and
Sebasteni mentioned by Josephus (for

references see

Jewish

People, div.

i.,

vol.

E.T., and Schmiedel, Encyclop.
Biblica, i., 909, 1899), and therefore
a cnrelpa ZcPao-Tnvwv ; but he maintains
that this same cohort was distinguished
by the title Augusta from the other four
cohorts, and that the writer of Acts is
rendering this title in the word Icpacm}
(see also below). It is possible (as Wendt
h., P- 53.

admits, although he prefers Schiirer's
view, 1899) tri at Julius might have belonged to the cohors Augusta, cf. C. I. L.,
66, 83, Augustiani, Suet., Nero, 25,
Augustani, Tac, Ann., xiv., 15, etc. (Belser, Beitrdge, p. 154, Knabenbauer, p.
425), a select number of Roman knights
iii.,

who formed

a kind of body-guard for the
emperor, instituted about 59 a.d., and
that he may have been in Caesarea on
some temporary special duty but on the
;

other hand see Page's note, in loco (cf.
note on x. 1).
Grimm-Thayer, sub v.
Ic(3aa-Tos (2), describes it as (an adj.) a
title of honour given to certain legions,
" valour "
or cohorts, or battalions, for
" Ala
Augusta ob virtu tem appellata," C.
/. L., vii., 340, 341, 344, but there is no
was
inscriptional proof that this title
to any Caesarean cohort; see
:

given

"Augustan Band" (Barnes), Hastings'
B.D., and Wendt can only refer to the
"

bestowal of the title as probable ".
Ver. 2. irXoi<j> 'ASpap.. a boat which
in
belonged to Adramyttium in Mysia,
:

Roman province Asia, situated at the
to
top of the gulf Sinus Adramy Menus,
which it gives its name (Ramsay, Hastings'
B.D., sub v.). It was of considerable
importance as a seaport and commercial
the
centre, and under Roman rale it was
district of
metropolis of the north-west
Not to be confounded as by
Asia.
the

Grotius and others with Adrumetum on
For the
the north coast of Africa.
note.— piXXov-rcs
spelling see critical
the usual route to Rome would have
been by way of Alexandria, cf. the route
taken by Titus from Judaea to the capiBut apparently there
tal, Suet., Tit., 5.

was no ship

sufficiently large at

hand.

From some of the great harbours of the
Asian coast the centurion
might have
passed to Italy, or probably from Adramyttium (if the ship was going home) he
intended to go to Neapolis, and take the
great high road to Rome, if no ship
could be found in the Asian harbours so
late in the season.
rov% Kara r^v *A.
" to sail
t<Sitovs
by the coasts of Asia,"
A.V. but with eU after irXeiv see critical note, "to sail unto the
places on
the coast of Asia," R.V.,
cf. for the

—

:

;

xi. 1,

In xvi. 3
Polyb., i., 3, 6.
used.
See J. Smith's
note, u.s., p. 63.
avTJx«i see above on
in the
xiii. 13
preceding verse we have
the corresponding nautical term icara-yeo-Ocu, to come to land.
'Apurr., cf.
xix. 39, xxi. 4.
Perhaps the expression
crvv 4\*lv may mean that he was with
phrase,

•nJiroi is similarly

—

;

—

them, but only for a time, not being
actually one of them, i.e., of Paul's
company; he may have gone in the

Adramyttian ship on his way to his
native home, and left Paul at Myra. On
the other hand, Col. iv. 10, he is named
as one of Paul's companions in Rome, and
as his "fellow-prisoner," see Salmon,
Whether he made the
Introd., p. 383.
journey as an actual fellow-prisoner with
Paul cannot be proved, although Col.,
s. (Philem. ver. 24), may point to it,
see Lightfoot, Philippians, 35, 36, Lewin,
" one
St. Paul, ii. 183
Aristarchus,"
R.V.
A.V., as if otherwise unknown

u.

;

;

gives simply his name. Jungst refers
MaKcS. 0CO-O-. to his Redactor.
Ver. 3. -tq Si tripa: an easy journey
distance 69 sea miles (Breuto Sidon
Kanjx*: technical nautical term,
sing).
opposite of avaveiv in ver. 2, see above.
" ***&
+iXav6. T€ & MovXios . . . XPI '*
Paul
treated
R.V.,
cf.
kindly,"
Julius
xxviii. 2.
Bengel says "videtur audisse
Paulum," xxv. 32. Hobart, so also Zahn,

—

—

—

:

sees in <^iXav0., which is peculiar to Luke
in N.T., the word a medical man might
be likely to use. See also on +iXavin Dem.,
6pwir(a, xxviii. 2, below, but
tiv\
411, 10, we have the phrase <tuXav6.
in Plutarch, and the adverb
Xpvjo'dai., so

occurs in 2 Mace.
Xpti<r.

ix.

27, 3

Mace.

only in Luke and Paul,

iii.

cf. 2

20.

Cor.

nPAEEIS AFIOSTOAQN

5 z8

K&KtlBcv AvaxQivrts
<Wp,ous ciKai ^mrrtous.

4.

ital

6.

1

5.

6

cupwi'

Kan]X9ou.€i'

ital

PpaSuirXooumres,

p,<JXts

yev6p.evoi

Kara

-ri]v

Mupa

€is

'AXc^ai'Spii'oi'
•

7.

to

toos

KtXiKiaf

Auiaas.

rrjs

2

licaToi'Tapxos irXoioy

ivefllflaaev TJjxas els afrnS

rt)V 'iTaXiaf,

Sid

Kirn-po^,

to re -rrAayos to tcard

StairXcuoraKTes,

riau.<f>uXiai'

Kdicci

rr\v

UTrcirXcuaap.ci'

XXVII

irXcW

ets

iv iicafais 8c rju.c'pais

r^]v KftSoK,

p)

8

irpoacwi'Tos

1
At the beginning of verse Blass in
text, with Flor.» reads icai p.€To xovra
StairXevcravTCS tov KiXikiov koXttov Kai to ["lau^iiXiov ireXayos* and with 137, Syr.
H. c*, Flor. adds 8i' Tjucpcov ScKaircvTe, which Wendt (1899) seems inclined to
retain, and which is read by Hilg. (1899), W.H. marg.
Mvpa, neut. plur. in
B Mvppa, so Tisch., W.H., Weiss, but the reading in T.R. is supported by inscriphave Avorpav, and
tions, Winer-Schmiedel, p. 58, so Hilg., Blass, Wendt
;

;

see further

W.H., App.,

*

Blass accentuates 'AXe£av8ptvov.

3

Blass corrects, on his

xiii.

10, in

LXX

Gen.

own

authority, irpocwvTos for irpoo-.

xxvi. 29.

—irpos

tov? <^CXovs iropcvdevTa probably with
the soldier to whom he was chained,
but see also {3 text, critical note. eiri:

—

R.V.

" to receive
attention,"
The
margin, cf. Isocr., 113 D.

noun

is

jxeXcias

tvx«v
found

:

in

Prov.

xvi. 14, 2 Mace. xi.
and also in classical

iii.

8,

1

Mace,

Mace.

23, 3

Greek

;

it

v.

was

medical

in

1,

also
lan-

employed
guage for the care bestowed upon the
it
and
sick,
may be so here so Hobart,
Zahn, Felten, Vogel, Luckock. St. Luke
alone uses the word in the N.T., and he

frequently

;

alone uses the verb liripcXcurOai in the
sense of caring for the needs of the body,
Luke x. 24, 35, another word frequently
employed with this meaning by medical
writers (Zahn). A delay would be made
at Sidon, no doubt, for merchandise to
There is no
be shipped or unladen.
occasion to regard the verse, with Oversee Wendt's
beck, as an interpolation
note in favour of its retention, p. 543
;

point along the Cilician and Pamphylian
coast, using the local land breezes when
possible, and the current constantly
running to the westward along the
southern coast (Ramsay, J. Smith, BreuBlass takes irc'XaYos as "mare
sing).
vaste patens" and thinks that the ship
did not coast along the shore, but J.
Smith gives several instances of ships
following St. Paul's route. On the additional reading in
text see critical
note.
M-upa ttjs AvKias two and a half
miles from the coast of Lycia
on the
On its
spelling see critical notes.
importance as one of the great harbours in the corn trade between Egypt
and Rome see Ramsay, St. Paul, p.

—

:

;

vireirXeva-ap.ev ttjv K.

"
:

we

under the lee of Cyprus," R.V. So
Wetstein with whom James Smith is in
agreement, i.e., to the east of the island,
as was usual for ships westward bound,
to avoid the prevalent west winds.
Otherwise the direct course would have
been to make for Patara in Lycia across
the open sea to the south-west of Cyprus
(cf. xxi. 1-3, where Paul makes a direct
run from Patara to the Syrian coast
(Ramsay, Goerne)).
Ver. 5. t<$ t€ ireXayos t& KaTa tt|V K.
sailed

Kai n. SiairX. the ship in its northerly
course would reach the coast of Cilicia,
and then creep slowly along from point to
:

Lewin, Saint Paul,

298, 318,

and

for

ii.,

186,

Zockler, in loco.
illustration of the voyage

later notices

As a good

of the Adramyttian and Alexandrian
ship see Lucian's dialogue, nXotov tj
Ex»xat, 7-9;
152.

Ver.

(1888)).

Ver. 4.

^A

p. 167.

6.

Ramsay,
irXoiov

:

p.

St.

319; Breusing,

Luke does no

mention what kind of ship, but the fact
that it was on its way from Egypt to Italy,
and that in ver. 38 the cargo was evidently grain, makes it a reasonable inference that the ship was carrying corn
for conveyance to Rome.
On this trade
to Rome, Seneca, Epist., 77, and for the
large size of the ships (cf. ver. 37) so
employed cf. references in Wetstein to
Lucian and Plutarch, and Breusing, p.
157, Goerne, and also for the reputation
of the Alexandrian ships and sailors.
there was nothing unlikely in

—

cvpwv

:

this, if

scribed.

holds,

Myra was situated as above deThe ship, therefore, Ramsay

had not been blown out of her

iipaseis

4—9-

Was

tou d^jxou,
fcrtwXwW^
u6Xi S T€
TrapaXeyou^oi

AnorroAQN

tV Kp^.

auTVjv, tJX6ou.€v c l s T

KaXous

At^teVas,

8ia Y ew>piw>u,

tV

n^crreiav

1

<o

e'

YY us

oVro S

«cal

2

<W

riva

,

8.

KaXou'ue^

V

^Xi S J Aacrat'a. 9. 'kavou Se
X p6Vou
*„ a+a x 6 s Tou ttXoos, ota to Kal
fjfo,

Trap € XirjXu0eVai, iraprjVei 6 riauXos,
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Kara ZaXurf^v

X^ au™s,

so HL]> Chrys., Arm
Blass in p text, Weiss,
Hilgenfeld, but M«
Aao-o-aia; B, so W.H., Aacca
A 40, 96, AXao-aa ?Lach \ SvV
fcc
mg., Alasa Vulg., Thalassa see further tf.H.,
l
v l6? and
S^hrnledd,
PP- 47. b°'

Aao-ata

AaWa

;

;

2

t|Sti

omit, in

text

jfc*

by Blass with

Alexandrian ship was probably a customary one during a certain season of the
year for the voyage from Alexandria to
Blass, on the other hand, quoting
Italy.
from Lucian, maintains that the ship
was obliged to quit the usual course
owing to the winds, but Ramsay has
here the entire support of J. Smith, u. s.,
vox nautica, Holtzp. 73.
4ve|3i|3acr€v

mann,

cf.

Ver.

7.

in

:

Thuc,

i., 53.
iv ix avals Tjuepais or

temporal sense only

in

Luke

Uavos

:

in

N.T.,
Vindicia

see Hawkins, p. 151, and cf.
Lucana (Klostermann), p. 51. fipaSvirXoovvres
Artemid., Oneir., iv., 30
TaxvirXo€iv, Polyb. (Blass), evidently on
account of the strong westerly winds ;
the distance was about a hundred and
Kal
thirty geographical miles to Cnidus.
Kara,
K. " and were come

—

:

;

—

:
ttjv
difficulty off Cnidus," R.V., to this

p-dXis "yev.

with

point the course of the two ships would be
the same from Myra here they would no
longer enjoy the protection of the shore,
or the help of the local breezes and cur" so far the
rents
ship would be sheltered from the north-westerly winds, at
;

;

Cnidus

—that

advantage

ceased"

(J.

the south-west point
KviSov
Smith).
of Asia Minor, the dividing line between
the western and southern coast a Dorian
Colony in Caria having the rank of a free
see 1 Mace. xv. 23.
city like Chios
" as the wind did not
(iTj TrpotrewvTos
permit our straight course onwards,"
Ramsay, so Blass, J. Smith, p. 79 the
northerly wind in the jEgean effectu:

;

—

;

:

:

ally prevented

them from running straight

across to the
of Crete; cf.
loco, inclining
critical note

island of Cythera, north
Wendt's note (1899), in
to agree with Ramsay, see
others take the words to

;

mean "the wind

nor

permitting

wt"

,

Flor., Gig.

course, and the westerly winds, prejudicial to the run of the
Adramyttian ship
from Sidon to Myra, were favourable for
the direct run of a ship from Alexandria,
cf. ver. 9, and the course taken by the

—

H

;

;

us

unto it," i.e. t to approach Cnidus
(Hackett), so too R.V., margin.
But there
does not seem to have been
any reason
why they should not have entered the
southern harbour of Cnidus.
They might
have done so, and waited for a fair wind,
had they not adopted the alternative of
running for the east and south coast of
Crete.
The verb -lrpoo-c&vros does not
occur elsewhere, and the same must be
said of the conjecture of Blass,
irpouircirXcv.
ewvTos.
"we sailed under
the lee of Crete off Cape Salmone "
(Ramsay), i.e., a promontory on the east
of the island, and protected by it from a
Strabo
north-westerly wind (Ramsay).
has ZaXuwviov and Zauwviov (Pliny,
Sammonium) ZaXpwvis is also found
ZaXuwviov (or Zauu.) may be explained,
sc. opos, Winer-Schmiedel, p.
65.
Ver. 8.
p.6Xi$ t« irapaXcy. avrJ|v
" and with
difficulty coasting along it,"
with
i.e., Crete on the southern side
difficulty because under the same condi-

—

:

,

;

:

—

tions as in their journey along the coast
of Asia Minor (Breusing) (this is better

than to refer avnjv to ZaXuwvijv, and
render to work past, to weather, cf.
Grimm - Thayer)
irapaXcvouai, oram
;

—

Diodorus Siculus, Strabo. KaXovs
a small bay two miles east of
Aiuc'va?
Cape Matala, in modern Greek, Aiuewvas KaXovs, J. Smith, p. 82, and
Appendix, p. 251 ff., 4th edition not mentioned, however, elsewhere. This harbour
legere,

:

;

them shelter for a time, for
west of Cape Matala the land trends
suddenly to the north, and they would
would

afford

have been again exposed to the northwesterly winds ; see further for a description of the place Findlay's Mediterranean Directory, p. 66, quoted by Breusing and Goerne, who also have no doubt
that the place is identical with that mentioned by St. Luke (see also Wendt,
1898 and 1899). Aao-aia, see critical
note like the Fair Havens not mentioned by name in any ancient writer.

—

;
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IO. "Ay&pcs, 0€(upw

too

^ABHLP,
but since 1856
its

on

<j)6pTou

Chrys., and Tisch.,

may

it

has

identification

fA€Td

W.H.-

be fairly said that
been established

with a place some four miles to the east
of Fair Havens, or rather the ruins of a
place to which the name Lasea was still
given, see J. Smith, 4th edition, p. 82,
and p. 268 (Appendix) Alford, Proleg.
If Lasea was one of
to Acts, p. 27.
" the
(ninety or) hundred towns of
Crete," and one of the smaller amongst
them, it ceases to be strange that no
precise mention of it should occur in
ancient writers (Grimm).
Ver. 9. licavov 8« \p. yev. not since
the commencement of the voyage (as
Meyer), but since they lay weatherbound. Wendt (1899) agrees with Meyer
;

:

against Weiss and Ramsay, on the
that there is no licet, so Hackett.
" terminus
eiricr. tov irXoos
proprie
nauticus," Klostermann, Vindicia Lu-

as

ground
—

:

Smith, p. 84, who refers to Jul.
105, although the adjective
was not distinctively so. It is only used
by St. Luke, and although it is frequently
employed by medical writers, it is found
also in Plato, Polybius, Plutarch {cf.
also Wisd. ix. 14, and for the adverb iv.
tov irXooV "the voyage," R.V.,
4).
but perhaps "sailing," A.V., is best, so
Ramsay the dangerous season for sailing
had commenced in the next verse =
cance, J.

Pollux,

i.,

—

;

"

voyage," i.e., to Rome (Alford) only in
Luke, cf. xxi. 7, on the form of the genitive
see Winer-Schmiedel, p. 84, cf. 1 Cor.
The dangerous
xiv. 15, 19, 2 Thess. ii. 2.
season was reckoned from 14th September
to nth November, and from nth Novem;

ber to 5th March all navigation
discontinued; see Blass, in loco,

was
and

Ramsay, Saint Paul, p. 322; according
Works and Days, 619, navi-

to Hesiod,

gation ceased after the setting of the
The
Pleiades about 20th October.
Jewish period for navigation ended 28th
81a to Kal t$|v vtjcrreiav
September.
the mention of the
qSi] irapcX-nXvOevat
fact that the Fast, i.e., the Great Day of

—

:

Atonement, Lev.

u^pcws Kol ttoMtjs

tw

Kal tou ttXoiou, dXXu Kal

1

xvi. 29, Jos., Ant., xiv.,

was over, Tisri the 10th, made the
According to
danger more apparent.
16, 4,

Mr. Turner, "Chronology," Hastings'
B.D., the great Fast on Tisri 10 in 58
a.d. fell circa 15th September, so that
season would
the dangerous sailing
have just commenced. In a.d. 59, the

XXVII.

R.V., Blass, Weiss,

ou

£tju.uxs

i|/u^d»f

\y.6vov

u.e'XXeiy

tju.gjv',

Wendt read <j»o Ptiov.

date

preferred by Ramsay, the Fast
would be on 5th October. Starting from
the view that a considerably later point

of time
xxviii.

than Tisri

11,

10 is implied, cf.
various attempts have been

made to interpret v^o-tcio. differently, and
it has been referred to the Athenian festival of the Thesmophoria, the third day of
which was so called ; or to some nautical

mode

of expression not elsewhere employed equivalent to extremurn autumni,
but all such attempts are based upon no

authority (Zockler,

in

and there

loco),

can be no doubt that the expression " the
Fast" KaT c£ox->)v refers to the Jewish
Fast as above. St. Paul usually reckoned
after the Jewish calendar, 1 Cor. xvi. 8,
and as Wendt observes there is nothing
strange in the fact that his travel-com-

panion should also so reckon, cf. xx.
6 above, even if he was a Gentile
Christian, an observation to be noted in
face of Schmiedel's recent arguments
against

Lucan authorship, Encycl.

the

Biblica, p. 44, 1899.

The indication

that

Paul kept the Jewish Fast Day is
"
significant.
admonished,"
irapfl'vei:
R. and A.V., in N.T. only here, and in
ver. 22, see note.
The Apostle had
sufficient experience to justify him, 2
St.

—

Cor xi. 25 (Weiss), his interposition is
an indication of the respect which he
had secured: "the event Justified St.
all

Paul's advice," J. Smith.
Ver. 10.
Octupw: here used of the
result of experience and observation,
not of a revelation, cf. xvii. 22, xix.
26,

xxi.

—

20.

0c<i>pb>

on

.

.

•

(xe'XXeiv

anacoluthon.
8ti
forgotten by the number of words intervening in the flow of speech a vivid
dramatic touch; cf. Xen., Hell., ii., 2, 2,
eo-€o-0at

:

:

—

see Blass, Gram., p. 279, Winer-Moulton,

A

2.
8,
pe'XXctv lcreo-0cu, cf. xi.
28, xxiv. 15, 25, only in Luke, Simcox,
Language of the N.T., p. 120. ucto

xliv.,

vppews Kal iroXX-fjs £-r]uia$, cf. ver. 21
"with injury and much loss," A. and
R.V. vf3pis used of the injury inflicted
by the elements, injuria tempestatis, cf.
:

:

Jos., Ant., hi., 6, 4.

ttjv aird rutv 6p|3pci>v

Anthol., vii., 291, 3. Seicracra
OaXaTTtjs vppiv Grimm-Thayer renders
"
injury inflicted by the violence of a
tempest," and this well combines the
active and passive shades of meaning
vfjpiv:

:

;

—

io

nPAHElS AnoSTOAQN

13.

4W0ai

to, ttXoO^.

K

11.1 6

moKX^pw

|xa\\oK

fj
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Uar6mpx ^ t« i^p^tt,
too

otto

tois

xal t*

riau'Xou

XeyoixeVois.
^ir€i0€To
12. drcuOlrou 0^ tou XiiacVos
UTrdp Xon-os irpos irapaxciixaaia^, ol
irXctous €0 € rro PouXt), di>a X 0fji/ai K&K€i0€y, €i irws SuVcuiro
xaTamf-

aonres ets 4>oiWa Trapa X€iixdo<u, XiiieVa
1

Blass in

™

pXeSroira kotA

ttjs KpVjrrjs

text reconstructs with Flor.

o 8c kv0. icai o vavic. «BovXcvokto
£
€i
s SvvaivTO Karavr. ctf
Xijxcva ttjs K. (xai) cxciSc-to c«ivoi« aaXXov
o cicaTovTap XT,s t, tois
n. Xe?.; all the restofver. 12 omitted
by Flor., see

xXciv

.

wo

especially Blass, Prcef. to

text, pp. x., xi.

for the passive signification of
vBpis <:/.
2 Cor. xii. 10.
elsewhere
(tijuav:

only

in

Paul,

cf.

Phil.

iii.

7, 8.

ov \16vov

:

occurs regularly with the infinitive in the
N.T. instead of u.tj pdvov, Burton, p. 183.
tjxSprov, see critical note, if we read
<j>opTiov the word which is dim. in form
not in significance is often found of the
freight of a ship but see also Blass and
Wetstein, in loco, for distinction between
;

4>opTiov

and

Ver. 11.

<J>opTos.

the centurion
evidently presides at the Council as the
see
superior officer,
Ramsay, St. Paul,
pp. 324, 325, but, as Wendt notes (and
so Blass), the majority decide, not the
centurion alone.
ry levficp. tea! ry
vavicX. " to the master and to the owner
of the ship," A. and R.V., better "to the
"
pilot and the captain
vavicXi)po$ was
not the owner, although the word might
denote ownership as well as command of
the ship, for the ship if it was a corn ship
would belong to the imperial service, and
would form a vessel of the Alexandrian
In Breusing's view, p. 160, vavicfleet.
X-rjpos is owner of the ship, but Kv0cpvi)TT]s
"
is better rendered, he thinks, "captain
than "pilot," cf. Plut., Mor., 807 B
(Wetstein and Blass). iirc£6cTo p.oXXov
tois Xe-y. "locutio Lucana," cf. xxviii.
24, the centurion's conduct was natural
enough what would be said of him in
Rome, where provision ships for the
winter were so eagerly expected, if out
of timidity he, though a soldier, had
hindered the captain from continuing his
6 Bk etca-rov.

:

—

:

;

—

:

;

and

?
Breusing, pp. 161, 162,
as
quotations from Suet., Claudius, 18,
the
to
compensation offered by the emin winter
peror to merchants for losses
and storm. Goerne points out that it

voyage

been also to their interest to
than to
proceed on the voyage, rather

may have

incur the responsibility of providing for
the keep of the large crew during a long
stay at Fair Havens.

Ver. 12.
later

ivcv0€Tov

:

:

here only, but in

Greek we have 8wo-0tT©f, so

in Jos.

St. Luke, however, uses eudcrot in his
Gospel, ix. 62, xiv. 35 (found only once
elsewhere in N.T., Heb. vi. 7). We
may
compare J. Smith's 1st and 4th edition,
In
the
latter
he
p. 85.
points out that
recent surveys show that Fair Havens
may have been a very fair winter harbour,
and that even on nautical grounds St.
Paul's action may have been
justified,
but Blass, in loco, adheres to the view
that the harbour was only fit for use
during the summer.
irpos irapaxcipaouav: noun only here in N.T., not
found in LXX, but in Polyb. and Diod.
Sic.
irapaxciu.<urai only in Luke and
Paul in N.T., 1 Cor. xvi. 6, cf. Acts
xxviii. 11, Tit. iii. 12, not in LXX, but
used by Dem., Polyb., Plut., Diod. Sic.
oi irXctovcs irXctovcs (irXctovs) with
the article only by Luke and Paul in
N.T., cf. xix. 32; by St. Paul seven
times in his Epistles. Bengel well says,
"plura sufTragia non semper meliora".

—

:

—

:

—I0€vto

on the noun and its
{JovXtjv
use by St. Luke see above, ii. 23, and
the phrase cf. Luke xxiii. 51, in
LXX, Ps. xii. 2 (Judg. xix. 30, A al.) so
also in classical Greek.
dvax0TJvai V. to
put to sea," R.V., see on xiii. 13. <t irm%
owaivro on the optative see Simcox,
:

for

—

;

—

:

:

the

Language of
Burton, p.

in

;

cf.

N.T.,

22, xviii. 27, Rom. i.
11.
KaTavT^o-avTc«

—

p.

172;

and

Mark

xi. 13, Acts viii.
10, xi. 14, Phil. iii.

Lucan and Pauline,
see above, xvi. 1. elf oiviica, Strabo,
x., 4
Ptolemy, iii., 17. Generally taken
as = modern Lutro, so Ramsay, Alford,
Renan, Rendall, Blass, J. Smith (pp. 87,
88), Lewin, Rendall, Plumptre, and Muir
in Hastings' B.D., "Fair Havens"; so
amongst recent German writers on thik

—

:

;

Breusing, p. 162, and Goerne,
360, both of whom quote
Findlay, Mediterranean Directory, p. 67,
" Port
Lutro, the ancient Phoenix, or
Phoenice, is the only bay on the south
coast where a vessel could be quite
"
secure in winter ; but on the other

voyage,

cf.

u.

p.

s.,

hand

Hackett,

in

loco,

Wordsworth,
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1
13. u-rroin'cuaanros 8e i/otou, 8o£ai>T€S ti)s

Xi|3a Kat icaT& xCtpov.
-jrpo0e<re<us

1

Flor.

XXVII.

K€KpaTTjK^mt, aparres

2

Saaof irapeXfyotTo

t^

Kp^T^.

KCKpar., so Blass in 0.

om. 8o{.

8

with Flor. reads Oaocrov, so Hilg. (1899) Vulg., so
For oo-o-ov Blass in
" cum sustulissent de
Asson," taking Assos as A«ro$ (Asus, Pliny) as the
Erasmus,
name of one of the Cretan towns Luther takes it as ace, " cum sustulissent
the Vulg., and Tynd. and Cranm. follow
Rhem.
follow
Assum ".
Wycl. and
;

;

and Assos

no

clear trace of the existence of a
lay far to the north, xx. 13 (Plumptre).

Luther, but there

is

town so

called in Crete,

Humphry and Page (whose full note 103, etc., south-west wind Africus, x^pos,
should be consulted) suppose the modern north-west wind Corus or Caurus.
Ver. 13. -inroTrvewavTOs
Phineka to be meant; so also C. H.
leniter af"
Prichard in Hastings' B.D., " Crete
fiantt, aspirante, cf. woKivtu, virop.ctsee below.
Alford, Acts, Proleg., p.
Siaca, a moderate breeze from the south
arose which would favour their westerly
28, quotes from J. Smith's Appendix
(2nd edition) the words from Mr. G. course. Cf. Luke xii. 55, not in LXX or
Brown's Journal (1855, 1856) stating Apocrypha, but see Heliod., ill-, 3 (Wetthat Lutro is the only secure harbour stein).
86£clvt€s, xii. 9, ttjs irpo0.
in all winds on the south coast of Crete,
their purpose, i.e., of
iccicpaTT)Kcvai
words quoted by Ramsay, St. Paul, p. starting from Fair Havens for the more
"
Fair desirable anchorage of Lutro some forty
326, and Muir, Hastings' B.D.,
"a miles distant. irpoO&rcoi?, cf. xi. 23 in
Havens". Xiplva ttjs K. k.t.X.
of
faces
harbour
Crete which
south-west N.T. only in Luke and Paul in this
and north-west," so Ramsay, and so sense cf. 2 Mace. iii. 8. tcetcpar. only
A.V. and Vulgate. But R.V. so Ren- here in this sense in N.T., cf. Diod. Sic,
dall,
"looking north-east and south- XVi. 20, KeKpaTTJKOTes TjSiq TT]S irpoeast," which is a correct description of 0ecrea>s (Grimm-Thayer, Page), and for
the entrance of the harbour of Lutro, instances of the same collocation of words
so J.
Alford,
Smith,
Lumby and in Galen, and in Polyb. (jcaTaicpaTeiv),
"
Plumptre, who interpret
looking down see Wetstein and Blass, in loco. Breuthe south-west and north-west winds," sing, p. 164, takes the phrase to refer
= in the direction of here to their purpose of continuing their
literally translated as
these winds, i.e., the direction to which voyage to the end (so too Goerne).
"
they blew, and so north-east and south- apavrcs
they weighed anchor," R.V.
So Ramsay, J. Smith, pp. 65, 97 only
east, Kara indicating the line of motion,
here in N.T. in this sense, sc. -ras
cf. R.V. margin, and so Rendall and
Knabenbauer, in loco. C. and H., so ayicvpas, cf. Thuc, i., 52, and ii., 23, but
find
an
and
Farrar,
explanation the word may imply simply profecti, of
Ramsay
of the rendering in A.V. in the sub- movement, whether by sea or by land, of
who
the
describe a armies or ships
of
so Breusing takes it
sailors,
jectivity
harbour from the direction in which intransitively, no need of any noun,
they sail into it; and thus by trans- Thuc, iv., 129 ; vii., 26 (p. 164) see also
mission from mouth to mouth the ver. 17. For aorist participle of an
wrong impression arose that the harbour action antecedent in time to that of the
itself looked south-west and north-west.
Burton, pp.
principal verb cf. xiv. 19
As against Rendall's interpretation and 63, 64. acro-ov irapcX. ttjv K. " sailed
that of R.V., see Page and Hackett's along
close in-shore," R.V.,
Crete,
Both lay stress i.e., as they rounded Cape Matala,
learned notes in loco.
upon the phrase, pXeirciv ko.to ti, as about six miles west of Fair Havens;
used only of that which is opposite, and the statement so emphatically introduced
which you face. Cf. Luke's own use of by St. Luke seems to imply that their
:

;

—

:

—

:

;

;

:

—

:

;

;

:

—

KaT-d,

Hi.

13, viii.

26, xvi. 7, xxvii. 7.

Page, and so C. H. Prichard, Hastings'
"
B.D., Crete," would adopt A.V. reading, but would apply it to the harbour
Phineka, opposite Lutro, which does
look south-west and north-west. Xty,
(prob. X*(0<d) Herod., ti., 25, Polyb., x.,

ability to

:

:

weather the point was

for

some

time doubtful, Ramsay, St. Paul, p. 326.
" if the wind went round a
ao-o-ov

point

:

towards the west they would fail; and
the anxious hour has left its record in
the

single word of ver. 13,
u. s.
See critical

Ramsay,

"
a<nrov,'
note, and

*
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™Xu

EApoKXtSSvK.

ftevos

S*3

'

o* ?0 a\e K aT
15.

auTrj* a„ 6|Ao S Tu<pomxo S

avvapirarrO^os &6 tou

6 xaXou'-

,

^

*al

ttXoi'ou,

U ^tt^ffi
V$ ^
9

wind causing
]
ftj-f
;.{--. f
"der Breitspulende
supported "by respectable
have M Euro-aquilo," see
sub
'

Hastings' B.D.,

above on ver, 8. acro-ov, an adverb comparative of oyxi the comparative degree
it more
emphatic (see above), as
they had been coasting for weeks, and
now
went
"closer" in shore (see
they
J

makes

R.V.) Wendt (1899) takes it, however,
not as a comparative with reference to
ver. 8 (so Meyer,
Weiss), but as a super;

lative, cf. xxiv. 22, xxv. 10.

Ver. 14.

ov

(X€Tp(<os,

ov iroXv

(act'

Luke

8^, cf. xx.

xv. 15, Acts

i.

5,

12.

" ob-

'

serve the Litotes of ov with an adjective or adverb, four times in
sections, twelve in rest of Acts, twice in
Luke vii. 6, xv. 13, rare in rest of N.T.,"
Hawkins, p. 153. IBaXe KaT* ovttjs
intransitive, as often in classical Greek
" there beat down from
since Homer
4

We

—

'

:

:

R.V., i.e., from Crete and its mountains over 7,000 feet in height
so also
Blass, Holtzmann,
Ramsay, Zockler,
Page, Rendall, Wendt, Weiss, Knabenbauer, and J. Smith, in later editions, see
a graphic description
p. 100, 4th edition
of a common experience in the Cretan
waters as the ship crossed the open bay
between Cape Matala and Phoenice, the
wind suddenly shifting to the north, a
violent hurricane (strictly from east-northeast) burst upon them from Mount Ida,
of a
cf. St. Luke's KttTe'pTj, Luke viii. 23,
squall descending from the hills on the
Lake of Gennesaret, and Kara, tov Kpi)p>
vov, Luke viii. 33, cf. Matt. viii. 32 (J.
it,"

;

;

;

Smith, Weiss, Zockler). Breusing, p.
164 (so Hackett, Lewin, Farrar), takes

=

against the ship, but
is used for ship, and not

avrfjs as
the word irXoiov
icaT*

vavs until ver. 41 Luther regarded ain-rjs
as agreeing with irpo6&rcw« (so Tyndale
and Cranmer). t\i<J>«viiccSs formed from
not the direction,
ru<j>ws, turbo, denoting
but the vehemence of the wind (Breusing,
Page), a heavy, eddying squall (J. Smith,
Ramsay), vorticosus (Bentley).— E*poIf we read
kXvSwv, see critical note.
" which
with fr$AB* EvpaicvXwv, render
Perhaps the
is called Euraquilo," R.V.
occasioned
irregularly formed Euraquilo
the corrections. V. Euroaquilo. Blass
and
calls it vox hybrida from cvoos
= kv, ut AicvXac,
Aquilo (qui Latin
.

—

:

^

xvm.
wind

tZtiri

authorities").

v.,

and comment,

2),

strictly the

"

bei^

East-north-east

"

(Breusing thinks "North-east"
sufficient; so Wycliffe and Tyndale in
their
Such a wind would
translations).
drive the ship into the African
Syrtis as
the pilot feared, ver.
17, and the word is
apposite to the context, to all the circumstances, and is so well attested as to
fairly claim admission as the word of St.
Luke. The Latin had no name for the

Greek K<uic£a« blowing between
Aquilo
and Eurus, and it is quite possible that
the Roman seamen, for want of a
specific
word, might express this wind by the

compound Euro-Aquilo

cf. b

;

icaXovpcvos,

which seems to point to some popular
name given to the wind for similar compounds cf. EvpdvoTos and Euro-Auster,
and Gregalia, the name given to the
same wind by the Levantines, as Euripus
has become Egripou (Renan, Saint Paul,
see Bentley, Remarks on a late
P- 55 J )
;

"»

Discourse on Freethinking, p. 97, quoted
at length by Breusing, " Euraquilo,"
a
Hastings' B.D. and B.D. i.
8<
Ver. 15.
<rv vap-n-acrStvTos
tov
" and when the
-irXofov
was
,

ship
caught
(Ramsay), a graphic word as if
in
the grasp of the
the ship was seized
wind ; only in Luke, cf. Luke viii. 29,
Acts vi. 12, xix. 29 ; in LXX cf. Prov.
:

by

"

it

2 Mace. iii. 27, iv. 41, 4 Mace. v.
so in classical Greek, e.g., Soph.,
" and could
Electr., 1 150.
avTo^doXp-fXv
" look at the
not face the wind," R.V.,
"
wind eye to eye
eyes were painted on
the prows of vessels, but Alford thinks
that the word was not originally a nautical
term derived from this practice, but that
more probably the expression was transferred to a ship from its usage in common life it is used in Polybius of facing
an enemy, Polyb., i., 17, 3. of resisting
vi. 25,

4

—

;

:

:

;

temptation, xxviii. 17, 18, with 8vvoo6ai
as here, and also with 8vvao-6ai in Wisd.
text.
For the
rii. 14, cf. Acts vi. 11,
word to a ship
fit application of the

—

see Breusing, p. 168. frrtSovTct J^tpouc6a " we gave way to it (to the wind),
and were driven," or to irXoiov may be
" we
gave up the
regarded as the object,
" data nave fluctibua
ship to the winds,"
:
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hvva\t.4vou &iro<f>0a\|j.€ie

tw (Wp.a>, cTriSo^Tes 1

hi ti uiroSpap.6iT€s Ka.Xouu.tyok

^<)>cp<Sfic9a.

1

6. vr\aiov

*

•

KpaTeis yeviaQai ttjs

XXVII.

ctk<{<|>tjs

K\auhr\v, p.oXis

lo-y^u crapes

ircpi-

tr aparres, 0OT)0euu9 cxpwrro,

1 7.

After ciriS. Blass in p text, so Hilg. (1899) add t<j> itvcovti Kat owTeiXavT€t
io-Tia with 137, Syr. H. (cf. Cassiod., Bede), and before
c<f>cp. Blass has koto
to o-vjjt(3aivov (Hilg. twxov) with Syr. H.
1

to

HLP

A has
Syr. H., Arm., Boh., so Tisch., Weiss
Vulg. have KavSa, W.H., Blass, so R.V. text
(KXavSa marg.), Hilg. (1899), and the form KXavSa is supported by "KXavSos in
" Cauda
Ptolem., iii., 15, 8, and other authorities in Hastings' B.D.,
(Ramsay).
See note in comment., and Wendt, p. 408 (1899). The variation cannot be accounted for by the mere dropping out of A before A as Weiss maintains, for the
difference of spelling occurs in other than MS. authorities.
But see further
2

KXavStjv

first

three letters

Winer-Schmiedel,

d;

fr$*

KXo

p.

;

KXavSa

N cB

but

;

»

65, note.

ferebamur," Vulgate, so Holtzmann,
Zockler, Hackett, Wordsworth, and J.
Smith, p. 106. The instances in Wetstein
justify either rendering, see also
ences in Blass, in loco. l<|>€pou€0a

refer:

" and

let the ship drive," Ramsay and A.V.,
others render as passive, so GrimmThayer, sub v. ; in classical Greek it is
often used passively for being borne
along by wind, or storm, or wave, cf.
Horn., Odys., v., 343 (Page) ; Diod.

himself experienced (pressed into this
service of hauling in the boat note first
person, Hackett, Ramsay, p. 327) clearly
they could not afford to lose such a means
of safety even as it was, the boat was
dragging along as a heavy weight retarding the ship (Breusing, p. 169).
;

;

;

—

ircpiio,

cf.

fyicpaTcis in

B. —

cncdjjnrjs

towed behind, only
N.T.,

cf.

w.

De

ver. 3g,

Susannah,
in

A, for
a small boat

:

this

passage in
; Cic,

30, 32, Latin, scapha

—

Sic, xx., 16.
Ver. 16. viroSpapovTcs : " and running
under the lee of a small island," R.V.
J. Smith calls attention to the nautical

KXavInvent., ii., 51 (Humphry).
see critical note, an island twentythree miles from Crete, nearly due
south of Phcenice. Ramsay (but see on

accuracy of St. Luke's terms they ran
before the wind to leeward of Cauda ;
vnroSpap.., they sailed with a side wind
to leeward of Cyprus and Crete, Wcirsee also Ramsay,
ver. 4,
Xcvo-ap.ev,
Saint Paul, p. 328, to the same effect ;
here was calmer water, and the island
(see below) would afford them a refuge
for a time from the gale.
Breusing, pp.
167, 168, 181, thinks that the great sail
at
had been struck
once, and that the
artemon or small foresail was kept up as
otherwise the ship would
a storm sail
have been simply the plaything of the
waves. But Ramsay and others (see Farrar) think, on the contrary, that the one

the other hand Wendt, p. 408, 1899)
maintains that preference be given to the
forms of the name in which the letter

;

;

huge

sail, in

comparison with which

all

others were of little importance, was kept
up, but that the strain of this great sail
on the single mast was more than the
hull could sustain ; the timbers would
have started, and the ship foundered, had
she not gained the smooth water to the
" we were
lee of Cauda.
p,oXis lorxvc.
able with difficulty to secure the boat,"
R.V., the boat had not been hauled in, as
the storm was so sudden ; and now as it
was nearly filled with water, and battered
by the waves and storm, it was hard work
to haul it in at all (J. Smith), as Luke

—

:

8t]v,

L

is omitted, cf. the modern Gavdho in
Greek, and Gozzo in Italian not to be confounded with Goxxo near Malta (Renan,
Saint Paul, p. 551), and see further on
;

its present name, J. Smith, pp. 95, 259,
4th edition.
Ver. 17. {jv apavTcs " and when they
had hoisted it up " into the ship, see on
ver. 13.
they used helps
potjO. cxpwvTo
inro£. t6 irXotov undergirding the ship,
A. and R.V., on k^Uvro see ver. 3, cf.
1 Cor. ix. 12, 15 ; often compared to the
:

—

:

custom called in modern language frapping, or undergirding the ship with
cables to prevent the timbers from being
strained, or to hold them together during
a storm, Plato, Rep., 616, C, Polyb.,
Horace, Od.,i., 14,6. The difficult point to decide is whether the girders
were put longitudinally round the ship,
i.e., passed from stem to stern, or under
xxvii., 3» 3i

the ship transversely. Breusing, p. 670
(so Goerne and Vars), defends the former
The
at great length, following Bockh.

passage from Plato, u.

s.,

he admits

may

possibly make for the latter view, but it
is evident
that the description is not

i6— 18.
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6iro£awu'»a€s to ttXoiov

XaXdaan-cs
i

1

•

to aKeuos,

<j>o0ou>€ko{ re
ofrrcus

For X a\a<r. to <tk€vos Blass has in
quoddam dimiserunt, quod
;

N

ships were on land, on the stocks, and it
is not likely that the
operation in the circumstances under discussion could have
meant passing a cable under the keel.
Further, by girding the ship transversely,
i.e., underneath the ship (p. 175), only the
timbers in the middle of the ship would be
held together, whilst a girding longitudinally was needed to secure the whole
But see on the
plankage of the ship.
other hand Ramsay, p. 329, who agreeing
with Smith holds that die cables were
passed underneath round the ship transEither operation, one would
versely.

suppose, would have been difficult during
a storm. For instances of this practice
in modern times, see Smith, and C. and
H., small edit., p. 645. Wendt (1899)
refers to Naber's conjecture of Bocfais for
as very plausible.

—

p,Tj

els ttjv 1,

:

" the
" on the
great quicksands," Ramsay
Syrtis," R.V., not merely "the quicksands," as A. V., but the Syrtis Major,
" the Goodwin Sands of the Mediterran"
ean
(Farrar), lying at a distance to the
south-west of Clauda ; upon them the
sailors knew that they would be cast, unless they could manage by some means to
a regular
cKireo-wo-t
alter their course.
nautical term, to fall off, Ik, i.e., from
a straight course, els Eur., Hel., 409,
Herod., viii., 13, others supply "from
"
deep water and render licir. to be cast
away, Grimm-Thayer, sub v., cf. w. 26,
a X«*o-. to o-kcvos: "lowered the
29.
;

—

:

—

—x

gear," R.V.," they reduced sail," Ramsay;
here and in ver. 30 used as a nautical
term the tempting reference to Isa. xxxiii.
for the
23, LXX, cannot be sustained,
meaning of the words is very doubtful.
ver.
The article with the singular (in
19,
" the
the plural) seems to indicate
gear,"
mainsail
the
the mainyard carrying
(so
Of the
Page, Wordsworth, Humphry).
A. V., J. Smith says that no more erroneous
"
translation could be imagined, as
they
gtruck sail" would imply that the ship
;

tV

InrAwn,
X"*"*^

«ru'priK

2<j>o8pw S 8e

rtT/

see note below.

very definite or precise, and the passage
in Isidore of Seville,
Orig., xix., 4, 4,
"
tormentum (\nr<5£a>|ji.a) funis in navibus
longus, qui a prora ad puppim extenditur,
quo magis constringantur," which Bockh
quotes (so also Vars, UArt
antique,
p. 219) is much clearer.
Moreover, the
girding was often performed when the

f3oir)6.

18.

text € XaXa<rav ti <nccvo
S <fc«p€<r6ei following
traheret," so Hilg. v(iSg^^aXaV
y*'' **/v,Mr ' Ti •*•

Gig. 'Was

€<f>€A»cwrncov

els

jri|

^<Mporro.

s*s

had no means of
escaping danger, but
was left to flounder
hopelessly in the
storm, although

Meyer-Wendt take

the

words to mean that they
preferred to let
the ship drift without
any mast or sail
than to be driven on
upon the Syrtis, as

was

sail.

inevitable with the ship
kept in full

Chrysostom explains to
but

o-k.

as

=

some

sail was
necessary,
the artemon or storm
sail, so J. Smith, who thinks that
they
lowered the great sail and
mainyard
some way, but not apparently
entirely.
The aim of the sailors was not merely
to delay their course (which would
only
bring them upon the Syrtis), but to alter
and
it
is
therefore
it,
quite possible that
XaXdo*. to o-kcvos may denote a series of
operations, slackening sail, lowering as
much of the gear as they could, but
leaving enough sail spread to keep the
ship's head to the wind, i.e., to the north
instead of drifting to south-west upon the

to. to-Twx,

and they had

still

quicksand (Ramsay). Breusing, p. 177
who thinks that the mainsail had
ft.,
been lowered at the commencement of
the storm, adopts quite a different meaning for the words, and interprets them
as implying that weights and great
stones were let down by ropes into the
sea for the purpose of retarding the progress of the vessel, and with this view
Blass and Knabenbauer are in agreement
(Wendt, 1899, evidently inclines to it, and
this curious view,
Goerne adopts it)
which Ramsay finds it difficult to regard
seriously, Breusing supports by a passage
in Plut., Moral., p. 507, A (so Hesychius' explanation, ayKvpa to vovtikov
o-kcvos), which intimates that orrcipai
and ayKvpai were frequently employed to
check the course of a ship in a storm but
even if the Greek words admit of this ex;

;

the sailors was
planation, the object of
nothing less than to alter the course of the

and Breusing's supposition would
not conduce to this. otrta* i^ipovro:
" so were
driven," R.V., i.e., in this state,
"and drove on so," Rendall; meaning
that we let the ship drift in that position,
vis., undergirded, with storm sail set and
on the starboard tack J. Smith, so Ram" were driven
hopelessly ".
say, not simply
For ovtws, xvii. 33, xx. n.
Ver. 18. o-^oSpMs 8*| x«>W- V**

vessel,

—

;

•
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plvwv

r\\*.0>v, -rp

tt)k okcuy)!'

Iffjs ^kPoXtji' cttoioukto

tou irXoiou

em^ai^rrojK

1

•

eppuj/ajiek

irXeioros tjfi^pas,

£ir!

XXVII.

19. Kal

20. 2

X^H-^OS

tj} Tpirrj

8c yjXiou

|at)T€

auT<5x«ip€S

p.f)T€

aorpwK

tc ouk oXiyou ctukci-

1
Instead of 1st pers. pi. NAB*C, Vulg., Arm., so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Blass in p,
Weiss, Wendt have 3rd pers. (W.H., so Tisch., with one p with }tfB*, while AB 3 C
have double p) HLP, Syr. H. and P., Boh. have 1st pers. pi., and so Hilg.
137 Syr. H., Wern. add cis ttjv 0aXa<r<rav, so Blass in
text,
(1899) with one p.
and Hilg. Winer-Schmiedel, p. 56.
;

;

2

in
and Hilg. (1899) add citiucvovtos 8c tov
Kai with Gig., Syr. P. (the latter with ciri irX. tju. after x^K-^vos), whilst
X€tp- ... to Xoiirov is omitted.

At beginning of verse Blass

Xcifx.<»vos

M and as we laboured
exceedingly with
the storm," R.V., Ramsay, Rendall, a
cf.
regular nautical and classical term
;

Thuc, ii., 25

;

iii.,

69

;

viii.,

99

;

Plato, Ion,

In Attic Greek usually <r<f><SSpa,
Josh. iii. 16, Ecclus. xiii.
13, 4 Mace. vi. 11; only here in N.T.
Weiss thinks that it is used to express
how severely they were distressed by the
storm. tq e|tjs . . . Kal tq TpiTTj, cf.
Luke xiii. 32, connected with the words
which follow in R.V. and by Ramsay.

540 B.

but

LXX,

cf.

—

For tq cf. cf. Luke vii. 11 (but see
W.H.), ix. 37, and above on xxi. 1, xxv.
17; nowhere else in N.T.
€k(3oXt)v
"
IttoloOvto
they began to throw the

—

:

overboard,"
R.V.,
Ramsay,
freight
Felten, a technical term, so in classical Greek, for throwing out cargo to

Latin jactura, LXX,
with twv o-kcvwv, and Julius
Pollux, i., gg, who also has the phrase
Ko-u^tcrai ttjv vaw, cf. ver. 38 below.

lighten a ship

Jonah

i.

;

5,

The

imperfect marks that they began by
throwing away the cargo, probably what
was on deck, so that the vessel would
ship less water ; and in ver. 19 they cast
out (cppiij/av, aorist) the furniture of the

and equipment, anything
movable lying on the deck upon which
the passengers could lay their hands
(avT<Sx«p€S only here in N.T. representship, its fittings

Others include
ing the haste, Weiss).
under the word the actual baggage of
the passengers, but we should have expected T)p.uiv instead of tov irXoiov, whilst
others explain of beds and crockery,
tables, etc., furniture in this sense (Zockler and Felten, exclusive of beds which
were not in use). Breusing rejects this
" too
and he
interpretation as
silly,"
thinks that the expression really means
that by thus throwing overboard the
poles and tackling, room was found for
the crowd of passengers on the deck, as
the hatchways could not be kept open,
since the heavy sea would have swamped

the ship, p. 186. J. Smith takes
ctkcvt)
to mean the mainyard, but the word is
here apparently used in a more general
sense, as above, R.V., margin, "furniture of the ship ".
Ver. 19. IjSptyaucv, see critical note.
Ramsay prefers the first person, although
not well supported, because it increases
the effect but in any case the scene is
graphically described, cjS£i\|/av may be
due to cttoiovvto, but, as Wendt notes,
;

IpfSuj/aucv may have been equally due to
avToxcipcs.
Breusing rejects the first
person, p. 187, from a seaman's point of
view ; the sailors would have kept the
passengers in their places, and not have
allowed them to engage in a work in
which they might perchance have done
more harm than good.
Ver. 20. fifJTC 8£ ijXfov utjtc acrTpcov
the omission of the article here intensifies the meaning, Blass, Gram.,
p. 143,
:

—

"weder etwas von Sonne". ctti<|><uvoVtwv, cf. Luke i. 79 only in Luke and
" shone
Paul, Tit. ii. 11, iii. 4;
upon us,"
R.V., thus their only guidance, humanly
;

speaking
compass),

Mneid,

i.,

of course, they had

(for,

no

was taken from
88

;

iii.,

x., 9, and for the
6.
ittl irXciovas :

—

them, cf.
Horace, Epod.,

195
phrase, Polyb., v., 6,
often in Luke lirl
;

with

ace. of time, cf. xxviii. 6, and
instances in Luke and other parts
of Acts of the same usage as predominant (though not exclusive) in Luke see
for

Hawkins,

Hone

Synopticce,

p.

152

;

Klostermann, Vindicia Lucanee, p. 53
Luke x. 35, xviii. 4, Acts iii. 1, iv. 5, xiii.

;

31, xvi. 18, xvii. 2, xviii. 20, xix. 8, 10,
° v * oXiyov : only in Luke,
34eight
times in Acts ; see above on ver. 14.

—

—

ciriiecip..,

Luke

v.

cf. 1 Cor. ix. 16, Heb. ix. 10,
1, xxiii. 23 (John xi. 38, xxi. 9,

literal sense),

and

for its

use here, Plut.,

Timol., 28, tc'Xos 8c tov x €l P-^ vo,s cirucciue'vov.
In LXX, Job xix. 3, Wisd. xvii.
21 S, 1 Mace. vi. 57, 3 Mace. i. 22, etc,--.

tg

—
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21.

\outbv irepiTjpeiTo iraaa

p.eVou,

ttoXXyjs 8c

auraiK

1

el™,

e*Xms too <r6Uoton
ai.
^p.05.
datTtas iirapxou'arjs, tot€ <rra0 € ls 6
riauXos 4* fieVw
*Eo € i peV, 5 elopes,

^Bap^avris

diro ttjs KpTfJTTis, KepBtjorai re
»

For 8c tfABC have

Xoiirov

Matt.

(cf.

R.V.,jam, Blass
others render
iv.

8),

"

C27

it

finally,

;

:

ri)r

t», so Tisch.,

xxvi.

45),

^P"

W.H.,

"now,"

often =4j8t|, L. and S.
for the future (2 Tim.
;

at

last.

—

ircpi-typciTo

:

was gradually taken away," Ramsay,
imperf. quod in dies magis," Blass
" was
Page renders
being gradually
stripped from us," a very vivid word, cf.
2 Cor. iii. 16, Heb. x.
(ver. 40, see
"

;

n

p.01

^ d*£Y€oWi

tcw'ti^ itol t*jk trj|i(aK.

Blass, R.V., HUg., Weiss,

Wendt.

so

Wendt, 1888, but cf. p.
(1899)), rightly refuse to regard
T VGT
IO
inte 'Polations in
??„? „
section, or a "vaticinium
(and

We

4 io

w

M

-

21-

the
post

eventum," and no one has contended
forcibly than Weizsacker that the
narrative is to be taken as an
indivisible
whole, and that it is impossible to dis-

more

entangle the mere history of travel
use in LXX and Psalms from it, or to
strip away the miraculous
of Solomon, ii. 22 cf. Westcott's note additions, see especially Apostolic Age
on Heb., I.e., but on the other hand ii., pp. 126, I27 E.T.—t6t*: in this
Blass, in loco, regards the force of irepi state of things, at this
juncture,—
as lost in the word in N.T. J. Smith (so hungry, and thirsty, and their soul faintBreusing) sees in the expression more ing in them
cf. xxviii. 1, so also in
than the hopelessness arising from the
Greek.—oTaOels 4 [*!. cv
classical
pco-y
force of the storm we have also to ovtwv, cf. i. 15, ii. i 4, xvii. 22 vividness
consider the fact that they could not see and solemnity of the scene
(avi-wv, not
their course, and the increasing leakage tjpwv), characteristically marked
by Luke ;
Mr. Page well says that it is
of the vessel.
impossible
Ver. 21. 8e if we read tc, see critical not to recall Horace, Od., iii., 3, 1, " vir
note, the word closely connects what Justus et propositi tenax," unmoved
follows as the result of the hopelessness. amidst the storms " inquieti Adrise ".—
" and e8«
p.cv antithesis, not strictly expressed.
iroXX-qs 8c (tc) acriTias virapx^
when they had been long without food," . . . tea! To. vvv, ver. 22, " modestiam
"
"
A.V. and Tyndale, habet," Bengel. For jiev answered not
abstinence
R.V. ;
" in
"
Wycl., Rhem., imply rather by 8c", but occasionally by other particles,
fasting
a voluntary refraining which is not in the as here by icai, cf. Luke xxii. 22, Acts
see Simcox, Language of the
Greek ; disinclination for food may have iv. 16
below), and

its

;

,

;

—

;

:

—

'

:

;

resulted from their anxiety (Humphry),
and to the same effect Breusing, Goerne,
"and little heart being left for food,"
Rendall. But the storm may also have
prevented the preparation of food (so
Smith, Ramsay, Page, Farrar) the former gives instances to show that do-i/rio.
was one of the most frequent concomitants of heavy gales, owing to the imthe
possibility of cooking food, and to
;

destruction of provisions by leakage.
ao-iTias, see below, ver. 33, for the adjecboth noun and adjective peculiar to
tive
:

Luke, and much employed in medical
and
language, both so noted by Hobart
Zahn, the noun often meaning "want
St.

of appetite," see instances in Hobart, p.
The word was
276, Hipp., Galen, Aret.
no doubt similarly used in classical Greek,
so in Jos., but cf. the striking parallel in
For the
ver. 33 in medical phraseology.
Lucana
genitive absolute cf. locutiones

(Klostermann,
40. xxiii.

10.

xix. 40, xxi.
p. 53), xv. 7,

Felten, Zdckler, Bethge

N.T., p. 168, and for to vvv, see iv. 29,
v. 38, xvii. 30, xx. 32, and note on p. 135.

On

the imperfect ISci

cf.

Burton, p. 14

—

;

w av8pc«
2.
Winer-Moulton, xli.,
"
" viri
gentlemen,"
quos decet virtus,"
:

Bengel, the word

may thus mark St
Paul's courtesy, and also his firmness
in counsel, ver. 10, he had been prudent
and confident ; in danger he was equally
so
cf especially Weizsacker, u. s.
;

—

;

only in Acts in N.T., v. 29,
32, except once again as used by St.
Paul, Tit. iii. 1.— Avay., see above, xiii.
irci6apx*

13,

:

and Blass,
"

in

loco,

on the tense.

—

and have gotten this injury
Kcp8f]<rat
and loss," R.V., carrying on pi) ; Page on
:

the other hand prefers the combination
?8ci tc KcpSTjo-at (" hoc non pendet a juf ,"
Bengel), i.e., you ought not to have

put

to sea, and (you ought by so not putting
to sea) to have gained this loss, i.e., not
suffered it; with nouns signifying loss,
is used of
injury, the verb Ktp8a(v«iv
the gain arising from shunning or escap-

S
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92. Kal TaKUK irapaiKw ufxas cuOujicik
2<rrai l£ &\i5)V, ir\)\v

rauTTj

too

-irXoiou.

ayycXos tou 0eou, ou

4>o|3ou, riaGXc

Kaiaapi ae 8c!

•

1

ctjuii,

•

t|ruxT)S

ouScuta

r

Kal i8ou, Kex^piarai aoi

25. 816 euOuuciTe, dVSpes
ov Tp6irov XcXdXnTai p,ot.

•

<rou.

moreuw yap T" ©«w on outws lorai Ka8'
26. els vr\crov hi Tim 8ei lipids € ktt€o-€ii\

c

,

8ckoty)

yap

diro/3oX?)

23. irapeVn] yap p.01 ttj kUK-rl
w Kal XaTpeuw, 24. \iywv, Mtj

irapao-rfji'cu

6 0eds Trdrros tou$ irXe'oiTas a«Ta

XXVII.

Qs 8c Teaaapeo-Kaitw ASpia, Kara p.caoi»

27.

yd§ cycVcTO, 8ia«>€poueVa>y Vjuwi' iv

om. W.H., Weiss, Wendt, etc., with B*CHLP.
Xarp. with ^ABC, so W.H., Weiss, Blass, Wendt, R.V., Hilgenfeld instead of before rov 0cov.
1

After eiui Tisch. reads eye*, but

ayycXos best

after

ing from the evil, Grimm-Thayer, sub v.,
see Eur., Cycl., 312, with £i)u(av, to
escape a loss, and cf. Jos., Ant., ii., 3, 2,
and the Latin lucrifacere, Pliny, N.H.,
" lucri fecit
The
injuriam ".
vii., 40,
Genevan Version adds an explanatory
" that
is, ye should have saved the
note,
"
see
losse by avoyding the danger
;
10.

ver.

also

=

tcepS-qo-cu

almost always
-Sfjvai
Winer-Schmiedel, p. no.
;

in

tccpS&vai,

N.T.,

cf.

Ver. 22. Kal tol vw, see on ver 21,
Paul would spare their reproaches, and

awaken hope

rather

(Bethge).

—irapaivw

their

in

hearts

only in Luke, here

:

Hobart speaks of it as
and
the verb employed for a physician giving
his advice, and although the word is common in classical Greek, cf also 2 Mace,
vii. 25, 26 R, 3 Mace. v. 17, vii. 12 A, its
in ver. 9.

frequency in medical usage
"
for its occurrence in this

only

;

may

We "

account
section

Hora Synopticce,
w. 25, 36, and xxiv.

see also Hawkins,

p. 153.

—

ev0vp.€iv, cf.

elsewhere in N.T. only in James v. 10,
but in classical Greek, and evBvuos in 2
10,

Mace.

xi.

26.

The

and

verb, adjective,

adverb cvdvuws are used in medical language of the sick keeping up spirit, opposed to advuia and 8v<r9vuia ; 6t>0vueiv
irapaivw might therefore well be a medical expression, Hobart, p. 280, although
the verb ev8. is used intransitively, as
here, in classical Greek, and in Plutarch.
airopoX-r): only here in N.T., "there
shall be no loss of life among you, but

—

only of the ship," R.V., Winer-Moulton,
lxvii.
I.e., itXtjv with the genitive, Acts
viii.

1,

Mark

xv. 28 (once elsewhere in N.T.,

xii.

32).

Ver. 23.
this

irapeo"nr|

.

Lucan phrase and

•

.

ayycXos

:

description

on
of

angelic appearances cf. Luke ii. g, xxiv.
4, Acts xii. 7 (xxiii. n), and see above, i. 10.
6eov " of the God whose I am,
;

whom

also I serve," R.V., Ramsay,
" an
Rendall, not
angel of God," as A.V. ;
the R.V. rendering gives the force of
the Greek more naturally in addressing
a heathen
see also critical note. Xarptvbiy see on xxiv. 14 ; cf. Rom. i. 9,

—

;

and LXX, Jonah
Ver. 24.
—irapaoTTtjvat,

i.

9.

see above, xviii. 9.
the words
emphatically bear out the prominence
already laid upon the Apostle's witness in
Rome. Kal ISoiS, see on i. 10. K€\ap" hath
10-Tcu crot
granted them as a
"
favour ; see on iii. 14, no doubt Paul had
ut) <j>o0ov,
cf.

Rom. xiv. 10,

—

—

:

this, cf. especially Philemon
The statement in ver. 24 looks
back to xxiii. n, which, as Wendt allowed (1888), is only to be rejected if one
presupposes that Paul could not have
confidently looked forward to a visit to
Rome, or at least if we suppose that the
confidence could not have been created
and sustained by a heavenly vision.
Wendt, however, in 1899 edition, speaks

prayed for

ver. 22.

much more

doubtfully as to the existence
of w. 21-26 as part of the original source
see also on ver. 21.
Ver. 25. iricrreuw yap ry 0. on ovtws
€. Koff tv
Tpifarov, cf. xv. 11, and also
;

i.

11,

Klostermann,

P- 53-

Vindiciee

U

Lucana,

Ver. 26.
k.t.X.: the
els vtjo-ov
words do not form part of the message
of the angel as they stand, but they may
be considered as forming part of the
contents of that message, and the Apostle
may himself be regarded as speaking
uavriKus. With Jiingst's question "How
"
could Paul know anything of an island ?
and his dismissal of the statement here
as a vaticinium ex eventu, cf. Weizsacker,
in the section, w. 33-36,
u. s., see ver. 21
which Jungst defends and refers to his
source A, the element of prophecy is
equally present, ver. 34, as in the verses
;
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ttjs

"uktos

u™<W ot murai

^oXiaa^s,

eupo, 6pY oid S

*
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Trpoadyiw Tiva aurols X^pav

eWt

•

ppa X 6

0^

Sioan^a^,

•

28.

icol

*al irdXi,

^poo-avctv
Chrys.
J^cACHLP
upoo-aYavc^ tf
Xciv
cf.

Tisch., W.H. text, Weiss, Blass in 8 textresonate, Gig., which suggests an earlier Greek
ypo«ra
JB*.
(Ramsay, Hams, Rendall) Hilgenfeld (1899) reads
««r.vvit«" ,
Syr. P. ; B* has orpoo-avcxtiv, Vulg. apparere) WinerSchmiede^p 52
;

reading
so 137 c«cr.,

^°<^X™

:

—

before us. fcirco-civ, </. ver.
17, and
further instances in Wetstein, see also
w. 29, 32, below.
Ver. 27. Tecrcrapeo-KaiScKaTT] vv|, i.e. t
since their departure from Fair Havens,
cf. w. 18, 19, see also the reckonings of

mileage in Breusing, p. 189, and Goerne,
who reckons from the departure from

Cauda.— 8to<j>€pop^v«v
were driven
say; "hue
similar

and

t|p«v

" as

:

fro," R.V., so

illuc ferri,"

we
Ram-

Blass, cf. for

meaning of the verb

Philo,

a

De

Strabo, 3, p. 144, and
instances as in Plutarch, see

Migr. Abr.,
other

to

27,

Wetstein, Grimm-Thayer, sub v. But
Smith (so Breusing, Goerne, Rendall) takes the word as signifying that
they were driven through the waters of
the Adria uniformly in the same direc
tion, i.e., right across from Cauda to
Malta, and not as moving up and down,
J.

or to and fro.
Ramsay (so Farrar) holds
that St. Luke writes as a landsman who
supposes that they drifted to and fro,
whilst a sailor would have known that
they drifted in a uniform direction (an
explanation which Page describes as easy
but unsatisfactory, but he thinks that the
Greek word cannot be used as J. Smith
believes)

Rendall

;

however

maintains

that throughout the Acts the habitual
force of Sid in composition, e.g., Siepxcar8at,
SiairXciv,
Sia^cvyciv, 8uiircp$v,
SioSrueiv, whether governing an accusative or used absolutely is to express
continuous movement onwards over an
" in the
intervening space. kv t$ 'A8pf$
sea
Adria," R.V. (on the form of the

—

:

of

word see Hastings' B.D., more properly

" Adrias
not in the narrower sense of
")
the Adriatic, the Gulf of Venice, or as we
now speak of "the Adriatic," but as
;

which lay beincluding the whole sea
tween Malta, Italy, Greece and Crete;
St. Luke probably used the term as it
used by the sailors in this
was

187),

what is now called Adria
a wider use of the term
plainly justifies
in St. Paul's day than had been originto it, cf. Ptolemy, Geogr.
ally attached

VOL.

II.

.

tween Italy and Illyria, and to identify
Melita with an island off its Illyrian
see further on
shore, will be found
xxviii. 1, and C. and H., small edition,
660
for
other
references
to the
ff.,
p.
"
meaning of the term Adria," and Renan,
Saint Paul, p. 552, J. Smith, p. 280 ff.,
4th edit, (editor's note), and Encycl. Bibl.
;

—

t

koto pco-ov rijs v., cf. xvi.
72, 1899.
25 for a similar expression, only in Luke.
\rwfv60vv only in Luke " surmised,"
i.,

—

:

;

R.V., less decided than "deemed," A.V.,
see on xiii. 25 (cf. 1 Tim. vi. 4). -wpoa" triat some
land
dytiv tivo ovtois x*
was approaching them," R.V., so Breu-

—

:

sing and Ramsay; intransitive in LXX,
Josh. iii. 9, 1 Sam. ix. 18, Jer. xxvi. (xlvi.)
" Lucas
optice loquitur, nautarum
3, etc.,
more," Kypke the opposite verb would
be ovaxwpeiv, recedere, see Wetstein and
Blass for illustrations. J. Smith thinks
that probably they heard the breakers on
the shore, but Breusing and Goerne (so
Blass) think that the anchor or whatever weight was dragged behind the ship
appeared to strike the ground, see above
on ver. 17, cf. critical note for irpoo-oxciv,
tne
Doric for irpooT|x«"'«
X**P ay
point of Koura, east of St. Paul's Bay,
the ship would pass within a
J. Smith;
the
quarter of a mile of it, and while
land is too low to be seen when the night
heard
for
can
be
breakers
is stormy, the
a considerable distance cf. the description of the wreck of the Lively in 1810,
;

—

colloquially
wider sense. For Mommsen's objection
to the term here see above, Introd., p. 8.
The passage in Strabo, ii., 123 (cf. vii.,
where the Ionian sea is spoken of

as a part of

who applies it to the sea
extending from Sicily to Crete, and thus
represents, although living some sixty
or seventy years after him, what was
no doubt the current usage in St. Luke's
day; so J. Smith, Breusing, Goerne,
Vars, Ramsay, Renan, Blass, etc. Josephus, Vita, 3, speaks of being taken up
in the middle of Adria, koto tUtrov tov
picrov
'ASpiav, when his ship foundered, by a
vessel sailing from Cyrene to Puteoli.
See further "Adria,"
Hastings' B.D.,
where a full criticism of the
attempt
made by W. Falconer (and others), Dissertation on St. Paul's
Voyage, 1817, republished with additions in 1870, to limit
the term to the bnmch of the sea bem., 4, 14, 15, 16,

'•

;

Smith, p. 123, 4th edition.
Ver. 28. J3oXCo*ovtc« having let
.

34

down
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j3oXtaan-es, eupoy

rpaxcis

6pymds ScKaWrre

1
29. 4>o0ou|xeyoi tc fi^Trws ci$

•

t<5ttous iK-nlauxriv, €*k irpup.nris

pi^a^Tes dyKupas TeWapas,

30. twi' 8e muTcoi' j^TjTOurrwc 4>uy€iy

tjuxoi'to ^jp.c'pai' yevlaQai.

tou irXoiou, Kal

XXVll.

x^Q-v&vtw tV

v*&$i)V «U

e*K

tV Bd\acr<rav, 2 ixpofydati

NBC

1
For fiTjirus, Tisch., W.H., R.V., Blass, Weiss read jatjitov with
13, 40, 61.
(A pTjirco). Instead of ets J^ABC have
Hilgenfeld (1899) retains fXTjirus with
koto, so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Weiss, Wendt, Blass, but Hilgenfeld has ei« (Vulg.,

HLP

^ABCHLP

Vulg., Syr. P. and H., Boh., Tisch., W.H., R.V.,
cKireo-c.jp.ev
Gig., in).
After yevccrdai Blass in
text (so Hilg.) adds tov
Blass, Weiss, Wendt, Hilg.
ciSevoi ei cr<i>0i]vai Svvapeda with Gig.
2

After 8aX. Blass in f3 text adds cvKaipiav Etjtovvtwv, so Hilgenfeld (1899) with
and after ckt. both add on the same authority tov aor<^aXeo-Tcpov to irXoiov

Gig.,

elsewhere only
the sounding-lead
(SoXit},
in Eustath., in active voice, but see also

—

five
opyvid?
Grimm-Thayer, sub v.
or six feet, a fathom, Grimm
Breusing
compares Herod., iv., 41, and gives
on the accent see Winersix feet;
" The ancient fathom
Schmiedel, p. 72.
so nearly agrees with the English that
the difference may be neglected," J.
Smith, p. 131. Ppaxv 8e Siao-Tijo-avTes
" and after a little
space," so Ramsay,
Rendall the phrase may refer to space
or time if we understand to irXoiov or
eavrovs we should take it of the
but if we explain
former (Grimm)
:

;

—

:

;

;

;

= Ppaxv 8ido"Trjp.o
it may be taken of

iroi^o-avTcs (Blass),
either.

8iio-TTjp.i

is

only found in Luke for signifying any
space of time, Luke xxii. 59, cf. Acts
v. 7
but Luke xxiv. 51, SUa-n\ air'
avTuv. J. Smith shows how exactly the
geographical details in the traditional
St. Paul's
Bay correspond with the
Before a ship drifting
description here.
from Cauda could enter the bay it would
not only pass within a quarter of a mile
of Point Kaura, north-east of Malta, but
the measurements of 20 and 15 fathoms
exactly correspond to ascertained soundings according to the vessel's average of
;

speed.
Ver. 29. <f)oPovp,evoi the diminution
of the depth of water increased the
danger of running aground, perhaps on
some hidden reef of rocks. Tpaxcis
:

—

Luke iii. 5, in quotation Isa.
4; nowhere else in N.T., cf. Bar. iv.

toitovs, cf.
xl.

26

(3

Mace.

72, of rocks,

i.

23),

so in Dioa. Sic,

Polyb.,

i.,

54.

It

was

xii.,

evi-

dently a hydrographic term, and classed
with 8ucrop|xos, dXtfjicvos, etc., Jul. Pollux,
i., 101 ; J. Smith, p. 132.
^KireVwucv, see
ver. 17, " to cast ashore," R.V., or simply
" cast on
rocky ground," which is more
indefinite than the former rendering, and

—

perhaps correctly so, as there were possible dangers from sunken reefs as well
On the subjunctive after verbs of fear and danger
cf*
Ik
Burton, p. 15.
irpvuvvjs: this was
but
to
anchor
was
their
unusual,
only
chance of safety, and four anchors would
as from a rocky coast.

—

make

the vessel more secure
ancient
vessels carried as a rule several anchors.
:

Athenaeus speaks of a ship which had
eight iron anchors, cf. for the number
here, and the security which they gave,
" naves
Caesar, Bell. Civ., i., 25,
quaternis
anchoris destinabat, ne fluctibus move"
rentur
anchorage from the prow would
have caused the ship to swing round
from the wind, whereas anchorage from
the stern would enable the sailors to
manage the ship far more easily, and to
bring her under control of the helm
when they wished to run her aground
(see the description in Ramsay, Rendall,
On the interestFarrar, and J. Smith).
ing parallels of anchoring ships from
the stern in our own naval engagements see C. and H., small edition, p.
;

and

—

Smith, p. 133, 4th edition.
prayed," R.V. margin, the
Greek sailors might pray at such a crisis
(Rendall).
^ue'pav ycveVOai, cf. vv. 33,
39, characteristic of Luke, cf. Luke iv.
vi.
xxii.
13,
26, Acts xii. 18, xvi. 35,
42,

653,

tjvxovto

J.

"

:

—

xxiii. 12.

" and as the
£t)tovvto)v
were seeking," R.V. " about to
flee," A.V. is incorrect, for they were
planning possible means of escape, and

Ver. 30.

:

sailors

;

could scarcely be said to be about to
escape, cf. p* text if they succeeded the
passengers and the soldiers would thus be
left to their fate.
under colour,
>irpo<j>. «s
under pretence, specie, cf. Mark xii. 40,

—

—

Luke

xx. 47,

Thess.

ii.

5.

v., 53, vi., 76.

:

xv. 22, Phil.
Cf. for its use here

John

For ws

i.

18, 1

Thuc,

cf. xvii. 14, xxviii.

riPAHEI2

29—33-

AO02T0AQN

SV

eW 6 riauXos

&S Ik Trp<Jpa S jieXXdnw dyicupas iKrwtiv,
31.
iKarovrdpxw k<u tois <xtp<xticSt(hs, *Ea^ |a*j outoi

tu>

ficiVaxrik <r T £

ttXoiw, ufxels aweTJi'ai ou Su^aaOe.

Ta axoii'ta
cu-cXXey

ttjs

Y)u.«fpa

<TK<i<J)T|s,

32. totc 01 crrpaTiwTai dirlico<|raK
Kal elavav auTr^ cKireacit'.
33. d X pi o« 00

Y^eaOai, irapeitdXci 6 riauXos airaiaas ptraXapeiv

Luke

14, and is plXXwv
infinitive active as here,
xxiii.

with
Acts
present
xxiii.
20,
15,
Klostermann, Vindicia
"
Lucana, p. 54. eicTciveiv
lay out
anchors," R.V., Ramsay, i.e., at the full
of
the
cable.
The
sailors pretended
length
that more anchors from the prow would
to
the
help
steady
ship, and that they
must go off in a boat to carry them out
to cable's length, rather than drop them
out as in ver. 29. eier. a technical expression (cf Hanger, Vars, p. 248, and
so piirTciv in ver. 29, mouiller), Breusing,
It seems impossible to suppose
p. 195.
with Breusing, p. 194, and Vars, p. 248
(so also Goerne), that the sailors may
have been actuated by an honourable
ig,

—

—

:

get nearer shore, for although St.
Paul's words do not expressly accuse
them of treachery, yet the narrative of

to

companion does

so, cf. irpo<(>do-£i, etc.

But, as Breusing himself points out, St.
Paul's words issued in the best result,
for the centurion's counsel prevented a
terrible scene of sauve qui peut (as in the
stranding of the Cimbria, Goerne).
St
Ver. 31. vp.€is not r|p.eis
^ aul
appeals to the law of self-preservation,
and the centurion acts promptly on his
advice although safety had been divinely
promised, human means were not ex:

*

;

and it is altogether hypercritical
any contradiction here with w.
as Holtzmann supposes.

cluded,

to find

24-26,

Ver. 32. t4tc oi <rrp. aire*.: Lewin,
Saint Paul, ii., 202, sees in this the absolute ascendency which St. Paul had
gained; he had said that their lives
should be spared, and although, humanly
speaking, the boat offered the best prosa word
pect of reaching land, yet at
from St. Paul the soldiers deprived themselves even of this last resource.-—
in
o-xoivia
only elsewhere in N.T.
also
John ii. 15 in classical Greek, and
For the terrible
frequently in LXX.
scene which would doubtless have en:

;

the soldiers had not thus acted,
in loco)
Breusing and Vars (so Wetstein,
of a
strikingly compare the description

sued

if

irpoaWwKTcs,

shipwreck in Achilles Tatius, iii., 3 the
whole passage is cited
by Breusing,
;

p. 194.

4xpi

Ver. 33.

:

motive, and that they wished to put off
in the boat to see if the soundings and
the nature of the ground allowed the ship

his

^pa*

\iyuv, TeaaapeaKaiScKd-nji' (Wjfiepo*

Tpo<f>T)s,

U

ol

only used by

:

Luke in the historical books of the N.T.,
in St. Paul's
cf. Luke xxi. 24, Acts vii. 18
;

Epistles three or four times,

Heb. iii. 13,
"
25.
Ramsay renders and while
was coming on," so A. and R.V.
dum with imperfect, Heb. iii. 13 (Blass).
But Rendall takes it as = until, as if
Rev.

ii.

the day

;

Paul had continued his entreaties until
close

on dawn

(imperfect).

Tpo^-fjs, cf ii. 46 for
only in Luke in N.T.

the

—"

— p.rraXa|3civ
same phrase,

Tco-<rapc<ric. . . .
this is the four-

irpoo-SoKuvTcs k.t.X.
teenth day that ye wait (A.V.
'tarry,'
Ramsay, watch ') and continue fasting ".
Rendall renders "this is the fourteenth
day that ye have continued fasting on
the watch for the dawn"
xpoo-8. sc.
T|pcpav, as if St. Paul did not mean a
fourteenth day of continuous fasting, but
fourteen successive nights of anxious
watching for the dawn, all alike spent in
restless hungry expectation of what the
day might reveal (Acts, p. 347), but
irpoo-SoKciv is here without an object as
in Luke iii. 15
For the word
(Weiss).
see further xxviii. 6, and cf. irpoo-Soicia
:

'

—

only in Acts xii. 11 and Luke xxi. 26.
On the accusative of time, as expressed
oovroi
here, cf Blass, Gram., p. 93.
SiaTcXeiTc
precisely the same collocation of words occur in Galen, <t itot«
curiTOs SictIXco-cv, SO also Kal aSivj/oi
8iaTeXovo-iv, and Hippocrates speaks of
a man who continued suffering irdoxwv

—

:

8iarcXlci for fourteen days (see Hobart
It must however be adZahn).
mitted that the same collocation as in
this verse cmtitoi and 8iarcXctv is found

and

Dion. Hal. (Wetstein, in loco). For
the construction see Winer-Moulton, xlv.,

in

4;

cf

Thuc,

i.,

34.— ptjSiv

irpooX.,

taking no regular meal, so Weiss,
Blass, Zockler, Alford, Plumptre, Felten,
Bethge, Wendt. Breusing, p. 196, and
Vars, p. 250, both explain the word as

i.e.,

that in their perilous and hopecondition those on board had not
gone to fetch their regular food and
rations, but had subsisted on any bits of

meaning
less
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1

oUriTOi oiaTcXeire, fi/rjScr
,

XXVI l.

34. 810 irapaKaXu ujxas

TrpocrXa.p6p.evoi.

touto yap irpos ttjs ujxcTe'pas aam)pias uirdpxei
8
&k tt)s Kc^aXrjs TrcaeiTat.
ou&evos yap upuv 0pl£
35. eiirwi' 8c
Kal
TauTa,
Xa-Pwy apTOk, cuxapurrnae tu 0eu» tVwmoK irdrrwK, Kal
TrpoaXa^e^l'

*

Tpo<|>TJs

KXdaas Tjp^aTO

^adtcif.

4

Instead of irpoo-Xap. Lach. with

1

36. cuBufioi 8e ye^jxtvoi Trdrrcs, Kal auTol

A

40 reads irpoa-Xafi.puvou.evoi, prob. change

to suit irpoo-SoKwvTcs.
2
Instead of irpo<rX. fc^ABC, Chrys., so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Blass, Weiss,
read uei-aX.
For duct. ALP have t]u.€t., so Hilg.

Wendt

3
For ck ABC minusc, Tisch., W.H. and other authorities above read airo,
but Hilg. has ck with ftHLP. For iretreiTai
Vulg., Syr. P., Boh., Arm.,
Aethpp- have airoXeirai, so Tisch., W.H. and other authorities above; but ireo-. is
supported by HLP, Sah., Syr. H., so Hilg. and Meyer who suppose that airoX.
is from Luke xxi. 18
but see on the other hand Alford's note. After virapxci
Blass in p text and Belser, so Hilg., add eXiri^w yap ev Ttp 0ey uov on with Gig.

^ABC

;

4

After car6iciv Blass

and Hilgenfeld add

tiriSiSovs Kai

tju.iv

with 137 Sah., Syr.

H., c*.

food they might have by them

;

in an-

cient ships there were no tables spread,
or waiters to bring food to the passengers,

and each one who wanted refreshment
must fetch it for himself. Plumptre
takes irpds as meaning no extra food,
only what would keep body and soul
together, but it is doubtful whether the
Greek will bear this or Breusing's interpretation.
Ver. 34.

8ib
so that they might be
ready for the work which would be ne:

—irpoo-XajBeiv,

see critical note.
here only with genitive in N.T.,
i.e., stands, so
cf. Blass, Gram., p. 136
to speak, on the side of our deliverance,
Latin a parte, cf. Thuc, ii., 86; iii., 59
cessary.
—
irpos

:

;

;

459 C Winer-Moulton, xlviii. f.
"
arar.
safety,"
emphatic.
iijitr.,
R.V., only used here and in Heb. xi. 7
of the preservation of physical life, safety,
Plat., p.

—
so

in

—

;

:

Greek and

classical

in

Greek

medical writers, see on xvi. 17 " health,"
A.V., not limited formerly as now to the
condition of body and mind, cf. Luke
;

i.

"

science of health

77,

"

Wycliffe

=

salvation," and cf. also
Ps. lxvii. 2,
thy
saving health," literally
"
"
thy salvation
(Humphry). Effort on
their part was necessary, and yet no hair
of their heads should perish what a sig-

"knowledge" of

;

nificant

help

!

union of faith in God and selfovScvos yap . . . irc(Bethge.)

—

22, cf. Luke xxi. 18,
else in N.T., but the proverbial
as
it
phrase,
apparently was, is found in
1 Sam. xiv. 45, 2 Sam. xiv. 11, 1
Kings

cretTat,

see ver.

nowhere

i-

52

(cf-

Matt.

x.

29), see critical note,

and cf. Shakespeare,
Scene 2.

Tempest, Act

i.,

Ver. 35.

Xapwv apTov cvxapCo-Ttjarc
©., cf Luke xxii. 19, xxiv. 30, with intentional solemnity (Weiss, Weizsacker).
The words are sometimes taken to mean
that Paul simply encourages them by
his own example to eat.
But Blass, see

t$

critical note,
confirmat et

who comments

" et oratione

exemplo," adds

in

(3

text

Kal -qutv, i.e., to Luke and
Aristarchus, in which he sees a distinct
reference to the ccena sacra (so Belser).
But quite apart from this reading in p the
peculiar language of St. Luke seems to
intimate such a reference.
Olshausen
and Ewald (so Plumptre) take the words
to refer to the Agape, whilst Meyer (so
Hackett) sees a reference to the act
of the Jewish house-father amidst his
household; but Wendt simply refers it
to the act of a pious Jew or Christian
giving thanks before eating a meal and
sharing it, so Zockler. Bethge, more
specifically, sees in thp. act a thanksgiving
of a Christian to God the Father, an instance of what St. Paul himself recommends, Ephes. v. 20, Col. iii. 17, and both
Felten
and Knabenbauer apparently
prefer to interpret the words as marking
Paul's reverence towards God before
the Gentiles around him.
Breusing
ciriSiSovs

shows, p. 196, that apros might = panis
nauticus, but in the passage which he
quotes from Lucian
VaVTIKOVS.
Ver. 36.
Tpo<ptjs:

we have aprovs

with a partitive
ycvo-ao-Bat, xxiii. i4,u.€TaXaPciv, ver. 33, KopeVvvo-0ai, ver. 38.
Cf.
Luckock points out
Herod., viii., go.
that St. Luke distinguishes between the

meaning;

cf.

bread of which the Apostle partook and

nPAEEI2 ATIOSTOAQN

34—38.
TrpoaeXdPo^To

Woauu
1

1

rpo^s

4p8o

37-

R Ko^ra^.

For SiaKotriat

%W

•

W.H.

38.

h

*«

t<S

KopeaO^cs

read in text

*> s

(so

S33

TrXofo at iroaai
8^

rpo^,

R.V. mart?

)

*«xai
t*

*kou'<Koi>
tin

marcr S^„^

3w

\

,„; f K

n

Sah Epiph., so Hilgenfeld; Weiss however declined "St \o
B and Iks
of "the ^possible" «t before 76 which is no round
number, Apoftctgcsch^te
p 34 (so Blass) the misUke seems best explained by
supposing* that the*last ette
of TrXoup was read as if I = 200 and thus = QI.
Or, to explfin it more fully by
supposing that the sign for 200, I, was misunderstood, and with the double
reading
of the w in irXoiv easily became us this is of course if we read
with W.H <u irao-ai
cv t ¥ irXoi V , a different order from T.R.
i|r.
(see also Hilgenfeld's note, where ex
planation of the reading Siaic. from «•« is certainly not so obvious). For «£ A ha
has
ircvrc
;

;

.

the food, Tpo^s, taken by the rest, and
certainly the expression icXao-as is remarkable, cf. Luke xxii. 19, 1 Cor. xi. 23,
24; but it is perhaps noteworthy that
the Romanist Felten (see above) sees no
reference to the Eucharist, although he
fully admits that this act of Paul in thus

giving thanks must have made a great
impression at such a moment. evOvpoi,
*ai clutch
ver. 22, cf. 2 Mace. xi. 26.
" also
themselves," following his example.
For the second time Paul had restored

—

their

—

:

courage by his faith and prudence

;

the event had already shown that he deserved confidence, and it is evident that
he inspired it; see the testimony of

Breusing, pp. 198, 199.
Wendt, so too Jungst, and Clemen see
no reason to regard w. 33-36 as an in"
"
source, as w.
terpolation in the
Overbeck regards both
21-26 above.
sections as standing or falling together,
and treats them both as interpolations, but
Ramsay, whilst regarding the two sections as inseparably connected, treats
them both as belonging to the original

We

"
14
source, and he rightly expresses
surprise at those who accept ver. 33 ff.,
and refuse to accept w. 21-26 (Saint

We

Paul, p. 337) much more intelligible is
the judgment of Weizsacker than that
of the other German critics in question
when he describes the narrative as an
indivisible whole, and considers it im;

the mere history
possible to disentangle
of travel from it, or to strip away the
miraculous additions.

Ver. 37.

The number was

large, but

and

manning
nothing is told us of the size
of the Alexandrian ship, and Josephus,
were about
Vita, 3, mentions that there
600 in the ship which took him to Italy.
On the large size of the ships engaged in
a traffic similar to that of the corn ship
in this chapter see Breusing, p. 157

;

Vars,

and Blass, in loco,
p. igi ; Hackett
ver. 6 ; Lucian, flXoiov ^ Ei»x»*t 5«

and

Thc

number may be mentioned

at this point
that they might know afterwards that
all had been saved.
But Breusing thinks
that it would have come
perhaps more
at
the
end
of the narrative,
naturally
and that it is given here because the
rations were distributed to each on board
at this juncture.
For the

phrase

cf.

xix. 7.

Ver. 38.

Cor.

nowhere else in N.T., with genitive of the
with
which one is filled, as in
thing
classical Greek.
Alford refers to LXX,
Deut. xxxi. 20, but see Hatch and Redv.
sub
path,
£kov^i£ov de nave, Polyb.,
i., 60, 8
LXX, Jonah i. 5. rbv a-lrov
"the wheat," A. and R.V., Vulgate,
triticum; so Ramsay, Breusing, Vars, J.
Smith, Page, and so too Erasmus,
Bengel, etc., i.e., the cargo, cf. ver. 6.
Blass thinks that the word used is decisive in favour of this interpretation;
otherwise we should have had o-n-ia or
apToi if merely food had been meant;
not only was the cargo of sufficient
weight really to lighten the ship, but
there was need for the ship being at
clear as possible for the operations in
Kopeoft.,

—

;

1

:

—

iv.

8,

:

Wendt 1899 appears also to
ver. 40.
favour this view, cf. his comments with
those in 1888 edition, where he adopts
the view of Meyer and Weiss, that the
word means provisions of

food, as at
sight the context seems to indicate.
But the latter would not have made
much appreciable difference in weight, nor
first

would those on board have been likely
to throw them away, since they could
not tell on what shore they might be cast,
whether hospitable or not, or how long
they would be dependent on the food
which they had in the ship. In ver. 18
the reference may be to the cargo on
deck, or at all events only to a part of
Naber conthe cargo (Holtzmann).

jectured Icrr^v, but no such emendation
is required (Wendt).
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XXVII.

eVPaXXoycvoi top airor els tV B£Ka<r<rav.
39. "Ot« 8c
1
k<5Xttov oe* Tim Kare^ouv
iyivero, t)\v yTjp ouk iirtylyuxTKov

ttXoiov,

•

t'ju.e'pa

2
3
ifiouXeuaavro, ci Suvcuvto,
cxoi'Ta aiyiaXov, €ts ov

40. Kat

e^waat to irXoiov.

dyKupas irepieXoWes eUav eis Trjv BdXao-aav, ap,a avcrTes
Tas ^€UKTY)pias Tail' irr)$aXiW • Kat crrdpanrcs TOf 4 &pWfj.ofa tjj
Ta.9

Before ttjv ytjv Gig., Syr. P. add 01 vavrou, so Blass in

1

and Hilg.

!

P. and H., Boh., Tisch., W.H., R.V.,
For cpovX€w<rovTo
J^BC, Vulg., Syrr.
A 40, 61 have c^ouXovto.
Blass, Weiss, Wendt, Hilgenfeld read cfSovXe-uovTo
;

For egoxrak B*C, Boh., Aeth., Arm. have CKo-oxrai, so W.H. text, R.V. marg.,
but Tisch., W.H. mg., R.V. text, Blass, Weiss, Hilgenfeld read e$o><rai (Wendt
3

doubtful).
4

apTciiova LP, Chrys., but -wva

W.H., Weiss, Blass with

NABCH, B

1

has

apTOfjLwva, see Winer-Schmiedel, p. 86.

"
Ver. 39. ttjv yfjv ovk eirey.
they
did not recognise the land," Ramsay
the sailors probably knew Malta, since,
xxviii. 11, there was evidently nothing
unusual in eastern ships touching at the
But they
island on their way to Rome.
did not know St. Paul's Bay, which is
remote from the great harbour, and was
not distinguished by any marked features
to secure recognition, Ramsay, J. Smith
see also note on xxviii. 1. C. and H. lay
stress on the imperfect, " they tried to
:

;

;

recognise
xxviii. 1

.

.

.,

we have

but could not "

;

but in

the aorist indicating that

recognised immediately on
—was
koltcvoovv " perceived," R.V.,
landing.
the land

—
23.

:

Matt. vii. 3, Luke vi. 41, xx.
Tiva a sort of bay or creek, " a
bay," R.V., the word means a bay either
small or large, and St. Paul's Bay may be
described as a small bay or creek (Ren" with a
sandy
dall) ; «?x oVTa atymX^v
beach," Ramsay, with a beach, R.V., i.e.,
smooth and fit for a vessel's landingplace, cf. xxi. 5, Matt. xiii. 2, 48, John
xxi. 4 ; cf. Xen., Anab,, vi., 4, 4 (see
Page's note) ; in LXX, Judg. v. 17 A,
al.
Smith
Ecclus. xxiv. 14 S 2
J.
adds that St. Luke here again employs
the correct hydrographical term, frequently used by Arrian in this sense.
cf.

k<JXitov

:

,

The

traditional St. Paul's Bay may certainly well have been the place meant (so
On the
Wendt, 1899, and Blass).
smooth, sandy beach see Hackett, note,
P- 334» who has also visited the spot, and

confirmed Smith's view, although both
admit that the former sandy beach has
been worn away by the action of the
sea Smith, p. 247, 4th edition, and see
also Ramsay, St. Paul, p. 341.
Ig&o-cu
rh irXoiov " to drive the ship upon it,"
i.e.
the beach, so Ramsay, RenR.V.,
t

—

;

:

dall,

Breusing, Vars,

Goerne,

J.

Smith

the object was not to
(4th edit., p. 142)
save the ship from being destroyed, but
the crew from perishing ; under like circumstances the same would be done to;

day

Breusing, Vars), cf. Arrian,
Pont. Eux., 6. c£a><rai
so in
Thuc, ii., 90; viii., 104 (and see Wetstein) ; see also critical note on iKxrwo-ai
cl
SvvatvTo, and Burton, p. 106, and
Grimm-Thayer, sub el, i., 7, c, with
optative, where the condition represents
the mind and judgment of others
as
if the sailors had said amongst themselves
(so

Peripl.

:

.

.

.

,

tlauropcv el SwdficOa, cf. xxiv. 19.
Kal Tas dyic. irepieXovTCS
Ver. 40.
" and
casting off the anchors," R.V., cf.
ver. 20 for the same verb, so that the
meaning cannot be as A.V.,
" infollowing
"
fact it is
Vulgate, having taken up
the very reverse. The sailors loosed the
cables of the anchors which were fastened
within the ship, that they might fall off into
the sea (Blass) ; Breusing and Vars com:

;

pare Xen., Hell., xvi., 21, Tas aytcvpas
diroK^iTTOVT€s = TO <rx<HvCa twv aytcupuiv.
"
ct&»v els ttjv 0aXa<r<rav
they left them
(the anchors) in the sea," R.V., relinquebant, Blass ; so Breusing, Vars, Goerne,
as against A.V., and Vulgate, committebant se, or Luther's rendering (Beza
and Grotius), etwv to ttXoiov lev at els
ttjv 0a\acr<rav.
Grimm-Thayer renders
"
they let down into the sea," i.e., abanwhich
doned,
gives better the force of
els than regarding it simply as = IV.
" simul
" at the same
time," R.V.,
ap.a
laxantes," Vulgate, "loosing withal,"
Rhem., but in no other E.V. {Speaker's

—

:

—

:

—

Commentary). tos (cvkt. twv irrjoaXtW
the bands of the rudders, the fastenings
of the rudders, i.e., the two paddle-rudders with which Greek and Roman ships
were supplied, one on each quarter, C.

and H. and

J.

:

Smith, p. 183, 4th edition,

TIPAEEIS ATIOSTOAQN

39—41.
TT^oucn) KaT€i Xov
8i0d\aa<ro»',
1

For

€ir

cireKciXov,

1

€i S

rbv alyiaXfr.

tir<&K€i\av

r^yvavv

41. Trepnreaon-es oe cis

ical

^

p.ev>

irpcipa

t<W

fyeiaaaa epeivev

W K6iXav (B 3 LP, Chrys., Meyer,
Hilgenfeld), ^AB*C 13, 40, 61, 73 have
so Tisch., W.H., R.V., Blass, Weiss,
Wendt, see note below (and

Wendt's note in both edit., 1888 and 1899), and Blass,
and Hilgenfeld adds ets o-upnr with Syr. H. c*
(3

in

in loco.

After ttiv

vaw

Blass

(so Hilg.).

these rudders had been lifted from the
water and lashed up while the ship was
anchored by the stern (see Breusing's
description, p. 98, cf. Eur., Hel., 1536
TT-rjSaXia [cvyXauri irapaxaOCcTo), but
the rudders were wanted when the
ship again got under weigh. rjj irveov:

<rfl,

53S

sc.

word

avpa .

—
— lirdpavTcs
:

technical

spreading out the sail, opposite
to vfyUa-Qai.
KaTfixov cts rbv aly.
"
they made for the beach," R.V., in
order to land, cf. Xen., Hell., ii., i, 29
others take it as meaning to check the
ship's headway, but better, to hold or head
the ship, Herod., vii., 59, 188, so GrimmThayer, sub v., sc. rr\v vavv, whilst
others take the verb intransitively as above
in R.V.
rbv apWpova "the foresail,"
R.V., Ramsay, J. Smith. The word has
been interpreted by various writers as
meaning nearly every sail which a vessel
If the interpretation of ver. 17 is
carries.
correct, it could not mean the mainsail as
A.V. Others apply it to the stern-sail,
which bears the name to-day (Italian,
artitnone ; French, voile d'artimon), but to
set this sail would have been the most
foolish thing they could have done, so
The word is found only
Vars, Breusing.
here for the foresail, and its meaning is
fixed by the fact that no other sail could
be so well used by sailors under the circumstances, see Breusing, p. 79, J. Smith,
his edition,
pp. 141 and 193 ff., 4th edit. In
that the
1899, Wendt thinks it probable
sail here meant is otherwise called 86Xwv,
but see
Smith, p. 200, 4th edit. In
for

—

:

;

—

:

J.

he preferred to interpret it of the topsail (Meyer, Weiss,
Zockler, Baumgarten), but Breusing, p.
his former edition

the sixteenth
points out that only in
see
century were topsails introduced
also Vars, p. 93.
Ver. 41. ircpiir. 8i et« t. 8t0. : Luke
x. 30, James 1. 2, with the dative, as
«U
generally, but Arrian, ircpiirCirmv

xii.,

;

Mace,

T<Jirovs ircTp«i8€is (Wetstein), 2
«te t6wov
vi. i?, x. 4, Polyb., i., 37, 1.
816. :•, a bank or a ridge between two

which has sea on both sides; cf.
Dio Chrys., 5, p. 83, where reference is

seas,

dangers of the sea {Jpax*«
Kal 8i0dXoTTa ical roiviai paicpal . . .

made

to the

:

rb
airopov . . . irap^xovo-i
wAavo*
(Wetstein and Blass). Breusing, Vars
and Goerne (so Blass) take the words
ci« t. 8. to refer to a hidden ridge beneath
the water, and the aorist ircpiir. in contrast to the imperfect
tcai-cixov seems
to favour this, as
expressing that they
came upon a r6te. 8i0. unexpectedly, cf.
Page's note and Ramsay's translation,
"
chancing on a bank between two seas ".
But the latter writer adds that the ircpt*.
does not imply want of purpose, as
cirwKciXav shows, and the meaning is
that while at anchor they could not see
the exact character of the spot (see also
C. and H.), but as they approached they
found that they had lighted on the channel
not more than a hundred yards in breadth
between the island of Salmonetta and
this might very properly
the mainland
be called " a place where two seas meet,"
A. and R.V., as it formed a communication between the sea within the bay and
The adjective 816. is as
the sea outside.
;

uniting two seas,
cf. Strabo, ii., 5,
as to land like the
see J. Smith, pp.
142, 178, 4th edit., Hackett, C. and H.,
Lumby, Rendall, and note in Speaker's

applicable to water
e.g., the Bosphorus,
12 (quoted by Smith),
Isthmus of Corinth;

Breusing, p. 204, Goerne,
(1899) take it of St. Paul's Bank
which lies just in front of St. Paul's Bay,
so too Vars, p. 258, for the same view

Commentary.

Wendt

—

and its support. frrMKCiXav tJ|v vavv:
"they ran the vessel aground" (cf. J.
Smith,

see critical note.
p. 143, 4th edit.),
and fmiceXXw are both used in

liroiceXXw

"alto"
and more usuaHy
gether poetical (Blass),
In Homer, Odys., ix., 148,
intransitive.
classical Greek, but the latter is

however,

and 546,

we have

vtjas

.

.

.

4-riicrfXo-ai,

U(ktr*\L*v (cf. adpcllere
the Gospels,
navem). Blass, Philology of
in this sudden introduction of
p. 186, sees
vavv an indicathe phrase hrwicciXav
tion that St. Luke had read his Homer,
since in no other passage in the N.T. do
we find the obsolete word j\ vev«, the
commoner expression rb wXolov occurring
rtjo

tV

no less than thirteen
this
chapter
R.V. renders rt|v vavv "the
times.
vessel." all other E.V. "the ship," and
in

ITPAHEIS ATIOSTOAQN

S3t

xxvn. 42—44.

8e irpufiKa eXutTo uird ttjs £105 twi' Kup.dTwi'. 1
42.
rtav 8c orpaTiuTWK PouXfj cyeVeTO !Va 2 Tods
Seorp-wTas diroKTeivwai,
dcrdXeuTos,

f\

8

fi.^Tis

^KKoXup.|3^o-as

Sia^uyoi.

43. 6 8c

4

tKa-rorrapxos, pouXou-ckos

Siaawacu tow flauXoe, imoXuvtv (xutous TOU PouXrjp.aTOS, ckAcuctc tc
5
to6s SumpcVoos KoXup-pdV, aTroppuJ/ arras irpwTOus lirl TT)i' yfji' e£ieVai,
44. KOi Tods Xonrous, ous
too irXoiou.

1

t<i)v

Kal oSimf

6

p,eV

cm

aaytoak, 08s 8c

cm nvuv

cycVcTO irdiras SiaawO'rji'ai

rStv dird

iirl tJji' yrJK.

but fc$*AB, so Tisch., W.H., R.V. have only viro t. pias.
The
are, however, retained here by Weiss, Blass, Hilg.
Vulg., Gig.

kv|x.,

words "-«v Kt»p.
have maris.

;

2

Before tovs Sea}*. Blass (not Hilg.) with Gig. in p text adds iravTas.
3
Tisch., W.H., Blass, Hilg., Weiss,
8iaeJ>vYoi, but very slight authority.
6l Chrys.
8ia<frvyx)

NABCHLP

Wendt

>

4
After ctca/rov. Blass adds with Gig. ckwXvctcv tovto yevcarOai., uaXio-ra 81a tov
n. iva Siaaraxrg avTOv.
6
ver. 19, and Winer-Schmiedel, p. 56.
airopp. for the one p W.H., see
6
After ovt<>>? Blass with Gig. reads iraarai ai \|/vxai Siccrwdiiarav (cm ttjv yr]v).

it has been thought that the word is so
changed here because that which had
hitherto been a irXotov capable of sailing
was now reduced to a mere hulk (Wordsworth, Humphry). Kal uev irpwpa epefo-aa-a: " and the prow struck," R.V.,
Ramsay, this is accounted for by the
in St.
peculiar nature of the bottom
Paul's Bay, see J. Smith, Ramsay, Hac" a bottom of mud
graduatkett, Alford,
ing into tenacious clay, into which the
fore part would fix itself, and be held fast

—

-f]

while the stern was exposed to the force
For the verb in intranof the waves ".
sitive sense as here cf. Prov. iv. 4,
dcrdX.
cf. Mneid, v., 206 (Wetstein).
only in Heb. xii. 8 in N.T., but o-aXcveiv
several times in Luke, in Gospel and
in classical Greek and LXX
Acts
adverb -t«s, Polyb., ix., 9, 8, cf. also
Ecclus. xxix. 18.——^ 8c irpvpvo IXvcto
" but the stern
vird t^s ptas
began to
break up," R.V., marking the imperfect
as distinguished from aorist lp.civcv,
Blass, Gram., p. 186 Mn., x., 303, Cic,
Att., xv., 11 (Wetstein).
pias twv icvp,.,
see critical note.
four times in
0ia
Acts, see on v. 26, nowhere else in N.T.,
but frequent in LXX, Vulgate, "a vi
maris," which Breusing, p. 203, strongly

—

:

;

;

:

—

;

:

endorses.
Ver. 42.
t«*v 8c orpaT.
only the
soldiers, since they and not the sailors
were responsible for the safety of the
C. and H.,
prisoners, cf. xii. 7, xvi. 27
" swim
small edit., p. 236.
ckkoX.
away" (Ramsay), literally "out," Eur.,
Hel., 1609, Dion H., v., 24.
8ia«J>.
:

—

;

:

—

:

only here in N.T., LXX, Josh. viii. 22,
Judg. vii. 19, Prov. xix. 5, 1 Mace. xv.

Mace. xii. 35, etc., so absolutely in
Herod., i., 10.
Ver. 43.
povX6p.evos
"desiring,"
R.V. the centurion had from the first,
ver. 3, treated Paul with respect, and the
respect had no doubt been deepened by
the prisoner's bearing in the hour of
21, 2

:

;

danger, and he would naturally wish to
save the man to whom he owed his own
safety, and that of the whole crew.
8iaoru)<rat, even if he cared little for the
" to save Paul
rest he was determined
to
the end," literally, so C. and H. There
is no reason
whatever to regard the
words povX. . . . tov n. as an interpolation.

— cKuXwrcv avTOvs tov p.

:

only

here with this construction, accusative
of person and genitive of thing, but
similar usage in Xenophon, Polybius.
For the resultative aorist, i.e., the aorist
of a verb whose present implies effort or
intention, commonly denoting the success of the effort, cf. also Matt, xxvii. 20,

—

Acts

vii. 36, Burton, p. 21.
tovs 8vv.
tcoXvup&V: probably Paul was amongst the
number he had thrice been shipwrecked,
and had passed a day and a night in the
open sea, 2 Cor. xi. 25 (Felten, Plumptre).
cgic'vai: four times in Acts, nowhere
;

—

else in

N.T.,

xiii.

42, xvii. 15, xx. 7.

—

" should cast themselves
overboard and get first to the land,"
R.V., where they could help the others to
safety, so Breusing, Goerne, Renan A.V.
here
not so expressive.
iirop ptirTeiv
used reflexively, see instance in Wetstein.
diroppixj/avTas

:

;

,

:

nPASEIS AIT02T0AQN

XXVIII. i—2.

XXVIII.
KaX«mn.

2.

KAI 8ioo«ee'KT€s, totc 1

i.

Ol
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Mytmrtvjh*

^ rfjaos
K pdpPapoi Trapse, ou t^ Tu XouaaKMcXi'tt,
rta,
+iXa,0
pwi

4ptr-

2

dntyaro* Y *P ™pd„,*

TrpooreXd|3om> mfc>ru«

^*

V^>

8id ror

has irpo<raveXa K8avov, so Blass and
Hilg. 137 has irpo<rtXauBavov Villa
Gig. refecerunt, and Blass takeVtheword inTs teTt as =
rej^ebant;
d h kS th
this may have been ** ori
For
&in^ reading.
ft?
4n
.o ^*
(Meyer) tfABC 6i, 68, Tisch., W.H., Blass, Hilg., Weiss read
aSjLr.,
;

Par

^A

Ver. 44. tovs X., 5<\ *$Uvai lirl
tijv
Ytjv.— ovs piv . . . ovs 8a, Luke xxiii.
itrl caviaiv
33, and in classical Greek.
*f some
on planks and some on pieces
from the ship," Ramsay; the

—

:

planks

which were in use in the ship as distinguished from actual parts or fragments
of the ship in the next clause in LXX,
Ezek. xxvii. 5, the word is used of planks
for the deck of a ship
(Cant. viii. 9,
;

2

Kings

xii.

^

r*&

f

9

Breusing, pp. 45,
203 (so Blass), takes it of the boards or
which
were
used
for keeping the
planks
cargo firmly in its place. The furniture
of the vessel had already been thrown
overboard, so that we can only think
of the pieces broken away as the ship
stranded, or perhaps broken off by the
iirt: here used proescaping crew,
miscuously with dative and genitive in
the same sense.
* tn infinitive
tY € veTO
following, characteristic of St. Luke,
(?)).

—
—

'

:

w

Friedrich, p. 13.
8iaor&»0Tjvoi : on its
use by St. Luke here and in xxviii. 1, 4
(Luke vii. 3), see Hobart, pp. 9, 10, 284.
For the remarkable correspondence between the details of the scene of the

not imperfect as in xxvii.
here de3g
noting the immediate recognition of the
place after they had once gained safety
(Weiss, Rendall, C.H.). St. Paul's Bay
is several miles distant from
Valetta, the
harbour which the sailors doubtless knew
;

previously, see also Breusing, p. 190,
Vars, p. 243, and J. Smith, pp. 140 and
148, 4th edition.— McXtrr), see critical

note; Malta, cf. Diod. Sic, v., 12,
Strabo, vi., 2, Ovid, Fasti, iii., 567,
Sicula Melita as distinct from Melita
There is no need here
Illyrica (Meleda).
to refute the view that the latter, in the
Adriatic Sea on the coast of Dalmatia,

meant.
This view depends chiefly
upon the narrow view of the meaning of
the Adria xxvii. 27, see also below on w.
is

It was first put forward in the
2, 3.
tenth century by Constantine the Porphyrogenite, and was advocated in the

century by a Dalmatian monk, Padre
Georgi, himself a native of Meleda, no
doubt jealous for the honour of his birthplace and his monastery. Its chief champion may be said to be W. Falconer, in
his Dissertation on St. Paul's Voyage,
last

shipwreck and the

1817, republished in 1870

Paul's

Judge Falconer.

topography of St.
see not only J. Smith and
Ramsay, but Goerne, p. 374, Breusing,
p. 204, and Vars, p. 257.
Breusing and
Vars both admit that it is not safe to
trust too much to tradition, but in this
case, as they both point out, it was only
likely that St. Paul would have won
loyal adherents in the island who would
have handed down every detail of his
visit to their children, and the local tradition is in striking accordance with the
description of the sacred narrative ; see

Bay

further Introd., p. 8.

Chapter XXVIII.

—

SiaVer. 1.
Used by
see on xxvii. 43.
Josephus of his own shipwreck and
Thuc.
escape, Vita, 3, and in Xen. and
of coming safely to a place. r6r*
orci»0€VT€s,

—

My.

:

This

by

last

his

nephew,

was an un-

successful attempt to controvert the arguments of J. Smith in favour of Malta,
who may be said to have established his
case to demonstration (see for a candid
description of Falconer's view "Adria"
(Dickson), Hastings' B.D.). More recent
nautical authorities have most decisively
confirmed the view of J. Smith, cf. Breu-

Quite
sing, p. 190, and Vars, p. 242.
apart from the strong local tradition in
favour of Malta, and the testimony of the
Apocryphal Acta Petri et Pauli in favour
of ravoo(i€X*rt| (Gosso- Malta) (for references to Lipsius' edition, Wendt and
Zockler, in loco), it is not too much to
say that Meleda could not have been
reached without a miracle under the

riPAHEis
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AnorroAQN

octok to> tyccrT&Ta, k<u Sid to

llauXou <\>pvydvu}v

1

XXVIII.
IuoTpe'<J/an-os 8c

3.

t|/Gx<>9.

ttXtjOos, Kal taiOctros ltr\ T^\v irvpdv,

NABC

1
After (frpvy.
61. Vulg., Tisch.,
Hilg. omits (so Gig.).

tou
2

IxioVa

W.H., Weiss, Wendt, Blass add

ti,

€K

but

2 The authorities for oiro instead of ck are
overwhelming, fr^ABCHLI, and
For e£cX., which is strongly supported by
other authorities above with Hilg.
(Meyer, Alford) read
S^ABC 61, and so other authorities above, except Hilg.,

HLP

Im|.
circumstances of weather described in the
"
Melita,"
narrative, cf. Dean Howson's
B.D. 1 , ii., pp. 315-317, and Zahn (in
answer to Mommsen), Einleitung, ii.,
p. 422.
Ver. 2. pdppapoi, i.e., they were not
a Greek-speaking population, cf. Rom. i.
14 (not barbarians in the modern sense
of rude and uncivilised)
they were of
Phoenician descent, and came under the
Roman dominion in the second Punic
;

xxi., 51.
Ramsay, St. Paul,
p. 343, sees in the title an indication that

War, Livy,

was himself of Greek nationFor the use of the term in classical Greek, and by Philo and Josephus,
see "Barbarian" (F. C. Conybeare),
Hastings' B.D., Grimm-Thayer, sub v.,
and Mr. Page's note. (In 2 Mace. ii. 21
the writer describes Judas Maccabseus
" barbarous
as chasing
multitudes," to
(3ap(3apa ttXtjOti, retorting on the Greeks
the epithet habitually applied by them to
all nations not their own, Speaker's ComSee further the evidence of
mentary.)
coins and inscriptions in Zahn, Einthe writer

ality.

422, proving as against
that the Phoenician tongue
not died out in the island, and cf.

leitung,

ii.,

Mommsen

had

—
—

ov ttjv tvx** cf.
8.
" no common
xix. 11,
kindness," R.V. (and
see note
so A.V. in xix. 11).
4>iXav.
above, Introd., p.

on

xxvii. 3.

Esther

Mace.
but

viii.

The word

:

is

13, 2 Mace.

found in
vi.

LXX,

22, xiv. 9, 3

15, 18, and in classical Greek,
was a word which a physician

iii.

it

would be very

to

employ, for
"
M
philanthropy
Hippocrates speaks of
in a physician as ever accompanying a
Galen disreal love of his profession.
tinguishes between those who healed
likely

"

"

and those who
through philanthropy
healed merely for gain, and even a more
generous diet for the sick was called
(juXavOponroTcpa Tpocjnj, Hobart, p. 296.
The word is used here only and in Tit.
iii.

xii.

4

in

49,

—

N.T.
James

dvdvj/. -yap
iii.

5

;

if

irvpdv,

we

Luke

read the

simple verb (see critical note) we have
three times with Xvxvov in Luke
it
viii.

16, xi. 33, xv. 8,

and nowhere

else

in
N.T. (except with meaning "to
touch "). irvpdv only here and in ver. 3
in N.T., cf. Judith vii. 5, 1 Mace. xii.
28, 2 Mace. i. 22, x. 36 (see H. and R.),
and similar phrases in classical Greek.
irpocreXdpovTO, cf. xvii. 5, xviii. 26
for similar use, and five times
by St.
Paul cf. 2 Mace. x. 15, see critical note.
:

—
—

;

N.T.

2

Tim.

3, 7; in
only in Luke and
"
Wetstein,
present,"

Polyb., xviii.

£<J>€(n-wTa, cf.
iv.

6,

Paul, prasentem,
A. and R.V. Weiss and
it

De Wette

as meaning that the rain

them. —xj/vxos

take

suddenly

came upon
this and the
mention of the rain prove that St. Paul's
ship could not have encountered a sirocco
wind, i.e., from the south-east, for this
only blows for two or three days, and
even in November is hot and sultry
:

(Hackett). W.H. read tj/vxos, but Weiss,
Wendt, Blass as above, see Winer-

Schmiedel, p. 68.
Ver. 3. <rwTp€\J/avTos here only in
Acts, but cf. xi. 27, xvi. 39, in
text;
= exemplum avTovpyias, Bengel. Cf.
Matt. xvii. 22, W.H., R.V. margin; of
:

—

men, 2 Mace. xiv. 30.
brushwood, copse the furze
growing near St. Paul's Bay would

collecting

4>pvydvwv
still

:

;

well afford material for a fire (Lewin),
and it may be quite true that wood is
found nowhere else but in a place at a
distance from the Bay in classical Greek
used in plural for dry sticks, especially
firewood; here only in N.T., but several
;

times in LXX, for straw, stubble, and
bramble. ti before itXt)6o$, see critical
note
implying as much as he could
irX. used elsewhere of
carry, Weiss
persons.
2x i & va tne objection that no

—

:

—

;

:

poisonous serpents are found to-day in
Malta, like that based on the absence of
wood in ver. 2, may well be dismissed
as " too trivial to deserve notice such
changes are natural and probable in a
;

small island, populous and long civilised,"
Ramsay, St. Paul, p. 343, Breusing, p.
191, Vars, p. 243 so too J. Smith, p. 151,
4th edition, refers to the gradual disappearance of the viper in Arran as the
island became more frequented, and cf.
;

m

nPAHEI2 AnOSTOAQN
^cXeouora KaOTJ^c

6cp|ti) S

ttjs
ol

Pdppapoi Kpep.du-6^ to
dXXVjXous, nd^rws 4>o^u's

xtjs

er,p(o,

4<™
ty

X€ip 6 s outou.

U
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4.

auroC, SXeyo^ irpos
6 cMpwTros o5to S oV 8iacr<o0
€
,

Wa

Ik ttis 0aXd<7<njs ^
ouk ctaacK.
oi'kt]
5. 6 jUr oSV
to 0npioi> els to uGp, Stto^ 068^ itaitoV.
6.

aurov piXXciK

auiw

Be

TrifiTrpaa0oi

tj

V€Kp6v

0€«pounw

aTairoK

;

its

—

only in Luke in N.T., but

and

in

LXX, Job

TroXd

outov

so Lach., W.H., Weiss,
Wendt, Blass, Hilg.
»•
A.

habits (Hackett), fa-cj
" in causae
significatu saepe apud Graecos,"
Grotius, Bengel. Cf. xx. 9, and Luke xxi.
26.
c£eX0ov<ra, see critical note.
8ic(.
supported by Meyer and Alford, as if the
out
the
sticks.—
serpent glided
through
:

fep}

ci$

in

Ps.
xviii.
Eccl. iv. 11, Ecclus.
6,
(xix.)
xxxviii. 28 ; often used in medical writers
instead of ©epponrjs (Hobart), but the
latter is also used in Hipp.
icaOtjikc
vi.

—

•
•

iriirpacri).

Hackett's note for similar proof.
Mr.
late as 1853, believed that he
saw a viper near St. Paul's Bay, St.
Paul, ii., 200.— 4k: "out of," but if aire.
"by reason of," R.V. margin, "from the
heat," the viper numbed by the cold felt
the sudden heat, and was restored to

on

u.tjScm

•

»

fr$*

Lewin, as

classics

8c TrpoaeSditiuK

KaTairiTrrciK &<f>fu

NcBHLPChm.,

/«^rpaa6«i
Tisch.
has epiriirpacr. with

0epp,-r|S

01

diron^as

J

Trpoa8oK<£nw, Kal

activity, cf.

8* cTSo^

ttjs X€l po s

17,

:

only here in N.T., but frequent in classical Greek, and usually in middle, although
not found in LXX, cf. however Symm.,
ica0dirT€<r0ai, Cant. i. 6, cf. Epict., Diss.,

Mace. vi. 10.—>irdvT«»«
only in Luke
and Paul, expressing
strong affirmation,
xxi.
and
Luke
iv. 23
22,
cf.
cf. Tob.
xiv. 8, 2 Mace. iii.
13.— ^ovevs, a murderer, and therefore justice demands his
2

:

;

life, death for death
they saw that he
was a prisoner perhaps from his chains
(Bengel) at all events the solders would
;

;

have guarded him, as
xxvii. 42.—^
Aim):

we may

infer

from

"justice," R.V.,
so in Soph.,
cf. Hesiod, Theog., 902
(Ed.
Ant., 544;
Col., 1384; for the
personification cf. Wisdom i. 8, xi.
20, and several instances in 4 Mace, see
;

sub v.
The Maltese
heard the name from the
Greeks or Romans, or they may have
honoured a goddess of their own, whose
name Luke here represents by ^j A.,
" debile lumen
naturae .
nee quis sit
Ahcaio? yustus Ultor norunt," Ben-

Grimm-Thayer,

may have

.

gel.

ovk

—Siao-wOeVra,
"
eiacrtv

:

see

.

on

xxvii.

43.

—

hath not suffered," they

20, 10, i.e.y tov rpox^Xov
(Grimm) :
Blass, Page, Felten render "bit," momordit.
So Nosgen and Zockler, who think
that this is evidently meant from the con-

thought of him as already dead, as if
the deadly bite had already done its

although not necessarily contained
in the verb itself; Dioscorides used it of
poisonous matter introduced into the

ix.

:

iii.,

text,

Blass thus exp. 288).
"
presses the force of the aorist, momento
temporis hoc factum est, priusquam P.

body (Hobart,

manum

retraxisset".

"the beast,"
to 9r\ptov
R.V.
Although this is the meaning of
the Greek word, it is to be noted that
St. Luke uses it here exactly as the mediVer.

:

4.

to venomous
to the viper,
an antidote
exiSva (so Aristotle), and
made chiefly from the flesh of vipers
cal writers, who applied
serpents in particular,

—

it

went by the name 4) 0-qpiaKij (Hobart,
Zahn, Knabenbauer), and those bitten
by a viper were called ©tjpuSStiktol—
"

from," R.V., it
of Paul,
clung by its mouth to the hand
construction as in classical Greek, cf.
icpcp.

4k

:

hanging

work

;

Ver.
5,

not

sinit,

as Vulgate, but sivit.

5.

iiroT.

in

parallel

:

only in Luke, Luke
Matt, and Mark,

in

4kt m cf. Lam. ii. 7, and in
Bacch.,
Eur.,
Greek,
253.
oiSev icaicov, cf. Mark xvi.
x.

classical

— fira0iv
18,

Luke

19.

Paul shook off the
Ver.
viper the natives looked for a fatal result.
They knew the deadly nature of
the bite, and their subsequent conduct

—

6.

oi Bi

.

.

.

:

shows that they regarded it as nothing
short of miraculous that Paul escaped.
So St. Luke evidently wishes to describe
the action, see on jUr olv, ver. 5, and
hi, Rendall, Acts, p. 161, Appendix.—
see below. irtp.irpao'Oai,
irpoo-cSoKwv,
from the form ir(pirpT))u, present infinicritical note, and Winersee
tive passive,

—

LXX, Numb.

Schmiedel, p. 122 ; cf. in
v. 21, 22, 27, irp-pOfiv, H. and R.,

of
parts
of the body becoming swollen. In classical Greek ir(pirpavi«i means "to take
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1
Qeov avrov cfau.
7. 'Ew he toi?
yiKopeKOK, u-eTapaXXop^KOi IXeyoy
ckcw'oi' uirripxe x w pi a T <*» TTpwTw
rfjs v-qaou, 6you,aTt
irepl rbv r6irov

floirXiu, 8s dfaoe£<i|j.efo$ Tjfi&s Tpeis ^pc'pas

W.H., Weiss,
a

Blass,

After T)(tcpa« Tpcis Hilg. adds ev

ttj oitcia

and irp-rjGeiv " to cause to swell,"
and those two ideas are combined, as in
the word irp-rjo-TTip, " a venomous snake,
the bite of which caused both inflamma"
tion and swelling
(Page, in loco), cf.
Lucan, ix., 790. In the N.T. the verb is
peculiar to St. Luke, and it is the usual
medical word for inflammation (Hobart,
Zahn) in Hipp., Aret., Galen. Ka/rairfirtciv only in Luke in N.T., cf. Luke viii.
6, Acts xxvi. 14, it was used by medical

—

:

writers of persons falling down suddenly
from wounds, or in epileptic fits ; Hipp.,
Galen (Hobart, Zahn), cf. the asp-bitten
Charmian in Ant. and Cleo. (Shake-

Act

speare),

Acts

ii.

v.,
2, xvi.

Scene
26.

—

2.

—

a<f>vw

irpo<r8.

.

.

:

.

only
oto-

the two words are described by
Hobart as exactly those which a medical
use (so too Zahn), and he
gives two instances of the latter word
from Galen, in speaking of the bite of a

irov

:

e^cViaci'.

<J>iXo<f>p6V(os

have the

aorist

uerapaX.,

Wendt.

fire,"

in

ABP

Instead of u€To,0aXX. i^jHL, so Tisch., Hilg.)

1

so

2

avrov, but not Blass.

—0t6v avTov elvai

it is
:
perhaps fanciful
to suppose with Grotius and Wetstein
that they compared him to the infant
Hercules, or to iEsculapius represented

with the serpent, but the latter is un"
doubtedly right in adding,
eleganter

autem hie describitur vulgi inconstantia "
we naturally compare with Chrysostom
the startling change in the people of
" Aut latro
Lystra, xiv., 11, 19,
inquiunt
;

aut deus

.

.

(Bengel).
Ver. 7.

.

datur tertium

x»P ia

"

homo Dei "

R.V. Vul-

lands,"

:

In

:

this

passage toitos
and xwptov occur together, but whilst the
former is used of place indefinitely, the
latter is used of a definite portion of
space enclosed or complete in itself; cf.
John iv. 5 Grimm-Thayer's Syn., sub v.,
gate, pradia.

— t$
;

man would

toitos.

The
rabid dog, or of poison, p. 289.
word is used elsewhere in N.T. of some-

Schmiedel, Encycl. Bibl., i., 47, 1899
as his father was alive, he would not have
been called from his estates (see, however, O. Holtzmann, Neutest. Zeitgeschichte, p. 106), but the inscriptional
authorities confirm the first view, a Greek

thing morally amiss ; cf. Luke xxiii. 41,
Acts xxv. 5, 2 Thess. iii. 2, but here evidently of something amiss physically. In
R.V. it is rendered in each passage
" amiss ". The word in N.T. is confined
to Luke and Paul, but it is found several
times in LXX in an ethical sense (as in
N.T., except in loco), cf. Job iv. 8, xi. n,
xxvii. 6, xxxiv. 12, xxxv. 13, Prov. xxiv. 55
(xxx. 20), cf. 2

Mace.

xiv. 23

;

so too in

Thucydides, Josephus, Plutarch, etc. ;
but it is used of any harm happening to
a person as here, cf. Jos., Ant., viii., 14,
xi., 5, 2 ; Herodian, iv., 11.
irpo«rSoKia, peculiar to St. Luke in N.T. ; cf.
Luke xxi. 26, Acts xii. 11, and irpoaSoicdo), in Luke six times, in Acts five,
was, no doubt, frequently used in medical
language (Hobart, Zahn) for the expectation of the result of a disease or par-

4

;

oxysm

"

when they were long

in expectation," R.V.), but in Jos., Ant., viii., 14,
we
have
ical p^Sev twv aTcSirwv
4,
irpocr8ok<£v, and in Herodian, iv., n, ut|S£v

otottov irp<xr8oKOvvT€s * els avTOv
yiv.,
cf. Luke iv. 23 (Klostermann, Weiss).
so
in
classics
H.eTaj3a\\o|x€voi,
frequently

—

without

ttjv yvwp,T|v, cf. Jos., B. J.,v., 9, 3.

an official title
irpclmp
technically correct in Malta, Ramsay, St.
Paul, p. 343, honoraria appellatio, so too
:

;

inscription giving irpwrog MeXt/raiiov teal
riaTpwv, applied to a Roman Knight, Prudens by name, lirirev? 'P., so that Publius

may

well have been of the

same

rank,

Latin inscription we have
municipii Melitensium primus omnium,
see Zahn, Einleitung, ii., p. 422 Blass, in
loco ; Zockler, Holtzmann, Knabenbauer,
also Alford, Lewin, Hackett, Renan possibly the conjecture may be correct that
the Greek and Latin inscriptions give a
translation of a title which the Romans
already found in vogue in the island.
Publius would be naturally the chief
authority in the island under the Roman
praetor of Sicily, Cic, Vert., iv., 18.

and

a

in

;

;

—

rioirXCcp

Publius,

:

Greek form
"

for the

pranomen

nomen a populus derivatum,"

thinks that
p. 343,
Poplius may = the Greek rendering of
the
the nomen Popilius, but that
peasantry
may have spoken of him familiarly by
Tradition makes
his pranomen Publius.
him bishop of Malta (Felten, Knaben-

Blass

;

Ramsay,
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fyeVcTO 8^ rbv iraTepa tou Ho-rrXiou irupeTois Kal 1 8u<r€KT«pia
(ruvexofj.ci'oi' KaTaiccurGai
irpos 6> 6 (laOXos clacXOwK icai irpoa€u|d€
a
IrforaTO (xutoV.
ciuOels
t&s
?
auTw,
x ^P
(xei^09)
9. toutou ouk ytvoiuvou,
8.

•

Kal 01 Xoiirol 01
1

cx 01^*? AffOefeias

&

*rrj

icai

n)<rw -irp<Krr)pxoinro

For Svo-cvrcpup 61, Chrys. have the older fem. form, io, Winer-Schmiedel,

p. 85.

—

ava8e$. only here of hospitable
bauer).
reception = -u-n-oSe'xeo-QaL, xvii. 7 <^i\o<j>.,
in the
2 Mace. iii. g, 4 Mace. viii. 5
former passage <fH.\o<f>. airo8ex0«(s» so in
:

;

;

cx £ °"® ai an d <rvWx« are both
used by the medical writers as in these
passages, although no doubt <ruvc'x€a0ai
is sometimes found with a word
like

crovcra

;

voorinaTi in classical Greek (cf. Grotius.
loco, Hobart, Zahn, Weiss), so in
Hippocrates, virb Sv<rcvTcp(i|$ ix°H- <v ¥>
and toutiv viro ttjs ^paicXcttis vfoov
nine times in St. Luke,
cruvcxofie'vouriv
on to what follows), perhaps including elsewhere only three times in N.T., and
once in St. Matt. iv. 24, in a way similar
Julius, whilst others point out that he
may have entertained the whole crew for to St. Luke, but joined there not only
the short space of time mentioned, as the with vdo-ois, but with a word (p<uravoi«)
entertain- which the medical writers (so St. Luke)
Ylfxcpas vp€is indicates that the
ment was only provisional probably he never employ of bodily disease. Ido-aro
had a large number of slaves (Ndsgen, a-&T<Jv, cf. Mark xvi. 18, the word is more
Publius may well have been frequently used by the medical writers for
Weiss).
of the "healing" than any other (Hobart), and
officially responsible for the needs
Roman soldiers and their prisoners, but it occurs in St. Luke's writings fourteen
that the duty was per- times and once figuratively, in St. Matthew
<j>i\o<|>. indicates
formed with generous courtesy.— I|cvi- four times and once figuratively, once
entertained (as his guests), cf. x. 6, in St. Mark, three times in St. John, once
crev
The traditional figuratively, and in the rest of the N.T.
23, etc., Heb. xiii. 2.
three times, but in each case figuratively.
site was at Civita Vecchia, the old capital
of the island, where St. Paul spent the In answer to the attempts to regard the
addition to the
three months, and another tradition places miraculous element as an
narrative here, as in the previous chapter,
it on the way from St. Paul's Bay to the
it may be sufficient to quote the remarks
capital.
" The
of the of Weizsacker
stormy voyage and
Ver. 8.
irvpcToi?: the use
to St. Luke shipwreck form the central point of the
plural for a fever is peculiar
to this is appended the resinarrative
in N.T., and quite medical, Hobart, J.
In the former, Paul
dence at Malta.
alSmith, Zahn (cf. Luke iv. 38, 39)
Lucian reveals himself as a prophet; in the
though the plural "is found in Dem.,
of miraculous
intermittent attacks of latter, as the possessor
in the sense of
should make a vast mistake,
shows that the term

Jos., Ant., xiv., 8, 5,

and instances

v7ro8c'x€<r6ai,

<|>i\o<{>.

Wetstein, see above on
some take the word as retjfias
to
Paul
and his •ompanions,
ferring
Luke and Aristarchus (as it seems to lead

ver. 2.

—

in

in

:

;

—

;

:

:

:

;

fever," but

We

Hobart

and he also
Galen Each of
quotes from Aretaeus and

was very common

in Hipp.,

.

the other Evangelists uses irvp€T^s, but
The
in the singular, never in the plural.
disease was common in Malta (J. Smith
and C. and H.).—8vo-cvt€ P ^, see critical
" Lucas medi•«
note,
dysentery," R.V. ;
cus morbos accuratius describere solet,
Wetstein ; another medical term, peculiar
with
to St. Luke in N.T., often joined
Zahn).
irvp€T<$« by Hippocrates (Hobart,

_ivvex-,

cf.

Luke

iv.

38, <rvvcxo|Wvri

not
ue Y <iXa>, where St. Luke
where Matonly speaks of irvp. pty**,
have
thew and Mark (viii. 14 and 1. 30)
but also introduces the

•irvpcTW

simply m>prrtf«,
term crvvcx- where they have

irvpfcr-

power.
however, if we were to infer from this that
the simple travel-record had here been
revised by a writer intent upon artificially
the Apostle as a worker of
glorifying
The narrative is an indivisible
miracles.

whole; it is impossible to disentangle
the mere history of travel from it, or
to strip

away

the miraculous additions,"

E.T.
Apostolic Age, ii., p. 126, "
were cured,
Ver. 9. leepairtvovro
Lekebusch, pp. 3 82 » 393. * nd
R.V.
Holtzmann, in loco, think that the medihave been
cal skill of St. Luke may also
instrumental in effecting these cures, and
on the ground that
this is
:

urged

tya«,

Paul
ver. 10, intimates that not only St.
received honour in return for the cure«
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io. ot koI ttoXXcus tijacus ^Tip/naav

•

idepaircuorro
ficyois

II.

iWOerro Td

irp&$

2

NABI

For the sing, ttjv xp«
Blass, Weiss, Wendt, Hilg.
2

Blass reads y

t)\v -^peiav.

p-r^as dKrJxdTjfick 6* irXoiw TrapaK£xei|xaK<m Iv

'AXe^aySpikw,

1

irapa<r^p.<u Aioaicoupois- 12. Kal

13, 40,

irapao-Tjpov Aiocricovpwv (Vulg., Syr. P., Gig.).

tjv

remain quite uncertain, although it is
no doubt quite possible that as we have
here a verb which properly denotes mediOepaircta, Luke ix. 11)
restoration of health, the care

cal treatment

(cf.

the
(cura) of medical
for

skill was freely added
by St. Luke, and enhanced the debt
which the sick owed.

" with
iroXXais Tijials
used quite
many honours," A. and R.V.,
" multis honorigenerally, so in Vulgate,
"
even in the expression " honos
bus
habendus medico," Cic, Ad Div., xvi., 9,
we need not limit the word to the
honorarium ; so in 1 Tim. v. 17 tiutjs is
used quite generally, and in Ecclus.
xxxviii. 1 it is very doubtful whether in
the expression " honour a physician,"
Tifia larpov, the verb refers to payment.
There is therefore no need to take the
word as referring to a physician's fee
in money, as Wordsworth, Humphry,
Plumptre, although the word may have
been so used by a physician but it was
scarcely likely that St. Paul would have
received such a reward for his services,
to say nothing of the fact that it was contrary to Christ's commands, Matt. x. 8.
" and when we
Kal
kiri%«.vro
Ver.

10.

:

;

;

—

dva-y.
sailed they put

:

on board," R.V., so Ram-

—

say, dva-y., technical term, xxvii. 2, 3.
to -n-pos ttjv x«> see critical note, fre-

quently in
singular
cf.

Acts

Luke

and

Paul,

plural, and often
xx. 34, Rom. xii. 13,

and

quite generally

it

;

both
in

in

LXX,

used here
have included

may

no doubt things needful,
post naufragium, Bengel.
Ver. 11. Tp«is pivas no account is

money, but

:

given of St. Paul's doings in Malta, or
of his preaching or founding a Church,
but the writer's interest is centred on the
Apostle's journey to

Rome, and what

—

dvtjx.» see
in the earlier part of

concerns

it.

immediately
above on xiii. 13
February, as the shipwreck took place
probably before the middle of November
(Ramsay), but Blass thinks March, as he
places the shipwreck about the commencement of December, but with a
;

icaTaxGcWcs

137 have the plural, so Tisch., W.H., R.V.

But such a conjecture must

effected.

Kal dvayo-

r^jids,

1

MeTd 8c Tpcis

rfj vfjcrw,

XXVIII.

favourable wind the ship would risk the
voyage, even before the regular sailing
season commenced (so Wendt and Ram*AXc{.
very likely a corn ship,
say).
driven for refuge by the same gale on
the accent here and in xxvii. 6 see

—

:

;

—

Winer-Schmiedel, p. 73.
irapaxcxciuaicoTi only in Luke and Paul in N.T.,
:

cf. xxvii.

and

in

12, 1 Cor. xvi. 6, Tit. iii. 12,
classical
Greek.
irapao-qucp

—

"

whose sign was the Twin
Brothers," R.V., i.e., Castor and Pollux;
or perhaps in a ship "marked with the
image or figure of the Dioscuri," or the
latter word in the dative may be a dedicatory inscription marked "To the Dioscuri," i.e., in honour of them, so Wendt,
Holtzmann, Grimm-Thayer. Others take
Aioo-K.

:

—

irapacr. as a noun, so Alford, Page, quoting from an inscription found near Lutro
and given by J. Smith, in which reference

made

to a Dionysius of Alexandria as
parasemo Isopharia.
Phryn. prefers the form Aioo-Kopoi.
Blass has w tjv irapd<rr)}iov Aiocricovptov,
see critical note and Blass, in loco; cf.
for the word 3 Mace. ii. 29.
Castor and
Pollux were best known as the tutelary
of
and
this date
at
sailors,
gods
probably
they were both the insigne and the tutela
of the ship. St. Cyril of Alexandria tells
us that it was always the Alexandrian
method to ornament each side of the
is

gubemator navis

prow with the

figures of deities, probably
in this case Castor and Pollux, one on
each side of the vessel ; and we may

further note that the twin brothers were
specially honoured in the district of

Cyrenaica, not far from Alexandria (Schel.,

For other classical
Pind., Pyth., v., 6).
notices cf. Hor., Od., i., 3, 2 iii., 29, 64
Catull., iv., 27
lxviii., 65
Eur., Helen.,
2
1663, and "Castor and Pollux," B.D.
and " Dioscuri," Hastings' B.D. The
mention of the ship's sign shows the
minuteness of the information of an
eyewitness, and the fact that an Alexandrian
ship thus wintered in the island is a
strong piece of incidental evidence in
favour of the identification of the island
with Malta the latter would be a natural
;

;

;

;

,

;

—

io

AnOSTOAQN
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13.

oBev

•

els

lupaKouaas,

^-irefJLcimp.ci' i^jxepas
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1

TrepieX8oVT€$

juaK rju^'pay e'myei'op.cVou v6rov

For ircpicXO. R.V. marg. has ircpicXovrcs with fc$*B (Gig. tulimus), and so W.H.,
but Weiss, Wendt, Hilg. follow T.R. ; Weiss maintains with Wendt that ircpicXovres
is simply a mistake,
having fallen out before O, but see below. J. Smith,
Blass in (5 has icou «kci0£v apavTcs.
p. 156, follows T.R.
1

harbour for a ship of Alexandria on the
way to Italy, but Meleda would be altogether out of the course (see J. Smith, p.
278, fourth edit.).

Ver. 12.

Ramsay,

"
:

touching at," R.V.,
are not told that

We

cf. xxvii. 3.

Paul landed, but the local tradition
makes him the founder of the Sicilian
Church, C. and H., p. 663, small edit.
Ivp. (Siragosa) about 100 miles distant
from Malta, the capital of Sicily, and
a Roman colony in a mercantile city St.
Paul would find countrymen and Jewish
proselytes; it was moreover a city of
great historical interest, and a usual
stopping place for Alexandrian ships

—

:

;

Strabo,
;

662, u.

vi., p.

Thayer, sub
53

to

voyage
p.

Pliny,

see

Italy;

s.,

and notices

C.
in

270 (but see also Grimm-

v.,

Ivp.)

N.H.,

;

Cicero, Verr. t

iv.,

and B.D., sub v.
also Grimm-Thayer.

hi., 8,

For accentuation
—
probably
rpcis
cf.

to wait for a
favouring breeze from the south. tircpctwith accusative of time, cf. x. 48,
vajxcv
xxi. 4, 10, ver. 14 below, 1 Cor. xvi. 7.
so A. and
Ver. 13.
ircpicX0<£vT€s
R.V., but latter in margin ircpicXrfvres,
see critical note.
Ramsay also following
T.R. points out that the latter reading
could hardly signify more than if cast off"
("cast loose," margin, R.V.), unnecessary here although important information
TiptpcLs

described as circuitous, unless the ship
was thrown out by contrary winds (but
Mr. Rendall supports W.H.,
see above)
Mr. Page the opposite, following T.R.,
so Smith, p. 156, fourth edit., and see
critical note above, and Wendt (1899),
A.V. "fetched a compass," so
p. 418.
Tyndale, which formerly meant that they
made a circuit, but the phrase is now
;

Karax.

St.

on their
and H.,

from Syracuse to Rhegium could not be

—

:

:

:

where t&s a-yic.
and the meaning is evidently
in xxvii. 40,

is

added,

different.

Ramsay renders "by tacking" (the verb
referring to the frequent alteration of the
ship's course) ; they worked up to Rhegium by good seamanship as they could
not go straight across, J. Smith, C. and
H., p. 663, small edit. Mr. Lewin, St.
Paul, ii., p. 736, takes a different view,
and thinks that they were obliged to
stand out to sea to fill their sails, and so
to come to Rhegium by a circuitous
sweep. R.V. renders simply "made a
W.H., ii.,
circuit," so Grimm-Thayer.
p. 226, explain their

rendering "weighed

anchor " by the use of the verb in xxvii.
40 (but see Blass above), the elliptic employment of transitive verbs being common in Greek nautical language as in
English, and by the opinion that the run

obsolete, cf. 2 Sam.
same Greek verb

v. 23, 2

in

Kings

LXX.

iii.

—'Pifviov

9,
:

Reggio, Titus put in here on his way
from Judaea to Puteoli bound for Rome,
Suet., Tit., 5 ; and we learn from Jos.,
Ant., xix., 2, 5, that Caligula began to
construct a harbour for the corn-ships
of Egypt, although he never finished it.
The place was situated at the southern
entrance to the Straits of Messina, here
little more than a few miles in breadth
between it and the city Messina (on its

name from

pqyvvpi, because Sicily was

at this point rent

away from

Italy, see

Grimm-Thayer, sub v., and Wetstein).
St. Paul was said to have visited Messina,
and to have given the Christians a bishop,
Acta Petri, Acta Pauli, Lipsius, p. ix.

The coins show us that here
(Zockler).
too the Dioscuri were the patron deities.

—

only in Luke and Paul, see

icaTT)v.

xvi.

1,

cf.

Mace.

2

iv.

44.

—

kr»<y*

:

"a

south wind sprang up," R.V., here only
in N.T., cf. Thuc, iii., 74, iv., 30; Xen.,
Hell., iii., 2, 17, oborto Austro, Blass, 01

may mean coming

after or in sucthe previous adverse wind.
cf. ircfurratoi, xx. 6, Blass
in p, John xi. 39, Phil. iii. 5, so in classiThe distance is about 180
cal Greek.
it

cession to,

eiri,

— Scvrepaioi,
and

Smith, p. 217, 4th edit.,
if we suppose the
ship to
an hour the voyage
would take about twenty-six hours, and
St. Luke's account is shown to be very
see also Ramsay and Hackett
accurate
for examples of the ancient rate of sailing
quite in accordance with the facts before
miles,

J.

points out that
sail

at seven knots

;

us.

— lloTirfXovs

(PosMuoli),

in

earlier

Dicaearchia; its new name was
Latin, probably from the mineral springs

days

the neighbourhood a puteis, or perIt was
haps a putendo (C. and H.).

in
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oeuTepaioi

€is

tjXOop.ef
1

TrapcKX^dTjfiCK

i-a

noTuSXous.

aurois emp-civai

14.
tj

fie pas

XXVIII.

ou

cupoWcs &0€X<J>ous,
ical outws «tS ttjk

iirrd

•

For fir* fc^ABI Tisch., W.H., R.V., Blass, Wendt have <irap\ Hilg. retains €ir\
Instead of €irifj.civai
3, 33, 68, 95*, 137, Syr. H., Gig., Theoph. have eiriueivavres, so Blass, Hilg., Ramsay (Wendt admits as possible), and the meaning will
"
we were comforted among them (xx. 12) while we remained among them
then be
for seven days ".
1

H

not only a great landing-place for trafrom the East, but the great
harbour for Alexandrian corn-ships, as

vellers

also for the trade from Syria and Spain
(Renan, Saint Paul, p. 558). Seneca,
Epist., 77, gives us a vivid description
of the interest taken in the arrival of the
corn-ships, since the people of Rome

depended so much upon this cargo for
The importance gained by the
food.
place is shown by the fact that it gave its
name to the bay, once the Bay of Curnae,

now

of Naples, but in St. Paul's
day Sinus Puteolanus. Here St. Ignatius desired to land that he might follow
the footsteps of St. Paul to Rome (Marfurther Jos., Ant., xvii., 12,
tyr., v.), see
1, xviii., 7, 2
Strabo, xvii., 1, 7, and
Wetstein's references.
For modern
the

Bay

;

writers cf. also Lewin, St. Paul, ii., 218,
their description
and Farrar, ii., 386
shows how the Apostle's eyes now rested
;

upon "one of the
scenes ".
Ver. 14.

loveliest of earthly

a8eX<|>ovs,

see

on

i.

15,

they may have been from Alexandria,
as the commerce between it and Puteoli
was so considerable ; the absence of the
article indicates that the writer knew
nothing of their presence previously, but
at all events Blass is right when he says,
"non magis mirum est Puteolis Christianos ante Paulum fuisse quam Romae ".
Probably after Rome itself Puteoli was the
most ancient Jewish community in Italy.
Jews were there as early as B.C. 4, after
the death of Herod the Great, Jos., Ant.,
B. J., ii., 7, 1, and Schiirer
xvii., 12, 1
accepts the notice of the existence of a
Christian Church as in the text, Jewish
People, div. ii., vol, ii., p. 241, E.T., so
too O. Holtzmann, Neutest. Zeitgesee also Lightfoot,
schichte, p. 108
Philippians, p. 26. Rhegium and Puteoli
are the only two Italian towns mentioned in the N.T. (except, of course,
Rome itself), and when we consider that
Puteoli was the most important port, not
only for ships from Alexandria, but also
from Syria, there is nothing surprising in
the fact that Christianity found an early
;

;

and an easy entrance;

at Pompeii, not

far

from Puteoli, Christianity had made

way, and before 79 a.d. it was discussed by the gossiping loungers in the
street (Ramsay).
"we were
irapcic.
entreated to tarry," R.V.
Ramsay (so
Blass), rendering "we were consoled
"
among them, remaining seven days (see
critical note), thinks that R.V., although
strongly supported, is irreconcilable with
St. Paul's situation as a prisoner. Julius
was a Roman officer, and discipline was
its

—

:

natural to him, however friendly he was
towards Paul. Blass compares xx. 12,

Z odder also prefers the inferior
reading on account of this more usual
meaning of irapaicaXeiv. Probably the
seven days' delay was needful for Julius

and

to report his arrival at Rome, and to
receive further orders from the capital,
perhaps with regard to the disposal of
the prisoners, but St. Paul must have
been rejoiced at the opportunity of celebrating a Sunday with the little Christian

Church at Puteoli, cf. xx. 6,
" and so we came
ovtws
:

xxi. 4.

to

—

ical

Rome,"

about 140 miles, cf. xxvii. 25, "destinatum itineris terminum," Blass, cf. the
article before 'P., Blass, Gram., p. 149,
so Bengel (but see Page's note). Others
take outws as simply = after the stay of
seven days, a notice which leads on to
ver. 15, and makes us to understand how

came

to meet us, since news
have reached Rome, and a
deputation of the brethren have arrived at
Appii Forum. On the former view the
writer marks the conclusion and the aim
of the long journey (cf. els ttjv 'P. before

the brethren

would

easily

the verb; in w. 12, 13, names of places
follow the verb without any article,
Weiss), and there is a kind of triumph in
the words
like an emperor who has
fought a naval battle and overcome, Paul
entered into that most imperial city he
was nearer now to his crown Rome received him bound, and saw him crowned
:

;

;

and proclaimed conqueror:

cf. Chrys.
firopcvoucda, the
actual end of the journey following in
ver. 16 (see on the other hand Wendt, in

Others take

tjX8. as

=

But ver. 15 may possibly be
loco, 1888).
taken as adding an episode which com-
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els &ir&vn\aiv Vjfup

axpis

'Aiririou

V)p.cur,

Kal Tpiwy Ta/SepcwK

opou

•

ous ISwi' 6 riauXos, cuxapiorqaas tw 0ew, IXape Odpcros.
1

For flijXeov (so Hilg.)
Wendt have TjXdav.

A

R.V. have ijX6ov

17, 40, 61,

;

NBI

so Tisch.,

W.H.

Blass,

it were, a new section of the
Apostle's work in the meeting with the
brethren from Rome, the journey itself
being regarded as completed in ver. 14

seems to have been connected in some
with the Appian family. It was
situated at the northern end of a canal
which ran thither from a few miles

mences, as

we

way

apparently above Terracina through the
of the Pomptine Marshes. The
boatmen of whom Horace speaks in his

read cl<ri]X6oucv in ver.
note, the word emphasises apparently the actual entry into
the city. " and when we entered into,"
R.V., or it may simply take up the conclusion of ver. 14 (so Wendt, who sees no
Ramsay, howdifficulty in the words).
ever, draws another distinction between

(Nosgen).
see

16,

w.

If

district

critical

14 and 16 (to which

Wendt

lively description, u. s., were employed
in conveying passengers in boats towed
by mules along this canal. The Appian
itself was parallel with the canal,
so that the centurion and the Apostle

Way

might, have travelled by either, and
this uncertainty as to the route no
doubt made the Roman Christians wait

(1899)

without endorsing it), and thinks
that the double expression of arrival is
due to the double meaning which the
name of a city-state bears in Greek (St.
Paul, pp. in, 347, and Expositor, Jan.,
1899) thus Rome might be restricted to
refers,

;

at Appii Forum.
Night travellers apparently preferred the boat. The R.V.
"
renders
The Market of Appius " (really
the Greek is a transliteration of the
Latin Appii forum, as the words stood

the walls and buildings, or it might include the whole ager Romanus, and so in
ver. 14, "we reached the State Rome,"
we passed through two points in the

in 1611,

B.D.).

we

ager Romanus, ver. 15, and in ver. 16,
" we entered the
(walls of) Rome ".
Ver. 15.
Kaic€i0cv, see on xiv. 26.
--to, irepi T|fiwv
phrase only in
sind Paul, see above on p. 481.
:

cf.

Luke
The

is that there were
two companies one met them in advance
at Appii Forum, and the other nearer

—

;

njo-iv, cf. 1 Thess. iv. 17, Matt. xxv. 6,
xxvii. 32 (W.H. margin), frequent in

LXX,

cf.

Polyb., v., 26,

8.

See Plump-

note on the meeting of Cicero on
this same road on his return from exile,
Senate and people going out to meet
tre's

him

;

for St. Paul's friends in

Rome

see

Lightfoot, Philippians, Introd., and p.
171 ff. ; Sanday and Headlam, Romans,

—

Godet,
UlZpitre aux Romains, ii., 599 fF. Aquila
and Priscilla would be amongst them.
xviii.,

xxvii.,

xxxiv.,

xl.,

etc.,

Ramsay

—

:

and even
VOI,.

in the

II.

time of St. Paul

correct in connecting this en-

of depression, it is evident that St.
"
Paul, who was so full of sympathy, the
heart of the world," and craved for sympathy from others, may well have felt that
he was still a prisoner, and the recent

fits

Bibl., p. 267, 1899).
Probably its name
was due to Appius Claudius as the constructor of this part of the road, Livy, ix.,
29,

is

couragement with the chronic disorder of
the Apostle, which would often occasion

6pov situated on the great
Appian Way, near the modern Treponti,
43 miles from Rome, Cic, Ad Att., ii.,
10; Hor., Sat., i., 5, 3, and for the
distance, I tin. Ant., p. 107, Itin. Hier.,
on this point Encycl.
p. 611 (see however

'AinrCov

:

quent halting-place, deversorium, about
33 miles from Rome on the Via Appia,
probably at the point where the road
from Antium crosses it, near the modern
Cisterna. At this time it was a place of
some importance, cf. Cic, Ad Att., ii.,
The Latin taberna = a shop of
12.
any kind, and would require an adjective
like deversoria (sc. taberna) to be equivalent to a tavern in the modern sense,
Lewin, Saint Paul, ii., 224. €vx« t^> ©«y
eXo.pt Odpo-os, cf. Job xvii. 9, whether

Tres Tabernae.— cts airov-

at the

should call a borough or assize town,

Forum Julium, etc. The picture-drawn

by Horace suggests a sharp contrast
between the holy joy of the Christian
meeting and the coarse vice and
rude revelry which so often filled the
wretched little town (Plumptre, C. and
H.).
Tpiwv Top. Tres Taberna, fre-

natural supposition

Rome

" forum "
(not Forum), Hastings'

The word apparently implied what

perilous

voyage

mark upon him.

may

also

have

left

its

it

the meeting
with Christian friends, and the thought
that these Q^igtians wer e not ashamed

35

Anyhow,
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*OTE 8e l T]X0op.€^ els 2
tw oTpaTOireSdpxtj
Seo-fjLi'oug
1

c

6.

tauTO^, 9$r
T|jAepas

XXVIII.

6 ^icaToWapxos irape'SwKe tous

P<5|iT)i>,
•

tw 8c

tw ^uXdaaoi'Ti au-nW

flauXb)

itreTpdrcT]

8

p.eVeiy

ko.0'

17. 'EyeVcTO 8e |A€tA

orrpaTiwTT).

Tpcis oruyKaXtaaadai top (laCXoc tous SVtcis twi' 'louSaiwi'
•

irpwTOus avve\B6vT(ov 8c aoTwf, eXcye irpos auTous, "ApSpes d8eX(f)Ot,
iyu ouhev Ivavriov irouqaas tu Xaw $j rots €0€<n rots irarpwois,
c

oe'crpaos
x

For

W.H.

1%

|€poaoXup,(i>c •irapeooGr)*'

cis

t|X8. (so Hilg.) fc^BI, Tisch., R.V., Blass,
Before 'P.
Tisch., Hilg.

€i S tiX0o|X€v.

N*L,

t&s X€ 4* a S T*>»' 'PwfiaiwK

Weiss have curt)X0opcv
read

;

A

•

so

ttjv.

2

After 'P. T.R. adds o cicaTovTapxos irapc8a>K€ tovs 8e<rp.iov5 t<j> o-TpaToireSapx'n.
The words are supported by
in text, not marg.
137, Syr. H. c*,
They are om. by fr^ABI 13, 40, 61,
Gig., Par. Prov., Blass in (3, Hilg., Zockler.

HLP

R.V. om.

Vulg., Syr. P., Syr. H. text, Boh., Arm., Chrys., Tisch., W.H., Weiss,
if words are omitted) ; see further below.
(read simply circTpain) t&» fl.,
3
Before <rvv t<j> <j>vXoo-or. k.t.X. 137 Gig., Par., Prov read
Blass in 0, Hilg. (see Wendt's note, p. 420, 1899).

Gospel of Christ, or of Paul
the prisoner, even in Rome, may well
have endued his soul with much strength.
Bishop Lightfoot,P/w/., pp. 16, 17 (so too
either of the

Hort, Judaistic Christianity, p. 113),
thinks that the words may intimate that
it was a relief to St. Paul to find that
some members at least of the Roman

Church were favourably disposed towards
him but, as Zockler points out, there is
certainly no proof here, at least, that
the Church was composed preponderat;

ingly of Jewish Christians, or that Paul

was glad that he received a welcome in
a Church so composed, and we have no
direct evidence of the existence of

an

anti-Pauline Jewish party among the
Roman Christians; but in the presence
of the brethren St. Paul would see a
proof that this love was not merely in
word or in letter, but in deed and in
truth: "videbat Christum etiam Romse
esse," Bengel.

—

see critical note.
enter by the Porta Capena.
follow
see critical
which
On the words
note.
They are retained by Blass and
Ramsay, although these writers differ as
to their interpretation, while Lightfoot,
Phil., pp. 7, 8, admitting that the balance
of existing authorities is against them,
inclines to see in the words a genuine
tradition, even if no part of the original
text.
For Ramsay's view see above on
xxvii. 1.
Blass takes the expression t^
orpaT. to refer to Afranius Burrus (and
to this identification Lightfoot attaches
much probability). It is striking that
both before and after Burrus there were
"

Ver. 16.

TjX0op,€v,

They would

two

prefects,"

Tac, Ann.,

xii.,

42, xiv.,

Wendt

c|o» ttjs irapcp.poXT]«

;

whereas Luke writes t$ crrpaT., " the
"
but on the other
captain of the guard
hand we can scarcely draw any decisive
51,

;

argument from

this, because the writer
"
"
in
merely to the
prefect
charge of this particular case, whether
he had a colleague or not. i«a8' eavrov,

may

refer

—

see critical note for addition in |3 text.
Not only the goodwill of the centurion,
and the services which St. Paul had
rendered, but also the terms in which
Festus had reported the case in the
elogiunt, would combine to secure this
The words do not imply that
favour.
Paul was kept in prison in the camp
apart from the other prisoners, but, as in
w. 23, 30, that he was allowed to have
a house or lodging in the city (Ramsay) ;
he could scarcely have summoned the
Jews to the camp, ver. 17 (Bethge), see
also Lightfoot, Phil., p. 103.
t£ <f>vXd<r<tovti atiTov <rrpaT.
custodia militaris,
he was still bound to a soldier by a
light chain, so that he could not go
in and out as he pleased, but the form
which his custody took has been well
compared to that which Herod Agrippa

—

:

underwent, who was confined at one
time in Rome, Jos., Ant., xviii., 6, 5, at

first in the camp, and afterwards on the
accession of Gaius in a house of his own,

although

still

under military custody,

cf.

xxiv. 27.
Ver. 17.
The whole section w. 1728 is referred by Hilgenfeld to the
" author to
Theophilus ". In ver. 20 the
Paul bound for the hope of Israel belongs
to the "author to Theophilus," cf.
only
it is
xxiii. 6, xxvi. 6 ;
only the same
author who still supposes him to bear

IIPAEEI2 ATIOSTOAQN
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18. oitii'cs dmicp Carre's

|X6

1

drriXeyoWwy 8c rdv MouSaiwK,
eiriKaXeaaaOai Kaiaapa, oux ws tou cOkous pw>u e^wK ti

alriav Qavarov 6itdp\eiv iv eu.ou
r\yay<dtrBr\v

to u.Tj&eu.iap

Sid-

ej3ou\o>To diroXuaai,
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1 9.

After lovSaiwv 137, Syr. H. c*, add kcu €iri»cpa£ovTwv • aipc tov cx^pov rjuaiv
36, xxii. 22, xxv. 24), so Blass in p, Hilg., Zockler ; and after Ko/nryopekv
(&AB) the same authorities with Gig., Par., Prov. add aXX* iva XvTpw<rwp.ai t.
iJ/vxtjv pov ck OavaTOv.
1

(cf. xxi.

the chain, xxvi. 29, which according
to xxii. 29, 30, had been long removed.
reference to the passages in question
is sufficient to show the unreasonableness of this criticism. In this same
section Clemen can only see his two

expect the representatives of his people
to listen to his message ; so far it
would be difficult to find an intimation
of anything unhistorical (see Blass, in
4v» the word probably occurring
loco).

redactors, Judaicus and Antijudaicus, at
work again, the latter in w. 25-28, and
the former in w. 16-24. But it will be
noticed that Wendt (1899) sti11 allows
that an historical kernel lies at the foun-

cate from

A

dation of the narrative, and although he
does not speak so unhesitatingly as in
1888, he still allows that it is not inconceivable that Paul soon after his arrival
in Rome should seek to enter into relations with the Jews there, to convince
them if possible of his innocence, and to
prevent any unfavourable influences on
their part upon his trial.
pcra fj pep as
rpeis an intimation of Paul's continuous
energy; the previous days may well

—

:

have been employed in receiving his own
and in making his summons
known. t«v Mod. the edict of Claudius,
been very trancf. xviii. 2, had evidently
sient in its effects, and the Jews soon
returned; possibly they may only have
emigrated to the neighbourhood, e.g., to

friends,

—

:

—

Aricia (Schurer). irp&rovs, cf. xiii. 50,
xxv. 2, Luke xix. 47, here including the
dpx"rvvdY»70t, the yepovo-idpxat, the

apxovTcs and others, Sanday and Head-

lam, Romans, p. xxiii., or the word may
perhaps be used of social distinction,
including the officers named. The Jews
in Rome were divided into no less than
seven synagogues. It does not of course
follow that all came in answer to the
Apostle's characteristic summons, as he
always turned to" his countrymen first.
those that were of the
Rendall renders
Jews first," as if Paul invited first the
the
members of
synagogues who were
Jews, intending to reserve the devout
Gentiles for the second place; see R.V.

—

it
was
crvveXO.
renderings in loco.
natural that Paul should thus assemble
them, and that he should then endeavour
to show that although a prisoner he
was guiltless of any offence against the
otherwise he could not
Jewish nation
;

:

—

first,

:

W.H., R.V. Weiss, seems

to indi-

emphatic position that the
Apostle's chief concern on this occaits

—

was to vindicate himself. cXc-yc
"
quia expectatur responsum,"
imperfect,
Blass, see note on iii. 3.
dScX^ol . . .
all
indicate the
Xacp • • • irarpwois
same conciliatory spirit: "mira certe
"
Pauli mansuetudo
(Calvin).
iroirjo-as
"
though I had done," R.V., i.e., at the
time he was taken prisoner there had
been nothing done by him to merit such
treatment. t$ \a<p, cf. xxi. 28. The
man who could write Rom. ix. 1 ff. and
1 Cor. vii. 18 (cf. ix. 21) might justly
sion

:

—

:

—

:

—

use such words.

n.

—

irapeSrfd-rjv,

cf.

xxi.

The words

ascribe primarily to the
Jews a share in the imprisonment of
which they appear as only the indirect
cause, cf. xxi. 33, but Paul summarises
the chief points and does not enter into

minute

details

strictly

true,

moreover his words were
he would have been

;

for

freed by the Romans in Jerusalem had
not the outcry of the Jews stamped him
For similar instances
as a malefactor.
of a main summary cf. ii. 23, xiii. 29,
xxi. 11, xxiii. 27.
Ver. 18. avaic., cf. xxiv. 8, xxv. 6, 26,

referring here to the judicial inquiries of

Felix and Festus.
Ver. 19. dvTiX. : the word is a mild
one to describe the bitter enmity of the

Jews

("

clementer dicit," Bengel)

;

they

are not actually represented as speaking
against Paul's acquittal, although they
are evidently presupposed as doing so by
the proposal of Festus, xxv. 9, and by the
belief that sooner or later he would fall a
victim to their plots the Apostle was no

doubt compelled (TJva-yicdo-8T]v) to appeal.
Holtzmann seems to forget the part
played by the Jews, and their bitter
enmity, when he says that in reality Paul
was compelled to appeal not by the Jews,
but by Festus see also critical note.
tov ftvovs p.ov they were still his nation,
;

:

—
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20. 8id TauTtji' ofiV y$\v alrlav irapcK<£Xco-a dpvas
J •
ZvtKtv ydp ttjs cXtti8os tou 'lapaTjX t^ji'
aXuau' Taunrji' irepiKeijxai.
21. ol 8c irpos aurbv ctiroi', 'Hp-cts outc

KaTrjyopfjo-ai.

iScif Kal irpoaXaXTJaai

Ypdp.p.aTa irepl aou tSe^dfxeGa
tis

2

tw

d8cX<pu>i' dir^YyeiXei'

d$ioup,cv 8c irapd aou dicoGaai

d-rro ttjs
f}

'louSaias, outc irapayceou.ci'd's

eXdXTjae ti ircpl aou TroiajpoV.

& ^pom$.

ircpl

pie ydp

ttjs

alpcacws

1

mvckcv the Ionic form

3

After tis Blass in p, so Hilg. add airo IcpoaoXvuwv with Gig., Syr. Pesh.

is

supported by

and he was not ashamed to call them so,
as a true patriot, when he stood before a
cf. xxiv. 17, xxvi. 4,
foreign tribunal
" see what friendliness of
expression, he
does not hold them in odium," Chrysos;

tom.
8id TavTTjv . . . irpoaXaVer. 20.
" for this cause therefore did I
intreat you to see and to speak with me,"
R.V. text ; in margin a comma is placed

Xtjo-ou

:

" call for
you, to see and to
"
but the former seems
the more likely, for as a prisoner St. Paul
would hardly go out into the synagogue.
fveKev, see critical note ; if ctvciccv, the

after -upas,

speak with you

:

—

word

is

only used by St. Luke amongst

the Evangelists
tion), xviii.
St. Paul, 2

;

29,

Cor.

cf. Luke iv. 18 (quotaand elsewhere only by

Hi.

10

;

Ionic form (see

—

Winer- Schmiedel, p. 50). ttjs eXirtSos
tov 'I., cf. xxvi. 6. rrcpbcciuai for construction, Winer-Moulton, xxxii., 5 cf. 4
Mace. xii. 3 Clem. Rom., 2 Cor., 1., 6
Nothing could be more pathetic
(bis).
than this reference to the chain, cf. Ephes.
the words might well
iii. 1, iv. 1, vi. 20
serve as an introduction to what was to

—

:

;

;

;

follow, the Christian prisoner and the
"
Jewish leaders all had one hope of their
calling,"

and

in that

hope they and he

were one.
Ver. 21. irp&* avTdv : the emphatic
position of the words may indicate, as
Weiss suggests, that as Paul had spoken
to them up to this point of a personal
matter, so they in reply spoke with a
like reference.
outc ypduuaTa, i.e., no
official letters from the Sanhedrirjpi
this

—

—

was

practically impossible, for it is not
likely that any ship had left Caesarea
before Paul's departure with such intel-

—

ligence (so Weiss, Blass, Hackett).
tg»v d8eX., i.e., of the Jewish nation,
ver.

cf.

The Jews do not assert
know nothing of Paul, but

17.

that

they

only

that with reference to the

ment which he had

just

state-

made they had

received no report (dirTJy., cf. R.V.,
so iv. 23), or had any of his country-

N*A, W.H., Weiss,

22.

Blass.

men spoken

evil of him.
The aorists
point to this limitation of the assertion
and
(Page's note,
Nosgen, in loco),
and this view prevents us from seeing
any contradiction between w. 21 and 22,
for if the statement in the former verse
be taken quite generally of Paul's work,
the Jews contradicted themselves in ver.
22, where they evidently include Paul in
this sect (TavTTjs), of which they knew
that it was everywhere spoken against.
the stress need not be laid
rrovTjpoV
on this word, as if the sentence meant
that they had heard something about
Paul, but nothing evil ; it may well have
been chosen with reference to the
Apostle's own expression, ovScv ivavriov.
Ver. 22. dgiovucv 8c " but we think

—

:

:

good,"

cf.

xv. 38.

They acknowledge

that no report had reached them to invalidate the statements which Paul had
just made as to the causes of his im-

prisonment, but (8e) they would hear not
from others, but from himself (irapd o-ov).
& 4>povcis evidently no reference to
any special view of Christianity as char-

—

:

acterising St. Paul's own teaching, but
a reference to his claim to be imprisoned
for the hope of Israel.
alp. Christianity

—

was

for

them only a

sect,

.

and therefore

they could not understand the Apostle's
identification of it with
the Jewish
national hope. See note on ver. 17.

—

yvwcTTov . . . Tjpiv: if the view is correct
that the edict of Claudius, see chap,
xviii. 2, was
occasioned by the early
preaching of Christianity in Rome, it
is possible that the dislocation of the
Jewish community then caused may help
at all events to explain why the Christian
Church in Rome did not grow out of the
Jewish synagogue in the capital to the
same context as elsewhere, see Sanday

and Headlam, Romans, pp.

xxi, xxii.

It

may no doubt be urged that the Christian
Church in Rome was not entirely a
heathen-Christian Church, and that, as the
names in Rom. xvi. indicate, it contained
a Jewish element. But it is quite con-

20
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24«

TauTrjs yva><rr6v

l<rr\.v

8c auTw

2

on

549

1

23. Tagdjiecot
iran-axou dcTiXe'ycTai.
*
ots c§€TiTJicoy irpos auToc els Try itv'uxv irXcioycs
TJp.c'pai',
Octo Siap.apTupop.ccos tt]^ pacriXeiai/ tou 0eou, irciduc tc auTOUS
3
to.
irepl too 'Itjaou, dir<5 T€ tou f6p,ou Mcjacus *al twi' irpo^nrjTwi',
r\\>Xv

dird irpwt ea»s lorrcpas.
1

At the end Blass

2

For tjkov

24. Kal ot pkv cttciOoito tois Xeyop,€Vois,

with Gig., Par. adds cv

in

tq

oXfl

oiicovp.cKQ.

^AB

(A rjXBav so W.H.) have t|X6ov.
1
Ta before ircp* om.
Vulg., Boh., Syr. P. and H., Tisch.,
Weiss, Blass, Hilg.

^ABH

ceivable that in the capital, with its two
million inhabitants, the Jews, who had
only recently returned to the city, should
know nothing beyond what is here indicated in such general terms of a poor and
obscure sect who dwelt no longer in the
Jewish quarter. It is also worthy of consideration that the Jews of Rome, whilst
not guilty of any untruth in what they
had just said as to their knowledge of
the Christian sect, may have expressed

themselves in this guarded manner from
If St. Paul's statement
political reasons.
in ver. 18 as to the favourable bearing of
the Roman authorities towards him was
true, it was but natural that the Jews
should wish to refrain from hasty or hostile
action towards a prisoner who was evidently treated with consideration in his
bonds ; they would rather act thus than revive an old quarrel
to their

which might again lead

own political insecurity, see especi-

ally Lightfoot, Philippians, pp. 15, 16 ;
Felten, in loco ; and, further, Rendall, p.

352.

Nothing said by the Jews contra-

dicts the existence of a Christian community in Rome, nor is it said that they

wished to learn the Christian tenets from
Paul, as if they knew nothing of them
from their own knowledge, or as if they
knew nothing of the causes of the opposition to the Christian faith

curiosity

motives 01

;

and of policy might well have

prompted a desire to hear Paul speak for
himself, and with such motives there was
apparently mingled a tone of contempt
for a sect of which they might fairly say,
from the experience of their countrymen,
and from their own experience in Rome,
olvtiX. LucanwavTaxov ivTiXcyrrai
Pauline only once elsewhere cf. John
See (3 text above.
xix. 12.
:

;

;

Ta|ap.cvoi: cf. Matt, xxviii.
Polyb., xviii., 36, 1, for a similar

Ver. 23.
16,

and

phrase a mutual arrangement between
the two parties ; only here in the middle
voice in Acts. rJ)v gcvtav
may = to
;

—

p£<r6wp.a, ver.

:

30 (Weiss, Holtzmann),

W.H.

R.V.

refer to entertainment in the
of a friend, cf. xxi. 16, and
Lewin urges that
ver.
22.
Philem.,
although we can well understand that
Paul's friends would wish to entertain
him, we have no evidence that the strictness of the military guard was thus far
relaxed, and he also presses the fact that

or

it

may

house

Suidas and Hesychius explain gcvta —
icaTaXvpa, KaTaywyiov, as if it meant a
place of sojourn for hire see especially
for the whole question Lewin, St. Paul,
ii.,
238 but see on the other hand
;

;

who

Lightfoot, Philippians, p. 9,

lays

on N.T. passages quoted above, and
Grimm-Thayer, sub v. ttXcCovcs: more
stress

—

than at the

= plurimi,
cf.

a

xi.

4,

N.T.

word

Blass takes

as
—IgeTtOrro,

;

it

21

vii.

in

nowhere else in
J. Weiss and Vogel both lay
upon the recurrence of the

different

stress

time

first

cf. ii. 40, xiii. 31.
xviii. 26, and in

sense,

the
medical writer Diosother references, GrimmThayer, sub v. It is possible that the
middle here, as in xi. 4, gives it a reflexive force, the Apostle vindicates his
own conduct (Rendall). Mwo-e'ws from
the law of Moses, whose enemy he was
represented to be, no less than from the

corides

in
;

for

—

Prophets.

—

trelBtav

:

suavissime,

on the conative present

Bengel

participle

;

see

Burton, p. 59, but here the word is used
not simply de conatu ; it refers here to
the persuasive power of St. Paul's words,
although it does not say that his words
resulted in

—

dirb irpwt !&>$
conviction.
for
similar expressions

cf
co-irc'pas,
Exod. xviii. 13,

14 A, Job iv. 20 AS,
and other passages where irpwtBcv is
similarly used (H. and R.).
ol 8c
Ver. 24. ot p.cv
., cf
.

xiv. 4, xvii. 32,

.

.

.

.

whether the verb means

simply listened to what was said (Rendall), or simply denotes an attitude of
receptivity (Nosgen), the fact that Paul
addresses to both classes his final words
indicates that the degree of belief to

nPAHEIS ATIOSTOAQN

SS°

1

ol Si ^morroui'.

tou

xxvin.

daujjL^wKoi S£ okt€S irpos dXXrjXous AircXuorro,

25.

flauXou

prjfia «fr, "Oti Ka\w$ TO n^eujxa TO "Ayioi»
2
'Haatou
Sid
tou
l\6.\f]ae
irpo^Tou irp6$ tous irarepas ^a-wc, Xc'yoy,
"
26.
top
Xadv
toutok
Kal
ehr^, 'Akojj dicouaeTC, Kal
riopeuOrjTi irpos

ci-irorros

1
After a<rvtt. fc$*» Vulg., Syr. Pcsh. read t«, so Tisch., but
Blass, Hilg. follow T.R. (Wendt doubtful).

Lach M W.H., Weiss,

2

For yjhwv fc$AB Syr. Pesh., Tisch., W.H., R.V., Blass in 0, Hilg., Weiss,
read v|i«v.
Instead of Xryov (so Blass, Hilg.) ^BLP, Tisch., W.H.,
Weiss, Wendt have Xry«*v.

Wendt

which they attained was not

sufficient to

convince even the well-disposed Jews
to throw in their lot with Paul. Perhaps
best to remember that the tenses are
in the imperfect: "some were being
persuaded of the things, etc.," and this
also keeps up the reference to the previous ireCdwv, persuadere studens (Blass,
Plumptre). ot Si ifprfcr. : "and some
disbelieved," R.V., or "continued in
their disbelief".
The verb only here in
it is

—

Acts, but

cf.

Luke

xxiv.

11, 41,

Mark

Wisd. x. 7, xii.
17, xviii. 13 (see H. and R.), etc.
to
Ver. 25. ao-vjx<f> voi, cf. Wisd. xviii.
19 and Dan., LXX, Bel., ver. 15 cf for

xvi. xx, 16, 1

Pet.

ii.

7,

;

the phrase Diod. Sic, iv., X, the word is
found in Josephus, but also in classical
Greek. 8^: the best attested reading
marks sharply and emphatically the turn
of affairs ; there may have been Pharisees
among the well-disposed Jews, and to
these Paul may have made an appeal
when the hope of Israel, now as formerly,
was in question, cf. xxiii. 6 ; but if so, they
would not decide to rank themselves
"
"
amongst the Pharisees that believed
however imperfectly, and of them as
well of the unbelievers the writer can

—

middle Exod.

only say fcircXvovi-o, cf. for
xxxiii. 11, and so Polyb., Hi., 34, 12.
cIitIvtos tow n. the words do not mean
that they departed because Paul so spoke,
but almost = an-oXvofitvwv ctircv (so
It may be that Paul's
Blass, Nosgen).
words of censure were partly directed
against the spirit which prompted the
Jews to depart all together; in other
words to suppress the differences which
had evidently arisen amongst them, for
the sake of an outward show of fellowship, lest they should again be charged
as tumultuantcs (Nosgen) ; but beyond
all this, in their absence of
brotherly
love for one who still claimed them as
his a8cX(J>ci, in the unbelief of some,
in the want of the
courage of their
convictions in others, St. Paul saw
a fulfilment of that hardness and dulness

—

:

of heart of which the prophet had spoken.
—
Iv: "one word," emphatically
^Tjp.0

attention to the prophetical
utterance which followed ; it was evening,
the night was drawing on, and (ver. 23)
so too for the disbelieving nation
the
day was far spent, the night was at hand
koAws, cf. Matt. xv. 7, Mark
(Bethge).
vii. 6, 9 (as in these two passages placed

drawing

:

—

with strong indignation, Page), xii.
word often occurs
It is remarkable
that the same prophetic quotation with
first

28, Luke xx. 39, the
in St. Paul's Epistles.

which the Christ had opened His teaching by parables, which is cited in all
four of the Evangelists, should thus form
the solemn close of the historical books
of the N.T. See above on Matt. xiii. 14,

Mark

iv. 12,

Luke

viii. 10,

and John

xii.

40, where the same words are quoted by
St. John to explain the rejection of
Christ's own teaching, just as here by St.
Paul to explain the rejection of the teach" Est hoc extremum
ing about Christ.
dictum Pauli in Actis, neque fortuito esse
videtur; totius enim fere libri summam

continet ad gentis evangelium a Judaeis

jam" translatum
eis

esse, quippe spretum ab
(Blass), cf. the course of events in

Antioch, Corinth, Ephesus, xiii. 42, xviii.
9.—to II. to *A. the solemnity
of the words is intensified by thus introducing the Holy Ghost, rather than
merely the human agent, as Himself
speaking (see also critical note) ; and not
only so, but by thus intimating that
they were resisting not man but God, cf.
vii. 51.
T|(iwv : if we read vpwv the word
indicates that St. Paul would not identify
himself with the unbelieving Jews, cf.
vii.
52, the indignant words of St.
Stephen, which the speaker had himself
heard.
Ver. 26. <iropcv0TiTi • • • cliri: the
quotation is accurately taken from the
LXX, Isai. vi. 9, 10, and the first line
is additional to the words otherwise given
in full by St. Matthew ; as the speaker is
the messenger to the Jews who condemns
6, xix.

:

—

TIPAHEI2 AIIOSTOAQN

25—29.
ou

fir)

cruvr\T€'

X^Gt) yap

Y)

Kal pXeTroires

j3Xc't|/€Te,

Kal ou

Xaou toutou, Kal tois

tcapoia tou

fi^j

iSkjtc

S5i
27. fira-

cual {3apea>s <]Koucray,

Kal tous o4>0a\p.ous auratv CKduauaav * ui^iroTe tSwcri tois 64>0aXu.ois>
Kal tois wait' aKouaajfft, Kal rrj Kapoux <rvv5><ri Kal ImorpeiJ/wo-i, Kal
1
28. yvoxrrbv ouV earw upZv, on tois {fhfdW
aurous."
idacjp.ai

to awnqpioK toG 6cou, auTol Kal aKouaoirai. 8
29. Kal
auTou ciiromros, dirriXOoy 01 MouSaioi, ttoXXtj^ Ixoktcs iv
2

aireonrdXY)

TauTa

cauTois au^TTjoriK.
1
For laa-wftot (so Lach.) fc^ABHLP, Sev. Theophl., so Tisch., Weiss, W.H.,
Wendt, Blass, Hilg. read lao-opcu.
2 After
airearaXti N*AB Vulg., Syr. P. and H., AethPP-, Tisch., W.H., R.V.,
Blass, Weiss, Wendt, Hilg. read tovto.
8 The
whole of the verse is wanting in fc^ABE 13, 40, 61, 68, so in W.H., Weiss,
but retained by Blass in p\ Hilg., with HLP, Syr. H. c*, Vulg.Clem., Gig.,
Wendt describes it as an interpolation, cf. ver. 25, see also Lightfoot On a
Par.

Fresh Revision,
this

etc., p.

29

;

Blass, Phil, of the Gospels, p. 92.

hardness of heart, he applies to him-

self the

word

irop.

Ver. 27.
Ido-wftai, see critical note
the indicative future as in R.V. adds to the
force and vigour of the passage after |u£
it represents the action of the verb as more
vividly realised as possible and probable
than is the case when the subjunctive is
used (Page), see also Winer- Moulton,
;

;

Bethge, p. 331 cf. Luke xii. 58,
It is significant
24 (Blass).
that Luke the physician should thus
cite as almost the last words of his
record a prophecy ending with Ido-opai
(Plummer, St. Luke, Introd., p. lxvi.).
Ver. 28. yvwrrbv ovv for the word
similarly used cf. ii. 14, iv. 10 xiii. 38.
tovto to 0-ut., see critical note cf. LXX,
lvi.,

Acts

2a

;

;

xxi.

—

:

;

;

Ps. lxvi. 2, xcvii. 2, 3.

o-wt., adjective,

neuter of ardrnfrios, used substantively
in
(as in classical Greek), so often
of the Messianic salvation ; cf. Luke ii.

LXX

30, iii. 6, Ephes. vi. 17,
Cor., xxxv., 12, xxxvi.,

and Clem. Rom.,
1.

The word

is

used only by St. Luke and St. Paul, see
For
Plummer, note on Luke iii. 6.
the whole expression here cf. xiii. 26,
where words very similar are used by
Paul, and with very similar results,
ver. 46.
tovtc, emphatic this, the very
message of God's salvation, this is
what I am declaring to you. ovtoI ical
"
aKovcrovTcu
they will also hear,"
R.V. The words thus rendered may not
convey so plainly a reproach to the Jews
as in A.V., but at the same time they exmere fact
press something more than the

—

:

that Gentiles as well as Jews will now
hear the message ; that message will not

only be sent (aircordXi)), but also heard
the xaf may well indicate that whilst the
Jews will hear with the ear only as distinct from the understanding, the Gentiles
will not only hear, but really (icai) listen
At the
(see Rendall and Weiss, in loco).
same time we must remember that as a
background to what the Apostle here says
we have his words in Rom. ix.-xi., and
the thought which he had expressed to
the Roman Church that God had not
really cast away His people, but whilst
;

through their unbelief the Gentiles had
been called, yet that inclusion of the
heathen in the Messianic kingdom would
rouse the Jews to jealousy, and that
thus all Israel would be saved, Rom. xi.
19 ; Sanday and Headlam,
can scarcely
341 ff.
doubt that the words are uttered not
but
to
lead to remerely to condemn,
pentance ; at all events it would not be
11

;

cf.

Romans,

x.

p.

We

possible to find stronger words against
his own countrymen than those written
by St. Paul in his earliest Epistle, 1
ii.
15, 16 ; and yet we know
Paul, for those same countrymen,
could wish himself accused ; so Bethge, as
against Overbeck, who can only see that
in Acts the belief of the Gentiles results not in a noble jealousy, but in the
bitter envy of the Jews.
But there
blends with the tone of sadness a note of
triumph in the words avrol xal aicovo-ovTai, the future of his message is assured, and we may borrow two words as
an inscription for these closing pages of
St. Luke's second treatise— the last word
of the Apostle, and the last of the historian

Thess.

how St.

nPAHEI2 AII02T0AQN

ss*
l

30.

"EjAetfe oe

6

DauXos SicTiay

iv

oXrji'

direSexeTO irdrras tous eiorropeuojieVous

s

XXVIII.
I8iw jiiaOwjxaTi, koi

irpos cwtoV, 3

1

.

Ki\puacr<av

1
For cueivc (Lach., Blass, Hilg.) ]tf*B 13, 6i, Tisch., W.H., R.V., Wendt, Weiss
have cvepcive Blass in f3 has pevwv with Par. o n. om. W.H., R.V., Weiss (not
Blass, Hilg.), cf. ovtov for tov fl. in ver. 17, R.V., W.H.
;

2 After
irpos ovtov 137 Syr. H. c*, Gig., Par. add lovSaiovs tc koi EXX-qvas explanatory of itovtos, so Blass in f3 text, Hilg. Blass also adds kcli SieXe-ycro irpos
before the inserted words just mentioned, with Gig., Par.
Xpurrov om. by Tisch.,
;

Hilg., with

N*

— dtcoucrovTai
of

.

Syr.
.

.

H.

okcoXvtus

— the word

meritoria

God was heard and welcomed, and much

that word was not bound, see the suggestive remarks of Bethge, p. 335, and
Zockler on ver. 31.
Ver. 29. See critical note.—<rv£iijnri<riv,
rixa, Blass
possibly this may have
;

helped to delay the Apostle's trial, as
apparently some of the Jews would not
have moved in the matter.
Blass (so also
€U€iv€ 8e
Ver. 30.
Hackett, Lekebusch) makes the impor:

tant remark that the aorist shows that
Paul's condition was changed after the
two years, cf. Iica8icre, xviii. 11 (see also

When, therefore,
Burton, pp. ig, 20).
Luke wrote his history, the inference is
that the Apostle had been liberated
Blass
either from prison or by death.
indicates another change, viz., that he
may have been removed into the praetorium, and that his trial was just coming
ver. 23.
on.
iStcp jjlio-6., see above on

—

That the Apostle should have been able

house at his own expense receives confirmation from the coincidence
others have
with Phil. iv. 10, 14, 18
to hire a

;

suggested (Wendt, i8gg, Knabenbauer)
that he may have gained the means of
See in this
hiring it by his own work.
connection Rendel Harris, Four Leetures, etc., pp. 50, 51, and the extract from
the Armenian Version of Ephrem's ComIt would seem
mentary on the Acts.
that Ephrem imagined that the rent of
the lodging was paid by the proceeds of
the cloak and books (2 Tim. iv. 13).

Lightfoot, Philippians, p. g, holds that
ISio) certainly distinguishes the p,£o-0a>ua
here from the |evio above, see his note,
and Grimm-Thayer, in loco. It is quite
true that uto-Ouua is not used in this
sense of a hired house elsewhere (indeed
it is used especially of the wages of hire
in a bad sense, Deut. xxiii. 18, Mic. i. 7,
Ezek. xvi. 31), but Lightfoot admits that
it may be used here exceptionally as a
translation
of the Latin conducUim,
meaning here a suite of apartments only,
not the whole house (Lewin), the Latin

(sc.

seems to be used very

loco)

—8icTiavsame
in this

double sense of

picr-

SXtjv, cf. xxiv. 27, only in
Luke, not in classical Greek, but in Philo

0oip.a.

(see also

Grimm-Thayer, and Deissmann,

Neue

Bibelstudien, p. 86), so too Tpicrtav
only in Luke see on xx. 31. The two
years were spent not only in preaching,
but in writing, as we may fairly believe,
;

Philemon, and
—oitcS^xcto, see
above, xv.

Ephesians, Colossians,
Philippians.

4,

apparently greater freedom than
in Caesarea, xxiv. 23
if it was not for
the notice in Phil. i. 13, 17, we might
almost suppose that the Apostle was
liberated on security or on bail
cf. the
account of the imprisonment of Agrippa
in Rome ; see p. 486.
I.
itovtos
not only the
all, both Jews and Gentiles
" neminem
as

xxi.

7,

;

;

—

:

;

Bengel thought

latter,

—

:

excludebat Dei exemplo," Grotius.
clo-irop., see on ix. 28, most frequent in
Luke, Friedrich, p. 7 see critical note.
Ver. 31. to irepi: on the phrase see
tov K. 'I. X., see critical
p. 481.
;

—

note,

and

cf.

xi.

17,

xv.

26,

the

full

phrase corresponds with the solemn
conclusion of the book. p,€To ir. irapp.
the phrase with or without irao-qs four
times in Acts, and nowhere else in N.T.,
see on p. 128.
In Jerusalem by the
Twelve, iv. 2g, and in Rome no less
than in Jerusalem by St. Paul, the witness
was given "with all boldness," cf.
Phil. i. 14; and so the promise in the
vision vouchsafed to the Apostle of the

—

:

Gentiles was verified, xxiii. 11, and
the aim of the Gentile historian fulfilled
when the Gospel was thus preached
boldly and openly, f«s ia\. ttjs y^s,
" eadera
see note on i. 8.
okwXvtcds
plane dicuntur in ep. ad Phil. Roma data,
i. 12
sqq.," Blass, and the word of God
had free course and was glorified. The

—

:

found in Plato, Epict., HeroIn LXX
in Josephus.
the adjective is found in Wisd. vii.
22, and the adverb is used by Symm.,
There is a note of
Job xxxiv. 31.
triumph in the word, Bengel, Zockler,

adverb
dian,

is

and also

IIPAEEI2 AIIOSTOAQN

30-31Ti)v

jSaoriXetai'

XptoTou,

too Geou,
irdfftjs

jjieTa

1

553

Kal SiSdcriccuy tA irepl tou Kupiou 'Inaou

Trappnaias dicuXuTws.

1
Blass with Syr. H M demid. tol., Par., Wern., Prov. reconstructs P text after
TOV 0€OV SLLCTX"Upi^Ofl€VOS Kttl Xeywv a.K<i>XvTCi>S, OTl OVTOS ecrriv O X. O VIOS TOV
6eov, 81* ov (xeXXei iras o Kocrp.09 Kptvccrdoi, and cf. Hilg. with variations in former
:

part, but identical after aicwX.

and we may note with Wordsworth
and Page the cadence of these concluding words, (xera it. it. olkwX. But
all this does not forbid the view that the
writer intended to give a third book
This latter view
to complete his work.
is strongly insisted upon by Prof. Ramsay, St. Paul, p. 23 if., while Bishop
2
Lightfoot, B.D.

,

i.,

27, can see no con-

ceivable plea for any third treatise, if the
purpose of the narrative is completed by
Paul coming to Rome and there delivering
his message, so, although less strongly,
Harnack, Chron., i., p. 248, see note on i.
But Prof. Ramsay has received the
8.

strong support not only of Zockler, and
curiously enough of Spitta, Apostelgeschichte, p. 318, but still more recently
amongst English writers of Rendall, and
in Germany of Dr. Zahn.
Just as in
St. Luke's Gospel xxiv. 44 forms not
merely a starting - point for, but an
anticipation of, the succeeding history,
or just as xxiv. 44-53 contain in a

summary what

afterwards related in
i. and ii., so in w. 30,
31 of Acts xxviii. we have, as it were, a
brief sketch of what succeeded the events
hitherto recorded, and an anticipation of
what followed upon them. This probability remains quite apart from the
additional force which is given to it if
is

greater detail, Acts

is right in regarding irp&Tos,
1, as signifying not simply irp<Sbut
the first of a series, a view
Tcpos,
strongly supported by Zahn, Einleitung,
ii., p. 371.
Certainly the aorist, ver. 30
(see above), and the expression 8i6Tiav

Ramsay

Acts

i.

to show that some fact was
to the writer which followed the
close of the two years, and we can therefore hardly say that he wrote no more
because he knew no more, unless we also
suppose that he wrote his history at the
SXtjv

seem

known

conclusion and not during the course of
This he may have done
the two years.
while the result of St. Paul's first trial

was

unknown, although
25ii. 24, Philem. ver. 22, show us plainly
with what confidence the Apostle awaited
the issue. At all events almost any conjecture seems more probable than that
the writer should have concluded so
27,

still

Phil.

i.

abruptly if he had nothing more to
chronicle than the immediate and tragic
death of his hero ! Zockler, Apostelgeschichte, p. 162, Spitta, Zur Geschichte
und Litteratur des Urchristentums, I.,
To say with Jiilicher, Einleitung,
15, 16.
p. 27, that

because

in

he refrained from doing this
such an event he would

chronicle not the triumph but the defeat
of the Gospel is certainly a strange argument, and no one has given a better
answer to it than Harnack by asking,
Since when did the early Christians regard martyrdom as a defeat ? Is the
death of Christ, or of Stephen, in the
mind of the author of Acts a defeat ? is it
not rather a triumph ? Chron., i., 247.
The elaborate discussion of the abrupt conclusion in Acts by Wendt, 1899, PP- 3 r
32, is entirely based upon the assumption
that Luke was not the author of Acts,
and that therefore this author, whoever
i

he was, wrote no more because his information failed him, and he knew no
more. This could not have been so in
the case of Luke, who was with the
Apostle at Rome, as we have from undoubted testimony quite apart from Acts.
See further Introd. For the release of St.
Paul, his subsequent journeys to Spain
and to the East, and his second imprisonment, see in support, Zahn, Einleitung, i., p. 435 ff., Harnack, Chron., i.,
239, Spitta, u. s., Salmon, Introd., p. 403
ft ., Die zweite romische
Gefangenschaft
des Apostels Paulus, Steinmeyer (1897),
and Critical Review
1898.
(July),
There were many possible reasons why
the hearing of St. Paul's appeal was so
long delayed. The record of the previous proceedings forwarded by Festus
may have been lost in the wreck, and it
was therefore necessary to wait for fresh
information, as the prisoner's
accusers had not arrived.
And when
official

they arrived,

it

very possible that they
glad to interpose fresh

is

may have been

obstacles, and that they would be content
to keep Paul bound as before
as evidence was probably wanted, not only
;

from Jerusalem, but from various parts
of the empire, the interposition of these
fresh delays was easy.
St. Paul had
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himself suggested that the Jews in Asia
ought to be summoned, or to be present,
That such delays would not
xxiv. 19.
be unusual we may learn from Tacitus,
cf. Suet., Nero, 15.
e.g., Ann., xiii., 43
When we remember how long a delay
occurred in the case of the Jewish
;

priests,

the friends of Josephus,

Vita,

XXVIII.

31.

who were sent to Rome by Felix to
plead their cause, it ceases to be surprising that St. Paul was detained so
see on the whole
long without a trial

3,

;

question Lewin, St. Paul, ii., 277
ft. ;
KnabenLightfoot, Phil., p. 4
bauer, Actus Apostolorum, pp. 453, 454,
1899.
;

ST.

PAUL'S EPISTLE
TO THB

ROMANS

INTRODUCTION.
CHAPTER
ORIGIN OF

Of

I.

THE CHURCH AT ROMB.

the beginnings of Christianity in

Rome

nothing whatever

is

known on direct evidence. The tradition which assigns the founding
In
of the Church there to Peter cannot possibly be maintained.
one form

it

assumes that Peter, on the occasion referred to

in

Acts

17, travelled to Rome, and there propagated the Church from the
synagogue as a centre. As this departure of Peter from Jerusalem

xii.

took place, on the usual reckoning, about 42 a.d., there would be
time for his twenty-five years' episcopate of Rome, which was once
the accepted Romish idea, though now given up even by Romish
it is clear from the book of Acts (chap, xv.) that
Jerusalem ten years after this, and it is equally clear
from the Epistle to the Romans that he had not been in Rome when
In face of a passage
this letter was written, seven years later still.

scholars.

But

Peter was

in

chap. xv. 20 it is impossible to suppose that the Church of Rome
had already been the scene of another Apostle's labours. Three years
later, when Paul at length arrived in Rome, it had still been unvisited
by Peter, to judge from what we read in Acts xxviii. and even when he

like

;

wrote the Epistle to the Philippians, towards the close of his first
imprisonment, there is no indication that his brother Apostle had yet
seen the capital. The earliest tradition represents Peter and Paul
as in

Rome

together, and, indeed, as suffering together,

Neronian persecution.

in

the

All the evidence for this will be found in

Euseb., Hist. Eccl., II., xxv. What the worth of it is, it is not easy
It is not incredible that Peter may have been in Rome about

to say.

in question, especially if Babylon in 1 Peter v. 13 means
Rome, as it does in the Apocalypse. But in any case Peter can have
had no direct part in founding the Church. In Iren., iii., 1, 2, Peter
and Paul are spoken of as " preaching the Gospel in Rome, and
founding the Church," at the time that Matthew published his gospel,

the date
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That Christianity was there long before this time is indubitable, but
Roman Christians, it has been suggested (see Harvey's note on
"
Iren. ad loc),
appear neither to have had an ecclesiastical polity nor
been
under
the regular regimen of the Church.
to have
Several
in
the
epistle seem to indicate a crude, unsettled
expressions
the

.

state of things there.

.

.

They are spoken of as depending rather
mutual
and
exhortation
instruction than upon any more authoriupon
tative communication of evangelical truth (xv. 14)
and the
.

.

.

.

.

.

Apostle expresses his intention to visit them, according to a purpose
entertained diro iroXXwy trw [licaywi' is the true reading] with the hope
that he might come iv TrX^pufxa-n. euXoyias (tou euayyeXiou) too XpurroG,
i.e. in the collation of spiritual gifts which as yet
they had not, and
in the establishment of that Apostolical order and government among
y

them which should complete
Catholic of Christ's Church."

their incorporation with the

Body

quite true that the epistle
reveals nothing of the organisation of the Church at Rome, but it
reveals just as little of any intention on Paul's part to bestow on
the Church the supposed benefits of " Apostolical order and government". The assumption underlying this expression is quite unIt

is

There was no uniform legal organisation of the Church
the apostolic age and the Christians in Rome not only depended
upon mutual exhortation and instruction, but, as Paul acknowledges,
were well able to do so. They had xapwj*<vra differing according to
historical.

in

;

the grace given to them, and

if
they had no legal organisation, they
had a vital and spiritual differentiation of organs and functions, for
which the other is but a makeshift (chap. xii. 3-8). Sanday and
Headlam think that though the Church did not, in the strict sense,
owe its origin to Peter and Paul, it may well have owed to them its

existence as an organised whole (Commentary, p. xxxv.). This
it was Paul's habit to appoint elders in all the churches
he planted (Acts xiv. 23, Tit. i. 5) but, as the gospel was known
first

may

be, for

;

at

Rome, and

believers

were baptised there, and no doubt observed
is clear that no particular organisation was

the Lord's Supper, it
wanted either to ensure or to perfect their standing as Christians.

—

Where tradition fails, we can only fall back on conjecture
conjecture to be verified by its coherence with what the epistle
itself reveals.
In this connection it has long been customary to
refer to Acts

Jews

ii.

10

(ot €m&T)p.oG*'T€s

'Pwjxaioi).

There were Roman

Jerusalem on the day of Pentecost, and even if they were
domiciled there and did not return to Rome, there must have been

many

in

visitors

thousands

;

who

did.

The Jews

they occupied a large

in

ward

Rome were numbered

by

of the city, beyond the
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and they had ceaseless communications with

Hence many have supposed that Christianity came to
Rome by some such channel as this. If it did, we should expect it

Jerusalem.

to have originated in the synagogues, the existence of nine of which
The epistle
is definitely attested (Sanday and Headlam, p. xxiv.).
itself gives

no direct evidence of any such connection

:

if

the Church

the synagogue at Rome, the connection had been comIt has been supposed
severed
by the time Paul wrote.
pletely
that the well-known sentence in Suetonius, Claud., 25 (" Iudaeos
"
see also Acts
impulsore Chresto assidue tumultuantes Roma expulit
originated in

:

which arose in the synagogues over the
of
Jesus, and that the separation of the Church
alleged Messiahship
and
even a change in the prevailing complexion
and the synagogue,
of the Church, which from Jewish-Christian became mainly GentileChristian, date from this event but no stress can be laid on this.
It is clear from Acts xxviii. 17-22 that when Paul came to Rome the
xviii. 2)

refers to conflicts

;

leaders of the synagogue either knew nothing or affected to know
nothing about the new sect which was growing up beside them.

This makes

it

at least improbable, whatever its actual origin, that

Rome

can have had strongly Jewish symthe Church had originated in the synagogue, it is practically certain, from the analogy of other places
whose history is known, that the mass of the members would not be

the Christian Church at
Besides, even
pathies.

Jews by
rbv Oeov),

spiritual

birth,

if

but of the class of proselytes

whose attachment to Judaism was
receptivity was as a rule greater.

(efiaepels,

less rigid,

<|>o|5oufji€>'oi

and whose

Many scholars, impressed by these considerations, have sought
rather a Gentile-Christian origin for the Church.
Communication,
they point out, was constant, not only between Rome and Jerusalem,
but between Rome and all the East, and especially all the great towns.
There was constant coming and going between Rome and such cities
as Antioch, Corinth and Ephesus, not to mention others which
Early Christianity, too, was
were
that
scattered abroad went
They
largely self-propagating.
viii.
the
word"
Hort (Romans and
(Acts
preaching
4).
everywhere

had been the scene of Paul's labours.
"

"
Ephesians, p. 9) speaks of a process of quiet and as it were fortuit"
ous filtration ; and it was probably by such a process, initiated,
suspended, and renewed on different occasions, that the new religion

was introduced

to

Rome.

no doubt to conceive
go further.

it

To

conceive the matter in this

very indefinitely, but

it is

way

is

hardly possible to

Attempts have been made to do so. Assuming, for
is in its right place, and really formed part of

instance, that chap. xvi.
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the Epistle to the Romans, it has been argued that the large number
of friends and acquaintances Paul had in the Church, and especially
the conspicuous place given to his old associates Prisca and Aquila,

prove that the Christianity of the Romans was essentially of the
Pauline type, and that the Church therefore owed its origin and its
character, indirectly no doubt, to him. The epistle certainly does
not bear this on

Paul never says a word which implies that
;
anything, even remotely, to him ; there is rather
an impression of regret that they did not. Besides, it is a mistake
" Paulinists "
to assume that all Paul's friends were necessarily
neither
which
he
nor
an expression
they could have under-

the

its

face

Romans owed

—

stood.

Among

those at Rome, and among the most important, as
the honourable terms in which they are men-

we should judge by

(xvi. 7j, were some who had been Christians longer than he
"
was that of
and "the quiet and as it were fortuitous filtration

tioned

Christianity, undoubtedly of
of Paulinism.

;

some

universal type, but not distinctively

CHAPTER

II.

CHARACTER OF THE CHURCH AT ROME.
Hardly any question in New Testament criticism has been more
The traditional opinion was that
elaborately discussed than this.
the Church consisted of Gentile Christians. The idea that it consisted of

Jewish Christians,

first

broached apparently by Koppe

in

1824, gained currency through Baur, and for a generation after his
essay (1836) commanded wide assent among critics. A strong pro-

was kept up all the time, but it was
1876 that Weizsacker produced a decisive reaction in its
The great mass of the Church, he argued, must have been

test in favour of the old opinion

not

till

favour.

Gentile-Christian, though there was no doubt a Jewish-Christian
An attempt to construct a theory answering more closely
minority.

He
to the facts presented by the epistle is that of Beyschlag.
supposes that the Church consisted mainly of proselytes that is, of
persons who were Gentiles by birth, but had passed through the

—

Jews' religion. This would explain the great difficulty of the epistle,
that Paul addresses his readers as if they were Gentiles, but argues
with them as if they were Jews. Schurer, again, conceives of the
Church as non-Jewish, and at the same time non-Pauline; the
Hellenistic

Jews of the diaspora would make Christians comparaceremonial law, but with no

tively free in their relations to the

adequate comprehension of the Pauline freedom, in principle, from
law in every sense it is an audience like this Paul is trying to elevate
to his own standpoint. That such an audience could be found is not
;

to be denied

;

whether

it is

to be found here

we can

only ascertain

by comparing this theory with the facts of the epistle.
Finally,
Holtzmann gives up the attempt to realise the character of the
Church.

Paul had never been in Rome, did not really know the
and has no distinct idea of his audience. When he
necessary to explain why he writes to them at all he thinks
St.

situation there,
finds

of

it

them as Gentiles

;

when

culture and spiritual
and mode of reacting toward

their previous

history, their sympathies, antipathies,

the Gospel generally, are in question, they are Jews.

VOL.

II.

36

All this
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shows that the problem

is

a complex one

;

and there

no means

is

of doing anything to solve it but to examine the facts once more.
They are all contained in the epistle itself, and it will be convenient

adduce the evidence

to

the readers

(1)

for the

Gentile-Christian character of

(2) for the Jewish-Christian character

;

and then to

;

ask what conception covers and combines all the facts.
1. Evidence for the Gentile-Christian character of the Church.
"
Chap. i. 5 f. Paul writes
with a view to obedience of faith
:

(a)

koI 6|A€ts

(Gal.

ii.

".

8),

We received grace and Apostleship,
iv irao-ir tois

ZOvtw

.

iv ols Ivr*

.

.

Paul's conception of himself as Apostle of the Gentiles
and his appeal to this vocation in the salutation of his

it beyond doubt that
!0nrj here means Gentiles, as opposed
He is exercising his calling as
to Israel, and not nations generally.
in
to
the
Gentiles
to
the
Romans ; for they, too, are in
writing
Apostle

letter,

put

Those who take the Jewish-Christian view argue that
Paul would have had no need to tell a Church consisting of Romans
by birth that they were included within the scope of his calling as
that class.

But surely the Apostle's expression

Apostle to the Gentiles.
the nations,"

it

Chap.

i.

(b)

jcap-iroy <r\S)

is

whereas if iv iramv tois Wvecriv means " among all
becomes perfectly meaningless.
13. "I purposed often to come to you,
Iva tiv&

perfectly natural

;

.

Kal iv v\uv

quite unambiguous.
the rest of the SOwf),

ica6a>s ical iv tois Xoittois eBveaiv."

.

.

This case

is

The Roman
and

it

Christians are put on a level with
agrees with this that the distinction of

14 (Greek and barbarian, wise and unintelligent)
belongs to the pagan world.
Of course it is not meant here that Paul was Apostle of the
classes in ver.

Gentiles in such a sense that he would not have preached the Gospel
Jews but as far as he has a special vocation and it is on a

to the

special

—

;

vocation, and not on the duty of preaching the Gospel to

—

every creature, that he bases his right to address the Romans it is
The Roman Church, therefore, belonged to
to the Gentile world.
that world.
(c)

is

Chap.

xi. 13.

addressed in

that the whole

its

Api? 8e \4y<a tois ZQveaiv.

character as Gentile.

Church

To

Here the whole Church
this

it

has been replied

with vplv 8e Paul expressly turns aside to address only a part of the Church. If the words
stood alone, this might be maintained, but the context is decisive in
is

not addressed here

;

In the continuation of the passage
favour of the former meaning.
xi.
the
as a whole is warned against
Church
(see especially
25-28)
in the second person (xi. 25,
for
the
is
Jews
it
addressed
contempt
;

28,

30

f.),

without any suggestion of distinctions in

it,

whereas the
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Jews are spoken of throughout in the third. Further, when Paul
"
speaks of the Jews in chaps, ix.-xi., it is as "my brethren/' my kinsmen according to the flesh," not ours nor yours, as would have been
the case had the bulk of the Church been of Jewish origin.
Here Paul
(d) Chap. xv. 15 f.
ToXp.T)poWpo>s Se eypatya vpiv k.t.X.
justifies himself, in closing, for writing as he has done
especially,

—

perhaps,

Romans.

—

to the
writing so decidedly in chap, xiv.-xv. 13
The reason he gives is unmistakable. He is a minister

for

of Jesus Christ, a priest in the service of the Gospel ; the offering
he has to lay on the altar is the Gentiles, and he writes to the

Romans because they are Gentiles, to further them in their
when they are presented to God it may be an acceptable

that

faith,

offer-

the Holy Spirit. There is no evading this arguto say that in vers. 17-20 Paul's justification of this presentation of himself as minister of Jesus Christ cts tA I0nrj is directed
ing, sanctified in

ment

;

against Jewish-Christian suspicions and insinuations (cf. 2 Cor. x.
12-18, xii. 11, 12) may or may not be true, but is quite irrelevant ;
even if there were such suspicions, and even if they had begun to
find acceptance in

Rome
(e)

as a whole

Rome, the Gentile character of the Church

here put beyond question.
Less stress can be laid on passages like

at

is

vi.

17

f.

(tjtc

SoGXoi

though they have undoubtedly something which recalls
the ii iQv&v dfiapTwXoi of Gal. ii. 15.
By the time he has reached
that his readers were
is
entitled
to
assume
vi.
Paul
quite
chap.
once slaves of sin, without suggesting anything about their nationNeither do the suggestions of particular sins (e.g., in vi. 12-14)
ality.
throw any real light on the question. All kinds of bad things are
done both by Gentiles and Jews. But discounting weak and uncertain arguments, there is a plain and solid case for maintaining

ttjs d/iapTtas),

that the great bulk of the Church at Rome was of Gentile origin.
2. Evidence for the Jewish-Christian character of the Church.

which Paul includes himself and his
now no one, it is to be observed,
person plural
" we " must mean
is included with him in the superscription, so that
"you and I". Thus iii. 9 irpocxfyeGa are we (Jews) surpassed?
But it is very natural to suppose that Paul here, as is his rule,
(a)

There are passages

readers

in

the

first

in

;

;

allows his opponents (real or imaginary) to state their own objec"
neither including himself nor his
tions in their own person, the " we

or if he speaks in his own person, it is the national con;
sciousness of the Jew, which Paul of course shared, and not the
consciousness of Paul and his readers, which is conveyed by

readers

joint

the plural.

Another passage of the same kind

is iv. 1

:

'Appa&ji

rw
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Here also the explanation is the same.
"
forefather because he has no choice.
He could
Paul says " our
"
as
his
kinsmen
of
fellow-countrymen
my
according to the
speak
"
but it would have been obviously absurd for him to speak of
flesh
itaTa arfpica.
TrpoirdTopa ^ftuK

;

as "

Abraham

"

forefather.
It is only through his relation to
the nation that he can claim a connection with Abraham, and hence
the "our" in iv. 1 is national, not individual, and has nothing to do

my

with the Romans.
father).

Cf. the precisely similar case in

The same use

of the

first

person plural

is

ix.

found

10 (Isaac our
in 1 Cor. x. 1

our fathers were under the cloud), which no one doubts was
As far therefore as
to a thoroughly Gentile Church.

(All

written

passages like these are concerned, they do not invalidate in the least
the evidence adduced for the Gentile character of the Church at Rome.

Not so simple are those passages which speak either in the
or second person plural of the relation of the readers, or of
Paul and his readers alike, to the law. The most important of
(b)

first

these

is

chap.

yiyakritouo-i

1-6.
Paul here speaks to
knowing what law is. Even

vii.

vo\ioy,

—

his readers as persons
if

we admit

—which

is

not necessary, nor I believe right that the reference is to the
Mosaic law, it does not follow that the readers were Jews. Indeed
the explicit recalling of the law to mind, while he assumes it to be

known, might plausibly be alleged as an argument against a Jewish
But to pass that by, does not vii. 4, it is argued So then,
origin.
brethren,
ye also were made dead to the law by the body of
my
Christ imply that the persons addressed had lived under the law
as well as the writer ? in other words, that they were Jews ? And
" When we were in
is this not confirmed, when we read in ver. 5 f.,
the flesh, the sinful passions, which were through the law, wrought in
our members to bring forth fruit unto death. But now we have been
"
discharged from the law ? Have we not here, in relation to the
law, an experience common to Paul and those whom he addressed,

—

—

—

and does not this imply that antecedent to their conversion they
and he had lived under the law that is, were Jews by birth ?

—

at first sight, to think so, but it is certainly wrong.
There is an experience common to Paul and to all Christians, whatIt
ever their birth ; if it were not so, they would not be Christians.
It is natural,

is possible also for him to describe that experience in relation to the
law once all Christians were under it, now they are so no more.
All Christians were under it, for all were under sin, and to the
;

The law, indeed, did
Apostle sin and law are correlative terms.
not take precisely the same form for Jew and Gentile the one had
;

an objective revelation, the other had a substitute,

if

not an equiva-
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lent for this, written

on his heart

same

is

There

issues.

in

;

but

in

$6$
both

it

wrought to the

the world less Jewish, there is
7-24
but that is Paul's
vii.

nothing
nothing more human, than Rom.
description of life under the law, and of the working of the law in
understand it only too well, though we are not Jews
that life.
;

We

;

no doubt, did those to whom it was first addressed. Hence
Paul could quite well say to a Gentile Church Ye were made dead
and could associate himself
to the law through the body of Christ
from
the law by dying to that
We
were
them
to
with
discharged
say,
A perfectly clear case of this is to be found
in which we were held.
No one imagines that the Galatians were Jews,
in Gal. iii. 13-iv. 9.
for them the very thing which he says of the
Paul
vindicates
yet
Romans here. God sent forth His Son, he writes, made of a woman,
made under law, to redeem those that are under law, that we might
And because ye are sons, God sent
receive the adoption of sons.
The alternation of
forth the spirit of His Son into our hearts, etc.
the first and second persons here shows how Paul could conceive of
Jew and Gentile alike as under law in their pre-Christian days, and
how in their emancipation from this in Jesus Christ one experience

and

so,

:

;

was common

to

them

all.

In truth, " sin," " the law," " the curse

"

of the law,"
death," are names for something which belongs not to
the Jewish but to the human conscience and it is only because this
Before
is so that the Gospel of Paul is also a Gospel for us.
;

Christ came and redeemed the world, all men were at bottom on the
same footing Pharisaism, legalism, moralism, or whatever it is
:

called,

is

it

in

the last resort the attempt to be good without God,

to achieve a righteousness of our own without an initial all-inclusive
immeasurable debt to Him ; in other words, without submitting, as

men must

sinful

submit, to be justified by faith apart from works of
in that justification, and in that only, the spring

our own, and to find

It was because Paul's Jewish experience
all good.
digested into a purely and perfectly human experience that he
able to transcend his Judaism, and to preach a universal gospel;
the use of such expressions as we have in vii. 1-6 is no proof
that those to whom they applied were Jews too. They apply to us.

and
was
was
and

impulse of

(c)

The character

of the argumentation in the epistle has been

support of the Jewish origin of the readers. It
true that in the dialectical development of his gospel in

adduced

in

is

quite

Romans

Paul often states and answers such objections as would naturally
occur to one representing the historical and legal standpoint of the
Jews' religion. Cf. iii. 1 (What advantage then hath the Jew ?),
i.

1

(Are

we

to continue in sin that grace

may abound

?),

vi.

15
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we to sin, because we are not under law, but under grace ?)
(What shall we say then ? Is the law sin ?), xi. 1 (I say then,
Hath God cast off His people ?). There are two obvious reasons

(Arc
7

vii.

should have developed his gospel by this dialectical process
apart from the assumption that he is meeting the anticipated objecOne is, that he was a Jew himself, and justified
tions of his readers.

why Paul

he went along, against the primd facie
in his own mind.
Here, again, however
we must remember that though Paul was a Jew he was a man and
it does not strike one as rigorously historical, but as somewhat
absurd, to characterise as Jewish or as Jewish-Christian the criticism
his gospel instinctively, as

objections to

it

which arose

;

of grace which comes natural to every human being. The other
reason is, that Paul had heard already in other places most of the
objections to his gospel which he answers in this epistle. There is

only one express reference to this, in iii. 8 (As we are slandered, and
as some affirm that we say, Let us do evil that good may come for
:

tii*? here, cf.

2 Cor.

iii.

1,

Gal.

ii.

12)

but that Paul's gospel was

;

assiduously and energetically counterworked we know quite well,
and he may have heard (through some of his friends in the city) that
These reasons fully
his adversaries were forestalling him at Rome.
and in view of the direct
explain the nature of his arguments
evidence for the Gentile character of the Church they prove nothing
on the other side.
(d) Great stress was laid by Baur on chaps, ix.-xi. in this connection.
These, it was argued, were the real kernel of the epistle
the part for the sake of which it was really written, and by relation
to which the rest has to be explained and these, moreover, have
no interest, or none worth speaking of, for a Gentile Church. It
was only to a Jewish-Christian consciousness that this vindication
;

—

;

of God's wonderful

ways

or could be addressed.

in the history of redemption required to be
Plausible as this may sound, the facts are

For whatever reason, it
against it.
to the Gentiles that all this section

and unambiguously

is

precisely

is

addressed.

In

ix. 1 f., x. 1

f.

the third person (my prayer to God for
them
He
calls
them, etc.).
my kinsmen, not yours or ours. He
his
readers
not
but
quotes himself,
(xi. 1), as proof that God has not

Paul speaks of the Jews

in

cast off His people, which he would hardly have done had they also
been Christian Jews (but see note on this verse).
He uses the
fate of the Jews, the natural branches, to

warn

his readers, grafted

contrary to nature, against contempt, pride, and
unbelief.
Whatever the motive of these chapters may have been, it
cannot have been that the bulk of the Romish Church was Jewish in
into the tree of

life
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origin, or strongly

Jewish

sympathy.

The

apostle's

own

applica-

17-24 proves exactly the reverse.
less can anything be made of an appeal to xiii. 1-7.

tion of their teaching in
Still

(e)

in
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xi.

The

Jews were certainly a rebellious and turbulent race, and inherited theocratic ideas which might make them doubt the lawfulness of paying
tribute to Caesar (Deut. xvii. 15,

Mark

xii.

13-17)

;

but Christianity

forms is an idealism which necessarily raises the question
of the relation of God's Kingdom to the kingdoms of this world, and so
gives occasion to such explanations as those of Paul in chap. xiii. 1-7.
too in

all its

It has been pointed out, too, that echoes of this passage occur in
the public prayer of the Roman Church in Clem., ad. Cor., I., lxi., at
a period when the Gentile character of the Church is not questioned.

Old Testament in this epistle, it has
To all the
on
the
whatever
no bearing
nationality of the readers.
New Testament writers the Old Testament was revelation, and in a
sense Christian revelation and they used it in the same way no
(/)

As

for the use of the

;

matter to

whom

they wrote.

None of these passages is sufficient to prove that the Church as
a whole was Jewish-Christian, or even that it was strongly influenced
by Jewish ideas. On the other hand, the passages quoted under 1
prove conclusively that the bulk of the Church was Gentile, so that
one writing to it as a body thought of it as a Gentile Church. This,
of course, would not preclude the existence in it of a minority of
We can hardly conceive, in the lifetime of the
Jewish origin.
The Apostles
without such an element.
a
Church
Apostles,
themselves were all Jews, and it was their rule it was even
But apart from this
Paul's rule to preach to the Jew first.

—

—

general presumption, we have a distinct indication in the epistle
itself that there was in the Roman Church a Jewish-Christian eleIn chap. xiv. Paul speaks of dissensions between "the
and " the weak," and though it would be wrong simply to
identify these with Gentile and Jewish Christians, it is a safe inference from xv. 7-13, taken in connection with what precedes, that
"
"
and M weak " was not unrelated to
the difference between
strong
Hence the prethat between Gentile and Jew (see notes ad loc).
vailing tendency of scholars is to recognise that the Church was
Gentile as a whole, but had a minority of Jewish origin. To what
extent the Gentile mass was influenced by Jewish ideas how far
the Gentile members of the Church had been originally proselytes,

ment.

"

strong

—

and were therefore appreciative of the Jewish-Christian consciousness or in sympathy with it is another question. As we have seen
above, under 2, b, c, no special assumption of this kind is needed
to explain the manner in which Paul vindicates his gospel to them.

—

CHAPTER

III.

CHARACTER OF THE EPISTLE— ITS OCCASION AND PURPOSE.
The

character of the epistle has been a subject of as much discusand the discussion is less likely

sion as the character of the readers,

A writing of such vitality, which is always being in
and
part lost,
always rediscovered in new power a writing of such
comprehensive scope and such infinite variety of application a
writing at once so personal and historical, and so universal and
eternal, is not easily reduced to a formula which leaves nothing to
be desired. The definitions of its purpose which have been given by
scholars strike one rather as all right than as all wrong. But before
entering on an examination of these it will be proper to investigate
the occasion of the letter, as it may have some bearing on its
ever to be closed.

—

purpose.
Paul's intention to visit

Rome

is first

—

mentioned

in

Acts

xix. 21,

" After
expressed with curious emphasis.
these things were ended, Paul purposed in the spirit (KGcto iv t«
when he had passed through Macedonia, and Achaia, to
TiveufAaTi),

and, as Hort remarks,

it is

I
have been there, I must also see
Rome." He passed through Macedonia and Achaia, as he proposed,
and it was during his stay in Corinth (which, according to the usual
chronology, was in the winter of 58-59), and towards the close of it,
that he wrote this letter. This is a point on which all scholars are
agreed. When he wrote, he was on the point of starting, or perhaps
had started, on his journey to Jerusalem, with the collection for the
poor saints there which had been made in the Churches of Galatia,
Macedonia and Achaia (chap. xv. 25 ff., 1 Cor. xvi. 1-4, 2 Cor. viii.
He had with him Timothy and Sosipater, or Sopater (chap.
ix.).

go to Jerusalem, saying, After

xvi.

whom we know

21),
(Acts xx. 4),

otherwise to have been

in

his

company

when he

started on that journey.
Gaius, his host at
the moment (xvi. 23), is probably the same as the Gaius whom he
had himself baptised at Corinth (1 Cor. i. 14). The time and place,
therefore, at

which the Epistle to the Romans was written are

beyond question. But we ought to notice these not only formally,
as points of geography and chronology, but in their significance in
Paul's life. The time was one at which he felt that his work in the
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East was done. From Jerusalem and round about unto Illyricum he
had fully preached the gospel of Christ. He had no more place in
His eye was turned westward, and rested
these parts (xv. 19, 23).
He
had wished to visit it for a good many
on
Rome.
inevitably
(xv. 23), perhaps ever since he had first met Prisca and Aquila
Corinth (Acts xviii. 2), and he had often formed the purpose,
though it had been as often disappointed (i. 13). But now it had a

years
in

definiteness

which

it

had never had before.

Rome

He

did not indeed look

as the goal of his journey he meant only to stay there till
he had been somewhat satisfied with the Church's fellowship, and

on

;

then to be convoyed by them toward Spain (xv. 24). But he was a
Roman citizen, and must have been conscious, as an expression in
8 shows ("Your faith is proclaimed in all the world"), of the
i.

supreme importance of the Church which had

its

seat in the capital

He would not only wish a point of support there for
of the empire.
he must have been more than
his further operations in the West
;

Christianity there should appear as what it
and
the
Romans should be firmly established in it.
that
truly was,
If Paul was going to write to the Romans at all, no matter from

commonly anxious that

—

what immediate impulse though it should only have been to
announce his approaching visit it would be natural that his communication, in proportion as he realized the place and coming
importance of the Church at Rome, should assume a catholic and
comprehensive character. We can hardly imagine the man who was
conscious of his own vocation as Apostle of the Gentiles, and conscious
at the same time of the central significance of this Church, writing

—

anything of a merely formal character to such a community. When
he introduced himself to them, it was a great occasion, and the epistle
is the best evidence that he was sensible of its greatness.
There are other considerations which would tell on Paul's mind

When he wrote, he was setting out on a
in the same direction.
journey the issue of which was doubtful and perilous. At the very
outset he had to change his course, because of a plot formed against
him by the Jews (Acts xx. 3). He dreaded what these same relentless
enemies might do in Judaea he was not sure that even the Christians
in Jerusalem would receive graciously the offering which his love
and zeal had raised among the Gentiles on their behalf (chap. xv. 31).
He was setting out in readiness not only to be bound, but to die at
Jerusalem for the name of the Lord Jesus (Actsxxi. 13). In a sense,
;

He puts
therefore, this epistle might be called his testament (Weiss).
into it, not merely what is suggested to him by special circumstances of
which he
relations

—

aware in the Church at Rome e.g., the discussion of the
between "the strong" and "the weak" but all that his

is

—
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situation and that of the Church, looking at both in the largest
He has achieved a great work
aspect, determine to be of interest.
in the East.
By carrying the charity of the Gentile Christians to

own

Jerusalem, and fraternising once more with the primitive Church,
he hopes to secure and perfect that work, and to effect a more
cordial union between the two great branches of Christendom, which
He has passed through great
so imperfectly understood each other.
but his mind has only been made clearer by them, and
established in firmer possession of the fundamental principles of the
Christian life he can define it without misgiving in relation to all

conflicts,

;

previous modes of

whether

in

human

Greek or Jew.

experience and all earlier stages of religion,
His heart is set on further labours, but

he is profoundly conscious of the uncertainties of the future. Such
are the outward and the spiritual conditions under which Paul writes.
Is it

not manifest that

when we

give

them

all

the historical definite-

ness of which they are capable, there is something in them which
rises above the casualness of time and place, something which

might easily give the epistle not an accidental or occasional
Be the
character, but the character of an exposition of principles ?

immediate motive what

it

may,

it is

not incredible that the epistle

should have something in it which is rather eternal than historical,
and that it should require for its interpretation, not a minute

acquaintance with opinion

in

the apostolic age, but some sense of

God and man.
The various opinions as
classified

by almost

all

to the purpose of the letter have been

writers on Introduction under similar heads:

is only necessary to premise that such opinions do not in fact
(whatever their authors may think) necessarily exclude one another.
It
1. The purpose of the letter, according to some, is dogmatic.
is a systematic and formal exposition of the Gospel according to

it

a doctrinal treatise, to which only accident gave the form
in other circumstances it might have been a book.
This was the opinion which ruled at the time of the Reformation.
Luther calls the epistle absolutissima epitome evangelii. MelanchPaul.

It is

of a letter

;

compendium. No one can say that
Luther did find the Gospel in Romans,
and found it in a power which made him the greatest conductor of
spiritual force since Paul, which directly regenerated one half of
Christendom, and indirectly did much to reform the other half.
He was
Melanchthon made the epistle the basis of his Loci.
delighted to find a theology which did not philosophise about the
mysteries of the Trinity, or the modes of incarnation, or active and
passive creation but through sin and law and grace gave the know-

thon

calls

it

doctrines Christiana

these descriptions are inept.

;
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The dogmatic conception of the
modern times, and among writers
who pride themselves in giving the historical its due. Thus Hausrath describes it as "the essential content of what he otherwise
"a
preached by word of mouth ".
Hilgenfeld calls it
complete
ledge of Christ and His benefits.
epistle has held its ground even in

presentation of the Gospel which Paul preaches among the Gentiles ".
" an
Pfleiderer, more dogmatically still, speaks of it as
objective de-

velopment of the truth of the Gospel, drawn from the nature of the
And certainly, whatever the writer's motive may
Gospel itself".
have been, the letter has a systematic character.
There is no
analogy in any other of his epistles to the connected train of thought
which runs from i. 16 to viii. 39 or even to xi. 36. There is indeed a
viii. and ix., but there is no
unbridgeable gulf.
specimens of the way in which they can be connected, the opinions of Mangold (in i.-viii. Paul justifies his doctrine of
salvation, in ix.-xi. his action as a missionary), of Holsten (in i.-viii.

break between chaps,

Holtzmann

gives, as

justifies the content, in ix.-xi. the result, of his preaching), and of
Pfleiderer (in i.-viii. there is the dogmatic, in ix.-xi. the historical
aspect of his gospel). This last agrees pretty much with Godet, who

he

makes the subject

of the

whole eleven chapters salvation by

faith,

treating this in relation to the individual, and chaps,
The systematic
ix.-xi. in relation to its development in history.
character of this part, therefore, is beyond doubt. Those who in-

chaps,

i.-viii.

upon it are not of course blind to the parts of the epistle (chaps,
and xv.) in which incidental matters affecting the Church at
Rome are touched upon but it is not in these, they would say,

sist

xiv.

;

but

the formal presentation of the truth in chaps, i.-xi. that the
Granting this, however, the
purpose of the letter is revealed.
question arises whether the systematic character of the epistle is
in

equivalent to a dogmatic

In other words, is Paul
character.
a
neutral, unprejudiced, objective fashion, the
simply expounding,
whole scope and contents of his gospel, or is he expounding it in
in

relation to

something present to his mind, and to the mind of his

readers, which gives the exposition a peculiar character?
2. The latter alternative is affirmed by those who hold that
It is an exposition
the purpose of the epistle is controversial.
of Paul's gospel indeed, but not a purely dogmatic one, which in

The exposition
an epistle would be gratuitous and out of place.
an
reference
to
attack
with
such as
is
conducted
throughout
would be made on Pauline Christianity from the point of view of
It is not so much an
Judaism, or even of Jewish Christianity.
a
and
vindication.
defence
a
as
Practically this idea
exposition
governs

many

interpretations. e.g. t that of Lipsius.

That there

is
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an element of truth in it is not to be denied. Paul does not write
In iii. 8 there is a hint of
in vacuo, in no concrete relations at all.
in
actual adversaries and their criticisms on the Pauline gospel
It may be,
xvi. 17-20 there is another hint of at least possible ones.
as has been noticed above (p. 566), that Jews or Jewish Christians
;

were attempting to create prejudice against the Apostle in Rome
we cannot, on the ground that this is a letter, and must there;

but

have its character explained by the circumstances of the readers,
conclude for certain (with Weizsacker), that this was the case. In
expounding his gospel systematically to the Romans, Paul defines it,
fore

not necessarily against enemies who were forestalling him in Rome,
but against the criticism which had followed him all through his
missionary work. And we must remember, as has also been referred
to already, that part of that criticism was not so much Jewish as
human. It is not the Jewish or Jewish-Christian consciousness in

—

it is the consciousness of the natural man at a certain
particular
of
moral
development which thinks that forgiveness is an
stage
immoral doctrine, and is shocked at the idea of a God " who justifies

—

the ungodly," or on the other hand, indulges the idea that pardon
procures licence to sin. Though the opposition Paul encountered

everywhere was headed by Jews or by Christians of Jewish birth,
what it represented was by no means exclusively Jewish and in an
epistle of this unique character, standing where it stands in the
Apostle's life, and making so little express reference to actual Jewish
;

adversaries (contrast it in this respect with Galatians or 2 Cor. x.we must not limit too narrowly the kind of opposition he has in
xiii.),

He

view.
is

is

stating the case of gospel against law
and anti-Christian

pre-Christian, infra-Christian,

— against
;

and

all

that

his polemic

It is addressed
has not a temporary but a permanent significance.
not to Jews of the first century, but to men, and to Christians, of all
time.
Nothing so conclusively proves its necessity as the fact that
It is not easy to live at the
it so soon ceased to be understood.
at
which
Paul
lived.
It
is not easy to realise that
spiritual height

that it begins with a
begins absolutely on God's side
demonstration of God's love to the sinful, which man has done
nothing and can do nothing to merit ; and that the assurance of

religion

;

God's love is not the goal to be reached by our own efforts, but the
It is not easy
only point from which any human effort can start.
to realise that justification, in the sense of an initial assurance of
extending over all our life, is the indispensable preof
It is
supposition
everything which can be called Christianity.
not easy to realise that in the atoning death of Christ and the gift

God's

love,

of the

Holy Ghost there are the only and the adequate

securities
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for Christian morality
that the only good man is the forgiven man,
and that he is good, not because he is under law, but because he is
not under law but under grace. There must have been many men
who were practically Christian, and that, too, in the broad sense,
which gave no advantage to the Jew over the Gentile, but who
were far from realising their Christianity in principle like Paul. In
it was
his heroic sense, indeed, Christianity hardly survived him
;

;

recovered in something like
recrudescence of its original

native power, attested even by a
perils, at the time of the Reformation
its

;

always requires to be rediscovered again. But this is only
another way of saying that the polemic of the Epistle to the Romans

and
is

it

it is anti-legal
and. whenever legalism
Church anew, whether as mere custom, or

not narrowly anti- Jewish

establishes itself in the

;

;

as a dogmatic tradition, or as a clerical order claiming to be essential
to the constitution of the Church, the Christian conscience will find
in this

polemic the sword of the

spirit to strike

it

down.

We

admit,

therefore, that the epistle has a controversial aspect but probably
the controversy is not so much with definite adversaries at work in
;

as with those principles and instincts in human nature which
long experience as a preacher had made familiar to St. Paul.
3. A third view of the epistle defines its purpose as conciliatory.

Rome

This, again, by no means excludes either of the views already commented on. Even controversy may be conducted in a conciliatory
tone,

and with a conciliatory purpose.

When

Paul wrote, he was

extremely anxious about the unity of Jew and Gentile in the Church.
His journey to Jerusalem had mainly that in view. In the epistle,
while there is much that is trenchant in argument, there is nothing

There is no contemptuous irony, such
no uncontrolled passion such as flashes
out here and there in Galatians. Although the law works wrath and
stimulates sin, he describes it as holy, spiritual, and ordained unto
life.
He speaks with passionate affection of the Jews (ix. 1 ff.),
that

as

is

personal in feeling.
in 2 Cor. x.-xiii.

we have

;

always recognises their historical prerogatives (iii. 1 ff., ix. 1 ff.),
warns the Gentiles against self-exaltation over them, and anticipates
In chaps, xiv.-xv. also his generthe salvation of Israel as a whole.
" the
weak,"
osity to

though his judgment is unequivocally with the
be
regarded in the same light ; the weak are certainly
strong, may
connected with the Jews, and his aim in the whole passage is the
peace and unity of the Church. All this confirms us in thinking
that the controversial aspect of the epistle should not be urged with
special severity against Jewish Christians, or their modes of thought:

Paul has no desire to exasperate any one, but in the position in
which he stands, "the greatest moving power in the enlargement
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"

and building up of the universal Church
(Hort), about to visit
Jerusalem at once, and Rome, if he can, immediately afterwards,
his desire is to win and to unite all.
From this point of view it is possible to form a conception of
the purpose of the epistle which will do something like justice to it
It is an epistle, not a book.
Paul wrote to Rome, not
as a whole.
simply to clear up his own mind, not as a modern writer might do,
addressing the world at large he wrote to this particular community,
He knew something about the
and under a particular impulse.
;

Church, as chaps, xiv. and xv. show
such information from members of
sus, or elsewhere,

.it

is

and while he might have acquired
whom he met in Corinth, Ephequite probable, from chap, xvi., that he had
;

it

and correspondents at Rome itself. He wrote to the Roman
Christians because it was in his mind to visit them but the nature

friends

;

determined, not simply by consideration of their
but
necessities,
by consideration of his own position. The letter is
"
in
the sense that it had a historical motive to intioccasional,"

of his letter

is

—

mate and prepare for the coming visit ; but it is not occasional in
It is
the sense in which the first Epistle to the Corinthians is so.
not a series of answers to questions which the Romans had propounded it is not a discussion, relevant to them only, of points
either in doctrine or practice which had incidentally come to be of
Its character, in relation to St. Paul's
critical importance in Rome.
and
central
than this would imply. It is
is
far
more
absolute
mind,
in a real sense a systematic exposition of what he distinctively calls
"my gospel" (ii. 16), such an exposition as makes him thoroughly
known to a community which he foresaw would have a decisive
;

importance in the history of Christianity. It is not an impromptu
note, nor a series of unconnected remarks, each with a motive of its
own it is the manifesto of his gospel, by means of which the Apostle
;

of the Gentiles, at a great crisis and turning point in his life, establishes
relations with the Christian community in the capital of the Gentile
world.

It

can be dated, of course, but no writing

in

the

New

Testa-

none more catholic and eternal. It is quite true
that in expounding his gospel Paul proceeds by a certain dialectical
process he advances step by step, and at every step defines the

ment

is

less casual

;

;

Christian truth as against some false or defective, some antiChristian or infra-Christian view ; in this sense it is controversial.

But we have seen already the
controversial

character can

limitations under which

be ascribed to

it

;

Paul

is

alone a

not

so

much

controverting anybody in particular as vindicating the truth
he expounds against the assaults and misconstructions to which

he had found

it

give

rise.

There

is

no animosity against the
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no sentence such as 1 Thess. ii. 15 f. or Gal.
an establishment of principles he aims at; except in
17-20 there is no reference to persons.
Even in chaps,

Jews
It
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;

is

xvi.

v.
iii.

12.
8,

ix.-xi.

(see the introduction at chap, ix.) the whole tone is conciliatory
the one thing which tries our faith in them is Paul's assurance
of the future of his own people.
But as an interpretation of the
actual working out in human history of that method of salvation
;

which he has expounded
bition of the process

—

as an exhithrough which the rejection of the Jews and
in the first eight chapters

the calling of the Gentiles alike contribute eventually to the unithese chapters are an essential part of the
versality of the Gospel
are
epistle.
mainly but not exclusively apologetic they belong
They

—

:

whole conception of the Gospel, and of the mode in which it
becomes the inheritance of the world, which was of one substance
with the mind of St. PauL No one who read the first eleven
to that

chapters of the epistle could meet the Apostle as a stranger on anyNo doubt, as
thing essential in Christianity as he understood it.

Grafe has remarked, it does not contain an eschatology like 1 Cor.
But it establishes
or 2 Cor. v., nor a Christology like Col. i.
that which is fundamental beyond the possibility of misconception.
xv.

It

vindicates once for

all

the central facts, truths and experiences,

without which Christianity cannot exist. It vindicates them at once
in their relation to the whole past of mankind, and in their absolute
It is an utter misapprenewness, originality and self-sufficiency.
hension to say that "just the most fundamental doctrines the
Divine Lordship of Christ, the value of His death, the nature of the

—

—

Sacraments are assumed rather than stated or proved " (Sanday
and Headlam, p. xli.). There can be only one fundamental doctrine,
and that doctrine for Paul is the doctrine of justification by faith.
That is not part of his gospel, it is the whole of it there Luther
:

true interpreter.
If legalists or moralists object, Paul's
answer is that justification regenerates, and that nothing else does.
is

By

his

its

consistency with this fundamental doctrine, we test everything
forward as Christian. It is only as we hold this, on

else that is put

principle, with the clearness with which Paul held
know what Christian liberty is in the sense of the

it,

New

that

we can

—

Testament
that liberty in which the will of God is done from the heart, and in
which no commandments or ordinances of men, no definitions or
"
traditions, no customs or
orders," have any legal authority for the
And in the only legitimate sense of the word this
conscience.
That is the
liberty does not make void, but establishes the law.
paradox in the true religion which perpetually baffles those who
would reduce it to an institution or a code.

CHAPTER

IV.

INTEGRITY OF THE EPISTLE.

The

integrity

of the

Epistle to the

Romans has been

connection with chaps, xv. and

called in

Partly on
question mainly
the ground of textual phenomena, partly on internal grounds, the
authenticity of these chapters has been denied, in whole or in part
in

xvi.

;

and even among those who recognise chap. xvi. as Pauline, many
are unable to recognise Rome as the place to which it was addressed.
be convenient to consider (1) the questions raised by the

It will

(2) questions
position of the doxology, and the various endings
raised by the internal character of chap. xv. ; and (3) questions
connected with the character and destination of chap. xvi.
;

1. The position of the doxology, and the various endings.
facts in regard to the doxology are as follows :

—

The

and there only, by NBCDE, Vulgate,
This is by far
and
Latin Fathers.
Syriac, Memphitic, Aethiopic
the best attested position for it, and that which, owing to the
xvi. 25-27,
(a) It is given at

Erasmus

respect of

for the Vulgate,

it

occupies in the received text.

and there only, it is found in L, most cursives,
(b)
Greek lectionaries, and Greek commentators except Origen. PosThe
sibly the lectionaries explain its appearance at this point.
matter in chaps, xv. and xvi. being of a more personal or temporary
But in
interest was not likely to be chosen for reading in church.
order that the great doxology, which was too short for a lesson by
itself, might not be lost in public worship, it was appended to the

At

xiv.

23,

last lesson before chap. xv.
It is

(c)

(d)

It is

xvi. 24, in

xiv. 23 and at xvi. 25-27 in AP 17 arm.
both places in FG, but F has space left after
(the Latin of this bi-lingual MS.) has the doxology,

found both after
omitted

which

f

in

G

has space left between chaps, xiv. and xv.
Besides this variety of MS. attestation, there are certain other
facts to take into consideration.
(a) There is the evidence of

while

Origen

(in his

as follows (ed.

translator Rufinus) to the text in his time.

Lommatzsch,

vii.,

p. 453)

:

It

runs

Caput hoc Marcion, a quo
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interpolate sunt, de hac epistola

non solum hoc sed et ab eo loco, ubi scriptum est
penitus
omne autem quod non est ex fide peccatum est usque adfinem cuncta
In aliis vero exemplaribus, id est, in his quae non sunt a
dissecuit.
Marcione temerata, hoc ipsum caput diverse positum invenimus ; in
nonnullis etenim codicibus post eum locum quern supra diximus hoc
omne autem quod non est ex fide peccatum est statim
est :
abstulit; et

:

:

:

coharens habetur

:

ei

autem qui potens

est vos confirmare.

Alii vero

codices in fine id, ut nunc est positum, continent. This remark is made
at xvi. 25, and caput hoc means, of course, this passage, i.e., the
doxology. Marcion wholly omitted it there. But what do the following

words mean

What

?

strikes

one at

first is

that he not only omitted

" whatsoever is not
there, but omitted everything standing after
"
in other words, not only the doxology, but the
of faith is sin
it

—

and xvi.
But Dr. Hort (vide Appendix,
reads (with what he says seems to be the best MS.) in eo
loco instead of ab eo loco, and changes hoc into hie, only finds the
statement that Marcion cut off the whole of the doxology at xiv. 23,
whole of chaps, xv.
p. 112),

who

But usque ad finem cuncta dissecuit is a
whose copies of the
very misleading way
all
and
contain
xv.
and
it is hardly open to
would
xvi.,
chaps,
epistle
doubt that the first impression of the meaning is the correct one, and
that Marcion ended his Epistle to the Romans at xiv. 23. Thus, as
as well as at xvi. 25.

to express this to readers

"

we have evidence of a diversity of position before
Origen's time, and regarded by him as independent of Marcion's
But we have no evidence of omission before
mutilated copies.
Gifford puts

Marcion,
(b)

it,

at Rome propagating his views about a.d. 138-140."
the evidence of the " capitulations," or division of

who was

There

is

the epistle into sections, in some MSS. of the Latin Bible, especially
the two best codices of the Vulgate, Codex Amiatinus and Codex
Fuldensis, both sixth century

MSS.

In

Codex Amiatinus there are

The fiftieth, entitled De periculo contristante
fifty-one sections.
fratrem suum esca sua, et quod non sit regnum Dei esca et potus sed

pax et gaudium in Spiritu Sancto, evidently answers to
chap. xiv. 15-23 the fifty-first, which is entitled .D^ mysterio Domini
ante passionem in silentio habito, post passionem vero ipsius revelato,
as plainly corresponds to the doxology. The capitulations therefore

iustitia et

;

were drawn up
In another

for a Latin MS. which omitted chaps, xv. and xvi.
the capitulations in Codex Fuldensis point to the

way
same conclusion.
There is the appearance,
(c)

When

the doxology stands at

VOL.

II.

at least, of different endings.
1.
an ending at that

xiv. 23, it indicates

37
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point, though otherwise it is a very unnatural one, as the subject
and sense of chap. xiv. run on unbroken to xv. 13. 2. There is at
" The
xv. 33 what has sometimes been taken as another ending
God of peace be with you all. Amen." 3. There is the benediction
" The
at xvi. 20
grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with you ".
This is genuine, and is an ordinary Pauline formula at the close of a
" The
4. There is the benediction at xvi. 24
letter.
grace of our
Lord Jesus Christ be with you all. Amen." Most editors regard
this as spurious it has been transferred in Western texts from verse
20 to this place, and finally established itself in both. Gifford, how5. There is the doxology
ever, regards it as genuine in both places.
:

:

:

;

at xvi. 25-27.
(d)
i.

In

G

Rome

mention of

all

js

wanting: see

critical

note on

7, 15.

This complicated combination of facts has not yet been clearly
Renan's theory was that
explained, and perhaps never will be.

Romans is really a circular letter, and that it was sent in various
directions, with different endings, which were afterwards combined.
Lightfoot thought the facts adduced amounted to irresistible evidence
that in early times shorter copies of the epistle existed, containing
only chaps, i.-xiv., with or without the doxology and the theory by
;

that " St. Paul, at a later
reissued
the
in
his
a
shorter form with a view
life,
epistle
period of
the
last
two
to general circulation, omitting
chapters, obliterating

which he explained these

facts

was

this,

Romans in the first chapter, and adding the doxology,
which was no part of the original epistle ". This tempting theory
was expounded in the Journal of Philology, 1871, in a review of
Renan and this review, along with a minute criticism of Dr. Hort,
and a reply by Lightfoot, can be studied in Lightfoot's Biblical

the mention of

M

;

Essays, pp. 285-374. An acute statement of the objections to it is
also given by Gifford in the introduction to his commentary (p. 23

when all is said, it remains the most satisfying hypothesis
has
that
yet beer suggested for the colligation of the facts.
Sanday
and Headlam think that Paul could not possibly have made the
f.)

;

yet

— he

must have been too conscious that the sense
it was probably to Marcion, therefore,
to whom the references to the Jews and the Old Testament in xv. 1-13
were objectionable, that the imperfect copies of the epistle owed their

break at

xiv.

23

ran on unbroken to xv. 13

This

;

is hardly convincing.
If there is not a break at xiv.
at least a pause in the thought, and Paul may as
easily have made a division there as the author of our present
division into chapters.
Besides, as Gifford points out (see above,

existence.
23,

there

is
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577), there is evidence that the doxology stood in different positions
23 for one) before Origen's time, and independently of Mar-

(at xiv.

Hence some one must have felt that xiv. 23
was not an impossible place to stop at, and that for other than
Marcion's reasons and if some one, why not Paul himself ? But

cion's mutilated copies.

;

the absence of any direct evidence as to how the textual phenomena originated, it is very improbable that any certainty on the
subject will ever be attained.
in

2.

Questions raised by the internal character of chap. xv.

The Tubingen school, or at least some of its more vigorous adherents, followed Baur in finding chap. xv. too moderate in tone for Paul.
Baur regarded the last two chapters as the work of some one " writing in the spirit of the Acts of the Apostles, seeking to soothe the
Judaists and to promote the cause of unity, and therefore tempering
the keen anti- Judaism of Paul with a milder and more conciliatory

conclusion to the epistle ". An argument like this rests on a general
impression of what it was possible for Paul to write, and can only
be met by another general impression of a different sort.
It is sufficient to say that later scholars are practically at one in finding that
there is nothing in the chapter inconsistent with Pauline authorship.

The Paul by whom Baur measured all things in the epistles is really
not the Paul of history, but of a more or less arbitrary theory and
;

has to be corrected by taking into account precisely such
revelations of his true attitude to the questions of his time as are
his picture

found in this chapter. Lipsius, who thinks the fifteenth chapter as a
whole genuine, nevertheless holds that it has been interpolated. He
omits the latter part of verse 19 <3<rr€ fie dird 'lepouo-aXrjfx Kai kukXu fie'xpi

—

tou 'iXXupiicou -rre-irXTjpwKeVai

with Gal.

i.

18-24,

to euayYeXiOK tou Xpiorou

—as

inconsistent

and unsupported by any accredited

historical

But he admits that it is supported by Acts ix. 28 f. and
we compare 8, Col. i. 23, and remember that what we have before

evidence.
if

;

i.

us is not sworn evidence but a broad rhetorical description of the
Apostle's missionary labours, we shall probably think the expression
In verse 20
characteristically Pauline rather than the reverse.
Lipsius omits ou\

ottou <o»'ou.dcr6T]

Xpioros, Iva

firj

lit

dXXoTpioy

Oeu.e'Xioi'

The words, he

argues, are suggested by 2 Cor. x.
15 ; but the purpose expressed in them, of not preaching the Gospel
in Rome, because Rome is a mission-field belonging to others (who

oiKoSojiw, dXXd.

have introduced Christianity there already),
i.

5,

13-15,

xii. 3,

xv. 15.

It is

enough

to

is

incompatible with

answer that the purpose of

not preaching the Gospel at Rome L not expressed here at all.
Paul tells the principle on which he has always acted the principle

—
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of breaking

new ground.

for he takes

It is

the principle on which he will act

Rome

but that is not
only en route for Spain
inconsistent with anything he purposes to do at Rome in the way of
On the
Christian work, nor with anything he does in this epistle.
still,

;

but with equal
principle Lipsius omits also verses 23 and 24
The
facts
which
to
he
that
the plan of
refers,
very
groundlessness.

same

travel

;

announced

in

these verses

is

nowhere

else referred to either in

Acts or in the Epistles, and that it was (as he thinks) never carried
out, are conclusive evidence of the genuineness of the passage
What motive could a late interpolator have for putting into Paul's

mind a projected voyage, of which there was no purpose on record,
and which was never actually made ? The unanimous testimony of
all sources guarantees the integrity of the text; and there is nc
reason whatever to doubt that it is Paul's.
3. Questions connected with the character and destination of
chap. xvi.

When we come
not

its

to this chapter the situation is changed. It is
genuineness, but its destination, that is called in question.

Since 1829, when David Schulz suggested that it was a fragment of
epistle to the Ephesians, this opinion has been widely received.
The exact extent of the fragment, indeed, is disputed. Schulz made

an

Weizsacker says verses 1-23 others, verses
and 21-23, or 3-16 only. Whatever its limits,
the arguments on behalf of it can only be estimated by going over
the chapter, and considering them as they emerge.
it

consist of verses 1-20

;

;

3-20, or 1-15, or 1-16

(a) The suggestion is made that Phoebe, sailing from Cenchreae,
would naturally have Ephesus rather than Rome as her goal. But
there is no reason to believe that she was sailing from Cenchreae,
though she lived there. Paul may have met her in Corinth on her

Rome.
At first sight there may seem more reason to believe that
Aquila and Priscilla point to Ephesus. They had gone thither with
Paul at an earlier date (Acts xviii. 19), and they had a church in
their house there, which joined them in a greeting to Corinth, when
Paul wrote his first Epistle to the Corinthians (1 Cor. xvi. 19) and
they were there also some years later (2 Tim. iv. 19). The question
is whether these facts, in the circumstances, outweigh the fact that
the greeting is found here in a letter addressed to Rome.
If we
look at the whole situation, this is at least doubtful.
As fellow-

way

to

(b)

;

workers of Paul,

it

is

plain that they shared to a large extent his

and we know that they had
with Rome (Acts xviii. 2)^ There is nothing
wandering

life,

originally a connection
in the least improbable
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though they were in Ephesus, say in 54 and 57 a.d.,
and again say in 66, they should have been in Rome in 58. Paul
must have had his information about the Church in Rome from
some one and nothing is so likely as that he had it from his old
and intimate associates, Aquila and Priscilla, who had themselves a
in the idea that

;

connection of old standing with the capital.
remains the case of Epaenetus,
(c) There
first fruits

of Asia unto Christ.

The

who

is

described as the

received text has Achaia, but

One fails to see, however, why this Epaenetus,
Christian convert in the province of Asia, should be
bound to remain there always. There is no difficulty in supposing

that

an

is

error.

though the

first

was at Rome, and that Paul, who knew him, was aware of
the fact, and introduced his name to multiply for himself points of
contact with the Roman Church.
that he

These are the only

definite matters of fact

on which the theory

of an Ephesian destination of the chapter has been based.
They do
not amount to anything against the weight of all the external evidence which makes them part of a letter to Rome. Nor is their

weight increased by pointing out in the verses which follow the
large number of persons with whom Paul had been in personal
relations

— persons

whom

he

calls

labourers," "my fellow-captives";
"
"
on us ; " his mother and mine

brought

him

into contact with

"my

fellow-

"who bestowed much

"my

labour

Paul's

persons in

and though he had not yet

of the East,

be doubted that

many

beloved,"

of those with

as a missionary
the great towns

life

all

visited

whom

in

Rome,

it

cannot

the course of his

twenty years' ministry he had established such relations as are
referred to here, had for one cause or other found their way
Paul would naturally, in preparing for his own
that he could of such points of attachment with
It is, as Gifford points out, a
Church as he had.

to the great city.
visit,

the

make

Roman

all

very strong, indeed a conclusive argument for the Roman destination
of the letter, that of the twenty-two persons named in verses 6-15, not

one can be shown to have been at Ephesus while (1) Urbanus,
Rufus, Ampliatus, Julia and Junia are specifically Roman names,
;

and

besides the

(2)

first

four of these names, " ten others, Stachys,

Tryphaena, Tryphosa, Hermes, Hermas, Patrobas (or
Patrobius), Philologus, Julia, Nereus are found in the sepulchral
inscriptions on the Appian Way as the names of persons connected

Apelles,

Aith

Paul
«.ia«iy

'

Caisar

".

s

Hence,

people in

'

and contemporary with St.
of Paul's knowing so
spite
a Church He had never visited, and the equally great

household
in

(Phil, iv. 22),

of the difficulty
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difficulty that

none of

the

afterwards wrote

Apostle

these people are mentioned in the letters
from Rome (see Col. iv. 10 f.),

all

scholars like Lightfoot, Gifford and Sanday find no reason to give
up the historical tradition which makes this chapter an integral part
There is really more reason to
of the epistle addressed to Rome.

question verses 17-20 than any other part of the chapter. Words like
those in verse 19 €<j>' v[uv oZv yaipw, 6Ao> 8c ufxas k.t.X. certainly

—

—

one as in better keeping if addressed to a Church with which
Paul had had such previous relations as entitled him to take a personal tone than if addressed to strangers.
But we cannot tell a
the
consciousness
of
an
how
Apostle towards a Christian
priori
community he had never yet seen was determined it may, with all
the disclaiming of titles to interfere, have involved precisely that
authoritativeness and sense of responsibility to and for the Church
which is expressed in this passage.
As for the doxology, it stands by itself. Lightfoot thought it no
strike

;

Neither did Alford. " Probably," says
part of the original epistle.
the latter, " on reperusing his work either at the time, or, as the
altered style seems to import, in after years at
fervid and characteristic doxology with which

Rome, he subjoins the

it closes."
Opinions
on the genuineness of the doxology vary in part (but not exclusively)
as opinions vary on the genuineness of the pastoral epistles.
In

word by word, the impression it
It seems artificial rather than
It is defended by Gifford, Hort, and Sanday and Headlam
inspired.
by Weiss (who thinks Paul may have added it with his own hand),
Godet, and many others rejected by Delitzsch, Pfleiderer, Schultz
and Lipsius. In substance it recapitulates the main ideas of the
spite of the vindication of the style

leaves on the

mind

is

hardly Pauline.

;

:

epistle.

Text.

The

commentary is the Textus Receptus, but
commented upon is practically that of Westcott and

text printed in this

that which

is

Various readings, of any importance, have been carefully
the apparatus criticus, with such an indication of the
authorities for them as will be sufficient for those who do not aspire
Hort.

noted

in

to be experts in this department

:

care has been taken to give the

evidence for those readings in which critical editors depart from the
received text.
It is impossible here to do more than note the MSS.

and other authorities which have been cited; information as to
their characteristics and value must be sought from such sources as
the Prolegomena to Tischendorf's Novum Testamentum Graecum,
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Introduction,

vol.

Hammond's Textual

is

An

ii.

Criticism

Sanday and Headlam's Com-

In

mentary (pp. lxiii.-lxxiv.), there is a lucid account of the chief
sources of evidence for the text of Romans, and of their relations
to one another; while B. Weiss, in his great work, Das Neue
Testament : Textkritische Untersuchungen und Textherstellung,
gives weight to considerations of a kind that more purely
"diplomatic" constructors of texts are apt to overlook.
The principal MSS. of Romans are those which also contain the

A

and B belong to the fourth century,
and
gospels, viz., NABC.
C to the fifth. The MSS. next in importance, DEFG, are different

N

from those which are called by the same names in the gospels
D is the Codex Claromontanus
they are all Graeco-Latin MSS.
which Tischendorf assigns to the sixth century. It wants Romans
:

i.

Tregelles describes it as "one of the most valuable
E is the Codex Sangermanensis, now at St. Peters-

1-7, 27-30.

MSS.

extant

".

It is probably not older than the ninth or tenth century,
described by Sanday and Headlam as " nothing more than a
F is the Codex Augiensis, now in the library
faulty copy of D ".
It is of the ninth century, and
of Trinity College, Cambridge.

burg.

and

is

wants Romans

now

in

i.

1-iii.

Dresden, and

19
is

lv

a

tw

co[|io]»

little

later

5moTeo>s, and

G is

the Codex Boernerianus,

than F.

It

wants Romans

i.

1

ii. 25
16 tA Kpu-nra
i^6p,ou yjs.
d^wpioji&'os
These four all belong to the type of text which Westcott and Hort
Other uncials of less importance are K, Codex
call Western.
.

.

.

i.

ii.

.

and P,
Mosquensis; L, Codex Angelicus
of about the same age, i.e., the ninth
MSS. those quoted in this work are 17
the Gospels, and 13 in Acts), u the queen
;

all

the eleventh or twelfth century,
and 67, of the eleventh century,

now
now

.

.

Codex Porphyrianus,
Of cursive
(the same as 33 in

century.

of cursives

"
;

47,

of

Bodleian Library
The marginal
at Vienna.
in

the

;

corrector of this MS., quoted as 67 **, gives many peculiar and
ancient readings. The versions referred to are the Latin Vulgate,
especially as given in Codex Amiatinus circa 514 a.d. and Codex

DEFG

Fuldensis, also of sixth century; the old Latin contained in
one of which (the Peshitto)
(see above) ; the Syriac versions,

"

much

was

present form early in the fourth
century" (Sanday and Headlam), while the other dates from the
an occasional reference is also made to the Egyptian versixth
certainly current

in

its

:

sions,

and to the Armenian

:

the last was

made

in

the

fifth

century.
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To

estimate the value of any reading it is necessary to con
each other of the authorities which support
In the Epistle to the Romans, as elsewhere in the New Testa-

sider the relations to
it.

NB

Thus

ment, these authorities tend to fall into groups.
one; DEFG a second; and NACLP a third.

form

NB

form what
Westcott and Hort describe as "neutral" authorities; DEFG are
" Western "
NACLP include what they call " Alexandrian," but
are not identical with it.
Sanday and Headlam, after giving an
account of the authorities for the text, define the " specific character;

the textual apparatus of Romans" as these (i.) the general
inferiority in boldness and originality of the Western text
(ii.) the

istics of

:

;

fact that there is a distinct

Western element

in B,

which therefore

combined with authorities of the Western type is diminthe consequent rise in importance of the group
(iii.)
the existence of a few scattered readings either of
fc$AC
(iv.)
B alone or of B in combination with one or two other authorities
which have considerable intrinsic probability, and may be right. By
a little practice on the readings for which the authority is given in

when

it is

ished in value

;

;

the apparatus critictis, the student can familiarise himself with the
facts, and exercise his own judgment on them.

In the notes,

Winer means Moulton's edition of Winer's Grammar W. and H.
S. and H. for Sanday and Headlam's Commentary

stands for Westcott and Hort

on Romans.

;

;

IIATAOT TOT AIIOSTOAOT

h npos
PQMAIOY2 EniSTOAH.
nAYAOl SouXos 'lijaou Xpiorou,* kXtjtos air<5oToXos, d<f><opiorp.e'ros a
cuayycXiOK 0eou, 2. (o irpo€irt)yy€iXaTO 8ia iw irpo^ijiw ciutou

I. I.

cis

Chapter

I.

—Vv.

1-7.

The

usual

salutation of the Apostle is expanded,
as is natural in writing to persons whom
he has not seen, into a description both
of himself and of his Gospel.
Both, so
to speak, need a fuller introduction than
if he had been
a
Church
he
writing to
had himself founded. _The cen tral idea
of the passage is that of theTwholc
epistle, that the Gospel, as preached by
raul to the Gentiles, was not mc onsistent with, but the fulfilment of, God's
promises to Israel.
Ver. 1.
Paul's description of him.

SoOXos

self.

X.

'I.

The use

of the

What

p.01 k.t.X.).

it

means

is

i

Cor.

*,

" this one

do ".
£o {) j s the
evayyc'Xiov
Gospel which comes from God, the glad
tidings of which He is the source and
thing

I

author.
As a name for the Christian
religion, or the proclamation of it, it had
a great fascination for an evangelist like

Paul, who uses it out of all proportion
oftener than any other N.T. writer.
Ver. 2. & irpoeinrjYYciXaTo. The Gospei

is not in principle a new
thing, a sudversion of the true religion as it has
hitherto been known to the people of
God. On the contrary, God promised
it before,
through his prophets in the
Holy Scriptures. It is the fulfilment of

same expression in James, Jude, 2 Pet.,
shows how universal in the Church hopes which God Himself inspired.
was the sense of heing under a n 81a twv irpoc})QTwv does not restrict the
obligation to Christ which could rie9Er~ reference to the prophets in the strict
It is this sense of obhwhich makes, the SovXeia, here

be disc harged.
gjition

referrejd_^o, perfect"* freedom.
kXtjtos
airdoroAos is an Apostle by vocation.
No one can take this honour to himself,
any more than that of a saint (ver. 7),
In the N.T.
unless he is called by God.
it is
always God who calls. It is as
an Apostle i.e., with the sense of his
vocation as giving him a title to do so
airoo-that Paul writes to the Romans.
toXos is here used in the narrower sense,
which includes only Paul and the twelve,
see on xvi. 7. a<j>wpio-p.e'vos cis cvo/yfor icaXciv and a<f>op££civ
yeXiov 9cov
similiarly combined, see Gal. i. 15.

—

—

:

The

here regarded (as in
though, as far as it
had reference to the Gentile mission, it
was carried out by an act of the Church
separation

Gal.) as

at

God's

is

act,

Antioch (Acts

xiii.

2,

a^opttraTC

8ij

sense of the word.

The

O.T., as a whole,

is prophetic of the New, and it is in the
law (Abraham) and the Psalms (David),

much as in the prophets (Isaiah,
Hosea), that Paul finds anticipations and
promises of the Gospel see chap. iv.
The omission of the article with IV
as

:

ypa(j)ais 6/ytais (cf. xvi. 26) is probably
significant, for as against these two
passages there are over forty in which

at Ypa^xx! or ^

it
ypa<f>T] occurs
emphaDivine character of these as
That is
opposed to other writings.
oyiov which belongs to God, or is connected with Him: a-yicu ypa<{>a! is the
O.T. as God's book.
Ver. 3 f.
the
irepi tov vtov avTov
subject of the Gospel of God is His
Son.
For the same conception, see
2 Cor. i. ig
6 tov 0eov yap vios X.
:

sises the

:

:

'I.

6 iv v|uv

8i'

^juwv KTjpvxfleis.

Taken
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iv Ypa<J>cus dyiais,) 3. ircpl tou ulou <xutou, (tou ytvo\i.€VOu £k
b Ch.
1

u»aTO$ AafSlo K<rra

ix. 5.

Cor.

ix.'

b

adpKa, 4. tou opiaOccTOs ulou 6cou cV

kotA, irfcuu.a dyicjaunrjs, IE

dmoTdacws

ycKpwy,)

Kupiou rmCiv, 5.

(Si*

ou 4X.dj3ou.ef X^P l|/ Kai AirooroXfjK

" the Son of God "
in
is,
instance, a title rather than a
name. It goes back to Ps. ii. 7 the
person to whom it is applied is conceived
as the chosen object of the Divine love,
God's instrument for accomplishing the
salvation of His people.
(Weiss.) The
description which follows does not enable
os to answer all the questions it raises,
" The Son of
yet it is sufficiently clear.
God" was born of the seed of David
according to the flesh. For y-evop.6vov,
cf. Gal. iv. 4; for David, 2 Tim. ii. 8,
where, as here, the Davidic descent is an
essential part of the Pauline Gospel.

by

itself,

the

first

;

That it was generally preached and
recognised in the primitive Church is
proved by these passages, as well as by
Heb. vii. 14 and the genealogies in
Matthew and Luke ; yet it seems a fair
inference from our Lord's question in
Mk. xii. 35 ff. that for Him it had no
real importance.
Those who did not
directly see in Jesus one transcendently
greater than David would not recognise
in Him the Saviour by being convinced
of His Davidic descent. This person, of
" declared Son of
royal lineage, was
God, with power, according to the spirit
of holiness, in virtue of resurrection from
the dead".
The word opio-Ocv-ros is
ambiguous; in Acts x. 42, xvii. 31, it is
used to describe the appointment of
Christ to judge the living and the dead,
and is rendered in A.V. " ordained ".
If to be Son of God were merely an office
or a dignity, like that of judge of the
world, this meaning might be defended
here.
There is an approximation to
such an idea in Acts xiii. 33, where also
Paul is the speaker. "God," he says,
" has fulfilled His
promise by raising up
Jesus as it is written also in the second
Psalm, Thou art My Son, this day have
I
begotten Thee." Here the resurrection
day, strictly speaking, is the birthday of
the Son of God sonship is a dignity to
;

;

which He is exalted after death. But in
view of passages like Gal. iv. 4, 2 Cor.
viii.

9, Phil.

ii.

5

it is

f.,

impossible to

suppose that Paul limited his use of Son
of God in this way
even while Jesus
lived on earth there was that in Him
which no connection with David could
explain, but which rested on a relation
;

Xpiorou tou

'Itjctou

'

8.'

aWp-

Wdpei

e

eis u-rraKo-rp'

the resurrection only declared
what He truly was just as
in the Psalm, for that matter, the bold
to

God;

Him

—

to be

words, This day have I begotten Thee,
may be said to refer, not to the right and
title, but to the coronation of the King.
In virtue of His resurrection, which is
here conceived, not as from the dead
(Ik vcKpwv), but of the dead (avao-Tao-ews
vacpuv a resurrection exemplifying, and
so guaranteeing, that of others), Christ

—

established in that dignity which is
His, and which answers to His nature.
The expression Kara irvevua aYU*<ruvr)s
characterises Christ ethically, as koto.
Not that it
o-dpKa does physically.
makes the sonship in question " ethical "
" no
"
as opposed to
such
metaphysical
distinctions were in the Apostle's thought.
But the sonship, which was declared by
the resurrection, answered to (koto.) the
spirit of holiness which was the inmost
and deepest reality in the Person and life
of Jesus. The sense that there is that in
Christ which is explained by his connection with mankind, and that also
is

:

which can only be explained by some
peculiar relation to God, is no doubt
conveyed in this description, and is the
basis of the orthodox doctrine of the two
natures in the one Person of the Lord
;

a mistake to say that that
doctrine is formulated here. The conof
the
nection
words Iv Svvduei is doubt-

but

ful.
(cf.

it

is

They have been joined
2 Cor.

xiii.

4

:

£tJ

to opicrOe'v-ros

Ik Svvdpcws 0cov)

:

be Son of God "by a
miracle," a mighty work wrought by
God and also with vlov dtov = Son of
not in
but " in
declared

to

;

God,
humiliation,
power,"
a power demonstrated by the gift of the
Spirit and its operations in the Church.
"
Jesus, Messiah, Our Lord," summarises
" Our Lord " is the most comall this.
pendious expression of the Christian consciousness.
(A. B. Bruce, Apologetics,
398

"

ff.)

The whole Gospel

comprehended

in

who has appeared

of Paul

is

this

historical Jesus,
in flesh, but who, on

the ground of the irvcvua aYU">arvvT|s,
which constitutes His essence, has been
exalted as Christ and Lord." (Lipsius.)
Ver. 5. Through Christ Paul received

xdpiv
|3oucv,

k. a.Troo-ToX.'rjv.

The

plural, IXd-

may mean no more

than

the

PQMAIOY2

TIP02

^ot€ Kal

uixeis, kXtitoi 'l-naou

"f\\xu)v

npu)rou

warra^

uu.wi',

*

/

kcu Kupiou

tj

tticttis

"HLt,/ KCU €t P T1 |,Tl

Pwu/m

o-tto

©« ou

'*

vi. 7.
ix. 16,
3 ^*

xv.

Xpiorou.

cuxapioTw tw ©ew

jxcy

on

*
Itjctou

6. iv ots d Ch. xvL

au-rou,

7. iraai tois oucriv Iv

•)

X^P 1 ?

kXtjtois ayiois,
\

8.

Xpiorou

1

Oeou,

dyaTrif]TOi9

iraTpos

*

iraoa tois ZQvecriv, uircp tou oj'oaaTOs

irurrcws

5«7

jxou

81&

2

'Itjctou

KarayyeXXeTai

u|xu>»'

iv

Xpiorou uircp

oXw to

f

k6ctu.u>

•

g.

G

reads iratri tois ovctiv ev
6eov
This is part of
also omits tois ev P<op.f\ in ver. 17.
had issued chaps, i.-xiv.
Paul
the evidence on which Lightfoot relied to show that
of this Epistle as a circular letter with all local allusions (such as these, and the
many in chaps, xv. and xvi.) omitted. See Introduction, p. 578.
1

For

irocriv tois ovctiv ev P«p.Tj ayainrjTois

The same MS.

ayairrj Btov.

2

For virep read wcpi with

^BACD

1
,

etc.

may proceed from the latent
consciousness that the writer is not the
only person entitled to say this it is not
expressly meant to include others. x*P l S>
grace, is common to all Christians
airoo-ToXr) rests upon a specialised x^P ls
and implies competence as well as vocaBut in the N.T. these are hardly
tion.
it is a man's xdpi<r\i.a
distinguished
singular, or

;

;

;

which constitutes

his "call" to any
els
particular service in the Church,
viraKOTjv iricrrctos : the object of the
apostleship received through Christ is

obedience of

which consists

among
2

16,
*8vco-iv

all

faith,

i.e.,

the obedience

in faith (but cf.

the Gentiles.

Thess.

i.

8.

Acts

vi. 7)

Cf. chap. x.

The meaning

of

(Gentiles, not nations) is fixed
by ver. 13 and by Paul's conception of
his own vocation, Gal. i. 16, ii. 8, Eph.

the
virep tov 6vop.aTos avTov
purpose of his vocation is that
Christ's name may be above everyjname.
iii.

1

ff.

:

final

The Romans,
included among

as well as
the Gentiles,
Others, are
and described as Jesus Christ's called.
have
They belong to Him, because they
" Callheard and obeyed the Gospel.
includes
obedience
ing" in Paul always
It is effectual callas well as hearing.
ing, the kXkitoI being those who have
accepted the Divine invitation.
Ver. 7. The salutation proper. It is
addressed to all who are in Rome, etc., to
include Christians of Jewish as well as
Gentile origin. They are o/yairT)Toi 0eov,

Ver.

6.

God's beloved, because they have had
experience of His redeeming love in
Jesus Christ ; and they are kXi]toi cryioi,
See on
saints, in virtue of His calling.
The word
kXtjtos dir<$o-ToXos above.
Syios did not originally describe character, but only a certain relation to God ;
the ayioi are God's people. What this
means depends of course on what God

it is assumed in scripture that the
character of God's people will answer

is;

to their relation to Him.
mentioning that, as a

It

is

worth

synonym

for

Christian, it is never applied in the N.T.
to an individual : no person is called
Phil. iv. 21 (aorir<ur«ur0€ iravTa
ayiov iv X. 'I.) is not an exception. The
ideal of God's people cannot be adequately realised in, and ought not to be
presumptuously claimed by, any single
(Hort's Christian Ecclesia, 56.)
person.
Paul wishes the Romans grace and peace
and the sum of all Christian
source
(the
blessings) from God our Father, and
from the Lord Jesus Christ. The greeting is followed by a thanksgiving, which
passes over insensibly into an introduction of a more personal character, in
which Paul explains his desire to visit
the Romans and to work among them

ayios.

(vers. 8-15).

Ver. 8.
irpwTov p.4v.
Nothing can
take precedence of thanksgiving, when
Paul thinks of the Romans, or indeed
of any Christian Church in normal
health.

suggests that
irpwTov p^v
to follow, but what it
is
are not told ; Paul's mind unconsciously leaves the track on which it
started, at least so far as the linguistic
following out of it is concerned. Perhaps
the next thing was to be the prayer referred to in ver. 10.
(Weiss.) 81a M. X.
Jesus Christ must be conceived here as
the mediator through whom all our
approaches to God are made (Eph. ii.
18), not as He through whom the blessings come for which Paul gives thanks.
the " all " may have
ir€p! itovtwv -up.wv
a certain emphasis when we remember
the divisions to which reference is made
" the fact
in chap. xiv.
v\ itCo-tis vpwv is
that you are Christians".
The very
existence of a Church at Rome was

something
is

we

:
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III. 3.

9. prfpTus yrfp

f*

Theu.

i 1

k

euo8o)6i]crofiat

a.

1

eirrnroOa)

Cor. xiL €is

ydp

&rnv 6 Bed's, w f XaTppuo) cV tw irveupaTi fioo *V
utou auTof, a»s dSiaXciTTTws u.i>eiav
up.u>v Troiouu-cu,

ou

tw euayyeXiw tou
hEph.Li6;*rr<£n-OT€ eVi twv
i.

PQMAIOY2

iv

h

irpoaeuxui' fiou Scop-c^os,

tw

ihelv 6p.ds,

«W

ti

IO. et ttws

ttot^

t^Stj

too 8eou, €"X0€iv irpos up,ds

OcXrjjxaTt

•

II.

k

!

fieraSai x<£pi<xu.a up.iv

to OTtjpixOrjmi ujxds, 12. touto 8e

8id ttjs eV dXX^Xois marrews up,wv tc

-n-keuu-a-riKov,

Ik u/iir

e*oTi, o-up/irapaicXr)0rifai

13. ou Oe'Xw 8e up,ds
oti
cXOeiv
ttoXXoxis
Trpo€0eu.T)v
irpos upas, (itol
oxpi t. 5. dyvociv, d8eX<poi,
m
m Phil.Tsi IkwXu0TJI' d"xpi TOO ' SctfpO,) IKO KapiroV TIVO, OyG} KOI €*V 6p.IV, Ka0a>S
ical €"p.ou.

1

something to be thankful for. Iv 5Xw
tw Kocr|xfc> is, of course, hyperbole, but a
Church in Rome was like " a city set on
a

Ver. 11. tv a Ti peTaSw xap l <r f&a "****panicov. The x a P» w» may be understood by reference to 1 Cor. chaps, xii.-

xiv. or Rom. chap. xii.
No doubt, in
substance, Paul imparts his spiritual gift

hill ".

Ver.

9

f.

popi-vs

yap pov lortv

through this epistle what he wished to
do for the Romans was to further their
comprehension of the purpose of God in
Jesus Christ a purpose t he breadth and
bearings ~ot which were yer but imper-

6 0«<Ss (Phil. i. 8): at a distance the
Apostle cannot directly prove his love,
but he appeals to God, who hears his
ceaseless prayers for the Romans, as
a witness of it. XoTpcyw in the LXX is
always used of religious service worship, whether of the true God or of idols.

:

—

—

Iv

tw

pov Paul's ministry
and rendered with his spirit
:

irvcv(JLaT(

spiritual

not like that of the

fectly understood.
rovro
Ver. 12.

an ex8c"
!<rriv
Paul disclaims
planatory correction.
being in a position in which all the
giving must be on his side. When he

is

—

ministers in the

Iv t$
Jerusalem.
cviayycXCw in preaching the glad tidings
the
:
ws
of His Son.
ws dSiaXeiirrws
"
"
"
"

oyiov

Kocr^jLiKov

at

is

lookhow or that
either be
ing to i Thess. ii. 10, "how" seems
more probable, pvetav vpwv iroiovpai
I remember you.
C/. Job xiv. 13 (O
that Thou wouldst appoint me xP° vov
Iv w pveiav pou iroiijo-fl). Iirl twv irpo<rcvxwv pov at my prayers. (Winer, p.
For ci irws, see Acts xxvii. 12
470.)
:

:

:

evoh<aQr\<ro\i.ai

them was no passing whim.
grounded

"
the R.V. gives " I may be prospered ;
the A.V. " I might have a prosperous
journey ". The latter brings in the idea
of the 686s, which was no doubt present
to consciousness when the word cvoS-

of

that

his vocation

It

was

as Apostle

the Gentiles, and though
often frustrated he had

it

had
never

given it up. IkwXv0t)v axpi tov Sevpo
probably the main obstacle was evangelistic work which had to be done elsewhere. Cf. chap. xv. 22 f. The purpose
of his visit is expressed in Xva tivcl
icapirov <r\<a: that I may obtain some
denotes
fruit among
you also, kop ttos
t
lPrntght eith er
he_ result of labour
mean new converts or the furtherance of
the Christians in their new lite. kd0wTkal
Iv tois Xonrolg €0v€<riv
nothing could
indicate more clearly that the Church at
Gentile.
was
as
a
whole,
Rome,
:

;

ogy remained

:

in

been

ovcr0cu was first used but it is questionable whether any feeling for the etymol-

disappointed hope had taught Paul to
say, "if the Lord will" (Jaa iv. 15).

is

Some emphasis is laid by it on the
idea that his desire or purpose to visit

:

in the current employment
of the word. The other N.T. examples
(1 Cor. xvi. 2, 3 John ver. 2), as well as the
LXX, suggest the contrary. Hence the
R.V. is probably right. Iv t$ OcXijpaTi
tov 0eov his long cherished and often

vpiv) his desire

:

and Burton, Moods and Tenses, § 276.
"
" now at
now, after all
length,"
t)8t) is
The itot£,
this waiting".
(S. and H.)
which can hardly be conveyed in English,
marks the indefiniteness which even yet
attaches in the writer's mind to the
fulfilment of this hope.

(Iv

he may be cheered and strengthened
with them (the subject of oT*viropaicXi(|0T)vai must be Ipe in the first instance,
though widening, as the sentence goes
on, into T)pds) by the faith which both
they and he possess (vpwv tc ko.1 Ipov),
and which each recognises in the other
The Iv here is to be
(Iv dXXnjXois).
taken as in 2 Tim. i. 5.
Ver. 13. ov 0cXw 8^ vpds dyvoeiv
a phrase of constant recurrence in Paul,
and always with d8eX<|>oi (1 Thess. iv.
13, 1 Cor. x. 1, xii. 1, 2 Cor. i. 8).

:

may

among them

:

:

*

:

9

— 16.
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nal eV tois Xoiirols ZOveaiv.

tc Kal &yor\rois o<f>€iX€Tr}S eiua
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kcit'

efjte

n Rer.fltxd
irpoOujj.ov icai

Ou yap eirato-)(u^o(j.ai to
v\uv tois £v 'PcSjjlt) euayyeXiaaaOat.
°
2
©eou
earir els <r<irrr\piav irarrl
tou
Su'rauas
yap
Xpurrou
euayyeXiOK
16.

L

•

is

om.

G

on

1

rots ev

*

tov Xpio-To-u om. fc^ABCD,

Pu»|iti

weight

ver. 7.

etc.

irpwrov

is

in Paul's epp.,

where

B

;

Tert.

It

has an infusion of Western readings to
possibly it may be due to Marcion, who is known

Ver. 14 f. These verses are naturtaken as an expansion of the
thought contained in the preceding.
Paul's desire to win fruit at Rome, as
among the rest of the Gentiles, arises
out of the obligation (for so he feels it)
to preach the Gospel to all men without
If it
distinction of language or culture.
depended only on him, he would be
exercising his ministry at Rome. The
Romans are evidently conceived as
Gentiles, but Paul does not indicate
where they would stand in the broad
It is gratuitous,
classification of ver. 14.
and probably mistaken, to argue with
Weiss that he meant to describe them as
|3dpf3apoi, when we know that the early
Roman Church was Greek speaking. In
to icaT e\kk irp<56v|xov, the simplest conally

is

BG g and

itself

which this omission may belong
to have omitted both irpwrov and the quotation
H. bracket.

struction

omitted here in

"
"
^ACDKL. The combination of B with Western authorities lessens

inserted in

its

see

;

is, 24!

to

make to

kot*

cu*-

subject

iep69vp.ov predicate, supplying lori :
all that depends on me is eager, i.e., for
But it is
part, I am all readiness.

and

my

possible to take to kcit' ip.k irpddvuov
together, and to translate: the readiness, so far as I am concerned, (is) to
preach the Gospel to you also who are
The contrast implied is that
in Rome.
between willing (which Paul for his part

equal to) and carrying out the will
(which depends on God (ver. 10)).
With this Paul introduces the great
subject of the epistle, and, in a sense,
of the Gospel that which he here
designates Sucaioo-vvt) 8eov. The connection is peculiar. He has professed
his readiness to preach the Gospel, even
at Rome.
Anywhere, no doubt, one
might have misgivings about identifying
himsel f w ith a message which had for
a person who had been p«» «™
Its
subject
death as a crimin al anywhere, the Cross
was to Jews a~ stumbling block and to
Greeks foolishness. But at Rome, of all
places, where the whole effective force
of humanity seemed to be gathered up,
one mignt be ashamed to stand forth
is

—

;

i

Weiss

in ver. 17.

retains

it

;

W. and

as the representative of an apparently

and ineffective thing.
But
Gospel is not; it is the very
reverse of this, and therefore the Apostle
"I
is proud to identify himself with it.
am not ashamed of the Gospel for it is
a power of God unto salvation to every
one that believeth. It is such because
impotent
this the

;

—

there is revealed in it Sucaiocrvvir) Qeov
the very thing men need to ensure salvafrom
tion; and that in such a manner
faith to faith
as to make it accessible to
And this, again, only answers to
all.
what stands in the O.T. It is written
the righteous shall live by faith."
Ver. 16 f. Svvauis yap 0eov I<ttiv for
it is a power of God.
It does no injustice
to render " a Divine power ".
The conception of the Gospel as a force pervades the epistles to the Corinthians;
its proof, so to speak, is dynamical, not

—

—

—

:

It is demonstrated, not by
argument, but by what it does and,
looking to what it can do, Paul is proud
to preach it anywhere,
els orwTTjpiav:
o-wTT)pia is one of a class of words (to

logical.

;

which £wt), 86£a, icX-qpovopia belong)
used by Paul to denote the last result of
the acceptance of the Gospel. It is the
most negative of them all, and conceives
of the Gospel as a means for rescuing
men from the an-wXeia which awaits
sinners at the last judgment. In iravTi
t^> irtorT€vovTi MovSaicp tc irp&Tov Kal
*EX\tjvi another of the main interests of
the writer in this epistle is brought
forward the Gospel is for all, the same
Gospel and on the same terms, but
without prejudice to the historical prerogative of the Jew. Ver. 17 shows how
the Gospel is a Divine saving power.
It is such because there is revealed in it
;

Sitcaioo-uvT]

8cov.

Plainly,

SiKaioo'vvi)

something without which a sinful
man cannot be saved but what is it ?
The expression itself is of the utmost
and the various definite
generality,
Beov

is

;

TIPOS PQMAI0Y2
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t<5 irioTcuoKTi,
X

q Ch. xvl
r

Hab.

ii 4.

p

©cou e^auTw
" "O 8c

q

'looSaiw tc irpSnov

diroKaXuTTTeTai Ik

marcws

oikcuos Ik

meanings which have been assigned

to

—

—

;

where

aa-efieia

and

aSitcia

avdpwircdv are represented as the actual
existing conditions which the 8ik. 0eov
has to replace. No one can deny that
a righteousness valid before God is
essential to salvation, or that such a
righteousness is revealed in the Gospel
;

but it is another question whether 811c.
0eov is a natural expression for it. The
general sense of scholars seems to have
but it seems quite
decided against it
credible to me that Paul used 8ik. 0cov
"
a Divine righteousbroadly to mean
ness," and that the particular shade ot
;

meaning which Luther made prominent
can be legitimately associated even with
these words. Until lately, scholars ot
the most opposite schools had agreed in
finding the key to the expression 8110
0eov

in

two other Pauline

passages,
contrasted with something
Thus in chap. x. 3 Sue. 0€ov is
else.
opposed to man's 1 8 1 a Siicaiocrvvi)
and in Phil. iii. 9 the opposition is more
precisely defined p/J| ?xwv I p. tj v SikcuoclXXo. tt)v Sia
vo\j.ov,
crvvr)V ttjv Ik
irilaTews XpwrTOv, ttjv etc deov SikclioIf this contrast
otuvtjv €irl tq iricTCi.
were allowed to tell here, the righteousness of which Paul speaks would be one
of which God is the source or author
we do not bring it to Him, He reveals it
And this also, of
for our acceptance.
course, answers to the facts
Gospel
is
a
righteousness
gift, not an achieveBut then, it is said, there is
ment.
nothing in the passage to suggest such
a contrast; there is not any emphasis

where

it

is

;

:

;

:

ets

iricrrii',

yap

xa0a>9 yeypairrai,

^aerat."

attempt to justify themselves as relevant, or inevitable, by connecting themselves with the context as a whole.
There can be no doubt that the fundamental religious problem for the Apostle
that which made a Gospel necessary,
that the solution of which could alone be
Gospel was, How shall a sinful man be
righteous before God ? To Luther, who
had instinctive experimental sympathy
with the Pauline standpoint, this sug
gested that Sucaioo-vvrj 8eov meant a
righteousness valid before God, of which
a man can become possessed through
faith
for such a righteousness (as the
condition of salvation) is the first and
In support
last need of the sinful soul.
of this view reference has been made
18,

17. Siicaioa-uiT)

*E\Xtj»'i.

r

it

to ver.

ical

marcug

whatever on 0€ov to bring before

trie

mind the idea of a righteousness not due
to God, but a work of man's own.
To
be answered that the
to be specially
suggested if it had not presented itself
instinctively to those to whom Paul
wrote, they would not only have missed
the point of this expression, they
would not have understood three lines
We must assume, upon
anywhere.
the whole, in the recipients of Paul's
epistles, a way of conceiving the Gospel
the inanswering broadly to his own
visible context, which we have to reproduce as best we can, may be more
important sometimes than what we have
in black and white.
The broad sense of
"
" a Divine
covers this
righteousness
second, which may be called the histori-

this

it

may

fairly

contrast did not need
;

;

cal Protestant interpretation, as well as
Luther's and the fact seems to me an
argument for that broader rendering.
;

In

view,

however,

of the

undoubted

difficulty ot the phrase, new light would
be welcome, and this has been sought in

the O.T. use of SucaioavvT)

(plpl?)

especially in the Psalms and in Is. xl.lxvi.
See, e.g., Ps. xxxv. 24, 28, li. 14;
Is. lvi. 1, lxii. 1
Ps. xcviii. 2.
In the
;

of these passages we have a striking
analogy to the one before us lyvwpurc
Kvpios to ar<arr\piov avrov y evavTtov twt
€0vuv air€icd\iJt|/c ttjv 8iicaioo"uvT)v avrov
and in others we cannot but be struck
with the parallelism of "righteousness"
and " salvation," sometimes as things

last

:

;

which belong to God (Ps. xcviii. 2),
sometimes as things which belong to
His people. On the strength of facts
like these, Theod. Haring, in a stupendous programme entitled Aik. 0€ov
bei Paulus (Tubingen, 1896), argues that
Sucaioo-vvr] 0eov means the judicial action
of God in which He justifies His people
and accomplishes their salvation. This
fits into the context well enough.
Put

—

as Paul puts it how shall man be just
with God ? the religious problem is a
judicial one, and its solution must be
If the Gospel shows how God
judicial.
justifies (for of course it must be God,
the only Judge of all, who does it), it

—

shows everything

:

salvation

is

included

God's sentence of justification. Haring
himself admits that this interpretation is
in

nPOS PQMAIOY2
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oopafou firl va<rav
dSiKia KaTexoV-

aae'^eiai' Kal doiKiay dfdpcS-iruK r<ov rr\v ak-f\Beiav Iv

rather of philological than of religious
"
rechtfertigendes Walten
import " this
cannot but have as its conseGottes

6, 7-

God, and which, once received, shall be
God and this is what the
Apostle (on the ground of Christ's death
a for sin) announces. But it introduces

;

" the

quence
justification of man,
from God
righteousness which proceeds
and is valid before God " (Aik. 0«ov bei
Paulus, S. 68) that is, this meaning leads
by immediate inference to the other
two. But it can by no means be carried
through (any more than either of the
other two) in all places where the phrase
in iii. 5, e.g., Haring himself
occurs
admits this ; in iii. 25, 26, where he
insists on the same sense as in i. 17, he
does not so much as refer to the clause
;

;

valid before

;

confusion to identify with this the conception of an eternal and necessarily
self-imparting righteousness of God.

The

Apostle, in chap. iii. and chap, v.,
takes our minds along another route.

See Barmby

in

Expositor for August,

1896, and S. and H. ad loc. airoKaXvirt€toi intimates in a new way that the

Divine righteousness spoken of is from
God man would never have known or
conceived it b ut for the ac t of God in
twv irpOYe-yovoTwv"" revealingTT Till this diroKaXvirrctv it
8101
ttjv
irdp€<riv
Iv tq dvoxfj avrov f which, was a p.v<rTi]piov
Ik
a.fi.apTT]fj.dTii)v
cf. xvi. 25 f.
it is not too much to say, necessitates a
Precise definitions
irurretos els irio-Tiv.
different shade of meaning for SiKaiocruvr]
of this {e.g., Weiss's: the revelation of
see note.
The advantage the 8ik. 6eov presupposes faith in the
Qtov there
of his rendering is not so much that it sense of believing acceptance of the
and it
Gospel, i.e., it is Ik mo-Tews
simplifies the grammar, as that it revives
the sense of a connection (which existed leads to faith in the sense of saving
reliance on Christ, i.e., it is els ttio-tiv)
for the Apostle) between the Gospel he
preached, and even the language he strike one as arbitrary. The broad sense
preached it in, and the anticipations of seems to be that in the revelation of
that Gospel in the O.T., and that it God's righteousness for man's salvation
gives prominence to the saving character everything is of faith from first to last.
In substance Cf. 2 Cor. ii. 16, iii. 18. This N.T.
of God's justifying action.
doctrine the Apostle finds announced
all these three views are Biblical, Pauline
and true to experience, whichever is to before in Hab. ii. 14. Ik irurrcws in the
be vindicated on philological grounds. quotation is probably to be construed
But the same cannot be said of another, with t^crcTai. To take it with Sikouos
according to which righteousness is here (he who is righteous by faith) would
an attribute, or even the character, of imply a contrast to another mode of
.

:

:

:

;

God. That the Gospel is the supreme
revelation of the character of God, and
that the character of God is the source
of the Gospel, no one can question.
Certainly Paul would not have questioned
But whether Paul conceived the
it.

righteousness which is an eternal attribute of God (cf. iii. 5) as essentially
self-communicative whether he would
have said that God justifies (8tK<noI) the
ungod ly because he is jiimself Sikcuos
The righteousness
'is anbtner mat ter^
o! God, conceived as a Divine attribute,
may have appeared to Paul the great difficulty in the way of the justification of

—

—

being righteous (viz., by works) which
is nothing in the text to suggest.
The righteous who trusted in Jehovah
were brought by that trust safe through
the impending judgment in Habakkuk's
time
and as the subjective side of
religion, the attitude of the soul to God,
never varies, it is the same trust which
is the condition of salvation still.
The Gospel of God's righteousness J s
necessary, because the human race has
no righteousness of i ts own. This i s
rovea oi the whole ra ce (i. 18-iii. 20).
there

;

,

sinful

man.

ut in these verses (18-32) first of the
heathen. The emphasis lies throughout
on the fact that they have sinned against

sense

is

light.

God's righteousness in this
the sinner's condemnation, and

succeed in making him find
What is
in it the ground of his hope.
wanted (always in consistency with God's
of
His
inviolable
righteousness as one

no one

will

—the great point elaborated

attributes

chap.
as

man

in

a righteousness which,
cannot produce it. must be from

iii.

24-26)

is

The revelation of the
Ver. 18 f.
righteousness of God (ver. 17) is needed
in view of the revelation of His wrath,
from which only 6ik. tteov (whether it be
His justifying sentence or the righteousness which He bestows on man) can
deliver,
opy?) in the N.T. is usually
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*

•
Neuter in twv.
6 yap
19. Sioti to yvwrrbv too 0eoo <J>ayep6V lemv lv auTois
N.T. here
and in
0e6s auTots ifyavepbHT* • 20. t& yap uopaTa auToo dird ktictcws
Acts only
u
(i i times). koo-jaoo tois irotTju-acri vooupeva icaOopaTai, tj tc
dtSios afoot; SuVajws
u Only here
T
Kal
ctmi
to
and Jude
21. Sioti yirWcs
aoTods drnTroXoy^Toos.
6€iOTT|S, €ts

t

vers.

6.

v Here only Toy 0e<5e, oux ws 0€ok lo<5§aaai> *} eoxapurnjaai/, dXX' luaTaiw6Tjcra»'
in N.T.
w
w i Cor. iii. fr tols 8ia\oytau.ois auTWK, Kal eaKOTiaGr] rj dooVeTOS ootwi' Kapoia •
20.

x

i

22. <J>daKorres ctyat

Cor. L ao.

too

d<|>0dpTOo

x

ao<j>ol

0€oo tV

eschatological, but in 1 Thess.

16

ii.

lu-uprffOqaai', 23. Kal rjXXa^ai'

cikoVos

6p.oi(uuaTi

it

refers to some historical judgment, and
in John iii. 36 it is the condemnation of

<J>0apTOo

ttji/

86£a»'

dkOpamou Kal

God's
by the things that are made.
power, and the totality of the Divine
attributes constituting the Divine nature,

by God, with all that it are inevitably impressed on the mind by
The .nature .(or, to. use. the scripture word, by
involves, present and to come.
There is that within man
revelation of wrath here probably refers creation).
the which so catches the meaning of all
mainly to the final judgment
primary character of Jesus in Paul's jthat is w irhnnt a.fr t n ;«nc in a n inGospel being 6 pufyevos t)|ao.9 Ik ttjs stinctive knowledge of God. (See the
the

sinner

:

6pyr)s

ttjs

!pxo|x€VT|s,

1

Thess.
i.^

10,

Rom. v. 9 but it is not forcing it here
to make it include God's condemnation
;

uttered in conscience, and attested (ver.
of the
24) in the judicial abandonment
world. The revelation of the righteousness of God has to match this situation,
and reverse it. ao-c^cia is " positive and
"
see Trench, Syn.,
active irreligion
:

§

tSv

lxvi.

ttjv

dX-qSciav

may mean

iv

dSiiaq.

magnificent illustration of this in Illingworth's Divine Immanence, chap, n., on
The religious influence of the material
This knowledge involves duties,
world.)
and men are without excuse because,
when in possession of it, they did not
that is, did not
perform these duties
glorify as God the God whom they thus
;

knew.
Ver. 21

ff.

cU to

clvai avToi>s avairo-

who

possess XoyiJTovs would naturally express pur(1)
Kare\6vr<ov
the truth, yet live in unrighteousness ; pose to make men inexcusable is one,
or (2) who suppress the truth by, or in, though not the only or the ultimate,
an unrighteous life. In the N.T. dX-qOeia intention of God in giving this revelaBut the Sioti almost forces us to
tion.
is moral rather than speculative ; it is
truth of a sort which is held only as it is take the €ts to as expressing result
so
acted on: cf. the Johannine expression that they are inexcusable, because, etc.
Hence the (see Burton's Moods and Tenses, § 411).
ir o 1 c 1 v
rr)v dX-rjOeiav.
In vers. 21-23 the wrong course taken by
latter sense is to be preferred (see
Wendt, Lehre jfesu, II., -S. 203 Anm.). humanity is described. .Nature shows us
Sioti t6 yvoxTTOv tov Beov k.t.X. There that God is to be glorified and thanked,
no indisputable way of deciding i.e., nature reveals Him to be great and
is
"
But men were not content to
whether yvcoo-Tbv here means f known
"good.
accept the impression made on them by
(the usual N.T. sense) or "knowable"
Cremer
nature
classic
(who
sense).
they fell to reasoning upon it,
(the usual
compares Phil. iii. 8 to virep^xov ttjs and in their reasonings (SiaXoyio-jioC,
:

:

;

Yvcucrcws,
3ov\t]<5,

Heb.

Rom.

17 to dp.€Ta0€Tov ttjs
4 to xpt\(rrbv T °^ feov,

vi.
ii.

and makes tov 6eov in the passage before
us also gen. poss.) favours the latter.
What is meant in either case is the
knowledge of God which is independent
of such a special revelation as had been
Under this come
given to the Jews.
(ver. 20) His eternal power, and in a

word His

(eternal)

divinity, things

in-

accessible indeed to sense (dopa/To.), but
clear to intelligence (voovp.cva), ever
since creation (diro KTto-ews icoo-fioi*
for diro thus used, seq Winer, 463),
:

self-willed
or
perverse
reasonings
speculations," S. and H.) were made
vain (€p,aTaiu>9if]o-av)
the result stultified the process
their instinctive per;

;

ception of God became confused and
uncertain ; their unintelligent heart, the
seat of the moral consciousness, was
In asserting their wisdom
darkened.
they became fools, and showed it con-

They
spicuously in their idolatries.
resigned the glory of the incorruptible
the
God (i.e.,
incorruptible God, all
was
glorious as He was, and as He
seen in nature to be), and took instead

IIP02
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1

810 ica!

-rrapeSuKey y Eph.iv.19.

aurous 6 0c6s iv Tats €m0up,tats t«i> KapSiaW clutuv els dKa0apatai',
toC dTtu.d£ecr0ai to, aajfxara auTuf i? 4auT0ts 25. otTices p.€TrjXXa§av
'

*

tou 0cou eV tw v{/eu'8et, Kal €<r€J3da0r]aaj' Kal IKdrpeuarav
Trapd Toy KTiaan-a, os cotiv euXoynTos ets tous aiucas.
26. 8td touto irape'SwKey auTous 6 6eds eis ird0Tj dnjxias

tt)V d\r|0ciai'
r»j

z

djj.^.

y*P Q^Xctat auTW^ p.CTqXXa^ai'

at tc

Trapd 4>6<riv

27. ojxotws tc

ttji'

<J>uatKT)k ^pr\ariv

Kal ot dporeves, d^eVTes

i^€KauBr]cray iv

XpTJati' tyjs OrjXetas,

apaches eV dpaco-t

2

23;

Thess.

ii.

4.

eis tv]v

dXXrjXous,
*

Kal

ttjv daxt] p.0CTurrjf KaTcpya^op.ei'oi,

Acts

xvii.

2

^uaiKTjk

rr)v

ope'^et auTaik ets

ttj

Here only,
cf.

KTtcrei

t$ji>

2 Cor.

dnrt-

vi

13.

jjucrOiay

rji/

cSet

ttjs

TrXdmjS

auTWi'

eV

cauTOts

28. Kal KaGws ouk €OOKt|xao-av tok &ebv e\eiv iv

auTous 6 6e6s ets dooKiu,OK vovv,

b(i)K€v

1

a

of

8to K at

:

om.

For tc which

;

vile creature.

of a corruptible,
The expression
:

and abject religion in which God had
been lo st. The birds, quadrupeds and
reptiles could all be illustrated from

from
punishment. Because of
it
(816) God gave them up. To lose God
to lose the conis to lose everything
nection with Hi m in volved in constantly
glorify ing and g iving Him thanks, is to
sink in to an aoyss oi darkness, mtel-

-With

ver. 24 the Apostle turns

this sin to its

:

It is to become fitted
lectual and moral.
_ for wrath at last, under the pressure of
wrath all the time. Such, in idea, is the
history of humanity to Paul, as interpreted by its issue in the moral condition
of the pagan world when he wrote. Ex_ceptions are allowed fo r (ii. 10), but this
is the position as a whole. irapc'SwKcv in
"~

all

three places (ver. 24, ets dica8apo-lav

ver. 26, cis ird0Tj

dnpias

;

;

ver. 28, els

dSoKipov vovv) expresses the judicial
action of God. The sensual impurity
of religions in which the incorruptible
God had been resigned for the image of
an animal, that could not but creep into
the imagination of the worshippers and
debase it, was a Divine judgment.
artp.d£co-dat Td o-wpara avrStv iv avcrots,
.__,

VOL.

II.

Kad^Korra,

;

T|\Xa£av tt|v So£av k.t.X. is borrowed in
part from Ps. cv. 20 (LXX) vjXXd£«vTo
tt)v Soijav atiTwv Iv opoiwpaTt pdcrxov
The reduplication of
eo-6ovTos x^P TOV *
the same idea in cv 6p.otwp.an cIkovos
shows the indignant contempt with
which the Apostle looked on this empty

""Egypg

b Acts xxii.

b
p,fj

;

Him some image

even of a

ehriyyoSo-ct, "irape-

rd

3
fc^ABC insert DGKL. cavrots D EGK avrots ^ABC
3
found in fc^BD KL, 8c is read by AD X G C has neither.

icat
is

iroielv

a7roXau,j3di'orr€s.

in

accordance with the conception of a

judicial act, expresses the Divine purpose
that their bodies might be dishonoured

—

For gen. of purpose, see
(where, however, a

among them.
Winer,

408

ff.

different construction is given for this
passage, tov dTtpd£co~0at being made to

depend immediately on

d.Ka0ap<r(av).

Ver. 25. otTtves pcTtjXXaijav k.t.X.
being as they were persons who exGod for the lie.
changed the truth of
" The truth of God "
" the
(cf. ver. 23,
glory of God ") is the same thing as God
in His truth, or the true God as He had
actually revealed Himself to man. t&
ij/cvSos, abstract for concrete, is the
:

idol or false

answers

to

K-rCo-avTa

:

The iv
Hebrew ^L,

God.

(cf.

ver. 23)

irapd

tov

the

to

passing by, i.e.,
disregard or contempt of the Creator.
For this use of irapa, see Winer, 503 f.
8s iariv €vXoyt)t<Ss
the doxology relieves the writer's feelings as he contem:

plates such horrors.

Ver. 26 f. With the second iraplSoiKcv
the Apostle proceeds to a further stage
in this judicial abandonment of men,
which is at the same time a revelation
of the wrath of God from heaven against
them. It issues not merely like the first
in sensuality, but in sensuality which
perverts nature as well as disregards
God. The irXdvij, error or going astray
(ver. 27), is probably still the original
one of idolatry the ignoring or degrading of God is trie first fatal stejTffuT of
"~Eh7e way, gffifiE f»n rtg in » h ' g
slough.

38"""

;
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29—32.

I.

1

29. irrirXT|p(i)(x^ous irdaT) doiiaa, iropyeia, 7ronr]pia, TrXeofe^ia, Kaiaa
fieorous <|>66Vou, 4>6Vou,

epi&os, 8<JXou, KatcoTjOeias

KaTaXdXous, OeooTuycis, uJ3pior&s,

c

Ch.

ii.

La

Luke
d Acts

c6;

-

on

-

iropvcia

On

•

'

'

.

f

ot to,

m irotouorti',

1

a

30. \|n0upiords,

dXa£oVas, ctpeupe-rds

KaKwy, yoveuariv direiOeis, 31. doweTOus, dowOcrous, doropyous, d<r*
2
dyeXermoyas 32. oiTifes to SiKaiwaa tou ©eou eirtv^in-cs,

iroVSous,

viii.

1, xxii.

UTT€pr)<pdi'ous,

•

*

v

ToiauTa irpaaraorres afioi OaydTou ciaii', ou uoVof au-rd
~
»
>w\ Kai\ d oweuooicouai
t
,
dXXa
tois irpaaaouai. 3

om. with fc^ABCK.

ao-irovSovs
a<rvv6eTovs.

CD

3

KL,

vulg., Syr., is omitted

by

fc^ABD^ fold. 1

Probably a gloss

Westcott and Hort suppose some primitive error probable here see their N. T.,
Appendix, p. 108. For iroiowiv . . . o-vvcvSokovo-iv B reads ttoiowtcs . . .
<tvv€v8okovvt€s and the construction is then completed by various additions, such
as ovk cvoT)<rav D, ovk eyvoHrav G, non intellexerunt Orig. int.
3

;

vol. 2,

;

In vers. 28-30 we have the
irapeSwKcv expanded. As
they did not think fit, after trial made

to 8iicai«>p.a tov 9cov is that which God
has pronounced to be the right, and has
thereby established as the proper moral
in their knoworder of the world. j0aVaxosis death,
(e8oKip.ao-av), to keep God
ledge, God gave them up to a mind ^ not a s a natur al periocT to HfeT but as a
which cannot stand trial (a86icip,or).~_jLMvine sentence executed o n sin it is
The one thing answers to the other, "not to be defined as physical, or spiritual,
py all such abstract analysis
Virtually, they pronounced the true God or ete rnal
it is~~rbbbed of
d8oKip.os, and would have none of Him
part Of Its meaning, which
and He in turn gave them up to a vo3<__is as wide as that of life or the soul.
is
mind
no
and~~"aXXa koA <rvvev8oicov<ri,v to be guilty of
aSoKLjxos, a mind which
cannot discharge the functions of one, a such things oneself, under the impulse
:iOnS
the
Divine
distincti
which
of passion, is bad
mind in
but it is a more
Q.I
onjtflf
rignt and wrong are co nfused aniid lost,
malignant badness to give a cordial and
"soTthat God's tigTi aernnation cannot ]But disinterested approval to them in others.
It is a mistake to read these verses
vovs is not only reason,
fall on it at last,
Tut conscience when this is perverted, as if they were a scientific contribution
as in the people of whom Paul speaks, to comparative religion, but equally
their
or in the Caananites, who did their a mistake to
ignore
weight.
abominations unto their Gods, the last Paul is face to face with a world in
deep of evil has been reached. Most of which the vices he enumerates are
Ver. 28

third

and

ff.

last

:

;

;

:

;

;

the words which follow describe sins of
malignity or inhumanity rather than
sensuality, but they cannot be classified.

to

Ka0i]KOVTa covers

all.

Kadr\Kovra
is the Stoic word which Cicero renders
the
tendency to put
kokot]8Co,
officio..
the worst construction on everything
(Arist. Rh. ii. 13), and KaicCa are examined
in

u$i

Trench's Synonyms.^ xi.,and i0purrijs,

0eodXd£«v in § xxix.
<rrvY€ts appears to be always passive in
the classics, not God hating, but God
hated : Deo odibiles, Vulg. The characters are summed up, so to speak, in
ver. 32 : otnves to 8iKcua>p.a tov 0€ov
such persons as,
k.t.X. :
ciriyvovTts
\)irepi]<f>avos,

though they know the sentence of God,
that those who practise such things are
worthy of death, not only do them, but
give a whole-hearted complacent assent
to those

who

follow the

same

practice.

rampant, and

it is his deliberate
judgthat these vices have a real connection with the pagan religions.
will deny that he was both a competent
Reobserver and a competent judge ?
ligion and morality in the great scale
in
the
and
morality
hang together,
long

ment

Who

determined by religion. Minds
accepted the religious ideas of
Phenicia, of Egypt or of Greece (as represented in the popular mythologies)
could not be pure. Their morality, or
rather their immorality, is conceived as
a Divine judgment upon their religion;
and as for their religion, nature itself,
the Apostle argues, should have saved
them from such ignorance of God, and
such misconceptions of Him, as deA
formed every type of heathenism.
converted pagan (as much as Paul)
would be filled with horror as he rerun

is

which

II.
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*

dyaTroXoYTj-ros

et, a>
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aVOpwire ira$ 6 Kpivotv

•

lv

a yap

Ch. L

30.

rbv €T€poi', creavrbv KaTaKpii/€ts
t& yap auTa irpduro-cis 6
1
2. oioau.€v Be
on to Kpip.a too 0eou €ori KaTa dX-rjOeiai'
Kpivoiv.
*

Kpii'Cis

em

tous Td TOtauTa TrpdWorras.

3«

Aoyij^T)

06 toGto,

6 Kpi^wy tous toI ToiauTa irpdao-orras Kal Troiwv auTa, oti

<S

aVdponrc

au

€K<f>€u£n

b

to Kptjxa tou 0eoG ; 4. ?] tou
ttXoutou ttjs XP 1! o"t<5ttj tos ai/ToG Kal b Ch. ix. 23,
ttjs &i>oxr)S Kal tt|S uaKpo0up,ias KaTa<j>poi>€is, dyKOwi' oti to xP^otoi'
toG 0€oG €is perdvoiav ae ayci; 5. KaTd Se ty^ c o-KXTjpoTnTd aou Kale Here only.
du-eTavonTov Kapoiai' 0r)o-aupi£ei<j o*eauT<o opyrp iv rjp-epa opyfjs Kal
1

A

ABDGKL, "yap ^C

full statement of the evidence in S. and H.
d, vulg.
verdict is :
an even balance of authorities, both sides drawing their evidence
from varied quarters ".

8c

whose

fleeted on the way in which he had once
thought of God he would feel in himself that he ought to have known better,
and that everything in the world cried
Now to recognise
shame upon him.
this fact is to accept the premises of the
Apostle's argument, and the use to which
he puts it. " Once we went after dumb
our very worship led us into sin,
idols
and sometimes even consecrated it now
we can only see in this our own blindness
and guilt, and God's judgment upon
them " so we can fancy the converted
;

;

;

—

pagan speaking.

Such a world, then, as

the Apostle describes in this chapter,
with this terrible principle of degeneration at work in it, and no power of selfregeneration, is a world which waits for
a righteousness of God.

The

Ver. 2. KaTa dXijdciav is predicate
God's judgment squares with the facts
this is the whole rule of it.
tovs tci
Toiaina irpdo-crovTas those whose conduct is such as has been described.
For

—
:

:

the text, see critical note.
Ver. 3. o-v has strong emphasis.

For an interesting attempt to
Paul's indebtedness for some of the ideas

—

Chapter II. Vers. 1-16. The Apostle
now to prove that the righteousness
of God is as necessary to the Jew as to
it is the Jew who is really
the pagan
has

;

addressed in this chapter from the beginning, though he is not named till
In vers. 1-10 Paul explains
ver.
9.
the principle on which God judges all
men, without distinction.
Ver. 1. 810 The Jew is ready enough
to judge the Gentile.
But he forgets
that the same principle on which the
Gentile is condemned, viz., that he does
evil in spite of better knowledge (i. 32),
condemns himself also. His very assent
to the impeachment in chap. i. 18-32 is
his own condemnation.
This is the force
of 816 therefore, iv <i = in that in which.
:

:

to.

irpdoxreis, not, you do the
actions, but your conduct is
same, i.e., you sin against light.

avTa

identical

the

The

Jew

certainly thought, in many cases,
that the privilege of his birth would ol
itself ensure his entrance into the
king-

dom (Mt. iii. 8, 9) this was his practical
conviction, whatever might be his proper
creed.
Yet the <rv indicates that of all
men the Jew, so distinguished by special
:

revelation, should least have fallen into

such an

knew
show" ment

and arguments of vers. 18-32 to the book
of Wisdom, see S. and H., p. 51 f.

was the same, but

sin of the Jews
their sins were not.

He

error.

is

" the servant

his Lord's will," and whose
will be^ most rigorous it

wh o
judgit

is

neglected.
"
Ver. 4. tj states the alternative. Either
he thinks he will escape, or he despises,
etc.
\pr\<rr6rr\'i is the kindliness which

disposes one to do good; olvoxtj (in N.T.
only here and in iii. 26) is the forbearance

which suspends punishment fiaxpoOvpta
is patience, which waits
long before it
to xpT\<rrbv rov
actively interposes,
Btov summarises all three in the conIt amounts to
crete.
contempt of God's
goodness if a man does not know (rather,
;

ignores

:

cf.

Acts

xiii.

27, 1 Cor. xiv. 38,

Rom. x. 3) that its end is, not to approve
of his sins, but to lead him to repentance.
Ver. 5. The 8e contrasts what happens
with what God designs.
6ir)oravp^eis
o-cavTu dpyqv contrast our Lord's many
" treasure in
"
about
heaven
sayings
(Mt.
:

kv T|p.ep<f opyijs = in
19 ff., xix. 21).
the day of wrath. The conception was
there was only one day
quite definite
in view, what is elsewhere called " the
day of the Lord" (2 Cor. i. 14), "the

vi.

:

riPOS
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Here only. diroKaXuiJ/ews

Td epya auTOu
e

i

Cor. xv.

i.

lo.

iii.

Jas.

14!

*

PQMAI0Y2

II.

SiKaioKpunas too 6cou, 6. 8s Airoowaei 4k<£otu KaTa
T0^S P^ y Ka ^' uttou.o^j' cpyou dyaGou So^ay Kal
*]
.

*
Tip,^ Kal d4>0apatai' ^tjtoCo-i, £<ur)i' altoviov 8. Tots oc £% ipiBtias,
1
Kal diretdoGat p-ei/ tj) dXtjOcia, Trei0o|A«^ois Se ttj dStKia, 0up.os Kal
Kal OT€yo)(wpia, lirl iraaai' ^ux^)
dyOpamou tou
opyf], 9. 0Xu|us
*

•

1'

10.
KttTcpya^ou.^'ou to KaKOf, 'loufcaiou Te TrpwToi/ Kal "EXXn/os
irairl
tw
Kal
to
Kal
8e
elprjinr)
epya£op.eVa>
od|a
tiu$|
dya06y,
*

1

«ircieovo-i uev

AD 3 KLN 8

;

om. pcv fr^BDG1

.

"

God. d<j>0apo-iav
proves that the goal
22), "the
"the day of of effort is nothing earthly" (Lipsius).
God" (2 Pet. iii. 12), "that day" (2 £wt| alcovios comprehends all these three
Tim. i. 12), even simply "the day" (1 as its counterpart, Oavo/ros in ver. 31, inCor. iii. 13, Heb. x. 25). This great day volves the loss of all.
£ci>tjv is governed
is so defined in the Apostle's imaginaby airo8u<r«i.

day of judgment" (Mt.

day" (John

last

vi.

xi.

39),

:

tion that the article can
But see Ps. ex. 5.

with.

be dispensed
(cix.

LXX.)

a day when God is revealed as a
righteous judge, in the sense of Psalm
lxi. 13 (LXX).
Ver. 6. The law enunciated in the
Psalm, that God will render to every
one according to his works, is valid
within the sphere of redemption as well
Paul the Christian
as independent of it.
It is

recognises its validity as unreservedly as
Saul the Pharisee would have done. The
application of it may lead to very different
results in the two cases, but the universal
moral conscience, be it in bondage to
evil, or

emancipated by Christ, accepts it
Paul had no feeling
without demur.
contradicted his doctrine of justification by faith, and therefore we are
safe to assert that it did not contradict
it.
It seems a mistake to argue with
Weiss that Paul is here speaking of the
Urnorm of the Divine righteousness, i.e. y
of the way in which the destiny of men

that

it

if there were no
Gospel. The Gospel does not mean that
God denies Himself; He acts in it
and
according to His eternal nature
though Paul is speaking to men as under
the law, the truth which he is insisting
upon is one which is equally true whether
men are under the law or under grace.
It is not a little piece of the leaven of a
Jewish or Pharisaic conception of God,
not yet purged out, that is found here ;
but an eternal law of God's relation to

would be determined

;

man.
Ver. 7. Ka6* \>irop,ovT|v 4pyov dyaBov
the collective ipyov " life-work "
"
S. and H.
in ver. 15
by way of stedfastness in well-doing ".
h6%av = the
glory of the future Hie, as revealed in the
Risen Saviour.
npjv = honour with
cf.

—

—

:

:

:

Ver. 8. tow Si l| IpUfcfas for the use
of 4k, cf. iii. 26, rlv 4k irio-Te«s '\r\a-ov
Gal. iii. 7, ot 4k iricrrcws Ch. iv. 14, ol
4k vopov. Lightfoot suggests that it is
:

;

;

to supply irpd<rcrovo-iv, and to
construe 4£ 4pi0c£a$ with the participle,
as in Phil. i. 17 it is construed with
KaTayy&Xovo-iv but it is simpler not
"
who are
to supply anything.
By those
"
of faction " or " factiousness
(Gal. v.
20, 2 Cor. xii. 20, Phil. i. 16 f., ii. 3, Jas.
iii. 14,
the
Apostle probably means
16)
men of a self-willed temper, using all
arts to assert themselves against God.
The result of this temper the temper of
the party man carried into the spiritual
world is seen in disobedience to the
truth and obedience to unrighteousness.
See note on aXijOcio, i. 18. The moral
import of the word is shown by its use
as the counterpart of dSiiua. Cf. the
same contrast in 1 Cor. xiii. 6. To those
who pursue this course there accrues
indignation and wrath, etc.
Ver. 9. opyr) is wrath within ; 6vp.cfc
better

:

—

—

it overflows.
6\i\j/is and <tt€voX«»pCa, according to Trench, Synonyms,
§ 55, express very nearly the same thing,
the former
under different images :

wrath as

taking the image of pressure, the latter
that of confinement in a narrow space.
But to draw a distinction between them,
based on etymology, would be very misIn both pairs of words the
leading.
same idea is expressed, only intensified
by the reduplication. Supply Ib-Tai for
the changed construction.
Kai-cpyawho works at evil
£opevov to ko-kov
and works it out or accomplishes it.
The Jew is put first, because as possessor
of an express law this is conspicuously
true of him.
=
Ver. 10 f.
elp^vti is probably
:

6-i 5
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4<m

rju.apTOi',

TrpoawTroXTpj/ia

&v6\xbi<s

Kal diroX-

•

Kal oaoi iv edjxw TJjxapTOf, Sid cojaou KpiOrjaorrai, 13. (ou
K
x
yap 01 dKpoaral tou fduou oucaioi irapd tw Oew, dXX* ol iroirjTal gJas.L»2f.,
tou fdfxou 8iKaiw0T]aorrai.
1 4. "OTay
ydp 60ia] Td u.tj i/op.oy ex *™
h

1

*uo-et toI tou cdjxou iroif}, 2 outoi
fdjxop

Gal. il 15,

'

auTwi', auup.apTupouoT|s
1

For

Kal jxeTa§u dXXYjXwy
;

.

;

;

irofQ

D3

(a

The Jew

only order that

grammatical correction)

comes first, but it
involved the same
the judgment for

still

is

:

underlies
and Gentile. It

principle

Jew

would amount to

He made

Trpoo-wiroXrjfM|fCa in God, if
difference in the Jew's favour

his birth, or

This

a
because of

because he possessed the

expanded in vers. 12-16:
mere possession of the law does not
are
Men
count.
judged according to
their works, whether they have or have
not had such a special revelation of the
law.

is

Divine will as was given to Israel.
Ver. 12.
avrfpus means "without
" without the
law," not necessarily
law ". In point of fact, no doubt, there
was only one law given by God, the
Mosaic, and Paul is arguing against
those who imagined that the mere
possession of it put them in a position
of privilege as compared with those to
whom it was not given ; but he expresses
himself with a generality which would
meet the case of more such revelations
of God's will having been made to man.
As many as sin " without law " shall
Sin and
also perish " without law ".
in
Paul.
are
correlative
perdition
airdSXcia

(ix.

22,

Phil.

i.

2b,

iii.

ig)

answers to £g>tj alwvios it is final exclusion from the blessedness implied in
this expression
having no part in the
of God. Similarly, as many as
kingdom
"
"
"
in law
shall be judged
sin
by law ".
:

;

The

expression would cover any law.

whatever it might be really, the Mosaic
law is the only one that has to be dealt
;

The use

of the aorist TJp,opTov is
Weiss says it is used as though
difficult.
the writer were looking back from the
judgment day, when sin is simply past.
with.

X
inN.?!*

3

D^ sti a comprehensive term, rather
= salvation, than peace in any narrower
sense.

H. 3.

!

ttjs auyeiSrjaews,

KL 17, other cursives, Marcion om. tov J^ABDG. irapa
om. t^ BD 1
W. and H. bracket rtf. iroitjTai tov vop.ov
other cursives, Marcion om. tov ^ABD j G.

^AD GKL

KL

a

auiw

oucpoaTai tov vojiov

to) 0c<|)
1) 3
17,

is

•

eiai you.09 h
jxt) cxorres 4auTOis
5. otncts ekoeucyuKTai to IpyoK tou kojaou ypa-nrdi' iv Tats KapSiais

iroioo-iv is

found in fc^AB.

Burton compares iii. 23 and calls it a
" collective historical aorist " in either
:

the English idiom requires the
" all who have sinned ".
perfect :
Ver. 13. This is the principle of judgment, for not the hearers of law (the
Mosaic or any other) are just with God,
but the law doers shall be justified.
"
pupils," condicpoaTcu tends to mean
stant hearers, who are educated in the law:
see ver. 10. But no degree of familiarity
with the law avails if it is not done. The
forensic sense of Siicaiovo-Oai is apparent

case

in this verse,

with

where

it

is

synonymous

the
t$ 0ea>
obviously being the opposite of
" to be condemned ".
Whether there
are persons who perfectly keep the law,
not raised here.
The
is a question
futures diroXovvrai, icpiO^o-ovTai, Siicaico0TJcrovTai all refer to the day of final
clvai irapa

Sitccuoi

:

latter

judgment.

Ver. 14. There is, indeed, when we
look closely, no such thing as a man
absolutely without the knowledge of

God's will, and therefore such a judgment as the Apostle has described is
" such as have not

legitimate.

law "

Gentiles,

in any special shape, when they do
"
" the
i.e. %
things of the law
by nature
the things required by the law given to
Israel, the only one known to the Apostle
are in spite of not having law (as is
the supposition here) a law to them" the
selves.
Gentiles," but
£0vij is not
" Gentiles as such "
persons who can
"
without law ".
be characterised as

—

—

—

The

supposition made in tcl
is that of the Jews

?XovTa

ut|
;

v<£uov

and the

show

Apostle's argument
designed to
that though formally, it is not
stantially true.
is

Ver.
relative

15.
is

ol-rives

sub-

^vSchcwvTai
the
" inasmuch as

qualitative

:

:

nP02 PQMAI0Y2
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kCh.xvi

25;

n.

r&v Xoyiajxwi' KaTTjYopourrwi' $} koi &Tro\oyou ^ivtav,) 16. iv ^u.^pa
k
ot€ * Kpikct 6 0e6s t& KpuTTTa twi' ayGpw-nw, icaTa to euayyAiok aou,

aTim.ii.8.

81A

XpiOTOU.

'Itjctou

1
tv fl rmepa B (this is one of the cases in
tv ijuepa otc ^DGKL, vulg., Syr.
which W. and H. suppose that B unsupported has preserved the true reading,
though they give a place in their margin both to ev qpeptj. ot€ and to cv i)|tcpa jj,
which is found in A and the Memph. (Egyptian) version).

they shew ". t& Spyov tov v6p,ov is the
work which the law prescribes, collec-

" Written on their
hearts," when
tively.
contrasted with the law written on the
"
unwritten "
tables of stone, is equal to
the Apostle refers to what the Greeks
To the Greeks,
called aypa4»o<j v<Sp,o$.
;

was something greater
and more sacred than any statute, or
constitution to the Apostle it was

however, this
civil

;

than the great revelation of God's
will, which had been made and interpreted to Israel, but nevertheless a true
moral authority. There is a triple proof
that Gentiles, who are regarded as not
having law, are a law to themselves.
as
(1) The appeal to their conduct
interpreted by the Apostle, their conduct
evinces, at least in some, the possession
of a law written on the heart
(2) the
it joins its testiaction of conscience
mony, though it be only an inward one,
to the outward testimony borne by their
conduct and (3) their thoughts. Their
thoughts bear witness to the existence of
a law in them, inasmuch as in their
leBS

:

;

:

;

mutual intercourse (p.era|v a\\i]\<i>v)
these thoughts are busy bringing accusations, or in rarer cases
forward defences, i.e., in

(fj

icai)

putting

any case, exercising moral functions which imply the
recognition of a law. This seems to me
the only simple and natural explanation
of a rather perplexed phrase.
need

We

not ask for what Paul does not give,
the object to KaTT|yopovvTci>v or airoXoyovucvwv it may be any person, act or
:

situation,

which

calls into exercise that

power of moral judgment which shows
that the Gentiles, though without the
law of Moses, are not in a condition

which makes

impossible to judge them
The conaccording to their works.
struction in ix. 1 suggests that the trvv
views the witness of conscience, reflecting on conduct, as something added to
the first instinctive consciousness of the
nature of an action. orvvet&no-is does
not occur in the Gospels except in John
viii. 9 ; twice
only in Acts, xxiii. 1, xxiv.
16, both times in speeches of St. Paul
times
in
the Pauline epistles.
It
twenty
it

;

occurs in the O.T. only in Ecc. x. 20
(curse not the King, iv o-wciS-rjcrci crov
= ne in cogitatione quidem tua) the
ordinary sense is found, for the first
time in Biblical Greek, in Sap. xvii. 11.
It is a quasi-philosophical word, much
used by the Stoics, and belonging rather
to the Greek than the Hebrew inheritance
of Paul.
Ver. 16. The day meant here is the
:

same as that in ver. 5. Westcott and
Hort only put a comma after airoXoyovbut a longer pause is necessary,
unless we are to suppose that only the
day of judgment wakes the conscience
and the thoughts of man into the moral
This supactivity described in ver. 15.
position may have some truth in it, but
it is not what the Apostle's
argument reThe proof he gives that Gentiles
quires.
"
a law to themselves " must be
are
capable of verification now, not only at
the last day. Hence ver. 16 is really to
be taken with the main verbs of the whole
pe'va>v,

paragraph,

diroXovvTou,

Kpidijo-ovrai,

8iKai<i>d-rj<rovTcu : the great principle of
airo8(u<r€i €icdo"r<p Kara, ra Ipya

—

ver. 6

—

avTov will be exhibited in action on
the day on which God judges the secret
things of men through Christ Jesus. A
final judgment belonged to Jewish theology, and perhaps, though this is open
to question, one in which the Messiah
acted as God's representative but what
Paul teaches here does not rest merely
on the transference of a Jewish Messianic
function to Jesus. If there is anything
certain in the N.T. it is that this representation of Jesus as judge of the world
rests on the words of our Lord Himself
;

22 f., xxv. 31 ff.). To assert it
essential part of the Gospel as
preached by Paul: cf. Acts xvii. 31.
(Mt.

vii.

was an

Das

Selbstbewusstsein
(Baldensperger,
Jesu, S. 85 f., thinks that in the circles
of Jewish Pietism, in the century before
Christ, the Messiah was already spoken
of as the Divine judge, and as sharing
the titles and attributes of Jehovah.)
In vers. 17-24 the Apostle brings to a
point the argument for which he has
been clearing the way in vers. 1-16.

—

16

IIP02

20.

17. "iSe

1

«rO

Kauxaaai
m

n

Siacji^poj'Ta,

'

'louSaios

eV 0€<o,

PQMA10Y2
Kal eirayairaui) to

iirovojxd^T],

KaTTjxoufiei'os ck tou yo/xou

SiSdoxaXov mrjmwi', ex0, Ta Tn
'

•

f*°P (P w<n

1'

'

:

and what ought

in logic to be
protasis if in thy conduct
law
at
the
thou settest
nought is made
a sort of apodosis, at least grammatically and rhetorically : dost thou, in spite
of all these privileges, nevertheless set the
law at nought? The real conclusion,
which Paul needs for his argument,
Art not thou then in the same condemnation with the Gentiles ? is left for con-

—

—

science to supply.
Ver. 17. MovSatos 4irovopa£'Q bearest
the name of " Jew ". The lirl in the
:

compound verb does not denote addition,
but direction MovSaios is not conceived
as a surname, but a name which has
been imposed. Of course it is implied
in the context that the name is an
honourable one. It is not found in the
LXX, and in other places where Paul
wishes to indicate the same distinction,
and the same pride in it, he says 'lo-paThe terms
tjXeiTai (ix. 4, 2 Cor. xi. 22).
must have had a tendency to coalesce in
:

and

import, though MovSaios

is

'lo-pa-nXcfrrns religious

for the religion

;

national,

was

national.
Iiravairavg v<5p,a>
gramreally, it is the
matically vo'p.y is law
have a
Mosaic law. The Jew said,
law, and the mere possession of it gave
him confidence. Cf. Mic. iii. 11, cirl t6v
:

;

We

Kvpiov ciravciravovTO. xavxcurai cv 0cw
boastest in God, as the covenant God of
the Jews, who are His peculiar people.
the longer form is
Kavxa-orai = kovx<j
the usual one in the koiv^.
to 04\r\\i.a is God's will.
Ver. 18.
Lipsius compares the absolute use ol
:

:

1'

> p hiL

yy^aeois

10.

19.

°irai8euT$)y &<J>p6Vwt/,

ttjs

*•

Kai ttjs

8c has probably been changed into 18c (Alford)
Syr.
3
ciravairavn rt? vop,a> D KL 17 ; om. tw fc^ABD 1 .

The Jew makes much of the possession
of the law, but when we pass from
he is not a whit
possession to practice,
" lawless " Gentile. The
better than the
construction is not quite regular, but the
The natural order
meaning is clear.
would be If thou bearest the name of
Jew, and restest upon the law, and yet
in thy conduct settest the law at nought,
art not thou equally under condemnation
with sinners of the Gentiles ? But the
construction is interrupted at the end of
part of the

to.

19. ir^irotOds Te o-cauToy

a

D3 L

t^ABD^

1
t8e
ci 8c
;
to avoid the anacoluthon.

ver. 20,

icall Here only

k6*|j,g»,

18. Kal yi^waKeis to 0e'Xnu.a, Kal SoKiud^eis

Tu<pXwi', <f>ws t5>v iv oxotci, 20.

oSnYoy etvai
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and 8vop>a. Cf. Acts ix. 2,
xix. 9, 23, xiv. 27, v. 41.
Also 1 Cor.
xvi. 12, where God's will is meant, not
686s, dvpa

the will of Apollos. The words SoKipd£eis to, 8ia4>epovTa KaTT)xovp.cvo« ck tov
In
vop-ov are to be taken together.
virtue of being taught out of the law (in
the synagogue and the schools) the Jew

he does
possesses moral discernment
not sink to the vovs d.86Kiu.os, the mind
:

which has lost all moral capacity (i. 28).
But a certain ambiguity remains in
8oiup,a£civ tol 8ia4>epovTa :
either (1) to distinguish,

between things which

differ

it

may mean

—by

testing,
to dis-

i.e.,

criminate experimentally between good
and evil or (2) to approve, after testing,
the things which are more excellent.
There are no grounds on which we can
;

decide positively for either.
Ver. 19 f. ire'iroiOds tc k.t.X. The
tc indicates that this confidence is the
immediate and natural result of what
precedes it is not right, in view of all
the N.T. examples, to say that irliroiOas
:

an

unjustifiable confidence,
cases, as in the present,
it is so.
Cf. 2 Cor. x. 7, Lk. xviii. g.
The blind, those in darkness, the foolish,
the babes, are all names for the heathen :

suggests

though

in

some

confident that the Gentiles
to school to him. iraiScvTT)$
has reference to moral as well as intellectual discipline : and a<f>povcs are, as in

the

Jew

is

must come

O.T. (Ps.
without moral
the

xiii.

1,

LXX), persons

For the
intelligence.
other figures in this verse, cf. Mt. xv.
The confidence
14, Is. xlix. 6, 9, xlii. 6.
of the Jew is based on the fact that he
"
the outline of
possesses in the law

knowledge and truth". Lipsius puts a
strong sense upon p.6p4>u>criv die leibas if the Jew
haftige Verkorperung
conceived that in the Mosaic law the
knowledge and the truth of God were
Possibly he did,
incorporated bodily.
and in a sense it was so, for the Mosaic
law was a true revelation of God and
His will but the only other instance of
l*6p<f>bKris in the N.T. (2 Tim. iii. 5

—

:

:

nPOS PQMAI0Y2

6oo
iv

d\r]0eias

tu>

SiSdoxcis;

ILoiyeueiv, u-oixeueis

8s

ei'

t'^fAw

dnjid^cis
pis.

Hi. 5.

21.

v6p.<a.

6 KTjpuo-acji/

"to ydp
'

:

others.

Ver. 22. pScXvo-o-o'p.evos properly exthou that
presses physical repulsion
shrinkest in horror from idols.
Cf. Dan.
ix. 27, Mk. xiii. 14.
UpocrvXeis dost
thou rob temples, and so, for the sake of
gain, come in contact with abominations
without misgiving ? This is the meaning, and not, Dost thou rob the temple,
by keeping back the temple dues ? as has
been suggested. The crime of UpocruXCa
is referred to in Acts xix. 37, and according to Josephus, Ant., iv., 8, 10, it was
expressly forbidden to the Jews
»t)
cruXav tepa |eviKa, it-rjS' av lircavouacrp.evov $ TlVl 0€W K£ip.T]XlOV Xap.(3a.V€iv.
Ver. 23.
Here again the construction
is changed, and probably the use of the
relative instead of the participle suggests that the sentence is to be read,
not as interrogative, but as declaratory.
" Thou who makest it
thy boast that
thou possessest a law, by the transgressing of that law dishonourest God
that is the sum of the whole matter, and
thy sole distinction in contrast with the
:

:

:

:

And

bids

us

is

Is.

this is only

expect.
Hi.

5,

what

The

LXX.

kX^tttcis

2 2.

;

Trapafldacws tou

tou ©cou

aeauToy ou
6

25.

ScripScripture

The

LXX

interpret the Hebrew by inserting 8V
Both invp,as and Iv to is ?0vco-iv.
sertions are in the line of the original

yo/xou

oV up,as

ricpiTOjxf}

edv 8c irapapdnt)? ^fiou

:

quoted

tt)s

6Vou,a

rather
€X 0V fes
p.op4»too-iv
€tio-e(3€ias)
suggests the same disparaging note
which here belongs to ir^iroiOas. The
|j.6pcj>uxris ttjs Yvworeus is in point of fact
only a form valuable as the outline or
definition of truth was, which the Jew
possessed in the law, it was in reality
so far as the practical
ineffective,
authority of the law in the Jew's conduct was concerned.
Ver. 21. Here the grammatical apodosis begins, the ovv resuming all that
has been said in vers. 17-20. Kt\pvcra-<av
and \eywv are virtually verbs of comThe
mand
hence the infinitives.
rhetorical question implies that the Jew
does not teach himself, and that he does
break the law he would enforce on

ture

kX^tttch',

iv Tots eOyeai," KaOu>? p y£yponrT(H.

lav v6p.ov irpdao*t]s

heathen."
Ver. 24.

ovv 8i8daica>v iTcpov,

X^ywy

6 (3Sf Xucraojj.ei'O'j Td ei8u>Xa, UpoauXcis

;

Kauxaaai, 8id
24.

;

u.f]

6

ii.

i}s,

;

jitj

23.

to^ Oebv

0Xao-<pt)u,€iTai

ukv yap uxpcXel,
t)

irepiTou^ aoo

It was owing to the
misery
and helplessness of the people of God, in

meaning.

among the nations, that the heathen
" The God
scoffed at the Divine name.
of Israel is not able to deliver His people
He is no God." Paul here gives the
words quite another turn. God, he says,
is now blasphemed among the nations
because of the inconsistency between the
pretensions of the Jews and their behaviour. As if the heathen were saying
exile

:

:

" Like
God, like people ; what a Divinity
the patron of this odious race must be ".
It is surely not right to argue
(with
Sanday and Headlam) that the throwing
of the formula of quotation to the end
shows that Paul is conscious of quoting
" it is almost as if it
were an
freely
after-thought that the language he has
The
just used is a quotation at all ".
quotation is as relevant as most that the
uses.
He
never
cares for the
Apostle
context or the original application.
When he can express himself in Scripture language he feels that he has the
Word of God on his side, and all through
:

this epistle
and insists

he
on

nails his

arguments

so,

the confirmation they
thus obtain. What the closing of the
sentence with icaOws y£ypairrai suggests
is not that it occurred to Paul after
he had finished that he had almost unit is
consciously been using Scripture
rather that there is a challenge in the
if
he had said, Let him impugn
words, as
this who dare contest the Word of God.
In vers. 25-29 another Jewish plea for
preferential treatment in the judgment is
:

The piv in ver. 25 (ircpiTopr)
pkv yap wpcXc?) implies that this plea has
no doubt something in it, but it suggests
that there are considerations on the other
side which in point of fact make it inIt is these
applicable or invalid here.
considerations which the Apostle proceeds to explain, with a view to clenching the argument that the wrath of God
revealed from heaven impends over Jew
and Gentile alike.
Ver. 25. ircpiTop.-^ the absence of the
article suggests that the argument may
considered.

:

21

—

TIP02

2Q.

dKpopuaria yiyovcv.
^6/jiou cpuXdacrn,

ou^l
acTCu; 27. Kal Kpiyei rj
r
ae top Sid yP^Pp-aTos Kal
6

iv

tw (pa^epw
•

irepiTop-T]

6oi

rd OLKcuwp.aTa tou
auTou
els
dKpoj3uoria
irepiTouV XoyKrOi}€K (pucrea>s dKpo{3uorria Toy uouoy q rcXoucra

26. Ibv ouv
1?)

PQMAI0Y2
i\

dKpo{3u<rria

28. ou yap

TT€piTop,Tjs irapaP^Tiji' yopou.

'louSaios

larii',

ou8«e

i)

tw

iv

4>avepu>

ey

q Jas.
r

Ch.

8.

ii.

n.

iv.

aapkl

29. dXX' 6 iv tw Kpuirru 'louSaios, Kal irepiTop,T) Kapoias
ou 6 riraicos ouk e£ &vQpdtir<ov, dXX* 4k

iv •nreup.aTi, ou ypap-aaTi.

s i Cor.iv.5.

be extended to everything of the same

thus the uncircumcision shall judge thee,"

character as circumcision. w<j>eXci Circumcision was the seal of the covenan t,
and as sucn an assurance given to The
circumcised man that he belonged to trie
race which was the heir of God's j5roThat was undeniably a great
mises!
""advantage, just as it is an advantage
b orn a Christian but if the
t
be
o
now
actual inheritin g~6rthe pTomises has any
moral conditions attached to it (ajf
Paul proceeds to show that it has), then
the advantage of circumcision lapses unN OW the persons
less th ese are fulfilled.
contemplated here have not fulfilled
them, iav vop.ov Trpdcro-fls the habitual
practice of the law is involved in this expression as Vaughan says, it is almost
like a compound word, " if thou be a law
doer ".
Similarly irapaJ3dTT|s vdp.ov a
Taw transgressor. The law, of course,
the
Mosaic
is
one, but it is regarded
simply in its character as law, not as
being definitely this law hence the absence of the article.
Y'Y ove by the
very fact becomes and remains.
Ver. 26 f. Here the inference is drawn
from the principle laid down in ver. 25.
This being so, Paul argues, if the uncircumcision maintain the just requirements of the law, shall not his unc.ir.cumcision be accounted circumcision, sc,
because it has really done what circum3sjonpledged th e Jew to do ? Cf. Gal.
at the beginning of
v. 3.
t} a.Kpbfl'O&Tia
the verse is equivalent to the Gentiles
abstract being put
(€0vtj of ver. 14), the
for the concrete : in v\ a.Kpo(3v<n-£a avTov,
the ovtov individualises a person who is
conceived as keeping the law, though
not circumcised. As he has done what
circumcision bound the Jew to do, he
will be treated as if in the Jew's position
his uncircumcision will be reckon ed as
circumcision.
AoyurO^crcTai may be
merely a logical future, but like the
other futures in vers. 12-16 it is probably more correct to refer it to what
will take place at the last judgment. The
order of the words in ver. 27 indicates
" and'
that the question is not continued:

etc.
the
Kpivei is emphatic by position
Jew, in the case supposed, is so far from
being able to assert a superiority to the
Gentile that the Gentile himself will be
his condemnation.
Cf. Mt. xii. 41 f.
£k <J>wcu»s aKpofSvorta should properly
f\
"
those who are by
convey one idea
nature
uncircumcised ".
But why
should nature be mentioned at all in this
connection ? It seems arbitrary to say
with Hofmann that it is referred to in
order to suggest that uncircumcision is
what the Gentile is born in, and there-

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

—

fore involves

goes,

no

guilt.

Jew and Gentile

As

far as that

Hence

are alike.

in spite of the grammatical irregularity,
which in any case is not too great for a

nervous writer like Paul, I prefer to
connect Ik 4>w€ws> as B*si3®k does
(Moods and Tenses, § 427), with reXovtra,
" the
and to render
uncircumcision
which by nature fulfils the law " cf.
ver. 14.
tov 8id Ypdp.fJta.Tos Kal ircpi:

:

The 8 id is
irapaf3aTT]v vdpov.
that which describes the circumstances
under which, or the accompaniment to
Top.7js

which, anything

is

done.

The Jew

is

a

law-transgressor, in spite of the facts
that he possesses a written revelation oi
God's will, and bears the seal of the
covenant, obliging him to the performance of the law, upon his body. He

has an outward standard, which does not
vary with his moral condition, like the
law written in the pagan's heart he has
an outward pledge that he belongs to the
people of God, to encourage him when he
is tempted to indolence or despair
in
both these respects he has an immense
advantage over the Gentile, yet both are
neutralised by this he is a law-trans;

;

—

gressor.

Ver. 28 f. The argument of the foregoing verses assumes what is stated
here, and what no one will dispute, that

what constitutes the Jew in the true
sense of the term, and gives the name
of Jew its proper content and dignity, is
not anything outward and visible, but
And
something inwara an^ gpinlno|
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III. I. Ti ouvtg Trepuraoe too 'louScuou,
;

ttjs TrcpiTOfiTjs
1

yap om.

BD G
a

Hort, omitted by

vulg.

;

2. ttoXu,

ins.

KaTa Trdrra
3

;

—

—

:

:

man's nature.
Practically it is in this
sense most commentators take the
words thus Gifford explains them by " a
circumcision which does not stop short
»t outward conformity to the law, but
:

/

•jrpwToi'

It is bracketed
Syr.
Tregelles, inserted by Tischdf.

;

by Westcott and

Gen.

xxix.

35) probably suggested this

remark,

ovk l£ dvdpahrcov the love of
praise from each other, and religious
vanity, are Jewish characteristics strongly
commented on by our Lord (John v. 44,
xii.

42

:

f.).

Chapter III.—Vers.
easily seem,

at

this

1-8.

point,

It

as

might
if

the

had proved too
much. He has shown that the mere
possession of the law does not exempt
the Jew from judgment, but that God
requires its fulfilment he has shown that
circumcision in the flesh, seal though it
be of the covenant and pledge of its
argument

Apostle's

;

promises, is only of value if it represent
inward heart circumcision ; he has, it
may be argued, reduced the Jew to a
position of entire equality with the
Gentile.
But the consciousness of the
Jewish race must protest against such a
" Salvation is of the
"
conclusion.
Jews
is a word of Christ Himself, and the
Apostle is obliged to meet this instinctive
protest of the ancient people of God.
The whole of the difficulties it raises are
more elaborately considered in chaps.
ix.-xi. ; here it is only discussed so far
as to make plain that it does not invalidate the arguments of chap, ii., nor
bar the development of the Apostle's
theology. The advantage of the Jew is
it
admitted
is admitted that his unbelief may even act as a foil to God's

in the flesh, which is in Paul's mind
and what he adds in the new words, Iv

world

irvevpaTi ov ypappan is the new idea
that heart circumcision, which alone deserves the name of circumcision, is
achieved by the Spirit of God, not by the
written law. Whether there is such a
as
heart
this
circumcision,
thing
wrought by the Spirit, among the Jews,
is not explicitly considered ; but it is not

on

refutation of this interpretation to
point out that irvcvpa in 2 Cor. is characteristically the gift of the New Covenant.
For the very conclusion to which Paul
wishes to lead is that the New Covenant
a as necessary for the Jew as for the
Gentile, ov 6 «?7raivos k.t.X.
The ov
is masculine, and refers to the ideal
Jew.
The name 'lovSato? (from Judah = praise,

relief;

;

ctyAcia

-t\

piy yap

a

extends to the sphere of the inner life ".
But there is no real correspondence
here, such as there is in Iv irvcvpai-b ov
and a comparison of 2 Cor. hi.,
o-apici
a chapter pervaded by the contrast of
irveOpa and -ypdp,p,a, suggests a different
rendering. irvevpa and ypdp-pa are not
the elements in which, but the powers
is conceived
by which, the circumcision
" Heart
to be effected.
circumcision,"
without any qualifying words, expresses
completely that contrast to circumcision
;

tis

f\

*

Tpdiroi'.

^AD KL

Lachmann and

Jthe-^ame remark applies to circumcision
The most natural way to read
itself.
the Greek seems to me to be this.
"Not
he who is so outwardly_(6 Iv Ty <f>avep4>j
is a Jew (in the true sense), nor is thai
which is outward, in flesh, the true cirbut he who is inwardly a
cumcision
Jew (is the true Jew), and heart circumcision, in spirit, not in letter (is the true
circumcision)." Thus in the first pair of
clauses there is not anything, strictly
speaking, to be supplied the subject is
in each case involved in the article.
But
in the second pair the predicate has in
both cases to be supplied from the first
in the one case, MovSaios ; in the other,
Heart circumcision is an
irepiTop].
idea already familiar to the O.T. From
the Book of Deuteronomy (x. 16, for the
meaning comp. xxx. 6) it passed to the
prophetic writings Jer. iv. 4. The conuncircumcised in heart
trary expression
and in flesh is also found Jer. ix. 26, Ez.
A difficulty is created by the exxliv. 7.
pression Iv irvcvpo/ri ov ypappaTu After
ver. 28 we rather expect Iv irvcvp.a,Ti o v
o-apict: the circumcision being conceived as in one and not another part of

—

in.

;

faithfulness, setting it in more glorious
but it is insisted, that if God's

character

as

righteous

to be maintained

is

—these

of the
—judge
as
must be
it

admissions do not exempt the
Jew from that liability to judgment
which has just been demonstrated. The
details of the interpretation, especially in
ver. 7

f.,

Ver.
is

that
"

above

I

are
f.

somewhat perplexed.
to ircpioxrov tov MovSaiov

which the Jew has " over and
the Gentile.

t($

i]

wy&cia

-rijt
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tA •Xoyia tou 6eou.

/>a\/

3. ti y&p, el fjirumjordi' rives ; a Acts vii
»
.
.
48; Heb.
^
„
iriony
tou
0€ou
V. 12; I
tt]|/
fit) T)
KaTapyrjcrei ; 4. JATJ y^OlTO
1
8e
6
&e
©cos
iras
KaGus
yiMcaOw
&Xir|0r)s,
ayflpamos <|/eu<mr]s,
yeypair-

iTriaT€vdr)aav

v«»amoria auTwv

Tai,

""Oirws

fir

•

^

oitcautfOrjs

tois Xoyois <rou, Kal

yucr)crr|s

tw

iv

1

For Ka0ws fc$B read icaOairep. vnct|OTjs BGKL, etc., viKTjo-eis fc$ADE. For the
distribution of authorities here, see note on irpurov, page 589, note 2 .
The com-

B with such later Western authorities as G here also lessens its weight
reading is probably part of that Western element which it contains, i.e., B and
G here represent practically one authority. But the other group of MSS. represents
at least two groups of witnesses, the " neutral " in
fc$A, and the Western in D, and
its reading is therefore to be preferred.
Weiss, however (Textkritik der pmdinischen
Briefe, S. 46), would reject the indicative both here and in 2 Cor. xii. 21. The change
of ci and tj he regards as accidental in KLP it occurs some sixty times.
bination of

;

its

;

= " What good does his cirircpiTop.TJs ;
"
iroXv goes with
cumcision do him ?
KO/ra iravTa Tptfirov
to irepwrcroV.
however you choose to view the position.
irpwTov p.£v suggests that such
an enumeration of Jewish prerogatives
have
been made here as is given
might
In point of fact,
at length in ix. 4 f.
Paul mentions one only, in which the
whole force of the Jewish objection to
the arguments of chap. ii. is contained,
and after disposing of it feels that he
has settled the question, and passes on.
:

Well then, how stands the case
Phil.

i.

some did

18.

?

et

Cf.

=

ii
^ir£o-TT|o-dv tivcs
It is not necessary
disbelieve.

to render this, with reference to Ittio-t"if some proved
€ij0T)crav in ver. 2,
What is in
faithless to their trust ".
Paul's mind is that " the oracles oi
God " have had their fulfilment in
hom they
Christ, and that those to
were Entrusted have in sdme CSSfes

w

—

(whether few or many he does not here
consider)

re fused

their

faith

to

t hat

fulfilm ent"
Surely it is no proper" inThe first, most weighty, and most far- ""rerence that their unbelief must make
has
reaching advantage of the Jews, is that God's faithfulness of no effect.

He

"

they were entrusted with the oracles kept His promise, and as^far as it lay
of God ".
They were made in His with Him has maintained the original
grace the depositaries and guardians of advantage of the Jews, as depositaries
and first inheritors of that promise,
revelation,
to. Xoyia tov 6eov must be
regarded as the contents of revelation, whatever reception they may have given
having God as their author, and at the " to its fulfi l ment. Away with the thought
Whe n the
time when Paul wrote, identical with ~oi any reflect ion TTpon Him
the O.T. Scriptures. In the LXX the" "case is stated between God and man
word Xoyiov occurs mainly as the equi- "there can only De one conclusion : le't
and every
which in various God come out (yiviaQ<a) true,
valent of
""man a liar"; let Him be just, arid evely
passages (e.g., Ps. cxix. 38) has the man condemned. This agrees with the
sense of " promise " ; in ordinary Greek words of Scripture itself in Ps. Ii. (1.) 6,
it
means " oracle," the Divine word which Paul quotes exactly after the
given at a shrine, and usually referring LXX the Hebrew is distinctly different,
to the future ; hence it would be natural but neither it nor the original context
are regarded. Iv tois Xoyois orov is a
in using it to think of the prophetic
rather than the statutory element in the translation of Hebrew words which mean
" when Thou
speakest," i.e., apparently,
O.T., and this is what is required here.
The O.T. as a whole, and as a revelation when Thou pronouncest sentence upon
" that
man here the sense must
forward look it
of
1

PH^N,

:

God, has a
anticipates
completion and excites hope and it is
not too much to say that this is suggested by describing it as to, Xoyia tov
The sum of it was that God had
leov.
" a future and a
promised to His people
;

"

hope (Jer. xxix. 11 see margin, R.V.),
and this promise seemed threatened by
the argument of the last chapter.
ri yop; For how? ».«.,
Ver. 3 f.
:

be,

;

;

Thou mayest be pronounced just in
respect of what Thou hast spoken," i.e.,
the Xoyia, the oracles or promises enwin thy
trusted to Israel,
vtieqcrcis
case (see note on text). Burton, Moods
:

and Tenses,

§§ 198, 199.

iv rip KpCvccrOaC

Probably the infinitive is passive
"when thou art judged " not middle,
"when thou submittest thy case to the

<re

:

:

;

b Ch.
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8

:

4,vii. ir

KpivecrQai
;

ti

ipovpev
6.

\4y<i).
*

5. el 8c

<r€ ".
;

jjly)

jxfj

dSiicos o

y^otTO

•

r\

in.

aBiKia ^(ov 0eoG hiKaio(rvvr\v

0«ds 6
iirel

£m$€?p<i>i'

thus tcpiyct

b

owiottjox,

T$)y ^pypf; KaTa avQpurnov
6 0eos thv k6<j\x.ov ; 7. ei

0eou eV tw ijxw <|/€uo-p.a-ri c'ircpiaaeucret' els tt)k
§6£ay auToG, Tt en Kttyw w$ djxapTatXos Kpiyop.ai ; 8. Kal p.rj itaOus

Y&p
c

T)

dX-rjOeia tou

c
1

Cor.x.3a

Kal

|3Xaa4>T)jxou|X€()a,

tA KaKtt tea

£X0y) -rd

2

KadaJ?

(ryaGd

;

4>aari

rives T}|ias Xe'Yeu', *Oti Tronqawjxci'

&k to

Kptjia IfOucoV c'oti.

^A

ei yap BDEGKLP, etc.
it 8e
vulg. (some MSS., though others si enim).
This case is to be decided by the same considerations as the last. Tischdf. and W.
and H. put ci 8c in their text W. and H. put ei y<*p in marg. On the strange but
frequent exchange of 8c and yap see Weiss, Textkritik, 66 f.
1

;

;

2

Kai ica0a»s

;

om. k«i BK.

W. and H.

". The quotation from Ps. cxvi. 12,
irds avOpwiros tJ/cvo-ttj?, is not important:
the main thing, as the formal quotation

judge

which follows shows, is the vindication of
God from the charge of breach of faith
with the Jews in making Christianity
the fulfilment of His promises to them.
Here another attempt is
Ver. 5 f.

made

to invalidate the conclusion of
chap, ii., that the Jew is to be judged
"
according to his works," exactly like
the Gentile. If the argument of ver. 3 f.
is
correct, the unbelief of the Jews
actually serves to set off the faithfulness
it makes it all the more conof God
spicuous ; how then can it leave them
exposed to judgment ? This argument
:

is

generalised in ver. 5 and answered in
" If our
"
unrighteousness (in the

bracket.

like a- relative clause, convey a
subsidiary idea of cause, purpose, con"
dition or concession
(Burton, Moods
and Tenses, § 428, who renders here is

may,

:

God

wrath

visiteth with

Xcyw
Cor.

who

unrighteous,
cf.
ix. 8.

:

Gal.

iii.

There

?).

kutoi

He)
av6pwxov

15,

Rom.

vi.

(because

19,

1

is

always something
apologetic in the use of such expressions.
Men forget the difference between God
and themselves when they contemplate
such a situation as that God should be
unrighteous; obviously it is not to be
taken seriously.
Still, in human language such suppositions are made, and
Paul begs that in his lips they may not
be taken for more than they really mean.
Ver. 7 f. These verses are extremely

and are interpreted variously

ver. 6.

difficult,

widest sense, aSiKia being generalised
from amo-rCa, ver. 3) demonstrates (cf.
v. 8) God's righteousness (also in the
widest sense, Sikcuoo-vvt] being general-

according to the force assigned to the
Who or what supti cti Kayoi of ver. 7.
" I
plies the contrast to this emphatic
" ?
Some commentators, Gifford,
also

we

for instance, find it in God, and God's
If
lie sets
interest in the judgment.
in relief the truth of God, and so magni-

ised

from irhrris,

ver. 3),

what

shall

say ? i.e., what inference shall we draw ?
Surely not that God, He who inflicts the
wrath due to unrighteousness at the last
day (i. 18), is Himself unrighteous, to
speak as men speak. Away with the
If this were so, how should
thought
God judge the world ? That God does
judge the world at last is a fixed point
both for Paul and those with whom he
!

hence every inference which
conflicts with it must be summarily set
aside.
God could not judge at all if" He
were unjust therefore, since He does
judge, He is not unjust, not even in
judging men whose unrighteousness may
have served as a foil to His righteousness.
argues

;

;

not thus that the conclusions of
chap. ii. can be evaded by the Jew.
o
the " attributive
!iri<j>c'p<i>v ttjv 6pYi]v
participle equivalent to a relative clause,
It is

:

my

His glory, in not that enough ? Why,
God has had this satisfaction from
my sin, " why further am J also on my"
side brought to judgment as a sinner ?

fies

after

It is

a serious,

this, that

of ver.

5,

it

not a final objection to

merely repeats the argument
which the Apostle has already
it

—
—
judged, lessens

for any
Its very generality, too
man, as Gifford himself says, may thus

refuted.

against being
relevance for Paul is discussing not
human evasions of God's judgment, but
protest

its

:

Jewish objections to his previous arguments. Lipsius finds the contrast to
Kay<a in the Gentile world. A Jew is
the speaker, or at all events the Apostle
" if
my
speaks in the character of one :
unbelief does magnify His faithfulness,
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is

not that

am

I,

all

that

is

required

?

Why

whose
whose judgment is so necessary, still
" This would
brought into judgment ?
be

legitimate

enough, probably,

if it

But the
what follows.
slander of ver. 8, which forms part of the
same question as ri Iti ttayit k.t.X., and
to which reference is made again in chap,
vi.
1, 15, had not the Jews, but the
for

Apostle in his Christian character, for

hence

it seems preferable to
as referring strictly to
himself.
That Paul would come into
judgment, in spite of the fact that his
faithlessness in becoming a Christian
had only set off the faithfulness of God
to Israel, no unbelieving Jew questioned
and Paul turns this conviction of theirs
(with which, of course, he agrees, so far
as it asserts that he will be judged)
If he, for his part,
against themselves.

its

object
take the

;

tca-yu

:

d Ch. vi
[

5

"

14,

Gal.

ni. 10.

''

only the more magnify grace
Paul does not stoop to discuss it. The
judgment that comes on those who
by such perversions of reason and conscience seek to evade all judgment is
This is all he has to say.
just.
will

too, like the rest of the world,
relation to God is so different, and

were not

*

vers.
In"
these verses the
9-20.
Apostle completes his proof of the universality of sin, and of the liability of all
men, without exception, to judgment.
The ri ovv of ver. 9 brings back the argument from the digression of vers. 1-8.
In those verses he has shown that the
historical prerogative of the Jews, as the
race entrusted with the oracles of God,
real and great as it is, does not exempt

them from the

universal rule that

God

reward every man according to his
works (ii. 6)
here, according to the
will

:

most probable interpretation of irpocx<Jof his
ficda, he puts himself in the place
fellow-countrymen, and imagines them
" Are we
Is
it the
?
asking,
surpassed
Gentiles who have the advantage of us,
instead of our having the advantage of

cannot evade judgment, on the ground
that his sin (as they think it) has been a
them ? "
foil to God's righteousness, no more can
TC ovv; What then? i.e.,
Ver. 9.
they on their part they and he are in
one position, and must be judged to- how, then, are we to understand the
gether to condemn him is to expose situation ? It is necessary to take these
themselves to condemnation that is his words by themselves, and make irpoex<$The argument of ver. 7 is both jxeOa a separate question the answer to
point.
an argumentum ad hominem and an ar- ti could not be ow, but must be ovSev.
gumentum ad rem : Paul borrows from his The meaning of irpo€x<5p<e0a- has been
The active irpoe'x*"'
opponents the premises that he himself much discussed.
means to excel or surpass. Many have
is to be judged as a sinner, and that his lie
has set off God's truth there is enough taken irpo€x<5p.€9a as middle in the same
sense: So the Vulg. praecellimus eos ?
In these premises to serve his purpose,
which is to show that these two proposi- and the A. V. " Are we better than
" But this
tions which do not exclude each other in
use, except in interthey ?
be proved.
his case do not do so in their case either.
preters of this verse, cannot
But, of course, he would interpret the The ordinary meaning of the middle
"
6econd in a very different way from them. would be to put forward on one's own
The question is continued in ver. 8, account, as an excuse, or defence ".
though the construction is changed by This is the" rendering in the margin of
Do we excuse ourselves ? "
the introduction of the parentheses with the R.V.
If rl ovv irpo6x<Sp.€0a could be taken toicaOus and the attachment to Xeyciv 8ti
of the clause which would naturally gether, it might certainly be rendered,
have gone with ri pvq; If judgment What then is our plea ? but it is imposcould be evaded by sinning to the glory sible to take irpocx^K-eGa in this sense
of God, so Paul argues, he and other without an object, and impossible, as
Christians like him might naturally act already explained, to make this comon tne principle which slander imputed bination. The only alternative is to reWhat
that of" doing evil that good gard irpoe\6v.€da as passive
to them
Nn j nhf t h«». Bl a r w l w wu a then ? are we excelled ? This is the
might c ome
"
Are we
The doctrine th at meaning adopted in the R.V.
af Jew ish ori gin.
" It is
suprighteousness is a gift of God, not to be in worse case than they ?
won by work s of law, bn t by foi»h *" ported by Lightfoot. Wetstein quotes
ad.
Jesus Christ, can always be misrepre- one example from Plut. de Stoic. contr
sented as immoral "sin the more, it 1038 D. toXs ayaQols ircuri irpo<rt]icei,
:

:

;

:

:

—

:

,

:

:
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"*Oti ouk coti Sikcuos ouoe
6

1

om. o

;

ABG

vulg.

•

II. ouk lorif 6

;

ins.

fr^DKL.

both places, in text though not
This j/rp-eav is the reading in B.

BG, and
£t)t«v).

in

2

TjXpcwd"no-a-v

W. and H. put
in B 67 s and in

The
in

^

o before €k£tjt»v

marg., by

1

owmjc,

12. irdi'Tcs c^cKXi^aj', a/ia rjxP €t

EK^-ruy Toy 0coV.

o otjviwv

els

in.

is

ouk earik
a CLl
"

T
l

'

2

°" K

*

also omitted

W. and H.

(marg., o

}^AB 1 D 1 G. ovk co-tiv ttoiwv, so ABG; but fc^D have o irotwv.
the former in text, the latter in marg. The second ovk eerriv is om.
the marg. of W. and H.

ovScv irpocxo|icvoi$ virb rov Ai<Ss
are in nothing surpassed by
Zeus". The word would thus express
the surprise of the Jew at seeing his pre" if this line of arrogatives disappear ;
KttT

pointed out that in Ps. xiv., for instance,
"
is mention of a
people of God, a
generation of the righteous," as well as
of the godless world and that in other
passages only the contemporaries of the
writer, or some of them, and not all men

:

"who

there

;

gument be carried" further," he may be
supposed to say, the relative positions
of Jew and Gentile will turn out to be
the very reverse of what we have beThis is the idea which is nelieved ".
gatived in ov iravTcdS. Strictly speaking,
the ov should modify irdvTois, and the
"
"
in
meaning be not in every respect
some respects (for instance, the one referred to in ver. 2), a certain superiority
would still belong to the Jew. But to

in all times, are described. Perhaps if we
admit that there is no possibility of an
empirical proof of the universality of sin,
it covers the truth there is in such comments. Paul does not rest his case on

these words of Scripture, interpreted as
modern exegetical science would interHe has brought the charge
pret them.
of sin against all men in chap. i, 17, in
announcing righteousness as the gift of
the Gospel ; in chap. i. 18-32 he has
referred to the facts which bring the
charge home to Gentile consciences in

:

seems irrelevant, and there
no difficulty in taking the words to
" No
not in any way ".
See
mean,
" We are not surWiner, p. 693 f.
allude to this

is

:

;

chap. ii. he has come to close quarters
with evasions which would naturally
suggest themselves to Jews: and in
both cases he has counted upon finding
in conscience a sure ally.
Hence we do
not need to lay too heavy a burden of
proof on these quotations it is enough
if they show that Scripture
points with
unmistakable emphasis in the direction
in which the Apostle is leading his
readers.
And there can be no doubt
tions, beginning with this verse, has
that it does so. As Gifford well says on
The
kclOws
many points of interest.
" In the
deep inner sense which
Y^ypairrai with which it is introduced, ver. 18
shows that the assertion of indiscrim- St. Paul gives to the passage,
the
inate sinfulness which the Apostle has [generation of the righteous would be
just made, corresponds with Scripture the first to acknowledge that they form
testimony. It is as if he had said, I can 'no exception to the universal sinfulness
express my opinion in inspired words, and asserted in the opening verses of the
therefore it has God upon its side. The Psalm".
Ver. 10. Ovk io-riv Sikcuos ovSc els.
quotations themselves are taken from
various parts of the O.T. without dis- There is something to be said for the
are Jews, for we
have already brought against Jews and
Greeks alike the charge of being all
under sin."
ap.apTiav, cf. vii. 14,
Gal. iii. 22. The idea is that of being
under the power of sin, as well as
simply sinful men are both guilty and
unable to escape from that condition.
Ver. 10.
The long series of quota-

passed at

all,

we who

Wo

:

:

:

f

'

'

tinction no indication is given when the
writer passes from one book to another.
Thus w. 10-12 are from Ps. xiv. 1-3
of Ps. v. 9 ver.
ver. 13 gives the
14 corresponds best to Ps. x. 7 ; in w.
of Is. lix.
condensation
there
is
a
15-17
7 f. ; and in ver. 18 we have part of the
first verse of Ps. xxxvi.
No attention
whatever is paid to the context. The
;

;

LXX

;

value of the quotations for the Apostle's
purpose has been disputed. It has been

idea that this

is

Paul's thesis, rather

than a quotation of Ps. xiv. 3. Ps. xiv. 3
is correctly quoted in ver. 12, and the
Apostle would hardly quote it twice
Sikcuos, too, seems chosen to express
exactly the conclusion to which he means
:

come in ver. 20.
Still, the words
come after tcadw? Y^ypairrai
hence
they must be Scripture, and there is
nothing they resemble so much as a free
to

:

rendering of Ps. xiv. 3.
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13.

T(l<f>os

"

auTwv eSoXiouaav

avewy"
16s

"
*
x 6 ^*] auTw^". 14. wv to oroua dpas Kal micptas
"^€is oi iroScs aur&v eKx&u aljia 16. aurrptfijxa

uiro to,

•

15.

y^u€i."

Kal TaXanrupta

•

coti

iva itav

oroua

There

k

uttooikos

Ver.

in

the

be omitted,

LXX)

no one who has sense.

12.

is

TJxp€w9ir]o-av

rendering
" to become

^n/^5,

" to

sour,"

LXX

the

which means
turn

"
(of

they have become
milk)
good for nothing. xP tI°" T ° T'n Ta usua ^Y
is rendered
signifies kindness, and so it
in 2 Cor. vi. 6, Eph. ii. 7, Col. iii. 12,
Tit. iii. 4 (cf. Rom. ii. 4, xi. 22
goodhere it answers to Hebrew 3^j(J
ness)

one and

all

:

:

owk «ttiv ?o>s
and means " good ".
cv<is, non est usque ad unum (Vulg.),
which may be even more exactly given
there is not the
in the Scottish idiom
:

length of one.
Ver. 13.
Ta<j)os . . . 48oXiov<rav is
an exact quotation of Ps. v. 10 (LXX).
The original seems to describe foreign
enemies whose false and treacherous
language threatened ruin to Israel. For"
the form i8oXiov<rav, see Winer, p. 91
The termination is common in the
(f.).

LXX

Wetstein quotes one grammarian
who calls it Boeotian and another Chalit was apparently widely diffused.
cidic
:

;

The

last clause, tos acnrtSuv k.t.X., is
Ps. cxxxix. 4, LXX.
Ver. 14.
Ps. ix. 28, LXX, freely

quoted

:

(Ps. x. 7, A.V.).

avruv

after

(W. and H., margin) is a Hebrew
idiom which the LXX has in this

<rr<Sp.a

ov to
passage, only in the singular
o-Top-ci avTOv.
Vers. 15-17. These verses are rather
a free extract from, than a quotation of,
Is. lix. 7, 8.
They describe the moral
corruption of Israel in the age of the
:

prophet.

rpippa

Luke L

f

Ch.

ocbOaXjj.wv'

tw

Ip

i/opo

iv.

ia

iras 6 KoVjxog h Here only.

This Hebr. idiom

may

be right, and

W.

But it is much more natural to suppose
that the Apostle is pointing to the
destruction and misery which human
wickedness inflicts on others, than to
any such spiritual results of it. It is as

<rvvi<av.

ot/viwv), see

:

of

:

e

read 6 orvviwv the meaning is,
no one to understand if the

(as
is

y^^Tai

ouk

€tpr|rr)S

spiritual misery which comes upon the
Jews in the path of self-righteousness.

Iotiv

oi»k

we
is

article

*

For the
Winer, p.

Ver. 11.

form (avvltav or
If

Kal

read avruv.

;

There

17. Kal 6861/

©coO aTreyarn rdv

<j>6|3os

<f>payjj,

on-opa after o-rojia B 17
and H. put ovtwv in marg.
1

97.

•

19. otSajicr 8e oti oora 6 voaos Xeyei, tois

auTuii'."

XaXei

"ouk

1 8.

eykwaaf."

Tats 0801s auTtof

iv

According to
Kal

TaXaiirwpta

Lipsius, o-vvrefer to the

" Wherever
if he had said,
they go, you
can trace them by the ruin and distress
leave
behind
".
The
same conthey
sideration applies to ver. 17.
It does
not mean, " They have failed to discover
the way of salvation," but " they tread
continually in paths of violence ".
Ver. 18.
Ps. xxxv. 2, LXX, with
aviTuv for avTov. This verse at once

sums up and explains the universal
corruption of mankind.
Ver. 19. At this point the first great
division of the epistle closes, that which
began with chap.

i.
18, and has been
occupied with as serting the universal
" We know that
ence
ot
sTn.
"preval
whatever Hie law sa^s, it sayy to lho"se
who are in the law " i.e . to the ews.
1

J

t

t

For the

of X£yciv

di stinction

(in

which

is the main thing) and XaXeiv
which the speaker and the mode of

the object
(in

utterance

are

made

Trench, Synonyms,

mentary on John

§

viii.

prominent),
lxxvi.,

43.

see

and comIt is most

natural to suppose that by " the things
"
the law says
Paul means the words
he has just quoted from the O.T. These
words cannot be evaded by the very
persons to whom the O.T. was given,
and who have in it, so to speak, the
In
spiritual environment of their life.
this case, 6 vdp.os is used in the wider
sense of the old revelation generally, not
specifically the Pentateuch, or even the
For this
statutory part of Scripture.
use of the word, cf. 1 Cor. xiv. 21, where
Iv t$ v<Sp,<j> introduces a quotation from
Is. xxviii. 11 : and John x. 34 (your law),
xv. 25 (their law), both prefacing quota-

•

nP02 PQMAICn'2

6o8
tw e«w.

20.

dywmoy auTou

i% cpyojt/ 1/oj.jloij ou oiKauo&qcreTai iracra crdp£
81a y&,p yojxou eiriycwais au.apTias.

oi<5ti
•

Psalms (lxxxii. 6, xxxv. 19).
At first sight there seems a disparity
between the two parts of the verse.
How does the fact that those who are
under the law are impeached and condemned by such utterances of the law as
those just quoted subserve the Divine
intention to stop every mouth and make
We
all the world answerable to God ?
must suppose that all other men that
under the
is, the Gentiles, who are not
and that
are convicted already
l aw
what is needed to prepare the way for
the universal Gospel of grace is that
those who have been under law should
admit concerning themselves, what they
are nrompt enough to assert of all others
"

comes

tions from

—

—

;

Gal. ii. 15),
that they have not a word to say, and
are liable to God's judgment. vihSSikos

Gentiles
(" sinners of the

:

a classical word, found here only in
and Headlam remark
the N.T.
Sanday
" character.
*'
forensic
its
Ver. 20. SuSti means " because," not
"
The rendering
therefore," as in A.V.
" therefore " is
perhaps due to the difficulty which the translators had in putting
is

an intelligible meaning into "because".
The sense seems to be: Every mouth
must be stopped, and all the world
shown to be liable to God's judgment,
because by works of law no flesh shall
be justified before Him. This last proposition that no flesh shall be justified
is virtually an axiom with
in this way

—

—

it is a first principle in all
his spiritual thinking, and hence everything must be true which can be deduced

the Apostle

in.

:

from it, and everything must take place
which is required to support it. Because
this is the fundamental certainty of the
case, every mouth must be stopped, and
the strong words quoted from the law
stand where they do to secure this end.
The explanation of this axiom is to be
found in its principal terms flesh and

—

Flesh primarily denotes human
nature in its frailty : to attain to the
righteousness of God is a task which no
But
flesh has strength to accomplish.
flesh in Paul has a moral rather than
a natural meaning it is not its weakness
in this case, but its strength, which puts
iustifi cation
to
out of the question
justify is the very thing which the law
cannot do, and it cannot do it because it
is weak owing to the flesh (cf. viii. 3). But
the explanation of the axiom lies not only
"
in '' flesh," but in " law ".
By the law
law.

;

;

"

"

full

of

knowledge

sin."

word

:

This

proper, and indeed its exclusive
function.
There is no law given with
power t o give life, and the refore there
are no works of law by which men can
be justified.
The law has served its
is

"

the

(^Triyvwo-is, a favourite Pauline
fifteen times used in his epist les.)
its

purpose when

it

has made

how sinful they
them down to this point,
the

full

men

are

feel to

it

brings
it is not for
best exposition
of the passage is given by the Apostle
himself in Gal. ii. 15 f., where the same
quotation is made from Ps. cxliii. 2, and
proof given again that it applies to Jew
and Gentile alike. In k£ epywv vrfpov,
vrfpos, of course, is primarily the Mosaic
law. As Lipsius remarks, no distinction
is drawn by the Apostle between the
ritual and the moral elements of it,
though the former are in the foreground
in the epistle to the Galatians, and the
latter in that to the Romans.
But the
truth would hold of every legal dispensait

to

tion,

lift

them

and

it

up.

is

;

but

The

perhaps to express this

generality, rather than because v6fxos
a technical term, that the article

is
is

omitted. Under no system of statutes,
the Mosaic or any other, will flesh
ever succeed in finding acceptance with
God. Let mortal man, clothed in works
of law, present himself before the Most
High, and His verdict must always be
:

Unrighteous.
Vers. 21-26. The universal need of a
Gospel has now been demonstrated, and
the Apostle proceeds with his exposition
of this Gospel itself. It brings what all
men need, a righteousness of God (see
on i. 17) and it brings it in such a way
;

Law
as to make it accessible to all.
contributes nothing to it, though it is
and
the
the
law
attested by
prophets it
is a righteousness which is all of grace.
Grace, however, does not signify that
moral distinctions are ignored in God's
procedure the righteousness which is
held out in the Gospel is held out on the
basis of the redemption which is in
It is put within the sinChrist Jesus.
It could
ner's reach at a great cost.
never be offered to him it could never
;

:

—

be manifested,

—

*or

indeed have any real

existence but for the propitiatory virtue
of the blood of Christ. Christ a propitiation is the inmost soul of the Gospel for
If God had not set Him
sinful men.
forth in this character, not only must we
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warms 1 tous moTCuorras

TTiffTews Mrjaou XpioToG, els TrdvTas »cal eVi

ou yap

can

k

^

•

k Ch.

yap ^p.apTo*', Kal u<rr€pourrai

23. irdrrcs

8iao-ro\^.

609

*

x,

Cor

'

12;

MT

-

S

1
icai ciri iravTos
so
DFGKL, but om. fc^ABC. The words are omitted by
Lachm., Tischdf., Tregelles, W. and H., but retained by Weiss, who explains the
omission by homoeoteleuton. As eiri iravxas alone is found in very good MSS. of
the vulg. and in John of Damascus, the received text may be a combination of this
and the true reading.
;

despair for ever of attaining to a Divine
righteousness all our attempts to read the
story of the world in any consistency with
the character of God must be baffled.
Past sins God seemed simply to ignore
He treated them apparently as if they
were not. But the Cross is " the Divine
"
theodicy for the past history of the world
(Tholuck) we see in it how seriously God
deals with the sins which for the time
He seemed to pass by. It is a demonthat is, in
stration of His righteousness
the widest sense, of His consistency with
;

:

;

—

—

His own character, which would have
been violated by indifference to sin. And
that demonstration is, by God's grace,
given in such a way that it is possible

Him

to be (as He intends to be) at
once just Himself, and the justifier of
those who believe in Jesus. The profor

pitiatory death of Jesus, in other words,

once the vindication of God and the
salvation of man.
That is why it is central and fundamental in the Apostolic
It meets the requirements, at
Gospel.
the same time, of the righteousness of
is at

God and

of the sin of man.
Ver. 21. vvvi $k: but now. All time
and
is divided for Paul into "now"
" then ".
Cf. Eph. ii. 12 f., t$ »caipw
cfceivw . . . vvvi 81; 2 Cor. v. 16, duo
tov vvv: the reception of the Gospel
means the coming of a new world. x w P i s
legal obedience contributes nov6p.ov
:

It is
thing to evangelic righteousness.
plain that in this expression vd(xos does
not signify the O.T. revelation or religion
as such, but that religion, or any other,
conceived as embodied in statutes. It is
statutory obedience which (as Paul has
learned by experience) cannot justify.
Hence vrfuo? has not exactly the same
sense here as in the next clause, viro tov
vop.o-u k. twv irpo<j>ir)T*!)v, where the whole
expression is equal to the O.T., and the
meaning is that the Gospel is not alien
to the religion of Israel, but really finds
This is worth remarkattestation there.
ing, because there is a similar variation

VOL.

II.

in the

w.

meaning of

Siicaioo-vv-v)

between

21 and 25, and in that of rj o6£a tov
0cov between iii. 23 and v. 2. To deny
that words which mean so much, and are
applied so variously, can convey different
shades of meaning, even within the
narrow limits of a few verses, is to
deny that language shares in the life
and subtlety of the mind, irc^ave'pwTai
once for all the righteousness of God has
been revealed in the Gospel.
Cf. xvi.
26, Col. i. 26, 2 Tim. i. 10, 1 Peter i. 20,
:

Heb.

ix. 8, 26.

Ver. 22.
8e is

8iK<uocrvvi)

"a

explicative:

God

(see

and

that

on

ok fleov.

The

righteousness of

chap.
17) [vet. 21],
of God
righteousness
In the
Epistle to the Hebrews Jesus Christ is
undoubtedly set forth as a pattern of
faith : d<f>opwvTcs els t6v ttjs iricrT€«s
dpxTyov Kal tcXciwttjv 'Itjo-ovv, Heb. xii.
but such a thought
2.
Cf. Heb. ii. 13
It is the constant
is irrelevant here.
teaching of Paul that we are justified
(not by sharing Jesus' faith in God, as
some interpreters would take it here, but)
by believing in that manifestation and
offer of God's righteous Tjcss-which are

through

i.

a

faith in Jesus Christ ".

;

in hfl pr^p^tnry^pth nf Jesus,
the last
iravTas koA lirl irdvTas
and
three words are omitted by
most edd. If genuine, they add no new
idea to els irdvTas see Winer, p. 521.
For StcurroXi], cf. x. 12. The righteousness of God comes to all on the terms of
faith, for all alike need it, and can receive

made

»

cis

:

^ABC

;

it

only so.
Ver. 23.

fjuapTov must be rendered
English "have sinned"; see Burton,
Moods and Tenses, § 54.
vorepovvTai
expresses the consequence = and so come
short of the glory of God. To emphasise
the middle, and render "they come short,
and/rW that they do so," though suggested
by the comparison of Mt. xix. 20 with Lk.
xv. 14 (Gifford), is not borne out by the
use of the N.T. as a whole. The most
one could say is that sibi is latent in
in

39

8

a Cor.

:

ttjs S<5|tjs

xi.

7; Rev.

xxil

PQM AI0Y2

riPOS

6io

tou 6cou, 24. SiKcuoupevoi

T ^ s diroXuTpwacws

ttjs

Iv Xpionrw

:

approbation which God would give to
the sinless, and of which sinners fall
short, would be identical with justification.

Ver.

24.

Sucaiovpcvoi

:

grammati-

the word is intractable.
force a connection with what
cally,

If

we

immedi-

we may

say with Lipsius
ately precedes,
that just as Paul has proved the universality of grace through the universality
of sin, so here, conversely, he proves the
universal absence of merit in men by

showing that they are justified freely
by God's grace. Westcott and Hort's
punctuation (comma after tov 0€ov)
favours this connection, but it is forced
In sense 8iKa.iovp.cvoi
and fanciful.
refers to irdvTas tovs irurrcvovTaSj and
the use of the nominative to resume the
main idea after an interruption like that
of ver. 23 is rather characteristic than
otherwise of the Apostle.
Supcdv is
used in a similar connection in Gal. ii.
" for
It
21.
".
signifies

cation,

we

nothing

;

comes

nothing

Justifi-

are told here, costs the sinner
Galatians we are told that if
through law, then Christ died
in

" for
nothing ".
Chrfct i«^ a]] in it (1
Cor. i. 30)
hence its absolute free'ness.
ttj ovtov \apiTi repeats the same thing
:

:

as Swpcdv signifies that we contribute
nothing, ttj ovtov x*P lTt signifies that
h olfi charge is freely
-***£
supplied by
God. ovtov in this position has a certain
-wOBhasis^ 8 to. ttjs diroXvTpwo-cws ttjs
iv X. M.
The justification of the sinful,
»<irJLhfi»coming to them of that righteousness of God which is manifested in the
Gospel, takes effect through the redemption that is in Christ Jesus.
Perhaps

w

"
"
liberation
would be a fairer word
than " redemption " to translate diroXvIn Eph. i. 7, Col. i. 14, Heb.
Tpwo-ts.
/x. 15, it is
equal to forgiveness. 'AttoXv-

LXX

in the
there
Tpwo-is itself is rare
but one instance, Dan. iv. 29, in which
6 xpo vo s P ov ttjs airoXvTpwo-ews signifies
;

is

!

hojpeay

xf)

auroC \Apni,

25. &V

'Itjgtou,

Trpoe'Oe-ro

81a.

6 0eos

17.

the middle to their loss (not necessarily
to their sensible or conscious loss) they
come short. The present tense implies
that but for sin men might be in enjoyment of " r\ 8<J|o tov 0eov ". Clearly
this cannot be the same as the future
heavenly glory of God spoken of in v.
2: as in John v. 44, xii. 43, it must be
the approbation or praise of God. This
sense of 8o|a is easily derived from that
of "reputation," resting on the praise
or approval of others.
Of course the

it

in.

the time of Nebuchadnezzar's recovery
from his madness. There is here no

suggestion of price or cost. Neither is
there in the common use of the verb
XvTpov<r6ai, Which in

LXX

represents

and JTTD. the words employed
/Nil
~T
TT
'

God's liberation of Israel
3 does not count).
the other hand, the classical examples

to describe

from Egypt

On

(Is. xliii.

favour the idea that a reference to the
cost of liberation is involved in the word.
Thus Jos., Ant., xii. 2, 3 ttXcioVwv 8c tj
TeTpaicoo-iwv raXdvTwv to ttjs airoXv:

Tpwo-ecos *yevrjcr€o-0a,i <j>apcva>v k.t.X. ; and
Philo, Quod omnis probus liber, § 17 (of
a Spartan boy taken prisoner in war)

airoyvous diroXvTptiMTiv dcrpevo? cavTor
Siexpijo-aTo, where it is at least most
natural to translate " having given up
hope of being held to ransom ". In the

N.T., too, the cost of man's liberation
often emphasised: 1 Cor. vi. 20, vii.

is

23, 1 Pet. i. 18 f., and that especially
where the cognate words XvTpov and
Mc. x. 45,
dvTiXvTpov are employed
1 Tim. ii. 6.
The idea of liberation as
the end in view may often have prevailed
over that of the particular means emand
ployed, but that some means
:

—

—

especially some cost, toil or sacrifice
were involved, was always understood.
It is implied in the use of the word here
that Justification is a liberati on the man
who receives the righteousness of God is
;

set tree

it

from some condition of

by
bondage or peril. From what ? The
answer is to be sought in the connection
of i. 17 and i. 18 he is set free from a
condi tion in which h e_was exposed to
the wrath of God revealed from heaven
in Eph. i. 7, Col. i. 14,
against sim
:

cnroXvTpworis is plainly defined as rein Eph. i. 14, Rom.
mission of sins
viii. 23, 1 Cor. i. 30, it is eschatological.
But the question whether
Ver. 25 f.
the word diroXvTpdxris involves of itself
a reference to the cost at which the
thing is accomplished is after all of minor
consequence that cost is brought out
unambiguously in ver. 25. The diroXvTpoxris is in Christ Jesus, and it is in
Him as One whom God set forth in propitiatory power, through faith (or, reading 8id ttjs ir£o-T6ws, through the faith
referred to), in His blood,
irpoeflero in
"
"
Eph. i. g (cf. Rom. i. 13) is purposed "
but here the other meaning, " set forth
(Vulg. proposuit) suits the context much
:

:

;

morcws 1

iXao-n/jpioy 8i& ti)s

SiKcuoo-urqs auTou, 81&,
1

81a ttjs irio-Tews

edd. omit, but

emphasises
better.

it

16,

E.

so

;

tV

ref.

^ tw

auTou at/xan, els " I^Seif ti/ rrjsm2Cor.viiL

irdpeaiK twv TrpoyeyovoTWi' du.aprnu.dTW>'

BC 8 D 3 KL

and H. give

it

but om. ty|« ^C D 1 F, Origen. Most critical
a place in marg. Weiss puts it in text, and

17,

to ver. 22.

LXX it is the
A
v -) "mercyjTYSS,
(1)

In the
(

one passage

rVYQS)

is

-

at least, Ex.

rendered iXcumj-

which is possibly a compiov liriOcpa,
bination of two translations a literal
"
"
"
or " covering ; and a
lid
one, a
" a
propitiafigurative or spiritual one,.
Many scholars argue that Paul's
tory ".
use must follow that of the LXX, faof his
miliarity with which on the part
readers is everywhere assumed. But the

—

necessity is not quite apparent ; and not
to mention the incongruities which are
introduced if Jesus is conceived as the
mercy-seat upon which the sacrificial

—

His own blood— is sprinkled,
there are grammatical reasons against
Paul must have written,
this rendering.
to be clear, to iXcwmfipiov t| p. w v, or some
8
Cf. 1 Cor. v. "
equivalent phrase.
"
mercy-seat
(Christ our passover).
is not such a self-evident, self-interpretit at
idea, that the Apostle could lay

blood

L 28.

1

has been taken in

IXflurnfciov

rendering of
seat".

W.

with

various ways.

xxv.

6n
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MaparjX irpoicaicaiOevTa

owing

cisive,

Sie'crwacv) is inde-

to the doubtful reading.*

Perhaps the grammatical question is
insoluble ; but there is no question that
Christ is conceived as endued with propitiatory power, in virtue of His death.
He is set forth as iXao-Tijpios(v) iv tw
avTov atpa/ri.
It is His blood that
It seems a mere whim of
covers sin.
rigour to deny, as Weiss does, that the
death of Christ is here conceived as
It is in His blood that
sacrificial.
Christ is endued with propitiatory power ;
and there is no propitiatory power of
blood known to Scripture unless the
blood be that of sacrifice.
It is not
necessary to assume that any particular
the
sacrifice
sin
say
offering is in
view ; neither is it necessary, in order to
find the idea of sacrifice here, to make

—

—

IXao-rqpiov neuter, and supply 6vpo it
enough to say that for the Apostle the
ideas of blood with propitiatory virtue,
and sacrificial blood, must have been the
;

is

same. The precise connection and purpose of Sia (tt)«) irio-Tcws is not at once
clear.
Grammatically, it might be construed with iv t$ avTov atpon cf. Eph.
ing
the heart of his gospel without a word i. 15, Gal. iii. 26 (?), Mk. i. 15 but this
of explanation. Consequently (2) many lessens the emphasis due to the last
Of words. It seems to be inserted, almost
take IXoo-Tiipiov as an adjective.
those who so take it, some supply 0v>* parenthetically, to resume and continue

A

;

;

t

or UpcTov,
explicit.

no

making the idea of sacrifice
But it is simpler, and there is

valid objection, to

make
"

it

masculine,

whom God

the idea of ver. 22, that the righteousness of God which comes in this way,

—

namely, in Christ,

whom God

has set

set forth in propitiatory power in virtue of
This use Hi s death comes only to those wh o
Men are saved freely, and it is
of the word is sufficiently guaranteed by Relieve.
1
ircptyopos 8' oaitos all God's work, not in the very least
Jos., Ant., xvi. 7,
their ownj^yet that work does not ava il
I£q'ci ical tov Wovs iXao-rijptov pvfjpa
The passage i n for anyone"who does not by faith acc e^
KaT€<rK€voo-oTO.
. . .
to the worTdin
4 Mace. xvii. 22 (koI 81a tov aiparos it! What God has given
T uv cvo-cpuv Ikcivwv koA tov IXao-TTjpiov _Christ infinitely gr fiat and absolutely free
8eia irpovoia tov as it is, is literally nothing unless it is
[tov] 6avaTov o,vt«v t|

in agreement with 6> :
forth in propitiatory power ".

—

:

T

*
with the reading tow OavaTov,
Seeberg, Der Tod Christi, S. 185, adduces it
to support the view that in iXao-Tiipiov (as a substantive) Paul is thinking not of
the concrete Kapporeth, but only of that on account of which this sacred article
received its name ; in other words, of a covering by which that is hidden from
God's eyes on account of which He would be obliged to be angry with men.
= a means of propitiation (as this
It is possible to take IXcurriipiov as a substantive
Mace, shows, if we read tov OavaTov), without special allusion to
from

passage
the

ill S3*

4

But scc Deis8mann, Bibelstudun,

S. 121

ff.
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cV tQ A^oxfi too 6eou, 26. wp6s eVocigiy ttjs 8iKaioo«Jnf]S auTou <V
t« vOv Katpw, els to ctrai cujtV Socaioi' ical oiKaiourra t6k 4k ttuttcus

'

.

Faith must have its place, therethe profoundcst statement of the
""Gospel, as the correlative of grace. Thus
81a (ttjs) TTi<rTea>s> though parenthetic,
is of the last importance.
With els

with a

view to demonstrate His

taken.

ter

fore, in

righteousness, that He might be righteous Himself, arid accept as righteous
him who believes in Jesus."
The
words kv ry vvv Koup$ refer to the Gospel
Age, the tim e in which beli evers live, in
contrast to the time when God exercised

ttjs SiKaioo-vKijs a^Tov k.t.X.
are shown God's purpose in setting
forth Christ as a propitiation in His
forbearance, and men were tempted to
accuse Him of indifference to righteousIt is done with a view to deblood.
monstrate His righteousness, owing to ness. irgds, as~~distinguished from ets,
the passing by of the sins previously makes us think rather of the person
committed in the forbearance of God. contemplating the end than of the
b ut there is n o
God's righteousness in this place is ob- end contemplated
viously an attribute of God, on which "essential difference, rhv IvScigiv: the
the sin of the world, as hitherto treated article means "the ?v8ci£is already
Up till now, mentioned in ver. 25 ". But the last
by Him, has cast a shadow.
He has clause, els t6 elvai avr&v k.t.X., is the
God has " passed by " sin.
" winked at "
(Acts xvii. 30) the transgres- most important. It makes explicit the
sions of men perpetrated before Christ whole intention of God in dealing with

ev8ei£iv

we

;

by mean s_o f^a propitiation. Go d's
righteousness, compromised as it seemed
by His forbearance, might have been
vindicated in another way
if He had

came (irpo-Y€yov<$TCi>v), lv Tfj avoxij avTov.
The last words may be either temporal

sin

or causal while God exercised forbearance, or because He exercised it, men
"sinned, so to speak, with impunity, and
God's character was compromised. The
underlying thought is the same as in Ps.
1.
"These things hast Thou done,
21
and I kept silence : Thou thoughtest that
I was altogether such an one as Thyself".
:

;

:

:

Such had been the course of Providence
owing to His forbearance in

that God,

suspending serious dealing with sin, lay
under the im putation of bein g in,di ffi* rfrnfc
But the time had now come to
to it."

-

'

remove

this

imputation, and vindicate

was possible
possible now,
with Christ set forth in His blood as a
propitiation, to maintain that sin was a.
the Divine character.

once,

it

If

it

was no longer

thing which God regarded with indifferPaul does not say in so many
ence*
words what it is in Christ crucified
which constitutes Him a propitiation,
and so clears God's character of the
charge that He does not care for sin
He lays stress, however, on the fact that
an essential element in a propitiation is
that it should vindicate the Divine
righteousness. It should proclaim with
unmistakable clearness that with sin God
can hold no terms. (The distinction between irdpco-is, the suspension, and
a<j>€<ri5, the revocation, of punishment, is
borne out, according to Lightfoot, Notes
:

on Epp. of St. Paul,

p. 273, by classical
essential here.)
In ver. 26
restated, and the significance
of a propitiation more fully brought out.
"
Yes, God set Him forth in this charac-

usage, and

this idea

is

is

executed judgment upon sin, it would
have been a kind of vindication. He
would have secured the first ^bjec l of
u mat He
ver. 26
might be Tighteous
Himself". But part of God's object was
the ungodly (chap, iv. 5), upo n
to
justify
certain conditions; and this could .uot
be attained by the execution of judg
ment up on— sim
To combine both
objects, and at once vindicate Hi s own
righteousness, and pu t righteousness
within reach of the sinful, it was necessary that instead of executing judgment
God should provide a propitiation. This
,He did when He set forth Jesus in His
blood for the acceptance of faith. (Haring
takes the evSctgis of God's righteousness
here to be the same as the " revelation "
of Sikouoo-vvt) 0€ov in i. 17, or the
" manifestation " of it in iii. 21
but
;
is only possible if with him we
completely ignore the context, and
especially the decisive words, 81a ttjv

this

irdpccriv

t<uv

irpoye-vovrfTttv

ap.apTT]>

The

question has been raised
whether the righteousness of God, here
spoken of as demonstrated at the Cross,
is His judicial (Weiss) or His penal
righteousness (Meyer). This seems to
me an unreal question the righteousness of God is the whole character of
God so far as it must be conceived as
inconsistent with any indifference about
p.dT<i>v.)

;

It is a more serious question if we
sin.
ask what it is in Christ set forth by God
in His blood which at once vindicates

IIPOS

»6— a8.
27. noO ouv

'ItjctoG.

tuv cpywv;

tq

Kaux'H^S;

&XX& 81&
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you,ou
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28. Xoyi^ojxeGa ouv

1

1
1
ovv so BCD 3 KL 17, but yap
F, Origen-interp. The division of authorities
here is like that in ver. 25, and the edd. decide in the same way. W. and H. put
3
yap in text, ovv in marg. Weiss puts ovv in text, itio-tci Sixaiovo-Oai fr^ KL 17,
but Sucaiovo-dai iriorft fc^ABCD.

^AD

;

God's character and makes
for

Him

to justify those

The passage
explicit

avrov

itself

—except

in

it

possible

difficulty

who

believe.

as

tticttcvciv

argue that
demonstrated His righteousness either
by punishment or by propitiation, therefore punishment and propitiation have
no relation to each other. Christ was a
propitiation in virtue of His death ; and
however a modern mind may construe
it, death to Paul was the doom of sin
To say that God set forth Christ as a

;

throughout

God

:

as offered to faith through the rein Christ Jesus, is concluded.
Apostle points out two inferences

demption

.

propitiation in His blood is the same
thjng as to say that God made Him to b e
~ sin for us. God's righteousness, thereat the C ross,
fs demonstrated
iofe";
because there, in Christ's death, It is
rriacTe once for all apparent that He does
not palter with sin the doom of sin falls
by His appointment on the Redeemer.
And it is possible, at the same time, to
accept as righteous those who by faith
unite themselves to Christ upon the

genitive,

™

pedantic and inept
since God could have

to

in

regarding Mtjo-ov
as the use of
the N.T. (Gal.
ii.
such
16, e.g.) requires us to do
ck irio-T€«s 'A{3padp
expressions as
(iv. 16) are not in the least a reason to
the contrary: they only illustrate the
See
flexibility of the Greek language.
on ver. 22 above.
Vers. 27-31.
I n these verses the pos itive exposition o? the righteousness of

contains nothing
the words iv t$

It is

atftari.

whatever

objective

The

which can be drawn from it, and which
go to commend it to religious minds.

The

first is,

that

it

excludes boasting

,

A religious constitution under

which men
could make claims, or assume anything,
in th"e"presenc c ot Ciod, must nece ssarily
~bc false it is at least one mark oftruth

j

;

in the Christian doctrine of justification
that by it such presumption is made Tm- A'
The second
that in its uni- *s
le.

3

jossib
versality and its sameness for all men, it
and identify themselves with Him is consistent with (as '"deed it flow s
There can3?e
in His death: for in doing so they ~ from) the g nitv °^ Go d.
"
"submit i n Him to the Divine sentence no step-children in th e family of Go d a
ht system which teaches that there are, like
U£on sin, and at botto m become rig
Cross,

"

;

,

wrEri~G6<n It is misleading to render that current among the jews, mus t be
a system like the Christian,
els to elvdi avrov Siicaiov k. SiicaiovvTa, "wron g ;
" that He
might be just and yet the which excludes such an idea, is at least
the Apostle only means so tar rigTrE In ver. 31 an objection is
justifier," etc.
that the two ends have equally to be raised. The" whole system just expounded
secured, not that there is necessarily an may be said to make Law void to
But it is stultify and disannul all that has ever
antagonism between them.
more than misleading to render "that been regarded as in possession of Divine
He might be just and therefore the moral authority in the world. In reality,
"
:
there is no conception of the Apostle answers in a word, its effect
justifier
righteousness, capable of being clearly is p recisely the reverse: it establishes
carried out, and connected with the 'taw.
Ver. 27. irov ovv ; where, since this is
Cross, which makes such language intelligible.
(See Dorner, System of the case, is boasting ? IgcicXc io-Or) for
Christian Doctrine, iv.,
14,
English the use of the tense, cf. €J3\t)0t| and
It is the love of God,
l|T)pdv0T) in John xv. 6 ; it is equivalent
Translation.)
" is
peremptorily, or once for all,
according to the consistent teaching of to,
New
which
the
Testament,
provides shut out ". 8ia iroiov vop.ov ; By what
the propitiation, by which God's right- kind of law ? In other words, How is
eousness is vindicated and the justi- the "law," the divinely appointed
fication of the ungodly made possible.
spiritual order, or constitution, which
t6v Ik irto-T6»s Mtjo-ov is every one who excludes boasting, to be characterised ?
" the works " which it
Is it by
is properly and sufficiently characterised
prescribes,
as a believer in Jesus.
There is no and which those who live under it per*
'

:

—

:
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29

31.

SiKaiouoOai av'OpwTroK, x^P^ cpycjK kofjiou.
29. t) 'IouScuojk
*
2
•
; ouxl &^ «ol e'Oi'wy ; ml, Kal tQv&v
|jl6kof
30. c-rreiircp eis
e € 6 s , 8§ 8iKai<5a€i ircpiTOfif)K cV iriaTcws, Kal aKpoPuonw 8id ttjs

ttlotci

6 Geos
p

Tim.

1

6 p

it

<tt

31. v6p.ov 06V KaTapyouu-ey ota

irtorT€ws.

1

NACFKL

17

uovuv

;

;

No

^ ABCD F, etc., read urravopcv.
2

1

character is given when
constitution or law of
Nojjios in these brief questions is evidently used in a wide sense
to denote the religious order or system
under which men live, regarded as
established by God, and having His
authority ; the O.T. religion and the

form

?

call

:

it

its

a

" faith ".

religion, unlike, and in some ways
opposed, as they are, are alike vdjios
divine institutes.

N.T.

—

Ver. 28. Xoyij;dp.e0a yap see critical
In \oyi&rfp.c0a there is no idea of
an uncertain conclusion it rather suggests the confident self-consciousness of
"
the reasoner.
any
avdpwirov is not
human being," as if beings of another
sort could be justified otherwise : it is
" or " one ".
like the German " man
Cf
1 Cor. iv. 1, vii. 1, xi. 28, Gal. ii. 16.
:

note.

:

The sharp

distinction drawn between
and works of law, as characterising
two different religious systems, shows
that faith must not itself be interpreted
In principle it is a
^S s a-wurfejoflaw.
faith

V

"renunciatiotT-ef

such confidence as

all

legal obedience inspires.

^ MovSatwv & 6cos uoVov;
to evade the conclusion of
as is here
ver. 28 would be to suppose
presented by way of alternative that
God is a God of Jews only. But the
supposition is impossible there is only
one God, and therefore He must b e God
of all, of Gentiles and Jews alike. 'This
Is assumed as an axiom ~by~trIe~"Apostle.
Ver. 29

f.

The only way

—

—

:

the best attested reading, but
the argument seems to require that it
should " approximate to the sense of
ciircp

is

"

cTTtiTrep

N.T.,

y«VoiTO

^op.ov urrwfACK.

For urrwpev,

we

•

JiT|

2

For

eirciircp
3

moT€«s ;

B (W. and H. marg.). 8c om. ^ABCDFK.
read
but Weiss regards
cireiircp fc^ABCD
curcp, and so most editors
(which is not found elsewhere in the N.T.) as the true reading.

fiovov
2

ttjs

8

dXXa

Language of the
which is a variant " if,

(Simcox,

171),
as is the fact ".*
p.

:

It is

simplest to read

30 as explaining and confirming
what precedes
He is God of the

ver.

:

Gentiles also,
* But
ctircp
would deny).

if

=

as

if

is

the fact

God

is
'

God

is

and (consequently) He will justify
;
the circumcision on the ground of faith
and the uncircumcision by means of
one

SiKaiwo-ci is probably logical,
rather than temporal, whether the reference be made to the last judgment,
or to each case, as it arises, in which

faith.

God justifies. Lightfoot insists on drawing a distinction between Ik itio-tcws and
" The
81a. ttjs irCo-Tews in this passage.
" will
difference," he says,
perhaps best
be seen by substituting their opposites,
011 Sucaiwo'ci
ircptTop.T)v Ik v<Sp.ov, ovSI
when, in
&Kpo(3vo"riav 81a tov vdfiov
the case of the Jews, the falsity of
their
the case of
starting-point, in
the Gentiles, the needlessness of a
new instrumentality, would be insisted
on." (Notes on Epistles of St. Paul, p.
But a comparison of ii. 26, v. 1,
274.)
ix. 30, Gal. iii. 8 (Weiss), shows that
Paul does not construe the prepositions
so rigorously and in point of fact, what
he does insist upon here is that justification is to be conceived in precisely the
same way for Jew and Gentile. The Ik
n-to-Tews and Sia ttjs Trf<rre»s serve no
purpose but to vary the expression.
Ver. 31. vop,ov ovv KaTa.pyovp.cv 81a
" law "
ttjs Trio-Tews ; Do we then annul
through the faith we have been discussing ? Perhaps if Law were written with
a capital letter, it would suggest the true
:

:

The Apostle speaks as from
the consciousness of a Jewish objector :
is all that we have ever called Law
the whole Jewish religion that divinely
established order, and everything of the
same nature made void by faith ? God
on the contrary,
forbid, he answers
Law is set upon a secure footing for the
meaning.

—

—

—

:

;

first

time

it

gets

its rights.

To

prove

was one of

the main tasks lying
upon the Apostle of the New Covenant.
One species of proof is given in chap iv.,
this

indeed one (which no Jew, the supposed interlocutor,
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IV. 1—4-

IV.

Tl

I.
1

crdpica

ipou\itv 'A|3paap. rbv iraripa

ofiV

2. el

;

'A{3paaji e§

yap

ou irpos tok 6eoV. 2
'AJ3pad|A

tw 0ew,

3. ti

ical

yap

eXoyia0Y)

rj

Kara

Xeyei;

ypatpr]

aurw

els 8iKaiocruvrp\
*

tw 8e

4.

X^P 1 ^ dXXd Kara to

The T.R. Appaap. tov
For

euprjKcVcu

epywy eoncaudGT], eyti KauxTju-a, &XX'
" 'Eiricrreuo-e 8e

epya£ou.€Vw 6 jxiaGos ou Xoyi£eTai Kara
1

Tju.wi'

615

found

iraTepa t)|awv cvpTjKcvai is
ira/rcpa, irpoTraropa is read in

^ ABC
1

16.

KLP, Theodoret and

in
1

Ver.

6<J)et-

evp-qKevai stands
In B 47 1 cvprpccvai is
before Appaap in fc^ACDFG lat. and Egypt, versions, etc.
omitted. The omission (see commentary) gives the easiest and most suitable text.
later fathers.

W.

and H. omit

omits
2

it

irpos tov 0€ov

where

it

from their text but put

in marg., inserting
;

it

om. tov

in text.

Weiss

shows that representative
Old Dispensation, like
Abraham, were justified by faith. That
is the Divine order still, and it is securer
Another
than ever under the Gospel.
he

is

given in chaps,

vi.-viii.,

where the new life of the Christian is
" the
unfolded, and we are shown that
"
/just demands of the law are fulfilled in
The
/ believers, and in believers only.
\j claim which the Apostle makes here^and
•
establishes in the se two pass ages, is the
Same as that in 'our Lord's wo rdsT"!
came not t o destroy (the law or the pro'

phets), but to fulfil.
Chapter IV. Vers. 1-8.

—

in

marg.

retains

etc.

The R.V.

after epo-up-ev.

it.

^ABCD^.

saints under the

kind of proof

it

,

The justifi-

cation of Abraham, considered in relation
to the doctrine just expounded in iii.
The point to be made out is that
21-31.
the justification of Abraham does not
traverse but illustrates the Pauline doc-

be adopted (see critical note),
is necessary in the interpretation.
To take koto o-dpica with cvprjKeWhat
voi, as though the question were
shall we say that our forefather Abraham found in the way of natural human
6vpY)icevai

no change

:

as opposed to the way of grace
? is to put a sense on koto.
o-dpica which is both forced and irrelevant. The whole question is, What do
effort,

and

faith

you make of Abraham, with such a
theory as that just described ?
With AXX* ov irpos t6v 6e6v
Ver. 2 f.
the Apostle summarily repels the ob" You
say he has ground of
jection.
boasting ? On the contrary, he has no
ground of boasting in relation to God,
For what does the Scripture say ?

Abraham

believed

imputed to

Him

The

God,
for

and

it

quotation is
exactly as in the

was

righteousness."

from Gen. xv.

LXX,

6,

and

except that

trine.

is

The force of ovv seems to
Ver. 1
be that the case of Abraham, as commonly understood, has at least the appearance of inconsistency with the
"
Pauline doctrine.
What, then, i.e.,
on the supposition that vers. 21-31 in
chap. iii. are a true exposition of God's
method, shall we say of Abraham, our
Does
forefather according to the flesh ?
For
not his case present a difficulty ?

Paul writes lirio-Tcvorcv 8e t<j> 0€<j> instead
of koA eirio-Teuo-ev tw 8c<{), which serves
partly to bring out the contrast between
the real mode of Abraham's justification,

if

he was

justified

by works

(as

one

may

assume), he has ground for boasting
(whereas boasting, according to the previous argument, iii. 27, is excluded)."
This seems to me by far the simplest
The
interpretation of the passage.
speaker is a Jewish Christian, or the
Apostle putting himself in the place of
koto, crdpica goes with t6v irpoirdone.
Topo f]\t.a>v t because the contrast with
another kind of fatherhood belonging to
Abraham is already in the Apostle's
thoughts see ver. 11. If the reading
:

and the mode suggested in ver. 2, partly
to give prominence to faith, as that on
which his argument turned. The reading iTrurrevo-ev 8e is also found in Jas. i.
i., 605
(Mangey), as well as
Clem. Rom., I., x., 6, and Just. Martyr,
Dial., 92 so that it was probably current,
It
is
and not introduced by Paul.
assumed that something not in itself

23, Philo

:

reckoned to Abraham
only on this assump-

righteousness was
as righteousness
tion is boasting in
Ver. 4 f. The
;

his case excluded.
faith

of Abraham,

in

whatever way it may be more precisely
determined by relation to its object,
agrees with Christian faith in the
essential characteristic, that

work.

Werken umgehet

:

—dernotmita

it

To him who works

is

Luther — the

reward
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6i6
tw 8e

•

bVer. 34;

5.

Xtjjia

rbv da6J3Tj,
c Ch. ii. a6,
iz.8.

b

moTeuoiri 81

£irl

rbv SiKotouvTa

°

maris aurou

6. Ka0d7T€p
eis
SiKcuoaun^.
Xoyi£€T<u
Kal AaJ3!S Xe'yei rbv uaKapicrudi' tou dyOpwirou, <3 6 6eos Xoyi£cTai
ifj

xw P ls

oucaioaufn/,

Kal
1

acrepTj

u$) ipyaj^ouefew,

*

IV.

;

"
cpywi',

t-rreKaXu<J>9T]aav at

ojk

for this

fr^FG

7*

Maicdpioi wy &$tQr)<Tav at dvouiai,
8.

duapTiai.

have the form

ao-fpNjv,

uaKdpios

dvt]p

on which see Winer,

u>

"

ou

p.T]

p. 76.

found in fc^BD^ (so LXX in N*AB).
and H.
^B). W.
"
ov is the better supported reading,
naturally
text, (p in marg.
U but 9
y j» ns
"
established itself as the more euphonious
(S. and H.).

N ACD FKL ov
3

3

-

For a)
put ov in

is

reckoned, not by way of grace (as in
Abraham's case), but by way of debt.
But to him who does not work, i.e., who
does not make works his ground of hope
toward God but believes on Him who
is

—

his

reckoned

faith
justifies the ungodly,
Ver. 5 describes the
for righteousness.
is

category under which Abraham falls, but
is not a generalisation from his case.
The do-epTjs (Gen. xviii. 23, Prov. xi. 31,
chap. v. 6) is a person who has no claim

if he is justified, i»
justification
must be not on the ground of works, but
freely, by God's grace, on which he relies
through faith. Of course to believe i n
ttnsgrac£Qf GoT is t6 do BOhTelTlhig
but it is to for
it ts a work
som ething whic mvolves a complete re :
we can_q o
"rmrreiatTo n 01' hop e'

to

:

^

;

i

;

^wit hout

God

,

it

excludes merit, boast-

Cf. Philo,
ing, justification 4£ epywv.
in Mayor on Jas. i. 21) :
i., 486 (quoted

Sikcuov yap ovtus ovSev «s aKpcvra)
Kal duiyci r% 7rpos 6cov uovov iriarci
Kexp'qo'Oat ... to iirl p.6v<t> t$ ovti
Pc(3aius Kal olkXivw? oppeiv . . . Sikoi00-vvns p.ovov epyov. The whole Paul-

summed up in
God who justifies the

could

ine

gospel

this

one word

—

be

what
device,
any pretensions or
claims of man? It is sometimes argued
(on the ground that all God's actions
must be "ethical") that God can only
pronounce just, or treat as just, those
who actually are just but if this were so,
what Gospel would there be for sinful
ungodly.

"fodfTY

'is

Under

that

there for

;

"

men ? This " ethical
with the Pharisaism in
before he knew what
were, and it led him to

is

identical

,

mercy whicn is righTeous altogether, and
enables them throu gh faith, in spite of
to ente r into a new rela__what they are,
to Himself, in which goodness beco nies possible for them
There can be
no spiritual life at all for a sjnful.jnan
unless he can get a n initial assurance of
an unchanging lov e oi God deeper than
_sin. and he gets this at the Cross.
He*
.fr'o n

.

t

by believing in Jesus, and it is
The whole secret
justification by faith.
of New Testament Christianity, and of
every revival of religion and reformation
of the Church is in that laetum et ingens
it

gets

paradoxon, 0e6s o Sikoiwv rbv

dcre^r}.

Ver. 6 ff. Kaddircp xal Aa(3!8 David
is not a new illustration of this doctrine,
but a new witness to it. The argument
:

on Gen. xv. 6 is in agreement
with what he says in the 32nd Psalm.
The quotation exactly reproduces the
LXX. Xe'yei t6v jiaKa.picrp.6v tov dvdpw"
irov
pronounceth blessing upon the
man," etc. (R.V.) or, speaks the feliciHe does so in the
tation of the man.
exclamation with which the Psalm opens.

just based

:

:

Obviously to impute righteousness without works, and freely to forgive sins,
are to Paul one and the same thing.
Yet the former is not a merely negative

It -le ads

idea there is in it an actual bestowment
of grace, an actual acceptance with God,
as unlike as possible to the establishment

never begeTtsThe temper of the Gospel.
The paradoxical phrase, Him that justifieth the ungodly, does not suggest that
justification is a fiction, whether legal or

of an unprejudiced neutrality between
God and man, to which the forgiveness
of sins is sometimes reduced.
In these verses the justiVers. 9-12.
fication of Abraham appears in a new
In virtue of its ground in his
light.
faith, he is not only a forefather kotoi

which Paul lived
Christ and faith

despair.
either to_despair_or jto a t emper
tn at of t ne Pharisee rather than
What it can
tHe~ptTbljt&n oi Lllke xviii.
al l

\

gospel

of any other sortj^tthat it is a mir acle.
It is a thing that only TjOt^fca'n' SChl'ftve,
and that calls into act and manifestation
all the resources of the Divine nature.
It is achieved through an unparalleled
re velation of the judgment and the m ercy
of God . The miracle ot trie GospSt-is
that God comes to the ungodly, with a

men

which

is

:
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9. 'O

XoyurnTai Kupios djiapTUXK.**
ireptTO|xrji',

tu

$\

'AjBpadji,

•

11

.

e-irl

iricrrts

r\

okti,

TrcptTOjxfj

jSuaTia

Kal

4k

?]

Kal

ttjk

d

617

uaKapiorjxds ofiV outos,

dKpoj3uoriaK

els SiKaioaurnv.

;

Xeyou-ek

10. irus

dxpopuoria; ouk ck

ydp on

iirl tt]k d GaLiv.15.

eXoyiadiri

ofiV ekoyicrQy] ;

-rrepiTojju),

4k

dXX' iv dicpo-

1
2Xaj3e irepiTouTjs, •o <J>payi8a tt)s StKaioowrjs
,

<rrjjJL€ioK

e a Cor. L22;

L

I3
ets to eiKai auTov 7raTepa irdvTWK
-n) dKpoj3u<rria
i vf 3a
twk "irioreuoKTWK 'Si' aKpofJucrrias, eis to XoyiaOrjvai Kal auTots TtjKf Ch. il 37.
•

ttjs iriorews Tt]S iv

1

ircpiTO}U)s

^BC2DFKL,

arapKa (i.e., the natural ancestor of the
Jews), but he is the spiritual ancestor
The faith which was
of all believers.
imputed to bim for righteousness conit is the same in
stitutes him such
essence as Christian faith ; and so it
him and all
is a vital bond between
who believe, whether they be Jews or
God's method has been the
Gentiles.

etc.

;

ir«piTop,i]K

AC 1

,

'

etc.

describe circumcision as a symbol or
pledge that one is in covenant with God.
So even of heathens : " Og was circumcised,

and Moses feared ]"VM

17U?

J"Y^!!1>

*0Dfa

;

same through
This
tent

.

paxapi.o-p.6s o3v
felicitation, then, what is

6

?

Does

it

or to

only,

ovtos
its

:

ex-

apply to the circumcision
the uncircumcision also ?

itive of apposition.
With els to clvai
the Divine purpose in this relation of
circumcision to justification in the case
of Abraham is explained.
Things were
ordered as has been described that he
might be father of all that believe while
uncircumcised (as he himself did) that
the righteousness in question might be
imputed to them ; and father of circumcision (i.e., of persons circumcised) in the
case of those who are not only circumcised, but also walk in the steps of the
faith which he had while not circumcised.
It was God's intention that Abraham
should be the representative and typical

Just as vers. 1-8 correspond to iii. 27 f.,
so do vers. 9-12 correspond to iii. 29-31.
God is not the God of the Jews only, but
of the Gentiles also, and the Apostle's
purpose here is to show that the felicitation of the justified in Ps. xxxii. is not
limited by circumcision.
Xcyopcv yap
for our proposition is, that his
k.t.X.

—

:

was reckoned,

faith

etc.

ovv fXoyfo-drj; To say
that his faith was reckoned as righteousness, without mentioning circumcision,
suggests that the latter was at least not
still it is not decisive,
indispensable
and so the further question must be
Ver. 10.

:

shewed Leviathan sigillum V\Y^TV\Vi)
Abrahami patris nostri u
See Schoettgen, Wetstein, or Delitzsch, ad loc.
ircpiTop.TJ§ (for which W. and H. have
in margin ircpi.Top.Tjv) must be a gen-

all history.

9.

Ver.

ejus ".

propter signum foederis
But usually of Jews " Jonah

irfis

;

bel iever, in whom pH bejl>v» rg without
under what conditions^ "cfrsfinction should recognise their spiritual
faith thus reckoned to himT father ; the Divine metnocTof justification
Was it when he was circumcised or" was to be inaugurated and illustrated in
when he was uncircumcised ? History him, as it should hold good for all who
enables Paul to answer, Not when he were to be justified: accordingly the
was rirrnmdsed b uj; when-he was un- whole process took place antecedent to
circumcised. AbfaKam's justification is his circumcision, and in no circumstances
narrated i n Gen. xy rr bis circum,cfcfop has circumcision any essential relation to
minis fnmli n yi 11 m this pEcaivhlessing. For its true mejmiarg
not till G jiM, jmi
Ono vk
later
hence it was not his circumcision ''anaadyantage see on ii."2gl
on which he depended for acceptance Ik ircpiTop.tjsp.dvov, see Simcox, Lanwith God.
guage of th§ N.T., 184. The grammar
On the contrary, he re- in ver. 12 is faulty, and Westcott and
Ver. 11 t
in
circumcision
a
a/
Hort suspect a primitive error. Either
of
ceived a sign
^ y
the righteousness of the faith which he tois before oroixovonv must be omitted,
Both sign or it must be changed, as Hort suggests,
had while uncircumcis ed.
into avTois, if we are to express the
are freand seal

—
asked, How
—
was his

i.e.,

T

1

,

:

^Hto)

h

(DHin)

quently used by Rabbinical writers to

meaning correctly. The sense required
by the context is not open to doubt. For

•

12. Kal

Sikcuoowth'

aXXa Kal
g Ch.

PQMAI0Y2
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6i8

ix.

4

Gal. Hi.
17 ff.
Eph.ii.12
;

iii. 6.

;

iraWpa

tois oroixoucri

*

'A|3paau.

(j

tw

Vj

13.

o-ir^puaTi auTOu, to

dXXa 81a SiKaioowTjs
K£KeVo>Tai

ircpiTOUTjs toIs 06V ck ircpiTop/fjs jioVov,

tois ixKeai ttjs £y

tou iraTpos i)u,wv 'AjSpadp..

IV.

irtorews.

Ou yap 81a

rrj

&Kpof3uoria

14.

moris, Kal Karrjpyrpai

d

yap

rj

ol €K v6\lov KX-npoyojioi,

15. 6 yotp you.os

•

rj

^irayyeXia

1
tois o-toixovo-iv is found in all MSS. but cannot be right; see note
1
mentary below. Om. tq before aKpopvarria ^ABCD F.
2
Om. tov before Koo-fiov fc^ABCD, etc.

8i'

aicpo|3wrias

cf.

ii.

For the dative

27.

tois txvcoriv see Philipp.

iii.

16, Gal. v.

But cf. also Winer, p. 274.
The argument of vers.
13-15.
9-12 is reiterated and confirmed here in
other terms.
Abraham is the father of
all believers
for it is not through law
that the promise is given to him or his
seed, that he should be heir of the world
a condition which would limit the inheritance to the Jews, but through the
faith
a
condition
righteousness of
16, 25.

Vers.

:

—

—

which e^ejidsjt-to-aH^who believe. We
might have expected a quasi-historical

proof of this proposition, similar to the
proof given in 10 f. that Abraham's justification did not depjnd on circumcision.
But the Apostle takes another and more
Instead of arguing
speculative line.
from the O.T. narrative, as he does in
Gal. iii. 14-17, that the promise was given
a justified man before the (Mosaic)
of, and therefore must be
fulfilled to all independently of law, he
argues that law and promise are mutually
exclusive ideas.
For (ver. 14) if those
who are of law, i.e., Jews only, as partisans of law, are heirs, then faith (the
to

law was heard

correlative of promise) has been
vain, a ndthe piomise^of no effect .
this

made

is

oF Taw and prosupported by the actual

of the law in human experience.
For the law works wrath the very opBut where there is
posite of promise.
not law, there is not even transgression,
stril less the wrath which
transgression

effect

—

Here, then, the other series
provokes.
of conceptions finds its sphere : th e
ruled hy 4>r ace, j3tP""'sn apjft
"^rldifl
^SWfTThis is the woricr lnwhich Abra-

ham

lived, and in which all believers live
and as its typical citizen, he is father of
them all.
;

Ver. 13.
lirayyeXCa is the Divine
promise, which is identical with salvation in the widest sense.
The word implies thai the promise is held out by God
-Jj

in

com-

of his own motion. The peculiar content here assigned to the promise, that
Abraham should be heir of the world,
is not found in so many words in the

O.T.
Schoettgen, on ver. 3, quotes
" Sic
Mechilta, fol. 25, 2.
quoque de
Abrahamo legimus, quod mundum hunc
et mundum futurum non nisi ea de causa
consecutus sit, quia in Deum credidit,

And Wetstein, Tanq.d., Gen. xv. 6.
Abrahamo patri meo
chuma, 165, 1
Deus possidendum dedit caelum et terThese passages prove that the
rain.
idea was not unfamiliar, and it may be
regarded as an extension of the promises
contained in Gen. xii. 7, xvii. 8, xxii. 17.
But what precisely did it mean ? Pos:

sibly participation in the sovereignty ot
Abraham and his seed
the Messiah.
would then be heirs of the world in the
So
sense of 1 Cor. vi. 2, 2 Tim. ii. 12.
Meyer and many others. In the conin
the
words
hownection
which
stand,
seems strained ; and the
ever, this

which
interpretation,
"rationalising"
makes the world Abraham's inheritance
through the spread of Abraham's faith,
and the multiplication of his spiritual
probably to be preferred.
which is conquering the
world is descended from him, its power
lies in that faith which he also had, and
in proportion as it spreads he inherits
the world.
t$ o-ir^pfiaTi atrrov not
Christ, as in Gal. iii. 16, but Abraham's
descendants in the widest sense. 810
it
was not as
8iKaiocruvT]5 itCvtcms
one under law, but as one justified by
faith, that Abraham had the promise
given to him. In the narrative, indeed,
the promise (Gen. xii. 7) antedates the
justification (Gen. xv. 6), but it is repeated at later periods (see above) and
as ver. 14 argues, promise, faith and
justification are parts of one spiritual
whole.
Ver. 14. kckIvwtou cf. 1 Cor. i. 17,
a
ix. 15, 2 Cor. ix. 3.
KOT^pYtjToi
children,

And The

mCoTcpatibility

mise in idea

moreus

'eirayyeXia tw
aiirbv
elvai
tou 2 koojxou,
X-npoyouoy
yop.ou

is

religion

:

:

:

:

12

—
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1
1 6.
KaTepyd^CTai ou y&p ouk Ioti ^ojjlos, ouoe irap<£j3aoris.
h
Sid touto Ik TTtorews, Iva. Kard x <^P l,'> € *S T0 ctmi J3ej3aiav tt)*' Iira/v- h
•

6pyV

Ver.

yeXiay iravrl tw cnrc'pu.aTi, 06 tw Ik toO vojaou /woy, dXXd Kai
tw £K TrioTews 'AjSpadp., os con rraTTjp Trdinw tJjjl&I', 17. (kci0gjs i Gen.

^^YpaiTTai,

""On

ira-rcpa ttoXXwj' cGj'wi' Te'GeiKa ae,")
k

cirurrcuae 6eou, tou
-

£woTroiourros tous yeKpous, Kal KaXourros

ov yap; so

N

3

DFKLP,

word of Paul, who uses it
twenty-five times.
Ver. 15. ipyi]*' wrath, ».*., the wrath
nder a legal disof God. See on i. 18.
pensation sin is stimulated, and brought
men come
into clear consciousness
under the wrath of Go d,**and know that
This is the whole and sole
ihey do.
" the
result of
law," and hence la
cannot be the means through which God_
administers His grace, and makes man"
^he-heizs>i all things^ On the contrary,
to attain this inheritance man must live
under a regime of faith, ov 8e
82 is
the true reading (see critical note), not
law
is not, neither is
but
where
Y<£p:
there irapa{3ao-is. It would not have
been true to say ovSe apapria, for Paul
in chap. ii. recognises the existence and
guilt of sin even where men live avrfuos
but in comparison with the deliberate
and conscious transgression of those who
favourite

:

U

:

w

:

;

live Iv

vo(i<j>,

insignificant

such sin

and

KaT^airi ou

is

comparatively

venial, and is here left
The alternative systems

out of account.
are reduced to two, Law and Grace (or
Promise).
Vers. 16-22. The Apostle can now
develop, without further interruption or
digression, his idea of the representative
(and therefore universal) character of
Abraham's justification. The New Testament cannot be said to subvert the Old
if the method of justification is the same
under both. Nay, it establishes the Old
This is the point which is en(iii. 31).
forced in the closing verses of chap. iv.
Ver. 16 f. Aid tovto because of the
nature of law, and its inability to work
anything but wrath, etc ir Corrects the
subject is the promise, considered in
reference to the mode of its fulfilment.
:

:

iva KaTtt x*P lv X*P IS on God's part is
the correlative of n-Coms on man's, els
This is the
to clvai f3€J3aiav k.t.X.
Divine purpose in instituting the spiritual
order of grace and faith : it is the only
one consistent with universalism in reov t4» Ik tov voitov \16vov dXXd
ligion,
there seems
•ecu t$ Ik irio-Tctos 'APpaap.
:

:

4.

xvii.

k Ch. viiL

"^
Ttt

il'iV

but fr^ABC ov 8c.

some inexactness in expression here.
The seed which is " of the Law " ought
to mean the Jews, as partisans of law in
to be

then the seed
from faith
which is "of the faith of Abraham"
would mean the Gentiles. But the pro-

distinction

:

mise did not belong at all to the seed
which was " of the law," i.e., to the Jews,
as Abr aham's natu ral descendants even
;

in

And the seed
of Abraham is

them, faith was required.
"

which

is

" of the faith

not quite appropriate to describe Gentile
believers exclusively ; the very point of
the argument in the passage is that the
faith of Abraham is reproduced in all the
Still
justified, whether Gentile or Jew.
there seems no doubt .that the persons
meant to be contrasted in the two clauses
are Jewish and Gentile believers (Meyer),
not Jews and Christians (Fritzsche, who
supplies crircpuan before 'Aj3paap.) : the
not
difficulty is that the words do
exactly suit either meaning.
5« loriv ira/rJjp irdvTwv T|pwv.

The

emphatic, and T|pwv expresses
the consciousness of one who has seen
in Abraham the spiritual ancestor of the

irdvTcov

is

new

Christian community, living (as it
and inheriting the promise, by
faith.
Opponuntur haec verba yudaeis,
does),

qui

Abrahamum non nominant

nisi

cum

adjecto *WO\b pater noster (Schoettgen).

When

Paul speaks out of his Jewish con-

sciousness, he shares this pride ("whose
are the fathers," ix. 5) ; when he speaks
as a Christian, to whom the Church is
"the Israel of God" (Gal. vi. 16), and
who can even say " we are the circumcision," he claims all the Jews boasted
of as in reality the property of believers :
.it

is

Christians,

and not Jews by
"

We

birth,

have Abraham
truly say
The earliest indication
to our father ".
(an indirect one) of the Jewish pride in
Abraham is perhaps seen in Is. lxiii. 16.
That Abraham is the father of us all

who can

agrees with

LXX.

The

If there is

Scripture: Gen. xvii. 5
Sti belongs to the quotation.

any parenthesis,

it

should only
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Here only

m Heb.

xi.

Tim.

u>s

cWa.

18. *Os Trap' eX-iu&a

IV.

tXiri'St

itr*

c'irurreuarei', els

to ycKCffdai auTOy iraWpa iroXXwk l^vdv y kotA to etpTjp.e^oi', " Outws
carat to oTrefpua aou f 19. Kal firj daGe^aas tt} morci, *ou x kutc,

vor)<T€

Kal
2

SWa

PQMAI0Y2

m

to eauTOu awjxa

yewcKpwueiJ'oi',

"/]8t)

yeKpcocnv tyjs urjTpas

ttji'

Idppas

^KaTonra^rrjs ttou uTrapx^,
20. cis 8e" ty)? eTrayyeXiar

n

il'

xi.34!

tou 0€ou ou SicKpidt) tt] dmoTia, dXX' eVeWajJuu0T] ttj TTioTei, 8o0s
8d£aK tw 6ew, 21. Kal TrXT)po<f>oprj0€ls 8ti o ^TnqyyeXTai, Sukotos

Om. 01* ^ABC, best MSS. of vulg.,
so DFKLP, Syr. and lat.
All the critical edd. omit ov, though both readings are widely and early attested ;
though the sense is quite good either way, the authorities for the omission are unom.
W. and H. bracket.
doubtedly stronger. t|8tj
47, etc.
Weiss omits.
1

ov KaTcvoTjo-ev

;

etc.

BF

^ACDKLP;

As Abraham has

be from icadws to ai.

this character in Scripture, so

he has

it

before God the two things are one and
the same it is his true, historical, Divine
standing, that he is father of all believers.
The attraction in KaTt'vavrt ov ciriertcvo-cv 8cov is most simply resolved into
but see Winer, p.
k. 0«ov <j> £ttiot€vo-€
In characterising the God
204, 206.
whom Abraham believed, the Apostle
brings out further the correspondence
between the patriarch's faith and that of
He is M God who makes the
Christians.
dead alive and calls things that are not
as though they were ". Such a reference
to Isaac as we find in Heb. xi. 19 (Xoyicrd(icvos on Kal Ik vexpwv cyctpciv SvraTOS
6 8€<5s) is not suggested here (yet see
ver. 24), and hence it is better to take
:

;

:

£<i>oir.

to

tovs vcKpov? of restoring vitality

Abraham, whose body was as good as

In the application, the things
that are not are the unborn multitudes
of Abraham's spiritual children. God
speaks of them (hardly, issues his summons to them) as if they had a being.
dead.

Faith in a

God who

is

thus conceived

comes nearer than anything

On

in

else

Paul to the definition given in

Heb

xi.

ovTa, see Winer, p. 608.
Ver. 18 ff. Abraham's faith descri bed.
It was both contrary to h^pc fo s far as
^natur e could give nope), ap^rpsrerTYm
at Crod coma do what nature
^JfoTpy"Tfo
1.

""""(fidUld

to,

ftol)".

p.T)

"tlf to yeveVrdai avrdv iraWpa

k.t.X. {cf. ver.

n)

is

most properly taken

—

that he
to express the Divine purpose
might become father, etc. (see Moulton's
note in Winer, p. 414) ; not result so
that he became.
kclto. to elp^ficvov,
Ovtws k.t.X., Gen. xv. 5 the passage
is familiar, and the ovtcos is supposed to
suggest its own interpretation the stars

—

:

—

of the heaven.

a-Jj

out

.

do-8evfjo-as

.

KaTevoT|o-ev, within faith, he con-

.

becoming weak

"

sidered his

own

do-0€VTjo-as,

though preceding the verb,

is

body.

The

participle

most naturally interpreted as referring

to a (conceived) result of the action denoted by KaTcvdTjo"«v." Burton, Moods
and Tenses, § 145. This remark holds

good only with the reading Kar€v6i\<riv
if we read ov kot. the
meaning is, He
considered not his body quippe qui no*
:

esset imbecillis
(Winer, p. 610). cKa-rovToerris irov (circiter) vnrapx*>v : his great

age was the primary and fundamental
this seems to be

fact in the situation

:

the suggestion of vrrdpx«v as distinct
from &y. In ver. 20 (els 81 ttjv liroyycXiav) the 82 contrasts with becoming
weak, as he considered his body, the
" He did
actual conduct of Abraham.
not waver in relation to the promise,
in unbelief; on the contrary, he was

strengthened in faith." On 8ieKpi0T|, cf.
Mt. xxiT2i, Jas. i76, Rom. xiv. 23. tq
in strum, dative
dirio-Tta
because of
It is simplest to take tq
unbelief.
irCorntb as dative of respect, though Heb.
xi. 11 can be adduced by those who
would render "he became strong, recovered his bodily vigour, by faith".
The participles in ver. 21 are loosely
attached to the principal verbs, and are
really equivalent to co-ordinate clauses
with koC. tfn his^admle conduct on this
occasion Abraham glorified GoaTlana demonstrated his own assurance of Hit
power. See Burton, § 145. 8ovs 8<££ar
for this Hebraism see Josh. vii.
tc|) 0cy
19, Jer. xiii. 16, John ix. 24, Acts xii. 23.
:

;

:

:

For

7rXy|po4>opT]0ci? xiv. 5, Col. iv. 12.
Ver. 22. tii because of this signal
faith, evinced so triumphantly in spite
of all there was to quell it. ikoyia-Qr]
i.e., his faith was reckoned to him as
:

:
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18—24.
kcu iroiTjaat.

€<ttl

22.

Kal ekoyiaQt)

816

auTai

621

€19

SiKaioarunr)K.

23. Ouk iyp&fyr) §k ZC auToy fwoy, 5ti eXoyiaOn aurw.
24. dXXd
Kal oi' Tju,ds, ols jA&Xei Xoyi^eaOai, tois moreuoucriK lirl rbv iyeirighteousness. That which needs to he
reckoned as righteousness is not in itself
on this the Apostle's
righteousness

—

rests in vers. 1-8; yet it is
not arbitrarily that faith is so reckoned.

argument

sp iritual_attitude_ of a man, who
conscious that in himself he has no
strength, and no hope of a future,
and who nevertheless casts himself

The
is

and lives hy, tn<» wnr^ flf On/T
which assures him of a f"*"r», is the

^jjpnn,

necessarily and. eternally right attitude
He hose attitude
all souls to Go d.

w

of

bottom right with God. Now
waVthe attitude ofAbraharh to God,

it is, is

this

and

it

at

is

the attitude of

God through

believe in

all sinners who
Christ
and to
;

reckoned by God
The Gospel does not
for righteousness.
subvert the religious order under which

him and them

Abraham

alike

lived

and confirms

;

it

it is

extends,

illustrates,

Conclusion of the arguOvk €Ypd<J>T) 8e Si* avTOV \k6vov

ment.

:

Cor.

8.

The formula

not

fypa<j>i]

ix. 10, x.

6,

n,

Gal.

Hi.

for quoting Scripture is
but "y^ypairTai i.e., Scripture
conveys not a historic al truth, relating to
one person (as hereto AbrahamJJjut a
present eternal truth with some universal application.
8i' Tjfta*
to show the
mode of our justification, ols piXXei
to whom it (the act of
XoYi£eo-0ai
believing) is to be imputed as righteousness.
(acXXci conveys the idea of a
Divine order under which things proceed
so.
tois irurrevowriv is in apposition to
"
ots
(Weiss.)
believing as we do ".
The ob ject of the Christian's faith is th e
same as that of Abraham 's^ GodlKat
Only in wis
_gjy£tll hie to the dead.
case IF is specincaiiy God as He who
raised Jesus our Lord.
Cf 1 Pet. i. 21,
where Christians are described as those
:

-

,

:

:

:

who through

Him

Christ believe in

God who

In Abraham's case, f God that quickeneth the
dead" is mereTy""a synonym tor-God

raised

from the dead.

l

Omnipote nt whn

c an

do what

man

In Paul, on trie "Other nana',
cannot.
while omnipotence is included in the
description of God— for in Eph. i. ig, in
order to give an idea of the greatest conceivable power, the Apostle can do no
more than say that it is according to
that working of the strength of God's,

mi ght

which

He w rought

raised

omnipotence

is

Him from the deadnot the sole object of

the Christian's faith.
His spiritual attitude toward~~GT>d is the same as Abraham's, but God is revealed to him, and
offered to his faith, in a character in
which Abraham did not yet know Him.
This is conveyed in the description
of the Person in relation to whom
the Omnipotence of God has been disThat Person is
played to Christians.
"jTfiUfi our I.ftrd, whgwrn delivered
up for our offences, aimraTsetT for our
The Resurrection of
justification".
Jesus our Lord entitles us to conceive of
God's Omnipotence not as mere unqualified power, but as
power no less than

engaged in the work of man's

infinite

salvation from sin. In the Resurrection
of Jesus, omnipotence is exhibited as

jydeeming power:
we,

potence

it.

Vers. 23-25.
cf. xiv. 4, 1

when He

like

and in this omniAbraham, believe.

used in LXX, Is. liii. 12,
irapcS<S9i)
and its N.T. use, whether God or Christ
be the subject of the irapaSiSovcu (Rom.
viii. 32
Gal. ii. 20, Eph. v. 2), may be
is

:

derived thence.
There is considerable
difficulty with the parallel clauses 8101 to.
irapairTwp.aTa Tjfiwv, and 81a tyjv Sikcu•ktik

Tifiwv.

It

is

safe to assert

that

Paul did not make an abstract separa
tion between Christ's Death and His
Resurrection, as if the Death and the
Resurrection either had different motives,
or served ends separable from each other.
There is a sort of mannerism in the
expression here, as there is in xiv. 9,
which puts us on our guard against overThis granted, it seems simprecision.
plest and best to adopt such an interpretation as maintains the same meaning
for 81a in both clauses.
This has been
done in two ways.
(1) The Sia has
been taken retrospectively. " He was
delivered up because we had sinned',
and raised because we were justified "
sc. by His death.
But though Paul
writes in v. 9, SucaiwdcvTes vvv 4v ra>

—

—toas bedo — that

atfiart avrot), it is impossible
lieve that he would have written

him

this

to
interpretation requires
we were justified by Christ's death, and
that Christ was therefore raised from the

dead by God.
is not o nly
Justification
an act of God, but a spiritual experience
qjjs dependent upQjQaitiS fiii. 257Tand
in Xhrist
it is realised in men as one
by one, in
;

npos PQMAiors
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parr a *\r\aouv top Kupiop
Ch.

r. 18.

TTapaTTTwp.aTa

r\y.£>v

rjfAwv, ital TJy^pOt)

IV. 25.

i< ycKpwy, 25. $s TrapeSoOt] 81a
°
81a TTjk SiKcuwaiK Tjp.uK.

tA,

the time determined by Providence, they is given to 8ta, see Candlish in ExHence 81A rf|v positor, Dec, 1893. See also Bruce, St.
receive the Gospel.
Paul's Conception of Christianity, p. 160
SucatciKTiv T|p.wv at least must be prospecThe identity in principle of Abrain
ff.
tive.*
(2) The 81a has been taken
"
He was hamic and Christian faith is seen in this,
both clauses prospectively.
delivered up on account of our offences that both are faith in God. But Abrato make atonement for them and he Jiangs is faith in a Divm e_4iioiriise^ which
was raised on account of our justification only omnlpotence c ouid make gooiL: the
that it might become an accomplished""^ Christian's is ta iEITln the c haracter of
That this interpretation is legiti- G6d asre yealed mlheWO]rk;ofTjdeJiiptipn
fact."
mate, so far as the language goes, cannot wroughTby i^hrijl TEaVtoo. however,
be questioned and if we avoid unreal
nvolves"bmnipotenceT~ Arwas the greatmad e to" man
separations between things that really est display 01 power ever
form one whole, it is thoroughly Pauline. when God raised Christ from the dead,
Paul does ascribe expiatory value to the arid get Him at His own righ t hand in
death or the blood of Christ; in that the heavenly places and the Christ so
sense it is true the work of Christ was raised was one who had been delivered
But Paul never to deatn tor our offences. ""That is only
finished on the Cross.
thought of that by itself; he knew Christ anothe r^Wtiy ol saying that the ultimate
TroweT jh e world—-the omnipotence of
only as the Risen One who had died, andlr
ho had the virtue of His atoning
ing deathT God is i n the service of a love which
ever in Him . this Christ was One
Ine, in air pitovtdes-gt innnite cost tor the expiation
l he only right attitude for any
that He did and suffered the CnTistwho of sim
had evoked in him the faith by which he «Jiuman being in p resen ce oi tni s_pawer
was justified, the only Christ through faith .is utter self-renunciation, utter abandon.This isJaith, a nd
in whom sinful men ever could be justi- -^ment of self to God.
and it is natural, therefore, that he it is this which is imputed to men in "all
fied
should conceive Him as raised with a view ages and under all dispensations for
to our justification. But it would have been _xighteousness:
Chap. V.—Vers. 1-11. The blessings
equally legitimate to say that He died
of Justification. The first section of the
It is only another
for our justification.
way of expressing what every Christian epistle (chap, i. 18 -iii. 20) has proved
man's need of the righteousness of G od ;
understands jhat we belie\
S aviour, and that it is faith in
jwhlch the second (chap. iii. 21-30) ha§__shown
But then it is faith in Him as how that righteou s" fgg fj? mes. and how
Justifies.
rhon ot only lives, but was delivere d it is appxoryiated Tthe third (chap, iii. 31V
iv. 25) has shown, By the example of
atone fof our
up to"^e"5tTr to
offences^
He both died and was raised for ouT Abraham, and the testimony of David,
that it does n ot upse t, but establishes
justification ; the work is one and its end
And it is a mistake to argue, as the spintuaTTTt dei reveaieoTin the O.TT'
is one.
Beyschlag does (Neutest. Theologie, ii., The Apostle now, like David, enlarges
ojl the felicity ofthe justified, and
164), that this reference of faith to the
Risen Christ who died is inconsistent especially on their assurance of (joos*
with the vicarious nature of His ex- love and of future blessedness.
may
of vers. 1-11 in
piatory sufferings. That His sufferings describe the contents
had this character is established on in- the words which he himself applies (iv.
dependent grounds and to believe in the 6) to the 32nd psalm Xe'yei t6v paicaRisen Christ is to believe in One in whom purp.ov tov ovBpwirov $ 6 0€os Xo-y££cTai
the power of that propitiatory vicarious oiicaio<rvvi]V x^P 15 £pyuv.
It is i nd eed
Ver. 1.
8iKaia)0€vxes takes up emsuffering abides for ever.
because the virtue-oi tTBT^flerJng phatically the SiKaitooriv of iv. 25
solely
Is in Him that faith in the Risen Lord
Christ's death and resurrection have not
does justify. For an exposition of the been in vain there are those who have
passage, in which the retrospective force actually been justified in consequence.

—
—

;

-

;

;

—

m

—

;

—

,

We

:

;

:

:

*
This, however, does not prevent us from conceiving of the resurrection of Christ
as His public vindication, and the sign of God's acceptance of the work which He
achieved in His death in a certain sense, therefore, as His justification.
:
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1—2.

V.

V.

1.

AIKAIQ6ENTEZ

Qebv 81A toG Kupiou

yuyty 4ox^Kaji€K
1

Ik mcrrcws,

ofiV

ttj

ttiotci

2

€is

and B,

fc$

ou

St'

FG

in

Trpos tok

ica! ttjk irpo<ra-

TauTKjK if

xdp^

ify

found in correctors of

exofjiev is

l

e\op.€V

eipr\rt\v

XpioroG, 2.

t]jxo>K 'irjorou
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•

tj eorrf)icap,€i'

(not in the Latin of these

MSS.) and many cursives; t\fa\itv in }«^ AB CDKL cursives, vulg., Syr.,
The authority for the latter seems therefore overwhelming but besides the
1

bilingual
etc.

1

;

exegetical reasons which have led interpreters to prefer the former, and which are
noticed in the commentary, we have to consider the frequency with which o and w
are confused even in the best MSS. Thus Weiss (Textkritik, S. 44 f.) gives the
following instances in which <> is certainly wrong, and is not adopted by any editor
8i* rjs
a<f>u»pto-as, Gal. i. 15 in B
tjv wq ayicvpav cxupev, Heb. vi. 19 in
tyyitupev, Heb. vii. 19 in A 31 ; SiaTa£a>fiai, 1 Cor. xi. 34 in
37, 44, 47 ;
1
Cor. ix. 11 in
and many
irpoexupeda, Rom. iii. 9 in
Oepurupcv,
cursives
aipT]o-a>jiai, Phil. i. 22 in B
curcpxwpeOa, Heb. iv. 3 in
17, 37 ;
Tim.
2
ii. 12 in
109 ; 0cpurop.6v, Gal. vi. 9 in fc^CFGLP
crvvPacriX€vorci»|X€v,
These are only samples, and though the attestation is more divided in
cursives.
these and similar cases than in Rom. v. 1, they are quite enough to show that in a
variation of this kind no degree of MS. authority could support a reading against a
solid exegetical reason for changing t» into o.
That such solid reason can be given
:

DE
ADEFG
CDEFGLP

;

AL

;

;

;

AC

;

ACLP

here

I

•
ttj

agree with the expositors

named below.
Om. BDF

vurrct fc^CKLP, vulg., Syr.

Having, therefore, been justified (the
Apostle says), €tpiqvT|v exop.6v irpos tov
The MSS. evidence is overwhelm0cov.
ingly in favour of €x<ap.ev, so much so

W. and H. notice no other reading,
and Tischdf. says " ex«p.ev cannot be
that

rejected unless

it

is

altogether inappro-

and inappropriate it seemingly is
But this last statement is at least
open to dispute. There is no indication
priate,
not ".

that the Apostle has finished his dogmatic exposition, and is proceeding to
exhortation. To read cxuficv, and then
to take Kav\6p.€9a as subjunctive both in
ver. 2 and ver. 3 (as the R.V.), is not only
awkward, but inconsistent with ov p.6vov
If the hortative purpose
Se, ver. 3.
dominated the passage throughout, the
see
Apostle must have written p.r\
It is better (reading
Gifford, p. 122.
cx^jxev) to take icavx<£p>c0a in ver. 2
with 81' ov, and co-ordinate it with ttjv
"
whom we have
:

irpo<raYfc>Yqv

:

through

had our access, and

rejoice, etc ".

Then

is in place.
But the un(jlovov
interrupted series of indicatives afterwards, the inappropriateness of the verb
" let us
realise, let us
exctv to express
make our own," the strong tendency to
give a paraenetic turn to a passage often
read in church, the natural emphasis on
and the logic of the situation, are
€ip7]vir],
all in favour of exopev, which is accord-

the ov

ingly adopted by Meyer, Weiss, Lipsius,
Godet and others, in spite of the MSS.,
The justified have
see critical note.

peace with

God

:

i.e.,

His wrath

(i.

18)

old

W.

lat.

and H. bracket.

no longer threatens them they are accepted in Christ. It is not a change in
their feelings which is indicated, but a
change in God's relation to them.
Ver. 2. 81' ov koI
through whom
To the fact that we have peace
also.
with God through our Lord Jesus Christ
;

:

corresponds this other fact, that through
Him we have had (and have) our access
into this grace, etc. irpoo-avoryTj has a
certain touch of formality.
Christ has
" introduced " us to our
standing as
Christians
t'q

:

Eph. ii. 18, 1 Pet. iii. 18.
by the faith referred to in

cf.

irio-T€i:

Not

to be construed with els TT|r
Xopiv tovtt|v which would be without
in
the
N.T. The grace is subanalogy
stantially one with justification it is the
ne w—spiritual atmosp here in whic h the

ver. 1.

:

:

—

lives"~Tts reconcilecr to TJOd.
icavxwpeda, which always implies the expression of feeling, is to be co-ordinated

IrJeTiever

with exop-cv.

Iir'

eXiriSi tt)s 8o£t]5

tov

0cov : on the basis of hope in the glory
of God, i.e., of partaking in the glory of
the heavenly kingdom. For lir' IXiriSi,
cf. iv. 18: the construction is not else-

where found with Kavxoo-Oai.
Ver. 3.
ov p,6vov h\ a\Xa ica! icavxwpe0a and not only (do we glory on that
:

footing), but we also
tions.
Cf. Jas. i. 2 ff.

glory in tribulaiv tcus 0Xi\|r€o-ir
does not simply mean " when we are in
"
"
tribulations," but also because we are
the tribulations being the ground of the
glorying: see ii. 17, 23, v. 11, 1 Cor. iii.
21, 2 Cor. xii. 9, Gal. vi. 14.
:
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a Ch.Tiii.18,

Kat Kau)(wp.€0a

dXXd Kat
b a Cor.
jig,
Phil.ii.22;

£\m8i

lir*

x

KauxwfJieOa

KaTcpyd^erat, 4.

r)

KapStats

4*

Y^P

2

t)U.&>k

8<5§tjs

tou Oeou.

8c uirofio^

on

r\

b

8oKtp.f}v,

t)

3.

on

cV Tats OXi^eaik, ciSotcs

$£ ^Xttis ou KaTaiaxuVet,

£,33.*.45-

*

ttjs

v.

8e

t)

Soki/jltj

dydirT) tou 0€oG

°

ofi

p.oVov 8c,

0XtvJ/ts uttojxoj'tjj'

eXm'Sa, 5.

tj

tKKe'xuTat eV Tats

8td Dk€U)JiaTos 'Aytoo tou 8o0cVtos

6. "Eti

rju.ti'.

*

Xpioros ovtwv TJjxwi' daOevwe, KaTa icatpov UTrep dae (3a>y

d-rreGare.

1

Kavx«^e9a J^ADFKP; icavxupcvot BC, Origen (twice). The participle is hardly
open to suspicion on the ground of being conformed to ver. 11 (S. and H.) it is
much rather the indicative (subjunctive ?) that is open to suspicion as a " mechanical
"
W. and H. put Ka.v\<ia^a in text,
(Alford) from the preceding verse.
repetition
Kavxwpcvot in marg. By the rule proclivi lectioni praestat ardua Alf. and Treg.
;

are rather justified for putting Ka.vxup.cvoi in the text.

D

2 cti
«s ** yap 2 F ut quid enim lat. Iren.-interp. ; ct 8c L
yap
For a full discussion of the readings here, see S. and H. ad loc,
Syr. ct yc B.
W. and H. suspect some primitive error while
or W. and H., Appendix, p. 108.
holding the text of B to give a more probable sense than any of the other variants,
would
better
Hort thinks cnrcp
explain all the variations and be equally appropriate.
1
en after ao-0cvwv

^ACD^KP

!

;

;

;

^ABCD ^

Ver.
as

4.

its fruit,

has
v7ropovr)v ieaTcpyd£eTai
or effect, endurance. \nropovTj
:

has mone of the sense of bravery and
" it
"
is
effort than the English
patience
not so passive. t) Se vnropovTj Soicipfjv
:

endurance

—

:

approvedness its
result is a spiritual state which has shown
itself proof under trial.
Cf. Jas. i. 12
= when he has shown
(Sdiupos ycv<5pcvo$
himself proof).
Perhaps the best English equivalent of Soictprj would be charThis in its turn results again in
acter.
hope the experience of what God can
produces

:

do, or rather of
justified

amid the

what He

does, for the
tribulations of this life,

new vigour the hope with
of faith begins.
Ver. 5. t| 8c IX-iris ov Karaio-xvvci
and hope, i.e., the hope which has not
been extinguished, but confirmed under
Ps. xxii. 6.
trial, does not put to shame.
Spes erit res (Bengel). Here the aurea
catena comes to an end, and the Apostle
points to that on which it is ultimately
dependent. All these Christian experiences and hopes rest upon an assurance
of the love of God. 8ti tj dydinr) tou
nf ft Qf1 t^ 11g
0€ov k.t.X. Tha* tP p
animates into

which the

life

'•

j

Wf

meant, not ourlove to Him, is obvious
from ver. 6 and the whole connection
it is the evidence of God's love to us
is

:

which the Apostle proceeds to

set forth.

eKKcxvTCti Iv Tats KapStais T|p.«v (cf.
Joel iii. 1, ii. 28, LXX, Acts x. 45) has
:

in, and still floods, our
Std irvevparos ayiov tov SoOc'vtos
•qp.iv: the aorist tov SoOcvtos can hardly
refer to Pentecost, in which case Tjp.iv
would express the consciousness of the

been poured out

hearts.

Christian community: the spirit was
given to Christians in virtue of their
faith (Gal. iii. 2), and normally on occasion of their baptism (1 Cor. xii.
Acts
13^
xix. 1

ff.)

:

and

it is

sibly this event, to

this experience, pos-

which the

participle
What the spirit, given
definitely refers.
is
to n ood
tp
faun, goes,
(in baptism)
tfie~iieart with God's love, and wifrT-the

assurance of it.
Ver. 6. The reading ct yc is well supported, and yields a good sense (" so
surely as": Evans), though the suggestion

is

made

in

W. and H.

that

may

it

be a primitive error for ct ircp (see note
on iii. 30). The assurance we have of
the love of God is no doubt conditioned,
but the condition may be expressed with
the utmost force, as it is with ct yc, for
there is no doubt that what it puts as a
hypothesis has actually taken place, viz.,
Christ's death for the ungodly. Although
he says ct ye, the objective fact which
follows is in no sense open to question
it is to the Apostle the first of certainties.
Cf. the use of ct ye in Eph. iii. 2, iv. 21,
and Ellicott's note on the former.
the weakness of men who had
do-0€vwv
not yet received the Spirit is conceived
as appealing to the love of God.
cti
goes with ovtcdv -qp. do-0cvuv: the persons concerned were no longer weak,
when Paul wrote, but strong in their new
koto, xaipov has been
relation to God.
" while we
taken with ovt&v t). d. crt
were yet without strength, as the pre:

:

:

Christian era implied or required

"

:

but

meaning is remote, and must have
been more clearly suggested. The analthis
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7.
'

t<£x^ Tl S Kat ToX/xa diroOayeii'
T)JJldS

\«>f

O ©60S, 1 OTl €Tl ajXapTU)Xa>y OVTUiV
9. ttoXXw

dire6aK€.

ofiV

jx&XXoy,
1

e»

X)llU)V

SiKcuwOeVTes

yap tou dyaOoG

e Acts xrviL

cairrou dydirni'

Pet. iv.18.
Phileni.

tcxe/*^
XpiCTTOS uirep
ttji/

Tjp.cuv

vvv

iv

15.

tw cupaTi

o Ocos om. B.

ogy of Gal.

iv. 4, Eph. i. 10, supports
the ordinary rendering, " in due time,"
i.e., at the time determined by the Providence of God and the history of man
as the proper Hmg,. Q hrist died , vtrip
in th e
no tequivalent to ovti,
jntergst of,
instead of rwhetheT~TrTe~lnterest "Of the
ungodly is secured by the fact that
Christ's death has a substitutionary character, or in some other way, is a question
which iiirc'p does not touch.
Ver. 7. Chri st's dea th for the ungodly
for the utmost
assures us of God's love
that human love will do is far less, virep
:

;

a righteous man.
Some
make both Succuov and tov dyaOov neuter some who take Sikcuov as masculine
take tov dyaOov as neuter (so Weiss and
Sikcliov:

uircp

8. owi<mrj<n 8e

•

zicfvt

CIS

•

uircp Sikcuou tis diroOareiTai

ydp

fxdXis
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for

love of

man

surpassed by the love of

He commends,

God.

or rather

makes

good, presents in its true and unmistakable character (for o-vviottjo-iv, cf. iii. 5,
2 Cor. vi. 4, vii. 11 Gal. ii. 18), His own
l ove toward us. in that
while we w ere
yet sinners, etc. kavrov is an emphatic
His: His, not as opposed to Christ's
(as some have strangely taken it), but as
opposed to anything that we can point
;

to as love among men : His spontaneous
and characteristic love, cti dp.apTa>Xwv
ovtwv T|fj.wv they are no longer such, but
:

justified, and it is on this
.in the argument depen ds,

the next step

voXXy ovv paXXov The arfrom the greater to the less,
difficulty to be overcome
in the relations of man and God is the
Godet " pour un juste, pour le bien ")
but as Jowett says, the notion of dying initial o ne How can God demonstr ate
His love to the sinner, and bestow on
for an abstract idea is entirely unlike the
N.T.. or the age in which the NTJ33"m a ""''"" righ^""*"""! ? i n cornwas written, while the opposition to parison with this, everything else is easy.
Now the Apostle has already shown (iii.
Christ's dying for sinful persons requires
that persons should be in question here 2 1-30) how the Gospel mattn thin -fHffi
also.
The absence of the article with culty we obtain the righteousness reSixaiov corresponds to the virtually, quired by believing In Jesus, whom God
negative character of the clause it is in- ha*-&e* forth as ~a ~propltlUtiuii tlnuugli
If such grace was
serted before dyadov because the excep- faith in His blood.
tional case is definitely conceived as shown us then, when we were in sin,
see much more, justified as we have now
happening. diro6avciTai, gnomic
Burton, § 69. Unless dyaios is meant been by His blood, shall we be saved
from wrath through Him.
dir6 ttjs
to suggest a certain advance upon Sikcuos,
the wrath to come
see note
it is impossible to see in what respect the
opyTJs
This deliverance from wrath
second clause adds anything to the first. on i. 18.
Of course the words are broadly synony- does not exhaust Paul's conception of
mous, so that often they are both applied the future (see ver. 2 ), but it is an
to the same person or thing (Lk. xxiii. _jnyportant asp ect of it, and implies ^t he
10 rattier repeats, than
-.Verse
still there is a differ- ^"rest.
50, Rom. vii. 12)
ence, and it answers to their application grounds anew, the argument of ver.
:

—

Ver. 9

gument

f.

:

is

The supreme

:

:

,

:

:

;

:

:

;

here it is difficult to die for a just man,
it has been found
possible (one may venture to affirm) to die for a good man.
The difference is like that between "just "
and " good " in English : the latter is
the more generous and inspiring type of
character. Cf. the Gnostic contrast between the "just" God of the O.T. and
the "good" God of the N.T., and the
passages quoted in Cremer, s.v. dyado?.
Kol roXu£
even prevails upon himself,
;

:

wins

it

from himself.
8.

How

VOL.

II.

Ver.

greatly

is

this

utmost

this is practi€i yap exdpol ov res
cally equivalent to cti dpxprwXwv ovtuv
The state of sin was that in
TjfL&v.

9.

:

which we were cxOpot, and the whole
connection of ideas in the passage requires us to give 6x0pot the passive
meaning which it undoubtedly has in
xi. 28, where it is opposed to dyamrp-oC.
were in a real sense objects of the
Divine hostility.
As sinners, we lay
under tht condemnation of God, and
His wrath hung over us. This was the
situation which had to be faced: Was

We

40

""

g

i
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6i6
Thcss.

i.

auTou, awG^aofieGa hi auToG &iro ttjs

oWcs KarnXXd/ynu.cy tw

f

IO. cl yip e'xOpol

opyfjs.

6€&> 8i& tou OavaTou toG uloG auToG, troXXw

paXXof KaraXXayeVrcs (r(D0T)a6p,e9a Ik ttj £ojt) auToG II. ou p.oVor
aXXa Kal icauxwu.ci'Oi iv tw k 6eu 81a toG Kupiou t)u.wk M^aofi
*

hiCor. L31. Se,

Xpiorou,

£,

God

there love in

St*

ou vuv t$\v

equal to

it ?

l

KaTaXXayT)K

:

^ar c the objects, not the subjec ts, of the
reconciliation
the subject is God, 2
:

ver.

Compare

11:

ttji'

KaraXXayr|v cXa[3oji€v. To represent
KaTT)XXdyT)|j.€v by an active form, e.g.,
" we laid aside our
hostility to God," or
" we were
is virtually one, e.g.,
to lay aside our hostility," is to

by what

won

miss the point of the whole passage.
Paul is demonstrating the love of God,
and he can only do it by pointing to
what God has done, not to what we
*Kave done. ^That we on our part "are
hostile to

God

before the reconciliation,

and that we afterwards lay aside our
enmity, is no doubt true; but here it
entirely irrelevant.
thought is simply this
is

:

The

Apostle's

"if,

when we

lay under the Divine condemnation, the

work of our reconciliation to God was
achieved by Him through the death of
His Son, much more shall the love which
wrought so incredibly for us in our extremity carry out our salvation to "the

end".

1'he subjective side oi tne trutff
is here completely, and intentionally,
left out of sight ; the laying aside of our

adds nothing to God's love,
throws no light upon it hence in an
exposition of the love of God it can be
ignored. To say that the reconciliation
"
is
mutual," is true in point of fact it

hostility

;

;

is true, also,

to all the suggestions of the

English word but it is not true to the
meaning of KaTrjXXayT](i.£v, nor to the
argument of this passage, which does
;

not prove anything about the Christian,
but exhibits the love of God at its height
in the Cross, and argues from that to
what are comparatively smaller demonstrations of that love, Iv tq &WD avrov
the iv is instrumental : cf. ver. 9 iv rip
atpan avrov. The Living Lord, in virtue of His life, will save us to the uttermost. Cf. John xiv. ig.
Ver. 11.
best
Ko.vxwfi.evoi is the
attested reading, but hard to construe.
:

It is

awkward

Meyer) to supply
KaraXXayevTcs with ov \16vov 8*, and
(with

retain o-w0T}cr6|X€6a as the principal verb

(as reconciled shall we be
There
saved), but also rejoicing, etc.
is
no proportion between the things
thus co-ordinated, and it is better to
assume an inexact construction, and regard Kavx^fxevoi as adding an independent idea which would have been more
properly expressed by the indicative
But see Winer, 441. The
(icavxwfi.e0a).
Christian glories in God
for though
"
"
boasting is excluded Jrom the tru e
religion (iii. 27), yet to make one's boast
in God is the perfection of that religion.
Tet the believer could not thus""glory,
but for the Lord Jesus Christ it is in
Him, "clothed in the Gospel," that he
obtains that knowledge of God's character which enables him to exult.
8i' ov

and not only

Yes,

when we were enemies we were reconh nf W,Q Snn
ciled to Go d
by th* rim
" we "
KaTT]X\ayT](X6v is a real passive
TJ5r7~vr~ra-2i.

£X<£j3ou,eK.

:

;

;

vvv ttjv KaTaXXayT]v IXafBouev. Nothing
could show more unmistakably that the
KaTaXXayn is not a change in our disposition toward God, but a change in
His attitude toward us.
do not give
it (by laying aside enmity, distrust, or

We

we receive it, by believing in
;
Christ Jesus, whom God has set forth as
a propitiation through faith in His blood.
take it as God's unspeakable gift.
6 KaraXcKpOcls iv t§
Cf. 2 Mace. ii. 50.
tov iravroicpdTopos opyQ iraXwv iv tq tow
fear)

We

peyaXov
irao-rjs

Sco-irdrov
8<$£qs

tcaTaXXayg

itrav<apB<l»9ii\.

For

jacto

an

examination of the Pauline idea of reconciliation, see especially Schmiedel
on 2 Cor. v. 21, Excursus.
Vers. 12-21.
The treatment of the
righteousness of God, as a Divine
to
sinners
in
gift
Jesus Christ, is
now complete, and the Apostle might
have passed on to his treatment of
the new life (chaps, vi.-viii.). But he
introduces at this point a digression in
which a comparison which in most
points is rather a contrast is made between Adam and Christ.
Up to this
point he has spoken of Christ alone, and
the truth of what he has said rests upon
its own evidence
it is not affected in
the least by any difficulty we may have
in adapting what he says of Adam to

—

—

;

our knowledge or ignorance of human
origins. 1 The general truth he te aches
here is that there is a real unity of the
human race, on tbx-flr^e hand in sinjtnd

PQMAI0Y2

FLP02
12. Aid touto wo-rrep
currjXdc,

Kal Sid ttjs

Si'

£v6s dkQpcoTTou

dpaprias

6

nn th»4^feer i n righteousness and
^jfoath,
life; in the former aspect the~ Trace Ts
summed up in Adam ; in the latter, in
Christ.
It is a distinction, apparently,
between the two, that the unity in
Adam is natural, having a physical basis
"In the organic connection 01 all men
through

all

generations ;
unity in Christ is spiritual,
dent upon^ faith.
*et this
not specially in view in

f\

Gdm-ros,
for
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du.apTia eis top k^ctu-ok
Kal outojs «is irdrras

"
"
example)
physical death is meant,
in another (chap. vii.
24, e.g.)
"

and
"

The analysis is
death.
spiritual
All
foreign to his mode of thinking.
that "death" conveys to the mind entered into t he world through sin. The
words t$* $ trdvTcs i)p.apTov, in which
the Trams resumes irdvTos of the pre-

whereas the
being depe n-

ceding clause, give the explanation of
distinction's the_ universality of death: it r ests upon
the passage, ^thft universality .of sin.
€<£' y means
which rather treats Adam and Christ in propterea quod as in 2 Cor. v. 4 and
an objective way, the transition (morally) perhaps in Phil. iii. 12.
Winer, 491.
from Adam's doom to that of man being But in what sense is the universality of
the
mediated
words
sin
to
be
irdvTes
understood
?
In
other
words,
only
by
what precisely is meant by irdvTes
Tjp.apTor in ver. 12, and the connection
between Christ and the new humanity TJuapTov ?
take
the
Many interpreters
because
by oi ttjv ircpicro-fiav ttjs x*P tT °s X«p£«- aorist rigorously, and render
all
vovtcs in ver. 17.
sinned, i.e., in the sin of Adam.
8 id tovto refers to that
Omnes peccarunt, Adamo peccante (BenVer. 12.
whole conception of Christ's relation to gel). This is supported by an appeal to
•
the human race which is expounded in 2 Cor. v. 14, ets
ep irdvTtiiv dire'Sorcy
But as this is dpa ot TfdvTcs aTf€0avov the death of
chaps, iii. 21 -v. 11.
summed up in v. 1-11, and even in the jjne was the^_death of all ; so here,
73f ^0 ne~was the"~"sTrr of all.
last words of v. 11 (through Him we reIt
•^thg__sin
r
ceived the reconciliation) the grammati- seems to me" a filial objection to this
words
cal reference may be to these
only.
(grammatically quite sound) interpretathe sentence beginning thus is tion, that it really makes the words l<f>'
w<rirep
not finished cf. Mt. xxv. 14. There is <J TfdvTes rjfiapTov meaningless. They
a virtual apodosis in the last clause of are evidently meant to explain how the
death which came into the world through
ver. 14 : 5s Io-tiv twos tov jWWovtos ;
the natural conclusion would have been, Adam's sin obtained its universal sway,
" so al so
by one man righteousness and the reason is that the sin of which
enteredT~into th"e~~wbrld, and life by death is the consequence was also uni ine sense in which
Cf. Winer, p. 712 f. versally prevalent,
righteousness".
By the entrance of sin into the world is this was so has been already proved in
not meant that sin began to be, but chap, iii., and the aorist is therefore to
that sin as a power entered into that be taken as in iii. 23 see note there.
sphere in which man lives.
jSin^ by Because all men were, in point of fact,
^
sinners, the death which is inseparable
Jpjvine appointment, bTfeught
from sin extended over all. To drag in
its train , also a s an objective poi
imvt
wul
the case of infants to refute thisj on the
the two thlngM
inseparably
nected, and consequently death extended ground that irdvTcs tjp.opTov does not
over all men (for SujXdcv, cf. Ps. lxxxvii. apply to them (unless in the sense that
they sinned in Adam) is to miscon17, Ez. v. 17) !<{>' w irdvT€s TJp,apTov.
The connection of sin and death was a ceive the situation to Paul's mind the
commonplace of Jewish teaching, rest- world consist s of persons capable of
The case
ing apparently on a literal interpretation sinning and of being saved
6 0eos" of those in whom tne moral consciousof Gen. iii.
Cf. Sap. ii. 23 f.
CKTicrev tov
dvOpanrov cir' d4>0apcria ness, or indeed any consciousness what:

w

:

:

;

:

i

:

.

f)X0ev

4>06vu> %\
els tov

xxv.

24,

.

.

.

Paul no

81a.p6X.ou

OdvaTOS

cto~-

also Sir.
Rom. vi. 23, 1 Cor. xv. 56.
doubt uses death to convey

KoVpov.

Cf.

various shades of meaning in different
places, but he does not explicitly distinguish different senses of the word
and it is probably misleading rather than
helpful to say that in one sentence (here,
;

ever, has not yet awakened, is simply to
be disregarded.
know, and can
know, nothing about it. Nothing has
been more pernicious in theology than
the determination to define sin in such
a way that in all its damning import the
definition should be applicable to " in"
it is to this we owe the moral
fants
atrocities that
have disfigured most

We

;

dfOpwirous d
k Phllem.

ydp

18.

vofiou

i*ai;dVros

lVv.

1

OdmTOS

du-apria

^o/jlou

Mwaews Kal

1 4.

^m

8itjX0€»',

l

dXX*

k

^XXoy€iTai,

iflaaCkevcrev 6 Bdvaros dird 'A&dp,
x

to6s

13. aj(pc

fju-aproK.

dfiaprta 8c ouk

•

ji$j

du-ap-rrjo-arras

^ABCD'G'K^ 2

;

the

fitj

£irl

t«

fi^j

p-e'xpi

6p.01cSp.aTi

ttjs

was wanting in some MSS.

to Augustine: see W. and H.,
originated, ju| is undoubtedly the true

MSS." known

However the omission may have

Appendix.

a irdires

itf

iv Koa/xw

v\v

so
fit] afiapTT]o-avTas,
to Origen and in "most Latin

tov«

known

PQMAI0Y2
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text.

creeds, and in great part the idea of
baptismal" 'regeneration, ^whtojL is ~~axi
irrational
"by

men

—mlracjefinyentcd

une thical

to

g et uvea a

ptEsSfe of their

own making.
Ver. 13 f. These two verses are rather
obscure, but must be intended ("yap) to
prove what has been asserted in ver. 12.

did not sin after the likeness of

Adam's

transgression. For lirl, cf. Winer, p. 492.
This describes not some, but all of those
who lived during the period from Adam
to Moses.
None of them had like Adam
violated an express prohibition sanctioned
by the death penalty, pfet they all died,

fix they all sinned, and in their first
°XP l Y*P vojjiov = diro 'ASap pe'xpi Jather sin and death had been indisMwwe'us, ver. 14, the law meant being solubly united. Aria" this Adam is twos
In the coming
the Mosaic. The sin which was in the tov piXXovTos sc. 'A8dp.
world before the law is not the guilt of Adam and his relations to the race there
Adam's fall imputed to the race as fallen will be something on the same pattern
as this.
in him, but the actual sin which indi1 Cor. x. 6, 11, Heb. ix. 14,
Now if law has 1 Cor. xv. 22, 45, 49. Parallels of this
viduals had committed.
no existence, sin is not imputed. Cf. iv. sort between Adam and the Messiah are
The natural inference would seem common in Rabbinical writings e.g.,
15.
to be that the sins committed during Schottgen quotes Neve Schalom, f. 160But 2. " Quemadmodum homo primus fuit
this period could not be punished.
what was the case ? The very opposite unus in peccato, sic Messias erit posDeath reigned all through this tremus, ad auferendum peccatum peniof this.
This unrestrained tyranny of tus " and 9, 9 has " Adamus postremus
period.
:

;

Cf. Delitzsch 'Brief an die
Rihner, p. 82 f. The extent to which
the thoughts of this passage on sin and
death, and on the consequences of
Adam's sin to his descendants, can be
traced in Jewish writers, is not quite
clear.
As a rule (see above on ver. 12)
they admit the dependence of death on

death (observe the emphatic position
of ipa<r£X€v<rev) over persons whose
be imputed to them,
sins cannot
seems at variance with the cxplana^
tion just adopted of irdvTts ijadpTov.
Indeed Meyer and others use it to
The reign of
refute that explanation.
death, apart from imputable individual
sin, implies, they argue, a corresponding
objective reign of sin, apart from individual acts in other words, justifies the
interpretation of !<p' u> irdvres rjuapTov
according to which all men sinned in

est Messias".

though Schottgen quotes a Rabbi
Samuel ben David as saying, " Etiamsi
Adamus primus non peccasset, tamen
mors fuisset". On the unity and solidarity of the race in sin and its consesin,

:

Adam's

sin,

and

became
But the empirical

quences, they are not perfectly explicit.
Weber (Die Lehren des Talmud, p. 217)
" There is
gives the following summary
an inher ited guilt. bui^noL-an inherited

50 (and only so)

subject to death.

:

meaning of -fjpapTov is decidedly to be
preferred, and we must rather fill out the
argument thus "all sinned. For there
was sin in the world before Moses and
though sin is not imputed where there is
no law, and though therefore no par'^

:

:

;

—

—

ticular penalty
death or another could dividual' s 'ueclsien ; it is, as far as exbe expected for the sins here in question, perience goes, universal, yet in itself
all
that time death reigned, for in the even after the Fall not absolutely necesyet
act of Adam sin and death h a^_ be^n ^ sary ".
This seems to agree very

—
sin^epa^
—
xai

«iri

tovs

utj

bp.01wp.aTi k.t.X.

apdpT^aavTasTir!
even over those

rip

who

closely with the Apostle's teaching as
It is the appeal to
interpreted above.
experience in Paul (irdvTes -fjuapTov),
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/rapaJ3daea>s 'ASau., os e'en tuttos tou

pAXorros.
15. 'AXX' oux
to -irapaTTrwfxa, outw Kai to x^P ta P a
Y^P tw too eV6s
01
iroXXol
ttoXXw
direOafoy,
7xa.paTrrwu.aTi
paXXoe T] X^P l S TO " © € °u
m
n
Kal tj
Swpea eV x^pTi ttj tou evbs dcdpuirou Mrjcrou Xpiorou els tous
<&S

"

-

m John
10

iv.

Eph.

;

16. Kal oux ws oV eVos &u.apTfjjo-am>s, to iii. 7, iv. 7,
ttoXXoos cirepiaaeuo'e.
ni Tim. ii
*
8wpT)ua to u.eV yap Kpip.a e£ eVos els KaTdKpip.a, to oe xapio-pa 5.

4k ttoXXwi' 7rapaTTTwu.dTWK els 8iKaiwu.a.

1 7.

el

yap tw tou

eVos

1

irapaTrTwu.aTi 6 8dVaTos i^aoiXeuae 8id tou iv6$ t ttoXXw pdXXoy 01 02
°

"

TrepiCToeiak ttjs

TTjk

X^P 11

2

? *«** tt)S

Bwpeas

ttjs SiKaiao-umjs Xap.j3d-

^BCKLPD lat. cv tw cvt D-gr.
AFG and Weiss, ttjs Swpeas

1
Tw tov cvos
cv evi iropairTwfJLaTi

H.

bracket.

Itjo-ov

;

Xpio-Tov

;

but X.

I.

Adam, which

many

like

iv cvos 47, W. and H. marg.
B 49, Origen twice ; W. and

;

;

om.

m

cVcplo-o-cwcv the word is prompted by
Paul's own experience : the blessedness
of the Christian life far outwent the
misery of the life under condemnation.
Ver. 16. A fresh point of contrast.
That which God bestows (for 8*i>pT|ua, see
Mayor on James i. 17) is not as through
one that sinned the analogy with Adam
For the Divine
breaks down here.

Bengel, Meyer and

:

and without it our interest dies.
which we commit in Adam (and
which never becomes ours otherwise) is
a mere fancy to which one has nothing

only

i.

mor e may We

Gifford reject) the whole passage would
hang in the air, unreal. There must be
something which involves the individual
in Adam's fate ; that something comes
into view in iravTes TJaapTov, and there

A

Jas.

is
jhe_su bject of redemption ; if the race
suffered Th rou gh the fust Adam,
uch
'aiKtrcnnat wftat has been
do ne by the Second will benefit the race.

gives

rise to all the difficulties of interpretation;
but without this appeal to experience

(which

;

in B, Origen.

crossing with a transcendent view of the

unity of the race in

Cor. viii

ai.

;

sin

:

judgment (icptp.a neutral) starting from
one (person) resulted in condemnation
whereas the free gut, starting
Ver. 15.
(for all)
Adam and Christ becomes a contrast from many offences (which appealed to
not as the TrapairTwua (the word implies the mercy of God), has resulted in a senthe Fall), so also is the x^pto-p-a (the gift tence of justification (for al l).
This
which is freely provided for sinners in abstract way of looking at the matter
the Gospel, i.e., a Divine righteousness disregards what the Apostle insists on
" sentence of
01 iroXXol means " all," but elsewhere, that this
and life).
justi"
" all " as a
takes
effect
fication
for
number.
the
the
only
great
presents
the idea underlying individual on the condition of faith.
iroXXw pdXXov
serious to say.

At

this point the parallel of

;

:

:

the inferenc e

is

that

God de lights

The

in

His administration
if under
mercy
one man's offence could have such
far-reaching consequences, mucH" mo re

:

-

^ reasonably may we ieci sur e ot tfte~urlE
"Versa! innuence of one Man's righ teous

ck iroXXwv TrapaTTTwpdTwv in this
is a decisive argument for the
meaning given above to irdvTcs TJp,apTov
redemption is not inspired merely by the
fall of the race in Adam, but by its
actual and multiplied offences, and this.

verse

;

'

'

... .J.
li 1..Iits gl ory.
This idea is the~"~key- js
"achievement.
£$ cvos
see vers. resuming the cvbs
note of the whole chapter
t

I

:

9,

IO,

17.

T]

"

tv

8<opea

be construed together
article before iv x a P«-Ti

:

x^P 11 1
to

IS

to

repeat the

not essential,
and tj Sotpcot is awkward standing
alone.
Gods x a P l * * s shown in the
gift of His Son, Christ's in His undertaking in obedience to the Father
the painful work of our salvation.
els
tovs iroXXovs like oi iroXXol is not
opposed to "all," but to "one": it is
indeed equivalent to " all," and signifies
that the " all " are not few.
The world
is

.

1.Acvos

'

'

is

i;_ -

masculine,
ap.apTTJo-avTOS of
the previous clause
not neuter, with
irapairruparos anticipated from the
:

;

following clause.

Ver. 17. This verse confirms the preceding. The argument is the same in
kind as in ver. 15. The effects of the
Fall are indubitable
still less open to
doubt are the effects of the work of
:

Christ.

With

ot

ttjv

ircpio-o-eiav

ttjs

Yapiros Kal [ttjs Swpeas] ttjs Sikoioo-vvtjs
XapPavovTcs we again touch experience,
and an empirical condition is attached
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yovres iP £wfj f3ao-iXcuaouox 81A tou eVos

'l-rjaou

Xpicrrou.

1

8.

*Apa

ouV ws 81 ivbs irapaTTTWfiaTOS, «tS irdrras dV0pwirous, els KaTUKpipa
outw kcu ST 4f6s SucowiJpiaTos, els irdrras avOpwirous, «S p Sutaiwoty
•

p

Ck

It. 35.

£a>TJs-

q Heb. t.

1 xwXol

19. (Sairep yAp 8ii ttjs irapaKofjs tou 4vos drSpwirou dpap*
KaTe<rTc£0T](raK ol iroXXol, out** kou 81a tt)s
uiraitOTjs tou £po$

to the abstract universality suggested
ver.

12.

and of

The abundance

(the gift

by

of the grace

which consists

in) right-

eousness has to be received by faith.
But when by faith a connection is formed
with Christ, the consequences of that
connection, as more agreeable to what
we know of God's nature, can be more
jsurely counted upon than Hie consequences of our natural connection wtirT
Ada nq. Part of the contrast is marked
"
" death
to
by~the change from
reigned
*'
not " life shall
in
we

SikoCmuo Si
Siicaioirpa yiju.a to koivov
to €Trav6p0wp.a TOV d8lKT|U.aTOf. This
sense of an act by which an injustice
:

is

rectified

Through

is

exactly

suitable

this the result for all

Sttcaiwo-is

Jcimjs

for

:

here.

men

is

the genitive, see

Winer, p. 235. Simcox, Language of
When God justifies, the
the N.T., 85.
sinner, he enters into and inherits life.
But Lightloot fnakeg It gen. appos.
Ver. 19. The sense of this verse has
been determined by what precedes. The
life"
yetp connects it closely with the last
^hall reign
The future in words of verse 18 "justification of life ;
reign in or over us".
is
no
doubt
but
for, as through, etc.".
logical,
PatriXcvo-ovo-iv
dpopTwXol kotc" were constituted sinners
it refers nevertheless to the consumma".
aT«£6t|<rav
tion of redemption in the Messianic For the word kotcctt. cf. J as. iv. 4, 2 Pet.
to
come.
in
the
world
It
8.
has
the
same
i.
as
the
Cf.
kingdom
ambiguity
"
"
viii. 17, 2i, Col. iii. 3 f., 2 Tim. ii. 12.
English word constituted (S. and H.) ;
With opo oiv (cf. vii. 3, but we cannot say, from the word itself,
Ver. 18.
25, and often in Paul) the conclusion whether the many constituted sinners,
It is
of the argument is introduced.
through the one person's disobedience,
simplest to take ivhs in both clauses as are so constituted immediately and un"As through one offence the conditionally, or mediately through their
neuter.
own sin (to be traced back, of course, to
result for all men was co ndemnation .so
also through one righteous act the result_ him) this last, as has been argued above,
The is the Apostle's meaning, ovtw? koi 810,
for all men is justification of life."
the application
result in both cases is mediated; in the TTjs vrraKOTJs tov evos
sin
in
the of tt]s viraKOTJs has been disputed. By
men's
actual
former, by
It
in
Christ.
has
their
faith
some
latter, by
(Hofmann, Lechler) it is taken to
been questioned whether SIkcugju-o can cover the wholp li fe and work nf J ^smb
mean a "righteous act," that which conceived as the carrying nu t of the
Christ achieved in His death, conceived Father's will
cf. Fhil7ii78. "By others
as one thing commanding the approval (Meyer) it is limited ^^hriat!s„jdeath as
of God. This sense seems to be required the one great act of obedience on w hjc h
by the contrast with irapdirr<i>u.a, but the possibility of justification depended;
as in ver. cf. chap. iii. 25, v. 9.
Both ideas are
Meyer and others argue that,
" a sentence of
Pauline, but the last seems most con16, the meaning must be
"
Through one justifying gruous to the context and the contrast
justification ".
sentence (pronounced over the world which pervades it. Sikoioi KOTaarTadijo-"
because of Christ's death) the result for ovtoi " shall be constituted righteous
But this the futureshows again that Paul is dealall men is justification of life."
justifying sentence in vacuo is alien to ing with experience, or at least with
the logic which
the realism of Paul's thinking, and no possible experience
finds the key to the passage in Bengel's
strain is put upon 8ucaitou.a (especially
:

:

;

:

;

—

:

:

;

;

when we observe its correspondence with

formula, Omnes peccarunt Adamo

irapairTwpa) in making it signify Christ's
work as a thing in which righteousness

cante>

so to speak, embodied.
Lightfoot
(Notes on Epistles of St. Paul, p. 292)
"
a righteous deed,"
adopts this meaning,
and quotes Arist., Rhet., i., 13, to. aSitc-rjpiaTa iraVro Kal to SucaiupaTa, and
Eth. Nic, v., 7 (10) koXcitoi Bk paXXor
is,

:

pecwould have written here also
SCkoioi KaTCo-Td6i)o-av. It is because
Paul conceives of this justification as
conditioned in the case of each of the
iroXXot by faith, and as in process 01
taking place in one after another that
he uses the future. A reference to the
Judgment Day (Meyer) is forced it is
:
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Sikcuoi KaTaonraO^o-OKTai ot iroXXoi.
iVa TrXcoi/daT) to TrapdirrojAa.
CTrcpiaffcuact'

tu Oav-aTw,

outo> Kal

Slcl

alJjviov,

X^P ts

t|

'incroG

*

tj

21

20. Nou-os 8e irap€i<njX0€i',

08 8c cTrXccVaaey
"

-

X^P ls

63 l

djxapTia, uirep-

i]

va w<rnrep efJaoriXeucrcy i] dpapTia 4k
0a<nXeu<rr| 81a Sixaioaunqs CIS ^tjk

XptoroC tou Kupiou

.jgl the n,, but when they belie ve in Christ,
THat men are" constituted giica 10 17
Ver. 2?rf7 " The
between

Tju,a>y.

Jesus Christ our Lord ".

Iv t£ OavaTtp
more natural to oppose this to t<ar\
" a
and
death
as
aluvios,
regard
province
which sin had won, and in which it
:

it is

comparison
Christ is closed.
But in. the
"
the
between
two, stood the law
middle,
Paul
must
fefer"
10
ll 111 such
(Meyer)?

Adam and

exercised
to make

its
it

dominion "

parallel (with

(Gifford),

than

Meyer) to 8ia

" in virtue of
SitcaiocrvvTjs, and render
death " (dat. instr.). Grace has not yet
attained to its full sovereignty ; it comes
to this sovereignty as it imparts to men
the gift of God's righteousness (81a
SitcttKxruvTis) : its goal, its limit whic h

a way as to indicate the place it holds
in the order of Providence, and especially
to show that it does not frustrate, b ut

the end contempia
iropeio^XFev see ver.
l2~2boveT~ Sin entered into the world
entered
Law
into
the situation thus is yet no limit, is eternal life.
the
Some,
created as an accessory or subordinate however, Construe *U £«tjv aittviov with
it
has
not
the
decisive
81a
:
a
signficance
thing ;
SiKaioo-vv-qs
through
righteous
in history which the objective power of ness which ends in eternal life
cf. eis
Words in which the same pre- Sucaiwo-iv £<0T]$, ver. 18. Sia 'I. X. tov
sin has.
have
are
a
similar
force
this
full
rhetorical
close
positions
K-upiov Tjp.wv
has almost the value of a doxology.
Trapcio-d-yw, 2 Pet. ii. I ; irapcurSvvw,
Uhapter VI. Vers. 1-14. In the fifth
irapeto-<|>€pci), 2 Pet. i. 5
cf.
Jude 4
Gal. ii. 4. There is often in such words, chapter, Paul has concluded his ex"
though not necessarily, the idea of position of the "righteousness of God
stealth or secrecy: we might render which is revealed in the Gospel.
But
" the law
tva irXeovdafl the exposition leaves something to be
slipped in ".
rb irapaiTTwp.a the purpose expressed desired something hinted at in iii. 8
by Iva is God's Winer, p. 575. TJie (" Let us do evil that good may come ")
offence is multiplied be cause the law, and recalled in v. 20 f. (" Where sin
encountering the flesh, evokes its natural abounded, grace did superabound "). It
as if the gospel did " make
antagonism to God, and so stimulates jt seems, after all,
"
in a bad sense and
into' disobedience. Cf. Gal. iii. 19 ff., and
void the law
(iii. 31)
Paul has now to demonstrate that it does
the development of this idea in chap. vii.
7 ff. As the offe nce multip l ied, the need not. It is giving an unreal precision to
of redemption, and the sense 01 that Ins words to say with Lipsius that he
need were intensified, ov *$€ iirXedvacrfv has now to justify his gospel to the
consciousness of the Jewish
T| ap.apTia
ap-apria seems used here, moral
it is not Jewish Christians,
not irapairrwpa, because more proper Christian
to express the sum total of evil, made up obviously, who are addressed in vi. 19 ff.,
_pf r epeated acts of d isobedience to the and it is not the Jewish-Christian moral
" oflerTLe "
" Sin" bulked la
l aw.
consciousness, but the moral conscio usrger, as
was~added to " ofrence . oi might seem ness of all men, which raises the questions
there
it
was
He
for
to which he here addresses himself.
to refer to Israel only,
that the law had its seat but there is has to show that those who have "resomething analogous to thi sjaw and its ceived the reconciliation" (v. 11), who
a nd everywhere as " receive the abundance of the grace and
erTects everywhere
"
the need of redemption becomes more _of the gift of ri ghteousness (v. 17), are
~ ace 1 ibes
" the
in
whom
to
the
power
righteous
"irrHigher
very
persons
picsshig gi
" is fulfilled
" the lirXclIfteetit. virepeirepio-ormo-tv
(viii.
requirement of the law
"
The libertine argument is rather
roo-cr had to be surpassed
(Meyer). 4).
Paul is excessively Gentile than Jewish, though when Paul
Cf. 2 Cor. vii. 4.
The speaks oi'th£ ricw religion as EBlAbllfthTng
fond of compounds with wlp.
purpose of this abounding manifestation Law, it id naturally tne Mosaic law of
of grace is, "that as sin reignedv in which he thinks. It was the one definite
death, so also should grace reign through embodiment of the concept. The justififignleuusuei& uiiiu denial "fiTe through cation, to the moral consciousness, of the
further,

:

;

:

:

—

:

;

'

—

:

:

;

:

;

;

;

-

:

—

i/
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VI.

aCh. xLst
23;

1

;

TfXeovdo-T)

16.

bCoLiL

I. T\ ovv ipov[i€V

c?v

^aofjiei'
12.

2

'iTjaoGv,

2.

jxtj

auTtj

els Toy

auTw Sid toG

*

3.

tj

1

;

£mfj.eeoG}iei'

omyes

yeVoiro.

;

Qav<nov auToC
j3aTrr£cru.aT0S

For

*
is

om.

b

frequent

;

els

tov

•

iVa,

ajorrep

tou iraTpds, outw

;

In chap. vi. it is shown that the
Christian, in baptism, dies to sin : i n
chap, vii., that by death he is freed from
thejaw, which in point of fact, owing to
the"corruption of his nature, perpetually
stimulates sin ; in chap, viii., that the
to believers bre aks ^the
Spirit imparted
power of the flesh, and enables them to

God.

Ver. 1. TC ovv tpovpev; What inference then shall we draw, i.e., from the
relations of sin and grace expounded in
Are we to continue in sin (cf.
v. 20 f. ?
xi. 22 f.) that grace may abound ? Light"
" the sin " and " the
foot suggests
grace
The question was one
just referred to.
Paul
sure to be asked by some one
recognises it as a natural question in
view of his doctrine, and asks it himself.
;

But he answers

with an indignant

it

negative.
Ver. 2.

iii. 4.
oItivcs
p.^| y^voito, cf.
dircOdvopcv tq d|xapTia the relative is
"
we, being as we are persons
qualitative :
who died to sin ". For the dative, see
:

To have
vers. 10, 11, and Winer, p. 263.
died to sin is to be utterly and for
"ever out of any relation to it. ir&s 3rt
shall we live in"
£tjo-op.cv ; how after that
it ?

impossible.
But this death to sin, on
Ver. 3.
which the whole argument turns, raises
a question. It is introduced here quite
abruptly ; there has been no mention of
it hitherto.
When, it may be asked, did
this all-important death take place ?
The answer is It is involved in baptism.
§ dy voeiTe 0V1 k.t.X. the only alternative
to accepting this argument is to confess
ignorance of the meaning of the rite in
which they had been received into the
:

:

we all,
Church.
oVoi 4PoTTTicr0T|u.€v
who were baptised into Christ Jesus,
:

The

were baptised into His death.
is

OdmTOv

XpioTdv

aweTd<pT]u,€v our

teal

TjY^p0T)
upveis

it

But this kind of omission

see Weiss, Textkritik, S. 88.

ters.

live to

4.

e?|3aTrTicr0T)u.6v;

read €irip.evwp*v with ABCDF.
B and some cursives W. and H. bracket

in which a Divine righteousness
freely held out in Jesus Christ to the
sinner's faith, fills the next three chap-

\j

ttj

dfiapTia, ttws cti

e? j3aTrTicr8T)u,€i> els

octoi

X^P 1 *

i\

<iriu.tvoup.ev

Mtjo-ovv

Gospel

/

dp.apTia, iva

ttj

dareBdvo^iey

dyyociTc oti

Xpioros Ik veicpwv oid ttjs &o£t)s
1

VI

not partitive but distributive

:

80-01

there

is

no argument in the passage at
all Christians were baptised.

all,

unless

The

ex-

pression PairTi<r6i]vai els Xpto-Tov does
not necessarily mean to be baptised into
ghrist ; it may only mean to be baptised
Christward, i.e., with Christ in'view as
the object _oiLfa ithI Cf. 1 Cor. x. 2, and
the expression PairTicr0TJvcu els to ovopa
tov Kvpio-u Mtjo-ov. In the same way
PaTTTio-^voi els tov Gdva-rov ovtov

might certainly mean to be baptised
with Christ's death in view as the object
of faith. This is the interpretation of
But it falls short of the arguLipsius.
mentative requirements of the passage,
which demand the idea of an actual
union to, or incorporation in, Christ.
This is more than Lipsius means, but it
does not exclude what he means. The
baptism in which we are united to Christ
and to H is death i s one in which we confess our faith, looking to Him and His
death.
To say that faith justifies but
baptism regenerates, breaking the Christian

life

into

Weiss does

—

two unrelated

— one

spiritual

pieces, as

and the other

is to throw away the Apostle's
case.
His whole point is that no such
division can be made.
Unless there is a

magical

necessary connection between justification by faith and the new life, Paul fails
to prove that faith establishes the law.
The real argument which unites chaps.
iii., iv. and v. to chaps, vi., vii. and viii.,
and repels the charge of antinomianism,
^is this ; ju stifying faith, looking, to
Christ and His death, really unites us
to Him who died and rose again, as
the symbolism of baptism shows to
every Christian.
Ver. 4. This symbolism interpreted.
Therefore
o-vvcTd<f>T|p€v ovv aviTu k.t.X.
we were buried with Him (in the act of
immersion) through that baptism into
^His death burial being regarded as the
'natural sequence of death, and a "kind of
"seal s sL-to it c r **^*y
Cf. 1 Cor. xv. 3 f.
Tt Introduces a false abstraction to say

^

:

—
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c

o-uu4>utoi ycyoVau-ev
5. Ei y&p
tou Bavdrou auTou, dXXa Kal ttjs &vaardcreo)S €ao(A€0a
*
6. touto yikwo-Korres, on 6 iraXaios TJpjK
avOpwiros oweoraupciiGT),

Ka\.v6rrr\T\.

tw

£wfjs irepnraT^o-wp.ei'.

d

c

Here only,

*

viii. 7.

6fj.oicj(xaTi

v. ia, viii.
1*

ico KaTapynOfj to aujxa ttjs du-apTias, tou u-nKen SouXcucik TJp.as Tij

au-apTia.

7.

6 ydp diroOai'wi' oeSiKcuVrcu

El 8« dircSdi'ou.ei' auK Xpiorw,
9. elSoVes oti

moreuop^K

Xptoros cycpOels ck

I'CKpwi'

(with Meyer) that els tov ddvarov means
"unto death," not "unto His death":
death in the whole context is perfectly

f

dir6 Tr]s d/xapTias.

7;

8. eEpkiv.22;
9

"

oti Kal o-u^Tjaou.ei' auTw,

ouk Iti

•

diro0Ki]o-Kei

Rev/

f Ac°!i "iU.

39"

Odva-

It may be wrong to say that it is
necessarily and essentially sinful the
body, as such, can have no moral predi8ta Tg s 8<££t)s tov Tra/rpos in cate attached to it ; it would be as wrong
definite.
the
was
of
God's*
to deny that it is invari ably and persi stsplendour
nothing
so
uch aS In there -' ently a seat and source oi s in. Trie
powef revealed
Tuffection of Jesus, Eph. f. 19 f. ~lv genitive is perhaps qualitative rather than
in.life of a new quality
•caiv^TTjTt Jwtjs
possessive, though "the body of which
1 Tim. vi. 17
the construction sin has taken posses sion " (S. and fi.) is~a
cf. vii. 6,
makes the new quality of the life pro- good paraphrase. See Winer, p. 235, 768.
This body is to be reduced to impotence
minent] Winer, p. 296.
'
Verr 5. This verse proves the legiti- tov pT]K£Ti SovXcveiv TjpS.9 k.t.X. " that
macy of the reference to a new life in the we may no longer be slaves to sin ". iThe
preceding one: union with Christ at one body is the instrument we use in t he

sin ".

—

:

m

:

;

:

,

point (His de ath) is union with firm
"altogether (and th eiefure hi His letjurre clion). €t y&p <rrjp,4>vTOi yeyovap*v t£
OavaTOv ovtov it is sim"*oploioSu.aTi tov
plest to take o*vp<p. and tw 6p.oiwp.aTi
:

—

together i f we have beco me vitally one
with the likeness of His death i.e., if
tne baptism, which is a "Similitude of
Christ's death, has had a reality answering to its obvi ous im po rt, so trrar we
have really died in it as Christ dj £ d then
;

T

we

shall haveXcorfesponding experience
of resurrection. tt|s ayao~Tdo' €(i>s is also
dependent on opoiwpo/ri baptism, inasmuch as one emerges Tf "the "'water
:

6m

a opoiwpja T5f
It does
resurrection as well as ot death.
after

being immersed,

is

not seem a real question lo ask whether
the avdcrracris is ethical or transcendent
one cannot imagine Paul drawing the
:

(On the word 6poiwpa,
see Cremer.)
Ver. 6. All this can be asserted,
"
"
knowing as we do that our old man
= our old self, what we were before we
became Christians was crucified with
distinction here.

—

Him.

Paul says a-vvea-ravpuQr] simply
because Christ died on the cross, and we
are baptis ed into that dea th, not becaus e
TrOur old man ' r is the basest of criminals
for

whom crucifixion is the proper penally.

The object of this crucifixion
man was " that the body of

of the old
sin

might
be brought to nought", to o-wpa ths
is
the
in
we
live
which
body
apaprias
apart from the crucifixion of the old self
it can be characterised as "a body of
:

s ervice* ot sin,

and

a

11

it

l

aisaDie*a **t1 "e'

is

service musf CSase.
J^or the gen. tfif*
See Biirtorl, § 3^7:
Ver. 7. 6 yap airodavwv k.t.X. Here

we have

the general principle on which
foregoing argument rests: death
annuls all obligations breaks all ties
cancels all old scor es! 1 he dimcUrly is
that by the words 4iro ttjs apapTfas
Paul introduces one particular application
of the principle the one he is concerned
with here as if it were identical with
the principle itself. "Death clears
en
of all claims, especially (to come to the
case before us) it clears us, who hav e
di ed witii (Jhnst, 01 tne claim
sin,"our
the

,

—

,

—

m

pt

would

reject the introduction' into this
clause of the idea of dying with Christ,
on the ground that the words o-vv Xpto-T^
bring it in as a new idea in the following

But it is no new idea it is the
idea of the whole passage
and unless
we bring it in here, the quittance jrom
sin (and not from any obligation in
general) remains inexplicable. Weiss, in
fact, gives it up.
Ver. 8. The Apostle now resumes his
main thought. <rvvt^<rop,€v see note on
there is no conscious
dvAo-Tao-is ver. 5
verse.

;

;

:

:

separation ot ethical and transcendent
with Christ to Paul it is one life.
Ver. 9. eISotcs . . . ovke'ti airo9vi]o-Kci
The new life with Christ will be the same
which Ch rist Himself lives, a life fa.
'accessible to death.
The p o st-resurrection life of Jesus was not His old life over
life

—

:

f
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tos adrou ouk 2ti
•

8 §€

j<ft<£ira£

rocpous

pel/

1

wicpovs

T)p,aiv

;

i-fl

J^

3

om.

VI.

io. 8 y^P ^viBave, xfj du-apTia dWOaKCK
II. oUtw kch ufjicis Xoyil^eaGe eau-rous

tw 0€w.

dpapTia, Jwrras Se tw 0ew, e^ Xpiorw

'itjaou

12. Mfj ouk paaiXcu^Tw ^ dp-apTia lr
t$ Oiojtw

^u.wk.

jtev eivai

t» KvpM*

x

2

tw Kupiw

8

icupieuei.

£tj, £jj

elmi

PQMAI0Y2

KLP

;

civai vcicpovs fiev

ABDF, and

edd.

;

ins.

fr^BC

;

om.

ADF

17.

fc^CKLP.

again ; in that life death had dominion man unregenerate the motive power of
over Him, b ec ause He made Himse lf "His life.'
But though this gives "ari
one with us in all the consequences of ethical meaning to the words in both
sin
but now the dominion of death has cases, it does not give exactly the same
The principle of ver. 7 can be ethical meaning
a certain disparity
expired.
It is more in the line of all
applied to Christ also: He has died, and remains.
the powers which in the old relations had. Paul's thoughts to say with Holtzmann
claims upon Him- death, e.g. have such (N. T. Theol., ii., 118), that Christ by
claims no more.
dying paid to sin that tribute to which
Ver. 10. This is expanded in ver. 10.^ in virtue nf a Divine sp.ntpnr.e (icpCpa, V.
8 yap direGave, Tfj apapTiq* airfare*" 16) it could lay claim, and that those
e^airaf the S is cognate accus. Winer, therefore who share His death are like
" The death that He
Himself absolved from all claims ol sin
died, He
p. 209.
died to sin once for all." The dative for the future.
For €<f>aira|, see Heb.
tq apapTtf must be grammatically the "vii. 27, ix. 12, x. 10. The very idea of
same here as in vers. 2,
but the inter- death is that of a summary, decisive .
|

;

—

—

'

•

'

II,

pretation required seems different. While
He lived, Christ had undoubtedly relations To sin, though sin was foreign to
His will and conscience (2 Cor. v. 21) ;
but after He died these relations ceased ;
sin could never make Him its victim
again as at the Cro ss. Similarly while
Hfe* lived (i.e., Before we died with
Christ), we also had relations to sin and"
these relations likewise, different as they
were from His, must cease with that
The difference in the reference
death.
of the dative is no doubt an objection
to this interpretation, and accordingly
the attempt has been made to give
the same meaning to dying to sin in
Christ's case as in ours, and indeed to make
'

;

^ui^flying to sin_t he effect

never-to-be-repeated jend. $ 8e £-g k.t.X.
liie that He lives He lives to God ".
Ver. 11. In this verse the application
is made of all that precedes.
The death
with Ch rist, the life with Christ, are real,
yet to be realised. The truth of being a
Christian is contained in them, yet the
calling of the Christian is to live up to

" The

We may

forget what we should
also (and this is how Paul
what
we are.
are
puts it) forget
dead to sin in Christ's death we are
alive to God in Christ's resurrection^ let
us regard ourselves as such in Christ

them.
be we
;

may

We

;

Jesus." .The essence~of our faith is a
union to Him in which His experience
becomes ours. This is the theological

and reproduc-

replyjo^antinomianism.
"verT"i2 1. .Practical enforcement of
vers. 1-11. The inner life is in union with
Christ, and the outer (bodily) life must
not be inconsistent with it (Weiss), ir
t$ 6rnry vfiwv o-cSpan: the suggestion
of Ovtjt^s is rather that the frail body
in
its very nature fitted to .Should be protected against the
something
tyranny
the
in
us."
Somerville, ..gLgin, than that sin leads to the d eath
change
~ produce
St. Pznrfs Conception of Christ, p. 100 f. «f^tihe' body,
(trjoc
vapurrdveTC ...
He died in short, rather than si n
aXXa irapao-TqoroTf and do not go on.
laid down His life rather than violate
as you have been doing, putting your
^the will ot (fed ; in this sense, which members at the service of sin, but put
TB aw ethical one, and points to an them once for all at the service of God.^
experience which can be reproduced in l?or the difference between pres. and
others under His influence,
Hejdied to aor. imper., see Winer, p. 393 f. SirXa
" His
~"sin.
death on the Cross was the dSiKias the gen. is of quality, cf. Luke
"inal triumph of His holiness over all
xvi. 8, 9.
SirXa in the N.T. seems always
desires of the flesh that furnish to to mean
weapons, not instruments see
tion Of HlsT "The language of the Apostle
seems to imply that there was something
in the mind of Christ in lyi
dying for us
the ~moral equivalent
TK&T was we
ilei
[italics
ours] to that death to sin which takes,
place in us when we believe in Hlm^

T

—

:

:

:

npo2 PQMAiois

io—-17.
f

ujxwi'

to uiraicouciK auTfj Iv 1 Tats <hn0uu.icu<s cwtou

aoifxaTt, els

TrapiordVeTC t&
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u^Xtj ujawk oirXa aSttctas

•

&p,apTta

rfj

•

13.?
aXXd

Ch.viii.11.

tw 0€w 6s 2 £< ycKpuK "unras, *al Ttt (aAtj
Sticaiocrunrjs tw 6cu. 14. apapTia ydp u/xwk ou Kupieuaet •hCh.xiii.12.

Trapaorrjo-aTe eauTous
h

uuuk oirXa

ou ydp l<rr€ 6iro

»'<5(xoi',

dXX* uiro X^P IV
on ouk
*

3
15. Tt ofiV; djiapTiiaop.ci',

ccru-eK uir6

16. 061c oT8aT€ Sti

f

^ojjlok,

&XX' uir6

i 1

Cor.

ix.

w

iraptordi'€T€ eau-rous
\dpiv ; jx^| y&'oiTO.
SouXous els oiraKO^jK, SouXot lore w uiraKOurrc, rjroi dpapTtas «tS

17. X&P l S 8e tw 0€«,

OdvaTOK, ^ uiraKofjs «iS StKaioau^K;
1

ai>TTj ev

C'KLP

received reading

DFKLP

is

;

om.

^ABC

1

47, vulg.

For apaprqo-opcv fc^ABCDKLP read

a|iapTT)o-b>|j.cv.

2 Cor. x. 4, 6, 7, and c/. oxJ/cSvia, ver. 23.
wo-ci Ik vcicpwv tStvraq
they were r*ra//y
such the taarei signifies that they are to
think of themselves as such, and to act
:

;

accordingly.
Ver. 14. They can obey these exhortations, for sin will not be their tyrant
now, since they are not under law, but
under grace. It is not restraint, but
inspiration,

which

liberates

irom

sirn

Mount Sinai but Mount Calvary
which makes saints. But this very way
not

01 putting the trutn (which will be expanded in chaps, vii. and viii.) seems to
raise the

old difficulty of

iii.

8,

vi.

1

The Apostle

states it himself,
and proceeds to a final refutation of it.
Ver. 15. au.apTifa-wp.cv ; deliberative:

again.

we

not ruled
by statutes, but inspired by the sense of
what we owe to that free pardoning
mer cy of_ God ? Ar e we to sin because
at the Cross ?
Godjustifies the ungodly
~"Ver? ib. o4k olfiaTe: it is excluded
by the elementary principle that no man
can serve two masters (Matt. vi. 24).
The SovXovs is the exclusive property of
one, and he belongs to that one els
viraKOTjv, with obedience in view nothing
else than obedience to his master alone
The masters here are
is contemplated.
qqapTta whose service ends in deail?n7
are

to sin because our

lite is

;

inrttKof) [cf. v. 19) whose service enas
in righteousness . SiKato<rvvT) here cannot
"
but righteousness in
be "justification,
justification

and

the sense of the character which God
= of
approves, tjtoi here only in N.T.
course these are the only alternatives.
Ver. 17. Paul thanks God that his
readers have already made their choice,
and made it for obedience. 5ti tjtc . . .
the co-ordination seems
virt)Ko-uo-aTc 8i
:

The

Orig.-inter.

NABC

w*

*

;

DF,

avnrj only,

t|t€

apparently an attempt to combine the other two.
but wrct
47-

a

17

;

on

to imply that Paul is grateful (1) that
their servitude to sin is past— yjtc having
the emphasis ; (2) that they have received
Yet the two things are one,
the Gospel.
and it would have been more natural to

subordinate the first: "that though ye
were slaves of sin, ye obeyed, " etc.
vjnrjKOvcraTC els &v irapc8d0T]T€ Tuiror
SiSax'ns must be resolved into v. ry
twci> ttjs 8i8axi)$ «U 8v irapc8d0T)TC.
The alternative is els tov tuitov ttjs
8i8axHS $s irapeSde-i] vp.iv (Kypke). But
cis Tt only means to be
obedient with respect to something, not
to be obedient to some one, or some
thing, which is the sense required here.
A true parallel is Cyril of Jerus. Catechet.

inratcoveiv

iii.
§
irpo 81 tt)s €ts ttjv
the catechumens
irapaSdo-ews
were handed over to the faith. But
what is the tvitos 8i8ax*]S to which the
converts at Rome were handed over ?
words of
Many, in the line of these
"
type of docCyril, conceive of it as a
trine," a special mode of presenting the
Gospel, which had as catchwords, e.g.,
"not under law but under grace," or
*
slaves to righteou s|free from sin and
"
ness," or more probably, "dying" with
In other
Christ and rising with Him ".
'words, PaUlinism as "modern theology
conceives it. But this is an anachronism.
It is only modern eyes t hat see di stinct
'
Uoc U' liicJ t yp e s in the N.T., and Paul,
as far as he knew (1 Cor. xv. 3-1 1),
preached the same Gospel as the other
"Apostles. It is unnecessary, also, to the
argument. In whatever form the Gospel
won the obedience of men, it was incon-

lect.

:

iv.,

tticttiv

',

sistent with

Hence

it

their

continuance

in

sin.

seems nearer the truth to take

tvitos StSoxtis in a

more general sense

;

.

w

PQMAI0Y2

IIPOS
80GX01

VI. 18—23,

uiTTjKOuaaTe 8£ Ik icapSia? els o> irapc860T)T€

ttjs dp,apTias,

18. e'XeuOepwOc'ircs 8e diro ttjs dp.apTias, e8ouXcj0rjT€

TuiroK SiSax^S*

''

rfj

k

M»tt

k

Heb.
X

*

aZ

tjj

$oGXa

Thesa.

1

aJcnrcp

Ci^dy.

Kal
l

1 9.

SiKaioauvrj.

5

dyofua

kvbp&irivQv Xtyaj 8id TTjy dcrOeVeiav ttjs crapicos

ydp irapcoT^aaTe Ta
*

ttj

SucaioaukT) €ts

Af-apTios, eXcuOepoi tJtc
TOT€, 4$' °^S K " 1'

dyiacruoV.

kok hk eXeu0epco0eVTes

>

ttj

dica0apcria

TrapacrrTjcraTe

Ta

/xAtj

20. otc yap 80GX01

Tim

2,1.

ttj Sucaiocruvrj.

^Trtt l O'X" ,' €a ^ €

8oCXa

)j.Atj ujxaii'

outw vuv

els TTjy dvojuay,

T0 Y^P T ^X°S

diro ttjs dfiapTias,

X

ouk

dawy

tjtc

icapTroi'

rfjs

€?X€T«

€K€LVOiV 0dl>aTOS. 22.

8ouXa>0eVT€S 8e tw Gcw,

"i^xCor. 2x CTe r° y KapiriK up,uK els dyiacrp,di>, to 8c t^Xos Jwtjk aiupioK.
m
to 8c* x^P 1
toG
Cor xl 8. 23. Td ydp
ofcSi'ta ttjs djiapTias 0d^aTOS

^

*

-

to yap tcXos fc^ACD'KLP to u«v yap tcXos ^»BD F > Syr. As the reasons
omitting are obvious the art. is already separated from the substantive, and
there is really nothing to balance it the uev is probably original, and is retained
by Lachmann, Weiss, and Tregelles (marg.), though omitted by W. and H.
1

1

—

for

'»

—

is teaching, of course in a definite
form, but regarded chiefly in its ethical
requirements; when received, or when
men were handed over to it, it became a
moral authority. Cf. Hort, Romans and
Ephesians, p. 32 f. What is the time
referred to in the aorists vrririKovcraTe
and irape8<50T)T€ ? It is the time when

SovXa tq dicaOapcria

they became Christians, a time really
fixed by their acceptance of the Gospel
in faith, and outwardly marked by baptism.
Baptism is the visible point of

higher thing, dyi.acrp.os is sanctification,
primarily as an act or process, eventually
It is unreal to ask whether
as a result.
the process or the result is meant here

separation between the two servitudes
to sin and to God.
Ver. 18. .There is no absolute independence for man our nature requires
us to serve some master
"
Ver. 19.
ovHpSrrTvov Xeyw 8id Ttjr

they have no meaning apart.
In every state in which man
Ver. 20.
lives, there is a bondage and a liberty.
In the old state, it was bondage to sin,

it

—

;

.

Kal

tq

dvopia

:

defiling the sinner, dvouia
disregarding the will of God. If ets ttjv
dvouiav should remain in the text, it may
suggest that this bad life never gets be-

dicadapo-ia

On the other hand, to preitself.
sent the members as slaves to righteousness has dyiacrpds in view, which is a

yond

:

and
For

liberty in relation to righteousness.
263.

ttj Sucaioo-vvrj see Winer,
decide which
Ver. 2 1 f.

But what is " the weakness of the flesh
which makes him have recourse to such
figures? Weiss makes it moral. The

To
of the two
of the two freedoms, is the true*
Paul appeals to their fruits. The marked
contrast between t6tc and vvv is in favour
of those who put the mark of interrogation after j6rt.
"What fruit therefore
had you then ? Things of which you are

Apostle speaks with this unmistakable
plainness and emphasis because he is

now ashamed."

The

ols !iraicrxw€cr06

is

writing to morally weak persons whose
nature and past life really made them
liable to temptations to libertinism. This
seems to me confirmed by the reference,
which immediately follows, to the character of their pre-Christian life.
Others
make the weakness rather intellectual
than ethical, as if Paul said "I conde-

If
29
TJ<rxvv0Ticrav liri tois kijitois.
the point of interrogation is put after
"
"
none must
liraioxuvecrOc, the answer
be interpolated and ckcivwv supplied as
antecedent to l<f>' ots. vvv! 8c But now,
now that the situation is reversed, and

do-Geveiav ttjs o-aptcos iipiuv.
Cf. iii. 5,
Paul apologises for using
Gal. iii. 15.
this human figure of the relation of slave
to master to convey spiritual truths.
'.'

:

scend to your want of spiritual intelligence in using such figures ". But this
"
is not a natural
meaning for the weakness of your flesh," and does not yield
so good a connection with what follows.

lives, or

construction

found also in

€<j>'

Isa.

i.

:

:

:

you have been freed from sin and made
slaves to God, you have your fruit els
He does not say what the
dyia.crp.dv.
fruit is, but we know what the things
are which contribute to and result in
dYia.o-p.ds

Ver.

:

23.

see ver. 19.

The yap

introduces

the

0eou

auSvios £v XpurnS

£wt)

dyyocvre, d8e\(J>oi (yiKcoaicouo'i

tou dvdpwTrou 1$'

dK&pos.

3.

ydp

r& Kupiw

VII.

f\\x.uiv.

I.

lij

dpa ouV £w»ros tou deSpos u,oixaXls xP YlFLaT "Tet >

tou you-ou, tou

*H

v6p.ov XaXu>,) oti & you.os icupieuci

xpoyov £t) ; 2.
yolp uTraySpos yuvi\ tw £<om
cdy 8c diroOdKi] 6 dnrjp, KarqpyifjTai diro too

vo\i<o

y^KTjTai CLvhpi €T^pw

wore,

'ItjctoG
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o°" 01'
•

dkSpl Se'Serai

4.

PQMAI0Y2

IIP02

VII.

[at]

d8eX<j>oi

•

iav hk dirodder) 6 dn^p, eXeu&Vpa

^

y

icrrlv diro

eimi aur^y u,oixaXi8a, yeyop-eVny dkSpl eTe'pw.
fxou, Kal ulicis €0aKaTc50T}T€ tw you,a> Sid tou

awpiaTos tou Xpicrrou, eis to ye^eaGat up.ds er^pw, tu ck vtKp&v
general truth of which what has been
said of the Romans in ver. 21 f. is an
illustration.

"All

natural, for the

this

is

normal and

wages of

sin is death,"
28, xiv. 32.
The idea of a warfare (see oirXo, ver. 13)
is continued. The soldier's pay who enlists in the service of sin is death,
to 82
xdpurua: but the free gift, etc. The
end in God's service is not of debt, but
of grace. Tertullian (quoted in S. and H.)
etc.

6\|/»via

1

Mace.

iii.

6 vluos, though in applying the principle
Paul would think first of the Mosaic law,
not exclusively referred to.
Ver. 2 f. An illustration of the principle. It is the only illustration in which
death liberates a person who yet remains
alive and can enter into new relations.
Of course there is an inexactness, for in
the argument the Christian is freed by
his own death, and in the illustration the
wife is freed by the husband's death but

it is

;

we must

renders \dpiay.a here donativum (the
largess given by the emperor to soldiers
on a New Year's Day or birthday),
keeping on the military association ; but
Paul could hardly use what is almost a
technical expression with himself in a
technical sense quite remote from his
own. On £«t] aiwvios Iv X. 'I. t$ icvpty
T)p.wv, see on v. 21.
Chapter VII. The subject of chap.
vi. is continued. The Apostle shows how
by death the Christian is freed from the
law, which, good as it is in itself and in
the Divine intention, nevertheless, owing
to the corruption of man's nature, instead
of helping to make him good, perpetually
Vers. 1-6 describe the
stimulates sin.
liberation from the law ; vers. 7-13, the
actual working of the law in vers. 14-25
we are shown that this working of the
law is due not to anything in itself, but
to the power of sin in the flesh.
Vers. 1-6. For ^ dyvoeiTe, cf. vi. 3.
Chap. vi. contains the argument which
is illustrated in these verses, and the
question alludes to it : not to accept the
argument that the Christian is free from
all legal obligations leaves no alternative
but to suppose the persons to whom it is
addressed ignorant or the principle by
which the duration of all legal obligaThis they cannot
tions is determined.

Paul required
an illustration in which both death and
a new life appeared. icaTTjpy-rjTcu airo"
she is once for all
cf. ver. 6, Gal. v. 4
'*
discharged (or as R.V. in Gal. severed ")
from the law of the husband
for the
genitive tou dvSpos, see Winer, 235.
= she shall be publicly desig\py\\iari<rti
nated
tov jitj clvai
cf. Acts xi. 26.

be, for Paul speaks yivwo-Kovo-i vdfiov
to people who know what law is.

the

;

=

Neither

Roman

nor Mosaic law

ally referred to: the argument
the nature ox law in general.

is

specirests on

Even

in

discount that.

:

:

:

:

avT-rjv

poixaXiSa

k.t.X.

mean

:

grammatically

that she may
not be an adulteress, though married to
another man ; or (2) so that she is not,
etc.
Meyer prefers the first ; and it
may be argued that in this place, at all
events, the idea of forming another connection is essential cf. €ts to yeve'crOai
vp.a.9 €T€pa>, ver. 4 (GiiTord) ; but it is
difficult to conceive of innocent remarriage as being formally the purpose
of the law in question, and the second
meaning is therefore to be preferred. Cf.

this

either

may

(1)

:

Burton, Moods and Tenses, § 398.
Ver. 4. wore koA vueis <t0avaT(o0T)T«

t$ vdu<p the inference is drawn rather
from the principle than from the example,
but Kal vll6i$ means " you as well as
:

the

woman

the

in

"

illustration,"

not

you Gentiles as well as I a Jew ".
The last, which is Weiss's interprea violent contrast of
not the faintest hint in

tation, introduces

which there
context.

is

The meaning of 40ava-

fixed by reference to chap,
aorist refers to the definite
time at which in their baptism the old

Tw8tjTc
vi. 3-6.
life

is

The

(and with

it all its

legal obligations)

nP02 PQMAI0Y2
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Td

*

*Ka

Kapiro$opr\<Tk>p€V

VII.

ru 6cw.

5. ore

ydp

tjj*€K

tv

rfi

k

ira6^(xaTo twv dfAapriuv Td Bid tou yop.ou cviqpyeiTo c!k
6. vuvl hi
(xeXeai^ Tjp.u>y, els to Kapiro^oprjaai tw Gam-ru)

aapicl,

•

tois

KaTr\pyr\9i)\i€V dird tou v<5u,ou,

BouXeuciv

1

T^jxa-s

iv

Kaivornn

diro0aydVT€s

<3

e;v

<5>ot€

xaT€ixo|A€0a,

irv€up.aTO$, Kal ou -iraXaiOTT)Ti ypd|ip.aTos.

Ti ouv epouu,€v ; 6 yop.09 dpapTia ; jxt] ycVoi-ro
dXXd ttjv
dpapTiav ouk eyvuv, el p.T) Sid vdpou ttjk TC yap ^iri6up.iar ouk
*

7.

'

1
Most edd. (W. and H., Lachm., and Trcg.) bracket
i)pas om. BFG.
omits, but allows that the case is disputable.

came
Xtov

to an end.
:

Weiss

8id tov <rw\iaro% tov
opposed to the

described

because

rejects as

context the "dogmatic" reference to
the sacrificial death of Christ as a satisfaction for sin ; all the words imply,
according to him, is that the Christian,
in baptism, experiences a 6u.oi«p,a of
Christ's death, or as it is put in vi. 6 is
crucified with Him, and so liberated from
every relation to the law. But if Christ's
death had no spiritual content if it
were not a death " for our sins " (1 Cor.
xv. 3), a death having the sacrificial
character and atoning virtue described
~
in iii. 25 f.
there would be no reason
why a sinful man should be baptised intoChrist and His death at all, and in point
of fact no one would be baptised. It is
because Christ's death is what it is, a
sin-expiating death, that it draws men

—

—

""

as

ry Ik

we can

vcicpwv

it

;

Weiss

lycpdcvTi,

only belong to a living

dat. comm.
God
person. t$ 0ey
the person interested in this result.
is

is

Ver.

Contrast of the earlier life.
5.
"
kr tq crap*!
is materially the same
"
"
vnro tov vo|aov ; the same state of
as
the soul is described more from within and
more from without. The opposite would
be Iv t$ irvevfia-ri, or
x<*p iv. ret iraBr\[Lara twv dpapTtwv are the passions from
which acts of sin proceed Gal. v. 24.
to. 810 tov vopov
it is through the la
that these passions become actualised
we would never know them for what they
cts to
are, if it were not for the law.
**.

wo

:

w

:

:

there is no
Kapiro$opT]o-ai Tq> Bavdry
allusion to marriage here any more than
in ver. 4.
Death is personified here as
:

in v. 17

;

this tyrant of the

human

race

Him, and spiritually reproduces in jajji^nn^y nnt* ™ hrt VJf^Ui fy +*1 * triTTTg
them a reflex or counterpart of His death, of the sinful life.
with which all their old relations and
"Ver".' 6. vvvl Be but as things stand, conO bligation s terminate! T^t-obje«t oi~ sidering what we are as Christians. icaTtjpto

this is that

Y»]0tjH€v

a

from the law, by our death to that in which

they may belong to another,
Paul does not 'say
person.
IWpy "ovSp'C the marriage metaphor is_
He is speaking of the exdropped.
perience of Christians one by one, and
Christ
is sometimes spoken of as
though
the husband or bridegroom of the Church,
there is no Scripture authority for using
this metaphor of His relation to the
individual soul.
Neither is this interpretation favoured by the use of icapiro4>op-r]o-(ojx£v ; to interpret this of the fruit
of the new marriage is both needless and
difrer ent

:

grotesque. The word is used frequently
in the N.T. for the outcome of the
Christian life, but never with this association ; and a reference to vi. 21
shows how natural it is to the Apostle
without any such prompting.
Even the
change from the second person (lOavato
first
the
t«0tjt«)
(Kapiro<|>opi]arb>p.£v)
shows that he is contemplating the end
of the Christian life quite apart from the
suggestions of the metaphor. Christ is

:

cf. ver. 2.

we were h eld.

W_e_are_discharged

But what

is this ?

Most

expositors say the law; Philippi even
makes tov vrfpov the antecedent of Iv <£,

rendering, we have been delivered, by
dying, from the law in which we were
held.
This construction is too artificial
to be true and if we supply tovtm with
diro6avovT€9, something vaguer than the
law, though involving and involved by it
(the old life in the flesh, for instance)
must be meant. wo-tc SovXeveiv k.t.X. :
"
"
enabling us to serve (S. and H.) for
wore with inf. in N. T., see Blass,
Gramm. des N.T. Griech., § 219. Iv
;

:

KaivoTTjTt irvcupaTos k.t.X. = in a new
way, which only the possession of the
spirit

makes

possible, not in the old

way

which alone was possible when we were
For the
under the letter of the law.
Pauline contrast of wvcvjia and ypajxp-a,
see 2 Cor. iii. for ov in this expression.
see Burton, § 481.
;
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8.
l

"

d<|>opuV

iv i\io\ iraarav

c

"^f
*
*3J

1

1
KarnpYao-a/ro B*DP. In chap. xv. 18 all editors
KaTeipvao-o/ro jj^ACFGKL
with fc^ABCP read KaT€ip"yacraTo, and this is preferred here by Lachm., W. and H.,
but
here
and by Weiss in all places
Tischdf., Treg. and Alford read KaT-qpYao-o/ro.
Variations in the treatment of the augment are very frequent in the MSS.
;

;

Vers. 7-13. The actual working of the
law.
very close connection between
the law and sin is implied in all that has

A

especially in vi. 14, and in
preceded
such an expression as to. ira0ij|ioTa t«v
a|jiapTi»v toi 81a tov vopov in vii. 5. This
connection has to be examined more
The object of the Apostle,
closely.
according to Weiss, is not to answer a
false inference from his teaching, vix.,
that the law is sin, but to conciliate for
his own mind the idea of liberation from
the law with the recognition of the O.T.
But the difficulty of conrevelation.
ciliating these two things is not peculiar
it is because we all feel
to the Apostle
it in some form that the passage is so
Our experience of law has
real to us.
been as tragic as his, and we too ask
how this comports with the idea of its
The much discussed
Divine origin.
:

;

known

sin but by the law .
The
context better : see ver. 21.
ovk tyvctfv without av, see Winer,

not have

last suits the

On

383 it is possible, however (Gifford), to
render simply, I did not know sin except
through the law and so also with ovk
81a vopov
of course he thinks
fjSciv.
of the Mosaic law, but the absence of
the article shows that it is the legal, not
the Mosaic, character of it which is in
view and it is this which enables us to
understand the experience in question.
:

;

:

;

the desi re
tijv re yop tiridv|juav k.t.X.
for what is forbidden is the first c nn.
scious form of sim
For the force of
T€ here see Winer, p. 561.
Simcox,
Language of the N.T., p. 160. In the
very similar construction in 2 Cor. x. 8
:

Winer suggests an anacoluthon possibly Paul meant here also to introduce
something which would have balanced
:

the tc (I should both have been ig norant
of lust, unless the law had said, Thou
or the regenerate self, or whether in shalt not lust, and ignorant of other
particular vers. 7-13 refer to the un-~ forms of sin unless the law had prohibited
But the one instance, as he
regenerate, and vers. 14-24 to the re-- them).
It seems
generate, is hardly real. The distinction works it out, suffices him.
in its absolute form belongs to doctrine,
impossible to deny the reference to the
not to experience. No one could have tenth commandment (Exod. xx. 17)
written the passage but a Christian: it when the words ovk liridvp.i]o-cLs are
" the law " but the
is the experience of the unregenerate. wc_ quoted from
special
modes
of 6Tri.0vp.ia prohibited are of no
but
seen
say\
through
regenerate
~may
^eyes, interpreted in a regenerate mind. consequence, and it is beside the mark
_It is the Apostle's spiritual history, but "to argue that Paul's escape from pharia history in which one saism began with the discovery that a
universalised
stage is not extinguished by the next, feeling, not an outward act only, might
but which is present as a whole to his be sinful. All he says is that the cohconsciousness, each stage all the time sciousness 01 sin awoke in him in the
determining and determined by all the shape of a conflict with a prohibitive
cannot date the things of the law, and to illustrate this he quotes the
test.
Its generality
Tpirit as simply as if they were mere tenth commandment.
made it the most appropriate to quote.
rt ovv £povp.cv, cf.
historical incidents,
What inference then shall we
Ver. 8.
vi. 1 :
d<j>opp.T]v
Xa^ovaa means
draw ? sc. from the relations of sin and " having received," not " having taken "
law just suggested. Is the law sin ? Paul occasion, yj apapi-Ca is sin as a power
aXXd dwelling in man, of the presence of which
repels the thought with horror.
he is as yet unaware. How it " receives
ttjv ajiapTiav ovk ifyvwv : aXXa may con"
=
is not stated
the
it must be
the
On
tinue
contrary, I occasion
protest
by
should not have known sin, etc. or it may coming face to face with something
be restrictive, abating the completeness which appeals to !iri0vp.(a but when it
**-»*»
of the negation involved in the protest. has received it. it aya^s i«-g*>1f
The law is not sin God forbid ; but, for commandment (viz., the one prohibiting
all that, there is a connection : I should
iirtOviUa) to work in us iin.0vp.ia of
question,

passage

whether the

subject of this

(vers. 7-24) is the

unregenerate

;

;

We

;

;

;

—

^
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i-mOvpiav
d Lake zv.

X U P^ yap

•

iroW

ko/jlou

8^ &Tt4Qavov
eVer.

II.

8.

l

LOU

•

Kal

uoi

eupe'Or]

f\

e

yap dp.apTia

Vj

d<|>op|XT)»'

ue, Kal 81' auTtjs dir^KTcu'ei'.

enroXyj

eyw 8e

•

duapTia venpd

'°F

£X0ou<rns 8e ttjs cv'toXtjs,

•

vi.

9.
d

t}

rj

duapTia

e£an' ^cupls

df^aei', 10. tyw

els t^ty, auTi) els Bdvarov.

Xaf3ouaa Bid

Ttjs

I^toXtjs e^nirdTna^

12. aJore 6 [ikv fduos ayios, Kal

rj

l
13. To oGV dyadoV ep.ol y^yowc
dyia Kal Sikcuo. Kal dyadt].
BAvaros ; p.$) y^koito dXXd i] dp,apTia, i^a 4>arr] duapTia, Sid tou

^ktoXtj

•

*

1

Cor. xiL
i.8;

iv.

*

KaT€pya£ouenr) OdmTOf, Xva y^rjTai Ka8' uirepPoXrjj'
2
on 6
14. OtSap-cy yap
daaproiXos Tj duapTia 8id ttjs erroXTjs8
8c
Koaos iTK€up,aTiKds cotik
aapKitcos
ey&>
€i|U, ireirpap.eVos uiro

dyaOou

p,oi

•

J3/

1

2

yryovc

yap

KL

cycvcro fc^ABCD.

;

NBCFK

'>

8«

LP

AD

See note

(Greek) L.

l

page 604.

but crapKivos ^ABCDF. The two words are constantly confused (Alford), but the change may have been made intentionally here with the idea
that an ethical word was wanted.
8

3

0-apiciicos

fc$

5

It really is the commanddwelling sin, inherited fr om Adam,
ment whic h it uses, for without law sin "which, when it has foun d '"aT base of
jsdead. Cf. iv. 15, v. 13 but especially operations, employs the commandment

every sort.

:

w

Cor. xv. 56. A part from the law e to deceive (cf. Gen. iii. 13) and to
have no experience either of its character kill. " Sin here takes the place of the
"
or of its vitality.
"Tempter in Genesis (S. and H.).
Ver. 12. The conclusion is that the
Ver. 9. 4y» %ik ifav x«pls v<$p,ov votc:
There is not law is holy (this is the answer to the
this is ideal biography.
really a period in life to which one can question with which the discussion
look back as the happy time when he started in ver. 7: 6 v6\ios apap-ria;),
had no conscience ; the lost paradise in and the commandment, which is the law
the infancy of men or nations only in operation, holy and just and good,
serves as a foil to the moral conflicts ayia means that it belongs to God and
and disorder of maturer years, of which has a character corresponding Sucaia
we are clearly conscious. k\9ov<Tr\$ &k that its requirements are those which
In these words, on answer to the relations in which man
Tfjs IvtoXtjs ic.t.X.
the other hand, the most intensely real stands to God and his fellow-creatures ;
experience is vividly reproduced. When ayaOi] that in its nature and aim it is
the commandment came, sin "came to beneficent ; man's weal, not his woe, is
"
its natural end.
There is no iormal conlife again
its dormant energies woke,
and " Ldied ". " There is a deep tragic trast to 6 piv vdpos, such as was perhaps
in the Apostle's mind when he began the
pathos in the brief and simple statement
it seems to point to some definite period
sentence, and might have been intro"
duced by rj
full of painful recollections
(Gifford).
apap-ria but a real con"
"
To say that death here means the trast is given in ver. 13.
The
Ver. 13.
loss of immortality (bodily death without
description of the com"
the hope of resurrection), as Lipsius, or mandment as " good raises the problem
"
Can the good
that it means only
death, is of ver. 7 in a new form.
spiritual
to lose touch with the Apostle's mode of issue in evil ?
Did that which is good
thought. It is an indivisible thing, all turn out to be death to me ? This also
doom and despair, too simply felt to be is denied, or rather repelled. It was not
1

;

;

,

;

&

;

' '

a subject for analysis.
Ver. 10. The result

became

that the commandment defeats its own intention it
has life iif'View, Dut it ends in death,
Here also analysis only misleads. Life
and death are indivisible wholes.
Ver. 11. Yet this result is not due to
the commandment in itself.
It is inis

;

jbhe good law, hut, sin, whic h
death to the Apostle. And in this there
was_ a Divine intention, viz., that sin
might appear sin ^jm' ght cprne^nnt in jtig"
true colours, by working death for man
Sin turns
through
" that which is _good.
G6(Ts intended blessi ng into a curs e
what it
show
nothing could more clearly
;
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rqv afxapTiav.
15. S yip KaT€pyt{£o|j,<u, ofl yivwo-»cu
&XX' o pucrw, touto ttoiw.
Oe'Xu, touto irp do-aw
16.
•

0e'Xa>,

touto tvouo,

is. or excite

*
oru|A<f>r)U.i

TW

ori KaXos.

p6u.(«>

ou y&p $
8t o ou

el

17. vuvl $€ ouk- gHere only.

a stronger desire for deliverThe second clause Willi tra

tempt. Weiss rightly remarks that the
present tense ciu.i is determined simply
(tva yevtjTai ko8' v-jt€pPoXtjv ap.apTa>\6s
Paul is conby the loriv preceding.
y\
ap.apTia) seems co-ordinate with the trasting the law of God and human
first, yet intensifies it: personified sin
nature, of course on the basis of his own
not only appears, but actually turns out experience; but the contrast is worked
to be, beyond measure sinful through its
out ideally, or timelessly, as we
might
perversion of the commandment.
say, all the tenses being present ; it is
Vers. 14-25. The last section of the obvious, however, on reflection, that the
chapter confirms the argument in which experience described is essentially that
Paul has vindicated the law, by exhibit- of his pre-Christian day s. It is the uning the power of sin in the flesh. It is regenerate man's experience, surviving
tins which makes the law Weak, and
at least in memory into regenerate
days ,
" Hitherto And read
defeats its good intention.
with r egenerate eyes.
he had contrasted himself, in respect of"
Ver. 15.
"Only the hypothesis 01
his whole being, with the Divine law;
For what I
slavery explains his acts.
now, however, he begins to describe a do ov yivwo-Kw, i.e., I do not recognise it
discord which exists within himself" as my own, as a thing for which I am
(Tholuck).'
responsible and which I can approve:
Ver. 14. 6 vop.os irvevp.oTiK<$s
the liiy aCl is thai uf a slave who is but the
law comes from God who is Spirit, and instrument of anot her's will, ov yap o
it shares His nature
its affinities are
diXta K.T.X.
There is" " an incompre8c crdpKivos
hensible contradiction in his action ".
Divine, not human,
iy!

ance

fro

m

it.

:

:

"itfTi, irenrpau.cVos inrd ttjv

apapTiav

:

KaT€pya£e<r6ai

I,

as opposed to the law, am a creature of
flesh, sold under si n,
o-dpKivos is properly material = carneus, consisting of
flesh, as opposed to 0-a.pKi.K0s, which is
ethical = carnalis.
Paul uses it because
he is thinking of human nature, rather
than of human character, as in opposition
to the Divine law.
He does not mean
that there is no higher element in human
nature having affinity to the law (against
this see vers. 22-25), but that such higher
elements are so depressed and impotent
that no injustice is done in describing
human nature as in his own person he
describes it here. Flesh has such an
exclusive preponderan ce that man can
only be regarded as a being who has no
affinity for the spiritual law of God, and
Not that
necessarily kicks against it.
this is to be regarded as his essential
nature. It describes him only as ireirpapc'vos viro ttjv ap.apTiav the slave of sin. "
To speak of man as " flesh " is to speak
of him as distinguished from God wh o is
"
Spirit ""; but owing to the diffusion of
sin in humanity, and the ascendency it
has acquired, this mere distinction becomes an antagonism, and the mind of
" the flesh " is enm
In
ity against God.
o-dpkivos" "there is the sense* of man's

'

:

weakness, and pity for it
<rapKuc<S$
would only have expressed condemna;

tion,

perhaps a shade of disgust or con-

VOL.

II.

is

to effect, to bring about

by one's own work irpao-o-etv is to wor k
at, to busy oneself with, a thing, with
;

or without succes s, but with
purpose ;
simply to make or produce.
Ver. 16. o ov Oc'Xoi takes up o p,ura>
the negative expression is strong enough
for the argument.
In doing what he

"iroleiv is

hates, i.e., in doing evil against his will,
his will agrees with the law, that it is

KaXos suggests the moral beauty
^good.
or nobility of the law, not like dyadrj
(ver. 12) its beneficial purpose.
Ver. 17.
Nvvl Se ovkcti €yo> Ko/rcpyd£op,ai at»T<J.
eyw is the true I, and emphatic. As things are, in view of the
facts just explained, it is not the true
self which is responsible for this line of
conduct, but the sin which has its abod e
In the man contrast viii.
t6 cvoikovv
:

n

avTov irv6vp.a ev xjp.lv. " Paul said, It
no more I that do it, but sin that
dwelleth in me,' and 'I for, yrt not T,
but Christ that liveth in me
and both
these sayings of his touch on the unsay"
able
Tobesaved
(Dr. John Duncan).
from sin, a man must at the same tim e
uwn it and disow n it; it 15 this practical
paradox which is reflected in this verse.
It is safe for a Christian like Paul
it is not safe for
everybody to explain
his failings by the watchword, Not I,
but indwelling sin. That might be antinomian, or manichean, as well as evan-

41

'

is

'

;

—

—
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dXX*

2ti iyta KaT€py<££ou.cu auT<5,

iv

^jutol

•

19. ou

cupicrKw.

toGto irpdacrw.

o 0Aa> iroiw dyaOoV

yap

20.

8c S ou BfKot cyw,

el

•

3

dXX' 8 ou 8Aa> kcxkoV,

touto

-rroiai,

KaT£pyd£ou,at auT(5, dXX' t) oiKouaa iv €U.ol au.apTia.
apa toV Kop.ov tu OcXo^ti £uol iroieii' to KaX6V, oti
i

Here
1

only.

18.

dfxapTia.

ouk oikci iv ipol (rovTi<mv iv tt} o-apKi pou,) &yaQ6v
yelp
h
to yap OcXeiy irapdKciTai jxoi, to 8c KaTepydl^eo-Oat to KaXoV ouj(
2

ai.

1

oiKOuora

on

Oi8a

h Only here

rj

VII.

22.

irapdlCClTat.

'

OVr^tofMU yap TW

For oiKovo-a

fc$B read €voiKovo*a,

oi>x evpicTKCD

DFKLP

*

which

is

k<5|X&>

^jxot

to kclk6v

TOU 6€OU KaTd ToV law

right.

ov alone without cvpio-Kw

;

ouk cti ^yii
21. Eupiaxw

^ABC.

W. and H. omit ey« from text
Syr. ; om. cyw BCDEFG.
but put it in marg. Weiss thinks if it had been inserted after the apodosis had been
written it would have been before ov OeXw, and as it might easily be omitted to
conform to ver. 16, the first clause of which is verbally the same, he counts it genuine,
though admitting that the case is difficult.
3

ecXw €yw

^AKLP,

A

true saint may say it in a
of passion, but a sinner had
better not make it a principle.
Ver. 18. It is sin, and nothing but
sin, that has to be taken account of in
" I know that in
this connection, for
me,
that is in my flesh, there dwells no
good ". For tovt* €o-tiv see on i. 12. €v
gelical.

moment

= iv Txi o-apKi |aov = in me, regarded
as a creature of flesh, apart from any
relation to or affinity for God and His

Ijaoi

spirit.

This, of course,

view of what
to

life,

man

yap

is at

is

not a complete

any stage of

6e'Xeiv

his

irapaK€i.Ta£ p.01
rather wis h than will : the
want of will i s the very thing lamented.
An inclination t o lliu go od ia at—bis,
hand, within the limit of his resources,
but not the actual effecting of the good.
Ver. 19. In this verse there is a repetition of verse 15, but what was there
an abstract contrast between inclination
and action is here sharpened into the
moral contrast between good inclination
and bad action.
Ver. 20. The same conclusion as in

OcXciv

ver.

:

is

17.

If the

first

must go with ov Qlhv

is

lyo*

right,

it

Paul distinguishes
himself sharply, as a person whose in*
:

m

clination is violated by hi s actions fro
the indwelling sin which is really respon,

sible for

them.

very closely to the modern sense which
the word bears in physical science so
closely that its very modernness may
be made an objection to it. Possibly
Paul meant, in using the word, to convey at the same time the idea of an
outward compulsion put on him by sin,
which expressed itself in this constant
incapacity to do the good he inclined
to authority or constraint as well as
normality being included in his idea of
the word. But 6 vopo? in Paul always
seems to have much more definitely the
suggestion of something with legislative
authority it is questionable whether the
first meaning given above would have
occurred, or would have seemed natural,
except to a reader familiar with the
phraseology of modern science. Besides,
the subject of the whole paragraph is
the relation of " the law " to sin, and the
form of the sentence is quite analogous
to that of ver. 10, in which a preliminary
conclusion has been come to on the
question. Hence I agree with those who
make rbv vop,ov the Mosaic law. The
construction is not intolerable, if we
observe that evp(o-Kw apa tov v6\lov t$

—

—

:

BAovti

Ipoi k.t.X. is equivalent to
cupio-KCTai apa 6 v<Sp.o$ to OcXovti luol
" This is what I find the law—
k.t.X.
or

Vers. 21-23 summarise the argument.

on most
ctipio~Ka> apa tov v<Sp.ov
commentators hold that the clause introduced by Sti is the explanation of
t6v v<Suov.
The law, in short, which
Paul has discovered by experience, is
.

.

.

:

the constant fact that when his inclination is to do good, evil is present with
This sense of law approximates
him.

life

—to

under the law

come

to

in

experience when I wish to do good, evil
is present with me."
This is the answer
he has already given in ver. 7 to the
No, it is not
question, Is the law sin ?
sin, but nevertheless sin is most closely
:

connected with it. The repeated IpoL
has something tragic in it me, who am
so anxious to do otherwise.
Ver. 22 f. Further explanation
the
:

:
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•

avQpoiTcov
'

ttjs

jSX^iro)

'

i'ojxov
I

ft.

iv tois jx^Xeori p.ou dtriarpa- k
»

tm

%.

.

tx

»

aixp.aAam£oiTd

|xou,

(X€

-m

tw

s

2 Cor. iv.
l6
Ph*
;

ii<\

fop.a>

tw 6W1

djutapTias

aVOpwiros

8e

23.
«/
«/ eTCpoi' Kat
vojuw tou voos

Tu

r€uop.€vov
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tis

p,€

£y tois u-^Xeori p,ou.
24. TaXaiirwpos 4yw
puacTai ^k tou o-wp-axos tou Oavdrov toutou ;

2

E

16.

Tim.

iil

2 tw 0€<u
8iA Mtjcou Xpiorou tou Kupiou y)n.£)\>.
25. euxapioTw
apa
06V auTos iyut tw pik yoi 8 SouXeuw y<5p,&> 0€ou
8e aapKi pouw
ttj
•

1
aixpaXwriSovTa ue cv tg> vopu ^BDFKP; om.
and many fathers. The omission, according to Weiss,
the expression.
Lachm. omits W. and H. bracket.

ev
is

ACL, most cursives, Syr.
made to simplify

manifestly

;

2

most cursives and fathers W. and H. in marg. x a P l?
cvxapio-Ta>
This is the reading adopted in all the crit. edd. as the one from
B., Sah., Orig. 1.
which the variants are most easily deduced (e.g., tj x a P l? rov ^ €OV ®, vu *g' "H X* T *
2
Kvpiov F x a P L ? Sc t<j> 8€u fr^C ).

^AKLP,

;

5

;

3

™

p.€v voi

accidental,

and

,

om. ucv fc^FG,

and Lat

vulg.,

fathers.

The omission must be

edd. except Tischdf. keep uev.

all

inclination and
incongruity between
action has its roots in a division within
man's nature. The law of God legislates
for him, and in the inner man (Eph. iii.
16 ) he delights in it.
The inner man is
not equivalent to the new or regenerate
man i t is t hat side of every man's
nature which IS akin to (rn?, anti is iheL
point of attachment, so to speak, for the
;

It is called inward
regenerating spirit.
because it is not seen. What is seen is
described in ver. 23." Here also vopos is
not used in the modern physical sense,
but imaginatively " I see that a power
to legislate, of a different kind (different
from the law of God), asserts itself in my
members, making war on the law of my
mind ". The law of my mind is practically identical with the law of God" in
—ver. 22: Ind the vovs itself; if~*not
identical with 6 eo-w avOpuiros, is its
chief organ.
Paul does not see in his
nature two normal modes in which
:

Paul has reproduced
just described.
this vividly from his own experience, but
TaXaiirupos eya av0pa>7ros is not the cry
of the Christian Paul, but of the

man

whom

sin and law have brought to
Ik tov o-wparos tov Gavarov
despair.

" This death " is the death of
tovtov
which man is acutely conscious in the
condition described: it is the same as
:

the death of ver. g, but intensely realised
to
through the experience of captivity
"
" The
sin.
body of this death is there-

the same as " the body of sin " in
chap. vi. 6 it is the body which, as the
instrument if not the seat of sin, is involved in its doorm Salvation must include deliverance from the body so far
as the body has this character and

.fore

:

destiny.

Ver. 25. The exclamation of thanksgiving shows that the longed-for deliverance has actually been achieved. The
regenerate man's ideal contemplation of
certain forces operate ; he sees two his pre-Christian state rises with sudden,
authorities saying to him, Do this, and th e" joy into a declaration of his actual emanhigh er succumbing to the l ower. As the' cipation as a uhnstian. 01a 'I. X. tov
Tower prevails, it leads him captive to the Kvpiov Tjp.wv Christ is regarded as the
law of Sin which is in his members, or in mediator through whom the thanksgiving
ords to itse lf! *!LOf, whbttTa man ascends to God, not as the author of"lhe
""other
is overcome, of the same is he brought
deliverance for which thanks are given.
—in bondage ". The end therefore is that With apa ovv avTds iy<*> the Apostle
a
as
creature
of
under
introduces
the conclusion of this whole
man,
flesh, living
" So then I
law, does what Sin enjoins. It is the law discussion.
myself— that is,
of Sjji to which he gives obed ience.
I, leaving Jesus Christ our Lord out of
Ver. 24. ToAaCirwpos £y« avtfpwiros • the question can get no further than
riq p.€ pwcTai; "a wail of anguish and this with the mind, or in the inner man,
a cry for help". The words are not I serve a law of God (a Divine law), but
those of the Apostle's heart as he writes
with the flesh, or in my actual gutward
7*
they are the words which he knows are life, a law of sin.
We~~might say the
wrung from the heart of the man who law of God, or of sin but the absence
realises that he is himself in the state
of the definite arl^le emphasises tbfc
:

w

—

:

;

;
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VIII.

djiapTios• Johnviii.
32-36 ;Ch.
Gal.

fit)

0u8£v apa vuv KaTdxpiua tois iv Xpiarw 'Itjctou
.'
l
«
«
,
aAAa KaTaki Trveuua.*
2. o yap youos

I.

,

TrepuraTouoriy,

i.'tou TT^€up,aTOs ttjs £o>vjs iv

v.

1

y

v

p) KaTa adpKa

Kara

crapica irepiiraTovanv

uij

in

.

.

irepiiraTovcnv,

is

Xpicrw inaoG

found in

all crit.

AD2

^ D KLP and most later authorities.
3

*

YjAeuGepwo-e*

aXXa KaTa irvevua om. fr^BCD^

Ethiopic versions, Orig. and Athan. and
.

VIII.

,

The

edd.

vulg., Syr.

;

first

the rest,

U€

2

dxro TOO

47, Egypt,

and

part of the addition,
aXXa koto irvevua,

3

2

For ue, <re is found fc^BFG, and also in
T)\€v0cp&io-6V ue ACDKLP, vulg., Syr.
Latin and Syriac authorities, t|ua$ is supported by Egypt, and Aeth. versions.
The case is a very difficult one. ae is the harder reading, and Weiss, who adopts
it, argues that it was changed into ue under the influence of the preceding paragraphs in which the first person rules. Sanday and Headlam think ere can hardly
be right because it is nowhere suggested in the context. W. and H. suspect a
" The distribution of
documents, combined with internal evidence,
primitive error.
favours the omission of both pronouns, which is supported by some MSS. of
com.
ere, a very unlikely
Arm(enian version), and perhaps by Orig. loc, Ruf.
"
reading, is probably only an early repetition of -ore
(Appendix to N.T., p. 108).
;

see 2
character of law.
aviTOs iyi»
Cor. x. i, xii. 13.
Chapter VIII. For the place of this
chapter in the argument see chap, vi.,
ad init. The general subject is the life
in the spirit, by which the power of sin
is broken, and the believer enabled to
It falls into three parts (1)
live to God.
vers, i-ii, in which the spirit as opposed
to the flesh is described as the principle
of righteousness and life
(2) vers. 12""27, in which it is regarded as a spirit of
adoption, the first fruits of a heavenly
inheritance for the children of God and
which Paul concludes
(3) vers. 28-39,
the argument, glorying in the assurance
of God's immutable love in Jesus Chris!.
i-ii.
The Spirit as the
(1) Vers.
:

;

;

m

principle of righteousness

and

life.

ovSev apa vvv Ka.Ta.Kpi.ua tois
The ovSev is emphatic condemnation is in every sense out of the
vvv is temporal : it disquestion.
tinguishes the Christian from the preChristian period of life. The bold assertion is an inference (apa) from what is
implied in the thanksgiving to God
through Jesus Christ (vii. 25). The description of Christians as "those who
"
are in Christ Jesus
goes back to the
words of Jesus Himself in John xv.
no
2.
There
is
Ver.
condemnation,

Ver.
Iv X.

1.

%

for all

"
is

T he

:

ground for it has been removed.
law of the spirit of the l ife which

lnChnst jesus made me

[thee] free

from the law of sin and~death."

It is

subjection to the law of sin and death
which involves condemnation emancipation from it leaves no place for condemnation. For the meaning of " the
law " see on vii. 23. The spirit which
;

brings to the believer the life which is
in Christ Jesus brings with it also the
Divine law for the believer's life buF it
is now, as Paul says in Gal. iii. 21, a
"
vouos 6 Svvduevos ^ajoTroifjcrai," not an
impotent law written on tables of stone,
and hence righteousness comes, by !t_;
it
proves more than a match for the
authority exercised over man by the
forces of sin and death.
Paul would
not have called the Divine law (even as
a series of statutes) a law of sin and
;

death, though he says to ypduua diroKTcivci ; Sin and Death are conceived
objectively as powers which impose
their

own law on unredeemed men.
He now explains how this
3.

Ver.

It was not done by the law
If to dSvvaTov is
that is the first point.
active (= "the inability" of the law) we
must suppose that Paul meant to finish
" was
" was
the sentence,
overcome," or

was done.

:

removed" by God.
" that which

is

I£.it

impossible

as passive

"

(

=

for the law),

we must suppose he meant to .finish it,
"was achieved" or " accomplished " by
God. There is really no way of deciding whether aSvvaTov is active or passive,
and the anacoluthon makes it impossible
to tell what construction Paul had in his
mind, i.e., whether dSvvaTov is nominaFor the best examitive or accusative.
nation of the grammar see S. and H. Iv
refers to dSvvaTov the point
<£ probably
at which the law was impotent, in which
it was weak through the flesh.
This is
:

" in
that," or
<§
" because ". For the
meaning cf. vii. 18.
What the law could not do, God did by
sending tov cuvtov viov His own Son.
With the coming of so great a Person,
better than to render ev

IIP02
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vopou

rfjs
ci'
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*al tou GavdTou.

dftaprias

81a

TjarOeVci
vo/jlou,
b
6jxoiclijj.aTi aapicos

Ik

3.

To yap
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aSuea-rov tou

ri)s aapKOS, 6 6605 tov laurou utoV

djuiapTtos kcu irepl

uniquely related to God (for this is implied both here and in ver. 32, as contrasted with ver. 14), a new saving power
entered the world. God sent His Son
The
€V 6p.01wp.aTi crapKos apap-rtas.
connection implies that sending Him
thus was in some way related to the end
But what do the words
to be secured.
mean ? 6jxoiwp.a occurs in Rom. i. 23,
v. 14, vi. 5, and also in Phil. ii. 7.
This
last passage, in which Christ is described
as Iv 6p.01uijJi.aTi avQpwxtov -yev6p.CVOS, is
the one which is most akin to Rom. viii.

and most easily illustrates it. There
must have been a reason why Paul wrote
3,

Philippians Iv 6p.01wp.aTi av0. ycv6pcvos instead of avOpwiros vevopevos, and
it may well have been the same reason
which made him write here Iv 6p.oicSp.ari
0-apKO? apapTias instead of iv o-apicl
apapTias. He wishes to indicate not
that Christ was not really man, or that
in

His flesh was not really what in us is
crdpg opapTias, but that what for ordinary men is their natural condition is for

djxapTias

both in the

-rreinj/as

KariKpive

LXX

(Lev.

iv.

ttjk

vi. t.

33 and passim,

xxix. 24) and in the
N.T. (Heb. x. 6, 8) in the sense of " sin"
offering
(usually answering to Heb.

Ps. xl. 6, 2 Chr.

rtNtGn,

but in Isa.

liii.

10 to

*

Dttftt)

it is not formally necessary.
But
the question is asked, In what
sense did God send His Son " in con"
nection with sin ? there is only one
answer possible. He sent Him to exThis
piate sin by His sacrificial death.
is the centre and foundation of Paul's
gospel (iii. 25 ff.), and to ignore it here
is really to assume that he used the
words leal irepl ap.apTias (which have at
least sacrificial associations) either with
no meaning in particular, or with a
meaning alien to his constant and dear-

but

when

est thoughts. Weiss says it is impossible
to think here of expiating sin, because
only the removal of the power of sin
belongs to the context. But we cannot
thus set the end against the means ; the
Apostle's doctrine is that the power of
sin cannot be broken except bv expiating
it, and that is the very thing he teaches
"Here. This fixes the meaning and the
reference of Kariicptvev. It is sometimes
interpreted as if Christ were the subject
" Christ
by His sinless life in our nature
condemned sin in that natur e." ».*..
~
showed that it was not inevitable, and in
so doing gave us hope ; and this sense of
"condemned" is supported by reference
to Mt. xii. 41 f. Buijthe true argument
(especially according to the analogy "of
" Christ
that passage) would rather be,

this Person only an assumed condition
(Holtzmann, N.T. Theol., ii., 74). But
the emphasis in 6p.0Cwp.tt is on Chris t's
likeness to us, not His unlikeness "flesh
"
is one idea to the Apostle, and
of sin
what he means by it is that God sent
His Son in that nature which in us
This was™ the
is identified with s in.
"
""
form *' (and " iorm rather than " like" is what
ness
opoiwua signifies ) in whic h
ItHoes
Christ app eared amonj*men.
not prejudice~Chrisf*s"sinlessness, which
is a fixed point with the Apostle ab initio ;
and if any one says that it involves a by His sinless life in our nature con contradiction to maintain that Christ was 'dftrnnftd.tmr sinful lives, and left usinexcusabre and without hope ". The truth
sinless, and that He came in a nature
which in us is identified with sin, it "His, we' get on to a wrong track if we
may be pointed out that this identifica- ignore the force of irepl auaprta?, orK fail
to the essence of t o see that God, not Christ is the «fr j?9t
tion does not be
Urag
GodT s condemnation of
6t Ka TeKpivev.
- owrn ture, but ft
j
It; corruption affl
that the uniform teaching of the N.T. is sin is expressed in His sending His Son
Aat Chris
Christ is one with us short of sin. in our nature, and in such a connection
TneTIEel
ie~iiKeTies8 and the limitation of it with sin that He died for it i.e., took
(though the former is the point here its condemnation upon Himsel f. Christ's
urged) are equally essential in the Re- death exhibits God's condemnation of
But God sent His Son not sin in the flesh. Iv i-fj o-apicl is to be
deemer.
only Iv 6u. or. a. but Kal irepl auapi-Cas. construed with KarcKpivev the flesh
These words indicate the aim of the that in w hich si n had reigned wgs also
mission. Christ was sent in our nature that in Which God s condemnation of
" in connection with sin ". The R.V. sin was executed.
But Paul does not
Fenders " as an offering for sin ". This mean that by His sinless life in our
nature Christ had broken the power of
is legitimate, for irepl auaprCas is used
;

""

:
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d Ch.

xii. 3,
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;

duapTiav cV

26.,

16; Phil.
ii.
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4. IVa to SiKai'wjxa too

aapKi.

pduou TrXtjpw^ cV

rjuav, tois ur] KaTa adp*a TrcpuraToGaty, dXXa KaTa irkcGua.
5. Oi
d
Ta
KaTa
8c
ol
oVtcs
KaTa
-nvcGua,
ttjs <rapi<os
adpKa
yap
cppovouaii'
•

to,

6. to

tou wcuaaTOS-

e

yap

iii. 2.

t

VIII.

8dm-ros

<J>pdvYjua rr\$ aaptcos

to 8c

•

(ppdfijua tou irkcuuaTOs £utj Kal cip^vTj.
7. 810T1 to <]>p6vr\u.a ttjs
tw yap v<5ua> toG 6eoG oux uTTOTdorarcTai,
crapKos «X®P a e ^ s ©coV

in
this ch.

Only

•

f

ou8c ydp 8uVaTai 8. 01 8c iv aaKpl orres 6cw ' dpeaai ou SuvavTai.
L ia 9. 'YucTs 8c ouk iark iv aapKi, dXX' iv TrvcujxaTi, ctircp TrveGua

Thess.

i

ii.4

iv. i

;

Gal.

g

i

Cor.

;

vii.

0eoG otKct iv uutv.

cony aurou.
one point

sin at

for the

ci

8c tis TrycGjAa XptoToG ouk

IO. el 8c Xpicrros iv

human

race

;

he

means

that in the death of His own_So».
had com e in our nature "to make

who

"atonement
t,rlc

God Ha3 pronounced

for sin,

doom o l

sin,

and brought

claims
to an end.
its

on
it

its

is

iii.

is

31.

iv

t|jxiv

(not vtf T|p,wv), for

not our doing, though done in us
tois utj Kara adpica k.t.X. =

(Weiss),

inasmuch as we walk not, etc. This is
the condition under which the Divine
purpose is fulfilled there is no physical
Kara o-apxa: the flesh
necessity in it.
meant is our corrupt human nature.
Kara irvevpa: the spirit is the Divine
spirit which is given to those who are in
Christ Jesus. It is in them "both law
and impulse ".
Ver. 5. The meaning of the sentence
" is not contained
in the repetitions of yap
"
by which it is hooked together (Jowett).
oi Kara o-apKa ovtcs are those whose
nature is determined simply by the flesh
their "mind," i.e., their moral interest,
their thought and study, is upon to. ttjs
o-apKos for which see Gal. v. 19 f. oi
Kai-a irvevua are those whose nature is
determined by the spirit: for to, tov
:

;

:

irvcufioTos see Gal. v. 22.

Ver. 6. to yap <f>p6vr|p.a
OavaTos
&is does not so
:

rr\s

capKOS

mu ch mean

that a mariiTrving after the flesh is without the life of God, as that death is the
end of this line of. conduct, chap. vi. 23,
Gal. vi. 8.
these on
£o>Tj_ical ctptjvT|
the other hand are "conceived as present
results involved in "the mind of the
spirit ". It is not arbitrary to distinguish
thus 0avaTo« in Paul is essentially the
:

:

<J|xlk,

jj.c>

*

cx«i, outos ouk

awaa

ycKpoV 8 t

'

doom awaiting
elpfjvr)

a certain life,. £a»T| and
possessions and experiences of the

believer.

Ver. 7 f. The reason why the mind
of the flesh terminates so fatally i t iy
to God, the fountain of fife.
hostility
Alienation from Him i s necessarily fatg.1.
It is tne flesh Which does 'riot (ior indeed
it
cannot) submit itself to God as the
seat of indwelling sin it is in permanent
revolt, and those who are in it (a stronger
:

authority over man
the only interpretation which
does not introduce elements quite alien
to the Apostle's mode of thought^
Ver. 4. All this was done Tva to Site.
tov vop.ov irX-qpudf) Iv rjp.iv that the just
requirement of the law (i.e., a righteous
See note
life) might be fulfilled in us.

and
This

to

;

expression, yet substantially identically
with those who are after it, ver. 5)
cannot please God.
Ver. g.
Paul applies to his readers
what he has said in vers. 5-8. vpeis is

You can please God, for you
emphatic.
are not in the flesh, etc. ciircp has its
proper force: "if, as is the fact": cf.
and the excellent examinaiii. 30, viii. 17
tion of other N.T. instances in Simcox,
the
N.T., 171 f. Yet the
Language of
possibility of the fact being otherwise in
isolated cases, is admitted when he goes
on et Si tis irvcvua Xpio-Tov ovk <?x.ci
For cl followed by ov see Winer,
k.t.X.
599 f. ootos ovk tcrriv avTov only the
indwelling of Christ's spirit proves a real
;

:

:

relation to

Ver.

Him.

Consequences of this indwelling of Christ in the Christian. In
one respect, they are not yet so complete
as might be expected, to p,cv o-wua
vcKpov: the body, it cannot be denied,
the experience
is dead because of sin
we call death is inevitable for it. to 8c
irvevpa £c*tj but the spirit (i.e., the human
spirit, as is shown by the contrast with
orufial is life, God-begotten, God-sustained life, and therefore beyond the
reach of death. As death is due to sin,
10.

:

:

It is probso is this life to SiKaioo-vvq.
ably not real to distinguish here between
"
"
"justification and moral righteousness
of life," and to say that the word means
either to the exclusion of the other. The

nP02 PQMAIOY2
4|xapTiav, to 8e irycuu.a

tou eyeipavTos
€K vtKpuiv

auTOu

l

'irjcroGi'

h

£a>oirotTJcrei

£g>yj

Kal

II. €i 8e to iryeuu.a

81a. 8ntaioo-uiT)i'.

Ik ycKpuje oIkci iv
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6 eycipas toV XpiaTov
ujxif,

to. 0»nr]Td crcou-ora

unw, 81&T0G

efOiKOUJ'TOS h Ch.

rr. 17.

Trj/eujxaTos e^ up.iv.

12.

"APA

o-rfpica

tfiv

iKT^kv ou tj}

ouV, &oe\<f>ol, o^etX^Tai

13. el

yap

aapKi, tou koto,
•

KaTot

crdpxa

£t]T£,

p-eXXcTe aTroOnrjcnceii'

8e Tri'CupaTi Tots *Trp(£§eis tou aoSpaTos 6avaTOUT€, J^qaeo-Oe.
14.
« % 1 *s.
« 9
»
«_i,
,
~k»
Offoi yap -nveupcnri Geou
15. ou
ayoirai, outoi eio-ik uioi 0cou.
cl

*/»

.

i

CoL

1

Ver. 19;

Hi. 9.

Gal.iiL26,
i

Y.6f.

3
1
CDFKLP. tov Itjo-ovv fr^AB, W. and H., Weiss, Tdf., etc. to*
lt|<rovv
2
before Xpiorov is om. in fc^ABCD 1 F and all edd.
Xpicrrov is the reading of
3
FKLP, but Xpio-rov Itjo-ovv is found in fr^AD 31, 47/ and many fathers, and
om. icai fc$A 47 W. and
is adopted by W. and H., not by Weiss.
fcttoirourjo-ei kcu
H. bracket Treg. brackets it in marg. 81a to cvoikovv civtov irvcvp.a
it.
vg. 81a tov cvoikovvto? avTov irvevp,a,TOS fc$AC, many cursives, Copt., Arm.,
Aeth. This is a very old variant Clem. Alex, has the gen., Iren., Tert. and Orig.
the accus. The genitive (according to Weiss) probably owes its wide diffusion,
though not its origin, to the interest taken in it by the orthodox in connection with

N

'

BD

;

;

BDEFGKLP

;

;

the Macedonian controversy. It may have originated in an emendation conforming
Edd. are divided. Lachm.,
the structure to that of vi. 4 (81a ttjs 8o|tjs tov iro/rpos).
Treg., and Weiss adopt the accusative, Tischdf. and W. and H. the genitive, but
W. and H. put accusative in marg.
*

For «wriv vioi 0eov fc^ACD read vtoi 0eov

whole argument of chaps, vi.-viii. is that
No
neither can exist without the other.
man can begin to be good till he is justified freely by God's grace in Christ Jesu s,
ustihea wh o
nd no one has been
,an<
ocTfife in the
..hot begurilo live tfie'

cm
spirit

.

Ver. 11. But though the present results of the indwelling of the spirit are
not all we might desire, the future is
The indwelling spirit is that of
sure.
Him who raised Jesus from the dead,
and as such it is the guarantee that our
mortal bodies also (as well as our spirits)
The same
shall share in immortality.

used in Eph. i.
"
18-20. " The power that worketh in us
" God wrought
with
which
the same

argument,

in

effect, is

curiv.

0€ov and irvev|ia \pia-rov in ver. 9 that
the Spirit of Christ is the same as the
Spirit of God, and the use of xp«-o-tos
alone in the next verse shows that this
same spirit is the alter ego of Christ.
Cf. Phil. i. 19 ; Gal. iv. 6 ; Eph. Hi. 17.
This is one of the passages in which the
presuppositions of the Trinitarian conception of God come out most clearly.
The Spirit as a spirit
(2) Vers. 12-27.
of adoption, the first-fruits of the inheritance of the children of God.
Ver. 12 f. The blessed condition and
hopes of Christians, as described in these

them under obligations
Not (ver. 12) to
to whom, or to what ?
the flesh, to live according to it: to it
last verses, lay

:

owe

nothing. If they live after the
they are dSstined to die the fin al
dead and set iiim at riis own right hand iToom in which there" is no hope but tf
Ts Spir it) they put
in the hpftv enly places " and it win
wffF by the spirit (i.e., G6<
im. The" to death the doings of'the body, they
to the same issue in us as in
reading in the last clause i§"very doubt- "sli'all live—The life against which death is
take the accus. pow erless, we might have expected ttjs
ful, but whether we
(according to which the indwelling of orapieos instead of tov o-wpa/ros, but in
the spirit is the ground on which God the absence of the spirit the body in all
it does is only the tool of the flesh: the
raises our mortal bodies to undying life)
or the genit. (according to which the two are morally equivalent.
Ver. 14. Ye shall live, for as many as
resurrecin
this
spirit is itself the agent
tion a conception not found elsewhere are led by God's Spirit are God's sons,
and life is congruous to such a dignity.
in Scripture), in either case a share in the
Christian resurrection is conditioned by vl6« suggests the rank and privileges of
t«kvov (in ver.
the possession of the Spirit of Christ. It the persons in question
16 f.) their kinship in nature to God. Yet
is clear from the alternation of irvcvpa
js

In Christ

when

tie raised

Him

from the

they

—

fresh

;

;

H

—

;
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yap 1\&$€T€ Trveuu.a oouXeias
mVcr\ 2 3; m utoOeorias, iv a
Kpd'£op.€«>,

Eph. L
n Ch.

02

ii.

Tim.

p Ch.

"

5

15

aujAfiapTupei
;

ii.

XpioroG

Hi. 26.

£op.ai

tw wcujxa/ri

Tjp.d>j>,

kXtjpovou-oi

ciircp crup.Trdo-xop.ei',

yap on ouk a|ia

toI

-

irvcvua viodeatas, a spirit proper to those
who were being translated from the
nloservile to the filial relation to >H«<ria is a word used in the N.T. by Paul
" no word is more common in
only, but
Greek inscriptions of the Hellenistic
time the idea, like the word, is native
Greek "(E. L. Hicks, quoted in S. and H.),
The word
see Gal. iv. 5, Eph. i. 5.
serves to distinguish those who are made
sons by an act of grace from the onlyt6v cavrov vlov
begotten Son of God
But the
ver. 3. tov iSiov viov ver. 32.
akes
act of grace is not one which
onl^
an outward difference in our position ; it_
is accomplished in the giving of a spirit
which creates in us a new nature. In
the spirit of adoption we cry Abba,
have not only the status.
Father.
but the heart of sons,
icpdljouev (often
it
with 4>(i>vfj p.eydX'o) is a strong word
denotes the loud irrepressible cry with
which the consciousness of sonship
breaks from the Christian heart in prayer.
The change to the first person marks
Paul's inclusion of himself in the number of those who have and utter this
and it is probably this
consciousness
inclusion of himself, as a person whose
"
native language was " Hebrew
(Acts
xxi. 40), to which is due the double form

G

:

:

m

We

:

;

The last word certainly
interprets the first, but it is not thought of
as doing so : " we cry, Father, Father ".

'A(3(3a 6 irai-ifa.

The punctuation

H. margin deserves notice.
we cry, Abba, Father, the

in

W. and

" In that

Spirit itself

beareth witness with our spirit," etc.
Our own spirit tells us we are God's
children, but the voice with which it

speaks

is,

as

im

•

cannot everywhere be urged in the
N.T.
Ver. 15. Sons, ov yap 4\af3cTC irvcvpa
SovXeias. The aorist refers to the time
of their baptism, when they received the
It was not the Spirit
Spirit.
proper to
slaves, leading them again to shrink from
God in fear as they had done when
under the law of s in and d/r atri bu t

Ver. 16.

ira-r^p.

on

io-pif

KXTjpokOfxot

this

>

cpoftai',

•

ital

xIkvo.,

tls

irc(Xii>

'A^pa, 6

VIII.

we know, prompted and

For
inspired V>y fh p TKvinp Spirit jjgcjf
similar distinctions Gifford compares ii.
ix.
and
1.
rttcva
Ocov
not
viol,
Wicva,
15
:

°

Wicm

6eoG,

\y.kv

ical

AXX' ^XdfiJcTC irecupa
16. au-rd to irycujAa
6eou.

17. el 8e

auyKXif]poi/6|xoi

au voo^aa-Gaiu.ei'.

iraO^/xaTa tou vuv

used with

p

$€

l8. Aoyi-

xaipou irpos

ttjk

propriety here, as it
is the reality of the filial nature, not the
legitimacy of the filial position, which is
is

strict

being proved.

Yet this last is involved, for
Gal. iv. 7
children, also heirs ".
Cf.
where icX-qpovdaos is relative to vlbs
Ver. 17.

11

if

;

and

the passages in which the Spirit
" the earnest " of an
is regarded as
2 Cor. i. 22, v. 5, Eph. i.
inheritance
It is
from God the inheritance
14.
comes, and -we share in it with Christ
xii.
For what it is, see 1
(Mark.
7).
Cor. ii. 9 f.
The inheritance attached
to Divine sonship is attained only on the
condition expressed in the clause etxep
crwuiracrxouev tva ical cruvS05a.a-Soip.cv.
On ctrrcp, see ver. 9. " Rom. viii. 17 gains
in pathos, when we see that the share of
the disciples in the Master's sufferings
was felt to be a fact of which there was
all

:

no question."

Simcox, Language of
Paul was sure of it"in hfs
own case, and took it for granted in that
nf
«->«^«*-^
TVi^o*.
Those «rV.A
who ohor«
share n.«rf»«
of others.
Christ's

N.T.,

p. 171.

suffe rings

now wiH jshare His

afterT and
hereafter

it

in order to share
is

necessary

glory hereHis glory

to

begin by

"sharing His sufferings here.

The passage extending from
Ver. 18.
this verse to ver. 27 is described by
" threefold
testimony to the
Lipsius as a
future transfiguration which awaits sufIn vers. 19-22 there
fering believers ".
the first testimony the sighing of
is
creation ; in vers. 23-25 the second, the
yearnin g hope of Christ ians themselves,
related as it is to the possession of the
first fruits of the Spirit ; and in vers. 26 f.
^gjthirdt.ihe intercession of the Spirit
which helps us in our prayers, and lends
words to our longing. Xoyi£due0a yap
k.t.X.
Xoy(£op.ai is a favourite word
with Paul : the instance most like this
is the one in iii. 28. It does not suggest a
more or less dubious result of calculation
rather by litotes does it express the
strongest assurance. The insignificance
of present suffering compared with future
glory was a fixed idea with the Apostle,
2 Cor. iv. 17 f.
For ovk a|ia . . . irpos
see Winer, 505 (d). With tt|v uAXovcra*'
84|av diroKaXv<J>0TJvai cf. in Gal. iii. 23

—

;

ni>02
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1 9. 'H yap d-jvoxapap.*XXouaaf oo£av d-iroKaXu^O^ai els T|p,ds.
SoKia ttjs KTicrews rr\v &TroicdXu<|/i.i' tuc vi&v tou q 0eou d7T€icoex€Tai. 20.
r
jxaTaioTTjTi Tj ktioxs UTreTayT], ofy €Kouaa, dXXd otd toV uttoTfl yap

Ta^arra,

SouXeias

ttjs
1

err' eX-iriSi,

1

21.

on 2

ical auTT)

ttjs 4>0opas €is rr\v

^BDFG

t)

Ver

«

<1

J 4-

rEph.iv.17.

ktioxs cXcuOeptoO-rjcreTai &tx6

eXeuOepiak ttjs od§Tjs tw^ Texywy too

we

find c<f> cXiriSi, and this is printed
by Tischdf. and
(?) occurs Rom. iv. 18 in CDFG, Rom. v. 2 in DFG,
and Tit. i. 2 in D ; cf also a^TjXirtKOTes in
iv.
In
these circumstances
Eph.
19.
it seems doubtful whether c<|>' cXttiSi should be
put in the text.

In

cir cXiriSi.

W.

The same mistake

and H.

FG

For on fc$DFG read Siotu The 81 may easily have been omitted
and therefore Tischdf. and Weiss read 8u>tl, though most edd. on.
2

rf|v p-e'XX. iria-nv airoxaX.

The unusual
cU T|p,as
The glory

order emphasises the futurity.

=

toward and upon
comes from without, to

us.

transfigure them.

revealed at the airoicdXvtJ/is (1 Cor.
i.
7, 2 Th. i. 7, 1 Pet. i. 7, 13, iv. 13),
the glorious second coming, of Christ,
It is

and
are

indeed His glory of which they

is

made

partakers.
Ver. 19. First testimony to this glorious
In some
future
creation sighs for it.
:

sense the hope and promise of it is
involved in the present constitution of
the world.
For a fine speculative interpretation see E. Caird's Evolution of
In Paul, however,
Religion, ii., 124 f.
the spirit of the passage is rather poetic
than philosophical.
Its affinities are
with Gen. iii. 17, where the ground is
cursed for man's sake he conceives of
all creation as involved in the fortunes
of humanity. But this, if creation be
personified, naturally leads to the idea of
a mysterious sympathy between the
world and man, and this is what the
Apostle expresses. Creation is not inert,
utterly unspiritual, alien to our life and
its hopes.
It is the natural ally of our
What rises from it is the music
souls.
of humanity not apparently so still and
sad to Paul as to Wordsworth, but
with a note of hope in it rising triumphantly above all the pain of conflict.
airoKapaSoicia (Phil. i. 20) denotes ab:

—

—

sorbed, persistent expectation waiting,
as it were, with uplifted head. y\ ktio-is
is the world and all that it contains,

animate and inanimate, as distinguished
from man. ttjv olitok. t«v vXCtv tov 0€ov
:

With

the revelation of
the sons of God humanity would attain
its end, and nature too.
Ver. 20. For creation was subjected
to vanity, etc.
u.a.TaiOTT)$ is not classical, but is often used in the LXX, especi-

cf. 1

John

ally for

iii.

2.

72n. The

idea

is

that of look-

after

cXmSi,

—

ing for what one does not find hence
of futility, frustration, disappointment.
"
fj.aTatc»TT]s paTaiOTYJTwv is the
vanity
of vanities " in Eccl., the complaint of the
utter resultlessness of life.
Sin brought
this doom on creation ; it made a pessimistic view of the universe inevitable.
the precise time denoted is
vir€Tayr|
that of the Fall, when God pronounced
the ground cursed for man's sake. Creation came under this doom ovx ckov<to
aXXa 81a rov vTfOTd|avTa the last words
:

:

seem best

God:

it was on
His righteousness
might be shown in the punishment of
that the sentence fell upon man,
sin
carrying consequences which extended
to the whole realm intended originally
for his dominion. The sentence on man,
however, was not hopeless, and creation
shared in his hope as in his doom.
When the curse is completely removed
from man, as it will be when the sons of
God are revealed, it will pass from creation also and for this creation sighs.
It
was made subject to vanity on the footing
of this hope the hope is latent, so to
speak, in the constitution of nature, and
comes out, in its sighing, to a sympa-

referred to
account of Him that

—

—

;

;

thetic ear.
Ver. 21. Contents of the hope. It
makes no difference in meaning, whether
we read on or 8ioti. o/uttj tj ktio-is
creation as well as man. r\ SovXeia ttjs
:

a system in which nothing conone stay, in which death claims
everything, in which there is not even an
analogy to immortality, is a system of
slavery in subjection to "vanity," with
no high eternal worth of its own. From
such a condition creation is to be emancipated ; it is to share in the liberty which
belongs to the glory of the children of
<j>0opas :
tinues in

—

When man's redemption is comhe will find himself in a new world
matching with his new condition (Isa.
lxv. 17, 2 Pet. iii. 13, Rev. xxi. 1) this is
God.

plete,

:

Mark

-f\

a-XP 1 TO " v *> v

'

n^uu-aTos €xorr€s, Kal
*

tl Cor.

'

^Xm8i

iii.

*

rjpeis

eXirls

€orw0Y)jx€i'.

'

0X£irei tis, ti Kal

ix/28.

1

rjpeis

om.

B

£Xm£ei

8«

24.

TjfXWl'.

ouk ecrnv cXiris

pXeTrojuLcnrj

2

orci'd^ofiei', uio0€o-tai'

CTajjlCXTOS

'

TT)

ydp

o

yap

25. el &€ S 00 0X6rou.ey ^Xiri^oacK,

;

The rec. text is that of DFKLP. In fr$AC 47 the
€xovtcs Tjpcis koi auroi. This is followed by Tischdf. Lachm.,
and H. bracket tjucis in this position Weiss omits it altogether.
31, 73, g3, vulg.

order of the words

Treg. and

auTol iv ^auTots

dlT€KS€XOfA€J'Ot TT]^ dTToXuTpWail' TOU

L7;

VIII.

22. oTSafxcv yap on iraaa
ktiois avarev&1,ci Kal owwSivei
2 3- °" r*oVoi» Se, dXXd Kal auTol Tt)v dirapxV too

6eou.

xvi.

15. 23-

Phil.
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W.

is

;

of B is o yap pXeirci tis cXiri&cw This is adopted by W. and H.,
received text o yap (3Xeirei tis ti tcai eXirifcei ti is wanting in
The reading of B is difficult, and seems to have
S$, and kcu in DFG, vulg., Pesh.
been partially amended in different ways which are combined in the received text.
2

The reading
Weiss. Of the
For

eXirifcei

—

—

fr^A 47, marg., have urrouevci, and

W. and H.

give a place to this, as

well as to the received text, in their margin.

Paul's faith, and the sighing of creation
attests

it.

Ver. 22.
Christians
say.

oiSapev yap k.t.X.

How

:

know this Paul does not
Perhaps we may say that the

Christian consciousness of sin and redemption is in contact with the ultimate
realities of the universe, and that no interpretation of nature can be true but one

which, like this, is in essential harmony
with it. The force of the preposition in
<rvoT€vd£ci and <ruv<o8iK€i is not that
sigh and are in pain, and creation
but that the whole frame
of creation, all its parts together, unite in

we

along with us
sighing and

;

in pain.

Weiss

is

right in

saying that there is no reference to the
dolores Messier; but in o-vvuSivci there
is the suggestion of the travail out of
which the new world is to be born, axpi
tov vvv means up till now, without stopping, ever since the moment of vnrcTdyirj.
Ver. 23. Second testimony to the
glorious future, ov pdvov 8e sc. y\ ktictis
not only all creation, but we Christians
we ourselves, ttjv dirapxtiv tov irv€vp.aTos
exovTes. tov irvevpaTos is gen. of apposition the spirit which Christians have
received is itself the first fruits (elsewhere, the earnest: see on ver. 17) of

—

:

:

this glory

;

and because we have

it

(not

the foretaste of heaven,
the heaven begun in the Christian, which

although

:

it

is

intensifies his yearning, and makes him
more vehemently than nature long for

we also sigh in
ourselves vtoOccrtav direicScxopevoi, ttjv
diroXvTpuariv tov crwpaTos Tjpwv. The
key to these words is found in i. 4.
Christ was Son of God always, but was
only declared to be so in power !£
ftvaoTao-cws vcKp&v, and so it is with
complete redemption),

They have already received
adoption, and as led by the spirit are
sons of God but only when their mortal
bodies have been quickened, and the

believers.

;

corruptible has put on incorruption, will
they possess all that sonship involves.

For this they wait and sigh, and the
inextinguishable hope, born of the spirit
dwelling in them, guarantees its own
fulfilment.
1 Cor. xv.
Cf. Phil. iii. 21
51 ; 2 Cor. v. 2 ; and for diroXvTpwo-19 in
this sense, 1 Cor. i. 30.
Ver. 24 f. This sentence explains
why Paul can speak of Christians as
waiting for adoption, while they are
nevertheless in the enjoyment of sonship.
It is because salvation is essentially re"
lated to the future.
wait for it
;

We

for

we were

:

The

saved in hope."

dat.

tq IXirCSi is that of mode or respect.
Our salvation was qualified from the
beginning by reference to a good yet to
be.
Weiss argues that the sense of
second clause (res sperata)
"
"
to take
it
absolutely necessary
so in the first, and that this leaves no
alternative but to make tq cXiriSi dat.
comm. and translate " for, for this object
of hope eternal life and glory were we
delivered from eternal destruction ". But
the "absolute necessity" is imaginary;
a word with the nuances of IXiris in a
mind with the speed of Paul's need
not be treated so rigorously, especially as
the resulting construction is in itself exHope, the Apostle
tremely dubious.
argues, is an essential characteristic of
our salvation but hope turned sight is

eXirls in the

makes
it

—

—

:

;

hope no more,

for

We do

who hopes

?

not see

for

what

the Gospel
held out to us, but it is the object of our
Christian hope nevertheless it is as true

he sees

all

;

IIP02
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ical

n^eCua

to

*
owaKTiXajApdyeTai rats daGeveiais rjp,oi^ to yap ti Trpoaeu^wu-eOa
N
Ka0o Sei, ouk oiSauey, dXX' auTO to n^eufia T UTrepeKTUYxdi/ei uirep
*
27. 6 8e ipeuvwv toIs KapSias oiSc Tt
rj|j.cjk orei/ayp-ois dXaXV]TOis
•

u

Luke x.40.

v Here only
in

N.T.

irkeuu-aTOS, oti KaTd 0€oV ivruyy&vti uirep dyiwy.
<j>p6nrjjxa
28. OiSafACK 8e oti Tots dyairuon toV ecoVirdrra auvcpyct 2 ets
dyaOoV,

too

to

1

^ABCD

For rais ao-Ocvciais

have tq

aorfcvcia.

vrcp t|u«v

CKLP

;

but om.

fcABDF,
2

After crvvepyei, o 0cos

is

W. and H. bracket it, but Lachm. and
was omitted as cumbrous and unnecessary.
^A in much the same way here it is wanting: in

found in AB.

Weiss regard it as the true text.
Cf. i. 28, where o Otos is omitted in

It

;

NACDFKL.
and sure as the love of God which in Christ
Jesus reconciled us to Himself and gave
us the spirit of adoption, and therefore
we wait for it in patience. For 81a cf
in 1 Thess. i. 3 we
ii.
27.
tnrojxovTj
have y\ viropovr) ttjs IXttCSos ipwv used of
a suffering but steadfast Church viropovrj
is the constancy which belongs to and
In the
characterises hope in dark days.
:

:

pastoral epistles (1 Tim. vi. 1^; Tit. ii.
2) instead of the irurris, dyd-irn], IXiris,
of earlier letters, Paul writes irioris,
ayax-n, viropovq, as if he had discovered
"
"
by experience that in this life
hope
has mainly to be shown in the form of

"patience".
Ver. 26. Third testimony to the glorious
future the sighing of creation, our own
sighing, and this action of the Spirit,
point consistently to one conclusion.
:

crwavTiXa.fi (3 averai,

cf.

Luke

X. 40.

weakness which the Spirit helps
due to our ignorance to yap ri
:

article

makes

of otSaucv

:

pray

for

irpocr-

Winer,

p.

644.

Broadly

what we are

do know
—we
the perfecting of salvation
not
know what we are to
do
ko0o Bel— according as the need

speaking,

pray for
but we

ok

The
that

oiSapcv. The
the whole clause object

Ka6o Set

cv£wp.c9a

is

to
;

at the moment ; we know the end, which
common to all prayers, but not what is
necessary at each crisis of need in order
dXXa
to enable us to attain this end.
is

is

evTO to irvevpa virepevruyxavci aTevis
aypots dXaX-qTois. •wirepcvTOYX**'*
found here only in N.T., but Ivruyxdvetv
in this sense in vers. 27, 34, Heb. vii. 25.
In Rom. xi. 2 with icaTa = to make
intercession against.
dXaX-rjTois does
" but " unutternot mean " unspoken
1'

The

oTT€vaypol of believers find
expression, adequate or inadequate, in
their prayers, and in such utterances as
this very passage of Romans, but there
able ".

is a testimony to the glory
awaiting them
more profound and passionate than even

It is the intercession of the
this.
Spirit
with oT€vayp.ot dXdXtjTOi groanings (or
that
baffle
words,
uvto
to
sighs)
irvcvpa
is
undoubtedly God's Spirit as disfrom
what
is here
ours, yet
tinguished
affirmed must fall within Christian experience, for Paul says in the next
verse that He Who searches the hearts
knows what is the mind of the Spirit in
this unutterable intercession.
It is in

—

the heart, therefore, that
" The whole

it

takes place.

in even
a startling manner the truth and reality
of the 'coming' of the Holy Ghost
the extent to which, if I may venture to
say it, He has separated Himself—as
Christ did at His Incarnation
from His
eternal glory and blessedness, and entered
into the life of man.
His intercession
for us
so intimately does He share all
the evils of our condition is a kind of
"
agony (R. W. Dale, Christian Doctrine,
p. 140 f.).
Ver. 27. This intercession, with which
our heart goes, though it is deeper than
words, the Heart Searcher understands.
ri to 4>p6v. tov irvcvpaTos
what the

passage illustrates

—

—

—

.

.

.

—

:

upon, the whole object of its
thought and endeavour. 8ti, viz., that
Spirit is set

He

intercedes

Kara 0eov

in

agreement

see 2 Cor. vii. 9- n.
vir^p dyiwv on behalf of those who are
God's. Both the intercession of Christ
and the intercession of the Spirit are
represented in the N.T. as made on behalf of those who are in Christ saints,
the Church, not mankind in general.
Vers. 28-39. Conclusion of the argument
the Apostle
glories in the
assurance of God's eternal and unchangeable love in Jesus Christ.
in a
oiSapev 82 = further, we know
sense this is one ground more for be-

with God's

will,

—

:

:
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Eph.

i.

5,

VIII.

w

kXtjtois ouW. 29. on ous irpodyvu, Kal -irpowpuxe
€Ik6VoS TOU UlOU aUTOU, CIS TO ElVai aUToV TTpWTOTOKOI'
*
iv iroXXois docXtpois
30. ous $€ irpowptac, toutous Kal eicdXeae

tois

kotA irpdOeoxi'

X

il

(TUU.p,opcf>OUS TTJS

Jr.

*

21 (10).

Kal ous €K(iX€ae, toutous Kal coucaiwaci'

31. Tt

Kal ^So^aae.

oflV

God is
Heving in the glorious future
ever with us, and will not abandon us at
iravra cruvepYCi (6 6c<$s) (rvvtpytl
last,
is naturally neuter, and if 6 0co$ is the
true reading, it is probably best to render
" God
co-operates for good in all things
(irdvTo accus. of ref. as in 1 Cor. ix.
tois ayair.
25, x. 33) with those," etc.
tov 0€ov describes the persons in question
from the human side tois Kara irpodco-iv
kXt)tois ovcriv describes them from the
Divine side. It is in pursuance of a
purpose of God (for irpo8eo-is with reference to the eternal purpose of redemption, see ix. n, Eph. i. n, iii. n, 2 Tim.
"
"
in
i.
Calling
g) that they are called.
"
"
:

:

;

it is
Paul never means
invitation
" effectual
always
calling ".
These verses give the
Ver. 29 f.
proof that God in all things co-operates
for good with the called.
They show
;

how His

gracious purpose, beginning
with foreknowledge and foreordination
perfects all that concerns them on to the
final glory,
ovs irpoevvw those whom
He foreknew in what sense ? as persons
who would answer His love with love?

—

This

is

at

:

least

irrelevant,

and

alien

Paul's general mode of thought.
That salvation begins with God, and
begins in eternity, are fundamental
ideas with him, which he here applies
to Christians, without raising any of the
problems involved in the relation of
He
the human will to the Divine.
comes upon these in chap, ix., but not
Yet we may be sure that irpoc'yvw
here.
has the pregnant sense that ytyvuo-KU}
to

CypVjj often has
Ps.

i.

6,

Amos

iii.

in Scripture:

2

:

hence

e.g. t in

we may

ren-

"those of whom God took knowKal
ledge from eternity" (Eph. i. 4).
" he also foreordained
Trpowpicrev k.t.X.,
to be conformed to the image of His
Son ". This conformity is the last stage
der,

in salvation, as irpocyva is the first. The
is in import not merely spiritual

image

but eschatological. The Son of God is
the Lord who appeared to Paul by Da-

mascus: to be conformed to His image
to share His glory as well as His holiness.
The Pauline Gospel is hopelessly
distorted when this is forgotten.
cl« to
is

*

ous 8e cSixaiwae, toutous

ipoupev irpos TauTa;
clvai

avTOv

<i8eX(J>ois

:

6 eco's utrkp

ci

iv

irpwroVoKov

the end in

all this is

iroXXois
the exal-

tation of Christ.
It
tokov that He also

is implied in
irpun-ois regarded as
only
attained
the
fulness
of
His Sonhaving
the
resurrection
i.
ship through
(cf.
4, and
Col. i. 18 TrpcoT^TOKos £k tuv
vcicpwv).
The idea of Christ's dignity as firstborn
among many brethren who all owe their
salvation to Him is sublimely interpreted

The Apostle now re10-13.
series of the Divine acts in
our salvation. •£$ 8c irpowpurcv, tovtovs
Heb. ii.
sumes the
in

Kal iicdXeo-ev. The eternal foreordination appears in time as
"calling," of
course as effectual calling where salvation is contemplated as the work of God
alone (as here) there can be no breakdown in its processes. The next stages
:

are summarily indicated.
ISiKaiuo-ev
God in Jesus Christ forgave our sins, and
accepted us as righteous in His sight
ungodly as we had been, He put us right
:

;

with Himself.
is

included.

In that, everything else
The whole argument of

chaps, vi.-viii. has been that justification
and the new life of holiness in the Spirit
are inseparable experiences. Hence Paul
can take one step to the end, and write
ovs 8^ cSiiecuworcv, tovtovs Kal 1 8o£aorev.
Yet the tense in the last word is amazing.
It is the most
daring anticipation of faith
that even the N.T. contains the life is
not to be taken out of it by the philosophical consideration that with God there
is neither before nor after.
Ver. 31. ri ovv tpovp.ev
irpos rain-a;
the idea underlying all that precedes is
that of the suffering to be endured
by
those who would share Christ's glory
:

The Apostle has disparaged
(ver. 17).
the suffering in comparison with the
glory (ver. 18); he has interpreted it
(vers. 19-27) as in a manner prophetic of
the glory; he has in these last verses
asserted the presence through all the
Christian's life of an eternal victorious
purpose of love all this is included in
TavTa. For vrrkp and Kara, cf. 2 Cor.
:

xiii. 8.

Ver. 32. The Christian's faith in providence is an inference from redemption.
The same God who did not spare His

own Son

will freely give us all
things.
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Trapeocoicei'

auToV,

irais

€<j>ei<raTO,

icai
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&XX'

aurw tA

33- T k eyKaXiaei KaT^ ckXcktwj' 0eou ; y 1 Cor. ii.
L
6 KOTaKptiw; Xpioros 1 6
34.
ul'i&*
AiroOaptiSi',
jxaXXoy 8e Kal cyepOei's, 05 Kal Sotii> li> ocgia tou 6€o0, 05 icai

Trdrra

f\ikiv

x a P l/<r€Tai

eeos 6 Sucaiwi''

»

tis

Xpurros alone BDEK, most cursives, and Treg. Xpian-os lijcrovs fc^ACFL 17,
Weiss puts X. I. in text, thinking the omission in B, etc., accidental
W. and H., and Lachm. bracket Itjctovs. The icai before eyepOcis is wanting in
3
BDFKL. It
^ABC. The Kai before «mv is wanting in fc^AC but is fo»nd in
is omitted by W. and H., and Tischdf., bracketed by Lachm., but retained
by Weiss.
X
AC insert etc vcicpuv W. and H. bracket this, but all other crit. edd.
After eycpdeis
1

vulg., etc.

;

^

omit, with

ovk
rov

N
^ BDFGKL,
2

;

etc.

«4)eicraTO, cf. Gen. xxii. 12, ovk ^4>ei<r<i>
uloi) <rov tov avairTiTot) 81' 4p.€.
It

the impression of God's love
through the sense of the sacrifice it made.
vir€p 7ravTa>v f\]L<av none were worthy of
such a sacrifice (Weiss). irapeSuiccv sc.
to death: iv. 25.
irws ovxi icai: the
argument of selfishness is that he who
has done so much need do no more;
that of love, that he who has done so
much is certain to do more. <rvv avrip
to, irdvTa: to, iravTa has a collective
It is usually taken to mean the
force.
whole of what furthers the Christian's
vivifies

:

h

the whole of what contributes to the
perfecting of his salvation all this will
be freely given to him by God. But
"
"
why should it not mean all things
without any such qualification ? When
God gives us His Son He gives us the
world; there is nothing which does not
life,

;

work together
are ours.

Cf.

our good;
Cor. iii. 22 f.

for
1

all

things

Ver. 33 f. The punctuation here is a
very difficult problem see the text and
margin of R.V. The reminiscence of
Is. 1. 8 f. in verse 33 makes it more
difficult; for it suggests that the normal
structure is that of an affirmation followed by a question, whereas Paul
begins with a question to which the
affirmation (with at least a trace of
It
Isaiah's language in it) is an answer.
is even possible to read every clause
interrogatively, though that is less effective.
t£s eyicaXecrei KttTa IkXcktwv Geov ;
who shall bring a charge against persons
who are God's chosen ? The absence of
the article (cf. inr^p ayiwv, ver. 27) brings
out the character in which the persons in
question figure, not their individual perFor the word see Col. iii.
sonality.
12 ; 2 Tim. ii. 10 ; Tit. i. 1 ; for the thing
Eph. i. 4 ; John xv. 16.
cf. 1 Thess. i. 4
It describes Christians as persons who
owe their standing as such to the act of
:

;

God's grace.

All Christians are conscious that this is the truth about their
position
they belong to God, because
:

He

has taken them

for

His own.

To

" not those
say that the word designates
are destined for final salvation, but
those who are summoned or selected
for the privilege of
serving God and
"
carrying out His will
(S. and H.), is to
leave the rails of the Apostle's thought
There is nothing here (vers.
altogether.
28-30) about the privilege of serving God
and carrying out His will the one thing
Paul is concerned with is the security
given by the eternal love of God that the
work of salvation will be carried through,
in spite of all impediments, from foreknowledge to final glory. The IkXckto!
06ov are those who ought to have such
security
they should have a faith and
an assurance proportioned to the love of
God. Paul is one of them, and because
he is, he is sure, not that he is called to
serve God, but that nothing can ever
separate him from God's love in Christ.
The question tis l-yicaXco-ei is best answered by taking both the following
clauses together: "It is God that justi-

who

'

'

'

'

;

:

he that shall condemn ? "
But many make rfe 6
KaTaicpivwv a new question, and find the
answer in verse 34 Xpicn-os [Mirjo-ovs] 6
diro8avwv = the only person who can
fieth
(cf.

:

who

Is.

1.

8

is

f.).

:

condemn

is the Judge, viz., Christ, but
so far from condemning that He
has done everything to deliver us from

He

is

What Christian, Paul
condemnation.
seems to ask, can speak of KaTaKpipo,
with his eye on Christ, who died for our
?
fiaWov 8^ Ivcpdels [l* vtKp&v]
Gal. iv. 9; and chap. iv. 25. The
correction in paXXov is formal (Weiss)
Paul does not mean that the resurrection
is more important than the cross; he

sins

:

cf.

:

improves upon an expression which has
not conveyed all that was in his mind.

zVcr. 27;

VIII,

*

rqs,

J
;

kivWos,

*}

35. tis

uirep TJfiwv

"^rruyxclvet

toG Xpiorou

25.
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""IS

Xip.<$s,

?]

yup.^-

yeypaTrTai, "*Ori cVcicd

(ica6a>s
*

eXoyurdnp-ey

<&s

Trp<5pWa

a<|>a-

1
tov Xpurrov so most MSS. But ^B, with some cursives and fathers, have
tov 0eov. This is usually regarded as a change made to agree with ver. 39, because
B, after tov 0cov, adds ttjs ev Xpurra> Itjctov. But this may have been added, as
has tov
Weiss remarks, for the very reason that B already read tov 0cov and as
0€ov without this addition, and it was very natural to change it (with an eye to w.
it seems probable that tov 6cov is the
into
tov
and
Xpurrov,
original reading.
34
37)
Weiss adopts it, and W. and H. put it in marg.
;

^

;

Our position depends upon Jesus Christ
died, nay rather, over whom death
no more has dominion (vi. 9), who is at
God's right hand (this phrase, which

and suggested the quotation. The point
of it, both in the psalm and in the epistle,
lies in cvckcv o*ov.
This is what the
Psalmist could not understand.
That

describes Christ's exaltation as a sharing
in the universal sovereignty of God, is
borrowed from Ps. ex. 1, and is oftener
used in the N.T. than any other words
of the Old), who also makes intercession
on our behalf. 8s icai Ivrvyxavet: a
solemn climax is marked by the repetition
of 8s, and by the icai which deliberately
adds the intercession to all that has gone
The Christian consciousness,
before.

men

who

should suffer for

sin, for infidelity to

God, was intelligible enough but he and
his countrymen were suffering because of
their faithfulness, and the psalm is his
despairing expostulation with God. But
;

the Apostle understood it. To suffer for
Christ's sake was to enter into the fellowship of Christ's sufferings, and that is
the very situation in which the love of

:

most real, near, and sure to the
Cf. chap. v. 3, 2 Cor. i. 5, Col. i.
Instead of despairing, he glories in
124.
tribulations.

Ver. 35 f. t£s "qp-as \taptim airo r»js
aydirns tov Xpurrov ; If this verse is to

Ver. 37. virepviKup.ev
a word probably coined by Paul, who loves comThe Vulg. gives
pounds with -uTrcp.
superamus, with which Lipsius agrees
like
(obsiegen,
over-power) but Cyprian
Later Greek writers
supervincimus.

even in an apostle, cannot transcend this.
This is Paul's final security the last
ground of his triumphant assurance
Jesus Christ, at God's right hand, with
the virtue of His atoning death in Him,
pleads His people's cause. Cf. Heb. ix.

—

24, vii. 25, 1

John

ii.

1

f.

be most closely connected with ver. 34,
tov Xpurrov will appear the more probable reading, for there Christ is the
subject throughout; but at vers. 28, 31,
39 the love of God is the determining
idea, and at this point it seems to be
caught up again in view of the conclusion
facts which favour the reading tov
0cov. In any case it is the Divine love
With the list of
for us which is meant.
troubles cf. 2 Cor. vi. 4-10, xi. 26 f., xii.
which
had befallen
10.
They were those
Paul himself, and he knew that the love
of God in Jesus Christ could reach and

—

sustain the heart through them all. The
quotation from Ps. xliv. 23 is peculiar.
It exactly reproduces the LXX, even the
Sti being simply transferred. The icadws
implies that such experiences as those
named in ver. 35 are in agreement with
what Scripture holds out as the fortune
of God's people.
Possibly the mention
of the sword recalled to the Apostle's
memory the 0avo,Tovp.c0«, of the psalm,

Christ

is

soul.

:

:

and vircpvucav (see
and justify the happy renwe are more than conquerors ".
dering
Perhaps it is a mistake to define in what
"
the
more " consists but if we do, the
answer must be sought on the line indicated in the note on cvckcv o-ov these
trials not only do not cut us off from
Christ's love, they actually give us more
intimate and thrilling experiences of it.
81a tov ayairijo-avTos Tjpas
the aorist
distinguish

Grimm,

vikcLv

s.v.),

"

;

:

:

Christ's death as the great
demonstration of His love: cf. Gal. ii.
20, also Rev. xii. 11.
Ver. 38 f.
The Apostle's personal
conviction given in confirmation of all
that has been said, especially of ver. 37.
irc'ircurp.ai cf. 2 Tim. i. 12. ovtc OavaTOS
ovtc tta)) death is mentioned first, either
with ver. 36 in mind, or as the most tremendous enemy the Apostle could conIf Christ's love can hold us in
ceive.
and through death, what is left for us to

points to

:

fear?

Much

of the N.T. bears on this

'

y*\*
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38.

rju-as.

°^*

^ tojJtois

Tre-jreio-fxai

irocrii'

uircptaiCGipei'

Ivcowra oure

outc |3d0os, oure tis KTioris

diro ttjs dydirrjs tou 0€ou, ttjs cV

Xpwrrw

very point, cf. John viii. 51, x. 28, xi. 25
1 Thess. iv. 13-18, 1 Cor. xv., 2 Cor.

Rom. xiv. 8, Heb. ii. 14 f.
horror of dying is annihilated
by the love of Christ. Neither death nor
life
is
to be explained
explanations
"only limit the flight of the Apostle's
thoughts just when they would soar
above all limitation" (Gifford). ovtc
ayycXoi ovtc dpxal: this, according to
the best authorities, forms a second pair
of forces conceivably hostile to the
Christian.
As in every pair there is a
kind of contrast, some have sought one
here also: either making ayycXoi good
16-v.

5,

The blank

:

and dpxal

powers, though both
or ayycXoi heavenly, and
spiritual
dpxal (as in Lc. xii. n, Tit. iii. 1)
earthly powers, in which case either
might be either good or bad. But this
is arbitrary
and a comparison of 1 Cor.
xv. 24, Eph. i. 21 favours a suggestion in
S. and H. that possibly in a very early
copy ovtc Swcifxets had been accidentally
omitted after ovtc dpxal, and then added
in the margin, but reinserted in a wrong
The T.R. " neither angels nor
place.
"
brings toprincipalities nor powers
all
the
gether
conceptions with which
evil

;

:

the Apostle peopled the invisible spiritual
world, whatever their character, and declares their inability to come between us
and the love of Christ, ovtc cvconrwTa
ovtc pe'XXovra: cf. 1 Cor. iii. 22. ovtc
vxjrtopa ovtc {3a8os : no dimensions of
Whether these words pictured
space.
something to Paul's imagination we
cannot tell the patristic attempts to give
them definiteness are not happy, ovtc
tis ktio-is cTcpa nor any created thing
of different kind. All the things Paul
has mentioned come under the head of
if there is anything of a different
ktio-is
kind which comes under the same head,
he includes it too. The suggestions of
"
" another
world," or of
aspects of
reality out of relation to our faculties,"
and therefore as yet unknown to us, are
toys, remote from the seriousness and
passion of the Apostle's mind. Nothing
that God has made, whatever be its
nature, shall be able to separate us diro
ttjs dydinjs TOV 0COV TtJS CV X. M. TOV K.
The love of Christ is God's love.
yju$Vf
;

:

;

p.c'XXorra, 39. oure

Sun^aeTai

eh-etpa

f.,

iv.

Sid toO dyairpo-an-os
£wiq, ovt€ SyyeXoi

yap on outc 6dmTOS outc

outc dpxal outc oumu-eis, outc
u\|/<i>u.a

*SS

rju»as

xw P"ral

tw Kupiw

'irjtroG

VjjxSk.

manifested to us in Him ; and it is only
in Him that a Divine love is manifested
which can inspire the triumphant assurance of this verse.
Chapters IX.-XI. With the eighth
chapter Paul concludes the positive
exposition of his gospel.
Starting with
the theme of i. 16 f., he showed in i. 18iii. 20 the
universal sinfulness of men
Gentile and Jew; in iii. 21-v. 21 he
explained, illustrated and glorified the
gospel of justification by faith in Christ,
set forth by God as a propitiation for
in vi. i-viii. 39 he has vindicated
sin
this gospel from the charge of moral

—

;

inefficiency, by showing that justification
faith is inseparably connected with a
new life in the Spirit, a life over which

by

has no dominion and in which the
demands of God's law are fulfilled.
He has even carried this spiritual life
on, in hope, to its consummation in
glory and no more remains to be said.
sin

just

:

ix. a new subject is introThere is no formal link of
duced.
connection with what precedes.
Structurally, the new division of the epistle
stands quite apart from the earlier ; it

With chap.

might have been written, and probably
was written, after a break. But though
no logical relation between the parts is
a

psychological connection
is not hard to discover.
The new section deals with a problem
which presented great difficulty to the
early Church, and especially to men of
Jewish birth, a problem which haunted
the Apostle's own mind and was no
doubt thrust on his attention by his
expressed,

between them

unbelieving countrymen, a problem all
the more painful to him as he realised
more completely the greatness and glory
of the Christian salvation. This was the
problem constituted by the fact that the
Jews as a whole did not receive the

Gospel. They were God's chosen people,
but if the Christian Gospel brought
salvation they had no share in it. The
Messiah was to spring from them, but if
Jesus was the Messiah this privilege
meant not redemption but condemnation,
for they rejected Him almost with one
consent. In short, if the birth of the
Christian Church and the gathering of
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He must

have broken
and cast off His
chosen people. But as this must seem
impossible, the Jewish inference would
be that the Gospel preached by Paul
could not be of God, nor the Gentile
Israel,

Churches, as Paul asserted, God's true
This is the situation to which
Israel.
the Apostle addresses himself in the ninth
and the two following chapters. It is a
historical problem, in the first instance,

he has to deal with, not a dogmatic one
and it is necessary to keep the historical
situation in view, if we are to avoid
illegitimate inferences from the argu;

ments or

of the Apostle.
statement (ix.
1-5), which shows how deeply his heart
is pledged to his brethren after the flesh,
he works out a solution of the problem
—or an interpretation of the position
along three lines. In each of these
there are many incidental points of view,
but they can be broadly discriminated.
In the first, chap. ix. 6-29, Paul
(1)
asserts the absolute freedom and sovereignty of God as against any claim,
made as of right, on the part of man.
The Jewish objection to the Gospel, to
which reference is made above, really
means that the Jewish nation had a
claim of right upon God, giving them a
illustrations

After the

*

vJ/eu8ou,cu, <ruu,p,apTupoucrT)S

on

oweiarj actus fxou iv nceufxan 'Ayiw, 2.

Gentiles into it represented the carrying
out of God's purpose to bless and save
men, God must have turned His back

upon Himself;
His promise to

IX.

introductory

—

which God must acall God's
action, as exhibited in Scripture, and

Xutttj

jjloi

cot!

the fathers will be fulfilled, and all Israel
saved. Gentile Christianity will provoke
the unbelieving Jews to jealousy, and they
too will enter the Messianic Kingdom.
In the very events which seem to throw
the pious Jewish mind out of its reckoning,
there is a gracious providence, a depth
of riches and wisdom and knowledge

which no words can express. The present
situation, which at the first glance is
heart-breaking (ix. 2), is only one incident
in the working out of a purpose which
when completed reveals the whole glory
of God's mercy, and evokes the loftiest
and most heartfelt praise. " He shut up
all unto disobedience that He might have
Of Him and through
mercy on all.
Him and to Him are all things. Unto
.

.

.

Him be glory for ever." Since Baur's
time several scholars have held that the
mass of the Roman Church was JewishChristian,

and that these three chapters,

with their apologetic aim, are specially
addressed to that community, as one
which naturally felt the pressure of the
But the
difficulty with which they deal.
Roman Church, as these very chapters
show (cf. ix. 3, my kinsmen, not our;

Xeyw tois €0veoriv), was
whatever influence
Jewish modes of thought and practice
may have had in it and it was quite
natural for the Apostle, in writing what
he evidently meant from the first should
be both a systematic and a circular
xi.

13, tip.iv S*

certainly

Gentile,

;

—

letter, to include in it a statement of his
thoughts on one of the most difficult and
importunate questions of the time. The
extraordinary daring of chap. xi. ad fin.
is not unrelated
to the extraordinary
passion of chap. ix. ad init. The whole

explanation of the present rejection of
the Jews is to be found in the fact that

discussion is a magnificent illustration
of the aphorism, that great thoughts
come from the heart.
Chapter IX. Vv. 1-5. The intense
pain with which Paul contemplates the
unbelief of his countrymen.
Ver. I. d\i]deiav \4y<a iv Xpun-ai, o4
The solemn asseveration is
T]/ev8ofx.ai.
meant to clear him of the suspicion that
in preaching to the Gentiles he is ani-

title

to salvation,

knowledge

;

Paul argues that

especially in the history of Israel itself
to say nothing of the essential relations
of Creator and creature refutes such a
claim.
(2) In the second, chap. ix. 30x. 21, Paul turns from this more speculative aspect of the situation to its
moral character, and points out that the

—

they have wilfully and stubbornly rejected
the Gospel. Their minds have been set
on a righteousness of their own, and they
have refused to submit themselves to the
righteousness of God. (3) In the third,
chap, xi., he rises again to an absolute or
speculative point of view. The present
unbelief of the Jews and incoming of the
Gentiles are no doubt, to a Jew, disconcerting events yet in spite of them,
or rather which is more wonderful still
by means of them, God's promises to

—

—

;

—

mated by hostility or even indifference
Yet cf. 2 Cor. xi. 31, Gal.
to the Jews.
i.
20.
iv Xpiorrw means that he speaks
in fellowship with Christ, so that false-

hood

For <rup.p.apT. cf.
is impossible.
The p.01 is governed by
15, viii. 16.
a-vv: conscience attests what he says,
ii.

and that

Iv irvevp-ari

ayly

— the

spirit
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68uV»j
ttj KapSux uou, 3. i)ux6\J.r\v yap
auTos ^ya> di/d0ejxa elmi x a7rd tou XpurroG uirep twi> aSeXAwi' ~
uou,
tw cruyyeiw uou KaTa aapica 4. omye's ciatk 'laparjXiTai, wy ^
2d
ical « youoBeaia,* ical « Xa-ruio0eaia, ical r\ 86£a, ical at 8ia0rjKai,
ficydXif),

•

b

2

im
T.

IO d Gal.

'•

3-

iv. 24;

Enh.H.ia.
'

vii.

n,

viii. 6.
'

2

avTOS

€yco

eivai, so

ava0epa

ai 8ia8t]Kai fr^CK

CKL

and versions

;

but in

fc^ABDF ava0ep.a

BDF

8ia0T)io)

see note

eivoi av-ros «y«.
2

(on irpwrov), page
The plural is no doubt right here, and was mechanically changed as standing
589.
between two singulars.
At the end of the verse DEFG also read
tj
eirayyeXia
;

tj

;

instead of ai £7rayyeXiai.

God,

which

in

Christian

life

assurance

is

all

are

the functions of the
carried on: so that

made doubly and

trebly

sure.

Ver. 2.
The fact of Paul's sorrow is
stated here; the cause of it is revealed
in ver. 3.

Weiss remarks on the

triple

climax Xvttt] being intensified in 68vvt),
peydXi] in dSidXeiin-os, and poi in t^j
Paul cannot find words
icapSia pov.
strong enough to convey his feeling.
Ver. 3. n]v\6\iii\v yap avd0€p,a elvai
k.t.X.
For I could wish that I myself
were anathema, etc. For the omission
of av see Acts xxv. 22, Gal. iv. 20. Paul
could wish this if it were a wish that
could be realised for the good of Israel.
The form of expression implies that the
wish had actually been conceived, but in
such sentences " the context alone implies
what the present state of mind is " (Bur:

people, their unique place of privilege in
God's providence, the splendour of the
inheritance and of the hopes which they
forfeit by unbelief, that make their unbelief at once so painful, and so perplexoitivc's cltriv 'l<rpaT)Xe£Tai
ing,
being,
as they are, Israelites.
Israelites is not
the national but the theocratic name it
expresses the spiritual prerogative of the
«v
nation, cf. 2 Cor. xi. 22, Gal. vi. 16.
i;lo0€arta: this is not the Christian
f]
sonship, but that which is referred
to in such passages as Ex. iv. 22,
Hos. xi. 1. Yet it may be wrong to
speak of it as if it were merely national ;
:

;

it seems to be distributed and
applied to
the individual members of the nation in
Deut. xiv. 1, Hos. i. 10 (ii. 1 Heb.). ij

86£a

the glory

:

definite,

must

the Tl*\TV*

fire,

ill?

Moods and Tenses, § 33). avdOcpa
to be construed with airo tov Xpio-rov
the idea of separation from Christ, final

i"T!P2tt} °f later
T •

and

is

ton,
is

:

conveyed. For
the construction cf. Gal. v. 4 (KarrjpyTJ0ir]T€ d-rro XpurTov).
avd0e(xa Gal. i.
8 f., 1 Cor. xii. 3, xvi. 22 is the equivalent
fatal separation, is

refer to

of the O.T., the

Jewish theology

probably reference to

Heb.

ix. 5.

something
cloud and

the pillar of

like

at 8ia0T]Kai

it
:

in

Acts

;

there
vii. 2,

in other places

Paul speaks of the O.T. religion as one
covenant, one

(legal) administration of

God and man
where at Sia0T)expressly distinguished from r\
between

the

relations

(e.g.

in 2 Cor.

that which is put under the
Josh. vii. 12
ban, and irrevocably devoted to destrucIt is beside the mark to speak of
tion.
such an utterance as this as unethical.

k«u

is

Rather might we call it with Dorner " a
spark from the fire of Christ's substituThere is a passion in it
tionary love ".
more profound even than that of Moses'
prayer in Ex. xxxii. 32. Moses identifies
himself with his people, and if they
cannot be saved would perish with them
Paul could find it in his heart, were it
r£>v <rvypossible, to perish for them.

meant. Cf. Wisd. xviii. 22,
2 Mace. viii. 15.
v\ Xarpeia

ycvuiv p.ov Kara <rdpica distinguishes
these from his Christian brethren.

ancestry ennobled Israel, and made its
in
harder
to
Paul's
time
position
understand and to endure. Who could
think without the keenest pain of the
sons of such fathers forfeiting everything
for which the fathers had been called ?

of the

Hebrew O^J-l

—

Deut.

vii.

26,

;

Ver. 4

f.

The

intensity of Paul's dis-

and of his longing for the salvation
of his countrymen, is partly explained

tress,

in this verse.

VOL.

It is

II.

the greatness of his

42

iii.)

:

here,

vopo0eo-ia (the great Sinaitic legislation
2 Mace. vi. 23), the various covenants
God made with the patriarchs must be
:

Sir. xliv. 11,

is thecultus
of the tabernacle and the temple, the
only legitimate cultus in the world, at
lirayytXiai are the Messianic promises
" the best was
in the Israelitish religion
yet to be," as all the highest minds
knew. Ver. 5. uv ot irarcpcs Abraham,
Isaac and Jacob. The greatness of its
:

:
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gC h
Gal

*xv 8
i
6

H

h

P e ^ a '' Kai ai
'

zi. 28.

5. wk 01 TraWpes,* Kal t£ 2>v 6 Xp lottos to
tt&vtwv 6cos euXoyTjTos ' els tous auovas. djiTJi'.

h&ffdkfmf

KaT<* a(*P Ka > 6
h Cb.

vi. 12.

utv cirl

Cb. L 23

i

;

2 Cor. xi. 31.

But the supreme distinction of Israel has
i£ &v 6 Xpio-Tos
yet to be mentioned.
to koto, o-dpica, 6

&>v

tirX

travruv 8ebs

cvXoynros els tovs alwvos. 'Ajiirjv. The
only point in the interpretation of this
verse, in which it can be said that interpreters are wholly at one, is the statement that of Israel the Messiah came,
according to the flesh. The words to
Kara crapica define the extent to which
the Messiah can be explained by His
descent from Israel for anything going
beyond o-apg, or ordinary humanity, the
explanation must be sought elsewhere.
;

The

an antithesis,
spiritual or Divine

limitation suggests

and one

in

which the

side of the Messiah's nature should find
expression, this being the natural counand such an antithesis
terpart of o-op£
has been sought and found in the words
which follow. He who, according to the
:

of Israel, is at the same time
over all, God blessed for ever.
This interpretation, which refers the whole of
the words after l| uv to 6 Xpio-Tos, is
adopted by many of the best scholars
flesh, is

:

Gifford,

Sanday, Westcott (see

N.T.,

app., p. no), Weiss, etc., and has
(1) It does supply
the complementary antithesis which to
vol.

ii.,

much
Kara
ally

in its favour.

<rdpica suggests.
(2) Grammaticis simple, for 6 t>v naturally ap-

it

the person who
naturally the person just
mentioned, unless there is decisive'reason
to the contrary.
(3) If we adopt another
punctuation, and make the words o uv
cirl iravTiDV 0e6s evXoyr|TOS els tovs alwis over all
vos a doxology "God
"
be blessed for ever
there are grammatical objections.
These are (a) the
use of fiv, which is at least abnormal.
" would
" God
is over all
naturally
be expressed by b lirl •navnav 8ebs without «v : the wv suggests the reference to
Christ,
(b) The position of evXoyirjTbs is
unparalleled in a doxology it ought, as
in Eph. i. 3 and the LXX., to stand first
in the sentence.
But these reasons are
not decisive. As for (1), though a complementary antithesis to to Kara o-apica
is
suggested, it is not imperatively demanded here, as in i. 3 f. The greatness reflected upon Israel by the origin
of the person in question is sufficiently
conveyed by 6 XpicrnJs, without any
As for (2), it is true to
expansion.
say that 6 &v naturally refers to what
precedes : the only question is, whether
plies to
is

over

what precedes

:

all is

—

IX.

— Who

Who

;

the natural reference may not in any
given case be precluded. Many scholars
think it is precluded here.
Meyer, for
" Paul has never
instance, argues that
used the express 9e6s of Christ, since he
has not adopted, like John, the Alexandrian form of conceiving and setting
forth the Divine essence of Christ, but
has adhered to the popular concrete,
strictly monotheistic terminology, not
modified by philosophical speculation
even for the designation of Christ and
;

he always accurately distinguishes God
and Christ ". To this he adds the more
dubious reasons that in the genuine
apostolic writings (he excludes 2 Tim. iv.
18, 2 Pet. iii. 18, Heb. xiii. 21, and Rev.)
there is no doxology to Christ in the
form usual in doxologies referring to
God, and that by lirt irdvT«v the Son's

subordination

is

denied.

To

these last

arguments it may be answered that if
the words in question do apply to Christ
they are not a doxology at all (Gifford),
but a declaration of deity, like 2 Cor. xi.
31, and that Christ's subordination is not
affected by His being described as 6 &v
lirl irdvTcov any more than by His own
claim to have all authority in heaven and
on earth. But the first of Meyer's arguments has a weight which it is impossible
not to feel, and it becomes the more
decisive the more we realise Paul's
whole habit of thought and speech. To
" When we review
say with Dr. Gifford,
the history of the interpretation it cannot
but be regarded as a remarkable fact that
every objection urged against the ancient
interpretation rests ultimately on dogmatic presuppositions," hardly covers
such a position as Meyer represents.
For the " dogmatic presuppositions " are
not arbitrary, but merely sum up the

whole impression made, on the mind
by the study of Paul's writings, an impression by which we cannot but be
influenced, especially in deciding delicate

and dubious

we

If
questions like this.
ask ourselves point blank, whether

we know his mind from his
would express his sense of
Christ's greatness by calling Him God
blessed for ever, it seems to me almost
Paul,

as

epistles,

impossible to answer in the affirmative.
Such an assertion is not on the same
plane with the conception of Christ which
meets us everywhere in the Apostle's writings and though there is some irregularity in the grammar, and perhaps some
;
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Oux

olov

8fc

01 ii 'lapai^X,

irdrrcs tckvo,,
eorii',

ou

toI

8ti ^kWittcikck

outoi 'lapairjX

dW
Wkkci

k

ttjs

T^Ki/a ttjs CTrayycXias

6 Xoyos tou Oeou.

*

7.

" £v 'laaax

ouo'

on

KXTifl-rjcreTai

crap k 6s,
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TauTa

eltrl

ofl

y&p

irdrres k Here only;
'

1

oTT^pu-a

aoi onr^ppa".

tiKva. tou

6eou

iPetli.

'Appadu.,
8. tout'

dXXa

1

to.

m

Chi

xi. 1

;

%

john^Si!

Xoyi^cTai els oTrcpu-a.
9. eTrayyeXias yap mGaUv.28.
n
" Kotol toV
n
6 Xoyos outos,
KcupoV toutok
eX€u'crop.cu, koI ecrrai t£

^*

difficulty in seeing the point
I

agree with those

of a doxology,
put a colon

who would

or a period at o-apica, and make the words
that follow refer not to Christ but to the

Father. This is the punctuation given
in the margin by W. and H., and "alone
seems adequate to account for the whole
of the language employed, more especially when considered in relation to the

context" (Hort, N.T., vol. ii., app., p.
no). The doxology is, indeed, somewhat hard to comprehend; it seems at
the first glance without a motive, and no
psychological explanation of it yet offered
is very satisfying.
It is as if Paul,
having carried the privileges of Israel to
a climax by mentioning the origin of the
Messiah as far as regards His humanity,
suddenly felt himself face to face with
the problem of the time, how to reconcile
these extraordinary privileges with the
rejection of the Jews ; and before addressing himself to any study or solution of it

expressed in this way his devout and
adoring faith, even under the pressure of
such a perplexity, in the sovereign providence of God. The use of fiw, which
is in itself

unnecessary, emphasises &iri
this emphasis is "fully
justified if St. Paul's purpose is to suggest
that the tragic apostasy of the Jews (vers.
2, 3) is itself part of the dispensations of
Him Who is God over all, over Jew and
Gentile alike, over past, present and
future alike; so that the ascription of

wdvTwv;

and

to Him is a homage to His
Divine purpose and power of bringing
the course of the ages
good out of evil in
" W. and
:
H., ii., app.,
(xi. 13-16, 25-36)
discussions
of the passage
Full
p. no.
are given in Meyer, S. and H., and Gifford;
also by Dr. Ezra Abbot in the Journal

blessing

of the Society of Biblical Exegesis, 1883.
With this preface Paul proceeds to
see the
justify the ways of God to men
introductory remarks above. The first
section of his argument (ix. 6-29) is in
the narrower sense a theodicy a vindication of God's right in dealing as He
has dealt with Israel. In the first part
of this (vers. 6-13) he shows that the
rejection of the mass of Israel from the
Messianic Kingdom involves no breach
:

—

or failure of the Divine promise. The
promise is not given to all the natural
descendants of Abraham, but only to a
chosen seed, the Israel of God.
Ver. 6. oi»x olov 8e on
this unique
:

explained by Buttmann
(Grammar, p. 372, Thayer's TransL) as
a blending of two formulas o\>x otov
followed by a finite verb, and ovx ° Tl >
which is common in the N.T.
The
meaning is, But, in spite of my grief, I do
not mean to say any such thing as that
the Word of God has come to nothing.
For not all they that are of Israel, i.e.,
born of the patriarch, are Israel, i.e., the
people of God. This is merely an application of our Lord's words, That which
is born of the flesh is flesh.
It is not
what we get from our fathers and
mothers that ensures our place in the
family of God. For the use of ovrot in
this verse to resume and define the subject see Gal. iii. 7.
Ver. 7. Nor because they are Abraham's
expression

is

—

seed, are they all Wicva, i.e., children
in the sense which entitles them to
the inheritance, iv. n, viii. 17.
God
from the very first made a distinction
here, and definitely announced that the
seed of Abraham to which the promise
belonged should come in the line of
Isaac not of Ishmael, though he also
could call Abraham father. 'Ev 'lo-aaic

—

ic\Tj8ir]o-6Ta£ 0-01

LXX.

cnrcpua

=

Gen.

xxi. 12,

The words literally mean that in
line of Isaac Abraham should have

the
the posterity which would properly bear
his name, and inherit the promises made
to him by God.
Isaac's descendants are
the true Abrahamidae.
Ver. 8 f. tovt' «o-tiv : the meaning of
this action of God is now made clear.
It signifies that not mere bodily descent
from Abraham makes one a child of God
that was never the case, not even in
Abraham's time ; it is the children of the
promise who are reckoned a seed to
Abraham, for the word in virtue of which
Isaac, the true son and heir, was born,
was a word of promise. He was born,
to use the language of the Gospel, from
above ; and something analogous to this
is necessary, whenever a man (even a

—
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oGen.xviH. I(
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IO. 06 p6vov

IX.
c

8<?,

dXXa Kal Pe06cica

if *"<>S koittjv

p

0u<7a > 'lo'aaK too iraTpos Yj|x<dy * II.
p^irw
Heb^xin *X
1
4; Luke
irpa^dta-WK Tt dyaOoV r\ kciicoV, tea -r) kot'

yap yevknO^rwv, p]0€
^kXoyt]^ tou ©eou TrpoQeais

qCh

X

1

5

A

*8

ix. 15

^
Th.

1

;

kokov

r

4.

DFKL

and edd. read

1

°" lt

V W>
i.

*PY Wk

Gal. v.

<J>av\ov

;

>

*^

^K

T0 " KaXourros,* 12. ^ppr)0Tj auTjj,

tov Bcov

NAB.

the

here

is

God

to

relation

in

question

one open to Gentiles as well as

Jews if we are Christ's, then we too are
Abraham's seed, and heirs according to
:

The argumentative

promise.

suggestion

in vers. 6-g is that just as God discriminated at the first between the children ol

Abraham, so
the fact that

He

is

discriminating still
not receive the
Gospel no more proves that the promise
has failed than the fact that God chose
Isaac only and set aside Ishmael.
Ver. 10 ff. But the argument can be

made more
child,

;

many do

decisive.

A

Jewish opponent

" Ishmael

was an illegitimate
who naturally had no rights as

might say,
against

Isaac

;

we

irpo9€(rts; all the best

MSS.,

^ABDFKL

tov dcov.

irpoOeeris

descendant of Abraham) claims to be a
child of God and an heir of His kingdom.
From Gal. iv. 28 (Now we, brethren, like
Isaac, are children of promise) we see
that

""On

8.

are

the

legitimate

descendants of the patriarch, and our
right to the inheritance is indefeasible ".
To this the Apostle replies in vers. 10-

Not only did God make the dis13.
tinction already referred to, but in the
case of Isaac's children, where there
seemed no ground for making any distinction whatever, He distinguished again, and
said, The elder shall serve the younger.
Jacob and Esau had one father, one
mother, and were twin sons the only
ground on which either could have been
;

such claims as the Jews put forward. In
forming it, and carrying it out, God acts
with perfect freedom. In the case in
question His action in regard to Jacob
and Esau agrees with His word in the
prophet Malachi Jacob I loved but Esau
I hated
and further than this we cannot
To avoid misapprehending this,
go.
however, it is necessary to keep the
He wishes
Apostle's purpose in view.
to show that God's promise has not
broken down, though many of the children of Abraham have no part in its
fulfilment in Christ.
He does so by
showing that there has always been a
distinction, among the descendants of the
those who have
patriarchs, between
merely the natural connection to boast
:

;

and those who are the Israel of God ;
and, as against Jewish pretensions, he
shows at the same time that this distinction can be traced to nothing but
God's sovereignty. It is not of works,
but of Him Who effectually calls men.
may say, if we please, that sovereignty
in this sense is "just a name for what is
unrevealed of God" (T. Erskine, The
Brazen Serpent, p. 259), but though it is
unrevealed we must not conceive of it
as arbitrary i.e., as non-rational or nonmoral. It is the sovereignty of God, and
God is notexlex; He is a law to Himself a law all love and holiness and
of,

We

—

—

—

was that of priority of birth, truth in all His purposes towards men.
and this was disregarded by God Esau, So Calvin " ubi mentionem glorias Dei
the elder, was rejected, and Jacob, the audis, illic justitiam cogita". Paul has
younger, was made heir of the promises. mentioned in an earlier chapter, among
Further, this was done by God of His the notes of true religion, the exclusion
and in substance
the decisive word of boasting (iii. 27)
sovereign freedom
was spoken to their mother while they that is the argument he is using here.
were as yet unborn and had achieved No Jewish birth, no legal works, can
neither good nor evil.
Claims as of give a man a claim which God is bound
to honour
and no man urging such
right, therefore, made against God, are
claims can say that God's word has
futile, whether they are based on descent
or on works.
There is no way in which become of no effect though his claims
they can be established and, as we have are disallowed, and he gets no part in
preferred

:

;

:

;

;

;

God

acts in entire disregard of
them. God's purpose to save men, and
make them heirs of His kingdom a purpose which is characterised as kot'
is not
licXoyijv, or involving a choice

just seen,

—
—

determined at

all

by consideration

of

the inheritance of God's people.
ov fi.dvov $4: cf. v. 11, viii. 23 = Not
only is this so, but a more striking and

convincing

illustration

can

be

given.

dXXa Kal 'Pe^cKKa: the sentence thas
begun

is

never finished, but the sense

is

io

— 15.
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SouXcuVei tw eXdcrcrovi

Tjydrrnaa, top Se 'Horau

'laKu>j3

14. Ti ovv €poujm€v

tw y&p

Mwo-fj

;

'

"
13.

"'EXe^arw ok

X^yei,

"

l

icaOws

y^ypaTTTat,

&i/

'

continued in ver. 12. 'Itraaic rov irarp&s
w v Paul speaks here out of his own
ft
consciousness as a Jew, addressing himself to a problem which greatly exercised
other Jews and calls Isaac " father " as
the person from whom the inheritance
:

•f|

;

was to come. Ver.

11.

prjirco

yap yevvt]-

" the conditional
negatives ((JLijirw, ftTjSe) represent the circumstances not as mere facts of history,
but as conditions entering into God's
counsel and plan. The time of the prediction was thus chosen, in order to make it
calls men to be heirs of
clear that He
His salvation makes free choice of whom
He will, unfettered by any claims of birth
"
or merit (Gifford). irpoOecris in this theosense
is a specially Pauline word.
logical
The purpose it describes is universal in
its bearings, for it is the purpose of One
who works all things according to the
counsel of His will, Eph. i. 11 ; it is
eternal, a irp69e<ris ruv aiwvwv, Eph. iii.
:

Who

11 it is God's I8ia irp<J0€<ri«, 2 Tim. i. 9,
a purpose, the meaning, contents, and
end of which find their explanation in
God alone it is a purpose KaT licXoyTJv,
i.e., the carrying of it out involves choice
;

Ch.

(x^j y^oiTO.
15.
cXew, Kal oucreiprjo-w Sk &v
;

1
KaOoirep B, Orig. 1 (instead of ica8»s) is read by Weiss and
the latter put ica0o>s in marg.
Cf. Hi. 4, xi. 8, and 1 Cor. x. 10.

Bivrtav utjS^ irpa|avTa>v

ToV

ejjucrncra. ".

dSiKia irapot tw 0eu

fi,f|
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W. and

ii.

ii.

H., though

same is true also of Mai. i. 2 "I loved
Jacob, but Esau I hated, and made his
mountains a desolation," etc. Yet it
would not be right to say that Paul is here
:

considering merely the parts assigned
by God to nations in the drama of providence He is obviously thinking of Jacob
;

and Esau as

individuals, whose own relation to God's promise and inheritance
(involving no doubt that of their pos-

was determined by God before
they were born or had done either good
or ill. On the other hand, it would not
be right to say that Paul here refers the
eternal salvation or perdition of individuals to an absolute decree of God
which has no relation to what they are
or do, but rests simply on His inscrutterity)

able will.
He is engaged in precluding
the idea that man can have claims of
right against God, and with it the idea
that the exclusion of the mass of Israel
from the Messiah's kingdom convicts
God of breach of faith toward the children of Abraham and this He can do
quite effectually, on the lines indicated,
;

and discrimination between man and
man, and between race and race; and
in spite of the side of mystery which

without consciously facing this tremendous hypothesis.
Vv. 14-21. In the second part of his
theodicy Paul meets the objection that
this sovereign freedom of God is essenti-

belongs to such a conception, it
fectly intelligible purpose, for

ally unjust.
Ver. 14.

;

as

scribed

Xpio-Tw

irp<56e<rts

'Itjctov,

fjv

is

a per-

it

is

iiroCir|<r€V

de4v

and what God means by

God's
Christ Jesus no one can doubt.
eternal purpose, the purpose carried out
icot' IkXoytjv, yet embracing the universe,
The peris clearly revealed in His Son.

manent determining element, wherever
purpose is concerned, is not the
works of men, but the will and call of
this

God

;

and to make

this plain

was the

speaking as He did,
Rebecca about her
If we look to Gen. xxv. 23, it
children.
is indisputably the nations of Israel and
Edom that are referred to " Two nations
intention of

and when

God

He

in

did, to

:

are in thy

womb, and two manner

of

shall be separated from thy
and the one people shall be
than
the other people, and the
stronger
The
elder shall serve the younger".

peoples

bowels

;

vii.

ri

7, viii. 31.

anticipating, as

ovv ipovpev; cf. vi. 1,
It is Paul who speaks,

he cannot help doing,

the objection which

only in

is

sure to

Jewish minds, though

not
with

rise,

it

is

them he is directly concerned, but in the
mind of every human being who reads
his words.
Yet he states the objection
as one in itself incredible,
aSucia
jjltj

irapa t4> 0€$ ; surely we cannot say that
there is unrighteousness with God ? This
is the force of the p,^, and Paul can
answer at once jitj vcvoito away with
the thought
God says Himself that He
shows mercy with that sovereign freedom
which Paul has ascribed to Him and the
principle of action which God announces
as His own cannot be unjust.
Ver. 15. Ty Manure? yap Xeyei. t^
Mwvo-fi is emphatic by position : the
person to whom this declaration was
:

1

;
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. 7.

Gal.

t

outT€tp«

16. Spa

**.

tou ^XeoGrros
u

Tim.

1

v Luke

i.

ix.

tS

:

xx i.26.

1

%
ou toG OAovros, odBc TOU rp4ypvTOSi AXXa

ofiV

0coG.

IX.

1 7.

X£yci yap

ypa^rj tw 4>apau, "*Oti els

r\

*

auro touto t£r)yeipd ae, oirws £vO€i£w|xai
T
Kai ott«S SiayycXfj to ovo\x.d p,ou ^y irdorrj
OiXei, £\cei*

ok oc 6 Act, aKXtjpuVei.

1

For tX«ovvTo« read cXcwvtos with

2

For ovv uoi

^ABP 47

^AB

X

iv <rol ttjv buvaplv jxou,

T|j "yfj

apa ouv ov

1 8.

".

2
'Epcis ovv pn, Tt

1 9.

In

DF.

but ti ovv ctv
ti €ti ucu<pCT<u
This ovv is inserted by Lachm. and Weiss, bracketed
ficp.4>tTai BDFG, Orig.-inter.
2
in marg. by Treg., simply omitted (on the principle of judging referred to in note
read

^AKLP,

ovv.

p.01

,

page 589) by

W.

and H.

made, as well as the voice which made
peculiarly significant to a
Jew. The words (exactly as LXX, Exod.
xxxiii. 19) occur in the answer to a prayer
it,

render

it

of Moses, and may have been regarded
by Paul as having special reference to
him as if the point of the quotation
were, Even one who had deserved so
well as Moses experienced God's mercy
God willed that He
solely because
But that is not necessary, and
should.
the
The
what
is not
original means.
emphasis is on 6v av, and the point is
;

that in

showing mercy God

is

determined

by nothing outside of His mercy

itself.

it
stronger than cXceiv
o'lKreipeiv
suggests more strongly the emotion
attendant on pity, and even its expression in voice or gesture.
Ver. 16. Conclusion from this Word of

is

;

purpose and nothing else is the explanation of his very being.
ets ovto tovto
o-€.

i£»l"y€ipd

The

LXX

in

Exod.

ix.

16 read koA cvckcv tovtov 8i€TTjp'q0T]s,
the last word, answering to the Hebrew
:

^pjn*TO^n,

being used in the sense

—

"
the sense
of " thou wast kept alive
adopted by Dillmann for the Hebrew
probably Paul changed it intentionally
to give the meaning, " for this reason
"
I brought thee on the stage of history
Zee. xi. 16, Jer. xxvii.
cf. Hab. i. 6,
;

:

and

41 (S.

H.).

The purpose Pharaoh

to serve, and actually did
this stage, was certainly not his

was designed
serve,

own

on

God's
as certainly it was God's.
power was shown in the penal miracles
by which Pharaoh and Egypt were
visited, and his name is proclaimed to
this day wherever the story of the Exodus
;

God. It (namely, the experience of God's
mercy) does not depend on man's resolve
or effort (for rp^x"v cf. 1 Cor. ix. 24 ff.),
but on God's merciful act.
This, of
13,
course, merely repeats vers. 12,
the
of
God's
sovebuttressing
principle
in
the
of
freedom
exercise
mercy
reign
by reference to His own word in Exod.

quoted Paul draws the comprehensive
So then on whom He will
conclusion
He has mercy, and whom He will He
The whole emphasis is on
hardens.
6cXcu The two modes in which God

xxxiii. 19.

acts

Ver. 17 f. But Paul goes further, and
explains the contrary phenomenon that
of a man who does not and cannot
receive mercy in the same way. X£yet
it is on Scripture the
Yap r\ ypcujn]
burden of proof is laid here and at ver.
A Jew might answer the arguments
15.
Paul uses here if they were the Apostle's

—

—
:

can make no reply
where it does not
All men, and not
tcj> <papao>
who are the objects of His
mercy, come within the scope of God's
Pharaoh as well as Moses
sovereignty.
can be quoted to illustrate it. He was
the open adversary of God, an avowed,
implacable adversary yet a Divine purpose was fulfilled in his life, and that

own
it

;

to Scripture he
silence, even

;

must

convince.
those only

:

;

is told.

From

Ver. 18.

the two instances just

:

upon man are showing mercy and
it depends upon God's
will in which of these two modes He
The word o-kXt)pvvci
actually does act.
is borrowed from the history of Pharaoh,
hardening, and

Ex.

vii.

3,

22;

viii.

19;

ix.

12; xiv. 17.

What

precisely the hardening means,
and in what relation God's hardening of
Pharaoh's heart stood to Pharaoh's own
hardening of it against God, are not
unimportant questions, but they are

questions which Paul does not here
He has one aim always in view
here to show that man has no claim as
and he finds a
of right against God
decisive proof of this (at least for a Jew)
in the opposite examples of Moses and
Pharaoh, interpreted as these are by
unmistakable words of God Himself.
raise.

—

;

—II,

nP02 PQMAIOY2

16

w
;

|A^A<f>eTcu
1

r

ayOpuire,

tw

tw y&p

cru

irXdcrarri,
*

Kcpafxeus

tou

*

|3ouXTJu.aTt

outou tis &vBiart\K€

tis el 6 dmrairoKpu'op.efOS

Ti

cTroiTjo-as

jxe

tttjXou,

w avdpwirc stands

c.

before pcvovvyc in

was through God, in the last resort,
Moses and Pharaoh were what they
were, signal instances of the Divine mercy
and the Divine wrath.
But human nature is not
Ver. 19 tT.
so easily silenced. This interpretation
of all human life, with all its diversities
of character and experience, through the
will of God alone, as if that will by itself
explained everything, is not adequate to
If Moses and Pharaoh alike
the facts.
are to be explained by reference to that
that is, are to be explained in prewill
then the difference
cisely the same way

—

between Moses and Pharaoh disappears.
The moral interpretation of the world is
annulled by the religious one. If God is
equally behind the most opposite moral
phenomena, then it is open to any one to

what Paul here

said, ti 6ti p.€fi<J>eTcu

anticipates will be
;

why

does he

still

For who withstands his
fault?
resolve ? To this objection there is really
no answer, and it ought to be frankly
admitted that the Apostle does not answer
The attempt to understand the relait.
find

between the human will and the
Divine seems to lead of necessity to an
antinomy which thought has not as yet
succeeded in transcending. To assert the
absoluteness of God in the unexplained
the
unqualified sense of verse 18 makes
moral life unintelligible; but to explain
the moral life by ascribing to man a
freedom which makes him stand in independence over against God reduces the

tion

universe to anarchy.

Up

to this point

Paul has been insisting on the former
point of view, and he insists on it still
as against the human presumption which
would plead its rights against God but
in the very act of doing so he passes
over (in ver. 22) to an intermediate standpoint, showing that God has not in point
of fact acted arbitrarily, in a freedom uncontrolled by moral law ; and from that
again he advances in the following chapter
to do full justice to the other side of the
antinomy the liberty and responsibility
The act of Israel, as well as the
of man.
will of God, lies behind the painful situation he is trying to understand.
u> av0pfa>ire is not used conVer. 20.
;

—

?j

;

jjitj

20. jxevouryc, 5
epei to TrXda-|xa

w
x

^

eb

Ac
!

ouk ?x€i c^oucriaK 6

viii

fr^AB (B omits

-yt),

and so

-

V

s

J

p e'j

iy-3 ; .
z

Luke

xiv

18; Isaiah xlv. 9; Sir. xxxvi. (xxxiii.) 13; Sap. xv.

It

say,

21.

;

Ik tou auTou 4>updu.aTos iroujaai o pkv eis

that

—

tw 0€w

outws;

a Jer.
1

*

663

-

7.

in all crit. edd.

temptuously, but it is set intentionally
over against t$ 0c$ the objector is reminded emphatically of what he is, and
of the person to whom he is speaking.
It is not for a man to adopt this tone toward God.
For ptvovvyt cf. x. 18,
Phil. iii. 8
the idea is, So far from your
having the right to raise such objections,
it is rather for me to ask, Who art thou ?
etc.
Paul, as has been observed above,
does not refute, but repels the objection.
It is inconsistent, he urges, with the
relation of the creature to the Creator.
:

:

4 pet k.t.X.
Surely the thing formed
fiT|
The first words of
shall not say, etc.
the quotation are from Isa. xxix. 16: p,tj
I

to irXdo~p.a

pel

<rv

p.6

cirXacras

;

rif irXdcravTi
r\

to

avrd

Ov

iro£ir)p.a -ry iroiij-

o-avri Ov otjvctws pc liroi-rjcras j The
fact that the words originally refer to
Israel as a nation, and to God's shaping
of its destiny, does not prove in the least

that Paul is dealing with nations, and
He never
not with individuals, here.
pays any attention to the original application of the O.T. words he uses; and
neither Moses nor Pharaoh nor the person
addressed as o> avOpwirc is a nation. The
person addressed is one who feels that the
principle enunciated in ver. 18 must be
qualified somehow, and so he makes the
protest against it which Paul attempts in
this summary fashion to repress. A man
is not a thing, and if the whole explanation of his destiny is to be sought in the
didst
bare will of God, he will say,
Thou make me thus ? and not even the
authority of Paul will silence him.
Ver. 21. tj otitc cxet i£ov<riav 6 Kcpa-

Why

The puts this
Either you must
recognise this absoluteness oi God in
silence, or you must make the preposterous assertion that the potter has
not power over the clay, etc. The power
of the potter over the clay is of course
undoubted he takes the same lump, and
makes one vessel for noble and another
it is not the quality of
for ignoble uses
the clay, but the will of the potter, that
decides to what use each part of the
lump is to be put. True, the objector
i*
might say, but irrelevant. For man
p.€i»s

tov

irrjXov k.t.X.

as the alternative.

:

;

•fj
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66*
Tm

b

'
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Verse

c

"'

17.

Tl

^

r^ v

PQMAI0Y2
b

2 2. €i hk Qikuv 6 6e6s €Voei£aa0cu '
vxeuos, S S£ els faipiav ;
*
*
dpyrjV, Kal yKwpurai to Sum-roV auTou, TJceyKCP iv iroXXfj pvaicpoy

onlv \.f/-

Oufua

e

Heb.

xii.

T oV ttXoutoi' ttjs o6£rjs auTou

f

Matt.

vii.

1

icai

13;

ctkcutj opyrjs

John

xvii. 12; Phil.

ivo yvwpio-rj

;

the

KaTT)pTiap.eVa €15 aTrwXeiay

iii.

icai is

—

room any longer to pronounce moral
judgments, or to speak of man in terms
of praise or blame.
Paul's argument, to speak
Vv. 22-29.
He
plainly, has got into an impasse.
is not able to
carry it through, and
to maintain the sovereign freedom of
God as the whole and sole explanation
of human destiny, whether in men or
does, indeed, assert that

freedom to the last, against the presumptuousness of man but in this third
section of his theodicy, he begins to
withdraw from the ground of speculation
to that of fact, and to exhibit God's
action, not as a bare unintelligible exercise of will, which inevitably provokes
rebellion, but as an exercise of will of
such a character that man can have
;

nothing to urge against

cl

it.

8c

the

:

to the new point
as if Paul said
You
may find this abstract presentation of
a
hard
man
to
God's relations
doctrine,
but if His actual treatment of men, even
of those who are cncevrj opyrjs kovt. els
8c

marks the transition

of view.

It

is

:

is distinguished by longsuffering and patience, what can you say

airwXciav,

64\<av has been rendered
His will ; (2) although it
In the former case, God
is His will.
bears long with the vessels of wrath in

against that?
(1)

because

it is

order that the display of His wrath and

power may be more tremendous at last.
But (a) such an idea is inconsistent with
the contrast implied in hi it is an aggravation of the very difficulty from which the
:

Apostle

is

making

his escape

;

(b) it is

in-

consistent with the words kv iroXXfj [xaicpoit is not longsuffering if the end
0vfjua.
in view is a more awful display of wrath
there is no real longsuffering unless the
end in view is to give the sinner prace
for repentance.
Hence the other view
;

;

(2) is

substantially right.

ii.

'

23. Kal

x

iVa yywpurn

eXeous, a TrporjToiu.ao-ei'

g

€15

10.

W. and H. following B 37, 39, 47, vulg.,
Weiss thinks it was omitted because the
it, and felt it easy to connect tva with the

not clay, and the relation of God to man
not that of the potter to dead matter.
say that it is, is just to concede the
the moral significance
objector's point
is taken out of life, and God has no

He

o-kcut)

'

omitted by

is

To

iirl

g Eph.

19.

Treg. brackets it in marg.
Copt., etc.
transcriber could not see the point of
principal verb.

nations.

IX.

Although

it

is

God's will to display His wrath and to
do, still He does not
proceed precipitately, but gives ample
to
the
sinner to repent and
opportunity
" the
escape. We are entitled to say
sinner," though Paul does not say so
explicitly, for rj 6pyrj, the wrath of God,
is relative to sin, and to
nothing else
except as against sin, there is no such
In <tk€vtj 6pyrj*
thing as wrath in God.

show what He can

:

the word o-kcvtj is perhaps prompted by
the previous verse, but the whole associations of the potter and the clay are not
to be carried over they are expressly pre:

cluded by rjvcyiccv Iv u-oXX^ p.aicpo9vp.ia..
Paul does not say how the cncevri
opyrjs came to be what they are, the
objects upon which the wrath and power
of God are to be revealed he only says
that such as they are, God has shown
It seems a
great patience with them.
mistake in W. and H. to print alcevTj opyrjs
as a quotation from Jer. 1. (LXX xxvii.)
;

25

;

for there the

words mean " the

in-

struments by which God executes His
wrath," Us armes de sa colere (Reuss).
OTraiXeia
KO/nripTio-p.e'va els dirwXeiov
:

(Phil.

i.

28,

iii.

19)

means

perdition, final

by what agency the persons reto have been fitted for it Paul
does not say what he does say is, that
fitted for such a doom as
they are, God
has nevertheless endured them in much
ruin
ferred
;

;

longsuffering, so that they at least candost thou find fault ?
For

not say,

Why

=

perfected, made quite
or ripe, see Luke vi. 40, 1 Cor. i. 10:
cf. also 2 Tim. iii. 17.
Ver. 23 f.
The sentence beginning
with cl 8c OcXcov is not grammatically
Ka.TTjpTio-p.eVos
fit

is an irregular
God's purpose is
It is on the one
wrath and make
known His power it is on the other
hand to make known the riches of His
glory (cf. Eph. iii. 16). The first part of
it is carried out on those who are
o-Keurj
opy-fjs, the latter on those who are o-kcutj

completed, but ver. 23
to ver. 22.
regarded as twofold.
hand to show His
parallel

;

eXcovs; but, in carrying out both parts

—37.

TIPOS

33

•

So^ok
e£ iQyCjy

XaoV

'

jxou,

•

eorai, iv

Kal Tip ouk

tw tottw ou

crorrai ulol
ij
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24. ous Kal indXetrev rjuas ou u-oyoy i% *\ovhai<av, dXXa koi
"
KaXe'aw to> ou Xaoy
25. (ws *al iv tw 'fto-nc X£yei,

jiou

"'Ear

PQMAI0Y2

epprjOn auTOts,

6 dpi0uos

1

Ou Xaos uou

c

6eoJ ^wrros."

TJYairnu.eVni'".

T\yvvcT\\Livt\v,

27. Haatas

h

26.

"Kal

uueis, €K€i kXt)6^-

Se icpd^ei uirep

'

to J VpaifX, h

s

Tail'

uw*k

*

|<rpa*)X <&s

Vj

aufios ttjs OaXdaatjs, to

It. x.
r

C

%nd

mI
L*

);

1
avrois is wanting in BFG and the best MSS. of the vulg. As no reason can be
suggested for its omission, if it were original, Weiss supposes it was added in conformity with the LXX. He therefore omits it altogether W. and H. bracket.
;

alike,

God

it

way which is so far
man room to complain that

acts in a

from giving

commands

his

wonder and adoration

;

for the o-k€vt) opyrjs there is much longsuffering, for the (tkcvt) i\4ovs a prepara-

and a calling in which God's free
unmerited mercy is conspicuous. Kal
Xva -yvupio-Q
This is mentioned as a
Iirl o-kcvt)
principal purpose of God.
the
IXeovs
glory is conceived as something shed upon the persons concerned
they are irradiated with the Divine
8o£a
brightness.
Cf. 2 Thess. i. 10.
in such connections has usually a supertion

:

:

;

sensible

its
meaning
content was fixed for Paul by his vision
of Christ as Lord of Glory. The end of
God's ways with the vessels of mercy
is to conform them to the image of His
exalted Son. a irpo-qToCpao-ev cU 8o£av

eschatological

;

:

Paul does not shrink from introducing God

The

as subject here.
vessels of mercy, in
whom the Divine glory is to be revealed,
are such as God prepared before for that
destiny. That Paul is not speaking here
abstractly, as in his discussion of the
relations of creature and Creator in ver.
21 f., but on the basis of experience, is
shown by the words which immediately
follow ovs Kal cjcdXeorev y) (i a. s = whom
:

he also called

in us.

The

ctkcvt) eXeovs,

in other words, are not a mere theological
"
"
conception = God's elect
they are
the actual members of the Christian
Gentile
and
it is not
Church, Jew and
a deduction from the necessities of the
Divine nature, but an account of real
experiences of God's goodness, which is
given both in irpoT)Toifi.ao-ev and in
iicaXco-cv.
How much is covered by
irpOTjToip.ao'cv is not clear, but the text
presents no ground whatever for importing into it the idea of an unconditional
:

;

Those who are called
eternal decree.
know that the antecedents of their calling, the processes which lead up to and
prepare for it, are of God. They know
that in all these processes, even in the

remote

initial stages of them, to the
significance of which they were blind at
the time, glory was in view. The fact
that both Jews and Gentiles are called
shows that this preparation is not limited
to any one nation ; the fact that the
called are from among both Jews and
Gentiles shows that no one can claim
God's mercy as a right in virtue of his
birth in some particular race.

Ver. 25 f. This result of God's ways
with man His calling not only from the
Jews but from the Gentiles agrees with

—

—

His own declarations

Ver.
25 answers
I will love her who was not beloved, and
will say to that which was not My people,
in Scripture.
roughly to Hos. ii. 23,

LXX

:

Thou

art My people. Not My people
Lo-ammi) and Not beloved ( = Loruhamah) were the names of a son and
(

=

a daughter of Hosea, who symbolised
the kingdom of Israel, rejected of God
but destined to share again in His favour.
Paul here applies to the calling of the
Gentiles words which spoke originally of
the restoration of Israel an instance
which shows how misleading it may be
to press the context of the other passages
quoted in this chapter. Ver. 26 is also a
quotation from Hos. i. 10 (LXX) the

—

:

The applica£kci is supplied by Paul.
tion of it is similar to that of ver. 25. In
Hosea the promise is that the Israelites
who had lost their standing as God's
people should have it given back to them,
This also Paul reads
in all its dignity.
of the calling of the Gentiles.
They
were once no people of God's, but now
have their part in the adoption. But

what is the meaning of "in the place
" ?
there shall they be called
where
It is not certain that in Hosea there is
any reference to a place at all (see margin
of R.V.), and it is not easy to see what
Paul can mean by the emphatic Ikcu
.

.

.

The ordinary explanation

—

—the

Gentile

good as any, but seems
hardly equal to the stress laid on Ikcu

lands

is

^>

as
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IX.

28. Xoyov yap oruvTeXwv * Kal
2

'

vwr*TFt\p.ivQv

irpo€ipT]K£^ 'Haatas,

loooua av

Xlir€ "fy*»' <nr*p|i,a, <&S
ti.^S.
m Here only in N. T.

"

Troifjaci

Kupios

^m

itoi

LXX) DFKLP,

*»s

m

iv

ttjs vtjs".

El utj Kupios Xaj3aa>e

e'yekrjeTip.cv,

1
For KOTaXfifijjia (which is the reading of the
viroXcip.ua.

awripvw

eyKaW-

rfyop^a &v

read with fc^AB

2
cv SiKaiocrvvT) on \oyov o-vvtctutj uevov om. fc$ lAB
47.
authorities have the words, in agreement with the LXX.

" Western and
"
Syrian
But the yap after the first
Xoyov makes the whole sentence, in this case, untranslatable and though Weiss
and Alford defend the received text, and Treg. brackets the words in question in
marg., most edd. omit them.
;

Ver. 27 f. From the calling of the
Gentiles, as foretold in prophecy, Paul
passes now to the partial, but only
partial, calling of Israel, as announced
by the same authority. The Jews cannot
quarrel with the situation in which they
find themselves when it answers so
exactly to the Word of God. Wep is

one say that the words convey

here indistinguishable from irepi: it is
not a loud intercession on Israel's behalf, but a solemn declaration concerning Israel, that the prophet makes see

Ver. 29.
But his last quotation is in
verbal agreement with the
Isa. i.

;

The quotation in ver.
22 f., but the opening
27
words are modified by recollection of
Hos. i. 10 just quoted. The LXX reads
Kal lav yevr|Tai 6 Xc.6s 'lo-pa-rjX «s tj
auuos ttjs daXao~orr|$, to KaTaXciuua
Grimm, s.v.,
is

ovtwv

from

i., 5.
Isa. x.

o-w0iio-€Tai.

otjvtc'uvwv

[4v

Xoyov arvvreXwv Kal

Sucaioo-'jvn,,

0T/VT€TUT|U€VOv]

KTJplOC

on

7TOl7]a-€L

X<$yov
€V Tfl

The words bracketed
oUovucvtj SXfj.
are omitted by most editors, but the
sense is not affected, to tiiroXeiuua has
the emphasis only the remnant shall be
saved.
This doctrine Paul apparently
finds confirmed by the words Xoyov yap
onjvreXtJv Kal o-uvT^avwv iroitjo-ei Kvpios
It is doubtful whether any
lirl ttjs yfjs.
one could assign meaning to these words
unless he had an idea beforehand of what
:

must mean. Cheyne
they ought
renders the Hebrew to which they
answer, "For a final work and a decisive
doth the Lord execute within all the
land"; and there is the same general
idea in Sanday and Headlam's version
to or

of Paul

:

" For a
word, accomplishing

and abridging it, that is, a sentence
conclusive and concise, will the Lord do
upon the earth ". Weiss, who retains the
words bracketed, makes XcJyov = God's
promise
but He
tracts

:

it

some of
doubt,

is

God

fulfils it

at the

indeed (o-vvtcXwv),
limits or con-

same time

(<rvvWuv«v), i.e., fulfils it to
not to all.
This, no
the sense required, but can any
Israel,

it ?

We

should rather say that Paul put his own
thought into the words of the LXX, in
which a difficult passage of Isaiah was
translated almost at haphazard, and in
doing so lent them a meaning which
they could not be said to have of themselves.

LXX

and transparently clear. The 0-Trcpp.a
or seed which God leaves is the same as
9,

The figure is not to be
The remnant is not the germ

the viroXeip.ua.
pressed.

of a new people Paul expects Israel as
a whole to be restored.
With this the theodicy proper closes.
The unbelief of the Jews was a great
problem to the Apostolic age, and one
which easily led to scepticism concernThe chosen people
ing the Gospel.
without a part in the kingdom of God
impossible. This chapter is Paul's
attempt to explain this situation as one
not involving any unrighteousness or
breach of faith on the part of God. It
is not necessary to resume the various
stages of the argument as they have been
elucidated in the notes.
The point of
;

—

greatest difficulty is

no doubt that

pre-

sented by vers. 22 and 23. Many good
scholars, Meyer and Lipsius for example,
hold that Paul in these verses is not
withdrawing from, but carrying through,
the argument from God's absoluteness
stated so emphatically in ver. 21.
They
hold that the o*kcvt| dpyr)? KaTTjpTio-p,6va
cis airwXciav would not be a-tcevT) opy-rjs
all, if their repentance and amendment
were conceivable
and although God
bears long with them that is, defers

at

;

their destruction

—

—

only in order that
He may have time and opportunity to
manifest the riches of His glory on the
But the answer to
vessels of mercy.
this
life,

it is

is plain.
It assumes that human
in its relation to God, can be inter-

nP02 PQMAI0Y2

a8—-3».
,

wu.oicj0t)u.€v

SiKaioowni'

\)

30. Ti ouV

KaTAaPe

31. MapatjX 8e SiioKcoy
q
*f>0a<r€.
32. SiaTi ;

p

ipov\xe\>

on

;

Om. second

2

rojxov

on

Sucaioo-wTjs

vulg.,

;

moral and spiritual experiences can be
construed and made intelligible through
what are merely physical categories.
But this is not the case. And if it be
said that justice is not done, by the interpretation given in this commentary, to
the expression o-kcvt) dpyfjs, it may also
be said that justice is not done, by the
interpretation of Meyer and Lipsius, to
the expression iv iroXX-jj p.atcpo0vp,i<f.
Each of these allegations may be said to
that is, neither is
neutralise the other
lecisive for the interpretation of the
passage and the Apostle's meaning remains to be determined by the general
movement of his thought. In spite of
the great difficulties of the section as a
whole, I cannot hesitate to read it as
above.
Chapter IX.— Ver. 30-X. 21.
come now to the second main division of
that part of the epistle in which Paul
discusses the problem raised by the
relation of the Jews to the Gospel. He

—

;

We

has shown in chap. ix. 6-29 that they have
no claim as of right to salvation their
whole history, as recorded and interpreted
:

in the Scriptures, exhibited God acting
different principle
he now
proceeds to show more definitely that it
was owing to their own guilt that they
;

They followed, and perfollowing, a path on which
salvation was not to be found ; and they
were inexcusable in doing so, inasmuch
as God had made His way of salvation
plain and accessible to all.
Ver. 30 f. t£ ovv Ipovpev ; usually,
as in ver. 14, this question is followed
by another, but here by an assertion.
The conclusion of the foregoing disthat God has been
cussion is not
this paradoxical
faithless or unjust, but
position : Gentiles (JfOvrj, not to, «f0vr|)
that did not follow after righteousness
attained righteousness, the righteousness
while Israel,
which comes of faith
which followed after a law of righteousthat
law.
SuSkciv and
ness, did not attain
KaTaXapPavciv are correlative terms see
were rejected.
in

—

—

;

:

iii.

r

all

1

q Phil.

iii.

16.

°

1

n

H. 14-

Jh.
* iv -

'

ouk

i£ epyw^ fouou

a>s

12, 17.

1

X

on quite a

dXV

^ ABDG,

preted by the analogy of clay in its relain other words, that
tion to the potter

sisted

OlWKOrTCl

fiT)*

oiKcuoaunr]? €is ^ojAOf SiKaiocrunrjs

ouk Ik morews,

^ ABF 47,

om.

tA

eBvr)

SiKaioauVn/, oiKcuoo-unrjy 8c ttjk ck iricrrews
you.oi'

94; Phil.
1
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J

2

x
i

x

9:

J

Tim

-

Tim.1i.23.

.

Philam. ver.

14.

edd.

and most edd.

Alf. is doubtful.

The

Wetstein.

repetition of 8ik<uoo~uvt|

the one fundamental
which Paul's gospel
the questions at issue between
him and the Jews were questions as to

is

on

conception
rests

is

it

striking:
;

how it was to be
Siwkovto, SiKaioo-vvrjv
is not an unfair
description of the pagan
races as contrasted with the Jews how
to be right with God was not their main
interest. Sucaiotrvvqv Se ttjv Ik irCorrcws
for the form of the
explanatory clause
with 81 cf. iii. 22, 1 Cor. ii. 6. It is not
surprising that a righteousness of this
sort should be found even by those who
are not in quest of it ; its nature is that
it is
brought and offered to men, and
faith is simply the act of appropriating it.
'IcrpaTjX 81 k.t.X. : this is the astonishing
what

it

was, and

attained,

to,

(xtj

;

thing

which

does

need

explanation.

Siwkojv vopov 8iK<uo<rvvT|s.
The idea is
not that Israel was in quest of a law of
righteousness, in the sense of a rule by

the observance of which righteousness
would be attained : every Israelite believed himself to be, and already was,
in possession of such a law.
It must
rather be that Israel aimed incessantly at
bringing its conduct up to the standard
of a law in which righteousness was
certainly held out, but was never able to
achieve its purpose. The vdp.09 Siicaio<rvv»]s, the unattained goal of Israel's
efforts, is of course the Mosaic law ; but
it is referred to, not definitely, but in its
characteristic qualities, as law, and as
exhibiting and enjoining (not bestowing)
cts vop.ov ovk e<f>8a<rcv :
righteousness,
did not attain to, arrive at, that law it
remained out of their reach. Legal religion

—

proved a

failure.

Ver. 32.

8ta t£

;

Why ? A result

so

confounding needs explanation. 5ti ovk
it seems
2k irio-Ttws aXX' u>s c| epywv
too precise to supply with Weiss 48i&>|ev
vdp.ov Sitccuoa-vvTjs. The reason of Israel's
:

religious failure was that its whole religious effort and attitude was not of
faith, but (so they conceived the case) of
works. By inserting us Paul dissociates

himself from this conception, and leaves
it to Israel ; he does not believe (having

IIP02
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Y*P

y&p

1

'

'l8ou, Ti8r]fxi iv

ical
1

N

3

iras

2

D 3 KLP ;

2

om. fc^AB^F.

learned the contrary by bitter experience)
is any outlet along this road.
Everything in religion depends on the
You may start
nature of the start.
Ik irhrrews, from an utter abandonment
that there

God, and an entire dependence on
Him, and in this case a righteousness is
possible which you will recognise as
gift and
Siicaiocrvv-r) 0eov, God's own
work in you or you may start e£ epywv,
in
which really means
independence of
God, and try to work out, without coming
under obligation to God, a righteousness
of your own, for which you may subsequently claim His approval, and in this

to

;

case, like the Jews, all your efforts will
be baffled. Your starting-point is unreal,
impossible ; it is not truly !£ epywv, but
only its
«py«v ; it is an idea of your

H

own, not a truth on which life can be
carried out, that you are in any sense
Such an idea,
independent of God.
however, rooted in the mind, may
effectually pervert and wreck the soul,
by making the Divine way of attaining
righteousness and life offensive to it
and this is what happened to the Jews.
Because of that profoundly false relation
;

to

God

rov

irpoor^KO\J/ov t^> \ld<*

irpocr-

The stone on which they
K<5fi.|xaTos.
stumbled was Christ, and especially His
Cross.

IX. 33-

tw Xi0a> tou -n-po<TKop.p.aTos, 33. Ka0u>9 y^ypaTiTcu,
Iiwy \t0oi' irpoaxoppaTOS, Kal irirpav aKayodXou
6 Trioreuwk cir' aura> ou KaTaicrxuj'6'qo-CTai ".

Trpo<r^KO\)raK

"

PQMAI0Y2

The

cricdvSaXov of the Cross, at

which they stumbled,

not simply the
fact that it is a cross, whereas they exthe Cross
pected a Messianic throne
offended them because, as interpreted by
to begin
Paul, it summoned them
their religious life, from the very beat
the
foot of the Crucified, and
ginning,
with the sense upon their hearts of an
infinite debt to
which no " works "
is

;

Him,

could ever repay.
Ver. 33. Yet paradoxical as this may
seem, it agrees with the words of Scripture.
The quotation is a mixture of
Isa. xxviii. 16 and viii. 14
and it is
interesting to remark that the same
:

passages are quoted in conjunction,
though they are not mixed as here, in
1 Pet. ii. 6-8.
The original reference of
them is not exactly Messianic.
The
stone laid in Zion (Isa. xxviii. 16) is
indeed interpreted by Delitzsch of the
kingdom of promise as identified with
its Sovereign Head, but the stone of

ira«

om.

^ABDF 47

and

all

edd.

stumbling (Isa. viii. 14) is unequivocally
God Himself all who do not give Him
honour are broken against His government as on a stone, or caught in it as
in a snare.
Paul inserts ^ir' avrtf after
6 iruTTevwv (as Peter also does), and
applies the figure of the stone in both
:

cases to Christ, and to the contrary
relations which men may assume to Him.
Some stumble over Him (as the Jews,
others build
for th« reasons just given)
on Him and find Him a sure foundation,
or (without a figure) put their trust in
Him and are not put to shame. Cf. Ps.
;

Mt. xxi. 42, 1 Cor. iii. n,
Eph. ii. 20.
Chapter X. Ver. 1. The Apostle
cannot enlarge on this melancholy situation without expressing once more the
deep grief which it causes him. Since
cxviii.

Acts.

22,

iv.

12,

—

the Jews are referred to in the third
person (vircp av-ruv) it is clear that the
persons addressed are a Gentile Church.
Paul's heart seems drawn to
a8c\<J>o£
his spiritual kindred as he feels the
:

deep gulf which separates him meanwhile from his kinsmen according to the
flesh.
p.€v cvSoKia tt}« e|xfjs KapSias
the meaning of cvSokhl must be gathered
from such examples as Mt. xi. 26, Eph. i.
5, 9, Phil. i. 15, ii. 13, 2 Thess. i. n.
I

-jj

His heart's evSoicia is that in which his
heart could rest with complacency that
which would be a perfect satisfaction to
it.
This is virtually the same as "de"
"
;

sire,"

and an

quoted

in

Etymologicum ineditum
explains it by

Schleusner

(3o-u\i]pa, yv«Spir|, irpoaipearis, liriOvpia.

His inmost desire and his supplication
to God are in their interest, with a view
The piv has no corto their salvation.
responding Zi ; the sad reality which
answers to it does not need again to be
expressed.
Ver. 2. Their good qualities compel
they
£i}Xov 0«ov i\ova\.v
for
God, are intensely
(though mistakenly) religious. Cf. Gal.

his affection.
have a zeal
i.

14.

An

unbelieving

:

Jew could

inter-

pret his opposition to the lawless gospel
of Paul as zeal for the divinely-given
rule of life, and his opposition to the
crucified Messiah as zeal for the divinely-

given promises. It was God's honour
which he stood in refusing the Gos-

for

X. i

—

nP02 PQMAI0Y2

4.

X.

1

.

'AAEA^OI,

euSoKta

jx€k

t^

irpos Toy 0eoV uirep tou 'icrpa^X

on

yap auTOis

va-p
',

2

-nj

ABDP

^FGKL

47, vulg.

omit

and most

Tim. ii. 4, 2 Tim. ii. 25 it is
especially used of religious knowledge,
and suggests attainment in it (apri yi*1

;

wo*K6> €K jxepovs,

totc 8e eTriYvwtrop.at,

I

Cor. xiii. 12).
Ver. 3. This verse goes to the root
of the matter, and explains the failure of
the Gospel among the Jews.
It was due
to their ignorance of the righteousness of
God. All men need and crave righteousness, and the Jews, in their ignorance of
God's, sought to establish a righteousness of their own. Their own is the key
to the situation.
Their idea was that

they could be good men without becoming God's debtors, or owing anything at
all to Him.
Such an idea, of course,

shows complete ignorance of the essenrelations of God and man, and when
It did so
acted on fatally perverts life.
with the Jews. When the Gospel came,

tial

—

revealing the righteousness of God that
for which man must be absolutely in-

debted to God's grace, and which he can
never boast of as "his own" it cut

—

right across all the habits and prejudices
of the Jews, and they did not submit
Paul interprets the
themselves to it.
position of his nation through the recollection of his own experience as a Pharino doubt rightly on the whole.
see
For vn-CTdyrio-av in middle sense see

—

7, xiii.

Pet.

Ver

ii.

4.

1,

Heb.

xii.

9,

Jas. iv. 7,

13.

Further proof that the pursuit

ot a righteousness of one's

observances

men "in

b Acts xvii

Tim.

4. Te'Xos

i.

d Phil,
e

6

iii.g.

Mark
*&i

-

13

hi.

Heb

-

'©"paiX ecrri* read avrmv with

is

a

own by

mistake, the

ignorance".

legal
act of

tc'Xos -yap vdjiov

iravTi
els
t$
StKaioo-vvTjv
Xpio-Tos
ituttcvovti For Christ is law's end, etc.
The sense required a sense which the
words very naturally yield is that with
Christ in the field law as a means of
:

—

cursives,

is

adopted by Tischdf., but

Siicaiocruvrjv.

dXX* ov tear' liriyvwo-iv : this religious earnestness is not regulated by
For eiriYvwcris
adequate knowledge.
see Eph. iv. 13, Phil. i. 9, Col. i. 9, 10,

1

UTreTdyrio-aj'.

F° r TOV

om. fc^ABDF.

pel.

viii.

p-aprupw

„

Sikguoowy) tou 0€ou oux

ttjv iSiav SiKaiocrwTjv

2,

* a Cor * XK

f\

47, etc.

most edd. with

ii.

oerjo-is

2.

'

„

before irpos to* 8tov

tj

^ABDFP

1
f\

©eou* exouaiv, &XX' ou Kar iiriyvoxriv.
3.
rnkTou deou Sifcaiocrunny, kcutV i8iar c $iKaioo-uVTiy 2d

J^tjtouWcs OTTjaai,
1

*al

els o-WTTjpiay.

t,r\\ov

1'

dvJ'ooLKTCs
'

rfjs ep.*]S icapSias,
io~riv
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—

attaining righteousness has ceased and

determined.
The moment a man sees
Christ and understands what He is and
what He has done, he feels that legal
religion is a thing of the past the way
to righteousness is not the observance of
statutes, no matter though they have
:

been promulgated by

God Himself;

it

is

abandonment of the soul to the
redeeming judgment and mercy of God
in His Son.
The meaning is virtually
the same as that of our Lord's words in
Luke xvi. 16. vopov without the article
faith,

the

"law"

the widest sense; the
only one of the most important instances which come under this
and it, with all statutory
description
conceptions of religion, ends when Christ
is

in

Mosaic law

is

;

appears. It is quite true to say that
Christ consummates or fulfils the law
(hence Calvin would prefer complementum or perfectio to finis as a rendering of tc'Xos) ; quite true also that He is
the goal of the O.T. dispensation, and
that it is designed to lead to Him
(cf. Mt. v. 17, Gal. iii. 24); but though
both true and Pauline, these ideas are

where Paul is insisting,
not on the connection, but on the incompatibility, of law and faith, of one's
irrelevant here,

own

righteousness and the righteousness
of God.
Besides, in limiting vop,os to
the Mosaic O.T. law, this interpretation
does less than justice to the language,
and misses the point of iravri ry itiotcvovti there is no believer, Gentile or Jew,
for whom law, Mosaic or other, retains
validity or significance as a way to
Siicaioo-vvT), after the revelation of the
righteousness of God in Christ.
In ver. 5 ff. Paul describes more
fully, and in O.T. terms, the two ways
:

—law

of attaining SiKaioarvv-q
His aim is to show that

and

ally exclusive, but that the latter

and accessible

to

faith.

they are mutuis

open

all.

Ver. 5.
Mwvo-tjs yap ypd<j)€t: Moses'
authority is unimpeachable on this point.
The righteousness that comes from law

fIP02
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yap
yap
f

Ch.

ix.

'

ypd<|>€i Tr)v Sucaioauvrjv ttjv

£fjcr€Tai iv

Mtj eiiq)S eV

g Cf. Eph.

Xe'yci,

hCh.

tout cort

ix. 8.

tw marcuovTi.
5. Mwafjs
too vou-ou, 1 "*Oti 6 irotiqaas aura
*
6. t) 8c Ik morews SiKaioauVrj outw

vojaou Xpcxrros els Sikcuoo-uvtjv Travrl

aVOpamos
M

30;

PQMAI0Y2

aurots

rjj

".

eic

Kap8ia aou, Tis d^ajBrjaeTai'

h

'

XpurroV KaTayayeiv

DFKLP

vouov

om. tov

els

toV oupavov;"

"tj, Tis KaTapTJacrat cis t$jv

7.

^B

(A). oti stands after ypa<f>ei, not before
3
stands as in the received text in
BD 3 FGKL,
Most edd. put it after ypa<}>ei, but not Weiss, who argues that it was removed
etc.
from its proper place alter vouov in order to provide an object for troiTjo-as after avTa
had been dropped. He reads M. yap ypa^ei ttjv 8. t. ck vouov oti o it. avTa a. £.
ev avTTj.
According to W. and H. the original text was oti ttjv SiKaioo-w-rjv ttjv ck
vouov o iroiijo-as avSpwrros ^Tjcrcrai cv avTTj. Possibly this best explains the variants,
but it strikes one as too artificially grammatical for Paul. avTa om. fc^AD-gr., vulg.
For cv avTois (from LXX), which is found in DFKLP, fe^AB 17, 47, vulg. read cv
and so all edd.
avTTj
1
ttjk ck tov
6 Toi-qo-as, in

Jj^AD

1

;

17, vulg.

^

It

;

must be an achievement

:

man who

the

has done it shall live in it, Lev. xviii. 5.
Paul writes cv avTJj with reference to
Sikcuoo-vvtjv the Iv avTois of the LXX
:

refers to iravTa to.

KptuaTa which pre-

Moses, of course, in writing
mock his people the O.T.
real
religion, though an imperfect, was a
religion, under which men could be right
with God. To keep the law of God and
cedes.

thus did not

;

by doing so (Mt. xix. 17) was the
natural aim and hope of a true Israelite
only, in this case, the law was not a
live

;

collection of statutes, but a revelation of
God's character and will, and he who
Bought to keep it did so not alone, but in

conscious dependence on God whose
grace was shown above all things else
by His gift of such a revelation. Paul,
however, is writing with Pharisees and
legalists in his eye, and with the remembrance of his own experience as a Pharisee in his heart and his idea no doubt is
that this road leads nowhere. Cf. Gal.
To keep the law thus is an
iii. 10-12.
;

8c ck irforcws SiKaioo-vvYj
ovtws Xcyci. It is remarkable that Paul
does not make Moses his authority here,
though he is about to express himself in
words which certainly go back to Deut.

xxx.

f.

yj

It

12-14.

is

the righteousness of

which speaks, describing its
own character and accessibility in words
faith itself

with a fine flavour of inspiration about
them. But it is not so much a quotation we find here, as a free reproduction
and still freer application of a very
It is irrelefamiliar passage of the O.T.
vant to point out that what the writer in

Deuteronomy means
cvtoXtj

avTT)

(TTjjiepov)

is

onomy meant

as the representative of
the righteousness of faith, he is putting
his own thoughts
his inspired conviction and experience of the Gospel
into
a free reproduction of these ancient inspired words,
utj ciittjs cv tq icapSia
o-ov = do not think, especially thoughts
you would be ashamed to utter, tis

tjv

is that the law (tj
cyw cvrAXouai o~oi

not oppressive nor imprac-

;

—

—

:

ava{3rjo-£Tai cts tov ovpavov ; . . . yj tis
There
KaTaf3t)CT6Tai els ttjv af3vo-crov;
is no impossible preliminary to be ac-

complished before the true religion is
got under way we have neither to scale
heaven nor descend into the abyss.
;

apvo-o-os (in N.T.) only in Lc.

and

seven

Ps. cvi.

26,

times
lxx.

20.

viii.

31

But

Rev.

in

cf.

The passage

Deuteronomy has els to Wpav
These two indefinite
6aXao-crr)s.

in

tyjs

proverbial expressions for the impossible are
interpreted by Paul. With tovt iariv
(vers.

6,

7),

upon each.

impossibility.

Ver. 6

ticable (as Paul in ver. 5 tacitly assumes
it to
be) ; the Apostle is not thinking in
the least what the writer of Deuter-

he introduces

The

first

a midrash

means

(in

his

mind) bringing Christ down the second,
bringing Christ up from the dead. Evi;

dently the righteousness of faith

is

con-

cerned with a Christ of whom both these
things are true a descent from heaven,
and a rising from the dead, Incarnation
and Resurrection. We could not bring
about either by any effort, but we do not
need to Christ incarnate and risen is
here already, God's gift to faith.
Ver. 8. eyyijs o*ov to fSrjud lerrtv . . .
TOVt' C0TIV TO pTJp-a TTJS Trfo~T€«S «»
What is in the lips of the
Kijpvcro-oucv.
In
preacher is near to all who hear.
Deut. the word is of course the Mosaic
law; here it is the Gospel, the word
which deals with that irfrrris on which

—

;

TTPOS

It.

ijiJuaaov;** tout*

eon XpurroV
k

X^yci; "'Eyyus aou to
"
'

KapSta aou

tout'

pTJu,d

eon to

PQMAI0Y2
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£k veicpwv amyayeik. 1
l

ptju.a

dXXd T ^

8.

eanv, iv tw orojxaTi aou

icai cv Tfj

ttjs irtonrews o KTipuaaou-ey

^

*

9.

Hcb.

xlii.

kActsx -37

on E P h

1

tu aTop-an aou Kupiov 'lirjaouk, icai TTioreuo-rjs ck
IO.
KapSta aou on 6 0eos cwtoV jjyeipei' * K ycicpwv, awO^ar)
icapSia yap mareu'eTai els oiKaioaunrji', orou-an 8e op-oXoyeiTai €is

iav opoXoyrjafls

»

1

Acts

v

-

-.

x. 37;

'

ttj

II. A^yei

awnjpiav.

ydp

rj

ypa+tj, "lias 6

mareuW

^ir'

outw ou

1
op.oXoyr)at)9 €V t« aTop,an aov Kvpiov lijaovv: this is the reading of most MSS.,
and is retained by Weiss and on the marg. by W. and H. For Kvpiov Itjctow B and
Clem. Alex, have on Kvpios It]o-ovs, which W. and H. put in their text, and Lachm.
and Treg. on margin. But B. and Clem. Alex, also insert to prjpa before «v tu ai-opcm.
aov, and this also W. and H. put in text. Weiss regards it as a thoughtless repetition
from ver. 8, to give an object to ouoXoyTjafls whether the further change of Kvpiov
Itjaovv into on Kvpios lir]aovs (to conform to the parallel clause) took place before
or after this can hardly be decided.
;

the righteousness of God depends. tt)s
irCaTcws is objt. gen. The whole idea of
the verses is that righteousness has not
to be achieved, but only appropriated.
Ver. 9. Apparently this verse gives
the content of what the Apostle de" the word of faith which we
scribes as
preach ". 5n = viz. The reference both
to heart and mouth in Deut. suits his
purpose, and he utilises it ; the closing
€
words in the
(icai *v Tais x P°^
£ov
aov iroieiv ovt«5) he disregards.
to
.
.
on
.
Kvpios
pTJpa
opoXoyijan?
the
of
the
confession
putting
'Irjaotis
before the faith which inspires it, and
of which it is the confession, seems to
be due simply to the fact that in the
O.T. passage present to the Apostle's

LXX

:

confess with his mouth (on that ground
and in that sense) that Jesus is Lord.
On the basis of such mutually interpreting faith and confession he is saved.
This does not deprive the death of Christ
of the significance which Paul ascribes
to it elsewhere.
Christ could not be
raised unless He had first died, and when
He is raised it is with the virtue of His

His exaltasin-atoning death in Him.
tion is that of one who has borne our
and
the
sense
of
this
sins,
gives passion
to the love with which believers confess

Him

Lord.
Ver. 10.

icapSfq,

yap irurrcvcTai

elf

iv

8iKaioavvT)v» arop.an Se opoXoyciTai cU
a»TT|piav. The parallelism is like that
in the previous verse, though the order
To be saved
of the clauses is reversed.

t o froma is virtually =
the Gospel, as God's word concerning

one must attain SiKaioovv-q, and this
depends on heart-faith such faith, again,

mind

4v

t$ or6p.aT( aov precedes

rjj icapStq,

aov.

We

confess
Jlia^on., and faith in Himit when we say, Jesus is Lord.
Cf. 1
Cor. xii. 3, Phil. ii. n. The exaltation
of Jesus is the fundamental Christian
confession, and presupposes the resurrection and it is this exaltation which here
is
(as in the other passages referred to)
;

meant by His Lordship.

It is

mechanical

to say that the first part of ver. 9 (Jesus
is Lord) refers to the doubting question
in ver. 6, and therefore means a confession of the incarnation
part of it (God raised

;

and the second

Him

;

leading to salvation, must confess itself.
To separate the two clauses, and look
for an independent meaning in each, is a
mistake ; a heart believing unto righteousness, and a mouth making confession
unto salvation, are not really two things,
but two sides of the same thing.
The
formalism which seems to contrast them
is
merely a mental (perhaps only a
It is
literary) idiosyncrasy of the writer.
true to say that such a confession as is
meant here was made at baptism j but to
l imit it to baptism, or to use this verse
to prove baptism essential to salvation ,
is. as Weiss says, unerhorter Dogma -

from the
dead) to the doubting question of ver.
Paul nowhere connects the Lordship
7.
of Christ with His incarnation, and there . iistnus.
This verse proves from
Ver. 11.
is certainly no reference to His Divine
nature here. The confession of the first Scripture the main idea in the preceding,
It is a quotation
faith in
vix., that faith saves.
part of the verse answers to the
the second he who believes in his heart from Is. xxviii. 16 (see ix. 33) with the
that God raised Christ from the dead can addition of iras, to which nothing corre;
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iii.M.

:

KaTai(r^ ul,0^ o eTai

"

I2

.

6

•

f»

"EXXtjmos

#

KupLou, awO^acTai."
;

y&p i<m SiaaToXr)

yap auTos Kuptos

cTTiKaXou/x^ous auToV.

reucrav

u

.

13.
14.

"

x.

Trdrrwy,

rias

riws ouV

ttXoutoji'

MouSaiou tc
els

irais

ical

Trdyjas tous

yap °S 1* cmKaX^aTjTai to
cmKaX&rofTcu l els oy ouk

8e irioTcucrouoru' ou ouk T]Kouaai';

irais

lD

oVo/ao,

eiria-

Be dKOuaouai

1

e-rriKaXco-ovTai KLP; €7riKaXco-a>VTai fc^ABDF, all edd.
So for ttuttcvo-ovo-iv
AKL, read iria-revcroxriv with fc^BDF. The received a.Kov<rov<ri of L has been
corrected into the classical aicouo-ovTai in fc^DFK the true reading aicovcrucri is
and A) and some cursives.
preserved only in
(with correctors of
;

B

^

sponds either in Hebr. or LXX. Yet
oddly enough it is on this ircis that the
of the Apostle's argument turns.
of righteousness and salvation
by faith, he goes on to show, is meant

rest

The way
for

all.

Ver.

ov

12.

yap

/

lorn

SiaoToXtj

MovSaiov T€ ica!' EX.Xi(]vos this has been
proved in one sense in chap. Hi. there is
no distinction between them in point of

—

:

now

asserted in another sense
;
there is no distinction between them in
that the same Lord is waiting to save all
on the same conditions, Kvpios iravTwv
is best taken as predicate
the same Lord
is Lord of all
cf. Acts x. 36, Phil. ii. 10
Christ is undoubtedly meant in His
f.
sin

it is

—

:

:

:

presence, in view of His work and His
present relation to men, all differences
there can be only one redisappear
;

itXovtwv els irdvTas
ligion.
in wealth toward all.
Christ
to

all

men what

all

:

abounding
can impart

men need— the

righteousness of God.

Cf. v. 15-17, Eph.
8, to dv€|ix.viacrTov ttXovtos tov
Xpurrov. tovs 6TriicaXovp,Evov5 auToV

iii.

:

1 C. i. 2 where Christians are described as 01 eiriKaXovfxcvoi to ovop.a t.
K. Tjp.uiv I. X.
The formula, as the next
verse shows, is borrowed from the Old
Testament ; and as Weiss remarks, verse
13 sets aside every idea of a distinction
between the invocation of God and that
of Christ. To a Christian, as Paul conceives him, Christ has at least the rethe Christian soul
ligious value of God
has that adoring attitude to Christ which
(when shown in relation to Jehovah) was
cf.

;

characteristic of

O.T.

religion,

See Acts

Acts xxii. 16 (Paul's conversion),
2 Tim. ii. 22.
It is a fair paraphrase of
the words to say that salvation depends
on this whether a sinful man will make
appeal for it to Christ in prayer, as to
ix. 14, 21,

:

One

in

whom

all

and mercy dwell

God's saving judgment
It rests with
bodily.

Christ, so appealed to, to make a man
partaker in the righteousness of God and

eternal

life.

For every one who invokes
Ver. 13.
the name of the Lord shall be saved.
The words are from Joel iii. 5 (= ii. 32
" The Lord " in the
is

LXX).

—

original
a
manifestly, Christ
proof how completely Christ stands in
God's place in all that concerns salva-

Jehovah

;

here,

tion.

Ver. 14 f.
It is difficult to trace very
clearly the line of the Apostle's thought
here.
scholars
Many
(including W. and
H. and Lipsius) connect vers. 14 and 15
closely with what precedes, and mark a
break between ver. 15 and ver. 16. It
is as if Paul were expanding the iras
of ver. 13 and justifying that universal

preaching of the Gospel which was itself
a stumbling-block to the Jews.
Every
one who invokes the name of the Lord
shall be saved, and therefore the conditions of such invocation must be put
within reach of every one.
It is no
argument against this interpretation th at
the idea s it introduces are not essen tial
to~the main purpose of the chapte r, which
is to prove the culpability of the Jews
:

the eage r fulness of Paul's mind often
Others read vers.
car ries him on thus
.

and mark a break at
Weiss, Sanday and HeadThey lay stress on the ovv in ver.

14-21 continuously,
vers. 13 {e.g.,

lam).

14 {cf. ix. 14, ix. 30, xi. 1, n) as indicating
that a paragraph has ended, and that the
writer is facing the consequences which
flow from it, the objections which can
be made to it, etc. In this case the

connection would be something like this.
Salvation depends upon invoking Christ
but to invoke Christ depends upon certain
conditions which the yews may say it
has been beyond their power to fulfil
let us inquire into the conditions, and
see whether such a plea holds good. The
first of these connections seems to me
much the simpler, and it has the advantage of covering the second. For if
the invocation of Christ, which is the
;

;

sole

and universal condition of

salvation,

has been made possible for all men,

i%
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12—17XwpiS KtjpJonroKTOS

Kadws y^YpoiTTai,

"

;

15. irws 8i

*Qs <&paioi ot

1

lay

icY)pu'$ouaru',

ir<JSes twi/
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diroaraXwat ;

jatj

€uaYy€Xi^o|4^wk

J
€ipfj»T)K,

M
twk €&ayye\iloii.4v<av tA dya0<£
16. 'AW ou irdn-es n
UTrt)icou<raKn Aettrty.
•
tw tiftayycXif* 'Haatas Y*P X fy« l > "Ku'pie, tis lirurrciKre
tjj
dicoTJ o x Thess.iL
Heb
fytw*;" 17. Spa ^ irums i| dKOTJs, ij 8^ dicor) 81& ^jjiotos Gcou. 8 ir. «.
.

:

1

For Kt^pvlovotv read KT|pv$c»<nv with
See note \ page 598.

NABDKLP.

with B.

'

For Ka6m% read KoOaircp

2

evaYYeXitofAevwv ctprjvtiv twv om. fc^ABC 47 ; ins. fc'DFKLP. The omission
be due to homceoteleuton. Weiss thinks it is, and
keeps these words in the
text
Treg. thinks it possible, and brackets them in margin. On the other hand,
they may have been inserted to make the quotation agree better (it does not even
then agree closely) with the LXX. The MSS. authority by itself is decisive for the
omission,
to ayaOa fc^D 2 3 KL ; om. Ta
(and LXX). W. and H. read

may

;

N'ABCD^

'

us wpaioi 01 iroScs tuv cvayYcXidoucvatv ayafla.
'
Btov AD* 3 (gr.) KL Xpurrov fc^BCD 47 an d
;

has been made possible

for

the Jews.

The

special application to them, in which
the argument of the chapter is clinched,
is not made till ver. 19 ; here they are
only involved with the rest of the world

which has heard the Gospel,
liriKaXecrwvTai

od ovk

"jrioTcucrworiv

irws ovv
irws 8i

tovtov.

sc.

:

tjicovcrav

;

It

is

simplest to render, How are they to
believe on Him Whom thev have not
heard ? id entifying the voice of tfre
preachers with that of Christ. Winer, p.

The rendering,
Cf. Eph. ii. 17.
of Whom they have not heard,
would be legitimate in poetry, iris 82
this deliberative form is in
olkovctwctiv
all probability right: see critical note
and Blass, Gramm. des Neut. Griech.,
249I

Him

:

lav
205.
the Lord

p.t|

airocrroXftio-tv

Whom

heard

is

:

viz.,

by

they preach, and Who
speaking when they speak.

Cor. i. 17, air&rrciX^v p.c Xpi<rros
To find here the
eiioYY e XiSeo"0oi.
idea of an official ministry, as something
belonging essentially to the constitution
1

Cf.

.

.

.

" St. Paul
of the Church, is grotesque.
to
from
effect
back
cause,
through
argues
the series of Prayer, Faith, Hearing,
Preaching, Sending; thus the last link
in his argument must be the first in the
realisation from which the rest follow ;
this one therefore he confirms by the
"
prophetic announcement in Isa. Hi. 7
the true text of
is wpatoi
(Gifford).
Romans greatly abbreviates the prophet's
words, but the joy with which the de:

liverance from Babylon was foreseen is
in keeping with that with which Paul
contemplates the universal preaching of

the Gospel.
Ver. 16. The fact remains, however,
in spite of this universal preaching, that

VOL.

II.

all

edd.

there has not been a universal surrender
to the Gospel, ov iravTes the Jews are
present to the writer's mind here, though
the words might apply more widely ;
hence the compassionate mode of state:

ment.

Cf. iii. 3 : cl ifjirfcm]o-ar Tins.
this quantum of unbelief does not
discomfit the Apostle ; for it also, as

Yet

well as the proclamation of the Gospel,
included in the prophecy.
rt% liricrTcvorcv tq aicofj T|p.wv is a lament over
practically universal unbelief.
tj
axot|
" that which we
Tjawv in Isaiah means
" we " are is not
heard," but who the

is

clear. If a representative prophet speaks,
okotj will mean that which he and other

prophets heard from

God = Who
:

hath

believed the revelation made to us ? Cf.
Isa. xxviii. 9, 19.
If a representative of
repenting Israel speaks, okotj will mean
that which he and his countrymen have
heard from the prophets =
hath
believed the message delivered to us ?
Assuming that Paul as a preacher instinctively used the words to express
:

Who

his own thought and experience in his
vocation, they will mean here, Who has
believed the message delivered by us

Apostles ?
Ver. 17.

This verse is really parenPaul's logical mind cannot let
slip the chance of showing how this
quotation confirms the connection of
ideas in ver. 14.
apa suits a rapid
passing inference better than the more
deliberate apa ovv which is much more
frequent in Romans. Cf. 1 Cor. xv. 18,
2 Cor. v. 14, Gal. ii. 17.
So then faith
thetic

:

comes from a message (that which is
received by the hearer of the Gospel),
and the message 81a prjuaTos Xpiorov
through the

43

Word

concerning Christ.
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&XX&

\4yia,

PQMAI0Y2

32.

1

auiw,

the

jxefourye

eis iraaai'
ttjs

t^k

oiKouu.eVr)s

yYJK
to.

19. 'AXXa X^yw,

lo-par|X before

ouk cyvw

That which when heard is &ko$| is when
spoken prjp.a, and it is the condition of
is

;

Kai els Td Trc'paTa

1
M$) ouk eyvw 'lo-paqX ; ttowtos
F
iirl tOm
ouk
€*ir'
edyei,
irapa^T)Xwaw up,ds
M*xrf]$ Xcyei, "'Eyw

pCh. xi 14; pr\\i.ara outwi'".

faith.

"

Mf| ouk rJKouaac

ifrjXOef 6 <j>0oyyo$

The

construction in

same as

in ver. 8.

Christ's

pt)u.a

Xpio-Tov

T tj« irkrrcws
The words could not signify
in

t6

£tju.a

command.

^ABCD

1

'*?.

ability to understand God's Word, ought
to be incompatible ideas, irpw-ros Mwvtrrjs

Xcyci, Deut. xxxii. 21.
irpwTos suggests
the beginning of a line of witnesses to
this effect : virtually it means, even
Moses, at the very beginning of their

Ver. 18. The process of convicting history. The point of the citation is not
the Jews is now under way, and dXXa very clear. Like the passages quoted in
Xeyw introduces a plea on their behalf. ix. 25, 26, it might have been adduced by
hence the form Paul as a proof that the Gentiles were
It is Paul who speaks
of the question u.tj ovk TJKovcrav suggests to be called into God's kingdom, and
To hear called in order to rouse the Jews to
his. opinion as to the answer.
is necessary in order to believe ; you do
jealousy ; but to be in place here, there
not mean to say they did not hear ? Cf. must be also the latent idea that if
1 Cor. ix. 4, 5, xi. 22.
peoples beyond the covenant (who were
p.«vovvyc is immo
The contrary is so clearly the not peoples at all), and unintelligent
vero.
case that there is a touch of derision in peoples (i.e., idol worshippers) could
the word with which Paul introduces the understand the Gospel, a privileged and
proof of it. Cf. ix. 20. The Gospel has religiously gifted people like the Jews
been preached in all the world : the was surely inexcusable if it failed to
words of Ps. xix. 4 (exactly as in LXX) understand it. The same idea seems to
are at once the expression and the proof be enforced again in ver. 20.
'Horatos
Of course they refer to the 8« airoTo\u.a : " breaks out boldly "
of this.
It
revelation of God in nature, but their (Gifford).
was an act of great
use will seem legitimate enough if we daring to speak thus to a nation with
remember that Paul knew the extent to the exclusive temper of Israel, and
which the Gospel had been proclaimed Paul who needed the same courage in
in his day.
It was as
Cf. Col. i. 6, 23.
carrying the Gospel to the Gentiles was
ol
widely diffused as the Diaspora, and the the man to see this,
Ipi p,Tj
poetic inspired expression for this had a eircptdTwvTCs means those who put no
charm of its own.
question to me, sc, about the way of
Ver. 19. aXXa Xe'yc* another attempt salvation.
In Isa. lxv. 1 the clauses
to introduce a plea on behalf of Israel. occur in reverse order.
What the pro"
"
You cannot say, they did not hear
phet has in view is God's spontaneous
surely you do not mean to say, then, unmerited goodness, which takes the
At first initiative, unsolicited, in showing mercy
Israel did not understand ?
sight there seems an unnatural emphasis to faithless Jews who made no appeal to
here on Israel, but this is not the case. Him and never sought Him the Apostle
The generality of the argument must be applies this, like the similar passages in
abandoned now, for the passages next ix. 25 f., to the reception of the Gospel
to be quoted, which are already present by the Gentiles.*
If God was found
to Paul's mind, contrast Israel with
and recognised in His character and purthe Gentiles, and so bring it into pro- poses, where all the conditions seemed
minence and it is in the case of Israel, so much against it, surely Israel must be
of all nations, that the plea of not under- inexcusable if it has missed the meaning
standing is most out of place. Above all of the Gospel. The very calling of the
nations Israel ought to have understood Gentiles, predicted and interpreted as it
a message from God
is in the passages quoted, should itself
Israel, and in:

:

;

;

;

:

*
The part of Isa. lxv. 1 which is not quoted here (I said, Behold Me, behold
Me, unto a nation that was not called by My name) is meant, as usually pointed,
to refer to the Gentiles, and this tradition of its application Paul may have learned
from Gamaliel (Cheyne) but the pointing is wrong see Cheyne.
;

:

i8

—
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e^eircTaaa tAs
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Iji^arijs

iy€voii.t]y

Xfyei, q Here only.

ical

tois i\ik

,,ou
r

fJ^j

toV 'lapafjX Xe'yei
"OXtji' tt)v fipipav
^ a ® ' AireiOouira Kal * drriX^yorra
'"'P® 5

8«!

1

34; Acts
xiii. 45 ;
xxviil 22.

1
evpeV tois ^ACD* »LP but cv tois BD^G. Sanday and Headlam call this
a Western reading which has found its way into B *\ W, and H. put ev in
marg.
;

have been a message to the Jews, which
they could not misunderstand it should
have opened their eyes as with a lightning flash to the position in which they
stood that of men who had forfeited
their place among the people of God
and provoked them, out of jealousy, to
vie with these outsiders in welcoming
the righteousness of faith.
Ver. 21. irpos 84 tov Mo-pa-fjX Xlyci:
That is what he says of the Gentiles, but
;

—

—

as for Israel, he says, etc., Isa. lxv. 2. For
= with reference to, see Heb. i. 7
The arms outstretched
f., Luke xii. 41.
all the day long are the symbol of that
incessant pleading love which Israel
irpos

through

all its

despised.
then, nor

histery has consistently

It is not want of knowledge,
want of intelligence, but wilful

and stubborn disobedience, that explains
the exclusion of Israel (meanwhile) from
the Kingdom of Christ and all its blessThis is not inconsistent with ver.
ings.
3, if we go to the root of the matter.
For the ignorance there spoken of is one
which has its root in the will, in the
pride of a heart which is determined to
have a righteousness of its own without
coming under any obligation to God for
it, and which therefore cannot assume the
attitude to which the Gospel becomes
credibly Divine ; while the ignorance
suggested as a plea for unbelief is that
of men to whom the Gospel has never

been presented at all. The latter ignorance might annul responsibility ; the
significance to guilt
the place of this
chapter in the argument, see introduction to chap. ix. above.
Briefly, the

former gives

its full

Chapter XI.

On

ninth chapter means, God is sovereign,
and the tenth chapter means, Israel has
sinned. Both of these are presented in
relative independence as explanations of
the perplexing fact which confronted the
Apostle, namely, that the Jews did not
receive the Gospel, while the Gentiles
did ; in this chapter, the two are brought
into relation to each other, and we are
shown (to some extent) how in the
sovereign providence of God even the
sin of Israel is made to contribute to the

working out of a universal purpose of redemption a redemption in which Israel
also shares, in accordance with the inviolable promise of God.
The chapter
can be naturally divided into three

—

sections: (1) vers. 1-10, ih wh,ich the
question immediately arising out of
chap. x. is discussed, viz., whether the
unbelief of which Israel as a whole has
been convicted involves God's rejection
of the chosen people; (2) vers. 11-24, in
which the result to be attained by the
partial and temporary exclusion of the
Jews from the Messianic kingdom is enlarged upon, and the Gentiles warned
against self-exaltation ; and (3) vers. 2536, in which Paul magnifies the unsearchable wisdom, love and faithfulness
of God, as revealed in securing by a
common method the salvation alike of
Israel and the Gentiles.
(1) Vv. 1-10.
X£y« ovv: the ovv intimates that it is with the conclusion
reached in chap. x. before his mind that
Paul puts the following question the
unbelief of Israel naturally suggested it.
p^J dirwo-aTo 6 0€os tov Xaov avTov ;
For the words, cf. Ps. xciv. 14 (xciii. LXX),
1 Sam. xii. 22.
In both places the promise is given ovk anwcTai 6 K. t. X.
avrov, and the familiar words give the
effect of asking, Has God broken His
:

express and repeated promise ? (itj suggests the negative answer, which is expressed more passionately in p.Tj ycvoito.
Israel may be faithless
Cf. iii. 6, ix. 14.
to Him, but He abides faithful, ical yap
This is often
ly» MorpaTjXf'nis &V&
read as if it were an argument in favour
of the negative answer as if Paul meant,
God has not cast off His people, I myself am a living proof to the contrary.
'-

;

But this is hardly conciliatory, to say
the least; and it is better to take the
words as explaining why Paul puts the
question with p.if (suggesting the negative answer), and why he then gives the
denial with such vehemence. " I, too,
am an Israelite, to whom the very idea
of God's rejection of His people is an
impious and incredible idea, to be repelled with horror." Ik o-ire'p. 'APpaap :

XI.
a PhiL
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lit. 5.

I.

XI.

AEI~Q 06V, Mf) d-nwcrro 6 Geos toV XaoV afiroC;

KOi yap lyb *lo"paT|XiTT|S eiju, ^k cnr^pjxaTOS 'Appaap,,
2. ouk d-nwa-ro 6 0eos toV XaoV auTou, ov

*
<{>uXtjs

irpoiyvu).

iv 'HXia ti X£yei

"

1

3.

\4yoiv,

^

ypa<|>f}

4.

p.00".

eu.auTu>

cCh.ix.11. 5.

dXXd

K&yw

tw

fUK

Xeywv N* L

Kai before to dvaiaorqpia fc^'DL

;

om.

before He
therefore cannot cast it off

was

unbelief had disappointed Him ;
He knew from the first what it would be.
To plead thus for God is too paltry.
must take irpoeyvw as in viii. 29: the
meaning is, Israel stood before God's
eyes from eternity as His people, and in
the immutableness of the sovereign love
with which He made it His lies the imThe idea is
possibility of its rejection.
the same as in ver. 29 below. Ij ouk
otSarc this is the alternative. He who
says, God has cast off Israel, must be
ignorant of what Scripture says 4v 'HX£»
in the passage which gives the history of
The sections of the Bible were
Elijah.
designated, not as now by chapter and
verse, but by some descriptive phrase:
cf firt ttjs pd-rov, Mark xii. 26: and
in Philo ev tclis dpals = Gen. iii. 15.
Many references are made in this form
if its

We

:

For lvrvy\dv€iv
by Hebrew writers.
Kara cf. 1 Mace. viii. 32 it means to
:

plead (not intercede) with God against
Israel.
ra OvaiaaTijpia is one of the
indications that in Elijah's time there

was no law requiring only one

altar for

The words are quoted from
Kings xix. ver. 10 or 14. In Elijah's
mood, Paul might have said something

Jehovah.
1

own time, for their circumstances were not alike. The Apostle,
like the prophet, was lonely and persesimilar of his

Kal £t)tou<u

"

eKau.\J/ay

yoVu

ttj^

KaT&uroy
ttj

BdaX."

N'ABCDF.

:

and

ouk oiSaTe

f)

Ka-ra tol 'lapaTjX,

Kcupw Xctuua Kar* •eKXoyr)^ x^Pitos

1

sented the post-exilic theocratic people.
Ver. 2 f. ouk dirwo-aro formal denial
of what the heart has indignantly proSv irpocyvw
tested against in ver. 1.
must contain a reason which makes the
This
rejection incredible or impossible.
excludes the interpretation of Weiss,
who thinks that Paul means to say that
it,

b

8

Israel

6ew

auTw 6 xp^aTio-fios;

^UTaKiaxiXious dVSpas, oItivcs ouk

outo>s ouV Kot iv

God knew what

rfi

u-rreXti^On/ u,6Vos,

Tt X^yei

:

as

^rruyxdvci

*

no proselyte. <^uXtjs BeviaueCv the one
tribe which with Judah mainly repre-

chose

<&s

ylfoiro
Bcf laatv.

8
Kupie, tous irpo^TJTas aou dir^KTCimy, Kal tA Ouaiaa-

Trjpid aou KaWo-Ka^af

^x^f

;

*

jirj

om. fr^ABCF

;

17.

and Israel as a whole seemed to
have abandoned God or been abandoned
Him.
But he understands God's
by
way (and His faithfulness) better.
cuted,

Ver.

6 xplpaTio-p.o? the word is
xP TlH- aT ^ w (Mt. ii. 12, 22,
Acts x. 22, Heb. viii. 5) as
xp^^^-os to
Xpdu it means the oracle, or answer of
God.
Here only in N.T., but see 2
4.

related

:

to

:

Mace. ii. 4, xi. 17. The quotation is
from 1 Kings xix. 18 with laavrw added,
by which Paul suggests God's interest in
this remnant, and the fact that He has
a purpose of His own identified with
them. God has reserved the seven thousand He has reserved them for Himself;
it is on this the
proof depends that He
has not cast off His people.
The
seven thousand are Israel to Him. Yet
His unchanging faithfulness in keeping
a people is not represented as a
merely
unconditional decree, having no relation
to anything but His own will, for the
seven thousand are described by their
character oiTives ouk cicap.\|/av ydvv
t-Q
BdaX. oiTives is qualitative such were
;

:

:

those

whom God

reserved for Himself,
men who never bowed knee to Baal.
BdaX takes the fem. art. because it

was

often replaced in reading by j"\t2?2

(LXX

a\<r\vvr\).

Ver. 5. Application of the principle
of ver. 4 to the present. 6 vvv Kcupos is
the present regarded not merely as a
date, but as in some sense a crisis.
a remnant has come to
XelfjLfia yiyovtv
be this is the fact which has emerged
from the general unbelief of Israel, kch-'

—

:

x*P tT°S on these words the
The existence of the
emphasis lies.
remnant is due to an election of grace, a
choice on the part of God the motive oi
which is to be sought in His unmerited

IkXoytjv

:

nPOS PQMAI0Y2
6. ci 8e x<*P

yiyovev.

In

ouk

"H

Q

epYW

*

hfA ^ X^P 1 *

°" lt ^Tt

lircl to IpYOK
epywv, o6k eri Ioti x<*P l S
2
o6k
7. Tt oup; S em£t]T€i 'laparjX, toutou

eorli' epyok. 1

IWtux€"j

°^ K ^Tl

>

'

£ i Se e£

x^P l 5-

yiyeTCU

m
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*

^€ eKXoyrj ehreTuxev

8
ol 8e Xoitrol
eirojpaj9r]aa^ 8. (k<x0ws

Y^ypairrai, ""E$uk€J> auTois 6 ©cos weujAa Kara^eus, 6<|>0aXp,ous
d
Tot jxt| pXefircif, koI fora tou p.T) aKoueiv "), Iws Tijs arjjxepoK rj jxepas. d
9. teal Aa|3lS X^yci,

"

rcmrjOi^Tw

Tprf-ire£a

tj

cujtw

2 Cor. Hi.

etg irayiSa ical €is

1
ct 8e eg cp-yuv ovk cti eari x a P l s cir€l T0 epyov ovk cti cotiv
cpyov. All this is
omitted in fr^ACDEFG, vulg., Egypt, verss., Orig. lat. and Latin fathers; inserted
with some variations (for the last cpyov B has x a P l s> by a slip, surely) in fc$ 3 BL
and later MSS. According to Sanday and Headlam, there can be no doubt that
the addition is a gloss B is not sufficient to justify a Western addition of this kind
against such preponderating authority. The words are omitted by most edd., but
Alf. brackets them, and Weiss retains them in the text ; the x a P«-S
B for epyov at
end only makes the omission by homoeot. easier.
;

m

*
1

For tovtov read tovto with fr^ABCDFL.
Ka0w«; read with fc$B ica0aircp. See note \ page 673.

The idea is the same as in
chap. ix. 6-13 but cf. note on ver. 4.
ver «
Ver. 6. Expansion of x*P tT °s
5
grace and works are mutually exclusive.
Nothing a man can do gives
him a claim as of right against God to be
included in the remnant, itrtl otherGratia nisi
wise.
Cf. ver. 22, iii. 6.
love alone.

:

m

:

:

Aug. The
gratis sit gratia non est.
fact that there is a remnant, and one
owing its existence to God's grace, is
the proof that (in spite of the wholesale
defection of Israel) God has not cast off

His people.

How

are
7. rl oiv ; What then ?
to describe the present situation, if
1 ?
verse
of
not in the painful language
Thus : o *iti£tit€i Mo-parjX k.t.X. What

Ver.

we

the
Israel is in quest of is 8wcaio<rvvrj
present conveys more sympathetically
than the impft. of some MSS. the
Apostle's sense of the ceaseless and noble
(though misdirected)efforts of his country:

men.

4ir£rvxev: Jas.

=

iv. 2,

Heb.

=

vi. 15.

to Xcippa.
Cor. iii.
€irwpw0Tj<rar were hardened, 2
Paul
viii. 17.
14, John xii. 40, Mc. vi. 52,
does not say how they were hardened or

tj

Bk

€k\oy^

oi IkXcktoC

:

by whom: there

is

the

same

indefinite-

ness here as in

Ka.TT)pTicrp.e'va els

in ix. 22.

may

It

dirwXciav

be quite possible to

that
give a true sense to the assertion
they were hardened by God {cf. the
following verse), although the hardening
in this case is always regarded as a
punishment for sin, that is, as a confirm-

ing in an obduracy which originally was
not of God, but their own ; as if the idea
were, first they would not, and then,

m

God's just reaction against

their

sin,

they could not; but it is a mistake to
import into the text a definiteness which
does not belong to it. It is rather
essential

argument that he

Paul's

to

should not be bound down to one-sided
interpretations of what he has intentionally left vague.

8

Ver.

This hardening

ff.

(at

the

present day ver. 5) agrees with God's
action toward Israel in the past, as exhibited in Scripture. The words from
the O.T. can hardly be called a quotation; Deut. xxix. 4, Is. xxix. 10, Is. vi.
all
contributed something to
10,
9,

them.

The

Is. xxix.

10,

irv€vp.a Ka/ravvgcws is
and answers to the

iWJ'lJl Jl^,

a

spirit

from
Heb.

of deep sleep

or torpor. Virtually it is defined by what
follows unseeing eyes, unhearing ears :
a spirit which produces a condition of
insensibility, to which every appeal is
vain. Kcn-awf-is only occurs in LXX, Is.
xxix. 10, Ps. lix. 4 (olvov KaTavw(J6»s) ;
but the verb Ka/ravvo-a-op-ai is used by

—

Theod. in Dan.
(cognate to

x. 15 to translate

HDI^n

),

and

in

DTlJ
other

places of any overpowering emotion: see
Fritzsche ad loc. Winer, p. 117. It is
God
sends this spirit of stupor, but

Who

He

does not send it arbitrarily nor at
random: it is always a judgment. ?<•>$
tt]9 o-qpcpov T|p.€pas in Deut. xxix. 4 ecus
:

TavTt]s. The change emphasises
the fact that what Israel had been from
ttjs

t|.

the beginning

it

was when Paul wrote,

Qr)pav, (cat
9r\T<ii(rav
e P».

lxvHL

«s aKdvBaXov

01 6<f>0aXu,ol

810 irarros

(LXX).
x. 19.

u$)

y^oiTO
to

aitrStv

auyKa\vtyov

io. aKOTia-

Kal toV ^wtok auTwv

'

irapcnrrwjiaTi

Vj

aarnrjpia tois

;

e'Oveo-ti',

.

psalm is that in which they
delight, and it is this which is to prove
their ruin.
irayis, Oijpa, and cried vSaXov
are all variations of the same idea, that
table in the

—

i.e., sudden destruction.
the Jews delighted in was the law,
and the law misunderstood proved their
ruin. In seeking a righteousness of their

of snare or trap

What

own based upon

they missed and forfeited the righteousness of God which
is given
to faith in Christ.
Kal els
avTair<58oua avTOis this does not exactly
reproduce either the Heb. or the LXX, but
it involves the idea that the fate of the
Jews is the recompense of their sin not
a result to be simply referred to a decree
of God. Their perverse attitude to the
it

:

—

avenged in their incapacity to
understand and receive the Gospel, tov
utj pXc'irciv: for this Gen. both in ver.
8 and ver. 10, see Buttmann, Gram, of
N.T. Greek, p. 267 (E. tr.). tov vwtov
atiTwv 8id TT-avros o-vYKap\J/ov keep them
is

:

continually in spiritual bondage, stooping under a load too heavy to be borne :

Acts xv. 10.
This is the condition in which by God's

act, requiting their own sins, and especially their self-righteous adherence to the
law as a way of salvation, the Jews find

themselves. It is a condition so grievous,
and so remote from what one anticipates
for a people chosen by God, that it confronts Paul again with the difficulty of

and obliges him to state
once
—this
time
a way which mitigates

ver. 1,

it

in

severity, and hints that the fall of
Israel is not the last thing concerning
them to be taken into account. What if
its

God's purpose includes and uses
fall?

pXe'irtiy,

u.tj

*

:

more

too

1 2 ei 8c to
irapa£r|Xuaai auTOus.
irapdirraua aurCtv irXoirros
Kal
to
auTwy
ttXoutos IQv&v, Tr<5aw uaXXof to ttXtJ"
Koap.ou,
TjiTTjua

«iS

proof of lirb>pwdt]o-av, though strictly
speaking a wish or an imprecation cannot
prove anything, unless it be assumed that
it has been fulfilled, and so can be taken
Paul takes
as the description of a fact.
it for granted that the doom invoked in
these words has come upon the Jews.
Y€vt]0i)Tw r\ Tpdirc£a ovtwv k.t.X. Their

cf.

*

II. Alyw ouf, M$) lirrauraK tva ireV&xri

.

dXXtt tw auTwv

and that God had acted toward it from
the beginning on the same principle on
which He was acting then. Cf. Acts
Kal AauclS Xt'yet
another
vii. 51 f.

law

XI.

Kal els &rro.7r68ou.a auTOis

*
*

g Ch.

PQMAI0Y2
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What

if

it

is

not final?

their
It

is

with new ideas of this sort, introduced
to take the edge from the stern utterances of vers. 8-10, that Paul deals in
vers. 11-24.
Ver. 11. \iyoi ovv: I say then, taking

up the problem again. utj cirraurav tva
ycVcmtiv ; surely they did not stumble so
as to fall ? The subject is the mass of
the Jewish nation, all but the elect remnant. The contrast here between stumbling and falling shows that the latter is
meant of an irremediable fall, from which
there is no rising. This is one of the
cases in which Iva is loosely used; it
cannot possibly be translated " in order
that ". For similar examples cf. 1 Thess.
v. 4, 1 Cor. vii. 29, Gal. v. 17.
dXXd:
on the contrary, by their (moral) fall
salvation has come to the Gentiles to
provoke them (the unbelieving Israelites)
to jealousy.
The fact stated here is
illustrated at every point in Paul's own
ministry; he turned to the Gentiles
because the Jews would not hear him.

See Acts xiii. 46 ff., xviii. 6, xxviii. 25-28.
The end in view in it (cf. x. ig) is his
proof that the stumbling of the Jews is
not to be interpreted in the sense of a

A recovery

final fall.

is

in prospect.

and irXTJpwpa
are difficult words, but it is not necessary
to suppose that they answer mathematically to one another, though Wetstein
Ver. 12.

explains

Both

tjtttjuo

them by - and +

mean

.

^TTTjua may

(as in Is. xxxi. 8) defeat, or (as in
1 Cor. vi. 7) loss; it can hardly mean

diminutio eorum, or paucitas Judceorum
credentium; rb irXifcwua avT&v must
mean the making up of them to their
There is an exhaustive
full numbers.
study of the word irX^pwua by Prof. J.

Armitage Robinson in The Expositor,
His paraphrase of this verse
" If the Gentiles have
is very good.
been enriched in a sense through the
very miscarriage and disaster of Israel,
what wealth is in store for them in the
April, i8g8.

when
— 'when
God hath
'"

great Return,

saved

complete

I

all

Israel

shall

be

made

the pile

The enrichment

referred

cases that which comes
through participating in the blessings of
the Gospel.
to

is

in both

xo

—

IIP02

ifi.

eyw

iflkwi'

dircSoroXos,

£Y]Xu<ra> jiou
h

ttji'

diroJ3o\T) avrS>y

^€KpwK; 16.
1

D3

v|wv yap
lat.

*

1 3. "Yjiiv ydtp

pwfia aurwK;

el

Xeyw

SiaKoviav

tois e'Oyeaiy

crap* a, icai actaa) Tiyds

;

vjiiv

ical

to it in that character (see above, pp.
561 ff.) ; and he feels it necessary to show
the relevance, in such circumstances, of
bestowing so much attention on the condition and prospects of the Jews.
His
mission to the Gentiles has an indirect
on
his
own
bearing
countrymen; the
more successful he can make it, the
greater is the prospect that some of the
Jews also may be provoked to jealousy

and saved. Every Jew, again, who is
saved, goes to make up the irXijpupa of
ver. 12, and so to bring on a time of
unimaginable blessing for the Gentile
world. k$' So-ov Mt. xxv. 40. piv ovv
is printed in all the critical editions, but

Sanday and Headlam would read pevovv
as one word, and discount the restrictive
force of the pcv, which suggests that
apostleship to Gentiles was but one part
of Paul's mission, lyw
the pronoun
expresses not merely a noble consciousness of vocation, but Paul's feeling that
in his particular case at all events a
mission to the Gentiles could not but
include this ulterior reference to the Jews.
His devotion, accordingly, to his Gentile
ministry, never let them fall out of view.
" As far then as
apostleship to Gentiles
:

represented by me (as no doubt it is)
my ministry (by faithful discharge of it), if by any means I may save
some of the Jews." For the interpretation
of So£d£«> see 2 Thess. iii. 1, John xvii.
For et ire»s see Buttmann, p. 255 f.
4.
Ttvas l| avrwv disenchanting experience
taught him to speak thus. C/. 1 Cor.
\

glorify

:

ix.

22.

Ver. 15 f. From the personal explanation of ver. 13 f., which interrupts the
argument, Paul reverts to the ideas of

To save any Jew was a great
even with an apostle of the Genet yap
diroPoX-rj avTwv k.t.X.

ver. 12.

object,
tiles:

Their

t)

airo{3o\T) is their rejection

on the ground of

*

e<J>*

o-utcuv.

€•§

oaof pin

14. et

by God

unbelief.
KaTaXXayrj
In 2
reconciliation.
koVjjlov: a world's

ttcjs

to

eljxi

irapa-

1 5. ei yc\p

TrpocrXnvJns, et

Vj

*

tf>u'pap,a

Kal

;

Ver. 13 f. vjnv 8i Xcyc* tois £0v€<riv.
Paul does not here address a new class
of readers. He has been speaking all
along to a Gentile church, and speaking

I
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C vp.iv 8e fc^ABP 47, all edd.
have pcv ovv, and so all edd.

ovv

J^ABCP

is

8o£d£a>,

p,ou

KdTaXXayfj Koajiou, tis

8e ^ dirapx*) dyia,

DFL

For pev

t^)I'

PQMAI0Y2

jxtj £(dt)

ei

€<J>

19

V|

4k h ActsxxvU.

pi£a

i

Ch. xiv.

3.

00-ov pcv L, vulg.,

Cor. v. 19 the world's reconciliation is the
God in Christ ; but it was an act
which for the mass of mankind only took
effect when Jewish unbelief diverted the
Gospel to the Gentiles. r\ irp6VXi)p.\|/is
the assumption of the Jews into God's
favour.
Modern ex£«T| <k vcicpwv.
positors almost all find in these words a
reference to the resurrection the restoration of the Jews at once
brings on the
end ; the dead are raised, and the
Messiah's kingdom is set up, glorious
act of

:

;

and
in

incorruptible.

It is quite true that
re-

Jewish apocalyptic literature the

surrection introduces the new era, and
that Paul shared in the apocalyptic
ideas current in his time ; but it does not
follow that he was thinking of the resurrection here.
£wt| Ik vcicpwv would
certainly be a singular way to describe
it, and it is not enough to say with Weiss
that Paul used this expression instead
of avdo-Tacris in order to carry the mind
beyond the fact of resurrection to the
state which it introduced.
It seems
better to leave it undefined (cf. aircipa
aya0d Theophyl.), and to regard it as
an ordinary English reader regards "life
from the dead," as a description of un-

imaginable blessing. This is more impressive than to bind the original and
daring speculation of a passage like this
by reference to apocalyptic ideas, with

which Paul was no doubt familiar, but
which are not suggested here, and could
least of all control his thoughts when
they were working on a line so entirely
own. " Words fail him, and he
employs the strongest he can find, thinking rather of their general force than of

his

their precise signification" (Jowett).
cl
8e t) cWapxY) ayia, Kal to <|>vpaua. This
explains Paul's assurance that Israel has
air. and <j>vp. see Num.
the offering of the first
fruits the whole mass, and the whole
produce of the land, were consecrated.
Both this figure, and that of the root and
the branches, signify the same thing. As
the application in ver. 28 proves, what
is presented in both is the relation of the

a future.
xv. ig-21.

For

By

nP02 P0MAI0Y2

68o

dyio, Kal ot kXcxSoi.
k Ver. a 4
only in

N.T.
1

k

8c

Kal rrjs irtOTrjTos

Sep. xvl

mjas.
lii.

ii.

13,

19. *Epeis

km

Weiss,
2
3

tiv€S

ofiV,

'

Tfj

t^

p^ar

2

E§€KXda0T]aai' ol

m
fi^j

kXoSoi with

KaxaKauxw

im

icXdSoi,

8c

i\

20.

mam larrjKas.
"

I*

<>*«•

by

*

fii£a ac\

iya»*4yK€KTpia0w.

rfj

WBCDW.

om. xai

iw xXdooj'

|3aaTd£cis, dXX'

amorta c^cxXdaOnaay, 3 ad

N'ALD^P;

01 before

t&v Khabuv e'gcKXdaOnaai', ad

rfjs e"Xaias eyeVou, 18.

ttjs xiottjtos
Alf. and Tischdf.

Om.

8c*

,

14.

KaXa>s
1

*

17. el

cVcKcrrpiaOirjs eV auTOis, Kal uuyKOivtavos ttjs /&%t)S

8c KaTaKauxaaai, ou au

cl

ii.

'

aypie'Xaios wk

XI.

W.

||J|

and H.,

^ABCD'FLP.

BD

a
F. Lachm. and Treg. prefer the
6KXa<r0Tj<rar
other edd. the former. Weiss (Textkritik, S. 34) gives many similar
For
examples in which the preposition in compounds is dropped by oversight.
v\|n]Xo<j>povci fr$AB read -uifz-nXa 4>pov« ; and so most edd.

€|€KXao-0Tj<rav

but

latter,

^ACD'LP

;

all

patriarchs to the people as a whole. As
chosen by God, the fathers were ayioi,
i.e., God's people, and this standing (in
spite of the arguments in chap, ix., and in
spite of the hard facts of the situation
when Paul wrote) belongs inalienably to

rebus aptavit (Origen).]
It gave the
Gentile no room to boast over the reO-VVKOIVCJVOS TTJS pi^TJS TT]S

jected JeWS.

their children.

cXaias there is an argument
At the best, the Gentile only
shares with Jews in the virtues of a root
which is not Gentile, but Jewish he

will yet

has his part in the consecration of the

They are God's, and it
become apparent that they are.
Vers. 17-24. In these verses, which

a long parenthesis,
an objection which
Gentile readers might take to his use
a sense are
Paul anticipates

in

of the last figure, the root and the
branches; and he draws from it two
one, of humility, for the
special lessons
objectors; the other, of hope, for Israel.

—

A

Gentile Christian might
very fact that Jews were rejected and Gentiles ~ccepted qualified
the assurance with which Paul had just
spoken of the future of Israel. It is the
disposition to think so, and to presume
on one's own favoured position, which
the Apostle rebukes in p.T| KaTatco/uxw
Ver. 17.
feel that the

twv icXdSwv.

ci 8e -rives t«v k. c£eKXdo-tivcs puts the case mildly
cf.
3. i£€KXdo-6-r]o-av, sc, as fruitless. oi

0Y]<rav
iii.

:

:

dypiiXaios uv <rv is the presumptuous individual before the Apostle's mind,
not the Gentile Church collectively. The
dypic'Xaios is the olive in its natural
uncultivated state.
cvcKevTpt<r0T)s iv
avTois, sc, among the native branches of
the cultivated olive. The process here
8«

supposed

:

is

one that

in horticulture is

never performed. The cultivated branch
is always engrafted upon the wild stock,
This Paul knew
and not vice versd.
quite well (see irapd 4>vaiv, ver. 24), and
the force of his reproof to the presuming
Gentile turns on the fact that the process
was an unnatural one.
[Ordine commutato res magis causis quam causas

>*i6t. ttjs

:

in ovv.

:

patriarchs, the one historical root of the
people of God, and in the blessings God
attached to it. For irioVr|s cf. Jud. ix.
The accumulation of genitives is
7.
apparently an imitation of such Hebrew
constructions as Isa. xxviii. 1, 16
the
meaning is, a partaker in the root of the
:

fat olive tree.

Ver. 18.

p-fj

KaTaKai>x«i>

r&v xXaSuv

:

Buttm., 185. Between " if thou boastest," and " thou
bearest not the root," there is no formal
for
connection
such breviloquence,
"
which requires us to supply " consider
"
or
see
The
for the genitive

see

:

remember,"

sense

Winer, p. 773.
you are proud of

You owe

is,

all

to an (artificially formed) relation to the
race you would despise.
Ver. 19. ep€ts ovv the presumptuous
Gentile persists. " It is not to the root
:

I compare myself, but branches were
broken off that I might be engrafted:
that surely involves some superiority in

me."
KaXws

Ver. 20.

and often

:

ironical

"a form
assent "

of partial
(Gifford).

Paul does not think it worth while to
dispute the assertion of ver. 19, though
as it stands it is by no means indisputable; he prefers to point out what it
the moral conditions of being
broken off and of standing secure and
to urge them on the conscience.
r%

overlooks

—

an account of unbelief, cf.
Winer, p. 270. «nj wCo-m

dirio-Tia

:

Gal.

12,

vi.

—

IIP02

17—24.

&XXa

ui|/Y)Xo<pp6Vei,
*

ouk €<peiaaTO

ttws

fifj

n

ical

*

<f>oJ3ou

0eoC

dTTOTO/xiai'

*

PQMAI0Y2

21. el yap 6 Qeos

ouSe crou

68i

iw Ka*rd ^uaiv

KXdowp

22. "l8e OU^ XP'HO'TOTYITO
aef tous TreaoWas diroTOjwai'
cirl 8e <rc n Here

*

<|>€l<n]Tai.

'

eir!

2

•

lirel
XpTjaTOTT]Ta, i&v eiup-inrjs Tfj xPtj^t<5ttjti
3
xal
€K€i»>oi
€o>
8e,
23.
/it) cmfieu'wcri
ttj dmoria,

ical

au

only

*

iKKOTrrjcrT)
*

lyiceirpicrGfio-oi'Tai

Sum-ros ydp iariv 6 0€os TrdXir eyKen-piaai aurou's.
eK tt)s KaTd <j>uW efcKainjs dypicXatou,
Tpta8r|S €tS
1

Om.

p

KaXXtiXaioi>,

ttOctu)

ical

24.

irapd

ci

•$uW

/xaXXoy ootoi ot KaTd

yap ad
iveKev- o Ch. L »A

4>u'ctih

Here only.
eyicc^- P

^ABCP

For «pcio-TjTat fc$BCDFL read <p€io-6Tcu. All crit.
47.
but while most edd. omit p,Tjirci>s it is retained by Weiss (with
DEFGL, most majusc. and fathers) and bracketed by Alford. Weiss finds it impossible to regard 'it as an insertion, since it makes an easy text irregular and
difficult
but its omission, he thinks, need not have been intentional ; it
may be a
mere overlook of the transcriber's.
ftTjirws

edd. read

<j>eio-CTai,

;

2
8
1
so
xpTjo-TOTTjTa the second time D FL ; but xpI^tottis Ocov
, and
For €irip.eivT|s fr^BD 1 read eirificvTjs, and so most edd. but not Alf.
edd.

ABCD

*

For

ciri|A€iva>o-iv

1
fr^BD read

ciripcvvariv

the security of the Gentiles
faith, and it is the most
elementary principle of a religion of
faith (iii. 27) that it excludes boasting.
€0*TT|Kas

:

depended on

:

(tTj iit|/T|\a <f povei

17 has

(it)

cf. xii. 16.

Tim.

vi.

Neither

is

1

v\(/r|Xo<f>povciv.

;

all

see also last verse.
2

Cf

Cor.

XP^o-ToYrjTi

goodness,

10.
i&v tiripivrjs -rjj
you remain on in the
continue to be indebted to

xiii.
:

i.e.,

if

and to

it alone, for your religious
This excludes presumption,
position.
and in general all such temper as is betrayed in taking an attitude of superiority
The Jews lost their stand to the Jews.
ing because they had come to believe
it,

consistent with irfo-Ti«.
Timor opponitur non fiducia sed supercilio et securitati (Bengel).
Ver. 21. As far as comparisons can 'that it" was indefectible, and independent
be made at all in such things, the Jews of moral conditions and ii tne Gentiles
had been more securely invested in the "commit the same mistake they will incur
kingdom than the Gentiles. They were, the same doom. It is not to Israel only
The kingdom is taken
God may say,___
in the language of the figure, not artiom you, and given to a nation bringin g
ficially grafted, but native branches, on
the tree of God's people ; yet even that "forth the fruits thereof; tirct, otherwise
did not prevent Him from cutting off seever. 6.
and they too,
icaicetvoi
Ver. 23.
those who did not believe. And if He
did not spare them, He will not spare they on the other hand, viz., the unGentiles either, if in pride they fall from believing Jews, lav |xtj k.t.X., unless
faith.
On cl . . . o-uk kfoLararo see they remain on in their unbelief. It is
Winer, 599 f. The true reading of the assumed that they need not do this. The
last word is 4>eio-eTcu (not 4)eicrT)Tai), but
hardening spoken of in vers. 7-10, though

classical.

<{>o(3ov

:

:

:

&

Weiss would

retain prjirws (see crit. note)

even with this future, and supply the
missing link of thought from 4>o(3ov one
may fear that he will not, etc. The ironical reserve of this (though the future
makes the thing to be feared as certain
:

as possible)
fifj-rros

is

quite Pauline, and the
genuine.

(DFGL) may be

Ver. 22.

Behold then God's goodness

severity, sc, in the case of the Geniirotiles and Jews as now before us.
moral
Top.£a: here only in N.T.

and

The^

idea

is

Jjjhleness

that of peremptoriness. mexor i n Greek writers it is contrasted
;

~wfth TJpcpoTTie, to

iirvtiK^,

wp9.6TT|s.

:

a judgment upon sin, and may seem
from the nature of the case to be irremediable, is not to be so absolutely
taken.
Even in the most hardened rejector of the Gospel we are not to limit
either the resources of God's power, or
the possibilities of change in a self-conAll
scious, self- determining creature.
it is

things are possible to him that believeth,
and we are not to say that in this man
or that, Jew or Gentile, unbelief is final,
and belief an impossibility. If the Jews
give up their unbelief lyKevTpio-OTjorovTai
they will be incorporated again in the
true people of God.
Swai-os yap Icrnv
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qCh.

XV. 15,

&8€\<|>Ot,

L 14; IL5. irupcoaris

ISi^t

rfj

TO

jAUOTTjpiOl'
diro 4

|ilpou$

Atua;

25.

TOUTO (lW

tQ

'lcrpaf)X

Ofi

U-f) f]"r*

XI.

y&p

Q£k<o

Trap* CaUTOLS

up,a$

Ay W0€ ^ k>

*
<J>p6VlU.Ol),

OTl

y{yoy€V y axpis ou to TrXn.pw}xa twk

H

1
er cavrois AB.
;
Weiss, W. and
M Treg. and Alt
irap* eavToi«
put ev in text, apparently on the ground that irap* has been conformed to xii. 16 ;
but W. and H. give irap' a place in marg.

^CDL

b 6e<fc k.t.X.
The phrase implies not
only the possibility but the difficulty of
the operation. Cf. xiv. 4. With man it
Nois impossible, but not with God.
thing less than the thought of God could
keep Paul from despairing of the future
of Israel.
Ver. 24. God's power to engraft the
Jews again into the stock of His people
proved a fortiori by comparison with
what He has done for the Gentiles. To
restore His own is more natural, conceivable, and one may even say easy,
than to call those who are not His own.
The Gentile Christian (1) was cut Ik tjjs
Kara $v<riv aypicXatov, from what is in
its own nature an uncultivated olive,
with no suitableness for the uses which
the olive is intended to subserve, and (2)
Trapa <f>v<rtv in violation of nature was
engrafted into a good olive in comparison with this doubly unnatural process
one may well argue irocru paXXov k.t.X.
how much more shall these, the Jews

convincing as the argument appeals with
less or greater force to our minds.
It is
Paul's construction and interpretation of
the facts before him, and his anticipation
of the result in which they are likely to
but it has no [greater authority
issue
than the reasoning by which he supports
or the motives which suggest one
it,
line of reasoning upon the facts rather
than another.
can understand how
patriotism, and religious faith in God's

Kara. <f>vcriv (in their own nature)
belong to the good tree, have their conWeiss
nection with it re-established?

we cannot tell, but it is clear
that for Paul it was an essential part of
the true religion, so far as he could make
out the manner of its working in the
world. He might try to lead the mind
up to it along various lines of argument,
or to confirm it by considerations of

;

who

takes iyK€vrpnr9r\trovrai as a logical
future, and it may be so but Paul believes
;

in his logic,

and has probably

in

view

in

word that actual restoration of the
Jews of which he now proceeds to speak.
the

Vv. 25-32. In this concluding section
Paul abandons the ground of argument
He has discussed
for that of revelation.
the problems arising out of the rejection
of Israel and the calling of the Gentiles,

;

We

promise, and

insight into the psychological influences which determine human
conduct, all contribute some weight to
his argument ; but he is not content to
rest upon argument alone the central
truth he has been expounding that

—

the hardening of Israel is temporary as
well as partial, and that when "the
fulness of the Gentiles" has come in
the hardening will cease, and all Israel
be saved. He expressly puts this truth
forward as a revelation (nvcrTijpior,
ver.

25).

What

this

means psycho-

logically

various kinds; but for him it had a
Divine authority, antecedent to argument and independent of it. He sought

arguments to make
telligible,

it

credible

and

in-

own sake, but for
How much a revela-

not for his

the sake of others.

when taken in connection with the pro- tion of this kind will weigh with the
mises of God to His people and he has modern reader depends on the extent to
tried to make it clear that in all His which on general grounds he can recogdealings with His people, God has acted nise in Paul an inspired interpreter of
;

righteously, that for all that has befallen
them the Jews have full responsibility,
and that a Divine purpose, with blessing
in it to both Jew and Gentile, has indirectly been getting itself carried into
effect through this perplexing history.
The rejection of the Jews has led to the
calling of the Gentiles, and the calling
of the Gentiles, by provoking the Jews
to jealousy, is eventually to lead to their
conversion too. All this, it may be said,
it matter of argument ; it is more or less

History, it must be adChristianity.
mitted, throws no light on his words.
The Gentiles are not fully gathered in ;
the time to say whether Israel as a whole
is to have any distinct or decisive place
in the final fulfilment of God's gracious
purpose is therefore not yet. One feels
as if the nationalism of the passage fell
short of Paul's great word, There is
neither Greek nor Jew; but there the
Jews are, a problem to unbelief as well
as to faith ; think what we will of it, it is
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26. Kal outw iras 'lapa^X crcof^crcTai, Ka0ajs Y^"
1
Ypairrai, "*H^€i £k Xiu>v 6 puopvcyos, Kal diroaTpevj/ei dacpeias Airo
iQvutv €icrikQr\

1

Kai before

airoo-Tpe\|/€i

of them salvation comes; and it is at
least as credible as the reverse (without
considering Paul's arguments at all) that
Providence is not preserving them for
nothing, and that in some such way as
is here indicated there is a close connection between their salvation and the salvation of the world.
Ver. 25. ov yop 04\a vp.ds dyvoctv
cf. i. 13, 1 Cor. x. 1, xii. 1, 2 Cor. i. 8,
but especially 1 Thess. iv. 13, where
as here it is used to introduce a revelation. An often-repeated phrase tends
to be formal, but the thing of which
Paul would not have his readers ignorant
is usually important.
As the phrase
is invariably followed by dSeXcjxn, the
latter also tends to be formal: it is at
least a mistake to see anything of
:

peculiar intimacy or affection in

such connections.

As

ver. 28

and

it

in

ver.

prove, in which they are contrasted with the Jews, the dScX^ot are
Gentiles, and they are practically identical with the Roman Church,
to jivcmflthe word p/uo-T-qpiov only
piov tovto
occurs once in the Synoptical Gospels
(Mark iv. 11 and parallels) and not at all
in John
but Paul uses it often (twenty-

30

:

;

one times, including two in 1 Tim.).
always refers to something which though
once hidden, or in its nature a secret, is

It

now

In some passages it is
revealed.
applied to the Christian revelation as a
whole {e.g., in Rom. xvi. 25, 1 Cor. ii. 1,
Eph. i. 9, Col. ii. 2: in the last it is

In
identified simpliciter with Christ).
others it is applied to the Christian
as a whole, but with some
special aspect of it in view thus in Eph.
" revelation M
iii. 3 the special aspect of
" for it is all one in the
or " mystery
Gospel is the destined inclusion of the
Gentiles among the people of God, while
in Col. i. 26 f. it is the indwelling Christ,
In others,
as the pledge of immortality.
again, any particular element in the great
revelation is called a " mystery ". Thus
in 1 Cor. xv. 51 the truth communicated
about those who live to see the second
advent is described by this name, and it
might have been used in the similar

revelation

:

—

—

passage in 1 Thess. iv. 15, where Paul
says instead that he speaks Iv \6y<p
This is merely to claim for
Kvpiov.
his words the authority of revelation in

om.

^ABCD

piece of

has

F.

The passage

another way.

comes under

1

before us

head.
revelation — something

been

this last

It

is

a

which

communicated to Paul Iv
good of the Church
in part has come upon

—that hardeningthe
diroKaXvij/ci for

Israel until the fulness of the

Gentiles
ideas in this
revelation are the limits in extent (diro
tva \lt\
fiepovs) and in time (&xpi ov).
it would tend
t}tc Iv lavTots 4>p6vi.p.oi
to self-conceit if the Gentiles in ignorance of this Divine appointment concluded off-hand that the Jews could
never be converted as a whole, and that
they themselves therefore were in a place
of permanent and exclusive privilege.

has come

in.

The new

:

For Iv latiTOis (AB) irap' eav-rois is
found in fc^CDL, etc. Both occur in
LXX but the former is much more
to irXijlikely to have been changed,
pwfia twv I0vwv = the full number, toIt does not mean
tality, of the Gentiles.
a number pre - determined beforehand,
which has to be made up, whether to
answer to the blanks in Israel or to the
demands of a Divine decree, but the
Gentiles in their full strength. When
the Gentiles in their full strength have
come in, the power which is to provoke
Israel to jealousy will be fully felt, with
the result described in ver. 26.
Kal ovtcos = and thus ; not
Ver. 26.
merely temporal, but = under the influence of the jealousy so excited under
the impression produced on the Jews by
the sight of the Gentiles in their fulness
peopling the kingdom all Israel shall be
saved. This is an independent sentence.
For ira« 'lo-pa,T|X see 1 Kings xii. I, 2
It means Israel as a
Chron. xii. 1.
whole. Paul is thinking of the historical
with Gentiles
the
contrast
as
people,
shows, but he is not thinking of them
one by one. Israel a Christian nation,
Israel as a nation a part of the Messianic
kingdom, is the content of his thought.

—

—

To make

iris MorpaTjX refer to

a "

spirit-

Israel, or to the elect, is to miss
the mark: it foretells a "conversion of

ual"

the Jews so universal that the separation

elect remnant and the rest who
were hardened* shall disappear" (Gifford).
Ka0ws Ytvpa-Tnu Isa. lix. 20 f., but the
last words 5rav d^cXajp-at k.t.X. from

into an

•

Isa. xxvii. 9.

'

•

The prophet

says Ivckcv
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XI.

'
27. koI *8n\ auTOts f\ irap* euou SiaOi^KT], otoi' &4>Awu.cu
*
28. Kard p.cv to euayycXiov,
ras duaprias auTwk".
iyjbpoi 8i"
8id
8e
k<xt&
tous
tth' ^KXoyTjy, dyconriTol
•fraWpas.
29.
u/xas*

MaKoJp
rCh.v.
»Ch.ix.

10.

5.

dfi€Tap,AY)Ta ydp tA xaptcr|xoTa Kal

y&p Kal

l

V)

kXtjchs tou 6cou.

UUCl? TTOTC YJTr€l0^<raT€ TW 0€W,

8e T|\€^0T]T€

t'UJ'

30. "florrep
TTJ

TOUTWV

Koi before wueis om. ^corr.ABCD^. For vvv, which is found in ACDEFGL,
is read in B.
W. and H. put vvv in text, wvt in marg. Weiss puts vvvi in
text, thinking that the double vvv in ver. 31 may have induced the dropping of the u
For other cases, see Textkritik, S. 62.
1

vvvi

Paul's Ik Iiwv is probably a lapse
:
of memory, due to the impression of
passages like Ps. xiv. 7, liii. 7, Isa. ii. 3,
though Philippi thinks it intentional the
object being to emphasise the title of the
Jews, as against the Gentiles, to a share
It is then as if he said
in the kingdom.
Salvation is of the Jews, and surely there-

Ifo>v

—

:

for them.

impossible to say
that -rj£€i refers to the first or to the
second advent : the distinction is not
present to Paul's mind as he writes all
he is concerned with is the fact that

fore

It is

;

in prophetic scripture language is used
Israel as a people is

which implies that
to inherit the

pvopcvos,

Messianic salvation.

Hebrew 7fc^

is

6

the Messiah.

da-cpetas.
Cf Bar. iii. 7,
58.
Ver. 27. Kal avrr\ k.t.X. This is
this is the consticovenant with them
tution which I give them to live under.
airo<rrplt|/ci
1

Mace.

iv.

=

My

Weiss interprets this by what follows,
making the avri\ prospective, but this is
The 8icl0tjkt| is not
somewhat forced.
equivalent to the removal of sins, though
it covers the whole
it is based upon it
condition introduced by that removal.
:

Cf Jer. xxxi. 31 ff. The deliverance
referred to in vers. 26 and 27, though
promised to Israel as a whole, is a reIt has no
ligious and ethical one.
political significance, and nothing to do
with any assumed restoration of the
Jews to Canaan. This is obvious even
apart from the argument of Weiss that
the deliverance in question is to be immediately followed by the resurrection;
an argument which depends on a doubt-

way comes; when He

Gospel in this

looks at the IkXo-vy), the choice which
He made of Israel to be His people, they
are dYairr|To\, objects of His love, and
that Sid tovs iraTc'pas, on account of
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, with whom

He made

an everlasting covenant {cf

Luke
meaning of lx^P ot

The

Gen.

xvii. 19,

trast

by the conwith dyairriTol, as well as by the
of the passage cf v. 10.

i.
*s

54

f.).

passive

fixed

logic
Ver. 29. Proof that the Israelites, in
virtue of their relation to the fathers, are
objects of God's love. dpcTapcXriTa cf.
2 Cor. vii. 10 it may mean either what is
not or what cannot be repented of: here
:

:

the latter.

God's

calling, are things

of grace, and His
upon which there is

gifts

no going back. The xaplar\i.ara are not
the moral and intellectual qualifications
with which Israel was endowed for its
mission in the world (Godet), but the
privileges of grace enumerated in chap.
Neither is the kXtjctis of God
ix. 4 f.
a " calling " in the modern sense of a
vocation or career assigned to any one

by Him

it is His authoritative invita;
tion to a part in the Messianic kingdom.
From Israel these things can never be

withdrawn.
Vv. 30-32. There is the less need,
too, that they should be withdrawn,
because God makes the very misuse of
them contribute to the working out
of His universal purpose of redemption.

The

past unbelief of the Gentiles

and the mercy they presently enjoy,
the present unbelief of the Jews and
the mercy they are destined to enjoy

—

Ver. 28. koto, u.tv to cvayY^Xiov. In
both clauses koto, defines the rule by
which God's relation to Israel is determined. When He looks at the Gospel,
which they have rejected, they are Ix0p°l>

in the future
these things not only
correspond to each other, but they are
interwoven with each other; they are
parts of a system which God controls,
and in which every element conditions
and is conditioned by all the rest there
is a Divine necessity pervading and cona Divine
trolling all the freedom of men

objects of His hostility, and that Si* vpds,
for the sake of the Gentiles, to whom the

purpose mastering all the random activity
of human wills a purpose which is read

ful interpretation

of £«f) Ik vexp&v ver.

15.

:

—

;

IIP02

VI—33&irei6cia* 31.

Kal auToi

outw koI oUtoi vvv

1

*

A.€T]0GKn

PQMAI0Y2
TJireiOno-av,

tw ujAeWpu l\iei IVa

32. ow&cXeiac yap 6 6eos tous irdrras €is

direideiav, Iva to&s irdiras

IXeTjcnj.

ao<[>ias Kal yvcSaews 0eou

a>s

1

68c

!

33.

pdOos ttXoutou *al
ra KpipaTa au-rou, Kal

*Q.

&K€$€p€ui>T]Ta

1
ins. wv ; and so Tischdf. and W. and H., not
After avToi
Weiss,
Some cursives have vorepov.
it as a mere mechanical repetition.

NBD

who

regards

out by the Apostle in verse 32 God shut
them all up into disobedience that He
might have mercy upon them all. Ver.
30. iro-ri once, in the past, chap. i. 18-32.
:

:

=

to tovtwv

aireidcta
owing to their disCf. vers. 11, 15. Ver. 31. t$
is to be construed with Tva
v|x€T€p&> eXe'ci
Kal avrol viiv IXet^wo-iv. For the order
Cor. xii. 7. It seems
ii. 10, 2
cf. Gal.
pedantic to make the construction strictly
and to
parallel to tq tovtwv aireiOta,
translate: "that owing to the mercy
shown to you i.e., owing to the jealousy
to which the Jews would be stirred at

obedience.

—

seeing the Gentiles the objects of Divine
mercy they also may obtain mercy";
the simpler construction is to take the
dative as explanatory of the verb, and to
translate: "that they may be made the
objects of the very same mercy which
has been shown to you ". This is really
the point which the Apostle wishes to be
at though the idea brought out in the
former rendering is essential in the
passage, it is not essential, nor obvious,
The second
in these particular words.

—

;

(wanting in AD**FGL) is probably
forced to
genuine (fc$B), but cannot be
mean more than "now in their turn".
The imminence of the result is not in view.
Ver. 32. crvWicXeurev yap o dtbs tov«

viiv

irdvTas els air€i6iav

:

this is the nearest

approach made in the N.T. to putting
the sin of man into a direct and positive
relation to the act and purpose of God.
But it would be a mistake to draw inferences from the concrete historical
problem before the Apostle vix., God's
and the
dealings with Jew and Gentile,
mutual relations and influence of Jew
and Gentile in the evolution of God's
the general
purpose and to apply them to

—

—

grace by being shut up under disobedience. It is within Paul's
thought to
say that the sin of Jews and Gentiles,
to whom he preached the
Gospel, did not
lie outside the control, or outside the
redeeming purpose, of God but it does
not seem to me to be within his
thought
to say that God ordains sin in
general
for the sake of, or with a view to, reThis
is
a
demption.
fancy question
which an apostle would hardly discuss.
God subordinates sin to His purpose, but
it is not a subordinate element in His
The same order of considerapurpose.
tions ought to guide us in the
interpretation of tovs u-avTas.
"Them all"
certainly refers in the first instance to
Jews and Gentiles. It is not the same
as Tovs dp.4>oT£povs, "both parties";
but it differs from it in its present connection only by giving emphasis to the
fact that both parties consist of numbers,
to all of whom the truth here stated
To find here a doctrine of uniapplies.
versal salvation a dogmatic assertion
;

—

that every

—

man

will at last receive

mercy

simply to desert the ground on which
the Apostle is standing. It is to leave
off thinking about the concrete problem
before his mind, and to start thinking
about something quite different. It is
is

gratuitous to contrast, as, e.g., is done by
Lipsius, this passage with others in which
Paul speaks of diroXXvficvoi as well as
<r*»£op.cvoi, and to say that they represent
irreconcilable view-points the Apostle
speaking in the present instance from the
standpoint of Divine teleology; in the
other, from that of actual experience.
The truth is, as Weiss puts it, there is
not a word here to show how far, when
the history of man has reached its term,

—

abstract question of the relation of the
human will to the Divine. Paul is not
of this question at all, and his

Paul conceived God's saving purpose to
be realised. <rvvlic\cicrcv answering to

inferences.
Salvation, he sees, as he
looks at the world before him, is to come
to Jew and Gentile alike by the way of
free grace; and it answers to this, that
in the providence of God, Jew and Gentile
alike have been made to feel the need of

does not refer to the fact that Jews and
Gentiles are shut up together, but in-

thinking
authority could not be claimed for such

"Vilpn

is

frequent in

LXX:

the <n»v

who are shut up are
shut up on all sides, so that they cannot
escape: cf. con-cludo and examples in
Gal. iii. 22, Ps. xxx. 9 LXX. IXfijo-n:
dicates that those
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Eph. HL

*

8.

dk«f iXKiocrroi at 0801 auTou

"

xi. 34-36.

yap Syyw vovv Kupiou
"tis
35. ^
irpoihwKW ciutw,
drro-iro8o8Tia€TOi auTtt;" 36. 3ti c£ outou koi 8i* auTou Kal
auToV tcL irrfrra
outw t} o6£a cis tous aiwKas. dpVjf.
.

tis

34.

t£s aufx^ooXos auTou iyivcro ;*'

;

<\

ital

cl«

*

"
M
" to have
mercy upon means to make
'
common salvation'
partakers of that
(Jude 3) which is emphatically a dispensation of mercy" {Gifford).
Ver. 33. & 0q0os ttXovtov k.t.X. In
ver. 32 the content of the chapter is no
doubt condensed, but it is more natural
to regard the doxology as prompted by
the view of God's Providence which pervades the whole discussion than by the
one sentence in which it is summed up.
a universal figure for what is imfJaOos
measurable or incalculable cf. 1 Cor. ii.
:

:

The

tically the same.
xxxii. 4), All His

As Moses says (Dent
ways axe judgment.

Ver. 34. Proof from Scripture of the
unsearchableness of God's ways He has
had no confidant. Isa. xl. 13, 1 Cor. ii.
:

It is mere pedantry to refer half
the verse to tro^i* and the other half to

16.

yvwais.
Ver. 35.
^ r(% irpol&Wcv avn-w, ical
&VTairo8o0^<rcTai avTu; see Job xli. 11
The translation of Job xli. 3,
(A.V.).
Hebrew, is perhaps Paul's own, as the

LXX

is

entirely

different

and wrong.

The

genitives itXovtov, ao<f>ias and yvttcrews are
most simply construed as co-ordinate.
For itXovtos used thus absolutely see

point of the quotation has been
variously explained. If it continues the
proof of ver. 33, the underlying assumption is that God's ways would be finite

Perhaps the
Eph. iii. 8, Phil. iv. 19.
key to the meaning here is to be found
in x. 12: what Paul adores is the unsearchable wealth of love that enables
God to meet and far more than meet the
appalling necessities of the world love
less deep would soon be bankrupt at the
task. In <ro<J>£a and yv&tris the intellectual resources are brought into view with
which God has ordered, disposed and
controlled all the forces of the world and
of man's history so as to make them
The world,
subservient to His love.

and comprehensible if they were determined by what men had done, so as
merely to requite that. It seems better,
however, to read the words in the largest
sense, and then they express the funda-

10,

Apoc.

ii.

Eph.

24,

iii.

18.

;

of races, religions, pasmay seem to be a
realm of chaos; but when we see it in
the light of God as Paul did, we see the
signs of wisdom and knowledge, of a
conscious purpose transcending human
thought, and calling forth adoring praise.
For the distinction of o-o^ta and yvwoas,

with

its conflict

sions

and even

vices,

which especially
be

felt

in relation to

God

is

to

rather than defined, see Trench,

N.T. Synonyms,

§ lxxv.

tA,

KpipoTa ai-

except 1 Cor. vi. 7 which is different,
this is the only example of KpiuaTO
It is probably used
(plural) in the N.T.
not in the narrower sense (which would
be illustrated by reference, e.g., to the
"hardening" of Israel), but in the wider

tov

:

sense

of

the

Hebrew D^tODtfc,

to

often answers in the LXX. In
Ps. xxxvi. 6 we have to, Kp£p,aT<x <rov

which

it

where Cheyne's note
in their various
judgments
effects of destruction and salvation".
This is Paul's thought; hence to. icpCua,Ta avTov and at 6801 avrov are prac-

afWo-os

is,

"Thy

iroXXif

:

—

mental truth of religion as Paul understood

—

the initiative in reor as he puts it
elsewhere, that we have nothing we did
not receive, and that boasting is excluded.
The relation of man to God in these conit

viz., that

ligion belongs to

ditions is
itself in

God;

one which naturally expresses

doxology.

Ver. 36.

5ti 4| avrov k.t.X.

Strictly
last truth

speaking, the 5ti confirms the
—
man's absolute dependence on

God

—

by making it part of a wider generalisation.
i\ ovtov from Him, as their source 8i*
at»Tov
through Him, as the power by
whose continuous energy the world is
sustained and ruled
cU ovt^v unto
Him, as their goal, for whose glory they
A reference of any kind to the
exist.
:

;

:

;

:

Trinity is out of the question. It is a
question, however, whether to iravTO
means "all things" in the sense of the
universe (cf. 1 Cor. viii. 6, Col. i. 16,
Heb. ii. 10) or whether it is not limited
by the article to all the things which
have just been in contemplation, the
whole marvellous action of God's riches
and wisdom and knowledge, as interpreted by the Apostle in regard to the
work of redemption (for an example of
to. TrdvTa in this sense see 2 Cor. v. 18).
The universe
I incline to the last view.
of grace, with all that goes on in it for
the common salvation of Jew and Gentile, is of God and through God and to

XII.
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XII. I. I1APAKAAQ ofiV upas, d8eX<|>ol, *8id ruv
olKTipyJov tou t Ch. xv.30;
aCor,XI*
0eou, Trapaa-rijaai tA acjjioTa ujulwi/ 0uai'ay ^waai', dyia^,
eudpeoTOK
God. To Him be the glory which such
a display of wisdom and love demands.

Chapter

The

XII.

distinction of
doctrinal and practical is not one that
can be pressed anywhere in the N.T.,

and as

little

writer.

It is

parts of

the epistle,

not formally but

and shows the dependence of the
practical" upon the "doctrinal". It
is the new world of realities to which the
soul is introduced by the C hristian rgv ela"tion on which Christian
morality depends.
It is relative to that
world, and would
become unreal along with it. 81a r&v
really,

"

in Paul as in any other
under practical compulsion"
that he develops most of
his characteristic doctrines, and he has
olicrippwv for the substantive see 2 Cor.
no doctrines which do not imply a cori.
3 (= D^?rn, which has no sinYet
the
distinction
responding practice.
does exist, and the remainder of this gular). 81a in such expressions
(cf. 1

of

some kind

:

epistle,

may
tical

especially chaps,

xii.

i-xv.

13,

be properly described as the pracNot that it is indepart of it.

pendent of the other. On the contrary,
it is nothing but the application of it.
(ovv ver. 1.) Christian ethics are relative
to the Christian revelation.
It is the
relations in which we stand that determine our duties, and the new relations in
which we are set both to God and to
other men by faith in Jesus Christ have
a new morality corresponding to them.
There is such a thing as a Christian
ethic with a range, a delicacy, a flavour,

own.

There

no formal exposition of it here, though perhaps the
nearest approach to such a thing that
we have in the N.T., but a comprehenall its

is

sive illustration of it in a variety of
Paul starts (xii. 1 f.) with a
bearings.
general exhortation, covering the whole
From this he proceeds
Christian life.
to the spirit and temper which ought to
Christians
as members of
characterise

the
the
In
the

same society, dwelling especially on
graces of humility and love (xii. 3-21).
the following chapter he discusses
duties of the individual to his legal

superiors

(xiii.

1-7)

;

his

duties to his

neighbour, as comprehended in the love
which fulfils the law (xiii. 8-10); and the
urgent duty of sanctification in view of
the Parousia. With chap. xiv. he comes
to a different subject, and one apparently
of peculiar interest in Rome at the time.
It is one of those questions in which the
claim of Christian liberty has to accommodate itself to the social necessity
created by the weakness of brethren, and
the discussion of it extends from xiv. 1-"
xv. 13, and concludes the "practical"
part of the epistle.
Ver. i. irapaicaXw ovv: the reference
is to all that has been said since i. 16,

but especially to what more closely precedes.
Cf. Eph. iv. 1, 1 Tim. ii.
Cor. iv. 16. The olv connects the

1,

1

two

Cor.

i.

10, 2 Cor. x. 1) indicates that in

which the motive

found: Winer,

is

p.

The mercies are those which God
has shown in the work of redemption
477.

through Christ. irapacrrfjo-ai is not per
se sacrificial
in chap. vi. 13, 16, xq it is
used of putting the body at the"
disposal
of God or of sin : see also 2 Cor. iv.
14,
:

xl

2, Col. i. 22, 28, Eph. v. 27.
Ta
o-upaTa vpwv is not exactly the same as
no
stress
is
to
be laid
vpds avTovs, yet
on the words as though Paul were re-

quiring the sanctification of the body as
the body is in view
spirit
here as the instrument by which all

opposed to the

human

:

rendered to God, and
it does render, in the
manner supposed, is not a bodily but
a spiritual service.
Qvalav g&o-av
"living," as opposed to the slain animals
offered by the Jews.
This seems to be
the
only case in which the new life as a
whole is spoken of by i^aul as a sacrifi ce
-—a tftank ottering— to (i od. A more
limited use of the idea oi' Ovo-lqt is seen
in Phil. ii. 17, iv. 18 cf. also Heb. xiii.
service

is

the service which

:

;

15 f., 1 Pet. ii. 5.
ayiav contrast i. 24.
cvdpco-Tov according to all analogy (see
concordance) should go with -ry 0c$> and
this is secured by the order of the words
:

in

Aft

vulg. ttjv Xo-yiKTjv Xcrrpeiav
in apposition not to to. o-cSpa/ra
but to the presenting of the body as

v\lu>v:

vpwv

For other examples
a living sacrifice.
see Winer, 669.
Xo/rptfa (ix. 4, Heb. ix.
i, 6, John xvi. 2) is cultus, ritual servic e,
wbf Ship and such a presentation of the
;

body, as the organ of all moral action,
to Oud, is the only thing tha t can be
characterised as Xoyikt) XaTpeia, spiritual
worship.
Any other worship, any retention of Jewish or pagan rites, anything coming under the description of
opus operatum, is foreign to the Christian
Bva-ia
it is
Xarpeta which is not Xo-yiia],
not appropriate to a being whose essence
is Xoyo$, i.e., reason or spirit.
;

b

i

Pet

IL

i.

d Matt.xvil
iii
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tw

etfi,

1

tV

k

*

atom toutw, dXXa

•

2.

XoTpeiOK 6jawk

XoyiKTjv
d

2

u.eTau,op<pou<70e

xfj

XII.

k<u

fi$)

owxtj u-a-r^eaGc rw

dfaKaikwaei tou koo$

ujjUJk, ets

to 8oiapx£€H' ujias ti to 0c\nu.a too 6cou to dyaGoe Kal cudpeo-Tor
Kal WXciok.
3. A^yw ydp, Sid ttjs x^P lT°S ""is ooOetarjs px>i, irairl

ia

tw

orri lv ufitK,

p.t|

dXXd <ppomk cU

utrcp^pOKeiK irap' S Set ^povtty,

1
t» Ocw before cvapcarov fc^AP, vulg. So W. and H. text, but marg. as rec.
Weiss, on the ground that t» 0c« is to be construed with irapaomjo-at, keeps

these words to the end.

so BLP, W. and H. text but <rvva^y\<mv<rx"nf*<iTit€cr0c . . . ucTaaop<pov<r0e
1
The infin. is read by Lachm.
uaTi&ccr0ai and uerauop<{>ov0-0ai in AI^D (gr.) F.
and in marg. by Treg. and W. and H., but is obviously an alteration of the imperative to have it construed with irapaxaXw (Weiss),
vawv after voos is om. br
1
(gr.) F 47 and all edd.
3

;

;

ABD

ical tt-J|
Ver. 2.
onivaxtjaaT(£€<r6€
the imperative is better supported (BLP)
than the infinitive (ADFG). For the word
The distinctions that
cf. 1 Pet. i. 14.
:

of his mind,

vovs in the Apostle's usage

(see chap, vii. ) is both intellectual and
moral—the practi cal reason, or moral

consciousness. This is corrupted and
have been drawn between o-vvo*xT|uaTi£- atrophied in" the natural man, anb7~reon the ground newed by the action of the Holy Spirit.
cordc and ucrauopcfiovo-Oe
of other distinctions assumed between The process would in modern language
and
though supported by be described rather as sanctification than
axnua
uop<f>i]
distinguished scholars, remind one of the regeneration, but regeneration is assumed
shrewd remark of Jowett, that there is (Tit. iii. 5). els to SoKiudgciv this is
a more dangerous deficiency for the the purpose of the transforming renewal
commentator than ignorance of Greek, ^of^the m ind. It is that Chr istians may
namely, ignorance of language. In the prove, i.e., discern in their experience*
face of such examples as are quoted what the will ot God i s.
An
Cf. 11. 18.
by Weiss (Plut., Mor. p. 719 B: to unrenewed mind cannot do this k is
ucuop4>a>ulvoy Kal €<rx"nH-aTi<rfj.e'vov Eur., destitute of moral discernment has no/
Iph. J ., 292, uop<f>T)s oTcquaTa) and proper moral faculty. rb dya66v Kal
Wetstein (Sext. Emp., \\ ttevci p,ev lv rg cudpco-Tov Kal T^Xeiov these words may
oiKeta viroardo-ci, els aXXo 8e elSos ovt' either qualify t6 6At)ua tov Qeov as in
aXXov ucTaXau^dvov ycvvaTai, a>s b A. V., or be in apposition to it, as in
R.V. margin. The last agrees better
fj.cTaorxT](iaTi^dp.£vos KTjp^s, Kal aXXoTC
aXXi]v pop4>T|v dvaSexop-cvos) it is im- with the rhythm of the sentence. The
will
of God is identified with what ia
in
possible not to regard the distinctions
question as very arbitrary. For the best AyaOdv. good in the moral sense evapeer
supported and most relevant, reflected in tov well pleasing, sc. to God (so in all the
Sanday and Headlam's paraphrase (" do nine cases of the adjective" and three of
not adopt the external and fleeting fashion_ the verb evapecrretv which are found in the
of this world, but be ye transformed in N.T.) ; and tcXciov ethically adequate or
your inmost nature^, see Lightfoot on complete: Dt. xviii. 13, Mt. v. 48. No
'
one discovers the line of action which
Phil. «'. 7,'brTjirTord on the same passage
from possessing these characteristics can
(The Incarnation, pp. 22 ff., 88 ff.). t$
" be
identified as the will of God unless
atuvi tovt<p: "T his world
or "age
he is transformed from his native affinity
it
is opposed to that which is to come
to the world by the renewing of his mind
is an evil world (Gal. i. 4) ot whicn Satan
is the God (2 Cor, iy 4).
Even apparent by the Holy Spirit.
Vers. 3-8. The duties of members of
or superficial conformity to a system conthe Church as such
avoidance of selftrolled by such a spirit^ much more an
actual accommodation to its ways, would exaltation, and mutual service in the
be fatal to the Christian life. By nature, measure of the gift bestowed on each.
~"
the Christian is at home in this world Xcy«* ydp the ydp indicates that " humility is the immediate effect of self-sur(cf. Eph. ii. 2) ; such as it is, its life and
his life are one
Sid
and his deliverance is render to God" (Gifford).
ttjs
•^
Paul illustrates in his
accomplished as he is transformed tq xdp-tTos k.t.X.
dvaicatvwcrct rov vo<$s> by the renewing own person, in giving this advice, the

—

—

:

—

y

:

1

:

:

,

;

.

:

:

;

;
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to 'crw^poKeif, UAarbi &s 6 6eos Impure*
pirpov iri tcws. 4. KaflciTrep
iv iv\ <r<op.an p.£kr) ttoXXA * 6 ou.ei/, to. 8c
X
pAn irdvra ou

yap
2

8c

Xtfp"'
1

W.
2

icaO'

els

tt|v

8o0eiorai>

dXX^Xwv

01 iroXXol eV

jiAt),

6.

down for the Church.
speaks
"through the grace given
"
him, and therefore without presumption
but he does speak, and so puts his

organism

:

most important person

irpagiv

and

irap*

o

Sci

cppoveiv

to crwcppoveiv

:

:

to__cherish a

habit of thought tending to sobriety of
mind, o-ax^poo-vvtj is described by Jos.,
Mace. 2 f., as giving man dominion not
only over bodily 4ir i6vp,Cat but also over
those of the soul, SUCh as $iXapxta,

Jtion proper, for God gives one more and
^"another less; but all are fu ndamentally
OP* ha *
jregu lated "by humility f lor n
"anything that he n as not received. 1
icaO&irep -yap
II.

:

For language

Each and
xii.

only in each
For to koO' cts

all exist

27.

Both A.V. and R.V. supply

what

istic of any individual may be, it is due
to the discriminating act of God in
measuring out faith to him in greater or
less degree.
Taken in connection with
what precedes, the idea seems to be:
There are various degrees of self-estima-

f.

His
figure to speak of Him as its soul.
own figure of the vine and the b ranches
of
combines the advantages
to 8c
jy>th.
xa6' cts aXXtjXwv piXtj : this qualifies the

very difficult.

cK<£oT<p is governed by ky£pio-cv : its place makes it emphatic.
Cf.
1 Cor. iii. 5.
Whatever the character-

VOL.

passages in which Paul uses this
spoken of
as the Head of the body; but both
here and in 1 Cor. xii. it would agree
better with our instinctive use of the

Ver. 6 ff. At this point an application,
apparently, is made of what has been
said in vers. 4 and 5, but the grammar is

Trio-reus.

Ver. 4

but

figure (Eph., Col.), Christ is

1 Cor.
other.
see Winer, 312.

but he gives a special rule for it in
Ikclo-tci)
ws 6 0cos epepurev ueVpov

"Cor. iv. 7.

gift,

m

later

_anothi

—

.

E very member has its

unity asserted in tv o-d>p.d co-ucv. It is
not a un ity in which individuali ty is
lost; on tne contrary, the individuals"
TBTSin their Val USp
7 hot as indepen--^

KevoSogia, aXa£ovc(a, uc-yaXavx^a, Pacricavta.
These are precisely the qualities
to which Paul opposes it here.
<ppoveiv
and its cognates are favourite words with
Paul: what they all suggest is the importance to character, especially to Christian
character, of the prevailing mood of the
mind the moral temper, as it might be
called. It should always tend to sobriety ;

-

—

13.

:

beyond the mind or habit of thought
one ought to have. For this use of
irapa see xiv. 5, La xiii. 2, Heb. i. 9.
<|>pov€iv els

in classical

and Jowett here,
It is that at which the
in modern language, its

limited py the tact that it is no more
ember : it In nut the whole body .
1 ^or. xn. 17.
61 iroAAol cv o-wu& io-pcv
iv Xpicrroi
many as we are, we are one
body in Christ; it is the common relation to Him which unites us.
In the

than a

here only in N.T., but a

word,

common

very

it is

always needs much grace to see what
other people are, and to keep a sense
of moral proportion, ut)
vircp<j>povciv :

common

P. 47.

—

is

viii.

:

func tion.

it

v7T€p<j>poveiv

—

member works

this word.
a sense th e

in the world,

but

writers: see Wetstein

Church needed

himself, every

^ABD^ gr.

and most edd

Also Eph.
figure cf. 1 Cor. xii. 12.
The comparison of
15 f., Col. i. 18.
the community to a body the social

love at the service of the
iravrl t$ ©vti Iv vpiv everyis in

^BDF latt.

t*\v

and

;.

man

ttjk

iv.

wisdom and
in the

I&

Xpurrw,

Ixodes 8e x«P^aTa kcitA
en
kotA
Trpo<J>t)T€ioi',

He

body

eo-jxee cV

8i<£<j>opa

For |acXt) iroXXa ALP read iroXXo peXij with
and H. give pcXi) iroXXa a place in marg.
For oc (altered to agree with us ?) read to 8c

Church,

I3 '

awu-d

*

^ik

rule he is laying

To

Cor.y.i 3:

tt)»M Eph/iv.*;,

au-rV 2x €l irpa^iK- 5. outws
6

e 2

is needed in order to read the verses
as an exhortation ; thus in ver. 6, " let
us prophesy " ; in ver. 7, " let us wait " ;
and in ver. 8, answering to the change
of construction in the Greek, " let htm
do it ". This is the simplest way out of
the difficulty, and is followed by many
scholars (Meyer, Lipsius, Gifford). But
it is not beyond doubt, and there is something to say for the more rigorous con-

struction adopted

by Weiss and others,

put only a comma after piXij at the
end of ver. 5, and construe cxovtcs with

who

cVpcv.

44

In either case, there

is

an apo-
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g Here only.

'

d^aXoyiai' ttjs

6 SiBda-KUf, iv
•

KXrjcrct

morews
tt)

'

7«

ckSaaicaXia

XII.

«tT€ biatcoviav, iv
*

SiaKoria.

ttj

cItc

8. citc 6 TrapaKaXoW, iv
ttj rrapa-

6 fxeTaSiSous, iv dTrXoTTjTi

*

6 7rpoicrrau,eyos, iv

'

o-irou&fj

6 Ikeuv, iv iXaporrjTi.

With

dosis to be supplied; but while in the
former case it is hinted at in the second
half of every clause (as is seen in our
English Bibles), in the latter it is simply
forgotten. It is as if Paul had said,"
are members one of another, and have

the exception of 1 P. iv. 10 (which
not without relation to this passage)
Paul alone uses x<Muo JLa
the N.T.
Every x<*pio-(i.a is a gift of the Holy
to
the
for
the good
believer
Spirit given
of the Church. Some were supernatural

is

'l

We

m

according to the grace (gifts of healings, etc.), others spiritual
our gift may be prophecy, in the narrower sense this passage is
the best illustration of the word.
prophecy in the proportion of our faith
T$)r
it may be Siaicovla in the
sphere appro- So0cio-av, sc, when we believed, irpopriate for that; another instance would
<pi]Teiav Kara ttjv dvaXoyiav ttjs Trio-Tews.
be that of the teacher in his department, irpo4>T)Tc£a is the highest of xapiaraara,
or of the exhorter in his; or again you
1 Cor. xiv. 1 ff.
When one has it, he
may have the distributor, whose gift is has it Kara ttjv dva\o-y. ttjs ttlo-tcws =
in the form of dTrX<$TTjs
or the ruler, in the proportion of his faith.
The faith
who is divinely qualified for his function meant is that referred to in ver. 3, the
the
of
moral
earnestness
measure of which is assigned by God:
gift
o-ttovStj,
by
and since this is the case, it is obviously
or the man who to show mercy is endowed with a cheerful disposition ". All absurd for a man to give himself airs
this requires an apodosis, but partly
on the strength of being a
virep<f>pov€iv
because of its length, partly because of irpo^TTjs
this would amount to forthe changes in construction as the getting that in whatever degree he has
Apostle proceeds, the apodosis is over- the gift, he owes it absolutely to God.
Its import, however, would not
looked.
The expression irpo<{>T|Tciav koto, ry\r
vary, as in the A.V., from clause to dvaXoYiav ttjs ttio-tcws implies that
the more comclause, but would be the same for all the the more faith one has
Even with the ordin- pletely Christian he is
the greater
clauses together.
[In
ary punctuation, which puts a period at the prophetic endowment will be.
"
the analogy of the faith "
the end of ver. 5, I prefer this reading theology,
of the passage. The varying apodoses is used in quite a different sense, though
supplied in the English Bible to the it was supposed to be justified by this
To interpret Scripture, e.g.,
passage.
separate clauses are really irrelevant
what is wanted is a common apodosis according to the analogy of the faith
" Now
to
to the whole conception.
meant
interpret the parts, especially
having
difficult or obscure parts, in consistency
gifts differing according to the grace
given to us as one may see by glancing with the whole. The scope of the whole,
let us
at the phenomena of church life
again, was supposed to be represented
use them with humility (remembering in the creed or rule of faith; and to
that they are gifts) and with love interpret Kara t. d. t. ttio-tcws meant
(inasmuch as we are members one of simply not to run counter to the creed.
In the passage before us this is an
is
easier to suppose
It
another)."
that the construction was suspended, anachronism as well as an irrelevance.
and gradually changed, with some There was no rule of faith when the
general conclusion like this before the Apostle was thinking out the original
mind from the beginning, than that it interpretation of Christianity contained
broke down, so to speak, as soon as it in this epistle and there is no exhortabegan; which we must suppose if we tion or warning, but only a description
SiaicovCa as
But it is of fact, in the words.]
insert irpo<f>T)Tevci>p,cv in ver. 6.
not a question which can be infallibly opposed to irpo<f>T|T€£a and the other
functions mentioned here probably refers
decided.
It ought to be observed that
there is no hint of anything official in to such services as were material rather
than spiritual : they were spiritual howthis passage; all ministry is a function
of membership in the body, and every ever (though connected only with helpmember has the function of ministry to ing the poor, or with the place or forms
some intent or other. x a P"rruaTa: *• * x i of worship) because prompted by the
One who has this
1 Cor. i. 7, xii. 4, 9, 31, 1 P. iv. 10.
Spirit and done in it.

gifts

differing

given to us

:

;

;

;

;

—

—

:

—

;

—

—

;

—

7

—
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dydTTT)

Tw dya0u>

*

di/uir<5KpiT0S.

IO.
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AiroorTuyouVTes to iro^poV, KoXXtSficvoi h

Tfj <j>iXa8e\<|>ta els

dXX^Xous

4>iX<5oTopyoi.

a Cor.

yi.

i/5; Jas.

tt) Tip/fl

iii.

1%

has it iv rn SiokoWo., i.e., in the
it :
qualities and in the sphere proper to
it is in its own nature limited ; it is what
it is, and nothing else, and fits a man for
This is not
this function and no other.

of brightness and good cheer.
Cf 2
Cor. ix. 7 = Prov. xxii. 8 and Sir. xxxii.
(xxxv.) 11: Iv irdoTQ SoVei iXdpbxrov to

" otiose," and it
provides a good meaning without importing anything. o 8t8do-Kwv iv Tfj 818a.0-Ka.X1a it is in his teaching that the 8i8do-KaXos possesses the

Vv. 9-21. As far as any single idea
pervades the rest of the chapter it is that
of the first words in ver. 9
dya/irq
The passage as a whole
&vvir<$Kpi.Tos.
has a strong affinity to 1 Cor. xiii., and
along with what may be a reminiscence
of our Lord's words, it has something

gift

:

him

Cor. xiv. 26. 6
irapaKaXwv iv tq irapaitX^o-ci so again
with the exhorter, the man who speaks
words of encouragement cf. xv. 4, 5 ;
gift peculiar to

1

:

:

:

Acts

iv.

36,

irapdicXT]cn.s,

that his

ix.

31,

xiii.

and not

x^pio-p-a

in

lies.

15.

It is in his

something

Thus

else,

Paul

far

has not defined the quality of the xa-p/oixara, or shown in what they consist;
the functionary is merely said to have

—

his gift in his function
teaching, exBut in the cases
horting, or service.
which follow, he tells us what the gift,
proper to the special functions in view,
is ; in other words, what is the spiritual

quality which, when divinely bestowed,
capacitates a man to do this or that for
the Church. Thus there is 6 p.€Ta8i8ovs

iv. 28, Luc. iii. 11), the man
imparts of his means to those who
need he has his x<*P LO"F- a in oirX<$rns.
James i. 5. It is
Cf. 2 Cor. ix. 11, 13
not exactly " liberality," though in these
passages it approaches that sense it is
the quality of a mind which has no
arriere-pensee in what it does ; when it
gives, it does so because it sees and feels
the need, and for no other reason this
is the sort of mind which is liberal, and
God assigns a man the function of p,cTa8i86vat when He bestows this mind on
him by His Spirit. 6 irpoionrdfievos is the
person who takes the lead in any way.
He might or might not be an official
(1 Thess. v. 12, 1 Tim. v. 17, 1 Tim. iii.
(cf.

Eph.

who

;

;

:

;

4, 5, 12: cf also irpoo-TOTis xvi. 2, and
Hort, The Christian Ecclesia, p. 126 f.)
but in any case he had the x<*p<.o-u.a
which fitted him for his special function
in o-irovSnj, moral earnestness or vigour.
serious masculine type of character is
the pre-supposition for this gift. Finally
6 IXewv, he who does deeds of kindness,
has his charisma in IXapoVns.
person
of a grudging or despondent mood has
not the endowment for showing mercy.
He who is to visit the poor, the sick, the
;

A

A

marked out by God for
His special ministry by this endowment
sorrowful, will be

irpoo-wiroV orov, Kttl iv 6v<j>poo-vvQ ayiatrov
8€KO.TT|V.

:

-f\

intensely and characteristically Christian.
Whatever the grammatical construction
may be and all through the chapter
Paul displays an indifference in this

—

—

respect which is singular even in him
the intention must be supposed to be
hortatory, so that it is most natural to
supply imperatives (&rr» or itrri) with
the numerous participles.
Ver. 9. i\ aya-mr] dwir(5Kpu-os see 2
Cor. vi. 6, 1 Pet. i. 22.
Probably the
following clauses diroo-niyovvTcs . . .
KoXXwfievoi k.t.X. are meant to explain
Love is undissembled, it is the unthis.
affected Christian grace, when it shrinks,
as with a physical horror, from that
which is evil (even in those whom it
loves), and cleaves to that which is good.
oruyeiv according to Eustath. in //. a, p.
58 (quoted by Wetstein) adds the idea of
the diro in4>pLo-o-eiv to that of p,uT6iv
tensifies the idea of aversion or repulsion.
:

:

Love is not a principle of mutual indulgence; in the Gospel it is a moral
principle, and like Christ Who is the only
perfect example of love, it has always
something inexorable about it. He never
condoned

evil.

tw dyaOw

is

neuter, like

to irovi)p<Sv, though xoXXdcrOai can be
used of persons (1 Cor. vi. 16 f.) as well
as things.
Ver. 10.

= in point of
T[j 4>iXa8eX4>ia
brotherly love, i.e., your love to each other
as children in the one family of God.
Cf

1

Thess.

22, 2 Pet.

i.

iv. 9,

7,

Heb.

1 Pet.

iii.

xiii. 9, 1

8.

Pet.

i.

&8eX<f>6« in

the apostolic writings does not mean
but fellow-Christian ; and
<piXa8eX<{>{a is the mutual affection of the
members of the Christian community.
In this they are to be <f>iXoo-rop-yoi,

fellow-man,

"

tenderly affectioned". The moral purity
required in ver. 9 is not to be the only
mark of Christian love; since they are
members of one family, their love is to
have the characters of strong natural

nPOE PQMAI0Y2
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Here only.
16.

XII.

k
dXX^Xous TrpoTjyouu.ei'Oi 1 1. Tfl OTrOuSt] p,$| OKVT)pol, tw
*
1
12.
e*XiriSi xatpo^Tes,
SouXeuovTCS
Ifovrts, tw Kupiw
Tj)
'

'

*

faopcVoircs,

t&v

13. rals xpciais

irpoacuxfj irpoaKapTcpourrcs

Tfl

-iryeupaTl
ttj 0Xi\|»€t
2

G

1
For icvpu* ^ABD«» 8 LP, etc., some Western authorities (D J F gr.
lat.) read
Kaipw, and this appears in the received text, though not in the A.V. The confusion
may have arisen"from a contraction of the one word being mistaken for that of the
other but was
probably supported by a sense of the difficulty of so comprehensive
"
a clause as Tip icvpup SovXcvovtc* in the midst of a series of clauses of limited sense
;

(W. and H. Appendix,
t

no).

p.

ran xP ciai « fr$ABD 8 LP is no doubt the correct reading, but there is a curiou*
variant tou« uvclcus in DFG, some MSS. known to Theod. Mops., and in the
Lat. transl. of Origen, where, after usibus = xp«ieu«) sanctorum communicantes, we
2

(

read Memini in latinis exemplar ibus magis kaberi, memoriis sanctorum communicantes
Evidently, as S. and H. remark, this must have arisen at a time when the 07101
were no longer the members of the community and fellow-Christians whose bodilywants required to be relieved, but the " saints " of the past whose lives were to be

commemorated.
affection

(oropYVj)

;

it

is

to be

warm,

spontaneous, constant, tq Tiuf) aXX-qXovs
« in honour
one

irpoTjYovucvoi. :
another ". This,

preferring

which

is

the rendering

a good
of both our English versions,
Pauline idea (Phil. ii. 3), but gives
TrpoTTYovucvoi a meaning not found elsewhere. Hence others render " in showing honour i.e., to those whose \api<ris

—

:

respect
—givingthemeachto other
a

ua/ra entitle

in

the

lead":
each, so to speak, being readier than
the other to recognise and honour God's
In this sense, howgifts in a brother.

Church

irpoij-yovucvoi would rather take
the genitive (see Liddell and Scott, who
seem, nevertheless, to adopt this render-

ever,

and probably the former, which
involves only a natural extension of the
meaning of the word, is to be preferred.
Ver. 11.
tq oirovoxj u$) oKVTjpot:
o-ttovSt) occurs twelve times in the N.T.,
and is translated in our A.V. seven
different ways.
It denotes the moral
earnestness with which one should give
himself to his vocation. In this Christians
are not to be backward : Acts ix. 38. «ry
irv€vp.aTi £covt€«: the same figure it
frequent in the classics, and- we still
The
speak of the blood "boiling".
spiritual temperature is to be high in the
Christian community : cf. x Thess. v. 20,
Acts xviii. 25. If we are to distinguish
at all, the irvcvpa meant is the Spirit of
God, though it is that spirit as bestowed
ing)

;

upon man.

Ty

icvpup SovXcvovtcs:

we

can point to no special connection for
this clause.
Perhaps the thought is on
the same lines as in 1 Cor. xii. 4 f. :
there are spiritual gifts of all kinds, but
one service in which they are all ex-

hausted
that

—the

—and

service of Christ

we must be

in

constantly engaged.

Ver. 12. tq eXirtSi x°"P ov Tes
the
in which they are to rejoice is that
of Christians : cf. v. 2. The meaning is
practically the same as in that passage,
but the mental representation is not.
tq eXirtSi is not = lir* cXir(8i there, but
in a line with the other datives here:
in point of hope, rejoicing,
tq OXtyei
vrropivovTcs : inrop.. might have been construed with the accusative (ttjv 0Xi\Jav),
but the absolute use of it, as here, is
:

hope

common (see Mt.
20),

and

its

n, 1 Pet. ii.
in this instance

x. 22, Jas. v.

employment

enables the writer to conform the clause
grammatically to the others, tq irpocrcvx'Q
vpocncapTcpovvTct cf. Col. iv. 2, Acts i.
The strong word suggests not
14, ii. 42.
only the constancy with which they are
to
but the effort that is needed to
pray,
maintain a habit so much above nature.
Ver. 13.
Tate xp«^ at s twv aytuv
koivwvovvtcs : "the saints" as in viii.
27, 1 Tim. v. 10 are Christians generally.
The curious variant Tats pvctais
"
taking part in the commemorations of
"
the saints
dates from an age at which
" the saints " were no
longer Christians
in general, but a select few, as a rule
martyrs or confessors in the technical
Weiss asserts that the active
sense.
sense of koivuvciv, to communicate or
impart, is foreign to the N.T., but it is
difficult to maintain this if we look to
such examples as this and Gal. vi. 6, and
also to the use of koivuvLo. in 2 Cor. ix.
13 (where airXoTtjTi ti)s Koivwvias els
avTovs means the liberality of your con:

—

—

tribution to them),

where Koivwvia

is

and Heb.

xiii.

16,

a synonym of cvtroiia,

IIPOE
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dyicuK koipui'oGktcs, r^\v $i\o£eviav SiwKorres.

SuuKovras ufias
XcupofTwi', Kal
*

KXateik jA€Ta

p^ tA

^poeouiaes
p,€foi.

1

1

KXai6nw.

uv|/T)Xd <f>pocouiT6s,

irpoKoouficyoi

before kXoiciv om.

icai

KdTapaaOe.

p.?)

in text,

regarding

its

^BD^;

dXXd

julgtoi

AD 3 LP

irdin-wK

47.

W.

*

dwGpu/nw

and H. put

grammar), and holds to

when he changes

active.
t?jv <juXogcv£av
to devote oneself to enter-

them when they were strangers
was one chief way of distributing to the
taining

needs of the saints.

Hospitality, in the
sense of the N.T. (Heb. xiii. 2, 1 Pet. iv.
9), is not akin to "keeping company,"
"
it is a form of
or " open house
charity
much needed by travelling, exiled, or
Christians.
The
terms
in
persecuted
which it is spoken of in Clem. Rom.
Sid irUrrir Kal
(quoted in S. and H.
;

—
:

Awt

cvorefSeiav

co-cSOt))

i.e.,

Abraham

—

<f>i\o£eviav

Kal

may seem

ex-

travagant but the key to them, and to
all the apostolic emphasis on the subject,
is to be found in Matt. xxv. 34-36.
Ver. 14. evXoyciTe tovs Siwkovtcls,
cvX. k. fit] KaTapdo-06 not a quotation
of Mt. v. 44, but probably a reminiscence
of the same saying of Jesus. The change
in construction from participle to imperative, the participle being resumed in the
next sentence, suggests that the form of
the sentence was given to Paul i.e. t he
was consciously using borrowed words
without modifying them to suit the
sentence he had begun on his own
account. It may be that when Paul
said StwKovTes in ver. 13, the other
sense of the word passed through his
mind and prompted ver. 14; but even
if we could be sure of this (which we
cannot) we should not understand either
verse a whit better.
Ver. 15.
x c"P euv l*€T^ Xat P°* TWV
The infinites give the expression
k.t.X.
the character of a watchword (see Hofmann in Weiss). For the grammar see
Winer, 397, n. 6. To weep with those that
weep is easier than to rejoice with those
;

:

—

Those who rejoice neither
rejoice.
need, expect, nor feel grateful for sympathy in the same degree as those who

who

weep.
Ver.

to

16.

4>povovvT€s
to his own

:

a*TO

ets
dXXijXovs
the Apostle returns
grammar (or disregard of

here

in

marg.

omission as merely accidental.

SuSkovtcs

<|u\o£evtav eSoQt] avrw
vlbs iv ynpa: or, Sid

Luke vL

dm,

17. p^Sc/i kokoV

and certainly
:

1

tois Taircivois <rui'airay6*

KaXd eVutuoK
ins.

15. Xaipeii'

16. to auTO €is dXXrjXous

yik€<r0€ <j>poVip,oi irap* 4auT0ts

fit)

Katcou AiroSiSofTCs.

Weiss

ica!

14. euXoyeiTC Tods

!

"

€uXoy€iT€,
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it

till

ver. 19,

to the imperative

(a-Jj

Sotc) with which he concludes (ver. 21
to avTO cfvpoveiv, xv. 5,
ttT| VIKW, VIKa).
is a favourite expression, best explained
by reference to Phil. ii. 2, iv. 2, 2 Cor.
The idea is that of loving unxiii. 11.
animity, and the cts dXXijXovs points to
the active manifestation of this temper
in all the mutual relations of Christians.
" Let each so enter into the
feelings and
desires of the other as to be of one mind

with

him"

(Gifford).

It

a

is

more

abstract expression of the Golden Rule,
Mt. vii. 12. The negatives which follow
introduce explanatory clauses: they forbid what would destroy the unanimity of
tcl v\|n)Xd 4>povowTes
love.
see on
|ij)
:

above and

ver. 3

xi.

bition in the Church
mutual consideration,
arvvaira-yrfucvoi.

Selfish amis fatal to perfect
21.

tois

Elsewhere

Taircivots

in the

N.T.

only found in
(seven times) Taireivos
the masculine, and so some would render
it here
condescend to men of low estate
let yourself be carried along in the line of
their interests, not counting such people
beneath you. Cf. Gal. ii. 13, 2 Pet. Hi. 17.
The bad connotation of <rvvairdy6o-8oi in
both these places is due not to itself, but
The contrast with to,
to the context.
v\j/T]\d leads others to take tois Taircivots
as neuter: and so the R.V. has it, condescend to things that are lowly. Ceris

:

;

on such points must always be
personal rather than scientific the first
of the two alternatives impresses me as
much more in harmony with the nature
of the words used than the other. For the
idea cf. Wordsworth's sonnet addressed
to Milton . . . "and yet thy heart the
lowliest duties on herself did lay",
p,^
yivta&e 4>p6Vipoi k.t.X. Prov. iii. 7. Be
not men of mind in your own conceit.
It is difficult to put our judgment into
a common stock, and estimate another's
as impartially as our own but love requires it, and without it there is no such
thing as to ovtq els dXX^Xovs <{>povciv.

tainty

;

;

TIP02
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18. et "BuvcitoV, to 4£

Gal.iv.15.
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XII. i8~ai.
,

jxctA ir&VThiv di/Opwiruv €ipT)i'€u ovT€S.

up.uii',

19. M$) lauTous IkSikouVtcs, dyaiTTjToi,

dXXa Sotc

t6ttov

*

6pyT|

ttj

"

*

Y^ypaiTTat ydp t
'Ejxol £k8ikt)o-i9, fy" dvTairoSwaw, Xfyci Kupios
20. ^d? ouV * Trei^a 6 ^Opos <rou, \|»w|xi^€ cwtoV.
edf 8uJ/a, iroTiJe
n 3 Tim.

iiL

auTOV

'

auTOU.
1

touto yap ttoiwk, dkOpaxas irupos n oxjpcuacis £irl TT)k K€<^aXr]V
2 1 |xt) vikw 6iro too icaicou, dXXd vUa iv tw
dya6w to kcxkov.
.

tt|v

D^D

D 8 gr. L, etc. eav alone
Ke^aXtjv Weiss would read with

eav ovv

For

;

8

B

lat. ; aXXa eov
ABP vulg. and
alone ttjs Kc$aXi)$.

^

all

edd.

Ver. 17. From this point the subject
treated is chiefly the Christian's attitude
to enemies.
unSevl kox&v dvrl kclkov
airoS.
urjSevl is emphatic: to no one,
Christian or un-Christian.
Nothing can
ever justify revenge. Cf. 1 Pet. iii. g,

For i\ 6pyi\ used thus absolutely of God's
wrath cf. v. g, 1 Thess. ii. 16. The idea
is not that instead of executing vengeance
ourselves we are to abandon the offender
to the more tremendous vengeance of
God; but this that God, not injured

but especially Matt.

men

v.

38-48.

irpovoovProv. iii. 4,
ftcvoi icaXd Ivwiriov k.t.X.
viii.
What
the
2
Cor.
words
21.
LXX.
mean in Prov. iii. 4 is not clear; they
are not a translation of the Hebrew. In
2 Cor. viii. 21 the idea is that of taking
precautions to obviate possible slanders
here it is apparently that of living in
such a way as not to provoke enmity, or
;

give any occasion for breach of peace.
construed with icaXa. TravTwv
1v(ottu>v
has the same kind of emphasis as p.-q8evi
Requite evil to no one let your conduct
be such as all must approve.
Ver. 18. cl SvvaT^v: cf. Matt. xxiv.
:

:

;

rb l| v|twv: for what depends on
Over others' conduct
Cf. i. 15.
control but the initiative in
disturbing the peace is never to lie with
24.

you.

we have no

;

the Christian.
Ver. ig. fi-rj lavrov? IkSikovvtcs, ayaEven when the Christian has
irtjTou
been wronged he is not to take the law
into his own hand, and right or vindicate
himself.
For IkSikciv see Lc. xviii. 3,
ayairriToC is striking, and must have
some reason either the extreme difficulty, of which Paul was sensible, of
living up to this rule or possibly some
condition of affairs in the Church at
Rome, which made the exhortation
peculiarly pertinent to the readers, and
5.

;

;

therefore craved this affectionate address
to deprecate, as it were, the "wild jus-

" with which the natural man is
always ready to plead his cause. aXXa
8dr« T<5irov tr opy-Q the wrath spoken
of, as the following words show, is that
of God; to give place to God's wrath
means to leave room for it, not to take
God's proper work out of His hands.
For the expression cf. Lc. xiv. g, Sir.

tice

:

xiii.

22, xix. 17, xxxviii. 12,

Eph.

iv. 27.

—

or those who believe themselves
such, is the maintainer of moral order in
the world, and that the righting of wrong
is to be committed to Him.
Cf. especially 1 Pet. ii. 23. Y^Ypoirroi yap Deut.
xxxii. 35.
Paul gives the sense of the
Hebrew, not at all that of the LXX,
though his language is reminiscent of
the latter (Iv -rjjxepa. IkSik^o-ccds dvTairoIt is singular that Heb. x. 30
8b><ra>).
has the quotation in exactly the same
form as Paul. So has the Targum of
but whether there is any
Onkelos
mutual dependence of these three, or
whether, independent of all, the verse
was current in this form, we cannot tell.
:

;

The

Xe'yei tcvpios (cf. xiv.

by Paul.
Ver. 20.

dXXa:

On

n)

is

supplied

the contrary, as

opposed to self-avenging, and even to
the merely passive resignation of one's
case to God. lav ireiv^ k.t.X. Prov.
xxv.

21

f.

exactly as in

LXX.

The

"
meaning of heaping burning coals on
It
his head" is hardly open to doubt.
must refer to the burning pain of shame
and remorse which the man feels whose
This is the
hostility is repaid by love.
only kind of vengeance the Christian is
at liberty to contemplate.
Many, how-

have referred to 4 Esdr. xvi. 54
(Non dicat peccator se non peccasse ;
quoniam carbones ignis comburet super
caput ejus, qui dicit : non peccavi coram
Domino Deo et gloria ipsius), and argued
ever,

that the coals of

fire

are the Divine judg-

ments which the sinner will bring on
himself unless he repents under the conBut (1) there is
straint of such love.
nothing said here about the essential
condition, "unless he repents"; this is
simply imported and (2) the aim of the
;

Christian's love to his

enemy

is

thus

XIII.
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XIII.

I.

nAXA

v|/uxt)

ydp eony e£ouaia

et

1
ci pi) oiro 0eov
cgovo-iai after ovoxu

and

all

made

D

jxi)

a

i^oucriais uircpcxouacus uiroTaaaeaOoj.

diro

*

For

^ ABD

"

6eou

F, Orig.

om.

J

a-iro

F and

all

to

be the bringing down Jof Divine
which is not only
itself, but in direct antagonism

—

absurd in

to the spirit of the passage.
Ver. 21. p.t| vikw the absence of
:

any

connecting particle gives the last verse
the character of a summary in a word,
be not overcome by evil, viro tov kclkov
= by the evil your enemy inflicts. The
Christian would be overcome by evil if it
were able to compel him to avenge him:

self by repaying it in kind.
Wrong is
not defeated but doubly victorious when
we
it is repelled with its own weapons
;

can only overcome it Iv t$ aya0$ through
the good we do to our adversary, turning
him so from an enemy into a friend.
Vincit malos, says Seneca, fertinax
bonitas : Wetst. accumulates similar ex-

amples from

The

classical writers.

dya8w

is

probably

= ^:

it

iv

might

be explained as instrumental, or rendered
" at the cost of".

Chapter

XIII.

There

is

not a word

to indicate how the transition is made
from the discussion of the duties of
Christians as members of one body, especially the duties of humility and love
in chap, xii., to the special subject which
the duty of
meets us in chap. xiii.
to
the civil
relation
Christians in

—

authorities. There is nothing exactly like
vers. 1-7 elsewhere in Paul's epistles,
and it is difficult not to believe that he
had some particular reason for treating
The Christians in
the question here.
Rome, though mainly Gentile, as this

proves, were closely connected
with the Jews, and the Jews were noMany of them
toriously bad subjects.
held, on the ground of Deut. xvii. 15,
that to acknowledge a Gentile ruler
epistle

was itself sinful; and the
prompted Pharisees to ask,

spirit

Is

it

which
lawful
Shall

to give tribute to Caesar or not ?
we give or shall we not give ? (Mark
14)

had no doubt

Rome

ou

at 8e oucrcu e|ouai<u uiro too

LP

3
read viro
viro tov 6cov ;

j{^ABD
edd.

and so all edd.
om. tov fr^ADFP

;

edd.

judgment on him

in iv t&>

695

As

also.

xii.

representatives in
believers in the Messiah,
its

"
" in another
King, one Jesus (Acts xvii.
of Gentile origin may
7), even Christians
have been open to the impulses of this
same spirit and unbalanced minds, then
as in all ages, might be disposed to find
;

which was due to Christ
alone, an emancipation from all subjection to inferior powers.
There is here an
apparent point of contact between Chris-

in the loyalty

and anarchism, and it may have
been the knowledge of some such movement of mind in the Church at Rome
that made Paul write as he did.
There
is perhaps nothing in the
passage which
is not already given in our Lord's word,
" Render to Caesar the
things that are
tianity

to God the things that are
yet nothing can be more worthy
of admiration than the soberness with
which a Christian idealist like Paul lays
down the Divine right of the state. The
use made of the passage to prove the
duty of "passive obedience," or "the
right divine of kings to govern wrong,"
is beside the mark
the Apostle was not
thinking of such things at all. What is
in his mind is that the organisation of
human society, with its distinction of
higher and lower ranks, is essential for
the preservation of moral order, and
therefore, one might add, for the existence of the Kingdom of God itself; so
that no Christian is at liberty to revolt
against that organisation. The state is
of God, and the Christian has to recognise its Divine right in the persons and
Caesar's,

God's "

and

;

;

requirements in which

it
is presented
that is all.
Whether in any
given case say in England in 1642
the true representative of the State was
to be found in the king or in the Commons, Paul, of course, does not enable
Neither does he say anyus to say.
thing bearing on the Divine right of

to

him

:

—

—

When he wrote, no doubt,
Nero had not yet begun to rage against
the Christians, and the imperial authorities had usually protected the Apostle
insurrection.

himself against popular violence, whether
Jewish or pagan; but even of this we
must not suppose him to be taking any

He had, indeed, had
other experiences (Acts xvi. 37, 2 Cor.
whole discussion preBut
the
xi. 25 ff.).
supposes normal conditions law and its
representatives are of God, and as such
are entitled to all honour and obedience
special account.

:

from Christians.
Ver.

1.

iroora \|n>x^| is

a Hebraism;

riPOS
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2. (Sore 6
Geou TeTayp-tVat elaiv.
dmTacro'o'p.ei'OS rrj e^ouaia, rrf
*
01 %k
TOU 0€OU OiaTayfl OLvB4fTTt\KeV
df0€CTTT)K<5TCS, €aUTOlS KpifJUX
°^
K
01
apxorres
X^\|/onrcu.
yap
4><S/3os tow &ya6wv cpywy,
3.
'

a

Acts

vii.

«W

aXXa twk

KaKUl'.

1

0A.€is he

p,T)

Kal €§€i$ liraicoc e£ auTtjs
lav hk to kclkoV
el? to dyaGoi'.

'

4.

iroiei,

"

pdxaipdv
1

4>opei

'

<po|3ou

iroifjs,

6eou yap Biokovos

twv ayadwv cpywv aXXa twv

to dyaOoy
;
6eou yap SkIkovos eon arol

<J>oj3eitT0cu t)\v i£,ou(ria.v

c'orif,

D3

°" Y^P €lK ^\ J^\ v

ckSikos els 6pyf)K

tu>

to

tu» aya8u>
gr. L, etc.
epyw a. ru kclkw
non sunt timori boni operis, from which
W. and H. deduce another reading tov aya0ov cpyov. They suspect a primitive
error, and Hort favours the correction tw ayadocpytp, comparing z Tim. vi. 18.

|^ABD

1

The

F.

vulg.

and

lat.

teaicwv

ii.
43, iii. 23, and chap. ii. 9.
l|ov<r(ai« cf. Luke xii. 11: it is
" in
"
authorities
English
exactly like
abstract for concrete. urepcxovo-ats dethe
authorities
as
scribes
being actually
in a position of superiority.
Cf. 1 P.
2
and
Mace.
iii.
ii.
13,
(dvSpos kv

cf.

Acts

For

—

n

virepoxf) KeijAfc'vo'u). ov yap ccrriv c|ovcria
xiirb is the correct readcl p.T) viro Ocov
:

ing (fc^AB), not diro. Weiss compares
Bar. iv. 27. corai yap vuwv viro tov

by God's act
there is such a
thing as an authority, or magistrate;
and those that actually exist have
uveia.

lirayovros

and

will

alone

been appointed

It

is

that

— set

;

fathers have

—

in

their place
by
Him. With at 8e ovo-ai the Apostle
the
concrete ;
passes from the abstract to
the persons and institutions in which for

the time authority had its seat, are before
in other words, the Empire
his mind
with all its grades of officials from the
Emperor down. In itself, and quite apart
from its relation to the Church, this
system had a Divine right to be. It did
not need to be legitimated by any special
relation to the Church
quite as truly as
the Church it existed Dei gratia.
The
Ver. 2.
wore cf. vii. 4, 12.
conclusion is that he who sets himself
against the authorities withstands what

—

;

has been instituted by God
SiaxayTJ
(Acts vii. 53) recalls TCTayulvai, ver. 1.
:

The KpCua, i.e., the judgment or condemnation which those who offer such
resistance shall receive, is of course a
Divine one
that is the nerve of the
whole passage but most commentators
seem to regard it as coming through the
human authority resisted. This is by no
means clear even a successful defiance
of authority, which involved no human
icptua, would according to Paul ensure
For Xi^ovrai
punishment from God.
Kpipa cf. Mark xii. 40, Jas. iii. 1
where also God's judgment alone is in

—

;

;

:

But to say that it is God's judgment only is not to say that it is eternal
damnation.
There are many ways in
which God's condemnation of sin is
and
executed.
expressed
Ver. 3. oi yap apxovTcs k.t.X. The
yap can only be connected in a forced
and artificial way with the clause which

view.

it
immediately precedes
really introduces the reason for a frank and unreserved acceptance of that view of
" authorities " which the
Apostle is laying down. It is as if he said Recognise
the Divine right of the State, for its
representatives are not a terror an obto the good work, but to
ject of dread
:

:

—

—

It
<J>6(3os as in Isa. viii. 13.
implied that those to whom he speaks
will always be identified with the good
work, and so have the authorities on
their side: it is taken for granted also
that the State will not act in violation of
its own idea, and identify itself with the
bad. 6&€is 8e utj <j>opcior0ai k.t.X. This
is most expressive when read as an interrogation, though some prefer to take
it as an
assertion
that is, to regard
Paul as assuming that the reader does
not want to be afraid of the magistrate,
rather than as inquiring whether he does
or not. To escape fear, to dya0ov iroiei :

the bad.
is

:

do what

and morally) good.
0«ov yap SioLkovos cotiv o*ol
cU to dya6dv.
Sidicovds is feminine
" almost
agreeing with igovo-ia, which is
"
personified
(Sanday and Headlam).
The o-ol is not immediately dependent
on SiaKovos, as if the State were conceived as directly serving the person;
the State serves God, with good in view
as the end to be secured by its ministry,
viz. the maintenance of the moral order
in society and this situation is one the
benefit of which redounds to the indilav Si to kokov iroi-jjs, <{>o(3ov :
vidual,
only when the individual does that which
Ver.

is

(legally

4.

,

;
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kokoV irpdaaom.
5. Sto c^dyicr] 6iroT<£<ra€<r0ai, ov u.6vov Sid t?}k
*
6pyV> aXXa ica! 81a r^v oweiorjaiK. 6. 81a touto yap ical <f>dpou$ b
TeXeiTe

GUI'

1

is

yap

Xei-roupyol

air68oT«

7.

1

eeoueioriH, els au Td touto irpoaicapTepourrcs.

iraai rd* 6<J»€iX<£s

airoSoxe ovv

*

frus-

icaicov,

:

ov yap ctac-g
for not for
nothing, but for serious use, does the
ruler wear the sword.
For eU-p cf. 1
Cor. xv. 2, Gal. iii. 4.
<|>op£i is wear,
rather than bear the sword was carried
habitually, if not by, then before the
higher magistrates, and symbolised the
power of life and death which they had
" The
in their hands.
Apostle in this
passage," says GifTord, "expressly vindicates the right of capital punishment
as divinely entrusted to the magistrate ".
But "expressly" is perhaps too much,
and Paul could not deliberately vindicate
:

:

what no one had assailed. He did, indeed, on a memorable occasion (later
than

this) express his readiness to die if

had been forfeited to the law
(Acts xxv. 11); but to know that if an
individual sets himself to subvert the
moral order of the world, its representatives can proceed to extremities against
him (on the ground, apparently, that it,
as of God's institution, is of priceless
value to mankind, whereas he in his
opposition to it is of no moral worth
at all) is not to vindicate capital punishment as it exists in the law or practice
of any given society. When the words
0cov yap Sidicovos icrriv are repeated, it
is the punitive ministry of the magistrate
which is alone in view.
ckSikos els
dpyrjv an avenger for wrath. 6pyt| in the
N.T. almost always (as here) means the
wrath of God. It occurs eleven times in
his

life

:

Romans: always

The

so.

exceptions

31, Col. iii. 8, 1 Tim. ii. 8,
f.
T$ TO KO.KOV Trpdo-o-ovTi
works
at evil.
The process
to him who
in
is presented
irpdo-o-civ rather than the

are Eph.
JaS. i. 19

result.

iv.

=

Cf.

i.

32.

Ver. 5 f. 810 avdyKT) viroTcurcreo'Oai
there is a twofold necessity for submission an external one, in the wrath of
:

—

God which comes on

resistance an inEven apart
ternal one, in conscience.
;

from the consequences of disobedience
conscience recognises the Divine right

and function of the
submits to

it.

<pdpoK, tov ipopoi'.

;

—commits to
which
trates to dyaGbv — need he fear but then
fear,

tw toV

^»D»FLP om. ow fc^ABD 1 and

contrary to the end set before the State

by God

he must

1

Cor.

x.

'

Ifovo-ta

8td tovto yap

and

freely

ical <j>dpovs

all

Pet

i£

x'g.

t«

edd.

TeXeiTc. 81a toOto seems to refer to the
moral necessity to which appeal has been

already

made

in 81a ttjv o-vvciStjo-iv.

It

because conscience recognises the
moral value of the State as an ordinance
is

of

God

that

we pay

taxes. <{>dpos is often

used of the tribute paid by a subject
nation: Neh. v. 4, 1 Mace. viii. 4, Lc.
xx. 22; but here is probably used indefinitely of any imposts made for the
support of the Government. Xeirovpyol
yap Beov elo-iv: the use of Xeirovpyoi
here instead of Sidicovoi emphasises the
official character of the service which
In the LXX XciTovpyctv
they render.
is

the regular rendering of

fy\ ^ and

therefore refers frequently to the service
of the priests and Levites, a usage the
influence of which is seen in chap. xv.
16 and Phil. ii. 17 ; but this was by no
means exclusively the case in the O.T.
(2 Sam. xiii. 18, 2 Kings x. 5) nor is it so
in the New (chap. xv. 27, Phil. ii. 25, 30).
It is not a priestly character that the
word assigns to the magistracy, but only
an official character; they are in their
place by God's appointment for the
" to
els avro tovto means
public good,
this
vers.
is

very
3

end"

and

—the

end described

in

As

irpooncapTepovvTcs
elsewhere construed with the dative
4.

(Acts i. 14, vi. 4, chap. xii. 12) it seems
necessary here to take els to ovt6 with
what precedes, and irpoo-K. by itself as,

Num. xiii. 21 spending all their
time on the work.
Ver. 7. At this point Weiss begins a
new paragraph, but W. and H. make ver.
7 the conclusion of the first part of this
chapter. In view of the close connection
between vers. 7 and 8 (cf. o<f>eiXds, 6<j>eiXctc) it is better not to make too decided
a break at either place. All the words
e.g., in

:

in ver. 7, $dpos, TeXos, 4>df3os, Tip,T|,

do

indeed imply duties to superiors, and
seem therefore to continue and to sum
up the content of vers. 1-6 but ver. 8,
;

in

which

p.T)8evl

p.i)8ev

o^eiXei-c

seems

expressly written as the negative counterpart to dird8oT€ irao-i tos o^eiXas in
ver. 7, introduces at the same time a
wider subject that of the duties of all

—
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tAoS, TO tAo?

TU TOV $6fiov TOV

•

y

XIII.

TW

'

4>6fSov

TT|I>

*V

TtpYpS

8. Mijocvl jxnSev ctyciXeTC, 1 €i

to dyairav dXX-qXous 6
Tifir)v.
fi$j
" Ou 101 "
t6v
cTcpof, vop.ov rreirX^puKC.
9. to yap,
r
yap dycvnw
2
ou
ou
ou
o6k emtcXevJ/eis,
<f>ov€ucrcis,
XeucretSj
»J/eu8op.apTupr)cr€is,
Gai.

.

14;

6up,i]aeis," icai ei tis

"

eWpa ^rroX^|,
d

25.

eV tw,

12,25.

TrXYjaiOK kcikov ook cpyd^eTcu

'AyaTnrjcreis top

ttXtjctiok
•

cv

'

toutw tw Xoyw umKecfxxXaiouTai,

aou ws ^auToV".

°7rXrjpup.a ouV vdp.ou

10.
tj

r\

dydirr)

tw

dydiri].

1

o^ciXctc seems the only possible reading, yet is not given by any authority.
3
1
o^eiXovTcs fc^ Orig. o<|>iXcitc B. For ayairav aXXrjXovs fc^ABDFP
fr$
read oXXtjXovs ayairav so all edd.
o4ki.Xt)tc

;

;

,

;

ABDFL

2

ov t|/ev8ouapTtjpiri<r6is ora.
etc., to complete the reference to

W.

The

insertion

tw before

is

made by

fc^P,

ayairiio-eis is ins.

by
om. by BF latt., Orig.-interp. It is bracketed by Lachm., Treg., Alf.,
and H. omitted entirely by Weiss. Instead of eavrov FLP read creavTov

^ADLP
and

and all edd.
the decalogue, ev

;

;

with fr^ABD.
individuals toward each other.

t<£ tov
t6v 4>6pov this is quite intelligible,
it
make
can
but nothing
grammatical:
For the distinction
see Winer, p. 737.
of <j>6pos and tc*Xos see Trench, Syn., p.
:

<f>dpov

392.

For

<|>o(3os

and

Tip.*]

1

Pet.

ii.

17.

to dXXVjXovs dyairav =
except mutual love. This is the debitum
immortale of Bengel hoc enim et quoVer.

8.

el utj

;

semper debere expedit nobis
6 yap dyairwv tov ?Tepov he
(Origen).
who loves his neighbour, the other with
whom he has to do. Cf. ii. 1, 21 (Weiss).
vopov ireirXijpwicev = has done all that
tidie solvere et

:

the

meaning

not exactly the same.

is

In
dyairqcreis t6v itXtjo"£ov crov k.t.X.
Lev. xix. 18 this is given as a summary
of various laws, mostly precepts enjoining humanity, in various relations by
our Lord (in Matt. xxii. 39) and by
Paul (here and in Gal. v. 14) an ampler,
indeed an unlimited range, is given to it.
Its supreme position too seems to be
what is indicated in James ii. 8 by calling
;

it

vdpos PocriXiKos.

Ver. 10.
t|
dydiri) . . . icaicov ovk
epyd£eTai. This is all that is formally
required by the law as quoted above (ov
therefore love is irX*]poixevo-cis, etc.)
pwua vouov, law's fulfilment. Of course
love is an inspiration rather than a restraint, and transcends law as embodied
in merely negative commandments
but
the form in which the law actually
existed determines the form in which the

law requires. From what follows it is
clear that Paul is thinking of the Mosaic
law; it was virtually the only thing in
the world to which he could apply the
word vouos, or which he could use to
The relation of
illustrate that word.
chaps, xii. and xiii. to the Gospels makes
It is apit very credible that Paul had here in his
Apostle expresses himself.
mind the words of our Lord in Matt, parent once more that v<Spo$ is the
xxii. 34 ff.
Mosaic law, and not law in general it is
Ver. 9. to yap Ov poixevcreis.
Cf. from it the prohibitions are derived on
The order of the command- the ground of which the Apostle argues,
viii. 26.
ments here is different from that in Exod. and to it therefore we must apply his
xx. or Deut. v. (Hebrew), but it is the conclusion, irX-qpwpa ovv vduov tj dydiri).
same as in Luke xviii. 20, and (so far) in
Vv. 11-14. In the closing verses of
James ii. II. This order is also found the chapter Paul enforces this exhortain Cod. B. of the LXX in Deut. v.
ical
tion to mutual love as the fulfilling of
this shows that the
the law by reference to the approaching
el tis tTe'pa evToXij
enumeration does not aim at complete- Parousia. We must all appear (and who
ness, and that the insertion in some can tell how soon ?) before the judgmentMSS. of ov ^cvSopapTvpijo-eis, to com- seat of Christ, that every one may receive
plete the second table, is beside the the things done in the body if the awe
mark. avaice<f>aXaiovTai it is summed and the inspiration of that great truth
up the scattered particulars are resumed descend upon our hearts, we shall feel
and brought to one. The only other how urgent the Apostle's exhortation is.
instance of this word in the N.T. (Eph.
In classiical tovto
cf. 1 Cor. vi. 6, 8.
t.
It
cal writers ical tmto is commoner.
10) illustrates the present one, though
:

;

;

:

:

—

:

:

8-i 4
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II. KAI TOOTO, €lSoT€S top iccupoy,
vvv

ly€pQr\vai.

yap iyyurepov tjuwv

rj

on

<3pa ^fias

awnjpia,
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•

1
i]8tj

4§ ffirvou

ore cmoTeu(rap,€V.

tj

cLiroGcujjieOa oflV

g

13.

<f>a)Tog.

to epya

w§ In

5; Eph!
vi. 12

V^jxcpoL,

cuaxnuoVtts TrepnraT^o-Wfxej', /xtj kuuois kou jxe'Oais, p,}) koitous Kal
g
daeXyeiaLs, p.?] cpiSi Kal ^Xa> 1 4. dXX' eVSucrao-de t6v Kupiov 'Itj<touk

;

1

SV
4

"

j.

•

3

XpurroK,

Kal

h
rr)s

aapKos

8

f.

;'

tS

irpofoiae

fi$)

iroieiaOe els

emOujwas.

13.

" 1V

'

2 .°

DEFGL

1
but fc^ABCP give vaa«. vuas is put in text by Weiss, W. and
;
ijuos
All put t|8t) with
H., and Tischdf. ; and by W. and H. and Treg. in margin.
fc^ABC before the pronoun.

For kcu cvSvo-uucdo read evSvo-taucdo 8e with ABC 1 D 1 P. W. and H. bracketSe
and a MS. of Sah. have neither koi nor 8c. For oirXa AD read cpyo. ui] €pi8i
B reads the plural epuri k. ^tjXois, which W. and H. put in margin, but
•cat tr\\i*
it is probably a case of conforming instinctively to the other clauses
cf. the converse
2
change of plural (at 8io8t)koi) into singular in note page 657 (also in B).
8
For icvpiov I. X. B and Clem, give Xptcrrov Itjotovv without xvpiov, which W.
and H. print in margin, keeping k. I. X. in text.
a

;

£$*

;

;

,

all that precedes, but especially
el8oT€S tov xaipov 6 Kaipos
"
"
the time
not
abstractly, but the

sums up

vers. 8-IO.
is

:

time they lived in with

its moral import,
place in the working out of
It
is
their
time regarded
God's designs.
as having a character of its own, full
This is
of significance for them.
unfolded in 5ti wpa tj8t) k.t.X.
tJ8tj
(without waiting longer) is to be con" it is time for
strued with cyepOTJvai
you at once to awake" (Gifford). No
Christian should be asleep, yet the
ordinary life of all is but drowsy comits critical

:

pared with what

should be, and with
what it would be, if the Christian hope
were perpetually present to us. vvv yap

lyyvrepov r^uwv

it

r\

o-wTTjpia

salvation nearer us than
lieved,

-fj

;

now

for

when we

is

be-

o-wTTjpia has here the trans-

cendent eschatological sense: it is the
and complete deliverance from sin

final

and death, and the reception into the
heavenly kingdom of our Lord Jesus
This salvation was always near,
Christ.
to the faith of the Apostles; and with
the lapse of time it became, of course,
nearer. Yet it has often been remarked
that in his later epistles Paul seems to
contemplate not merely the possibility,
but the probability, that he himself would
See 2 Cor. v. 1-10,
not live to see it.
Stc lirurrevcrapev
when
Phil. i. 23.
we became Christians, 1 Cor. iii. 5, xv.
2, Gal. ii. 16.
Ver. 12.
vv| irpo€ Ko\|/€V : the true
day dawns only when Christ appears ; at
present it is night, though a night that
has run much of its course. airoOciueOo
:

ovv to epya tov o~kotovs. Things that
can only be done in the dark that cannot bear the light of day are therefore
to be put away by the Christian.
For
&iro9wjx€0a (properly of dress) cf. J as. i.

—

Heb.

21, 1. Pet.

ii.

tov

for to, oirXa see

4>a>Tos

:

1,

xii.

—

to oirXa
on chap. vi.

1.

Eph. vi. 11, 1 Thess. v. 8. The idea
that the Christian's life is not a sleep,
but a battle, to ottXo tov <£wtos does
"
but (on
not mean " shining armour
the analogy of to Ipyo tov o-kotovs)
such armour as one can wear when the
13,

is

;

great day dawns, and we would appear
on the Lord's side in the fight. An
allusion to the last great battle against
the armies of anti- Christ is too remote,
and at variance with Paul's use of the
figure elsewhere.
Ver. 13. ws lv T|p.e'po: as one walks in
the day, so let us walk €vo-xt||i6vg>s. The
same adverb is found with the same verb
in 1 Thess. iv. 2
A.V. in both places
"
"
honestly ". The meaning is rather in
"
"
in 1
seemly fashion,"
becomingly
Cor. xiv. 40 it is rendered " decently,"
where also regard for decorum (the
aesthetic side of morality) is in view.
kuuoi and p.e'0at are again found conjoined in Gal. v. 21 ; epi« and fcrjXos in
Gal. v. 20 and 1 Cor. iii. 3. W. and H.
following B. put e'pio-i koi grjXois in
margin the plurals in this case as in the
others would indicate the various acts or
manifestations of excess, whether in self:

;

;

,

-fj

indulgence or self-will.
Ver. 14. dXXo. IvSvo-oafc t6v K. 'I.
dXXa emphasises the contrast
Xpio-Tov.

between the true Christian

life

and that

'
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8e &<rQevoQvTa.

b

;

Siaicpio-eis
b Ch. i. 21.

££..7
v. 13, 17.

SiaXoyNTfAwy

tt)

mcnrei

2. *Os jack

XIV.
*

Trpo<r\au.|3<£i'eo-0€,

fi^j

cts

moreuei ^ayeiK irdn-a, 6 8c

which has just been described. The
Christian puts on the Lord Jesus Christ,

to speak of those who by an inadequate
appreciation of Christian liberty were prac-

according to Paul's teaching, in baptism

an "over-scrupulous asceticism".
There has been much discussion as to
who "the weak" and "the strong" reThe weakness is weakspectively were.

{cf.

act

27), as the solemn deliberate
which he identifies himself, by

Gal.
in

iii.

with Christ in His death and resurrection (chap. vi. 3). But the Christian
faith,

not exhausted in this act, which is
rather the starting-point for a putting on
of Christ in the ethical sense, a " clothing of the soul in the moral disposition
and habits of Christ " (Gifford) or as
the Apostle himself puts it in vi. 11, a
reckoning of ourselves to be dead to sin
but alive to God in Christ Jesus. Every
time we perform an ethical act of this
kind we put on the Lord Jesus Christ
more fully. But the principle of all such
acts is the Spirit of Christ dwelling in
us (chaps, vi.-viii.), and it is the essential
antagonism of the spirit to the flesh
which determines the form of the last
words : koI ttjs cr a p k 6 s irpovoiav pt|
life is

;

It is to inquire
too curiously if we inquire whether crdp£
here is used in the physiological sense
= the body, or in the moral sense =
libidinosa caro (as Fritzsche argues)
the
significance of the word in Paul depends
on the fact that in experience these two
meanings are indubitably if not inseparably related. Taking the flesh as it is,
forethought or provision for it an interest in it which consults for it, and

iroicurOc ets liridvpias.

:

—

makes

an object

it

end, viz.,
therefore

—can

its £iri6vp,iai.
is
forbidden

only have one

All such interest
as inconsistent

with putting on the Lord Jesus Christ
in the power of the Holy Spirit.
Chapter XIV. i-XV. 13. One subject is before the Apostle's mind throughout the whole of this section the relations of "the strong" and "the weak"
in the Church at Rome.
It is connected
in a variety of ways, which are felt rather

—

what precedes.
pervaded by the same sense

than

expressed,

Thus

it

is

with

of the supreme importance of mutual
love among Christians which characchaps, xii. and xiii. It makes
the same way as chap. xiii.
n-14, of the impending judgment (xiv.
to
10),
quicken the sense of individual
and personal responsibility. Possibly,
there
is a more formal connection
too,
with chap. xiii. Paul has been warning
against the indulgence of the flesh (xiii.
terises

use, in

14),

much

and

this

prompts him, by contrast,

tising

ness in respect of faith the weak man
is one who does not fully appreciate what
;

his Christianity means in particular, he
does not see that the soul which has
committed itself to Christ for salvation
is emancipated from all law but that
which is involved in its responsibility to
Him. Hence his conscience is fettered
by scruples in regard to customs dating
;

from pre-Christian days. The scruples
in question here were connected with the
use of flesh and wine, and with the
religious observance of certain days
(whether as fasts or feasts is open to
Possibly the persons indulgquestion).
ing such scruples were Jewish Christians,
but they need not have been. They were
certainly not legalists in principle, making
the observance of the Jewish law or any
part of it an essential condition of the
Christian salvation
otherwise Paul, as
the Epistle to the Galatians shows, would
have addressed them in a different tone.
;

Further, the Jewish law does not preabstinence from wine or from
animal food ; and there is no suggestion
here, as in i Cor. 8, that the difficulty
was about food that had been offered in
sacrifice to false gods.
Hence the influence at work in the Roman Church in
producing this scrupulosity of conscience
was probably of Essene origin, and akin
to that which Paul subsequently treats
scribe

with greater severity at Colossae (Col. ii.
At Rome the scruples were only
16).
scruples, and though there was danger
in them because they rested on a defective apprehension of Christianity, they
could be tenderly dealt with at Colossae
they had grown into or adapted themselves to a philosophy of religion which
was fatal to Christianity; hence the
"
"
change of tone. But though the weak
need not have been Jews, the scruples in
;

their weakness was expressed, had
so far Jewish connections and Jewish
and it is probable, from the
affinities
way in which (chap. xv. 7-13) the discussion of the relations of the weak and
the strong passes over into an exhortation
to unity between Jew and Gentile in the
Church, that the two classifications had a

which

;

aadevuv
kcu 6

Xdxam iaOUi.
1

ji^j

arrjtcei

t]

auToV.

3. 6 eaQiiov tok

iaB'uo? rbv iaQlovra

iriirrei

•

ora0iqo-€Tai 8e
8

5. *Os

N

1

For xai o

3

For Swai-os yap coriv

^ABCP

jit)

(and

3

8

•

BDFL
(cf.

;

y&p
tw ISiw Kupiw

'

6 Geo? orfjaai

Kpkci irao-ar

o 0eos

DFL;

o 82 dcrOeviv Xdxava lo-Oici it is impossible to suppose that Paul here is "writ"
he must have had
ing quite generally
a motive for saying what he does, and it
can only be found in the fact that he
:

;

there were Christians in Rome who
abstained from the use of flesh.
6 eo-0ia)v . . . prj ££ov6cvc(tw
Ver. 3.
k.t.X. Paul passes no sentence on either
party, but warns both of the temptations
He who
to ^which they are exposed.
to
eats will be inclined to contempt
sneer at the scruples of the weak as mere
prejudice or obscurantism ; he who does
not eat will be inclined to censoriousness
to pronounce the strong, who uses his
liberty, no better than he should be.
This censoriousness is forbidden, because
God (6 8e6s is emphatic by position) has
received the strong into the Church, and
therefore his place in it is not to be

knew

1.

:

—

in respect of faith, i.e.
in Paul's
in respect of his
sense of the word
saving reliance on Christ and all that it
involves: see above. One is weak in
respect of faith who does not understand
that salvation is. of faith from first to last,
and that faith is secured by its own entireness and intensity, not by a timorous
scrupulosity of conscience. irpoo-Xappdvco-dai is often used of God's gracious
acceptance of men, but also of men
welcoming other men to their society

—

:

Mace. viii.
SiaXoyiapwv

friendship, 2

1,

x.

15.

not with
p/r) eis Sia.Kpto'cis
a view to deciding (or passing sentence
The SiaXoyurpoi are
on) his doubts.
the movements of thought in the weak
man, whose anxious mind will not be at
peace ; no censure of any kind is implied
by the word. The strong, who welcome
him to the fellowship of the Church, are
to do so unreservedly, not with the
purpose of judging and ruling his mind
by their own. For Sidicpurcis see 1 Cor.

Heb.
2.

i.

xvi. iz.

Weiss regards the yap
os pev yap Kpivei fc$ ACP latt.
the case in note \ page 602) ; Tischdf. inserts ; W. and

tov 82 ao-Ocvovvra as Godet
points out, the part, as opposed to
denotes
one who is for the time
owr0€vtj,
feeble, but who may become strong.
t§

Ver.

Cor.

1

x

by Paul.

xii. 10,

c

<xutoi> irpo-

irap* r\p4pav, os 8e

;

and

e^ouOeyeiTW,

oik^ttji';

Sum-rds ydp ^oriv

general correspondence the weak would
be Jews or persons under Jewish influence; the strong would be Gentiles,
or persons at least who understood the
Gospel as it was preached to the Gentiles

irfcrrci

•
jul^j

6 6cos

edd.) o icvptos.

os pev Kpivci fr$
as a mere interpolation
H. bracket.

Ver.

•

701

D»LP, read with fc^ABCD 1 o 8c |M|.
^ABCDX F and all cdd. read Svvarti yap.

all
3

ivQ torra

dXXoTpioy

i^paH

xpiVei

f*.€K

p,f)

Kpiviru

jjltj

4. <ru Tts et 6 Kpieuf

crcXdPcTO.

but

PQM AI0Y2

IIP02

I—«.

:

v. 14.

8s

\Uv:

cf.

ver.

5,

ix.

21.

has confidence
See Winer, p. 405.
to eat all things.
Gifford quotes Demosthenes, p. 88
irpocVdai 82 rJjv irpoiK* ovk tirLtrrtvtrev
"he had not confidence, i.e., was too
cautious, to give up the dowry". This
use of irMTT«vciv shows that irforis to
Paul was essentially an ethical principle
the man who was strong in it had moral
irio-Tcvci 4>ayciv irdvra:

:

:

;

independence, courage, and originality.

—

—

questioned.
<rh tCs «t 6 icpCvwv dXXoVpiov
Ver. 4.
oIkcttjv ; the sharpness of this rebuke (cf.
ix. 20) shows that Paul, with all his love
and consideration for the weak, was aiive
to the possibility of a tyranny of the

weak, and repressed

it in its
beginnings.
easy to lapse from scrupulousness
about one's own conduct into Pharisaism
about that of others.
oIkcttjs is rare
Paul has no other example,
in the N.T.
and may have used it here for the suggestion (which 8ovXos has not) that the
person referred to belonged to the house.
tw iSiw K-upicp o*Tt]K€i r\ irtirrci for the
verbs in the moral sense see 1 Cor. x.

It is

:

12.
The dative
own Lord who

interest
(not to

which

is

is

is

dat.

comm.

concerned

—

It is his
it

you) he must answer
stands or falls. oraOijo-CTai S4

shall

be made to stand,

i.e.,

His

is

involved and to

Him

— as

he

but he
shall be pre:

served in the integrity of his Christian
character. Svvarei yap 6 Kvpios crrfjo-ai
oaitoV : for the Lord has power to keep

nP02 PQMAI0Y2
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dCh.

viii.

cKaorros tv

fylpav.

Kupiw

i^jjL^pak

tw

4>po^ci,

XIV.
6. 6

iSiu> vol
ir\t]po(3popeio-But.

Kal 6

jx^)

^poywk

TTJK r\p.dpav

A

QpovGtv ttjc

1
Kupiw ou <ppom.

6 iaBiuv Kupicp laOiei, euxapiorci yap t« 0cw
ital 6 p,$) ^ctGiW
7. ouScls yap tjjjloj^
Kupiu ouk eaOtci, Kal euxapurrei tu> 0ew.
•

^ABC

Kvpiw ov <{>povci om.
DF, vulg., Copt., etc.
edd. follow these authorities and omit but Alf. only brackets the
be
due
to
the
omission
that
homceoteleuton.
The clause is
words, holding
may
found in C 3 LP, Syr., Chrys., Thdrt. There are other instances of homceoteleuton
Thus 66 1 omits from T)p.epav
in the attestation of this passage, as Alf. points out.
to Tjpcpav, 71 from €<rdici to co-0lci, and L from t«* dew to tu 6c«*.
Insert tcai before
o eo-etwv with fcABCDFL.
1

xai o

Almost

(At)

4>pov&>v ttjv Tifiepav

all crit.

him

upright. Paul does not contemplate
the strong man falling and being set up
again by Christ but in spite of the perils
which liberty brings in its train and the
Apostle is as conscious of them as the
most timid and scrupulous Christian
could be he is confident that Christian
liberty, through the grace and power of
Christ, will prove a triumphant moral
success.
Ver. 5. The Apostle passes from the
question of food to one of essentially
the same kind the religious observance
This is generally regarded
of days.
as quite independent of the other; but
Weiss argues from ver. 6, where the text

—

;

—

—

which he adopts in common with most
editors seems to contrast "him who ob"
with " him who eats"
serves the day
that what we have here is really a subIn
division of the same general subject.
other words,

among

those

who

abstained

and wine, some did so always,
" To obothers only on certain days.
serve the day" might in itself mean to
observe it by fasting this would be the
case if one's ordinary custom were to
use flesh and wine or it might mean to
observe it by feasting this would be the
case if one ordinarily abstained. Practically, it makes no difference whether
from

flesh

—

;

—

this reading of the

passage is correct or
Paul argues the question of the distinction of days as if it were an independent question, much as he does in Col.
It is not probable that there is any
ii.
reference either to the Jewish Sabbath or
to the Lord's Day, though the principle
on which the Apostle argues defines the
not

:

attitude to both.
Nothing
whatever in the Christian religion is
legal or statutory, not even the religious

Christian

observance of the first day of the week
that observance originated in faith, and
is not what it should be except as it is
For 8s p.iv
freely maintained by faith.
;

see ver. 2.

1

;

icpfvci

y\p..

irap*

rmepav means

" in
judges one day
comparison with,"
or "to the passing by of" another: cf.
i.
Side by side with
25, Winer, 503 f.
this, icpivei irdcrav T)p,e'pav can only mean,
makes no distinction between days,
counts all alike. In such questions the
important thing is not that the decision
should be this or that, but that each man
should have an intelligent assurance as
to his own conduct: it is, indeed, by
having to take the responsibility of deciding for oneself, without the constraint
of law, that an intelligent Christian conscience is developed.
For ir\T]po<}>op€io-0w cf. iv. 21, and Lightfoot's note on
Col. iv. 12. vovs (vii. 23) is the moral
intelligence, or practical reason
by
;

means of this, enlightened by the Spirit,
the Christian becomes a law to himself.
Ver. 6. The indifference of the questions at issue, from the religious point of
view, is shown by the fact that both
parties, by the line of action they choose,
have the same end in view viz., the
interest of the Lord.
6 <{>povwv tt|v
The setting of
Col. iii. 2.
T|p,«:'pav cf.
the mind upon the day implies of course

—

some

The

distinction

clause

ical

between
6

4>povct is omitted

it

and

others.

<f>povwv . .
most editors,

.

ut)

ov

but
by
its absence from most MSS. might still
be due to homceoteleuton. cvxapurrci
:

thanksgiving to God consecrates every
meal, whether it be the ascetic one of
him who abstains from wine and flesh
(6 u-rj io-BLov), or the more generous one
of him who uses both (6 earQLwv)
cf.
Acts xxvii. 35, 1 Cor. x. 30, 1 Tim. iv. 3:

The thanksgiving shows that in either
case the Christian is acting ets 8<££av
0€ov (1 Cor. x. 31), and therefore that
the Lord's interest is safe.
Ver. 7 f. ovSels yap r\p.mv eovTy £ij
5.

The truth which has been
k.t.X.
affirmed in regard to the Christian's use
of food, and observance or non-observance of days, is here based on a larger

5—ii.
lauTw
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tu Kupiw

Kal ouScis lauTW

i&v tc yap ^wjicv,
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i&v tc diroOnio-Kuu.ev, tu Kupicp &Tro9vr\crKou.ev.
£&v tc ou^ £gju€v, Idv T€ diro6n(]o-K<i>u,€v, tou Kupiou "eaaeV.
9. ets
•

£u>jX6f

e Ch. viii.

touto yap Xpioros Kal x (xTtiQave Kal di/earn Kal dkvi%i\vev, fra Kal ?ii. 23.
10. lu 8e ti Kpii/eis tov d8eX<J>6V aou ;
veKp&v Kal ^wi'tcw KupicuVn.
Kal ati ti €^ou8€k€is TOk doeX<£6V aou ; irdrres ydp f
t)
TTapaoTTjo-oueOa f Acts

tw

|3r)u.aTL

on
1

ejxol

Om.

only
2

II. yeypaiTTai yap, " Zw
eya>, Xe'yei Kupios,
3
ydvu, Kal Trdaa yXuaraa l^oaoXoyrjaeTai tw

irai>

Kai before aireOavc with

€£t]<t6v

zzyii. 24.

tou XpiaTOu. 2

Kdjxvj/ei

with

tov Xpto-rov

^ABCDLP and

N

3

C 2 LP: tov

^ ABC D FP.
1

1

all

0€ov

1

For

°f

aveo-TTj icai avc^Tjo-cv

read

edd.

fc^AB^DF and

BD

edd.

all

A

"

1 3
F (and
of LXX) ; but ira<ra yXwcrcra
££op.oXoyT)<r€Tai irao-a yXwcro-a
8
LP. The latter order is followed by Weiss, W. and H.,
c|op.oXoyT)o-6Tcu
and Tischdf. Probably the verb was put first in BF, etc., to conform to the parallel
clause.
3

^ACD

which it is a part. His whole
belongs not to himself, but to his
"
No one of us liveth to himself,"
Lord.
does not mean, " every man's conduct
affects others for better or worse, whether
he will or not " it means, " no Christian
is his own end in life
what is always
present to his mind, as the rule of his
is
the
and
the interest of
will
conduct,
his Lord ". The same holds of his dying.
He does not choose either the time or
the mode of it, like a Roman Stoic, to
He dies when the Lord
please himself.
will, as the Lord will, and even by his
death glorifies God. In ver. 14 ff. Paul
comes to speak of the influence of conduct
upon others; but here there is no such
thing in view the prominence given to
tw tcvpiy (tov icvpiov) three times in
ver. 8 shows that the one truth present
to his mind is the all-determining significance, for Christian conduct, of the relaThis (ideally) determines
tion to Christ.
everything, alike in life and death and
all that is determined by it is right.
Ver. 9. eU tovto yap . . . tva: cf.
2 Cor. ii. 9. e'fcirjo-ev refers to the resurrection, as is shown by the order of the
words, the connection elsewhere in Paul
of Lordship with the resurrection (cf.
Phil. ii. 9 ff.), and the aorist tense which
describes an act, and not the continued
existence of Christ on earth (Sanday and
Headlam) cf. Rev. ii. 8 (Ss lyeveTo vcicpos
k. €Tjt|<t€v), xx. 4 f.
tva denotes God's
purpose in subjecting His Son to this
experience. We must not suppose that
airedavev is specially connected with
vcKpwv and €^tjo-€v with £a>VTwv; there
truth of

life

;

;

;

;

:

is

the

Rather

same mannerism as
is it

in

iv.

25.

through Christ's resurrection

that His lordship over the realm of death
is established, so that not even in that
dark world do those who are His cease
to stand in their old relation to Him.
tov Kvpiov lo-|j.ev holds alike in the seen
and the unseen.
Ver. 10.
Iv Zl thou, in contrast with
the one Lord and Judge of all. In face
of our common responsibility to Him,
how dare we judge each other ? tov
:

another reason for not
inconsistent with a recognition of the brotherhood of believers.
dScXc^ov o-ov:

judging:

it

is

Kal o*v rl 4£ov0€veis k.t.X. Or thou,
why despisest thou ? etc. This is
addressed to the strong and free thinking, as the first question is to the weak
and scrupulous Christian. Censoriousness and contempt are never anything
but sins, not to be practised but shunned!
and that all the more when we remembe
that we shall all stand at one bai
irapao-TT]o-<S|X€8a t$ |3i]fj.aTi tov 0€ov
God is the universal Judge. In 2 C01
v. 10 we have t$ p^fiOTi tov Xpurrov
but here tov 0€ov is the correct reading
cannot suppose that by tov deoft
here Paul means Christ in His Divine
nature ; the true way to mediate between
the two expressions is seen in chap. ii.
When we all stand at
16, Acts xvii. 31.
that bar and it should be part of our
jj

again,

We

—

—

no one
spiritual environment always
will look at his brother with* either
censoriousness or contempt.
Ver. 11. ycypairrai yap:
versal

judgment proved from

the

uni-

Scripture,

Paul follows the LXX,
Is.
Iv.
23.
For £u» eyw Xc'yet icvpio?
but very freely.
the LXX has icaT' ipavrov dp,vv«. The

same passage

is

quoted more freely

still

12. apa ouv

eew".

f Matt.

xvi.

1

xvi. 17;
ii.

tw Xoyi^ojxeVw

p,$|

14-

dXXd touto KplVaTC

•

KpiVw/xcv

u-aXXok, to utj Ti0«Vai TrpoaKOUua

018a xal ire/ireiauai iv Kupiw

7;Ch.

XIV.

IicaaTOS ijuwv irepl lauTOu \6yov Swacc tw

13. Mtjkcti ouv dXXi^Xous

eew.

Rev.

PQMAIOY2
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7°4

tw

'ItjctoG,

d8€X<f>w

*

<tk&v§cl\oi'. 2

14.
oti ou8e> Koiroy 81' eau-rou ,3 ci
r\

ti KOivdv etvcn, €tceiVa» koivcV

1 5. el

4

8e

8id j3pujia

6 d8eXc|)6s aou Xu-rrciTai, ouk 2ti Kaia dydTrrjv irepnraT€i$.

ur)

T«

ovv fc^ACEL, all cursives, is put in text by Tdf. and bracketed by Alf. and W.
1
1
It is omitted in BD FP
Syr. and by Weiss, who thinks it much more
natural that the common Pauline formula apa ovv should have been completed than
1

and H.

,

mutilated.
8«<rci

The

BDF

:

same way between 5Wci and airowhich is adopted by Weiss, and fc$AC the former
So also Weiss omits tw Beta with BF but W. and

authorities are divided in the

supporting the

latter,

which is adopted by W. and H.
H. bracket it, as it is found in ^ACDLP.
3

to

utj

Tidcvai irpoo~icop.ua

a8cX<|)ci)

For

ci 8c

W.

followed by
and Treg.

NBC,
read

tt

yap with

and H., Weiss,

^ABCDFP

in Phil. ii. 10 f. to describe the exaltation
of Christ. In Isaiah it refers to the
coming of God's kingdom, when all
nations shall worship Him.
ilouoXovij-

o-€tcu

crtcavSaXov.

irpocncouua and r\ are both
to utj TiOcvai t*»

W.

81 eavTov

of edd. Lachm.
*

r\

Weiss thinks this gives the true reading,
Syr., Arm.
and H. put it in margin.
crtcavSaXov, and

om. by B,
8

tw aScX^w

;

tu

praise to

=

0«4>

God:

shall

give

thanks

xv. 9, Mt. xi.

or

and

25,

LXX

In the sense
w ITfin.
T
"
of " confess it takes the accusative.
conVer. 12. apa (ovv): So then
clusion of this aspect of the subject cf.
often in

—

:

Every word in this sentence is emphatic ficao-ros, irepl cavrov,
Xoyov Swo-et, t$ 8ey. For \6yov in this
sense see 1 Pet. iv. 5, Heb. xiii. 17,
v. 18, vii. 25.

:

and

all

Alf.

81

;

avTOv

ADEFGL,

and

edd.

He deals. Paul develops his ideas
quite freely from his conception of faith,
but in all probability he was familiar
with what Jesus taught (Matt, xviii.).

which

In principle, the Apostle
14.
with the strong.
He has no
about
meats or drinks or days.
scruples
iv Kvpiw 'Itjctov it is as a Christian, not
as a libertine, that Paul has this conviction; in Christ Jesus he is sure that
there is nothing in the world essentially
unclean all things can be consecrated
Ver.

sides

:

;

and

Christianised by Christian use.
koivov: cf Acts x. 14, 28, Rev. xxi. 27.
It is the opposite of ayiov, and signifies
that which is not and cannot be brought
into relation to God. cl utj t$ Xoyilioucvy
k.t.X.
Though there is nothing which

xii. 36, Acts xix. 40.
Vv. 13-23. The Apostle now proceeds
'10
argue the question of Christian conJuct in things indifferent from another in itself has this character, some things
that of the influence may have it subjectively, i.e., in the
point of view
which our conduct may have on others, judgment of a particular person who
and of the consideration which is due to cannot help (from some imperfection of
them. p.T)K€Ti ovv aXX^Xovs koCvwucv: conscience) regarding them so; to him
thus much follows from what has been said (IkcCvw emphatic) they are what his conalready, and teptvupev therefore forbids science makes them and his conscience
both the censorious and the contemptuous (unenlightened as it is) is entitled to
estimate of others. dXXa tovto xptvaTc respect.
For cl uj) cf. Matt. xii. 14,
uaXXov: be this your judgment rather. Gal. ii. 16.
TiBivai
Ver. 15. Many expositors here supply
Cf. 1 Cor. ii. 2, vii. 37. to
"
this is of course
something e.g., You must have respect
xp(5(TK0ftp.a t$ a8cX$$
addressed to the liberal party.
For therefore for his scruples, although you
The may not share them, for if," etc. (Sanday
wpoo-Kop.ua see 1 Cor. viii. 9.
word does not occur in the Gospels, but and Headlam) but it seems simpler to
it is a remarkable fact that in most of
connect the yap with the leading idea in
our Lord's express teaching about sin, the writer's mind, Put no stumbling-block

Matt.

—

;

(fc-Jj

:

;

;

sin in the character of o-KavSaXov, a
snare or stumbling-block to others, with

it is

before a brother, for, etc. 81a pp&ua is
" for the sake of food "
contemptuous :
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16. M$) h Ch.

ckcTkok diro'XXue, uirep ou Xpiaros &ir£Qav€.

h

Hi. 8.

17. ou ydp iariv f) f-ao-iXeia 20.
j3Xaa<pT]u.€icr0<tf
ujxwv to dyaOdV.
k Matt. vi.
•
\
,
\
*»
» «
j\\ \ c
t
\
tou 0€ou ppwai? kcu iroais, dAAd oucaioaunr] Kai eiprjKT] Kai x a P^ 2 4j Ch
c
k
•
18. 6 ydp 4k toutois *
SouXeuW tw Xpiorw Eph. vi'.
4k riKcup-aTt Ayiw
oflV

>»/

-

7;Col.iii.
1

w tovtois ^

For

8

D3L

read ev tovtw with

|3paip.a is the
thy brother is grieved.
food which the strong eats in spite of
Xvircixai need
his brother's scruples.
not imply that the weak is induced,

against

his

(though that

conscience,
is

to

eat

in 2

|3acr.

edd

-

Iirovpdviov. See

12, 2 Thess.
xv. 50, Gal. v. 21.
ii.

:

conduct which his

conscience cannot
Even to cause such pain as
approve.
this is a violation of the law of Christ.
He who does it has ceased to walk ica-rd
dydiTTjv, according to love, which is the
supreme Christian rule. In the sense of
this, and at the same time aware that
the weak in these circumstances may
easily be cajoled or overborne into doing
what his conscience disapproves, the
Apostle exclaims abruptly, (atj t£ ppwjioTt
crov Ikclvov dirdXXvc vnrep ov Xpicn-bs
To tamper with conscience,
dire'Savev.
it is here implied, is ruin : and the selfish
man who so uses his Christian liberty as
to lead a weak brother to tamper with
his conscience is art and part in that
ruin. The wanton contempt such liberty
shows for the spirit and example of Christ
is emphasised both here and in 1 Cor.

—

:

SiKaiocruvT) k. elp-qvT] k. x a P°- * v Tvevpan
dyiy are these words ethical or religious?
Does Sue. denote "justification," the
:

of man to God ? or
relation
"righteousness," in the sense of just
dealing ? Is etptjvq peace with God, the
result of justification (as in v. 1), or
peace among the members of the Church,
the result of consideration for each other ?
The true answer must be that Paul did
not thus distinguish ethical and religious
the words are religious primarily, but the

right

f.
Ne pluris feccris tuum cibum
Christus vitam suam.
Ver. 16. p.Tj 3Xacrc})T]jj.€icr9a) ovv vpwv

11

:

quam

ethical

to dyaOov is somewhat in
has been taken (1) as the
definite.
the
good common to all Christians
Messianic salvation which will be blas-

meaning

is

so far from being ex-

cluded by the religious that

to aya6oV.

it

is

secured

That the realone.
by it,
ligious import ought to be put in the
forefront is shown by x a P* * v irv * »Y*
and by

—

—

a

a11

another, which is more akin to what we
find in the Gospels, and regards the
Kingdom of God as in some sense also
present we have examples of this here,
and in 1 Cor. iv. 20: perhaps also in
Acts xx. 25. No doubt for Paul the
transcendent associations would always
cling to the name, so that we should
lose a great deal of what it meant for
him if we translated it by " the Christian
"
or any such form of words.
It
religion
always included the reference to the
glory to be revealed. fBpwans k. irrforis
eating and drinking the acts, as opposed
to ppwpa, ver. 15, the thing eaten.
dXXa

also

contemplated as follow-

It

iv. 18)

and

i.
5, 1 Cor. vi. 9
This use of the
expression, however, does not exclude

f.,

may quite well express the uning)
easiness and distress with which the
weak sees the strong pursue a line of

viii.

Tim.

Thess.

1

it

;

fc^ABCD^

it

the non-Christian, when they which is a grace, not a virtue. In comsee the wantonness with which Christians parison with these great spiritual blessrob each other of it by such conduct as ings, what Christian could trouble the
Paul reprobates in ver. 15 ; and (2) as Church about eating or drinking? For
Christian liberty, the freedom of con- their sake, no self-denial is too great.
Ver. 18. Iv tovt<{> "on the principle
science which has been won by Christ,
but which will inevitably get a bad name if implied by these virtues" (Sanday and
it is exercised in an inconsiderate loveless
Headlam). One may serve Christ either
fashion. The latter meaning alone seems eating or abstaining, but no one can serve
Him whose conduct exhibits indifference
For f3Xa<r<p. see 1 Cor. x. 30.
relevant.
Ver. 17. Insistence and strife on such to righteousness, peace and joy in the
matters are inconsistent with Christian- Holy Spirit.
Soicipos tois dvdpwirois
ov ydp Ivtiy k.t.X. Usually in Paul so that there can be no occasion given
ity
tov Ocov is transcendent the to any one to blaspheme.
Cf. xvi. 10,
fj P<uriXcia
kingdom is that which comes with the 2 Tim. ii. 15, Jas. i. 12. A sound
second advent, and is the inheritance of Christian character wins even the world's

phemed by

:

:

:

;

believers

;

it is

VOL.

II.

essentially (as

it

is

called

approval.

45
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Ch.

1

cudpeoTos tw 6e w, Kal
xii.

ij'jTcor.TTjs

n

1

eiprji/rjs

Kal t&

tois dedpuirois.

oui^

apa

19.

ttjs oikoSojitjs ttjs «iS

to

dXXrjXous.

irdrra pip
KaOapd, dXXd KaKoc tw avQpumu tw oid irpoaic6u,p.aTOS iaQlovri.
n
21. KaXoe to p.T) <f>ay€iK icpea, (xtjSc m-eiy oteoy, p-TjSc ef w 6 d8eX(p6$

m
i.

15.

Cor.

viii.

oiwkwu-ci',

20. M^| epace? {3pw|iaTos KcvrdXue to cpyof tou 0eou.

Thess'. v.

m Tit.

SoKtfjios
1

'

XIV.

13

1

8uwKu>fx6v CDE, latt.
Siwtcopev ^ABFLP.
According to S. and H. Sudtcupev
a " somewhat obvious correction," and less expressive than Siomopev. This is
also the view ofWeiss and Tischdf. But W. and H. put Siuicwpev in text and Siwicopev
in marg.
;

is

Ver. ig.

dpaovv: seever.

12.

to, ttjs

tone of the passage, which

rather a

is

not materially different from
all that belongs to, makes
ttjv clpTjvTjv
we cannot argue from its use
for, peace
here that the word must have exactly
the same shade of meaning in ver. 17.

warning to the strong, and the verse
immediately following, which surely continues the meaning and is also addressed

8iwko[1€v the indicative Siwtcopev is very
strongly supported, and would indicate
the actual pursuit of all true Christians
" Our aim is
peace," and to, ttjs oLko= mutual up8o|xt)s ttjs els aXXrjXovs
building. Cf. 1 Thess. v. 11, 1 Cor. xiv.
The practical rule implied here is
26.

the

that, when anything is morally indifferent
to me, before I act on that conviction, I
must ask how such action will affect the

irpoo-KOTTTeiv takes the Dat., ix. 32, 1
Pet. ii. 8.
That there were those in the
Church at Rome who had scruples as to

peace of the Church, and the Christian

the use of flesh and wine, see on ver. 2.
Paul would not have written the chapter
at all unless there had been
scruples of
some kind and he would not have taken
these examples if the scruples had con-

is

clpTJv-irjs

:

:

:

:

growth of others.
Ver. 20. Paul repeats the rule of

ver.

the opposite of 0U0See Matt. xxvi. 61, Gal. ii. 18.
Bopeiv.
to cpyov tov 06ov (1 Cor. iii. 9) what
God has wrought, i.e., the Christian
15.

tt-Jj

Kcn-aXue

:

Church (which is destroyed by such
wanton conduct) or the Christian character and standing of an individual
(which may be ruined in the same way).
iravTa pev icadapa: this is the principle
of the strong, which Paul concedes (piv)
the difficulty is to get the enlightened to
understand that an abstract principle can
never be the rule of Christian conduct.
The Christian, of course, admits the
principle, but he must act from love.
To know that all things are clean does
not (as is often assumed) settle what the
Christian has to do in any given case.
It does not define his duty, but only
;

makes

clear his responsibility.

Acknow-

ledging that principle, and looking with
love at other Christians, and the effect of
any given line of conduct on them, he
has to define his duty for himself. All
meat is clean, but not all eating. On
the contrary (dXXa), kclkov tw avOpwirw
sin is
TrpooncoppaTos etrOiovTi
involved in the case of the man who
eats with offence.
Some take this as a
warning to the weak but the whole

t$

810,

;

;

to the strong, decide against this.
The
man who eats with offence is therefore

man by whose

made

eating another

is

to stumble.
For Sio, irpoo-icoppo/ros see ii. 27, Winer, p. 475.
Ver. 21.
maxim for the strong.
For kclXov cf. Mark xiv. 6. Abstinence
in order that others
may not be made to

A

stumble

morally noble.

is

Iv

tS

:

usually

;

cerned something quite different.
Ver. 22. The true text is <rv iri<rriv
" th e faith that thou
cx"S
hast, have
thou to thyself in the sight of God".
The verse is still addressed to the strong.
The faith he has is the enlightened faith
which enables him to see that all things
are clean
such faith does not lose its
value though it is not flaunted in reckless
action.
On koto, ctcovtov Wetstein
quotes Heliod. vii. 16 tcara <tovt6v ex*
ical prjSev!
<{>pa£c.
Cf. 1 Cor. xiv. 28
evwiriov
(cavTw 8e XaXeiTb) Kal tu dew),
tov deov reminds the strong once more
that
the fullest freedom must be
(ver. 10)
balanced by the fullest sense of responsito
God.
In another sense than
bility

V

:

;

:

that of

1

free

faith

by

Cor.

ix.

21 the Christian

must

feel

himself

p-rj

made

avopos

dcov dXX' cvvopos Xpiorov. paicdpios 6
"a
Kpivwv eavTOV eV 10 SoKipd^ci
motive to charitable self-restraint ad"
dressed to the strong in faith
(Gifford).
prj

It is

:

a rare

felicity (this is

always what

paicdpios denotes) to have a conscience
untroubled by scruples in Paul's words,
not to judge oneself in the matter which

—

one approves

(sc,

by his own practice)

;

PQMAI0Y2
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•

*

8oKifid(ci.
23. 6 8e 8iaKpivo>€™s, €ai> <pdyir), KaTaKeVptTai,
3
ouk ck morews' Trap 8c 8 ouk ck iriorews,
dp,apria lorcf.

1

o-KavSaXiteTai

«r0ev«i om.

N

Cor.
XV1 3 '

1

'

a

AC, Syr., Copt., Aeth. ins. fc^BDFLP, vulg.,
a very clear instance of a Western
reading in B, and
therefore justify the omission with W. and H. and Tischdf.
but Weiss, who thinks
tj acrdevet is too difficult to be explained as a gloss, retains the words.
tj

Sah.

and H.

S.

tj

;

call this

;

2

After »urrtv ins.

after

For

cx«s.

tjv

fc^ABC

J

s0

m °st

o-atiTov read o-cavTov

edd., omitting the

with

^ABCDKLP,

mark of

interrogation

etc.

3

After afiapna cariv the great doxology of chap. xvi.
25-27 is inserted by ALP
and most other MSS., though some, including AP, have it in both places om. here
;

NBCD

1

vulg., Syr.

,

and he who has this felicity should ask
no more. In particular, he should not
ran the risk of injuring a brother's conscience, merely for the sake of exercising
in a special way the spiritual freedom
which he has the happiness to possess

—whether he exercises

it

in that

way

or

not.

Ver. 23. 6 82 Sia.Kpivo'u.cvos lav <t»ayQ
KaraKcicpiTai such, on the other hand,
a
is the unhappy situation of the weak

—

:

new motive

for charity.

For

Siaicpiv.
The
cf. iv. 20, Jas. i. 6, Mark xi. 23.
weak Christian cannot be clear in his

own mind

that

it is

permissible to do as
may be, he thinks

it
the strong does
one moment, and the next, it may not be
and if he follows the strong and eats in
this state of mind, tcaraiccKpiTai he is
condemned. The condemnation is ab;

;

not only that his own conscience pronounces clearly against him
after the act, but that such action incurs
It is inthe condemnation of God.
consistent with that conscientiousness
through which alone man can be trained
in goodness the moral life would become
chaotic and irredeemable if conscience
were always to be treated so. Sri ovk
solute

:

it

is

;

Ik irio-Tcws, sc, ccjxryev.

The man

condemned because he did not
and this is generalised
ttio-tcws
:

is

eat Ik
in the

ok

Ik irurTcws
clause irav 82 o
ajxapTta eo-Tiv. All that is not of faith is
and therefore this eating, as not of
sin
faith, is sin. It is impossible to give irurris
here a narrower sense than Christianity
see ver. 1.
Everything a Christian man
does that cannot justify itself to him on
the ground of his relation to Christ is
It is too indefinite to render omne
sin.
quod non est ex fide as Thomas Aquinas
does by omne quod est contra conscientiam: it would need to be contra

last

;

:

Christianam conscientiam.

All

a

man

cannot do remembering that he Christ's
—
he cannot do with the judgmentis

all

seat (ver. 10) and the Cross (ver.
15) and
all
their restraints
and inspirations
present to his mind is sin. Of course
this is addressed to Christians, and there
is no rule in it for
judging the character
or conduct of those who do not know
Christ.
To argue from it that works
done before justification are sin, or that
the virtues of the heathen are glittering
vices, is to misapply it altogether.

—

Chapter XV.

—Vv.

1-13.

The

four-

teenth chapter has a certain completeness
in itself, and we can understand that if
the Epistle to the Romans was sent as a
circular letter to different churches, some
copies of it might have ended with xiv.
to which the doxology, xvi. 25-27,
23
might be loosely appended, as it is in A.
L. and many other MSS.
But it is
manifestly the same subject which is
:

continued in xv. 1-13. The Apostle
treats of the relations of the weak

still

and

the strong, though with a less precise
reference to the problems of the Roman
Church at the time than in chap. xiv.
His argument widens into a plea for
patience and forbearance (enforced by
the example of Christ) and for the union
of all Christians, Jew and Gentile, in
common praise. It seems natural to infer from this that the distinction between

weak and strong had some relation to
that between Jew and Gentile the prejudices and scruples of the weak were
;

probably of Jewish origin.
Ver. 1. 64>ei\op,ev 82 what constitutes
the obligation is seen in chap. xiv. It
arises out of our relation to others in
Christ.
Looking at them in the light of
what He has done for them as well as for
us, and in the light of our responsibility
:
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XV.

jriv.

I. *0<p€iXouei' 8c t^ueis ot

jSaord^eti', Kal

Wa-rol t&

xv.

&<rB€vf\\iara r<bv

*

dSuKaTUP

X

iaurols dpeaKetK
2. I»caoTOS yap
TW irXtJT)JJIUH'
*]r"»>i
<riW dpeo-K€T&> els to dyaGcr irpos oiKoSoutji'.
3. Kal yap 6 Xpior6$
p,$)

oux eaoTw TJpcack, dXXd, KaOcDs ye^pa-mm, "Ol cVciSiauol twk
2
omSiJoVTMi/ ae eire'irco-ov lif tpi".
4. ocra yap 7rpoeypd<pT), els
iko 8id tt)s uttouoktjs Kal
Tfy ^fX€T€paK SiSacricaXiai' 7rpocypd<pir)
•

Om. yap

>

1

with

^ABCDFLP.

^ACD LP

8
so most edd. B, latt., Aeth. give cypatpt).
which confirms the reading of fr$AC. Trpoeypa^Tj iva
N 3ALP; but €ypa<j>T] ^^CDF, vulg. and all edd. After icai ins. 81a ^ABCL.
After €xw 1€V B adds ttjs irapaKXirja-cws, which W. and H. put in marg.
but the
addition is as inept as that of Xoyuv in the same MS. at ver. 18, and to be explained

D

1

o<ra

yap irpocypa^i)

and F have

;

irpoo-eypa^Tj,

;

l

in

the

same way (an

anticipation of a later word).

to the Judge of all, we cannot question
that this is our duty. r\\itis ol Swa-rol
Paul classes himself with the strong, and
makes the obligation his own. SwaTol
is of course used as in chap. xiv. : not
as in 1 Cor. i. 26. to ao-6evyjp.aTa twv
aSwaTwv the things in which their infirmity comes out, its manifestations

ii.
17 = Ps. lxix. 9, John xv. 25
Ps. lxix. 4, Matt, xxvii. 27-30 = Ps. lxix.
12, Matt, xxvii. 34 = Ps. lxix. 21, Rom.
xi. 9
Ps. lxix. 22, Acts i. 20 = Ps. lxix.
25 see Perowne, The Psalms, i., p. 561

here only in N.T.

way which shows

their infirmities

pleaser.

:

:

:

:

Paul says "bear"
because the restrictions

by this charity on
the liberty of the strong are a burden to
them. For the word f3ao-T<x£ei.v and the
idea see Matt. viii. 17, Gal. vi. 2, 5, 17.
lavxois dp«rx€iv : it is very easy
pvrj
for self-pleasing and mere wilfulness to
shelter themselves under the disguise of
But there is only
Christian principle.
one Christian principle which has no

and

limitations laid

qualification

Ver.

—

love.

t$

2.

itXtjotiov apeo-KeV<i> : this
by els to dya0ov irpos

rule is qualified

Without such qualification
"men-pleasing" (Gal. i. 10) and in-

olKoSoprjv.
it is

consistent with fidelity to Christ. Cf. 1
Cor. x. 33, where Paul presents himself
as an example of the conduct he here

commends.

For

els

and

in

irpos

this

verse cf. chap. iii. 25 f.
According to
Gifford els marks the "aim" the advantage or benefit of our neighbour and
standard of reference ; the only
wpos the
"
" built
"
for a Christian is to be
good
"
up in his Christian character.
Ver. 3. Kal yap 6 Xpto-Tos k.t.X. The
duty of not pleasing ourselves is enforced
by the example of Christ He did not

—

—

:

please Himself either.
proof,

we might have

prove

it

If this

required

expected Paul to

by adducing some

incident in

Christ's life; but this is not what he
He appeals to a psalm, which is
does.
in many places in the N.T. treated as
having some reference to Christ (e.g.,

=

John

=

:

—

and the words he quotes from it
f.)
words spoken as it were by Christ Him;

self—describe our Lord's experiences in a
If

that

He had

He was no selfHe would

been,

never have given Himself up willingly,
as He did, to such a fate.
It is hardly
conceivable that <r« in Paul's quotation
indicates the man whom Christ is supposed to address: it can quite well be

Some have
God, as in the psalm.
argued from this indirect proof of Christ's
character that Paul had no acquaintance
with the facts of His life; but the inference is unsound.
It would condemn
all the N.T. writers of the same
ignorance, for they never appeal to incidents
in Christ's life
and this summary of the
whole character of Christ, possessing
it
did
as
for Paul and his readers the
;

authority of inspiration, was more impressive than any isolated example of
non-selfpleasing could have been.
Ver. 4. Here Paul justifies his use of
the O.T.
8<ra yap irpoeypd<f>r) == the

whole O.T.
KaXiav

els

ttjv T)p.eTc'pav

was

SiSaa-

written to teach us,
and therefore has abiding value. 2 Tim.
iii. 16.
Iva introduces God's purpose,
which is wider than the immediate purPaul meant to
pose of the Apostle.
speak only of bearing the infirmities of
the weak, but with the quotation of Ps.
lxix.
9 there came in the idea of the
Christian's sufferings generally, and it is
amid them that God's purpose is to be
fulfilled.
8ta ttjs vrrop,. k. ttjs irapaKX.
t«v ypa^wv k.t.X. "that through the
patience and the comfort wrought by the
eypd<f>T)

:

:

IIP02
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irapaKX^crews rCtv ypafyStv r^]V cXmSa ex<«>p.€K.
5. 6 8« 6€os
k
Kal
to
auro
ttjs
TrapaKX^aetts 8<or] ujxik
tt)s uirouoj'fjs
^poyctv 6K b
6. IVa 6p.o0uu.a8bv lv kv\ orouaTi
aXXyjXois KaTot Xpicrrw 'Itjctoui'
t-TJs

2 Cor.

i.

3-

•

Qebv Kal iraTepa tou Kupiou Tjpvwv 'Irjaou Xpiorou.
dXX^Xous, Ka0ws Kal 6 Xpioros irpooeXd-

8o£(££tjt€ top
*

Aib

7.

TrpoaXajui |3 dVeo-fle
1

{SUto rju-as

€ts 86§av Oeou.

8.

Xeyu

8e, Mno-ouv Xpicrrbv

*

yeyeKYjo-Oai wcpiTopvfjs

oirep

dXirjOeias

2 d

SidKovoe

0€ou, els to j3cj3aiuo*ai

toIs

,

e

vi.18;

"

_.
Ch.

i.

5;

t3 .

npas, so BDP cursives; adopted by Weiss, W. and H. text. But vp.a$ is put
marg. by W. and H., and by many edd. in text. It really seems to have arisen
from rjuas being changed to agree with the preceding context in which the readers
are directly addressed. Yet it is strongly supported fc^ACD^'FL.
Ins. tov before
1

in

0€ov
2

NABCDFP.

Itjorovv Xpio-Tov read y*P Xpurrov with fc^ABC and all edd.
yrycv-qcrOai
The edd. are divided. Tischdf., W. and H., and Treg.
Y«v€o-8ai BCDF.
read
"0 <u
Dut
W.
and
H.
in
€VT
o
while
Lachm. and
marg.
y«Y 1
put ytvta-Bai
marg.,
Treg. have it in text. Weiss thinks the case can only be settled by analogy and
as £$, which is the strongest support of yey€vr\arQa.i, quite arbitrarily changes
ycveo-dai in Phil. i. 13 into Y«Y OV€vat » ^ e allows that to discredit it here, and reads

For 8c

fc^AELP

;

'>

;

ytvtcrdai.

we may have

our hope ".
the Christian hope, the
and the
hope of the glory of God
Christian has it as he is able, through
the help of God's Word in the Scriptures, to maintain a brave and cheerful
reall the sufferings and
spirit amid
proaches of life. Cf. v. 2-5. This is, if
least
an
at
not a digression,
expansion
of his original idea, and at
Ver. 5 Paul returns to his point in a
the God of the patience and
prayer
comfort just spoken of grant unto you,
to avTO <{>poveiv cv dXX-qXois koto.
etc.
Xpurrbr Myjo-ovv cf. xii. 16, where, however, to avTO <J>pov€iv with els dXXijXovs
Paul wishes here
is not quite the same.
their
that the minds of his readers
moral judgment and temper may all be
determined by Jesus Christ (for koto., expressing the rule according to which, see
chap. viii. 27) in this case there will be
the harmony which the disputes of chap.
Scriptures

tt|v IXiriSa is

;

:

:

—

—

:

xiv. disturbed.

Xva introduces the ultimate
Ver. 6.
of this unanimity.
6p.08vp.aS0v
here only in Paul, but eleven times in

aim

Ir evl o-T^p-aTt in Greek writers
usually l£ ivbs ot^uotos. tov 0cbv Kal
The A.V.
it are pa tov K. Tjpwv M. X.
"
God, even the Father of our
renders,
Lord Jesus Christ," making tov Kvpiov
depend on iraWpa only. This rendering
does not make God the God of Christ,
but defines the only true God as the

Acts.

Father
Weiss,

:

of. Christ.

It

is

defended by

no genitive

Cor. xv. 24, Eph. v. 20,
i. 27, iii. 9.
The argument is not convincing, especially in
view of Eph. i. 17 (6 0ebs tov K. tjuwv
'I. X., 6
iraT-fjp ttjs 8o£tjs) and John xx.
17: hence the R.V. is probably right
(" the God and Father of our Lord ").
When the Church glorifies such a God
with one heart and one mouth it will
have transcended all the troubles of chap,
xiv.
It is this accordant praise of all
Christians which is the ruling idea in
Col.

iii.

:

1

17, Jas.

vers. 7-13.

Ver. 7.
81b TrpocrXappdveo-0e dXXiq81b m that such praise may be
Xovs
:

For irpo<rXapp\ see xiv. 1-3.
possible.
Ka6a>5 Kal o Xpiorbs irpocreXa^cTO vuas.
vuas covers both parties in the Church,
however they are to be distinguished if
Christ received both, they are bound to
;

receive each other. The last words, cis
8o£av tov 0eov, are probably to be construed with irpoo'Xaup'aveo'Oc oXXtjXovs ;
they resume the idea of ver. 6 (tva . . .
the Sib with which ver. 7
So£a£-r)T€)
begins starts from that idea of glorifying
God, and looks on to it as the end to
be attained when all Christians in love
But the clause has
receive each other.
of course a meaning even if attached to
what immediately precedes: 6 Xpurrb?
;

vuas. Cf. Phil. ii. 11, Eph. i.
Christ's reception of the Jews
12-14.
led to God's being glorified tor His faithfulness ; His reception of the Gentiles to

irpoo-cX.

God's being

glorified for

His mercy.

So

who appeals to the passages in Weiss, who argues that in what follows
"
which " God and Father is found with we have the expansion and proof of the

Ch.

xir.

•

Kal irdXiv,

eQvr\, |X€Ta

irdnra Td

1

IO^tj,

dpxei*' cOpwv,
irX^poScrai

irepiao-cueii'
1

€ir'

uuds

Aivcitc

Kupiov,

Kal eiraikeVaTe auToy, irdnres ol Xaoi".

irdXiv 'Haatas Xc'yei,

and

XV.

9. Td 8c e0»nrj OTrcp At'ous $o£daai tov
" Aid touto *
Qebv, KaOws yeypaTTTai,
e^ouoXoyf^aouai aoi Iv eOccffi,
"
Kal tw cVouoti aou \J/aXw'\
10. Kal TrdXiy Xe'yei,
Eu$pdv6r)Te,
"
tou Xaou auToG ".
II.
tov

^irayyeXios rSty rraripiav
f

PQMAIOY2

TIP02

7io

""Earai

auTw

irdcrrjs

uuas

I0vy)

tj

pi£a tou

'letrcral,

eXmouaiv *.

12. Kal

Kal 6 dkioTduepos

13. 6 8e 6eos tyjs

x a P"S Kal etp^i^js

2

«V

tw

eXmSos

irurrcu'eiK, els

Td

«V ttj IXiriSi, eV Sufduci Fli'cuu.aTOS 'Aytou.

For tov Kvpiov itovto to c0vtj (so LXX), read iravTa Ta e0vr) tov Kvpiov fc^ABDP
all edd.
For ciraivco-oTc (so LXX, B) FLP read nroivcoroTwo-av (LXX, A)

NABCD.
2
Against all edd., who keep the received text, Weiss finds himself compelled,
instead of irXTjpwo-oi vpas irao-rjs x a P a S •«*«• eip^vijs, to read TrXTjpo4>opT|crai vpos cv
This is the reading of B, and is found with only the omission
vao-T) x a P a *• eip^vtj.
of cv in FG Weiss thinks it quite inexplicable except as the original ; irXtjpo^>. has
a point of attachment in xiv. 5, and the double cv (cv ireMrtj x a P a • • • tv T*» itmttcvciv)
in this clause answers exactly to that in the next (ev ttj cXtriSi, cv Svvapei wv. ayiov).
The other reading is supported by fc^ACDLP.
;

idea that God's glory (the glory of His
faithfulness and of His mercy) is the end

contemplated by Christ's reception alike
of Jew and Gentile.
Ver.

Xcyw ydp Xpurrov Siokovov
= what I mean is
810made, etc.

8.

ycycvYJo-Ooi irepiTop/ris
this
Christ has been

—

kovov ircpiToufjs is usually understood
as " a minister to the Jews, to circumcised people" (cf. iii. 30, iv. 9), and this
seems to me the only intelligible explanaIn exercising this ministry (and
tion.
He exercised directly no other: Matt,
xv. 24) Christ was of course circumcised
Himself and set from His birth (Gal. iv.
4 f.) in the same relation to the law as
all who belonged to the old covenant;
but though this is involved in the fact
that Christ was sent to the Jews, it is
not what is meant by calling Him 810kovov 1rcp1.T0p.TJ5> vircp dXT)6cias 0cov
in the interest of God's truth (cf. i. 5
The truth
vircp tov 6voua.TOS ovtov).
of God, as the giver of the promises to
the fathers, was vindicated by Christ's
:

:

ministry; for in Him they were all fultols lirayy. twv
filled, 2 Cor. i. 20.
the promises belonged to the
Tra.T€pu>v
:

because they were originally
to them.
Ver. 9. Ta 8c c0vt| vircp IXcovs Sogdcrai
tov 0cov
Some expositors make this
depend directly on Xcyu, as if Paul had
" I
meant
say Christ has become a
minister of circumcision, in the interest
of the truth of God . . . and that the
Gentiles have glorified God for His

fathers,

made

mercy"

the only contrast being that be-

tween God's faithfulness, as shown to
the descendants of Abraham, and His
mercy as shown to those without the old
covenant. But if to 8c cBvtj k.t.X. is
made to depend on els to, as in the A.V.,
there is a double contrast brought out:
that of faithfulness and mercy being no
more emphatic than that of the fathers
and the Gentiles. Indeed, from the passages quoted, it is clear that Paul is preoccupied rather with the latter of these
two contrasts than with the former for
all the passages concern the place of the
Gentiles in the Church. At the same
time it is made clear even to the Gentiles
that the salvation which they enjoy
;

—

—

Hence the Gentiles
is "of the Jews".
must not be contemptuous of scruples or
infirmities, especially

such as

out of

rise

any associations with the old covenant
nor should the Jews be censorious of a
Gentile liberty which has its vindication
in the free grace of God. ko0w$ yeypoir;

toi

:

the contemplated glorification of

God answers to what we find in Ps. xviii.
Christ is assumed to be the
50, LXX.
speaker, and we may say that He gives
thanks to God among the Gentiles when
the Gentiles give thanks to God through

Him

(Heb.

Ver. 10.

:

43,

LXX.

Ver. 11.

:

1,

ii.

12).

Kol irdXiv Xcyei

The Hebrew

:

Deut. xxxii.

is different.

koI irdXiv, oIvcitc: Ps. cxvii.
the order of the words

LXX— only

varying.
Ver. 12.

koI irdXiv'Ho-o(os Xcyci

:

Isa,

14.

PQMAI0Y2

TIP02

9—15ncireiafAat Sc,

Kal aurol

*

ucotoi

dSeX^oi

jxoo,

7ii

Kal auTos eyw irepl

upc, on*??*

€<rr€

dYaSwawTjs, ireirXrjpcou.eVoL irdaYjs y^coaews.
2
Wdp-eyoi Kal dXXrjXous youGcTCtf.
15. ToXp.T)poT€pof Be eypavjm
h
dtro
«s
Sid
docXtpol,
pepous,
up.ii',
eiraKap.ip.nrjaKwi' up.as,
ttjk x^ 1 *
1

After ir«n)s ins. ttj? fc^BP, Clem.

2

ToXjiifjpoTepov

fc^CDFLP

;

;

om.

and H., and Treg. A similar change (from
made by DFG in Phil. ii. 28. aScX^oi om.
tov 0eov fc^BF and most edd.
Paul again follows the LXX,
10.
only omitting iv t-Q "npc'pq- Ikc(vj| after
eon-cu. The words are meant to describe
the Messianic kingdom and its Davidic
It is a universal kingdom, and
head.
the nations set their hope in its King,
and therefore in the God of salvation
Such a
whose representative He is.
hope in God, the Apostle's argument
in
will
result
the
praise which
implies,

Him

His mercy (ver. 9).
Prompted by eX-n-ioOonv, the
Apostle closes this section, and the body
of the epistle, by calling on "the God
glorifies
Ver. 13.

for

of hope" to bless those to whom it is
For the expression 6 0cos
addressed.
the
it means
ttjs eXiriSos cf. ver. 5
God Who gives us the hope which we
:

The joy and peace
have in Christ.
which He imparts rest on faith (iv r$
Hence they are the joy and
Trwrrevciv).
peace specially flowing from justification
and acceptance with God, and the more
we have of these, the more we abound
Such an
in the Christian hope itself.
abounding in hope, in the power of the
Holy Ghost (Acts i. 8, Luke iv. 14), is
the end contemplated in Paul's prayer
that the God of hope would fill the
Romans with all joy and peace in beFor the kind of supremacy
lieving.
thus given to hope compare the connection of ver. 5 with ver. 2 in chap. v.
The rest of this chapter is of the
nature of an epilogue. It falls into two
parts: (i)vers. 14-21, in which Paul, while

tone which he has
occasionally employed, justifies himself
for writing to the Romans by appealing
to his vocation as an Apostle; and (2)
vers. 22, 33, in which he explains to them
the programme of his future work, including his long-deferred visit to them,
and begs their prayers for a successful
apologising for the

issue to his visit to Jerusalem.
Ver. 14.
ircireio-pou Z4: the tone in

which he has written, especially in chap,
xiv., might
suggest that he thought
them very defective either in intelligence,

;

-

4,

Ch'xl
5

i

^; H°5.

ACDFL.

ToX^poTtpws AB.

xi.

i,a 9

xxi " 28

The

read by Weiss,

latter is

W.

<rirovSaioTcpo>s into <nrov8cuoTcpov) is
airo
^ABC. vko tov 0cov
;

ACDLP

or love, or both; but he disclaims any
such inference from his words. aScXcpoi

pov has a friendly emphasis: cf. vii. 4.
xai ovtos €v« cf. vii. 25
it means
" even I
myself, who have taken it upon
:

me

to address you so plainly ".
on Kal
avTol petrroi co-Tc aya6<i)<rvvir|s
that
even of yourselves ye are full of goodwithout
ness, i.e.,
any help from me.
:

N.T. passages (Gal. v.
Thess. 1. 11) seems to
association with ayaObs in
the sense of " kind "
the goodness of
which Paul speaks here is probably
therefore not virtue in general, but the
charity on which such stress is laid in
chap. xiv. as the only rule of Christian
conduct. ireirX^pwpcvoi irao-Tj? yvucrews
" our Chrisfilled full of all knowledge
ayadwcrvvi) in

all

v. 9, 2

Eph.
have an
22,

:

—

:

tian

knowledge in its entirety" (Sanday
and Headlam). This, again, may refer
to the comprehension of Christianity
shown by the strong of chap. xiv. or it
:

be intended to apologise for the
unusually doctrinal character ©f the

may

Both

epistle.

pco-roi

and

ireirXifipwpivoi

occur also in i. 29. Svvopevoi k. aXX-qXovs vov0€T€iv in a sense therefore self:

sufficient.

Ver. 15 f.
ToXpvr)poT€p<i>s . . . iirb
pepovs: the description does not apply
to the letter as a whole, but only to
parts of it: Gifford refers to vi. 12-21,
17 ff., xii. 3, and especially chap. xiv.
throughout. <Ls iiravapipvijaKcov vpas
here only in N.T. There is the same
courteous tone as in i. 11 f. He does
not presume to teach them what they do
not know, but only to suggest to their

xi.

:

memory what they must know already
but may be overlooking. 81a tt)v x°-P *
l

8o0eurdv poi this is the real justification of his writing. As in i. 5, xii. 3,
the x^P lv is that of Apostleship.
It is
not wantonly, but in the exercise of a
Divine vocation, and a divinely-bestowed
competence for it, that he writes, els to
ttjv

:

€ivai pe XeiTOVpybv
to.

c0ki)

:

there

is

Xpurrov

'Itjctov cis

a certain emphasis on

TIPOS

712
tt)»'
i

Here

On

Phil.

kCh.

,

Xpiorou

^

ii.

v. 7;

2 Cor.

z.

13; zi. 2 i.

xv.

8o9euraV

only.

the

PQMAI0Y2

p.01 uiro tou 6eou, 1 6. cis to eti>ai lie Xeiroupyov Irjaou
_
.
,
,
„.
„ „
,,
,
eiSTtt €0it), tepoupyouvTa to cuayyeXioy tou Oeou, im yevrjTai *

Trpoor<popa twi' edcuf cuirpoaScKTOS, ^Viaap-eVrj ev nfedu-aTi
2

'
17. €X W °" 1

k

3

KauxTjaif Ik Xpioru

XaXeiv Tt

ToXu.^oa>

$>v

'Itjcrou

Ta

6e6V

irpos

ou KaTcipydVaTO Xpioros

For ycvnTai Weiss, against all edd., reads ycvT)8rj with B.
commoner form yevijTai is an emendation current in
which the MSS. can be classified.

all

"After ovv ins. Ttjv BCDF om. JtfALP W. and H. bracket.
read irpos tov 0€ov with fc^ABCDFL and all edd.
3

For

ToXu,r)<r(i>

B

has toXuw, which

els

to,

60vt),

would be

;

W. and H.

^ ACDFGLP.

as
Paul lor writing to

whole sentence
a justification of
Rome, unless the

Roman Church had been

essentially

Gentile.
For Xei/rovpyov see note on
xiii. 6.
The word here derives from the
context the priestly associations which
But
often attach to it in the LXX.
on the quesobviously it has no bearing
"
character of
tion as to the " sacerdotal

the

Christian ministry.

which

The

offering
Paul conceives himself as present-

ing to God is the Gentile Church, and
the priestly function in the exercise of
which this offering is made is the preaching of the Gospel. Paul describes himself as icpovpyovvTa to evayyeXtov tov
0eov sacerdotis tnodo evangelium administrantem. Fritzsche (on whose note
all later expositors depend) explains the
sacerdotis modo by accurate et religiose ;
just as a Levitical offering was not
acceptable to God unless the prescribed
ceremonial was precisely observed, so
the offering of the Gentiles at God's
altar would be unacceptable unless Paul
showed a priestlike fidelity in his minisBut this is to wring
try of the Gospel.

from a word what an intelligent appreciation of the sentence as a whole, and
especially of its pictorial character, refuses to yield
the clause tva yeVYjTai
. . .
evirpocrSeKTOs depends not on lepovpbut
whole conception of
on
the
yovvTo,
Paul's ministry, i.e., on els to clva£ uc
:

XciTovpyov k.t.X. For y\ irpoo~<f>opa r&r
I6vwv, genitive of object, cf. Heb. x. 10.
This great offering is acceptable to God
(1 Pet. ii. 5) because it is -qyiao-pivT)
consecrated to Him Iv irvevfxaTt ay£<p.
Those who believed in the Lord Jesus
Christ, as the result of Paul's sacred
ministry of the Gospel, received the
Holy Spirit: this (as distinct from the
ceremonial "without spot or blemish")

put in margin.

of this
the groups into

For irpos 0cov

The

For XaX«iv ti read ti XoXeiv with

and the

inept,

yap

The change

1

tained by most edd. with

Aytu.

18. ou

81' eu.ou, els uiraKOTji'

into the

;

•

was the ground of

fut. is re-

^ ABCDF.

their acceptance

(cf.

xii. 1 f.).

ex« ovv kovx^o-iv

Ver. 17.

:

I

have

therefore ground of boasting. In spite of
the apologetic tone of ver. 14 f. Paul is

not without confidence in writing to the
Romans. But there is no personal assumption in this; for he has it only in
Christ Jesus, and only to. irpos tov 0e6V
in his relations to
v.

God.

Cf.

Heb.

ii.

17,

1.

All other boasting he declines,
ov yap toX(jlt]o-u> ti XaXeiv uv ov
KaTcipyacaTO 81' ep.ov 6 X. in effect this

Ver. 18

f.

:

means, I will not presume to speak of
anything except what Christ wrought
through me. This is the explanation of
cx« ovv Kav\m<riv iv X p 1 o- t £ 'Itjo-ov.
The things which Christ did work
through Paul He wrought els viraKorjv
€0vwv with a view to obedience on the
This compart of the Gentiles cf. i. 5.
bination
Christ working in Paul, to
make the Gentiles obedient to the Gos-

—

—

:

the vindication of Paul's action
Rome. It is not on his
own impulse, but in Christ that he does
and the Romans as Gentiles lie withit
in the sphere in which Christ works
through him.
Xoyy teal epya>: Xdyos
refers to the preaching, epyov to all he
pel

is

in writing to

;

had been enabled

to do or suffer in his
2 Cor. x. n, Acts vii. 22, Lc.
calling.
xxiv. 19.
iv 8vvauci o-Tjpeiwv koi Tepa-

orquelov and xepas are the words
generally employed in the N.T. to designate what we call miracle often, too,
Svvaueis is used as synonymous (Mark
All three are again applied to
vi. 2).
Paul's miracles in 2 Cor. xii. 12, and to
similar works in the Apostolic age of the
Church in Heb. ii. 4 all three are also
found in 2 Thess. ii. g, where they are
ascribed to the Man of Sin, whose
Parousia in this as in other respects is

t»v.

:

:

—

l6

nP02 PQMAI0Y2

21.

iOv&v,

Xoyw Kal epyw,

riK€up,aTOS

0€ou

•

*

1 9. iv

a^eUav

8ufdp.ci

wore pe

713

Kal repdruv, iv Suydpei
Kal kukXu pe'xpi tou

diro 'lepouo-aXrju.

'iXXupixoG TT€ir\T|p<oK^at to euayyikiov tou XpicroG.
2

4>tXoTtfjLOuueKOK

€uayye\il€(rBai, ofy oirou

iv dXXoTpiov OepeXiof oiko8ou.w
ouk dnfiyyeXtj

20. outw 8e

l

ACD

0eov fc$D 2 LP; *yiov
put [aytov] in text.
plete the expression.
1

W. and H.

1 '3
;

21. dXXa,

•

•

ircpl au-roG, o\|rorrai

wfopdaOn Xpioros,

8

Ka8ftJS

<Va

"
ycypairTai,

u.tj

Oi$

B.

ora.

flcov

1

Cor

Jsj "cor.
x. 16.

Kal 01 ouk dKTjKoaori, aui^aouai

Both

1

B certainly seems right here, though
and ayiov seem interpolations to com-

L, Orig. <f>iXoTipovpai BD (gr.) FP. Edd. seem to
<f>iXoTipovpcvov fr$ACD
regard the latter as a change made to simplify the construction, and the case is one
of those in which the value of B may be lessened by Western influence hence they
But Weiss reads <J>iXoTipovpai because it
prefer, as a rule, the former reading.
is exegetically necessary, and says he is not aware of
any such arbitrary change of
a participle into a finite verb.
2

2' 3

1

;

;

3

o^ovTai before 01s B and so W. and H. and Weiss.
conforms to the LXX and the next clause.
;

text

regarded as counterfeiting that of Christ.
"
is always rendered " wonder
in
the A. V., and, as though the word were
unequal to the phenomenon, it is never
used alone in all the places in which it
occurs o-rjjjieiov is also found. The latter

Wpas

:

emphasises the significance of the miracle;
not merely a sight to stare at, but is
suggestive of an actor and a purpose. In
"
" the
this
of
and
it is

passage,
power
signs
wonders seems to mean the power with
which they impressed the beholders
more or less it is an interpretation of
So " the power " of the Holy
€pya>.
Ghost means the influence with which
the Holy Spirit accompanied the preaching of the Gospel more or less it answers
to Xoyoi
see 1 Thess. i. 5 and cf. the
diro8ci£ci irvevftaTos k. Swapews, 1 Cor.
ii.
wore pe k.t.X. " The result of
4.
Christ's working through His Apostle is
:

:

:

here stated as

if

the preceding sentence

had been

affirmative in form as well as
sense " (Gifford). diro 'Icpovo-aX^p this
agrees with Acts ix. 26-29, but this, of
course, does not prove that it was borrowed from that passage. Even if Paul
began his ministry at Damascus, he
might quite well speak as he does here,
:

chronology, but its range,
he is describing and to his mind Jerusalem (to which, if let alone, he would
have devoted himself, see Acts xxii. 18xal
22) was its point of departure.
for

it is

not

its

;

kvkXw

most modern commentators have
rendered this as if it were tov kvkXw
from Jerusalem and its vicinity, by which
they mean Syria (though some would in-

—

:

clude Arabia, Gal. i. 17) for this use of
kvkX<p see Gen. xxxv. 5, Judith i. 2.
:

The

order in received

But most Greek commentators render as
" and round about unto
the A.V.

—

in

This

the interpretation
S. and H., and
is illustrated by Xen., Anab., vii., i., 14
(quoted by the latter) Trorepa 81a tov
icpov £pov$ Scot TTopevecrQai, f] kvkXoj
Sia p.co-T]s ttjs 6paKT)9. p-e'xp 1 T0 ^ 'IXXvpikov can (so far as p^'xpi is concerned)
either exclude or include Illyricum. Part
of the country so called may have been
traversed by Paul in the journey alluded
Illyricum ".

taken by

is

Hofmann and by
:

to in Acts xx. 1

f.
(8ieX0«i>v 8e to. pipi)
ei«iva), but the language would be satisfied if he had come in sight of Illyricum
as he would do in his westward journey

through Macedonia.
ircirXtipitficevai to
cuayy. tov Xpurrov have fulfilled (fully
preached) the Gospel of Christ. Cf. Col.
Paul had done this in the sense
i. 25.
:

in which it was required of an Apostle,
whose vocation (to judge from Paul's
practice) was to lay the foundation of

a church in the chief centres of populaand as soon as the new community
was capable of self-propagation, to move
tion,

on.

OVTW 8^ 4>lXoTlfJLOiJfi€VOV (1
Ver. 20.
Thess. iv. 11, 2 Cor. v. 9) making it my
ambition, however, thus to preach the
Gospel, etc. This limits ircn-Xqpcdiclvai.
he had never sought to preach where
:

:

Christianity was already established. A
point of honour, but not rivalry, is involved in 4hXoti|xov|jl€vov. fc>yop.do-0T)
cf. 2 Tim. ii. 19 and Isa. xxvi. 13, Amos
:

To name the name of the Lord
confess Him to be what He is to

vi. 10.
is

to

the faith of His people,
tolov dculXiov k.t.X.

tva

p-rj

lir'

The duty

dXX<J-

of an

PQMAI0Y2

IIPOS

7H

tA TroXXa

xv.

l

too £X0cik irpos upas, 23. rvvl 8c
tcXipaai toutois, IvnroQiav 8c cxuc tou
m airo
ttoXXwk 2 (twk, 24. u>s tav 8 7ropeu&>uai els tyjv
IXOciy irpds upas
XiraKiay, tXcuaopai irpos upas
€*\iri£» yap oiaTropeuoutyos OcdaaS3. Aio

icai lv*Koirr6ii.r)v

to is
utjk^ti t6ttov €\<uv cV

m LnkeTiii.

'

n Ver.

<r0ai upas,

15.

*

'

"

vi! 25!'

Kal

u<£'

*

p«p° u 5

cjATrXnaOw.

1

t« iroXXa

*

For iroXXwv

'

For «s cav read ws av with

all

^ACLP;

ckci, eav ujawk TrpuTOf dird
25. Nuia oe iropcuouai els 'itpouaaXtjp, SiaKorwK

upwy TrpOTfep^G^ai

1r0XXa.cn

^ADFL read

BDF.

ncar«v with

BCP, Weiss, W. and

^ABC. Om.

H., Alford.

cXcvcrouai irpos vpas

fc^ABCDF and

edd.

Apostle was with the foundation, not the

was

work which kept Paul from
had the
was in
Corinth) and have been prevented by
The rendering oi
some other cause.

it

his

superstructure. 1 Cor. iii. 10. The same
confidence in his vocation, and the same
pride in limiting that confidence, and not
boasting of what Christ had done through
others, or intruding his operations into

visiting Rome, but he may have
desire to do so {e.g., when he

their sphere, pervades the tenth chapter

all

of 2 Cor.
aXXa. icaOws yc'ypairTai
Ver. 21.
Paul's actual procedure corresponded
led to the fulfilment of,
and
indeed
with,
a famous O.T. prophecy. Isa. Iii. 11
It is absurd to
exactly as in LXX.
argue with Fritzsche that Paul found a
prediction of his own personal ministry
(and of the principles on which he discharged it), in Isaiah, and equally beside
the mark to argue that his use of the
"
passage is quite in accordance with the
The
is
spirit of the original".
quite different from the Hebrew, and
:

LXX

Paul quotes it because he liked to be
able to express his own opinion or pracIt seemed
tice in Scripture language.
to him to get a Divine confirmation in
this way but an examination of various
passages shows that he cared very little
for the original meaning or application.
;

The

Vv. 22-33.

He

is

at present

Apostle's programme.
on his way to Jerusalem

gifts which his Gentile churches
made for the relief of the poor

with the

have

The

Christians there.
is

dubious, and he
success. After

issue of this visit
begs their prayers for

it is over, he means
to proceed to Spain, and on the way he
hopes to pay his long deferred visit to

its

Rome.
Kal tv€K<yrrr6\i.r\v
the
work which detained the Apostle in the
East also hindered him from visiting
Rome.
For another lyicrfirTciv see 1
Thess. ii. 18. t« iroXXa is more than
Ver.

22.

iroXXaicis in

8id

i.

13

:

:

it is

distinguished in

Greek writers both from ivtorc (sometimes) and ocl (always) and is rightly
rendered in Vulg. plerumque.

As a

rule,

"

R.V. " these many times
(apparently,
the definite times included in iroXXaki« i. 13) is unsupported by examples.
but now
Ver. 23.
vwvt Bk
the
sentence thus begun is interrupted by
for
n
»
d
never
the
finished,
iXirigw yo-P
words IXcvcrouai irpos vuas in T.R. are

—

:

an interpolation.

ui)kcti toitov cxwv:
not that every soul was converted, but
that the Apostolic function of laying
foundations had been sufficiently discharged over the area in question. icXiua
is only found in the plural in N.T.
2
Cor. xi. 10, Gal. i. 21. cmiroOeiav here
airo iicavtov Itwv: the
only in N.T.
desire dated "from a good many years
;

back". Cf. airo kt^o-cws K<$o-|tov, i. 20,
Acts xv. 7.
Ver. 24.
<Ls av iropcvcouai els TT|r
Iiraviav

:

is

it

here the apodosis begins,

which being broken

on by

in

IXirigc* is

never formally resumed, though the sense
is taken up again in ver. 28 f.
is av is
temporal = simulatque : cf. 1 Cor. xi. 34,
Phil. ii. 23
The
Buttmann, p. 232.
principle which Paul has just laid down
:

as regulating his Apostolic work (ver. 20)
forbids him to think of Rome as a proper
sphere for it ; great as is his interest in
the capital of the world, he can only pay
it a passing visit on the way to another
v4'vuuvirpoir£|j.$0T)vai.iic6i: it has
been said that Paul expected or claimed
"quasi pro jure smo" to be escorted
all the way to Spain (by sea) by members
of the Roman Church but this is not
field.

;

included in irpoir€p<p0tjvai.
Practical
illustrations are seen in Acts xx. 35, xxi.
5 : similar anticipations in 1 Cor. xvi. 6,
11.
For irpuTov see Mt. vii. 5, viii. 21.
airo pipovs indicates that no such stay
would be equal to the Apostle's longing

22

—28.
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26. efiWitTjaaK yap

rots dytots-

MaxcWia

715

Kal 'Axaia * Kowtaviav p Heb.

tikA iroi^aaaOai €is tous tttwxous tw^ ay'noy t&v iv 'lepouaaX^u,

27. eu8oKT]aai' yelp, Kal 6<|>€iX€Tai aurotv curif.

cl

yap

xiii.

•

tois -nreu-

|xaTiKois auTaiy eKoii'wnr]ora»' to, e6nr), 6<J>ei\oucri Kal ef rots aapKiKois
4

XeiTOupyfjaai auTOis. 28. touto ouV eiriTeXeoas, Kal a^payicrdjiekos q
auTOis tow Kapirop touto k, d.TT€\euaou.ai oV uu.wy eis tV Xiraiaai'.

for fellowship

would be

with the Romans, but it
a partial satisfaction of

at least

it.

Ver. 25. vwl 82 is not a resumption
of rwvl 8c in ver. 23 there is an entire
break in the construction, and Paul begins again, returning from the Spanish
journey, which lies in a remote and uncertain future, to the present moment.
" But at this moment I am on the
way
to Jerusalem, ministering to the saints."
StoKovwv does not represent this journey
as part of his apostolic ministry, which
:

might legitimately defer his

more (Weiss)

;

it

refers to

visit

once

the service

rendered to the poor by the money he
brought (see 2 Cor. viii. 4). For whatever reason, Paul seems to have used
"the saints" (a name applicable to all
Christians) with a certain predilection to
describe the Jerusalem Church. Cf. ver.
31, 1 Cor. xvi. 1, 2 Cor. viii. 4, ix. X, ix.
12 : all in this connection.
Ver. 26.
eu8dKT]crav yap MaxeSovia

Macedonia and Achaia
Kal 'Axaia
would include all the Pauline Churches
in Europe, and we know from 1 Cor. xvi.
1 that a similar contribution was being
:

made in Galatia. cvSoK-rjcrav expresses
the formal resolution of the churches in
question, but here as in many places
with the idea that it was a spontaneous
and cordial resolution (though it had
been suggested by
see chap. x. 1
Paul}
(Fritzsche's note there), Luke xii. 32,
:

i. 15, 1 Cor. i. 21, 1
Thess. ii. 8, iii.
KoivwvCav Tiva: riva marks the inIt was no
definiteness of the collection.
assessment to raise a prescribed amount,
"
some contribution," more or less
but
according to will and circumstances. For
Kmvwviav in this sense see 2 Cor. viii. 4,
ix. 13 : where the whole subject is discussed,
els tovs *t«xov« T** v ay£cw:
from the partitive genitive it is clear that
not all the saints in Jerusalem were poor.
But Gal. ii. 10, Acts vi. show that the
community at least included many poor,
towards whom it assumed a responsibility
so burdensome that it was unable to discharge it unaided.
Ver. 27.
cvS4KT|<rar yap: they have
Paul felt bound to let
resolved, I say.

* Cor. ix

resolution affect his own conduct
even to the extent of delaying his journey
westward. Indeed he explains in 2 Cor.,
chaps, viii. and ix., that he expected great
this

spiritual results, in the

way

of a better

understanding between Jewish and Gentile Christianity, from this notable act of
Gentile charity hence his desire to see
;

accomplished, and the necessity laid
on him to go once more to Jerusalem.
6^ti\irai: cf. i. 14, viii. 12. The resolve
of the Gentile Churches to help the poor
Jewish Christians, though generous, was
in a sense it was the
not unmotived
payment of a debt, tois irvevfiaTitcois
avTwv the spiritual things belonging to
the Jews in which the Gentiles shared
are the Gospel and all its blessings
" salvation is of the
All the
Jews ".
gifts of Christianity are gifts of the Holy
4v tois capiciKots: the carnal
Spirit.
things of the Gentiles, in which they
minister to the Jews, are those which
belong to the natural life of man, as a
creature of flesh the universal symbol
There is the same
of these is money.
idea in a similar connection (the support
of the Gospel ministry) in 1 Cor. ix. 11.
In neither place has o-apKuca any ethical
connotation.
XciTovpyf)o-ai is simply
" to minister to " no
much less
it

;

:

—

—

:

official,

sacerdotal association.

Ver. 28.

Cf. Phil.

ii.

tovto ovv liriTeXca-as

:

30.

hav-

ing brought this business to a close. It
is a mistake to find in Paul's use of

any reference to the perform-

Gal.

liriTcXciv

1.

ance of a religious
viii. 6,

n,

Gal.

iii.

rite

3, Phil.

i.

:

see

2

Cor.

6. o-t^payio-a-

" This

ucvos avTois tov Kapirov tovtov.
is, of course, the collection; it is
one of the gracious results of the recepof
the Gospel by the Gentiles, and
tion
Paul loves to conceive and to speak of it
Thus
spiritually rather than materially.
in 2 Cor. viii. and ix. he calls it a x<*pi5>
a Siatcovia, a Koivttvia, a aSp6Yr)s, a
cvXoyia never money. The point of the
fruit"

:

figure in o-^payurdpevos cannot be said
to be clear.
It may possibly suggest
that Paul, in handing over the money to
the saints, authenticates it to them as the
fruit of their irvcvp.aTiKd, which have

been sown among the Gentiles (so S.

29. otSa 8e 3ti, ^pxopevos

Gal. Hi.

r

Heb. euayyeXiou too

1.3;

PQMMOY2

IIP02

7 i6

Pet. Hi.

g. <#>ol,

I

John
'

2

•

31.

r

euXoyias tou

30. riapaxaXaj 8e upas, d8eXXpiorou, Kal 8id ttjs dydinis tou

Xpiorou cXeucropai.

Sid tou Kupiou

t6v Qeov
fro-

'Itjctou

Tjp.toi>

foot

puo6w

^ SiaKoria p.ou

iv tcus irpoaeuxais uirep epou irpos

jxoi

t&v

dird

*

dirciOouVTOH' iv

rrj

MouSaia, Kal

'kpouoaX^jx cuirpoVSeKTOS yeVrjTai tois
3
dytois- 32. Iva iv X a P? «X6« irpos 6p,as Sid OeXTJpaTOs 0cou, Kal
awavaTraucra>p.ai up.tr.
33. 6 8c Beds T% elpYjnrjs p.€Td Trdrrwy

a?

xiv.

rvl

Hi.

up.as, iv TrXi|p<iSuaTi

irpds

nycujxaTOS, owaywiacrao-Oai
s

xv. 29-33.

5'

T}

els

4

up.WK.

dp-^r.

1

Om. tov

*

After Koi om. iva with

evayyeXiov tou fr^ABCDF and

W. and H.

fr^ABCD

1

all

cdd.

Siaicovia

.

^ACD^'L;

8o>po<f>opia

BD^.

regard 8<i>po<f>opia as a Western reading which belongs to the inferior
element in B, and therefore adopt Siaicovia ; so Tischdf. But Weiss thinks Siaicovia
obviously suggested here by its use in 2 Cor. viii. 4, ix. 1, 12 f., and puts 8a)po<t>opia,
which occurs nowhere else in the N.T., in his text. The change of it to Siaicovia
induced, he believes, the further change of €v before !cpovcraXr)p (which is also the
1
3
reading of BD F) into cis (which is found like Siaicovia in fr$ACD L). This argument seems to have real weight, even though BDF is not always a strong combination of authorities.
s

This is the reading of BDEFGLP, and is retained by Weiss.
ev x a P°/ «X6w.
has the critical advantage of making it possible to understand how B could have
come to omit the clause icai crvvavairavcrcopai vp.iv, and the exegetical advantage of
properly defining the end aimed at in the prayer, which was that Paul might come
with joy to Rome, not that he might refresh himself after that. W. and H. put the
received text in margin, but read in text iva . . . cX0o>v . . . 0eov oruvavairavcrcopai
cXBaiv is the reading of fc^AC, and these MSS. also omit icai.
For deov B
vp.iv.
has Kvpiov Irjcrov D*F Xpicrrov Irjcrov alii aliter. Possibly the original reading
was 6cAT]paTos alone (cf. 1 Cor. xvi. 12), which has been variously supplemented.
It

;

;

4

a rt|v om.

and H.); or
have secured

AF
it

;

ins.

may

fr^BCDLP and

mean "when

only

this fruit to

them as

all

I

their

"
The ideas of
(so Meyer).
property
"
"security," "formality,"
property,"
"
"
finality," are all associsolemnity,"
ated with crc}>payis and cr4>payi£b> in
different passages of the N.T., and it is
impossible to say which preponderated
in Paul's mind as he wrote these words,
Cf.

John

iii.

dircXc-ucropai is

33, vi. 27.

simply abibo : the idea of departing from
Jerusalem is included in it, which is not
Drought out in the R.V., "I will goon",
81'

vpwv: cf. 2 Cor. i. 16.
is no evidence that

there

ets IiravCav:
this intention

was ever carried out except the wellknown passage in Clem. Rom. I. 5
which speaks of Paul as having come
an expression
iirX to re'ppa tt\s Svcreco?
which, especially if the writer was a Jew,
may as well mean Rome as Spain. But
all the more if it was not carried out
:

is

this

genuine

passage in Romans assuredly
a second-century writer would
;

not gratuitously ascribe to an

apostl*

edd*

intentions which he

must have known
were never accomplished.
Ver. 29.
For Ipxopcvos . . . I\«vcropai

cf.

1

Cor.

ii.

1.

iv irXrjpwpaTi

Paul's desire was
evXoyia? Xpicrrov.
to impart to the Romans \apia-\id
irvevpariicoV (i. 11), and he is sure it will
be satisfied to the full. When he comes
he will bring blessing from Christ to
which nothing will be lacking.
On

W

irX^pupa see

xi.

12.

In
Ver. 30.
irapaicaXw 8k vpds.
spite of the confident tone of ver. 29,
Paul is very conscious of the uncertainties
and perils which lie ahead of him, and
with the 8i he turns to this aspect of

dScXc^ol (which W. H.
an appeal to their Christian
sympathy. Sid tov Kvpiov T)puv 'I. X.
For Sid in this sense see xii. 1.
The
Romans and Paul were alike servants of
this Lord, and His name was a motive
to the Romans to sympathise with Paul
in all that he had to encounter in Christ's
service. Sid ttjs dydirns tov irvevpoTos,
his

situation.

bracket)

is

nP02 PQMAI0Y2

XVI. 1—2.

XVI.

U

IYNIXTHMI

I.

&plv oi'0i]K

tV dScX^v

717

Tjuwy,

ouW

b

l

«V Keyxpeai?' 2. imauTT)K irpoa8^t]a0c
Kupiw d£iws tuv ayiuv, Kal irapooTTJTC aurrj Ik w av ujawv XPT&T1

*8i<£ic<H'0>'TTJs!icic\iricrias ttjs

eV

Kal yap a "T*l

TrpdyaaTi1

2

After ovcrav ins. kcu

c

^'BC1

avrrjv irpoo-8e|ir)cr0€ fc^ALP

irpoordTis ttoXXwk €y€vr)0T], Kal auTou
;

;

ABCL.

euov avTov with

W.

so Weiss.

avrnv

x

Tta

-

iiL

8
2

bPhil.ii

*a

c

13'

i^N.T*

and H. bracket

BCDF.

after »po<r8.

For ovtov

€f*ov

read

the love wrought in Christian hearts by
the Spirit of God (Gal. v. 22) is another
motive of the same kind. <rvvay«vi<racr0o(
poi, ev rats irpoarcvxa^« <rwvaywv££op.ai
in the N.T., but dywv
is found here
only
and ayo>vi£o|i.ai in a spiritual sense are
in
found
each of the groups into which
the Pauline epistles are usually divided.
What Paul asks is that they should join

a part" (Hort). The tva here seems to
be subordinate to, not co-ordinate with
the preceding one.
Paul looks forward
to a time of joy and rest beyond these

him

with all their might in
were against the hostile
forces which would frustrate his apostolic

10), but hardly in the conditions anticipated here.
Ver. 33. 6 Se 0cos tyjs elpi]VT)s there

work.

is

in striving

wrestling as

—

—

it

Kal
Cf. Just. Mart., Apol., ii., 13
€t>xouevos Kal irauudxws dy«vi£<5uevos.
aywvia in Lc. xxii. 44 seems to denote
awful fear rather than intense striving.
irpos toy 0edv is not otiose : Paul felt
how much it was worth to have God
appealed to on his behalf.
Ver. 31 f. Xva pvtrOw diro twv airei0ovv:

anxieties and dangers, as the ultimate
end to be secured by their prayers. 81a
it
0eXi]p.aTos 0€ov
depends on this
whether Paul is to return or how. He
did reach Rome, by the will of God (i.
:

:

an appropriateness

in this designation

after ver. 31, but "peace" is one of
the ruling ideas in Paul's mind always,
and needs no special explanation in a
benediction: 2 Cor. xiii. n, Phil. iv. g,
1 Thess. v. 23.

On

Chapter XVI.
introduction.

this chapter see
of five distinct

It consists

The recommendation

disobedient, i.e., from
not received the GoskoI tj
pel, 2 Thess. i. 8, chap. xi. 30.
It was not the unk.t.X.
SiaKovia (iov
hated
Paul.
To
who
believing Jews only

of Phoebe
parts (1)
to the Church, vers. 1 and 2 ; (2) a
series of greetings from Paul himself,
vers. 3-16 ; (3) a warning against false
teachers, vers. 17-20 ; (4) a series of

them he was an

greetings from companions of Paul, vers.
21-23
(5) a doxology.
Ver. 1 f. Iwio-ttjui 8e vjitv $oi|3t|v.
<rvvi<mr)|u is the technical word for this
kind of recommendation, which was
equivalent to a certificate of church
membership. Paul uses it with especial
frequency in 2 Cor., both in this technical
sense (iii. 1, v. 12), and in a kindred but

twv

from

:

the Jews

the

who had

appointed

apostate,

who had

dis-

their hopes ; but even
in many cases regarded

all

Christian Jews
him as false to the nation's prerogative,
and especially to the law. There was a
real danger that the contribution he
brought from the Gentile Churches might
not be graciously accepted, even accepted
at all it might be regarded as a bribe,
in return for which Paul's opposition to
the law was to be condoned, and the
equal standing of his upstart churches in
It
the Kingdom of God acknowledged.
was by no means certain that it would
be taken as what it was a pledge of
brotherly love and God alone could dispose "the saints" to take it as simply as
Paul's state of mind as
it was offered.
seen here is exactly that which is re;

—

;

vealed in Acts xx. 17-38, xxi. 13, etc.
Xva ev x a P$ ^XOaiv . . . o-uvavairaw&iuai
vulv. crvvavair. here only in N.T. but
<ruvirapaK\T)0TJvai, i. 12, and <rvvay«»*'
Rest after the perv£crao-0ai ver. 30.
sonal danger and after the ecclesiastical
cf.

crisis

of which the personal danger formed

:

;

wider one

(iv. 2, vi. 4, vii. 11, x.

tt|v d8€\<J>T|v T|pwv

:

12, 18).

our (Christian)

sister,

Cor. vii. 15, ix. 5. The spiritual kinship thus asserted was a recommendation
of itself, but in Phcebe's case Paul can
ovo-av Kal Sioikovov ttjs
add another,
1

€KK\T|o-tas ttjs Iv Keyxpeais who is also
a servant of the Church in Cenchreae.
It is not easy to translate SioLkovos, for
"servant" is too vague, and " deaconess"
is
more technical than the original.
AiaKovia was really a function of membership in the Church, and Phcebe
might naturally be described as she is
here if like the house of Stephanas at
Corinth (1 Cor. xvi. 15) she had given
herself els SiaKovCav tois dyiois.
That
:

nP02 PQMAI0Y2

7 i8
{jaou.

3. *A<rrr<io-aa0€

Xpurru

'Itjaou, 4.

npunuXXay

(oiWcs

J

XVI.

koi 'AkiiXok tous
auKcpyous

uirep ttjs t^X'HS |*oo tof

p.ou lr

tauTUK TpdxnXo*

uW0t)k<xk ots ouk iyut u.oVos euxapioru, dXXd itot ireurcu at ^kkXi)atai twk lOviav ') ical tV kot oikok auTuif eKKXnaiai'.
5. dairdaaaGe
•

'EiraiKeTOH to> dyainiTdV poo, os ivriv dirapx?) ttjs 'Axofos
1

eis Xpi-

For flpio-KiXXav (corrected by Acts xviii. 2) read llpuricar fc^ABCDFL.
For ttjs A X aias LP, read n\% Actios with ^ABCD 1 F. The wrong reading

due to

1

a

life

quite

tality,

under the conditions of ancient society,
" in
the
soon produced " deaconesses
official sense, and Phoebe may have had

some recognised function of SioicovCo
assigned to her. Cenchreae was on the
Saronic gulf, nine miles E. of Corinth
as the port for Asia and the East, many
Christians would pass through it, and a
Christian woman who gave herself to
hospitality (xii. 13) might have her hands
full,
iv Kvpiy. no mere reception of
Phoebe into their houses satisfies this
their Christian life was to be open for
her to share in it ; she was no alien to be
:

—

debarred from spiritual intimacy, ogtws
twv ayiwv with such kindness as it becomes Christians to show, koi irapa:

ottjt€ avT-p (Jer. xv. 11) : after the Christian welcome is assured, Paul bespeaks
Phoebe in whatever
their
help for

He speaks
require it.
his language suggests
that she was going to Rome on business
koi -yap
in which they could assist her.

affair

is

Cor. xvi. 15.

of habitual charity and hospiapart from any official
would
position,
justify the name Sidicovos.
On the other hand it must be remembered that the growth of the Church,
is,

2

she

may

indefinitely, but

avT^: in complying with this request
they will only be doing for Phoebe what
she has done for others, and especially
for Paul himself.
irpocrrdTis (feminine
of TrpooTaTTjs)

is suggested by irapaPaul might have said irapcurratis, but uses the more honourable word.
vpooTaTTjs (patronus) was the title of a
citizen in Athens who took charge of the
interests of piToticoi and persons without
civic rights the corresponding feminine
here may suggest that Phoebe was a
woman of good position who could render
valuable services to such a community
as a primitive Christian Church usually
was. When she helped Paul we cannot

cttt)T€.

;

Dr. Gifford suggests the occasion
tell.
of Acts xviii. 18. Paul's vow " seems to
point to a deliverance from danger or
sickness," in which she may have minis-

It is generally assumed
was the bearer of this
and
epistle,
many even of those who
regard vers. 3-16 as addressed to Ephesus
still hold that vers. 1 and 2 were meant
for Rome.
Ver. 3 f.
Greeting to Prisca and

tered to him.
that Phoebe

ocnrao-aordc
only here does
Paul commission the whole Church to
greet individual members of it (Weiss).
For the persons here named see Acts
xviii. 2.
Paul met them first in Corinth,
and according to Meyer converted them
there.
Here as in Acts xviii. 18, 26 and
1 Tim. iv. 19 the wife is put first,
probably as the more distinguished in

Aquila.

:

Christian character and service ; in 1
Cor. xvi. 19, where they send greetings,
the husband naturally gets his precedence, tovs orvvcpYovs |iov Iv Xpio-ri

on first acquaintance they had
Mtjotov
been fellow-workers, not in Christ Jesus,
but in tent-making they were 6u.4tcxvoi,
Acts xviii. 3. oitivcs quippe qui. rhy
covtuv TpaxTjXov the singular (as Gifford
:

:

:

:

points out)

shows that the expression

is

To

save Paul's life Prisca
and Aquila incurred some great danger
themselves ; what, we cannot tell. They
were in his company both in Corinth and
Ephesus, at times when he was in extreme peril (Acts xviii. 12, xix. 30 f.), and
the recipients of the letter would understand the allusion. The technical sense
of viiroOcivat, to give as a pledge, cannot
be pressed here, as though Prisca and
figurative.

Aquila had given their personal security
(though it involved the hazard of their
lives)

for

Paul's good behaviour,

ots

ovk 3ym (iovos cvxapurrw k.t.X. The
language implies that the incident referred to had occurred long enough ago
for all the Gentile Churches to be aware
of it, but yet so recently that both they

and the Apostle himself retained a lively
feeling of gratitude to his brave friends.
koi ttjv Kar oIkov ovtwv cfCKXrjcriav
theserwords do not mean "their Christian
household," nor do they imply that the
:
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3—96.

ottoV.

&<nn£aaa0£ Mapidp.,

dorraaaadc

7.
*

auKaixfiaXcaTOUs p.ou,
ot

ical

otTive's
2

tok dyamriTOv p.ou €> Kupiw.
1

tjtis

9.

iroXXd

d

'lotmay tous

elatf
cV

yey6vacriv

irpd ejAou

1

teal

'AfSpdViKOK

PQMAI0Y2

f

7'9

zKOtriaxrev els Vjftas. d Ver.

oruyyems pou

€Trurnp.oi iv tois

Xpiorw.

8.

diro<rn5Xots, e Col. iv.io
hllem °n
3

do-irdaaaOe 'ApirXiai'

dorrdaaaflc Quppavoy t^k

23
f

owepyoy

*Jj"ii.

Mapiap fc^DFL Maptav ABCP, and so most edd. For rjpas read vpas
For yeyovao-iv read ycyovar with fc»$AB.
For Ap/irXiav read ApirXiarov with ^AB X F.

^ABC

;

*
*

whole Christian community (in Rome or
in Ephesus) met in the house of Prisca
and Aquila.
They signify the body of
believers meeting for worship there, a
body which would only be part of the
local Christian community.
Cf 1 Cor.
xvi. 19, Col. iv. 15, Philemon 2, Acts xii.
" There is no clear
12.
example of a
separate building set apart for Christian
worship within the limits of the Roman

Empire before the

third century, though
be
apartments in private houses might
"
specially devoted to this purpose (Light-

foot

on

Col.

iv. 15).

ao-ira<racr0€ 'Eiraf-

rtroy tov ayairnTOv p-ov after Priscilla
and Aquila, not a single person is known
of all those to whom Paul sends greetings
in vv. 3-16.
EpaeairapxT) ttjs 'Aaios
netus was the first convert in Asia (the
Roman province of that name).
Cf
1 Cor. xvi. 15.
There is no difficulty in
of
Asia
first
Christian
that
the
supposing
was at this time temporarily or permanently in Rome : but the discovery
of an Ephesian Epaenetus on a Roman
:

:

—

—

inscription (quoted by Sanday and Headlam) is very interesting.
Ver. 6.
It is not certain whether
Mapidp. (which is Jewish) or Maptav
fj-ris
(Roman) is the true reading.
iroXXa eicoiria<rcv : the much labour she
is made the ground (-fJTis)
cts vp.a« is much
of a special greeting,
there is
better supported than eU "HP-as
in
Paul's
finer
appreciation of
something
services rendered to others than if they
had been rendered to himself. Cf. Gal.

had bestowed

:

iv.

11.

Ver. 7. Andronicus is a Greek name,
which, like most names in this chapter,

can

be

from inscriptions.
be masculine (from MovvCas,

illustrated

'lovvtav may
or Movvias contraction of Junianus), or

probably the
(from Movvia)
former, tovs <n>YY<v "5 lM,v *•'•» J ews It is hardly possible that so
Cf. ix. 3.
many people in the Church addressed
feminine

:

:

more closely
(see w. n, 21) should be
connected with Paul than hy the bond of

ia.

ical

I&
1

?.

But it was natural for him,
nationality.
in writing to a mainly Gentile Church, to

distinguish those with whom he had this
point of contact. Cf. Col. iv. 11. <rvvaix(ioXutovs pov this naturally means that
on some occasion they had shared Paul's
imprisonment it is doubtful whether it
would be satisfied by the idea that they,
like him, had also been imprisoned for
The aixpaXwros is a
Christ's sake.
prisoner of war: Paul and his friends
were all Salvation Army men.
The
phrase €7rio-T)poi iv tois diroo-ToXois,
:

:

men of mark among the Apostles, has
the same ambiguity in Greek as in EngIt might mean, well-known to the
lish.
or distinguished as
circle,
apostolic
The latter sense is that in
Apostles.
which it is taken by " all patristic commentators" (Sanday and Headlam), whose
instinct for what words meant in a case of
this kind must have been surer than that of
a modern reader.

It implies,

of course, a

wide sense of the word Apostle for justification of which reference may be made
to Lightfoot's essay on the name and
office of an Apostle (Galatians, 92 ff.)
and Harnack, Lehre der xwolf Apostel,
:

S. 111-118.
On the other hand, Paul's
use of the word Apostle is not such as to
make it easy to believe that he thought
of a large class of persons who might be
so designated, a class so large that two
otherwise unknown persons like Andronicus and Junias might be conspicuous in

Hence scholars like Weiss and Gifit.
ford hold that what is meant here is that
Andronicus and Junias were honourably
known to the Twelve, ol xal irpo £pov
Yeyovay lr Xpianu they had evidently
been converted very early, and, like
Mnason the Cypriot, were dpxaioi
On -yryovav see
paStjTai, Acts xxi. 16.
:

Burton, Moods and Tenses, § 82. The
English idiom does not" allow of a perfect
"
translation, but were is more idiomatic
than " have been ".

"a common
Ver. 8.
*Ap/irXiaTov
Roman slave name ". Sanday and Head:

IIP02
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^p&K

iv Xpurrfl,
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Kai Irdxuv rbv

XVI.

danrdaaaOc

-rods

II. d<nrdi<racr0€ 'Hpuoiwya TOk
PouXou.
cruyycKT]
^k
-iw
rods
Napiuoxrou, tous cWas If Kupiw.
Tpityaimi' Kal Tpu^waa^ t&s Koiriwaa? Il» Kupiw.

aioa T^y

IO. dtrrrdaaaflc

dyaTrrjT^K u-ou.

'AireXXfjv t6i> Sokijjlok £r Xpiorw.

^k twk 'Apurro-

p,ou.

12.

dcrrrdacwrOc

dairdaaaOe

&<nrdaaa0e

llep-

iroXXd iKotriacrev iv Kupiw.
13. dcrrrdaao-Oe
'Pou^ok top ^KXeKTC* ^k Kupiw, Kal r)\v prjWpa auToO ical ty,ou.

dya^T^,

tjtis

lam give inscriptions from the cemetery
of Domitilla, which make it probable
that a person of this name was conspicuous in the earliest Roman Church, and
may have been the means of introducing
Christianity to a great Roman house.

tov ayairr]T6v \s.ov iv Kvpio> : Paul has
none but Christian relations to this man.
Ver. 9.
OvpPovbv : also a common
"
slave name,
found, as here, in juxta-

a

list of
position with Ampliatus,
imperial " freedmen, on an inscription
a.d. 115
(Gilford), tov <rvvepyov tjjxwv
the -qiwiv (as opposed to jtov, ver. 3)
seems to suggest that all Christian

in

:

workers had a common helper in UrOf Stachys nothing is known
banus.
but that he was dear to Paul. The name
is Greek
but, like the others, has been
found in inscriptions connected with the
;

Imperial household.
Ver. 10.
'AireXXrjv tov Sokijiov iv
Xpicrry: Apelles, that approved ChrisIn some conspicuous way the
tian.
Christian character of Apelles had been
tried and found proof: see J as. i. 12,
The name is a familiar
2 Tim. ii. 15.
one,

and sometimes

Jewish

:

Credat

Judaus Apella, Hor., Sat., I., v., 100.
By tows 2k t*Jv 'Apio-To|3ovXov are
meant Christians belonging to the household of Aristobulus.
Lightfoot, in his
essay

on

Caesar's

Household

(Philip-

171 ff.), makes Aristobulus the
grandson of Herod the Great. He was
educated in Rome, and probably died
" Now it seems not
there.
improbable,
considering the intimate relations between Claudius and Aristobulus, that at
the death of the latter his servants,
wholly or in part, should be transferred
to the palace.
In this case they would
be designated Aristobuliani, for which I
suppose St. Paul's ot Ik twv 'Apioro-

pians,

It is at
fiovXov to be an equivalent.
an obvious phrase, and demands
"
explanation
(Philippians, 175).
Ver. 11. 'HpwSCcova tov o-vyyevfj pov.
This agrees very well with the interpretation just given to tovs Ik twv 'Apicn-o-

least not

ftavXov.

In the household of Herod's

grandson there might naturally be a Jew
with a name of this type, whom Paul,
for some cause or other, could single out
for a special greeting.
tovs Ik twv
the
NapKi<rcrov tovs ovtcis iv Kvpiw
last words may suggest that, though only
the Christians in this household have a
greeting sent to them, there were other
members of it with whom the Church
had relations. The Narcissus meant is
probably the notorious freedman of
Claudius, who was put to death shortly
after the accession of Nero (Tac, Ann.,
:

and therefore two or three
before this epistle was written.
His slaves would probably pass into the
" Caesar's
emperor's hands, and increase
househould" as Narcissiani (Lightfoot,
xiii.,

1),

years

loc.

cit.).

Ver. 12. Tpv<pcuvav koA Tpv<f>w<rav
It was usual to designate members of
the same family by derivatives of the
same root " (Lightfoot) : hence these
:

*•

two women were probably sisters. The
rendered
names, which
might be
"Dainty" and "Disdain" (see Jas. v.
5,

Is.

lxvi.

11)

are

characteristically

pagan, and unlike the description ra.%
" who toil in the Lord ".

Koiriwcras,
are still at work, but the "much
They
"
toil
of Persis, the beloved, belongs to
some occasion in the past, ttjv dyairTjTqv:

Paul does not here add p,ov as with the
men's names in w. 8 and 9. Persis was
dear to the whole Church.
Ver.
Kvpica
If

:

13.
'Pov<J>ov t6v IkXcktov iv
for the name see Mark xv. 21.

Mark wrote

his gospel at Rome, as
there is ground to believe, this may be
the person to whom he refers. In the
gospel he is assumed to be well known,
and here he is described as " that choice
Christian ". IkXcktov cannot refer simply
to the fact of his election to be a Christian, since in whatever sense this is true,
it is true of all Christians alike
whereas
here it evidently expresses some distinction of Rufus.
He was a noble specimen
of a Christian. Kal nrt\v uir)Tcpa ovtov k.
"
"
;

mothered Paul we
Ijioi) where she had
do not know. For the idea cf. Mark x. 30.
:

io

—
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4>X€yorra, 'Epa-ay, riaTp6j3af,

dSeXtpous.

'Epu.TJj',!

dairdaacrOe 4>i\6\oyov

15.

Kal

d&cX^yp' afrroG, icol 'OXuatrai', Kal tous ook
16. dairdaaaSe dXXiqXous eV
auTOts irdrras dyiou?.
(fuXTJuan ayiw.
2
dcrrrd£oKTai up.as at cKKXnaiai tou Xpurrou* 1 7. flapaKaXw 8c uu-as,

'louXiay,

tt)\>

&8eX<pol, o-KOir€tK tous Tas

K

SixooTaaias Kal Td orKdySaXa, irapd

SlSaXTjV TJK Uft€lS €U.d0€T€, TTOloGl/TaS
1

Here

1

After

»

^ABCD^P

and

all

*

K<H CKKXimTC

8

dir'

rr)i>

auriov

g

Cor. ii
3; Gal.v

1

2a

edd. transpose Epuav and Epui)v.

fc<$ABCLP and all edd.
For €kk\iv«t€ read ikkXivct* with fc^BC, Weiss, W. and H., Tischdf.
eicicX-qcrtai ins. irao-ai

was oriental, and especially Jewish, and
in this way became Christian.
In 1 Pet.
a
depend- v. 14 the kiss is called ^iX-rjp-a aydTrYj?
(or Patrobtus) may have been
in
freedman
of
the
same
ant of a famous
Apost. Const., ii., 57, 12, to cv Kvpi'w
name in Nero's time, who was put to ^CXijua; in Tert. de Orat., xiv., osculum
death by Galba (Tac, Hist., i., 49, ii., pads. By ayiov the kiss is distinguished
Hermas has often been identified from an ordinary greeting of natural
95).
with the author of The Shepherd, but affection or friendship ; it belongs to God
back to and the new society of His children ; it
though the identification goes
" Pastorem is
at cKKXt|«-{ai
specifically Christian.
Origen, it is a mistake.
" this
vero nuperrime temporibus nostris in urbe iracrai tov Xpwrrov
phrase is
Roma Hermaconscripsit scdcnte cathedra
unique in the N.T." (Sanday and Head"
"
urbis Roma ecclesia Pio eps.fratre ejus : lam). The ordinary form is the Church"
"
these words of the Canon of Muratori or " the Churches of God : but in Matt.
"
"
forbid the identification, tovs o~uv avToi* xvi. 18 Christ says my Church
cf. also
a8eX4>ov$ indicates that the persons Acts xx. 28, where tyjv eKKX-rjo-iav tov
in
in
named, and some others designated
many" good authorities.
Kvptov is found
For " all the Churches cf. ver. 4, 1 Cor.
this phrase, formed a little community by
viii. 18, xi. 28.
ProKair*
xiv.
2
an
vii.
Cor.
themselves perhaps
33,
IkkX^oho,
17,
oIkov tlvos.
bably Paul was commissioned by some,
Ver. 15. Philologus and Julia, as con- and he took it on him to speak for the
If the faith of the Romans were
nected here, were probably husband and rest.
wife
or, as in the next pair, brother
published in all the world (chap. i. 8),
and sister. Both, especially the latter, the Churches everywhere would have
are among the commonest slave names. sufficient interest in them to ratify this
"
There are Acts of Nereus and Achilleus courtesy.
Quoniam cognovit omnium
in the Acta Sanctorum connected with
erga Romanos studium, omnium nomine
"
The sister's salutat."
the early Roman Church.
Vv. 17-20.
name is not given, but one Nereis was a
Warning against false
member of the [imperial] household about teachers. This comes in very abruptly
in the middle of the greetings, and as it
this time, as appears from an inscription
"
(Lightfoot, loc. cit., p. stands has the character of an afteralready quoted
Olympas is a contraction of Olym- thought. The false teachers referred to
177).
tovs <tvv ovtois iravTas are quite definitely described, but it is
piodorus.
in
ayCovs see on last verse. The irdvras clear that they had not yet appeared
may suggest that a larger number of Rome, nor begun to work there. Paul is
only warning the Roman Church against
persons is to be included here.
Ver. 16. aXXi^Xo-us. When the epistle a danger which he has seen in other
There is a very similar passage
is read in the Church the Christians are
places.
in Phil. iii. 18 f., which Lightfoot connects
to greet each other, and seal their mutual
in 1 with this, arguing that the persons desalutations Iv ^iX-rjuaTi ayiw.
Thess. v. 26 the irpoio-Tauevoi apparently nounced are not Judaising teachers, but
It is easier to
are to salute the members of the Church antinomian reactionists.
In 1 Cor. xvi. 20, 2 Cor. xiii. 12, ex- see grounds for this opinion in Philipso.
The pians than here : but chap. vi. 1-23 may
actly the same form is used as here.
custom of combining greeting and kiss be quoted in support of it.
Ver. 14. Of Asyncritus, Phlegon and
Patrobas
Hermes nothing is known.

;

:

:

—

;

:
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18. 01

dXXA

rfj

caUTMV KOiXia

e^aTraTwai

tcxs

Kap8ia?

ird^Tas d4>iK€TO

•

y)u.u>i>

&

ilvai cis to dyaOoy, dicepaious
k

kRev.U.37. ctprjnrjs
1

lijo-ov

om.

ffurrpiv|fei

^ABCDFP

and

ttjs

dKaKcuv.

Taik

XpiaTw

Mt)o-oG
l

8i&

ical

X a ^P w °^ v

h

1

yAp toioGtoi tu Kupuo
•

XVI.

oouXcuouaiv,

ofl

XpiJoroXoyias *al euXoyias
19.
2

*

^4*' tyi*'

t|

yap

^w

^€

20. 6 8c 0e6s

rfjs

iroSas 6fw*K Ik TdLx«.

^

8c els to kcikoV.

tok Xa/rav&K ihro tous

vp.5>v u-rraKo)] els

8c uu-as cro<f>ous ptv

edd.

all

3
xaipw ovv to e$ vp.iv ^ UF but fr^ABCLP and all edd. e<f>* vp.iv ovv xo-ipw.
pev after oro^ovs fc^ACP om. BDFL. Most edd. omit, but W. and H. bracket.

2

;

;

to keep your eye
o-Korreiv
Ver. 17.
upon, either as an example to be followed
in this case) as a
(Phil. iii. 17), or (as
peril to be avoided, tovs to.* Stxoorao-ias
both the
Kol to o*icdv8aXa iroiovvras
supposed
persons and their conduct are
"
"
and " the
the divisions
to be known
scandals," which had been occasioned
in other Churches, are assumed to be
to o-kovSoXo
familiar to the Romans,
refers more naturally to conduct which
would create a moral prejudice against
:

:

;

the Gospel, and so prevent men from
accepting it, than to any ordinary result
But if the
of Jewish legal teaching.
latter caused dissension and generated
bad tempers in the Church, it also might
give outsiders cause to blaspheme, and
to stumble at the Gospel (xiv. 13, 16).

8i8axV

vpets lp.d0€Te
that they
vp.€is is emphatic, and implies
at least are as yet untouched by the false
" the
teaching which you
teaching. By
"
not " Paulinism,"
is meant
received
but Christianity, though the words of
course imply that the Roman Church
IkkXCvctc with
was not anti-Pauline.
diro in 1 Pet. iii. 11, Prov. iv. 15.
Ver. 18. ot yap toiovtoi k.t.X. Christians must not associate with those who
do not serve the one Lord, ry Kvpup

irapa

Tjpuv

rf|v

Xpurry

:

:

fjv

combination occurs
tq covtwv koiXCo cf.

this

here only in N.T.

:

koiXio. The
words need not mean that the teachers in
question were mere sensualists, or that
they taught Epicurean or antinomian
doctrines : the sense must partly be defined by the contrast it is not our Lord
Christ whom they serve
on the contrary, it is base interests of their own.
It is a bitter contemptuous way of describing a self-seeking spirit, rather than
an allusion to any particular cast of doctrine.
810 ttjs xP^ToXovias koI evXoyia% according to Grimm, xp^o-roXovia
refers to the insinuating tone, evXoyio to
the fine style, of the false teachers. ExPhil.

iii.

19,

»v 6 0e6s

r\

—

;

:

amples from profane Greek bear out this
distinction (evapxos Iottiv 6 X0705 koI
n-oXX^v ttjv cvXoyiav firiSeiKvvucvos
koI cvXe£i$), but as evXoyCo in Biblical
Greek, and in Philo and Josephus invariably has a religious sense, Cremer pre-

"
to take it so here also
pious
talk".
e|airaTwo-i vii. n, 1 Cor. iii.
okokuv all the English
18, 2 Th. ii. 2.
versions, except Gen. and A.V., render
" of the innocent "
See Heb.
(Gifford).
"
vii. 26.
In this place " guileless
is
rather the idea suspecting no evil, and
therefore liable to be deceived.
Ver. 19. i) yap vpwv viraKor) What
is the connection ?
"I give this exhorfers

:

:

:

:

:

you altogether from
and from those who
are liable to be misled by them
for
your obedience (vp*>v emphasised by
position) has come abroad to all men.
Over you therefore I rejoice,
(Cf. i. 8.)
tation, separating
the false teachers,

;

He expresses his confidence
them, but at the same time conveys

but," etc.
in

the feeling of his anxiety. For \aipeiv
see 1 Cor. xiii. 6, xvi. 17.
o-o<J>ovs
pev etvoi ets to dya06v, aKepaCovs 8e ets
to kokoV. For a.K€paio9 see Matt. x. 16,

lirl

15, and Trench, Syn., § lvi.,
is a full discussion and comwith
The fundamental
okcucos.
parison
idea of the word is that of freedom from

Phil.

ii.

where there

alien

or

disturbing

elements.

—What

Paul here wishes for the Romans moral
intelligence, not impaired in the least by
any dealings with evil does suggest
that antinomianism was the peril to be
guarded against. Integrity of the moral
nature is the best security the seductive

—
:

teaching is instinctively repelled.
Ver. 20. 6 Zi 8eos ttjs etpiqvtjs used
here with special reference to al 81x0:

crrao-iai.

Cf.

1

Cor. xiv. 33.

oruvrptyci

tov Iotovov divisions in the Church
are Satan's work, and the suppression of
them by the God of peace is a victory
over Satan. Cf. 2 Cor. xi. 14 f. There
:

is

an allusion to Gen

iii.

15,

though

it is

riPOS

:8-* 3 .

2

ical

IwffiiraTpos

ot

tos o oikovouos

Xpia-To-u

uou.

aruYvcms

"rty

Tdios 6 feVog p-ou Kal

1

Xpicrrou

dfiAr.

jjicO'

21.

dp-rjK.

up«as TijidOcos 6 cruvepyo? uou, Kal Aoukio-; Kal 'idawK

T^pTios 6 YP<ty<*S

*
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l

^uwk Mnaou

Xapis too Kupi'ou
'ACTird^orrai

PQMAIOYS

22.

Kal Kouapr

eyw

23. d<nrd^€Tcu up,a$

danrd^eTai upas "EfMwr-

ttjs ckkXtjo-uis oXtjs.

rrjs irdXews,

uu&s

&0~jrd£op.cu

cttiotoXt)k iv Kupiu>.

6 d8cX$o$.

om. ^B, edd.

For aamra£ovTai read ao-iratereu k$ABCD*F.

Om.

B

W. and

H.

meant that Gaius was Paul's host

in

first

pan

67;

bracket.

doubtful whether Paul found anything
there answering to (ruvrptyei. The
has Ti)pii]crei. iv Tax.* 1 cf. Ez. xxix. 5
Deut. xxviii. 20. The false teachers may
come and cause dissension, but it will

LXX

:

not be long

;

peace is restored.
f\
This benediction can
to
hardly be supposed to belong only
X<&pi?

w.

till

k.t.X.

It rather

17-20.

suggests that

some

copies of the epistle ended here ; possibly that w. 1-20 (for there is another
benediction at xiv. 33) were originally an

independent epistle.
Vv. 21-23. Greetings of Paul's companions.
Ver. 21.

Tip.<50€os.

In

many

of the

Timothy's name is associated
with Paul's in the opening salutation
Cor., Phil., Col.,
(1 and 2 Thess., 2
Philemon).
Perhaps when Paul began
this letter he was absent, but had come
back in time to send his greeting at the
close.
He was with Paul (Acts xx. 4 f.)
when he started on the journey to Jerusalem mentioned in xv. 25.
Lucius,
Jason and Sosipater are all Jews, but
none of them can be identified. For the
names (which may or may not be those
of the same persons) see Acts xifc. x,
epistles

xvii.

5,

xx. 4.

lyut T^prios 6 ypctyas rf|v
fawrroXriv the use of the first person
is a striking indication of Paul's courtesy.
To have sent the greeting of his amanuensis in the third person would have been
to treat him as a mere machine (Godet).
it is as
Iv Kvp(&> goes with acnrafcopai
a Christian, not in virtue of any other relation he has to the Romans, that Tertius
salutes them.
Ver. 23.
Tatot 6 £lvo« uou k. SXtjs
As the Epistle to the
•rijs eKKXirjcrias
Romans was written from Corinth this
hospitable Christian is probably the

Ver. 22.

:

:

:

same who is mentioned in 1 Cor. i. 14.
Three other persons (apparently) of the
same name are mentioned in Acts xix.
By 6 £4vo% pov
29, xx. 4, and 3 John.

is

Corinth

6

le'vos

lKK\t}<rias
might either mean that the whole Christian community met in his house (cf. w.
5, 14, 15), or that he made all Christians
who came to Corinth welcome. "Epao-ros
;

SXtj?

ttjs

We

6 oikov6|xos r-fjs iroXews.
cannot be
sure that this is the Erastus of Acts xix.
2
Tim.
iv. 20
the latter seems to
22,
have been at Paul's disposal in connec:

tion with his work.
the same, and Paul

But they may be

here be designating Erastus by an office which he had
once held, but held no longer. The city
treasurer (arcarius civitatis) would be an
important person in a poor community
(1 Cor. i. 26 ff.), and he and Gaius
(whose boundless hospitality implies
means) are probably mentioned here as
representing the Corinthian Church.

may

KovapTO? o d8eX<i>os Quartus, known to
Paul only as a Christian, had perhaps
:

some connection with Rome which entitled him to have his salutation inserted.

The

Ver. 24.
is

attestation of this verse

quite insufficient,

and

it is

omitted by

all critical editors.

The doxology. St. Paul's
as a rule, terminate with a benediction, and even apart from the questions
of textual criticism, connected with it,
Vv. 25-27.

letters,

this doxology has given rise to much
discussion.
The closest analogies to it
are found in the doxology at the end of

and in Jude (w. 24 and
something similar in the
last chapter of Hebrews (xiii. 20 f.),
though not quite at the end Pauline
Ephes., chap,
25)

;

there

iii.,

is

;

doxologies as a rule are briefer
ix. 5, xi.

36, Phil. iv. 20),

(i.

25,

and more closely

what immediately precedes.
This one, in which all the leading ideas

related to

of the Epistle to the

Romans may be

discovered, though in a style which reminds one uncomfortably of the Pastoral
Epistles rather than of that to which it is

appended, would seem more in place
stood where

AL

if it

and an immense nura-
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PQMAI0Y2

14, "H X^P C 5 tou Kupi'ou
1

25.

dft^v.

Eph.

m

Tw

^fiu»K 'hjerou

aluyiois

only in

N.T.

m

eWriTay^i' too

wanting in

is

^ABC

;

MSS. place it after xiv. 23. It
represent the first emergence and
of thoughts
conscious apprehension
which were afterwards to become familiar ; but it cannot be denied that the
many distinct points of contact with
later writings give it, in spite of all it has
of imposing, a somewhat artificial character, and it may not belong to the
Epistle to the Romans any more than
the doxology in Matt vi. belongs to the
Lord's Prayer.
Ver. 25 f. t$ 82 8vvapiv<{> cf. Eph.

may

:

iii.

20,

Jude

v. 24.

<rrrjpi|ai

this

:

word

takes us back to the beginning of the
epistle

n.)

(i.

Paul wished to impart to

them some spiritual gift, to the end that
they might be established but only God
;

able (cf xiv. 4) to effect this result.
stablishing is to take place koto, to
in agreement with the
evayyc'Xio'v (tov

is

The

:

When it is
gospel Paul preached.
achieved, the Romans will be settled and
confirmed in Christianity as it was understood by the Apostle. For to cvayyc'XioV
uov cf. ii. 16, 2 Tim. ii. 8 also 1 Tim.
1.
II, to cvayyeXiov . . . o c'iriaTCv0T|v
The expression implies not only
cyw.
that Paul's gospel was his own, in the
sense that he was not taught it by any
man (Gal. i. 11 £), but also that it had
something characteristic of himself about
:

xpo^ots

diroKrf\ut|/iv u,u<rrr)piou

aiamou 0€oo,

ins. in

—

ber of

up-w*.

'

aeaiyTjji^KOU, 26. ^a^epwOcVTOS 8e yuy, Sid tc

4>tjtikwk, icaT

This verse

Xpurrou p,CT& irdrrwv

8c SwojicVw upwis arnpi^cu k<xt& to euayyc'XioV p.o»

Ka t To K^puyu,a 'Inaou Xpurrou, K<vrA

iii.

Here

XVI.

DFL.

See Introduction,
in

gospel

els oiraito^K

ypa^wk

irpo-

morcus

cis

p. 578.

which he

accordance with

would have them established,

in
accordance with —we may even say
—
the
revelation
identical with
of a mystery, etc.

The

is itself

iivoTTJptov here referred

God's world-embracing purpose of
redemption, as it has been set out conto is

One aspect
spicuously in this epistle.
of this one element of the mystery is

—

—

referred to where p,v<rrqpi»v is used
in xi. 25 ; but the conception of the

Gospel as a uv<rn)pioK revealed in the
of the time dominates later
epistles, especially Ephesians (cf. Eph.
i. 9, iii., 3, 4, 9, vi.
The Gospel as
19).
Paul understood it was a j1.v0-rqp1.ov, beit
cause
could never have been known
except through Divine revelation jivcrand
diroKaX-vvj/is are correlative
Tqpiov
terms. xP^ vot s atwvfois the dative expresses duration. Winer, p. 273
cf. 2
Tim. i. 9, Tit i. 2.
For 4>avepw0€Vros

fulness

:

:

;

The

82 vvv cf. iii. 21.
Christ's appearing,

cance of

this

revelation
ii.

16.

though the

made

to be

(Weiss).

8ta

signifi-

clear

tc

by

ypa<f>uv

for tc
yvwpur0cvros
The connection is meant to

irpo^T)TiK»v
cf.

had

aorist refers to

.

.

.

:

be as close as possible:

the yvupLU*-*
follows the <(>avepovv as a matter of
The ypa^al irpo^nriicaC are
course.
the O.T. Scriptures of which Paul made

it.

The characteristic feature, to judge
this epistle, was his sense of the absolute freeness of salvation (justification by

constant use in preaching his gospel (cf

by

icara To.? ypa<j>a$ in

faith, apart from works of law), and of its
absolute universality (for every one that
to
believeth, Jew first, then Greek).
K^pvypa Ni)<rov Xpiarov is practically

Christian book.
His gospel was witnessed to by the law and the prophets
iii.
21, iv., passim), and in that
(i. 2,
sense the mystery was made known

was

But their significance
through them.
only came out for one who had the
Christian key to them the knowledge
of Christ which revelation had given
icaT' 4irtTayJ|v tov aicavion
to Paul.
6cov: cf. 1 Tim. i. 1, Tit i. 3.
The
idea is that only an express command of

the

same as to cvayyeXiov

|tov.

It

in a

preaching (1 Cor. ii. 4, xv. 14, Tit.
i.
3) of which Jesus Christ was the object
that Paul declared the characteristic
truths of his gospel : and this preaching,
as well as the gospel, may be said to be
the rule according to which the Romans
are to be established as Christians, icai-a
airo»caA.i>i}/i.v

p,va"nr|p(ov

.

.

.

yvwpicr-

This passage "goes not with
"
(Sanday
and Headlam). This is the simplest construction the gospel Paul preaches, the
0cVtos.

<rrqpt£cu, but with Ktjpvyfut
:

For

1

Cor. xv. 3,

him the O.T. was

essentially

4).

a

—

the Eternal God could justify the proso
mulgation of the secret He had kept
For the " Eternal God " cf.
long.
1 Tim. i. 17 (t^ p^ao-iXci
els viraicoTjv ttiottcws
cf.
cis iravT« to, I9vij : in i. 5 it is

Gen. xxi. 33,
twv alcSvwv).
i.

5.

:

h

ITP02

24—27.

PQMAI0Y2

rrdvra tA eBv7\ yKwpurflfVros, 2J. jxorw <ro^&

w

1
rj

86£a

cis

rods alums.

npos 'Pwjxaioos

n

'irjaou

Xpurrou, a jade .

«5

du-rJK.

fypddYrj airo KopiVOou Sta
t»|s *V

06$, Sid
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4>oi'J3t)S

K€YXp€»*S 4wtXi)atas.

ty)$ 8ia»t6r©u

s

1
m is wanting in B, in F-lat M Orig.-interp., Syr., and is bracketed by W. and H.
But whether this is to be explained as an intentional correction to simplify the
construction, or a mere oversight (of which Weiss gives examples, Textkritik, S. 93),
Neither can avrw, which is found in P, be original it is
it can hardly be right.
Hence edd. are practically unanimous in keeping 0*.
too natural a correction.
After tov* au*va$ fc^ADP add rmv aiwvov, but W. and H., with BCL and cursives,
the
addition in his text, yet argues for its omission (Textkritik,
omit it. Weiss prints
;

So).
2

<rpo« pwpuuovc only, in

tm*i to is

iQvttriv

:

^ABCD.

for elf in this sense

It is very difficult to believe
see iii. 22.
that such mosaic work is the original
composition of Paul.
Ver. 27. |*6vq» <rod>« 0c$ this description of God suits all that has just been
said about His great purpose in human
history, and the hiding and revealing of
The true text in 1 Tim.
it in due time.
i.
17 has no <ro<^>. The absence of the
article here indicates that it is in virtue
of having this character that God is able
to stablish the Romans according to
it is imposPaul's Gospel.
<£ 1\ 84{«:
If
sible to be sure of the reading here.
be omitted, there is no grammatical
tf
difficulty whatever : glory is ascribed to
:

God through Jesus Christ, through Whom

the eternal purpose of the world's re-

demption has in God's wisdom been
wrought out. But its omission is almost
certainly a correction

made

for simplifi-

cation's sake.

does

it

Christ

;

If

it

be retained, to

whom

refer ?
(1) Some say, to Jesus
and this is grammatically the

way to take it. But it seems
inconsistent with the fact that in t$ Bk
obvious

and

cro$£ 0c$ Paul wishes
the glory to
God. And though it saves the grammar
of the last clause, it sacrifices that of the
whole sentence.
Hence (2) it seems

Svvafiivtp

p.6vu>

unequivocally to

ascribe

necessary to refer it to God, and we may
suppose, with Sanday and Headlam, that
the structure of the sentence being lost
amid the heavily-loaded clauses of the
doxology, the writer concludes with a
well-known formula of praise, cp r\ 8<5|a
i. 15, 2 Tim. iv. 18, Heb. xiii.
This might be indicated by putting
a dash after M-qo-ov Xptorov. The thread
is lost, and the writer appends his solemn
conclusion as best he can.

K.T.X. (Gal.
21).

THE

FIRST EPISTLE OF
TO THE

CORINTHIANS

PAUL

INTRODUCTION.
CHAPTER
THE CHURCH OF GOD
The

I.

IN CORINTH.

establishment of the Church of Corinth was the crowning work

of Paul's second missionary journey, and one of the greatest achievements of his life. By repeated interventions crossing his plans of
travel,

the hand of

God had compelled him

to enter Europe, through

the gate of Macedonia; thence Jewish persecution drove him onwards to Achaia, and prevented his returning to the work left
unfinished in the northern province

(1

Thess.

ii.

14

ff.,

cf.

Acts

xvii.

At Athens, where he first touched Greek soil, the Apostle
5-15).
met with scant success he arrived at Corinth dispirited and out of
;

Thess. Hi. 7), with little expectation of the
harvest awaiting him.
Loneliness aggravated the other causes of
the "weakness and fear and trembling" that shook Christ's bold
health

(1

Cor.

ambassador.

ii.

3, cf.

1

His appearance and bearing conveyed an impression

of feebleness which acted long afterwards to his prejudice (1 Cor
The new friendship of Aquila
iv. 10, 2 Cor. x. 1-11, xii. 5, etc.).
and Priscilla proved, however, a cordial to him (Acts xviii. 2 f., cf.

Rom. xvi. 3 f.); and the return of Silas and Timothy with good
news from Macedonia revived the confidence and vigour of their
Free from the anxiety
leader (Acts xviii. 5, cf. 1 Thess. iii. 6-9).
his late defeat, " Paul
above
had
and
distracted him,
which
rising
was constrained by the word [cf. for this verb 2 Cor. v. 14, and see
Blass' Acta ApostoL, ad loc], testifying to the Jews that Jesus is
".
The decision with which he now spoke brought about

the Christ

a speedy rupture. The Jews were affronted by the doctrine of a
crucified Messiah, which Paul pressed with unsparing rigour (Acts
In this crisis the Apostle showed
xviii. 5 f., 1 Cor. i. 17, 23, ii. 2).
neither weakness nor fear shaking off the dust of the synagogue,
;

he established a

rival eccUsia

hard by at the house of the proselyte
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marked by his name as a Roman citizen of the colonia,
a secure and honourable refuge. The seceders
offer
could
who
included the Synagogue-chief Crispus and his family, with some
Titius Justus,

other persons of importance. A vision in the following night
assured Paul of success and personal safety at Corinth; accor" he sat
down," l resolved to make full proof of his ministry
dingly
(Acts xviii. 9-11, cf. 2 Cor. i. 18 f.) and staying at least eighteen

—a period

much longer than he had spent in any
The assault of the Jews
place since first setting out from Antioch.
miscarried through the firmness and impartiality of the proconsul
Gallic The Apostle found in the Roman Government "the remonths

in

the city

strainer" of the lawless violence which would have crushed his
Churches (2 Thess. ii. 6 f.). At Corinth popular feeling ran

infant

against the Jews, and their futile attack favourably advertised Paul's

The murderous
shows how

work.

He

Corinth.

tells

public attention in
interested hearing

plot formed against

him some years later
he was hated by his compatriots in
us that his success in Macedonia had excited

(Acts xx. 3)

fiercely

many

quarters,

Thess.

8

and prepared

for his

message an

Outside Of Corinth the Goseffect throughout Achaia (2 Cor. i.
in
pel was preached with
1)
Cenchrese, e.g., a regularly constituted Church was formed (Rom.
At his departure (Acts xviii. 18) the Apostle left behind him
xvi. 1).
in this province a Christian community comparatively strong in num(1

i.

f.).

;

bers and conspicuous in the talent and activity of its members
xiv. 26 ff.), consisting mainly of Gentiles, but with a
i. 4-8,
(1 Cor.

considerable Jewish infusion

(i.

12,

vii.

18, xil

13).

the capital of Roman Greece and the fourth perhaps
in size in the empire, was a focus of pagan civilisation, a mirror of
The centre of a vast commerce,
the life and society of the age.

This

city,

Corinth attracted a crowd of foreigners from East and West, who
mingled with the native Greeks and adopted their language and
manners. Though not a University town like Athens, Corinth
nevertheless prided herself on her culture, and offered a mart to the
" Not
all kinds of wisdom.
many wise, not many mighty,

vendors of

"

but
joined the disciples of the Crucified
high-born
some of Paul's converts came under this description. There were
marked social differences and contrasts of wealth and poverty in the
not

many

;

20-24, xi. 21 f., 2 Cor. viii. 12 ff., ix. 6 ff.).
Along
with slaves, a crowd of artisans and nondescript people, engaged in

Church

(1

Cor.

vii.

the petty handicrafts of a great emporium, entered the
Uicdeurev (Acts
this point unsettled,

xviii.

n):

new

society

;

the expression indicates that Paul had been up to

and made up

his

mind

to

remain

;

cj.

Luke

xxiv. 49.
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"the foolish things of the world," its "weak" and "baseborn,"
formed the majority of its constituency (1 Cor. i. 27 ff.) amongst
them many who had been steeped in pagan vice (vi. 9 ff.).
The moral transformation effected in this corrupt material was
accompanied by a notable mental quickening. The Hellenic intellect awoke at the touch of spiritual faith.
This first Christian
Greek
soil
exhibited
the
characteristic
society planted upon
qualities

—

—

qualities however of Greece in her decadence rather
than her prime. Amongst so many freshly awakened and eager but
undisciplined minds, the Greek intellectualism took on a crude and
shallow form it betrayed a childish conceit and fondness for rhe-

of the race

;

and philosophical jargon (i. 17, ii. 1-5, etc.), and allied itself
with the factiousness that was the inveterate curse of Greece. The
Corinthian talent in matters of "word and knowledge" ran into
• The habit of
emulation and frivolous disputes.
seeming to know
all about most things, and of being able to talk glibly about most
things, would naturally tend to an excess of individuality, and a
toric

diminished sense of corporate responsibilities. This fact supplies,
"
under many different forms, the main drift of 1 Corinthians
(Hort, Ecclesia, p. 129). Even the gifts of the Holy Spirit were

abused for purposes of display, edification being often the last thing
thought of in their exercise (xii., xiv.). The excesses which profaned the Lord's Table (xi. 20 ff.), and the unseemly conduct of
women in the Church meetings (xi. 3 ff., xiv. 34 ff.), were symptoms
of the lawless self-assertion that marred the excellencies of this
Church, and turned the abilities of many of its members into an
injury rather than a furtherance to its welfare.
Still graver mischief arose from the influence of heathen society.
For men breathing the moral atmosphere of Corinth, and whose

and notions had been formed

in this environment, to
ideal
was difficult in the
moral
a
Christian
conceive and maintain
fervour of conthe
occurred
when
extreme. Deplorable relapses
Church
the
and
had
version
proved shamefully tolerant
abated,
The
2 Cor. xii. 20 f.).
Cor.
of
sins
v.,
towards
impurity (1

earlier habits

acuteness of the Greek mind showed itself in antinomian sophistry
"
the " liberty from Jewish ceremonial restrictions claimed by Paul
for Gentile Christians was by some construed into a general licence,
and carried to a length which shocked not merely the scruples of
;

fellow-believers but the
x.

23

ff.,

xi.

13

b).

common moral

The

they were with idolatry and
severe temptation.

instincts

(vi.

12

ff., viii.

9-13,

bound up as
Church to
the
exposed

social festivities of Corinth,

To draw

its

impurities,

a hard and fast line in such questions
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and to forbid all participation in idolothyta, after the precedent of
Acts xv., would have been the simplest course to take; but Paul
feels it necessary to ground the matter on fundamental principles.
He will not acknowledge any dominion of the idol over " the earth
"
and its fulness (x. 26) nor, on the other hand, is it right to prevent
neighbourly intercourse between Christians and unbelievers (x. 27 ff.).
But where the feast is held under the auspices of a heathen god and
as the sequel to his sacrifice the case is altered participation under
these circumstances becomes an act of apostasy, and the feaster
;

;

identifies himself

with the idol as distinctly as in the Lord's Supper
(x. 16 ff.).

he identifies himself with Christ

The working

of the old leaven

is

patent in the denial of the

resurrection of the dead made by some Corinthian Christians (xv.).
Here the radical scepticism of the age opposed itself to the fact of
the resurrection of Jesus Christ, upon which the whole weight of

Christian faith and hope, and the entire Christian conception of the
world and of destiny, rest as upon their fulcrum and rock of cerThe disbelief in bodily resurrection and the indifference to
tainty.
bodily sin manifested at Corinth had a common root.
They may be

traced to the false spiritualism, the contempt for physical nature,
characteristic of the theosophy of the times, which gave rise a few

years later to the Colossian heresy and was a chief factor in the
development of Gnosticism. The teaching of chap, vi., that "your
bodies are limbs of Christ," and the command to " glorify God in your
bodies," are aimed against the
are combated in chap. xv. ; the

doctrine of the resurrection

No

reference

is

made

same philosophical assumptions that
demand for bodily purity finds in the

indispensable support and counterpart.
the Epistle to Church officers of any

its

in

Submission to "the house of Stephanas," and to others
rendering like service, is enjoined in xvi. 15 f., but by way of volunSo early as the first missionary journey in South
tary deference.
"
Galatia Paul had assisted in the
appointing of elders in every
"
Church (Acts xiv. 23 cf. Acts xx. 17, 1 Thess. v. 12, Rom. xii. 8,
kind.

;

Phil.

i.

He had

1).

—

refrained from this step at Corinth for

some

a reason lying, it may be supposed, in the demospecific reason
cratic spirit of the Church, which might have ill brooked official con"
In xii. 28 the Apostle alludes, however, to " governments
as
trol.
"
God set [as part of a plan, Hort] in the
amongst the things which

"
his promise to " set in order other things
(beside
the
the Lord's Supper) when he comes (xi. 34) may cover
intention

Church

to

"

and

;

remedy

apparent

this

(xiv.

defect, the

26-33, etc.).

consequences of which are painfully
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of an apostolic

We must

Church

;

not, indeed, apply

data without qualification to contemporary Christian societies,
The Corinthian Church presented
material of uncommon richness, but intractable to the founder's
Its turbulence and party heat are
hand.
unparalleled in the N.T.
its

even those of Gentile origin.

records.
in

some

But while the Church life here portrayed was exceptional
and Paul's Church policy at Corinth may have

features,

from that pursued elsewhere, this Epistle is peculiarly full
teaching on the nature and rights of the Church, and in the
throws upon the conditions under which the first Gentileit
light
Christian communities were moulded.
Chaps, xii. and xiii. are the
differed
in its

The very formlessness of this Church,
rudimentary and protoplasmic state, reveals the essence of the
Christian society, its substratum and vital tissue, as these can hardly
be seen in a more developed and furnished condition. The Apostle
true centre of the Epistle.
its

is contending for the bare life of the Church of God in Corinth.
Corinth now became the advanced post and gateway for Chris-

Paul

westward march. The new Corinth, in which Paul
from the year 46 B.C., when the city was refounded
dates
laboured,
Caesar
under the name Colonia Julia Corinthus (or Laus
Julius
by
Julii Corinthus), Just a century earlier the old Corinth had been
tianity in its

razed to the ground by Lucius Mummius, upon the defeat of the
Achaean league which, with Corinth for its fortress, made a last
despairing effort to retrieve the liberties of Greece. Corinth and
Carthage fell and rose again simultaneously, marking the epochs at

which republican Rome completed the destruction of the old world
and imperial Rome began the construction of the new. The fame
of ancient Corinth, reaching back to heroic times (see the Iliad, ii.,
"
570; Pindar, Olymp., 13) where H the sweetly breathing Muse and
"
"
flourished side by side and her later prowess
death-dealing Ares
as the bulwark of the Peloponnese and the maritime rival of Athens,
were traditions with little interest or meaning for Paul and his

—

—

The geographical position of Corinth gave to it enduring
importance, and explains the fact that on its restoration the city
sprang at once into the foremost rank. Corinth occupies one of the
disciples.

finest sites in

Europe.

With the Acrocorinthus

(nearly 2,000 feet

high) and the Oneion range shielding it on the south, it commands
the narrow plain of the isthmus, and looks down, eastwards and
westwards, upon the Saronic and Corinthian gulfs, which furnished
the main artery of commerce between the JEgesm and the Euxine
seas on the one hand, and the Western Mediterranean upon the
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(Sec the descriptions in Stanley's Epp. to the Cor., p. 4,
" Corinth " in
Hastings' Bib. Diet. ; and more at large,
Leake's Morea, Hi., 229-304, Curtius' Peloponnesus, ii., 514 f. and for

other.

also article

;

the antiquities, Pausanias,

II.,

i.,

2; Strabo, VIII.,

20-24; Dio
western port,

vi.,

Chrys., Orat., 37; idius Arist., Ad Poseid.) The
Lechaeum, \\ mile distant, was linked by double walls to the city;
Cenchreae lay 8£ miles eastwards and a shipway, running north of
;

Corinth, connected the two harbours.
The presiding deities of this maritime city were the sea-god
Poseidon, under whose patronage the famous Isthmian games were

and Aphrodite, whose temple crowned
cultus of Aphrodite (worshipped in her
debasing form as Aphr. Pandemos) dates back, it is supposed, to
prehistoric Phoenician times ; its features were more Oriental than
held (see

ix.

24

ff.

and

the Acrocorinthus.

Greek

notes),

The

—especially the institution of the UpoSouXoi, or

tesans, of

priestess-cour-

whom more

than a thousand were attached to the shrine
Temples of Serapis and I sis were also conspicuous

of the goddess.
at Corinth, representing the powerful leaven of Egyptian superstiThe luxury and refinetion that helped to demoralise the empire.
ment of the elder Corinth were associated with its vice ; so notorious

was

debauchery that KopiK0i(i£€o0ai was a euphemism for whore"
our own literature " a Corinthian
still means a polished
By all accounts, the new Corinth more than rivalled the old in

its

dom

;

rake.

in

Here the Apostle drew, from life, the lurid portraiture
of Gentile sin that darkens the first page of his Epistle to the
Romans. Within this stronghold of paganism and focus of Greek

wickedness.

corruption Paul planted the cross of his Redeemer, rising out of his
weakness and fear to a boundless courage. He confronted the
world's glory and infamy with the sight of " Jesus Christ and Him
crucified," confident that in the word of the cross which he preached
there lay a spell to subdue the pride and cleanse the foulness of
Corinthian life, a force which would prove to Gentile society in this
place of its utter corruption the wisdom and power of God unto
In "the Church of God in Corinth," with all its defects
salvation.

And

follies, this

redeeming power was lodged.

CHAPTER

II.

PAUL'S COMMUNICATIONS

WITH CORINTH.

Assuming 49

a.d. as the date of the conference in Jerusalem (Acts
57
as
that
of Paul's last voyage to the Holy City, 1 we calculate
xv.),
that he arrived at Corinth first in the latter part of the year 50,
He was engaged in the interval, until the
closing his mission in 52.

spring of 56, mainly in the evangelisation of the province of Asia
xix. 10, 22, xx. 1 ff.).
When he writes this letter the Apostle

(Acts

at Ephesus, intending to remain until Pentecost, and with
Passover approaching (xvi. 8 f., v. 7 f. see notes). Paul's departure
from Ephesus was hastened by the riot (Acts xix. 23-xx. 1); and we

is still

:

that this Epistle was despatched in the early spring of
56, very shortly before Paul left Ephesus for Troas in the course of
his third missionary journey.

may

take

it

The Apostle had previously sent Timothy and Erastus forward to
Corinth, by way of Macedonia, to prepare for his arrival, in pursuance of the plan now sketched in his mind for completing his work
in these regions with a view to advancing upon Rome and the further
west (Acts xix. 21 f., cf. Rom. xv. 16-25). Timothy
arrive soon after this letter, and will be able to enforce

is

likely to

its

prescrip-

xvi. 10 f., and notes).
Apollos, who
the
instructions
of Priscilla
fresh
from
migrated to Corinth

tions

had
and
Paul had

17; see also

(iv.

had M watered" there what
27 f.), is back again at Ephesus in the
planted
(iii. 6,
Apostle's company (xvi. 12) he is clear of complicity in the party
quarrels with which his name was associated in Corinth (i. 12, iii.
4-8, iv. 6).
Quite recently "the people of Chloe" have brought an
alarming report of these "strifes" (i. 11); and the Apostle learns
from general rumour of the case of incest polluting the Church

Aquila

in

Ephesus and

"

"

Acts

xviii.

;

"

in Hastings' Bib. Diet. ; and for the
Paul," i., 5. It is now generally recognised that the dates
assigned to Pauline events by Wieseler and Lightfoot are, from 49 onwards, at
least a couple of years too late.
1

See

article

latter date, article

Chronology of the N.T."
"
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tidings have come with Stephanas and his
17
who
bear a dutiful letter of inquiry addressed
f.),
companions (xvi.
to Paul, which he answers in chap. vii. fif. Through their lips, as well
as from the Church letter, he receives the assurances of the general

More agreeable

(v. 1).

and goodwill of the Corinthian believers. From all these
sources occasion is drawn and material furnished for the writing

loyalty

before us.

This Epistle is not the first which Paul had addressed to Corinth.
v. 9 the writer refers to an earlier letter forbidding intercourse with immoral persons. The terms of this admonition had
In chap.

raised debate.

were inhibited

Some

—a

read

it

as though

all

dealings with vicious

men

was as good as to tell Corinthian
"
Christians to " go out of the world
They could not imagine Paul
to mean this but his words allowed of this construction, and thus
opened the door for discussion and for temporising. The tenor of
restriction that

!

;

the lost Epistle probably resembled that of 2 Cor. vi. 14-vii. 1 (see
this Comm., ad loc).
This letter had arrived some months previously
for the Church had had time to consider and reply
and
the
of things to which it relates has undergone
condition
it,
some changes. It may be referred as far back as the previous
autumn (55 a.d.). Inasmuch as the Church-letter touched on " the
"
collection for the saints
see note), it seems likely that the
(xvi. 1
Apostle had made some appeal in the lost Epistle on this subject,

to our Epistle

;

to

:

eliciting

a favourable reply

for directions as to the

There

is

(cf.

2 Cor.

viii.

10,

ix. 2),

but with a i^uest

mode

of gathering the money.
reason to believe that Paul had himself visited

Connth

not very long before writing the aforesaid letter. The allusions or*
2 Cor. ii. 1, xii. 14, 20 xiii. 2 (see notes), imply that he had been twice

—

Corinth before the Second Epistle. If with Clemen (Chronol. d,
Paulin.Briefe), Schmiedel (Handcomm., 1 and 2 Kor., Einleitung), and
Krenkel (Beitrage z. Aufhellung d. Paul. Briefe vi.) we could spread
the composition of 1 and 2 Cor. over two years, space would be found
in

f

such a visit between them, but at the cost of creating
and insuperable chronological difficulties. In 2 Cor. i. 15 ff. the

for interposing

fresh

Apostle defends himself for having failed to come recently to Corinth
he had sent Titus, and with him a letter (2 Cor. ii. 4, vii. 8)
distinct, as the present writer holds, from 1 Cor. (a. second lost letter of
Paul to Corinth see Hastings' Bib. Diet., article " Paul," i. d.), and
occasioned by an emergency that arose subsequently to its despatch
which gave a new turn to the Apostle's relations with the Church.
;

—

:

—

Meanwhile he has himself
xvi.),

left

Ephesus

has pushed forward to Macedonia

(as contemplated in
(2 Cor.

ii.

12

f.),

1

Cor.

where at
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meets him with the cheering news reflected in 2 Cor. i.As already shown, a space of but a few weeks elapsed between
vii.
Paul's writing 1 Cor. and leaving Ephesus for Troas.
We have traced Paul's steps through the months separating the
two Epistles, and neither time nor occasion is found for an interjected
last Titus

first Epistle.

visit

;

and

its

We

are thrown back upon the period before the
Cor. makes no express reference to any recent
silence, primd facie, negatives the supposition of any

trip to Corinth.

Yet

1

such occurrence. There are circumstances however which relieve
Por one thing, the lost letter had interthis adverse presumption.
1 Cor., was the
sequel of the
that occupied Paul's mind on that
occasion, and which caused the "grief" referred to in 2 Cor. ii. 1,
had been the impurity of life manifest within the Church. Against

vened; this other Epistle, not our

visit in

question.

The main thing

he had given solemn warning, while forbearing discipline (2 Cor.
It was with a moral situation of this kind that the
missing
letter dealt (1 Cor. v. 9-12) ; the alarm it expressed is still felt in 1 Cor.
vi., x., xv. 33 f.
Meantime, the horrible case of incest has eclipsed previous transgressions and while Paul reaffirms the general directions
this

xiii. 2).

;

already sent and prompted (ex hypothesi) by personal observation,
he fastens his attention upon the new criminality just brought to his
ears.
That previous meeting had been so unhappy for both parties
that Paul might well avoid allusion to it it was an experience he
was resolved never to repeat (2 Cor. ii. 1, xii. 20). If he comes
;

again under like conditions, it will be "rod" in hand (1 Cor. iv. 21,
2 Cor. xiii. 2).
His forbearance had been misconstrued some of
;

the offenders were emboldened to defy him, and his Judaistic supplanters subsequently contrasted the severity of his letters with his

—

a taunt which
timidity in face of the mutineers (2 Cor. x. 6, xiii. 1-7)
drags from him the allusions of the second Epistle. After all, 1 Cor.
not without traces of the second

visit.
Nothing so well accounts
doubts of Paul's disciplinary power hinted in 1 Cor. iv. 18-21
as the encounter supposed. When after his threat, and while the
is

for the

plague grows in virulence (1 Cor. v.) and his opponents challenge him
come (iv. 18) still more, when he has announced, while fulminating anathemas on paper (v. 4 f., xvi. 22), that his return is postponed,

—

to

—

without any imperative reason given for delay (xvi. 5 ff.) after all
no wonder that even his friends felt themselves aggrieved,

this, it is

and that the most damaging constructions were put upon the
At last
Apostle's changes of plan (2 Cor. i. 15 ff., x. 9 ff., xiii. 3 ff.).
he explains, in 2 Cor., that the postponement is due to his continued
desire to

VOL,

"spare" instead of
II.

striking.

47

If,

notwithstanding these
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apprehensions, Paul speaks in 2 Cor. i. 15 of the double visit that
had been for a while intended (a third and fourth from the beginning)
as "a second joy" (or "grace"), he is probably quoting words of
the Church letter.
Further, one detects in 1 Cor. iv ,1-10 a sharp

note of personal feeling that indicates some recent contact between
writer and readers, and ocular observation on the Apostle's part of
the altered bearing of his spoilt children at Corinth. This Epistle
manifests a mastery of the situation and a vivid realisation of its
circumstances such as we can best account for on the

detailed

supposition that Paul had taken a personal survey of the development of the Church since his first departure, and that behind all he
has heard latterly from others and seen through their eyes, he is
also judging upon the strength of
and knows at first hand.

what he has himself witnessed

CHAPTER

III.

THE TEACHING OF THE
While

EPISTLE.

the doctrine of the companion Epistles to the Galatians
lies upon the surface, the
theology of this Epistle has

and Romans

to be disentangled from a coil of knotty practical questions.
The
Apostle writes under constraint, unable to count on the full sympathy
of his readers or to say all that is in his mind (ii. 6, iii. 1).
Instead

of giving free play to his own reflexions, he is compelled through
the greater part of the letter to wait upon the caprices of this

young Greek Church. At first sight one fails to observe any
continuous teaching in the Epistle a doctrinal analysis of its conBut closer attention discovers a real cohertents seems out of place.
flighty

;

ence behind this disconnectedness of form. While Paul comments
on the sad news from Corinth and answers seriatim the questions
addressed to him, his genius grasps the situation, and the leaven
of the Gospel all the while assimilates the discordant mass.
The Pauline standpoint is firmly maintained. The Christian principle shows itself master of the Gentile no less than the Jewish field,
and gives earnest of its power to meet the changeful and multiplying
demands that will be created by its expansion through the world.
There is a unity of thought in this letter as real as that stamped
upon the Epistle to the Romans, a unity the more impressive because of the baffling conditions under which it is realised.
Paul's Gospel stands here on its defence against the pretensions
of worldly wisdom and the corruptions of the fleshly mind from the
;

height of the Cross it sends its piercing rays into the abyss of pagan
sin disclosed at Corinth in its turpitude and demonic force.
Amongst
the four Evangelical Epistles, this is the epistle of the cross in its
" The
It bears throughout a realistic stamp.
Church of God that exists in Corinth," the men and women that

social application.

—

compose it, are constantly present to the writer's mind their diverse
states and relationships, their debasing antecedents and surroundings,
their crude ideas and conflicting tempers and keen ambitions, their
high religious enthusiasm and their low moral sensibilities, their
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demonstrative but fickle affections and unsteady resolutions. Two
things he strives to bring into full contact Christ crucified and these
What Romans does for the
half-Christianised Corinthian natures.

—

Gospel in the field of theological exposition, and Galatians in that
of doctrinal polemic, and 2 Corinthians in that of personal experience
and ministerial vocation, this 1 Corinthians has done in respect of
its

bearing upon human intercourse and the life of the community.
The foundation upon which Paul had built at Corinth is "Jesus

"— i.e.,

"

"Jesus Christ crucified (iii. 11, i. 17 f., ii. 2, xv. 1-3).
He does not, any more than in 1 Thessalonians, enter into an exNot yet, in Corinth at least, had
position of his \<5yos toG oraupou.
Christ

the legalists openly contested Paul's doctrine of salvation through
the first sketch of its argumentative defence
the death of Christ
;

14 ff. The chief peril comes from the opposite
from
the
influences of Hellenic scepticism and
dissolving
quarter,
The form, rather than the contents, of Paul's
demoralisation.
message is just now in question he is reproached with the pupia

appears

in 2

Cor.

v.

;

toG KTjpuyptTos

(i.

18-25).

But the form of presentation

is

determined

by the substance of the truth presented the cross of Christ cannot
The mere fact
appear draped in the robes of Greek philosophy.
"
that it is " the word of the cross
convicts the Gospel of folly in the
eyes of the Greek lover of wisdom, as of weakness before the Jewish
A "wise" world that knows not God (i. 21,
believer in "signs".
;

ii.

it

6, 14, cf.

learns

Rom.

i.

19-23) will not understand His message, until

its

ignorance.
1
To the source of the Gospel must therefore be traced that scorn
of the Corinthian world which so much troubles the Church.
It was
"
" the
of God
that Paul had first announced
1
the
.

testimony
(ii.
)
Corinthian believers are " of Him in Christ Jesus," and have learnt
"
" Father of us and of our Lord
to worship God as
Jesus Christ
;

observe the emphasis thrown in w. 18-31 upon 6 ©cos in
"
Impotent and even absurd the preaching
K<5o-fi.os).
"
"
"
of the cross
to the saved
may "appear to the Corinthian public
"
"
and the
of God ".
it is
the wisdom
(i.

3,

26-31

:

contrast with 6

;

power

The

\<Jyo9 toG <rraupou is God' s power at work in its most charand sovereign energy, destined to shatter all adverse
potencies (i. 27 ff., xv. 24 ff.). Veiled under a guise of weakness, it
thus ensnares the world and exposes its folly (i. 19-21, ii. 6-8, iii. 19)
it chooses for its instruments feeble and
ignoble things to overthrow

(1)

acteristic

;

the mightiest.

The power of God

by "our Lord Jesus Christ"
specifically in the

Church

(viii.

in this \<5yo$ is
in

administered

acting
— His
the universe,
mediator
— whom the world crucified
6)

(ii.

and
8)

;
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so that it is in effect the power of Christ, and "in Christ Jesus "
men " come to be of God ". God has made Him unto us " righteou s"
ness and sanctificati on
an4_redemption
(i. 30, cf. vi.
11); with
"
"
"
of
His
blood
e
us, the body not except ed,
thej; price
bought
"
" the
for God's p roperty
iii. 16, vi. 19
(i. 2,
f.) ; from
strength of sin
and the reign of death Christians a re consciously delivered
h

H

throug
the_death, crowned by the resurrection, of the Lord Jesus and
through faith in His name (xv. 1-4, 11, 17 f., 56 f.).

The Holy Spirit constitutes this mysterious power of God in
His " demonstration and power " attended Paul's mission
operation.
to Corinth, giving it an efficacy otherwise unaccountable
(ii.
1-6);
"
all Christian revelations come
by this channel (ii. 11-16). Only in

the Holy Spirit" does any man truly say, "Jesus is Lord "
(xii. 3)
" in the name of
the Lord Jesus Christ, and in the Spirit of our
"
and
God," the foulest sinners of Corinth had been " washed
" sanctified"
The gifts possessed by this favoured Church
(vi. 11).
are of the Spirit's " distribution," while of God's omnipresent " work;

"

and held under Christ's dominion (xii. 4-11). Th p manifest aing
tions of the Spirit in the Gospel and in the Church differ from all
forms of p ower the world has known they reveal a k i ngdom rich
in blessings such as " eye hath not seen nor ear heard, nor man's
"
heart conceived
9 f.).
(ii.
;

The word

who can understand,
mystery," whose manifestation
was determined for this epoch from the world's beginning (ii. 6-9).
"
"
By it the pretentious wisdom of the age will be overthrown. The
(2)

of the cross discloses, to those

God's wisdom hitherto shrouded "

in

world scorns to be saved by a crucified Mes siah, and "the^ natural
man ca nnot re ceive the things of the Spirit of God " but^ wisdom
;

is justified

of hjr children

Bringing such a message, the Apostle

.

his word must
discards adornments and plausibilities of speech
1
and
force
As
inherent
truth
Christian men
its
speak by
ff.).
(ii.
;

it

discloses

God

increasingly approves itself to them
No longer does the opinion of the
"
temper cleave to them, they become men

advance, the revelation of

;

its <ro$£a toT$ tcXciois.

world sway them nor its
of the Spirit," who "judge

things" and are "judged of none"
"
world (vi. 2).
One day they
From the standpoint thus gained, in view of the operation of
God in whatever belongs to the Gospel, the Apostle defines in
" We are God' s
chaps, iii. and iv. the position of Christ's ministers
"
Paul the planter, Apollos the waterer they are
fellow-workers
all

shall " judge the

6-iii. 3).
(ii.

:

;

"

'^.Assistants
God
gives the increase ".
nothing
stewards of God's mysteries," thejrqualiflcati ons are
;

—
of

Christ.

fidelity

and
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the possession of the Master's mind

(ii.

16, vii. 25, 40).

10,

their Lord, not to their fe llow-ser vants, they are
serve the
His " call" and "
xii.

28).

How

answerab le.

To
By

Gospel (i. 1, ix. 16 f.,
compuIsjon "they
"
presumptuous for the Corinthians to be
puffed up
"

one against the other of God's servant s
All alike are theirs,
while t hey are Chr ist's andLChnst_is_Qod's (Hi. 4 f., 21-iv. 6).
Let
men look abo ve the stewards to the Ma ster, above the instrum ents
for

to

!

God who

" worke th

all

things in

all

"
(xii.

4

The

ff.).

Christian

teachers are God's temple-builders ; heavy their loss, if they build
amiss terrible their ruin, if instead of strengthening they destroy
the fabric (iii. 10-17).
Their maintenance is not bestowed by the
;

Church as wages by an employer, but enjoined on the Church by
the Lord's ordinance, upon the same principle of justice which
allows the threshing ox to feed from the corn (ix. 7-12).
The readers must learn what it means to belong to " the Church
"
".
God
of
Despite their presumed knowledge (viii.),
ignorance of
God" is at the root of their errors (xv. 34). Newly emancipated
from heathenism, they are slow to realise the character and claims
of the

God

revealed to

them

in Christ.

The

first

four chapters seek

at every point to correct this ignorance ; indeed, this underlying vein
runs through the Epistle (cf in this respect 1 Thess. passim).

ndrra

els

86§ai'

OeoG

is

the

maxim

that Paul dictates to his readers

(x. 31), and that governs his mind throughout the letter.
2. The nature of the Christian community is the subject of chaps,
xii. and xiv., but it pervades the Epistle no less than that of the
" to the Church of God in Corinth " the
sovereign claims of God
:

Apostle writes.
The Graeco- Roman cities at this time were honey-combed, in all
grades of life, with private associations trade-guilds, burial clubs

—

and friendly

societies, religious confraternities

;

their existence sup-

plied a great social need, and formed a partial substitute for the
These
political activity suppressed by the levelling Roman empire.

organisations prepared heathen society for Church life ; and Christianity upon Gentile soil largely adopted the forms of combination

popular use, borrowing from the Greek club almost as much as
from the Jewish synagogue. But it transformed what it borrowed.
In the Churches of God established in Thessalonica and Corinth the
first stones were laid of the Christian structure of society.
New
in
this
are
unfolded
and
which
of
Epistle,
kinship
conceptions
duty
have yet to receive full development. Paul's sociology naturally
met with resistance from men reared in Paganism human nature
in

;

is still

against

it.

The Corinthians brought

into the

Church

their
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and public

The

spiri t.

mental stimulus and large freedom of the new faith, where reverence
and self-control were wanting, resulted for the time in greater turbulence rather than
Christian
of

in

As we have

(1)

building of God.
the worst sacrilege (iii. 16 f.).

community

God"

is

Jesus Christ

"
(i.

9)

is the

all that the
"
Injury to this
temple
The Church consi sts

has " called into the communion of His Son
who " were, in one Spirit all baptised i nto one

whom God

of those

a nobler and happier order.

seen, the Apostle insists above

;

,

—

and all were made to drink of one Spir it
"the Spirit
"
that is from God
xii. 13).
This creative, informing Presence
(ii. 12,
determines the nature, constitution and destiny of the Church.
(2) In relation to each other, Christian men form a brotherhood.
body

.

.

.

"
Paul addresses his readers as " brethren
not by way of courtesy
or personal friendliness, but to enforce upon them mutual devotion.
Each Christian looks upon his fellow as "the brother for whom
"
"
" to sin
Christ died
to " sin against the brethren
is
against
;

Christ

"

1 1

(viii.

By communion

ff.).

a union of hearts

is

world had ever seen.

hand to

foot

by God

(xii.

14

of faith and worship in Christ

created more intimate and tender than the
Christians are to each other as eye to ear and
Each has his honourable place in the body,

ff.).

each is necessary to all, all to each (xii. 21-31). The
of chap. xiii. is a song to the praise of Love as
outburst
rapturous
the law of Christian brotherhood.
Knowledge, faith, miracles are
out the "
which
to
useless or unreal unless
fixed

;

love,
points
way"
yoked
" The collection
to the right employment of every faculty (xii. 31).
"
of Jerusalem (xvi. 1) was dictated by the affection
for the saints

that binds the scattered parts of the Church of God.
(3) The relations of Christians to God the Father, and to their
believing brethren, alike centre in their relationship to Christ the
:

Church

is

His body— "a KouWa of the Son

consciousness of the
there

;

lv Xpiorw, ir

new

XpioTw

life

—personal

'Itjaou, iv

of

God"

(i.

9).

—

The whole

or corporate is grounded
Kupuo, is the Apostle's standing

and relations. To use Paul's strong
" he who is cemented to the
Lord, is one spirit".
expression (vi. 17),
By the fact that they severally inhere in Him, men are constituted
"
" a
body of Christ, and members individually (xii. 27). No man in
Christ is self-complete the eye finds its mate in the hand, the head
definition of Christian states

;

This reciprocal subordination dictates the law of the
The Apostle
life in Christ Jesus and controls all its movements.
claims to be himself eVyofios Xpurrou, because he " seeks not his own
The question of i. 13,
profit but that of the many" (x. 21 ff.).
in

the foot.
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6 XpicmSs; reveals

The Church was

in

the radical mischief at work in Corinth.

the eyes of some of

its

members a

kind of de-

bating club or philosophical school, in which alpeWs and oxiapiTa
were matters of course ; to others it was a benefit society, to be
used so far as suited inclination and convenience. Against all such

debased notions of social

life,

and

selfish

abuse of Church

privilege,

a sustained protest.
This fellowship of Christ is symbolised and sealed by the bread
and cup of the Lord's Supper (x. 16 ff.) the " one loaf" and " one
this Epistle

is

—

"

which all participate, since it is a " communion of the body
cup
The "word of the
of Christ" and "of the blood of Christ".
"
cross is made by this ordinance a binding " covenant in Christ's
in

is thus known as the fraternity of the
"proclaims the Lord's death, till He come"
Such fellowship in Christ, appropriating the whole man,

The Christian Society

blood ".

Crucified; evermore
(xi.

26).

it

the body with the spirit (vi. 15, 19), excludes ipso facto
"
"
and feasting at their " table
course with " the demons

communion

all

(x.

inter-

20

ff.)

;

abhorrent and morally impossible to those who
have truly partaken with Christ (cf. 2 Cor. vi. 14 ff.).
The introductory thanksgiving signally connects the Koivwia too

their

is

Hope is a uniting principle, along with
Xpurroo with His irapoucrta.
and love (xiii. 13, cf. Eph. iv. 4). The Church of God is no
"
mere temporal fabric. The " gold, silver, precious stones of its
faith

construction will brave the judgment fires

(iii.

12-15).

"Those who

are Christ's, at His coming," form the nucleus of the eternal kingdom of God (xv. 23-28). " The day " which reveals the completed
work of Christ " will declare every man's work, of what sort it is";
each of Christ's helpers will then receive his meed of " praise from
"
God," and the approved saints," as Christ's assessors, will "judge
"
the world" and
angels" (iii. 13, iv. 5, vi. 2 f.).
(4) The regulation of the charismata, the wealth and the embarrassment of this Church, is deduced from the above principles.
These powers, however manifold, are manifestations of " the same

Spirit,"

who

"
inhabits the entire body of Christ and whose " will
its several members (xii. 7-11).

determines the various endowments of

They are

distributed, as the bodily functions are assigned to their
proper organs, for the service of the whole frame. The possessor
of one cannot dispense with, and must not despise, his differently

14 ff.).
Yet there is a gradation in the charisms;
"the greater" among them. Love supplies the
the most edifying gifts are the most desirable (xii. 31Self-restraint must be exercised by gifted persons, and

gifted brother
it

is

criterion
xiv.

(xii.

right to covet

19).

;
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order enforced by the community, so that individual talents may be
for the common good
To the direction of
(xiv. 26-33).
these matters a manly practical sense must be applied " the under"
"
standing aids the service of "the spirit
(xiv. 14-20).

combined

;

This charismatic ministry, diffused through the body of Christ,
is

the basis of

Christian agency.

all

"

not formal offices

tions,

As yet there are only " functhe function is anterior to the

(Hort)
without it. Each
;

man in the Church of Corinth
spontaneously speaks, sings, serves in whatever fashion (xiv. 26),
in virtue of his x^p^d,
the particular form which the common
and may

office,

exist

—

X^pis assumes

the

in

him

for the benefit of others.

The

realisation of

of Christ in the Christian Society is the aim imposed on
each Christian by the Spirit whose indwelling makes him such.
life

The teaching

3.

sideration of

the

of the Epistle takes a wide outlook in its con-

relations of the

Christian

to

the

world.

This

The believer
relationship is exhibited mainly on its negative side.
"
"
in Christ, " elect
and " sanctified
2, 27), built on the founda(i.
tion of Jesus Christ into God's temple,

is separated from the world.
from God makes him a -nrcufAa-riicos he has new
There are two
faculties, and lives in a changed order of things.
worlds a new world of the Spirit formed within the old K<Sajjtos but
utterly distinct from it, unintelligible to it, and destined soon to
overthrow and displace it (i. 25-29, ii. 6-14, iii. 18 f., vii. 31).

The

Spirit he has

;

—

(1) With the world's sin the Church of God holds truceless war.
" forniLiving in the world, Christians cannot avoid contact with its
cators, extortioners," and the rest ; but it can and must keep them
"
out of its ranks
the old leaven is to be " cleansed out
of
(v.

the u

9-13)

;

new

kneading," since Christ is our paschal lamb (v. 6-8). The
sin of the world culminates in its idolatry ; from this the Corinthians,
unconditionally,

must

" flee "

1-14).

(x.

recognises the natural order of life as one who
He cherishes, up to this date, the hope
sees through and beyond it.
Hence the provisional charof his Lord's speedy return (xv. 51 f.).
(2)

The Apostle

He writes at a
acter of his advices respecting marriage in chap. vii.
juncture of suspense, when men should keep themselves free from
He admits the necessity of marriage in the case of
needless ties.
Corinthians, and applies the law of Christ carefully to the
mixed unions so troublesome at Corinth. He fears for his disciples
the burdens imposed by domestic cares in times so uncertain, and in

many

a society at war with the world.
" use " it
world," nor cease to
refrain

from " using

it

to the

not " go out of the
but they must hold it lightly and
Christians

;

full

"

may
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In discussing the question of the idolothyta Paul gives a glance
to the more positive side of the Christian's relations with external

He

nature.

recalls the attitude

"The

of the Old

earth

is

Testament towards

the Lord's, and the

fulearthly blessings by quoting,
The idols have no power to usurp God's
ness thereof" (x. 28).
An enlightened
creatures, nor to limit His children's use of them.
conscience will not scruple at the enjoyment of food sacrificed to an

though circumstances will often m ake this inexpedie nt (viii., x.
The Jewish distinctions of meat are obsolete (vi. 12 f.) it
was in this sense that Paul had enunciated the much-abused maxim,
" All
The VapicucA of life he enlists in the
things are lawful to~me ".
service of its irycupaTiicrf they serve to multiply and strengthen the
bonds of mutual necessity arising from our kinship in Christ (ix. 7idol,

23

;

ff.).

;

Rom.

12, cf.

xv. 27, Gal.

vi.).

man and woman the Apostle sees the
natural and spiritual order blended he passes from the one to the
other with perfect congruity, and appeals to the teaching of " nature,"
expressed in secular customs of dress, as an exponent of the Divine
In the relationship of

;

will (xi. 1-15).

by the rich

(xi.

While censuring the greed and arrogance displayed
17 ff.), he leaves distinctions of wealth and rank un-

condemned from the analogy applied in chap. xii. 13 ff. we infer
that he viewed these as a part of " the fashion of this world, *
;

necessary but transient.
"
Death, like sin which gives to it its
sting," belongs to the
system of the present evil world. Since the resurrection of Christ,
" abolished " for those who are His
death is in
55
(3)

(xv. 26,

principle

The

ff.).

resurrection

is

no mere immortality of the

spirit,

such as

philosophers conceived ; it is the reversal of death, the recovery of
the entire man from its power. Christ's people, to be sure, will not

be reclad
in

mortal habiliments, nor resume the corpse that was laid
The new frame will differ from the old as the plant

in

the grave.

Heavenly bodies must surpass earthly in
Christ are types of two modes of
unimaginable ways.
being: in our present "natural body" we "wear the image" of
"
the former our future body will be " spiritual
after the image
from

its

perished seed.

Adam and

;

of God's

Son

(xv. 35-57).
for
glorious and inconceivable change will supervene
Christians living or departed alike (xv. 51 f.) at " the revelation of

This

—

—

our Lord Jesus Christ," which the Corinthian Christians are awaitThis is J* th e end" of th e course of revelatio n_an$L-Pf
ing (i. 7).
God's dealin gs with m ankind— when Christ's redemption is complete, when His enemies throughout creation are overcome, and He
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is able to lay at the Father' s feet an empire w hol ly subdued and
" the Son
everywhere accord ant with _the Creator's will. Then
Himself" will give the crowning example of submission " that God
"
may be all in all (xv. 28). In this sublime issue the teaching of
TheHETpistle culminates. The relation of the Church of Corinth to
God, though marred upon its part yet real and sanctifying, which
gave the Apostle his starting-point, has been unfolded in ever-widenthere is formed
ing circles, until it is seen to embrace the universe
within it the beginning of a Divine realm that stretches on into
unknown worlds, and will bring all finite powers and beings under
,

;

its

sway.

this entire development of thought and life Christ is all
His
presence and lordship, the redeeming power of His
things.
They cover alike
cross, extend over every field within our view.

Through

to God, of man to man within
and collectively, to the world around
the present and before him in the future. Christ is all in

the relations of the individual
society,

him
all,

in

and of man,

that through

man

individually

Him

finally

God may be

all in all.

CHAPTER

IV.

THE LANGUAGE, TEXT, HISTORY, AND CRITICISM OF THE
1.

Language.

"The

dialect of these Epistles

(1

EPISTLE.

and 2 Cor.)

is

not Hebraistic, but moves upon the lines of Hellenistic Greek. It
finds its analogue, in a multitude of characteristics, in the language
of Polybius, the classic of Hellenism, in Epictetus, in Plutarch, in
Dionysius of Halicarnassus and others, in such a way as to imply
"
Paul has become
for it and them a common life-sphere
(Heinrici).
in this Epistle, more than elsewhere, toTs "eXXyjoii' a>s *EXXt)i>.
Its
atmosphere and colouring and movement are distinctively Greek of
when compared, e.g., with the style of Romans or 2
the period,
Thessalonians. While Old Testament references are numerous in

—

Cor., they are

employed by way of illustration rather than of
and
in
a
not a Rabbinical manner.
Hellenistic
proof,
The Epistle has a rich vocabulary. Out of the 5,594 Greek words
103 peculiar to itself. In the
of the New Testament it employs 963
hapax legomena one expects the idiosyncrasy of the Epistle to
1

—

manifest

itself.

Sixty-eight of these

in Attic writers earlier

—about two-thirds—are

than Aristotle

classical,

twenty-two belong
to post-classical authors of the koiktj, or to the Greek of the contemIn the residue there is one speciporary inscriptions and papyri.
occurring

fically

Septuagint

Aramaean sentence,

term, cISuXciok
p,apc^ d0<£.

(viii.

10,

;

see

Eleven words are

note) ; and the
so far unknown

left,

—

from other documents, or used only by Christian writers after Paul
BicpfiT)C€ia, -€ot^s, cuirapcSpos, 6Xo0p€UTqs, m06s (ii. 4),irepti}n)|ia, owJyjttjt^Si
Tuirnc&s, u-rre'paKfjLos, x 0lK °^ xPYl°rT€ "°fiLai > but every one of these has
close kindred or analogues in

were current

common Greek;

it

is

likely

enough

speech of Corinth euirdpcSpos however,
with its transparent sense, has the look of a Pauline coinage. The
forty-two additional words of 1 Corinthians (24 if the Pastorals

that

all

in the

:

—

be excluded) limited in their N.T. range to the Pauline Epistles
Pauline but not First-Corinthian, h. Igg. yield a similar analysis.
Out of the 150 words enumerated by Kennedy in his useful
t

—

Sources of N.T. Greek (pp. 88-91) as " strictly peculiar to the

LXX
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or N.T.," with the forty or fifty added to this list by including
Philo Judaeus, twenty-five occur in this Epistle
but apart from
Hebrew loan-words (such as irdaxo), and excluding near relations
and correlates of recognised classical or post-classical words, there
;

remains, after the researches of Deissmann (in his Bibelstudien and
Bibelstudien) and other students of the Greek inscriptions

Neue

and papyri, only a handful, perhaps half a dozen of the twenty-five,
"
that can be called properly and exclusively " Biblical
a scanty
residue which further discovery may diminish.
So far as 1 Corin-

—

thians

is

concerned,

of a Biblical

Greek ".

we may

What

" the
dismiss, with Deissmann,
legend
said of the Greek character of the

is

vocabulary holds good in general of the grammar of this Epistle.
The idioms of Paul's epistolary style form a distinct subject, on
which it is not necessary to enter here.
2.

Text.

The Greek Text

—

footing as that of the rest
volume entitled O AnoiTOAOI.

of this Epistle stands on the same
usually contained in the collected

all

Eighteen of the twenty-three known
AD 2 E 3 L 2 are comPauline uncial Codices belong to 1 Cor.:
1
K
P
G
S
CF
2 contains half, and
plete;
approximately complete;
2
3
2
2

^B

,

nH 3 M Q F» fragments of the Epistle. tfBAC were Codices of the
whole New Testament; 1KLPS included the Acts and Catholic
I

2

2

2

In point of date, Bfr$ belong to the
Epp., P the Apocalypse also.
to the sixth
fourth century; ^ACIQ to the fifth century;

DH

the rest to the ninth century.
c
Amongst the numerous correctors of N> N of the seventh century,
as
elsewhere. ^L (a palimpsest in the Vatican
is important here

century

;

F* to the seventh century

;

»

Library) and S 2 (Athous Laurae) are not yet critically edited
or collated
see on these MSS., and for full details respecting
:

the textual material, C. R. Gregory's Prolegomena to Tischendorf 's
Out of the 480 catalogued minuscule
N.T. Greece, ed. major.

MSS.

"

The ancient
them "appear with extreme irregularity in
different places of the Epistles," and Western readings in a remarkably small proportion (Westcott and Hort, Introd. to the N.T.
in Greek, § 212). The most notable, and those oftenest cited below,
are 17 (same as 33 of Gospels and 18 of Acts), 37 (Gospels 69, Acts
(or cursive)

elements" found

of Paul few deserve attention.

in

47 (Gospels 49)— all extending to viii. 10; and 67**
Rev.
34) the marginal corrections of an ordinary cursive,
(Acts 66,
which "include a relatively large number of very ancient readings,"
71
109 (Acts 96). The 265 numbered
akin to those of
2 (W.H.)
31, Rev.

14),

—

M

;

;

Lectionaries containing Acts and Epistles are but partially explored;
none as yet appear of sufficient value to be regularly cited.
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The ancient Versions are of
The most valuable are

N.T.

fairly
all

uniform character through the

available here, except the Cure-

tonian Syriac confined to the Gospels.
Prom the fourth century onwards Patristic references to
1 Corinthians become numerous and full, and afford the critic greater
help than in

some other

But the

Epistles.

forthcoming from this quarter

aid

is less

definite

and certain

than might have been

expected.

Considering the length of the Epistle, it contains few conspicuous
Its text has
textual difficulties, none of grave exegetical importance.

been from the

first

Receptus

is

In the following conspectus

carefully preserved.

Greek words are spaced in which the Textus
emended by the note. Where the reading is doubtful, a

of various readings

all

query follows the alternative reading supplied in the notes

—a query

after the spacing indicating a reading more likely than not, a query
without the spacing indicating a possible but less probable reading.
Orthographical corrections occurring passim, which belong to the

N.T. written dialect as this

and exhibited

in the

is represented by the five great uncials
standard N.T. Grammars, must be taken for

granted throughout.
Excluding the numberless corrections of the kind just noticed and
those concerning only points of grammar or the ordo verborum,
there are more than 200 emendations which affect the sense of the
Epistle.
plication.

Chapters

The

vii.

29,

33

f.,

xv. 51 are instances of special

restoration of the true text in

iii.

1, 4,

com-

iv. 2, vii.

3,

The Received
29, xv. 47 brings out the finer edge of Paul's style.
Text of vi. 20 and vii. 5 contains ecclesiastical glosses ; in iv. 6 and

xi.

its habit of extending
ix. 15 it has helped out Paul's anacolutha
the shorter names of Christ blunts his meaning notably in ix. 1 and
;

xi.
(x.

—

The group

of (liturgical ?) additions to the genuine text in
24 ff. deserves particular attention. Xu^Oeia (viii. 7) and Up60urov
A few readings
28) are interesting words restored by criticism.

xvi. 22.

are noted in the digest which have little or no intrinsic worth, but
are of interest in their bearing on the history of the text, especially
"
where they illustrate the peculiarities of the " Western tradition.

One
Hort

conjectural emendation

is

adopted,

viz,,

that of Westcott and

in ch. xii. 2.

3. History op thb Bpistlb.
This is the first N.T. writing to
be cited by name in Christian literature. " Take up," says Clement
of Rome to the Corinthians (1 Ep., xlvii.), "the letter of the blessed

Paul the Apostle.

What was

beginning of the Gospel

?

Of

the

first

thing he wrote to you in the
you in the Spirit

a truth he wrote to
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touching himself and Cephas and Apollos, because even then you
had formed factions."
Like other post- apostolic writers, Clement
shows an imperfect grasp of Pauline teaching, but his Salutation,
with §§ xxiv., xxxiv.

8, xxxvii., xlix., and lxv. 2, bears unmistakable
impressions of this Epistle. The Epistle of Barnabas (iv. 9-11, v. 6,
vi. 5, xvi. 7-10
Hermas, Mand. iv. 4 (cf. 1 Cor vii. 39) Ignatius, Ad
;

Eph.,

Ad

;

xvi., xviii.,

Ad

Diognetum,

xii.

Rom., iv. 3, v. 1, ix. 2; Polycarp, Ad Phil.,
5; the Didache, i. 5, iii. 3, iv. 3, x. 6,

x. 2,
etc.,

attest the use of this writing in primitive Christian times.
From
Irenseus onwards it is quoted as Holy Scripture. The Gnostics used

with predilection.
The testimony of early Christianity to its
Pauline authorship and Apostolic authority is unequivocal and full.
But our Epistle did not at first take a leading place among N.T.

it

Its influence has been " broken and fitful ".
It had little
writings.
to say directly upon the questions (except that of the Resurrection)

which chiefly interested the ante-Nicene Church. Tertullian, however, expounded it in his Adv. Marcionem ; and Origen wrote annoIn the fourth century,
tations, partly preserved in Cramer's Catena.
when "controversies on Church discipline and morals began to
"
sway the minds of thoughtful men, this Epistle came to the front
(Edwards). Many of the Church leaders of that time wrote upon
1 Corinthians.
Only fragments of the Greek commentators earlier
than John Chrysostom (t407 a.d.) are extant; later expositors
the most notable, Theodoret (420 a.d.), Oecumenius (c. 950), Theophylact (1078) built upon him his versatile powers shine in the
The Latin commentaries of Pelagius
exposition of this Epistle.
and
of Ambrosiaster (Hilary of Rome ?)
to
ascribed
Jerome)
(for long

—

—

;

wide use of this Scripture in the West in the fourth
To Thomas Aquinas we owe the only interpretation of value bequeathed by the Middle Ages.
Though subordin-

testify to the

and

fifth centuries.

ated, like all mediaeval exegesis, to scholastic theology, his exposition

contains fresh and vigorous thought.
Colet's Oxford Lectures on this Epistle (a.d. 1496), and the N.T.
Paraphrase of Erasmus (1519), breathe the new spirit of the Refor-

mation, which brought

Romans and

1

Galatians.

Corinthians to the front again, along with
The adjustment of liberty and order, the

secular life, the reconstitution of
application of evangelical faith to
the Church with its sacraments and ministry started a multitude of
Calvin excelled himself in his interprecalling for its aid.

problems

tation of this Epistle, offending many of his followers by his breadth
and candour. Estius, his Romanist contemporary, is no mean rival.

Amongst the German Reformers, Melanchthon, W. Musculus, Bui-
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Beza's Annotationes,
linger handled this Epistle with effect.
especially his Latin translation, are always worth consulting.

Grotius

—Arminian,

—

and

The

humanistic, practical found here a
In the seventeenth century 1 Corinthians sufcongenial subject.
no Commentary upon it of any mark appeared
fered another eclipse
illustrious

;

between the time of Grotius and Bengel.

All later interpreters are

Bengel's disciples.

This Epistle at present suffers no lack of attention. Beside the
those of De Wette,
larger critical N.T. Commentaries of Germany

—

Meyer

(re-written, in

1

and 2

Cor., by Heinrici),

v.

Hofmann, the

H andcommentar (Schmiedel), and the Kurtzgefasster (Schnedermann)

—and

\

great work in this country, the following are of
:
Billroth's
value
Vorlesungen z. d. Briefen an d. Kor. (1833),
special
Ruckert's Der 1 Br. Pauli an d. Kor. (1836), Neander's Auslegung
Alford's

—

beiden Br. an d. Kor.

above all, Heinrici's Das erste
(1859),
Paulus an d. Kor. (1880), a work rich in illustration of Greek thought and manners, and throwing new light on

d.

Sendschreiben d.

A p.

the social development of primitive Christianity. Godet's Commentaire sur la prem. ep. aux Corinthiens (1887
transl. in Clarks' F. T.
:

Libr.), though not his most successful exposition, is marked by
his fine spiritual and literary qualities, and is full of instructive

matter.

English scholars have addressed themselves zealously to 1 Corwhich interests them by its relations to the ethical and

inthians,

A. P. Stanley (The Epistles of Paul to
has illuminated the historical and picturesque

social questions of the time.
the Corinthians, 1855)

aspects of the Epistle, C. Hodge (American, 1857) its theological
Beet tracks the thought of the Apostle with exceeding closeside.
ness, and presents it with concise force (Epistles to the Corinthians,

Freshness and vivacity, with strokes of keen grammatical
insight, distinguish the work of T. S. Evans in the Speaker's ComEllicott's interpretation (1887) is a model of exact and
mentary.
no better book can be placed in the
delicate verbal elucidation
hands of a working Greek Testament student. The posthumous
"Notes" of Lightfoot on chaps, i.-vii. (1895) are written with his
1882).

;

ripe

knowledge, balanced judgment, and sure touch.

Edwards'

Commentary on the First Epistle to the Corinthians (1885) ranks with
Heinrici's and Ellicott's as a classical piece of exegesis
it is
strong
both on the linguistic and philosophical side, and shows a rare power
of luminous statement. M. Dods supplies, in The Expositor's Bible
a genial and masterly homiletic application.
Hort's Christian
Ecclesia and Knowling's Witness of the Epistles to Christ exhibit,
;

t
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the use they make of this document, its decisive
bearing on
questions of early Church History and Apologetics.
4. Criticism.
Until quite recently the authenticity and integrity
of 1 Corinthians were never doubted.
The criticism of F. C. Baur
and the Tubingen School left it standing as one of the " four un"
Bruno Bauer's attack (Kritik d. Paul. Briefe,
;
disputed Epistles
In Holland, however, a more radical
1851) was quite isolated.
in

criticism

has arisen

Tijdschrift,

Manen

—whose

exponents are Loman (Theologisch
Pierson and Naber (Verisimilia, 1886), van

1882-86),

and Prot. Kirchenzeitung, 1882-86),
Meyboom (Theol. Tijdschr., 1889-91) aided by Steck (Gal.-Brief
" Edwin Johnson "
1888) in Germany, and
(Antiqua Mater, 1887)
in England
which sweeps away these four with the rest, leaving
nothing but morsels surviving of the genuine Paul. These scholars
(Paulus,

i.,

1890-91

ii.,

;

;

—

premise a slow development, along a single line, in early Christian
They claim to be the uniformitarians, as against the

thought.

The universalism with which
catastrophists, of Biblical science.
Paul is credited, they set down as the final issue, reached in the
second century, of the continued interaction of Judaic and Hellenic
In support of this view they point out numerous alleged
thought.
contradictions within the four Epistles and the traces of various
tendencies and times affording evidence of compilation, so reducing
them to a many-coloured patchwork, the product of a century of
conflict and hardly won progress.
They attempt to prove the
literary dependence of the four on post-Pauline writings, both within
and without the New Testament. This theory presents no consistent shape in the hands of its advocates, and has been subjected
to a destructive examination by Holtzmann and Jiilicher in their
N.T. Einleitungen (recent editions), by Lipsius (Romans) and
Schmiedel (1 and 2 Corinthians) in the Handcommentar ; also by
«'
Witness of the Epistles ". A sound
Knowling in chap. Hi. of his
of extravagances which are, in effect,
is
best
refutation
the
exegesis
the reductio ad absurdum of the Baurian method.
Another group of critics, maintaining the genuineness of the

Corinthian Epistles in substance, desire

Hagge (jfahrbuch
ments behind the two

to redistribute their contents.

1876) finds four older docuVolter (Theol. Tijdschrift, 1889) discovers

fitr prot. Theologie,
;

making considerable excisions besides Clemen, who discusses
all the schemes of rearrangement in his Einheitlichkeit d. paul.
Briefe (II., Die Corintherbr. : cf. Schmiedel in the Handcom., an d.
three,

;

Kor., Einleitung,
nals.

These
VOL. II.

ii.),

dissects the canonical Epistles into five origi-

re-combinations

are

48

highly

ingenious

;

Clemen's
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scheme, which

is really plausible, substitutes a
carefully marshalled
order
the spontaneity and discursiveness of the true
for
topical
The hypotheses of reconstruction have no historical basis,
epistle.

no external evidence

The

probability.

sympathetic reader

in their favour

their sole appeal is to internal
Corinthians vindicates its unity to the
transports himself into the situation.

actual

who

;

1

who regard the reconstruction of the Epistle
as needless or impracticable, see reason to eliminate certain passages
Holsten (Das Evang. d. Paulus, I., i., 1880),
as interpolations.
Baljon (De Tekst d. Brieven aan de Rom., Cor., en Gal., 1884), Bois
Other

critics, again,

(Adversaria critica de

ad Cor.

I.

in suggestions of this kind.

:

Toulouse,

1887), are

fertile

Heinrici will not exclude the suppo-

of " improvements in detail, attempts [made by the first
editors] to smooth over or supplement rough or defective passages
sition

of the Apostle, which criticism may be able to detect ".
Such
insertions he finds in the 'Eyci 8c Xpurrou of i. 12, and in xv. 56
so
:

Schmiedel and Clemen

the latter place.

We

do not deny the
"
abstract possibility of the Epistle having been " touched up
in this
those
the
as
Codices
reveal
in
such
ii. 4, iv. 6, vii. 3,
way glosses
etc., for aught we know may have crept in be/ore, as well as after
in

;

the divergence of our extant witnesses.
None, however, of the
"
"
are
made
out
alleged
primitive corruptions
convincingly,
except
perhaps the transcriptional error which W.H. have detected in xii.

—

Some of these conjectures there will be occasion to notice in the
course of the exposition.
Analysis. After the Introduction (i. 1-9), the body of the Epistle
2.

falls into six

Parties

and

principal divisions, as follows: Div. I., The Corinthian
the Gospel Ministry, i. 10-iv. 21
Div. II., Questions
;

Div. III., Contact with Idolatry, viii.-xi. 1
of Social Morals, v. -vii.
Div. IV., Disorders in Worship and Church Life, xi. 2-xiv.
Div. V.,
The Resurrection of the Body, xv. Div. VI., Business, News, and
;

;

;

;

Within these main Divisions, the matter- is broken
Greetings, xvi.
up for clearer elucidation into sixty short Sections, each furnished
with a heading and prefatory outline.

ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THE EXPOSITION.

= accusative case,
= active voice,
adj. = adjective.
ad loc. — ad locum, on this passage,
adv., advl. = adverb, adverbial.
Al. = Alford's Greek Testament.
ace.

act.
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= aorist tense,
= grammatical article.
Aug. = Augustine.
Bg. m Bengel's Gnomon Novi Testamenti.
Bm. = A. Buttmann's Grammar of the N.T. Greek (Eng. Trans., 1873).
Bn. = E. Burton's Syntax of the Moods and Tenses in the N.T. (1894).
aor.

art.

Bt.

Bz.

= J. A. Beet's St. Paul's Epp. to the Corinthians (1882).
= Beza's Nov. Testanuntum InterpretaUo et Annotations (Cantab.,
:

1642).
cl. =* classical.

Cm. = John Chrysostom's Homilia
comm. m commentary, commentator,
constr.

Cor.
Cr.

=
=
=

(t 407).

construction.

Corinth, Corinthian or Corinthians.
Cremer's Bihlico • Theological Lexicon

of N.T, Greek (Eng.

Trans.).
Calvin's In Nov.

=
Testamentum Commentarii.
= dative case.
Did. = AiSaxt) f «v 8a>8eKa airoerT<5\A>v.
diff. = difference, different, differently.
D.W. = De Wette's Handbuch z. N. T.
eccl. = ecclesiastical.
7
Ed. = T. C. Edwards' Commentary on the First Ep. to the Corinthians.
El. = C. J. Ellicott's St. Paul's First Epistle to the Corinthians.
Er. = Erasmus' In N.T. Annotationes.
E.V. = English Version.
Ev. = T. S. Evans in Speaker's Commentary.
ex. = example.
Cv.

dat.

exc.
Ff.
fat.

Gd.

=
=
=
=

except.
Fathers.
future tense.

F. Godet's Commentaire sur la prem. ftp.

aux Corinthiens (Eng.

Trans.),

gen.

=

genitive case.

Gm. = Grimm-Thayer's

Greek-English Lexicon of the N.T.

= Greek, or Grotius' Annotationes in N.T.
Heb. = Hebrew.
Hf. = J. C. K. von Hofmann's Die heilige Schrift
Gr.

ii.

h.l.

Hn.

N.T. untersucht,

2 (2te Auflage, 1874).

= hapax legomenon, a solitary expression.
= C. F. G. Heinrici's Erkldrung der Korintherbrieje
1

(1880), or

Korinther in Meyer's krit.-exegetisches Kommentar (1896).

= imperfect tense,
= imperative mood,
ind. = indicative mood.
indir. = indirect.
inf. = infinitive mood.
interr. = interrogative.
= Jerome, Hieronymus.
Jer.
Lidd. = Liddell and Scott's Greek-English
impf.

impv.

Lexicon.
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- literal, literally.
— J. B. Lightfoot's
mid. = middle voice.
lit.

Lt.

Mr.
nom.
obj.

Oec.
opp.
Or.

=
=
=
=
=
=»

(posthumous) Notts on Epp. of St. Paul (1895).

Meyer's Critical and Exegetical Commentary
nominative case,

(Eng. Trans.),

grammatical object.
Oecumenius, the Greek Commentator,
opposite, opposition.

Origen.

- Paul,
pari. = parallel,
part, m grammatical particle,
pass. = passive voice.
pers. m grammatical person, or personal*
m plural.
pi.
= present tense,
pr.
pron. = pronoun,
= preposition, prepositional,
prp., prpl.
= participle, participial.
ptp., ptpl.
P.

Roman

R.C.

Catholic,

m reference,
rel. = relative pronoun,

ref.

= subjunctive mood,
= singular number.
Sm. = P. Schmiedel, in Handcommentar sum
sbj.

sing.

N.T.

(1895).

= sub voce, under this word,
syn. = synonym, synonymous.
Tert. = Tertullian.
Thd. = Theodoret, Greek Commentator.
Thp. = Theophylact, Greek Commentator.
yd., vbl. = verb, verbal.
Vg. — Latin Vulgate Translation.
s.v.

W.H.
Wr.

The

New Testament in Greek; Critical
Text and Notes.
Winer-Moulton's Grammar of N.T. Greek (8th ed., 1877).
Westcott and Hort's The

=

ordinary contractions are employed in the textual notes. Other abbreviaThe references in the marginal parallels and textual

tions will explain themselves.

notes are
text,

made

to the

Greek Text of the O.T.

unless otherwise stated.

;

in the

Commentary,

to the English

OATAOT TOT AIIOSTOAOT
h npos

KOPIN6IOT2
EniSTOAH nPOTH. 1
I. I.

nAYAOl
ical

0eou,
i

;

Col.,

2 Th.

i.

4

!The

;

;

;

1

3

dirooroXos Mtjo-ou

Xpiorou,

d

XomtOcVtjs °6 d8eX<|>6s, 2.

24 below

Phm.

2

*kXt]t6s

eiacXT|(ria

Ttj

8 b

tou

d

Si& OeXrjjxcn-os

0€ou

Rom. viii. 28 2 Kings xv. II.
b 2 Cor., Eph., CoL, 2 Tim. Rom. xv. 32.
xvi 12 below Rom. xvi. 23.
d x. 32, xi. 16, 22, xv. 9 2 Cor.; GaL i. 13;
Tim. iii. 5, 15 Acts xx. 28 Neh. xiii. 1.
;

a

ttj ou<rn

Rom.

;

i,

use),Jude.
c 2 Cor.,

;

;

i.

double

1

Th.

ii.

14;

;

;

oldest form of Title, in

^ABCD,

is

nPOZ KOPINeiOYI

A.

This

was gradually extended as the epp. came to be treated as separate books. FG read
npos K. apx^rai a (G om. a) so latt. with variations, and the oldest MSS. of vg.
;

riavXov €m<TTo\i) irpos K. a. L t. ayiov k. -rravevc{>T]jj.ov airooT. n. citio-toXij
The minuscules furnish a great variety of titles.
Trpos K. irp«uni|.
Stephens wrote H irpos t. K. cttio-toXti -n-pwrrj. The title of the T.R. and A.V.
comes from Bz. and Elzevir, without MS. authority.

P

:

:

8
3

AD, Cyr. om. kXtjtos.
Xpi<TTov \i\crov (?)

in BDG, vg. (older copies), Chr., Ambrst., Aug.: the
Western reading. Itj<t. Xp., fc^ALP, etc., cop. syrr., Cyr. Dam. Alexandrian and
W.H. mark the group BDG as untrustworthy but Pauline usage speaks
Syrian.
the certain reading in other Addresses where this combination occurs,
for X. I.,
The Edd. are doubtful Tisch., Al., Tr., Nestle, prefer X. I.
exc. Rom. and Tit.
:

—

;

;

W.H.,

I.

X. in text, X.

The Introduction.
and Salutation, i. 1-3.

I.

in

The

§ 1.

Title

Flpos Kopivdiovs

d

(see txtl. note) is a sub-title, marking
the ep. as part of the collection bearing the general name *0 dirdorroXos.
With this agrees the oldest system of
chapters (icedmXaia), preserved by Cod.
B, which divided the fourteen Letters
into sections numbered
consecutively
throughout. In all ancient copies this
"
The Apostle " ;
ep. stands second in
the Muratorian Canon sets it primum

omnium.
is

full

group.
P.

and varied

As

in

The salutation
1-3.
in the epp. of this

Galatians and

Romans,

emphasises his apostleship (see

at present in dispute.
" the
are (in 1 and 2 Cor.)
1 f.),

—

"the saints" a transition from "the
ch." of 1 and 2 Thess. ("the churches,"
" the saints " of Rom. and
Gal.) to
later epp.

a purpose,

Church,

The

ix.

readers
"

Church

and

Here stress is thrown with
on the sanctity of the Cor.
on its fellowship with the

(1)

(2)

general body of Christians.
Ver. 1.
llavXos kXtjtos airoVToXo*
not ap. by merit or human
(so in Rom.)
choice, but called thereto 8ta BcXi^aTos

—

6eov
press

(so in later epp.)

intervention
16 f., Gal. i.

through an ex-

of 'he Divine will,

1, 15 f., Eph. iii. 2 ff.,
" A called
"
also Acts be. 15, etc.
apostle
as the Cor. are "called saints": he
summoned to be herald and dispenser
(17, 23, iv. 1), they receivers of God's
Gospel (26-31). The kXt|toi are in P.
identified with the £kXwctoC (26 f., Rom.

cf. ix.

Chapter I.—Vv.

;

margin.

nPOS K0PINGI0Y2 A
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'

4

Rom

*y

x*

Ko P"^ ?» 1
<

'

^Y WMrf

Jt

^K<HS

*

k
Heb.x. t7T acri
tois eTTHtaXoufieVois

16;

&

*

Xptorw 'inoou,

f

*

kXtjtois

to ^^op-a tou Kuptou

<rvv

dyiois,

,

It)o-ou

t}jao>i'

Xpiorou

xrii. 17.

2 Cor., Eph., Ph., Col., Act* ix, 13, etc.
g 2 Cor. ; a Tim. ii. aa.
16; Rom. x. 13 Gen. iv. *6, etc ; P«. cxvi. 4; Joel il 3a; Zech. riii.

f

b Acts

1

BD*G,

followed by AI., Tr., Tisch.*, place
probably a Western deviation.

:

it]o-.

viii.

not distinguished as in Matt,
of the "call" of
as assigning to each Christian man

29

f.),

The thought

xx. 16.

God

his status is

w.

24

9,

prominent
vii.

ff.,

see
I<i>o-6eVr)« &

in this ep.

17-24.

—

:

a party to the Letter, which
notwithstanding runs in first pers. sing.,
as in Gal. after oi o-vv Ipoi iravrcs a8cX$ol of i. 2 ; otherwise in 2 Cor. and
1 and 2 Thess. : Sosthenes (only named
here by P.) shares in this ep. not
as joint-composer, but as witness and
He would scarcely be inapprover.
troduced at this point as amanuensis
Rom. xvi. 22).
S. is a person
(cf.
i6

&8c\4>bs

known to and honoured by the Cor.,
but now with the Ap. at Ephesus and

He may, or may
confidence.
not, have been the Sosthenes of Acts
the name was fairly common.
xviii. 17

in

his

—

One apxuruvaYwyos

(Crispus)

had been

not another afterwards ? P. would delight to make of a
persecutor an ally. His former position
would give an ex - Synagogue - leader
weight, especially with Jewish Christians; and his subsequent conversion
may account for Luke's exceptionally
preserving Sosthenes' name as Paul's
M. Dods on the point, in
assailant
(see
Exp. Bib). Eusebius (Hist. Eccles., i.
of
12) makes S. one of the Seventy
"a worthless tradition"
Luke x. 17

converted at Cor.,

why

—

(

Lt -)Ver. 2.

tq

to* 6eov (in
and 2 Cor. only) gives

IkkXtjctio.
1

dignity to the assembly of
addressed by the Ap. of Christ
assembled c itizens of God's

supreme

—
Jesus the

kingdom and commonwealth (Eph.

ii. 12,
rjj
14, 1 Peter ii. 9 f.).
©Son ev Kop., "that exists in Corinth"
latum et ingens paradoxon (Bg.) : so far

19;

dicative

.

Koptv**

after

iftMwp.

.

.

.

definition (hence anarthrous),
4V Xpianry 'Itjctov, " the

T|7iao-(x^vois

Church of God (consisting of men)
sanctified in Christ Jesus":
Church
status is grounded on personal relationthis relaship to God in Christ.

Now

began with God's
summoned each to a holy

which

tionship

call,

the

within
hence the
life

Christian fellowship
further apposition, kXtjtois ay(oi« (see
note on 1, and Rom. i. 7 cf. Acts xviii.
The
10, Xaot lorlv |uh iroXvs k.t.X.).
;

;

pass. ptp. expresses a determinate
state: once for all the Cor. readers
have been devoted to God, by His call
and their consent. This initial sanctifi-

pf.

cation

is

synchronous with justification

and

is the positive as that is the
negative side of salvation i\evQcp<aB4vr*q
diro t. ap.apTias, £8ovXw0t)TC t. Sikcuo"Sanctified in
avv-Q (Rom. vi. 16-19).
Christ Jesus" ( = " living to God in
Christ Jesus," Rom. vi. 11) imports
union with Christ (vi. 17, 19, xii. 11,
Rom. viii. 9 f.) as well as salvation
through Christ. His past work is the
objective ground, His present heavenly
" Christ
being (implied by the name
Jesus," as in this order) the active
spring of this Jtjv t$ 0cy
cf. ver. 30
and note. The repeated ref. to the
holiness of the readers recalls them to

(vi. 11),

:

:

their

voc

on;

low practice

calls

for

the reassertion of high ideals
admonet
Corintkios majestatis ipsorum (Bg.). Cv.
draws a diff. yet consistent inference: "Locus diligenter observandus,
;

salutation of

Cor.

.

.

Tfl

21, ix. 14, 21, xxii.

ii.

i>

;

cf. Tit.

ii.

—

the Gospel has reached (2 Cor. x. 13 f.) ;
in so foul a place it flourishes I (vi. 9 ff.).
Not as earlier, " the assembly of Thessalonians," etc. : the conception of the
the local Christian
ecclesia widens;
"
gathering is part of one extended congregation of God," existing in this place
To np ckkXtjor that (see last clause).
rCf t. 9cov is apposed, by way of pre-

ne requiramus

omni ruga
adjunct

et

<rvv

in hoc mundo Ecclesiam
macula carentem". The

voo-iv

-

.

.

toit<j>

may

^lao-pivotf k.t.X. (so some
moderns), or the main predicate (Gr.
qualify

i.e., the Church shares (a) in its
Christian sanctity, or (6) in the Apostle's
good wishes, "with all that call upon
the name," etc.
better
(*) gives a
balanced sentence, and a true Pauline
sentiment: cf. Eph. vi. 24, also the
Benediction of Clem. Rom. ad Cor., lxv.

Ff.)

—

:

iv irdvri T<$iry, an expression indefi" in
nitely large (see parls.), approaching
" of Rom. i.
all the world
8, Col. i. 6 ;

nPOS K0PIN9I0Y2 A

3—5l

tv

l

iram

k

f

toitw,

©eou Trarpds

dird

m
4.

auToy re

rju-wi' ical

m 6ew
EuxapioTw tw

©€OU

TOO

l

koX

*

•

i

8o0€lOTJ

Iv

U|Alf

OOU
It]

XplOTU

2

Or.,

cop.,

firl

omit

fr3*B, aeth.

po v

:

5.

—
—

Saul,

e.g.,

once

recognised his victims (see parls.), the
index of saving faith (xii. 3, Rom. x.
The afterthought avTwv ical
12 ff.).
correcting the previous T|pwv
t||xwv,
(Cm., Cv., Gd., Sm.), heightens the
sense of wide fellowship given by the
" one Lord "
(viii. 6 ;
previous clause
;

x.

12, xiv. 9,

Eph.

iv. 5)

unites all

To
hearts in the obedience of taith.
attach these pronouns to r6ir^ (in omni
loco ipsorum et nostro, Vg.) gives a sense
strained in various ways: "their place
and ours," belonging to us equally with

—

(Mr., El., Ed.); "illorum (prope
Cor.), noetro (ubi P. et Sosth. versa

them

in non - Pauline and
bantur," Bg.) ;
Pauline Churches (Hn.) ; and so on.
Ver. 3. x^P ls fyiiv Ka^ eipTJvi) airo
0«ov k.t.X.. Paul's customary greeting
" The occurrence
see note on Rom. i. 7.
'
'
of the peculiar phrase grace and peace
in Paul, John, and Peter intimates that
we have here the earliest Christian pass"
:

word

or

;

(Ed.), icvptov might
grammatically be pari, to ^fiwv, both
depending upon irarp6<s, as in 2 Cor. i.

symbolum

and 2 Thess. i. 1 (6e$
'I. X.) prove Father and
to be pari.
formula
Lord in this
cf.
nowhere does P.
iii. 6, 2 Cor. xiii. 13
as
God
xx.
of
in
John
17)
speak (as
Father of Christ and of men co-ordi-

3,

etc.

waTpi

;

but

1

k. Kvp£<j»

:

;

nately,

and

for T)p.wv to

!£.

^K

x^P

m

*

MaL

m&m

L IL

xvL *V
Eph. vi.

m xiv.

18;
iv. 6 besides.

Rom.

i.

9.

8;

tf*A* (seemingly) BD*G, latt. vg.
smoother reading.
harmonistic insertion from pails.

;

Rom.

-

;

editorial insertion for

is nothing here to indicate the limit
given in 2 Cor. i. 1. The readers belong
to a widespread as well as a holy comPaul insists on this in the
munity
" other
sequel, pointing in reproof to
churches ". To " call on the name of the
Lord Jesus Christ" to invoke Him in
•'
Lord " is the mark of the
prayer as

by which

Cor

so

;

there

Christian,

B
Tfj

OTt

;

w v, without tc
Dam. tc a Syrian

t| p.

*

i-.

'

;

;

"

eipT)»t]

'

a vTwv Kai

gyrsch.

l

8

and other Pauline Salutation*; c/., however, 1 and 2 Tim., 1 and 2 Pet
Ph. L 3 CoL i. 3 1 Th. i. 2 Phm. 4.
n Twelve times in P. in J as.
;

759

x^p^s djuv Kal

3.

TJjAwy

Kupiou Mrjaou Xpurrou.
2
irdm>T€ irepl up.wy,
p,ou

a
TT)

k

come

first

in

such connexion would be incongruous.
" The union of" 6eov and
Kvptov
" under the vinculum of a common
prp.
is one of the numberless hints scattered
through St. Paul's epp. of the con-

felt and recognised co-ordinasciously
"
vion
of the Father and Christ (El.).

The Thanksgiving,

§ 2.

i.

4-9.

The

Pauline thanksgiving holds the place
of the captatio benevolentia in ancient
speeches, with the diff. that it is in
solemn sincerity addressed to God. The
Ap. thanks God (1) for the past grace
given the Cor. in Christ, ver. 4 (2) for
;

the rich intellectual development of that
grace, according with the sure evidence

which they had received the
Gospel, and attended by an eager anticipation of Christ's advent, w. 5-7;
(3) for the certainty that they will be per-

upon

fected in grace and found unimpeached
at Christ's return
a hope founded on

—

God's

w.

8

past,

His own signal

call,

Paul reflects gratefully on the

f.

hopefully on

Church
ing

to

fidelity

its

;

he

is

the future of this
significantly silent respect-

present condition

this the Thess.

He

and

Phil.

:

contrast with

Thanksgivings.

extracts from a disquieting situation
all the comfort possible.

Ver.

On

4.

cvxapio-rw k.t.X., and the

form of Paul's introductory thanksgivings, see

Rom.

i. 8.
4x1 t-q x^P lTl k^t.X.
of the occasioning cause cf.
xiii. 6, xiv. 16, etc.
t. SoQcio-q vpiv
"the grace that was given
(aor. ptp.)
you," sc. at conversion (see 6) contrast
the pr. ptp. of continuous bestowment in
xv. 57, and the pf. of abiding result in
2 Cor. viii. 1. For iv Xpiory 'li)<rov,
see note on ver. 2.
P. refers not to the
general objective gift of grace in Christ
in
Rom.
viii.
(as
32), nor to its eternal
bestowment in the thought of God (as in
2 Tim. i. g), but to its actual conferment
at the time when the Cor. became God's

—

Itri

(at),

;

—

;

kXtjto! £7101 (2).
Ver. 5. 8ti k.t.X. stands in explicative apposition to the foregoing t. x^piTt
t.
out the matter of
8o0e£o-p, bringing

thanksgiving eminent in the conversion
of the Cor. " (I mean), that in every-

—

nP02 KOPIN0IOY2 A
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a Cor.

*

vi.

10, ix.

1

in

to
*

LXX,

r

uapTupiof Tou Xpwrrou

\utyiv too

23, etc.

*

ews

sense) 17, fl|*as

"

*

\<5vw Kai -ndtrn

yvucrci, 6. icaOu?

xapurpaTi,

7.

w
d-rrtKOexofxtVous

w

Kupiou Tju.wk

WXous

wore uuas

•

^€J3atw8if) cV up-iy
T

w
*

*

*

uarTcpeiadai iv ptfitvX

P
ii.

p

Tram

£irXouTur0riT€ iv auTW,
iv
*

1

only;

•

Xpiorou

'irjarou

7

dyeyKXyJTOUS

i*'

2

fiefiaiuKiei

'

tou

TJjiepa

Tfl

'

Ss Kal

8.

*

U.T)

AiroKd-

ttji'

Kupiou

r^utty

1, 4, iv.
f., xii. 8,

and nine times besides in P.
q viii. 1 if., xiL 3, xiii. a, 8, xiv. 6; thrice (so) in a Cor.
twice in Rom.; Kph. iii. 19; CoL ii 3; 1 Tim. vL ao; a Pet. L 5 t Lk. xi. 5a.
r ii. 1
a Th. L
s a Cor. L ax; Rom. xv. 8; Ph.
10; 1 Tim. ii. 6; a Tim. L 8; ^aprvpia in John, exc. Rev. xv. 5.
i. 7;
CoL ii. 7; twice in Heb. Mk. xvi. ao.
t viii. 8, xiL 84, xvi. 17; thrice besides in P.; Heb.
u vii. 7, xii. 4 ff. a Cor. i. 11 four times in Rom.; 1 Tim. iv. 14; 1 Pet. iv.
xL 37; Lk. xv. 14.
v Rom. viii 19 ff. GaL v. 5; Ph. Hi. ao; Heb. ix. 28; 1 Pet. iii. 20 only.
10.
w a Th. L 7;
thrice in 1 Pet.; cf. Gal. i. ia, 16; Rom. viii. 19.
x a Cor. L 13 only, aypc t., Heb. vl 11 Rev. ii.
26.
m«XP 1 tm Heb. iii 6, 14. ei? t«Ao«, i Th. ii. 16.
ly Col. t, aa; 1 Tim. Hi. 10; Tit L 6 f only,
z iii 13, iv. 3, v. 5 a Cor. L 14
10 times betides in P. Acts ii. ao Joel iii. 31 etc.
19

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

.

;

1

3

;

;

,

;

0€ov

in B*G, a few minuscc, arm.
The Western reading is irapovo-ia

DG,

:

Ambrst., Pelagius, with vg., read

etc.

in die adventus (conflate).

thing you were enriched," etc. For this
denning 8ti after a vbl. noun, cf. ver. 26
and 2 Cor. i. 8. The affluence of endowment conferred on the Cor. stirred
the Apostle's deep gratitude (cf. 7, 2 Cor.
this wealth appears in another
viii. 9)
:

light in iv. 6-10, v. 2, viii. 1-3 ; see also
The Church doubtless
Introd., p. 730 f.
dwelt upon this distinction in its recent
Iv iravrl
letter, to which P. is replying.
is defined, and virtually limited, by tv
iravrl Xdycp Kal irao-Tj yvwrti (kindred
the
gifts, linked by the single prp.)
:

exuberance of grace in the Cor. shone
"in all (manner of) utterance and all

(manner of) knowledge ". Xdyos in this
connexion signifies not the thing said
(as in 18), but the saying of it, loquendi
"

(Bz.).

facultas

Relatively to -yv&o-is,

\6yo% is the ability and readiness to say
what one understands yv. the power and
"Knowability to understand" (Hn.).
"
ledge would naturally precede but the
"
"
Cor. excelled and delighted in
speech
above all see ii. 1-4, 13, iv. 19 f., xiii. 1.
Ver. 6. tov Xpiorov is objective gen.
"the witness to Christ,"
to to uapTvpiov
coming from both God and man (xv.
;

;

:

—

—

3-11, 2 Thess.
cf.

Rom.

i.

2,

i.

10); otherwise in

ii.

" the
good news of

1

;

God

about His Son

".
p.apTt>piov indicates
the well-established truth of the message
(see, e.g., xv. 15), evayveXiov its beneficial
and welcome nature (see Rom. i. 16 f.).
"
cPefBuiwST] ev vp.Iv,
(the witness about

—

Christ)
reality

was made sure among you " its
was verified.
By outward de-

monstration

;

—

miracles, etc.; or by the
inner persuasion of a firm faith, " interna
"
Spiritus virtus

tainly, in Pauline

(Cv.)

?

The

usage (see

latter cer-

parls.

not to the exclusion of the former)

;

:

but

cf.

ii.

4

and

f.,

8uvdp.€(i>v

notes
also

;

1

xii.

;

10,

Thess.

lvcpyi]uaTa

i.

5

ii.

f.,

Gal. iii. 5; the two
went
rroXXwv 0avuaTci>v, d.<{>dTOv

—

13,

together

\apiro%
At first discouraged, Paul had
preached at Cor. with signal power, and
his message awakened a decided and
(Cm.).

energetic faith;

Acts

xviii.

see

ii.

xv.

1-5,

11;

1,

5-11.

Ver. 7 describes the result of the firm
establishment of the Gospel wo-xe vaos
k.t.X. (wcttc with inf. of
p.Tj vorcpeicrdai
:

contemplated result : see Bn. §§ 369 ff.),
"
to feel behindhand in
causing you not
"
the mid. varcpcio-dcu
any gift of grace
implies subjective reflexion, the consciousness of inferiority (Ev.) similarly
u
in Rom. iii. 23,
find themselves short of
the glory of God
(Sanday and Headl.)
and in Lukexv. 14, " he began to feel his
destitution ". The pr. inf. and ptp. of the
vbs. bear no ref. to the time of writing
their time is given by the governing
the strong assurance with
«P«paiu»0Tj
which the Cor. embraced the Gospel
was followed by a shower of spiritual
energies, of which they had a lively
;

:

;

;

:

A

sense.

x^P*- fr rKa

(

see P ar

'

s -)

is

—

X<*pis

some concrete result (see Cr. 5. v.),
a specific endowment of (God's) grace,
whether the fundamental charism, emin

bracing

(Rom.

all

others, of salvation in Christ

v. 16), or, e.g., the special

dividual charism of continence
No church excelled the Cor.

and

in-

(vii.

7).

in the
variety of its endowments and the satisfaction felt in them.
Chaps, xii.-xiv.
enumerate and discuss the chief Cor.

Xapiauaxa,

setting

ayaTrrj

in

their

midst; ethical qualities are included
under this term, vv. 8 f. dircicScxou^v" while
ov% t. diroKaXvd/iv k.t.X..
you

—
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4icX^0T|TC els

*lTjffoo

"

KOlw '-

a

S

cor Lx8*
x

rjixuiy.
2

13
1

Heb.

;

Pet

iii.

i.

x. 23, xi. ix

15,

ii.

9, t.

DeuL

;

viL 9

Pet L

xo; a

Isjl xlix. 7.
c 1. 16; 1 Cor.

;

3.

b Ver.
vL 14

£.

;

a6, vii. 15 ff.
Ph. Hi. 10;

;

1

Sr ^f*
Tim.

it'

10 times besides in P. ;
Jo. L 3; cf. Heb. ii. 14,

14.

B om.

1

Xpio-rov, bracketed

by W.H. as doubtful

2 Cor.

cf.

;

i.

14.

" The
that they will prove so then.
day
"
of our Lord Jesus Christ
(cf. note on
iii.
13) is the O.T. "day of Jehovah"
t. Kvpiov), translated into the
(LXX,
"
day of Christ," since God has revealed

eagerly awaited (or eagerly awaiting, as
did) the coming of our Lord Jesus
Christ". The vb. is one of P.'s characteristic intensive compounds (see parls.).
The anarthrous pr. ptp. implies a continuous state conditioning that of the
the unstinted plenty
foregoing clause
of Divine gifts continued while the recipients fixed their thought upon the day
of Christ; xv. 12, 33 f. show that this
expectation had been in many instances
Rom. viii. and Col. iii. (also
relaxed.
1 John ii. 28-iii. 3) illustrate the bearing
of faith in the irapovo-ta on Christian
eharacter; cf. Matt, xxv., Luke xii. 32

you

His purpose to "judge through Jesus
Christ" (Rom. ii. 16, Acts xvii. 31).
iv T. T)pipa = ir T. irapovo-ia. T. Kvp. M. X.
(1 Thess. v. 23, etc.), with the added
connotation of judgment, to which the

—

:

airoicdXviJris of ver. 7 leads

up

:

for this

connexion of thought, see Rom. ii. 5,
P. does not say " His
2 Thess. i. 7 ff.
day," though 5s recalls 6 icvp. 'I. X.:
Christ's name is repeated ten times in

It is an &iroKdXvi|u$, an "unetc.
veiling" of Christ that the Cor. looked
for ; since although they are " in Christ,"

w.

—

presence is a mystery (Col. i. 27, Eph. v.
32).
"tlapovo-Ca denotes the fact of
Christ's (future) presence, £iri<i*avcia its
"
visibility" and splendour,
airoicaXv^ic
"
its inner meaning
(Ed.)
drnvcpwo-is (it

six times, as here, in
sustained solemnity of
the
repetition of "God"
emphasis (cf.
in 20-29) ; " P. thus prepares for his
exhortations these Cor., who were disposed to treat Christianity as a matter of
human choice and personal liking, under
the sense that in a Christian Church
"
Christ is the one thing and everything

might be added

(Hf.).

the

ff.,

he

still

is

hidden (Col.

iii.

3

f.)

;

His

;

good

iii.

its

4)

The

open

Cor. were richly blessed
present good, while expecting a

display.

with

Col-

:

far

exceeding

it

:

"a

tacit

warning

against fancied satisfaction in the present" (Gd.: cf. iv. 8).
Ver. 8. 6<j teal Pe{3tuwo-ci vua« echoes
cf. the thanksgiving of
£0cPaifa>0T| (6)
;

fas tcXovs (see parls.) points
to a consummation, not a mere termination
Phil.

i.

6.

of the present order ; cf. Rom. vi. 21 f.
"
unimpeached," synonyavcyK\i]Tov9>
mous with djiepirrovs (unblamed), but
in
in view of the
significance,
judicial
" free from
charge
T)p.cpa tou Kvpiov
"
when the day of the Lord shall come

—

:

Rom.

—

;

85 refers
33, tis i-vicaXlo-ci;
to the foregoing icvpios 'I. X., not to the
" who
distant 0c6s of ver. 4 ; the Saviour

cf.

viii.

make sure "
Cor. on that day

the innocence of the
the Judge who will
v.
(cf. Col. i. 22, Eph.
pronounce upon
27, where Christ is to "present" the
"
Church " unblemished and

will

is

it

unimpeached

first

full

before Himself): He will then confirm
them and vindicate their character, as
they have confirmed the testimony about
Him (cf. Luke ix. 26). P. does not say
the Cor. are &Wyic\t)toi now ; he hopes

ten

style

—with

Ver. 9. The ground of Paul's hope
the ultimate welfare of the Cor. is

for

God's fidelity. His gifts are bestowed on
a wise and settled plan (21, Rom. viii.
28 ff., xi. 29) His word, with it His
character, is pledged to the salvation of
those who believe in His Son irioros 6
0cbs 81' ov iicXt]6i)TC = ttio-tos 6 KaXwv
of 1 Thess. v. 23 f. the formula irioros
;

:

;

& \6yos
different.

of the
Si*

Past. Epp.

ov

is

not very

is

"through (older
Eng., by) whom you were called"; cf
81a OcX^uaTos 0eov (1, see note), and
St* ov . . . to irdvra (of God, Rom. xi.
God had
similarly in Gal. iv. 7
36)
:

;

manifestly interposed to bring the Cor.
into the communion of Christ (see, further,
26-28) ; His voice sounded in the ears
of the Cor. when the Gospel summons
reached them (cf. 1 Thess. ii. 13). Christ
both therefore security
(8) and God are
for the perfecting of their Christian life.
God's accepted call has brought the
readers cU Koiv»v(av tov vtov ovtov

—

—

Xpiarrov tov Kvpiov Y|p.wv i.e.,
not " into a communion (or partnership)
"
with His Son Jesus Christ our Lord
(nowhere else has this noun an objective

Mtjo-ov
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iv. :6,

15

xvi

IO.

fre

;

*

rktpaKaXo) 8c uu,as, d.8eX<poi, *Sid tou

auent in

Sissense 'Itjaoo Xpwrrou, fra 'to
in P.

Heb.
5

;

;

also
xiiL 19. «2

Ph.

ii. z,

;

1

Pet
et

iv. 1.

t

Jade

3.
zi. x8, xii.
;

f

auTO X^ytjTC irdrres

e Acta iv. 30, z. 43.
25 Jo. vii. 43, iz. 16, z.
;

gen. of the person: see parls.), but "into
a communion belonging to (and named
after) God's Son," of which He is founder,
centre and sum.
In this fellowship the
Cor. partake " with all those that call on
the name of our Lord Jesus Christ "
(2) ;
Koivwvfa denotes collective participation.
The Koivwvta t. viov is the same, both in
content and constituency, as the Koivuvta
t. irvcvjAaTos (see xii. 13, 2 Cor. xiii. 13,
Phil. ii. 1, Eph. iv. 4-6).
Its content
that which the Cor. share in— is sonship
to God, since it is "a communion of His
" first-born
Son," with Christ for
among
"
many brethren
(Rom. viii. 29 f. cf.

—

;

Heb.

ii.

10-16),

and consequent heirship

to God (Rom.
The title " our Lord," added
viii.

17, Gal.

iii.

26-iv. 7).

to

" His

Son Jesus Christ," invests the Christian
communion with present grandeur and
certifies its hope of glory
Christ's glory
lies in His full manifestation as Lord
(xv. 25, Phil. ii. 11), and its glorification
is wrapped up in His (2 Thess. i. 12, ii.
;

14

;

also 1 Thess.

ii.

12).

Ver. 9 sustains

and crowns the hope expressed in ver.
For koivuvCo, see further the notes on
16

8.
x.

f.

Division

I.

The Corinthian Parties

and the Gospel Ministry,

i.

10-iv.

Paul could not honestly give thanks
the actual condition of the Cor.
The reason for this omission
Church.

21.
for

at
once appears.
The Church is
rent with factions, which ranged themselves under the names of the leading
Christian teachers.
On the causes of
these divisions see Introduction, Chap. i.
Out of their crude and childish experience
1-4) the Cor. are constructing pre(iii.

maturely a yv wo-ts of their own (viii. 1,
see note), a ao<f>(ct resembling that " wisdom of the world " which is " foolishness
with God " (18 ff., 30, iii. 18 f., iv. 9 f.)
they think themselves already above the
mere X<Jyot tov onravpov brought by the
Ap., wherein, simple as it appeared,
;

there lay the wisdom and the power of
God. This conceit had been stimulated,
unwittingly on his part, by the preaching
of Apollos.
Ch. iii. 3-7 shows that it
is the Apollonian
faction which most
exercises Paul's thoughts at present; the

irony of i. 18-31 and iv. 6-13 is aimed at
the partisans of Ap., who exalted his

farcpox^ Xoyov

k.

<ro<f>£as

in disparage-

f xii.

35

;

*

icai

ovojjkxtos toG
p.Tj tj

a Cor.

£y ufAt^

xiii.

Kuptou
f

ax ta-

xii. 16.

zv,

10.

ment of

Paul's unadorned ict)pvvu.a rov
Mistaking the nature of the
Gospel, the Cor. mistook the office of its
ministers on the former subject they are
corrected in i. 18-ii. 5 showing in what
sense and why the Gospel is not, and in
ii. 6-iii. 2
showing in what sense and to
whom the Gospel is a <ro$La ; the latter

oTovpov.

:

misconception is rectified in iii. 3-iv. 21,
where, with express reference to Ap. and
P., Christian teachers are shown to be no
competing leaders of human schools but
" fellow- workmen of God " and " servants of Christ," co-operative and complementary instruments of His sovereign
work in the building of the Church.
The four chapters constitute an apologia
for the Apostle's

teaching and

office, pari,

to those of 2 Cor. x.-xiii. and Gal. i.-iii. ;
but the line of defence adopted here is
Here Paul pleads against
quite distinct.
Hellenising lovers of wisdom, there
against Judaising lovers of tradition.
Both parties stumbled at the cross ; both

judged of the Ap. koto aapica, and fastened upon his defects in visible prestige
and presence.
The existence of the
legalist party at Cor. is intimated by the
" I
of Cephas," and by Paul's
cry,
words of self-vindication in ix. 1 f. ; but
this faction had as yet reached no con-

am

siderable head; it developed rapidly in
the interval between 1 and 2 Cor.
§ 3.

The Report about the Par-

and
ties,
i.
io-i7«.
the Apostle

Paul's Expostulation,
Without further preface,
warns the Cor. solemnly

against their schisms (10), stating the

testimony on which his admonition is
based (n). The four parties are defined
out of the mouths of the Cor. (12) and
the Ap. protests esp. against the use
of Christ's name and of his own in
this connexion (13).
In founding the
Church he had avoided all self-exaltation,
bent only on fulfilling his mission of
;

preaching the good news (i4-i7»).
Ver. 10. " But I exhort (appeal to)
"
the reproof to be given
you, brothers
stands in painful contrast ($£) with
It is administered
the Thanksgiving.
"
through the name of our Lord Jesus
Christ," which the Ap. has invoked so
often (see note on 8)
all the authority
and grace of the Name reinforce his
:

;

" that
appeal,

you say the same

thing,

—

IO
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fiaTtt,
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T|T€

k

•

KOTIJfTlCT^I'Ot if

11. ^StjXwOt]

yK<i5juiTj

n

XXotjs oti

6piK Xeyei,
i

k

yap

2pi8es «V o\£v

"

9

'Eyi* |*eV ttfu

'
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*
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etcri

•
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*

T§

J

12. •Xc'yw 8e touto,

on

OUT*}

Cor * iiL

"tw^

fiou, uird

V.jjHeb.

Ikciotos

p
natfXou," "*Eyi» 8e 'AiroXXtJ," "'Ey*. 8c

Pet.™!
Lk.

vi.

40;

thrice besides in N.T.
k vii. 25, 40; 2 Cor. viii. 10 Phm"
ff.; 14 times betides in P.
14; Acts xx. 3; Rev. xvii 13, 17 only; Wisd. vii. 16; 2 Mace, iv. 39, etc.
1 Hi. 13; Col. i. 8: Heb.
ix. 8, xii. 27; 1 Pet. i. 11
2 Pet. i 14 Ex. vi. 3, etc.
Art. thus used, Rom. xvl 10 f.
nPl.,

ii.

16, xiv. 14

•

;

;

All. *<J

x.ao; Gal.

m

;

,

iii

p

Same

23, xv. 23;

gen.

"
you)," instead of saying, each of
am of Paul," etc. (12). T6 airo
"a
strictly classical expression
Xiyciv,
used of political communities which are
free from factions, or of diff. states which

all (of
you, I

—

entertain
"

friendly relations

with

each

To avro

Rom.

Acts

xiv. 8;

ix. 2,

tical judgment (see
P. desiderparls.).
ates that 6povo«Lv and ouoyvwpciv (see
Thucyd., ii. 97, viii. 75 ; Aristot., Polit., v.
6, 10 ; Demosth., 281. 21) in Christian
matters, which will enable the Church to
act as one body and to pursue Christ's

^povciv, in 2 Cor.
matter of temper and disposition ; to ovt6 Xiyciv, of attitude and
declaration
the former is opposed to

work with undivided

party zeal. On
the weakened use of tvo after irapatcaXw
(purpose passing into purport) see Wr.,
pp. 420 ff. more frequently in P., as in cl.
usage, this vb. is construed with the inf. ;
so always in Acts with tva regularly in
For the meanings of xapaSynoptics.
KaXw see iv. 13.
" And
(that) there be not amongst you

about you,
of Chloe ".

other

(Lt.).
xiii. 11, etc., is

:

self-interest, the latter to

:

;

ayi<r\iaTa (clefts, splits)," defines negatively the tva to av-ro XiytjTC irdvrcs.
The schism (see parls.) is a party division

within the Church, not yet, as in eccl.
usage, a culpable separation from it ;
cpiSc? (11) signifies the personal contentions, due to whatever cause, which lead
to o-xio-jia,Ta aipcVcLS (xi. 18 f. see note)
:

;

are divtsions of opinion, or sects founded
thereupon (Acts v. 17, etc.), implying a
The schism
disagreement of principle.
is a rent in the Church, an injury to the
fabric (cf. iii. 17, xii. 25) ; hence the
further appeal, reverting to the positive
form of expression, " but that you be
well and surely (pf. ptp.) adjusted"
" the exact word
(coagmentati, Bg.)
of the
for the healing or repairing
"
breaches caused by the w%iapMm

—
—

(Al.).

KUTapT^w has a

like

political

Gr. (Herod., iv. 161 ; v. 28, in
" the marked classical
opp. to crrcuris) ;
colouring of such passages as this leaves
a much stronger impression of St. Paul's
acquaintance with cl. writers than ihe
rare occasional quotations which occur
"
" In the same disin his writings
(Lt.).
cernment (vot), and in the same judg"
" vovs
ment (yvwup)
geht " auf die
(Hn.) ;
Einsicht, yv»pt| auf das Urtheil
gnome is the application of nous in pracsense in

cl.

:

etc

strength.

Ver. 11. The appeal above made implies a serious charge ; now the authority
for it : " For it has been
to
signified

my

—

brothers,

me

by the

(people)
cStjXwOtj (see parls.) implies
definite information, the disclosure of
facts.
oi XXoi)?, " persons of Chloe's
"
household
children, companions, or
possibly slaves (cf. Rom. xvi. 10) : there
is
nothing further to identify them.
" Chloe is
a

—

—

usually considered

Eph.

;

Cor.

whose people had come to
it is more in harmony with

Christian,

but

St. Paul's discretion to

suppose that she

was an Ephesian known to the Cor.,
whose people had been at Cor. and re"Chloe's
from the Cor.
or Paul
would

turned to Eph." (Ev., Hf.).
"
people
deputies

are

distinct

of xvi.

have named the

17,
latter

here

besides,

;

Stephanas was himself the

head of a
was an
(Verdure)
epithet of the goddess Demeter, as $oL{li\
such names
of Artemis (Rom. xvi. 1)
were often given to slaves, and C. may
have been a freedwoman of property
**
" That strifes exist
among you
(Lt.).
household. — XXotj

:

the informa(cf. iii. 3, 2 Cor. xii. 20) was
tion given ; these cpiSes, the next ver.
explains, were generating the o-x(o*uaTa
(see note on 10).
82
Ver. 12. " But I mean this

(tovto
is saying
the same

Xtyw), that each one of you

(instead of your all saying
'
I am of Paul (am
thing, 10),

Paul's

man),'— 'But I of Apollos,'— But I of
"—!k<io-tos,
Cephas,'— But I of Christ
'

'

'

1

distributive, as in xiv. 26

:

each

is

saying

one or other of these things the party
cries are
quoted as from successive
speakers challenging each other.
;

The

quearion

PARTIES

is

of

the

FOUR

COR.

one of the standing pro-
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"'
P
E Y" 8 « P Xpurrou
K,1 <*>a '*
.mm'vH.
2
Mt; DauXos
Sf<
^araupwOrj oirep
upv&K,
,

3 Kings
xvi. 21.

1

Thd. 1G8, a^

ttjo-iv

text,
2

r x. a;

Gal. Hi. vj

loc.

:

;

Mt.

xxviii. 19;

Acts

1.

q

13.

fA€jxcpi<rrai

6 Xpurrds;

'els to o^ou-a riauXou

?]

viii. 16, xix.

3

1

p.^

r

€f3airrior-

f.

tovto tivcs airo^avriicws ave-yvworav, *yu 8c avro kot' cpwAmbrst. interprets affirmatively ; so Lachm. and W.H.

K€icr0ai vopi£b>.

R.V. marg.

ircpi in

BD*

See note below.
(hence

W.H.

marg.)

all

;

blems of N.T. criticism. It is fully examined, and the judgments of different
critics are digested, by Gd. ad loc. ; see
also Mr.-Hn., Einleitung, § 3
Weiss'
Manual of Introd. to the N.T., § 19.
After all, this was only a brief phase of
Church life at Cor.; P. had just heard
of it when he wrote, by the time of
;

The
2 Cor. a new situation has arisen.
three first parties are easy to account
for: (1) The body of the Ch., converted
under P.'s ministry, adhered to its own
P. valued this loyalty and
apostle
appeals to it, while he condemns its
combative expression,
the disposition
of men "more Pauline than Paul him;

—

self" (Dods)

to

exalt

him

to

the dis-

paragement of other leaders, and even
to the detriment of Christ's glory.
(2)
Apollos

(cf.

Acts

xviii.

24

ff.)

had preached

at Cor., in the interval since Paul's first

He posdeparture, with brilliant effect.
sessed Alexandrian culture and a graceful
style, whereas P. was deemed at Cor.
Some
tStwr-ns rtf Xoyo) (2 Cor. xi. 6).
personal converts Ap. had made others
;

were taken with his genial method, and
welcomed his teaching as more advanced
than P.'s plain gospel-message. Beside
the more cultured Greeks, there would be
a sprinkling of liberally-minded Jews, men
of speculative bias imbued with Greek
letters,

who might

prefer

to say 'Ey«
this Ep., the

'AiroXXw. Judging from
Pauline and Apollonian sections included
at present the bulk of the Church, divided

between

its

"planter" and "waterer".

'AiroXXws, of Attic 2nd decl., is probably
short for 'AiroXXwvios.
(3) In a JudaeoGentile Church the cry " I am of Paul,"
"
I am of
or
Apollos," was certain to be
met with the retort, " But I of Kephas "
Conservative Jewish believers, when conflict was afoot, rallied to the name of the
preacher of Pentecost and the hero of the
Church's earliest victories. The use of
K^4>o.s, the Aramaic original of rUVpos,
1

indicates that this party affected Palestinian traditions.
Some of them may,
possibly, have been Peter's converts in
Had Peter visited Cor., as
Judaea.

other Codd. vrip.

Dionysius of Cor. supposed (Euseb., Hist.
ii.
Weiss and Harnack
125
favour the tradition), the event would
surely have left some trace in these Epp.
Judging from the tenor of the two Letters, this faction was of small account
in Cor. until the arrival of the Judaean
emissaries denounced in 2 Cor., who
found a ground of vantage ready in those
that shouted " I am of Kephas ".
In
both Epp. P. avoids every appearance
of conflict with Peter (cf. ix. 5, xv. 5).
(4) The Christ party forms the crux of the
passage
(a) After F. C. Baur, oi Xpurrov
has been commonly interpreted by 2 Cor.
" If
x. 7
any one is confident on his own

Eccles.,

:

:

—

:

part that he is Christ's (Xpiarov clvai),
let him take this into account with himself, that just as he is Christ's, so also are
we ".
P.'s opponents of 2 Cor.

Now

were ultra-Judaists
so, it is inferred,
these ol Xpurrov must have been.
But
the Judaisers of 2 Cor. presumed to be " ot
"
Christ
as His ministers, apostles (xi. 13,
23), deriving their commission (as they
maintained P. did not) from the fountainhead whereas the Christ-party of this
place plumed themselves, at most, on
being His disciples (rather than P.'s, etc.)
;

;

:

the
real.

coincidence is verbal rather than
Upon Baur's theory, there were

two parties at Cor., as everywhere else
in the Church, diametrically opposed
a

—

Gentile-Christian party, divided here into

Pauline and Apollonian sections, and a
Jewish-Christian party naming itself
from Kephas or Christ as occasion served.
Later scholars following Baur's line of
interpretation, distinguish variously the
Petrine and Christine Judaists
(a)
Weizsacker associates the latter with
:

J antes

;

(0)

Reuss and Beyschlag see

in

them strict followers of the example and
maxims of Jesus as the Siaicovo? ircpiTop/qs, from which Peter in certain respects

deviated;

(-y)

Hilgenfeld,

sten, Hausrath, Sm., think they had
in personal relations with Jesus

Holbeen
(it

is

" five
possible that amongst the
hundred " of xv. 5 some had wandered to
Cor.)
(8) Gd. strangely conjectures that
quite

;
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P. ; Heb.

'Xoiiroy

x. 13.

b** B » 6 7**. with Chr. and Dam. (in comment.), om. Ty 9
of witnesses
parls. suggested to copyists the inserted words.

A

1

c

y.

strong group

;

2

6 7**> and several
of cpairrwra, as in CcDGLP, etc.,
3

NABC*,

pcpairrtica replaces

first

minuscc, read cpavTi<r0i)Tc; instead
—good
Western and Syrian reading, conformed to context.

cffairTwa in

"they were Gnostics before Gnosticism,
who formulated their title ot Xpurrov,
the fashion of Cerinthus, in opp.
not merely to the names of the apostles,
but even to that of Jesus I " He identifies them with the men who cried " Jesus
"
is anathema
see note).
This
(xii. 2
notion is an anachronism, and has no
real basis in the Epp.
(b) 1 Cor. iii. 22 f. (see notes, ad loc.)
supplies a nearer and safer clue to the interpretation this is the Apostle's decisive
correction of the rivalries of i. 12.
The
human leaders pitted against each other
all belong to the Church (not this teacher
or that to this section or that), while it
after

:

;

belongs without distinction to Christ, and
The
Christ, with all that is His, to God.
c
catholic Yp,€is Xpurrov swallows up
the self-assertive and sectarian 'Evw Sc
Xpurrov. Those who used this cry arrogated the common watchword as their
peculium ; they erred by despising, as
"
others by glorying in men.
'Eyw

Xpurrov ad eos

pertinet qui in contrariam
partem peccabant ; i.e., qui sese unius
Christi ita dicebant, ut interim iis per quos

quos Deus loquitur nihil tribuerent" (Bz.)
similarly Aug., Bg., Mr., Hf., El., Bt.
(c)

The

Bleek,

Gr.

;

followed by Cv.,
Rabiger, and others,

Ff.,

Pfleiderer,

saw

in the 'Ev« Si Xpiorov the true
formula which P. approves, or even
But
which he utters proprid persond.

the context subjects all four classes to the
same reproach. It is a sufficient condemnation for the fourth party that they said
**
I am of Christ," in rejoinder to the partisans of Paul and the rest, lowering His

name

to this competition.

finding the riddle of the
"
"
insoluble, eliminates
Christus-partei
it from the text; "we are driven," he
" to
explain the 'E-y*> 82 Xpurrov as
says,
a gloss, which some reader of the original
codex inscribed in the margin, borrowing
it from iii. 23 as a counter-confession to
the 'Evil* pev riavXov k.t.X.".
Ver. 13. In his expostulation P. uses,
(d)

Hn.,

D*G, and second

also in D*.

with telling contrast, the
"
only of the party names
:

and last
Is the Christ

first

divided? Was Paul crucified on your
behalf? or into the name of Paul were
"

?
Lachmann, W.H., Mr.,
read pepcpurrcu 6 X. as an ex"
clamation
The Christ (then) has been
divided " torn in pieces by your strife.
But p.cp£(w (here in pf. of resultful fact)
denotes distribution, not dismemberment
the Christian who asserts " I
(see parls.)
"
am

you baptised
Bt.,

—
:

1

:

Christ's
in distinction from others,
claims an exclusive part in Him, whereas

the one and whole Christ belongs to
every limb of His manifold body (see
xii. 12 ; also xi. 3, Rom. x. 12, xiv. 7-9,
Eph. iv. 3 ff., Col. ii. 19). A divided
Church means a Christ parcelled out,
appropriated Ko/ra p«*pos. 6 Xpio-Tos is
the Christ, in the fulness of all that His
title signifies

(see

xii.

12, etc.).

—While

pcplpiorcu 6 X. is Paul's abrupt and indignant question to himself, p/rj llavXos
;

€o-TavpoS0T]
(aor. of historical event) in" Is it Paul that
terrogates the readers
was crucified for you ? " From the cross
the Ap. draws his first reproof, the point

—

;

of which

makes

20

vi.

clear,

"You

the Cor.
a price "
therefore were not Paul's or Kephas',
nor some of them Christ's and some of
them Paul's men, but only Christ's and

were

at

bought

:

all Christ's alike.

The

cross

Xpiorov

was the ground of

(g, x.

16)

;

Koiv«*v(a

baptism, signalising

personal union with

Him by

attestation

3); to this P. ap-

(Rom.

peals asking,
4Pairrio-8TjT«
how Christ's

;

vi.

faith,

its

^ els to 5vopa flavXov
His converts will remember

name was then sealed upon
What was
them, and Paul's ignored.
true of his practice, he tacitly assumes
chiefs.
The readers had
been baptised as Christians, not Pauline,
for the other

Apollonian, or Petrine Christians. Paul's
horror at the thought of baptising in his

name shows how truly Christ's was to
him "the name above every name'
(Phil.

ii.

f

;

cf.

2 Cor.

iv. 5).
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J °'
Ix*

o6k

xptorros

Actsjt.
XIX. a.
ix. 1

f.

Rom.
15

"

otSa

€*

;

TlKO &XXoK ^P** 1"*"™

*

i8,

v

*

Ill

J3airTi£eiv,
x

176. Ouk eV

;

x

dXV

cro4>ia

X

*

1

i.

T

7«.

w
e$aYYeXi£«7$cu.

ofi

y

*X6you, tva

Nahnm

1

w

18, xx. ai ;_with in£, Lk. L 19, iv. 18, etc
13; L'
x iL 1, 4, 13, xii. 8 ; Col. ii 33, iii i&
y ix. 15
z Gal v. ii, vi ia, 14; Ph. iii 18.

ii

i.

15, etc.

nly,
7 only.

PcPcm-Tuca replaces

first

t^airrura in

*

o Xpurros (for Xpurros), in
B, or BD, in company of G.
3

D*G, and second

BG —an

"

OTOUpos tou

ix.

,
;

Without
xx.

6,

obj., ix. 16,
1

;

a Cor. ix. 3;

xy

Acts xhr

Rom.

iv.

14;

also in D*.

instance of the faulty readings that

mark

B, cvaYYcXurao-Oau

In fact, P. had himself
Vv. 14-16.
baptised very few of the Cor. He sees a
providence in this ; otherwise he might
have seemed wishful to stamp his own
name upon his converts, and some colour
would have been lent to the action of
" leat
the Paulinists
any one should say
that you were baptised into my name ".
For Pairr{(ci> els to ovopa, cf. Matt,
xxviii. 19 and other parls. ; also {3airTi£<a
els, x. 2 ; it corresponds to marevw els,
and has the like pregnant force. " The
name " connotes the nature and authority
of the bearer, and His relationship to those
who speak of Him by it. Crispus and

—

Gaius

:

both

Roman names

(see Introd.,

733); the former a cognomen (Curly),
the latter an exceedingly common praep.

These

nomen.
Paul's

Rom.

two

were

amongst

converts (Acts xviii. 8,
xvi. 23), the former a Synagogueearliest

On

second thoughts ("he was
reminded by his amanuensis," Lt. or by
Steph. himself), P. remembers that he had
"
"
(see
baptised the house of Stephanas
ruler.

;

and note), the first family here
to Christ. lT€<f>avas (perhaps short

xvi. 15,

won

for XTc4>avY]<j>opos), like K^cpas, takes the
Doric gen. in -a usual with proper

names

whether of native or
Xonrov
foreign origin (see Bm., p. 20).
ovk oIScl ef Ttva k.t.X. P. cannot recall
any other instance of baptism by his
own hands at Cor. this was a slight
matter, which left no clear mark in his
memory. Xonrov (more regularly, to
in

-as,

—

:

;

—

in
Xonrov), "for the rest"
time (vii. 29), or number—a

somewhat

frequent idiom with Paul

iv. 2).

ovk oI8a
tion

el

(hand

(cf.

point

of

In

scio an), the conjuncas in vii. 16.

is indir. interr.,

Ver. 17a justifies Paul's thanking God
" For
that he had baptised so few
Christ did not send me to baptise, but
:

to

6

kcvmOt)

fAY|

direVreiXe' pc

Acts

xxil 21, xxvi. 17; Jo. xvii.

Ph.

y^P

8

The infs. (cf. ii. 1 f., ix.
Rom. xv. 17-21) s*e epexe-

evangelise ".

16, xv.

n

;

and pres., of con;
tinued action (/function), ovk . . . aXXd
no qualified, but an absolute denial
that Baptism was the Apostle's proper
work.
For the terms of Paul's commission see Gal. i. 15 f., Eph. iii. 7-9, 1
getical (of purpose)

—

Tim. ii. 7; also Acts ix. 15, and parls.
Baptism was the necessary sequel of
preaching, and P. did not suppose his
commission narrower than that of the
Twelve (Matt, xxviii. 19 f.) but baptising might be performed vicariously, not
;

so

"To

preaching.
evangelise is to
cast the net the true apostolic work;
to baptise is to gather the fish already
"
caught and to put them into vessels
It never occurred to P. that a
(Gd.).
Christian minister's essential function
was to administer sacraments. The Ap.

—

dwells on this matter so

much

as to

suggest (Cv.) that he tacitly contrasts
himself with some preachers who made
a point of baptising their own converts,
as though to vindicate a special interest
in them
cf. the action of Peter (Acts x.
48), and of Jesus (John iv. 1 f.).
;

§ 4.

pel,

i.

The True Power of the GosTo " preach the gospel "
170-25.

meant, above

all, to proclaim the cross
of Christ (17b). In Cor. "the wisdom
of the world" scouted this message as
sheer folly (18). To use "wisdom of
"

word

in meeting such antagonism would
have been for P. to fight the world with
its own weapons and to betray his cause,
the strength of which lay in the Divine
power and wisdom embodied in Christ,

a force destined, because it was God's,
to bring to shame the world's vaunting

wisdom
Ver.

(19-25).
ovk
17b.

Iv

grammatical adjunct

cro<f>io.

to

ae Xp.) €vaYyeXi£eo-9ai

;

Xoyov

is

aXXa, (a/ireVr.
but the phrase

opens a new vein of thought, and supplies the theme of the subsequent argument up to n 6- In w. 14, 17a Paul
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fan,
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*
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Xpiorou.

b

TOis 8e

*

*

Xoyos yap ° tou
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b
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b

a

dViroWujAeVois

0eou eori

sense'six
tiraes

•

19.

.

p *: Heb.

ica! r$)v 'oruVcatk

18;' Acts
14, Hi. 19

L
xx. 32.
b 2 Cor. ii. 15, iv. 3;_Acts ii 47; Lk. xiil 23.
d Ver. 24, ii 5 2 Cor. vi 7, xiii. 4; Rom. i. 16; 2 Tim. L 8; 1
e Isa. xxix. 14.
f Eph. iii 4; CoL L 9, ii. 2; 2 Tim. ii. 7;

xiii. 26, xiv. 3,

only.
viiL 1 a

;

him not

c

_

Vv.

Mk.

21, 23,

ii.

Mt

PeL L

xxii. 29; Acts
5;
xil 33; Lk. ii 47 only.

to

of perishing and being saved respectively

baptise, but to preach; further, what he
has to preach is not a philosophy to be

xv. 2 ; contrast the aor. of o-«i{> in
viii. 24, and the pfc in
Eph. ii. 5).
" In the
language of the N.T. salvation
is a thing of the past, a thing of the
present, and a thing of the future. . . .
The divorce of morality and religion is
fostered by failing to note this, and so
laying the whole stress either on the
past or on the future on the first call or
on the final change " (Lt.). Paul paints
the situation before his eyes one set of
men deride the story of the cross these
are manifestly perishing to another set
the same story is " God's power unto
The appended pers. pron.
salvation ".
" to the
saved, viz.,
(t. 0-»£opivois) *|f*.lv,

asserted that Christ sent

discussed, but a message of God to be
"
believed :
L'evangile n'est pas une
In this
sagesse, c'est un salut" (Gd.).
transition the Ap. silently directs his
reproof from the Pauline to the ApolIn cro^na \6yov (see ii.
lonian party.
1-4, 13
cf. the opp. combination in xii.
8) the stress lies on wisdom (called in
w. 19 f. " the wisdom of the world ")
" wisdom " in the common
sc.
acceptation, as the world understood it and as
the Cor. expected it from public teachers
" in wisdom of word
= in philosophical

—

;

—
:

style.

"To

of word
" news "

"

tell

is

good news

in

wisdom

an implicit contradiction

;

only needs and admits of plain,
To dress out
straightforward telling.
the story of Calvary in specious rhetoric,
or wrap it up in fine-spun theorems,
would have been to " empty (kcvwO'q)
the cross of Christ," to eviscerate the
Gospel. The "power of God" lies in
the facts and not in any man's presentment of them " to substitute a system
of notions, however true and ennobling,
for the fact of Christ's death, is like confounding the theory of gravitation with
:

—

For kcvow,
gravitation itself" (Ed.).
lactitive of kcv6<s (cf. xv. 14), see parls. ;
the commoner syn., Karapy^u (28, etc.),
means to deprive of activity, make im-

potent
content,

(in

effect),

to

iccvtfw

make unreal

deprive of

(in fact).

What P. asserted in ver. 17
as intrinsically true, he supports by experience (18) and by Scripture (19), combining their testimony in ver. 20.—4
" For the
Xoyos ydp, 6 tov oravpov,
&
word, namely that of the cross".
X<$yos (distinguish from the anarthrous
ruoyXoyos above) takes its sense from
" the tale " rather
yeXifcotiai (17) it is
"
of
the
doctrine
the
than
cross," synonyVer. 18.

(21).

—rots

(6)

—

—

:

;

ourselves," speaks from and to ex" You and I know that the
perience
cross is God's saving power ". Cf. with
the whole expression Rom. i. 16, also
:

John

iii.

Svvajxis

—The antithesis to uwpia
but
instance,
—
6eov a practical vindication

14-17.

is not, in

the

first

o-o<j>ia,

against false theory saved men are the
Yet because it is
Gospel's apology.
of the cross is, after
ovvafxis, the word
all, the truest cro^ia (see 30, ii. 6 ff.).
The double iarlv emphasises the actuality of the contrasted results.
As concerns "the perishVer. 19.
ing," the above sentence agrees with
God's ways of judgment as revealed in
;

Scripture: yeypairroi yap k.t.X. The
quotation 'AiroXw k.t.X. (suggested by
t. airoXXvuevois) belongs to the cycle
of Isaiah's prophecies against the worldlywise politicians of Jerus. in Assyrian
times (xxviii.-xxxii.), who despised the

of Jehovah, relying on their
shallow and dishonest statecraft; their
lead
policy of alliance with Egypt will
to a shameful overthrow, out of which
God will find the means of vindicating

word

and ic^pvyua

tow

united in rejection of the Gospel, are

uev oiroXXvp.^vois

.

.

.

& o-wtopivois, the two classes into which
P. sees his hearers divide themselves (see
The ptps. are strictly pr. not
parls.).
expressing certain expectation (Mr.), nor
fixed predestination (Bz.) " the rejectors
and receivers of" the word are in court*

—

;

Rom.

His wisdom and saving His people and
The O.T. and N.T. situations are
analogous Gentile and Jewish wisdom,

;

mous with paprvpiov

(cf.

city.

:

to

coming
draws

a

a

breakdown

like

;

and P.

from

the

warning
reminiscence,
sacred history. — a6eT-qor»
powerful

(a

the
perhaps, of Ps. xxxiii. 10) displaces
otherwise the LXX
less pointed Kpvtjrw
text of Isa. is followed ; in the Heb. the
:
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Mt. xL 25 ;
Lk. z. 21
Acts xiii.

jfoy

f

•

vuyeT&v

TTOU

7only;Isa.

v

-

1
f. .

;

xvin.

n

Jj?
8,
1

tV
•

xiix. 6.

l

l

aU^TJTTf]T^|S

m

p

0€ou ouk

eyvu 6

6 *0€os 4 8i& Ttjs

Tim. v.ia;
Heb. x.28;
Jude 8; Mk. viL 9; Lk. vH.

m

atWI'OS

<ro6iav tou icocmou toutou 2

^

*

in. 15;

TOU

!

20.

dOcrrjaw

;

'

ttou

cro^os

21.

k

ypau.u.aT€us

n

TOUTOU

;

ttou

;

ouxt

^TreiSr]

6

ifiupavfii'

yAp

0c6s

if TJj °ao<pia tou;

p
q
icoau.o$ oi& ttjs ao<pias top
0eoV, €u86itY)0€i' 3

r

u.a>ptas

tou

*

KT)puyu.aTos

'owai

•

tou$ Vurrcuoi'Tas

i In this manner, xiL
Rom. ill 27; GaL iv. 15; Isa.
30.
17, 19, xv. 55
k Epp., here only. Syn. Gospp., passim ; Ezra vii. 6.
1 Here
only -rtlv, Lk.
xxil 23, xxiv. 15; Acts vl 9, ix. 29; six times in Mk.; -tijo-i?, Acts xxviil 29.
11. 6£, Hi.
18;
n Rom. L 22 Mt. v. 13 Isa. xix. 11
eight times besides in P. Lk. xvi. 8, xx. 34 Mt. xiL 32.
xL 33 Eph. iil 10; Lk. xi. 49.
o Ver. 24
p xv. 34; Rom. L »i GaL iv. 9;
Jer. x. 14.
ff.
1
6
xiv.
Heb.
16
iv.
11
viii.
2 Th. i. 8 Tit L
7
Jo.
q GaL L 15 Col. i. 19;
Jo.
(fromjer.).
• li. 4, xv. 14; Rom. xvi. 2s; a Tim. iv. 17; Tit L
r See ver. 18.
Lk. xii. 32.
Mt. xiL 41.
3
xv. a; Rom. x. 9; Eph. ii. 8; Jaa. U. 14, v. 15; Mt ix. 22; Mk. x. 52, xvi. 16; 5 times in Lk.
Acts
;

xxxiii. 18.

;

m

;

;

;

Rom

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

xiv. 9, xv. 11,

1

xvL

31.

<rvvtTiTTiTtis:

all

uncc. exc. LP.

prevails in oldest

compounds

The

MSS.

unassimilated form of prp. in such

2
t o v t o v wanting in fc$*ABC*D*gr.p. Added in ^cC 3 DcGL, syrr. cop. latt. vg.
the addition is late Western and Syrian. Cf. r. aiwvos tovtov above, and iii. ig.
3

T]vSoKi]o-ev
4

:

C, Athan.

For o 0., t^ Qttf

in

;

G,

a characteristic Alexandrian emendation.
latt.

vg. (placuit Deo),

" the wisdom . . . shall
vbs. are pass.,
Isa. xxix. is rich in matter
perish," etc.

w.

13, 18 gave our Lord
texts, in Matt. xv. 8 f., xi. 5 respectively ;
the Ap. quotes the chap, twice elsewhere,
for

and

N.T. use

:

ch. xxviii. thrice.
irov o-o<f>(5s
20.

Ver.

;

irov

and

vpap-

•
•
(possibly) Ipwpavev
also Isaianic allusions
ttjv o-oc^iav, are
to Isa. xix. 11 f. (mocking the vain wisdom

po/rcv?

;

—

of Pharaoh's counsellors), and xxxiii. 18
Sen(predicting the disappearance of

revenue

nacherib's
scouts, as

clerks

and

a sign of his defeat).

LXX Ypau.u.aTiic6$

becomes

;

army

The

ypau.u.aTcv$,

—a Latinism.

where a disputer of
orders of

this

men

"

age

?

These

are swept from the field
all such pretensions
disappear {cf. 29)
" Did not God make
foolish the wisdom
of the world ? "
The world and God
are at issue; each counts the other's

wisdom

—

;

folly {cf. 18, 25, 30).

But God

actually turned to foolishness {infatuavit,
Bz. cf. Rom. i. 21 f.,for pwpatvw ; also Isa.
xliv. 25) the world's imagined wisdom
how, w. 21-25 proceed to show. On
atwv see parls., and Ed.'s note ; also
Trench's Synon., lix., and Gm., for the
distinction between aiwv and icoVpos ;
"
aitiv, like saculum, refers to the prevailing ideas and feelings of the present
life, Koo-pos to its gross, material char"
acter
(Lt.).
Vv. 21-25. The eireiStj of ver. 21 and
that of w. 22-25 are pari., the second
restating and expanding the first {cf. the
:

:

consistence with the sopher of the
passage; o-vvtT|TT|TTJs {cf ttiTovo-iv, 22), in the third question, is Paul's
addition.
unmistakably
Ypappo/rcvs
points, in the application, to the Jewish
Scribe {cf. our Lord's denunciation in
Matt, xxiii.) ; of the pari, terms, <ro<f>os
is supposed
by most moderns to be
general, comprehending Jewish and Gr.
wise men together, o-vv£tjttitt|« to be
the Gr. philosopher a disspecific to
tinction better reversed, as by Lt. after
the Gr. Ff. crvv£T]Tew, with its cognates,
is employed in the N.T. of Jewish discussions (Acts vi. 9, xxviii. 29, etc.), and
the adjunct t. alwvos tovtov gives to
the term its widest scope, whereas o-o<f><$s,
esp. at Cor., marks the Gr. intellectual
pride ; icaXci o-o<J>6v t6v tr 'EW-nviiqj

God's stultifying the world's wisdom by
the \<$yos tov cn-avpov " For since, in
the wisdom of God, the world through
its wisdom did not know God, God was
ovk fyvw . . . 81a t.
pleased," etc.
o-o<p£as t. 06ov records Paul's experience,

o-rupvXia. Koo-p.ovp.evov (Thd. cf. Rom.
i.
irov cro<pos (not 6 o-oc}>6s) ; k.t.X. :
23).
" Where is a wise man ?
where a scribe ?

e.g., at Athens, in disclosing the a-yvwo-tov 0€ov to philosophers. Of the emphatic adjunct, iv rfj o-o^io. tov 0cov,

in

latter

—

—

—

;

double oVrav in xv. 24, and in xv. 27
see notes), rather than proving it;

f.

:

to-

gether they justify the assertion implied
ver.
20b, which virtually repeats

in

ver. 18.

Ver. 21. lireiSfj y<*P (quoniam enim,
Cv.) introduces the when and how of
:

—

20

—
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23-

22. ^jrei&T] Kal 'louScuoi
T

^ToGo-ik
in
z

23.

tjjacis

Jo. Acts iv. 30.
Tim. iii. 16 Acts
;

;

<tt) |A€

there are

ia

all

:

*

&€

•

l

u

w

wx

v Prov. ii. 4, xiv.
viii. 5, ix. 20, xix. 13.

anc

6

;

Eccl.

x

ii.

two explanations, following the

Rom.

;

Gal.

1

iii.

;

r

u

<ro$iav

iL
8
xJ i J

,t,

J

v' s

Ai
lJ?
8 7 times
xu
Ph.
L
19,
4;
15;

coraupwu.eVoi'

;

xt. 12 2 Cor.
Mt. xxviii. 5.
;

i.

T.R. conforms to Gosp.

parls.

but the message proclaimed by
herald (KT)pv$, see parls.
the
heralding suggests thoughts of the king(iafpv£is),

God's

i.

—

God

w

vii. 26.

2

verss.) exc. L.

19 f. or Rom. xi. 32 f. :
on the former view, the clause qualifies
" the world did not come to know
fyvw

line of

Xpiajbv

Kr\p6<rao\i€v

uncc. (with

ical "EXXtji'cs
x

aiToGai,

<n\\i.€iov

769

dom;

:

cf. Acts xx. 25,

Luke

viii. 1, etc.).

His wisdom," evidenced in crea- P. designates Christians by the act
" those that
so most inter- which makes them such
and Providence
God saves by
believe" (see parls.).
preters (" amid the wisdom of God,"
in nature and faith. Faith here stands opposed to Greek
in media luce, Cv.
Bt.
Scripture, addressed to Gentile and Jew, knowledge, as in Rom. to Jewish lawBg. Mr.) on the other hand, Riickert, works.
Vv. 22-25 open out the thought of ver.
Reuss, Al., Lt., Ev. attach the clause to
ovk fyvw, in God's wise plan of the 21: "the world" is parted into "Jews"
" Greeks "
world's government, the world's wisdom and
pupia becomes <riedvSaXov and pupia; the KijpvYp.a is de»ailed to win the knowledge of Him.
The latter is the sounder explanation, fined as that of Xpurros co-Ta.vpwp.evos
being (a) in accord with Paul's reff. else- and the irKrrevovres reappear as the
where to <ro<|>ia 0cov, (6) presenting a kXt]tol. Both Mr. and Al. make this a
from w. 20 f., and
pointed antithesis to o-o^na icrfo-pov, and new sentence, detached
harmonising with Paul's theory of complete in itself, with eireiSTj <ai k.t.X.
(c)
the education of mankind for Christ, ex- for protasis, and -qpei? 8e' k.t.X. for
pounded in Gal. iii. " 10-iv. 5 and Rom. v. apodosis, as though the mistaken aims
20 f., vii. 7-25, xi.
Through its (Greek) of the world supplied Paul's motive for
wisdom the world knew not God," as preaching Christ ; the point is rather (in"
in

—

tion

—

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

—

through

its

pleased

not

(Jewish)

God

;

righteousness

both

results

it

were
"

"

brought about in the wisdom of God
"
according to that plan of the ages,"
leading up to "the fulness of the
seasons," which embraced the Gentile
"times of ignorance" (Acts xvii. 26-31)
no less than the Jewish dispensations of
covenant and law. " It is part of God's
wise providence that He will not be
intellectual speculation,
apprehended by
"
The intellectual
(Ev.).
by dry light
was as signal as the moral defeat; the
"
shut up," along
followers of Plato were
with those of Moses, els t. p.e'XXov<rav

—

'

•

irio-Ttv (Gal.

iii.

22

f.).

Now

that God's wisdom has reduced
the self-wise world to ignorance, ev>86-

man's extremity, God's
"
" It was God's
good will
for the vb.)
(placuit Deo : see parls.
ctiSoKia P. associates with 6e\T)p.a, povXr)
on the one hand, and with X"P l 5>
other: God's soveayaBuxrvvri on the
man's bankrupt wisreign grace rescues
dom. 8ta t. fiwpias t. ktipvyjmitos states
the means, tovs irurrevovTas defines
the qualified objects of this deliverance.
wise world
"Through the folly (as the
"
which last
calls it, 18) of the KtjpvYpa
term signifies not the act of proclamation
KT)crev

o-uio-ai

:

opportunity.

;

—

VOL. IL

accordance with 20) that his " foolish
with (8e', 23) the
message, in contrast
"
conand "
desiderated "

wisdom,"

signs

victs the

world of folly

(20)

;

thus the

whole of vv. 22-24 falls under the
regimen of the 2nd eirekSij, which with
its icaf, emphatically resumes the first

—

" since indeed ". God turned
the world's wise men into fools (20) by
bestowing salvation through faith on a
ground that they deem folly (21) in
other words, by revealing His power
and wisdom in the person of a crucified
Messiah, whom Jews and Greeks unite
iirciSi] (21)

—

to despise (22-24).
Ver. 22. 'lovSaioi

.

.

.

'EXXtjves

—

Jews, etc.: in
this "asking" and "seeking" the char" hit off to
acteristics of each race are

anarthrous;

"Jews" qua

perfection" (Ed.: see his interesting
" the
importunity
note) alreiv expresses
of the Jews," j^Teiv « the curious, specuFor
lative turn of the Greeks" (Lt.).
the Jewish requirement, cf. parls. in the
case of Jesus the app., doubtless, were
challenged in the same way P. perhaps
" non
reperias Corinthi
publicly at Cor.
signum editum esse per Paulum, Acta
;

—

;

:

Respecting thi« demand,
(Bg.).
Lt., Biblical Essays, pp. 150 ft.

xviii."

see

Such

49

dictation

Christ

never

allowed;
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77o
'

lou & a "> l S

y

^"g^'v.
Pet

*

iY '&
°

afeever'xS
b Y.er 2 7«
ii.

Tim.

® € °"

cr0 T^ at'-

dkOpwiruv
c

23; Tit.

iii. 9.

K ^T] T0^5> 'louSaiois T€
*

1

mt&vhakov,

25.

e

-

10; 2

r

P* y

cart,

icat

OTt
d

*

to

eori. 2
avQpojTcuiv
r

For

1
1 9 v c <r 1 v
all uncc. exc.
minuscc. exc. (about) twelve.
:

eo-Tt wanting

in fc$B

W*

C 3 Dc,

c

;

all verss. exc.

^cACLP,

67**.

For

constr.,

9 Heb. vii. 18
Lk. xi. 22; Mic.

iv.

;

arm.

;

Mt.

v.

20

Wisd.

ii.

;

Jo. v. 36

1

;

EXXtjcriv (as in context)

etc. (Alex,

Jo.

For

11, xiii. 18.

iv. 3.

and

Syr.) insert at

:

all

end

;

(Western), before t. avGpwrrwv.

His miracles were expressions of

pity,

not concessions to unbelief, a part of the
Gospel and not external buttresses to it.
Of the Hellenic <ro^iav £tjt€iv Philosophy is itself a monument cf, amongst
;

many

v

cl.

pads., Herod., iv., 77, EXXtjvcs
dcrxoXovs civai irpos irdo-av
also
^Elian, Var. Hist., xii., 25
o-o<j>iTjv
Juvenal, Sat., I., ii., 58 f.
Ver. 23. Instead of working miracles
to satisfy the Jews, or propounding a
"
philosophy to entertain the Greeks, we,
on the other hand, proclaim a crucified

iravTas

;

;

Christ" — Xpurrbv

lo-Tavpo>p,^vov, i.e.,
Christ as crucified (predicative adjunct),
not "Christ the crucified," nor, strictly,
" Christ crucified"
;
cf., for the construction, 2 Cor. iv. 5, KT)pvcnrop.€v X. M.

We

"
preach (not ourselves but)
xvpiov,
Christ Jesus as Lord". Not a warrior
Messiah, flashing His signs from the
sky, breaking the heathen yoke, but a

impotence and shame
(see 2 Cor. iv. 10, xiii. 4 hattaluy, Deut.
xxi. 23
the hanged
He is styled in the
Talmud) is what the app. preach for
"
their good news
To Jews indeed a

Messiah dying

in

—

—

:

!

"

word (cl. <rKav8aXi]0pov) signified first the trap-stick, then
any obstacle over which one" stumbles to
one's injury, an " offence
(syn. with
see viii. 9, 13),
irpoo-Koirrj, irpdVKop.p,a
a moral hindrance presented to the perverse or the weak (see parls.). tois 8«
"
of offerfor the " folly
eflveo-iv jiwpiav
ing the infelix lignum to cultured Gen" Nomen
tiles, see Cicero, pro Rabirio, v.
ipsum crucis absit non modo a corpore
o-xavSaXov

:

this

:

—

:

:

civium Romanorum, sed etiam a cogita"
and Lucian, De
tione, oculis, auribus
morte Peregrini, 13, who mocks at those
who worship tov dvco-KoXomo-p.evov tov
;

— " that

o-o^ioT-qv,

For

*

Xpiordv 0€ou
8uVap.1v ical
TO
TOU
0€OU
fAUpOV
aO^CUTCpOK TWK
d
*
daOeyes too 0€ou
laxupoTcpov twk
b

b

;

2

pupia?, 24. auTOis Be tois

Kal "EXXnai,

neuter idiom, Rom. ii. 4, viii. 3 2 Cor. iv. 17, viii. 8.
d Ver. 27, iv. 10, xii. 22; 2 Cor. x. 10; GaL
ii. 2.
e Ver. 27, iv. 10, x. 22; Mt. iii. 11
constr., see b.

DG

r

8e

"EXXtjo-i

reff.

in

the

Justin M., Tryph.,

"
gibbeted sophist
early Apologists see
!

lxix.,

and ApoL,

i.,

Tertull., adv. Jud., § 10; Aristo of
13
Pella, in Routh's Kel. Sacr., i., 95 ; and
the graffito of the gibbeted ass dis;

covered on the wall of the Paedagogium
in the Palatine.
To Jews the X<S-yos tov
o-ravpev announced the shameful reversal
of their most cherished hopes to Greeks
and Romans it offered for Saviour and
Lord a man branded throughout the Em;

amongst the basest of criminals;
was " outrageous," and " absurd".

pire as
it

Ver. 24. avTois 8c tois kXtjtois» ipsis
autetn vocatis (Vg.)
for the emphatic
prefixed wtois, cf. 2 Cor. xi. 14, 1 Thess.
:

" marks off those alluded to
16, etc. ; it
from the classes to which they nation"
" to the called howally belonged
(El.)
ever upon their part, both Jews and
Greeks" cf. the ov . . . 8iao-ToXr| of
Rom. iii. 9, 22 ff. " (We proclaim) a
Christ (to these) God's power and God's

—

—

wisdom."

Of God

reiterated four times,

with triumphant emphasis, in the stately
march of vv. 24 f. 0cov 8vv., 0eov cro^.
are predicative, in antithesis to corav"
preach as power
pwp.e'vov (23): the app.
and wisdom " One who wears to the
world the aspect of utter powerlessness

—

and folly. Avvapis and Zo<pia 0cov
were synonyms of the A<fyos in the Alexandrian-Jewish speculations, in which
Apollos was probably versed these surpassing titles Paul appropriates for the
;

Crucified.

—0€ov Svvap.iv reaffirms,

after

explanation, the Svvapis 0«ov of ver.
18 ; now ©tov o-o«J>iav is added to it, for
"
"
" wisdom " here

power
proves
(see
note on 30)
the universal efficacy of
the Gospel demonstrates its inner truth,
and faith is finally justified by reason.
Svvap.iv matches the <rrjp.€iov of ver. 22
(see, e.g., 2 Thess. ii. 9); believing Jews
found, after all, in the cross the mightiest
miracle, while Greeks found the deepest
wisdom. The " wisdom of God," secretly
;

—

24

—
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26.

f

26.

!

o-o<pol

y&p

TV
h

i

arfpKa,

;

in the times of preparation
(20),
thus at length brought to human recogOn kXtjtois see note
nition in Christ.

working

:

<r&>£6fx.€voi,

this term is preferable to ot
or ol iuo-t€vovt€s, where the

stress rests upon God's initiative in the
work of individual salvation cf. w. 9,
26, Rom. viii. 28 ff.
;

Ver. 25. What has been proved in
point of fact, viz., the stultification by
the cross of man's wisdom, the Ap. (as
in Rom. iii. 30, xi. 29, Gal. ii. 6) grounds

upon an axiomatic

religious principle,
that of the absolute superiority of the
the
human.
to
That God should
Divine
thus confound the world one might expect: "because the foolishness of God
is wiser than men, and the weakness of

God is stronger than men". Granted
that the Xoyos t. crravpov is folly and
it is God's folly, God's weakness will men dare to match themselves
with that ? (cf. Rom. ix. 20). to p.wpov
(not fju»>pia as before), to aa*0cves are
concrete terms the foolish, weak policy
of God (cf to xP r a"r ° v * Rom. ii. 4), the
in the
folly and weakness embodied

weakness,

—

:

—

\

cross. — lo-x^pos

(lo"xvs) implies intrinsic
strength; Svvap.i? is ability, as relative
to the task in view.

The Objects of the Gospel
§ 5.
Call, i. 26-31. § 4 has shown that the
Gospel does not come iv crodua XcJ-yov
this
(17b) by the method of its operation ;
will further be evidenced by the status of
its recipients.

ing, a Gro<$>ia,
itself to o-o<j>oi,

were, humanly speakwould have addressed
and won their adherence

If

it

it

;

otherwise.
BXcircTe -yap ttjv kXtjctiv
" For look at
your callvp.wv, aScX^oi,
"
God has called you into
ing, brothers
the fellowship of His Son (9); if His

but the case
Ver. 26.

is far

—
:

Gospel had been a grand philosophy,
would He have addressed it to fools,
weaklings, base-born, like most of you ?
P.'s experience in this respect resembled
his Master's (Matt.

Acts

iv.

ways:

xi.

25,

John

vii.

47-49,

This argument cuts two
lowers the conceit of the

13).
it

readers (cf. vi. 9-1 1, and the scathing
the
irony of iv. 7-13), while it discloses
On kXtjo-iv
true mission of the Gospel.
see the note to kXtjtois (2), also on vii.
20 it signifies not one's temporal voca:

*f^

Rev

In pv.
?

otherwise

4; Ph. iii. 14; 2 Th. i. 11; 2 Tim. i. 9; Heb. iii.
i x. 18
17 times besides in P. cf. Jo. viiL 15.
Lk. xix. 12; Acts xvii. 11 (another sense) only; Job i 3; 2 Mace x.
13.

is

to ver. 2

f

1,

;

1

5.

h

OU TToXXol
'kXiJVU' UflWK, dO€X<pOt, OTt
06 h iroXXol k ouyaTOi, h ou h iroXXot cuvcm? *

g vu. 20; Rom. xi. 29; Eph. iv.
h iv. 15 Acts i. 5, xxvii. 14.

etc.
i. 10.

xxr.

B\6TT€T€
kcatcI

771
h

1

;

2 Pet.
'k Acts
;

tion in the order of Providence, but
one's summons to enter the kingdom
of Grace ; vpwv is objective gen. For
t. kX-tjo-iv oti, see note on oti, ver. 5.
ov iroXXoi (thrice repeated) suggests at
least a few of each class amongst the
readers: see Introd., p. 730.
ov iroXXol
" hinc At henis numero
tarn exiguo
crocf>ot
lucrifacti sunt homines" (Bg.).
cro<f>ol

—

—

:

is

—

qualified

kclto. crdpica

by

(see pads.,
and cf. o-odua crapKiK-rj, 2 Cor. i. 12), in
view of the distinction worked out in § 4

between the world's and God's wisdom

:

the contrast implied resembles that be-

tween r\ Kara 0«ov Xvir-rj and y\ tov
Koo- uov Xvrn) in 2 Cor. vii. 9 ff.
The

" wise after the flesh " include not
only
philosophers (20), "but educated men in
as
the
irciraiScvficvoi
opposed
general,
The Swaro! were men
to the iSiwrai.
of rank and political influence, opp. to
The evvcvcis meant, in the
S-rjfxos.
aristocratic ages of Greece, men of high
"
but in later degenerate times
descent
" men whose ancestors were virtuous
and wealthy, the honesti as opposed to
Few inthe humiliores of the Empire.
tellectual men, few politicians, few of
free
citizens
embraced
class
of
the better
Christianity" (Ed.). In a Roman colony
and capital, the cvycvcis would chiefly
be men of hereditary citizenship, like
P. himself; the Svvotoi, persons associated with Government and in a position to influence affairs; the former
word is applied in an ethical sense to
the Bercean Jews in Acts xvii. 11.
" That the
majority of the first converts
from heathenism were either slaves or
(

;

freedmen, appears
(Lt.)

;

the

from

inscriptions

combs confirm
status of the

this.

early

their

of

names"

the

Cata-

The low social
Christians was the

reproach of hostile critics,
see the
boast of Apologists
famous passage in Tacitus' Annals, xv.,
44; Justin M., Apol., ii., g; Origen,
contra Celsum, ii., 79 Minuc. Felix, vii.,
standing
and the

:

;

12

rudes, agrestes).
Christianity penetrated the higher ranks of society, these
see
words became less strictly true
Pliny's Ep. ad Trajanum, x., 97, and the
(indocti,

impoliti,

As time went on and

:

cases of Flavius Clemens and Domitilla,
cousins of the emperor Domitian (Ed.),
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m

See

ver.

2 y%

n Eph.

'

2

X"H1

J aiL .51

!*

Acts L

£\\A tA m u.«pA TOO

lya

2,

°

TOUs oo<|>o«s
n

k'i ^ouOenfjficVa

Lk.

ix.

35

laxupd

c^eX^aTO
o

xi.

.k. xih. 17; frequent in O.T.
io.

x.

d

!

•

1

6 6€6"s, f Iko

p

28. Kal tA

6 eeos, 1 Kal

8

tA

*/**)

there

10

;

Rom.

xiv. 3, 10

GaL

;

82

a Cor.
4 £.,
p N.T. h.l. ; in

iv.

14

;

1

;

Th.

v.

6 6eds,

koctjjlou

'oira,

Kal to

im tA

SVra

4 thrice in Rom.; 1 Pet. it. 6, iii. 16;
Gr. commonly
q vL 4, xri.
;
aytw^s.
r Rom. iv. 17.
four times besides.

vii. 4, ix.
cl.

20

;

;

n

Similar omissions occur in other individual

much

is

KaTaio-

^cX^aTO

too

dye^

1
AG, with above 15 minuscc, following some common
jump from elcXeiaro o 6eo« in ver. 27 to the same words

between.

b

doGeyfj tou koou.ou

;

ri. 70, xiii. 18, xv. 16.

3 Cor.

'^eX^aTO

KOCTJiOU

Kal tA

•

*

KaraioxuKfl tA

7;
xin. 20
,'

2

(

?

Western) exemplar,

in ver. 28, omitting all
MSS. in this context, where

repetition.

2

tovs trocj>ous KaTaio-xvvQ all uncc. The T.R. rests on minuscc. only.
3
^AC*D*G, J 7» om. tcaw ins. by B and Syrian Codd. W.H. bracket the conj.
:

;

The

of predicate to ov ttoXXoC
filled up by understanding cicXi]6T|crav, as implied in kXtj"
not many wise, etc. (were called) ".
otiv
ellipsis

k.t.X.

is

commonly

:

Mr., Bt., and others, supply elariv, or
preferably itrri: "(there are) not many
" not
wise, etc. (among you)," or
many
the omission of
(of you are) wise, etc."
vpeis courteously veils the disparage;

ment.
Vv. 27-28.

"
Nay, but (AXXd, the but
.
the weak
of exclusion) the foolish
the base-born things of the world
God did choose out (when He chose
you)." e^Xc^o/ro (selected, picked out
.

.

.

.

.

—

for Himself)

equivalent to licdXccrcv

is

(2, 9, 26), €ti8<5»CT|cr€v

xdpiv

.

.

X. M.

«?8a>K€v Iv

.

(4)

cruxrai (21), ttjv
this word in;

dicates the relation in which the saved
are put both to God and to the world,

out of

(1%)

which they were taken

(see

here suggests, as in
Eph. i. 4, the idea of eternal election.
the astonishing
c£eX6'£aTo 6 8cos
fact thrice repeated, with solemn emThe objects of
of
assurance.
phasis
God's saving choice and the means of
their salvation match each other
by

parls.)

;

nothing

—

:

;

His to fxwpov and to AcrOcves (25) He
" the
tcl p.wpa and tA ao-0cvr)
world laughs at our beggarly selves, as
"
it
The
laughs at our beggarly Gospel
saves

:

!

neut. adj. of w. 27 f. mark the category
to which the selected belong their very
foolishness, weakness, ignobility deter;

—

:

God chose

its

—

(actually) foolish,

the world,

ot

that

He

might

shame its wise men (tovs cro^ovs)
the weak things of the world, that He
might shame its strong things (tA
.

.

.

and the base-born things ot
world and the things made abthe things nonsolutely nothing of
existent, that He might bring the things
existent to naught".
In the first instance a class of persons, immediately
to
Paul's mind (cf. 20), is to be
present
"
"
in the two latter P.
put to shame
tcrxvpd),

the

.

.

.

;

thinks, more at large, ot worldly forces
and institutions (cf. vii. 31, 2 Cor. x.

The

pride of

the cultured and
paganism was to be
confounded by the powers which Christianity conferred upon its social outcasts
as, e.g., Hindoo Brahminism is shamed
by the moral and intellectual superiority
acquired by Christian Pariahs. tA ayevi]
tov koo-jiov, third of the categories
of disparagement, is reinforced by tA
c|ov0€vr)}jL€va (from l| and o-iSe'v, pf.
4-6).

ruling

classes of

;

—

:
things set down as of no account
whatever), then capped by the abruptly
apposed tA jitj ovt«, to which is attached
the crowning final clause, tva tA ovt»

pass.

For Ka/rapycw (ut enerKaTap-y*]o-fl.
varet, Bz.), see note on tcev6<a (17), and
parls. ; the scornful world-powers are not
merely to be robbed of their glory (as in

the two former predictions), but of their
power and being, as indeed befell in the
end the existing social and political
Luke fabric. In tA p.f| SvTa, " jitj implies that

mine God's choice (cf. Matt. ix. 13,
tov icoVpov is partitive
21, etc.).
out of all the world contained,
gen.

x.

things

weak,

base things making "faex urbis lux
orbis!" In this God acted deliberately,
pursuing the course maintained through
previous ages, ev t-q croctuq. tov 6eov (see
note, 21): He "selected the foolish

the non-existence is not absolute but
"
estimative
(Al.) ; the classes to which
Christianity appealed were non-entities
for philosophers and statesmen, cyphers
in their reckoning: contrast ovk *>v, of
objective matter of fact, in John x. 12,
vii. 5
also Eurip., Troad., 600,

Acts

tA

Svto.

;

—

connotes more than bare ex-
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27—31.
•

30.
2 y

aocfua

*

diro 0cou,

ifo, °Ka6b>s

XuTpaHns* 31.
*

n

*

r

sii. 6, vi. 15,

oirws
iv&triov
Tracra <rap§
KauxT)<njTat
x
iv Xpiorw 'Itjctou, 05 eyc^On
e§ auToG Se ujxels core

29.

w

2
tj/aii'

W

"

•

KaTapY^atj
auTOu. 1
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*

Sucaioaunrj tc Kal
°

O

Y^Ypcnrrai,

b

dyiaafxos Kal

xiii. 8,
f.,

10

xv. 24,

26; fre-

quently in

diro-

P.

Only
Heb. ii.

KauxwjjLeKos, ev Kupuo

1$;

Kauxaar0a> ".

Lk.

7 besides

xiii.

;

with Ezra
nine times elsewhere in P. only J as. i.
Rare and poetical in cL Gr.
u Hebraistic (or ov
9, iv. 16 besides.
. .
khol : Rom.
Tras), lo' .
iii. 20
Eph. iv. 29, v. 5 2 Pet. i. 20 frequent in Epp. of Jo. and Rev. Mt. xxiv. 22.
v
in P., Lk., and Rev.
never in Mt. or Mk.
w viii. 6; 2 Cor. v. 18 Rom. xL 36 To.Frequent
viii. 23,
x 2 Cor. v. 17, xii. 2 Rom. viii. 1, xvi. 7, n
42, etc.
Gal. i. 22, iii. 28, etc
y Ver. 3, iv. 5,
vl 19, etc.
z Rom. i. 17, iii. 21, 25 2 Cor. v. 21.
a Rom. vi. 19, 22 1 Th. iv. 4, 7; 2Th. ii. 13;
1 Tim. ii. 15.
Heb.
xii.
Only
b Rom. iii. 24, viii. 23 Eph. i. 7, 14, iv. 30
14 1 Pet. i. 2 besides
CoL i. 14. Only Heb. ix. i5 L xi. 35 Lk. xxi. 28 besides.
c ii. 9; Rom. passim; 2 Cor. viii. 15,
Acts vii. 1, 2, xv. 15 Mt. - rl 24 Mk. i. 2, ix. 13, xiv. 21 Lk. ii.
ix. 9
23.
iv. 21, 23, v. 5,

vL

8.

t iii.

21, iv. 7, xiii. 3

;

2 Cor.,

passim

;

;

.

;

;

.

;

.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

1

;

tov 0eov:

all

uncc. exc. C*, which

reading avTov

(to

avoid repetition).

cva>iriov

both
2

syrr., in

;

cro<j>ia ij|nv (in this

order)

:

pre-Syrian uncials.

istence; "ipsum verbum elvai earn vim
habet ut significet in aliquo numero
"
esse, rebus secundis florere
(Pflugk, on
Hecuba,
284,
Eurip.,
quoted by Mr.) it is
to, ovra naT* €%o\-qv
cf. the adv. ovrws
;

:

Tim.

in 1

vi. 19.

Ver. 29. God's purposes in choosing
the refuse of society are gathered up
into the general and salutary design,
revealed in Scripture (see parls.), "that
so
no flesh may glory in God's

presence"

(a

condens^

quotation)

=

For
Sojjav 0eov (x. 31).
carries to larger issue the
oirws,
intentions stated in the previous clauses,
2 Thess. i. 12.
cf. 2 Cor. viii. 14,
Hebraisms, characteristic of the LXX,
here p,Tj . . . iraaa (khol . . . lo'), for

irdvTa els

which

Two

:

and

<rap|
fj.Tj8cu.ta ;
in its mortality or
f.

humanity
Cf., for

of Divine action, 2 Cor.
Plato, Ion, 534 E, tva

this rule

9

(basdr), for
sinfulness.

also

;

8urra£(i>u€v

on

ovk avOpcSiriva

KaXa TavTa iroirjuaTa

dXXa

Oeia Kal BeCtv

xii.
p,f|

io-ri tol

oiSc'

...

av6pcSira>v,
6 0ebs cgeiri-

tov <|>av\oTaTov
KaXXicrTOv piXos rjorev.

rrjScs Sta

ttoitjtov

to

Ver. 30. e| at»Tov 8e vpcis iart iv
is Iv X. 'Itj<tov or l|
Xpio-Tw Mtjotov
avrov (sc. tov 6cov) the predicate to
:

ixrri

Him

—

Does

?

P.

mean,

(God) that you are

i.e.,

" It comes of
"

in Christ Jesus

" Your Christian status

is

due to

God"
"

?
(so Mr., Hn., Bt., Ed., Gd., El.)
It is in Christ Jesus that you are of

Him" — "Your new

or,

God

is

grounded

in

life

derived from

Christ" (Gr.

Ff.,

The
Lt.)?
latter interpretation suits the order of
words and the trend of thought (see
"
You, whom the world counts as
Lt.) :
Cv.,

Bz.,

Riickert,

Hf.,

followed by minuscc, vg.,

is

nothing (26 ff. note the contrastive 84),
are of Him before whom all human glory
vanishes (29)
in Christ this Divine
standing is yours". Thus Paul exalts
those whom he had abased. The conception of the Christian estate as "of
God," if Johannine, is Pauline too (cf.
:

;

viii. 6, x.

and

etc.),

12, xii. 6, 2 Cor. iv. 6, v. 18,
lies in
Paul's fundamental

appropriation, after Jesus, of God as
iraTtjp tjuwv (i. 4, and passim), and in the
correlative doctrine of the vio0ccr(a the
;

whole passage

(18-29)

*

dominated by

the thought of the Divine initiative in
This derivation from God is
salvation.
not further defined, as in Gal. iii. 26;
enough to state the grand" fact, and to
"
(see note, 4).
ground it in Christ Jesus
" who was made
The relative
-

clause,

wisdom," etc., unfolds the content of the
" to us from
life communicated
God " in

Of the

Christ.

ments

four defining

comple-

to 4y€vtj8t| t|uiv, cro«j)ia stands

by

with the other three attached by
way of definition "wisdom from God,
Mr., Al v
viz., both righteousness, etc."
Gd., however, read the four as co-

—

itself,

;

On

oro^ia the whole debate,
from ver. 17 onwards, hinges: we have
seen how God turned the world's wisdom to folly (20-25); now He did this
not for the pleasure of it, but for our
ordinate.

—

to establish His own wisdom
and to bestow it upon us in Christ
("us" means Christians collectively cf.
17 while "you" meant the despised
Cor. Christians, 26). This wisdom (how

salvation

—

(24),

—

diff.

15

from the other! see

ff.)

17, 19; Jas.

comes as sent "from God"

iii.

(airo

of ultimate source
4| of direct derivaIt is a vitalising moral force
tion).
:

—
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U

iSft*
X

!kl

X<5

iL 3;

'

Y ou

Kd Y" &**>* Tpos

*'

b
*l

<«><f>ias,

ii

V

*

dSeX+oi, ^XQoy o* k<xV 6irepo X
1
2. ou
KaTdYY^XXwv tylft to "naprupiov tou 9€oo.
"M-as,

3 Mace.
iii.

b

11, etc.

with

t.

xl 26; Rom.

ix. 14,

8; Ph. L 17

i.

CoL

£

*8; often in ActB.

i.

©<ov only here.

c

See

i.

6;

v &- s &h syrp., Gr. Ff. W.H. mg., R.V. mg., Tisch., Tr.
The former is the
cop. syrsch., Lat. Ff. ; W.H. txt, R.V. txt.
Western and Syrian reading, the latter Alexandrian the Neutral txt. is doubtful.
the
of
look
an Alex, harmonistic correction, due to ver. 7
uvctt. has rather
{cf. iv. 1,
Col. ii. 2, Rev. x. 7).
see note below.
p.apT. suits better Kara-yyeXXwv
1

uaprvpiov

p.vo-TK]piov

:

NcBDGLP,

-

;

N*AC,

:

,

:

—

Svvauis Kal <ro$ia (24)
taking the
shape of SiKaiocrvvT] T€ Kal a-yiao-pos,

and signally contrasted in its spiritual
reality and regenerating energy with the
o~o<j>ia \.6yov and crofyia r. Koo-p.ov, after
which the Cor. hankered. Righteousness and Sanctification are allied "by
their theological affinity

on

vi.

11,

and Rom.

the double copula tc .
XvTptoaas follows at a
.Lt.,

Hn., Ed.

;

"

(El.)

vi.

:

note
— hence
cf.

passim

ko( Kal a/jrolittle distance (so

,

.

;

who adduce numerous

cl.

use of the Gr. conjuncwho was made wisdom to us
tions)
from God viz., both righteousness and
SiKaiosanctification, and redemption ".
oruvq carries with it, implicitly, the
Pauline doctrine of Justification by faith
in the dying, risen Christ (see vi. 11, and
other parls. esp., for Paul's teaching at
With the righteousCor., 2 Cor. v. 21).
ness of the believer justified in Christ
sanctification (or consecration) is concomitant (see note on the kindred terms
in 2) ; the connexion of chh. v. and vi.
in Rom. expounds this re . . . Kat
this

to

parls.

"

:

—

—

;

;

8iKaioo"uvr) Iv Xpio-T(j> is els aytao~udv.
(Vbl. nouns in -u<5s denote primarily a

all

process, then the resulting state.)

—

'A-rro-

written, he

inently applies to the relations of Christians to Christ Iv Kvpiw belongs to his
adaptation of the original: God will
have no flesh (see note, 29) exult in his
wisdom, strength, high birth {cf. the
objects of false glorying in Jer.) before
Him He will have men exult in " the
Lord of glory " (ii. 8 cf. Phil. ii. 9 ff.),
whom He sent as His own " wisdom "
;

;

;

and "power unto salvation" (24, 30).
What grieves the Ap. most and appears
most fatal in the party strifes of Cor.,
is the extolling of human names
by the
side of Christ's and at his expense (see
notes on 12-15 also iii. 5, 21-23, and 2
;

Cor.

iv.

;

Ver. 31.

;

" In order
that, as

it

stands

Gal.

vi.

14).

Christians are

—

—

:

anacoluthon, the imp v. of the origina.
being transplanted in lively quotation {cf
Rom. xv. 3, 21); or as an ellipsis, with
{cf.

ultimum quod perficitur" (Cv.); it
looks backward to the cross (18), by
whose blood we "were bought" for
God (vi. 19), so furnishing the ground
both of justification (Rom. iii. 24) and
sanctification (Heb. x. 10), and forward
to the resurrection and glorification of
the saints, whereby Christ secures His
full purchased rights in them (Rom. viii.
23 Eph. i. 14, iv. 30) thus Redemption
covers the entire work of salvation, indicating the essential and just means of
its accomplishment
(see Cr. on XvTpov
and derivatives).

5,

specifically ot Kavxwp. €Vot « v *• ''•» Phi^
iii.
The irregularity of mood after
3.
tva
s
Kavxao~8<i> for subj. Kavxchrai
accounted for in two ways either as in

yev-nTai

et

let

;

tion, release), deliverance

—

Lord

glories, in the

;

XuTp&xris (based on the Xvrpov of Matt.
xx. 28, 1 Tim. ii. 6, with diro of separaby ransom, is
"
the widest term of the three
primum
Christi donum quod inchoatur in nobis,

who

him glory " by " the Lord " the readers
could only understand Christ, already
five times thus titled
so, manifestly, in
2 Cor. x. 17 f., where the citation reapPaul
the
pears.
quotes
passage as a
general Scriptural principle, which em-

or irX-npw0'ij mentally supplied
iv. 16, Gal. ii. 9,
viii.

Rom.

2 Cor.
—explanations not materially
13)

different.

Clem. Rom.
the
§

(§

13) quotes the text

with

same peculiarity.
6.
Paul's Corinthian Mission,

ii.

Paul has justified his refusing to
preach Iv o-o<J)ta Xoyov on two grounds
(1) the nature of the Gospel, (2) the conit was
stituency of the Church of Cor.
1-5.

:

;

no philosophy, and they were no philoThis refusal he continues to
pursuance of the course adopted
from the outset. So he returns to his
sophers.

make,

in

" Christ sent "
starting-point, viz., that
him " to bring good tidings," such as
neither required nor admitted of " wis"
of word
(i.
17).
Ver. I.
Kayo* e\0wv

dom

.

.

.

tjXQov

:
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d

eKpika tou

yap
•

touto^
,

See
viii.

i.

ti

•

ccrraupamcVov

3.

l

*

evw
'

23.

d In this

..

37; 2 Cor.

l

ii.

1, v.

14;

Tit. iii.12;
...
e vi. 6, 8; Rom. xiii. 11 Eph. ii. 8; Ph. i. 28; 3 Jo. 5.
57; Acts. 111. 13, etc.
g xv. 43; five times in 2 Cor. Rom. viii. 26; Gal. iv. 13 ; 1 Tim. v. 23; see also i. 25,
h 2 Cor. vii. 15 Eph. vi. 5 ; Ph. ii. 12 Gen. ix. 2 ; Exod. xv. 16; Ps. liv. 6, etc
xii.

;

;

*ti ciScvai
dations of the

;

BD*CP 17, 37; ciScvai ti, fc$AG tov ciScvai Tt,
two other readings are successive grammatical emenActs xxvii. 1, and the T.R. of vii. 37 below.

(om. tov),
others.
The

D°L and most

first

;

cf.

;

"
" And I at
my coming . . came : the
repeated vb. draws attention to Paul's
to the circumstances and chararrival,
The
acter of his original work at Cor.
" And J "
may lie
emphasis of Kayw
the
mesin the correspondence between
"
"
sage and the messenger both foolish
and " weak " (i. 25 so Ed.) ; but the
form of the sentence rather suggests
" As it was
allusion to the nearer i. 26
with you, brothers, to whom I conveyed
God's call, so with myself who conveyed
it
you were not wise nor mighty ac.

—

—

—

—

:

—

;

cording to flesh, and I came to you as
one without wisdom or strength ". Message, hearers, preacher matched each
other for folly and feebleness ! "I came
not in the way of excellence icaO* vircpof word or
oxtjv* cum eminentia (Bz.)
wisdom," not with the bearing of a man

—
—

—

distinguished for these accomplishments,
and relying upon them for his success
this clause is best attached to the emphatic
adTJX6ov, which requires a descriptive
cf. 3)
junct (so Or., Cv., Bz., Hf.
others make it a qualification of icaTayyc'XXwv. Paul's humble mien and plain
address presented a striking contrast to
the pretensions usual in itinerant professors of wisdom, such as he was taken
:

:

(Phil.

'ItjctoGv
XpioTOk kcu
daOcvcia kcu ! iv h 4>68w
x r*

fit)

e

;

n.

for at

cV

e

f

iv upuv, et

icai
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..

Lk. vu. 43,
£

1

eioeVai

f

..

,

x

Athens.
ii.

3,

iii.

—

vircpoxtj*

from vircpc'xw

8, iv. 7), to overtop,

For Xoyov r\ o-o<j>ias> see note on
Xdyov (i. 17).

The manner

;

outdo.
<ro^>ia

of Paul's preaching

:

wisdom, in proclaiming to
you the testimony of God". t. papTvpiov
t. 6cov (subjective gen.
cf. note on i. 6)
= t. evayycXiov t. 0eov (Rom. i. 2, 1
Thess. ii. 2, 13, etc. cf. 1 John v. 9 f.),

—

:

;

with the connotation of solemnly attested
truth {cf. 2 Cor. i. 18 f.) ; P. spoke as
one through whom God was witnessing.
official deicTjpvo-o-u) (i. 23), denoting
claration,

gives

signifying full

place to KaTayyeXXw,

and

"

;

ti)

:

termine (judge it fit) to know anything
(or, know something) among you, except
(or, only) Jesus Christ, and Him crucified ".
This explains Paul's unadorned
and matter-of-fact delivery. ov negatives eicpiva, not ciScvai (the rendering
"
" I determined not
contravenes
to know
the order of words) ; nor is there any
instance of ov coalescing with tcpivw as
in ov <J>t|ui (nego) and the like
these
had P.
interpretations miss the point
chosen another subject, he might have
aimed at a higher style he avoided the
" for " he did not entertain the
latter,
former notion. His failure at Athens may
have emphasised, but did not originate

—

—

:

;

the Apostle's resolution to know nothing
but the cross : cf. Gal. iii. 1, 1 Thess. iv.
14, v. 9 f., Acts xiii. 38 f., relating to
earlier preaching.
For the use of eicpiva
a practical
(statui, Bz.) as denoting

moral judgment or resolution, cf. vii. 37,
Ev. renders tI ciScvai
2 Cor. ii. 1.
(thus accented), "to be a know-some-

—

"

to play the philothing
(aliquid scire)
sopher according to the well-known
Attic idiom of Plato's Apol., § 6, and

—

passim, where oicrai ti ciScvai = Sokci
o-od>6s elvai ; cf. viii. 2, and the emphatic eivai tis (tI) also iii. 7, Gal. ii. 6,
This rendering acvi. 3, Acts v. 36.
counts well for ciScvai, and gives addiP.
tional point to the virepoxTj of ver. 1
brought with him to Cor. none of the
who
prestige of the professional teachers,
"
Christ
claimed to " know something
;

was

matter ; with such a
determined by
commission he could not adopt the arts
of a rhetorican nor the airs of a philoso" I came not like a man eminent
pher
its

in speech or

—

in
(see pads.).
KaTayylXXuiv, pr. ptp.,
the course of preaching " cf. 2 Cor. x. 14.
Ver. 2.
ov yap etcpivd ti (or eicpiva
" For I did not deciScvai k.t.X.

clear proclamation

:

—

;

this was all he knew. For
the cross
"
cl p.Tj in the corrective sense
only," demanded by this interpretation, see vii. 17.
ciScvai is to possess knowledge, to be a

and

—

master

;

yivwo-Kciv

(i.

21),

to

acquire

On eo-be a learner.
TavpwpcVov (pf. ptp., of pregnant fact),
knowledge, to

notes to i. 17, 23.
1, 2 say how P. did not come,
3-5 how he actually did come, to Cor.

cf.

Vv.

w,
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iX

2
.

Cor°iSi

^Ph
7;

"1

l
Katl ^ K k Tp<5/ifc> iroXXw ly€v6\it]v
1,,r€l ^
Ka * T® k *^P*W^ f* 00 °" K

^

Th!'

1

ii. 5
u.

51

;

1

Tim.

ii.

14;

Lk

xxiL 44; Acts

ttt.

ii.

•

irpds up.a$
^S

XI] Rev. L xo,

ical

4.

2

1

df8p<tfiru'ir)S

k See L

iv. 2.

6 \<5yos |iou

aortas Xoyois,

31.

1

Ii/.;.; cL Gr.

ireiOoi . . . Xoywv, or . . . Xoyov, in several minuscc., latt. am. (persuasion*
a translator's error due to the adj. being h.l
W.H. fo
sapientia verbi), sah.
AD*P, and analogy, in spelling ir 1 6 o I s (see Gm.).
:

3

Om. avdpuirivTjf fc^BDG

Ver. 3.

"In weakness

also 2 Cor. x.

10,

and

"
:

cf.

i.

3

f.

xiii.

—
bodily the

17, latt.

25, 27

;

This

Cor. had recondition was
ceived an impression of Paul's physical
feebleness ; but the phrase expresses,
more broadly, his conscious want of
resources for the task before him (cf. 2
Hence he continues,
Cor. ii. 16, iii. 5).
"
" and in fear and in much
trembling
the inward emotion and its visible exP. stood before
pression (see pads.).
the Cor. at first a timid, shaken man on
the causes see Introd., ch. i.
For Yivoitai Iv (versari in), to be in

—

:

—

a

irpos vpas qualistateftof, cf. parls.
" I
fies the whole foregoing sentence :

Borrowed from ver

am. syr«ck

13.

held nevertheless in high
But when the Ap. speaks
repute in Cor.
of the demonstration of the Spirit, he
soars into a region of which Socrates
knew nothing. Socr. sets o-ocpia against
the Ap. regards both as being
irciOw
on well-nigh a common level, from the
"
higher altitude of the Spirit
(Ed.) ;
since the time of Socrates, however,
had
sunk
a
into
Philosophy
" the technicaliriOavoXoYia.
term for a
airoSeiijis,
proof drawn from facts or documents, as
structing,

;

—

opposed to theoretical reasoning

;

in

com-

use with the Stoics in this sense "
see Plato, Theat., 162 E, and
(Hn.)
Arist., Eth. Nic, i., 1 ; ii., 4, for the

mon

;

was weak, timid, trembling before you
"
(when I addressed you)
lY«vopT|v . . .
irpos vpds might be construed together,
a vb. of motion " I
i-ycv<Sp.-r)v becoming
came to (and was amongst) you in weak-

(Ed.).
airoS. irvevpaTos Kai cro<p£as gathers up
the force of the Svvapiv Qtov of i. 24, and
iyivtro cro<|)ia k.t.X. of i. 30 (see notes) ;

ness," etc. (Ed., as in xvi. 10) this would,
however, needlessly repeat ver. 1.
" And
Ver. 4.
my word and my mes"
\6yos recalls i. 18 KTipvypa, »•
sage
The former includes
21, 23 (see notes).
all
that Paul says in proclaiming the
Gospel, the latter the specific announcement of God's will and call therein.
ovk Ik iri0ots cro<Jnas Xoyois, " not in
"
the adj.
persuasive words of wisdom
iri0<5s ( = iriOavds, see txtl. note), from

attended its proclamation: cf. vi. n, ix.
i, 2 Cor. iii. 1 ff., 1 Thess. ii. 13 (Xoyos
6cov, 8s »«• lvepY«tTai Iv vp.iv t. itio-tcvovcriv).
irvctjpaTos koA Svvapcus are not
objective gen. (in ostendendo Spiritum,
the Spirit, with
etc.), but subjective :
His power, gives the demonstration

:

—

;

:

;

:

ireidopau analogous to cJnSos from <pei8" Words of
wisdom," substantially
op.au
= "wisdom of word" (i. 17); that expression accentuating the matter, this
"
the manner of teaching
exquisita eloquutio, qua? artificio magis quam veritate
For the unnitatur et pugnet" (Cv.).
favourable nuance of m0os> see Col. ii.
4 (mSavoXoYia), also Gal. i. 10, Matt,

—

xxviii.

14.

Eusebius excellently

phrases (Praep. Ev.

para-

3), tcls

piv oitott).
Xas k. cro<^ioTiKas iriOavoXoY^as ircr.pa.i-.
" With a
contemptuous
tovucvos).
touch of irony that reminds one of Socrates in the Gorgias and Apology [cf.
t

i.,

Ev., as previously cited, on tI ctSevoij,
all
skill in rhetoric, the

he disclaims

spurious art of persuading without in-

like antithesis

the proof of the Gospel at Cor. was experimental and ethical, found in the new
consciousness and changed lives that

—

(similarly in xii. 7, see note) ; cf. w. 10,
12, 2 Cor. iii. 3-18, Rom. viii. 16, xv. 19,

Paul's thoughts on the testimonium
Spiritus sancti ; also John xv. 26, 1 John
v. 6 f.
Avvapis, specially associated
for

—

with ilveOpa after Luke xxiv. 49 (see
the spiritual
in i. 30,
vi. 11, but not to the exclusion of the
"
"
which
powers
supernatural physical
accompanied Apostolic preaching (see
note on Ipe^aicSOT], i. 6 ; also xii. 1, 7-1 1,
And the combination of Rom. xv. 17 ff.)

reff.

for

P.),

is

certainly

power that operates as implied

:

" latius
accipio, nempe pro manu Dei
modis per apostolum
potente omnibus
"
The art. is wanting
se exserente
(Cv.).
with TrvcvpaTos, though personal, after
the anarthrous airoSctlci, according to
" the law of correlation "
(Wr., p. 175
contrast this with xii. 7, also the double
:
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4-6.
dXX' Iv "diroScigci
uu.Civ

"

Xo<J>iav
'

.

°

n^upvaTOs ical
5. tva t} irurns **£? %
Suvdpcws
aodua dkGpwirwk, dXX* ev p Sumixci p Geou.
vb.iniv.9.
n In ver J 3>
%
„
\ \
0€ XaXouucy iv tois 'tcXciois' aoAiak 8e ou tou vii. 40; 2
-

,.,

.

aiw^os

•

iv
e

-it

U.TJ

6.

B
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Cor.

,

ouoc nav "dpxoirttv tou '"olaii'os 'tootou t&v

toutou,

6; Rom.
viiL 9, 13-

,.„.,.,.,

xv. 13, 19;

L

18.

15,

itv. is

Th.

1

;

l.

;

;

;

vi. 12.

places

;

;

;

;

J

a

vii. 26, 48, xii. 4a.

ef 1 with the anarthrous phrase of
The prpl. clause affirms not the
agency by which, but the sphere of
action in which, Paul's word operated.
Supply to this verse iyivtro from the
lv€vo[jnriv of ver. 3.
Ver. 5. The Apostle's purpose in discarding the orator's and the sophist's arts
art.
i.

18).

was
rest

this: "that your faith might not
in wisdom of men, but in (the)

The

power of God".
ver. 1

and

anarthrous in like connexion.
o In combination with itv., xii. 10 Rom. i. 4,
a Tim. L 7; Heb. ii. 4 Lk. i. 17, iv. 14, xxiv. 49; Acts i. 8, x.
5
38.
p See
q xih. io, xiv. 20; Eph. iv. 13 Ph. iii. 15; Col. i. 28, iv. 12; Heb. v. 14; Jas. i. 4 Mt. v.
r See i. 20.
31.
s Jo. xii. 31, xiv. 30, xvi. 11, with <oo>ou
in pi. h.l. ; cf. Eph. ii. 2,
01
Mt. xx. 25; Lk. xxiii. 13, 35, xxiv. ao; Acts iii 17, and six othe*
ap^oi'Tes, Rom. xiiL 3

often in P.,

48, xix.

iii. 3,

Kayit rjXdov of
P. lives

dominates the paragraph

;

over again the experience of his early
days in Cor. ; this purpose then filled
his breast: so Hf., Gd., with the older
interpreters most moderns read into the
tva the Divine purpose suggested by
Paul was God's mouthpiece in
i. 27-31.
declaring the Gospel he therefore sought
the very end of God Himself, viz., that
God alone should be glorified in the
faith of his hearers (i. 31 ; cf. i. 15).
Had he persuaded the Cor. by clever
;

;

(4), governing aim (5), illustrated and
accorded with the Gospel, as that is a
message from God through which His
power works to the confounding of
human wisdom by the seeming impotence of a crucified Messiah (i. 17 6-31).
The Gospel considered as
§ 7.
wisdom, ii. 6-9. So far Paul has been
"
maintaining that his message is a folly,"
with which "wisdom of word" is out of
keeping; yet all the while he makes it
felt that it is wisdom in the truest sense

—"God's

wisdom,"

in its
If relatively the

convicting

turn the world of folly.

is not wisdom, absolutely it is
persons qualified to understand it.
This P. now proceeds to show (ii. 6-iii.
2 cf. Introd. to Div. II.). The message
of the cross is wisdom to the right people

Gospel
so,

—

to

:

qualified to

comprehend it (§ 8).
lodnav Se XaXovpev k.t.X.
44
(there is) a wisdom, however, (that) we
The
speak amongst the full-grown".
(§ 7),

Ver. 6.

:

and grounded Christianity anarthrous, predicative o-oduav asserts
"
4<
upon their Greek philosophy, his work that to be wisdom which in ironical
would have perished with the wisdom of deference to the world has been styled
reasonings

the age (see 6, also

The disowned

i.

19,

<ro<jna

iii.

19

44

f.).

avOpwiruv

is

the

ro$. t. Kocru.ov of i. 10 (see note) in its
moral character, a 0-0$. o-aptcuctj (2 Cor. i.
" wisdom of men " as
opposed to
12)
that of God, avOpuirfvY), ver. 13. Yet not
God's wisdom, but primarily His power

—

—

the
(see notes on i. 18, 24, 30) supplied
ground on which P. planted his hearers'
faith. All through, he opposes the practical to the speculative, the reality of God's
work to the speciousness of men's talk.

The last Tva clause of this long passage
corresponds to the first, tva ut| kcvwO-q
6 <rravpo? t. Xpicrrov (i. 17). iv should
be construed with
(consistat in, Bz.)
rather than iricrris, pointing not to the
for
object of faith but to" its substratum
this predicative iv— should be (a faith)
iv.
12.
Acts
v. 18,
in," etc.
cf. iv. 20, Eph.
-ft

:

—

Summary. Thus the Apostle's first
ministry at Cor., in respect of his bearing (ver. i), theme (2), temper (3), method

21 ff.). iv tois tcXcCois, the
the initiates (opp. to vr]irioi,
irvevircuSia, iii. I, xiv. 20; see parls.)
jxaTiKol in contrast with the relatively
folly"

(i.

mature,

=

cf. note on |ivcmjpi.ov,
ordpicivoi (iii. 1
"The curtain must be lifted
ver. 7).
with a caution measured by the spiritual
"
intelligence of the spectators, ^irdirrai
This t€Xci<Jttjs the Cor. had by
(Ev.).
no means reached hence they failed to
see where the real wisdom of the Gospel
lay, and estimated its ministers by worldly
standards. Iv signifies not to, nor in
relation to, but amongst the qualified
hearers in such a circle P. freely ex;

;

—

pounded deeper

truths.

XaXlw

(cf.

y,

speak out : P. uses the pi.
not thinking of Sosthenes in particular
his
but
of
fellow-preachers generally,
(i. 1),
including Apollos (i. 23, and xv. 11, etc.
13). to utter,

iii.

6, iv.

6).
The " wisdom"

pany

is

defined

uttered in such com" but
a
negatively :

first
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See
V

CoL

t

28.

i.

Eph.

iv. 1;

ii.

7; Mt.

x.

1

ov

c

o-

dXXd XaXoup.ey

dTTOK€KpUp,JJL^T)l',

29 £ ; Eph. L
20; Jo. xvii. 24

dation

7,

o

see

;

Acts

x. 11

av

1

<£

w

xiii. 11.

5, 11
;

:

Eph.

TrpOWpiffCI'

iiL 9;

CoL

iv. 28.

y H.I.;

18

iv.

fr^ABCDGP,

15 minuscc.

19,

(i.

also

;

1

28;

John

cf. vii.
ii.

31,

2

Peter

1

17,

i.
24 ff.). The apxovres t. alwvos tovtov
were taken by Marcion, Or., and other

ancients, to be the angelic, or demonic
sc. the
(Satanic), rulers of the nations

—

"princes" of Dan. x.-xii., and Jewish
angelology, the Koo-poKpcrropcs t. ckotovs tovtov of Eph. vi. 12 (cf. 2 Cor. iv.

—Eph.
where
ii.

John xii. 31, xiv. 30, xvi.
apx«v is applied to Satan;

2,

also Gal. iii. 19, Acts vii. 53, touching
the office of angels in the Lawgiving)
so Sm., after F. C. Baur
"the angels
:

—

who

preside over the various departments
of the world, the Law in particular, but
possess no perfect insight into the counsels of God, and lose their dominion
from which they take their name of apxai
(
apxovTcs) with the end of the world
(xv. 24)"; see also, at length, Everling,
Die Paulin. Angelologie u. Damonologie,
But these super-terrestrial
pp. 11 ff.
potentates could not, without explanation,
be charged with the crucifixion of Christ
on the other hand, i. 27 ff. shows P.
(8)
to be thinking in this connexion of
human powers. Unless otherwise de" the rulers "
fined, oi apxovrcs denotes
of common speech, those, e.g., of Rom.

—

—

=

;

xiii. 3,

Luke xxiii.

35.

pe'vwv, see note to
24, and other pads.

whose overthrow

i.

On t*Jv KaTapyov-

17 (kcvow), 28, xv.

The Jewish
is

certain

rulers,

and near

Rom. ix. 22, xi.), are
ii. 16,
as being primarily answerable
for the death of Jesus (cf. Acts xiii. 27 f.)
but P. foresaw the supersession of all
existing world-powers by the Messianic
(1

Thess.

aimed

at,

;

kingdom

(xv.

24;

cf.

Rom.

xi.

15,

Acts

the pr. ptp., perhaps, implies a
"
potency
gradual nullification of their
"
brought about by the Gospel (El.). P.
xvii. 7)

26; Lk.
2 Tim.

x.
i.

l

n

0cou

l

iv

*

0COS

TTp6

v

p,uoTY]pia>,
7

TWI'

21; cf. Rom. xvi. 25.
9; Tit L 2; also Eph.

OXUiVftiV

x
i.

4;

Rom.
1

Pet.

<ro<J>iav

0., L, etc.

a Syrian emen-

;

cf. ver. 6.

;

world-powers

11

i.

cf.

6

below.

this age, nor of the rulers
of this age, that are being brought to
nought". For aUSv, see note to i. 20;
it connotes the
transitory nature of the

4,

ao^>iav

T)f

wisdom not of

Cor.

u

*

viii.
i.

.

w

2,'

Rev.

iv. 3;

KaTa py 0v ^4 V(t)V

T^ y

II.

;

cannot have meant by 01 apxovres the
leaders of thought (as Thd., Thp., Neander suppose, because of the association
with o-o<£ia) he held a broad, practical
;

conception of wisdom (sagacity) as shown
in power ; the secular rulers, wise in their
own way but not in God's, must come
to nought.
Statecraft, equally with philosophy, failed when tested by the cross.
"
Ver. 7.
(We speak ... a wisdom
but (dXXd, of
not of this world
.)
diametrical opposition) a wisdom of God,
in (shape of) a mystery."
iv pvo-T-qpi^
qualifies XoAovpev, rather than <ro$lav
read
it
"couched in
(as Hn., Ev., Lt.
mystery"), indicating how it is that the
do
not
in
terms
of worldly
App.
speak
wisdom, and express themselves fully to
the rcXciot alone: their message is a
Divine secret, that the Spirit of God
reveals (10 f.), while "the age" possesses only "the spirit of the world"
Hence to the age God's wisdom
(12).
"
" in a
is uttered
and remains
mystery
"
" the hidden
(wisdom)
cf. 2 Cor. iv.
4 also Matt. xiii. 13 ff. (iv irapa|3oXais
.
.
.
XaXui iv
XaXw), Luke x. 21 f.
.

.

—
—

;

;

= dirotcpvirru. — p.vcr'rqpiov (cf.
:

pvo-Tir]piu>

xv. 51) has "its usual

—

meaning

in

St.

Paul's Epp.,
something not comprehensible by unassisted human reason"
full
for
a
account see Ed., or Bt.,
(El.
on the term). The Hellenic " mysteries,"
which flourished at this time, were prac;

at night in an imposing dramatic
form and peculiar doctrines were taught
in them, which the initiated were sworn
to keep secret.
This popular notion of
"mystery," as a sacred knowledge disclosed to fit persons, on their subjecting
themselves to prescribed conditions, is
appropriated and adapted in Bibl. Gr. to
The world at large
Divine revelation.
does not perceive God's wisdom in the
the Cor.
cross, being wholly disqualified
believers apprehend it but partially, since
they have imperfectly received the revealing Spirit and are "babes in Christ" (iii.
1 ff.)
to the App., and those like them
When
(10 ff.), a full disclosure is made.
"
he speaks wisdom among the ripe," P.
tised

;

;

;

is

not

diff.

setting forth esoteric doctrines

from those preached to beginners,

but the same

"word of

the cross"

—

for

he knows nothing greater or higher (Gal.
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7-8.
*

ets

'

'

ho^av
el

ZyviaKtv,
,

cf.

IT

7, 9)

n. io; i

Eph.

;

yap

..

.

Heb.

Acts h.

i.

8. r\v ouSels rutv

Tqp.a>^.

17

iyvuxrav, ouk av rby

„

Pet
;

'

cf.

v. i, 4,

Heb.

10

;

Jo. xviL 22.

Kupiov

*86|ns

r

z X

toutou

q^[^8

b

.

10

coraupw-

m ^; n

j-'

;

;

36, iv. 10.

—

—

—

22-32.
ttjv airoK£Kpv(j.|j.£VT)v expands the
idea of ev fivo-TYjpiu) (see pads.)
P.
utters, beneath his plain Gospel tale, the
deepest truths "in a guise of mystery"
:

—"that

(wisdom) hidden away (diro

t.

which God predetermined before the ages unto (els, aiming
That the Gospel is a
at) our glory".
aluvuv, Col.

i.

26),

mystery to many accords with
past history and with God's established
" est occulta antepurpose respecting it

veiled

;

quam

aiwros

P.besides;
a Jas. ii. 1 similarly, Acts vii. 2 (Ps. xxviii. 3, xxiii.
Lk. xxiii. 33 Jo. xix. 18;
23 ; cf. Mt. xx. 19, xxvi. 2

in its recondite meaning and
14)
as, e.g., in xv. 20-27
larger implications,
of this Ep. (where he relents from the implied threat of iii. 1 ff.), in Rom. v. 12-21,
and xi. 25 ff., or Col. i. 15 ff., Eph. v.

vi.

ttjs

779

;

b See L

ix. 5.

r B

ap^ovrbiv tou
a

A

expromitur:

et

quum

expromitur,

tamen occulta manet multis, imperfectis "
The " wisdom of God " now re(Bg.).
" for us "
vealed, was destined eternally
"the believers" (i. 21), "the called"
24), "the elect" (i. 27 ff.), "those
(i.

—

that received the Spirit of God" (10 ff.),
as men who fulfil the ethical conditions
of the case and whom " it has been
"
God's good pleasure to save (i. 21) ; see
the same thought in Eph. i. 4 ff. This
8o|a is not the heavenly glory of the
the entire " ministry of the
saints
Spirit" is Iv 8o£fl and carries its subCor. iii.
jects on diro S6£yjs els 8o£av (2
8-18); His dirapxT) effects a glorious
transformation, by which the base things
of the world put to shame its mighty (i.
;

27 ff.), and "our glory" overthrows
" increas" the rulers of this world"
(6),
ing as theirs wanes" (Lt.), cf. Rom. viii.
This present (moral) glory is an
30.

"earnest" of "that which shall be revealed" (Rom. viii. 18 f.). For irpoupi<rev, marked out beforehand, see parls.,
and notes to Rom. viii. 29 f.
k.t.X.: "which
Ver. 8.
*}v ovStis
(wisdom) none of the rulers of this age

—

The leaders
10, iii. 5, Rom. xvi. 25 f.).
of the time showed themselves miserably
of
God's plans and ways in
ignorant
dealing with the world they ruled; "for
if they had known, they would not have
crucified the Lord of glory".
The
Lord of glory
"
glory

—

(7)

He

is

has

in

whom

"our

manifestation and
in His earthly, then in
its

guarantee first
His heavenly estate

—

(cf. xv. 43, 49).
ttjs
8o£tis> gen. of characterising quality (cf.
Eph. i. 17, Acts vii. 2). This glory of the

Son of God the
of

it

disciples

believers

now

saw (John

i.

partake (Rom.

14)

;

viii.

and

will partake in full hereafter
29 f.),
(2 Cor. iii. 18, Phil. iii. 21, etc.), when it
culminates in a universal dominion (xv.

Paul's
23-29, Phil. ii. 9 ff., Heb. i.).
view of Christ always shone with "the
"
glory of that light in which he first saw
Him on the road to Damascus (Acts xxii.
11).
Caiaphas and the Sanhedrin, Pilate
and the Roman court (cf. Acts xiii. 27 f.,
1 Tim. vi. 13) saw nothing of the splendour clothing the Lord Jesus as He
so knowing, they
stood before them
The
could not have crucified Him.
expression Kvpios ty)s 8o|t]s is no syn. for
;

Christ's

Godhead

;

it

signifies the entire

grandeur of the incarnate Lord, whom
the world's wise and great sentenced
Their ignorance was a
to the cross.
partial excuse (see Luke xxiii. 34, Acts
xiii. 27)
but it was guilty, like that of
;

Rom.

i.

18

f.

The

crucifiers fairly re-

Mark
presented worldly governments.
the paradox, resembling Peter's in Acts
"
iii. 15
Crux servorum supplicium eo
Dominum glorias affecerunt" (Bg.). The
of
levity
philosophers in rejecting the
cross of Christ was only surpassed by
the stupidity of politicians in inflicting
it; in both acts the wise of the age
proved themselves fools, and God thereby

—

:

—

For cl
brought them to ruin (i. 28).
.
.
.
dv, stating a hypothesis contrary

oI8a had reached, but
implying, as that does not, a process
has come to know, won the knowledge of.
01 dpxovTcs k.t.X., repeated with emfrom ver. 6 sc. "the rulers of
phasis
this (great) age," of the world in its

modus tollens of logic),
see Bn. § 248 and cf. xi. 31.
Ver. 9 confirms by the language of
Scripture (icaOws Yevpairrai) what has
The verse is open to
just been said.
It
constructions
three different
(i)
seems best to treat the relatives, a, otra,
as in apposition to the foregoing fjv
clauses of w. 7, 8 (the form of the pro-

perceived" all blind to the significance of the rise of Christianity.
a pf., approaching the pr. sense

has

eyvwKcv,
(novi)

—

which

—

—

of exlength of history and fulness
perience (see x. 11, and note cf. Eph. i.
;

to past fact (the
;

:
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ee

dfs a

° av

ixiv'

andlxv.i6«

Rom.

9

'

OOK

5s
'

xi.

10.

Ka

^

°

s
'

Kal

tJkoihtc

g

0eo$ tois

•

8 (Deut.

'

AXXA

-nroiiuurev 6

below),
e

'

2

HpXv 8e

Y € YP a7rTai
itrl

'^|>6aX|Aos ouk ctSc Kal

f

KapSiai'

dvairwartK
*

3 h

6 0c6s

*"* A

>

n.

*

dy0poj7rou

auToV

dircKdXu^e

3

ouk 'df^prj, a

1

".

'Sid tou

rWu.aTOS auTOu 4

'

-

If t xffc
13,

Acts

xxviii.

i

1

R™«a.

w,r«,

2

8c,

v. 5, viii.

;

:

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

ABC, Clem. Rom.,

Cyr., Hier.

a,

fr$DGLP,

etc.,

with

oon is easily corrupted into a, not vice versd ; and
clauses would make against o«ra in copying.

and Syrian
in pari,

f Hebraism
Acts vii. 23 Is. lxv. 17; Jer. in. 16. With ev, Lk.
Rom. viii. 28 Mt. xxii. 37 and Lk. x. 27 (Deut. vi. 5) 1 Jo. iv. 20 f., . 2;
h HL 13, xiv. 30; Rom. i. 17; Gal. i. 16, iii. 23; Eph. iii. 5 Mt. xi. 25, xiii
11
jb. ii
Acts 1. 2, xxi. 4.
[6; Pb. i. 19; 2 Tim. i. 14; Tit. iii. 5
Ept

(Is. vi. 10).

27

xxiv. 38.
g viii. 3
Lk. xL 42; Jo. v. 42.

yo p,

.

Ff.

many

;

Western

the simple relative

B, 37 and seven minuscc, sah. cop., Clem., Bas., Euthal. ; W.H., Tr. mg.
Sc is
etc., latt. vg. syrr., Or., Ath., Did., etc. ; Tisch., Tr. txt.

^ACDGLP,

superficially easier; -yap intrinsically better.
3
all oldest verss. exc. sah.
;
aireKa.Xv\J/«v o 6. all uncc. exc.

L

:

4

Om. avrov fc$*ABC.

Add *vtov ^cDGL,

noun being dictated by the LXX original),
and thus supplying a further obj. to the
emphatically repeated Xa.Xovp.cv of w. 6,
7: "but (we speak),, as it is written,
things which eye," etc. (so Er., Mr.,
Hn., Al., Ed., El., Bt.). (2) Hf., Ev., after
Lachmann, prefix the whole sentence to
but this subdircKaXvtj/cv of ver. 10
ordination requires the doubtful reading
;

yap) in ver. 10, to which it improperly extends the ref. of the formula
Ko0u>5 YCYpamrai, while it breaks the
8c*

(for

continuity between the quotation and
the foregoing assertions (cf. i. 19, 31).
and others, see
(3) Bg., D.W., Gd., Lt.,
an anacoluthon here, and supply Iotiv,
the
a peg for the
as
like,
factum est, or
ver. to hang upon, as in Rom. xv. 3
"
But, as it is written, (there have come

—

which eye,"

to pass) things

etc.

This,
however, seems needless after the prominent XaXovu,€v, and weakens the concatenation of w. 6-9. The aXXa follows
on the ovScis of ver. 8, as aXXa in ver. 7
the ov of ver. 6.
The
(see note) on
entire sentence may be thus arranged

—

:

XoXovjacv 0cov <ro<piav

.

.

.

airoKC-

t.

KpVfJL}JL£VT|V,

fjv

4jv

irpowpurcv 6 0eos k.t.X.,
ov8«ls

t.

apxovTuv

CyVWKV K.T.X.

AXXa ... a

6<J>9aA|xos

.

.

.

•

ok cI8cv

.

.

aya-

The words

cited do not appear, connectOf the four clauses,
edly, in the O.T.
1 st, 2nd, and
4th recall Isai. lxiv. 4 f.
(Heb., 3 f.) after the Hebrew text the
3rd occurs in a similar strain in Isai. lxv.
see other parls.
In
17 (LXX, 16)

—

;

;

;

Western and Syrian.

thought, as Hf. and Bt. point out, this
passage corresponds to Isai. lxiv. in P.
God does, as in Isaiah He is besought
to do, things unlocked for by the world,
to the confusion of its unbelief; in each
:

case these things are done for fit persons Isaiah's " him that waiteth for
Him," etc., being translated into Paul's
" those that love Him "
iiroLi]<rev is

—

;

changed

to

in

conformity
with irpowpio-cv (7).
A further analogy
"
terrible things in
appears between the
"
which the prophet forerighteousness
sees in the coming theophany, and the
" the
Karapyciv that P. announces for
rulers of this world ".
Clement of Rome
TjToiu,ao-ev,

(ad Cor., xxxiv. 8) cites the text briefly as
a Christian saying, but reverts from Paul's
t. dya-rruio-iv to the Isaianic t. viropcvovariv ewrrdV, manifestly identifying the O.

and N.T. sayings.

Or. wrote (on Matt, xxvii. 9), " In nullo

regulari libro hoc positum invenitur, nisi
"
in Secretis Eli a prophetce
a lost Apocryphum ; Jerome found the words both
in the Ascension of Isaiah and the Apocalypse of Elias, but denies Paul's indebtedness to these sources ; and Lt. makes
out (see note, ad loc.) that these books
were later than Paul. Origen's suggestion has been adopted by many expositors,

—

this is only an
but is really needless
extreme example of the Apostle's freedom
in adopting and combining O.T. sayings
whose substance he desires to use. The
Gnostics quoted the passage in favour of
their method of esoteric teaching.
Sera, of the last clause, is a climax to
& of the first " so many things as God
"
cf.
prepared for those that love Him
a Cor. i. 20, Phil. iv. 8, for the pronomi;

.

00-a TjTOLu.ao-€v 6 Oeos r.
irwcrtv avT«5v.

the

etc.

—

:
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9— II.
k

to yAp n^eujia irdn-a
^pcoKo, Kal tA
oISck dKOpwTrwK to, "too "
d^epwirou, €i

L in

-

111.

fcph.

generic

Rom.
Lk.

1

f3<£6r)
fiTj

too &cou.

to ? weOu-a

c

1.

o

>

p a

~

•

p,rj

k

Rom
»•

6>0pw-

«

viii -

:

J?

52; Rev.

to Oeujia

lR0m.xi.33;

..

m With

w

a,

xiii. ai.

N AB*C.

So elsewhere

^ABCDP,

in

Euthal., Bas.

N.T.

(G

eyvw).

clause of the verse.

—

In rjToCuacrcv k.t.X. Paul is
not thinking so much of the heavenly
note
on 86|a, 7), as of the
glory (see
magnificence of blessing, undreamed of
in former ages, which comes already to
believers in Christ (cf. i. 5-7).
t. dyair.
avTov affirms the moral precondition for
this full blessedness (cf. John xiv. 23)
a
further designation of the ayioi, irurrevovtcs, kXtjtoi, 4kXcktoI of chap. i.
The Revealing Spirit, ii. 10§ 8.
The world's rulers committed the
iii. 2.
frightful crime of "crucifying the Lord
of glory," because in fact they have only
•'the spirit of the world," whereas "the
"
informs His messengers
Spirit of God
(10-12), who communicate the things of
nal idiom.

—

—

His grace in language taught them by
His Spirit and intelligible to the spiritual
For the like reason the Cor.
(13-16).
are at fault in their Christian views, being
as yet but half-spiritual men (iii. 1-3).
Ver. 10. The true reading, -quiv "Y*P
links this ver. to the foregoing
(cf. i. 26),
" For to us
(being
by way of illustration
of those that love Him) God revealed
(them), through the Spirit": cf. i. 18,
viii. 3, xiii. 2, 1 John iv. 7; also oireica:

Xv4>6t] t. dyiois

dirooToXois k.t.X., Eph.

indicating the like ethical recepti-

5,

el

yap

mn

Tou

human

47; Jo.

1.

.«•

1 1, tis

m

18, in this connexion ; Rev. 11. 24, only other inst. of plural.
Cf. Judith viii. 14.
art. in sing., Mt. xv. 11 ff., and in the
n v. 3 f., xiv 14:
expression o vios tov ew0,»«7rov.
9, viii. 16, xii. 11 ; somewhat frequently in P. of
spirit: also Acts xvii. 16, xix. ax:

€yra»K6v,

first

iii.

'

to iv auTw; outw Kal Td tou 6€oG ouocls ©toey 2

•rrou

2

1

781

oiScr, L, etc., conforming to

the complementary truth concerning the
relation of Father and Spirit, see Rom.
viii. 27.
The Spirit is the organ of

mutual understanding between man and
God. P. conceives of Him as internal
to the inspired man, working with and
through, though immeasurably above his
faculties (see
etc.).

iii.

16,

to, pd0rj (pi.

Rom.

viii.

16, 26,

of noun pdOos) are

those inscrutable regions, below

all

that

"the eye sees" and that "comes up
into the heart of a man " (9), where
God's plans for mankind are developed
cf. Rom. xi. 33 ff., Eph. 1. 9 ff., iii. 18,
and by contrast Rev. ii. 24. These deeplaid counsels centre in Christ, and are
shared by Him (Matt. xi. 27, John v. 20,
xvii. 10, 25)
so that it is one thing to
have the Spirit who " sounds the deeps
"
of God
and to " have the mind of
:

;

Christ

"

The like profound

(16).

insight

claimed, in virtue of his possessing
the Holy Spirit, by the writer of the
Wisdom of Solomon (vii.), but in a vircpoxT)
Xoyov Kal o-odnas that goes to discredit
the assumption cf. also Sirach xiii. 18.
The attributes there assigned to the
"
half- personified
Wisdom," N.T. theology divides between Christ and the
is

;

Spirit

in

their

several

offices

towards

and

The "Spirit" is apprehended
Wisdom under physical rather than,

•ViroKaXinj/iv ftvcrrnpiov,

by Paul, under psychological analogies.
Ver. 11. "For amongst men, who
knows (oIScv) the things of the man,

echoes iv

dir€icdXu>|/ev

vity.

p.vo-TTjpta>

t. diroK€Kpvp.p.6VT)v (7), signifying a
supernatural disclosure (see notes on i.
7, xiv. 6) ; cf. esp. Rom. xvi. 25, Kara

in

w.

connexion with

6

and Eph.

i.
17
above. The
the advent of

f.

to
Christianity, "the revelation given to
Christians as an event that began a new
epoch in the world's history" (Ed.).

tense

The

(aor.)

points

—

— "for

the Spirit investigates everything "(iravra ipavv£),
He discloses,
even the depths of God
ovk dyvoCas, dXX*
for He first discovers
d.Kpif3ov<; yvwerews to ifttwav SciktikoV
(Cm.). The phrase describes an IntelliSpirit reveals,

—

gence

everywhere

penetrating

(cf.

Ps.

:

active,
exxxix.

everywhere
j-7).

For

man.

in

as

except the spirit of the man that is
within him ? So also the things of God
none has perceived (?yvo>K€v), except the
Far from being otiose,
Spirit of God."
dv6pc!nrb>v is emphatic: P. argues from
human to Divine personality ; each heart

of man has its secrets (tol tov dvSpunrov) ;
" nor even the dearest
soul, and next our
own, knows "half the reasons why we
there is a corresponding
smile or sigh
region of inner personal consciousness
with God (to, tov ©€ov). As the man's
own spirit lifts the veil and lights th«
;
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°

T0 " eeoC

fs^Acts'
viii. 15

q

2

X a P tar^^VTa

:

•

/ «*'

Tim.

i.

12

-

W^s

'

£XXct TO p rifeu/jia to

ff.,

7.

8c

OU TO •TT^Gfia too koVu-ou °£Xdpou.€t',
p

ck too

0€oC, iVa clSwjxei/

13. & Kal XaXou/iek, ouk iv

•

'HH-lk

ao<})ias Xoyois,

-n-tKif]?

p

ii.

AXX* cV

r

otto tou

to,

T

*

BtSaKTOts

0€ou

'

oiociktois

dy0p«1

riveu/JiaTOs 'Aytou,

"weu-

KOO>J.OV,

p Rev. xi. 11 airo in same connexion, vi. 19; napa, Jo. xv. 26.
cf. Eph.
q Passive,
Ph. i. 29; Phm. 22; Acts iii. 14; cf. Rom. viii. 32; Gal. iii. 18; Ph. ii. 9; Acts xxvii. 24.
r Jo.
vi. 45 (Isa. liv. 13); cf. 1 Th. iv. 9.
s iv. 3, x. 13; Rom. vi. 19; Jas. iii. 7; 1 Pet. ii. 13 Num. v. 6
u iii. 1, xiv. 37; Gal. vi. 1.
See ver. 4.
ii 2.

/t.i. ;

;

;

t

Om. a 7 1 o v

1

all

The

uncc. but D<=LP.

recesses penetrable by no reasoning from
without, so God's Spirit must communicate His thoughts, or we shall never
know them. This reserve belongs to the
rights of self-hood. Paul's axiomatic saying assumes the personality of God, and

—

affinity to God
does not in this

man's
P.

grounded therein.
analogy limit the

"Aviov riv€V|Aa by human conditions, nor
reduce Him to a mere Divine selfconsciousness (to ck tov 0eov, 12,
guards us against this); the argument
is a minori ad majus (as in Gal. iii. 15,

Rom.

Luke

v. 7,

and valid for the
The Ap. ascribes to

xi. 13),

point in question.
a man a natural irv€vp.a (cf. v. 5, 1
Thess. v. 23), which manifests itself in
vovs and o-wciStjo-is (Rom. ii. 15, vii.
see Cr. on these terms), akin
25, etc.
to and receptive of the llvcvpa 0cov
but not till quickened by the latter is the
irvcvpa dv6p«Sirov regnant in him, so that
the man can be called irvcvuciTiKcis (see
note on 15). On olScv, as diff. from
" while oI8a
lyvwKcv, see note to ver. 8
is simple and absolute, yivua-Ka is relative, involving more or less the idea of a
"
(Lt):" "no one
process of examination
has by
has got to know to. tov Gcov
searching (10) found Him out (Job xi. 7,
;

;

—

:

—

—

John xvii. 25) only His own
and therefore reveals Him.
Spirit knows,
" But we " ;
Ver. 12. "npcis 8c",
cf. the
emphatic ^|xXv of ver. 10 (see note) and

xxiii. 9, etc.

the

;

&

T|p.6is

of

1.

23, standing in con-

and 8-uvclto! of the
"
the
world. The koVjios whose " spirit
is that whose
"did
not
receive,"
App.
trast

with the

o-oqSol

"wisdom God has reduced
(i.

20

Lord"

(8)

as the
its

whose "rulers

f.),
,

its spirit is

to folly"
crucified the

broadly conceived

power animating the world

God

antipathy to

[cf.

2 Cor.

iv.

in
4,

31, etc., 1 John
iv.
Others (Est., Cv., Bz., Hn.,
1-6).
Sm.) read the phrase in a more abstract

Eph.

ii.

2,

— perhaps
entia

John

xii.

too modern

mundana

et

— sense,

saecularis,"

"sapi-

or "the

world-consciousness" (Hf.), or "l'esprit

insertion is

a Syrian emendation.

de l'humanitS . .
ce que les Pai'ens
appellent la muse et qui se concentre
dans les genies" (Gd.).
"(Not the
spirit of the world we received), but the
which
is
from
Spirit
(issues from
ck,
.

—

:

antitheton €v, Bg.) God" (compare <I>s
4k ©€ov, 2 Cor. ii. 17) the phrase recalls
the teaching of Jesus in John xiv. 26,
xv. 26; see also Rom. v. 5, Gal. iv. 6.
"
" The
breathes in
spirit of the world
men who are a part of the world " the
"
visits
us
Spirit that is from God
;

;

from another sphere, bringing knowledge
of things removed from natural apprehension (see Isa. Iv. 9). eXaPopev implies actual, objective receiving (taking),
iii. 8, xi. 23, etc.
Iva eL8wp.€v k.t.X.
and cf. the em,
(see note on oX8a,
o!8a
of
2
Cor.
v.
phatic
1, 2 Tim. i. 12)

—

as in

n

—a

word here

bold

—"that

we may

know

(certo scire, Cv.) the things that
God were bestowed in His grace

by
upon us",

to. x a P to"® €VTa » aor.
ptp.,
points to the historic gifts of God to men

Christ, which would have been idle
boons without the Spirit enabling us to
"know" them: cf. Eph. i. 17 if., fvo
in

Swjj

.

.

.

Xapi^ojAoi
XapLo-fj.a,

irvevfia

.

.

.

t.

ets

clScvai.

deal in x*pi? see note on
7), to grant by way of grace,
:

(to
1.

in unmerited

favour

(cf.

esp.

Rom.

viii.

32, Gal. iii. 18).
Ver. 13. a teal Xa.XoOp.cv the vb. of 6,
7 (see note) there opposed to pvorT-rjpiov,
" which
here to clSwpev (cf. John iii. n)
"
things indeed we speak out
knowing
these great things of God, we tell them
(cf. John xviii. 20 ; also 2 Cor. iv. 2 ff.,

—

:

—

;

Luke xii. 2 f., Acts xxvi. 16). P. has no
esoteric doctrines, to be whispered to a
select circle; if the WXeioi and ttv€vpaTiKo! alone comprehend his Gospel,
that is not due to reserve on his part.
" The koI
XaXovpcv makes it clear that
P. does not mean (in 6 and iii. 1 f.) to
his
distinguish two sorts of Gospel ;
preaching has always the entire truth
for its content, but expressed suitably to
"
the growth of his hearers
(Hn.).

12

—
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14-

w

1 T

783

W

^"X

1* *
fxanKots
TT^€ujxaTiKa
auyKptyon-es14a^pwiros
y
8eY6Tat tcI toC n^eujxaTos tou Gcou • * ~
ixwpia
yap
r
r auTwl loru7
»

v

i.

3, v. 19, vi.

Jas. ni. 15
and 2 Th.

;

12

Col.

;

i.

16

9, iii.

Jude 19 four times
z See 1. 18.
;

1

*veu|*aTiicw«

:

1

;

in

Pet.

ii.

w

5.

B, 17

so

;

utterance agrees with
the character of the revealing Spirit:
ovk ev SiSaKTOi? av8pwjrtvT|s croduas
"
\6yoiq, aXX* ev SiSaKToXs k.t.X.
(which
things we speak out), not in humanbut
in
words,
wisdom-taught
(words)
verba rem sequuntur
Spirit-taught"
The
opposed
gens,
depend
(Wetstein).
on 8t8oKTois, denoting agent with vbl.
a construction somewhat rare, but
adj.

—

—

(so in

John

vi.

45, Isa.

liv.

13

;

diff. in

1 Mace. iv. 7, SiSaKTol iroXepov)
they
are anarthrous, signifying opposite kinds
in
earlier
Gr.
of wisdom.
8iSo.kto?
meant what can or ought to be taught;
;

—

later,
i.

is taught (cf. -yvwoTds, Rom.
Paul affirms that his words in

what

19).

matters of revelation, as well as thoughts,
were taught him by the Spirit; he
in some sense, verbal inspiraIn an honest mind thought and
language are one, and whatever determines the former must mould the latter.
Cor. critics complained both of the imperfection of Paul's dialect (2 Cor. x. 10
see 1 above) and of the poverty of his
arrive
ideas; here is his rejoinder.
thus at the explanation of the obscure

claims,

tion.

:

We

clause,

—

irvcviiaTiKoXs

irvevp-aTiica

<rvv-

KpivovTes, combining spiritual things
with spiritual, wedding kindred speech
to thought (for the ptp. qualifies XaXovjmv) so Er., Cv., Bz., D.W., Mr., Hn.,
"with spiritual phrase
Lt., El., Bt.
matching spiritual truth" (Ev.). Ver.
:

;

13 asserts the correspondence of Aposutterance and thought; in ver. 14
P. passes to the correspondence of men
and things. Other meanings are found
tolic

for crvvicpivci),

and irvevpariKots may be

masc. as well as neut. ; thus the following variant renderings are deduced: (1)
comparing sp. things with sp. (Vg., E.V.,
Ed.) forming them into a correlated
system ; (2) interpreting, or proving, sp.

—

things by sp.—sc. O.T. types by N.T.

fulfilments (Cm. and Ff.) ; (3) adapting,
or appropriating, sp. things to sp. men
Olshausen, Gd.), with some strain
(Est.,

upon the
to sp.

vb.

men

;
(4) interpreting sp. things
(Bg., Ruckert, Hf., Stanley,

The

last

explanation
the sequel; but
plausible, in view of
Al.,

Sm.).

A

W.H. mg.

The mode of

cl.

2 Cor. x. 12

;

Lk. and Acts in this sense.

is
it

"'

x>
j

ou

x
i-

3

Rorc.i.ii',
vii.14, XV.

see note below.
x xv.V^fr
r Thrice in 2 Cor., and in 1

good binary group.

misses the real point of ver. 13, and is
not clearly supported by the usage of
"means properly to
orwvKpiv<i», which
combine, as Siatcpivw to separate" (Lt.).
Ver. 14. With the App. all is spiritual

—words

and thoughts; for this very
of the world reject their
" But a natural man
does not
teaching

reason

men
:

God "
Rom. viii. 5 John xv. 18-21, 1 John
Of the vbs. for receiving, Xap,pdv«

accept the things of the Spirit of
{cf.
iv. 5).—

(12)

;

regards

manner and
(see

parls.)

"non

the

object, Se'xopcu the
of the act to welcome
there is no receptivity

—

spirit
;

—

vult admittere" (Bg.).
^vx 1 *^?*
in all N.T. instances, has a
disparaging
to
sense, being opposed
irvevpa-riKcSs (as
ijniXTi is not to irv£vp.a), and almost syn.
with o-dptcivos or o-apKLKos (iii. I

—

f.).

The term is in effect privative 6 p.o'v^v
t. ep<j)VToy ical av0pwirivr|V o*vv6o~iv €xwv
(Cm.), "quemlibet hominem solis naturae
"
praeditum
(Cv.),
positive
evil
being implied by consequence.
Adam's body was iJ/vxikoV, as not yet
charged, like that of Christ, with the

—

facultatibus

Divine irvevpa (xv. 44-49. syn. with
Xoikos, and contrasted with eirovpdvios).
" The word was coined
by Aristotle
(Eth. Nic, III., x., 2) to distinguish the
of
the
such
as ambition
soul,
pleasures
and desire for knowledge, from those of
the body (-fjSovai <rci>p,aTiica{)." " Similarly Polybius, and Plutarch (de Plac.
Phil., i., 9: \)/vxiKal x a P°"> o-&>p,OTiKol
" Contrasted
with the aicpaT-rjs,
TjSovai).
the \|m>xikos is the noblest of men. But
to the irv€vp.aTiicbs he is related as the
"
natural to the supernatural
see
(Ed.
This epithet, therefore, deCr., s. v.).
scribes to the Cor. the unregenerate
nature at its best, the man commended
in philosophy, actuated by the higher
thoughts and aims of the natural life
not the sensual man (the animalis of the
Vg.), who is ruled by bodily impulse.
Yet the \J/vxiko$, p.7j cx^v irvcvpo (Jude
19), may be lower than the arapKucos,
where the latter, as in iii. 3 and Gal. v.
17, 25, is already touched but not fully
assimilated by the life-giving llvevpa.
p.a>pta yap avii k.t.X., rendered by
:

—

—

Krenkel

(Beitrdge,

pp.

379

ff.),

"For
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7 84
aRev.xiJJ.
3, x.

25,27.

Lk.

xxi'ii.

five

times

Ka\

fl

1

2
it

;

wdrra,

dvaitpiK€t fieV

16.

*

Rom.

Tts

xi.

y£p lyKW Kouy

34; */•

1

•

drnKpiycTai
15.
auTO? 8c uir' ouSc^o?

Wtad.

3

6 8c

d Eph.

Ix. 13.

Am-

d

8$

Kupi'ou,

b

aufApijBdaei ciutoV;
Col. H.

ir. 16;

19

*,

;

Acts

ix. aa,

#
Ver. 15 omd in N* and harl. , by homaoteleuton, avaicpivf Tat being repeated in
14 and 15 (cf. txtl. note on i. 27).

Om.

with
8

2

TTKcujiaTiicos
tcpivtrai.

X5— 16.

ureufiaTiicws

k

c Is. xl. 13
in Acts.
xvi. 10, xix. 33.

w.

b

SuraTcu yiwai, Sti

"

II.

ACDG N*BLP,

ficv

;

etc «» insert

The foregoing

it.

would condemn

8c

stylists.

Ta iravra

:

ACD # P,

copies that omit

jicv,

17

;

W.H. mg.

substitute for

it

xavra,

(bracketed),

to.

^*BGL,

The

etc.

chief

before wavxa.

*

know

belongs (cleaves) to him, and he
cannot perceive that he is spiritually
searched" (cf. xiv. 24 ff., dvaicpivcTai)
an ingenious and grammatically possible
translation, but not consistent with the

cerned

of p.wp£a in ch. i. to the
emphatic
world's judgment on the Gospel, nor
"
with the fact that " the things of God
are the all(o-ocftta 0eov, irvcvpanicd)
commanding topic of this paragraph.
adhere therefore to the common
" For to him
they are folly
rendering
and he cannot perceive (them), for (it is)
"
and he
spiritually (that) they are tried
For Yvwvai, see note on
is unspiritual.

philosopher both practise
both are conscious of standing superior
to all judgment from without
but the
ground of this superiority, and the inferences drawn from it, are equally opposed

folly

—

ref.

We

:

;

—

—

lyvwKcv (8). 'AvaKpivw must be distinguished from Kpivw, to judge, deliver
a verdict; and from Siaicpivw, to discern,
distinguish diff. things; it signifies to
examine, inquire into, being syn. on the
one side with cpawdco of ver. 10, and on
the other with 8oKip.d£« of 1 Thess. v.
21 (see parls. ; also Lt. ad loc, and in
" dvdhis Fresh Revision*, pp. 69 ff.)
Kpuris was an Athenian law-term for a
preliminary investigation corresponding
mutatis mutandis to the part taken in
English law-proceedings by the Grand
Jury" (cf. Acts xxv. 26). The Gospel
appears on its trial before the tJruxiKot;
like the Athenian philosophers, they give
it
a first hearing, but they have no
:

—

to test it by.
The inquiry is
ab initio, by the incompetence
of the jury. The unspiritual are out of
court as religious critics; they are deaf
men judging music.
Ver. 15. " But the spiritual man tries
"
a maxim resembling,
(tests) everything
perhaps designedly, the Stoic dicta con" the wise man ". Paul sees " in
cerning
the rivevixa, the Divine power creatively
working in the man and imparted to
him, the Kpinjpiov for the right estimate
of persons and things, Divine and human.
The Stoa on its part was intently con-

organon

stultified,

—

to

to

which man

Epictetus,

judged by

found
the moral use of Reason.

II., xiii.,

criterion in

The

the standard according
man (Arrian'

is

Christian

16)

.

believer

.

.

this

it

.

.

.

and the Stoic
an dvaKpivciv
;

;

in the two cases.
The Stoic's judgment
on the world leads him, under given conditions,

suicide

to

('

The door

stands

the Christian's judgment
open,' Epict.)
on the world leads to the realisation of
the victory of the children of God"
:

—irdvTa

(not every one, but neut.
quite general everything ; cf., for
the scope of this faculty, vi. 2 f., x. 15,

(Hn.).

—

pi.) is
1
ii.

Thess.
2.

v. 21, 1 John ii. 20 f., iv. 1, Rev.
Aristotle (Eth. Nic, III., iv.) says

of 6 cnrovS&Xos (the man of character),
cKaora icptvei 6p6ws, tea! cV cKdcrrois
Ta\T]9cs av-rw <|>aiv6Tai . . . ucirep

icavuv teat peVpov avTuv &v
Plato, De
Rep., iii., 409 D (quoted by Ed.), ascribes
the same universally critical power to
Paul's irvcvpanicos judges in
Tj dpenf.
virtue of a Divine, all-searching Presence
within him
Aristotle's o-irovSaios, in
virtue of his personal qualities and attainments.
Paul admirably displays in
this Ep. the powers of the irvcvpaTiicos as
6 dvaicptvwv itovto.
There are, of
course, limits to the exercise of the
dvaicpiveiv, in the position and opportunities of the individual.
;

;

avTOs Bk vir' ovSevos dvaicpivcTai,
" while he himself is
put on trial by
none," since none other possesses the
probe of truth furnished by the i1vevp.a
to Ik tov 0cov the irvcvpaTiicos stands
on a height from which he overlooks the
world, and is overlooked only by God.
The statement is ideal, holding good of
"
" the
as, and so far as, he
spiritual man

—

;
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III. I.

rj/j-tLs

8c vovv Xpicrrou

XaXrjaai

r\huvr\Qr\v

1

ufiii'

III.

exofxev.
n

w?

1

3

Kvpiov,

k a y a»

16; in

BD*G

:

all

Kal

2

€

Y w,

irveuficmKOis, &XX' us
vii.

2

I.

(an untrustworthy group)
uncc. but the Syrian L.

<ropKivots, NBC*D*. 17, 67**.
Cf. Rom. vii. 14, Heb. vii. 16.

:

LXX,

2

7*5
doeX^oi, ouk

*

3

conformed

trapKiKois,

*•£•";

us

crapiciKoTs,

a Chr. zxxii. 8; Ezek.

*

S

zi. 19,

or

"J;?

xxxvi. 36.

to pari, sentence.

DcGLP

;

late

Western and

Syrian.

is

Where

such.

(iii.

1),

measure of the
ine,

it

is

judgment

is

ordpicivos
vitiated ;

he puts himself within the

to that extent
iv. 5).

a Christian

his spiritual

\J/vx<.k6s (cf.

1

John

If fi^v, after dvatcpivei,

throws into stronger

iii.

i,

be genurelief the

superiority of the man of the Spirit to
he holds the
unspiritual judgment :

touchstone and is the world's trier, not
the world his.
This exemption P. will
claim for himself, on further grounds, in
iv. 3 ff.
'Avaicpiva>, used by P. nine times

—

and in no other, was probably
favourite expression with the over" criticism "
weening Cor. like
to-day.
Ver. 16. Of the three clauses of Isa.
xl. 13, P. adopts in Rom. xi. 34 the 1st
and 2nd, here the 1st and 3rd in both
instances from the
(which renders
the Heb. freely), in both instances without the icaOws •yfypairrai of formal
&s <rvvf3i|3a<rci ovt«5v (qui inquotation.
structurns sit eunt, Bz. : on the rel. pron.
with fut. ind. of contemplated result, see
in this Ep.,

a

—

;

LXX

—

Kriiger's Gr. Sprachl., I., § 53, 7, Anm.
;
Bn., § 318) indicates the Divine superiority to creaturely correction, which

8

claim of
156.
—Ivv|3iPa£uenormous
means
bring together,

justifies the

ver.

(1) to

combine (Col. ii. 2, etc.) ; (2) to compare,
gather, prove by putting things together
(Acts xvi. 10) ; (3) widened in later Gr.
The proto the sense to teach, instruct.
phet pointed in evidence of God's incomparable wisdom and power to the vastness
of creation, wherein lie unimaginable resources for Israel's redemption, that forbid
Here too the vovs in question
despair.
is God's infinite wisdom, directing man's
salvation through inscrutable ways (6-9)
but the Apostle's contention is that this
" mind "
inspires the organs of revelation
(10 ff.), and its superiority to the judgment of the world is relatively also
theirs (14 ff.).
Paul translates the vovv
Kvpiov of Isaiah into his own vovv
to him these minds are identiXpio-rov
;

;

—

vov$ serves his turn better than
(EL).
the literal irvcvpa of the original (ruach)
the intellectual side of the irvcvpa is concerned, the 0ciov oftpa (see note on vovs,
i.
For the emphatic Tjpeis, cf. w.
10).
10, 12, and notes; for the anarthrous
note
on ver. 4 ; vovv X. is quasinouns,
" it is
Christ's mind no
predicative
other that we have ".
cxopev is not to
be softened into perspectam habemus,
novimus (Gr.)
Christ lives and thinks
in the irvcvpanicds (vi. 17, 2 Cor. xiii. 3 ff.,
etc. ; John xv. 1-8) ; the unio
mystica is
the heart of Paul's experience.
Chapter III. Ver. 1. Ko/yw, dScXThe Ap. returns to the strain of ii.
4>oi
1-5, speaking now not in general terms
of T|p.€t<;, 01 Te'Xeioi, etc. ; but definitely of
the Cor. and himself. They demonstrate,
unhappily, the incapacity of the unThe koA
spiritual for spiritual things.
carries us back to ii. 14
natural
man does not receive the things of God
.
.
., and I (accordingly) could not utter
(them) to you as to spiritual (men), but
as to men of flesh ". Yet the Cor. were
not vJ/^xikoi (see note, ii. 14).
For
and on the recepXaX-rjo-ai, see ii. 6
tivity of the irvevjAaTiicos, ii. 13 ff.
Cf.
;

—

—

:

—

:

:

"A

;

Rom.

viii.

5-9

:

01 tcai-d irvevpa ov-res

tov rivevp.aT09 <j>povowiv.

— (ovk

Trvevp.aTi.KOts), dXX'

.

.

.

to
u>s

" on

<I>s
crapKivois
the contrary, (I was obliged to speak to
"
as
to
men
flesh
of
you)
grammatical
as
well
as
the
zeugma,
breviloquence
affirmative " I was able," carried over
from the negative clause ovk tj8vvtj0t|v,
" I was
passes into the kindred
obliged,"
that is necessarily understood (cf. Eph.
iv. 29) ; ver. 7, vii. 19, x. 24, are similarly
expressed, without the zeugma. 2opkivos (see parls.) differs from o-apiciico'?
(3, ix. 11, etc.) as carneus from carnalis,
fleischern from fleischlich (as leathern
from leathery)
ivos implying nature
and constitution (iv o-apid clvai), -ikos
tendency or character (koto, crdpica elvai).
So o-dpiuvos is associated with vrjirisee
ottjs, o-apKiKos with £tjXo$ koI epi?

(cf. Matt. xi. 27, John v. 20, etc.).
Such interchanges betray his " innermost
"
conviction of the Godhead of Christ
Trench,
VOL. IL
50

cal

—

—

:

—

:

—

:

Syn.,

§ lxx.

The

distinction
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b

b

xiii. ii,

xiv. ao

Rom.
20

;

1

yap

ii.

Gal.

^8ui/aa8€.
f

3. ''AXX*

iv. i, 3 ;
Eph. iv.

14;

nrjmois iv Xpurrw

outtw

h

Th.

oiroo

tV

yAp

3

ouT€

•

2.

in.

d

ydXa

upuis

ical

ewOTiaa,

J

00

•

ppwjjia

2
4

£ri

koi'

JfjXos

ical 'cpts

6

f

eVi yap
e*arcaapKucoi
Kal 6 Sixooracriai,* ovy). 'crapici-

8uVoa9e,

'

6p,ii>

A

ii.7;Heb.
v. 13;

Mt.

Rom,

xii.

Lk. x. 21 Ps.
8; Mt. x. 42.

c ix.
Heb. v. 12 £; 1 Pet. ii. 2.
d xii. 13,
j;
e In sing., viii. 8, 13, x. 3; Rom. xiv. 15, 2<
Jo. iv. 34
Lk. xxiii. 15.
In
this
sense, 2 Cor. i.
g
Heb ix. 16, x. 18 Ja. iii. 16 2 Pet. ii. 11
13; 2 Cor. xii. 20; Gal. v. 20; Sir. xl. 5. f>j\os alone, in this use, Acts v. 17, xiii. 45 Ja.
xi. 25, xxi. 16;

20; Rev. xiv.

xviii. 8.

;

f (aAA.' ov5e), iv. 3; 2 Cor. vii. 12; Gal. ii. 3; Acts xix. 2
h In the like sense, Col. iii. 1
12, X. 4; I Pet. ii. 11.
i

Rom.
iii.

xiii.

[

;

;

;

;

14, 16.

epic,

a1

see

1

Otn. k

3

c8vvacr8c:

3

ov 8

c

:

i.

11.

NABGP,

all

all

I 7»

v g« svr cop. Ins. kgu DGL,
DL. Yet all but C have

etc.

'

uncc. but

B om.

4

uncc. but L.

m,

:

Western interpolation

tj8vvt|6t|v in ver. 1.

bracketed by Lachm. and

W.H.

read o-apmvoi (twice), in conformity with ver. 1
G reads, perversely
orapKiKois there instances of Western license.
6
0m. Kai Sixoo-rao-iai all uncc. but DGL. Harmonistic importation from
Gal. v. 20.
8

D*G

;

:

in
is one of standpoint, not of degree
" flesh " rethe o-apKivos the original
mains (a sort of excuse, as in Rom. vii.
the crapiciKos manifests its disposi14)
Both words may, or may not (ix.
tion.
11, 2 Cor. iii. 3), connote the sinful, according to the crap I in question.
:

;

The apposed <I>s vijirtois ev Xpio-Tw
softens, almost tenderly, the censure : the
"
Cor. are " in Christ ; they possess, in
a measure, His Spirit; but they are
" babes in
Christ," not fairly grown out
"
the
Gal. v.
of " the flesh
13-18)

(cf.

;

new

nature in them is still confronted
with the old. The vijmoi are the opp.
of the rcXeioi (ii. 6 see other pads.).
" I could not "
suggests that Paul had
attempted to carry his Cor. converts
further, but had failed.
"
I
Ver. 2.
(Since you were babes),
"
a
gave you milk to drink, not meat
common figure for the simpler and more
solid forms of instruction contrasted (see
The teaching of 1 Thess. (see ii.
parls.).
7 f.) is yaXa as compared with the
Ppwfia of Rom. or Coloss. so the Synoptics, in comparison with the Fourth
The zeugma eiroTwra . . .
Gospel.
Ppupa is natural in Paul's conversational
ovirw yap
see ix. 7, per contra.
style
" for not
!8vva<r6c
yet (while I was
with you) were you equal to it ". This
absolute use of Svvapoi ( = Svvarrfs etpi)
is cl., but h.l. for the N.T. ; the tense
impf., of continued state.
God's Rights in the Church,
§ 9.
iii.
One idea runs through this
3-9.
chapter and into the next, that of God's
;

:

;

—

;

:

—

Church, God's temple at Corinth, in whose
construction so

many

various builders

are engaged (5-17).
For this building's
sake, and because it is His, God beats
down the pride of human craft, making
all
things, persons, times, serve His
people, while they serve Christ, as Christ
serves God (18-23). To God His servants are responsible it is His to judge
and commend them (iv. 1-5). Thus the
"
thought that the Gospel is God's power,
God's wisdom," pursued since i. 18, is
brought to bear upon the situation in
Corinth. God who sends the message of
the cross, admitting in its communication no mixture of human wisdom (ch. i.),
;

chose and inspired His

own

instruments

What

for its

preimportation (ch. ii.).
sumption in the Cor. parties to approdiff.
the
Christian leaders, and
priate

inscribe their

names upon

rival

banners

1

'AXX* ovSe in vvv 8vvacr0e
"Nay, but not even yet (after this further
interval), at the present time, are you
strong enough (itnmo ne nunc quidem
adhuc potestis, Bz.), for you are yet
For en, cf. xv. 17, Gal. i. 10,
carnal ".
for o-apKiKoi, see note on <rapicivoi
v. 11
The Cor. are weak (otherwise than
(1).
in x. 28) just where they think themselves

Ver.

3.

:

;

strong (viii. 1), viz., in spiritual apprehension their gifts of " word and know"
ledge are a source of weakness, through
the conceit and strife they engender.
The aXX* ovSe clause, with its strong
;

disjunctives,

is

better joined to ver. 3 (Al.,

W.H., Sm.) than to ver. 2. The foregoing
ovtto) yap cSvvaarOc sufficiently explained
of Paul's previous minisovZi In vvv Svvao-dc describes the
It is
present condition of the Cor. (3 f.).
ieluctantly and with misgiving that the
the ovk
try (1)

;

i?j8vvii]0T)v
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2—5
1

•cot

k,

Kal

i<rre

KttTa

'"ns, "'Eyw piv
4

ouxt"

"aapKiKoi

AiroXXws,

5

€iu,i

8

dXX'

k

'

avBpairov
flauXou,"

core;
p

7
$j

TT€pnraT€lre

tis

5.

SidKoroi

Irepos
4

oSV

%C

Stv

q

Hi. 5, vii.

m

22

C

k

riauXos,

£moT€uaaT€,

5

tis

4

oe

viU.viii.
4, xiv. 15

6

iKdorw

ical

2

R om

f

"'Eyw "'AttoXXw,"

oe,

^ori

%

Rom.

orav yap ^Ytt

4.

;

m

»

787

;

Eph.ii.2;
8," xv.
32; Gal.

>x

1

l

i.

Lk. ix. 57, 59, 61 xi. 15 f.
n See i. 12.
o avflpwroi, ver; «, I. as!
such disparaging use, Heb. vii. 28; Acts xiv. 11
Jo. iii. 19; Mt. x. 17, xv
9 Usa. xxix. 13); Gen. vi. 5 f. Isa. ii. 22, etc.
p In this sense, 2 Cor. iii. 6, vi. 4, xi. 15, 23; Eph.
ill.
Ccfl. 1. 7, 23, 25
1 Tim. iv. 6.
q See i. 21 also, in absolute use, 2 Cor. iv. 13 Acts viii.
Jj
;

etc.; frequent in P. in

;

;

;

xm.

13,

1

12, 48, xiv. 1,

D*G

>,

o v k (before ov6p.),

N*ABC,

17. ovxi,

a v Open it 01: all uncc. but
o-apxiKoi from ver. 3.

ti

(twice),

1

G

;

reads, perversely,

:

3

4

;

xvii. ia, 34, xviii. 8.

read oropicivoi (twice), in
conformity with ver.
instances of Western license.

orapKiKois there
3

7-

;

N*AB,

N«LP

DLP

;

Western and Syrian pari, to ver. 3.
with syr^*'-, which carry over
:

(Syrian)

17, latt. vg. aeth., Lat. Ff.

CDGLP,

tis,

syr«tr. cop.,

Chr.,

seemingly a Western emendation, but not followed by Lat. cdd.
6
AiroXX«s . . n a v X o s, in this order, all uncc. but DbL, which are followed
by the bulk of minuscc. and syrutr., reversing the order to guard P.'s dignity.
etc.

;

.

6
7

ti 8 c €<ttiv: fc$ABCP, 17. Western and Syrian txts. om.
All uncc, but DbcLP, om. oXX* r\, a Syrian insertion,

Apostle later in the Ep, enters into deep
doctrine (ppwjia, cf. note on ii. 6).
5irov yap kv vp.lv k.t.X., "for where
Vg. cum, Mr.
(not when, nor whereas

—

—

quandoquidem)

you
amongst
"

there

is

this seems to limit
jealousy and strife
the use of
the censure {cf. xv. 12,
34J
party-names was universal (i. 12), but
to
not due in all cases
&i)Xo3 icai cpts.
Otherwise the Sirov clause must be read
as a general principle applied to the
Cor, = Sirov -yap £tjXos ical Jfpis, «s ^v
a construction inconsistent with
vp.iv
the position of iv vplv. So far as these
evils exist, the readers are o-apiciicot, not
11
irvevpanicoC. For cpis, see note to i.
then envy, which
t-rjXos is the emulation,
These are
is a chief cause of £pts.
companion "works of the flesh" in
Gal. v. 20: for the honourable sense of
in cl. Gr., see 2 Cor.
{-rjXos, prevailing
:

;

—

;

vii.

cottiv.

—

7, etc.

;

also Trench, Syn., § xxvi.

;

zealous and jealous reproduce the diff.
Paul seems to hear the Cor. denying
the allegation made in 3a, "En o-apiaicoC
care, and so puts it to them again as a
question prefaced by the reason (and
limitation), Sirov Iv -wpiv £t)Xos, k.t.X.,

and with

the further

challenge, ovxC

... icai kclto. avOpwirov ircpiiraT€iTc
To " walk according to man " (non secundum Deum, humano more, Bg.) is to
behave as men are apt to do — the
;

the \J/vxikoi. This Pauline
this
phrase (confined to the epp. of
group) has koto 6c6v for its tacit anticrdpKivoi,

(cf. 4&) ; Mr.-Hn. quote the pari.
ko8' vlovs t. dvOpwirwv elvai, Sir. xxxvi.
28 (Vg. 25 E.V. 23) also Soph., Ajax,
747, 764, kot* ov0po)irov <t>povciv.
Ver. 4 is pari, to ver. 3. The protasis,
8tov yop k.t.X., restates in concreto the
charge made in Sirov vdp k.t.X. while
the interr. apodosis, ovk ovOpwiroi tart
gathers into a word the reproach of the

thesis

;

;

;

;

foregoing ov\L cropKiKot lore k.t.X.
where and when the Cor. act in the
:

manner stated, they justify P. in treating
them as " carnal ". To say " Are you
"
not men ?
is at once to accuse and to
see parls.
also 'addm (mere
man) as distinguished from 'Ish (Isa.

excuse
ii.

:

;

9, etc.)

26, 'Eva,

;

2)

Ti(.(.cu^.€vos,
vii.,

2.

manum

4

cf.

Xenoph., Anab.,

vi.,

1.

dvSpcs, TJ8op,oi [A€V vir6 vp.u>v
Cyrop.,
eiirep av8p«irds dpi
and the familiar saying, Hu;

;

est

errare. —8tov yop

Xfyfl tis*.

"For whenever any one says"

(pr.

sbj.

of recurring contingency)
every such
On
utterance shows you to be men.
'E-yw . . . llavXov, see note to i. 12.
The Ap. refers to the Pauline and Apollonian parties only: (1) Because they
suffice, by way of example, to make good
his point; (2) the main cause of strife,
viz., the craving for Xdyos <ro<f>£os, lay
between these two parties (3) P. avoided
;

;

bringing Cephas' name into controversy,
while he deals freely with that of his
friend and disciple, Apollos, now with

him

(xvi.

Ver.

5.

12).

The

Cor.

Christians

were
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r

Mt.

13,

u jv.

b

&s

6 Ku'pios

€8wk€^; 6. lyh

tivelyas

£ ©go? "TJuSafCf

**• 7

dXX' 6

.

*

tively, 2

n

ckciotos 8e r6k

'

d

8c xal 6

d

jxiaO^k XtJ\|/€tcu

irOTl£a>l',
*

iroTitwi'
a
n

Kara rbv

dXV

^OTiaey,

<|>UT€lW COTl Tt OUT€ 6

¥

iSiok

d

'AttoXXws

4<pu'T€u<ro,

8.6' AutciW
x

6e<Ss.
au£dewi>
"

Transi-

'

7. WffT€ OUT€ 6

in

18101*

eV claiK

w

•

Koiroy.

10 only
t Neut., in this
see also 2 Cor. x. 15 ; Eph. ii. 21 Col. i. 10, ii. 19 Acts vi. 7, xii. 24, xix. 20.
u vii. 7, xv. 23, 38; Gal. vi. 5, 9;
collective sense, xii. 12; Eph. ii. 14; Jo. x. 30, xvii. 11, 21 ff.
Rom. viii. 32, x. 3 Lk. vi. 44 ; Jo. i. 11, v. 18, viii. 44, xiii. 1.
v ix. 17 f. Rom. iv. 41 1 Tim.
Ivtt- v. 12, 46, vi. 1 ff.; x. 41 f., xx. 8 ; Mk. ix. 41 ;
v. 18
2 Jo. 8
xv. 58, and eight
Jo. iv. 36.
times in P. Jo. iv. 38; Rev. ii. 2, xiv. 13.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

w

;

;

quarrelling over the claims of their
teachers, as though the Church were
" What therefore
the creature of men
compelled to ask) is Apollos ?
(I am
what, on the other side (8c*), is Paul?"
it
t£ is more emphatic than t£s
breathes disdain ; " as though Apollos or
"
Paul were anything I (Lt.). Abollos preFor
cedes, in continuation of ver. 4.
both, the question is answered in one
w non autores fidei vesword Sidicovoi,
"
trae, sed ministri duntaxat
(Er.) ; cf. 2
Cor. i. 24, iv. 5.: 6 K-opios in the next
Paul calls himclause is its antithesis.
self Sklkovos in view of specific service
rendered (2 Cor. iii. 6, vi. 4, etc.), but
8oi)Xos in his personal relation to Christ
:

—

;

—

whose
"Through
(Gal. i. 10, etc.).
"
ministration you believed
per quos,
non in quos (Bg. cf. i. 15). To " be"
is the decisive act which makes a
lieve
Christian (see i. 21) for the relation of
saving faith to the Apostolic testimony,
etc.
Some
cf. xv. 1-11; 2 Cor. i. 18-22,
:

:

;

Cor. had been converted through Apollos.
The above-named are servants, each
with his specific gift icai cicdcrnp ws 6
" and in each
:

case, (servants
Kvp. k.t.X.,
such sort) as the Lord bestowed (on

in

—

€Kaar<p is emphatically prohim)".
cf. vii. 17, Rom.
jected before the ws
xii. 3.
The various disposition of Divine
gifts in and for the Church is the topic
"
of ch. xii. " The Lord is surely Christ,
as regularly in Paul's dialect, " through
whom are all things " (viii. 6, xii. 5
Eph. iv. 7-12, etc.) the sovereign Dispenser in the House of God; from
"Jesus our Lord" (ix. 1) P. received his
own commission the Apostolic preachers
are alike "ministers of Christ" (iv. 1):
so Thp., Riickert, Bt., Gd.
However,
Cm., and most modern exegetes, see God
but
in 6 Kvpios on account of w. 6-9
the relation of this ver. to the sequel is
just that of the $t' avrov to the l| ovtov
to ttovto of viii. 6 ; cf. note on i£ av-rov,
i. 30 ; and for the
general principle, Matt.
xxv. 14 ff.
;

—

;

;

;

Vv.

6,

7.

The grammatical

obj.

of

has been given by the foregoing context, viz., the Cor. Church of
believers (cf. iv. 15).
vrivw Paul uses
besides only in ix. 7
his regular metaphor in this connexion is that of ver. 10.
this sentence

—
;

"Planting"

and

"waterifig"

happily

picture the relative services of P. and
Ap. noTi^co, to give drink, to irrigate,

may have

men

for obj.

animals (Luke

(2,

xii.

13, etc.),

plants.

In

Paul was the itot^cdv "ydXa.
vb. takes a double ace, of person

The

xiii.

15),

or

ver. 2,

and

thing (Wr., p. 284).— The dXXo of the
last clause goes beyond a mere con-

between God and men in their
several parts, excluding the latter from
the essential part " but God He only,
and no other made it to grow". The
planting and watering of Christ's servants
were occasions for the exercise of God's
vitalising energy. While the former vbs.
are aor., gathering up the work of the
two ministers into single successive acts,
trast (8c)

—

—

:

of continued activity
the while) making it to
grow." Several of the Ff. Aug. e.g.
saw in ttot^civ the baptism, in <j>vTeveiv
the instruction of catechumens,
"illustrating a general fault of patristic exegesis, the endeavour to attach a technical
sense to words in the N.T. which had
"
not yet acquired this meaning (Lt.).
wore, itaqut (and so, so then), with ind.
(cf. vii. 3b, xi. 27, xiv. 22), points out a
result immediately flowing from what
has been said: "the planter "and "the
"
"
waterer," in comparison with the Lord
"
and "
T)($£av€v is impf.

"

God was

:

—

(all

—

—

—

God
who dispensed their powers
who makes their plants to grow, are
"
God
who
reduced to nothing
gives
;

"
the growth
(qui dot vim crescendi, Bz.)
alone remains. To the subject, 6 av{dvwv ©eos, the predicate to ttovto cotiv
is
tacitly supplied from the negative
clauses foregoing.

— For

IcttLv

ti

(any-

thing of moment), cf. Gal. ii. 6, vi. 3,
Acts v. 36, and note on tI eiSc'vai, ii. 2.
The pr. ptp. with 6 becomes, virtually,

—

the planter,
(timeless) substantive
waterer, Increaser (Wr., p. 444).

a
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Geou

yetSpyioi',

x

"

oUo8ofAY)

KaTa

10.
c

\

™^

vL

^OTS

Apx^ktwk

*x&P lv tou eeoO

rf\v
d

d

WOetica,

0€fiAioi>

1

-rfy

*

aXXos 8c

<&$

eironcoSoaei
'

•

1

;

«rvvepyo?

b

"Sodeiadf poi,

<ro<f>ds

Ikootos

more

nine
times in
3

in N.T. Prov. xxiv. 5, xxx. i. 16
z In this sens e (convewpyo?, Jo. xv. 1 -yetv, Heb. vi. 7.
a See i. 4.
Eph. 11. 21 also Mt. xxiv. 1.
b In such connexion, here only in N.T. cf.
Exod. xxxv. 10.
c H.l. in N.T.
Sir. xxxviii. 27 2 Mace ii. 29.
d Lk. vi. 48, xiv.
cf. Isa. Hi. 3
29. For Oefi. see also Rom. xv. 20
Eph. ii. 20 1 Tim vi. 19 2 Tim. ii. 19 Heb. vi. 1.
e Eph.
11. 20; Col. ii. 7;
Jude 20; cf. Rom. xv. 20.

y 77 J.

;

;

crete),

;

;

;

;

,

;

;

1

e0ij tea a,

N*ABC*,

In comparison with God, Ap.

Ver. 8.

and P. are simply nothing

in rela-

(7):

tion to each other they are not rivals, as
their Cor. favourers would make them

" But the
(4)
planter and the waterer
are one" (ev, one thing) with one interest and aim, viz., the growth of the
Church cf. xii. 12, 20 ; also John x. 30.
Their functions are complementary, not
competitive: a further answer to the
question, rl ovv icrrtv 'AiroXXcSs k.t.X.
The servants of God are nothing before
:

—

;

;

Him, "one thing" before His Church:
vanity and variance are alike impossible.
While one in aim, they are distinct in

" But each
responsibility and reward
will get his own (proper) wage, according
:

own

his

to

toil ".
vii.

specific

(cf.

gruens

iteratio,

(Bg.).

— £pyov

— 18109,

7,

appropriate,
" con-

xv. 23, 28)

antitheton

:

unum"

ad

(13-15) denotes the

work

achieved, koVos the exertion put forth (see
pads., and icoiriaw, xv. 10, etc.): rl yap
ci

epyov ovk iriXtcrev

(Thp.).

The

:

—

licoiriao-cv

contrast ev eicriv

.

.

.

8e

ficacr-

8e, between collective and individual
relationships, is characteristic of Paul:
xv. 10 f., Gal. vi. 2-5, Rom.
cf. xii. 5-1 1, 27,
forbids the man either to
xiv. 7-10.

T09

He

assert himseif against the community or
The fixed ratio
to merge himself in it.
between present labour in Christ's service
and final reward is set forth, diff. but

two parables of the
Talents and Pounds, Matt. xxv. 14-30,
consistently, in the

Luke

xix.

11-28.

Ver. 9. 0cov . . . o-vvcpvol sums up
in two words, and grounds upon a broad
principle (yap), what w. 6 ff. have set
"we are God's fellowout in detail

— employed upon His
His building and " we are God's fellowworkmen " — labouring jointly at the same
:

workmen"

field,

;

The crvv- of o-vvcpvol takes up the
the context (cf. xii. 6)
2v elouv of ver. 8
forbids our referring it to the dependent
gen. (cf. also 2 Cor. i. 24, vi. 1, Phil. iii. 17,

task.

;

3

John

8),

;

as though P. meant " fellow-

:

;

;

17: Neutral and Alexandrian,

workers with God " ; " the work (Arbeit)
of the Sm&kovos would be improperly conceived as a Mit-arbeit in relation to God
;

moreover the metaphors which follow
exclude the thought of such a fellow"
working" (Hn.) also Bg., operarii Dei,
;

et co-operarii invicem ".
As in regard to the labourers, so with
the objects ot their toil, God is all and in
all:

0cov -ycwpYiov, 6eov

£o-T€,

oixoSoprj
" God's tilth
(arvum, land for tillage,
For
Ed.), God's building you are".
God as Yeuipvoiv, cf. John xv. 1 ; as
"
Heb. iii.
xi. 10.
Of the

oitcoSopuv,

4,

two images, yecopy. implies the organic
growth of the Church, 0U08. the mutual
adaptation of its parts" (Lt.); the one
looks backward to w. 6 ff., the other
forward to

w.

olicoS<Sp.Tjpa

10

in

ff.

—OUoSop-r) displaces
Gr. — 0eov, anar-

later

throus by correlation (see note on diroS.
the three gens, are alike gens,
riv., ii. 4)
" God's
of possession
workmen, em:

—

ployed on God's
house-building".

and God's
God's allHis Church,

field-tillage

Realising

comprehending rights

in

the too human Cor. (3 f.) will
think justly of His ministers.

come

to

The

Responsibility of the
Human Builders, iii. 10-17. After the
long digression on Wisdom (i. 17-iii. 2),
§ 10.

occasioned by the Hellenic misconception of the Gospel underlying the Cor.
divisions, the Ap. returned in w. 3 ff. to
the divisions themselves, dealing particularly with the rent between Apollonians

and

His

Paulinists.

first

business

was

reduce the Church leaders to their
subordinate place, as fellow-servants of
the one Divine cause (§ g).
They are
temple-workmen not himself and Apollos alone, but all who are labouring on
the foundation which he has laid down
to

—

—and

must therefore take heed to the
quality of their individual work, which
undergo a searching and fiery test.
Koto, ttjv x°-P lv k-t.X.
Ver. 10.
"
has been
while " the grace of God

will

:
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For

'PXcWtw
d

htivaTai
1 2.

€1

hi TIS

12, xvi.io,

Rev.

iv. 2, .xxi. 16.

i.

Rev. xxi.

1
I

r|

2
5

Hi. 13
Heb.
17, Lit.
Acts Hi. 6, xx. 33; 1 Pet. i.
k Rev. xvii. 4, xviii. 12, 16.

X p., ^ABLP,

or.

latt.

minn.,

i

18, 21.

;

above

N*ABC*—a

Xpviriov, apyvpiov:

Or., Bas.

given to

B, aeth. ins.

all

such (see

i.

tcai

so

:

"

<ro<J>6s

Wktwv

attributive to apxi-

see o-oqSia (t. apxovTwv), ii. 6,
and note so in the LXX, Exod. xxxv.
31, Isa. iii. 3, it characterizes the crafts:

;

man's

skill

;

in Arist.,

—

Eth. Nic,

o*o<j>fa

the apeTT|
VTJS
indeed this was its
The Church
primitive sense (see Ed.).
architect (Christ, in the first instance,
Matt. xvi. 18) is endowed with the croqSta
tov 0eov, the vovs Xpurrov (ii. 6-16 cf
2 Cor. iii. 4-6, Rom. xv. 16-20).
The Gr.
dpxiT^KTwv was not a designer of plans
on paper he was like the old cathedral
builders, the master-mason, developing
" As a
his
ideas in the material.
wise master-builder, I laid a foundation
?8k]ko), but another builds there(ScpiXiov
"
upon (aXXos 8 i liroiKoSopcI) : P. knew
that by God's grace his part was done
see to theirs.
wisely let his successors
"
that will be deNot " the foundation
fined immediately (116) P. contrasts himself as foundation-layer with later workmen ; hence the vbs. are respectively past

Wx

is

;

;

—

;

:

and pr. The OepAiov, laid out once for
all by the apxiWiercav, determines the site
and ground-plan of the edifice (cf. Eph.
ii.
With the distributive aXXos cf
20).
if Apollos, by himself,
eKao-Tos (n)
were intended, £irouco8opci would have
to be read as impf. (for Ittwk., was building : cf aor., 14), since he is not now at
Cor. Many Christian teachers are busy
there (iv. 15). For this indef. aXXos, cf
xii. 8 ff., xv. 39
and for ty<* . . . oXXos

—

:

;

&
2

1

*

Xpurros.
'

k

%pv<j6v*

See note below.
h Mt.
4, xi. 4.
For \pv<r., 1 Tim. ii. 9; Heb. ix. 4;
For Ai0. ti/a., Rev. xxi. 11, 19.

18.

v. 14;
1

Pet.

some

^cC 3 DLP.

in

W.H. mg.

Christians, constituting them
4), to the Ap. a special and

(iv. 15).
is a correct

QeplklOV TOUTOK

*aXoi' ouoels

in latter inst., defective in former), 73, Clem.,

:

fathers

i.

'Itjaous

Western and Syrian addition, as

according
grace was given,"
to
which he " laid a foundation,"
whereon the Church at Cor. rests see
the like contrast in Eph. iii. 2-9, iv. 7-16 ;
and for Paul's specific gift as founder, xv.
10, 2 Cor. iii. 5 ff., Rom. i. 1-5, xv. 15 ff.
The office of the founder is his own, and
incommunicable " you have not many
singular
"

TOP

*

3

"

"

d

l<mv

c

y*P

minn., syr«ch. sah. cop. Xp. Itjo-., C D,
o. Xp. (T.R.), a few minn.
Itjo-.
Xp., C*.

fc$B (C

;

0€|aAioi/

fifty

vg. syrp. (Western).

Om. t o v t o v

d

II.

Kci'pcK^, 3s

^TTOlKo8ofl€l ^ITl

g wapa =

and frequently.
7;

•

^TroiKo8ofA€i
h

irapA Toy

0€iKai

s;u7r
(impv.),

'

'ttws

in.

Luke

ix. 19, John iv. 37, xiv. 16, xxi.
For the compound vb. t see parls.
lir- points to the basis, which gives the
standard and measure to all subsequent

hi,
18.

;

work.

— Hence

the warning, eicao-Tos 8e
" But let each man
"
see (to it) how he is building thereupon
Working upon the foundation, he must
follow the lines laid down ; he must use
fit material.
Not " how he is to build "

pXcir£r<i> tt«s k.t.X.

:

1

" how he is
(as in vii. 32, aor. sbj.), but
"
a-building (pr. ind.) the work is going
on. For the moods of the Indirect Question, see Wr., pp. 373 if., Bn., §§ 34 1 '35 6
Ver. 11 is a parenthetical comment on
OcplXiov As to the foundation, that is
settled
the workman has to build upon
it, not to shift it, nor add to it.
depe'Xiov
ovScls 8vvaT<u 0€ivai irapa
yap aXXov
" For another
k.t.X.
foundation none
can lay, beside (other than . irapa, pos-

—

-

:

—

;

:

sibly suggesting also in competition with ;
or contrary to) that which is laid down,
which is Jesus Christ ; " other builders

there are beside the architect, but no
other ground for them to build upon.
KcXuai serves as pf. pass, to tC6t)ui (Phil.

—

connoting fixity of situation
and so of destination, as in
Luke ii. 34. The work of the Apostolic
founders is done, once and for ever so
i.

16, etc.),

(positum

est),

;

long as the Church lasts, men will build
on what they laid down. depAiov,
here masc. (read as adj., sc. X£8ov), as in
2 Tim. ii. 19, Heb. xi. 10, Rev. xxi. 14, 19,
and sometimes in LXX neut. in Acts

—

;

and

xvi. 26, as in the koivi),

in

commonly
LXX. — os l<rnv—continuative, rather

than definitive (as in

one foundation, and
cf.

ii.

(not

2. xv.

a.

" There is but
"
Jesus Christ
Mtjo-ovs Xpio-Tos

5)

it

:

is

—

;

1-11, etc.
nor 6 X.), the actual his'I.,

torical person, not

or arguany doctrine
"
"
ment about Him
revealed
Jesus
"
and known as " Christ
see Acts ii. 22,

—

:

36, xvii. 3, etc., for the formation of the

n— 13.
1 k

Spyupov,

Xi0ous

k
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r
*Mj
"

too t6 cpyoi'
'

h.l.

^

;

Exod.v
See

12, xv.

^ y&p
exdorou to

1.

8.

x p v <r 1 o v, apyvptov:

1

name

B, aeth. ins.

and

;

for this,

teat

;

W.H.

with Paul the

rarer,

—

—

15) denotes a likely contingency. The
doubled prp. eiri (with ace.)— an idiom
characterising later Gr., which loves

—

implies growth by way of ac"if any one is building-on, onto
"
the foundation ; contrast irrl with dat. in
Eph. ii. 20. The material superimposed
by the present Cor. builders is of two
opposite kinds, rich and durable or paltry

—

:

perishing:
"gold, silver, costly
stones wood, hay, straw," thrown to"in
gether
lively &o-vv8ctov"
(Mr.).
The latter might serve for poor frail
huts, but not for the temple of God (17).
XiOot Tipkoi, the marbles, etc., used in
rearing noble houses; but possibly Isa.
liv. 11 f. (cf. Rev. xxi. 18-21) is in the

—

—

—

The figure has been interpreted as relating (a) to the diff. sorts
of persons brought into the Church
(Pelagius, Bg., Hf.), since the Cor. believers constitute the 0«ov oUo8ou.ij (9),
the vads 0€ov (16)
work are you
in the Lord" (ix. i.
cf. Eph. ii. 20 ff., 2
Tim. ii. 19 ff., 1 Peter ii. 4 f. ; also the
writer's mind.

— "my
;

Mai.

iii.

1

ff.,

iv.

1)

;

(b)

to the moral fruits resulting from the
labours of various teachers, the character
of Church members, this being the
specific object of the final judgment (2
Cor. v. 10, Rom. ii. 5-1 1 ; cf 1 Cor. xiii.
13) and that which measures the work
of their ministers (1 Thess. ii. 19 ff., etc.)
so Or., Cm., Aug., lately Osiander and
the doctrines of the diff.
Gd.
(c) to
teachers, since for this they are primarily
and
here lay the point of
answerable

—

;

Eise-

"grass,"
Mt. vi.30,

;

Clem.

73,

mg.

iv.

striking pari, in

to

jtfB (C in latter inst., defective in forir

so

his coadjutors belongs; 84 indicates this
cl 8^ tis £iroi,KoSou,6i, ei with
transition.
ind. (as in 14 f. etc.),
a supposition in
matter of fact, while kav with sbj. (as in

and

1

24.

Christ connotes the recognised facts as
His life, death, etc. (cf. note on i. 2).
Ver. 12. After the interjected caution
to let the foundation alone, P. turns to
the superstructure, to which the work of

emphasis

cV"

5ti

can

'farouS?

;

i.

to

cession

cpvoi'

SnX&m,

xi. 19, xiv.

order, cf ii. 2, Rom. v. 15, xvi. 25, etc.,
also Heb. xiii. 8 ; in each instance Jesus

—

q

^epa

25; Ph. i. 13; Mk. vi. 14; Lk. viiL^'; Acta
r In like connexion, 2 Th. i.
8; Heb. x. 27, xii. aoj 1 Pet.
Rev. and Mt. Mk. ix. 43. 48 f.
a See ii. 10.
Jo. xv. 6.

;

Or., Bas.

o

7; Isa. v. 24.

q See 1. 11
P.
y»Pet. in 7} Jude 7 frequent in
»• 7
.?
Gal. 11. 6; 1 Th. 1. 9; Acts xxvi. 29; Ja.
:

t

ica!

p

•

y«ni<reTai
•

diroKaXuTTT€Tai

'irupl
n N.T.,

«|>aK€p6^

present divergence (cf. viii. 10 f., Rom.
2 Cor. xi. 1 ff., 13 ff., Gal. i.
7,
so Clem. Al., and most moderns.
etc.)
The three views are not really disxiv. 15

—

;

crepant teaching shapes character, works
express faith unsound preaching attracts
the bad hearer and makes him worse,
sound preaching wins and improves the
good (see i. 18, 24 2 Tim. iv. 3 John
iii. 18 ff., x. 26
"The materials of
f.).
this house may denote doctrines mould:

;

;

;

ing persons,"" or "even persons moulded
"
by doctrines
(Ev.),— the doctrine exhibited in a concrete form" (Lt.).
"
Ver. 13.
The work of each (licd<rrov
resuming the ?Kao*Tos of 10) will become
manifest:" while the Wheat and Tares
are in early growth (Matt.
they are indistinguishable

xiii.

work
the

will

disclose

ff.),

another's — "for

mixed up with

is

Day

24

one man's

;

(it)

".—*H

rjuipa

can only mean Christ's Judgment

Day

:

see parls., esp. i. 8, iv. 3 ff., and notes ;
also Rom. ii. 16, Acts xvii. 31, Matt. xxv.

"The day"

19.
v. 2

Rom.

ff.,

xiii.

suggests (cf
11

ff.)

1

Thess.

the hope of day-

upon dark problems of human reBut this searching is figured
as the scrutiny of fire, which at once
detects and destroys useless matter Sti
light

sponsibility.

:

iv irvpi airotcaXviTTCTai,, " because

Day)

is

revealed in

it

(the

For diroKaXvir-

fire ".

t€tcu (pr., implying certainty, perhaps
nearness), see notes on i. 7, ii. 10
a supernatural, unprecedented "day,"
our mild familiar sundawning not like
"
"

—

but
in
splendour of judgment
"fire": cf 2 Thess. i. 8. This image
comes from the O.T. pictures of a TheoDan. vii. 9 f., Mai. iv. 1, Isa.
phany
rise,

:

xxx.

lxiv.

27,

1

ff.,

etc.

—

rb Ipyov ottoioV 4ctti k.t.X.
man's work, of what kind
fire will
is

due

teal
:

eicdo-TOv

" and each
it
the
is,

—

prove it". The pleonastic ovt6
to a slight anacoluthon
the
:

sentence begins as though it were to
" the fire will show "
end,
;
<f>avepwcrei
is, however, replaced
by the stronger
SoKiftdcret

suitable

to

irvp,

and

this

-
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1

Cor
8,

'

v

xiii.

x

Mt.

'

^

T

Tikos to epyov

2

fx^eet

8

*
fc

c*iruKOOrjpu)ae,

x

y

£tj|iiw0^-

M

xiii. »

b

on

oi8aT€

0eoG

»>ads

Icrre

n,

iii.

a Ten
21 f.

24.
ii.

;

Tim.

1

9, 11;

Rom.

;

40

iii. 8.

;

ix. 11
2 Pet.

z

;

peve

i

;

;

latt.

:

W.H., and

w

Heb.

iii.

;

vi. 16.

latt.

etc.,

°iv*

iv. 1, ix.

'to irvp odto 80
fc^DL,

4

x. 34, xii. 27, xiii. 1, 14 ; Jo. iii. 36, vi. 27, ix. 41.
Ver. a
10; Jo. xv. 6.
y Mt. xvi. 26 and parls., for this sense cf. a
26; Eph. v. 28, 33; Ph. iii. 17; 1 Th. ii. 4; Jas. ii. 12; Lk. xxiv
times in this Ep.—v. 6, etc.; Rom. vi. 16; Jas. iv. 4.
b vi. 19; 2 Cor. vi. 16; cf.
also 2 Th. ii. 4; Rev. iii. 12, xi. i Jo. ii. 19 Mt. xxvi. 61.
c Rom. vii. 18, 20, vhl

9

9; Ph.

vii.

Eph.

ix.

12, xiii. 30,

iii.

Cor.

*o6k

16.

Kal to n^eup-a toO 0«oG "oikci

13; 3

Cor.

2

l 4»

•

rHoOiK X^ctcu
15. €i tipos to cpyoK KaTaKa^acTai,
"
a€T0U > a " T °5
awWjacTai, outw 8e *<&$ oici 'irupoV

.

J,

i^Pe/T?Zech.

^ 0Kl rt ^ crei

w

;

T hv

,

"

*

^"P

viii.

X

in.

nearly

Kip..:
vg. sah. cop.

ABCP,
:

17,

Om. avro

37,73, other minn., syr«ch.

Western.

So Lachm.,

(manserit), Aug., Ambrst., sah. cop.
all modern edd.

€TTotKo8op.T]o-ev: all uncc. but B C. See Wr., p. 84.
BP, 17 (a good group) preferred by W.H.

Tisch., Al., El.,

3

4

cv vp.iv oiKci (?)

;

altered vb. requires with it avr6 y to recall the object to epyov.
Mr. and El.
attach the pronoun to to irvp, " the fire
but
with pointless emphasis.
itself,"

Others avoid the pleonasm by construing
€Kao-Tow to epyov at the beginning as a
nominativus pendens (" as to each man's
work "), resembling that of John xv. 2
but the qualification that follows, oiroioV
eoriv, makes this unlikely cf. Gal. ii. 6,
for the interpolated interr. clause.
8oki;

—

:

—

assay (see LXX parls.),
suggested by the "gold, silver" above:
Hie locus
"probabit, non purgabit.

pd£w

is

to

ignem purgatorium non modo non

fovet,

sed plane extinguit" (Bg.).—-'Eicao-Tos,
thrice repeated in w. 10-13,
* tri solemn
individualising emphasis.
Vv. 14, 15.
The opp. issues of the
fiery assay are stated under pari, hypotheses 61 tivos to epyov . . . peve 1 . . .
ei tivos to epyov KaTaicar|o~eTai, " If any
one's work shall abide
shall be
burned up". The double ind. with el
balances the contrasted suppositions,

w

:

.

.

.

without signifying likelihood either

way

:

for the opposed vbs., cf. xiii. 8, 13 ; pevei
recalls viropevei of Mai. iii. 2.
S eiroi-

—

(wanting augment: usage
varies in this vb.
Wr., p. 83) reminds
Ko8<$p,T|o-ev

;

us that the work examined
the one foundation (10
\-rjp\|/€Tai

and

—

was
ff.).

£r)p.ici>9Tjo~£Tai

on
—built
pio-0bv

are the cor-

responding apodoses, p.io-0bv being carried over to the second of the pari,

K He will
clauses (Mr., Gd., Lt., Ed.)
.
will be mulcted (of
get a reward
".
.t)
^Tjpiow retains in pass, its ace. of
dething, as a vb. taking double ace.
rived from £Tjp,ta (opp. of
Ke'pSos cf. Phil,
:

—

.

.

;

:

signifies to fine, inflict forfeit
(in pass., suffer forfeit) of what one posiii.

7),

it

in txt.

have possessed. " atrrbs
his reward shall
be lost, but his person saved" (Lt.);
clvtos is nearly syn. with the x|/vxtj of
Matt. xvi. 25 f., etc. The man built on
the foundation, though his work proves

sessed, or
Be*

might
—opposed
to

p.urdo's

:

culpably defective: o-cadtjo-eTai promises
him the crwTTjpia of Christ's heavenly
kingdom (see i. 18, and other parls.).
Such a minister saves himself, but not
his hearers the opp. result to that of ix.
:

aVITOS %\ O-<B0TJO-€TO,l,

27, etC.

OVTUS %\
«s 8ta Trvpos (8£ correcting 8e, as in ii.
"yet so (saved) as through fire,"
6)
like Lot fleeing from Sodom
his salva" He
tion is reduced to a minimum
rushes out through the flame, leaving
behind the ruin of his work ... for
which, proved to be worthless, he receives no pay" (Bt.), getting through
"scorched and with the marks of the
"
flame upon him (Lt.) " s'il est sauve,

—

—

;

:

;

ce ne peut etre qu'en e.chappant a travers

flammes,
grace a la solidite du
fondement " (Gd.) to change the figure,
"ut naufragus mercator, amissa merce
"
et lucro, servatus per undas
(Bg.). For
the prp., in local sense, see Gm., and
Wr., p. 473 81a irvpos, proverbial for a
hairbreadth escape (see Lt. ad loc;
Eurip., Andr., 487 Elec, 1182, and LXX
The Sia has been read instruparls.).
"
mentally, by means of fire," sc. the fire
of purgatory (see Lt.) an idea foreign
to this scene.
Cm., by a dreadful inversion of the meaning, reads the 81a as
Iv irvpC
"will be preserved in fire!"
this sense of TT)pe'w)
(o-cj£ci) nowhere has
les

et

;

;

;

—

;

—

:

el-irwv

Zb>0'r)O-£Tai,

ov8e> iTepov

liriTao-iv

rr\% -ripupias f|vi|oTO.
other interpretations, see Mr.

Vv.

16, 17.

However poor

r\

ttjv

For

his work,
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14— 18.
1

ujmv
,

;
•

b

ebv

17. ei tis r6v

vabv tou 0€ou

<bOcipci.
r

tou ©cou ayios iarnv,
f
18. MtjScis ^auToy e|airaTdT<u €i tis

0€os

d

„

mos

o ydp

d
•

oith'c's
s

793

toGtou 2 6
<b0cpet
x r

eax€

dxv -33;

up.eTs.

ookci ctoAos elmi cy uixu\
~

8

Cor.

vii.2,

*»• 3;

Eph.

Pet.ii". 12;
10.

Jude
10;
3; 1

Rom.
Tim.
1

2

vi. 2
11.

;

Gal. v. 4

14.

g In

f z Cor. xi. 3
Jas. iv. 14; Acts vii. 53.
this sense, viii. 2, xiv. 37; Gal. vi.
3; Ph.

€v vp.iv oikci

avTov,

;

(?),

ADG

BP, 17

(a

good group)

Rom.
T

iii.

4-

as.

preferred by

;

i.

26.

W.H.

in txt.

(Western).

workman of ver. 15 built upon Christ.
There are cases worse than his, and to
the ct tivos to cpyov alternatives of w.
14 f. the Ap. has a third to add in the
the

•
of ver. 17. Beside
.
.
<|>6cCpct.
the good and ill builders, who will gain
or lose reward, there are destroyers of
the house, whom God will destroy ; the
climax of the pXeircTw irws, ver. 10. Gd.
well explains the absence of connecting

€i tis

—

between w. 15 and 16, a
"
brusque transition due to the emotion

particles

"

;

c 2 Cor viiL
vii. 11, xvi. 18: 2 Th. ii.

" If
any one destroys the temple of God,
will destroy him"
talione justissima (Bg.). On the form of hypothesis,
see ver. 14.
<f>06ipw signifies to corrupt
morally, deprave (injure in character),
xv. 33, 2 Cor. xi. 3, as well as to waste,
damage (injure in being: see parls.)
mutually implied in a spiritual building.

—

God

—

—

This Church was menaced with destrucfrom the immoralities exposed in
chh. v., vi., and from its party schisms

tion

(i.-iii.), both evils fostered by corrupt teachwhich seizes the Apostle's heart at the ing. The figure is not that of Levitical
sight of "workmen who even destroy defilement (4>0€ip« nowhere means to
"
hence the pollute a holy place)
what has been already built
this <j>0opa is a
lively apostrophe and the heightened structural injury, to be requited in kind.
6 ©cos closes the warning, with awful
tone of the passage. The challenge ovk
oiSo/rc ; is characteristic of this Ep. (see
emphasis (cf. 1 Thess. iv. 6, Rom. xii.
God is bound to protect His temple
19)
parls.), addressed to a Church of superior
knowledge (i. 5, viii. 1). For the form (cf. Ps. xlvi., xlviii., lxxiv., Isa. xxvii. 3,
lxiv.
10
The injury is a desecration :
see
the
102
f.
Wr., pp.
oi'SaTc, of
koivt],
ff.).
The expression vaos ©cov (see parls.) " for the temple of God is holy, which
accentuates the ©cot) olKo8op.TJ, ex- (is what) you are ". The added clause
" Do
oiTives €o-T€ vpcis reminds the Cor. at
} ou not
pounded since ver. 9
know that you are (a building no less once of the obligations their sanctity imsacred than) God's temple?" Not "a poses (see notes on -fi-yi.aa-p.tvo is, kXtjtois,
temple of God," as one of several to P. a-v£ois, i. 2 cf. 1 Peter ii. 5), and of the
the Church was the spiritual counterpart protection it guarantees (2 Cor. vi. 14 ff.,
of the Jewish Temple, and every Church 2 Thess. ii. 13 John x. 29 Isa. xliii. 1-4,
embodied this ideal. For the anarthrous etc., Zech. ii. 8). oitivcs, the qualitative
(predicative) phrase, cf. ©eov Paou\c£av, relative, refers to ayios more than to
vi. 9, and see note on ii. 4.
Na<Js (see varfs, and is predicate (see Wr., pp. 206
parls.) denotes the shrine, where the f.) with vpels for subject.
;

;

—

—

;

—

—

—

r

:

;

;

;

—

;

—

Deity resides ; UpoV (ix. 13, etc.), the
sanctuary, the temple at large, with its
8ti is not repeated with the
precincts.
second half of the question, ical to
rivevpa tov ©cov Iv vp.iv olieci, the two

—

propositions being virtually one ; God's
temple in Christian men is constituted
by the indwelling of His Spirit: "and
"
in you ?
(that) the Spirit of God dwells
The
1 Peter ii. 5.
cf. Eph. ii. Si, also
same relationship is expressed by other
So the
figures in xii. 5, Eph. iv. 4, etc.
O.T. congregation of the Lord had for
the Shekinah in the Holy
its centre
Place: Isa. vi., Ezek. xxxvii. 27; cf. 2
Cor. vi. 16 ff. This truth is applied to
the Christian person in vi. 19.

§ 11. The Church and the World,
Affectation of philosophy,
18-23.
"the wisdom of the world," which P.

iii.

—

has repudiated on behalf of the Gospel

—

was at the bottom of the Cor.
ii.)
Those who follow human
troubles.
wisdom exalt human masters at the expense of God's glory, and there are
teachers who lend themselves to this
error and thus build unworthily on the
some who are
Christian foundation
even destroying, under a show of build(i.,

—

That
ing, the temple of God (iii. 3-17).
the warnings P. has given to his fellowlabourers
o-o<J>£a.9

is

bear on the popular \6yo%
apparent from the manner in

which he reverts

to

the

topic

at

this
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fleVilas?'
k
31

^Eph.

T$

'"

h

B

a

x7-iix^P»

iv

times in

°^
k

ao +' a TO "

"'0

K oo"H« ou

**

Tl

SpaaacJ/AC^os Toils

aocpous iv

"

*

*

this'
sense,

13; Gal.

/iwpds ytviaQw, Xva y^TjTai ao<f>6Y
m
m
toutou P fxwpia irapa tw l 6ea> iari

Kupios ywiocrKti to&«*
i ^ Taiot "•
2I " aT€ f«|&«*««
f

*

'"**

k

°

2 0. Kol iraKiy,

m In

Rom.

tootw

|/t

ill.

v
ttj

19.

^ yap

•

yeypcurrai

iravoupyia au-rwv"*

2
SiaXoyiajiouc. twi' ao^wy,
'

Kaux<io0w

£v dvOpwirois

•

Th. i. 6; Jas. i. 27; 1 Pet. ii. 4; Mt. vi. 1; Lk. i. 30, ii. 52;
o N.T. h.l. ; Lev. ii. 2, v. 12 Num. v. 26 Ps. ii.
Lk. xx. 23; Jos. ix. 10; Trayovpyo?, 2 Cor. xii. 16.
q In
this sense, Rom. i. 21
Ph. ii. 14; 1 Tim. ii. 8; Jas. ii. 4; Mt. xv. 19, etc.; Lk. ix. 46 f., xxiv. 38;
Ps. xciii. n.
r xv. 17; Tit. iii. 9; Jas. i. 26; 1 Pet. 4. 18; Acts xiv. 15
Exod. xx. 7; Ezek. xi. 2.
ii.

11,

Acts xxvi. 8.
12.
p 2 Cor.

iii.

n Job

Eph.

11;

v. 13

iv. 2, xi.

3;

vi. 9; 2

see note below.

;

Eph.

;

;

iv. 14;

;

;

See
1

i.

31.

Om.

T<p

CDG.

2

av6p&>ir«v,

some
XX.

,.ght

minuscc, am., arm., Marcion as quoted by Epiph., Hier.

(in free quot.), I

point.

§ 11

resumes the strain of

§§ 4-8,

impressing on teachers and taught alike
the true relationship of things human

and Divine.

age (alwvi, world-period : see pads.) let
him become foolish, that he may become
wise."
Sokci not videtur (Vg., A.V.),
" seemeth to
but putat
himself, the
usual (though perhaps not universal)
sense of Sokciv in St. Paul " (Lt.
see
the danger is that
pads., esp. xiv. 37)
of ^//"-deception (cf. the irony in iv. 10,
viii. 1 ff.), a
danger natural in the case of
teachers, esp. if intellectual and cultured
there were a few such at Cor. (i. 26)
cf. the exhortations of James iii. 1, 13-18.
iv r<p alwvi tovtw is antithetical to
Iv vp.iv (put the comma between them),

—

:

:

—
—
"

;

amongst you

property
with ii.

"

(17,

—God's temple, Christ's
— accordance

23,

in

etc.)

and with the contrast
between the two wisdoms that dominates
Men must not
this whole Division.
6,

13,

think to be wise in both spheres; the
Church's wise are the world's fools, and
vice versd.
The cross is pupta to the
world, and he who espouses it a pwpos
in its opinion
a fool with a criminal for
his Master and one can only be a Christian sage
wise after the manner of ii.
8 ff. upon condition of bearing this re-

—

—
;

—

:

;

Ver. 18. Accordingly, the MtjScU eavtov ISairaTaTw looks forward, not backward: one may "deceive himself" about
the mixing of man's wisdom with God's,
but scarcely about the truth of the
" If
threatening of ver. 17.
any one
thinks to be wise amongst you, in this

—

times must be renounced by the aspirant to Christian
wisdom " For the wisdom of the world
" =
is folly with God
i.
and since
(
20)
it is folly with God, it must be counted
and not wisdom, amongst you
folly,
God's judgment is decisive for His
(18).
Church. irapa ©ey, apud Deum, judice

philosophy of the

proach (so Or., Cm., Luther, Hf., Gd.,
Hn.). Paul was crazy in the eyes of the
world (iv. 10, 2 Cor. v. 13 Acts xxvi. 24),
but how wise amongst us ! Cf. Christ's
paradox of losing the soul to gain it.
Ver. 19a gives the reason why the
;

—

Deo

(see pads.).
Vv. 196, 20.

That the above is God's
judgment appears from two sayings of
Scripture, bearing on the two classes of

—

worldly wise the men of affairs (such
as the opxovTcs of ii. 6) and the philosophers (i. 20), distinguished respectively
by iravovpyia and Sia\oyio-poC. In the
first text (the only N.T. quotation from
Job: Phil. i. 19, perhaps an allusion),
Paul improves on the LXX, possibly from
another version, substituting the vivid
6 8pao-cr6fjL€vo9

(He that grips

:

p.€vos <frdpvvyos> Theocritus,
for 6 KaTaXap.pa.vwv, and

aviTwv for 4>povqcrei,

Heb.

—

cf.

8pa£a-

xxiv.

28)

iravovpyia
both nearer to the

reads iravovpyiav in ver.
"
(from Eliphaz) are apbecause of their inherent
propriated
"
truth
they reassert the anticipa(Lt.)
12).

(LXX

The words
;

For iravovpyia,
ii. 6.
see pads. note its deterioration of meanWhen the world's
ing, as in Eng. craft.
schemers think themselves cleverest,
Providence catches them in their own
The second text P. adapts by
toils.
tion expressed in
;

—

turning avdpwirwv into o-o<f>&v: what is
true of the vanity of human thoughts
generally (machsh'both 'adam) he applies
"
par excellence to the reasonings of the
wise ". SiaXoyuruoi, signifying in Plutarch's later Gr. debates, arguings (see
pads.), recalls i. 19 f. above, echoing the
quotation of that passage. On adraioi,
futile, see note to xv. 14 (kcvos).
Ver. 2 1 a. wore p.t]8cl$ Kavxda-tit* iv

—
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22. Tt&vra y&p *fyxui>
€IT€

KT]<J)aS,
T x

KoVfAO$
•

eiT€

31, xii. 13, xiii. 8

Rom.
Heb.

viii.

;

6; Ph.

OrfyUTOS,

up,wi>

•

23.

For

this
.

gen., see

1.

"' and

*

8e

ujxeTs

*

above.

XpicrroG,

tended
enumera-

Rom.
i.

T

km* x

*

"

€IT€
f IT€
'AlToXXwS
A7TOAAWS
T W
€IT€
Cl'eOTWTa

€IT€

flauXos

€IT€

£w*J

tt&vto.

jiAXorra
XpioTos 8e *6€0u

€tT€

£oti»',
T

€IT€

795

ao

xii.
1

;

6

Jo.

ff.

;

iii.

Col.
14

;

i.

v Rom.

16.

w vii.

Jo. v. 84.

26

viii. 38.
;

Gal.

i.

4

tions, x.
fwij, $av. alone, 2 Cor. iv. ia
Heb. ix. 9.
x Col. ii. 17

;

;

;

ix. 11, x. 1.
1

"

Om. 2nd ecTTtv

all

And

uncc. but DbcL.

so let no one glory in
avdpwirois
men ". wore often, with P., introduces
the impv. at the point where argument
or explanation passes into exhortation ;
cf. note on ver. 7, and see iv. 5, v. 8,
etc.
Iv dv9pw7rois states the forbidden
ground of boasting (see pads.), supplying
the negative counterpart of 1. 31.
Paul
condemns alike the self-laudation of
clever teachers, hinted at in ver. 18,
and the admiration rendered to them,

Apollos, Cephas," the figureheads of
the Church factions (i. 12),
enumerated
with eiTe . . . ttrt. {whether P. or Ap.
or Ceph.), since these chiefs belong to
the Church alike, not P. to this section,
Ap. to that, and so on. Christ (i. 12) is
not named in this series of " men " ; a
diff. place is His (23).
From " Cephas "
the enumeration passes per saltum to
"the world" (citc Ko<rp.os anarthrous,
as thought of qualitatively; cf. Gal. vi.

along with all partisan applause.
Vv. 216-23 form an unbroken chain,

existing

—

:

—

and their teachers to the
throne of God. Not till the last words
of ver. 23 do we find the full justification (sustaining the initial yap) for the
prohibition of ver. 21a; "only when the
other side to the iravra vp,«v has been
expressed, is the object presented in
which alone the Church ought to glory "
linking the Cor.

" All
things are

—

—

—

understood in

14),

its

largest sense,

— the

order of material things; cf.
note on i. 20. The right to use worldly
asserted
goods,
broadly by Greek Christians at Cor. (vi. 12, vii. 31, x. 23 f. :
see notes), is frankly admitted ; the
Church (represented by its three leaders)

and

— are
ii.

the

world both

bound

2-4,

iv.

exist

for

you

(cf.

to serve

8,

vi.

17

Ps.

;

"
1

viii.,

you,"

Tim.
etc.)

;

standing by itself,
yours would be a reason in favour of,
rather than against, glorying in human
power. The saying of ver. 216 is, very
possibly, taken from the lips of the Cor.
ookowtcs (18), who talked in the highflown Stoic style, affirming like Zeno

the Messianic kingdom makes the saints
even the world's judges (vi. 2, Rom.

Diog. Laert., vii., 1. 25), twv o-o<J>wv
iravTa ctvai, or daring with Seneca (de
Benef., vii., 2 f.) "emittere hanc vocem,

v.

(Hf.)

;

"

(in

Haec omnia mea

esse

"

!

similarly

Stoic in Horace (Sat.
"
106

the

I., iii., 125-133
Sapiens uno minor
est Jove, dives, liber, honoratus, pulcher,
"
Some such prerex denique regum
tentious vein is hinted at in iv. 7-10, vi.
12 and x. 22 f., vii. 31. (ol xp<a\i.tvoi r.

Ep.

I., i.,

ff.)

;

:

1

the affecters of
notes)
"
"
philosophy at Cor. made a liberal use
in
vi.
12
and x. 22 f., the
As
world.
the
of
Ap. adopts their motto, giving to it a
grander scope than its authors dreamed
Koo-fjiov

:

see

;

of (22), but only to check and balance it,
reproving the conceit of its vaunters by

the contrasted principle (8^) of the Divine

dominion

in

Christ,

which absorbs

human

all

proprietorship (23).
"
"
First amongst the all things that the
Cor. may legitimately boast, there stand
"Paul,
suggested by dvOpwirois, 21

—

—

—

Rev. v. 10, etc.). citc £«$| citc
13
OdvaTos, by another bold and sudden
carries
the Christian empire into
sweep,
the unseen. Not Life alone, but Death
king of fears to a sinful world (Rom.
iv.

;

—

17,

Heb.

21,

servant (xv. 26,

ii.

—

15)

etc.).

is

the saints'
a con-

They hold

dominium (Rom. viii. 17, 1 Thess. v. 10)
with Him who is " Lord of living and
dead " (Rom. xiv. 9, etc. Eph. iv. 9 f.,
Rev. i. 18) cf. tpol to £(jv Xpurrds, Kal
t6 airo6aveiv icepSos, Phil. i. 21. £wrj
and ddvaTOs extend the Christian's estate
over all states of being ; eixe Iveo-TWTa,
;

—

;

citc

piXXovTa, stretch

and possibilities of

it

time.

to all periods

The former

of

(pf. intransitive of tvi<rrr\\ki)
denotes what has come to stand there

these ptps.

—

is on the spot, in evidence;
(instans),
the latter what exists in intention, to be
evolved out of the present see the two
pairs of antitheses in Rom. viii. 38 f.
these things cannot hurt the beloved of
God (Rom.), nay, must help and serve
them (1 Cor.). See other parls. for " things
"
" to come "
(esp. Gal. i. 4) and
present

—

:

;

Rom. viii.
The Apostle

(esp.

17-25).

repeats triumphantly hi*
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Seem.

jy.

15.

J
constr.,
36, ix.

•

i.

XpioToO, Kal

8

b

OAtus ^f*as

e

f

fAuonrjpiwi' 0€ou.

oiKoi'op.ous

2 Cor. x. 2

;

Ph.

12, xvii. 9.

iii.

13

;

Acts

xix. 27

h See

i.

;

Mk.

d Acts

Gal. vi. 1, 7.
42 (n-icrro?).

f

See

xv. 28 (Isa.
xxvi. 16

xiii. 5,

;

12).
Lie. i.

umfjptTas

8c

h

1

\onr6V,

vpwv, having gathered into it
the totality of finite existence, to reverse
'*
but
it by the words
vftcis 8« Xpio~rov,
(cf. vi. 20,
(not and) you are Christ's
Rom. xii. 1 f., 2 Cor. v. 15). The Cor.
readers, exalted to a height outsoaring
Stoic pride, are in a moment laid low at
" Lords of the unithe feet of Christ
verse you are His bondmen, your vast
heritage in the present and future you
gather as factors for Him ". P. endorses
the doctrine of the kingship of the

irdvra

!

:

man, dilating on it with an eloquence surpassing that of Stoicism
"but," he reminds him, his wealth is

spiritual

;

a steward.

Our property

is

im-

mense, but we are Another's we rule, to
be ruled. A man cannot own too much,
;

provided that he recognises his Owner.
Finally, Christ who demands our subordination, supplies in Himself its grand
"
example Xpio-ros 8c ©eov, but Christ
are masters of everyis God's".
He Master
thing, but Christ's servants
:

We

;

of us, but God's Servant (cf. Acts iii. 13,
For His filial submission, see xi.
etc.).
notes
3, xv. 22 ff., Rom. vi. 10, and
canalso John viii. 29, x. 29, etc.
not accept Cv.'s dilution of the sense,
" Hasc
subjectio ad Christi humanitatem
"
for the vp,eis Xpiorrov, just
refer tur
affirmed, raises Christ high over men.
;

We

;

It is

enough
Oeov ov\ d>s

2

;

;

2 Cor. xii. 4;
e Tit.

Jo. xviii. 36.
in Heb. vii. 8;

Rev.

Rom.
i.

7

ii.

1

;

1,

Pet.

xiii. 10, 18, xiv.

16.

;

—

c xi. 28

liii.

g w5«, similarly

ii. 7.

1
« 8 «, all uncc. but DcEL also oldest verss.
Comm. Lachm., following the bulk of minuscc,

to say with Thd., Xpicn-os
c

KTio-p.a ©eov, dXV us Yi6$
tov 0eov cf. Heb. v. 8. The sovereignty
of the Father is the corner-stone of
:

authority in the universe (xi. 3, xv. 28).
The Ap. has now vindicated God's
Introd. to
rights in His Church (see
§ 10), and recalled the Cor. from their
carnal strife and pursuit of worldly wis-

dom

to the unity, sanctity, and grandeur
of their Christian calling, which makes
them servants of God through Christ,
and in His right the heirs of all things.

Christ's Servants answer§ 12.
able to Himself, iv. 1-5. The Ap. has
shown his readers their own true position
so high and yet so lowly (§ 11)
Paul,
Apollos, Cephas are but part of a universe
But
of ministry that waits upon them.

—

1

;

vii. 24, ix. 20 ;
iv. 10; Lk. xii.

that of

<&S

'S

2.

d

*

a^p&mos

Xoyi^arOw

"

IV.

;

more

is

o 8c, however, in Chr. and Gr.
placed the full stop after u8c.

be said about the Christian

to

whose names are sc much abused
If the Church is to understand
proper character, it must reverence

leaders,
at Cor.
its

theirs.

They

are

master.

their

its

They

servants
are its

is

it

;

not

property,

because they are Christ's property and
P. thus
His instruments first of all.
resumes the train of thought opened in
;

§ 10,

where the work of Church-builders

was

discriminated

building ;

now

it is

relation

in

viewed

to

the

in its relation

Here lies
God the Householder.
another and the final ground of accusathe
those
Cor.
who
tion against
parties
maintained them, in applauding this chief
and censuring that, were putting themselves into Christ's judgment-seat, from
which the Apostle thrusts them down.
Ver. 1. " In this way let a man take
account of us, viz., as servants of Christ,
to

:

etc."

Ovtws draws

coming

u>$

the vb.

:

attention

the

to

\ovi£ea-9a> implies

a reasonable estimate, drawn from admitted principles (cf Rom. vi.
xii. 1,
Xo7ikt]v), the pr. impv. an habitual estimate.
The use of avOpcuiros for tis
(xi. 28, etc.), occasional in cl. Gr., occurs
" where a
gravior dicendi formula is
required" (El.). 'YirTjpcVrjs (only here
in Epp.
see parls.) agrees with oikc't^s

n

;

:

4, domestic) in
associating
servant and master, whereas 8iaicovos
rather contrasts them (iii. 5, see note;
Mark ix. 35) see Trench, Syn., § 9. <2>s
" aS
V)TTT]p. XpUTTOV K. OIKOVOpOVS K.T.X.,
Christ's assistants, and stewards of God's
"
in these relations Jesus set
mysteries
the App. to Himself and God: see Matt,
xiii. 11, 52.
With P. the Church is the
oIkos (i Tim. iii. 15), God the oUoSco-iroVrjs, its members the oiiceioi (Gal. vi.
the
10, Eph. ii. 19), and its ministers
App. in chief the oUovopoi (ix. 17, Col.
The figure of iii. 9 ff. is kept
i.
25, etc.).
those who were opxit^ktcdv and
up
4iroiKo8op.ovvT€S in the rearing of the

(Rom.

xiv.

—

:

—

—

—

:

house, become virqpirai and oikovojaoi
in its internal

economy.

The

oiicov<$p.os

was a confidential housekeeper or overseer, commonly a slave, charged with pro-
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'

TTIOTOS TtS

3. 6JXOI 8e

CUp^T).

n

utto

°

v^Ctv
dkaKpi6w t\
d^OpM-iri^s
ou8e ejxauTOf n dyaicpifa)
4. ouSev yap cp-auTw
'
n
'auyoiSa, dXX' ouk *€K toutw
8c8iKa.iodu.ai, 6 8e
dmKptVojy jxc
p

q

dXX'

T)u.€pas,

u<}>'

q

•

'

In this

Co

ili
:.

i-^
48, xiii.

viii.'uf.

in
this sense nine times besides in P.
also in Mt., Lk., Heb., 1 Pet., Rev.
1 Of moral
judgments,
xv. 15 2 Cor. xi. 12, xii. 20
GaL ii. 17 Ph. Hi. 9 ; 1 Pet. i. 7 ; six times in Rev. Acts xxiv. 5.
n See ii. 14.
o See ii. 13.
Cf. Acts xix. 27. Ei/ou ei?, h.l. in this sense.
p See i. 8.
iii. 2
Acts xix. 2.
r Acts v. 2, xii. 12, xiv. 6 only
Lev. v. 1 Job xxvii. 6 1 Mace. iv. 21 2
Mace. iv. 41, etc. See note below.
s vi. 11
Rom. iii. 4 (Pi. 1. 6). v. 9 Gal. ii. 17, iii. u,' 2*1.
*'
v. 4; 1 Tit. iii. 16; Acts xiii. 39.
vii. 25,

;

m
q

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

^yjtcitc, fc^ACDgr-Ggr-P : adopted in many minuscc.
(ip-arai, BL and most
minuscc.
so latt. vg. cop. syrr. Doubtful whether the -T€ (imperative) is a
grammatical emendation, or a mere itacism neither a clear Western nor Alexandrian
and
in
each
deserted
their
AC,
case, being
reading,
by
companion verss.
;

;

DG

visioning the establishment.

Responsible
not to his fellows, but to " the Lord,"
his high trust demands a strict account
(Luke xii. 41-48). On uvor. 0eov, see
notes to ii. 7, 9 f.
the phrase implies
not secrets of the master kept from other
servants, but secrets revealed to them

—
:

through God's dispensers, to whose judg-

ment and
mitted
Ver.

(cf.

fidelity the disclosure is
ii. 6, iii.
1).

2.

com-

wSc Xoiirbv (proinde igiiur)
"

In
tTJTClTOl, Iv tois oi,Kov<$p.ois k.t.X. :
such case, it is further sought in stewards
(to be sure) that one be found faithful ".

wSe gathers up the position given to
" us " in ver. 1
iv tois oIkov<Suois is
therefore pleonastic, but repeated for
;

distinctness

and by reference

to the well-

understood rule for stewards (Luke xii.
Xoiirbv brings in the supplement
48).
to an imperfect representation it is not
enough to be steward a. faithful steward
is looked for (an echo of Luke xii. 42 f.).
£t)T€it<u . • . tva resembles irapaicaXu>
the telic force of
tva, i. 10 (see note)
the conj. has not disappeared; one "seeks"
" it.
in order to " find
a

—

:

:

thing
Vet. 3. luol 8e
"

els

cXaxioro'v loriv tva

For myself however it amounts
k.t.X. :
to a very small thing that by you I should
be put to trial, or by a human day (of

rare, but not necessarily Hebraistic sense,
Acts xix. 27; see Wr., p. 229.

cf. vi. 16,

iva

.

.

more
ava.Kpi.8w (construction
in 1) equals to
dvaicpiunless the clause should be ren.

un classical than
drjvai

—

" that I should have
myself tried
as though P. might have
challenged the judgment of the Cor. (see
ix. 2, 2 Cor. iii. 1, xii. 11) but dismissed
the thought. 'Avaicpivw (see note, ii. 15)
speaks not of the final judgment (Kpivu,
5, v. 12, etc.), but of an examination,
dered,

by you,"

—

investigation

"

which

—

to

preliminary

human

(dv6puirivr|s, cf.
P. thinks lightly,

it.

The

ii.

13) day," of

is

man's judg-

ment that of any man, or all men
" the
together he reserves his case for
day (of the Lord" see i. 8). dXX' ovhk
"
nay, I do not even
ipavTov dvaicpivai
The aXX' oi$4 (cf. iii. 3)
try myself!"
brings forward another suggestion, contrary to that just rejected (tva \i<j>' vp»v
In
avaKp.), to be rejected in its turn.
another sense P. enjoins self-judgment,
in
16
ii.
he
in xi. 28-32
and
credited the
"
"
"

—

;

:

:

;

man with power to try all
'O lavrbv dvatcpivuv, the selftrier, is one who knows no higher or
surer tribunal than his own conscience
Christ's Ap. stands in a very diff. position
This transition from Cor.
from this.

spiritual
things ".

;

Fidelity is required of judgment to self-judgment shows that no
judgment)."
stewards yes, but (8c*) who is the judge formal trial was in question, such as
of that fidelity ? Not you Cor., nor even Weizsacker supposes had been mooted
my own good conscience, but the Lord at Cor. arraigned before the bar of
only (4 cf. Rom. xiv. 4) P. corrects the public opinion, P. wishes to say that he
rates its estimate els IXaxicrrbv in comfalse inference that might be drawn from
luol hi takes up the general parison with that of his heavenly Master.
iii.
22.
matter
Ver. 4. The negative clauses, oitSev
it
a
to
as
truth just stated,
apply
between me and you. P. is being put on yap . . . dXX' oipk, together explain,
:

;

:

;

—

his talents appraised,
his trial at Cor.
his motives scrutinised, his administration canvassed with unbecoming preFor clc in this somewhat
sumption.

parenthetically, Paul's meaning in ver. 3
" For I am conscious of

myself"

(in

my

minister to you:

:

nothing against
conduct as Christ's

cf. 10,

18; 2 Cor.

i.

12-
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si?
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*

use,2Tim.
10;

i.

Jo.

y

J
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5. wott€

4>wtiot€1

iw

y

'irpo

p.$)

m

Kal

tA
•

KapSiuk

v

^cupou

Kpuirra toO

Kal totc 6

IV.

2ws &k

ti Kpircre,

w

ctk<5tous

Kal

cXOt] 6

x

fyavepiocrei

y €l 1 a €Tai ^KdaTw
'

ciraiKos

'1

6€0U.

c/.

i.

9

;

Heb.

v xiv. 25 2 Cor. iv. 2 Rom. ii. 16, 29; 1 Pet. iii. 4 Mt. x. 26.
12; eight times besides in P. in the ethical sense; 1 Pet. it. 9; 1 Jo. i. 6; Mt. vi. 23;
18.
x
In
this
connexion, 2 Cor. v. 10 f. Eph. v. 13; 1 Jo. ii. 19, iii. 2; Rev
Jo.
iii. 18; Mk. iv. 22; Jo. iii. 21.
y Of human /3ovArj, Lk. xxiii- 51 Acts xix. 1 (some texts), xxvii
In
N.T.
h.l.
z Rom. ii. 29; «traii>os (with man for
12, 42.
pi.,
fiov\r)i> Kap6ias, Sir. xxxvii. 13.
obj.) generally, 2 Cor. viii. 18; Rom. xiii. 3; Ph. iv. 8; 1 Pet. i. 7, ii. 14.

Eph.

1.

w Rom.

18

;

vi. 4, x. 34.

;

;

;

xiii.

19; Acts xxvi.

iii.

;

;

1

DG,

Aug., om. os

:

—
—

a Western variant.

nothing that calls for judicial in17)
quiry on your part or misgiving on my
own "but not on this ground (ovk cv

Cm.,
Riickert, Mr., Hn., Bt., and others.
Cv., Est., Bg., Al., Ev., Ed., Gd., Sm.,
" in a
term
the
insist
on
etc.,
taking

IvvotSa
Tovrcp) have I been justified ".
with reflexive pron. (h. I. in N.T.) has

meaning

this connotation, of a guilty conscience,
occasionally in cl. Gr. (see Lidd.) cf.

the Horatian

" Nil conscire

;

sibi,

nulla

"By" signifies
pallescere culpa" (Al.).
"against" in Bible Eng. (see New Eng.
Diet. s. v., 26 d; cf. Deut. xxvii. 16,
"I know no harm by
7)
him " is current in the Midland counties
For Sikcuow Iv, see pads. The
(Al.).
Ezek.

xxii.

;

—

818iK0.1wfj.at defines an
complete in the past and

act of
God
determining the writer's present state. P. has
been and continues justified not on the
sentence of his conscience as a man
self-acquitted (" not of works of righteouspf.

pass.

—

ness, which we had done," Tit. iii. 5 ff.),
but as an ill-deserving sinner counted
righteous for Christ's sake (i. 30, vi. 11,
xv. 17; 2 Cor. v. 17-21, Rom. iii. 23 ff.,

This past
1, etc.).
the ground of his
before
God
standing
(Rom. v.
1 ff.)
it forbids
presuming on the witness of his own conscience now. A good
conscience is worth much but, after P.'s
iv.

25,

vii.

24-viii.
is

"justification"

whole

;

;

experience, he cannot rely on its verdict
apart from Christ's. Paul looks for his
appraisement at the end (5), to the source
from which he received his justification
at the beginning.
Accordingly for the
present, he refers to Christ the testing of
his daily course 6 8c avateptvwv p.€ Kvpios
Io-tiv, "but he that does try (examine)
me is the Lord " not you, nor my own
conscience; I am searched by a purer
and a loftier eye. "The Lord is alone
qualified for this office" (cf. v. 3 ff., and
notes
Rev. ii., iii., John v. 22, etc.).
:

—

;

The Lord's present dvdicpicris prepares
for his final icpuris (5).
The above interpretation, which maintains the Pauline
use

of

SiKatdw,

is

that

of

Calovius,

entirely diff. from its ordinary
dogmatic sense" (Gd.), referring it iu
spite of the tense, on account of ver. 5,
to the future judgment ; but this brings
confusion into Paul's settled language,
and abandons the rock of his personal

standing before God and men (cf. Gal.
15 ff.). Since P. accepted justification
by faith in Christ, not his innocence, but
his Saviour's merit has become his fixed
ii.

ground of assurance.
Ver. 5.
The practical conclusion of
the statement respecting Christ's servants
(see note on a><rre, iii. 21): "So then do
not before the time be passing any judgment", ti, the cognate ace. =icpicriv
Tivd, as in John vii. 24.
irpb icaipov
(the fit time, not the set time) signifies
prematurely (so j*Esch., Eumen., 367), as

(Luke xii. 42). Our
Lord gives another reason for not judging,
Iv icatpai seasonably
in Matt. vii.

1

ff.

;

this prohibition, like

that, points to His tribunal, bidding men
hold back their verdicts on each other in

deference to His
" Until the Lord

(cf.

come

Rom.

xiv.

"

10).

ews av indicates contingency in the time, not the
event itself; for this uncertainty, cf.
1 Thess. v. 2, Matt. xxv. 13, Luke xii.
His coming is the
39, Acts i. 7, etc.
airoKa\w|ri$ toward which the hope of
this Church was directed from the first
see note) it will reveal with per(i. 7
fect evidence the matters on which the
Cor. are officiously and ignorantly pronouncing. Ss koI <p(uTio-et k.t.X. "who
shall also illuminate the hidden things of
darkness ". <po>Ti£w points to the cause,
as 4>avep6o) to the result, and airoKaXvirrw
to the mode of Divine disclosures.
(ii. 10)
Christ's presence of itself illuminates (cf.
2 Cor. iv. 6, and other parls.)
His
Parousia is light as well as fire (iii. 13)
both instruments of judgment, to Kpvirra
:

:

;

—

:

;

—
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5~«.

dScX^oi,

8c,

5fia9, iVa

Ant.,
ioseph.,
»en. xlii. 33.

1

*

TauTa

6.

&"

b

fJL€T€(rxr]fi.<lTiaa

b
ci'

u.(16t]T€

Trifxtu

c x. 13

*

S

uirep

/xyj

Philo, Leg. ad. Gai., § 11

vii., io. 5;

w
els ^fiauroi/ ical 'AiroXXw

*

to

;

7Q9

2

ycYpairrai
L*g«,

Plato,

x.

A it o X X w v, ^*AB\

13

903 E.

21

xiii.

B»,

p. 157.

curious blunder, airo iroXXov.
2

(vircp) a,

fc^ABCP

17, 31, 73.

;

4

Mace. ix.
22.
Also

b Cf. Jo.

See W.H., Notes on Selected Readings,

Ph

ff.;

m.

<f>po^6i^

2 Cor. xii. 6.

;

x

3

35

;

by a

Referring to Scripture at large.

3

Om. <j>povciv N*ABD*G, latt v g-» 0r -» Au g«. Ambrst.
J^cCDcLP cop. syrr., Cyr. insert (? Alexandrian) Ath., fyvcriovo-dai.
«

;

tov o-kotovs, " the secrets hidden in the
darkness" (res tenebris occultatas, Bz.)

— not

necessarily evil things (see Rom.
but things impenetrable to present light.
Chief amongst
" the Lord will
make manifest
these,
"
(<J>avcp<i>o-€i) the counsels of the hearts
These God (and with Him Christ, 6
avaicpCvwv 4) already searches out (Rom.
viii. 27
Ps. exxxix., etc.)
then He will
make plain to men, about themselves and
each other, what was dark before. The
KapSia is the real self, the "hidden,"
"inward man" (Eph. iii. 16 f., 1 Pet.
iii. 4, and other pads.), known
absolutely
to God alone (cor hominis crypta est, Bz.)
" counsels " are those
its
self-communings
and purposings which determine action
and belong to the essence of character.
" And then
(not before) the (due) praise
will come (6 circuvos Yevili €Tai ) to eac ^
ii.

16, 2 Cor. iv. 6),

—

.

:

;

;

;

—

"

from

God

(not from

human

lips)."

4-iro

on God's behalf that
Christ will judge His commendation is
of
value
alone
(Rom. ii. 29 John v. 44).
The Church is God's field and temple
all work wrought in it awaits
(iii. 9 if.)
His approval. cicctory recalls the lesson
of iii. 8, n-13, respecting the discriminating and individual character of Divine

t.

Gcov

for

it

is

;

;

;

"
rewards. " Praise ambitious Gr. teachers
coveted: let them seek it from God.
"Praise" the Cor. partisans lavished on

admired leaders this is God's prerogative, let them check their impertinent eulogies. Enough was said in iii.
15, 17, of condemned work ; P. is thinking
here of his true o-vvcpyoC (1 f.), who with
himself labour and hope for approval at
their

:

the Day of Christ little need they reck
of the criticisms of the hour.
;

§ 13. Disciples above their Master,
What the Ap. has written,
iv. 6-13.
from iii. 3 onwards, turns on the relations

between himself and Apollos but it has
a wide application to the state of feeling
within the Church (6 f.). To such extravagance of self-satisfaction and con;

ceit in their new teachers have the Cor.
been carried, that one would think they
had dispensed with the App., and entered
already on the Messianic reign (8). In
comparison with them, P. and his com-

rades present a sorry figure, as victims
marked for the world's sport famished,
beaten, loaded with disgrace, while their

—

disciples flourish

Ver.

!

Tavra

6.

batikon,

(9-13.)
8e k.t.X.

"

of

transition)

:

(8c

Now

metathese

things I have adapted (in the way I have
put them) to myself and Apollos".—
pcTa-o-x-np-aTi^w (see parls.), to change
the dress, or form 0/ presentment (<rxJ)pa),
of anything.
P. has put in a specific

—
—

personal way speaking in concreto, exempli gratia what he might have expressed more generally ; he has done
" for
this 8t'
better instruc-

your

— not

vfias,

because he and Ap. needed
the admonition. The rendering " I have
tion,"

in a figure transferred" (E.V.), suggests

argument of iii. 3-iv. 5 had no
connexion with P. and A., and was
aimed at others than their partisans an
erroneous implication: see Introd. to
that the

real

—

Div.

P. writes

I.

l|oxi]v, aiming
party at all the

in

kut'

the crx^fxa

through the Apollonian
warring factions, and at

his
the factious spirit in the Church
"
"
folpuffed up
reproaches fall on the
lowers, not upon their unconsenting chiefs
found certain other teachers,
(4).
active at Cor. in the absence of P. and
in iii. 11-17; the Cor. will
rebuked
A.,
This
easily read between the lines.
;

We

peTaorxTjpaTto-pos is "id genus in quo
quod non
per quandam suspicionem
"

dicimus accipi volumus
(Quintilian, In
AiroXXwv, the preferable
stit., ix., 2).
reading here and in Tit. iii. 13, like the

—

gen. of
decl.

;

i.

12,

iii.

of Attic 2nd
attested in Acts

4, is ace.

'AiroXXw (3rd)

is

xix. 1.

tvo iv ryiiv p.d0T)TC to Mf| vircp &
yfypairrai: "that in our case you may
learn the (rule), Not beyond the things
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8f., v.2,

vui

;
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ti 8c

XaPwy ;

8.

b
;

el

cTf'pou.

m

Kai

•

Vis
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8e Kal eXapjCS,

KCKopeap.€>koi lore*,

tJStj

ePaaiXcuaaTe

r)p£i>

IV.

k
t]8tj

h

Ti

eirXou-

'

o<pc:XoV

yc

^PaaiXcuaarc,

xiii.

f vi. 1, x. 24, 29, xiv. 17; Ro. ii. 1, xiii. 8; Gal. vi. 4; Phil. 11. 4.
ii. 18
Col. U,i
-ajcm, 2 Cor. xii. 20.
with pers. obj.; cf. vi. 5 Acts xv. 9; Jude 22.
h For interr. after ei, xii. 17. See i. 29.
£ H./.
Deut. xxxi. 20.
k 2 Cor. viii. 9; Rom. x. 12; 1 Tim. vi. 9, 18; 5 times in Rev.
» Acts xxvii. 38;
2 Cor.
1 xv. 25
Rom. v. 14, 17, ai, vi. ia 1 Tim. vi. 15 Rev. v. 10, etc.
Lk. i. 53, xii. 21.
Gal. v. 12; Rev. Hi. 15.
xi. 1
;

;

;

;

;

m

;

;

"

that are written ; cf. the cl. Mt]8cv a-yav.
art. to seizes the M-rj vir^p clause
for the obj. of pd6i]Tc; for the construction, cf. Gal. v. 14, Luke xxii. 37, and
see Wr., pp. 135, 644; the elliptical
form ("Not" for "Do not go," or the
like) marks the saying as proverbial,
though only here extant. Ewald suggests
that it was a Rabbinical adage as much
as to say, Keep to the rule of Scripture,
Not a step beyond the written word!
"
in his libris semper ad V.
vcypairrai
"
T. refertur
(Grotius) ; but in a general
maxim it is superfluous to look for parIn iii. 19 f.,
ticular passages intended.
and indirectly in w. 4 f. above, P. has
shown the Cor. how to keep their thoughts
about men within the lines marked out

The

—

—The
Scripture.

1st Iva is definitely
in
applied by the second, apposed tvo
" that
not
be
puffed up, each for his
you
individual (teacher) against the other ".
the Cor. both not to
Scripture teaches
"
"
"
glory in men and not to "judge them
:

—

21, iv. 4 f.).
<j>vo-iovo-6c (4>vcridui,
older Gr. <j>vcrdoj or <{>vcria<i>, to
inflate)
is best explained as irreg. pr. sbj. (cf.
(iii.

£ijXovt€, Gal. iv. 17) ; John xvii. 3 is the
only clear ex. of tva with ind. in N.T.

—

Mr.
see however Wr., pp. 362 f.
the difficulty by rendering
where, against Bibl. and later Gr.
Fritzsche read 8 (T. R.) for a in

viates

clause;

previous

then,

itacism, cva for tva

and

by

a

obtva
use.

the

double

<f>u<rioi)<r9ai for

thus getting ingeniously an
clause in 6c, standing in apposition
" Not
to the 5 of 6b
beyond what is
i.e., that one be not puffed up
written,
for the one," etc.).
els vircp t. cv<$s, a
<f>vanovo-9c,
inf.

—

—

—

reciprocal phrase (cf. 1 Thess. v. n),
"one for the one (teacher), another for
the other" (see i. 12),
zeal "for the

—

one "

master generating an
"
(ieaTa tov
against the other
eTc'pov, the second) correspondingly de-

animus

admired
' '

Those who cried up Apollos
spised.
cried down Paul, and vice versd.
Ver.

7.

t(s

"for
"
(or separates thee ?

yap " <re

who marks thee off ?

Siaicptvci;

—

discernit,

Vg.

")

—what warrant

for thy

" I am of
Paul," etc., for rangboasting,
" The
ing thyself in this coterie or that ?

The
SiaKpuris was self-made" (El.).
other rendering, "Who makes thee to
"
eximie
be
differ ?
distinguit,
superior
(to
suits the
Bg.)—sc. "who but God?"
vb. Siaicpivw, but is hardly relevant.
This question stigmatises the partisan
conceit of the Cor. as presumptuous;
. . .
cl 8< koI
those that follow, ri
. . . marks it as ungrateful ; both ways
" what
k.t.X.
it is
t( 8£

—

:

&

egotistic.

—

cx«ts

:

moreover hast thou that thou didst not
receive

"

?

—

from God

i.e.,

(i.

4

30,

f.,

iii.

For this pregnant sense
Acts xx. 35. "But if

5, 10, xii. 6, etc.).

—

of Xappdvu, cf.
indeed thou didst receive (it), why glory
"
The
as one that had not received ?
receiver may boast of the Giver (i. 31),
not of anything as his own. Kal lends
" cl
icai, de re quam
actuality to the vb.
"
ita esse ut dicitur significamus
(Her2
Cor.
iv.
3.
icavxacrai, a
mann) cf.
rare form of 2nd sing. ind. mid.
Wr.,
For d»s with ptp., of point of view
p. 90.
(perinde ac), see Bm., p. 307 cf. ver. 3.
Ver. 8 depicts the unjustifiable " glorying" of the readers with an abruptness
due to excited feeling (cf. the asyndeton
" How much
of iii. 16)
you have reSo soon
ceived, and how you boast of it
"
The three first
etc.
you are satiated
are exk.t.X.
clauses t|St|, tjStj, x&>pls
clamations rather than questions (W.H.).
Distinguish tjStj, jam, by this time; vvv,
nunc, at this time (iii. 2, etc.) apn, in
prasenti, modo, just now or then, at the
;

;

;

;

:

!

1

—

—

—

;

moment

(xiii.

12,

etc.).

Keicopco-pcVoi

Io-tc (KopewvfjLi, to glut, feed full ; in cl.
Gr. poetical, becoming prose in Koivrj for
;

tense-form,

cf.

i.

10,

"

-titc

soon you have had your
"
The Cor.

KaTrjpT.
fill

(are

:

So

quite

reported them(?), so well
fed by Paul's successors, so furnished in
talent and grace, that they desired nothing
more. rfiy\ lirXotmio-oTC (aor., not pf.
as before)
"So soon you grew rich "
The Thanksgiving (i. 5) and the list of

satisfied) I
selves, in the

Church Letter

—

:

!

7

— io.
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Xva Kal ^jiei$

0€os

iqp.as

*

ai

on
10.

<ri)v

t

»»a

ujieis

q 2 Th. H. 4

viii. g.

Jo.

1

;

See

t

8okw yap,

o

eV.8o§oi,

ujieis

Acts
i.

25.

6 cos,

without

;

:

X<opls •qp.wv ifiaa-iXtxHrare (aor. again),
" Without us
(without our help) you have
come to your kingdom!" "Gradatio:

—

Paul was
saturi, divites, reges" (Bg.).
given to understand, by some Cor., that
"
they had outgrown his teaching : Then,"

he says, "you have surely entered the
promised kingdom and secured its treasures, if God's stewards have nothing
/ only wish you
more to impart to you
had!" so he continues in the words Kal
I would indeed
6<j>€\6v ye k.t.X., "Ay,
that you had entered the kingdom, that
"
It is
we too might share it with you

—

— Bao-iXevw
!

for

end.

the

can only relate to the pcuriXeta
6eov, the Messianic reign (20, vi. 9 f.,
xv. 50; N.T. passim; cf. Luke xxii.
the judicial asvi. 2 f. below
28 ff.
sumptions of the Cor., in 3 ff., square with
of "state"
in
vbs.
and the aor.
(see parls.)

;

;

this);

"
is inceptive (Br. § 41)— not
you reigned,"
but "became kings" (^Pao-iXcvo-are).
can
of
course,
only come about
This,
when Christ returns (see i. 7, 9, and
then His saints will share His
notes)
;

glory (2 Tim.

ii.

10).

—

6<j>cXov (losing its
later Gr. practically

augm.) is in N.T. and
an adv. it marks, with following ind.
wish (Wr., p. 377)
past, an impracticable
;

;

be sure) accentuates the personal
nXovTe'u), |3acrkXcva>

remind us

again of Stoic pretensions;

see note,

feeling.
iii.

22.

Ver. 9 gives reason in Paul's sorrowful state for the wish that has escaped
8okw yap 6 0eos k.t.X. (Sti
him.
vanting after Sokw, as in vii. 40; so
"
in Eng.)
For, methinks, God has
:

Exhibited

VOL.

(spectandos
II.

proposuit,

x

aViuoi

Tim

-

iL

bel

™-

sense, xv.

•

'

xi'x.

30;'

Mk.

ix.

hj! in this
Matt. vii.
LXX rpassim.

w

spiritual satiety
corrupted Cor. riches
contrast
is a sign of arrested growth
" Thou
Phil. iii. 10-14, and cf. Rev. iii. 17,
sayest, on n\o-ocri(Ss ciui Kal ire-TrXovTTjKa". The climax of this sad irony is

sigh

a

° See Hi. 18,
and note

r #./.
22, xxv. 7.
s N.T.
-fcc, ii. 4.
u x. 15 ; 2 Coft xi. 19 ; Rom. xi. 25, xii. 16 :
25.
Eph. v. 27; Luke vii. 25, xfli. 17;

;

1

8e

fiueis

ii.

charisms in xii. appear to justify this
consciousness of wealth but ostentation

(to

cmOai'aTious,

w

•

io~xupoi

;

ye

6n

*

•

Lk. xvi. 8.
v See i.
24, x. 16, xxv. 2 ff.
xxii. 23; Mt. xm. 57; Mk. vi. 4; Isa. lui. 3.

Paul's

dire'Seiley

&s

\

/

T

8e

see Acts xix. 29, 31.

;

eVxdTOUs

on *

8okw y&p

9.

q

•

do-Gems,

sense

p

tw

eyenrjGirijAei'

v

;

aujAPaaiXeuorwuei'.

801

koo-uw, k<u dyye'Xois Kal dy0pwirois
u
p«pol 8id XpioroV, uueis 8e 4>p<mu.oi |v Xpiorw Tjjaeis

Tj/xeis

f.

v\uv

tous diroaToXous

Qiarpov

xiv. 9

n

Bz.)

on:

all

pre-Syrian uncc.
"

—

at the end of the
us, the apostles, last
show, in the meanest place (for the use
of cctxotos, cf. Mark ix. 35 ; for the

doomed

—

" as
19 below)
(men)
death ".
One imagines a

xv.

sentiment,
to

grand procession, on some day of public
festival

on

;

their

in its rear march the criminals
way to the arena, where the

populace will be regaled with their

suf-

Paul's experience in Ephesus
suggests the picture (cf. xv. 32) that of
" The
2 Cor. ii. 14 is not dissimilar.
"
ix. 1, xv. 5 ff.), not P. alone,
app.
(cf.
are set in this disgrace
Acts i.-xii.
illustrates what is said
possibly recent
of
prominent mis(unrecorded) sufferings
sionaries gave added point to the com-

ferings.

;

:

;

>

parison.
takes its

Airo-8eiKvup,i

(to

show-off)

disparaging sense from the
connexion, like 8eiyuaTi£u in Col. ii.

cmOavaTiovs (later Gr.) = lirl t.
15.
©avaTOV ovTas. on Ocarpov ey€vi]0T)uev
Ty KoVucp does not give the reason for
the above air<S8ci£i9, but re-affirms tht
fact with a view to bring forward the
spectators; this clause apposed to the
foregoing, in which on was implicit
" Methinks God has set forth us the
app.
that we have
last, as sentenced to death,
been made a spectacle to the world," etc.

—

:

—

Hf. would read 5,n Oearpov, "which

—

a tempting constr.,
spectacle," etc.
suiting the lively style of the passage
but ooris occurs as adj. nowhere in the
;

N.T. (unless, possibly, in Heb. ix. 9), and
"
may mean
rarely at all in Gr.
8<farpov
the place, spectators, actors, or spectacle :
the last meaning is the one used here,
and the rarest " (Lt.). " To the world : "
so Peter, e.g., at Jerus., Paul in the great

Gentile capitals. " Both to angels and
extends the ring to include those
" ko(
invisible watchers
singles them
"
out for special attention (Lt.) of whose
presence the Ap. was aware (see xi. 10,
and other parls.) ; angels, as such, in connot the good or bad
trast with men,

men"

—

—

5 I

—
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^

c" c

es

d

1

Kal.

YUjx^TCuojxe^,

s .^
«

P.; frcq.

K<mA|MW

*

Kal

KoXa^i^ojAcOa,

epya£<5p,€kOi tcus IStcus 'x^pci*

IV.

•

Kal

12.

doraToOuci/,
h

'

Xoi8opoup,€koi

€u\o-

w

and Rev.

A.J.
a xi. 21, 34; Phil. iv.
xaipo?, Rom. iii. 26, etc.
C/. ews apri, 13; also o
12; Lk. i. 53, vi. 2i, 25. nretv. k. 6l\J/, Rom. xii. 20; Matt. v. 6, xxv. 35 ff. Rev. vii. 16; Jo. vi. 35.
c if./.
b Sujrau (alone), Jo. xix. 28. Atwo? k. finj/o?, 2 Cor. xi. 27.
Dio Chrys. xxv. 3.
d 2 Cor.
e i /./. avrarot in Arist. and later Gr.
xh. 7; 1 Pet. h. 20; Matt. xxvi. 67.
f In lit. use,
iv. 28; 2 Tim. ii. 6; Acts xx. 35; Matt. vi. 28; Luke v. 5.
1
iv.
Thess.
iv.
28;
g Eph.
Eph.
h 1 Pet. ii. 23; Acts xxiii. 4; Jo. ix. 28.
Wisd. xv. 17; epya^o/aai (absolute) is fairly common.
i
Absolutely, xiv. 16; Rom. xii. 14; 1 Pet. iii. 9.

z Art. with apn,

;

;

1

n

1

yv^.vir€vo^.tv:

all

L (B*D*

uncc. but

note on

vi.

3).
angels specifically (cf.
Eph. iii. 10 f. intimates that the heavenly
watch.
while
learn
they
Intelligences
Ver. 10 represents the contrasted case
of the App. and the Cor. Christians, as
they appear in" the estimate of the two
"
an.

We

parties.
p.01
ii.

i.

(cf.

are pcopoi, acrdcvcis,

18-27,

3, for ao-0.)

;

with
iii. 18, and notes
"you," 4>p6Vipoi, ioxu;

poi, «?v8o|oi— the last adj. in heightened
contrast to anpoi not merely honoured

—

;

(Ivnpoi, Phil. ii. 29), but glorious P.
on the relatively "splendid"
(Luke vii. 25) worldly condition of the
Cor. as compared with his own.
pwpol
"
81a Xpunrov, " fools because of Christ
who
makes
us
sends
v.
Matt.
so,
11)
(cf.
"
us with a " foolish
message (i. 23).
8id
23, 2 Cor. iv. 11,
(ix.
Distinguish

reflects

—

from vir^p Xpurrov, which means

etc.)

" on Christ's
behalf," as representing Him
The Ap. does not
(2 Cor. v. 20, etc.).
call the Cor. <ro<j>oi (see iii. 18), but, with
a fine discrimination, <j>povip.oi cv Xpurr^
he appeals to
(prudentes in Christo)
them as such in x. 15, 2 Cor. xi. 19 the

From

-vcit-).

Wr.,

-yvpviTris,

;

p. 114.

Vv. n, 12a. a\pi ttjs apn upas .
.
rats ISicus x c P<riv describes the ai-ipoi,
reduced to this position by the world's
contempt and with no means of winning
its respect
a life at the farthest remove
from that of the Gr. gentleman. The
despicableness of his condition touches
the Ap.
New features are added to this
.

—

0" apn, see
picture in 2 Cor. xi. 23-33.
note to tj8t|, ver. 8 ; cf. ver. 13. Hunger,
the common accomthirst, ill-clothing
paniments of poverty; blows, homeless-

—

—
—

manual toil specific hardships of
Paul's mission. The sentences are pi.
all Christian missionaries (9) shared in
these sufferings, P. beyond others (xv.

ness,

:

10).

—

yv\t.vntvtti (later Gr.)

clothing or armour;

denotes light
Matt.

vvpvos,

cf.

—

xxv 36, Jas.

«
ii. 15
(ill-clad).
ico\a<{>i£(ii
(see pads.), to fisticuff, extended to physical violence generally
sometimes lit. true
in Paul's case.
ao-rariwy to be unsettled,

—
—
—
fixed home to

epithet was one they affected writing at
Cor., he is perhaps thinking of them in

with no
Paul's affectionate nature the greatest of privations,
and always suspicious in public repute
to be a vagrant. On Ip-yaij. t. 18. x«po"tv
at Eph. now (Acts xx. 34), at Cor.
formerly (Acts xviii. 3) see note, ix. 6

The <f>p6Vipos is
25, xii. 16.
of sense no fanatic, rushing to

manual labour was particularly despised
" Non modo
amongst the ancients:

—

;

;

Rom.
the

xi.

man

—

extremes and affronting the world needlessly: this Church is on dangerously
good terms with the world (viii. 10, x.
14-33, cf. 2 Cor. vi. 14-vii. 1) see Introd.,
" Christum et
f
prudentiam carnis
"
miscere vellent
They deem
(Cv.).
"
"
themselves
in contrast with
strong
;

pp.731

.

;

the "feeble in faith" (Rom. xiv. 1), with
whom P. associates himself (ix. 22, etc.),
able to "use the world" (vii. 31) and

not hampered by weak-minded scruples
(vi. 12, x. 23, viii.; see note on iii. 22).
In the third clause P. reverses the order
of prons. (you
.
.
we), returning to
the description of his own mode of life.
The aycvr^s (i. 28) is without the birth
qualifying for public respect, the a-ripos
(see pads.) is one actually deprived of
.

—
jespect

in cl. Gr., disfranchised.

—

—

—

;

meo victum meum comparo, sed
manuario labore et sordido" (Cv.).
Vv. 126, 13. Beside their abject condition (ii, 12a), the world saw in the
meekness of the App. the marks of an
labore

shown in the three parof XoiSopovpcvoi . . . irapaKaXovp,cv: "id mundus spretum putat"
XoiSop. (reviled to our faces) im(Bg.).
abuse, 8w<l>T|povp€voi.
plies insulting
(defamed) injurious abuse for trie former,
1 Peter ii. 23.
cf.
SiwK^pevoi dvexopeda,
"
persecuted, we bear with (lit. put-up
"
it
with)
implying patience, while v\iope'vw (xiii. 7, etc.) implies courage in the
The series of ptps. is pr., desufferer.
"
"
noting habitual treatment not when
"
but
while we are reviled," etc. evXoabject spirit,

ticulars

—

—

:

—

—

\ovpcv

.

.

.

irapaicaXovpcv

—

:

to revilings
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k
youfi€K,

Wfyei'oi
ws

ica\oufiei>-

*

l'

Tr€pi<|»Tjfjia,

d^x<5|i«ea,

°

I«s

13.

2

irepiKa0dpu.aTa

803

pXaa^fiou'^oi

*

tou koVjaou £ya^0i)pci',

"irapo-

k

«

g->jT
Rom.

Trdnw

xh.'
1'

q

apn.

lp, Phii.

Ouk 'In-p^Trwk u^as ypd^u TauTa, dXX' ws

14.
Acts

m

l

Wkki r
wou

Tim.' Hi.
12

"

m

Rev.

;

Matt. v. 10, etc.
1 Absol., 2 Cor. xi.
4, 20.
W*., N.T. A.J 1 Mace,
n Absol., 2 Cor. v. 20 Rom. xii. 8 2 Tim. iv. 2 Tit. i. 9 Luke
yn. 41. *v<r*wta, 2 Cor. vi. 8.
Pr V XX L l8
HL
l '> Tobit v IQ
Ignatius ad £**. viii. 1, xviii. 1.
'.
* •?**•'
?
,
,P
q viii.
7, xv. 6; Mt. xi. 12; four times in John.
r Active, h.L; cf. 2 Thess. iii. 14; Tit. ii.
8; Heb. xii.
s 17, x 14, xv. 58, and
9, etc.
tvTpoTn,, see vi. 5.
frequently in P.; Heb. vi. 19; Jas. i. 16,
etc.; 1 To., passtm: 1 Pet. ii. 11, iv. 12; 2 Pet. iii. and
Jude, ayan. For reKva, in P., 2 Cor. vi.
13; Gal. iv. 19; Phil. 11. 22; 1 Thess. ii. 7, n; 1 Tim. i. 2, 18; 2 Tim. ii. 1; Tit. i.
Phm. 10.
vii. 53, etc.

;

H

*

;

'

-

;

.

;

;

:

.

4;

1

8vo-<pT)p,ovp.cvoi, fc$*ACP

pXao-dnjfi.,

N C BDG, etc.,

2

wo-ircpci KafiapjiaTa,

G

latt.

and

17.

vg.— Western and

six

Syrian emendation.

minuscc.

they retort with blessings, to calumnies
with benevolent exhortation ; " they beg
men not to be wicked, to return to a
better mind, to be converted to Christ"
cf. the instructions of Luke vi.
(Gd.)
" It is on this its
27 ft.
positive side
that" Christian meekness "surpasses the
abstention from retaliation urged by
Plato" (Crit.,p.4Q: Ed.). ws ircpiicaddpfiara tov KoVpov . . . irav-rtuv irep£\)rir)p.a
;

—

raised against P. by the Ephesian
populace (cf. xv. 32 ; also Acts xxii.
22).— tot

opTi, repeated with emphasis from ver.
11, shows P. to be writing under the
smart of recent outrage. With his temper, Paul keenly felt personal indignities.
Paul's Fatherly Discipline,
§ 14.
iv. 14-21.
All has now been said that
can be concerning the Divisions at Cor.

—

the causes underlying them, and the
(from ircpi-icadaCpu, -uVdc* respectively, spirit they manifest and foster in the
to cleanse, wipe all round, with -jxa of Church.
In their self-complacent, unthe ne plus ultra of degradation ; grateful thoughts, the Cor. have raised
result)
"
of the world,
themselves quite above the despised and
they became as rinsings
"
a scraping of all things (purgamenta et painful condition of the App. of Christ
" imitabantur filios
the
filth
one
that
ramentum, Bz.),
gets
qui illustrati parum
curant humiles parentes ex saturitate
rid of through the sink and the gutter.
The above terms may have a further fastidium habebant, ex opulentia in" the
Ap. is carrying on the solentiam, ex regno superbiam" (Bg.).
significance
of
above. Both The delineation of Paul's state and theirs
iiri8avaTCov»
metaphor
ircpucad. and irepiu/. were used esp. of in the last Section is, in truth, a bitter
those condemned criminals of the lowest sarcasm upon the behaviour of the
class who were sacrificed as expiatory readers ; yet P. wishes to admonish, not
to rebuke them (14).
He states, in a
offerings, as scapegoats in effect, because
of their degraded life. It was the cus- softened tone, the measures he is taking
tom at Athens to reserve certain worth- to rectify the evils complained of. His
less persons who in case of plague, famine,
severity springs from the anxious heart
Yet in the father's
or other visitations from heaven, might of a father (14 f.).
be thrown into the sea, in the belief that hand, before the paragraph ends, we see
they would cleanse away,' or wipe off,' again the rod (21).
Ver. 14. Ovk 6VTp€ir<i>v k.t.X. " Not
the guilt of the nation" (Lt.). ircpiKa0app.a (for the earlier icddappa) occurs (by way of) shaming you do I write this,
but admonishing (you) as my children
in this sense in Arr.-Epict., III., xxii., 78 ;
This view beloved ". It is in chiding that the Ap.
also in Prov. xxi. 11 (LXX).
addresses both the Cor. and Gal. as his
is supported by Hesychius, Luther, Bg.,
Hn., Ed.; rejected, as inappropriate, by "children" (2 Cor. vi. 13, xii. 14, Gal. iv.
Cer- 19) ; Wkvov LyaTnyrhv he applies besides
Er., Est., Cv., Bz., Mr., Gd., El.
only to Timothy (ver. 17 and 2 Tim. i. 2).
tainly P. does not look on his sufferings
as a piaculum ; but he is expressing the Not intentionally here, but in vi. 5 and
xv.
which
deemed
"the
estimate of
world,"
34 he does speak irp&s ivTpoinjv. to
vov0ct€iv ( = lv vy TiO^vai) is the part of
its vilest fittest to devote to the anger of
the Gods.
Possibly some cry of this a father (Eph. vi. 4), or brother (2 Thess.
" the vb. has a
the " Christiani ad iii.

—

:

—

;

—

:

'

'

:

—

sort,

anticipating

leones" of the martyrdoms, had been

15)

;

than ivrplireiv or

meaning
and implies

lighter

liri-up.$v,
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1

R

"

^Y airT T ^

*

vovQct&. 1

T

"

15. ^d>

TraioaywYOUs ?xTl T€
2
dXX*
ou
iroXXods
I?
XpiaTw,
iraWpas
Y^P Xpiorw 'irjaoo oid
w
x
x4
16.
8. tou cuayyeXiou £ya>
!?•
irapaKaXu ouV ujxds,
up.ds
^y^Hfjaa
"
y
3
15; Acts
17. 8id touto
p,i(XT)Tai p>u yiyeaOe.
'eire^a, ufuy Tiu.66eoy,
°™CoT

l

i

28, Hi. 16

yap

pupious

*

£y

;

•

;

ii.

Mk.
Acts

1

cf. Gal. iv.
vi. ia.

10;

i.

1

;

19;

rds 68ous
1

Thess.

For the

Heb.

14;

4

*

Col.

i.

2

vb., a

Acts xvi.

;

15.

ii. f f.,
Thess.

vovOctcdv (?) so fc^ACP *7
W.H., Tr. marg., Nestle.

vov06tw
2
3

B om.

BDGL,
l-qcrov,

Rom.

iii.

d Acts

pionoun

is

^

*

d

10.

i.

2.

y

xi. 1

v. 1

Eph.

;

1

Thesa.

;

;

16, xi.

;

6,

i.

z Phil. h. 19; Acts xi. 29; dat. commodi.
b 2 Cor. vii. 15 a Tim. i. 6 Heb. x. 32
33; Heb. iii. 10; James i. 8; Rev. XV. 3
;

;

xvii. 30, xxiv.

3.

—Western and Syrian.
vg.

etc., latt.

with several Ff.

avTo (?) ins. fc$*AP *7> syrP-, Euthal. so Tisch., W.H. marg.
^cBCDGL, etc., syrsch. W.H. txt. Al., Tr., Nestle. The double

(81a tovto)

Om. avTo
4

x See
7, 9.

see ver.

*

tthttov

5

(Alexandrian, and perhaps Neutral), followed by

:

Tisch.,

CJ'

11.
iii.

jtio-tos,

c PI.,
-<rt?, xi. 24.
xiv. 16; freq. in O.T.

xi. 21, xiv. 72.
ii. 28, xiii. 10;

rds

(xou

*

Kupiw, os upas
d
Xpiorw, Ka0u>s ircu'Taxou iv ird<r|j

dyairq-roe ical

jxou

c

&,va\Lvr\(rei

V

a Eph.

Wkpop 4

b

xviii. 24.

2^^
Phm.

'

os ^ori

u xiv. 19;

w

IV.

;

;

characteristic of Paul

pov t€kvov, fr$ABCP

;

t

ovto might easily be

*7> 37, Euthal.

5

lost

through homceoteleuton.

—

Xpio-Tw \r\a-ov, ^CDb 17, 37, cop. syrp. Euthal. Alexandrian.
Kvpiu \r\<rov (om. Xpurnp) D*G Western.
Neutral and Syrian.
Xpurnp, ABDcLP, etc., syrsch
:

—

—

a monitory appeal to the votjs rather
than a direct rebuke or censure" (El.).
Reason for this lighter reVer. 15.
proof, where stern censure was due
" For if
you should have ten thousand
tutors in Christ, yet (you have) not many
"
The relation of the eiroiicoSofathers !
p.owTts to the Oep-eXiov TtOeis (iii. 10) is
exchanged for that of the iraiSaywyol to
the ira-r^p. The iraiSaywyos (boy -leader)
was not the schoolmaster, but the hometutor
a kind of nursery-governor who
had charge of the child from tender
years, looking after his food and dress,

—

—

—

speech and manners, and when he was
old enough taking him to and from school
This epithet
(see Lt. on Gal. iii. 24).
has a touch of disparagement for the
as Or. says
readers {cf. Gal. iii. 25)
;

(Catena), referring to iii. 1 f., ovSels
dvrjp irai8aya>yeiTai, dXX' ci tis vijirios
tea! ciTeXijs.
pvpiovs (xiv. ig) indicates
the very many probably too many
teachers busy in this Church (cf. Jas.
iii. 1, and iii. 18
guidance
above), in whose
"
the Cor. felt themselves " rich and AposdXXd (at
tolic direction superfluous (8).
certe) introduces an apodosis in salient
"
You may
contrast with its protasis
have ever so many nurses, but only one
"
father
From this relationship " non
solum Apollos excluditur, successor sed
"
etiam comites, Silas et Timotheus (Bg.)

—

—

—

—

:

!

;

:

lyw

(I

and no other)

ly4vvr\(ra vjias (cf.

Philem. 10, Gal. iv. 19) in the Rabbinical treatise Sanhedrin, f., xix. 2, the like
sentiment occurs, " Whoever teaches the
son of his friend the law, it is as if he
had begotten him " similarly Philo, de
8id t. cvayyeXCov cf.
Virtute, p. 1000.
1 Peter i. 23
also i. 18 above, 1 Thess.
;

—

;

:

;

ii. 19
John vi. 63, etc.
Ver. 16. " I beseech you therefore (as
your father), be imitators of me." ytvearOc
i.

5,

;

(pr. impr.) signifies, in moral exhortations,
be in effect, show yourselves (cf. Eph. iv.

32,

v.

17).

p.ip.T)Tal

yivecrOe

demands,

|jup,eur0€, a character formed on
the given model.
Imitation is the law
of the child's life cf. Eph. v. 1
and
for the highest illustration, John v. 1720.
It is one thing to say " I am of
Paul" (i. 12), another to tread in Paul's
The imitation would embrace, in
steps.
effect, much of what was described in vv.

beyond

;

;

9 ft

—

"
Ver. 17. " For this reason
viz., to
help you to imitate me as your father
" I sent to
you Timothy, who is a beloved child of mine, and faithful in the
Lord ". Timothy had left P. before this
letter was written, having been sent forward along With Erastus (possibly a Cor.,

Rom.

xvi. 23) to

Macedonia (Acts xix.

but with instructions, as
to go forward to Cor.

it
;

now

—

22),

appears,
respecting his

npos KOPINOIOY2 A
e

iKK\t]cria

K

e<|>uaiw0T)<rd>
h

b

&W

iv

p,f)

e

oe

epxopeVou

fxou

k

T-J|K
l

&>s

irpds

ufias
h

19. eXeuoropcu oe Taxe'ws irpos upas,

Tides'

§£n
tian

kl

21. ti OeXeTc; "ck

8oVap.€i.
*

iv dydTTT)

p

Rom.

f

ir^cufiaTt Te

n

cXOw irpds

pd{38uj

ujxas,

xii.

7; eight
times besides in
P.; Heb.

t]
ii.

Jo.

1

irpaoTTjTOS

doc"
doc-

trine,

eo> 6

OcXtJot], Kai ^I'cjaop.ai ou Toy
X6yo>' tgjk 7re4>uo-ioju.eVwv
kl
k
m
m 6coG
•
20. ou yap Ik X6ya> tj
PaaiXcia tou
8uvap,ii'

Kuptos

dXXa

18.

oiSdorjcw.

f

805

27;

Gospp.
and Acts,

;

passim.
i

See ver. 6 above.

g In this sense, 2 Cor. Hi. 1, x. 2 Gal. i. 7, ii. 12; 1 Tim. i. 6; 7 times in
h James iv. 15 Sir. xxxix. 6.
i 2 Cor. ii.
Rom.
9, xiii. 6
Jude 4.
Gal. ii. 9 Phil. ii. 22, iii. 10 1 Th. iii. 5 1 Jo. iii. 16 Rev. ii. 23, etc.
k 1 Thess. i. 5
vii. 7
Rom. xv. 18; Col. iii. 17; 1 John iii. 18.
in similar contrasts, 2 Cor. x. 11
See i. 18; 10 times
besides in like use in P. For ev Swafxet, xv. 43 2 Cor. vi. 7 Rom. i. 4, xv. 13, 19 Col. i. 11, 29
m vi. 9 f., xv. 50 Rom. xiv. 17 Ga!. v. 21 Eph. v. 5 Col. iv.
2 Th. i. 11, ii. 9 Mk ix. 1, etc.
2 Th. i. 5 Rev. xii. 10 Mark, Luke, Acts, passim.
n Rev. ii. 27, xii. 5, xix. 15
1 Th. ii. 12
11
o In like use, 2 Cor. iv. 13 Rom. viii. 15, xi. 8 (Isa. xxix. 10) Gal. vi. 1 Eph. i. 17,
Isa. x. 24.
x.
1
Cor.
six
in
i.
iii.
1
Pet.
iii. 15; Ps. xliv. 4.
times besides
etc.
P.; James
21,
13;
p 2
Pastt.

;

2 Pet.

iii.

;

9, 16

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

1

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

1

visit,

irpavTtjTos,

ABC

see notes to xvi. 10

17.

f.

So commonly,

The

Cor.

had heard already (through Erastus ?) of
Timothy's coming P. does not announce
the fact, he explains it: "This is why I
"
to the tckvu
have sent T. to you
dYaTnTo. (14) P. sends a t«kvov dyairnToV
;

;

(see Phil. ii. 19-22), adding kou irio-rov iv
Kvp., since it was a trusty agent, one
in the sphere of
"faithful in the Lord"
that the commission
Christian duty
required. For ev Kvpiu, see parls., esp.
Eph. vi. 21, Col. iv. 7 ; ituttos t^ Kvpia>
(Acts xvi. 15) denotes a right relationship to Christ, ttio-tos ev Kvpiw in"
cludes responsibility for others.
will remind you of
ways, that are in
Christ" (tcls oSovs pov to.s ev Xpurnji) ;
the adjunct is made a definition by the

—

—

—

Who

my

art.
dvapipvT]o-icb> with double
ace., like viropipv. in John xiv. 26, combines our remind (a person) and recall

repeated

Paul's "ways" had been
(a thing).
also
familiar in Cor. (cf. Acts xx. 31-35
;

2 Cor. i. 12 ff.), but seemed forgotten;
the ircuSa-yw-yol had crowded out of mind
He means by b&ol p.ov
the irarrjp.
habits of life to be copied (16) the
10 f. not doctrines to
ayojy-f) of 2 Tim. iii.
be learnt see further ix. 19-27, x. 33-xi.
For iv Xpurrw,
1, 2 Cor. vi. 4-10, x. 1.
see note on iv X. 'I., i. 2. In Paul's

—

—

;

would strongly
by conduct even
more than words. "According as" (not
'*
"
in accordance with my
how) I teach
teaching. Paul's ways and teaching are
gentler

recall

qualities Tim.
to the Cor.,

him

—
—

not the same thing but the former are
find
regulated by the latter; they will
"
the same consistency in Tim.
(As "I
teach) everywhere, in every Church
the "ways" P. and Tim. observe, and
to which the Cor. must be recalled, are
;

:

in oldest copies

see Wr., p. 48,

;

those inculcated uniformly in the Gentile
mission see i. 2 (<ri>v ird<ri . . . iv iravrt
;

rdirip,

and

notes), also xi. 16, xiv. 33.
ws p/r) epxojievov 8^
18, 19.

Vv.

pov
" Some
vpas c<f>vo-iw9r)o-dv tivcs
however have been puffed up, under the
idea that I am not coming to (visit) you ".
The contrastive Se points to a group of
irpos

:

inflated persons (cf. 6, v. 2, viii. 2) hostile
"
to Paul's
ways ". The wish was father
to the thought, which was suggested to
"
" some
by the fact of Timothy's coming.

They bore themselves more

—

insolently as

or did they ima
not fearing correction
gine that Paul is afraid of them
Amongst these, presumably, were mischievous teachers (iii. 11-17) who had
swelled into importance in Paul's absence,
partisans who magnified others to his
;

1

damage and

now

talked as though the

Church

dispense with him (3, 6,
us with ptp., see Bn. § 440 f.,
8, 15).
or Goodwin's Syntax, or Grammar, ad
rem; cf, note on us p^ Xa{3cSv, ver. 7,
" because
also 2 Cor. v. 20, 2 Pet. i. 3
(as they suppose) I am not coming".

could

fairly

On

:

The aor. iyva-iJJQqvav points to the
moment when they heard, to their relief,
of Timothy's coming. 8e is postponed
in the order of the sentence to avoid
separating the closely linked opening
words (Wr., pp. 698 f.) " But (despite
their presumption) I shall come speedily,
if the Lord will".
They say, "He is"
he sends Tim. instead
not coming
he replies, " Come I will, and that
"
eav 4

—

!

;

—

xvi. 8, and note).
0€\ij<rg (see parls.), varied to
lirtTp^fj i n xvl - 7! tri e aor SDJ- refers

soon

(see

Kvpios

-

"
to the (indeterminate)
willing
"The Lord" is
time of the visit.
Christ ; that 9c*\<» and 64\i\\La (see note
the

"
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8o6
aV

'-

Matt

34,-.
ii.

Mk.

i

Rom.

f vii. 2,

i.

c In like
13,

*

AKOlJ€TOl iv UJXIV

4k tois

e

connexion, Matt.

24; Gal.

II.

29; Mt.

b

*"0\wS

ooSe

yJtis

see note
below.
e

**

d

Yi

b

^'

7

'

i.

16,

xiv. 4, xxii. 28;

«?9v€oriK
v.

2; Col.

ii.

°

TTOpVCia, KOI
1

AfOfid^cTai,

xii.

to

God

11) are elsewhere referred by P.
(Mr.) is no sufficient reason for

cf. 1

;

Thess.

n, Acts

iii.

xvi. 7, xviii.

9, etc.).

"

And I shall know (take cognisance of)
not the word of those that are puffed up
but their
(pf. pass, ptp., of settled state),
"

verbum judiciale
-yvwo-ojicu
power."
"
(Bg.).
paternam ostendit potestatem
High-flown pretensions P. ignores; he
will test their "power," and estimate
each man (he is thinking mainly of the
:

;

cTrotKoSop-ovvTCS of chap, iii.) by what
he can do, not say. The "power" in
" the
kingquestion is that belonging to

of God" (i. 18, 24, ii. 4).
Ver. 20. " For not in w«rd (lies) the
"
kingdom of God, but in power : another
of Paul's religious maxims (see note on i.
cf. 2 Cor.
29), repeated in many forms

dom

:

x.

11, xiii. 3

f.,

etc.

0€ov always (even
ref. to

in

The
Rom.

the final Messianic

pao-iXcta tov
xiv. 17) bears

rule (see vi.

9

f.,

"
"
xv. 24, 50) ; the
power of God called
it into being and operates in every man
who truly serves it. That Divine realm
To the
is not built up by windy words.
same test P. offers himself in 2 Cor.
For etvai (understood) Iv, see
xiii. 1-10.
ii.

5

and note.

"What

Ver. 21.
"

BiXtre;
your
—whatri would
rl a
you have
only once
sharper iroVepov; the
N.T. — " With a rod am
(John

will

is

?

?

latter

vii.

I

to

come

17) in
to you

of meekness
Iv Tifiwpia,

?

"

Cm.)

?

or in love

and a

= Iv

spirit

icoXao-ci,
Ivji a^Scf (
" armed
is sound Gr. for

with a rod" (cf. Sir. xlvii. 4, Iv Xi0y,
Lucian, Dial. Mort., xxiii. 3, Ka0iic4p.cvo$

add Heb. ix. 25, 1 John v. 6)
the implement of paternal discipline (14)
called for by the behaviour of" some" (18).
There is reason, however, in the stern

Iv t. pdp8o>

—

TOiaUTT) TTOpi'ClO

yuyaticd riva tou

34; Gen. xxxvm. 24; see_yii. 13, 18.
i. 27; 1 Tim. iii. 16;
Pet. ii. 13

diverting 6 Kvp. from its distinctive sense
and note on i. 31). Christ
(cf. 17 above,
determines the movements of His servants
(1

d

;

d Cf. Heb. ii. 3.
Acta xv. 12, xxi. 19.

Deut. xxviii. 30.

1
Om. ovopiatcTai all uncc. but fr^LP, and
Added by Syrian emendation.

on

wore

f

;

note of this question, for connecting it
with ch. v. 1 (so Oec, Cv., Bz., Hf.).
P. is approaching the subject of the

following Section, which already stirs his
wrath. For the sbj. of the dubitative

all

oldest versa,

but

syrr.

—

question, «X0w, see Wr., p. 356 : Iv v\i.lv
rb irpayp,a kcitcu (Cm.). Iv eydirg
k.t.X. (eXOw) ; cf. 2 Cor. ii. 1 ; the

—

constr. of ii. 3 above is somewhat diff.
(see note),
irvtv^ari rt irpavTt)To$ defines the particular expression of love in
which P. desires to come: cf. xiii. 6 f.
The Ap. does not mean the Holy Spirit

here specifically, though the thought of
Him is latent in every ref. to the " spirit "
of a Christian man.
npav-rns (cf. 2 Cor.
x. 1) is the disposition most opposed to,
and exercised by, the spirit of the conceited and insubordinate tiv^s at Cor.

Division

II.

Questions of Social

The Ap. has done
with the subject of the Parties, which
had claimed attention first because they
sprung from a radical misconception of
Morals,

v.-vii.

But in this typical Hellenic
social corruptions had arisen
which, if not so universal, were still more
malignant in their effect. The heathen
Christianity.

community,

converts of Cor., but lately washed from
the foulest vice (vi. 9 ff.), were some of
them slipping back into the mire (2 Cor.
An offence of incredible turpixii. 21).
tude had just come to the Apostle's
to
the
shame of which the Church
ears,
appeared indifferent (v.). This case, demanding instant judicial action (1-5),
leads the Ap. to define more clearly the
relation of Christians to men of immoral
life, as they may be found within or
without the Church (6-13). From sins
of uncleanntss he passes in ch. vi. to acts
of injustice committed in this Church,
which, in one instance at least, had been
scandalously dragged before the heathen
law-courts (1-8). In vi. 12-20 P. returns
to the prevalent social evil of Cor., and

launches his solemn interdict against
fornication, which was, seemingly, sheltered under the pretext of Christian
It is just here, and in the light
liberty I
of the principles now developed, that P.
takes up the question of marriage or celiThe
bacy, discussed at large in ch. vii.
fact that the Ap. turns at this juncture
to the topics raised in the Church Letter,
and that ch. vii. is headed with the
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ofy! fM&Xoff Jco^rii
?*: J ames
epvoi' touto
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3
oVnw tw "awfum, "irapwi' 8t
yap ws
n
q
K^Kpi<a us
irapwk TOf outw touto
KaT€pr

iv.giRev.

?"%"
v.'4

15;

,

ix.

Mk.

L

vi - * 5
' Co1 ' "• T
k 2 Cor. vi. i7(Isa.lii. 11) • Col. ii. 14;
<; Mk. xiii. 15; To. xvii. 15, xxi. f.
:.
~.
2 Thess. u. 7; Acts xvn. 33, xxiii. 10; Mt. xiii.
1 In this sense, Mt. xxiii.
Lk. xi. 48; Jo.
49.
3
via. 41.
See xi. 18.
n 2 Cor. x. 1 f., 11, xiii. 2, 10; Phil. i. 27; Col. ii. 5.
o vii. 34; Rom.
Eph< iv " 4; x TheS8 v 2 3P Pf-, vii. 37. See ii. 2.
q In like sense, Rom.i 27, ii. 9,
JW'J%'
VH. 8 ff.

m

;

-

1

2

ap
ir

p

-

.

d all uncc. but L.
a $ a s (?), NAC, several good minn.
:

irotTicras,

BDGLP,

etc. (vg.

;

so Tisch.,

W.H.,

Nestle.

fecit)— probably Western and Syrian.

Latt. gessit.

So

R.V.
3

Om.

<>

^ABCD*P

s (airwv)

17, 37, vg., syrsch. cop.

formula flcpl 8t uv c-ypa^aW p.01, must
not be allowed to break the strong links
of subject-matter and thought binding

and

it

connexion with
the foregoing context is essential, with
the following comparatively accidental.
The Case of Incest, v. 1-8.
§ 15.
About the party-strifes at Cor. P. has
been informed by the members of a parthe monstrous case
ticular family (i. 11)
of incest, to which he turns abruptly
and without any preface (cf. i. 10), is
to chh. v.

Its

vi.

;

notorious.

Ver.

*OX«s aKoveTai

1.

k.t.X.

:

" There

fornication heard of amongst
actually
"
No wonder that the father of the
you
Church is compelled to show the " rod "
Not olkovw, as in xi. 18, but
(iv, 21).
the impersonal aKovcTai (cf. t)kouo-0t|,
Mark ii. 1), indicating common report in the
Church (iv vp.iv), and (o\a>s see pads.)
is

!

undoubted fact.
immoral sexual

—
— IHopveia

:

signifies

any

relation, whether including (as in Matt. v. 32) or distinguished
from (Matt. xv. 19) poix<£a.

The sin is branded as of unparalleled
blackness by the description, ical Toiavrrj
"
Yes, and a fornicairopveta tjtis k.t.X.
tion of such sort"
the icat climactic
"as (there is) not even among the
"
Gentiles
While mere iropvcia was excused not to say approved in heathen
society, even by strict moralists, such
Of this crime
foulness was abominated.
" Nam
the loose Catullus says (76. 4)

—

—
:

—

—

!

:

nihil est

quidquam sceleris quo prodeat
and Cicero, pro Cluent., 6, 15
" scelus
incredibile, et praster hanc unam
in omni vita inauditum
Euripides' HipGreek
poly tus speaks for Gr. sentiment.
and Roman law both stamped it with
infamy for JewisU law, s^e Lev. xviii.
ultra

"

:

;

;

;

7

f.,

Deut. xxi

Treg., EL,

jo. also fren. xlix. 4.

—

of quality (as in iii. 17), in place
of the regular correlative 01a (xv. 48).
Neither &vop.a£cTc,i (T.R.) nor olkovctcu
is understood in the ellipsis,
simply itrrlv
" such as does not exist "
the exceptional heathen instances are such as to

t|ti«,

—

;

prove the rule. The actual sin is finally
stated
*5<tt€ yvvcukol tivo, k.t.X., " as
that one (or a certain one) should have a
wife of his father". tjti« defines the
quality, wore (with inf.) the content and
extent of the iropveia. -yvv. tov iraTpos
(instead of pijTpviav) is the term of Lev.
xviii. 8.
exciv indicates a continued association, whether in the way of formal
marriage or not nor does tpyov (2), nor
:

—
—

;

KaTcpvao-dp-cvov (3), make "clear this latter
That " the father was living is
point.
not proved by the a8«.KTj0els of 2 Cor. vii.
12 ; P. can hardly have referred to this
foul immorality in the language of 2 Cor.
ii.
the "grief" and
5-1 1, vii. 8-12;
"wrong" of those passages are probably
The woman was not a Chrisquite diff.
tian, for Paul passes no sentence upon
her; see ver. 13.
Ver. 2.
What are the Cor. doing
Not even
under this deep disgrace ?

Kal vpcis ir€<J>v<rui>p.evoi ia-ri ;
are you (still) puffed up?
and did you not rather mourn ? " For
the grammatical force of irc^w. €<rrc,
see pads, in i. 10, iv. 8 and for the vb.,

grieving.
k.t.X.:

"And

;

note to iv. 6. P. confronts the pride of
the Cor. Church with this crushing fact
no intellectual brilliance, no religious enthusiasm, can cover this hideous blot:
;

"
argumentatur a contrario, ubi enim
The ver.
luctus est, cessit gloria" (Cv.).
is best read interrogatively, in view of
2n & clause (cf. i. 20), and in
the ovx^
Paul's expostulatory style (cf. iv. 7 f.).

m

4irev0i]<raTc (see pads.)

—

connotes funeral
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ow
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'
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aufaxO^^TWM ufAwf Kal

'
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to

*

ttj
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iri'cGu.a

v

Xptorou,

2

SuydjACi tou

TOiouTOf tw
aw8fj cV

rrj

2 Cor.

Rom.

Phil. iv. 23; Phm. 25 2 Tim. iv. 22
Mk. ii. 8, viii. 12 Luke
9
t 2 Cor. xii. 9
2 Pet. i. 16
Lk. v. 17.
u In this sense, 1 Tim. i. 20.
v Ver.
i.
12 times besides in P.
8
Mt.
xxii. 22.
xix.
Ac.
vii. 5
2
11, vii. 15. 28, xvi. 16, 18
3 Jo.
14
Cor. ii. 11, xi. 14, xii. 7; Rom. xvi. 20; 1 T . ii. 18; 2 Th. ii.
1 Tim. i. 20, v. 15; Gospp. and
gj
x 1 Th. v. 3 2 Th. i. 9 1 Tim. vi. 9; Prov. xxi. 7.
Cor.
vii.
1
a
Rom.
i.
Rev., passim.
y
;
Col. ii. 5 ; 1 Tim. iii. 16 Heb. xii. 9 : II . xxvi. 41.
3 f.

ii.

13, vii. 13;
47, viii. 55.

i.

Gal.

;

vi. 18

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

w

;

;

;

;

;

;

Om. r\ p. w v all uncc. but P.
Om. X p t o- t o v ABD* most critical
*Om. Xpio-Tov NABDP46.

1

2

;

edd.

—

mourning over "a brother dead to Gud,
by sin, alas! undone;" the tense signi"
fies
going into mourning" "breaking
out in grief" (Ev.) when you heard of it.
Of such grief the fit sequel is expressed
" that he
by tva ap8fl Ik pe'o-ov vpaiv,
should be removed from your midst, who
so perpetrated this deed".
This is the

—

" sub-final "
tvo, of the desired
result: see Wr., p. 420; Bm., p. 237; cf.
xiv. 12 f.
irpa|as, as distinguished from
iroi-rjoras (T.R.), implies quality in the
action (see parls.).
Vv. 3-5. The removal of the culprit
is, in any case, a settled matter
iy<a piv
" For / at least " . . .
tjStj Kctcpiica,
•yap,
"
" have
without waiting
already decided
till
you should act or till I could come.
For -f)8-r) see note, iv. 8 teeKpiica, pf. of
judgment that has determinate effect.
" I indeed
pcv solitarium
(whatever you
"
airuv T<j> trufian irapwv 8e
may do)
absent
in the body
"while
t$ irv€'jp.aTi,
yet rpresent in the spirit": by absence
later Gr.

—

:

—

—

;

.

—

—

the Ap. might seem disqualified for judging (cf. 2 Cor. xii. 20-xiii. 2) he declares
that he is spiritualty present, so present
to his inmost consciousness are the facts
" St. Paul's
Col. ii.
of the case
;

5.

cf.

;

illumined and vivified, as it unquestionably was, by the Divine Spirit,

spirit,

endowed on certain
occasions with a more than ordinary
insight into the state of a Church at a
"
distance
(Ev. cf. John i. 48 2 Kings
must have been

;

;

"

have already passed sentence,
present, on him that has so
wrought this thing", us iropwv means
"as being present," not "as though
present" which rendering virtually surv. 26)
as one
:

I

—

renders the previous cnrwv

—

tca,Tipva.£o uat., to
(

(see

parls.)

;

work

.

.

out,

.

irapwv 8e.

consummate

the qualifying ovtcds pro-

bably refers to the man's being a Chris-

Copyists are apt to complete the name.

tian (cf. 12
iii.

(cf.

16

f.)

f.,

— " under these conditions "

vi. 15).

The judgment already determined in
the Apostle's mind is delivered in ver. 5,
supplying a further obj. (of the thing ;
cf. for the construction, Acts xv. 38) to
" I have
KCKpiKa
already judged him
(have given sentence), in the name
of our Lord Jesus, to deliver him that is
such (t6v toiovtov) to Satan for destruction of his flesh, that his spirit may be
saved in the day of the Lord Jesus".
The clauses of ver. 4, with their solemn,
:

.

.

.

rounded terms, make
awful sentence

;

et vibrat oratio

fit

way

for

this

"graviter suspensa manet

usque ad

"

ver. 5
(Bg.).
ovopa-ri t. xvp.
M., crvv t. Svvdpci t. Kvp. ^p.wv 'I., may
be connected, either of them or both,
with irapaSovvai or with the subordinate
<rvva\B4vr<av and the four combinations

The

prp. phrases Iv

tu

;

thus grammatically possible have each
found advocates. The order of words
and balance of clauses, as well as intrinsic fitness of connexion, speak for
the attachment of the former adjunct to
irapaS. Xar., the latter to o-uvax^. vpwv
so Luther, Bg., Mr., Al., Ev., Bt., El.
"
" In the name of the Lord
Jesus every
Church act is done, every word of blessing or banning uttered that Name must
be formally used when doom is pronounced in the assembly (see parls.). The
gen. abs. clause is parenthetic, supplying
the occasion and condition precedent
all the
(aor. ptp.) of the public sentence
responsible parties must be concurrent:
:

;

;

"when you have assembled
and

together,

my spirit, along with the power
of our Lord 'Jesus". Along with the
gathered assembly, under Paul's unseen
directing influence, a third Supreme
Presence is necessary to make the sentence valid the Church associates itself
;
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*

1
6. ou
KaXof to b Kaux T]P-a up.wf
rjjx^pa tou "Kopiou
Nrjaou.
a
d.
•ouk •otSaTe on d piKp& d *£uu.n d oXof to de
<J>upaj«i
*£up.oi
e
#
7. '&oca6dpaTe ouV* tV 'iraXaid^
Ivp^v, Iva tJtc yeW <|>upap,a,
1

k

icaOws core

a£upoi* Kal yelp to

xv. 26, xxvi. 10

d Gal.

v. 9.

Rom.
k

Lk. xxi.

;

22

Eph.

iv.

xxvi.

2, etc.

;

Col. ni.

From

Acts xiv.

x. 20;

1

Tr<iaxa ijp.wy uircp
;

P.;Jas.ii.
1 Pet.

7;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

It)o-ov

Xpurrov,

D

Xpto-Tov,

Ambrst.

ACP, minuscc.
Cf. ver. 4,

uncc. but fc^cCLP

all

power" of

its

Head.

;

Realis-

is

;

and

many (including Aug., Cv., Bz.,
latterly Hn.), is a synonym for excommunication, a thrusting out of the condemned into " the kingdom of darkness,"
where "the god of this world" holds sway
(2 Cor. iv. 4, Eph. ii. 2, vi. 12, Col. i. 13,

—

in 1 Tim. i. 20.
But
no proof that such a formula of
excommunication existed either in the
Synagogue or the early Church and the
added words, ets oXeOpov ttjs o-apicos
;

Itu'Otj

ijp,toK

;

—

there

15; seven

times besides in

b ix. 15 f. 7 times besides in P. Heb. Hi. 6.
c See iii. 16.
Mt. xiii. 32.
e Mt. xiii. 33, xvi. 6 ff., and parls. For (ftvpa^a,
Tim. ii. 21 Deut. xxvi. 13 Judges vii. 4.
g In like sense, Rom. vi. 6
h Mt. xxvi. 17, and parls. Acts xii. 3, xx. 6 Lev. ii. 4, etc.
i Mt.
(Heb. pesach) in 2 Chron. <f>a<rt<. irao-va Ovm, Mk. xiv. ia Lk. xxii. 7.

clothed therewith, the Cor.
Church will deliver the appalling sentence inspired by the absent Ap. ktvv tq
Svvapci jc.t.X. is a h.l. Iv Svvdpci (ii. 5,
"
" Our Lord
etc.) is frequent in P.
Jesus
is Christ the Judge (see i. 8).
11
Delivering to Satan," in the view of

etc.)

sense, iz.

lk

!

5.

2

LXX

Tjfjiftjv

I.

Om. ovv

"with the
ing that it

9.

8-

?*^Jj

13, 18.

t. Kvp.

t. Kvp.
*

f

*

H.i2,Mt.

fiiKpos, cf. Jas. in. 5

ix. 2i, xi. 16.

•

similarly

is

;

k.t.X., point to

some

physically punitive

and

spiritually remedial visitation of the
The <rap| to be destroyed, it is
sinner.
replied, lies in the man's sinful passions ;

i.

8,

all critical

15
,

and

syrr. cop., many Ff.
Thess. for Pauline usage.

1

edd.

douter, e'est une condamnation a mort
"
Paul

que
prononce (Renan) not however a sudden death, rather "a slow consumption,
giving the sinner time to re-i
"
pent (Gd.). The ejection of the culprit
the Church of itself could and must effect
for the aggravated chastisement
(2, 13)
the presence of the Apostle's "spirit,"
allied "with the power of the Lord
Jesus," was necessary. 6 laTavas (Heb.
hassatdn, Aram, s'tand: see parls.), "the
Adversary," sc. of God and man, to
;

;

—

whom

every such opportunity is welcome
(John viii. 44). That Satan's malignity
should be (as one may say) overreached
by God's wisdom and mercy (cf. iii. 19)
is nothing very wonderful (see 2 Cor.
.

7, Luke xxii. 31 f., also the temptation of our Lord, and of Job) ; hate is
On " the day of the
proverbially blind.
Lord," when the ultimate salvation or
perdition of each is fixed, see i. 8, Rom.
xii.

ii.

5-16.

That

some

Cor.

afterwards

but these would, presumably, be strengthened rather than destroyed by sending
him back to the world. " The flesh," as

sought proof of Paul's supernatural power
goes to show, not that this sentence
proved abortive, but rather that the

"the spirit" (see parls.),
rather the man's bodily nature ; and
physical maladies, even death, are ascribed
in the N.T. to Satan (2 Cor. xii. 7, Luke

offender averted it by prompt repentance.
"
Ver. 6. " Your vaunt is not good
KauxTj^a, materies gloriandi (cf. alo-xpov
kXc'os, Eurip., Helena, 135
Mr.), found
in the state of the Church, of which the
Cor. were proud (iv. 6 ff.) when they

antithetical to
is

16, John viii.
on the other hand

xiii.

44, Heb. ii. 14), while
affliction is made an

instrument of spiritual benefit (ix. 27, xi.
30 ff., 2 Cor. iv. 16 f., xii. 7, 1 Peter iv.
1 f.)
moreover, the App. did occasionally, as in the cases of Ananias and
;

Elymas (Acts

pronounce penal
sentences in the physical sphere, which
took immediate effect on the condemned.
It appears certain that P. imposed in this
v.,

xiii.),

— indeed,

case a severe physical infliction
if 3Xc0pos is to be pressed (see parls.), a
mortal stroke as the only means of
marking the gravity of the crime and
" II ne faut
pas en
saving the criminal.

—

:

:

ought
good

to
in

quality;

have been ashamed.

— kclXoV,

sense of seemly, of fine
2 Cor. viii. 21, John x. 32,

the
cf.

see
—TheForCor.ovkmight reply that the
offence,
oiScltc

etc.

.

.

.

iii.

;

16.

however shameful, was the sin of one
man and therefore a little thing P. re" a little
leaven," enough
torts, that it is
"
" leaven the whole
to
kneading
cf. the
of
xiii.
Matt.
Parables
33 and Luke xii.
;

:

1.

A

sin so virulent held

an indefinite

power of corruption it tainted the enThe <J>vpapa (<f>vpao»,
tire community.
;
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8io
\H.Uotvb.

5°

•

<3<tt€

1

'

iopT&lpiuv,

e

iv

jatj

m
ft'*M*D "^aKtas Kal ironrjpias, AXX*

^k

"iraXaia

£ujit)

h

n

d£u'jxois

fATjoc

Iv

eiXucpii/eias ical

°

Gospp.
tn

8.

xpior<5s*

V.

d\T]6€ias.

Rom. 1.29.

'

Kama, xiv.
Col. iii. 8 Tit. iii. 3 Jas. i. 21 1 Pet. ii. i, 16; Acts viii. 22 Mt. vi. 34. -novr\pia,
20 Eph. iv. 31
n 2 Cor. i. 12, ii. 17; -f>js, Phil,
Eph. vi. 12; Acts iii. 26; Mt. xxii. 18; Mk. vii. 22; Lk. xi. 39.
i. 10.
o In this sense, 2 Cor. vii. 14, xii. 6 Rom. ix. 1 Eph. iv. 25 Phil. i. 18 2 Jo. 1 3 Jo. 1
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Acts xxvi. 25

;

Mk.

;

;

;

;

v. 33.

copTafcopev,

ADP,

minuscc. *

;

by

itacism.

to mix) is the lump of dough kneaded for
a single batch of bread see parls.
Ver. 7. cKKaOdpare, "Cleanse out"
the aor. implying a summary, and Ika complete removal (see parls. for simple
KaOcupu, John xv. 2), leaving the Church
"clean" an allusion to the pre-Paschal
removal of leaven (Exod. xii. 15 ff., xiii.
For t. iroXatav £vp,T|v, cf. Ignatius,
7).
ad Magn., 10, t. KaKtjv t 1 T v t. iraXaiw-

scrap of leaven to be got rid of from the
house at the beginning (eve) of the day,
Nisan 14, on which the Lamb was slain.

0cio-av k. €vo£icraarav, applying, however,
to Judaism what here relates to Gentile
vice.
The " old leaven " (denoting not
persons the incestuous and his like

This identification of
Christ crucified with the Paschal Lamb
lends some support to the view that
Jesus died, as the Fourth Gospel appears
to represent, on the 14th Nisan ; but the

:

—

;

:

V

|

—

—

but influences see 8) must be cleansed
"
away, in order that you may be a fresh
kneading", v^ov, new in point of time
the mass of dough, with
(see parls.)
the evil ferment removed, kneaded over
The Cor. are to be clear of the
again.
iraXewa £vpr) "in accordance with the
fact that" (ica0w9) they "are a£upoi," a
term not used literally as though the
Church was at this (sc. Paschal) season
eating unleavened bread such a irapaTijpT]<ris of Jewish law by Gentiles P.
would hardly have encouraged (see Gal.
but morally, in consistency
iv. g ff.)
with the allegorical strain of the passage
"in the purpose and command of God,
and in their own profession, they are
:

—

—
:

—

;

separated from all sin, which is to them
what, during the passover week, leaven
was to the Jews. This objective use of
unleavened corresponds to that of sanc"
tified in i. 2
(Bt.). Cf. the TJSiq Ka0apot
and for the general
I«tt6 of John xv. 3
principle, i. 30, vi. 11, Rom. vi. i-n, etc.
Ver. 8 explains the symbolical a£vp.oi.
Participation in the sacrifice of Christ
presumes unleavenedness in the participants; the unleavened bread and the
;

passover are related (objectively) as repentance and faith (subjectively): "For
indeed our passover has been slain, even
Christ".
to iraaxa . . . ervBt] (aor.,
of historical fact)
the Passover Lamb
what
killed, and leaven not yet cast out
a contradiction
The Law prescribed
no exact time, but usage required every

—

:

!

irao-xa stands for the Paschal Lamb, the
sacrifice of which legally constituted the

Passover (Mark

xiv. 12, cf. John i. 29).
(Christian) passover," cf. Heb.
and for Paul's appropriation to
the Church of the things of the Old

"Our

xiii.

10

;

Covenant, Rom.
16,

Phil.

iii.

xi.

precise coincidence
his interpretation.

pascha

=

hovah's

17,

Gal.

iv.

26, vi.

3.

is

not essential to

The Pascha (Aram.
"

Heb. pesach) —
O.T.
"
Passover —was the
in

Je-

sacrificial

covenant-feast of the kingdom of God in
Israel.
It contained three essential elements: (1) the blood of the victim,
sprinkled at the exodus on each housedoor, afterwards on the national altar, as

an expiation to God {cf. Rom. iii. 25),
over" when He "sees the
"passes
"
blood
(2) the flesh of the lamb, supplying the food of redeemed Israel as it
sets out to the Holy Mount and the
Promised Land (see x. 16 f., John vi. 32,
51); (3) the continued feast, an act of
fellowship, grounded on redemption, between Jehovah and Israel and amongst
the Israelites
cf. x. 16-22, xi. 20, and

who

;

;

notes.

With the leaven removed and

the Pass"
" let us
keep the feast
(copTa£<i>p.cv, pr. sbj. of continued action)

over

Lamb

slain,

—

this term again allegorical not literal
" a
(see a£vpoi, 7),
figurative characterisation of the whole Christian conduct

of life"
iravTJYu P l s

(Mr.).

quoted by Ed.)
SetKvvo-iv

aira?

6

ptos

avTov

Al., Strom., viii.,
to the same effect Cm.,

ayia (Clem.

on

;

iras 6

XP° V °S

eopTrjs corn

KCUpOS T. XpUTTiaVOlS SlCL T. VTTCp|3o\T]V
81a tovto
t. ayaOciv avrois 8o0evT«i)V.
yap 6 vtos T. Qtov av0pwrros ytyovt Kal
cf,
1to0t), tva <rc !opTa£eiv irotTja-fj
earlier than P., Philo's interpretation of
;

8

—
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io.

p

"EypH/a Spiv iv^ry

9.

10. kcu

1

eirwrroXfj

jifj

^aum^afuyuaeai

ou '-rrd^Tws tois Trop^ois tou
koojiou toutou,

w

*

2

^eKTais

apira|tk

r\

811

eiSwXoXciTpais,

r)

circl

y\

r

Tropes
tj

tois

P *

•

0<t>6lXeTC

c °r

;™
Rom.

xvi. 22
etc.
Q 2 Tn - »"•

irX€0

;

apa

14.

v. 5

;

1

Tim

and Lk.
15

Lk.

t

xvm

10; twice in Heb., and in Rev.
vi. 10
Eph. v. 5 ; -reco, 2 Cor.
;

11
yv Mt. xxiii. 25
x In this tense and sense

14.

-

;

,

;

1

Om.

ka

2

ka

(not

3

1

before apir.),

rj

m <p c 1 X c t e,

all

uncc. but

;

—

the

a£vp.oi (7), are described by the
attributes clXucpivia? tea! aX-^Beias, "of
"
a sound inward
sincerity and truth
disposition, and a right position in accord

—

with the reality of things. To the forbidden ev fciip-Tl iraXaiqi (see note, 7) is
added, by way of closer specification,
HtjSc ev S^HTl KaKias k. irovTjpias (malitia
et

sition, irovripia

the vicious dispo"
the active exercise of it

icaicia

see Trench, Syn., § 11.
The
associations of approaching Easter, probably, suggested this train of thought (cf.
xv. 23, onrapxii)
nowhere else does P.
call Christ "the Pascha".
(Lt.);

;

§ 16.
v. 9-13.

A

Previous Letter Misread,
The Cor. Church were taking

no action against the offender of § 15

;

in

this neglect

they disregarded the Apostle's

instructions

by some recent

conveyed
These instructions they appear
have misunderstood, reading them as
though Paul forbade Christians to have
any dealings with immoral persons, and
asking for further explanation. Not improbably, they were making their uncertainty on the general question an
excuse for hesitation in this urgent and
flagrant case. Accordingly the Ap., after

all

uncc. but fc^cDbcL.

D 3 P.

Ver. 9. " I wrote to you in the
(my)
letter"— the last the Cor. had received
from P., which is recalled by the matter

The Ff., except Amjust discussed.
brosiaster (?
Hilary of Rome, prob.
a
converted Jew), referred the
Isaac,
to this Ep., reading the vb. as
eypoxj/a
see Bn. § 44)
epistolary aorist (as in 11
but there is nothing in 1 Cor. to sustain
the ref., and iv tq cirio-ToXfj seems
;

;

"added expressly to guard against this
Modern exposiinterpretation" (Ed.).
tors, from Cv. downwards, find the traces
here of a lost Ep. antecedent to our First
2 Cor. x. 10 f. intimates that the Cor.
had received several letters from P. before
the canonical Second.
Some have found
in 2 Cor. vi. 14-vii. 1 a stray leaf of the
document
that
missing
par. is certainly
;

;

germane to its purpose (see Hilgenfeld,
Einleit. in das N.T., p. 287; Whitelaw,
in Classical Review, 1890, pp. 12, 317
f.).

The ambiguity
fiiyvwdai

(to

lay in the word <rvvavamix oneself up with), which

letter.

forbids social intimacy, while those

to

wished

giving sentence upon the irrfpvo? of w.
1 f., repeats with all possible distinctness
his direction to excommunicate persons
of openly immoral life from the Church.
Profligates of the world must be left to
God's sole judgment. P. felt that there
was an evasion, prompted by the disposition to palter with sin, in the misunderhence the
standing reported to him
closing words of the last Section, con" leaven of badness and
the
demning
wickedness " and commending the " unleavened bread of sincerity and truth".
On the nature and occasion of the lost
;

Utter, see Introd., chap.

ii.

Eph.

;

the Feast, De migr.Abrah., 16 Decongr.
For wore
quarend. erudit. gratia, 28.
with impv., see note on iv. 5. The atjvpa
to
be
(unleavened cakes),
partaken of by

—"
nequitia)

;

uncc. but fc^cDcLP.

all

1

rvi. 9;

Rom.

s ix. 10, 22, xvi. 12
iii. 9; 4 times in Acts
u vi. 10 ; Mt. vii.
ii, n, vii. 2, xii. 17 {., 1 Th. iv. 6.
Heb. x. 34.
v vi. 9, x. 7 ; Eph. v. 5 Rev. xxi. 8, xxii. 15.
M>«iA), 2 C*t. xii. 11 ; Heb. ii. 17; Lk. xvii. 10.

to

misunderstand took

who
as a

it

prohibition of all intercourse.
Ver. 10 gives the needful definition of
the above injunction,
ov ttcivtcds is best
understood as by Er. (non omnino), Cv.
in
(neque
universum), Mr., Bt., Ed., El.,
as not absolutely not altogether, ov neand making the inhibiiravTws
gativing
tion a qualified one " I did not altogether
forbid your holding intercourse with the
fornicators of this world ".
To make the
,

:

irdvrws emphasise the ov (as in Rom.
iii.
"Assuredly I did not mean to
9)
forbid association with fornicators outside
the Church " (Lt.) is to lend the passage the air of recommending association
with unconverted profligates
What

—

—

!

—

applies to one sort of immorality applies
to others
t. irXeovltcTais ical apira£iv
{j
"
or with the covetous
{j el8<i>XoXaTpai5,
and rapacious, or with idolaters". The
irXeov€KTai (from irXcov and tyu
see
parls.) are the self -aggrandising in general ;
:

:
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8l2
h

y
g

l

iy*

fif

'* K TO "

***

J™*
^

pit

c

Proy.

ovnffBUuf

eT0 ^5** crw

6vo\ial6^evo^

ij

'iropkos

*

'

e^apciTC

pu

ical

KpiK€T€, *tous 8e

"f*€is

?j

u

p,^8uaos

*]

12. ti y<£p

•

pi)

tip.lv

*

"XotSopos

*j

*

8^ ?ypai|/a

a

pjSc

i^iPit

1

r

dScX^os

«^«Xo\«1tpt|S

.

ii.23;

iii.9;

ix. kokI

££eX0€ir.

tis

T

1

£*.

K^r10 "

<*•» Wy

V. ix~i3.

*

2

b

apira£,

fj

*tous

owavapwy.

irXeo^Krns

Tw

b

9\

TOtouTW

d

Kpufir;

€§&)

c£u 6 Geds

Kpim ;

oi)(\

13. ical*

t6v ironrjpbv i£ u/iwy avrStv.

Sir. xxiii.

a vi. 10; twice in Prov., and in Sir.
b See ver. 5.
c Gal. U. 13; Acts x. 41, xi. 3; Lk.
Gen. xliii. 32 Ps. c. 5.
d Col. iv. 5 1 Th. iv. 12 Mk. iv. 11 Prol. to Sirach (cktoc).
iv.
16
Rom.
Cor.
vii.
22
iii.
16.
f
2
N.T.
Eph.
h.l., Deut. xvii. 7, 12, xxiv. 7.
cf.

8.

xv. 2

e

;

;

HJ. ;

;

;

1

v v v,

8

Om.
Om.

*
4

^ cABDcGLP
ka

1

all

ka

1

all

c|apaTc:

;

;

Treg.,

;

uncc. but

DL.

uncc. but

D

all

3

uncc. but

W.H.,

Nestle,

#
wvi, tf*CD b

.

Tisch.

L.

D3L

(cgapciTc)

apira/yts, those who seize with violence ;
sins of greed are frequent in commercial
" Idolaters "
cities.
(the first appearance

;

see Deut. (pari.).

may be "named,"
cf.

Rev.

sinners

1.

iii.

"

a brother
not,
—butAmong
the kinds of

proscribed

is

P.

";

now

inserts

the

of the word in literature
cf. notes on
1 and x.
19) included the entire
pagan world Cor. idolatry was specially
eirct . . .
associated with sensual sin.
apa k.t.X., "since in that case" the
logical consequence of absolute non"
were bound to go out
intercourse
you
"
of the world
cTcpav olKovpcv-nv
One could
u>4>ei\eT€ JifjTTj<rat (Thp.).
not pursue any avocation at Cor. without
with
contact
such
sinners.
daily
dxfxiXcTc,
in the impf. tense of the unfulfilled condition (implied in apa) for the omission,
common with vbs. of this nature, of the
&v of contingency, see Wr., p. 382, and
For the principle imcf. Heb. ix. 26.
plied as against the cloister see John

"
XoiSopo?" (see note on iv. 12), the railer,"
" reviler
the foul-mouthed abuser of
"
others and the jxe'Owos,
drunkard "
a word bearing in earlier Gr. a comic
sense, tipsy, afterwards seriously used

xvii. 14-19.

treatment), Mt. xviii. 17. That it should
be possible for an actual "idolater"
not merely one who "sits in an idol's
house " (viii. 10) as a place indifferent,

:

viii.

—

;

—

!

—

—

;

—

I

—

Ver. 11. vvv 8e eypa\|/a, "But
have written " in contrast to

—

now
the

Eypa^j/a . . . Iv Tfj Iitictt. of ver. g
" If
any one doubted the purport of the
former letter, it shall be impossible to
:

mistake

my meaning now ".

The

logical
(not temporal) sense of vvv (or vvvi) is
" But
some
preferred by
interpreters
now after this, as things now appear
(you must understand that) I wrote,"
etc., this
eypaifra thus repeating the
former.
Nvvl 8e bears the like emphatic
temporal sense in 2 Cor. viii. XX, Eph. ii.

—

:

—

—

lav tis aSeX^bs ovouajoucvos, "if
13.
"
any one bearing the name of brother
the point of the amended rule, which P.
in writing before had apparently left to
the common-sense of his readers, but is

—

compelled to make explicit. So the utj
<rvvava]i.iyyvaQai clearly signifies not to
hold fraternal, friendly commerce with
vicious

men:

cf. xv.

33.

Such a one

—

—

;

these sins are companions
(Lt.)
10.
rtf TOiovTifj jvnS^ o-vv€ar0i€iv

—

:

;

cf. vi.

" with
him that is such (I bid you) not even to
eat". The inf. is pr. of usage, practice; cf. Gal. ii. 12.
"Eating together
is a sign of friendliness ; business transIf the ref. be restricted
actions are not.
to Christian fellowship (sc. the Agape),
the emphatic not even is out of place"
To forbid intercourse to this
(Ed.).
extent implies expulsion from the Church,
and more ; cf. 2 Thess. iii. 14 f. (milder
:

—

—

or

who

power

sort believes
—some
the Church
to be

still

in

(viii.

7)

in its

in

is

evidence of the

laxity of Cor. Christhis was really the case,
Cor., perhaps of philo-

That
and that some
sophical, semi pantheistic tendencies,
wished to combine the worship of the
tianity.

heathen temple with that of the Christian
Church, appears likely from x. 14-22 ;
the same syncretism is found in India now ;
cf. the case of Naaman, 2 Kings v. 17 f.
Vv. 12, 13. ri yap uoi tovs l|w k.t.X. ;
" For what business of mine is it
(Quid
mea refert ? Cv.) to judge those that are
outside ? (Is it) not those within (that) you
"
judge, while those without God judges ?

By these questions P. justifies his excluding the impure aScX^bs AvoaaJ. from
the communion and social courtesies of
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i—a.

VI.

VI.

1.

*

xv

tis

•ToXfi.a

*

t&v

iiil

KptVe<r0ai

b

ufiwk

b

b

irpaYfia

dSiKWf, Kal ofy!

* „ b HL T huc "8
v
xxvi- 2I

*

e^oty

8i3
e

irpos

eirl * rStv g

r6v

dyiwi'

*

Zrepov
h

2.

;

ouk

*

R °™-v- 7\

"

x

i

Act8

iXen. AT«». ii. 9. 1.
c See iv. 6.
d In this sense, Rom.
J°^ ;
4
'
4
e Acts xxiii. 30, xxiv. 19, xxv. 9
•'••*
J° b xiii x 9- xxxix 34m'* xxvm.
** ?
Mt.
f In this sense, ver. 9;
14
cf. o^aprcoAoi, Gal. ii. 15, etc.; ama-roi, ver. 6 below,
g In this comprehensive use xiv. 33, xvi. i, 15 2 Cor. viii. 4; Rom. xii. 13, xvi. i S about 13 times
besides in P.; Heb. vi. 10; Jude 3.
h See ver. 6.

?.i

r

-

>'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

-

;

;

1

otiK:

1)

cy€vt|0tjia€v

all

D 3 L.

uncc. but

H

;

the Church. He holds jurisdiction over
those within its pale
of their conduct
the Church (vjieis) is bound to take note
the world outside must be left to the
of God: "cives judicate, ne
judgment
"
alienos
The Ap. places himself
(Bg.).
and the Cor. on the one side (cf 4 also
in contrast with God who
xii. 25
f.),
"
tovs e£<o. " Within and " withjudges
"
out denoted in Synagogue usage members and non-members of the sacred
;

;

;

community (see pads.)

:

01 c<r»

=

01 ayioi,

Ol olKClOl TTJS TTIO-TCWS, Ol TOV XpiOTOV,
Yet this mutual judgment of* Christians by each other has great limitations

etc.

Matt. vii. 1 ff.)
its
sphere lies in vital matters of character
essential to Church life and there it is
subject to the final Court of Appeal (see
xiv.

(Rom.

4-10

;

;

;

iv.

3

ff.).

—6 0€&s

KpCvci (not icpivei)

:

P.

not anticipating the Last Judgment,
but laying down the principle that God
is the world's Judge
see Rom. ii. 16, iii.
is

—The
;

6,

Heb.

xii.

23, etc.

interrog. oxr^i

regimen the two clauses
linked by the contrastive 8e El. however
reads rovs Se e£&> k.t.X. assertively, as a
"
concluding
grave enunciation ".
From his digression to the lost Ep.
and the general social problem, the Ap.

holds under

its

;

vehement emphasis, to the
1 f. and demands his
the solemn words of the
expulsion
Deuteronomic law. rbv irovqpov is not
Satan ("scelerum omnium principem,"
in general
Cv.), nor "the wicked"
returns, with

offender of

w.

in

—each

case

as

it

arises

(Hf.);

but

"istum improbum" (Bz.), the case of
notorious and extreme guilt which gave
rise to the whole discussion.
!|apaTc
(cf. €KKa8apaT€, 7) takes up again the tva
apO'g of ver. 2, with the added thought

—

I| vp.»v atiTtiv) of the riddance
The terrible
effected by his removal.
sentence of w. 3 ff. had not, in so many
(l|-

.

.

lost

perhaps

hence Syrian text

;

.

words, prescribed ejection, though implying it; and P. needed to be very exThe formal
plicit: see note on ver. 9.
expulsion must proceed from the Cor.,
the Church is a selfvp.cis Kp£v€T€

governing body.

final

N

of

Law-suits in Heathen Courts,
Beside the iropvos, amongst
those to be excommunicated at Cor.,
§ 17.

vi.

1-6.

stood

the

itXcovcktt|9

(v.

11);

fraud

and robbery were only less rife than
licentiousness and this element of corruption, along with the other, had reappeared within the Church (8). Instead
of being repressed by timely correction,
the evil had grown rank in several instances aggrieved Christian parties had
;

;

carried their complaints before the civil
Courts, to the scandal of the Church and
to Paul's high indignation.
Two links

of thought connect chh. v. and vi. (»)
the kindred nature of sins of impurity
and of covetousness, both prevalent at
Cor., both destructive of society
(2) the
lamentable lack of^ Church discipline (v.
12), which enabled these mischiefs to
gather head.
Ver. 1. ToXjid tis vp.wv k.t.X. ; " Does
"
" notatur
one of
dare ?
etc.
:

;

j

any

—

you

Christianorum " (Bg.)
This
To\p,av, sustinere, non erubescere.
also was matter of common knowledge,
like the crime of v. 1.
The abrupt
laesa

majestas

interrog.
feeling.

:

marks the outburst of indignant

You treat the Church, the seat
of the Holy Spirit (iii. 16 f.), as though
it were without authority or wisdom
you take your case from the highest
court to the lowest
So the appellant is
in ver. 4 the whole Church
first censured
comes in for blame. ripdyixa (res, nego;

1

;

—

see pads.), Iirl
tium), Kpiveo-Oai (mid.
with gen., Iv (2), KpiTfjpiov (2), ko.0i£«
(4), and perhaps TJTTT)p.a (7), are all in this
passage technical legal expressions. Ol
aSiKoi the term applied by the Jews (cf.
Gal. ii. 15), and then by Christians, to
the heathen marks the action censured
as self-stultifying to seek for right from
"
" the
unrighteous ! P. himself appealed
to Roman justice, but never in matters
;

—

—

—

—

"between brother and brother," nor

in

of accusing his injurers (Acts
xxviii. 19) ; only in defence of his work.
Ol Svioi indicates by contrast the
moral dignity of Christians (see i. 2, and
note), a judicial attribute; cf. sanctitas

the

— —

;

by confusion with

way
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8i 4
iRom.iH.6;i»

Hg aT< on

'

(

ik
31 (oikov-

icpivcTai 6

f

ol

ayioi top

'

x

Koajxos,

'

VI.

!

KpivoGai

Koafxov'

&m£ioi £otc

k

el

ical

;

k Acts
v. 10; 3

xrii. 31

;

vii.

Kings

Lk.

zi. 15.

7 (44)

;

H.l.

1

Dan.

;

h»«,

VJ\ ovx a£iov$, Acts

3.

;

m Jas.

xiii. 46.

ouk
6

ii.

;

vii. 10.

There exists
fori (Quintilian, xi., 3. 58).
" It is
a similar Rabbinical inhibition :
forbidden to bring a matter of right before
.
Whosoever goeth
.
idolatrous judges.
before them with a law-suit is impious,
and does the same as though he blas.

phemed and cursed and hath lifted his
hand against the law of Moses our
Teacher, blessed be he!" (Shulchan
aruch, Choshen hammishpat, 29). The
Roman Government allowed the Jews
;

—

the Bethdin (house of judgment) was as regular
Israelite
a part of the
economy as the
Beth-keneseth (synagogue). In Rom. xiii.
1 ff. P. regards the power of the State
from a diff. point of view.
" Or
Ver. 2. f\ ovk ot8aTc k.t.X. j
(is
"
If the
etc.
it that) you do not know ?
is not
non-Christian
tribunals
to
appeal
made in insolence (ToXpqi) towards the
Church, it must be made in ignorance of
liberty of internal jurisdiction

xi.

u^jlIv

h

Kpirrjpiuf eXaxicrTwy

times in

udges
}ohn.

iv

m

;

. . . Kal
p.€Tox<H ttjs Kp£<reci>$ avrov ical
<rvvSiica£ovTC$ (Euseb., H.E., vi., 42 ; see
iv vp.iv, inconsessu vestro
Ed.).
picturing Christ and His saints in session, with
"
"

—

—

the world
" It

brought in for trial before
absurd in itself, and quite
inconsistent with the Divine idea and
counsel, that any of you should now
them.

is

who shall some day
appear at their bar,
"
appear at yours
(Ev.).
KpivcTcu, pr.

—

—

tense, of faith's certainty (cf. v. 13).
KpiTtipiov (see 4) signifies place rather
than matter of judgment (see pads.) ; for
the latter sense lexical warrant is want-

The

ing.

worthy of
"

question

is

:

" Are
you un-

the smallest tribunals ? of forming courts to deal with
trifling affairs of secular property ?
cf.
our "petty sessions". Cm. reads the
sentence as affirmative, avd|ioi as nimis
digni, and t. Kpi-rqp. eXax- as the heathen
tribunals " It is beneath your dignity to
"
appear before these contemptible courts
(sitting on)

—

:

That "the
matchless prerogative.
"
is involved
saints will judge the world
in the conception of the Messianic kingdom (Dan. vii. 22 cf. Matt. xx. 21)
Israel, with its Christ, is to rule, and

does not square with ver. 4.
Ver. 3. The question of ver. 2 urged
" Know
to its climax
you not that we
"
shall judge angels ?
Paul already does

therefore judge, the nations (Acts

this,

its

;

;

i.

6,

See Wisd. iii. 7
cf. Gal. vi. 16).
f., where participation in this Messianic
power is asserted for "the souls of the
etc.

:

righteous" in their future state. After
the manner of Jesus, the Ap. carried over
to the new Israel of God the promises of
dominion claimed under the Old Covenant,
transforming in transferring them (2 Tim.
Paul reii. 12; Rev. xx. 4, xxii. 5, etc.).
minds his readers of a truth they should

have known, since

it
belongs" to the
nature of " the kingdom of God (9) and
to the glory they look for at "the un"
ff.
(i. 7
cf. iv. 8, Rom.
veiling of Christ
Cm. and others see here a
viii. 17, etc.).
virtual judgment of the world, lying in
the faith of the saints as contrasted with
its unbelief (cf. Luke xi. 31, John iii. 18
a thought irrelevant
ff., Rom. viii. 3),
Ver. 3, moreover, carries the
here.
judgment in question into a region far
beyond that of Christian magistrates,
;

—

whose appointment some prosaic
preters see here predicted.

inter-

The Ap. argues

a majori ad minus, from the grand and
celestial to earthly commonplace.
The
early Church ascribed this dignity esp.
to the martyrs : tov Xpurrov
irapeSpoi

!

But

this

:

Inhypothetically, in Gal. i. 8.
structed through the Church (Eph. iii.
the
will
be
10),
heavenly powers
subject
to final correction from the same quarter.

The angels were identified, in later
Jewish thought, with the forces of nature
and the destiny of nations (Ps. civ. 4;
Dan. x. 13, xii. 1) they must be affected
by any judgment embracing the Ko<rp.os.
" There
is, it seems, a solidarity between
;

the Princes

apxal

of the nations

k. £gov<riai, xv.

(cf.

24, etc.)

Paul's

and the

nations directed by them
according to
Shir rabba, 27 b, God does not punish a
people until He has first humbled its
Angel-prince in the higher world, and
according to Tanchuma, Beshallach, 13,
He will hereafter judge the nations only
;

when He has

first judged their Angelprinces" (Weber, Altsynag. paldst. TheoSatan is icar' e£oxV " the
logie, p. 165)
;

god of
xiv. 30,

this

world "

Luke

whom

iv. 6),

(2 Cor. iv.

and has

4

;

cf.

John

"
his " angels

P. styles "world-rulers" (Eph. vi.
On the throne of
12, Matt. xxv. 41).
world-judgment Christ will sit (Acts xvii.
31, Matt. xxv. 31 f.), and "the saints"
sc.
after their own acquittal
as His
assessors.
koivowiv in this context

—

—

—
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3—5'
h

oi8aT€

ph

ouV

B

on
r

irpos

5.
2

ouSe

<ro<f>os

2

errpoirV up.^ Xcyw. *outws ouk
2
T
dnx
65 ouvnaeTai "oicucpifai
€is,
r

Aristot., Polyb., Philo. Al.

;

q See

Job xx. 3 Ps xxxiv. 26, etc Cf. iv. 14.
22.
U
-T. h.L,
this sense. Cf. iv. 7
T
17; fex. xi. 7; Isa. lvii. 5.
;

v

1,

3

NBCLP,

DG

m

t

:

cro<j>os,
o-o<f>os,

GP

(?)

The anarthrous ayylXovs signifies beings of this order, in contrast with men (cf. iv. 9
also Jude 6)
" P. does not wish to mark out
this or that
class of angels, but to awaken in the
Church the sense of its competence and
dignity by reminding it that beings of this
lofty nature will one day be subject to its
;

;

—

"
jurisdiction
(Gd. ; also El.). p/rj-riye
0ia>TiKa (nedum quidem : not surely a
continued interrog., as W.H. punctuate)
in sharp contrast to "angels"
"(to
say) nothing verily of secular matters 1 ".

ad.

El.

—

a N.T. k.l.,
X£ywp.ev)
idiom (see Lidd. on (ufris,
is

loc),

—negative
xi. 12,

paXXov (Rom.

ye, cf. iv. 8.
Aristotle),

—

24)

syn.
;

for

for the

0iwTucds> of later Gr. (after
denotes matters relating to

p£os (one's "living"), which differs from
vita
from vita qua vivimus

as
quam
— "quae
ad hujus
"
£«t|

vitae

usum

D

<ro$os ov8e cts,

;

and other pads.

also

;

iii.

xiii.

pertinent"

ad victum pertinentia " (Cv.)
see Lt. ad loc, and Trench, Syn., § 27.
Vv. 4, 5a. Ver. 4 is rendered in three
diff. ways, as (a) r. llovOevrjpcvovs Iv t.
(Bz.), or

;

taken to mean the heathen
iudges, the aSiicoi of ver. 1 whom the
Church could not respect (iv, in the eyes
of; cf xiv. n); then tovtovs ica0i£cTc
becomes an indignant question "Do
"
you set up these (as your judges) ? so
Mr., Hn., Tisch., W.H., R.V. text.
The position of Ka6i£cT< and the strain
IkkXtjo-io. is

—

3

L,

25

;

i.
;

Mk.

20

like

*%

Ro,n

Gal*.

1.8;

-

4

Acts iTJo*

;°

Mk.

vii. 18

vii. 31

;

:

Rev.

Jo.
vii.

etc.,

—
— Syrian.Western
later

;

<ro<f>os

(xavxacrdai Iv av0p., iii. 21, iv. 6 ff.
implies such a counterpart) then icoUKgcrt'
is read as impv., and P. says in sarcasm,
" If
you have lawsuits in secular affairs,
set up the lowest amongst you (forjudges
"
of these low matters) I
Kpinjpia however (see note on 2, and R.V. marg.) signifies not trials, nor matters of trial, but
tribunals, and is therefore an unsuitable Obj. tO 60.V €XT)T€ pLWTlKO. KpiT^piO.
are the things wanting to the .Church,
which P. is advising them to set on foot.
;

:

Moreover, Paul would hardly speak of
"
"

Christians as

despised

fellows, without
their despisers.

some touch of blame

among

their
for

For these reasons,

(c)

better, as Hf. suggests, to put the
comma before, instead of after, lav ?xtjtc,
attaching tovs Qov9. to this vb. and
reading p\«T. icpiT. as a nom. (or ace.)
pendens to the sentence (cf Rom. viii. 3,
Heb. viii. 1 ; and Bm., pp. 379 ff.) we thus
" Well
translate,
then, for secular tribuif you have men that are made of
nals
no account in the Church, set these on
"
the bench
That this prideful Church
it

is

:

—

!

is undoubted
P. puts
the fact hypothetically, as a thing one

has such persons

does not

like to

into relief,

;

assume,

ovv throws

filv

by way of emphatic resump-

tion, the

—

PiwriKa
Kpirqpia. irpos
" Unto
your "shame
IvTpoirTjv vuiv Xcyw,
:
this
(lit. for a shame to you) I say (it)
relates to the foregoing sentence (cf xv.
34)

;

it

.

is

a

.

shame

.

the

Cor.

Church

should have members looked on with

put upon its meaning speak against this utter contempt (cf xii. 21-25) DUt since
the Cor. Christians did not appoint it has, it is fitting that they should be its
P. writes
the city magistrates
also the unlikeli- judges in things contemptible
hood of Paul's using language calculated with anger, whereas he did not, though
to excite contempt toward heathen rulers. he might seem to do, in iv. 14.
Ver. 56. Laying aside sarcasm, the Ap.
(b) The prevalent construction (Vg., Syr.,
"
asks most gravely
Bz., Cv., Bg., Ed., El., Lt., A.V., R.V.
(Is it) so (that)
marg.) understands t. I^ovB. iv t. IkkX. there is no wise man found amongst you,
as the. despised of the Church itself who will be able to decide between his

view

'

Judeo"'
Job iv. 18.

11).

^BC

qualifies its objects as culpable; cf. Xva
Karapyijcrfl in xv. 24 ; also v. 12 above,

(sc.
cl.

28, Col.

iii.

Transit, Eph.
IVrt. xxvi. 40

v Mt.

17, 46, 73 ; so crit. edd.
37, Aug., Ambrst. (quisquam sapiens),

simply, D*, earlier Western

—
—|uyriy€
—a sound

r

Gal. Hi. 3

xi. 29.

;

70
or more (cf. Gal.
Western correction.

minn.

37, etc.

ov8eis o-o^os,

ov8c ci«
ov8e
eis

ir6(T<p

28.

i.

;

N

xvm.

€

n In

p

•

•

Ka0i^€T€-

p Lk. xxi. 34

co-tiv,

p

"

ecm* 1 €V upt^

1

815

dyyAous KpivoG^v ; •|a^ti ye 0tfcmK<l 4. 0iamtca
q
Kpi-n^pia, iav ex 1! 1 6 T°^S
^oudcynu-eVous. ey Ttj cKKXtjaia,

m

toutous

xv. 34

*

'

—

J

!

;

:
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8i6
W

b
(or

x

*

3

din

Rom. xiii
ii
Eph

<*

^aov
w

TO "

x

Kal

;

'

mS«

^"

T

*X €T€ r16 ^' ^ttUTWJ'

5 :ff

x.

°

•

dirooTcpciade

jxdXXoK

;

y

irri

^WS

^

^"""Hr101

2

^ctA

dXXd uuets

d

^OTlk OTl

"H^
d

ouxl fxdXXof

8/

w
doeX<J>ou

&-ni<jTWV.

3

oiaTi

*

27,*iv.

Cor.

r

1

°" 1'

"^^ ^"

"

touto

dXXd dScX^ds

6.

dSeX^ou auTOo;
*

Kr
piVeT<H,»

VI.

douceiaOe

d8iKciT€ Kal

c
;

b

KptfXaTtt

Stem

3

ofy!

*

diroorepciTC,

vi. 14

a Rom. xi. 12; Isa. xxxi. 8; -ao^ai, 2 Cor. xii. 13; 2 Pet. ii. 19 f.
z See v. i.
Tim. v. 8.
c 2 Cor. xi. n; Rom. ix. 32; Rev. xvii. 7; Acts v. 3; oftener in
xviii. 22.
Gospp.
d Pass, (or mid.), 2 Cor. vii. 12; 2 Pet. ii. 12; Acts vii. 24; Rev. ii. 11. For act., 2 Cor. vii. 2; Gal. iv.
e vii. 5; 1 Tim. vi. 5; Mk. x. 19.
12; Col. iii. 25; Phm. 18, etc.
f.;

1

b N.T. h.L; Ex.

1

2

Om. ovv N*D* J 7» latt. vg. cop. So
Om. c v all uncc. all critical edd.
810 rt critical edd., except Tisch.

Tisch.

;

W.H.

not

;

*

:

brothers
tion

—

"

ovtws intensifies the quesGal. iii. 3)
roa-avrt] cnravis
" so utter a lack
of men of sense
?

—

(cf.

(Cm.)

with
amongst you Cor.,
"
and pretensions ?
(i. 5,
with

Ivi, prp.

18, iv. 10).
i<rriv (Wr., p.

iii.

of

ellipsis
exists, is

your talent

all

— there
found (see pads.).
96)
—
dva fi&rov (Hebraistic
phrase)
ovtov —
"between his
rov
"
brother — a defective expression, as
prpl.

lit.

d8eX<|>oij

twv dSe\d)wv
with the more Hebraistic aSeX^ov Kal
an example of the laxity of
aSeX^ov
though due

to confusion of

:

conversational Gr.
conjectures, there is a

Paul's

Sm.

;

unless,

as

"primitive

and tov dSeX<f>ov should be corrected to twv aScXdwv.
Ver. 6. " Nay, but brother goes to
law with brother this too before un" This is an answer
to the
believers
error,"

—

1

question of ver.

The

5,

not a continuation of

shows that there is no
man in the Church wise enough to settle
or he would
such matters privately
it.

litigation

;

The aSiicoi
rarely have been called in.
of ver. 1 here figure as airtcrroi see pads
contrast with ol iri<rT€vovTcs (i. 21).
;

§ 18.

;

Warning to Immoral Chris-

tians, vi. 7-11. Behind the scandal of
the law-suits there lay a deeper mischief

They were immediately
due to unchristian resentment on the
in their cause.

vate matters by going before the heathen "
(Lt.).

"

— SX«s (see

v. 1) fJTTT)|i.a (cl. TJi-Ta)

a
—not absolutely
a mere
it is

failure

on your part

:

"

defect, nor a loss (sc. of the
Messianic glory: so Mr., in view of 9),
c
but a moral defeat (see pads.). HTTaop.at

(see

s.

Lidd.,

v.,

I.

3)

signifies

be

to

worsted, beaten in a suit (Lat. causa
this sense excellently suits the
cadere)
context and Paul's epigrammatic style
" Indeed then it is
already an unmistakable defeat for you that you have
law-suits" you are beaten before you
enter court, by the mere fact that such
quarrels arise and reach this pitch.
icpip.a
is the irpdvp.a (1) ripened into an actual
case at law.
cclvtwv, for p,«T'
p-cd'
;

:

—

—

the
aXXt]Xwv, implies intestine strife
3rd pi. reflexive pron. frequently serves
all
three persons (Jelfs Gr. Gram.,
;

§ 654,

2

mid. voice

patimini"

— d8tK6io-6c, atrotnepelo-de,
fraudem
injuriam
— "Why do you
not
(Vg.)

b).
:

"

accipitis,

rather submit
(see

Wr.,

to

p. 218).

"

wrong, to robbery ?
Paul reproduces the

teaching of Jesus in Luke

which applies more

vi.

27

ff.,

etc.,

strictly as the rela-

are closer cf. His own
example (1 Pet. ii. 23), and that of the Ap.
ot»xi jidXXov, as in v. 2.
(iv. 12 f., 16).
"
dX\a
Ver. 8.
k.t.X.
tionships of

life

;

:

v(xcts

Nay,

—

but you commit wrong and robbery
"
part of the aggrieved; but the chief this too (cf. 6) upon your brothers
The de- Mr. reads this, like the pari. dX.Xd clause
guilt lay with the aggressors.
frauders of their brethren, and all doers of ver. 6, as a further question it is the
of wrong, are warned that they forfeit answer to the question of ver. 7 the sad
their place in God's kingdom (9 f.), and fact contrasted with the duty of the
reminded that the sins they thus commit Christian. The spiritual kinship which
belong to their unregenerate state (11). heightens the duty of submission to
Ver. 7. *H8t} p.cv ovv, " Indeed then, wrong, aggravates its commission.
to begin with": on tjStj (already, i.e.
Vv. 9, 10. On <j ovk otSaTc ; see note
to ver. 2.
The wrongers of their brethren
before litigation), see note to iv. 8.
otherwise than in ver. 4. sug- are surely unaware of the fact that
|it€v here,
"
but ye aggra- "wrong-doers (dSiicoi) will not inherit
gests a suppressed 8c
!

—
;

:

—

6

ix.

x

x

Kal
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TaoTa

9€0U
>e

in

x

d&€X<f>ou's.

ou
\

\

f

9.

*\

KXt^po^o^aouat

>»o3

/

f

k
;

ouk

f

um

k

oioaTe

on

*

aoucoi

TrXama0€- outc

n

*

uotYoi outc 3 ruaXaicol outc
etdwAoXaTpat outc
3 '
10. out€° 'KXeirrat, oure J r
vKeoviKrai, outc

„-.

3

817

h
!

3 p

l

h

s

2 f

-

-

above.

3

'XoiSopoi,

y er

-

'•

iv. 20.

ix v. 50; Gal.

h

l

" "V 6

ver 2

3

« See
dpac^oKoiTat
r
h See

pe'Ouaoi, ou

3 *

BacnXeiav

TrrWoi outc

0€ou ou 4 * kXtjpokou.tJotouo-ii'.
°"X
1 1
ical
jSao-iXciav
apirayes
r
TauTd tikcs tjT€. dXXd w dTT€Xou'aaa6€, dXXci x YJYido-0TiT€, dXX'
"

xxv

.

-

34-

GaTiv."'

'

Heb.

14, vi. 12; Rev. xxi. 7;
Isa. XM. 10.
1 See v.
9.

t

30 .(Gen.

Mt. v. 5, xix. 29, etc.
k xv. 33 Gal. vi. 7; Jm.-? 16;
««*»,.).
m See v. 10. n Heb. (£«,?
xiii. 4
Lk. xviii. 11 Job xxiv. 15 -evu more
o H.I., of persons; Prov. xxv. 15, xxvi. 22. See note below.
freq.
p 1 Tim. i. 10. See Lev.
xviii. 22.
q 1 Pet. iv. 15; Jo. xii. 6, etc.; o Kkenrmv, Eph. iv. 28.
r See v. 11.
s See v. 11.
See v. 11.
u See v. 11.
v As if for towto, Jo. xv. 17; 3 Jo. 4.
w Acts xxii. 16; Job ix. 30; cf.
Jo. xiu. 10; Rev. i. 5 (Aoww) Eph. v. 26 and Tit. iii. 5 (kovrpov).
x See i. 2.
i.

;

;

;

;

;

1

t o v t o,

2

6eov

3

ovtc

all

£ a

uncc. but L.

o- 1

Xc 1av

(in this

order

:

cf. ver. 10)

:

all

uncc. but L.

seven times (iropvoi . . . irXcovcicrai), then o v (}xe8vo-oi), ov, ovx
BL, and Syrian text, read ovtc eight times, then ov, ov\.
D*, ovSc seven times, ovt€ twice, then ovx«
4

Om. ov

all

uncc. but

LP

(Syrian)

;

cf. ver. 9.

God's kingdom" (which nevertheless
they profess to seek, i. 7 ff.) an axiom
of revelation, indeed of conscience, but

—

the over-clever sometimes forget elementary moral principles; hence the p/r)
irXavdo*8c.
Their conduct puts them on
a level with the heathen (01 aSiicoi, 1).
Ocov (3ao-iXeiav (doubly anarthrous see
note on ii. 5), "God's kingdom" the
expression indicating the region and
nature of the realm from which un-

—
;

righteousness excludes; "the kingdom
"
of God is righteous. ness
(Rom. xiv. 17
cf. Matt. v. 10, xiii. 43, Luke xiv. 14,
Rev. i. 18, ii. 8 f., etc.). The deception
taking place on this fundamental point
springs from the .frivolity of the Hellenic
it had a
nature
specific cause in the
libertinism deduced from the gospel of
Free Grace and the abrogation of the
Mosaic Law (12 f., see notes cf. Rom.
In w. 96,
vi.
1,
15, Gal. v.
13).
10 the general warning is carried into
detail.
Ten classes of sinners are distinguished, uncleanness and greed furnishing the prevailing categories (cf. v.
"neither fornicators (the con9-1 1):
vii. 2)
v. 1, etc.
spicuous sin of Cor.
no drunkards,
. neither covetous men
.
;

;

—

:

'.

no

no plunderers

—

;

;

txtl.

note)
(see
Idolaters are ranged
between fornicators and adulterers an
association belonging to the cultus of
Aphrodite Pandemos at Cor. paXaicoi,
railers,

will inherit," etc.

soft, voluptuous,

—

appears in this connex-

ion to signify general addiction to sins
lexical ground is wanting
of the flesh
for the sense of pathici, suggested to
some interpreters by the following word
;

VOL.

II.

fc^ACP.

:

and by the use of

tnolles in Latin.

For

apcrcvoKOiTcu (cl. iraiScpacrrat), whose
sin of Sodom was widely and shamelessly practised by the Greeks
cf. Rom.
i.
24 ff., written from Cor. The three
detached classes appended by oti to the
ovre list were specified in v. 11; see
;

notes.

koA tovto, rives r\rc "And
Ver. 11.
these things you were, some (of you) ".
The neuter TavTo is contemptuous
"
" such
abominations
softens
rives
the aspersion
the majority of Cor.
Christians had not been guilty of extreme
The stress lies on the tense of tjt6
vice.
"you were" a thing of the past, cf.
Rom. vi. 19, Eph. ii. 11 f. "But you
washed yourselves but you were sanc"
tified
but you were justified
aXXa
thrice repeated, with joyful emphasis, as
in 2 Cor. ii. 17, vii. 11.
The first of the
three vbs. is mid., the other two pass, in
:

—

1

;

—

;

—

1

!

;

voice.
(cf.

Acts

26

f.,

1

—

aircXovo-ao-de refers to baptism
xxii. 16, Col. ii. 11 f., Eph. v.
Pet. iii. 21 ; see i. 13 for its

signal importance), in its spiritual meaning; the form of the vb. calls attention
to the initiative of the Cor. in getting rid,
at the call of God, of the filth of their old
life

;

baptism their penitent faith took
and formal expression, with
effect.
But behind their action in
in

deliberate
this

submitting to baptism, there was the
action of God, operating to the effect
described by the terms r\yid<rB7\r€ y 48iThese twin conceptions of
ko.£w0t|T€.
the Christian state in its beginning
appear commonly in the reverse order
(see

52

i.

30,

Rom.

vi. 19, etc.)

;

in

Rom.

v.,
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8i8
y See

7

r

j£ £

c8iKaiw0T)T€

co ltrast);
'

ITJ'eUJiaTt

I2

4; freq.in

.

tw

iv

TOO 8cOU

dXX' ou TrdvTa

€§«rro',

fioi

2

*

Kupiou

'Itjo-ou

y

Kal

if

T«f

tfu.wi'.

"

ndrra

too

ovojxaTi

*

*

•

aup^t'pci

lrdiTa

jaoi

and Acts.
a z. 23, xii. 7; 2 Cor. viii. 10,
•4; Acts xix. 19, zz. 20.
1

(Kvp.)

ijuwv

zii. 1;

BCP,

(?),

Add X p 1 cr t o v

3

Heb.

all

zii.

Mt.

zo;

17, 37, 73, vg., syrr., cop.

uncc. but

ADcL

they are seen to be related as the
resurrection and death of Christ, and in
Rom. vi. to be figured respectively in the
avaSvous and Kai-aSvo'is which formed
the two movements of baptism see notes
ad locc, also Tit. iii. 5 ff. The order of
the words does not justify Calovius, Lipsius, and Mr., with Romanist interpreters,
in finding here "the ethical continuatio
"
an explanation contrary
justifications,
to the uniform Pauline signification of
the Ap. is thinking (in contrast
Sikcuou*
with vv. 9 f.) of the status attained by his
readers as ciyioi (i. 2, iii. 17, vi. 1),
vi.

;

—

;

behind which lay the fundamental fact of
The qualifying prpl.
their Sucaiwons.
phrases both belong to the three closely
"
linked vbs.
Baptism is received in the
name of our Lord Jesus Christ" (quoted
with formal solemnity cf. note on i. 2)
"
" in the
it is validated
Spirit of our God
:

:

and brings its appropriate blessings (cf.
John iii. 5-8 water is the formal, the Sp.
:

the essential source of the

new

birth).

Bairriteiv iv Rv. ayiy was the distinctive work of Jesus Christ (Matt. iii. 11,
to be iv ["IvevfiaTi (6eov, Xpurrov)
etc.)
is the distinctive state of a Christian,
including every element of the new life
Rom.
(19, ii. 12, iii. 16, 2 Cor. i. 21 f.,
;

is

grounded
an agent

bracket.

liberty, which P. had himself enunciated
in asserting the freedom of Gentile Chris-

from

tians

took

Mosaic ceremonial

the

From

strictions.

their

re-

his lips the libertarians

motto,

riavTa uoi

^«rnv.

The Ap. does not

retract this sentence,

but he

from abuse:

it

guards

(1)

by

setting over against it the balancing
principle of expediency, ov iravra cvatbe'pcL
(2) by defining, in the twofold
example of ver. 13, the sphere within
;

which

from

it

applies, distinguishing liberty
This leads up to a reiterated

licence.

prohibition of fornication, grounded on
its nature as a sin against the body itself,
and an act which flagrantly contradicts
the sanctity of its limbs, as they belong
to Christ, being

purchased by

Him

for

the service of God (15-20).
Ver. 12.
FlovTa poi clcon-v stands
twice here, and twice in x. 23 P. harps
on the saying in a way to indicate that it
was a watchword with some Cor. party
perhaps amongst both Paulinists and
his pot endorses the deApollonians
claration (cf viii. 8 f., x. 23 ff., Rom. xiv.
;

—

;

14, 20).
in the

Very likely it had been quoted
Church Letter. This sentence,

us pou\6p.e0a Sicla/yeiv (Arr.-Epict., II.,
see Hn. ad loc).
21-28
aXX' ov
i.,

He

:

The Sanctity of the Body,

12-20.

W.H.

;

edd.

Spirit ; but
in justification too, for His

Holy

8 ff.) ; the Spirit of our God constitutes
the power by which that confession is
inspired, and the regeneration effectuated
which makes it good the two factors
"Our
are identified in xii. 3 (see note).
God," in emphatic distinction from the
gods in whose service the Cor. had been
defiled (see viii. 4 ff., 2 Cor. iv. 4, Eph.
ii. 2;
cf. Ps. xcix. 9).
§ 19.

all crit.

Sanctification esp.

in the

witness to sonship implies the assurance
The
of forgiveness (Rom. viii. 15 ff.).
name of our Lord Jesus Christ sums up
the baptismal confession (cf. Rom. x.

vi.

;

those of ii. 14, iii. 21, iv. 1 (see
notes), recalls the attributes of the Stoic
ideal <ro$6s y to
it belongs 4£eiv<u

v. 5, viii. 2, 9, etc.).
is

v. 39 L, zviii. 6, ziz. 10; Jo. zi. 50, zvi. 7, zriii.

The

laxity of

morals

dis-

tinguishing the Cor. Church was in some
instances defended, or half-excused, by
appealing to the principle of Christian

like

whom

;

—
—

"
Yes, but not all
crvp^lpci
are advantageous ".
Zvu<f>epei

iravra

:

things
(conducunt) signifies contributing to some
one's benefit here one's own, in x. 24
one's neighbour's.
Pari, to the former
aXX' 011, is dXX' ovk c-yw e^ovcriao-0'qtrop.ai
"
All things are in my domain
k.t.X.
yes, but / will not be dominated by anyThat is "unprofitable" to a
thing".
man which " gets the mastery " over him.
" Such and such a
thing is in my power
I will take care that it does not get me
I will never by abuse of
into its power.
my liberty forfeit that liberty in its noblest
This gives the self-regarding, as
part."
x. 23 f. the other-regarding rule of Christian temperance in the use of things lawful.
Cf. the instructive chapter llcpl

—

:

—

;

;

—

ia
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15.

d\X'

*€^€<rriK,

ouk
d

°PpwfiaTa

-rij

cyw

k

KupioK
15.

d

Kupib>

'

•

KaTapyiqcrci

l

Kal

TJy^P^

e^eyepci

on Ta awuaTa

*ouk 'otSaTC

*

6 8c

J3p<ou,ao-iH,

to 8e awp,a 00

o-<uu,aTi

!

TJp.as

e

koiXux toi$

Kupios tw

6

ftal

tj

1 3.

tiko?.

utt<5

e|oucria<r0Ti<ro^at

KoiXia Kal

Kal "TauTYjK Kal *TauTa

dXXd tw

819

b

•

*

b
«ra

c

14. 6 8c 0cos Kal r&v
k

81a

k

8uydp.e«s

ttjs

2
Ouwi'
r

a^Xti
r

Xpicrroo
r

1

1

Lk

:.*:

J

-

'

Ecc '-

eedg

iropma,

ttj

1

ix

Tim.

iv.

w.to.xiii.

outou.

%} ¥**'

i<rnv

Lk.iil'ii.

;

'din

this

Mt. xv. 17; Rer. x. 9 £
e For repetition, cf. vii. 7.
f See i. *8.
1
*• 9 lv
Rom P<"si™ ; Gal. »• 1 Eph. i. 20 Col. ii. ia 1 Th. i. r'seeV
I4, v x 5
10 2 Tim.
?;• £
11. 8
Heb. xt. 19 1 Pet. i. 31, etc.
i Rom. ix. 17 (Exod. ix.
16), in diff. sense.
k See i. 18.
bee in. 16, vi. a.
m In like seme, xii. ia ff. Rom. xii. 4 f. Eph. ir. 16, as, t. 30.
Phil. Hi. 19;

h -v 4
;

'

'

•

-

'<

•

;

1

-

;

;

;

1

2

NCD

«S«7«P« l >

c{tjYeip€v

of vg.

;

3

B

(?),

KL,

N* A

many

Ff.

;

cgrycipci,

AD*PQ

37.

(a group preserving some valuable readings), cod. amiatinus
Beza and Elzevir read vp.cs, with no certain MS. authority.

67**

W.H. marg.

*lrl *» v >

etc., syrr., cop.,

;

-

For
IXcv0€p£as in Arr.-Epict., IV., i.
The emthe play on c|earriv, cf. ii. 15.
phatic ovk iyta is the jealous self-assertion
of the spiritual freeman, fearful of falling
again under the dominion of the flesh
v. 13, 16.
cf. ix. 26 f., Gal.
Ver. 13. The maxim "All things are
"
has been guarded within
lawful to me
now it must be limited to
its province
" Foods
its province :
(are) for the belly,
and the belly for its foods". to, |3p»about
p.ara, the different kinds of food
:

;

—

—

which Jewish law, ascetic practice (Rom.
xiv. 1 ff.), and the supposed defilement
of the idolothyta

(viii.,

x.

25

ff.)

caused

The Ap., adopting the profound principle of Jesus (Mark
vii.
15-23), cuts through these knotty
questions at a stroke the PpwpaTm are

many embarrassments.
:

they belong to
morally indifferent
the koiXicl, not the icapSia {cf. Rom. xiv.
Food and the stomach are appro17).
;

for

priated to each other the main question
about the former is whether or no it suits
;

—

A second reason for the
latter.
moral indifference of matters of the table
lies in their perishing nature ; koiXicl and
Pp»p.aTa play a large and troublesome
the

;

;

" but God will
part in the existing order,
For the
abolish both this and these".
somewhat rare antithetic repetition of
0VT09, cf. vii. 7, also Josh. viii. 22 (LXX).
The nutritive system forms no part of
the permanent self; it belongs to the
t.

KoVpov tovtov

(vii.
passing <rxfjp.a
of "flesh and
31), to the constitution
blood " (xv. 50) and the crwpa ^v\\.k6v ;
hence the indifference of foods (viii. 8)
"
quse destruentur, per se liberum habent
usum" (Bg. cf. Col. ii. 20 f.).— "But
the body" has relations more vital and
influential than those concerned with its
"
forperishing sustenance it is not for
:

;

—

nication, out for the
"

for the

body

:

the

Lord and the Lord
same double dat.

clause of mutual appropriation links rh
o-d>p,a with 6 Kvpios as -ra {3pwp.a,Ta with
each is made for the other and
t\ KoiXta
"The body" rerequires the other.
as
a whole, in contrast with its
garded
temporary apparatus is fashioned for
the Lord's use to yield it to h«He<j:y is
to traverse Christ's rights in it ana disqualify oneself for a part in His resurrection (14).
The Lord Jesus and iropvcCa
contested for the bodies of Christian

—

;

—

;

men

Him

loyal to
they must renounce
that, yielding to that they renounce Him.
In Gr. philosophical ethics the distinction drawn in this ver. had no place ; the
;

two appetites concerned were treated on
the same footing, as matters of physical
function, the higher ethical considerations attaching to sexual passion being

Hence

the degradation of
the decay of family life,
which brought Greek civilisation to a
shameful end.
"
Ver. 14 is pari, to ver. 136 (" God the

ignored.

woman and

agent in both), as ver. 13c to ver. 13a:
the previous St contrasted the several
natures of {3p»p.a.Ta and o-wpa this the
;

opp. issues, Karapyi)tr€i and ££eyepci. 6
Kvpios is the determining factor of both
" God will abolish both the
contrasts.
but God both
belly and its foods
raised up the Lord, and will raise up us
.

.

.

P. substitutes
also through His power."
"us," in the antithesis, for "our bodies,"
since the man, including his body (see xv.
35, 49), is the subject of resurrection.
The saying airapx?) Xpicrros, of xv. 23,
supplies the nexus between t. Kvpiov
cf. also 2 Cor.
fj-yeipcv and y)p. c|eycpei
iv. 14, Rom. viii. 11, xiv. 9, Col. iii. 1,
Phil. iii. 21
John v. 20-30, xiv. 2 ff., etc.
;

;
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820
*

*pa$

fcUt^x?'
31

0lT0
'^"'v" 'Y^

xvii. 1

31

*

f.

;

ff.

;

Lk.

p Rom. xii.
9; Acts t.

a wp,a

to m

<>v y
*

13, etc.;

parenthetic use.

l

*6' *^
p

°u*

l

TTOt^aw
p

ot8aT€ 3ti 6

KoXXwpeKos tw Kupiw tv

"

ol

x. IX, xv. 15 ; esp. Mt. xix.
ii. 24).
5 (Gen.
r x. 14; 1 Tim. ri. 11; a Tim. ii. aa; Sir. xxi. a.

1
Final w of apat
apa ovv, CP, and several minuscc.
and apa ovv is plausibly Pauline (G, i) apa ovv).

—

out of
prefix in £(-evcpct is local
the grave
cf. 4!-avcUrracri$, Phil,
iii.
n) ; not de tnassa dormientium (Bg.).
The raising of Christ (cf. Eph. i. 19 ff.),
then of Christians, from the dead is the
supreme "exhibition of God's supernatural
*f
power (see Rom. iv. 17-24, Matt. xxii.
Christ is raised
29, Acts xxvi. 8, etc.).
as "Lord," and will rule our life yon
side of death more completely than on
this (Acts ii. 36, Col. i. 18, Phil. iii. 20 f.).
Vv. 15-17 unfold in its repulsiveness,
by vivid concrete presentment, the opposition between the two claimants for
bodily service already contrasted: the
" Or
rival of Christ is
iropvi] !
(if what
I have said is not sufficient) do you not
know that your bodies are Christ's limbs ?
Should I then take away the limbs of
Christ and make them a harlot's limbs ?
Far be it " ATpw is to remove, carry off,
as in v. 2 (see parls.), Vg. tollens, im"
"
plying a voluntary and determined act
(Ed.) for the introductory aor. ptp., see
Bn., §§ 132, 138. Troit]or«, either (deI
liberative) aor. sbj. or fut. ind.
"
"
I going to
to make, etc. ?
or,
"
The former idiom suits an act
make ?
of choice ; this question the tempted Cor.
Christian must put to himself: cf. the
(sc.

;

-fj

!

—

;

— "Am

Am

What

cf.

Odyssey,

vii.,

316,

firj

adpica piav

Ian.

1 8.

%v
•

"

r

^euycTC

q a Cor. z. xo; Heb.

riii. 5,

in

easily lost in following o

;

:

you object to my putting it in this
way), do you not know that he who
cleaves to the harlot is one body (with
"
o KoXXwpcvos (see parls.), qui
her) ?
agglutinatur scorto (Bz.), indicates that
sexual union constitutes a permanent
bond between the parties. What has
been done lives, morally, in both neither
is henceforth free of the other.
The
Divine sentence (uttered prophetically by
Adam) which the Ap. quotes to this
;

was pronounced upon the first
wedded pair, and holds of every such
effect

—

union, whether lawful or unlawful
honourably true (vii. 4, Heb. xiii. 4), or
shamefully. In Eph. v. 31 the same
Scripture is cited at length, where the Ap.
is making out the correspondence between
wedlock and Christ's union with the
Church in that place the spiritual union
:

treated as pari, to the natural union,
here
this follows the Divine order
it stands out as prohibitory to a natural
union which violates that order. Here
only Paul *ses the parenthetical <f>r)o-iv
is

where

;

(" says
it

is

sc.

He,"

common

s

Epictetus;

|i$)

(if

Barnabas.

tovto 4>iXov Ait iraTpl yIvoito.

;

°iropKT]

Ver. 16 justifies the strong expression
piXi) (15), implying that the
" Or
alliance is a kind of incorporation

is

—

€ *S

tt)

iropvn,?

form of Rom.

vi. 1, 15 (-«p,ev).
true of Christian men individually, that they are \i4\r\ Xpiorov
and parts of the o-&pa Xpiorov, is true
specifically of the physical frame of each ;
similarly in w. 19 f. Paul applies to the
Christian man's body the glorious truth
stated respecting the Christian society
in iii. 16 f.
In the Hellenic view, the
body was the perishing envelope of the
man; in the Scriptural view, it is the
abiding vehicle of his spirit. To devote
the body to a harlot, one must first withdraw it from Christ's possession : to do
the bare
that, and for such a purpose
statement shows the infamy of the proThe Biblical formula of deprecaposal.
tion, fjLTj yc'voito, is frequent also in

interrog.

&uo

irvcu|xa

p-At]

Tropnrjs

koXXwu^os

Lk.

The

™

•

tou XpicrTou

"'Ectovtcxi Y^P>" * 4>T1°"^*'»

^ffTif;

17. o Je

|xA.T]

VI.

—

God)

in citing Scripture

;

in Philo, and in the Ep. of
co-ovrai. . . . ci« (Hebraism)

vcvqcrovTai.
Ver. 17. 6 84 koXXwucvo? t« Kvpi&>
" But he who cleaves to the
k.t.X.
:

Lord

is

one

spirit

(with

Him)

".

Ad-

hesion by the act of faith (i. 21, etc.) to
Christ (as Lord, cf. xii. 3, etc.) establishes
a spiritual communion of the man with
Him as real and close as the other,
bodily communion ("tarn arete quam
conjuges sunt unum corpus," Bg.), and
as much more influential and enduring
" The
as the spirit is above the flesh.
"
Rom.
bond
is
the
16,
(iii.
uniting
Spirit
viii. 8 f., etc.), but the Ap. is thinking of
the nature and sphere of this union
hence the anarthrous, generic irv€vp.a,
contrasted with o-dp| (16). In 2 Cor.
" the Lord " is identified with "the
iii. 17
Spirit." and believers are repeatedly said
;

—

i6
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*
**
*
t
w
iraK
vopKciai^.
cktos \ n^'ik
dp£pTT)p.a o iav iroir\ar\ a^Spwiros,
r
Mk
toO craifxaTos eaTiK • 6 8e x iropfcuW r els to ISio^
awjxa apvapTaj'ei. ?.5*>
1
*
l
2
Isa.
lviii.
'ouk
'oiSaTe
on
to
19. f)
mos tou iv vp.lv 'Ayiov
crcojxa
up,wv
2
*
u
Cor
ou
*
^'
€T€
,ro
ouk
koi
core
eainw ; 20.
rifcupaTO? cottii',
©cou,
ex

tV

-

l

-

b

*c

8

,

t6k

d

Oeov iv tw

yap
8o£<£aaTe
Ti|ifjs.
8t)
tw nvciipaTi u^wk, aTifd can tou e«ou. 3

TJyopda0T)T€
upaiv koI

d

£k

*!••

awjMm

gji

Ja*V.isj
1

r See

w

iii. 4.

Acts and Lk.
1

3

Ta o-wpara,

;

ii.

;

;

;

A2 L,
.

.

;

;

and minuscc. **, cop.
B 120, f. vg. So
;

<rv£v(jLaTos a-yiov (?)

Om. xai

Pet.

Prep., xv. 27; 2 Cor. xii. a.
xx.8; Rev. ii. 14, 20, xvii. 3, xviii. 3, 9; Mk. x. io:
vin. 12; Mt. xviii. 15 Lk. xv. 18, 21 Gen. xx.
z See iii. 16.
6, 9.
a Genib In this sense, vii. 23 2 Pet. ii. 1 Rev. v. 9, xiv.
3 f. ef ayop., Gal. iii. I3 i T 5.
xxvii. 6, 9; Acts iv. 34, v. 2 f., vii. 16, xix.
d 2 Cor. ix. 13 Rom. i. ax. xv.
19.
Pet. ii. 12, iv. 11, 16; Lk. passim, etc.
e H.l. in P.; Heb. ii. 16; T
4 times ia

Ps. lxxn. 27.
y
tive, see i. 12.
c In this sense, Mt.
6, 9; Gal. 1. 24; x

2

«

:

6eov

.

glorificate (clarificate,
vestro : portate (scil.

all

cf. ver. 15.

W.H. marg.
The

pre-Syrian uncc.

deum

Cypr., Ambrst.)

et

vg. (after the old lat.) reads,
(tollite, Tert.) in corpore

portate

Deum)
probably due to the corruption of apa ye (found
in Methodius before SogacraTc) into apart. This error was widely spread
there are
traces of it in Chrysostom.
See W.H., Notes on Selected Readings, p. 114.
is

;

so that between them
to be Iv nvevfAan
and Christ there exists a xoivuvia rivcv|mltos (i. 9, 2 Cor. xiii. 13 John xvi. 14,
For the intimacy of this associaetc.).
tion of members with the Head, see Gal.
ii. 20, Eph. ii. 5 f., iii. 16 f., Col. ii. 10, iii.
1 ff., John xv. 1 ff., xvii. 23 if., etc.
With vehement abruptness
Ver. 18.
P. turns from exposition to exhortation.
;

;

" Flee

fornication

"

—other

sins

may

be

combated; this must be fled, as by
4> C ^Y CTC
Joseph in Potiphar's house.
the opposite

The

of KoXXacrOai (16).

pari. 4>€tjv€T€ airb t.

ciSwXoXaTpeias of
connexion in Cor.

14 shows "the
"
between impurity and idolatry
(Ed.
'H
the
lists of sins in 9 and v. II.)
cf.
x.

—

:

iropveia contradicts Christ's rights in the
body (13-17) and severs the committer
from Him P. has now to say that this
is a sin against the nature of the human
"
body
Every act of sin (ap,apTT|p.a)
which a man may possibly do, is outside
of the body; but the fornicator (6
;

:

iropvcvcov) sins against his
The point of this saying

own body ".

lies in the
contrasted prepositions Ikto? and els
"
"
defile the flesh
all bodily sins
(2 Cor.
other vices those of the
vii.
1), but
outside
the
look
icotXia, e.g.
body this
our
in its whole essence lies within
physical nature, so that, while it appropriates the person of another (16), it is
:

—

—

;

Hence transgressions
a self-violation.
"
of the Seventh Commandment are sins
"
"
of the passions
of the flesh" and
par
eminence. They engage and debauch the
whole

person

;

they

" enter

into

the

heart,"
"
heart

for "they proceed out of the
and touch the springs of being
;

in the highest degree they
man "

"defile the

20 rT.). That inchastity
(Mark
extreme dishonour is realised in the
vii.

is

one sex

;

Christianity

makes

it

equally so

in the other.

Vv. 19, 20. What a deadly sin, an act
of high treason, this is for the Christian,
Paul's final appeal shows: "Or (if you
do not yet realise the heinousness of
fornication), do you not know that your
body is the temple of the Holy Spirit
within you, which you have (ov €X CT€ g en
"
attraction to
«

>

by

from God

rivcvp.aTos)

The Holy Spirit
how but in their

?

dwells in the readers
body, since they are in
the body? (iii. 16, cf. Rom. viii.
also
there is the same tacit
John ii. 21)
inference from whole to part as in ver.
the same assumption that the body
15
is essential to the man, which underlies
the doctrine of the Resurrection (xv.).
The Christian estimate of iropveia is thus
categorically opposed to the heathen
In the temple of Aphrodite
estimate.
:

n

;

:

;

prostitutes were priestesses, and commerce with them was counted a consecration ; it is an absolute desecration of
God's true temple in the man himself.
"And (that) you are not your own?"
This too P. asks his readers if they " do
"
The possessor is God,
not know ?
who has occupied them by His Spirit,
having first purchased them with His

—

Rom. viii.
iii. 23
Acts xx. 28. "For
"
the np,^
you were bought at a price
Son's blood cf.
32, 2 Cor. v. 18
:

i.

30,

;

ff.,

!

—
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VI1,

Rom. fir.
:

I1

h! 3

*

1
mT.'' ^

xnii.

8;

Geo.

ii.

X-

n< P l **

iinwOai

•

iP" <

Om. po 1

^BC

*

ry\v iropvciav

does not need to state
(1

Pet.

i.

18

f.

;

;

Eph.

7,
to

17, 46,

G, vg.

:

was

it
i.

Rev. v. 9). 'Ayopd^w,
syn. with (airo)XvTpoop.ai,
28,

30, Tit.

ii.

14)

Tip.iov

ransom

to

—8o£aoraTC

iv, in,

—k.t.X.

8t|

not with, your body

the temple wherein each
priest ; here the vaos, in

:

—

man

serves as
Rom. xii. 2 the
0w£a. tea! iv r. irvcvpan k.t.X., of the
T.R., is a Syrian gloss, added as if to
complete the sense ; cf. vii. 34.

—

Marriage or Celibacy?

§ 20.
1-9.

At

this point the

vii.

Ap. takes up the

questions addressed to him by the Cor.
Church (see Introd., chap. ii.). In replying
to Paul's previous letter, they had asked
for clearer instructions to regulate their
intercourse with men living in heathen
this request led up to the insins (v.)
quiries respecting the desirability of
marriage, respecting the duties of married Christians, and the lawfulness of
divorce for a Christian married to a
;

heathen, with which ch. vii. is occupied.
The headings of w. 1, 25, chh. viii., xi.,
xvi., indicate various matters on which
the Cor. had consulted their Ap. The
local impress and temporary aim of the
directions here given on the subject of

marriage must be borne in mind otherwise Paul's treatment will appear to be
narrow and unsympathetic, and out of
keeping with the exalted sense of its
spiritual import disclosed in Eph. v.
Indeed, ch. xi. 3-15 of this Ep. show that
P. had larger conception on the relations
of man and woman than are here un;

folded.

The

Gen,

of

expression
attaching to several passages betrays the
obscurity

writer's embarrassment
this was due
partly to the low moral sensibility of the
;

am.

So

fu.*, Tert.

crit.

edd.

Ambrst.

and partly to the uncertain con-

Cor.,

(26-31), which weighed with the Ap.
at the time of writing and led him to

:

His purchase.

xiii. 2).

h.l.;

purchase,

;

Acts

N.T.

tinuance of thi

Now glorify God in your body " sc. by
a chaste life (contrast Rom. ii. 23). 8-q
h. I. in P.), kindred to
(rare in N.T.
the temporal tj8tj, makes the command
peremptory, breaking off discussion (cf.
"

c In this sense,

34).

Matt. xx.

;

rates

iropveias

syrutr., Tert.,

the latter points to the
means of redemption, the former to the
it
creates
proprietorship which
(cf.
both ideas
ircpi€iroii]<raTO, Acts xx. 28)
meet in Eph. i. 14. The gen. of price,
Tigris, indicates the value at which God
(i.

'KaXoi' "d^pwirw yumtitos
2
Ikciotos t^jk 4auToC

*

;

1

P.

t&s

-

pot
2

b In this connection, Mt. zix. 5, 10 (Gen. ii.
d See . 1 Mt. xv. 19; Mk. yu. 31.

18.

xx. 6; Pror. vi. 39.

atpa

1

YHNW^

8ia 8e

2.

VII

existing order of

life

discourage the formation of domestic
In later Epistles, when the present
ties.
economy had opened out into a larger
perspective, the ethics of marriage and
the Christian household are worthily de-

veloped (see Col. and Eph.).
Ver. 1.
riepl Sc iv lypaxJ/aTc: "Now
about the things on which you wrote
".
(to me)
ricpl wv = irepi tovtwv irepl
my (not i) cf. the constructions of rel.
pron. in ver. 39, x. 30 see Wr., p. 198.—
S« metabatikon leads to a new topic, in
" Now
orderly transition from the last
I proceed to deal with the matters of
your

—
;

;

:

"

me
the questions proposed
marriage are discussed on the
ground prepared by the teaching of chh.
v. and vi.
They form a part of the wide
to

letter

;

about

conflict between Christian and
at Corinth see Introd. to Div.
P. answers at once, affirmatively, the

social

Pagan
II.

life

:

M It is
question of principle put to him
right (ko\<Sv, honour able, morally befitting
—pulchrum, conveniens, Bg. ; see note on
:

v.

for

6)

avSpi,

one

man

(av9pwmp, homini: not
viro) not to

distinctively,

woman"
— koXov
contradicts

touch a

(to live in strict celi-

the ov tcaXor
avApwiry present in the minds of some of

bacy).

the questioners, influenced by the sensuous atmosphere of Cor.
Paul is not
disparaging marriage, as though he meant

KaXXiov fit) airr., but defending celibacy
against those who thought it inhuman.
Ver. 2 a single life is good in itself,
" but " is not
generally expedient at Cor.
81* Tots iropvcCas, "because of the (prevalent) fornications" (the unusual pi.
indicating the variety and extent of
profligacy
cf. 2 Cor. xii. 21) ; for this
reason marriage, as a rule, is advisable
It must be Christian marriage,
here.
as opposed to heathen libertinism and
" let each
have
:

—

:

—

Jewish polygamy
his

own

wife,

proper husband ".
(sc. directive, not

"have and

(man)

:

and each (woman) her

The

pr. impv.,

k\irm

permissive), signifies
keep to" (cf. 2 Tim. i 13).
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•yumiKa 'cx^rw, kcu

h
'

Kal

8c

e£ouond£€i, dXX' 6 dmrjp
J

ouk
1

ti

£§ouoria'£ci,

"

8

6>

ttj

dXX*

4.

k

•

yoi^)
h

tj

h

6jxota>s

8e

2

ica!

,f

d-jro8i00T(tf

tou

181'ou

1

•

ti
h

5.
*

ictupo^,
«

Trpoa€uxfj *<" irdXiK

£irl

im 'axoXd^Te 4

to *auTO

q

*€$

J

!

x

7;

1

Th

Tim.' v.

ji^

xviii.

irjoTCia
6

oWpxt]a0€, im

-

**««• 3? :

ouk

5
ttj

See v

R°m.xi

6 at^jp tou ISiou awjxaTos
awpaTos

diroorcpeiTC dXXtjXous,

jultj

Tfi ?

6u.oiws

o-w/xaros

k

•

yuvrj

tj

ay&pa iytru.

T8io>»

euVouxk

•

U m aujx^wKou "irpos

p

5

ical

2

o4>€i\o^r]k

tw d^Spi

yuK*j

tj

rbv

4k<£otti

x

yufaiKi o dftip rr)v

823

6J

*ff.,xxfi.

jif)

Mt. xxyii. 41 Lk. t. 10, x. 3*
5
. See vi. 12.
k See vi. 7 f. In this sense 'ix. xxi.
1 2 Cor. mi.
H.l. <rvfi.4>i»vus, Eccl. vii. 15; -vn.v, Acts y. 9, xv. 15, etc.5; Lk. ix. 13.
2
Cor.
vi. 15.
n 1 Th. ii. 17; Lk. viii. 13; Wisd. iv. 4.
o Mt. xii. 44; Ex. v. 8, 17; Ps.
-wens,
xlv. 10.
pin sing., absol., Rom. xii. 12; Col. iv. 2 Acts i. 4.
q fare) xi. 20, xiv. 23 Acts i. 15
ii. 47; Lk. xvii. 35.

h Jas.

•

«5

ii.

m

10.

;

1

Om.

kcu cKao-rt)

2

o

1

*
4
6

•

if

€

Xt) v

Om. av

(?)

:

all

.

.

.

«x« T*

:

G, Tert.

by homceoteleuton.
odmX.

;

pre-Syrian uncc, 17, 46, 67**, vg. cop.

B, Dam., Clem.

;

W.H.

bracket.

ijtc, all uncc. but

The

KLP.

variation eavrov yvv.

.

.

.

tSiov

it,

:

Tit. ii. 5
1
35 Eph. v. 22, etc.
Peter iii. i, 5). Throughout the passage
the
terms
of
a
careful
is
there
balancing
relating to man and wife, bringing out
P.
the equality of the Christian law.
does not lay down here the ground of
xiv.

;

;

;

—

marriage, as though it were "ordained
for a remedy against sin," but gives a
special reason why those should marry
at Cor. who might otherwise have remained single see note on 8^, ver. 1.
Vv. 3, 4. Within the bonds of wed" the due " should be
lock,
yielded (3)
by each for the satisfaction and according to the rights of the other (4). This
dictum defends marital intercourse against
rigorists, as that of ver. 1 commends
:

The word
celibacy against sensualists.
64>€iXt| guards, both positively and negaxiii. 4)
tively, the koCtt) apuavTos (Heb.
;

due to one alone must be given
one alone (t-q ywaiKi, t$ dvSpi).

what

is

The

gloss of the T.R., as old as the
Syriac Version, is a piece of mistaken deliThe precise repetition of opoiws
cacy.
8e koI corrects the onesidedness of com-

—

of public law, —both

mon

sentiment and
Greek and Jewish she

is as much the
mistress of his person, as he the master
of hers.
£govo-t,d£w ( = ££ovafav ex")
implies moral power, authority (cf. vi.
tou ISiov . . . OVK e^owta^i,
12).
:

—

:

a gloss.

An

(?).

ecclesiastical gloss.

Verss. render freely.

but this diff. of expression pervades the whole of the Epp." (Lt.
tf.

upon

cvvoi.

A copyist's grammatical addition

o-x°Xa<r»]T€, all pre-Syrian uncc. (see note below).
Om. Tfj vno-Teiq. k a 1 pre-Syrian uncc and verss.

avSpa distinguishes the husband as head
and principal (xi. 3); "if this passage
stood alone, it would be unsafe to build

to

;

"

—

"

his (her)
elegans paradoxon
(Bg.)
is not his (her) own.
Ver. 5. prj airoorrepciTe k.t.X. "Do
not rob one another " sc. of the 6<j>€iXij
the deprivation is an injustice (same vb.
as in vi. 7 f.) ; " congruit hoc verbum
cum verbo debendi" (Bg.). This also,
with ver. 4, against the rigorists. The
impvs. of this context are pr., relating to
habits of life.
cl prj k.t.X. qualifies the
command not to rob, by stating an ex-

own

—

:

;

—

this exception, however, the Ap.
"valde limitat" (Bg.), first by ti (in
some measure, somehow), next by av
(haply, if the case should arise), thirdly by

ception

:

Ik <rv\L$utvov {of consent: making the separation no longer robbery), lastly by irp&s
icaipov {for

a season).

Such separation

—

be made for specific religious ends
"
that you may be disengaged for prayer
(vacetis orationi, Vg.), and with a view
to renewed intercourse (ical irdXiv lirl to

may
"

So fearful was the Ap. of
av>To tjtc).
putting a strain on the ill-disciplined Cor.
nature, with sensual incitements rife in

the atmosphere " lest Satan be tempting
you because of your want of self-control".
aKpao-ia, later Gr. for aKpareia
(opp. of evKpaTcia, cf. ix. 25), signifies
non-mastery of appetite. Xx°Xd£«* (here
in aor., of particular occasion ir€ipd£"r|Te,
fr., of constant possibility), construed
with dat. or irp<$s t^, in cl. Gr. often
:

—

—

;

denotes leisure from ordinary for higher
pursuits e.g., crxoXafceiv povcrtK-fj, duXoo-odua
also used
of scholars who
" devote themselves "
to
a master

—

;

:

a negative condition of irpocncaprcpeio-*
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5

MMv^i
3

'

below

*^^

1;

3

'xxii'

»

Kings

»Seev.5

25; freq.
in

Gr.

cl.

loTaKos 8ia

^

0€O "> ^ s *
b

yap

9.

b

€t

b

8c

d

t

"

KCtT>

outojs
*

foaoros 1810^

4

x

os

8c

8.

outws.
b

2

yap

WX"

irdrras

w

xdpiau.a

3

\ly<a he toi$

cay /xciVwaiK

d

ooK "iyKpaTeuoKTai

yau-TjcrdTwaae

<£»s

*

'

•

Kpeurffoc

f

7

yauvqorcu

7.

KaXdy auTois ivriv

x^P 011 ?*

6. tooto 8c

0Aw

•

^iNToy^

X

*

1

dKpaoriai' upvwi'.

ttji/

*rtauT° l'>

K
r**

dyap-ois k<u Tais

COTl

°"

<ruyyv(x>\it]v,
*
€ ,' at
s K0Ll

irOUS

K dyu'

;

r'

°

n

KaT ^

^X€l 3 ^ K

S

t* n

tr<l P^iTI ^r1 ***

^Yw

'

vn.

TrupoucrOai.

T]

;

2

-TTJS,

Tim.

u N.T. h.l.; Sir. Hi. 13.
v ver. 45 2 Cor.
8 1 Tim. i. 1
Tit. i. 3, ii. 15 Wisd. xiv. 16 {rvpa.vv<av
See i. 7.
x Cf. vi. 13.
emrayac?).
Of the man, Iliad iii. 40; of
Hel.
11, 32, 34.
z 1 Tim. v. 3 ff. ;
(rarely), Eurip.
690.
a See ver. 1.
Acts vi. 1, ix. 41 ; Jas. i. 27, etc.
b ix. 2, xi. 6, xv. 13 ff. (6e), xvi. 22
viii. g
c ix. 25 ; Gen. xliii. 31
(Se), xi. 21 ; 2 Th. iii. 10, 14 (5e) ; 1 Tim. iii. 5 (Se), v. 8 (5<) ; etc.
1
viii.

of eyKpareta, Gal. v. 23, etc.

Antonym

iii. 3.

;

;

;

w

;

y w.

woman

;

Rom.
;

12

Tit.

8

-t«i», Gal. v. 23
28 f., etc.; 1 Tim. iv. 3, v. 11, 14; etc.
ver. 38 below, xi. 17; Heb. i. 4, etc.
xiii.

;

-ti]5,

i.

;

;

Acts xxiv. 25

;

e Phil. i. 23;
f 2 Cor. xi. 29;

2 Pet.
1

See

Kings

d vv. 10,
17; a Pet. ii. 21; Prov. iii. 14; cf.
vi. 16; 2 Pet. iii. 12; Rev. i. 15, iii. 18.

Pet.

Eph.

i.

6.

«*cp«o-ta, ver.

5.

iii.

H.l., in this sense.

—

1
B, Method, om. vjmdv (?) bracketed by W.H. May be a copyist's addition,
a case for the maxim, Brevior lectio praferenda.
2
8 c (?)
N*ACD*G i7» 46, latt. am. fu. cop., Or., Cyr., Dam., Cyp. (WestSo Tisch., Tr., W.H., R.V., EL, Nestle.
ern and Alexandrian).
yop B and Syrian uncc, syrr.
3
« X £ l X a P lor ria: a ^ pre-Syrian uncc.
;

:

:

*

o (f«v)

5

Om. ccttiv

8
7

.

.

.

o (8e)

all pre-Syrian uncc.
pre-Syrian uncc.

all

:

Kp€iTTov, fc$BD
yop.€iv

yap.Ti<rai,

dai

*nj
iv. 2).

irpoo-cvxii

Kpeurtrov,

;

N*AC
BDGKLP,
(?),

So

17. 46.
etc.

(Rom.

ACGLP,

W.H.

xii.

12,

Col.

:

good, 1), Kara <rvvyvtS|AT|v," secundum
mdulgetttiam (Vg.) i.e., <rvyKaTa|3aivwv
t. dor0€veiavp,wv(Thp.); ov Kar' lirtTOY^v,
ex concessione, non ex imperio (Bz.).
"
The rendering " permission is somewhat
misleading; o-vvyvwutj is quite distinct
from the yvwuTj opposed to eirtToyf] in
ver. 25; it signifies either pardon (venia,
excuse for a fault), or, as here, allowance,
regard for circumstances and temperament.— In 0cX« 8c k.t.X. the Ap. states
his personal bent, which he had set aside

—

—

recommendation just given " But
would have all men to be as indeed
myself," sc. ccelibem and contentedly so
I

(cf.

:

—

Acts xxvi. 29).

«s Kol ejxavTov,

paratactic ace. (attracted to iravTas avKal emOpwirovs) = ws kcli at»Tos elp,i
phasises the assertion that the writer is
what he would like others to be. It is
manifest (see also ix. 5) that the Ap. was
unmarried, although Clem. Alex, and
;

some moderns have

inferred

W.H.

text, Nestle.

marg., R.V.

Vv. 6, 7. tovto 8e Xeyo* points to the
leading direction given in" ver. 2, from
I advise you
which vv. 3-5 digressed
to be married (though I think celibacy

in the

etc.

Tisch., Tr. marg.,

otherwise

from Phil. iv. 3. That he had never been
married is by no means certain. Two
that if P.
things, however, are clear
had known the married state, it was
:

before his apostleship
dren are never hinted

—

" wife and chil-

at,

he goes about

"
entirely free from such ties
(Lt.) further,
that if in early life he had entered this
;

state, it

sessed

was not

St* dicpa<riav;

he pos-

the

"grace-gift" (xdpu<rp.a) of
continence (opposed to
undisquieted
irvpovordai, g; cf. Matt. xix. 12), which
was in his case an adjunct of his x^P LS

—

"However (= I cannot
have every one like myself, but) each
has a charism of his own from God, the
one in this shape and the other in that."
6 8e oiirws does not refer to the married
Christian, as though his state were in
itself a charism, but to any special endiro<rro\Tjs.

dowment

for service in Christ's

kingdom

other than that stated.
On x^P L<r rva
see i. 7 and cf. xii. 4-1 1.
Vv. 8, 9 re-statc the answer given in
vv. 1, 2 to the question concerning celi" But I
bacy v. marriage.
say to the
unmarried and the widows, it is right
for
them
if
(ttaXdv
they remain as
cf. 1)
indeed I (am)."
The Ap. extends the
;

;
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6— ii.
10. Tots 8c

d

irapayy&Xw, ouk cyw dXX' 6 Kupios, e «£** ^10
*
X
sides in
8e Kal xwpia8fj,
il«
x w P lo'^ at
in Acts;
Kal a^opa
~
YuyaiKa ufi
dfSpl KdTaXXaynTW
r

Y€yajaT)ico<n
h

yui/atKa diro d^Spos
y

jmeK£Tb*

dyajAos

i.

to

•

'

f.

;

xix. 6 ; Judgei iv.
£i«AA., Mt. v. 34.
1

XvpifrvOai,

reassurance given in ver. 1, and fortifies
by his own example, so that those out
of wedlock who were under no constraint
to enter its bonds might be free from
misgiving and reproach, tois dydp.ois,
in contrast to tois yeyap.-n.icdo'i.v, ver.
" to unmarried
10 the term is masc.
" maidens " is
men "
the
case of

—

:

;

discussed later (25 ff.). "The widows,"
who would frequently have the disposal of themselves, are included here
they are advised again to the like
effect in vv. 39 f.
Holsten omits Kal
tois x ilP ai « as out of place
Bois
ingeniously suggests that this may be
a primitive corruption for Kal tois xip OL s>
"the widowers'*.
As the iropveiai,
without (2), so dtcpaaria within (5) might
make abstention from marriage perilous ;
hence the qualification added in ver. 9:
"But if they have not self-control, let them

—

;

—

marry for better it is to marry than to
burn on (with desire) ". irvpovo-0ai, pr.
" occulta flamma
of continued state

—

;

—"

concupiscentiae vastari
(Aug.) ; the vb.
used of any consuming passion, as in
2 Cor. xi. 29.
Not "better in so far as

is

is

sinless,

burning

is

sinful

(Matt. v. 28),"— so Mr. if marriage and
parenthood are holy (14), the fire which
burns toward that end surely may be so
"
" the sacred lowe o'
weel-placed love ;
but " better " as the unsatisfied craving
is a continual temptation, and according
to the rule of ver. 35.
Better to marry
than to burn
but if marriage is impos;

—

;

sible, better infinitely to

burn than to

sin.

Prohibition of Divorce, vii.
10-16.
Pagan sentiment and law, while
condoning fornication, were exceedingly
§ 21.

lax in permitting divorce (see HermannStark, Griech. Privat-alterthumer, §§ 30.
15, 17), as Jewish practice was on the
side of the husband (Matt. v. 31 f., xix.
7 ff.) ; and marriages were often contracted without affection.
Unfit unions
became irksome in the extreme, with the
stricter ethics and high ideal of the new

in many cases one of the partners
faith
remained a heathen (12 f.). It was asked
whether Christians were really " bound "
(ScSovXwpivoi,, 15) by the ties of the old
;

n.

ADG

it

marriage

^

*

T(«

tj

'

>'

fit)

h In this sense, Mt.

Gospp.
Eph. 11. 16; Col.

825

*

2 Cor. t. 18

i

ff.

;

'

Rom.

t. 10

;

8 times

wKartlk.,

(Western).

formed under unholy conditions, and
whether it was right for man and wife to
live together while one was in the
kingdom of God and the other in that of
Satan.
These questions, propounded in
the letter from Cor., Paul has now to
answer [a) as respects Christian couples
life

—

(b) as
respects married pairs
divided in religion (12-16).
Vv. 10, 11. " But in the case of those
that have married (t. ycyauTiKocriv, pf. of
settled lact), [ charge
.
wife not to

(10

f.),

.

.

and husband
separate from husband .
not to send away (or let go) wife." The
M not 1 but the Lord "
parenthesis,
(it
is
His command, not mine), refers
the indissolubility of marriage to the
The exceptional
authority of Christ.
cause of divorce allowed by Jesus, ira.

.

Pcktos Xoyov iropvcias (Matt. v. 32, xix.
9; also unmentioned in Mark x. 11,
Luke xvi. 18), is not contemplated in the
instance of wedded Christians (Paul is
addressing both partners at once). The
he
Apostle's tone is changed (cf. 6 ff.)
;

laying down the law, and on Supreme
He cites Christ's words in
Authority.
distinction from his own (12), not as
is

though

his

word was

insufficient (see,

to tne contrary, 40,

ii. 16, v. 3 f., xiv. 37,
etc.), but inasmuch as this was a prin" the Lord " had
which
ciple upon
pronounced categorically. It is noticeable
that the case of the woman seeking se-

—

paration comes first and is dwelt upon ;
Christianity had powerfully stirred the
feminine mind at Cor. (see xi. 5 ff., xiv.
34 f.). In some cases, not so much incompatibility as ascetic aversion (cf. 3 f.)
caused the wish to separate. The ywaiKa
FH X w P lo'^ vai ' s qualified "by the parenbut if indeed
thesis edv Se Kal x<*>piar9fj
she have separated, let her remain unto
her
be
reconciled
or
husband ".
married,
P. is not allowing exceptions from the
rule of Christ, but advising in cases
where the mischief was done the aor.

—

'•

;

taking its occasion from the context: see Bn., § 98.
sbj., x(api<rdy\, is timeless,

Her remaining

unmarried

is

virtually

included in the law of Christ (Matt. v.
32, xix. 9).
KaTaXXayi]TCi>, pass., "let
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*

*

A/

sense*

^

k

-

fy l ^ yai

k

auToO,

•?'

p,fj

4

koI auros

28; Joxiv

Herod.

»

14.

m

1

l

Xoittois

dmoroK

cyw

ofy 6 Kupios, €t TIS
>
owcuSokci * oiKcir *u,€t

Xc'yw,

ical au-rr]

2 "

3

yap 6

amaTOS

tj

'

tois 8c

dc)>i€TW au-ni*'
13. Kal yuj'Tj ^ns ex €t
*
°
6 *
oixelv
<ru»>€u8oK€i
u.€T aurfjs, Jtf)

tjyiaorai

Jos. Ant. tj yu»^|

m

dKTjp 6

If

amoros

tw dwSpi 7

•

*

^V*

eV tt) yuyanci,

^irel

*

Ttt

apa

k
6

"*

ttirtaTor

&4>ieV&> o-utoV

•

p

Kal

TjyiaaTai

Wkko. uuwk

r

dicd-

Cor!

2

1 Th. iv. 13, v. 6;
1 Tim. v. 30; same idiom in Rev., Acts, and Syn.
2; Rom.
Gospp.
n Rom. i. 32 Lk. xi. 48; Acts viii. 1, xxii. 20; cf. *v&ok. with inf., i. fl.
See vi. 6.
o H.l. in
r 2 Cor. vi. 17 (Isa. Hi. 11) ; Eph. v. 5; freq.
N.T.; Gen. xxvii. 44.
q See v. 10.
p See i. 2.
in Syn. Gospp., Acts, and Rev., of Trrtv^ara also Acts x. 14; Rev. xvii. 4.

xi. 7;

xiii.

m

'
'

d8e\4>6s yuKatKa e\€i

[
Lk. xviii

1

12

'

m

cf: Mt.

VII.

;

;

Xey m €y«

1

2

avTTj,

3

ci

tis

:

^ABCP

:

latt. vg.,

Tert.

fr$D*GP,

o v t o s, all uncc. but

6

cvSokci, B.

DG

7

add tq

aScX^w,

DcKL.

iricrrxi.
all

pre-Syrian uncc.

;

vg. and syrr., avSpi.

"

get herself reconciled : the vb.
indicates the fact of aHenation or dissension, but not the side on which it
exists (cf. the theological use of tea/raXher

Xacro-w in

Rom.

v.

10

f.)

;

the husband

if

disallows her return, she must remain

— Romanists
cLyapos.

have inferred from
the text, after Aug., and notwithstanding
Matt. v. 32, that even adultery leaves
the marriage-vow binding on the wronged
partner but this question is not in view
here (see Ed. in loc).
Vv. 12, 13. "But to the rest" as
distinguished from Christian couples (10)
;

—

—

"

"

this is my
say I, not the Lord
On the problem of
word, not His.
mixed marriages, which Jesus had no
occasion to regulate, the Ap. delivers his
own sentence. Not that he exhorts,
:

—

commands (Cm.)
a word of authority (virtually
repeating irapayycXXw, 10), as in xiv.
34. 37. xv - 5 1 2 Cor. vi. 13, Rom. xii. 3

whereas the Lord
Xe'yw

is

;

.

much

In uncc. no distinction.

:

v g-» Chr -» Ambrst., Aug., Dam. (Western).

latt -

4

6

(pre-Syrian and non- Western).
crit. edd.
see ovtos, ver. 13.

;

less, that

he disclaims inspiration

this point (Or., Tert., Milton), or
betrays a doubt of his competence (Baur) :

upon

he quoted the dictum of Jesus where it
available, and on the fundamental
matter, and indicates frankly that in this
further case he is proceeding on his perThe Christian spouse
sonal judgment.

was

is

forbidden to cast off the non-Christian

in

terms identical for husband and wife,

only yvvq titis (or €i tis 13) standing
over against citis d8e\<f><Ss (12). *A$u)p.i,
used of the avT|p specifically in ver. iz,
is now applied to both parties
cl. Gr.
uses airoire'uireiv or airoXvciv (Matt. v.
:

:

31) of the husband as dismissing the
wife, airoXciireiv of the wife as deserting
the husband " in the structure of the

two

;

verses, with their

solemn

equal footing of

man and

repetition, the
wife is indi-

;
cf. notes on 2-4 above).
M is
<rvv-cv8oKci)
jointly well-pleased,"
implying that the airicrros agrees with
the Christian spouse in deprecating sepa-

cated" (Hn.

ration,

—

which the

latter (after

10

f.)

must

needs desire to avoid cf., for the force of
<rw-, Luke xi. 48, Acts viii. 1.
;

Ver. 14 obviates the objection which
the Christian wife or husband (for the
order, see note on 10 f.) might feel to
continued union with an unbeliever (cf.
Paul's own warning in 2 Cor. vi. 14 ff.)
"Will not the saint," some one asks,
"be defiled, and the 'limbs of Christ'
with
(vi. 15) be desecrated by intercourse
"
To such a protest ^yiacrrcu,
a heathen ?
" For the husband
yap k.t.X. replies
that is an unbeliever, has been sanctified
in his wife," and vice versd.
-qyiaoTai
... 6 airtcrros is a paradox it does not
affirm a conversion in the unbeliever
;

:

:

remaining

such

—whether

incipient

or

—

prospective (D.W., and some others)
the pf. tense signifies a relationship established for the non-Christian in the
sc. at the conversion of the bepast,
lieving spouse ; but man and wife are
part of each other, in such a sense (cf.
16 f., by contrast) that the sanctifi<ri.
cation of the one includes the other so
The
far as their wedlock is concerned.
married believer in offering her- (or him-)
self to God could not but present hus-

—

12

—
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h
m
Oaprd eon, vuv 8e ayid cotik.
amo-ros x«P%CTai,
15. el $€ 6
h
x
Xwpi^a0w ou 'ScSouXwtcu 6 d8eX<J>6s r\ rj doeX^Tj iv *toi$
U

*TOlOUTOtS.

U "

St

€K

yAp

w

ot8os, yuVai,

Rom.

K^kXtJKCK

€lpT)KT)

Tw

w

€i

i.

fr$GP om. second

"vjios

(?):

BDGL,

:

band

the

same

(Western)

—"sanc-

act

brother," respectively
and treats him (or her) henceforth as
sacred.
"Whatever the husband may
be in himself, in the wife's thought and

—

feeling he is a holy object. . . . Similarly
the Christian's friends, abilities, wealth,
time, are, or should be, holy" (Bt.).

Marriage with an unbeliever after conversion

The

is

barred in 2 Cor.

1

;

cannot look on children, given by God
through marriage, as things unclean.
Offspring are holy as bound up with the
holy parent and this principle of family
;

solidarity holds good of the conjugal tie
no less than of the filial derived thereSee the full discussion of this
from.
text in Ed. ; it has played no small part
in Christian jurisprudence, and in the

doctrine of Infant Baptism ; it " enunciates the principle which leads to Infant
Baptism, viz. that the child of Christian
"
parents shall be treated as a Christian

— On

vvv

8<*,

logical

tire!

apa, alioqui certe, si res
haberet, see v. 10 and parls.
as in v. 11, is both temporal and
;

(cf.

xv. 20,

Rom.

vi. 22).

Ver. 15a. The Christian wife or husis not to seek divorce from the nonChristian
but if the latter insists
(12-14) ;
on separation, it is not to be refused:
" But if the unbeliever
separates, he may
separate" let the separation take its
course (x»ptl«o-0w, pr. impv.) : for this
impv. of consent, cf. ver. 36, xiv. 38.
ov ScSovXwtcu (pf. of fixed condition)
"the brother or the sister in such cir"
cumstances is not kept in bondage
cf.
the stronger vb. of this passage
ver. 39
implies that for the repudiated party to

band

—

—

—

l6.

T

4

;

1

Th.

*;
iy.

T

Tl

**•'

g-

ot8as, avep,

ir.

J9 vi.
2

*?.>

Acts

r Here only

ir. 7.

;

Treg., Al.,

W.H.

W.H.

txt.,

marg., R.V.

Nestle

txt. % El.

continue bound to the repudiator would
be slavery. Christ's law forbids putting
away (10 ff.), but does not forbid the one
put away to accept dismissal. Whether
the freedom of the innocent divorced extends to remarriage, does not appear:
the Roman Church takes the negative
view though contrary to the Canon
Law (see Wordsworth, in loc.) ; the

—

Lutheran Church the affirmative, allow-

vi. 14.

sanctity of the unconverted spouse is made more evident by the
" Else one
analogous case of children :
must suppose that your children are
unclean
but as it is, they are holy "
P. appeals to the instinct of the religious
parent; the Christian father or mother
(relative)

(Lt.).
se aliter

ti

a Gal. L 6; Eph.

*

0€OS
TW

46, 73, cop. (Alexandrian); so Tisch.,

latt. vg., syrr.

in
^or wife)
tified tn the wife,

*j

*

5?'

t|.

^*ACK

R.V. marg.
ilfias

6
v

tok d^opa awacis;

3a, ii. a f. ; Gal. v. ai, 23 ; Eph. r. a%
C/. Act» x. 18, xix. a; Jo. ix. 35; Jer. xxxrti. 6.

1

2
T]U.aS;

'£

;

"

ing remarriage on desertio malitiosa ; in
view of ver. n, the inference that the
divorced should remain unmarried is the
safer" (so Hn., against Mr.). If, however, the repudiator forms a new union,
cutting off the hope of restoration, the
case appears then to come under the
exception made in Matt. v. 31. With iv
neut., cf. iv tovtois, Rom.
37; and iv ot$, Phil. iv. 11.
Vv. 15b, i§. iv hi €ipi]vfl 6 0€<$s . . .
orwacis The Christian spouse forsaken by
the heathen is free from the former yoke
but such freedom is undesirable.
Two
considerations make against it Peace is
better for a Christian than disruption

toiovtois,

viii.

;

;

:

and there is the possibility of sav(156)
ing the unbeliever by remaining with
him, or her (16). Thus P. reverts, by
;

the

contrastive

to

8e,

his

prevailing

thought, that the marriage tie, once
formed, should in every way possible be
maintained. On this view of the connexion, the full stop should be set at iv
" In
toiovtois, and the colon at 6 6cos.

—

opposed to xwpk£ear6w, like
KaTaXXayrJTw in ver. ii appeals to the
ruling temper of the Christian life, determined once for all by God's call in
the Gospel, " ex quo consequitur retinendum esse nobis infidelem, ac omnibus
peace," etc.

officiis

\psi

—

demerendum

;

nedum

ut vel

eum

deseramus, vel ad nos deserendos

provocemus

"

(Bz.)

;

cf.

Rom.

xii. 18,

for

the general thought. For the construction of Iv eipijvrj, cf 1 Thess. iv. 7, Gal.
i. 6, Eph. iv. 4.
Ver. 16 follows ud the

—
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*

7

*

'

icf-'see

note

eCOS,

8

y In this

sense, a Cor. x. 13; Heb.

the
1

a See

caller).

Add

t\ [it]

*

iii.

(for ci

k€

x

*

Y u ^°" Ka 0~<"><7€IS ; 17€KaOTOV 6$ "KCKX^Ke^ 6

C ' 7^ v

vii.

a;

Mk.

ri. 41;

Lk.

xii.

«i

x

IkcIotw

fAT)

*

4

KuptOS,
13; Josh.

VII.

OUTW

xiii. 7.

Cf.

<&s

7

2

ipipicrGV
•

i.

2

13.

See

i.

6

tcai

*7TeptTTaT€LTa)

9 (God

3.

jitj

of ver. 17) a few minn., hcl.-syr. marg., and Chr.

So most

;

by

itacism.

edd.
see, however, El. in favour of the
aorist.
Possibly Rom. xii. 3 has influenced the copyists.
3
(fitp.€p.) o Kvpios: all pre-Syrian uncc.
1

p.€p.e p

4

v,

fr$*B.

0e os

(k€k\t)k.) o

crit.

as above (ver. 15).

:

appeal to Christian principle, by a challenge addressed in turn to the wifely and
"
the
if
:

peace,
(Keep
manly heart
you can, with the unconverted spouse),
for how do you know, O wife, that you
will not save your husband ? or how do
that you will not
you know, O husband,
"
That ci in this consave your wife ?
nexion (see pads.), after ri olSas imply"
"
not in
that .
ing a./ear, may mean
the

.

.

" How
English idiom (as though it were
do you know ? it may be you will save,
etc. ") is admitted by Hn. and Ed.,
:

!

though they reject the above interpretawhich is that of the ancient commentt. from Cm. down to Lyra, of Cv.
and Bz., and of Ev. and Lt. amongst
moderns see the convincing notes of
" Confirmatio est
the two last-named
superioris sententias non cur discedente
tion,

:

;

:

infideli liberetur fidelis

;

sed contra, cur

utendum hac

libertate, ut infidelem, si fieri potest, retineat fidelis ac
ita

sit

—

Christo lucrificet" (Bz.). ti oTSos; connotes "not the manner in which the
but the exknowledge" is to be obtained,
"
tent of it
what do you know
(Ed.)
"
?
to
the
etc.
as
question whether,
The above sentences are curiously
ambiguous taken by themselves, they
may be read as reasons either against or

—

;

The

for separation.

latter interpretation

;

See pads.
than encouragements to divorce and on
the other hand, that to discountenance
;

the hope of a soul's salvation is strangely
unlike the Ap. {cf. x. 33).
On the construction here adopted, P. returns at the
close of the Section to the thought with

which

it

—

opened jjltj xwpicrO-rjvai.
God's Calling and One's
Earthly Station, vii. 17-24.
In
treating of questions relating to mar§ 22.

riage, the Apostle's general advice

—

admitting of large exceptions (2, 9, 15)
had been that each, whether single or
married, should be content with his
The
present state (1, 8, 10-14, 27).
Christian revolution had excited in some
minds a morbid restlessness and eagerness for change, which disturbed domestic
relations {cf. Matt. x. 36), but was not
confined thereto. This wider tendency the
Ap. combats in the ensuing paragraph ;
he urges his readers to acquiesce in
their position in life and to turn it to account as Christians. In Thessalonica a
similar excitement had led men to abandon

—

daily work and throw their support upon
the Church (1 Thess. iv. 11 f., 2 Thess.
in Meyer's Cotnm., p.
out the close resemblance,
both in form and matter, between this
section and certain passages in Epictetus
II., ix., 19 f.).
{Dissertt., I., xix., 47 ff.
The freedom of the inner man and loyal
iii.

6-15).

Hn.,

229, points

;

adopted, as to ver. 15& by most, and as
ecent exegetes acceptance of the providence of God are
to ver. 16 by nearly all
(including Bg., Mr., Hf., Hn., Al., Bt., inculcated by both the Stoic and the
" God has called us in Christian
Ed., Gd., El.)
philosopher, from their differpeace (and peace is only possible through ing standpoints.
Ver. 17.
"Only, in each case as the
separation) for how do you know, wife
or husband, that you will save the
Lord has apportioned to him, in each
"
"
other ?
As much as to say, Why cling case as God has called him, so let him
to him, or her, on so ill-founded a hope ?"
Under this general
(the believer) walk."
Grammatical considerations being fairly rule the exceptional and guarded perthe
of
divorce
in
tenor
of
the
conmission
ver. 15 was to be
balanced,
previous
text determines
For ci p,Tj in this exceptive
the Apostle's mean- understood.
In the favourite modern exposition, sense (= ttX^v), cf. Rom. xiv. 14, Gal. i.
ing.
the essential thought has to be read be- 7, 19 see Bm., p. 359.
The repeated
tween the lines. It should also be ob- distributive eicao-Tos extends the principle
served that the Cor., with their lax moral pointedly to every situation in life
cf.
On p.ep.epiKcv,
notions, needed dissuasives from rather vy. 20, 24, iii. 5, 8-13.
is

:

;

;

;
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b P1

irepiTCT-

rr

aicpoBuoriat
h

TTeptTOIxf)
TT6plTOJlf)

odS&

Tts»

-

xi -

6,
f

I

2

*Sr-

€OTl, Kal

x »- J

f'

in
7 times it
3 Cor. 5
;

sides in
c Mid., xi. 34; Tit. i. 5
Acts vii. 44, xx. 13, xxiv. 23.
P.; Rev. i. 4 ff., xxii. 16; Acts xv. 41, xvi. 5.
In this connexion, xvi. i.
d Gal. ii. 3, v. 2 f., vi. 12 f. Col. ii.
cf. Acts xv. 1, 5, xvi. 3, xxi. 21,
See note below.
f Rom. iv. 10 ff.
e H.l. ; Isa. v. 18.
Acts xi. 3.
«ucpo/S. freq. in P.
g Rom. it
h xiii. 2; 2 Cor. xii. 11 ; Mt. xxiii. 16
25-29 often in P.; Jo. vii. 22 f., Acts vii. 8, x. 45, xi. a.
18; Jo. viii. 54.
;

n

;

;

;

;

1

2

D*G,

8i8ao-K»,

latt.

Cf

vg. (doceo).

it€icXT]Tai tis: fc^ABP

tis €k\t]0ti (as in pari, clause),

i7> 37.

DcKL,

iv. 17.

46 -

tis KeicXrp-ai
etc. (Syrian).

the Christian's
see ver. 33 and i. 12
secular status is a p.cpo9 which "the
Lord," the Disposer of men's affairs, has
assigned him (cf. Matt. xxv. 14 f.).
is k^kXtjkcv, on the other hand, refers
not to the secular "vocation" but, as
15, 18, 21 f., i. g, 26, etc.), to
always (see
"
of God's grace in the Gospel,
the " call
which came to the individual readers
under these circumstances or those.
ovtws irepiiraTeiTw enjoins the pursuance
of the Christian life in harmony with the
conditions thus determined at its outset.
P. does not mean to stereotype a Christian's secular employment from the time
of his conversion, but forbids his renouncing this under a false notion of
spiritual freedom, or in contempt of
secular things as though there were no
will of God for him in their disposition.
The last clause of the ver. shows that
the tendency here reproved was wide:

—

—

2, xi. 16, xiv.

33, 36.
Vv. 18, 19. The rule of ver. 17 applied
to the most prominent and critical dis-

spread

;

cf.

i.

Church, that between
ircpiTCTp-qfjilvos tis
few and Gentile:
"
Was any one called (as)
iK\yfiy\ k.t.X. ;
a circumcised man ? let him not have the
tinction

in

the

mark effaced".

—

itritriraa9t alludes to
a surgical operation (lirio-irdw, to draw
•ver) by which renegade Jews effaced
see 1 Mace. i. 11 ff.,
the Covenant sign
Joseph., Ant., xii., 5, 1 Celsus, vii., 25. 5
also Schiirer, Hist, of Jewish People,
:

;

;

I., i.,

p. 203,

and Wetstein ad

loc.

Such

apostates were called m'shukim, recutiti
(Buxtorf s Lexic, p. 1274). On the opp.
direction to the Gentile, |at| ircpkTcp,vl<rd&>,
the Ep. to the Gal. is a powerful commentary ; here the negative reasons
against the change suffice (17, 19). The
variation in tense and order of words in
" Was
the two questions is noticeable
any one a circumcised man at the time of

—

—

:

his

call

(!kXt]0ti)

been called

?

.

(tte'tcX-nToi)

.

.

Has any one

though

in uncir-

cumcision
i.

31,

"

D*G, Dam.

—To clinch

(Western).

the matter

(cf.

one of his great
is nothing, and
but keeping
nothing
"

7) P. applies

iii.

axioms

?

:

" Circumcision

:

uncircumcision is
of God's commands
that is everything.
In Gal. v. 6, vi. 15 this maxim reapwith
Si'
itCotis
pears,
avdinrjs iv€pyov^Uvr\

—

and

kouvt)

antithesis

:

;

ktictis respectively in the
this text puts the condition of

it lies in a
right
attitude toward God (cf. Rom. ii. 25 ff.) ;
those other texts supply the subjective
criterion, lying in a right disposition of

acceptance objectively, as

the man.

posed to

In Gal.

ovk itrxvci —op— signalises
the im-

v.,

ivcp-yovp.evT]

potence of external states, the other two
passages their nothingness as religious
"Those who would conqualifications.
trast the teaching of St. Paul with that of
St. James, or exaggerate his doctrine of
justification by faith, should reflect on
"

—

this Tqpiqiris cvtoXwv 0eov
(Lt.).
Diff. views are taken of this
Ver. 20.

ver., as kXt)<tis is referred to the religious

man and as
" wherewith
accordingly rendered

call or secular calling of the
•jj

is

;

(instrum. dat. cf. Eph. iv. 1, 2 Tim. i. 9),
"
or " wherein
(governed by the foregoing
Iv: cf 15, 18, 24; see Wr., pp. 524 f.).
:

The

latter interpretation is

negatived by
destroys the unity of sense
IkXi]8t) (see note on
18 does kXtjctis in Gr. anywhere mean
avocation ?). Besides, "circumcision" and
"uncircumcision" are not "callings".
Yet P. is manifestly referring to outward
conditions affecting the religious call.
The stress of the sentence lies on pcvlTu
and Gal. iii. 2 f., v. 2-6, give the
(cf. 24)
clue to the Apostle's meaning. A change
of secular condition adopted under the idea
that circumcision or uncircumcision is
"something," that it makes a diff. in the
eyes of God, would be a change of re-

the fact that

it

between kX^cis and
:

;

ligious princple, an abandonment of the
basis of our call to salvation by grace
and through faith ; cf. Gal. ii. n-ai,
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<*Kp°P <rTia

^ Kao"r °5

"«"

k

jjLaXXor

ouSeV eoTif, dXXa
ku

kX^*!*

Tfl

"

«X^0T)s ;
m

k

°' 01

fi^

xptjaai

•

r***™

6cpos Kupioo cVtik

xix. 17;

eorri p Xpiorou.

II

ttXX' el

f^Xertt
22. 6
*

•

23.

l

'

Tr)pT]ais

yap

eV

l

21. oouXos
yeyc'aOai,
"

kXyjOcIs SooXos,

^ T€

*

oireXeup

"

d cXcuOepos

oouXos

kXtj0€is,

rt Y"*

20.

eeoo.

"

TJY°r><*a

<,

Tip.TJs

•

Sumaai cXcuScpo?

Kupiw

6p.oius Kal

q

Kal

*

cVtoXwk

"€K\li0T), cV Tau-nrj jic^tw

"

'

VII.

^* 8oCXhh 'avOpw-

SI, XT. IO;

tvrok. %«., Mt. xt. 3; Rer. xii. 17,
5 (fo/xof); 1 Jo. ii. 3 f., iii. 22, 24, r. 3; Kcv. xiv. 12.
Ezra x. 3; cf.Kvp. wr., xir. 37.
k See i. 26.
1 ix. 9; 1 Pet. t. 7; Acts xviii. 17;
n H.I.; see note
times in Gospp.
rer. 31, ix. ia, 15 1 Tim. i. 8, r. 23 Acts xxvii. 17.
o See ver. 3.
below.
p Rom. i. 1, etc.; Gal. i. 10; Eph. ri. 6; Col. iii. 21, iv. 12; Ja. i. 1; 2
Pet. i. 1.
r Cf. Gal. i. 10
q See ri. 20.
Eph. ri. 6 Col. iii. 22 f.

Acts xt.
xir. 12;

m

5

;

;

;

;

Om.

1

k

a 1 fc^ABP

8c

17, 46, vg. syrr.

Gentile who embraced circumcision
order to fulfil the law of God was
severing himself from Christ and falling
from grace. The " abide " of 1 Cor. is
pari, to the "stand fast" of Gal.
Ver. 21. From the chief religious, the
Ap. passes to the chief social distinction
of the times: cf. Gal. iii. 28, Col. iii. 11.
This contrast is developed only on one

The
in

side

—no

freeman wished to become a
wished to be Jews

slave, as Gentiles

;

but the slaves, numerous in this Church
for liberty; their con(i. 26 ff.), sighed
version stimulated this longing.
The
advice to the slave is read in two op" In
slavery wast thou
posite ways (a)
called ? never mind (ui] <roi ucXc'tu)
But still if thou canst also become free,
"
rather make use of it (than not)
so Ev.
excellently renders, with Cv., Bz., Gr.,
:

!

—

Hf., Bt., Gd., Lt., supplying t^ eXevdcpfa
for complement to uaXXov xp-rjcrai ; while
Est., Bg., D.W., Mr., Hn., Weiss,
Weizsacker, Al., EL, Sm. supply t-q 8ovXcia, and suppose P. to recommend the
" make use
slave, with liberty offered, to
"
of his servile condition, ct Kal
rather
(b)

may
xi.

18

or (b)

either
;

mean

(a)

so lav Kal in
"

"

although

"if verily" (Luke
xi. 28, Gal. vi.
1),

(Phil.

ii.

17,

Luke

xi.

The

ancient commentators
etc.).
differed on this text, with a leaning to
The advocates of (b) exaggerate the
(6).
sense of w. 20, 24, which condemns
change not per se but, as in the case
of circumcision, because it compromises
" FreeChristian faith and standing.
dom " is the object proximately suggested
"
"
"
to " rather use
by free just above
and the sense of xpaouai in ver. 31, ix.
to "avail oneself of an oppor12, 15
"
tunity of good
speaks in favour
(Lt.)
of (a).
The ov SeSovXan-ai of ver. 15
and the utj vivecrOe SovXoi avBpwirwv of
ver. 23 indicate Paul's feeling for free8,

;

—

—

DG

icai,

k«u only,

37.

KL,

etc.

dom and

the 8vva<r6ai IXcvdcpos y€vi<r•ai was to the Christian slave a precious
item in his providential ucpos (17).
;

this view,

Upon

aXXa

"

.

.

.

xp'H

01- 1

forms a parenthesis, resembling in its
connexion the ov 8c8ovX. clause of ver.
15, by which P. intimates that in urging
contentment with a slave's lot he does
not preclude his embracing liberty, should
it be offered.
Having said this by the
way, he supports his uij <roi ucXerw by the
reflexion
of ver. 22a, which
comforting
is completed in ver. 226 by the corresponding truth for the freeman.
Ver. 22. The two sentences, balanced
by ouotws (cf. 3 f.), do not precisely
match 6 cv Kvplu kXtjOcIs SovXos is
"
" the
slave that was called in the Lord
(i.e., under Christ's authority), but 6 c'Xcv:

" the
freeman, in
0cpo$ kXy]0cIs is rather
"
that he was called ; his call has made
the latter Christ's slave, while the former,
though a slave, is the Lord's freedman.

—aireXcvdcpos,

libertus (the prp. implying severance as in airoXvTpwcris, i. 30)
"
a
—freedman of Lord ; Christ buys us
from our old master, sin, and then sets
us free but a service is still due from
"
the libertus to the patronus
cf.
(Lt.)
Rom. vi. 17 f. also cvvouos Xpurrov,
ix. 21, with the same gen. of possession.
Ignatius makes a touching allusion to
this passage, ad Rom., 4: "I am till the
present time a slave; but if I suffer I
shall be Jesus Christ's freeman, and I
"
shall rise up [in the resurrection] free
Ver. 23. tiutjs TJYopa<r8i|T€ (see note
on vi. 20) explains the position both of
;

;

;

!

the SoiJXos aireXcvdcpos and the IXcv6.
SovXos by the same act of purchase the
slave has been liberated from sin, and
the freeman bound to a new Lord. The
point of the appended exhortation, ut|
:

yiv€o-0€ 80OX. avdp., is not obvious:

we can

scarcely imagine free Christians selling
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24. iKttOTOS €K

W,

€ltX^6T], ttSeX^Ol, eV TOUTtt fJLCV^TW

w
its

8i8wfu,

OUK

'

TOOTO

Lk.

w
T|X6T]fjieVos

Ph.

;

27

ii.

Om. t v

1

;

t See

iii.

all

;

Rev.

Tim.
22.

i.

w

13, 16.

The

a 2 Cor.

vi. 4, xii. 10;

vb.,

uncc. but A, which

is

ii.

12,

4,

this context.

etc.) appears foreign to
It is better to take the

warning quite generally as much as to
" Let no human influence
divert you
say,
from service to God, or infringe on the
devotion due to your Redeemer"; cf.
Gal. v. 1, vi. 14.
Public opinion and
the social pressure of heathenism were
:

too likely to enslave the Corinthians.
Ver. 24 reiterates with urgency, as
addressed to " brethren," the fundamental

down

in ver. 20.

$ now becomes, abstractly,
" wherein each was
tovt<p

—

let

him abide

iv t-q kXijo-ci
iv <p . . . Iv
called, in that
"

in the sight of

God

;

here

as there the Christian vocation is intended, the status of faith and saintship,

with which no human power may interfere and which, when duly realised, will
of itself control outward relations and
circumstances (Gal. ii. 20, Rom. xiv. 23).
For irapa 0ea>, cf iii. 19 and pads.

Advantages of the Single
§ 23.
State, vii. 25-35. Paul's opinion had
been asked particularly, in this connexion, about the case of marriageable
daughters (25) was it wise for fathers, as
things were, to settle their daughters in
marriage ? He delivers his judgment on
this delicate matter, turning aside in
:

w.

29-31 to a general reflexion upon the
posture of Christians towards the perish-

ing world around them ; then returning
to point out the freedom from care and
material engrossment enjoyed by the

1

iz. 15

Th.

(32

36 his advice

fF.),

irepl

to marriage; there remains the case of
daughters at home, for whose disposal

the father
this point

was responsible

Paul has no "

(36

f.).

command "

ff.,

iii.

1
t

^

"i"

mm! a Cor.

K?3 ( Iwu

i.

,

;

xi.

fit.

;

On

to

whether

give,

proceeding

immediately

or mediately (xiv. 37) from
he " gives " his yvwp/»],
;
his settled and responsible " opinion ".
He pronounces " as (i.e., feeling myselt
ix.

14)
" the Lord "
(10,

to be
vtrb

cf 29 ff., iv. 7, 18) one ijXcT)jiivo«
Kvpiov mo-ros clvai "—conscious
" faithful
is
the mercy
" through
;

that he

effectually
cf.

Tim.

1

faithful

in

shown

him

(pf.

pass. ptp.

;

13, 16) "by the Lord,"—
this pronouncement to his

i.

stewardship under Christ (see iv. z f.,
and ii. x6). His advice is therefore to
be trusted. The distinction made is not
between higher and lower grades of
inspiration or authority (cf. note on 12)
but between peremptory rule, and conditional advice requiring the concurrence
Paul's opinion, qua
of those advised.
;

opinion, as much as his injunction, is that
of the Lord's steward and mouthpiece.

Ver. 26.

vop.t£«

ovv tovto k.t.X.

—

:

"I consider therefore" the formula by
which one gives a yvtSp/r| (contrast the
8i.aTao-o-op.ai of 10, 17)
TapaYvlXXw,
" this to be
good because of the present
straits":
koXov virapxciv, "good in

—

"
"
or " in nature
principle
(cf. xi. 7,
22) ; the existing situation is such as
to make the course recommended enxii.

tirely right

and honourable

—

(see note

on

—
—

koXov, 1, also 8, 38). The avaymi
narrowness, "pinching stress" (Ev.)
belongs to the icaip&s crvveo'TaXp.lvos
(29), the brief earthly continuance visible
for the Church, a period exposed to persecution (28) with its hardships and
"
perils ; this
might or might not be the
beginning of the
avayKT) pc-vaXi) pre"
dicted by Jesus
in Luke xxi. 23 (Lt.).
ivcorwav signifies " present " rather
than "impending" (see iii. 22, Gal.
the distress of the time, which P
i.
4)

he restates in ver.
twv irapOlvwv.
Ver. 25. ricpl %\ twv irapOe'vwv: a
topic pointedly included in the wcpl iv
In
cYpa-r|/aT€ of the Church Letter (1).
w. 1 -16 P. had spoken of the conduct of
self-directing men and women in regard was

unwedded

y^wp-V

followed by a considerable minority of minn.

themselves into slavery ; and subservience
party leaders (so Mr., Hf., Lt., El. ;

rule laid

e

10 \v, &t& a Cor. viii. 10.
w 3 Cor.
x See iv. a.
; Mt. t. 7.
30
y Sot
Lk.
1
xxi.
xxii.
2.
7;
23
Kings

v See

6.

Rom.

to

i.

J^**

30, n. 52;

*

*

x

u See ver.

xiv. 4.

Ix»

26. kopu£w
Kupiou moT6s et^ai.
"
*
8lA TTJK
€KCOTW(raK
&.v&yKt\v> on

uiro

KaXoK UirdpXClK

27; Acts xxi. 9

i.

'

IT.
r. 1

ver.i.

cf.

§

ITOpA

c/.^ri.

T

1

*

6cw.
*

m
25. (lepi 8e twk 'irapOeVwv
€TriTayTjK Kupiou ouk

8e

831

.

;

feeling keenly at

Ephesus

(iv.

—9 oti
ff.,

xv. 32), portended a speedy crisis.
KaXbv av0puirw to ovtws clvai is open to
three constructions, as 5ti is rendered
that, because, or which (5,ti) : (a) mages
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b Ver. 40;

Jr

To. iv.
it. 6.

Ver.
ever.

d
39;.

vn
Rom.39j
;

KaXdi' d^OpwTTw to b ouT«$ elvai.
27.
*
'
\vo~iv.
X A.u<rai air6 yumiKd!s ;
£tjt€i

€aK 8« xal
d In like

sense,
7; Col.

oux

1

oux ^jiapTes

'yiifxirjs,

fju,apT€

OXuJn.l'

8c

TT)

VII.

"S^trot •yumiKi;
'

yr\\i.r\

01

c^ouaif

orapKt

28.

£r)T€i yuycuica.

Kai f\»

•

jllt)

d
jxrj

rj

^apOeVos,

k

TOIOUTOI,

iyi)

iii.

eN.T.U;

Eccl. viii. 1 ; Wisd. viii. 8.
f Acts
1; 1 Pet. iii. 11; Rev. ix. 6; Mt. vi. 33, xiii. 45.
h Je. xvi. 33; Rev. ii. 10; Sir.
xxii. 30; Jo. xi. 44; Ps. cxlv. 7.
g See ver. 9; also note below.
k See v. 5.
i For dat., 2 Cor. xii. 7; for use of a<n>£, v. 5.
li. 3.

Jyantjo-Tjs,
yir|u.Tjs,

KL,

N(A)BP

etc.

17,37,46.

Xafos yvvoiKa, DG,

the clause an expanded restatement of
" I think then
tovto KaXov virapxeiv
that it is good (I
this to be good
"
(so
say) for a man to remain as he is

—

.

.

.

Mr., Ed., El., and most)

(0)

;

makes

it

the ground, lying in the principle stated
in ver. 1, for Paul's specific advice in the
" I think
this to
matter of the irapOevoi
be good (in their case) . . . because it

—

see note on
for one (av8pwir<j»
remain as one is," sc. to continue
{c) by attaching
single (Bz., D.W., Gd.)
8,ti as relative to the antecedent tovto,
and defining it by the subsequent t.
ovtus etvai, Hn. gets another rendering
" I think this to be
good (in the case
of maidens) because of the present straits,
which is good (as I have said, 1) for one
remain unmarried."
generally, viz., to
a like sense, avoid
(b) and (c), yielding
the former at the
the anacoluthon
tovto
undefined, the
expense of leaving
latter by an artificial arrangement of the
words ; both explanations are somewhat
wide of the mark, for Sia t. ivicrr. avaykk]v supplies here the ground of advice,
and ver. 1, on which they are based, is
differently conceived (see note). In giving
his advice "about the maidens," P.
suddenly bethinks himself to widen it to
So he recasts
both sexes (see 27 f.).
his sentence, throwing the Sti koAov
k.t.X., with characteristic conversational
freedom (cf. iv. 9), into apposition to
" I think
this
the incomplete inf. clause
to be good because of the present straits
is

good

;

l) to

;

—

—

:

—yes, that

it is

good avOpwinp

(for

any

one, not t. irapOe'vots only) not to change
one's state ".
ovtws ctvcu, " to be just
"
a state defined
as one is
(see parls.)
by the context.
Vv. 27, 28 apply in detail the advice
just given, and first as it bears on men,

—

—

then on maidens. Se'Seo-ai, Xc'Xvcrai, pf.
pass, of present state determined by the
" do not be
past
p.Tj
£tJtci, pr. impv.,
seeking ". The two directions of ver. 27
{reinforce, from the new point of view,
;

tt.

1

vg., Tert.

the instructions of

—

w.

10-16 and 8

re-

Xc'Xvo-cu, as opp. of Sc'Sco-ai,
spectively.
applies either to bachelor or widower.
In ver. 28 the general advice of 27 is

guarded from being overpressed cf. the
and ver. 9 to 8.
and Nestle best
marks the connexion of thought, closing
ver. 27 with a full st p, each of the pari.
lav . . . TJp,apT€s (- v) clauses with a
colon, and separating 6\ii|/iv Se and lyw
8c by a comma.
In the second supposition (both with lav and sbj. ot probable
;

relation of ver. 2 to 1
The punctuation ot El.

"
contingency) P. reverts to the case of the

maiden," from which he was diverted in
ver. 26
he makes her, by implication,
responsible for her marriage, although
in 36 ff., later, the action of the father
is alone considered.
yajxew is used in
the act. here, and in ver. 39, both of man
and woman cl. Gr. applies it to the
latter in pass. ; cf. note on the double
a4>i€T«a in vv. 12 f.
€VT)p.a and cyau-qcra
are the older and later aors.
The aor. in
;

—

;

—

—

the

—

is
apodosis
T)p.apT€g, TJp.apT6v
proleptic (Bn. § 50 ; Bm., pp. 198 f.,
202), rather than gnomic (Mr., Hn., Ed.),
as though by way of general reflexion
the Ap. addresses specific instances
11
thou didst not
she did not sin " ; cf.
for tense, John xv. n, Rev. x. 7.
The marriage Paul discourages is no
sin, but will bring suffering from which
he would fain save his friends. " But

—
:

.

.

.

affliction for the flesh such
(as may
marry) will have, but I am seeking to
With
spare you."
OXtyis cf. o-ko\o\J/ t^
also v. 5 above)
o-apKi (2 Cor. xii. 7
there is some thought, possibly, of re" the flesh " which has had
compense to
;

;

way against advice. The affliction
that Paul foresees is aptly indicated by
" More
Photius
easily and with small

its

:

we endure if we have no
wives and children to carry along with us
distress shall

in persecutions

At such times,

and countless miseries

who have

".

domestic cares, there arises " the terrible
for those
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27—3*'
hk

29.

'^ciSof&ot.

u\i2>y

m TouTO

U

m
qSrjfu,

*33

dSeX+oi, o

iccupos

*

l

•

r

Kat ot
1

xaipoi^rcs

KaT^x0,^ e S,

31.

T

ws

jx^j

»cai

01

w

•

irapdyei yap

KaTaxpwfAc^ot

tw

xp6pevot.

x

to

01

ical

'xaipoin-es,
u

*

dyopd^orres ws
3

8

KoVp.w

tou'tw s

2I

f*f)

ws

*

xf{"
6 •;$};
2 .'..Rom \

2
p
to p XonroV 2 Iotik 2 Xva teal ol q Ixodes * yuraiow€oraX|A^os
q
r
Kas ws fA^| €xofT6s wai, 30. Kal oi Kkaiovres ws fit) r KXtuorres,

Acts

;

Pet.ii.'^f.

•eevi.rf.

jatj

axTJua tou koo-uou toutou. n

In like
sense,

Rom.

xiii. 11; Eph. v. 16; Col. iv.
5; 2 Tim. iv. 6; Rev. xii. 12; Lk. xix. 44; Jo. vii. 8.
o N.T.
Acts v. 6) Sir. iv. 31.
p See i. 16 to A., Ph. Hi. 1, iv. 8 2 Th. iii. 1 Heb. x. 13 Mk.
r 2 Cor. vi. 10; Rom. xii.
q See v. 1.
s See vi. 20.
t In this
15; Jo. xvi. 20.
sense, 2 Cor. vi. 10; Josh, i. 11. See xi. 2.
u See ver. ax.
v ix. 18.
w Mt. ix. 0, etc. mid.,
x Ph. ii. 8 Isa. iii. 17.
1 Jo. 11. 8, 17.

2;

hJ.

(cf.

;

;

;

;

;

xiv. 41.

;

;

1

Beza and Elzevir read

on

o tccupos, after

DG and

the

Western

txt.

2

o-vvco-raXpcvos cctiv to Xoiirov, fr$ABD*
many Ff. With this order of words, the stop follows

(om. to) P 17, 37, 46, and
eoriv so B* (according to
G 67**, latt. vg., Tert., Hier., Aug. write eoriv twice.
Tisch.) see note below.
L, syrr. cop., followed by Elz. and Grieso-vveo-ToXp,. to Xoiirov «o-tiv, DcKL, etc.
bach, put the stop at coriv Stephens, Bz., and most edd. of T.R. placed it before
to Xoiirov.
:

—

;

;

3

tov icoo-pov

tw

koo-|xo)

tovtw

(om.

to vt.), ^AB,

Syrian uncc, etc.

:

alternative, between duty to God and
"
affection to wife and children
(Lt.).
<f>ci8op.cu appears to be a conative present

—

Bn. § 11 cf. Ro. ii.
Vv. 29-31. tovto 81
" This moreover
k.t.X.
(see

;

:

4,

Gal. v.

4).

aScX<f>oC,
assert, breth-

4»tj(j.l,

I

—

The time is cut short ". 4>-np.i, as
" marks the
distinguished from Xfyw,
"
gravity and importance of the statement
Ivvo-WXXw (to contract, shorten
(EL).
sail) acquired the meaning to depress,
defeat (1 Mace. iii. 6, 2 Mace. vi. 12) ;
hence some render o-weo-TaX(jievos by
"
calamitous," but without lexical warrant.
6 Kcupos (see parls.) is " the
season," the epoch of suspense in which
the Church was then placed, looking for
Christ's coming (i. 7) and uncertain of its
The prospect is " contracted "
date.
short views must be taken of life.
The connexion of to Xoiirov and Iva
.
.
.
wciv v/ith the foregoing affords a
signal example of the grammatical looseness which mars Paul's style,
(a) As
to to Xoiirov: (1) Cm., the Gr. Ff.,
ren

:

—

—

;

Bz., Al., Ev., Hn., Gd., Ed., R.V. mg.
attach it to o-uvcctt. tcrriv, in a manner
"
contrary to its usual position in Paul's
epp. and diluting the force of the solemn
6 icaipos . . . 4o-tiv" (El.).
(2) The Vg.
and Lat. Ff., Est., Cv., A.V. read to
Xoiirov as predicate to itrrlv understood,
" rethus commencing a new sentence,
this is well enough
liquum est ut," etc.
in Latin, but scarcely tolerable Greek.

—

;

(3)

Mr., Hf., Bt., El., Lt.,

VOL.

II.

DG

17 add tovtov.
a grammatical emendation.
cop.

;

W.H., R.V.

subordinate to Xoiirov, thrown forto the tva clause
"so that
(cf. Gal. ii. 10, Rom. xi. 31)
henceforth indeed those that have wives
may be as without them," etc. ; this
gives compactness to the whole sentence,
and proper relevance to the adv. Those
who realise the import of the pending
crisis will from this time sit loose to
mundane interests, (b) As to the connexion of tvo . . . wo-iv
this clause
txt.

ward with emphasis,

—

:

define either the Apostle's purpose,
as attached to 4>r|pi (so Bz., Hf*., Ed.),
or the Divine purpose implied in crvveor.
iariv (so most interpreters). Both explanations give a fitting sense the Ap.
urges, or God has determined, the limitation of the temporal horizon, in order to
call off Christians from secular absorption.
In this solemn connexion the latter is,
presumably, Paul's uppermost thought.
Vv. 296, 30 are " the picture of spiritual
detachment in the various situations in

may

:

Home with its joys and
(Gd.).
business, the use of the world,
must be carried on as under notice to
quit, by men prepared to cast loose from

life"

griefs,

the shores of time

(cf.

Luke

xii.

29-36

;

by contrast, Luke xiv. 18 ff.). From
wedlock the Ap. turns, as in w. 17-24,

—

there conto other earthly conditions
sidered as stations not to be wilfully
changed, here as engagements not to be
allowed to cumber the soul. Ed. observes that the Stoic condemned the interaction, here recognised, between * the

53
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834
y

2,
Wiad* 3

m*'

vi. 16,

vh.

^^ W

Kuptou, irws

*

va ,Mt.

TO y Koap.ou, irws

Kal

Kai

•

b

dp^aei
2

f

awuaTi

4

tj

rrj

yumiKi.
*

ayap.09
4

Kai

pcpipfa Ta tou
*
33. o 8« •yap.^aas p€pip.y$ t&

•

J

*

•

irapOtVos

t]

8

tw Kupiw

ap&rci

•

TrvcupaTi

*

*

6

ap.eptp'ous et^ai.

b

etc
**'*•?£;

T

^' up.as

VII.

dyap.os
d

2

to.

rj

yuvrj

tm

tou Kupiou,

r\ dyia
pepipva Ta tou

*

8c

r

2

2

pepcpiaTai

34.

pepiuf a

'yafi^aaaa

iv.'6;Mt!
vi.

25

ff.,

See ver.
f See v. 3.

c

1

2

ap

A

(1)

b

x. 19.
9,

c o-

and note on

(thrice)

fl

x. 33

(later

viii. 8,

xv.

i. ff.

;

Gal.

d In this sense, Bee

i.

i.

13

10
;

;

1

diff.

Th.

ii. 4,

15, iv. 1

in ver. 17.

;

e

2

Tim.

ii.

See ver.

4.

25.

pre-Syrian uncc.

all

:

perplexed varia lectio

Kai

Rom.

;

ver. 28.

(p,e|i€ P io-Tai),

—

:

^ABDgrP

Om.

17, vg. syr«ch. cop.

DcGKL,

xai

etc.

Western and Syrian).

Om. tcai D*, etc., codd.
(2) Kai (i) yvvrj): all uncc. but D*E, and most minn.
mentioned by Hier., syrsch. cop.
BP 46, 73, four other
(3) "H yvvrj i) aya|ios tcai rjirapOevos (pepipva),
minn., vg. cop., Eus., Amb., Hier., Pel. So Tr., W.H., R.V. marg.
Kai t] irapOcvos t) ayapos (fxcptptyqi), fc^ADGKL, etc., latt. syrr. (? Western
t\ yvvt]
and Syrian). [fc^AFb 17 write y\ ayap.09 after both yvvt| and irapScvos.] So Tisch.,
R.V. txt., El., Nestle. See, on punctuation, note below.
The text here adopted reads (33) pcpipva Ta tov koo-uov, ttw$ apeap t<j> Kocrpcu,
Kai ueuepio-Tai.
(34) Kai tj yvvrj tj ayapos Kai T| irapdcvo? pcpipva to tov Kvpiov
See Heinrici's conjecture, stated below.
k.t.a.
:

3

Om. Kai

ADPP

4

17, 37, syr«ch. cop.

emotions and external conditions ;
the latter he would have described as
a thing indifferent, the former as a de"
fect
irav p.€v yap ird6os apap-rta
" Summa
Virt.
soul's

:

Mor., 10).
Christiani hominis animum rebus
renis non debere occupari, nee in
(Plut.,

est,
ter-

illis

sic
enim vivere nos
conquiescere
oportet, quasi singulis momentis migrandum sit e vita" (Cv.). ws p*) «x OVT€s
k.t.X., not like, in the manner of, but
" with the
feeling of those who have not,"
etc., ws with ptp. implying subjective
a limitation "proceeding from
attitude
the mind of the speaking or acting sub:

—

—

ject" (Bm., p. 307) cf. ver. 25 and note.
ayopd£ovT€« {marketing) gives place in
the negative to kotcxovtcs, possessing,
holding fast (cf. 2 Cor. vi. 10). Xpdouai
governs ace. occasionally in late Gr. ;
the case of t6v Kdo-pov may be influenced
by Karaxpupcvoi, with which cl. authors
admit the ace. The second vb. (with
dat. in ix. 18) is the intensive of the first
not to misto use to the full (use up)
use a meaning lexically valid, but in"Abuse" had both
appropriate here.
meanings in older Eng., like the Lat.
abutor ; it appears in Cranmer's Bible
with the former sense in Col. ii. 22.
A reason for sparing use of the world
lies in its transitory form, 316
a sentence
kindred to the declaration of ver. 29a.

—

;

—

—

—

;

—

—

t^

(<r»a., irv.),

fc^ABP

17, 37, 46.

(cf. iv. 6, and other parls.) denotes
habitus, fashion
phenomenal guise

—

o*xfjpa

—

from pop<f>7], proper
and essential shape see the two words
in Phil. ii. 6 ff., with the discussions of
" The world "
Lt. and Gifford ad loc.
has a dress suited to its fleeting existence.

as

distinguished

:

—irapdyei

affirms "not so much the
present actual fact, as the inevitable
issue ; the oxfjpa of the world has no
"
" its
fascina(El.)
enduring character
"
tion is that of the theatre
(Ed.) ; cf. 1
John ii. 17. The Ap. is thinking not of
the fabric of nature, but of mundane
human life the world of marryings and
marketings, of feasts and funerals.
Then what this world to thee, my heart ?
;

—

nor feed thee nor can bless.
hast no owner's part in all its fleetingness.

Its gifts

Thou

—

Vv. 32-34.

J.

H. Newman.

vuas k.t.X. (cf. 7)
" But I want
you to be unanxious (dpe"
cf <j>cC8opai, ver. 28. This
pipvovs)
BtXta Bk

:

;

the reason why P. labours the advice
of this section ; see our Lord's denotations from 4\ pcpipva tov alwvo? in Matt,
vi. 25-34 and xiii. 22.
Vv. 326-34 describe, not without a touch of humour,
the exemption in this respect of the unmarried he " is anxious in respect of the
"
not " of the world,
things of the Lord
as to how he should please his wife "
After bidding the readers to be dplpipvoi,
P. writes pcpipv$ t. tov Kvpiov, with a
is

—

:

—

I
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3»— 35»
b

Koapou, irws

1

tw aVopu

ap&r€i

2

g

tm

xvii. 12

Wisd.

1

3

;

With

25.

Mk.

xv. 43. Cf. xii.
4 (-e5pos).

apt a- xi (thrice)
€virapc8pov:

:

tw Kupiw m aTrepunrdorus.

Mk.

all

pre-Syrian uncc.

all

uncc. but

.

peplp. (the only possible punctuation
with r\ ayapos in this position see tKtl.
note), then it is added about the married
:

"he has been

(since his

marriage) divided,"—parcelled out (see
note on i. 12) part of him is assigned
Lt. says
to the Lord, part to the world.
that this rendering (R.V. mg.) "throws
sense and parallelism into confusion, for
Kal peplpLcrrai is not wanted with ver.
:

nay,
complete in itself"
is made just because the
if not so qualified
pari, would be untrue
the married Christian does not care
"
"
as
the things of the world
simply for
the unmarried for "the things of the
" and is
both
for
divided,"
Lord," he cares
is

:

the addition

;

giving but half his mind to Christ (so

Ewald, Hf., Hn., Ed.).

The attachment

of Kal pcpe'ptorai to ver. 34, with the
Western reading (see txtl. note), retained

by Mr., Bt., El., Lt., Sm., A.V., and
R.V. txt., in accordance with most of
the older commentt., gives to pepCl> a
meaning doubtful in itself and without
N.T. pari.: "And there is a distinction
between the wife and the maiden ". Gd.
escapes this objection by reading pep^by itself,
pitrrai k. tj yuvrj as a sentence
" the wife also is divided "
then con-

—

"And

tinuing,
cares for,"

etc.

unwedded maiden
an awkward and im-

the
;

probable construction as the text stands
Txtl. criticism and
(but see Hn. below).
exegesis concur in making koI pcplpurrai
a further assertion about 6 yap-rjo-as,
revealing his

full

33 •

»•

3'

(Symmachus).

disadvantage.

tfTvp + offY, fc**ABD*

17.

KL.

—

which

3C«

;

—

33,

^

;

m

apcVQ is indirect question, retaining
"is anxious .
.
the deliberative sbj.
(asking) how he should please," etc.
For the supreme motive, "pleasing the
Lord" cf. iv. 1-5, 2 Cor. v. 9, etc. 6
yapijo-as, aor. of the event (pf. in 10:
a new care.
cf. note), which brought
Accepting the reading ical pcplpi<rrai.
Kal t| yvvT) tj ayapos, with the stop at

Christian, that

irpos to

xi. 7, xiv.

certain catechresis in the vb., for the
sake of the antithesis. The aces, are of
limitation rather than of transitive obj.
ir»s

emjBdXw, aXXa

h N.T./t./.;
Prov.vi.5,
k xii. 24 Acts xiii. 50,
46; Acts iv. 3; Proy. xx. 26,
23, xiv. 40.
Itywape&pov, Hj._ Cf. ix. 13; PrOV. viii.3 (irapeSpevw)
H.I.; -oro?, Wisd. xvi. 11 Lk.'x. 40; Sir. xii. 2 {nep\vnda9ki).

dat.,

vi. 15, ix.

l

^p6\ov dpiv
8

<rv 'A * -

P°*N

h

aujA^epof Xc'yw
ofy
k
l
euaxW oy Kai eoTrpoVeSpoi^
vu. 21, xxn.

35. touto 8e rrpos to uuwk aurwv K

fc

•

*3S

Hn., by a very tempting conjecture,
proposes to insert a second pcplpurrai
after the first
ireis *p«rg T * Y^voikC, Kal
pcplpiarrai* pcpcpicrrai Kal r\ yvrr\. r\
Kal
a-yapos
1\ irapOc'vos pcpipv$ k.t.X.
" He that has married is
anxious in regard
to the things of the world, how he may
:

—

please his wife, and is divided; divided
also is the wife. The unmarried (woman),
with the maiden, is anxious as to the
things of the Lord." This would account

double KaC, which embarrasses the
it
gives a fuller and more
balanced sense, in harmony moreover
with Paul's principle of putting husband
and wife on equal terms (2 ff., n-16);
and nothing was easier than for a doubled
word, in the unpunctuated and unspaced
early copies, to fall out in transcription.
for the

critical text;

Placing the full stop at pcpepiarrai,
without the aid of Hn.'s emendation, tj
ywTj t| a-yapos Kal t| irapdevos are made
the combined subject of pepipvtji (34), "the
unmarried woman " being the general
" the
maiden,"
category, within which

whose case

raised this discussion (25), is
specially noted; the two subjects forming
one idea, take a sing. verb.
The purpose tva fl ay£a k.t.X. is the

of the question
note the similar
combination in Rom. xii. 1, also 1 Thess.
iv. 3 ; and see notes on ay iois, -qyiao-Holiness t$ o-wpaTi (dat.
plvois, i. 2.
of sphere; see Wr., p. 270) comes first
in this connexion (cf. 4 ; vi. 20), and t$

subjective counterpart
ir&s apco-Q of ver. 32

irvcvpaTi

is

;

added to make up the

entire

region ot
person and to mark the inner
"

" the
sanctification
spirit
mates the body, being akin to
;

which

ani-

God

(John
and communicating with His

iv.

24)
Spirit (Rom.

viii.

16), is

the basis

and

organ of our sanctification (cf. 1 Thess.
Of ^ yapi]<ra<ra,
v. 23, 2 Thess. ii. 13).
" she that has
married," on the contrary,
the same must be said as of & -yapijcras
she studies to " please her hus(33)
band" as well as "the Lord".

—

;

Ver. ^5.

A

third time P. declares that
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836
n

xiii.

3;

"

5;

Ezek. p

^6. El 8^ Tts
fl-n^paicfios, Kal
•

-wf, xii.

KapSia,
*

Rom.i.27'

With
viii.

20

*

r

1

\u\

m

\«

dvdyKY\v,
w «

e\div

OeXiqfiaTOS, nat toOto

Iottjkci'

>««/

Qou&iav 8e

KCKpiKty ey

8

ttj

KOfu£ci, c&v
ttoicitw

Ot'Xei
"

8s 8e

37.

*

%

2

o

yiveaQai,

6<|>ei\ei

*

irapBivov auTou

4

outws

yap.eiTwaai'.

dp-api-d^ei

-o<rvvn,

em ttji>

acrx'np.oj'cii'

VII.

n

«fx €l

48paios

2

ij

•

oux
cV

tjj

TT^pl too ISiou

Kapoia auTou

8

* x

tou

rrjpciy

2

;

p H.l. ; napa/cnafa, Sir. xlii. 9.
q Prei., in this sense, ix. 10, xi. 7,
19: cl. Gr.
10 ; 2 Cor. xh. 14 Rom. xv. 1 Eph. v. 28 ; 2 Th. i. 3, ii. 13 Heb. v. 3, 12, etc.
r See ver. 9.
Lk. xiv. 18 5 lude 3.
t Heb. vii. 27
u Rom. ix. 21 2 Th. iii. 9 Acts ix. 14
Col. i. 23.
s xv. 58
Lk. xii. 5, xix. 17 Mt. vii. 29, ix. 6 Mk. iii. 15 Jo. x. 18, xix. 10, 11 h.l. with wept.
v Of human
Lk. xxiii. 25 To. i. 13 3 Ki. v. 8.
w See ver. 3.
x 2 Cor.
will, xvi. 12 Eph. ii. 3 2 Pet. i. 21
i. 27
1 Tim. v. 22, vi. 14
ude
1 Th. v. 23
21.
xi. 9
Jas.
J

Mace,

vii,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

yapeiTw, DG syrsch., Epiph., Aug. non peccat si nubat,
ev Til KapSiq, e 8 p a 1 o s so pre-Syrian uncc.
;

2

;

;

;

;

;

1

;

;

;

latt. vg.,

Ambrst.

:

S

€V Tfl 1810.

*

Om. tov NABP, minn. 20

KapSia

(om. ovtov), fr^ABP 31, 46.
.

Ins.

tov

is consulting for the welfare of his
readers (cf. 28b, 32a), not insisting on
his own preference nor laying down an
"
absolute rule
looking to (irpds) your

he

:

I say (it) ".
to crvpt^opov is
the abstract of o-ujx^epci (vi. 12, x. 23).
The Ppoxos is the noose or lasso by which
P. does not
a wild creature is snared
wish by what he says to deprive the Cor.
his readers
of any liberty, to
capture
and shut them up to celibacy " not that
I may throw a snare over you".
He

—

advantage

:

—

—

aims at what is socially evoxrjpov, "of
honourable guise," as belonging to the
Christian decorum of life (see parls.)
;

and

what

at

religiously cvirdpeSpov t$
Kvpi<p,
promotive-of-fit-waiting on the
Lord". aircpurn-dorTws recalls the ircpuoitoto used of Martha in Luke x. 38-42,
and suggests that the Ap. had this story
in his mind, esp. as pepipvdw, his leading
expression in this Section, is the word of
reproof used by Jesus there. Epictetus'
dissuasive from marriage, in his Dissertt.,
is

"

—

xxii., 67
ff.,
curiously resembles
Paul's
TOiavTT|« ovanrjs KaTao-rdcrews
010 vvv Iottiv, ws Iv 7rapard|ct., p.iq iror'
aire p (air cuttov etvcu Sci t. Kvvikov SXov

III.,

DGKL

(Western and Syrian).

the division between religious

lot,

and

domestic duty esp. probable under these
conditions, render the married state undesirable (28-34).
The Ap. does not on
these grounds forbid marriage,
to do so
would entangle some of his readers
he
recommends
what appears
perilously

—

;

him the course generally

to

fitting,

and

for their spiritual interests
If the parent's judgment points

advantageous
(35

f.).

the other way, or if circumstances are
such as to enforce consent, then so let it
be (36). But where the father can thus
decide without misgiving, he will do well
to

keep his daughter at

Similarly in the

home

(37

f.).

case of

the Christian
widow : she is free to marry " in the Lord"
but, in Paul's decided opinion, she will be
;

happier to refrain (39 f.). The Ap. gives
inspired advice, and the bias of his own
mind is clearly seen ; but he finds no sin
in marriage ; he guards sensitively the
rights of individual feeling and conscience, and leaves the decision in each
case to the responsible parties.

Ver. 36.

:

By

a contrastive S« P. passes

from the cvo-xTjpov at which his dissuasive

was

aimed,

to

might be thought
from following it.

the

ao-xijpoveiv

that

result
some cases
—toThe
vb. (= ao-x^pw*

irpos TJJ Siaicovia. tov 0eov, lm<£oiTav
dvdptSirois 8-uvdp.evov, ov irpocr8€8€p.evov
Ka0r)Kovo~iv ISicdtikois o\i8' ipireTrXcvp^vov (cf. 2 Tim. ii. 4) o-x&reo-iv, as
irapa{3aiv<i>v ovkcti crworti to tov icaXov
Kal ayadov irpoVwirov, TTjpSv 8' airoXei

clvai) signifies either to act unbecomingly
or to suffer disgrace, turpem
(xiii. 5),
videri (Vg.) ; the antithesis, and the ad
junct lirl ttjv irap0€vov, dictate the former

tov ayyeXov

sense,

in

—

36-40.

which is post-classical. On vopt£c
of opinion), see ver. 26. It was socially
discreditable, both amongst Greeks and

question of the marriage of Cor.
Christian maidens Paul has discussed on
The narrow
grounds of expediency.
earthly horizon, the perils of the Christian

(cf. Sirach xlii. 9), to keep one's
daughter at home, without obvious reason, for any long period beyond adult
age a Christian father might feel this

twv

Ocaiv

§ 24.

The

;

k.

(69)

KaTCuricoirov

k.

K-rjpvKa

(is

.

Freedom to Marry,

vii.

Jews

;

nP02 KOPIN9IOY2 A

36—40.
Tr)K
r

lauToO TrapBivov,
7

Ka\ws
b

yu^

8€'8€Tai

d
KotfiT)8fj

ji6vov *iv
1

kcitA

tV

b See ver.

y

ica\d>s 'iroifi.

d 8c 4

8

iroi€t,

vopu

7

'Kuptw.

40.

f

p,aicapiwWpa hi

k

8okw 8e

ykcSjMji'

Rom.

vii. 1

n

;

Gal. iv.

1

;

cf.

9

Mk.

;

h See

ver. 26.

1

^onjo-ci, fcAB
8

y a p,

1

£

See

6

icaio
o

k See

6.

ii.

|iT]:

aui^s
h

39.

cay 8e

ouTw

i.

i.

3, etc.

;

18.

1

2

17, 46, 67**, cop.

Acts xxvi. 2

Rom.

viii.

9

;

;

Mt.
Jude

v. 3
19.

YafiiC W v, JtfABD

^ABDP

Ki.vii'i.18.

fi€ikr),

xvii.

27',

xx. 35.

xv. 6

iVh'iv

•

ff

u

f'ii

;

iii.

m

30,'xxiv.'

excii'.
xi. 30,

-

ii.V

\'^*3

'

d

13.

iv

Jas.

OeXct 'ycta-t^ai,

itrriv ccik

19; 2 Pet.

•

Ph

2 3 J

6

Rom. vi. 20, vii. 3 h.l. with inf.
g Of (human) persons, Rom. iv.

;

« v ttjv eavTov wapecvov:

put eavTov after irapdevov
4

ver.

7roi€i.

*

;

;

a^P

w

eKyapu^uy

Kavw TtvcGaa 0eoG

e ix. 19
13 ff. ; 2 Pet. iii. 4 ; Jo. xi.
f., etc.
characteristic and peculiar to P. cf. ei/ Xp.
xiv. 22 Jas. 1. 12, 25
1 Pet. iii.
14, iv. 14 ; Rev.
h.l.

°

£ll

ccmi'

"

y

updo-cro^

xp<W

"eXcuOepa

!

27.

c

8

o

ica!

7*

6

"eo^ •oVoy

auTtjs,

c

38. wore

€Kyafii£<i>i>

p,*)

d dfrjp

ep-Tp

1

*

837

7

ff.,

f.

etc.

Cf.

'

etc

LXxi'
Comoar

(from
ii.

12.

17, 46.

17, 37, 46, latt. vg. syrr.

;

BD

(?).

^*ABDG

»

17, 37, 46.

N*ABDG

yafiijwv,

17, 46.

fr$*AB 17, 37, 46, 67**, cop., Bas.
Minn. 3 and 114 om. ver. 38 in consequence of the homceoteleuton irowi
(w.
37 f.) through same mistake G and several other copies om. ver. 38a, uarc . . .
ir

1

or € t,
ii

;

WOICL
7

vg.,

Om.

Rom.

v o p. <p (derived from
Clem., Or., Athan., Tert.

vii.

2)

fc$*ABD*

8

Om. avTT)9 fr^ABKP, more than seventy minn.

8

Soku yap

(?)

:

B

17, 37, 67**, Cyr.,

17, 67**, the eldest copies of

Amb., Ambrst.

Preferred by

W.H.

—

discredit for his religion's sake

(l£ovarlav Zk ?x€l k.t.X.)
(cf. x. 32),
slaves, on
and might be reproached as doing his the other hand, could not dispose of their
child and society a wrong.
lav tf children, and the unqualified patria
" if she be
past the bloom potestas belonged only to Roman citizens
v7repa.Kp.0s,
"
the peVpios xp° v °s o-'«p,Tj«, (see Ed. in loc.)
Igowrta, however, sig(of youth)
nifies moral power, which reaches in the
fixed by Plato (Rep., vi., 460 E) at twenty,
far
household
the atas nubilis.
ical
ovtws o<j>ci\ei
beyond civil right (4) a
"and so matters judgment deliberately and independently
(see pads.) yfvccrftai
this
to
states
a
formed
effect (tovto tclicpiKcv *v
to
ought
proceed" (pr..inf.)
further presumable reason for consent
tq l8Co> KapSto>).
Granting all this,

—

—

;

—

—

;

—

—

:

duty may require it where, e.g., the girl
has been promised, or is so situated that
a continued veto may give rise to peril or
scandal (cf. 2). In such circumstances
the father's course is clear " let him do
ver. 35.
what he wills " (0Aet)
cf.
:

—
vaficiTowrav

;

the daughter and
her suitor, the claim of the latter being
hinted at in the previous o^c&ci
pr.
" Let the
marriage take its course".
impv.
Ver. 37. For the opposite resolution,
who " keeps his own
adopted by a father
"
instead of " marryvirgin (daughter)
"
her (38), four conditions are laid
ing
down (1) unshaken firmness in his own
mind (lorrrjiccv iv i~q KapSiQ. cSpaios,
social
cf. Rom. xiv. 5, 23), as against
pressure
(2) the absence of constraint
i.e.,

:

;

:

;

€x«v dvayKi)v) arising from previous
engagement or irresistible circumstances
act as he will
(3) his full authority to
(p,Tj

;

the father who " has decided to keep his
own maiden, does well" icaXus, rightly,

—

honourably well (see note on icaXov, 1).
The repeated xapSCa (the mind, the seat
of thought and will, rather than the heart
with its modern emotional connotation
;

and

and the phrase
irepl tov tSCov dcXrjpaTos, press on the
father the necessity of using his judgment
and acting on his personal responsibility
as in w. 6 f., 28, 35, the Ap. is jealous of
cf.

ii.

9, iv. 5,

notes),

;

allowing his own authority or inclination
to overbear the conscience of his dis-

—

This
cf. Rom. xiv. 4-10, 22 f.
avayKT) urges in the opp. direction to
in both cases the word
that of ver. 26
compulsion, dictating action
signifies
other than that one would independently
have taken. l^ovalav . . . trtpi k.t.X.
"
is
power as touching his ewn resolve,"
the right to act as one will in other
ciples

;

;

—

—

IIP02 K0PIN9I0Y2 A

838
ax.io;ActB

VIII.

8c TWf

a

ciSwXoOutwv

*

^J""-

Rev.S:

I. flcpl

<f>uatoi,

yi'ojai?

tj

rf

VIII.

•

oioapct',

8c dydtrr]

d

b

on

irdVTCc;

oiko8ou,ci.

yvStaiv

2. el

U*

14, 20.

b In this disparaging sense, xiii. 2, 8; Rom. ii. 20; 1 Tim. vi. 20; see also
this sense, x. 23, xiv. 4, 17; 1 Th. v. 11 Acts ix. 31, xx. 32; Mt. xvi. 18.

i.

c

5.

Sec

d In

Iv. 6.

;

Om.

1

8

NABP

c

17. 46. 73. vg. (older codd.), cop.

—

words, mastery of the situation. The
obj., t. irapOcVov, suggests the tacit com-

M to
plement to TTjpciv (see parls.)
keep
intact, in what he believes to be the best
"
"
state
The
for the Lord's service (Ed.).
will of the maiden is left wholly out of
"
court
:

(Hn.)

this factor in

;

custom ignored

social

marriage

for all

;

that,

it

might constitute the opposed avdyicT|,
and might, in some circumstances, practically limit the paternal
ver. 286, and note.

to

IgovcrCa

;

see

Ver. 38, the sum of the matter : either
marry one's daughter or refuse her in

marriage is, abstractly viewed, an honourthe latter, in Paul's judgable course
ment, and for Christians in the present
" Ce bien
posture of things, is better.
"
et mieux resument tout le chapitre
(Gd.).
Vv. 39, 40 dispose, by way of appendix
to the case of the maiden and to the
like effect, of the question of the remarriage of Christian widows. Ver. 39
is repeated in almost identical terms, for
another purpose, in Rom. vii. 2. On
;

—

and

Se'Serat

;

free to

be

YapcO-qvai),
the term for
"

(cl.

•Yaji.Y|0T]vai

see w. 27 f.
Christian death

—

koi}j.t)0'q,

She is
(see parls.).
married to
she will,"

whom

while the maiden

is

disposed of by her

father's will (36 f.) ; \l6vov Iv Kvpia> (cf.
2 Cor. vi. 14 ff., 1 Thess. iv. 3 ff.) forbids

union with a heathen it also forbids any
union formed with un-Christian motives
and otherwise than under Christ's sanction
" But more blessed
(cf. Thess. iv. 4 f.).
"
she is
(jAaKapitDTepa 81 see parls.)
not merely happier by exemption from
;

—

—

:

trouble (26 ff.), but religiously happier in
her undivided devotion to the Lord (32
" if she abide as she is ".
This
ff.)

—

was largely followed in the Pauline
Churches, so that before long widows
came to be regularly enrolled for Church

advice

—

service (1 Tim. v. 3-16).
Ka-ra ttjv cjitjv
Paul's advice,
7v«I>|xt|v (see note on 26)
not command. 8okw 8c Kayw k.t.X.

—

:

:

" However

I think, for
my own part
(however others may deem of me), that
"
I have (an inspiration
of) God's Spirit

(the

anarthrous

irvct»p.a

6cov

:

cf. xii.

see for Paul's claim to Divine
etc.)
guidance, extending to his opinions as

3,

;

well as

commands,

ver. 25,

10-16,

ii.

—On

iv.

8okw, see note to
it is the
iv. 9
language of modesty, not
misgiving. The Ap. commends his advice in all these matters, conscious that
it proceeds from the
highest source and
is
not the outcome of mere human
or
personal inclination.
prudence
Division III. Contact with Idolatry, viii.-x. We have traced in the pre2, xiv. 37.

1, ix.

;

vious chapters the disastrous reaction of
the old leaven upon the new Christian
kneading at Cor. But Christian society
had its external as well as its internal
problems a fact already evident in the
discussion of ch. vi. respecting the carrying of disputes to the heathen law-courts.
A much larger difficulty, involving the
whole problem of social intercourse
between Christians and their heathen
neighbours, had been raised by the
Church Letter the question ircpi tuv

—

—

Was

c18ci>\o0vt<i>v (viii. 1).
a Christian to eat flesh

it

lawful for

that had been
Social
offered in sacrifice to an idol?
festivities commonly partook of a religious
character, being conducted under the
auspices of some deity, to whom libations
were poured or to whom the animals
consumed had been dedicated in sacri"
"

The

fice.

idol's

house

(viii.

10)

was

a rendezvous for banquets.
Much of the
meat on sale in the markets and found
on ordinary tables came from the temples

;

and without inquiry

it

was impos-

sible to discriminate (x. 25-28).
Jewish
rule was uncompromisingly strict upon

and the letter of the Jerusalem
Council, addressed to the Churches of
Antioch, Syria, and Cilicia, had directed
"the brethren from among the Gentiles"
to "abstain from idolothyta" (Acts xv.
The Cor. Church, in consulting
29).
this point

Paul,

;

had

towards

expressed

liberty in
will the Ap.

its

this

own

leaning

matter

(viii.)

;

what
dilemma

It is a real
say ?
for him.
He has to vindicate
the broad principles of spiritual religion ;
at the same time he must avoid wound-

ing Jewish feeling, and must guard Genweakness against the seductions of
heathen feasts and against the peril of
relapsing into idolatry through intertile

Tit

"Wei

yulmi-

'eiSeVcu
cl

3.

8c

1

'ti,
h

tis

ouScfirw 2

h

aycura tcV

1

8

4
6

7;

i

Gal.

c

yvm kc va

all

1,

pre-Syrian uncc, 17, 46,

ovirw, fc^ABP

17, 46, 73.

Om. ovSiv

pre-Syrian uncc.

c

all

fc$* 17,

(viii.

1 ff.

;

But

x. 19, 26).

(2)

;

their sake stronger-minded

brethren should abstain (viii. 7-13 ; x.
To this effect (3) P. sets forth
23-30).
his own example, (a) in the abridgment of
his personal liberty for the good of others
1-22 ; x. 33-xi. 1), and (6) in the
(ix.

jealous discipline of bodily appetite (ix.
23 ff.). The last consideration leads (4)
to a solemn warning against contamination by idolatry, drawn (a) from the early
history of Israel, and further (b) from the
communion of the Lord's Table, which
" the table
utterly forbids participation in
"
These instances
of demons
(x. 1-22).
show in a manner evident to the good
sense of the readers (x. 15), that to take
part in a heathen sacrificial feast is in

a recognition of idolatry and an
apostasy from Christ.

effect

Knowledge of the One God
§ 25.
and One Lord, viii. 1-6. In inquiring

" about the
cl8a>X<Sdvra,"
the Cor. had intimated their "know"
ledge of the falsity of the entire system
of idolatry. Here Paul checks them at the
their

»»• l8

tyvw

-ice

£*£*•

h Rom. viii. 2 8^°Mt
15.
9; 2 Tim. ii. 19 (Nu. xvi. 5); Mt.

iv.

iii.

Ff.

many

a doubling of the following

Ap.

The pretension betrays their
Such matters
one-sided intellectualism.
are never settled by knowledge love is
the true arbiter (2 f.). After this caution,
he takes up the statement of the Cor.
creed made in the Church Letter, with its
outset.

;

implications respecting idolatry (4 ff.).
Ver. la.
Ilcpt 8c twv ciSwXoSvtwv
another topic of the Church Letter, to
which the Apostle continues his reply
:

(see note

ica-.

on

1 ; also Introd., chap,
c18u>Xo0vtov (see parls.),
*rfo/-sacrifice," substituted for the
UpoQvrov (x. 28) of the heathen vocabulary, conveys an implicit judgment on the
question in hand ; see note on ctSwXov,
ver. 4, and on x. 19 f.
also Acts xv. 20,
vii.

The word

ii.).

" the

;

rCv elSwXwv.

to.

—StiaXicryif|iaTa
irdvres yvwo-iv
"

rendering,

knowledge

We
"

cxojxev

—

the

:

018a.fj.ev

common

know that we all have
yields a weak tautology, and

misses the irony of the passage otherwise than in 018a.fj.cv Sti of ver. 4, this is
the causal Sti (so Bg., Hn., Ed.). The Cor.
;

in

making

answered

their inquiry virtually

themselves
ovSev etSaiXov

it

;

they wrote OiSapcv 6ri
iv

to)

k6o-jj.cj>

(4)

;

and

up at the first word with
comment M We know
because
we all have know(say you ?)
Knowledge puffs up," etc.
ledge

P. takes them
his arresting

'

'

:

'

'

—

— For

!

rich

5, iv. 10)

yvwcriv ex.ofj.ev, cf. ver. 10 ; the
phrase breathes the pride of the Cor. illuminati in yvwcris this Church felt itself
;

(i.

;

its

wealth was

its peril.

The Ap.

gives to Cor. vanity
a sudden, sharp rebuke by his epigram,
"H yvwcris <jSvcriol, y| 8e avairrj olico8op£i
"
Knowledge puffs up, but Love builds

Ver. ib.

:

up".

Hn.

aptly compares

Aristotle's

axiom, T6 tc'Xos ov yvwo-is, aXXa irpa£is
(Nic. Eth., \.,
see note on

Church

For <J>vo-l<$w, to inflate,
1).
iv. 6.
appeal of the

The

in the
Knowledge as decisive
"
"
controversy about meats disclosed the

to

—

great flaw in its character its poverty of
love (xiii. 1 ff.). The tacit obj. of oUo8op.ei
is the Church, the 6eov oltcoSop.^ (iii. 9,
16)
Eph. iv. 15 f. describes the edifying
power of love see also Matt. xxii. 37-40,
1 John iv. 16-21.
For the Biblical use of
The divisive
ayd-irq, see note to xiii. 1.
issue
Love
would turn into a
at
question
means of strengthening the bonds of
Church life Knowledge operating alone
makes it an engine of destruction (n f.).
Vv. 2, 3. Loveless knowledge is ruinous
;

;

;

-

•"

Clem.

many have not grasped this inference,
being still in some sense under the spell
of the idol
for them to eat would be
and for

uir'

See

?

5

—T.R. a grammatical emendation.

The

unconverted kindred and
neighbours. In theory Paul is for freedom,
but in practice for great restrictions upon
the use of idolothyta.
(1) He admits
that the question is decided in principle
the
fundamental
truth
of religion, viz.,
by
that God is one, from which it follows
that the sacrifice to the idol is an invalid
transaction

8ei

839

Western and Syrian.

ovSeirw,

pre-Syrian uncc.

yvw,
Om. vk avrov
all

f

Ko0i>s

eyvuarai

Tim.

1

xxv. 12.

course with

from

iii.

f

'

outos

GcoV,

26; Eph. vi. 20; Col. iv. 4, 6; 1 Th. iv. 1 ; a Th.
xxiu 37; Lk. x. 27 (Deut. vi. 5); 1 Jo. iv. ao I, v. a.
vii. 23,

eV«K€ 4

8

ouScV

viii.

sin,

'l
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8 4o
k

ot "

i<r°Roin
xiv. 17;

Col.
16;

l

T0 "* 1

'

4'

on ouhev m

ii.

*

ir€ p't

T *1S

k

2

eTooiXoi' iv koVjiw,

Heb.
16, vi. 2

ver.
1
Jo. y. si Rev. «• to; Acts vii. 41, xv. 2c
n For this use, see i. 14.
and ^illulitn.
xii. 16.

1

iii.

etc.

f.,

j

diff.,

;

(ib)',

1

Om.

n-epi 8c ttjs yvwo-cws,

3

Om.

more than

The

vir'

c

avrov

tcpo

that,

it

^*

9 all

is

m

|

2

17,

iii.

18)

and

ef

;

self-stultify-

build upon their
own mental acquirements, or who make
love to God the basis of life. For emphatic
80K61, cf. iii. 18, vii. 40; it implies an
opinion, well- or ill-founded, and confidence in that opinion. The pf. l-yvuKcVai
signifies knowledge acquired (for which,
therefore, one might claim credit), while
the aors. evvw and yvuivai denote the ac-

quisition of (right) knowledge, rendered
impossible by self-conceit •" he has never
For ti
yet learnt as he ought to do ".
probably tI in this connexion, some-

—

—

—

thing emphatically, something great cf.
note on ti elSe'vai, ii. 2. The Enchiridion
of Epictetus supplies a pari, to ver. 2
" Prefer to seem to know
and if
:

nothing
to any thou shouldst seem to be somebody, distrust thyself"; similarly So;

crates, in Plato's

Apology, 23.
Ver. 3 is one of Paul's John-like
In the apodosis he substitutes,
sayings.
"
by an adroit turn, is known (lyvwo-rai
pf. pass, of abiding effect upon the obj.)
"
"
by God for hath come to know God,"
:

—

the expected consequence see the like
correction in Gal. iv. 9 cf. Phil. ii. 12 f.,
iii. 12
John xv. 16 1 John iv. 10. Paul
would ascribe nothing to human acquisition
religion is a bestowment, not an
achievement our love or knowledge is
the reflex of the divine love and knowledge directed toward us. Philo, quoted by
Ed., has the same thought: yv*>pi£ope0a
;

;

;

;

W* Cherub.,
y *P^°PpaXXor
—
tov 0«ov),
ovtos eyvaHTrai vn-'avTov
"
jj

€V

V0

§ 32).

(sc.

he (and not the other) is known by Him ".
u He
Ev. reverses the ref. of the prons.
known by him (the man
(God) hath been
" an
loving Him)
unlikely use of ovtos.
:

—

Ver. 4. After his thrust at Cor. yvwcris,
P. resumes, with ovv (cf. xi. 17-20), from

ver. 1 the question "

2 Cor.
v. 10. In

otoau-ey

8 n

€i

n
jxrj

Th. i. 9;
passim, for Heb. 'elilim,

vi. 16;

LXX

Rom.

l

•

ouScls ©«os tnrcpos

x. ig, xii. 2;
1,

ciouXoOutoik

ii.

22;

1

ircpi Tt|« yvwo-ews ovv,

P

121.

pre-Syrian uncc.

men who

;

*

Clem. Alex.

D*C-

—
tis ayair£ tov 0c6V —define

the position of

on

Kal

see also ver.

contrasted hypotheses tt tis
SoKei eyvuKc'vai ti ( = SokcX o*o<j>os elvai,

ing.

ouv tow

P*P«o~««S

VIII.

About the eating of

idolothyta," repeating the "we know"
at which he had interrupted his correspondents. For otSapev in a confessio

fidei, cf. 1

v.

John

18

That the theo-

ff.

logical statement given in w. 4 ff. comes
from the mouth of the Corinthians seems

probable from the following considerations
(a) the repeated oiSapcv (h.l. in
this Ep.
cf. the frequent interrog. ovk
o?Sa.T€ ; of chh. iii., v., vi. ; also xii. 2),
by which P. associates himself with the
readers, who are men of knowledge (i. 5,
x. 15, etc.) ; (b) the solemn rhythm of w.
4* and 6, resembling a confessional for:

;

mula

—

Eph. iv. 4 ff., 1 Tim* iii. 16)
be an interjected comment of
the Church Letter upon its creed (c) the
"
"
expression
gods many and lords many
applied to heathen divinities, which is
foreign to Pauline as to Jewish phraseology, but natural on the lips of old
polytheists; (d) the aptness with which
AXX* ovk Iv ircwruv
yvwons (7) fits in
(cf.

ver. 5

may

;

-i\

with this explanation, being understood as
Paul's reply to his readers' declaration of
their enlightened faith. See, on this quesLock in Expositor, V., vi., 65.
tion,

W.

The

of belief cited from the Cor.
46 and 6 had probably been formulated first by P., like the ndvTa pot
e£eo-Tiv of vi. 12, and so would be fitly
quoted to him. ov8«v etSwXov Iv KoVpo>
in

articles

w.

—

being pari, to ovSels 0€(4s
" An idol
k.t.X., should be rendered not
" There is no idol in
is nothing," etc., but
the world" (so R.V. virtually, Mr., Hf.,
Bt., Ed., Sm.). Existence is denied to the
idol not absolutely (see 5, x. 19 f.), but
it has no real place Iv KoVp<j>,
relatively
no power over the elements of nature
(cf.

x.

19),

;

;

" the earth is the
Lord's," etc. (x. 26)
there is no Zeus in the sky, nor Poseidon
" one God and Father "
ruling the sea, but
everywhere, a faith emancipating enlightened Christians from every heathenish superstition.
ovS^v eiSwXov k.t.X.
forms the polemic counterpart to ovScis
0cds cl p.T| ets (see parls.), the cornerstone of Jehovism, which Christ has
made the world's creed. ciSwXov (sc. a
thing possessing elSos, form only), semblance, phantasm, renders in the LXX
several Hebrew words for false gods
;

—

—

—

—

—
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5.

etal 'Xeylpcroi

yAp curep

1

cirl

Ttjs

YTJS,

6. aXX' 2

cts

TjfjLii'

elal

<S<nrep

0eol
q

©eos o

Geoi, cTtc eV oupd><a €iT€

€$ *ou

iraTfjp,

p

Kal

iroXXoi

Kupiot

tA wdn-a Kal
g

Kal €i$ Kupios 'introus Xpurros, "8i*

*o.ut6V-

841

oo

8

•^tVh"

r

els

rjfi€ts

J

ttovto koi

Ttt

'

r

• Rom. xi. 36; Col. i. 16;
36; Eph.
iipn. 1. 5 cf. Col. i. 16.
i.
86
5; Rom. 1. 5, v. 1 f., 17, 21; Gal. i. 1; Eph. i. 5, ii. 18;

Heb.
1 Th.

;

;

1

T'jJi^'

gJr'JLj
i4
q See

TfA6L9

8

5

Act8
iroXXoi, P C/ y

Om. tyjs
Om. aXV

uncc. and

all
(?)

B, basm.,

3

ov

The minn.

B,

(?)

aeth.,

Epiph.

55, 72**,

30.
zi.

Tim.

i. 2 ; Jo. L 3, etc.
Cf. xv. 57; 1
v. 9; Tit. fit 6; 1 Jo. iv. 9-

i.

many minn.
Irint.,

rjfuv 8c, 17, cop., Cyrhier.,

4

•

1.

Rom.

Eus.

;

Lachm. and W.H.

bracket.

Epiph.

W.H. marg.

;

109,

Basil in several passages, Cyr.,
a Trinitarian gloss.
to, iravra

—

by Gregory of Nazianzus o*»t. 39, ia,
Dam., make the addition icai ev irvcvp-a eryiov ev y
202
Chrysostom
expressly controverts this reading.

178, supported

—esp.

'elltim, nothings, and hebhel, emptithe term was applied first to the
images, then to the (supposed) godships
they represent, branding them as shams
and shows : see 1 Thess. i. 9, Acts xiv.
The icoVpos reveals the
15, Ps. xcvi. 5.
being and power of the One God (Rom.
idolaters have no living God, but
i. 20)
are a9coi iv tu tcoVpy (Eph. ii. 12).
Ver. 5 a comment of the Cor. on their
"
confession of faith, showing their know"
of its bearing. Kal y*P «it*P
ledge
" For
ctoriv k.t.X.
indeed, granting the
existence of so-called gods, whether in
heaven or upon earth, as indeed there
are many (such) gods and lords, yet to

terms, as ver. 46 stated negatively and
retrospectively, the creed of the Cor. be-

The -ircp of civcp and wo-ircp
enhances the supposition (see El., ad
loc), allowing its utmost possibility.
etir«p k.t.X. admits their existence (in

xii. 2 f., Eph. ii.
Lord Jesus Christ " is
"
Mediator, as in 1 Tim. iL 5
through
whom are all things, and we through

ness

;

;

:

—

:

us," etc.

—

The "one God" of O.T. mono
"to us one God the Father".
"Of whom are all things, and we for

lievers.

theism

Him

is

"

the universe issues from God,
His sons in Christ, are
destined therein for His use and glory
He would reap in " us " His glory, as a
father in the children of his house ; see,
on this latter purpose, Eph. i. 5, 10 ff.,
186, iii. 9 ff. ; also 1 Peter ii. 9, Jas. i.

and

:

"we,"

" Fecisti
18, John xvii. 9 f., etc.
cf. Aug.,
nos ad Te ". In the emphatic T)pel$ cU
avTov there speaks the joyful consciousness of Gentiles called to know and serve
;

the

" one
—TheGod;

true

1 1 ff.

"

some

Him

k.t.X.

distinction

sense) as reputed deities ; wnrep
points to their astonishing multitude, while distinguishing them, in a
manner pari, to the distinction between 6
"
"
in their
0cbs and 6 Kvpios, as
gods

assumed deity and "lords" in their
assumed dominion. The repeated cUrlv
asserts an actual being of some sort behind the eiSwXov (see

x.

19-22), but the

6c6tt]s or KvpioTTis is merely Xtyop,evTj ;
for the force of this ptp., cf. 2 Thess. ii.
With iroXXol cf. KaTct4, Eph. ii. 11.

ir^Xiv, Acts xvii. 16, and the Gr.
Kvpios is a
saying, ndvra 0ewv irXca.
title often given to gods in Gr. inscriptions ; a h.l. for Bib. Gr.
cf., however,
'adonlm in lsa. xxvi. 13 also Deut. x. 17
In heaven, on earth : the
Ps. cxxxvi. 2 f.
two great domains of God's kingdom
the false gods.
(Matt. vi. 10), usurped by
Ver. 6 affirms in positive Christian

SwXov

—

:

—

;

;

—

to,

;

cf.

—

with high
T|p.eis stands out
from the dim background of

again

iravTa.

The

contrasted e| ov,

cU

avTov of the previous clause is replaced
by the doubled 81a of this: God is
the source of all nature, but the end
specifically of redeemed humanity; Christ
is
equally the Mediator and in this
capacity the Lord (xv. 24-28) of nature
and of men. The universe is of God
through Christ (Heb. i. 2, John i. 3) we
are for God through Christ (2 Cor. v. 18,
Eph. i. 5, etc.). Col. i. 15 ff. unfolds
this doctrine of the double Lordship of
Christ, basing His redemptional upon
His creational headship. It is an exegetical violence to limit the second to, ttcivto,
" the
as Grotius and Baur have done, to

—

—

:

—

new creation"; in 2 Cor. v. 18
the context gives this limitation, which
The inferior
in our passage it excludes.

ethical
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iv. 13.
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39.

See note
v See

"»

ctpn
r

yvG><ns,

tj

2

w
"

4

yelp

*

8.

p.o\uyeTcu.

•

irapiarrnai

'

oui'ciSiqo-ci
x
ti

>

aa0c^s ouaa
3
tw ©cw
ootc

b

*
rfj

ei8o>X60uToy caOiouai, Kal

<Ls

r

aurae

Tifcs 8c

VIII.

fSp&fxa

2

tou

au^ctSriI

I

8e

06

tjp.as

*

i&v* ^ayup-CK

5

irepurcrcuop.ei',

sub-

jective gen., x. 29; 2 Cor. i. 13, iv. 2, v. 11 ; Rom. ii. 15, ix. 1 ; Tit. i. 15, etc.
y The adj., in this
z Rev. iii.
sense, h.l. (see ver. 12, and Rom. xiv. 1 for -«u>). For other sense of adj., i. 25, iv. 10.
a See iii. 2.
b 2 Cor. iv. 14, xi. 2; 5 times in Rom. ; 4 times
-vo-ju.0?, 2 Cor. vii. 1.
4, xiv. 4
besides in P. ; also in Acts, Lk., Mt. xxvi. 53.
c xiv. ia, xv. 58 ; freq. in P. also in GG. and Acts.
;

;

1

(tvvt) 0e ia, fc$*ABP !7> 4 6 67**» cop., Euthal., Dam. o-uvciStjo-ci, DGL, etc.
tov c 1 8 w X o u (in this order) all uncc. but ALP.
o-vvTj0€ia cu; a
»

2

on

:

3

iropa<rTifjaret, fr$*AB 17, 46, 67**, cop. basm.

*

Om. Y a P b^AB, am.

DGLP,

Ins. -yap
5

eav

fxrj

A*B

order):

The
syrr.

;

cop. basm.
— Western
and Syrian.
tol.

<|>ay. vcrTcpovp,e0a
17*, 46, oldest vg. cop.

order of T.K.

^

is

#*

.

.

<j»ay.

B

in

Person, representing Him as preconceived
object, while with 81* ov He is preexistent medium of creation.
The lull
Christology of the 3rd group of the Epp.
latent here.
The faith which refers all
things to the one God our Father as
their spring, and subordinates all things
to the one Lord our Redeemer, leaves no
is

smallest spot in the universe for other
deities; intelligent Christians justly inferred that the material of the idolothyta
was unaffected by the hollow rites of

heathen
§

sacrifice.

The Weak Conscience of

26.

cav ^ay. irepiaarcvouev

this

(in

El.,

R.V.

and

latt.

ircpuro~£vop.€v . . . eav <j>ay. vo-T€povp.60a
reading irepio-crcvopeda for -oftcv.

reading Si' ov (for ov: see txtl. note),
u because
of whom are all things," would
consist with a lower doctrine of Christ's

the Old Idolater,

.

basm.; so Tr., Al., W.H., Nestle,
that of Western and Syrian uncc, the minn.,

A read eav ptj
Tr. further follows

and

Lachm.

so

etc.

The

:

"
knowledge (t| yvwcris) which you and I
claim to have (1, 10), expressed just now
in the terms of the Church confession
tq ctvvt|0€U1 c»s apn tov clSu(4 ff.).
"
Xov, by reason of their habituation up

—

till

now

to the idol":

(cf. iv. 8,

n)

for this dat. of

—ews

apn

qualifies the quasi-vbl.

noun

defining cause,

cf.

Eph.

ii.

1.

o-wT)0c£a, actively used, which, as in 4
Mace. xiii. 21 and cl. Gr., signifies with
the objective gen. ( = o-uvrjOcto -rrpos or
with ; the
jicra) intercourse, familiarity
other, passive

sense

is

seen in

16.

xi.

The Western
ferred by some

reading, o-vcciS^aei, precritics as the lectio ardua,
gives the sense, "through relation of
to
the
idol" (Hf., Hn.). <I»s
conscience

—

of

el8<i>X60vTov 6o-0iovo-i, "as an idol-sacri"
under
fice eat (the meat in question)
the consciousness that it is such, with
the sense haunting them that what they
eat belongs to the idol and associates
them with it; cf. x. 18 ff. and notes.
" And their
conscience, since it is weak
to get rid of this feeling), is
(unable
"
soiled
(opp. of the Ka0apa ctwciStjo-ls
of 1 Tim. iii. g, 2 Tim. i. 3). The consciousness of sharing in idol-worship is
to
defiling to the spirit of a Christian

flesh

taste

heathenism

circumstances, thus affects converts from
heathenism who have not the full faith
that the earth is the Lord's and the ful
ne6s thereof; now, "whatsoever is not of
"

viii.

7-13.

knowledge of the one Father and Lord
upon which the Cor. Church prided itself,
had not released all its members from
fears respecting the idolothyta ; in some
the intellect outran the heart, in others it

lagged behind.

With

the latter, through

weakness of understanding or force of
habit, the influence of the heathen god
still attached to
objects associated with
his worship (7).
For a man in this state

mind to partake of the consecrated
would be an act of compliance with
and if the example of some
less scrupulous brother should lead him
thus to violate his conscience and to fall
into idolatry, heavy blame will lie at the
door of his virtual tempter (10-12). Such
;

blame P. declares that he
no account incur (13).
Ver.

7.

"But not

will himself

in all is there

on

—

;

knowingly of idolothyta, under any

faith is sin
Ver. 8.

(Rom.

xiv. 23).

" But
fool
God," non exhibsbit
nos Deo (Mr.): that on the ground of

Ppwua

8^ k.t.X.

will not present us to

the

:
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out6 tav

1
fit)

*

$&yop*y

e£ou<ria

if

10. eav

yap

,

pXeWe

9.

f

auTtj

ujxwi'

Trp6oncop.u.a

\

c

t)

*

,c
y
owetoricris auTOu aoOceoug

4

y

tois

yeVijTat

i&n ae, 8 rov ex 0,/Ta *Y"wik. eV

ti?

ouxi

,

K€ip.evok,

*

1

uaTtpovptQa.

f

843

h

Sc

'

HH

1

^

a<70evouai>'

elSwXeuo

f

*

uSmm)

2

•

;

j?jV9J*

-v™'

Kcnra-

"•»
x. 12;

e

oktos

4 k

oiKOOoumOnr
'

v. 15

'

ii.

Gal
;

Col.

8,Heb.

25; Acts xiii. 40; Lk. xxi. 8. Cf. Hi. 10, and reff.
f See vii. 37; also vi. 12.
g Rom', ix!
32 f. (Isa. viii. 14), xiv. 13, 20; 1 Pet. ii. 8; cf. -kotttw, Rom. xiv. 21; «fy«omj, ix. 12 below.
h.l.; 1 Esdr. ii. 9; 1 Mace. i. 47, x. 83.
i In this sense, Mk. ii. 15, xiv.
3; Lk. vii. 37.
k See ver. 1 ; here only ironical. See note below.
ai/axccp.

h N.T.

«
1

e

av

order)

an,

A*B

:

The

^ay. vo"rcpovp.c0a

.

.

eav

.

<|>

a 7. ircpicrorcvouev

(in

this

basm. so Tr., Al., W.H., Nestle, EL, R.V.
that of Western and Syrian uncc, the minn., latt. and

17*, 46, oldest vg. cop.

;

order of T.R. is
and A** read eav p,rj ^a-y. ircpio-acvopcv . . . cav 4>ay. v<rr€povpc8a
syrr.
fc$
so Lachm. Tr. further follows B in
reading ircpurorcvop.c0a for -op.ev.
2
a <r c v c <r 1 v, all uncc. but L.
;

*

BG,

4

Many

Ambrst. om. v%\ bracketed by Lachm. and W.H.
Latin interpp., including vg., read cum sit infirma, as if for a<rOevt)s ovo-a.

vg., Aug.,

which the verdict turns may be said to
one to the judge. To "com"present"
"

mend

Ver. 9.

"

right of yours

Beware, however,
"

—

(1).

do not enter into our permanent being

12, also €|co-tiv in vi.

—

see note) ; they will not be the
of the approaching Judgment.
alternative owtc clauses negative the

13

—

;

criteria

The

two opposite ways in which "food"
been supposed to " present us
might have
"

" neither if we do not
:
eat, are
the worse off (v<rr£povu€0a see note
on i. 7) ; nor if we eat, are we the better
to

God

we

:

off (irepicro-cvopcv

ceed others)".

:

do we abound, ex-

The

latter predicate is
appropriate to the "strong," who deemed
themselves in a superior position, on a
higher ground of faith. Ver. 8, like w.
4-6, represents the pro in the question
ircpl Ppwcrewt, as w. 7, 8-13 the contra.
Chap. viii. is virtually a dialogue; the
double (challenging and rebutting) 82 of
w. 8 f., with the words "your right" of
ver. 9, in accordance with Paul's dialectical style (cf. Rom. iii. 1-8), compels us
to read this ver., like w. 1, 4-6, as from
the mouth of the Cor., possibly from the
Church Letter ; " hie alter erat, vel esse

—

Corinthiorum praetextus" (Cv.).
At the word uoXvverai P. hears some of
his readers interject: "The conscience
of the weak brother is defiled, you say,
by eating after my example. But (%£)
how so ? You have taught us that God
will not judge us by these trifling externals; abstinence or use of 'meats'
makes no difference to our intrinsic
This Paul admits, to set against
state."
poterat,

the caution pXc'ircTe 82 ut| k.t.X., on
which the rest of the paragraph hangs.

it

lest this

eat the idolothyta,
for which many of the Cor. are contending, and probably in the Church Letter
sc. to

is <rvv-, not
irapio-rtjui (see parls.) ;
for the fut. (see txtl. note), cf. Rom. xiv.
10, 2 Cor. iv. 14, Col. i. 28.
PpwjAaTa

(vi.

:

For i£ov<ria

in this use, cf. ix. 4 ff.,
The
12, x. 23.
(Acts xv. 29), to whose

Jerus. Council
decree P. was a party, had not denied in
principle the lawfulness of using idolothyta ; it forbade such use to the mixed
Judaso-Gentile Churches within a certain
area, in deference to Jewish feeling. Paul
comes in effect to the same conclusion,
though he advises instead of commandThe irp<S<ncopp.a is an obstacle
ing.
thrown in the way of " the weak," over
which they may stumble into a moral fall,
not having the strength either to overcome their scruples or to disregard an
example contrary to their conscience.
Ver. 10 enforces (Yap) the above warn"
thee, the
ing.-—<r€ t6v exovra yvworiv,
man that has knowledge " (see 1): the

Cor.

pretension to

ment, shown in

w.

superior enlighten2 f. to be faulty in

Christian theory, now discloses its pracThe behaviour of the
tical mischief.
Christian man of knowledge who "reclines (at table) in an idol's temple," is
represented as a sort of bravado a thing
done to show his " knowledge," his complete freedom from superstition about the
idol.
This act is censured because of its
effect upon the mind of others ; in x. 18-22
it will be condemned on its own account.
The form elSwXiov (or -etov) occurs in
the Apocrypha it follows the formation
of Gr. temple names 'AiroXXwveiov, etc.

—

;

—

ov»xl

^

—

orvveiSijcris

ovtov,

dcrGcvovs

" will not his
ovros k.t.X.
conscience,
weak as he is, be ' edified unto eating
;

'
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Cor. v. 15;
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x
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2

yvwaei,

ttj afj
°

KCU

II.

;

'

tous

81'

tv

l

'

ClTfoXeiTCH

n

"

Xpioros

el?

toi>

Ppwp-a 'cncaySaXil^i.

Kp^a els Toy aicoca, Iva

XpiaT^j'

aScX^oV

t6v a8eX<poV ruou

utj

viii. 34,

l

dirtQavtv.

tuhtoi'tcs

°

au.ap-r<£i'eTe.

*

8ioir«p et

p

*a!

a8eX<J>ou$
°

daQevouaav,

ii— 13.

VIII.

r

4

juou,

ou prj

^dyw

anaeSaXio-ai.

xiv. 9;

Gal. ii. 21 : 1 Th. iv. 14, t. 10; 1 Pet. iii. 18; J[o. xi.
8: Prov. xxvi. 22.
q x. 14. 810, see xii. 3.
s
xiv. 21, pi.
xxiii. 8, xxxii. (xxxv.) 15.

50

o See

ff.

r

i.

Rom.

p N.T. hd.;

vi. 18.

xiv. ai;

Mt. xv.

xa, xvii.

Rom.

1

airoXX«Tat yap: fc«$*B
^cD*b 46,

Kai oiroXXvTot

cf. 1

Kings

37; Sir. ix.

5,

airoXXvrai ovv, AP.
17, cop. basm., Clem.
kcu airoXciTai DcGL, etc., vg. syrr.
67**, Bas.
;

:

:

Western and Syrian).
o ao-0evb>v *v ttj tr tj

(late
s

order)
8
4

:

ev,

all

all

The Western

texts

weak

?

"

—not because

though overpowered by a
stronger mind), but while he is still weak,
as under the lingering belief that the idol
"
" his
"
is
(7)
something in the world
is

(as

:

verbis exprimitur horror infirmi, tamen
Thus eating unpersuaded
edentis" (Bg.).
" in his own mind "
(Rom. xiv."5), he sins
(Rom. xiv. 23), and therefore is perishing" (11). The vb. "edified" instead
of "persuaded" or the like is used in

—

—

—

" aedificatur

ad
sad irony (cf. Tert.,
ruinam," De Prascr. Haretic, 3) P. probably takes up the word in this connexion from the Church Letter: the eaters
;

of idolothyta thought their practice " edi"edifying" to less advanced brethren
"
to what end ?
fying, forsooth
Ver. 11.
"For the weak man [whom
you talk of building upl] is being dethe
stroyed through thy knowledge
"
brother, on whose account Christ died !
!

—

—

—

(Rom.

xiv.

a8

c

X

4»

o %

8

'

1

o v

k.t.X.

(in

this

om. the second pov.

the foods offered to idols

he

o

yvwo-ci,

pre-Syrian uncc.
uncc. but L.

15).

This

with

affirms,

ter-

emphasis, the issue implied by ver.
"
6
10: "est aedificatio ruinosa
(Cv.).
ao-Oevwv means (more than 6 ao-Gevrjs)
the man in a continued state of weakkv t-q crfj yvwareiy " on the ground
ness.
"
(or in the sphere) of thy knowledge
in this atmosphere the weak faith of the
other cannot live (cf. Iv in ii. 4
iv.
Eph.
"
iv

rible

—

—

;

;

leaves
16,
aydirfl). His "knowledge
the tempter inexcusable. "Notice the
threefold darkness of the picture there
perishes, thy brother, for whom Christ
"
died (Bt.). Paul appeals to the strongest
feelings of a Christian
brotherly love
and loyalty to Christ. For the prospec:

—

tive 81' 8V, cf.

Rom.

iv.

25

;

Christ's death

thus frustrated of its dear object (cf.
Gal. ii. 21) by thy heartless folly I
Ver. 12.
In such case, not only the
weak brother sins by yielding, but the
strong who tempted him and the latter
sins directly " against Christ " (for the
" But
construction, cf. vi. 18)
sinning in
this way against the brethren, and inflicting a blow on their conscience while
it is weak,
you sin against Christ ". ttjv
" their
weak
<rvv6i8r)o-iv acrOcvowav, not
"
conscience (ttjv ao*6cv.), but " their con"
science weak as it is
how base to
strike the weak
twtw describes as
the violent wrong of the injurer, what is a
is

;

:

—

I

—

:

p.6\va-\xa and irp6<TKop.|j.a (7, 9)
effect upon the injured.
blow

A

in

its

on the
conscience shocks and deranges it. For
the bearing of such an act on Christ, see
Matt, xviii. 6 ff., xxv. 40, 45 also Zech.
ii. 8, etc.
The principle of union with
Christ, which forbids sin against oneself

—

;

forbids sin against one's brother.
Ver. 13 sum* up the debate in the
language of personal conviction: "Wherefore verily"
for this last reason above
" if
all
(a matter of) food (|3pwp.a, indef.)
(vi. 15),

—

—

stumbling my brother, I will eat no
flesh-meats for evermore, that I may not
my brother ". icpla (pi. of Kpeas)
signifies the kinds of |3p£p.a in question,
including probably beside the idolothyta
other animal foods which might scandalise
men of narrow views, such as the vegetarians of Rom. xiv. 13-21 (see notes ad
Four times in w. 11-13 P. repeats
loc).
the word aScX^xfe, seeking to elicit the
love which was needed to control Cor.
"
knowledge (cf. 2 f.).- -For <ncav8aX(£<i>,
is

stumble

—

—

nP02 K0PIN0I0Y2 A
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IX.

845
a ver. 19

Rom.
3

;

;

vii.

Gal.

iv.

22 ff.; 1
Pet. ii. 16.
b Jo. xx. 18,
25; Acts
xxii. 14 f.
xv. 58, xvi. 10; Rom. xiv. 20; Phil.
2 Tim. iv. 5 Acts xiii. 2, xiv. 26
s*. ii. 30
21 cf. Phil. iii. 8.
ror aAAot after hypoth., see iv. 15_. vm. 6; 2 Cor. xi.
6, xiii. 4
--e Rom. iv. 11; 3 Tim. ii. 19: Rev v. 1. etc.
.^o/*oi, 2 Cor. i. 22; Rom. xv. 28; Eph
Rev. vii. 3, etc.
f Rom. i. 5
Gal. u. 8; Acts i. 25 ; Deut. xxii.
7.
;

c

;

;

1
.

.

.

iii.

13

ff.,

d Lk. xxiv.

Rom.
i.

vi. 5.
13. iv. 30;

eXfvecpos; . . airooroXos (in this order) fc^ABP 17, 37, 46, vg. syr»ch.
cop
Itjo-ovv (without Xpurrov),
46, oldest vg. sah. basm.
Xpwrrov Itjctovv, G, Tert., Aug., Pelag. Itjo-ovv Xpurrov, DKLP, etc., syr»ch.
cop.
Cf. note on ver. 4.
.

:

;

2

.

^AB

;

3

c

o p

a k a,

4

<r<j>p<ryts

NB*DcGP

po v

put a (TKavSaXov

to

trap-stick

=

way,"

Rom.

cf.

;

so Tisch.,

ttjs axo<rro\ir)s

(cl.

W.H.,

^BP

:

<ricavSaXT)0pov,

Trpocncoppa, g) in another's
xiv. 21 and parls.
The

strong negation ov p/ij ("no fear lest":
see Wr., p. 634 ff.) is further heightened
by «ls tov aUTva, "to eternity". The
rendering "while the world standeth" is
based on the use of olc5v (perpetuity) in
such passages as i. 20, where the context

narrows its meaning in this phrase the
noun has its full sense, but used rhetori;

cally.

Paul's
§ 27.
1-6. The Ap. is

Apostolic Status,

ix.

ready to forego his right
wherever this claim
hurts the susceptibilities of any brother
He is "free "as any man in
(viii. 13).
Cor. in such respects more than this, he
to use the idolothyta,

is

"

an apostle "

of Cor.

is

;

(ix.

1),

witness to the

and the Church
fact,

being

itself

answer to all challengers (2 f.). If
so, he has the right to look to his
Churches for maintenance, and that in
the ordinary comfort of married life a
his

—

claim unquestioned in the case of his
colleagues in the apostleship (4-6).
ovk elpA £Xcv0epos;
Ver. 1.
This
question, arising out of the foregoing §,
comes
first.
The
freedom
properly
supposed is that of principle ; in ver. 19 it
will take a personal complexion.
P. is
no longer bound by Mosaic restrictions
in the matters under dispute (cf. ver. 21,
x. 29, Gal. ii. 4, iv. 12, v. 1) ; he holds
the right belonging to every emancipated
Far beyond this reaches the
Christian.
question, ovk €tpl dirooroXos ; which P.
answers by putting two other questions,
one to his own consciousness, the other
"
Have I not seen
to that of his readers
Are not you my work
Jesus our Lord?
"
?
.
.
the

—

:

in

Lord

—

'Itjo-ovv

.

iopaica

(cf.

See Wr.,

Nestle.

p. 108.

17, 46.

Acts vii. 55, ix. 5, 17, xxii. 8, xxvi. 15) is
a unique expression with P. it describes
not a spiritual apprehension, the yv&vax
Xourrbv of the believer, nor the ecstatic
visions which he had sometimes enjoyed
in a state of trance (2 Cor. xii. 1
ff.), but
that actual beholding of the human and
glorified Redeemer which befell him on
the way to Damascus
from this dated
both his faith and his mission (Acts ix.
p aul seldom uses
1-32, Gal. i. 10-17).
" as
"
the name of our Lord disJesus
tinctively, always with specific ref. to the
historical Person (cf. xii. 3, 1, 1 Thess. iv.
Phil. ii. 10
2 Cor. iv.
14 Eph. iv. 21
;

;

;

;

10-14).

The

;

visible

and glorious man

who

then appeared, declared Himself as
"Jesus"; from that instant Saul knew
that he had seen the crucified Jesus risen
and reigning. Asking of his new-found
"
"
Lord, What wilt Thou have me to do ?
he received the command out of which
his commission unfolded itself. Personal
"
knowledge of the Lord and a word from

His mouth " (Acts

sary to

primary
"
sary
21 f.)

xxii. 14)

(cf. Mark
virtue of this

of Jesus

;

were neces-

constitute an Apostle
sense, the immediate
in

iii.

13,

in

the

"emisActs i.

experience, P.

"the other App."
(xv. 7 ff., Gal. i. 16 f.) ; his right to do
so was in due time acknowledged by
classes himself with

The great interview,
(Gal. ii. 6-9).
in its full import, was Paul's own secret ;
them

Apostolic power, derived therefrom,
to the whole world (2 Cor.
iii. 1 ff., xii. 12), the Cor. Church supplya
conspicuous proof.
ing
If not at Corinth amongst
Vv. 2, 3.
" I am of
"
cried
those
his

was manifest

who
Cephas,
elsewhere Paul's apostleship was denied
whom
the
he
against
party,
by
Judaistic
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8 46
^

k

1"

ii^Phil 3* ^ *l*^ 'oiroXoyta tois €fA«
k
k
^K
j.7, i6;2»
££ouaiay
k
16; i Pet.

x

dvaKpiyouCTiv outt)

^ayciv Kal mciv

e^o/x€»'

egouaiav dhe\$r]v

3

yumiKa

IX,

8

8

'

5.

'

|a$)

us Kal

ircpidyciv,

coti

!

;

1

l

*

4.

p,$|

k

ouk

cxofxcf

01 Xoiirol

m

aird-

(with

Acts

dat.);

N.T.

h.l.;

xxii.

1,

h See

xxv. 16.

Ezek. xxxvii.

9; 2 Cor. xi. 5 (?); Gal.

a.
i.

Cf.

Acts

17, 19;

ii.

i

14.

xiii. II

Eph.

ii.

;

xi.

Mt.

20,

Rom.

22;

iv. 23, etc.
5, iv. xi;

x. 18

f.

m

Th.

1

iii.

k See vii. 37.
1
Trans.,
In this sense, xii. 28 f., xv. 7,
6; 2 Pet. iii. 2; Gospp. and

ii.

Acts, passim.

1

2

tar iv ovttj
ir e t v,

B*

;

or

(in this order):

* 1 v, N*D*G.

fc$ABP 17. 37. 46.
See Wr., p. 112.

3
Clem. Al., Hier., Aug., Hil., with the arm. vers., read yvvaixas or aScX^as
yvvaiKas, conforming the obj. to cx°rl€V *

had afterwards to write 2 Cor. x. ff. In
this trial he counts on the Cor. standing
" If to others I am no
apostle,
by him
at any rate (dXXd ye, at certe, Bz.) I am
"
to you ". He does not say
of others," as
though distinguishing two fields of juris:

diction in the sense of Gal. ii. 8, rather
"
"in the eyes of others ; cf. the dat. of

For dXXd ye,

cf. Plato, Gorg,, 470
oXX' aicova> y€. y€
throws its emphasis on viiiv so P. continues : " The seal of my apostleship you
are, in the Lord"; cf. Rom. iv. 11, 2
This seal came from the
Cor. i. 22.
hand of the Lord, affixed by the Master
to His servant's work (cf. 2 Cor. iii. 1 ff.).
Cor.
Despite its imperfections, the
Church was a shining evidence of Paul's
commission it was probably the largest

viii. 6.

D., ci 8c

fiTj

—

(8pu»),

;

;

Church as yet raised in his independent
For Iv Kvpty, see note on iv.
ministry.
" This "
referring to
15, and vii. 22.
w. 1, 2 "is my answer to those that
"
I point them
put me on my defence

—

—

—
to you — diroXoyia (see
For avaKpivu,
exculpation.
— Paul's
14
:

parls.) is a self-

1

ii.

f.,

iv.

4.

cf.

It is

notes on

dirooroXi],

not the Igovata of w. 4 ff., that is
hence the vein of
called in question
self-defence pervading the Epp. of this
the
Granted
apostleship (and
period.
this the readers cannot deny), the right
matter
a
course: this
of
as
followed
;

needed no "apology".
Vv. 4-6. The rights P. vindicates for
himself and his fellow-labourers in the
Gospel, are (a) the right to maintenance ;
(b) to

release from manual
" Is it that
(a) it^j ovk e\o\t.ev ;
" ironical
not ?
question, as in

marriage ;

(c) to

—
—
we have
22 — " Of course we have
labour.

P. writes
in pi. collegas includens (Bg.), the diroortoXtj suggesting ol Xoiirol mentioned in
the next ver.
Igovcrtav <f>ayciv koI itciv
(later Gr. for iruiv), "right to eat and
drink," sc. as guests of the Church see
xi.

".

—

—

:

Mark

vi.

Luke

10,

added Kal
w. 7 and

irciv,

x.

The
30.
illustrations of

7, xxii.

and the

show

that the obj. of the
13,
two vbs. is not the idolothyta, but the
material provision for Christ's apostles,
supplied by those they serve (n); this

analogous to, not pari, with,
to the
9, belonging not
eXevdcpos as such, but to the dirrfo-roXos
"
cf. the Didache, 13,
Every true prophet
is worthy of his food".
George Fox
characteristically notes the moderation
"
of the demand
The Ap. said Have I
not power to eat and to drink ?
But he
did not say, to take tithes, Easter reckonl§ov<r£a
that of

is

viii.

;

•

:

'

*

Midsummer

ings,

dues, augmentations,
'."
i£ovtriav,

and great sums of money

as a verbal noun, governs the bare inf.,
like e|eo-riv.
(b) Paul claims, in order to
renounce, the k^ovcrlav dSeX^v ywaiica
the " right to take about (with
ircpidyciv
as wife" i.e., a Christian
a
sister
us)
wife brachyology for " to have a Christian sister to wife, and take her about with

—

—

—

:

us".

— dScX^Tjv

tive

complement

the stress lies

;

is

obj.,

yuvaiKa objecon which

to ircpidyciv,

" non ex
habendo, sed ex

circumducendo

sumtus afferebatur ec(Bg.). The Clementine Vg. renmulierem
sororem circumducendi
dering,
(as though from yvv. d8eX<f>.), gives a
sense at variance both with grammar and
decorum, not to be justified by Luke viii.
2 f. This misinterpreted text was used
clesiis

"

in defence of the scandalous practice of
"
"
sisters
priests and monks keeping as

yvvaixcs crvveuraicTof, which was con-

demned by

the Nicene Council, and often
so Jerome (Ep. 23, ad
sine
Eustoch.),,"Agapetarum pestis .
novum
nuptiis aliud nomen uxorum
"
concubinarum genus (see Suicer's TheFrom
saurus, s. vv. 'AyaTrrjrrj, 'A8cX<{>i]).
the us Kal elause it appears that " the rest
of the App.," generally speaking, were
married, and their wives often travelled

subsequently;

.

.

.

.

.

—
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otoXoi Kal ot a'&eXifrol too
k
nal Ba/WPas, 001c k e
X opev
q

#

Kupi'ou ical

tou

c'goucu'ar

KT|<f>a$;
p

1

6.

847
^ jioVos «Y"

ipy&UoQai

ptf)

n

Act

;

9
i'

:

I

sXlif**

r

tu
J°- »• **.
o>UT€u'ev
ajATrcvn. 3. 5,
T
8
10.
ti's
iroifAcaVei O
12, Hi. 22,
xv. 5; Gal.
i.18, H. 9 ff., Jo. i. 43.
p i n this usage, Rom. iv. if.; 1 Th. H. 9; 2 Th. Hi. 8 ff
ff«
see iv. 12.
1 Tim. 1. 18
q 2 Cor. x. 3
2 Tim. H.
;
r 2 Cor. xi.
4 Jas. iv. 1 1 Pet. ii. 11 Lk. Hi. 14 lsa. xxix. 7.
8 Rom. vx. 23 Lk. 111.
1 Esdr.lv.
1 Mace. iii.
s In this use, Heb. i.
56
28, xiv. 32.
5, i 3
t
See hi. 6; with a^., Deut. xx. 6.
cf. iiph.
29.
u Mt. xx. 1 ff., xxi. 28 ff.; Lk. xiii. 6; lsa.
y.
V
V
1 Pet v 2 and Act8 xx 28
droiM^WF); Jude 12; Rev. ii. 27, etc., vii. 17; Jo.
? J iS*. •• *
, .
.,
xxi. 16; Mt. 11.6; Lk. xvii. 7 (with
aporptow); 1 Ki. xxv. 16. Noun, Mt. xxvi. 31; Lk. ii. 8; Jo. x.

7. Ti's

\<ova Kal

OTpoTeueTai ISiois tycm'ois irori ; ti's *
2
too 2 icapirou 2 outou ouk
eoftiei; ^

€ic

;

;;

;

u

;

;

;

!

;

;

;

;

'

'

10;

uen. xxxu.
1

3

'

-

-

10.

Om. too all pre-Syrian uncc.
tov Kapirov: all pre-Syrian uncc. ck twv icapiruv, C 3 Dam.
Om. t| (?) BC 2 DG, latt. vg. sah. Tr., W.H., and Nestle bracket.
,

if

retained by

fc$AC*KLP, cop.

BDG

with them the " forsaking " of Luke xviii.
28-30 was not final (in the pari. Matt,
xix. 28 f., Mark x. 28 ff., yvvi\ does not
;

according to tradition, John
however was celibate. " The brothers of
the Lord" were also orthodox Jews in

appear);

this respect (on their relationship to
Jesus, see Lt., Essay in Comm. on Galaindeed, they came near to foundtians)
ing a kind of Christian dynasty in Jerus.
"And Cephas," separately mentioned as
the most eminent instance of the married
Christian missionary.
The association
of the dScXaWi t. Kvp. with the diro'crroXoi does not prove that they were
counted amongst these, or bore this
;

while distinguished from
title of office
the latter by their specific name {cf. Gal.
i. 19), they are linked with them as persons of like eminence; see the position of James in Acts.
(c) The third
££owria, p.T) Ipya^ccrdai, Paul and his old
:

—

comrade Barnabas had laid aside. Barn,
had stripped himself of property at Jerus.
and
in the early days (Acts iv. 36 f.)
he and P. together, in the pioneer mission
of Acts xiii. f., worked their way as handi;

Now separated, they both
craftsmen.
continued this practice, which was ex-

—

ceptional p,<Jvos eyw k. Bapvd{3as. The
allusion implies wide-spread knowledge
of the career of Barn., which ends for us
at Acts xv. 39.
Notwithstanding the
the two
ira.polvcrp.os in which they parted,
great missionaries remained in friendly
alliance; cf. Paul's rerT. to Mark, Barnabas' cousin, in Col. iv. 10, 2 Tim. iv.
For £p yd£op,ai, as denoting manual
11.
a cl. usage, like that
labour, see pads.
a

;

This third i£ovtrla
of Eng. workmen.
was the negative side of the first (cf. 1
Thess. ii. 9, also 2 Cor. xi. 9, and a8diravov 0ij<rw pf j8 below).—-The three

a suspicious group (W.H.).

is

amount to the one which
Paul argues for in the sequel he might
justly have imposed his personal suprights in fact

:

port, and that in the more expensive
character of a married man, upon the
Christian communities for which he
laboured, thus sparing himself the disadvantages and hardships of manual toil.

The Claim of Ministers to
§ 28.
Public Maintenance, ix. 7-150. Paul

asserts his right to live at the charge of
the Christian community, in order to

show

the Cor.

how he

has waived this

prerogative {15b, etc.). But before doing
this, he will further vindicate the right
for it was sure to be disputed, and his
renunciation might be used to the disadvantage of other servants of Christ.
He therefore formally establishes the
claim (a) on grounds of natural analogy
;

:

by proof from Scripture (8-10)
by the intrinsic justice of the case
(11); (d) by comparison with O.T. practice (13)
finally (e) by ref. to the express
commandment of the Lord (14). In
ver. 12 he indicates, by the way, that
" others " of inferior
standing are making themselves chargeable on the Cor.
Church.
Ver. 7 puts the question under three
virtual arguments from nature
figures
drawn from the camp, the vineyard, the
These figures had been similarly
flock.
used by our Lord: (1) in Luke xi. 21 f.,
(7)

J

(&)

;

(c)

;

—

—

xiv. 31 ; (2) in Matt. xx. 1 ff., xxi. 28 ff. ;
and xxi. 15
(3) in Luke xii. 32, John x.,

Cf. in Paul for (1) xiv. 8, Eph. vi.
10 ff., 1 Thess. v. 8; (2) iii. 6 ff
(3)
Acts xx. 28, Eph. iv. 11. On 6\|rci>v£oi$,
see Gm. it denotes primarily "rations"
served out in lieu of pay then military
"
"
"
of any kind then " wages
stipends
ff.

.

;

:

;

generally; see parls.

—

;

ISCois

6t|r«»v.,

not
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r^" !xv?. Tlr0lV»n w

1»'

t

?)

W,taTa

:

Co r i.%;
.

^°; L*k"xi.
iIi
t,
«. ln-

^Y €t 2
bir

Rom.

«

ToG

^w

T

Y^ a,tT0 S

T^JS

^pornoy Taura XaXw,
3
Maxr&os
9- «* Y aP

™
^

"a*™™"'

^°° K

..Tefe.

^

K»t

IX.

TTOl|lKt]S
2 *

x

x

ofixi

*j

OUK C0$l€l
koI

d

4

"Ou

*twm powi^pfXei tw eew,

10.

Y^YpaTrrai,

M<5|xa>

'

S X€'Y"; 8t *»>*?

€

yAp

YP (£<|>t,,

on

d

cV

8.

;

pj)

yfyos TauTO
y

6

4>ifi(ia«s

^ oY

rffxas

'IXirt'Ji* °6<p€iX € i

fl

iv.^

Lk. xii. 41.
y <crj/ut.a><reis, if genuine, A./. <f>i/xw<reis. Deut. xxv. 4; so 1 Tim. v. 18; 1 Pet. ii.isMt. xxh. 12, 34; Mk. i. 35, etc. See txtl. and
z 1 Tim. v. 18 (Deut. xxv 4)'
exegetical notes.
Chron. xxi. 20.
a See vii. 21. With gen., N.T. h.l. ; usually 7n.p1, Mt. xxii. 16, etc.
b See v. 10!
See vii. 36.
d Rom. iv. 18, v. 2, viii. 20; Tit. i. 2; Acts ii. 26 (Psa. xvi. 9), xxvi. 6.
0;
1

c

1

Xryw,

DG —characteristic

Western

*t) icai o vopos ravTtt
ei xai o vojjlos xavro \eyti
t|

'Mwvo-cws:
4

all

5

KTipworets- (?),

;

So passim.

uncc. but A.

rest of clause)

yap (om.

Yc-ypairrai

alteration.

ov X€"y€i;^ABCD 46.
G, arm. T.R. in KLP, etc.

DG,

:

Hil., etc.

—Western emendation.

So Tisch., Tr., Al., El., Nestle,
Chr., Thdrt., Cyr.
last p. ; on the other hand,
is h.L, and
Kijp,.

B*D*G,

See note 3 on
easily be borrowed from Deut.

marg.

4>ip.wcreis,
6

NAB

3

CDbcKLP,

*

o<pciXei

e it

e

X it 1 8

1

<f>ip.

etc.

So Lachm., W.H.

(in this order)

proper pay," but "at his private
"

••'at his

(as distinguished from public) charges
The use of iror£
cf. xi. 21, Gal. ii. 2.
to widen negative, interr. (virtually nega:

tive),

mon

and hypothetical propositions, comN.T.

in cl. Greek, is infrequent in

— In the third question, a partitive Ik with

gen. replaces the ace, the image suggesting a share: "the shepherd is still
remunerated in the East by a share of
"
the milk
(Mr.) ; or is P. thinking of the
solid food (lo-Oiei) which comes "out of
the milk"?
For the cognate ace, iroipcuvci 7roiu.vT]v, cf. i Peter v. 2, also

John

16.

x.

Kara avflpwnrov k.t.X.
saying these things as any man

Vv. 8-loa.

"Am

I

might do"

—

;

p.Tj

in

accordance with

—

human

Kara avdp.,
practice (as just seen in 7) ?
in contrast with what 6 vop.os X£yci
cf.
Gal. iii. 15 ff. This dialectic use of p/»j, t}
or f\ Ka(, in a train of questions, is very
;

recommends the second
fj
alternative; cf. Rom. iv. 9, Luke xii. 41.
"
"
The law is abolished as a means of
Pauline

;

icai

—

obtaining salvation (Rom iii. 19 ff., etc.) ;
it remains a revelation of truth and
right
(Rom. vii. 12 ff.), and P. draws from it
guidance for Christian conduct ; cf. xiv.

Rom. xiii. 8 ff., and (comprehensively)
Rom. viii. 4. The ethics of the N.T. are
those of the Old, enhanced by Christ (see
Matt. v. 17 ff.).
Paul speaks however
"
here, somewhat distantly, of the law of
"
Moses {cf. w. 20 f., x. 2) ; but of " the
"
law of Christ in Gal. vi. 2 (cf. John i.
34,

17, viii. 17, x. 34, xv. 25).

k.t.X.,

"

Thou

shalt not

—Ov

4>ip«Screis

muzzle a thresh-

:

txt.,

W.H.
might

and R.V.

pre-Syrian non- Western uncc.

ing ox," cited to the same effect in 1
Tim. v. 18, ov with fut. reproducing the
Heb. lo' with impf. of emphatic prohibition.
Deut. xxv. 4, detached where it
stands, belongs to a series of Mosaic
commands enjoining humane treatment
of animals, regarded as being in some
sense a part of the sacred community:
cf. Exod. xx. 10, xxiii. 12, 19, Deut. xxii.
Corn was threshed either by
4, 6 f., 10.
the feet of cattle (Mic. iv. 12 f.), or by a
sledge driven over the threshing-floor (2

—

—

Sam

0«w

xxiv. 22).
" Is
j

k.t.X.

ptj

it

twv (Jowv

for the

jxe'Xeu

oxen that

tu

God

cares, or on our account, by all means,
does He say (it) ? " The argumentative
irdvTws (cf. Rom. iii. 9, Luke iv. 23), "on
every ground" slightly diff. in ver. 22,
more so in v. 10 not that " God is concerned wholly (exclusively) for us " in this
but on every account a provision
rule

—
:

;

made for

the beasts in man's service must

hold good, a fortiori, for God's proper
servants; cf. Matt. vi. 26 ff., also x. 31,
xii. 12.

Si* T||xa$,

emphatically repeated,
as against oxen, but nos
evangelii ministros (Est.) in analogy to
oxen the right of Christ's ministers " to
"
eat and drink
is safeguarded by the
principle that gives the ox his provender
out of the corn he treads. Paul's method
signifies not

men

;

in such interpretations is radically diff.
from that of Philo, who says, Ov inrep
twv aXoywv 6 vop.os, aXX* virip twv vovv

Ix<Jvtwv, De Victim, offer., % 1
Philo destroys the historical sense Paul
k. X<J-yov

:

;

extracts its moral principle.
Ver. 106. 81' ^fias -yap (cf.

1

Theas.

nPOS K0PINBI0Y2

8—12.
6

#

•dpoTpiwy

d

»

»

d

€ir

ei

p-cya

1

adp.€0a

^jms

to.

up.wv

Rom.

•

1

10; Gal vi. 7 f.; Jas.
v- 5
24, 26; Jo. iv. 36; Ps. cxxv.
See vu. ai.
n xni. 7; 1 3.\
Th.

Aug.

;

auTou

Th.

1

l

*

xvii -7
ueWycik e Lk
scc note
-

dXXd

•

i

ii.

a Cor.

2

6epuroii€v

1

;

irrfira

xi. 15;

;

"

v);

€<rrr€ipap.€K,
ci

dXXoi Tfk

m€

Eph.
Gen. xlv.

vi. it. etc.

e/.

h In

v. 13,

Hi

X pTj-

Dcut.

V &i

* *•

op
oriyoiuv, Xva urn
iy' K o-

Pror.L
ib, etc.

this sense,

% Co? ix.

6

28; Isa. xlix. 6.
k 2 Cor. ix. 6;
6- Mt. xxv.
xxv
obj- gen., Rom. ix.21; Mt. x. 1 ; Jo. xvii.2; Sir. x. 4, xvii.2.
5; Sir. viii. 17.
o N.T. h.l
Only Pauline in N.T.

With

1
-

m.

1,

18; 1 Pet.

iii.

7; Acts xxiv. 4

N*A

(€<j>')

p npovK.

.

BCP

2 Cor. vi.

5*5.,

3.'

17, syrr. sah. cop., Or., Eus.,

tn spe fructus
percipiendi, vg., Pelag.
avTov p.€Tex6iv DG.

tt|s cXitlSo?

2a.

h

fuiXXov^ficis; 12&. dXX' ouk

'••' «Xiri8i tov p.tTc X €iv:
Cyr.,

AmSoc 1

k

(aopKiw), xv. 27

yii. 14
in. 18.

xv. 22; Gal. v. 7;

1

tA weuficiTtKd

up.ti'

aapKiKa

'cgouaif Taurg

Tfj

Ttis

849
<

€i

uu.wv a, p.€T€xouCTtv,ou

contrast, Hi.

Rom.

*dXowK

>

11.

tjjacis

e£oucnas»

m

dpcvrptav, koI 6

'5

>\

ctauoi. 1

A

:

T.R. a conflate (Syrian) reading, combining the Western and non-Western texts.
06p«rwp.€v, CDGLP, above thirty minn. metamus, latt. vg., Latt Ff.
byitacism.
8
ttjs vjiwv e | o v o- 1 a s (in this order) all uncc. but KL.
2

;

:

:

ii.

"

yap in affirm, reply) k.t.X.
was written on our account (cf.

20, for

Yes,

it

of the

—

Rom. iv. 23 f.) (to wit), that the ploughing (ox) ought to plough in hope, and the
threshing (ox) in hope of partaking"
(IV cXttCSi tov pcrlxeiv). The explanatory on clause (cf. i. 5, 26, iv. 9 and
note) restates and amplifies the previous
The Ap. is not explaining
quotation.
how the command came to be given
("because," E.V.), but unfolding the
The right of
principle that lies in it.
the ox in threshing also belongs in equity
to the ox at the plough ; all contributors
to the harvest are included, whether at

—

an

include all the distinctive boons
" the
Christian faith
carnal
embrace, besides food and drink
things
"
"
all
suitable
(4),
bodily
goods
(Gal. vi.
The question of ver. 12a assumes that
6).
other Christian teachers received maintenance from the Cor. Church the claim
of Paul and his fellow-missioners was
paramount (cf. iv. 15 also 2 Cor. x.
12-18, xi. 12 ff., 20, where this compariv. 22, etc.)

:

earlier or later stage.

—

—

em-

6cj>eiA.ei.,

phatic debet (Vg.) the hope of participation in the fruit is due to the labourer
beast or man. The moral, as applied
it emto Christian teachers, is obvious
braces the successive stages of the com:

—

;

mon work

iii.

(cf.

John

9,

iv.

36).

—

" to sow " so El.
and some others here) contains the root
of the Lat. aro and older Eng. ear.
Vv. 11, 12a appeal to the sense of
to Stiouov SeiKwaiv
justice in the Cor.
tov Trpa.yp.aT05 (Thp.) cf. Gal. vi. 6.

opoTpujv (sometimes

;

;

"

—

;

;

—

son comes up in a new form). vpwv is
surely gen. of object, as in Matt. x. 1
= c£ov<riav eiri, Luke ix. 1), John xvii.
(
" the claim
2,
upon you ". Ev. and Ed.
read the pron. as subjective gen. the
latter basing the phrase on iii. 22 f.
sc.
"if others share in your domain" instead of "in dominion over you"', this

—

—
—

rendering is sound in grammar, and has
a basis in iv. 7-12, but lies outside the
scope of e|ovo-ia in this context. The
"

"

others participate
suggests
a right belonging to these " others "
in a lesser degree (cf. peTe'xw in 10)
the
itottip should be first honoured, then the

expression

:

TraiSaywyoi
Ver. 126.

(iv. 15).

"

it a great thing if
a great thing to ask (or

But we did not use this
and his comrades in the
Cor. mission (2 Cor. i. 19).
dXXa iravTa
"
Nay, we put up with every<rrcyop,cv

the
. ?
cf. 2 Cor. xi. 15
akin to that of Gavpa^w cl
a kind of litotes,
(see Gm., s.v. Et, i., 4)
suggesting where one might have vigorThe repeated collocaously asserted.
tion
vpwv, brings
Tipets vp.iv, Tipcis
out the personal nature of this claim
" We sowed
for you the things of the
Spirit ; should not we reap from you the
"
ra irvevpaTiica
(needed) carnal things ?
Gal.
(cf. ii. 12, xii. 1-13, Rom. viii. 2, 5 f,

thing (omnia sustinemus, Vg.), lest we
should cause any (kind of) hindrance to
the good news about Christ". oreyw
(see parls.), syn. in later Gr. with viropcVw, (3aan-di>, "marks the patient and
enduring spirit with which the Ap. puts
up with all the
" consequences naturally
his policy of abstinence
resulting from
this
What
involved we have partly
(El.).
seen in iv. 11 ff. ; cf. 2 Cor. xi. 27, Acts
xx. 34.
The cvkotttj he sought to obviate

—

;

:

pc'ya el
.

.

.

?

"

.

=

look for) that
construction

"Is

.;

.

" Is

it

"

.

.

is

;

—

:

—

VOL.

II.

"

right

—

i.e.,

P.

—

:

54

—

—
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IX.

6
* ouk * otoaT«
riva 1 "Supcy tw tuayyi\iu> tou Xpiarou.
13.
rlM^Ad] "*^*^
'
'
2
° Tt 0<t T ^
*€
a
€l
01
K
«
T0
"
01 tw
£
P*
^PY
i€pou iaOiouaiK,
\ j^'losh
*
"
*
8
7
^ ucrtaaTT
tw
Trpoae&peuorrcs
lP^
0uonaoTT)puo
o-up.p,€pt£orrai ,
Ma c v
v
w
I ^' °" TW Kat ° K
l °5
oi£ra*;€ Tots to euayylkiov
"P
KaTayyeXXoudi^
K&'to
this use.
*^ K tou euaYY^Xtoo TX ^f)»'. 15a. iyut 0€ ouoVi* m e'xPI^R*' 4
'

<

V

'

-

xxxvii.
s x. 18;

TOUTWf.

9.

Rom.

*»• 3 (3

Kings
35

;

i.

xix. 10);
i. 21.

Heb.

Prov.

With

Lk.

inf.,

Mt. v. 23, etc. Rev. vi. 9, etc.
t irap«Sp., N.T. hJ.
cf. vii.
u HJ.
v With dat., xvi. 1 Tit. i. 5; Mt. xi. 1 Acts xxiii. 31, xxiv. 2j
Acts xviii. 2, xxiv. 23. With dat. and inf., thus, hJ.
w See ii. 1.
x Rc#»
31 (Hab. ii. 4); cf. Mt. iv. 4 (Deut. viii. 3).

17 and Heb.

vii. 13, xiii. 10;

;

;

;

viii.

x.

55

;

;

'tivo ty Koiri)v (in this order) ^ ABC 17, 46.
}^D*L Tisch. e v ko irrj v, BG W.H., Nestle.
'tuck: fcBD*G 4 6. Om. to ACDbcKLP (Alex, and Syrian).
s
<rapc8pcvovTcs: all uncc. but ^cKL.
o v K(xpi)|iai ovScvi: all uncc. but K.
:

cKKoirTjv,

;

;

4

(military term of later Gr., from Ivkotttw,
to cut into, break up, a road, so to hinder

the reproach of
Socrates and the
Sophists, attaching to the acceptance of
remuneration by a wandering teacher,
which his enemies desired to fasten on
Paul (1 Thess. ii. 3 ff., 2 Cor. xi. 7 ff., xii.
and (6) in the fact that P. would
13 ff.)
have shackled his movements by taking
wages from particular Churches (19), so
giving them a lien upon his ministrations. For the Hebraistic phrase IvKoirrjv
a

march) lay
as

venality,

in

(a)

old

as

;

—rov

StStopi
8.

=

(

IvkcWtcj), cf. xiv. 7, 2

Thess

XpiarTov is always obj. gen.
evayyiXiov see Rom. i. 2 f., also
papTvpiov t. Xpiorrov, i. 6 above.
Vv. 13, 14. After the personal "aside "
ofw. 11 f., Paul returns to his main proof,
deriving a further reason for the disputed
" Do
i£ ovoria from the Temple service.
i.

after

;

you not know
(cf. iii.

ex tov

ployed

"

—you men

of knowledge

—oTi

ol to. Upa. lpya£dp.evoi
" that those emtcpov ka-Biovcriv ;
in the sacred offices eat what

16)

comes from the
place (the
sacris operantur, ex
Temple)?" "qui
"
see
the
:
sacrario edunt
rules ad
(Cv.)
hoc in Lev. vi. 8-vii. 38 and Num. xviii.
For IpYa&opoi (of business, em8-19.
sacred

—

ployment),

cf.

iv. 12,

"Those

Acts

xviii. 3, etc.

—

that are assiduous at the altar,"
qui altari assident (Bz.) i.e., the priests
engaged in the higher ritual functions
are distinguished from other Temple
ministers the position of Paul and his
colleagues is analogous to that of these
chief dignitaries.
irapcSpcvui, to have
one's seat beside ; cf. evirapcSpov, vii. 35.
P. argues by analogy from the Jewish
priest to the Christian minister in respect

—

;

—

—

to maintenance ; we cannot
from this an identity of function,
any more than in the previous comparison with " the threshing ox ". t. Qva-ia.tr"
have their porTtjpiy o*vvp.cpi£ovToi,
tion with the altar," i.e., share with it

of the claim
infer

—

in the sacrifices

—"

altaris esse socios in

dividendo victimas" (Bz.)

were consumed

parts of these

;

and parts

in the altar-fire,

reserved for the priests (Lev. x. 12-15).
Some refer the first half of ver. 13 to
Gentile and the last to Israelite practice
but "with the Ap., to tepbv is only the
sanctuary of the God of Israel, to Ovo-ioo-T-ijpiov only the altar on which sacrifice
"
is
;

made

to

Him

(Hf.)

:

cf.

Acts

xxii.

and the Gospels passim, as

to
as to 0vcriooTif]piov cf. x.
I-I2, for the use in this Ep. of O.T.
" So also
analogies.
(in accordance with
this precedent) did the Lord appoint for
those that preach the good tidings to live
of the good tidings." Ik t cvayY in
ver. 14 matches Ik t iepov, ver. 13 tois
17, etc.,

UpoV

x. 18,

;

;

—

—

;

.

.

KarayytWovariv, tois

.

.

kpyat,o-

.

p^vois
cf. UpovpYovvTO t. eva/vY- t6cov, Rom. xv. 16. For the "ordinance" of "the Lord" (sc. Jesus), see

—

:

parls.

;

the allusion speaks for detailed

knowledge of the sayings of Jesus, on
the part of writer and readers cf. vii.
10, xi. 23 ff., and notes.
Surracrcrw, act.,

—

;

—

as in

vii.

mean

" included
" none of the
privileges
above l£ovo-Co ? or " none of the

34 mid. in xvi. 1.
£fjv Ik, of source of livelihood (ex quo
quod evangelium predicant, Bz.), in cl.
Gr. often £gv euro (see parls.).
For
kotoyy^XXw, see note on ii. x.
"
But for my part, I have
Ver. 15a.
used none of these things
does Paul
17, xi.

;

:

in the

13

—
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16.

Ouk

15^.

yap

paXXoy

fxoi

d

1 6. eaf
10.
edf

yap

*f

a-noQavkiv

f\

to

b

r

Iv Ipoi

tm *

KauxT)u.d pou

b
€uayy€Xi£a>p,ai ouk Ioti poi KauxTjjia
euayyeXi^wjiai,
*ouat 8^ fioi * Itrrlv iav p.Y) d

eiriKeiTcu,

,101

Acts xx. 35
37.

11

;

;

cf.

Phil.

^vScis,

i.

d See

kcvo»o-€i,

26.

all

Mt.
c

xxii. 37,

*

•

f

Heb.
Hos.

h.l.;

uva tis

:

^cCDbcRLP,

etc., vg.,

xvii.

12; Lk.

2

kcmcjctt].

xxiii.31;

dmyKT] yap
s

17, for absol. use.
ix. 10; Acts xxvii. 20

17.

fc$*BD* 17, sah. basm., Tert., Ambrst.

G

*

ijo.iy.o.
a

i.

Syn. Gospp., Rev., passim; with tanv, N.T.

Tts (interr.),

tis

€uayy€Xi£(«>p,cu.

,„,..,._
b See .

c See
6.
23.
Iliad, vi. 458, Kparepr) i' i-rr€Keivtr' ayayfoj.

g Jude

2

raura ira outw yivi\T<u

<fypcu|m 8e

*

851

i.

;

Mk. ix.42;
e See vii.
Jo. xi. 35.

ix. 12.

ov0«is ptj, A.
Bas., Chr., Hier.,

Aug.

uncc. but K.

3

€voyy6Xi<rwpat (?), BCDG, vg., Aug., Ambrst. So Tr.,
ewoyycXi^wpoi, fr$AK (LP, -£opai), etc. Tisch., W.H. marg.
The Westerns (DG, etc.) have -urupcu twice in this ver.

W.H.

far*.,

Nestle.

;

"
reasons
by which they have been enforced (so Hf., Hn. the former with exclusive ref. to 13 f.) ? The pari, sentence
of ver. 12, and the ovt&>$ yevTjTai of the
next clause, are decisive for the former
"
in question inview. " The authority
cluded a number of rights (4 ff.), all of
which P. has foregone. cyw emphasises,
in preparation for the sequel, and in distinction from the broader statement of
ver. 12, etc., Paul's individual position in
the matter ; and the pf. Ke'xpiqpai (replacing the historical aor. of 12) affirms a
the refusal has become
settled position
a rule. From this point to the end of
the ch. the Ap. writes in the 1st sing.,
revealing his inner thoughts respecting
the conduct of his own ministry.
,

—

;

§

29.

Paul's

Renouncement of

Right for the Gospel's Sake,
The Ap. has been insisting
156-23.

ix.

all

this time on the right of Christ's ministers
to material support from those they serve,
in order that for his own part he may

explicitly renounce it. This renunciation
"
"
"
is his
boast," and his reward ; of his

he cannot boast, nor seek reward
since it was imposed upon him
In this abnegation P. finds his
(15-18).
freedom, which he uses to make himself
impartially the slave of all untrammelled
by any particular ties, he is able to adapt
himself to every condition and class of
men, and thus to win for the Gospel
For himself, his
larger gains (19-22).
office

for

it,

;

best hope is to partake in its salvation
with those he strives to save (23).
" Now I have not written
Ver. 156.
this (4-14) in order that it should be so
done (viz., provision made for 'living of
The episthe gospel') in my case."

may refer either to a whole
now completed (Rom. xv. 15), or

—

iv cpoi (the sphere of applica" in the
work and rerange of my
"
"
sponsibility," not to me
(dat. of person
as
in
w.
20 ff.) cf. iv. 2, 6.
advantaged,
On the best-attested reading, icaXov
airo0av€LV
to Kavx^pa
yap p.01 paXXov
tj
pov oviSets Kcvuo-ei, the sentence is in" For it is
well for me
terrupted at tj
"
rather to die than
P. breaks off, impatient of the very thought of pecuniary
dependence (cf. 2 Cor. xi. 10), and instead of completing the comparison by
the words "that any one should make
v.

11).

tion),

—

;

—

—

:

boast," he exclaims vehemently,
no one shall make void " (so
Al., Ed.).
poXXov rj qualifies the whole
This anacoluclause, not teaXov alone.
thon, or aposiopesis, if it has no exact
pari, in the N.T., is only an extreme
instance of Pauline oratio variata (such as
appears, e.g., in Gal. ii. 4 f. and again

void
"

my

My boast

!

in ver. 6, and in Rom. v. 12-15), where an
extended sentence forgets its beginning,
throwing itself suddenly into a new
shape this occurred in a smaller way in
;

37 above. Strong feeling (cf. 2 Cor.
xi. 9 ff., on the same point) is apt to disorder Paul's grammar in this way. He
began to say that he would rather die
than be dependent on Cor. pay he ends
by saying, absolutely, he will never be so
vii.

;

The T.R. attempts

to patch
dependent.
Other explanations of the older
the rent.
txt. are given
(a) Lachmann puts a stop

—

—

:

"Better for me to die
than my boast; no one shall make it
"
void
(b) Mr. and Bt. make <j disjunc-

after icavx-

pov

!

" Better for me
despite the paXXov
or (sc. if I live) no one shall make
void my boast I" (c) Ev. and El. read
ovStls Kcvwcrei as equivalent to tva tis
tive,

to die

—

:

supposing tva to be understood

tolary cypcuj/a

Kcvwcrci,

letter

and the ov to be pleonastic expedients
for which there is a precarious grammati-

to

words just written (Wr.,

p.

347

;

cf.

—
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Rom.

h

v«|.

|y

*

eJ

#

y^p

xxi. 13.

i

l K fo v

'

tooto

m

IX.

'

Trpdaoru,
•

fU9#&T

18. tis ouk

«?X
1

pn

W

'

^

€^

iarlv

2

6

k

aKwv,

l

ireiriorTeu(xai
otKoyojAiai'
fua06s
See iii. 8.
d
B
#
s
V/itbtx*>,Zva
euayycXi^fxc^os dSdircwoy 0^a« to cfiayy^ioi' tou XpurroG,*
ff.;'c/.*2
8.

;

1 Eph. i. 10, iii. s, 9; Col. i. as;
1 Tim. i. 4; Lk. xvi. 2 ff.;
k N.T. A./.; Job xhr. 17.
In this sense, Gal. ii. 7; Rom. iii. 3; 1 Th. ii. 4; 1 Tim. i. 11;
Cf. iv. iff.
n H.l.
o In this usage, Rom. iv. 17 (Gen. xvii. 5); Mt. xxii.
3; Lk. xvi. 11 ; Jo. ii. 24.
44 (Ps. cix. 1) ; Gen. xxxii. 13; Wisd. x. 31. Poetical in cl. Gr.

Jo.

m

Isa. xxii. 19, ai.

Tit.

i.

1

N*ACK

(xov,
jj.01,

*
*

BD*GLP,

€<rrai,

uoi

:

x 7»

4 6 v g« syr«ch. sah. cop., Cyr., Hier.
»

etc., Chr.,

tod Xpio-rov fc^ABCD*

Otn.

cal analogy,
(d) Lachmann also conjectured aTroOaveiv vtj for airoOavciv tj,
Michelsen and Baljon adding the easy
" It is
insertion of o before ovSeis
good
for me rather to die
Yea, by my glory:

I

ing (cf. xv. 31), which no one shall make
void."
(e) Hf., Gd., and others, in despair fall back on the T.R.
Vv. 16-18. Paul goes on to explain, by
two contrasted suppositions (in actual
and conceivable matter), that this is a
Forced as he
point of honour with him.
had been into the service of the Gospel,
in a manner so diff. from the other App.,
unless he might serve gratuitously his
position would be too humiliating.
Ver. 16. The fact of his preaching
supplies in itself no Kavxtjua: "For if
I be preaching the
good news (cvayvcXHjcouai), it is no (matter of) boasting to
me for necessity is imposed on me ".
For avdvic-n, see notes on vii. 26, 37 also
Philem. 14, where it contrasts with Kara.
Ikowiov as with Ikwv here. 'Eiriiceiuai
;

;

—

is

virtually pass, to liriTiG-np.i (see pads.),

"to lay" a task, by authority, "upon"
some one P. was, in the Apostolic ranks,
a pressed man, not a volunteer,
"laid
hold of" (Phil. iii. 12) against his previous
will; he entered Christ's service as a

—

:

(cf. xv. 8, 2 Cor. ii. 14).
of Divine mercy (vii. 25, 2
Cor. iv. 1, etc.), his commission was a
determination of the Divine sovereignty

captive

enemy

While a

(i.

1.,

gift

For service rendered upon

etc.).

footing there can never be any
boasting; cf. Luke xvii. 10. That all
glorying in this direction was excluded, is
sustained by the exclamation, "For
this

—

me

woe

is to
the Gospel

"

!

if

I

should not preach

8irov to

Oval

irapaicciTai

lav ut| iroifj, ovk <?x 6t Kavxrjua (O r «)*
lav utj cvayyeXCo-tDuai (contrast the
of former clause),
pr. ctiaYYc\££(i>uai,
aor. sbj., of comprehensive fut. ref.,
from the standpoint of the original
'necessity imposed"; cf., for the con-

—

Seemingly Western.

Aug.

D*G.
17, 46, vg. sah. cop.
viii.

struction,

8,

xv.

The

36.

inter-

here a quasi-substantive, as
Had P. disobeyed the
in Rev. ix. 12.
call of God, his course from that time
onwards must have been one of con-

jection oval

is

demnation and misery. To fight against
" the
"
Greeks conceived as
Necessity
ruin

their 'Avcryicr)

;

was a

Fate, Paul's ava.yKn\

is

blind,

cruel

the compulsion

of Sovereign Grace.
Ver. 17 completes a chain of four explanatory vdp s (cf. i. 17-21). To make his
position clearer, P. puts two further contrasted hypotheses, the former imaginary,
" For if
the latter suggesting the fact (a)
I am engaged on this (work) of my own
:

free will (Ikwv), I

"

—

have reward (mercedem

the supposed

Kavx^aa of
the right to credit his work to
himself (cf. Rom. iv. 2, 4) not the future
habeo)

ver.

sc.

16,

;

Messianic reward (so Mr. and others),
for

?xw implies attained possession

pads.),

"But"
"

(see

much

For

etc.

—

as dire'xw in Matt. vi. 2,
(b)
irpdcro-w, see note on v. 2.
the contrasted matter of fact—

=

ava-yici), 16),
against my will (aicwv
with a stewardship I have been en"
Tim.
1
i. 12, etc.
trusted
1
iv.
f.,
cf.
if

—

;

The oUovop.os

however
highly placed, is a slave whose work is
chosen for him and whose one merit is
(see note, iv. 1),

In Paul's consciousness of stewardship there mingled submission to God, gratitude for the trust
bestowed, and independence of human
The use of itio-tcvw
control (cf. ig, iv. 3).
faithful obedience.

—

pass, with personal subject and ace.
of thing (imitating vbs. of double ace), is
confined to Paul in N.T. ; see Wr., pp.
To oUovouCav ircirurrcvuai
287, 326.
in

adds, from the contrasted
" Christ's
koI uurdbv ovk J?xw
bondman, I claim no hire for my steward-

one

tacitly

'

clause,

ship God's trust is enough for me ".
Ver. 18.
Yet, after all, Paul has his
reward : " What then (ovv, things being
"
" the
6 uurdos,
so) is my reward ?
;

—

17

—20.
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fap
e\€u0epos Y^P
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\

TrXeioms

q

KaTaxpi1<ra<r6ai
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r

U

fay
°>v
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ttj

ck irdrrwi/,
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Kepbrjcrw
itepSVj<

^ouaia

irao-if
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tw euayyeXiw.
e&ouXwaa,

pSeevii.31.
q See vii. 37.
r N
T-

IQ
y

k

u

*

tous
\
»
20. kcu eyevour\v tois 'louSaiois ws NouScuos,

With

Rom

-

-

O.TTO,

vi -

18, 22, vii.
3, viii. 2,

commonly bare gen.

in cl. Gr.
s See vii. 15.
i. 14; Heb. vu. 23; Acts xix. 3a, xxvii.
ia; Lk. vii. 43;
xviii. 15, of persons.

ai

;

"

proper to such a case, is simply
"
that, while I preach the
good news, I "may make the good news
free of charge
(aSairavov Oi^orw, gratuitum constituam, Bz.). No thought of future (deferred) pay, nor of supererogatory
work beyond the strict duty of the oIkov<$|ios, but only of the satisfaction felt
by a generous mind in rendering unpaid

reward

to take

service

no pay

:

Acts xx. 33

(cf.

plays on the

word

—

The Ap.

ff.).

p.icr64s

first

denied,

then asserted, much as on o-o«Jua in ii.
1-8; he repudiates "reward" in the
mercenary sense, to claim it in the larger
ethical

sense.

He "boasts"

that

the

Cor. spend nothing on him, while he
spends himself on them (cf. 2 Cor. xi.

—

14 f.). Xva replaces the inf. in
"
marking the purapposition to p,ur6<$s,
to make,
posive result involved" (El.)
as I intended, the Gospel costless. Oqo-w
is
fut., intimating assurance of the purpose, as in Gal. ii. 4 (see Wr., p. 361).
riQy\\Li with objective complement, a construction of cl. Gr. poetry and later prose,
9-12,

xii.

—

—

—

which Heb. idiom demands frequently

in

28, xv. 25.— "So that I
cf.
might not use to the full (cis T. \ii\ xaxaright in the
Xptjo-acrdai : see vii. 31)

LXX;

xii.

my

—

"
sc.
that maintained in the
gospel
former part of the ch. a further purpose
of Paul's preaching gratuitously, involved
:

and bearing on himas the aSair. fi^o-w bore upon the

in that just stated,

self
readers.

—

"a
'E$ov<rCa iv r. tvayyt\L<p is
right (involved) in (proclaiming) the good
news," belonging to the cvayyeXi^ficvos
P. was resolved to keep well within
(14).
his rights, in handling the Gospel (cf.
Matt. x. 8; also vi. yb, 8a above). This
"
sentiment applies to every kind of right
"
of gratuitous salvation ; it
in the gospel
reappears, with another bearing, in 2 Cor.
xiii.

3-10.

Ver. 19.
£Xcv6cpo? y*P ^ v K « T «X.
serves further to explain, not els t. pj)
KCLTaxp-qo-. (the impropriety of a grasping
use of such right is manifest), but Paul's
general policy of self-abnegation (15-18).
The real aim of this long discussion of
ministerial i^ovcrla. comes into view the
Ap. shows himself to the Cor. as an example of superior privilege held upon trust
for the community, of liberty asserted
;

t x. 5,

xv. 6; a Cor.

Exod.

ii.

a

xxiii. 3.

6, iv. 15, ix.
1 Pet. iii. 1

a

Phil.

;

and Mt.

with a view to self-abnegation: "For,
being free from all, to all I enslaved myself,
that I might gain the more ".
iravTwr

—

is

like the antithetical irao-tv
(cf.

masc,

t. irao-iv, 22)

struction

;

£Xcv0epos

(commonly

Ik— a

atr6)

rare con—implies
ex-

trication, escape from danger (cf. Luke i.
In ver. 1 eXcvSepos
71, 2 Tim. ii. 26).

freedom from needless and burscruple, here freedom from entangling dependence. Paul freed himselt
from everybody, just that he might be
everybody's servant had he been bound
as a salaried minister to any particular
Church, his services would in that degree
have been limited. For the motive of
signified

densome

;

this SovXeta, cf.
Paul's aim, in its
14, xv.

1

also

—

;

Gal. v.

13

and

;

for

Rom. i.
12 ff., Luke
" the more "

widest bearing,

John

xiii.

24 ff. tovs irXciovas,
not " the greater part " (as in x. 5 so
Mr. and others), nor quam plurimos
" so much
more " than could
(Bg.), but
otherwise have been gained (cf. 2 Cor.
iv. 15, Luke vii. 43
so Ed.). The expression Kcp8i]o-(i) is used for crwu (22),
xxii.

—

;

;

in allusion to the
to which P. was
xii.

"

17

1

f.,

charge of gain-seeking
exposed (2 Cor. xi. 12,
Thess. ii. 5 cf. Tit. i. 7, 11)
;

did seek," he says,
—gain
the gain of winning
I

"

;

and greedily

all sorts

Christ"

for

(cf.

Matt.

iv.

of

men

ig).

Vv. 20-22. This gain of his calling P.
sought (1) among the Jews, and those
who with them were under law (20) (2)
amongst the body of the Gentiles, without
law (21) (3) amongst the weak believers,
who were imperilled by the inconsiderate
use of liberty on the part of the stronger
Each of these classes the Ap.
(22a).
saves by identifying himself with it in
turn and this plan he could only follow
by keeping clear of sectional obligations
Ed., coupling w. 206 and 21, dis(19).
tinguishes three points of view "race,
" I became to the
religion, conscience ".
Jews as a Jew," for Paul was no longer
such in the common acceptation: see
note on iXevdcpos (1), also Gal. ii. 4, iv.
12 for evidence of his Jewish conformity,
;

;

;

—

—

;

see Acts xvi. 3, xviii. 18, xxi. 23 ff. also
the speeches in Acts xiii. 16 ff., xxii. 1 ff.,
xxvi. 2 ff. ; and Rom. i. 16, ix. 1 ff., xi. 1,
;

xv. 8, for his

warm

patriotism.

—roi$ viri
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'louScuous

"jffi&L^a
wlntMs

21 ' 1"

110 *

22a.
"

iSriLa.
ii.

15

'

;

0eov

KcpSavw,

4

tov

.

.

.

viro
Aug.

Xpio-Tov:
all

uncc. but

all

cl.

otto

dydfAOlS 0>S
u

ivct

1

Iva

aVo|AOS,

JiTJ

'tip*?,
w
w

3

4

dk6|A0US

K€p0r)O-<0

g

10.

x. 17;

a Cor.

r. 10,

xiv. 64.

but K, and many minn.,
vg.
—vouovthroughuncc.
homceoteleuton (repeated viro vouov).
all

latt.

lost

DcKL.
The same MSS.,

uncc. but

^cDKL.

KcpStjo-w in context.

avojiovj: all uncc. but fc^cGKL.
Om. us N*AB d e vg., Or., Cyp., Amb., Ambrst.
Om. to all pre-Syrian uncc.
s

iravras (for iravrus Tivas), the Westerns, including vg.

vopov enlarges the category

t.

MovSauois

;

with ptp. implying subjective stand('• not being in my view"), and avros
denoting on my part, of and for myself (cf.
Rom. vii. 25). P.'s self-denying conformp.rj

point

ity to legal

environment brought on him

the reproach of " still preaching circum"
cision
In relation to Gen(Gal. v. n).
tiles also he takes an attitude
open to

—

misunderstanding and which he wishes
" to those
to guard
out-of-law (t. avouots) as out-of-law though I am not outof-law in respect of God, but in-law

—

:

(cvvopos) in respect of Christ",

ivopos

was the Jewish designation for all beyond the pale of Mosaism (see Rom. ii.
Paul became this to Gentiles
9-16, etc.)
:

(Gal. iv. 12), abandoning his natural
position, in that he did not practise the

law of Moses amongst them nor make it
the basis or aim of his preaching to them
;

see Acts xiv. 15 ff., xvii. 22 ff.
He was
avopos therefore, in the narrow Jewish
sense not so in the true religious sense
" in relation to God "
indeed P. is
;

—

t

W

y See i. 25 and iv.
a See v. 10.

Gr.

Mk.

by including circumcised proselytes (see
Gal. v. 1-3) and &s tnro vouov defines
Paul's Judaism as subjection, by way
of accommodation, to legal observance,
to which the ptpl. phrase (wanting in the
T.R.), p.T| «v a-urbs virh vojjlov, intimates
that he is no longer bound in principle

—

ws

v6\j.ov

do^Wcriv 6s 5 y doOe^s, fca tous 7 daGekeZs
*
*
6
7
7
2 26. tois ' waai
yfyova to wdrra, tva irdvrws Ti^as

x Acts xix. 39 " law-abiding " in
xi. 32; Eph. iv. 13; Phil. Ii. 21
;

3

7

t

uiro

7

Rom.

a

6

T

•

21. TOIS
ytyov
Keporjorw
0e $ 2 d ^' X e^ojios XpiCTTW, 2

tyev6ii.-qv tois

Ke P Sl1 orw

tois

u

1
Insert p.Tj wv ovtos
sah. syrp-, Or., Cyr., Dam.,

6

nephew

Rom.

12.
;

m

*

T6lr °

^ " "^l

meaning,
Acts ii. 23;

-<u9,

"5

IX

;

now more

than virb vdpov, he is cvvopos
Xpurrov ( = Iv v«$p« Xpio-Tov cf. Gal.
Rom. iii. 27, 31, viii. 2) non exyi. 2,
istens exlex Deo, sed inlcx Christo
(Est.).
The Christian stands within the law as

—
;

entering into

its spirit

and becoming one

with it in nature he is " in the law of
Christ" as he is "in Christ" (cf. Gal. ii.
;

:

ut omnes facerem salvos.

This vdpo<s Xpio-Tov
20, 2 Cor. v. 17).
P. expounds in Rom. xii., xiii. (esp.
10),
Col. iii., Eph. iv. 20-v. 9, after John xiii.
Its fulfilment is
34, Matt, v.-vii., etc.
"
guaranteed by the fact that it is the law
of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus " (Rom.
viii. 1
who " dwells in " the Christian
ff.),
(iii.
16), operating not as an outward
yoke but an implanted life. tva tcepSavw
t. dvo'po-us follows T. avdpois u»S
avopos,
after the utj «v parenthesis, in the
manner of the two tva clauses of ver. 20
(KcpSdvo) and icep8i]<ra> are the Attic and
non- Attic forms of the 1st aor. sbj.).
Describing the third of his self-adaptations, P. resumes the cyevdp-nv of the
first, coming home to the situation of his
readers " I became to the weak (not as
weak, but actually) weak (see txtl. note),
that I might gain the weak ". So well did
he enter into the scruples of the timid
and half-enlightened (see e.g. viii. 7, 10,

—

—

:

Rom. xiv. 1 f.), that he forgot his own
Rom. xv. 1) and felt
strength (viii. 4,
"
with them
himself " weak
cf. 2 Cor.
xi. 29, t(s ao-devci, Kal ovk d<r0ev«* ;
Ver. 226 sums up (in the pf. ve'yova
of abiding fact replacing the historical
lyevdfjLTjv, and with the objective a-<a<r<*
for the subjective KcpStjo-w) the Apostle's
conduct in the various relations of his
:

ministry
all

"

:

To

things, that

—

all

by

men
all

I

have become
I
might

means

save some ". On iravrus* which varies
in sense according to its position and context, see ver. 10, v. 10; here it is adv.
of manner to <rwcr<i>, omni quovis modo.
" That in all this
description of his

olxovopta or o-vyKaTdpaans P. sets forth
no unchristian compliance with men, but

I7P02 KOPIN0IOY2 A

ai— 25.
23. touto

aoxro).

auTOU

Ouk

Phil.

111.

d See
f.

Jo. xviii. 36;
1

iii.

16.

<rraStov.

*"»* -»
Exod.
xv. ~

•

12

to

ir

'

Sir. iv. 28, etc.

a v t 0,

all

irdi'Ta

'

„

w
h r>~i
Col. :i. 29,
i See vii.
9.

uncc. but

:..

iv.

KL, and

This kind of wisdom is so much more
manifestly the fruit in P. of experience
under the discipline of the Spirit, as his
temper "was the more fiery and uncompro" non mentientis
actus,
mising
(Mr.) ;
sed compatientis affectus " (Aug.). This
behaviour appeared to his enemies timeserving and duplicity (2 Cor. i. 12, iv. 2,
xii. 16, Gal. i. 10).
Ver. 23. Paul's course in its chameleonlike changes is governed by a simple
" But all
practical aim
things I do for
the gospel's sake ".
His one purpose is
:

fulfil

his

Gospel stewardship (17, iv.
Acts xx. 24)
Phil. iii. 7-14
" one
presents the inner side of the
"
he pursues. The intensity with
thing
which this end is sought accounts for the
ff.,

etc.,

;

means

the most resolute, in
complicated situation, becomes the
most versatile of men. Sia rb evayyeXiov,
"on the gospel's account ", with a view
to spread the good news most widely
variety of

;

a

most completely
ground of action,
For
11, Rom. iv. 25.
cf. iv. 17, viii.
himself Paul's sole ambition is " that
and carry

into effect
for 81a of the end as a
it

:

be joint-partaker in it (with those
" that
he may win its salvation
along with many others, the fruit of his
1
ii. 19 f.
also John
Thess.
ministry (cf.
I

may

I

save)

—

;

xiv. 3, xvii. 24).

Paul's Asceticism, ix. 24-27.
§ 30.
The last words of § 29 indicate that the
writer feels his own salvation to be bound
up in his mission to his fellowmen. The
self-denial practised for the latter of these
objects is necessary, in point of fact, for

both. His example should teach the Cor.
the need of stern self-discipline on their
personal account, as well as in the inFrom ix. 24
terests of weaker brethren.

onwards

—
12;

1

Lk. xxiv. 13, etc. See
15.
g In this sense,
„s ... . ^iv. 10, vi. 12; 2 Tim. iv.
7;

h.l. ; cf.
iii.

18,
tj_
Tim.

.

.

Jude

„

j_

23.

Rom.

c

ouv

[lev

xi.

Tim.

1

iv.16; Jas
v. 15, 20;
xi.

17; Phil,

Rev.

i.

7

i.

9. -vtiv

;

Herod,

Rom.
Lk.

v. 22

w

ix. 3

xiii.

>

24
77

the practical wisdom of true Christian
love and self-denial in the exercise of his
office, this he expects will be self-evident
to his readers, so well acquainted with
his character (2 Cor. i. 12 ff., v. 11).

1

CKCi^oi

cyicpaTcu'cTai

e In this sense, N.T.
iii. 14; -*v«, Col. ii.

f Phil.

9.

;

•oraSiw rp4\ovr€S irdrres peV Tpexou.
f
jBpapcioi' ; outw Tpex€T€ fra
KaTaXd|3T)T€

ol eV

dywv^6|X€k05

v. 11.

,ry«oi'i£<(r0ai

14;

on

h

25. iras 0€ 6

to

avyaoiyfavos

Rom.

oi&aTe

els 8e Xap.{3dK€i

Eph.

° f ^uman

b

yeVa>p.cu.

24.
aii',

oe ttoiw 8iA to euayye'Xios', Xva

*ss

*

to x. 22 P. pursues this line of

anc. verss. but syr.

all

and go.

warning, addressed to
imperilling

their

men who were

own

souls

self-

by

indulgence and worldly conformity. Of
the danger of missing the prize of life
through indiscipline P. is keenly sensible
in his own case
he conveys his apprehension under the picture, so familiar to
the Cor., of the Isthmian Games.
Ver. 24. Ovk otSaTe . . . cf. ver. 13,
;

;

01 iv crraSib) Tp€*xovT€S, irdvres u,kv
"Those that
rp^xovo-iv, its Se k.t.X.
run in the stadium, run all (of them), but
one receives the prize ". As much as to
say, "Entering the race is not winning
etc.

:

it

do not be

;

—with

satisfied

running, but

make sure of winning So run that you
"
The art. is
may secure (the prize)
1

wanting with crraSup, as often after prps.,
esp. when the noun is quasi-proper cf.
our "at court," "in church."
The
stadion was the race-course, always a
fixed length of 600 Gr., or 6o6f Eng.
ft.
hence a measure of distance, as in
Matt. xiv. 24 a furlong. For the antithesis of irdvTcs and ets, conveying the
point of the warning, cf. the emphatic
;

—

—

;

irdvT€s of

x. 1-4

—ovtws

x.

23.

els

("run

(see note)

may

like that

one ":

also

;

vi.

12,

backward

point

cf.

—

14,

ii.

to

11),

a particle
or forward to Xva (KaraXdp.)
substituted for the regular correlative,
wcrrc (cf. Acts xiv. I, John iii. 16), where
the result is an aim to be achieved ; the
latter connexion is more probable, since
the following w. dilate on the conditions
of success.
Ver. 25. iras 8c 6 cvyt*vi&op.6vos k.t.X.:

" But
every combatant is temperate in
everything they, to be sure, that they
may win a perishable garland but we
an imperishable." The stress in the first
clause lies on iras, irdvra no competitor
can afford to be self-indulgent in anything; in the second on ekcivoi, T)p-ei$
if they are so abstinent for so poor a
For ten
prize, what should we be ?
months before the contest in the Great
Games, the athletes were required, under

—

;

—

—

k

r

['

23
1

"

53

R

1

;

—
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Pet. n

Ph
Ti.'"
19; 2

i: q

m

*

$Q a P T° y

Toi^uK

°

r

*^P a

aXXois

p,TJir&)9

°^ K

*<*>?

27. aXX'

8^po)^*

Tim. n

12, Pet. v. 4, Rev.

frrl^avoy Xd^wai^, ^ficis $€

o thru Tp^x w »
T

KT)pu£a$

'

p

d&r)Xws'

(X. 26

"

a^OapTOK

cnjtoc,

26. lyta

•

*oiJtw ttuktcuw,

uirwTrid^aj p.ou t6 awa-a Kal
w

27.

°

us OUK

'

oouXayu>yc2>,

dSoKtjxos ye^Wfiai.

i.

m

Mt. xxvii. 29, etc. -ow, 2 Tim. ii. 5.
xt. 5a Rom. i. 23 1 Pet.
n H.l. in Paul; Heb. xiii
iii. 13; Lk. xx. 25; Isa. iii. 10, v. 13.
Cf. iii. 15.
_..
I Tim. vi. 17.
q xiv.
9; Eph. ii. 2; 1 Th. iv. 17; Acta xxii. 23; Rev. ix.
v
Acts
v.
vi.
xxi.
s
r 2
Cor.
xi.
xxii.
Mt.
etc.
Lk. xviii.
20;
40,
37,
19;
2^or.
35,
v See L
t N.T. h.l.; Diodorus, and Longinus.
u See viii. 9.
5; -n-coc, Prov. xx. 30.
w 2 Cor. xiii. 5 ff.; Rom.23.1.
Absol., xv. 11; Rom. x. 14 f. 1 Pet. iii. 19; similarly in Syn. Goapp.
ii.

10, iiL II, etc.

;

:

;

4, 23, lii. 4.

i.

p H.l.; -Ao?, xiv. 8; -on;?,
2, xvi. 17; Wisd. v. 11 f.

;

28; 2

Tim.

8; Tit.

iii.

i.

Heb.

16;

vi. 8.

oath, to follow a prescribed diet (ivayKo<j>ay(a)

and regimen

(ao-KTjeris)

sanias V. 24. 9; Philostratus
Arrian-Epict., III. xv.
p. 4
;

:

Pau-

De Gymn.,
3,

2 ;
Poet.

xxiii.

Xenoph. Symp. viii. 37; Horace, Ars
"
412 ff.,
Qui studet optatam cursu contingere metam, Multa tulit fecitque puer,
sudavit et

alsit,

Abstinuit venere et vino."

*yKpo/r€V€Tcu (see vii. 9) implies tempernot mere abin a positive degree
stinence, but vigorous control of appetite
and passion iravra is ace. of specificaThe "garland" of the victor in
tion.
the Isthmian Games was of pine-leaves,
at an earlier time of parsley, in the
Olympian Games of wild-olive ; yet these
were the most coveted honours in the
whole Greek world. <|>0apTov and a<j>0aptov are again contrasted in xv. 53.
Vv. 26, 27. "Therefore I so run, in
no uncertain fashion 50 I ply my fists,
" So
not like one that beats the air."
as the context describes, and as you see
me (cf. xv. 32) " the Ap. feels himself,
while he writes, to be straining every
nerve like the racer, striking home like
the trained pugilist: for this graphic
ovTus, cf. xv. 11, Gal. i. 6, 2 Thess. iii.
the adv. would be otiose as mere ante17
cedent to ws. Toivvv (similarly roiyap
in 1 Thess. iv. 8) brings in the prompt,
emphatic inference drawn from the last
"
are fighting for the imclause
mortal crown I as a leader and exemplar
surely then I make no false step in
the course, I strike no random blows."
the objecaS-rjXws is susceptible both of

—

ance

;

—

—

;

;

—

;

:

We

—

;

tive sense prevailing in cl. Gr., obscure,

inconspicuous (preferred by "Mr. and Gd.
not keeping
here, as though P. meant,
"
and
out of sight, in the ruck
cf. xiv. 8)
;

;

(preferably) of the subjective sense, unsure, without certain aim (Thuc, I. 2. 1 ;
" ut non
Plato, Symp. 181
Polybius)
"
" scio
in incertum
quod petam et
(Bz.)

D

;

—

;

"
irpos o-koitcJv Tiva
(Bg.)
cf.
pXtTrwv, ovk eitqj Kal pdrrjv (Cm.)
The image of the race
Phil. iii. 14.
of
that
pugilism (itvktcvw)suggests

quomodo

;

:

another exercise of the Pentathlon of the
arena the former a familiar N.T. metad>s ovk dt'pa Se'pwv,
phor, the latter h.l.
"ut non aerem caedens " (Bz.), "smit"
ing something more solid than air
(ovk negatives dlpa, not Slpuv), esp. my
own body (27); cf. Virgil's "verberat
"
ictibus auras
(Mn. v. 377). P.'s are
no blows of a clumsy fighter that fail to
land struck in's Blaue hinein.
Bg.,
Hf., Ed. suppose him to be thinking of

—

:

—

—

the

omopaxia, sham-fight, practised in
training or by way of prelude, without
an antagonist. Scpto means to flay, then
beat severely, smite; cf. our vulgar hiding.
Ver. 27.
The fully-attested reading
(from viro and wtjr, to hit
under the eye) continues the pugilistic

virb>irid£&>

vehemence
metaphor and suits Paul's
"
" contundo
" livicorpus meum
(Bz.),
;

dum

facio

beat

my

"

"

I
(Cod. Claromontanus),
"
a vivid
body black and blue
of
the
to
which
picture
corporal discipline
P. subjects himself in the prosecution of
his work (cf.iv. 11
esp. KoXa4>i£dpc0a
2 Cor. xi. 23 ff., Gal. vi. 17, 2 Tim. ii.
-fviroiria£o>
iril(<i»
4).
(viro
cf. 2 Cor.
xi. 32, etc.)
preferred by Hf. and Hn.,
after Clem. Alex.
giving the milder
sense, to force under, subdue, subigo
:

—

—

;

;

—

(Cv.), is almost syn. with SovXaywyu.
P.'s severe bodily suffering, entailed

by

circumstances of his ministry, he
accepts as needful for his own sanctification (cf. 2 Cor. xii. 7),
a physical

the

—

castigation which tames the flesh for the
uses of the spirit (cf. 1 Pet. iv. 1 f. also,
for the principle involved, Rom. viii. 13,
Col. iii. 5).
The practices of the MiddleAge Flagellants and similar self- torturers
;

have been

justified

by

this

text;

but

was not arbitrary and
self-inflicted, it was dictated by his calling (126, 23) a cross laid on him by the
hand of God, and borne for the Gospel's
and the Church's sake (cf. Col. i. 24).
Paul's discipline

—

In Col. ii. 23 he guards against the
ascetic extravagances which this passage,
perhaps even in his life-time, was used
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X. 1—2.

X.

*0u *0e\w

I.

k

*

^fiw>' irdn-es
d

arjs

8c

tV

urro

1

ufAas *dyvo€iv> <x&€Xd>oi,
€

^(pAny
*

oit}\(W, 2. Kal irdtrcs

rjacu'

eis t6i/

Kal Trdnrcs

Mwcrnv

2 •

20 Gal. iv. ai, v. 18 Acts iv. 12 Jo. i. 49.
d 2 Cor.
elsewhere with ace.
e Rom. vi. 3 Gal. iii. 37; Acts
here only Mk. vii. 4 (?) Acts xxii. 16.

c ix.

5

;

;

;

;

;

;

1

2

yap,
M wv

8 57

on
d

ol

81A

b

iraWpes

* 2 Cor<

ttjs GaXdcr-

cBaTTTUTCUTo

8

cV

ttj
u

?3;

?•

*

iTh.

b Fr «l- in
Acts; Jo.
iv.20 vi.^i.

I.

16

;

Acts

viii. 16.

ix.

33

i.

13

Cf.

Mt. xii. 43 Lev. xx'vi.
and xii. 13. Mid. voice
;

;

;

all
or t]

uncc. but
v

:

c
fc$

KL,

see note on

all

ix.

anc. verss. but syr.

9.

3

epoxTio-9-no-av (?), fc^ACDG r 7. 4 6 (Western and Alexandrian) so Tisch., Tr.
marg., W.H. marg., Nestle. cpa/irrio-avTo, BKLP, etc. (Neutral and Syrian); so
Tr. txt., W.H. txt., El. the more difficult reading see note below.
;

—

:

—

This "buffeting" of his
support.
physical frame enabled P. to "lead (his
body) about as a slave," as one might
to

—

do a bullying antagonist

a sound

after

Paul's physical temperament,
beating.
it appears, had stood in the way of his
success as a minister of Christ and the
;

hindrance was providentially overcome by
the terrible hardships through which he
passed in pursuit of his ministry. This
experience he commends to the Cor.
He had felt the fear, from which the
above course of rigorous self-abnegation
in the interest of others has saved him,
" lest
haply, after preaching to others, I
"
myself should prove reprobate (d8oKip.os
the
that of ver.
result
to
opp.
ye'vwfiai)
23.

— For

:

the icfjpv|
23
the competitors
the rules of the contest.

tcnpwo-ftf, see

i.

;

Games summoned

tently to Gentile "brethren," out of P.'s
" national
"
consciousness
(Mr.) ; the
phrase identifies the N.T. Church with
"
"Israel
Rom.
iv.
11
1,
(cf.
ff., xi. 17 f.,
Gal. iii. 7, 29, Phil. iii. 3 ; also Clem, ad
Cor. 4)
the fate of the fathers admonishes the children (Ps. lxxviii. 8, xcv. g,
;

Matt, xxiii. 29 ff., Heb. iii., iv.). The
point of the warning lies in the five-times
repeated irdvxes "All our fathers escaped
by miracle from the house of bondage
all received the tokens of the Mosaic
etc.

;

:

;

covenant

;

in Christ

;

"
(5)

;

cf.

all participated under its forms
and yet most of them perished
the irdVres \i4v . . . els 8c 0/

and

1

note.

— For

virb ttjv vc^Atjv,
24,
8ta Tt)s da\dar<ri)$, cf. Ps. cv. 39, cvi. 1 1
" The cloud "
also Wisd. x. 17, xix. 7.
ix.

;

the Diet. ofGr.

shading and guiding the Israelites from
above, and "the sea" making a path for
them through its midst and drowning
their enemies behind them, were glorious
signs to "our fathers" of God's salvation
together they formed a XovTpov

Stadium)

iraXiv-ycvco-ia? (Tit.

at the

and announced

With
iii.

and

dSoKifios, rejectaneus, cf. Soiupd£w,
and note see 2 Cor. xiii. 5 ff.,
On the Gr. Games, see
other parls.

—

13,

;

and Rom. Antiq.
Hermann, Lehrbuch

(Isthmia,
d. gottcsalso
the supdienstl. Alterthumer, § 50;
Athletic
FestiGreek
plementary Note on
;

vals in Bt.
§ 31.

Israel,

The Backsliding
x.

The
1-5.
in warning

of Ancient

Apostle has just

others, his own
confessed,
That this is no idle
fear of reprobation.
fear the history of the O.T. Church
All the Israelite fathers
plainly proves.
were rescued from Egypt, and sealed
with the ancient sacraments, and virtually
partook of Christ in the wilderness but,
alas, how few of those first redeemed
entered the Promised Land
;

!

Vv. 1, 2. The phrase ov Qi\<* vp.os
dvvoctv (see parls.) calls attention to
something not altogether within the

range of the reader's knowledge (conix.
trast ovk ot8aT€;
24, etc.); yap
attaches the paragraph, by way of enforcement, to the foregoing dSoici^os.
"Our fathers" is not written inadver-

;

iii.

the national covenant

5),

life

;

inaugurating
as

it

trode the

miraculous path between upper and
nether waters, Israel was born into its
Divine estate. Thus " they all received
their baptism unto Moses in the cloud

and in the sea," since in this act they
committed themselves to the guidance of
Moses, entering through him into acknowledged fellowship with God even
so the Cor. in the use of the same symbolic element had been " baptized unto
;

"
Christ
(cf. Rom. vi. 3 f., Gal. iii. 27).
For the pari, between Moses and Christ,
see Heb. iii. Paul sees a baptism in the
waters of the Exodus, as Peter in the
waters of the Deluge (1 Pet. iii. 20 f.).
ePairrto-avTo, mid. voice (see parls.),
" had
implies consent of "the subjects
themselves baptised
(cf. direXovcracrdc,
vi. 11)
aggravating their apostasy.
Vv. 3, 4. After deliverance came the
question of sustenance. This was effected

—

—

—
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1

el"

"'.

13.

eb ix
5i D„ ;;

Dan.

9;
r.

i

KC"

H^ll
'

i*

Ti'eouoTiKiK
4

tikok'

•

viii. 14)

to avro om. ^*,
"irv£D(ioTiKov
1

irvevp,.

€<|>.

pp.

:

A

;

1

3.

0aX«C<rofl,

4a.

€<payo»'
E<J>ayoK

16

(Theod.).
Rom. ix. 33 (Is*,

"Tj

2

icol
ical

iraVT€S to

8

ti.

Mt.

;

vii.

a*

xri. 18,

A 46 om. avTo.
Ppupa €<J>ayov (in
17,

Kal tt<£kt€s to
8

auTO

1

afrro

8 h

tt(W
Trfya

1

'Ppujjia*
* f
"
•nreuu-a.
-nreuiia-

46. tmt'oy yap €K 'nreup.aTiKTjs OKoXou6ouatjs ireTpas*

Pet.

aeth.

x.

etc

;

Mcion.

this order):

pp. trvevy..

c<f>.

:

a
fc$*BC P.

fr^cDGKL,

etc.

;

Western and

Syrian.
3

aeth.,

Chr. om. to avro.

'irrcvpaTiicov ciriov

A
ir

46 om. avro.
o

p.

a

(in this order)

in the desert by means no less miraculous
and symbolic: "and they all ate the
same spiritual food, and all drank the
same spiritual drink" the manna of
Exod. xvi. 13 ff., etc., and the stream
drawn from the rocks of Rephidim (Exod.
The epixvii.) and Kadesh (Num. xx.).

—

—

thet irvcvpaTiKov does not negative the
materiality of the Ppwpa and irdjjta, any
more than the corporeality of the ripe
Christian man described in ii. 15 ; it
ascribes to these nutriments a higher
virtue
such as, e.g., the bread of Christ's

—

—

miracles had for intelligent partakers a
for the
spiritual meaning and influence
bread, see Deut. viii. 2 f. (cf. Matt. iv. 3
f., John vi. 31 ff., Ps. lxxviii. 23 ff.) ; for
the water, Exod. xvii. 7, Num. xx. 13,
Ps. cv. 41, Isa. xxxv. 6.
In drinking
from the smitten rock the Israelites
"
" were
at the same time " of
drinking
a spiritual rock " and that not supply:

—

—

"
"
ing them once alone, but
following
them throughout their history. Ver. 46
explains 4a (yap) P. justifies his calling
the miraculous water "spiritual," not by
saying that the rock from which it issued
:

was

a spiritual (and no material) rock,
but that there was "a spiritual rock
"

accompanying
they drank in

God's people

;

from

this

while their bodies
drank from the water flowing at their
feet.

The

spirit,

lesson

is

strictly pari, to that

of Deut. viii. 3 f. respecting the manna.
In truth, another rock was there beside
the visible cliff of Rephidim: "Now
"
this rock (rj irlrpa 8*) was the Qhrist I
The " meat " and " drink " are the actual
desert food— "the same" for "all," but
endowed for all with a " spiritual "
"
"
which imgrace ; the
spiritual rock
parted this virtue is distinguished as
the
"following"
people, being superior
to local limitations
a rock not symbolic
of Christ, but identical with Him.
This
identification our Lord virtually made in
the words of John vii.
The impf
37.

—

,

cirivov

:

all

non-Western
exchanged

(46),

pre- Syrian uncc.
for

fciriov

(4a),

drawn from
following rock ".
Baur, Al., and others suppose P. to be
adopting the Rabbinical legend that the
water-bearing Rephidim rock journeyed
onwards with the Israelites (see Ba?nmidbar Rabba, s. 1
Eisenmenger, Entd.
Judenthum, I. 312, 467, II. 876 f.). Philo
allegorized this fable in application to the
Logos {Leg. alleg. II. §§ 21 f. Quoddet.
tot. insid. solet, § 30).
This may have
suggested Paul's conception, but the preindicates the continuous aid
this

"

;

;

dicate irv€vp.aTiKT)s emphatically discards
the prodigy; "we must not disgrace P.
by making him say that the pre-incarnate
Christ followed the march of Israel in
"
the
a

lump of rock
shape of
(Hf.).
XpicTTOS not the doctrine, nor the
but
of
the
assumes
Christ,
hope
Himself
that Christ existed in Israelite times and
was spiritually present with the O.T.
Church, and that the grace attending itt
ordinances was mediated by Him. " The
spiritual homogeneity of the two cove"
nants
which gives to the Apostle's
" rests on the
warning its real cogency
the Divine Head of both.
of
identity
The practical consequence saute aux
veux : Christ lived already in the midst
of the ancient people, and that people

—

6

I

—

—

has perished

—

How

1

can you suppose,

Christians, that you are secured from
"
the same fate
(Gd.).
Holsten rejects the parenthetical ^j
ireTpe. 8^ clause as a theological gloss ;
but it is necessary to explain the previous
Ik irvcvp. aicoX. ircrpas, and is covered
doctrinally by the 81* ov to, iravra of
viii. 6 (see note).
Already Jewish theology had "referred to the hypostatized
" the
" Wisdom
(see Wisd. x.), or
Logos" (Philo passim), the protection

you

1

and sustenance of ancient Israel. The
"
O.T. saw the spiritual " rock of Israel
in Jehovah (Deut. xxxii., 2 Sam. xxiii. 3,
Isa. xvii. 10, xxvi. 4, etc.), whose offices
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mT

*

•

0«6s

l

q

^ye^^ou',

€ts

q

"

Kd-Keifoi

q

ro

c^ai

26; Jo.

TJp.as
*

•

^ircOtfjiTjaai'

Mt. xiii.
37, "vi.

tj) eprjjxa>.

^

7. |itjSe

xv.

1

Gen.

etow-

26

f.

xii.

Ezek. xxxvu.

in
use,

"{"
like

;

xli.

;

11

Ex
;

Mt. hi. 17, and pads. Jer. xiv. 12.
m See ix. 10. n i. 21;
Gal. 1. 15 Col. 1. 19; Mt. in. 17, etc. Lk. xii. 33. Cf. tvSoKia,
Eph. i. 5, 9; Ph. ii. 13 Mt. xi. 26;
o Numb. xiv. 16.
p In this sense, Rom. v. 14 diff. in Rom', vi. 17, etci
q 2 Cor. iv. 4; 2 Th. ii. 2; 1 Pet. Hi. 7; Acts vii. 19.
r N.T. hJ. ; Numb. xi.
A cl. word.
34.
Absol., Rom. vii. 7, xiii. 9 (Ex. xx. 17) Gal. v. 17 Ja. iv. a
t See ver. 10.
1 1.

1

2 Cor. fit 10

;

;

;

•

;

;

;

1
tj

s

;

—

ircTpa Sc: NBD*<:

t|vSoKi)o-cv, AB*C.

irregular order.

On

of grace, in the N.T. view of things,
devolve on Christ. The Ap. does not in
so many words associate the " spiritual
food" and "drink" of vv. 3 f. with the
Lord's Supper, as he did the crossing of
the Red Sea with Baptism; but the

—

second analogy is suggested by the first,
and by the reference to the Eucharist
In no other place in the N.
in w. 15 ff.
T. are the two Sacraments collocated.
" But not with the
Ver. 5.
greater
"

—

"

a
part (of them)
tragic litotes : only
Joshua" and Caleb reached the Promised

Land (Num. xiv. 30: Mr.). The result
negatives what one expects from the
hence the strong adverantecedents
" the
sative aXX* •vk.
tois irXc£o<riv
"
of the iravres so highly
majority
favoured ; cf. xv. 6. TjvSrficrjcrcv iv (after
the LXX), Heb. chaphets b' ; the iv resembles that of ix. 15
see Wr., p. 291.
;

—

—

—

;

"

For they
yap k.t.X.,
bodies) were laid prostrate in the

Ka.T€o-Tpu)0T]o-av

(their

wilderness," gives graphic proof, in

words

borrowed from the O.T. narrative, of
God's displeasure sooner or later this
;

doom overtook nearly all the witnesses
" What
of the Exodus (cf. Heb. iii. 17).
a spectacle for the eyes of the self-satisfied Cor.
all these bodies, full-fed with
miraculous nourishment, strewing the
"
soil of the desert 1
(Gd.).
:

§

The Moral Contagion of

32.

Idolatry,

The fall of the Israel
was due to the very temp-

x. 6-14.

of the Exodus

now

tations
—
to the

surrounding the Cor. Church
allurements of idolatry and its

attendant impurity (6 ff.), and to the
cherishing of discontent and presumpTheir fate may prove our
tion (9 f.).
salvation, if we lay it to heart the pre;

nothing new;
and God who appoints it will keep it
within our strength, and will provide us
with means of escape (n ff.). The whole
is summed up in one word, "Flee from
idolatry 1" (14).
sent

trial,

manifestly,

is

the augment, see Wr.,
p. 83.

Ver.

6.

may mean

ravTa twoi ijpaiv eycvrj0T|(ra*'
"
These things have been
(a)

made our examples,"
(ace.

typi nobis (Cv.)

—

" In these
things
of specification) they proved types
our use

sc. exx. for

(b)

;

of us "—figure nostri (Vg., Bz., Mr., Bt.,
R.V. marg.) or (c) "As types of us they
became such " (so Hf. cf. tovto . . .
a construction clashing with
fyrt, vi. n)
that of the pari. ver. xx.
(a) best suits
the application of tsSw in the sequel
1 Pet. v.
(cf.
3); to make the fallen
Israelites prophetic "types" of the Cor.
would be to presume the ruin of the
;

—

:

—

latter 1
iyevr\bt\<r*v is pi. despite the
neut. pi. subject Tavra, through the
attraction of the predicate: so irdvTa

TttvTa KOKovpyiot rj<rav in Xenophon
the incidents included are distinctly
viewed. For the deterrent "example,"
;

cf.

Heb.

iv. 11.

— With

iiriOvp,. icaicwv cf.

I^cvpcras Kaxwv, Rom.
iiri0vp.T)Ta«

Num.

.

.

.

i.

30

:

the double
recalls

&ir£0v|XT)o-av

in alluding to the
4 (LXX)
old "lusting" for the diet of Egypt, the
hints
at
the
attraction
of the Cor.
Ap.
idol-feasts
but his dehortation applies
to all Kaica (cf. 2 Cor. xiii. 7, 1 Thess. v.
xi.

;

;

15,

etc.).

The

specialised in

general admonition

is

four particulars, with reidolatry fornication, tempt-

—

peated p.Tj8^
ing of the Lord, murmuring based on
the analogy furnished by w. 1-5.
Ver. 7. p.K|8J cl8<i>Xo\a.Tpai ytvccrOc,
" And do not become idolaters " in
apposition to the cU to |atj clause of ver. 6,
the dependent sentence of purpose passfor the like
ing into a direct impv.
conversational freedom, cf. i. 31, iv. 16,

—

,

:

;

and notes. The repetition
37,
of this warning in ver. 14 shows its
Even where eating of the
urgency.
eL8wX60vTa was innocent, it might be a
stepping-stone to clSwXoXaTpcia. Enforcing his appeal by ref. to the calfworship at Sinai, the Ap. dwells on the
vii.

ix. 15,

—

accompaniments of

this

apostasy:

here
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86o

"
*
XoXdTpai yiveaQi Ka0cSs ti^cs auraf, <I>s Y^YP airTOl
T
"
w
£ Xads 4,aY e *
Kat •*•!•' 2 Kal
ira^eiy
di'&rTTjo-ai'

*

intrans.

•

1'

x

In this

auiw

Kadws tivgs

iropi'euwfi.CK,

fua ^f^P a eticoatTpeis x^aSes
T6V, 5 KaGws Kat Tifcs auTWf

opp- to
the like,

Acts

ix. 6,
34. xii. 7,

dTrwXon-o

ix. 27; Lk.
iy. 29, v. 25, etc.;

7

•

x
*

•

p)0€

9.
*

6
8

Yoyyu^cTe,

JAt)06

y

tw

Kat uird

Ka0£>s*

Kat

10

Jo. xi. 31.

25

;

;

wo- ire

p,

s

ire

^

1

v,

B*D*G

(iriv)

'

eireo-av

4

Om. €v fr$*BD*G

8

tov Kvpiov, fr^BCP

8

all

c|eircipao-av

eireipao-av,

(?),

^CD*GP

ABDcKL,

etc.

^ AB

;

1

all

unusual

:

uncc. but

W.H.

h.l. for

irelv, cf. ix.

4 and note.

here P.
iropv€v&>p.€v
comes closer to his readers, adopting the
communicative 1st pi. For the preval:

p-TjSe

ence of this vice at Cor. and its connexion with Cor. idolatry, see vii. 2, vi. n,
and Jntrod., p. 734 (cf. Num. xxv., 1 f. also
Rev. ii. 14) for its existence in the Cor.
Church, ch. v. above, and 2 Cor. xii. 21.
;

of idolatry at large,
°-PXl iropvctas eirivoia cISuXcdv see the
connexion of Rom. i. 24 with the foregoing context. "23,000" is a curious
variation from the figure given in Num.
xxv. 9 for the slain of Baal-Peor, which
xiv. 12 affirms,

;

—

followed by other Jewish authorities,

vix.,

24,000.

CD*KL,

etc.

It

is

f.

Ins. ev: Alexandrian

and Syrian.

more

to previous vb.
Nestle, El.

KL.

;

is

«s,

the impf.

sport" (following the LXX precisely).
This irai£eiv, as in idolatrous festivals
commonly, included singing and dancing
round the calf (Exod. xxxii. 18 f.) there
is no need to imagine a darker meaning.
It was a scene of wild, careless merriment, shocking under the circumstances
and most perilous, that Moses witnessed
as he descended bearing the Tables of

—

connexion.

—assimilated to context.

:

Wisd.

xiv.

—assimilated

txt.,

lay the peril of his readers who, when
released from the superstition of the old
religion (viii. 4), were still attracted by
" The
its feasting and gaiety
people sat
down to eat and drink, and rose up to

the Law.
Ver. 8.

in this

on ix. 4.
So passim ; see Wr., pp. 86

17, 46, 73

so

aira>XXvvTo,

ka

Numb.

;

A

«yoYYu £a>H' € v> fc^DG (Western)
KaSairep, fc$BP, Or., Bas.

Om.

viii. 6.
(J o.)

tov Geov
17, 46, 73, syrp. mg- cop., Epiph.
2, Euthal.
etc., latt. vg. syrsch. S ah., Mcion. (Western and Syrian).

s
9

:

(Neutral and Western).

7

10

;

see note

;

pre-Syrian uncc.

DGKL,

tov Xpio-Tov

auTWK
x See

;

;

fc^ABDcL, many minn.
:

4

;

;

1

^y

;

;

;

p.T|8€
3

b

TIK6S

wN.T.U.; cf. Judg. xvi. 25; 2 Ki. vi. 5; Jer. xxx^
xi. 11, 22, xiv. 4 ; Heb. iv. 11
Rev. ii. 5 Lk. xxi. 24.
Ps. lxxvii. 18.
a Exod. xvii. 2, 7
Acts v. 9, xv. 10 Heb. lii. 9
Numb.
xxi.
6
Mk.
18
b
xvi.
x.
Lk.
vii.
c Exod. xvi. 7
;
5.
19 cf. Jo. iii. 14.
Cf.
29 Mt. xx. 11 Lk. v. 30 four times in Jo.
;

8.

circao^

^KTrcipdJwp.ci' Toy Xpicr-

4-iretpao-ai'
r

°

IO.

Kal

cuopvcuarai/

y Of persons, Rom.

vi. 16), x.

(Deut.

'EKdOicreF

>

^*°d- g

respectful

to

credit the Ap. with a trifling inadvertence
than to suppose, with Gd., that he makes
a deliberate understatement to be within

the mark.

Ev. gives no evidence for his
"
in support of
alleged "Jewish tradition
the reduced estimate. Possibly, a primitive error of the copyist, substituting v'
for 8' (Hn.).
Vv. 9, 10.

The sins condemned in w.
are sins of sensuality ; these, of unwhich takes two forms: of
belief (Ed.)

7, 8

—

presumption, daring God's judgments;
or of despair, doubting His goodness.
The whole wilderness history, with its
crucial events of Massah and Meribah, is
represented as a "trying of the Lord"
in Ps. xcv. 8 ff. (cf. Num. xiv.
22), a
this process
SoKifiao-ia (Heb. iii. 7-12)
culminated in the insolence of Num. xxi.
4 f., which was punished by the infliction
of the "fiery serpents". The like sin,
of presuming on the Divine forbearance,
the Cor. would commit if they trifled
with idolatry (cf. 22) and " sinned wilfully
after receiving the knowledge of the
truth" (Heb. x. 26; Rom. vi. 1); cf.
Deut. vi. 16 (Matt. iv. 7), Ps. lxxviii. 17
ff., for this trait of the Israelite character.
;

—

!ic-ireipd£ci>

is

to try thoroughly, to

the

utmost as though one would see how far
God's indulgence will go. The graphic
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13-

•

ital

fj^YYuaae
oa'av

6

B

6

1

irctn-a

tu'ttoi

dirtoXovTO

2

ooicaii>

f 1 Pet. iv. 12

;

3

tA 'tAt) twk

"eWvat

•jSXcTreru

Eph

:

^

'

13.

moras

'impels

8*

6

rirtxwf,

-KOf,
ouk'^
in Pluh.l.

;

tarch.

w

;

«LT Wisd^Jo;
m

;

l^

Josh.xvii.
»3

fl|ifis

'eeos, Ss

four times in Lk. and Acts once
vi. 4
Tit. iii.^oT Judith
7\
eb '-iX - 26 a 8 R °
X ^' 1
391
L 9L °-i. c xi.
.**
26 1 -P
Tim. 1. 17 ; Heb.
1 xiv.
8,
3.
36
;

28 (Exod.
xii. 23);
-evens,

12. <3ot€

KaTTJvTTjaev.

'we'crg.

dK0p«6mws-

pi)

4

Ii4£&7!r*
Heb. xi.

SouOc-

'irpos

'

curivwv

f

ci

2 Pet. H. 22

h

k

^YP<*4»)

W

1

TaoTa

II.

oXo0p€UToG.

€*K€iVoi S ,

eis oos

«er\t,<f.€K

d

6iro tou

au^ai^

'

Vjjawv,

S

o6k

f

861

f*

^i"?

V"
*i

ftft

k PL/in Ste sen e ii 7
1.
Eph. iv. 13 Ph. Hi. u Acts
7
XVL
S
iiL 8
In
te ° se -nd ««nse 2 CorVi
.?
24
Rom v.
v 2, xi. 30 2 Tim. 11 i
,
r<\
Rom.
Same inf. in Acts xii. 14 Lk. xiii. 25.
9
o See viii.
D Gal
Heb iil 8 (Ps xciv 8 > J"" * 3 "! J p et- «• 6; Mt. vi. 13, etc. "9.
4 1 T,m Vl
"'•J. -,
L
"
q
Au/x/San,
with
like subject, ?
Lk. v. 26, vii. 16 Exod. xv. 15.
r See ii. 13.
s See i. 9.

EoTiit
Eph. 111.

o
,?' c«l
Col.
9 11

b

;

tJVTT^

.

;

-

m

V*

•

;

r

;

S*

'

;

-

1

"

-

«

-

,

-

!

;

10m
CKLP,
*

iravTtt

-

AB

17, sah., Mcion., Tert., Or., Cyr., Bas.
ravTa 8c iravra:
vg. syrr. cop. (Alexandrian) ; iravTa 8e xavro
46, Aug. (Western).
Kt>s all uncc. but DGL, which assimilate to ver. 6.

etc.,

t v ir

1

:

'o-vvcpaivcv, fc^BCK, twelve minn.,
<rvvefiaivov,
4

ADG,

KaTTjvTT]K£v,

KOTT]vTTjorev,
6

ov

(51c)

etc.

^BD*G,

ACDcKL,

icaraXapTj

:

etc.

G,

Euthal., Cyr.
—Bas.
Alexandrian and Syrian.

latt.

,

vg. (non apprehendat), Latt. Ff.

dat.,

—

—

1

—

N.T. elsewhere construed with
or iv and dat., of cause or ground of

for

Rom.

destruction
—
The "murmuring"
(viii.

11,

xiv. 15, etc.).

also occurred repeatedly in the wilderness but P. alludes
specifically to the rebellion of Korah and
;

—

its
punishment the only instance of
violent death overtaking this sin (Num.
The oXodpcvrns in such superxvi. 41).
natural chastisement is conceived as the
"
"
(2 Sam. xxiv. 16,
destroying angel
Isa. xxxvii. 36), called 6 oXodpevwv in

Exod. xii. 23, Heb. xi. 28 (cf. Wisd. xviii.
25) ; in later Jewish theology, Sammael,
or the Angel of Death (Weber, Altsyn.

The O.T. analogy
Theologie, p. 244).
suggests that P. had in view the murmurings of jealous partisans and unworthy teachers at Cor. (i. 12, iii. 6, iv.
at this point he reverts to the
6, 18 ff.)
impv. of 2nd. pers., y°YY"!» €t€ * rives
(quidam), used throughout of the Israelite
offenders, may mean many or fevo y anything short of "all" (1-4); cf. ver. 5,
also ix. 22, viii. 7, Rom. iii. 3.
Ver. 11. "Now these things befel
"
them by way of example (ruiriKws) or
"typically," "prefiguratively," if the other
rendering of ruiroi in ver. 6 be preferred
(" in figura contingebant illis," Vg.) ; the
adv. became current in the latter sense
in eccl. Gr. The judgments quoted were
;

Mcion., Or., Bas., Cyr,

(Western).

impf., cWwXXwto, "lay a-perishing,"
transports us to the scene of misery resulting from this experiment upon God
a cl. idiom,
viro of agent after air6XXv|Ai
h.l.

^DG

:

—

—

exemplary in their nature; the story of
them serves as a lesson for all time
"
they were written with a view to (irpbs)
our admonition ". cruve^aivov,
imp/., of
the train of events cypadw), aor., of the
act of record summing them up. For the
admonitory purpose of O.T. writers, see
Isa. viii. 16, xxx. 8 ff., Hab. ii. 2 f., Deut.
" Unto whom
xxxi. 19 ff.
the ends of
the ages have reached" (icaTi]VTTjKcv,
"whom they have
devenerunt, Vg.)
overtaken ". KaTavrdcu signifies reacha
mark, "arriving at" a definite
ing
point, whether the ultimate goal or not
to, WXtj t«uv atwvwv is
(see pads.),
syn.
with t) crvvTc'Xcia t. alwvwv (Matt. xiii.

—

—
;

—

—

and other eschatological expressions {cf. 1 Peter i. 20, Heb. i. 2; also
Gal. iv. 4, Eph. i. 10) the pi. indicates
the manifold issues culminating in the
"
"
Christian Church.
World-ages (al«40, etc.)

;

do not simply follow each other, but
proceed side by side so in particular the
of
Israel and that of the Gentiles "
age
" the ends " of
(Hf.)
Jewish and Pagan
ves)

;

;

history alike are disclosed in Christianity;

both

streams

converged, under

God's

direction (cf. Acts xv. 15 ff., xvii. 26
ff.),
upon the Gentile Churches (WXos has
the double sense of conclusion and
aim).
The Church is the heir of the spiritual

training of mankind; cf, for the general
idea, John iv. 37 f., 2 Tim. iii. 16 f.. Gal.
iii. 29,
Eph. i. 9 ff.
"
Vv.
The "
12, 13.

forth are full of

examples just set
warning (a), but with ar
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862
t

With

inf.,

^

T£

43; Lk.

times

»

j^.

19

;

Job

ii.

xlii. 1).

tV

Kal

w

iv. 6.

10 Ps. liv. ia
a See vi. 18.
;

;

Heb.

xiii.

7

;

Wisd.

DG — Western

8

G

*

Om. v fi a s

and several

all

;

:

—

—

—avOpwirivos

connotes both
and homini
superabilis (Bg.), such as man can bear
solet (Cv.)

—
(R.V.),

(Thd.).
o-vjxfJLeTpos Tfl <j>"uo-€i
give an objective turn to the adj.,
as
one
of
clause
the
further
reading

Some

only trial from men
"
(so, with varia-

you

—

tions, Chr., Est., Gr., Bg.
opponitur
But the sequel imtentatio demoniaca).

a temptation measured by the
strength of the tempted; moreover, as
El. says, P. would have written ovtre*
tXaf^ev, rather than oxik eiX-r^ev, if foreboding worse trial in store nor did he
conceive the actual trials of the Cor., any
more than those of the Thess. or Asian
Churches (1 Thess. iii. 5, Eph. vi. 10 ff.),
as without diabolical elements (see 20 ff.,
cl p,tj is attached
vii. 5, 2 Cor. xi. 3, 14).
to avOpwirivos alone: lit. "temptation
has not seized you, except a human
"
" otherwise than hui.e.,
(temptation)
man ". irurros 8c 6 dels contrasts the
plies

;

—

—

—

;

b

&ir6 tyjs

12

ii.

ciStoXoXcrrpeias.
Tim.

x 2

17, viii. 10, xi. 14.
;

uirevcYKcii'.

a Pet.

-rprj?, ver. 7

i.

17

11

iii.
;

Mt.

;

1

xii.

Pet. ii.
18 (Isa.

above.

emendation.

ov {super id quod mow).
uncc. but fc^cDcK.

—

is

ii.

crbv

8 *

latt. insert

;

that has overtaken

'^euycTC

;

!

warning: "It

ouyaaOe, &XXA iroi^aci
*

jaou,

—
—

(pf.).

2

CK^aaik tou SuVaaOai ujxas

(b) encouragement besides,
(a)
"So then" Sore with impv., as in iii.
"he that thinks (6 Sokwv:
21 (see note)
see note, iii. 18) that he stands, let him
"
take heed (pXeireTw) lest he fall
For
" such
it leads to trust in oneas
thinking,
self, is the beginning of a perilous se"
this vanity was precisely
curity
(Hf.)
the danger of the Cor. (see iv. 6 ff., v. 2,
For the pf. comdvai, in this emetc.).
phatic sense "(to standfast), see parls. A
"
is apprehended, involving
fall
moral
personal ruin (5, 8; Rom. xi. n, 22).
which alarms the self(b) The example
confident, may give hope to the desponthat
the present trials are
it
shows
dent
not unprecedented ireipacrpoe. vp.as ovk
" It is
el (it) avOpwirivos*
only
€iXt)<|>€v
human temptation that has come upon
" such as men
been
have
through
you
Ver. 13 follows sharply on ver.
before.
12, aonuvScTws, correcting a depressing
fear that would arise in some minds.
describes a situation
c?Xt)<|>€v (see parls.)
"
which " has seized and holds one in its

grasp

o

Prov. vi. 33.
z Ph.
y See viii. 13.
b Gal. v. 20; Col. iii. 5 1 Pet. iv. 3

a<J>Y)o-ei

quod hominibus

T

uirep

"

AyairnToi

Sioirep,

1

aspect of

w

"

y

in

Treipaa0T}»'ai

flfias

-jrcipaafiu)

u See ver. 9
v See
above.

T

"

l

ffei
»'

x.

human and Divine
a

supernatural

;

for the natural trial

Providence

guarantees

8s = 5ti ovtos
"God is faithful in
(cf. 2 Cor. i. 18):
Paul ascribes
that (or so that) He etc.".
to God not the origination, but the control of temptation (cf. Matt. vi. 13, Luke
xxii. 31 f., James i. 12 ff.) : the ircipcurpos
is inevitable, lying in the conditions of

sufficient aid (see parls.).

human

God limits it, and supplies
the iK^ao-is.
For the elThe
lipsis in (uircp 6) Svvaordc, cf. iii. 2.
nature

along with

—

;

it

—

art. in 6 •trcipao-p.ds, T-rjv etc^ac-iv, is indi-

"
" the
"
vidualising
temptation and the
"
match each other, the latter proegress
vided for the former; hence icai, "also,"
indivulso nexu (Bg.). Issue is a sense of
in cl. Gr. disemiK^ao-i? in later Gr.
In tov
barkation, then exit, escape.
Svvatrdai virevcyicetv (for gen. inf. of
purpose, see Wr., p. 408) the subject is not
expressed as coming under God's general
dealing with men, it is conceived inde"that one may be able to
finitely
bear ". Shut into a cul de sac, a man despairs but let him see a door open for his
:

;

;

—

;

exit,

and he

will struggle

on with his

eic^ao-is signifies getting clear

the

load,

away from

virevcyitciv, holding up
struggle
under it, the latter made possible by the
of
How different all
the
former.
hope
this from the Stoic consolation of sui"
" The door stands
In
cide
open
;

1

:

"
the Cor. " temptation
we must include
both the allurements of idolatry and the
persecution which its abandonment entailed.

Ver. 14 gives the final point to all that
has been urged, from ver. 1 onwards:
the sad fate of the Israelite fathers, the

correspondence between their trials and
those of the Cor. readers, the possibility
of effectual resistance, and the certain
relief to which the Divine fidelity is

—

pledged these considerations combine
to enforce the appeal, Flee from idolatry ;
Siowcp, as in viii.
cf. vi. 18a, and note.

—

13 (see note), points with emphatic finger
along the line of past history ayam^roi
;

14

—
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16.

d

e

<f>poiajAois
"Xrfyw KpimTe ujxcis o
h
f
ttjs
cuXoyias o
euXoyoufjiCK, ouyji

'J2s

15.

Trorrjpioi'

k

*

ataaTOs

tou

k

Xpiorou

*

lariv

1
;

l

Toy

863

"

•

16.

4>rjp
l

oy
apToy
r

tou

Koivtavla

m

jft

~
tcXuiuek,

Acts xv"«

x

ouyI
A

vL

c a Cor.

d See iv I0
-

-

e Seevii.39.

Mt. xxvi. 27 {cf. 39), and pari*. see also Mt. xx. 2a f. Rev. xiv. 10, etc. For
position of noun, Vo.
xviii. 11; Mt. xxi. 42, etc.
g Gal. iii. 14; las. iii. 10; Rev. v. 12 f., vif. ia; Gen. xxviii. 4.
h Mt. xxvi. 26 Mk. xi. 10, xiv. a2 Lk. xxiv. 30. Here only of things. See also iv. 12.
i With obj.
Ph.
iii.
10.
See also i. 9, and note on construction.
k xi. 35, 37; Eph. ii. 13 Heb. ix. ia
gen.,
1 Pet. i. 2
Mt. xxvi. a8, etc. Jo. vi. 53 ff.
Jo. i. 7 Rev. i. 5, v, 9, vii. 14, etc.
14
1 xi.
23 ff. ;
Acts ii. 42, 46, xx. 7, 11, xxvii. 3$ Mt. xxvi. 36, etc. Jo. vi. 35 ff., xiii. 18, xxi. 13.
m *i. 34 Acts
ii. 46, etc.
Mt. xxvi. 26, etc., xiv. 19, xv. 36; Lk. xxiv. 30.
;

;

;

;

;
'

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

1

ko

1

v

w v i a co-tiv rov ai|iaTo«TovXpi<rTov(in

W.H.

Tr.,

\lqv

(cf.

—

diff.

iv.

from

14)

pari, clause.

reinforces

A

admonition

with entreaty.

The Communion of the Lord,

§ 33.

and of Demons,
warning the Ap.

A

x. 15-24.
further
will give against dal-

liance with idolatry, based on Christian
practice as the former was based on
He points to the table
Israelite history.
of the Lord's Supper, and asks the Cor.
of
sense whether it is
as
men
to judge
possible to take of Christ's cup and loaf,
and then to sit at a table where in reality

What
one communicates with demons
can be more revolting than such conduct ?
what more insulting towards the Lord ?
Ver. 15. 'Qs 4>povijxois Xcyw icptvaTC
!

•

" As to men of sense I
vpets 8 4>T)p.i
speak be yourselves the judges of what
With this prefatory appeal to
I affirm."
the intelligence of the readers cf. the
introductory phrases of Rom. vi. 19, Gal.
the ground of admonition in this
iii. 15
§ lies entirely within the judgment of the
Cor., as that of the last § did not (1).
The Cor. are <t>p6Vipoi, intellectually
clever and shrewd, not <ro<^o{ (as some
of them thought themselves to be, iii.
this compliment is consistent with
18)
see parls., also
the censure of iii. 1 ff.
Trench Syn., § lxxv. " The new conception of the irvcvpanicos caused the
word <J>p6vip.os to sink to a much lower
level in the N.T. than it occupied in
Plato or Aristotle" (Ed.). Philo dis:

;

;

;

;

parages 4>p6vTio-is, defining it as pia-r)
iravovpy Las K. (xwpias (Quod Deus immut.,
he says, <ro$ia pcv -yap irpos
§ 35)
depaireiav 6cov, ^povTrjoris 8e irpos u.v0pu>irivov 0£ov 8ioiKT]oriv (De proem. etp>cen.,
;

14).— On <J>T|pC (again in 19), cf. vii. 29,
and note. For like appeals, see Luke

§

The questions that
57, Acts iv. 19.
follow, the readers will easily answer
from their knowledge of religious custom

xii.

and

feeling.

Ver. 16.
this

passage

Kotvwvia
(see

is

the key-word of
the Lord's

pads.);

this order) : ABP.
So
in second clause also.

has corny after koivuvio.

Supper

" communion "

a

constitutes

centring in Christ, as the Jewish festal
"
rites centred in " the altar
(18), and as
" the
demons," the unseen objects of
idolatrous worship, supply their basis of

communion in idolatrous
Such fellowship involves

feasts (21
(1) the

f.).

ground

of communion, the sacred object

cele-

brated in common
(2) the association
established amongst the celebrants, sepa" The word
them
all
from
others
rating
communion denotes the fellowship of
persons with persons in one and the
same object " (Ev.). These two ideas
take expression in w. 16, 17 in turn
their joint force lies behind the protest
of w. 20 ff. Appealing to the Eucharist
or Eulogia, as it was also called P.
"
" the
begins with
cup
(cf. the order of
Luke xxii. 17 ff., and Didache ix. 2 f.), the
prominent object in the sacrificial meal
(21), containing, as one may say, the
essence of the feast (cf. Ps. xxiii. 5).
"
t. evXoyias is attributive gen. (like
cup
"
in Ps. cxvi. 13
see other
of salvation
" destiboth
so
for
Cv.,
words)
parls.,
natus ad mysticam eulogiam," and Hn.
Christ blessed this cup,
(see his note).
"
it thus for ever a
cup of blessmaking
"
ing
cf. the early sacramental phrases,
;

:

;

—

—

—

;

;

;

Mtjo-oi) ap-roi in Or. on
and to.s cuXoyias t. Xpicrrov
ko-QUiv from the Catacombs (X. Kraus,
Roma sotteranea, 217), cited by Hn. On
this view, S cvXoyovpev is no repetition

ot rr\%

Matt.

cvXovfos

x. 25,

of Ttjs cvXoytas, but is antithetical to it
" the
sc.
in the manner of Eph. i. 3
cup
which gives blessing, for which we give
interThe
".
God
to
prevalent
blessing
pretation of t. iroTTip. t. fvXoyias makes
the phrase a rendering of kos habb'rakah,
the third cup of the Passover meal, over
which a specific blessing was pronounced
(often identified with that of the Eucharor, as Ed. thinks (referring to Luke
ist) ;
xxii. 20), the fourth, which closed the meal
and was attended with the singing of the
:
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"

'

Mt^xxvi'

ph

vii'
iii.
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Col.

i.

KOlv *°vLa. tou

^

R

°

o^r10,

^

B

awjxaTOS tou
*"toX\oi cap.cK,

aa

Heb.

;

x. 10; 1
vi. a.

Pet.

Mk.

;

ii.

o
24.
ix. aa.

Ver. 33; a Cor.

;

—

—

—

Mr. observes

:

" Whose was

it

to officiate

consecration ? At this date, when
the order of public worship in the Church
in this

from being

settled, any Christian
competent.
By the time of
i.
65) the function was reJustin (Apol.
served for the irpoco-Tc&s, but on the
understanding that he represented the
community and acted in communion with
2
it
(see Ritschl, Altkath. Kirche, pp. 365
The pis. of our passage speak out
t).
of the consciousness of the Christian
fellowship, in which it is matter of indifference who may be, in this instance
or that, its administrative organ."
ovy).
KOivwvCa tov aifxaros, tov orwp.a.Tos, tov
" Is it not a communion of
(or
Xpio-Tov
of Christ ? " (cf,
in) the blood, the body,
i.
note
on
for the gen. after Koivuvia,
9)
not " a communion with the blood,
far

man was

—

;

—

The

on tov Xpurrov in
through the cup and loaf

stress lies

both questions

:

believers participate together in Christ,
in the sacrifice of His blood offered to
God (Rom. iii. 25, Eph. i. 7, Heb. ix. 11

24 ff.), and in the whole redemption
wrought through His bodily life and death
and resurrection, to o-ujjia tov Xpicrrov
ff.,

yap

p

17.

tt&vt€S Ik

on

€ts

apTO$,

^6s apToo

toG

ii.

17;

Rom.

v. 13, 19, xii. 5

;

Hcb.

xii.

15

;

p See

Hallel. Such a technical Hebraism would
scarcely be obvious to the Cor., and the
gea. so construed is artificial in point of
whereas the former construcGr. idiom
tion is natural, and gives a sense in keepto
ing with the readers' experience.
iroTt]piov, t6v apTov are ace. by inverse
relative attraction, a constr. not unknown, though rare, in cl. Gr. (see Wr.,
Hf. thinks that, with the mergp. 204).
ing of these nouns in the rel. clause, the
act of blessing the cup and breaking
the bread becomes the real subject of
Koivcovia in each instance as though P.
wrote, "when we bless the cup, break
"
the bread, is it not a communion, etc. ?
"
looks
In any case, the " communion
beyond the bare iroTijpiov and apTos to
the whole sacred action, the usus poculi,
etc. (Bg.), of which they form the centre.
" The bread " is " blessed "
equally with
" the
cup," but in its case the prominent
symbolic act is that of breaking (see
parls.), which connotes the distribution
"
"
"
to
many of the one loaf." Thus
" the sacramental bread came to be
known as the icXaa-urfs: so Did., § 9"
On the pi. cvXoyovpcv, kXwucv,
(Ed.).

etc."

Xpiorou
ol

;

Mt. xxiv. ia

was

tW;

n
p

carries our
tion (Phil.

thoughts from the incarna7), through the crucifixion
(Col. i. 22), on to the heavenly glory of
the Redeemer (Phil. iii. 21).
The cup
and bread are here styled " a communion
"
in Christ's blood and body
in His own
words (xi. 25), " the new covenant in My
blood," a communion on the basis of
the covenant established by the sacrifice
of the Cross.
ii.

;

—

Ver. 17 unfolds the assertion virtually
contained in the question just asked
:

"

one bread,
Seeing that (Sri) there is "
so Vg.,
we, the many, are one body
"
Quoniam unus panis, unum corpus multi
sumus," Cv., Bz., Bg., Hf., Bt., Hn.,
Gd., El., R.V. marg.
cf. the mutually
supporting unities of Eph. iv. 4 ff. The
is
One
bread makes
saying
aphoristic:
one body (Hn.) a maxim of hospitality
"
(equally true of the cup ") that applies
to all associations cemented by a common feast. " The bread " suggests the
;

;

—

further, kindred idea of a common nourishment sustaining an identical life, the loaf

on the table symbolising the oXtjOivos
apTos of John vi., which feeds the Church
" For
in every limb (xii. 13).
(-yap of
explanation) we all partake from (parti"
tive Ik, cf. ix. 7) the one bread
eating
from the common loaf attests and seals

—

;

the union of the participants in Christ.
Ver. 17 is parenthetical, but no interpola-

Sm. thinks it is necessary to
develop the idea of tcoivwvia in ver. 16,
tion as

;

showing how

Church is the
fellowship of the Lord's Table, that was
being violated by attendance at idolfeasts.
The elliptical oti . . . lo-uev is
often construed as a continued dependent
clause under the regimen of Sti either
" Since
we, who are many, are one
(a)
vital to the

—

:

bread (loaf), one body" (A.V., R.V. txt.,
with several ancient Verss., Est., Al.,
"
Sm.) or (b) Since there (is) one bread,
"
(and) we, the many, are one body
(D.W., Mr.) these renderings making
the two statements a double reason for
the Koivwvia of ver. 16, instead of seeing
in the ets apTosan evidence of the ev arwp.a.
But (a) confuses two distinct figures,
and identifies unsuitably " the bread "
with the Church itself, (b) escapes this
;

—

by reading into the first clause the
required to match lo-pev in " the
is
second but the copulative *' and

error

icrriv

;
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17— 20.
18.

>€T* X o|i€F.

865

r

BX6reT€ rbv 'lapafjX 'icarA
n
*ff<ipica- o6 Xl
'
koik&Wi tou
OuaiaorTjpiou €t<n; 19 Tl
ouVifmfu; Sti^TSuXoV* ti *otik, *j 5ti T €i8wXo0utcV 2 ti i<rciv ;
"
X
20. dXV OTl & X 0u' € l " Td * r
0U€l 8 K<U OU 6€W 6
8<UUOiaOlS
I0KT},*
r
tAs

IcBtoirrts

J

'

tt

0uaia$

q See ix. 10.
s

See
See

t

3 Cor.

r

xxiii.

30

;

18 (with dat.,

Tim.

iv. 1

j

Lk.

;

.

.

;

rj

common

(Alexandrian ?) ancestor. Similarly
reading indicated also by Tert. and Aug.

v (twice), all uncc. but

to. 60vTj (?)

BDG,

17;

B and Syrians so W.H. marg.
ciSwXov (in this order): N*BC**DP 46, 73, latt. vg.
^*AC* om. on €t8wXov ti €<ttiv, by homoeoleuton—a

—

Om.

;

13,

;

ovxi,
.

sah. cop., Aug., Ambrst.
circumstance tending to prove a
71 om. 0T1 €i8wXo0vtov k.t.X. a
4

7,

Pet. v.i

;

;

1

1

u See ix. 13.
v See vni. 1.
w See viii. 4.
x Absol., Acts xiv.
as here) Exod. xxiii. 18. See v.
7.
z Deut. xxxii.
y See i. 13, v. x, t. efw,.
Acts xvn. 18 J as. 11. 19 Rev. ix. ao, xvi.
14 Gospp. passim.

,

o-

i.

Heb/x^;

v. 10.

o v X NACD*G.
'ciSuXoOvtov

vov

«6.
26.

a Pet. 1.4;

1

3

i.

\

l

Mt.

i.

17,

KL.

Mcion., Tert.

Lachm., Tisch., Al. om. ;

W.H. and Nestle

bracket the words.
5

ka

ov 6 e y

1

vov

cr 1

r

(in this

order)

supplied ; moreover, Mr.'s interpretation reverses the contextual relation of the apTos and crwua, making the
latter the ground of the former, whereas
Paul argues that the bread assures the
oneness of the body through loaf and
cup we realise our communion in Christ.
" For look at Israel after the
Ver. 18.
flesh
are not those that eat the sacrifice
communicants of the altar ? " i.e., participation in the sacrificial feast constitutes fellowship in the sacrifice.
rov
'lo-parjX Kara crap tea, in contrast with
Mcrp. kotci irvevpa (Rom. ii. 28 f., Gal. iv.
see note on ol iraT. T]pwv,
29, vi. 16, etc.

—

—

an idol is anything ?
be to contradict viii.

The Ap.

not thinking of the priests
specifically, as in ix. 13 (Hn.), nor of the
as
people
sharing with them (Al.), but of
the festal communion of Israelites as
such e.g., at the Passover, the sacrificial
meal ko,t' i^ox^y- see Lev. vii. n-34,
Deut. xii.
The
-28, 1 Sam. ix. 12 ff.
altar furnishes the table at which Jehovah's guests enjoy their covenant
fellowship in the gifts of His salvation.
The feasters are thus koivoivoI t. 0ucriacrT-rjpiov, recognising the altar as their

n

common altar and mutually pledging
themselves to its service.
Vv. 19, 20. Paul's appeal to the meaning of the Lord's Supper is leading up to
a prohibition of attendance at the idolfeasts.
Against this veto the men of
"knowledge"
illusion

(viii.

4

argue that idolatry is
its rites having no such

will
ff.),

in reality as belongs to Christian
observances ; the festival has no religious

ground

to them, and does not touch
conscience (contrast viii. 7)
if

meaning
their

;

friendship or social feeling invites their

VOL.

II.

4).

say this would
No, but that

what the Gentiles sacrifice they
demons, and not to God and
I would not that you should be communi"
cants of the demons
How could the
(aXX* 5ti)

;

1

" men of
of a situaCor., as
sense, judge
tion like this?
The riot and debauch
"

is

—

(to

sacrifice to

:

1).

*7» 37» 46-

are virtually worshipped at the idol-feast,
and with these the celebrants are brought
into contact "What then do I affirm
(the tpT]p.i of 15 resumed) ? that an idolsacrifice is anything (has reality) ? or that

;

—

fc^ABCP

Paul
presence, why should they not go ?
admits the non-reality of the idol in
itself; but he discerns other terrible presences behind the image "demons"

artificially

:

:

attending heathen festivals showed that
foul spirits of evil presided over them cf.
w. 6 ff., referring to the worship of BaalPeor, with which the allusion here made
to Deut. xxxii. 17 (cf. Ps. cvi. 37 f.) is in
" That the
keeping.
worship of heathen
cults was offered quoad eventum
not
indeed quoad intentionem to devils was,
consistently with their strict monotheism,
the general view of later Jews " (Mr.).
Heathenism P. regarded as the domain
of Satan (2 Cor. iv. 4, Eph. ii. 2, vi. 12
:

—

—

;

cf.

Luke

iv. 6, 1

John

v. 19),

under whose

demons

serve as the angels under
God (2 Cor. xii. 7, 1 Tim. iv. 1 ;
cf. Matt. xii. 24, xxv. 41, etc.)
idolatry
was, above everything, inspired by Satan.
SaipovLov ( = 8ai|icuv, of which it is neut.
was primarily synon. with 0eiov
adj.)
"
Scupiov is related to 0co« as numen to
"
to Scuudviov
persona divina
(Cr.)
ovZiv ccttiv dXX' r\ 6c6$ rj 0cov fpyov
hence Socrates
(Arist., Rhet., ii., 23. 8)

55

rule the
that of

;

—

;

;
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866
*xvi*7

*°"

:

a
Cor.xii.

vii. 16

;

*^w ^

Sui/aaOe

a $jj mCT €

*

&y&S

kowdkoiIs rCty

f

iriveiv

Kupiou

ironqpioy
b

u.cWx**'*'

22. ^ •irapa^XoujAcc Toy Kupiou;

3 Jo. 13;

ai; freq.
in Gospp.; cf. x. X.
lxv
rp. taifJL,, cf. Isa. lxv.

b Rom.

n.

xi.

Rom.

c

called the mysterious guiding voice within
Ed. observes a ten8aip.6vi.6v ti.

dency, beginning with Eurip. and Plato
and accentuated in the Stoics, " to use the
"
word in a depreciatory sense
already
;

Homer it often suggested the uncanny,
the supernatural as an object of dread.
The word was ready to hand for the
translators, who used it to render various
in

LXX

Heb. epithets for heathen gods. Later
Judaism, which peopled the unseen with
good and evil spirits, made Scufiovia a
general term for the latter, apart from any
specific refer, to idols (see, already, Tob.
hence its prominence in the
iii. 8,
etc.)
Gospels, and the origin of the word
demoniac (6 8aip.ovifc6u€vos): on the whole
;

vr. s. v.,
set
also Everling's
Paulinische Angelologie u. Ddmonologie.
For Koivwvol t. SaifjLoviwv, cf. Isa. xliv.
n, where the "fellows" of the idol
signify a kind of religious guild, brought
into mystic union with their god through
the sacrificial meal (see Cheyne ad loc.)
also Isa. lxv. 11. Ver. 20c is calculated
to bring home to the Cor. the fearful
danger of trifling with idolatry.

subject,

;

Vv. 21, 22. This lively apostrophe sets
in the strongest light the inconsistency of
Cor. Christians who conform to idolatry,
" You
the untenability of their position.
cannot drink the Lord's cup and the cup
"
" You
the two together
of demons
cannot partake of the Lord's table and
the table of demons!"
Cf. the tCs
of. 2 Cor. vi.
pcroxij) Koivwvia, k.t.X.
14 ff., and other parls. The nouns forming the obj. are anarthrous as being
qualitative, the impossibility lying in the
kind of the two cups cf. note on ii. 5.
"The Lord's cup" is that received at
His direction and signifying allegiance
" the
to Him
in ver. 16,
cup of (His)
Possibly, P. alludes here to
blessing."
"
Mai. i. 7, 12, where the table signifies
"
" the altar of
but the ex1

;

;

;

—

'

Jehovah
borrowed without
;

pression

is

this identi-

In this context table and altar
the altar
are essentially distinguished
supplies the table (cf. Heb. xiii. 10). "S.
fication.

;

Coena convivium, non sacrificium; in
The
non in altari " (Bg.).
Tpaireta includes the irornpiov and

mensa,

•

»tal

d
ja^j

xb

b

ScujAoiawy
laxupoTcpoi auTou cau.ei';
Tpcur^Tjs

9; Ps. lxxvii. 30; also Mt. xv. 27
x. 19 (Deut. xxxii. ai), xi. 11, 14.

him

—

*

21. ou
hamovitav yiecaOai
k<u 'iroT^piof " Saijxoyiwi', ou

q

Tpair^T|s Kupiou

x.

;

Lk. xvi. 31, xxii.
d See i. 35.

apros of ver. 16 together.

ai,

For

3a

This passage

" the Lord's Table " to
gives its name of
" Or
the Eucharist.
(is it that) we provoke the Lord to jealousy ? " is this
what we mean by eating at both tables ?
Paul includes himself in this question
such conduct is conceivable in his case,
since he had no scruple against the

—

—

;

own account (see viii.,
Deut. xxxii. 21 (neighbouring the
previous allusion of 20) sufficiently indicates the result of such insolence see
other O.T. pads.
For this argumen-

idolothyta on their
ix. 1).

:

tative
etc.,

^

in

ix.

6.

—Paul'sthequestions,
Cor. are

cf.

If

vi.

9,

daring

Christ's sovereign displeasure by coquetting with idolatry, they must suppose

themselves " stronger than He "
As
sensible and prudent men they must see
the absurdity, as well as the awful peril,
of such double-dealing: cf. Deut. xxxii.
6, 28 f.
lo~xvp6s (i. 25) implies inherent,
!

Of the 8vvap.is t.
personal strength.
Kvp. Mi)o-ov P. had given a solemn impression in ch. v. 4 f. cf. 2 Cor. xiii. 3 f.
Liberty and its Limits, x.
§ 34.
The maxim "All things are
23-xi. 1.
"
lawful
was pleaded in defence of the
use of the idolothyta, as of other Cor.
laxities ; so the Ap. has to discuss it a
In ch. vi. he
second time (cf. vi. 12).
bade his readers guard the application of
;

own sake, now for
the sake of others there in the interests
of purity, here of charity (23 f.). When
buying meat in the market, or when
dining at an unbeliever's table, the Christian need not enquire whether the flesh
offered him is sacrificial or not; but if
the fact is pointedly brought to his notice,
he should abstain, to avoid giving scandal
this principle for their
;

Above all such regulations
(25-30).
stands the supreme and comprehensive
rule of doing everything to God's glory
Let the Cor. follow Paul as he
(31).
himself follows Christ, in living for the
highest good of others (32-xi. 1)
Ver. 23. On iravTa e^co-riv k.t.a., see
notes to vi. 12. The form of that ver.
seems to be purposely repeated here (p.01
only omitted), with the effect of bringing
out the altruistic as complementary to
the self-regarding side of Christian ex-

21
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23. 'ndVro, uoi
c£earTiK,

h

*oo irdKTa °o-ou&*?pci

)

irwXouu.ej'Ok

26. *toG

'

dXX* ou ird^Ta

dXXd to too

Jt)T€it«,
1

*Qz<mv dXV

a

iran-a

5
f

*

1

poi

867
*

•

oUoSofjiei

i

ljipoKt ^Kaaros.

2

24.

f

u-tjoVis

to

f

lauTou &

k
25. way to Iv u.aiC€XXw

-

x »i- 5

Ph.

ii. 4,

c/' Mt.

i

m

eaOieTC,

jjwjoef

y^P* Kopioo* ^

See

10.

i.

%%.

i

Ph. «.

mSeeh.

W.mEpp.

yr|

*
h Y«-33,
dmxpiKOKTes 01a t^
owciStjo-ik,
koI to p irXT)pwu.a 0017)5* 27. el 8c* 4 Cor.xii*
Ph.

14.

•

ai.

mpa*. we

nSeevm.

iy. 6.

10.

k Zf J.

o Ps.

;

see note below.

xxiii. 1, xlix. 1a.

p In

43, viu. ao.
1

*
*

;

21

14

ii.

"

See vi
See viii.io.

1

ii.

;

Mt. "igfete!

this tense,

Mk.

;

vi!

Om. ft o i (supplied from vi. 12) all pre-Syrian uncc
Om. iKtvroi pre-Syrian uncc. and verss.
to v Kvpiov yap (in this order) all uncc. but AHKLP.
Om. 8 c pre-Syrian uncc. and verss.
:

4

pediency. On Paul's dialectical use of
the words of opponents, cf. viii. 1 ff. and
ndtes.
Closing his discussion about the
sacrificial meats, P. returns to the point
from which he set out in ch. viii., viz.,

—

the supremacy of love in Church life
there commended as superior to knowledge, here as supplying the guard of
liberty ; in both passages, it is the prin-

—

The tacit obj. of
ciple of edification.
oltcoSopct (see viii. 1, iii. 9-17) is "the
Church of God" (32). Edification, in
its proper meaning, is always relative to
the community ; P. is safe-guarding not
the particular interests of "the weak
"
brother so much as the welfare of the

Church,

when he

says,

" Not

all

things

edify ".

Ver. 24.
cf. xiii. 5,

With u/n,Scit r. iavrov k.t.X.
Rom. xiv. 7, xv. 2, Gal. vi. 2,
1
After &XXa understand

ft".
Phil. ii.
€Kao-Tos, from the previous p/nSefc : cf.
the ellipsis in iii. 1, 7, vii. 19 (Bm., p.
For 6 ?Tepos (= o itXt|o-Cov, Rom.
392).
xv. 2), wider than & dSeXcpos (viii. 11 ; cf.
" the other" in contrast with one27 f.)
" the
self see parls. ; Gr. idiom prefers

—

—

—

other" where we say "others". to
eavTov, rh rov iripov, implies some
"his own, the other's indefinite good
" a N.T.
h. I. ; the pi. elsewhere
terest
in such connexion (cf. Matt. xxii. 21).
Vv. 25, 26. The above rule is now
w&v to 4V
applied in the concrete,
"

—

:

Anything

patcc'XXcp irwXovficrov k.t.X.,

that

is

on

sale in the

meat-market

eat,

not asking any question of conscience ".
borpdiccXXov is a term of late Gr.,
rowed from Latin (macellum) possibly
a local word, introduced by the colonia ;
for the anarthrous iv |iaic., cf note on Iv
u/nShr dvaicpCvovTes
oraSta) (ix.
24).
Sia o-uv€i8t)o-iv might mean "for conscience' sake (to avoid embarrassment
"
of conscience) making no enquiry (Cm.,
:

—

Er.,

Holsten), as though adof weak conscience

Hf., El.,

dressed to

—

men

Bg. however, "propter conscientiam
alienam " (referring to 29) or, " because
of your (sc. strong) conscience
making
no enquiry " since you are not troubled
with scruples (Est., Mr., Ed.) or, " mak;

—

;

ing no enquiry on the ground of conscience," the adv. phrase simply defining
the kind of question deprecated (so Bz.,
Hn., Bt, Gd., Ev.J the last interpretation best suits the generality of the
terms, and the connexion with ver. 26.
For dvaKpCvw, see ii. 14, iv. 3, ix. 3, and
notes ; it signifies enquiry with a view to
judgment at the bar of conscience.
utiScV, ace. of definition, as in Acts x. 20,
xd. 12 ; Sm. baldly renders it as transitive
:

—

—
—

"examining nothing" kein Fleischstuck untersuchend 1
For p,$) in ptpl.
The citation
clause, see Wr., p. 606.
from Ps. xxiv. 1, recalling the argument
of viii. 4 ff., quiets the buyer's conscience: consecration to an idol cannot
deprive the Lord of anything that belongs to "the earth and its fulness," and
obj.,

which His providence supplies
servants' need;

Tim.

iv.

4.

—

cf.

Rom.

irXiip<i>p.a,

for

xiv. 66,

in

its

His

14, 1

primary

sense, id quo res impletur (cf. Lt., Colos" terra si
sians, pp. 257 ff.) ;
arboribus,
herbis, animalibus etc., careret, esset

tanquam domus

supellectile et

omnibus

instrumentis vacua" (Cv.).
Ver. 27 : a case pari, to that of w.
25 f., attached therefore asyndetically
ver. 16.
When
cf. the two clauses of
one buys for himself, the question arises
at the shop; when he is the guest of
" If some
another, it arises at the table.
one invites you, of the unbelievers, and
you determine to go." rStv dirUrrwv is
emphatic by position in a non-Christian
;

—

:

house
used,

sacrificial meat was likely to be
and here the Christian's conduct
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868
X

q

fff.;

'

'

J^
;

:

t°8th.'?.
r

See

vi. 6.

•

Lk

x.8;

^

'

dirunw *

6£ker€ iropeueaOai,

ical

to

iro*'

'

'

^w
p,$)

-

4

*
V)

*at to

yt)

Y

\4yw OUXI

31 f.
itpodvTov, hi.; tee txtl.

u

8V tKelvov tov

e*a0i€Te,

yap Kupiou

Actsxvi.

™v

ty&S

a P aTt ^Fl€l 0, "r"" ^OlCTe, fiTjScf m drnKpiyoKTcs Sid t^k wmti
28 **> S^ tis b\iiv* €tirtj, "Touto ' ciowXo^utoV 8 l<rri"

13,

Mk

,|ta

Lk. Tts

9
xiv.7 ff.

^aUTOU,

T^jlf

6

n

|XT)kuaafTa Kal
p

-rt\v

#

a-uveionaik,
"

ir\^pwaa auTTjs** 29.

dXXd

i

T$\V

TOO

*

^WpOU

owciotjoxk 8«

W

*

4

too

IKOTt

yAp

TJ

xliii.

t

v In

vi. ii, xiv. 37.

1

*

Add
Om.

€is

Scurvov

vp.iv

G,

and exeg. notes.
this sense, see

DG,

latt.

latt.,

u Lk. xx. 37; Acts

w

ia.

i.

Mt.

xxiii. 30; To. xi. 57; a M»cc. Hi.
ix. 4, xxvii. 46 ; Lk. xiii. 7 ; Acts iv. 35, vii. i

some codd. of vg.

sah.

:

a characteristic Western gloss.

vg.

•upoOvTov, ^ABH, sah., some latt. codd., Julian (as
A Biblical h.l. ; see note below.
4
Om. tod yap Kvp.
avrijs all pre-Syrian uncc.
3

instanced in Cyr.

229
)

also Cyr. "*.

—

.

.

and

verss. (including

repeated from ver. 26 C adds it to ver. 31 instead.
For cavrov D* has the correction acavTov H and some others, cpavrov.

vg.),
6

.

;

;

would be narrowly watched.
N.T., as in

cl.

Gr.

—OIXctc

in

under

Lidd.,

(see

Gm. under 64\u>
note on xii. 11), signifies will, active
wish
mere
not
("are disposed
purpose,
to go," E.V.) ; the invited make up their
pou\op.ai, as against

:

cf.

re-

does not appear on the surface or is imparted secretly. The informant expects
the Christian to be shocked; with his

;

10).

—

t.

irapandcpevov

places t. irci>Xovp,€vov of ver. 25 the rest
is a repetition: no more need to raise
the question of conscience in the one
case than in the other.
;

Vv. 28, 29a. lav 8c
"
any one say to you

"

—a probableBut
con.

.

.

if

ctirfl,

tis KaXci k.t.X. (27) was
an assumed fact ; see Bn. on the forms
of the Condit. Sentence, §§ 242 ff. 8c
confronts this contingency witn both the
situations described in vv. 25 and 27. The

tingency, as

6i

—

information, "This is sacrificial meat,"
might be volunteered to the Christian
purchaser in the market (by the salesman, or a by-stander), or to the Christian
guest at the unbeliever's table (by the
host, or by a fellow-guest), the com-

munication being prompted by civility
and the wish to spare the supposed susceptibilities of the Christian, or by the
desire to embarrass him
whatever its
;

occasion or motive, it alters the situation.
reading, Up69vTov (slain-assacred, i.e., in sacrifice), takes the state-

The genuine

:

—

to go, are bent on it (P. "non
" a hint that it would
valde probat," Bg. ;
be wise to keep away," El.); the next
clause discovers them there, with the
viands before them. P. assumes social
intercourse of Christians with heathen
not with false Christians (v. 10 f.) there
can be no question, after w. 20 ff., of
blending an idol-feast or KaraKcio-dcu Iv
(viii.

;

be " a Christian converted from heathenism " using the inoffensive term " at the
"
table of a heathen host
but t. airfo-Twv
suggests heathen company, and ut|vv" Forbear
o-avTtt private information.
eating (prj co-Oictc, revoking the permission of 25 ff.) for the sake of him that informed (you), and for conscience' sake."

mind

«L8u>Xiw

ment as from the mouth of unbelievers
a Jew or Christian would presumably say
c18wX60vtov, as above and here in T.R.
Reuss and El. suppose the informant to

;

— Mtjvvw

(see

parls.), to

disclose

crvvij6cia t. clStSXov (viii. 7),
the flesh of the sacrifice as

what

he looks on

having acquired a religious character (it is UpoTovto
by saying
0vtov)
itpoBvrov, he
calls conscience into play
whose conscience the next clause shows.
Sia tov
pirjvvo-avTa Kal tt|V o-vvcCS-ncav form one
idea, being governed by the same prp.,
xal adding an explanation from regard
not his
to the conscience of the p-nvvcras

—

;

;

—

—

—

possible contempt or ill-will the Christian should decline the offered flesh or
o-vvciStjctlv Sc Xeyw, ov
stop eating it.
ttjv eavToi) k.t.X., "Conscience however
I mean, not one's own, but that of the
other ". Ver. 29a explains the 81a t.
o-w£i8T]<riv of ver. 28, and reconciles its
instruction with that of w. 25, 27, while
it brings the matter under the governing
rule laid down in w. 23 f.
By contrast
with " the other," the 2nd pi. of ver. 28

—

becomes here 2nd
Vv. 296, 30
questions, the

sing, reflexive.
two rhetorical

justify, in

Christian's

deference to

TTP02 K0PIN9I0Y2 A

a«-33.
x

A.6u06pia

•Xfy"" 1

V

y
p.ou KpiVcTai uiro
a\Xir)s
b
*

Xw

eT<?

Tt

>

oweiSifcews; 30.

Traorn'

dirpoaicoTroi vt^eaOe
r
k. x
« h
fc
"
^icicXno-ia too
6€o0 •

32.
«

»

Kai

ttj

k

!

dpAncw,

11*)

Jtjtwi'

** L l} n thi 8 sen8e xv
human obj.,
Rom. 111. 8, xiv. \6
?

ijt *

.

»

.

to IuoutoG
more

57; 5 times

-

;

Tit.

iii.

3

1

;

cyw

2

!

Kal 2

;

;

;

in P.

Lk.

1

Om.
icai

8c

;

all

the conscience of another:
k.t.X.

;

"For

to

vi.

see

<rvvci8. ttjv

o6£aK

MouSaiois

33

2

T*

1

'

*^

tt»;*'

kcu

Pet.ii.16;
a Pet ii.

&

>n
this use

;

ff.

;

;

h See

17, xx. ax.

(a)

(in this order)

Iva ri

what purpose

is

my"

liberty judged by another conscience ?
'*
What good end will be served by
i.e.
my eating under these circumstances,
and exposing my freedom to the censure
"
of an unsympathetic conscience ?
cf. ii.
tvo rl {yivr\rat) ; ut
15, Matt. vii. 6.
quid? (Vg.), signifies purpose, not ground
as Mr. and others take it; there is nothing to be gained by the exercise of
liberty in this case. For xpivw in adverse

sense,

*

gjjf^

e

i.

f See

a.

vii. 3a.

but a few minuscc, with Thd. and Oec.

lovSaiois yivto-9*
'o-vfi^opov, ^*ABC.

yap

ih -

'-

9

a See ix. ia.
b With
Pet. iv. 4. For interr. after «, see xii. 17.
c For
xiv. 17
1 Th. v. 18
see i. 4.
e See ii. 7.
f Ph
g In this antithesis, i. 34 Rom. i. 16, ii. 9 f., iii. 9, x!
;

m

8

Vis

33. xa0ws Kdy& irdrra
8
aXXd to m twx y

;

;

x *

;

avublpov

the ellipsis, cf. vii. i, etc.
d Absol., xi. 34,
10 Acts xxiv. 16 Sir. xxxv. (xxxii.) 01.
Gal. ill. 38 Col. id. 11 Acts xiv. 1, xviii. 4, xix. 10,
13
1
See ver. 17.
k See ver. 34.
a-v^oftov, see vii. 35.
i.

iyh

cuxapio-rw

ttoicitc, Trdira

*

iroi€iT«.

f*r-w
EXXrjai

1

et Zk

d

0Xaa<J>nu.ouu.ai 'uirep *oo

31. etT€ o5V ea6t€T€ etT€ mVrrc, €it« ti

6€ou

869
b

For the previous
parls.
tov eTe'pov {alterius), aXXrjs

{alienee) rovciSij crews is substituted {cf.
xv. 29, 2 Cor. xi. 4), indicating a distinction not merely in the persons but in
the consciences severally possessed. The

Ap. says here of Liberty what he says of
Faith in Rom. xiv. 22: icaTa o-cavrov
«X € €vcSiriov tot) 0cov. Question (6) intimates that, instead of any benefit resulting from the assertion of liberty in face
of conscientious condemnation, positive
harm ensues thanksgiving leads to blas**
If I with thanks {or by grace)
phemy !
partake, why am I blasphemed over (that
" The
ri is
for) which I give thanks ?
= <U ri or Xv*
prospective, as in xv. 29 f.
t£ ; The bare x*P lTl can scarcely mean
"
here "by (the) grace (of God)
esp. in
view of cv»xapio-Tw cf. Rom. xiv. 6 and
16 (for pXao-^tiriovpcu). Men of heathen

—

—

—

;

seeing the Christian give
thanks knowingly over food devoted to
the idol, will regard his act as one of
sacrilegious indulgence and denounce it
accordingly it seems to them a revolting
"
est celle-ld ?
Quelle religion
hypocrisy
"
devaient dire les palens
(Gd.) a grievous irprfancopfia both to Jews and Greeks
vwip ov absorbs
(32); cf. Rom. ii. 24.

conscience,

;

—

;

—

:

N*ABC,

the dem. pron.
prp.

;

cf. vii.

17, 37, 73,

governed by the same

39, 2 Cor.

ii.

3.

The

re-

peated emphatic lyu points to the Christian as devout on his own part, yet incurring the scandal of gross irreverence.
Vv. 31, 32 conclude the matter with
two solemn, comprehensive rules, introduced by the collective ovv {cf. Rom. v.
9, xi. 22), relating to God's glory and to
man's salvation. The supreme maxim of
duty, xarra cU 8o|av 6€ov itoicitc,
applies to all that Christians "eat or
drink" (including the idolothyta), indeed to whatever they "do " cf. Rom. xiv.
20 ff., Col. iii. 17. A second general rule
" Offenceemerges from the discussion
less prove yourselves, both to Jews and
to Greeks and to the church of God ".

—

—

;

:

airpoVicoiroi here act., as in Sir. xxxv. 21,
not causing to stumble; elsewhere pass,
in sense. For viveo-0€, see note on vii. 23.

The

three classes

named make

Paul's

up
world of men " Jews " and " Greeks M
embrace all outside the Church (i. 22, ix.
20 f.)
Christian believers alone form
" the Church of God "
i.
and
:

;

{cf.

note

2,

;

also Gal. vi. 16).
This text and xii. 28
afford the first ex. in P. of the comprehensive use of cKKX-rio-ia, as transcending
local

ref.

"

The church of God

bound up with His glory

(31)

;

its

"

is

sacred-

ness supplies a new deterrent from selfIt contains "the weak"
indulgence.
who are liable to injury (viii. 9, ix. 22).
Ver. 33, xi. 1. Paul's personal example
played a large part in his argument (ix.)
it
is fitting he should refer to
it
in
;

The negative AirpoVicoiroi
up.
yivtaBt, in 2nd person, now becomes
the positive lyi> iravra iracriv apeo-Kw in
the 1 st: "As I also in all things please

summing

all."

apc'o-K** is to

comply with, accom-
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870
bv5!i7,'22;

Rom.

xv.'

11; Lk.

aw

|/(X

^

crt

XI.

'

b,

2.

on

8e uuas, aocXAoi, 1

Eirai»'w

fiii

ir&vra itoo

In this

Tim.

tense, a

l

i.

of a
£t)tw

Cf. iv. 17.

4.

/xi/^occvw

Om. a8cX4»oi ^ABCP,

modate oneself
to (cf.

Rom.

to,

xv. 1,

M conative
dpe'o-Keiv,

common

Kay"

not give enjoyment
to speak
present," resembling

3)— no need

is

Paul's universal

qualified

by

com-

its

o-w0wo-iv, in the light

;

—

—

—

himself," he "found himself unto life
" The
eternal."
many," in contrast with
15
—Through his own pattern Rom.
P. points the

the single self;

cf. ver. 17,

v.

ff.

readers to that of his Master and theirs :
" Show
yourselves (yivta-de, see 32, vii.
23) imitators of me, as I also (am) of
Christ".
P. does not point his readers
backward to the historical model ("of
Jesus," or "Jesus Christ," as in Eph. iv.
"
Christ,"
21), but upward to the actual
whose existence is evermore devoted to
God (Rom. vi. 10 f.) and to men His
brethren (Rom. viii. 34 f., i. 30), "in"
whom the Cor. believers " are " (i. 2, 30).
Paul's imitatio Christi turns on the great
acts of Christ's redeeming work (Eph. v.
2, Phil. ii. 5-1 1), rather than on the incidents of His earthly course.
Division IV. Disorders in Worship

and Church Life,

xi.-xiv.

The Ap.

of the
Church, which occupied him in Div. I.,
dealing however not as at the outset
with the relations of the Cor. Church to
its ministry, but with the mutual relations and behaviour of its members within
the society. The questions arising under
this head are bound up with the moral
and social problems of Divs. II. and III.,
and several leading topics of former

returns to

the

internal

affairs

c

ueu^naOc,

icai

in this sense.

46, 73, tan.

purpose, tva
of which the verbal
contradiction with Gal. i. 10, 1 Thess. ii.
there is nothing in his
4, is removed
power that P. will not do for any man, to
Between
help his salvation (cf. ix. 226).
the apeo-Ku> and its purpose lies the p.Tj
£tjtwv clause, in which the Ap. professes
for himself the rule commended to the
The " self-advantage "
Cor. in ver. 27.
which P. sets aside, touches his highest
welfare (cf. Rom. ix. 3); P. sacrificed
what seemed to be his spiritual as well
as material gain
spending, e.g., weary
hours in tent-making that might have
been given to pious study to secure
spiritual gain for others; thus "losing

pliance

yi^eadc, Ka0«s

I. *|upi)T<u' |iou

Xptarou.
r

-K05, iv.5.
c

"

Biro^'''

XI.

cop.—a Western

addition.

—

chaps, reappear in a new connexion
the Christian relationship of the
sexes (common to v., vi., and xi.), the
Lord's Supper (x. and xi.), the superiority
of Love to Knowledge (viii. and xiii.).
The matters treated in these chaps, are
well defined: (1) the unveiling of the

e.g.,

head by women in public worship, xi.
2-16 ^profanation of the Lord's Table,
;

J 7-34

*»

(3)

Me

and

exercise of spiritual gifts,

—

.a subject which leads
the Ap. into two digressions
(a) on
the corporate nature of the Church, xii.
12-31 ; (b) on the supremacy of love, xiii.
As in the earlier parts of the letter, the
train of thought is objectively dictated;
the matters taken up arise from the faulty
state of the Cor. Church, and were supplied to the writer partly, as in chh.
vii.-x., by the Church Letter, and partly
by information conveyed in other ways

xii.

i-ii

xiv.

:

(see xi. 18, and Introd., chap, ii.), which
indicated the existence of disorders and
scandals within the community of the
gravity of which it was unaware.
§ 35. The Woman's Veil, xi. 2-6. P.
is glad to believe that the Church at Cor.
is loyal to his instructions (2)
he interrupts his censures by a word of praise.
;

This commendation, however, he proceeds to qualify. First, in respect of a
matter whose underlying principles his
readers had not grasped: he hears that

some women speak

in

Church-meetings,

For a woman to
discard the veil means to cast off masculine authority, which is a fixed part of
the Divine order, like man's subordinaShe who so acts
tion to Christ (3 f.).
disgraces her own head, and only needs
to go a step further to rank herself with
the degraded of her sex (5 f.).
Ver. 2. The praise here given is so
little suggested by the context, and to
little accords with the tone of the Ep. t
esp. with what was said in the like connexion in iv. 16 f., that one conjectures
the Ap. to be quoting professions made in
the Letter from Cor. rather than writing
I
simply out of his own mind:
praise you that [as you say] in all things
you remember me, and hold fast the in-

and that bareheaded

!

"Now

'
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1—4d

ica0ws

TrapeSwKa

f

eiSeW on

uu-as
'

oe

&yr\p

\

*

'

irapaSoaeis

iran-os aySpds
*

yuKatKos 6

tus

ujulii'

irpoaeuxofiei'os

KdTe'xeTC.

6

kc^ciXy]

f\

x

2

Ke<paXT]
Xpio-rou
k
l
xaTa
irpo<|>T)T€uW,

*j

d In this

Biku 8c

3.

ver 2 3.
-

Xpicrros eon, KC^aXr)

b

8e

dnfa,

871

h

6

©eoV

4. iras

Acts

*

m Ka " e GaK

I4:
Col. X
11. 8
2 Th. ii.

e\(ov,

K€<t>a\Y)s

\

'•

-

;

...
111.

15,

.,

r

6

Mt. xv.

;

2, etc.

Col.

f

1

ii.

;

cf. x. 1

g For the contrast, vii. 3 ff. Rom. vii.
iii. 1
Mk. x. 2 ff.
h i. 24, iii. 23, xv. 24-28,
Ph. ii. 5-11
Col. i. 15, 19 1 Tim. ii. 5 Tit.

above.

Tim. ii. 12-15 1 Pet.
i.
Eph. i. 17, 20, iii. 21
Heb. i., iii. 6, etc.; 1 Pet. iv. 11 Jo. i. 1 f., xvii. 3 f., etc. 1
k xiii. 9, xiv.
14 f. Eph. vi. 18 1 Th. v. 17 i Tim. ii. 8, etc.
22 Lk. i. 67.
1 Esth. vi. 12.
m See i. 27.

s

Eph.

;

57

22

2 Cor.

;

iii.

v.

Col.

18 f. ;
;
19, iv. 6, v. 18 f. ;

1

iii.

;

;

;

6;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Jo. iv. 9
1 ff.

;

;

etc.

f.,

Acts

;

ii.

17

i

f.,

Absol., xiv.

etc.

;

Mt.

vii.

;

1
Om. o B*D*G so W.H. marg.
•tov Xpicri-ov, fc$ABD, 17, 37,
;

structions as

I

delivered

For such adoption by

them

his readers, see notes

on

esteem characterised

this

'

to

you ".
words of

P. of the

viii. 1 ff.

Church

Self(iv.

8

the declaration was sincere,
and contained a measure of truth
P.
it for what it is worth.
8e, inaccepts
new
marks
the
also
the
troducing
topic,
connexion between w. 1 and 2 " I bid
I am glad to know
but
imitate
me
you
v.

ff.,

2)

;

—

—

;

:

—

(from your letter) that you do ". irdvTa,
acc. of definition (not obj.), as in ix. 25,
the vb. regularly governs a gen.
x. 33
in N.T.
p^pvTjcrfo, like memini, a pf.
"you have been kept in remempres.
brance of me ". irapd-800-is, a " givingover" (without the associations of our
tradition), applies to historical fact, teaching, or rules of practice delivered, through
whatever means, to the keeping of others
for reference to fact and usage, see ver.
to the
to fact and doctrine, xv. 1
23
three combined, as here, 2 Thess. ii. 15 ;
for its currency in Jewish Schools, Matt.
;

—

:

—

:

;

;

xv. 2

ff.,

•cpa-i-eire,

etc.

— KaTc'xere,

2 Thess.

ii.

as in xv. 2

15.

KaOws

=

K.T.X.

implies maintenance in form as well as
substance, observance of the twos 81Saxfjs (Rom. vi. 17).
Ver. 3. SA(i> Si vp.os clSevat ( = ov
KXw k.t.X. of x. 1 ; see note) " But I
would have you know" the previous
commendation throws into relief the
The indecorum in
coming censure.
question offends against a foundation prinsubordination tinder
ciple, vix., that of
the Divine government ; this the Cor.,

—

:

with all their knowledge, cannot "know,"
or they would not have allowed their
women to throw off the l|ovo-ta *irl Ttjs
Ke<J>aXTJs (10).

The

violated principle

CGKLP om.

Clem.

46,

is

thus stated: "Of every man the Christ
is the head, while the man is head of
woman, and God is head of Christ".
As to the wording of this sentence:
iravrbs avSpos bears emphasis in the 1st

See note below.

tov.

clause asserting, like the pari. 2nd clause,
a universal truth which holds of the man
the predicate of the 1st
(vir) as such
clause is distinguished by the def. art.,
" Christ is the
(proper, essential) head,"
etc. (cf. y| clpi)vi), Eph. ii. 14, and see
Bm., pp. 124 f.) 6 Xpurros, in 1st and
3rd clauses, means "the Christ" in the
wide scope of His offices (cf. x. 4, xii. 12,
xv. 22) for anarthrous Kc^aXr] -yvvaiKos,
That Christ is " every
cf. note on ii. 5.
man's " true head is an application of the
revealed truth that He is the "one
Lord " of created nature (viii. 6 Col. i.
15 f.), combined with the palpable fact
that the dvrjp has no (intervening) lord
in creation (cf. 9) ; he stands forth in

—

;

;

;

;

amidst his family, with no
visible superior, holding headship direct
from his Maker, and brought by his man-

worship,

hood into
"through
following
this

direct

whom

responsibility to
are all things".

Him

Ed.,
(not Hn.), limits
subordination to the Christian

Cm. and Mr.

manly

" the man is head of the
of the marriage union,
Christ of the man in virtue of union with
Him through faith " but faith is com-

order of

woman

life

;

in virtue

:

mon

to the sexes,

apo-cv

on

this footing

kou 0t)Xv (Gal.

iii.

28)

;

ovk 2vi
on the

Pauline

other hand,
theology, the
law of marriage and the social order are
grounded in Christ. Paul's argument
has no force unless the pari, assertions
The question
rest on a common basis.
is one that touches the fundamental proand the three
prieties of life (8-15)
headships enumerated belong to the
"The Christ" of
hierarchy of nature.
the 3rd clause is "the Christ" of the
1st, without distinction made of natures
in

;

—

He who is " every man's
or states
head," the Lord of nature, presents the
pattern of loyalty in His perfect obedience to the Father (xv. 28, Gal. iv. 4
Heb. v. 5, 8, etc.) cf. iii. 22 f., where
;

;

;
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Lev

xiii

Tat(TX" ,' €l

T

V

K€ $ a

k
*?:

P Ac

t
:

Xxi

^T

1

Q en-

°"

Q

t6

r

yap

1<tti k<xi

Kcipaa6ai ^
;

*

p

xiv. 35

;

'

•

p
'

8c

ei

t€ip<io-0a)

•

6. el

i£upit\ixlvr)

tt)V

yap

alaxP 01 ywfttMU
'

Eph.

v. ia

Tit.

;

i.

iz

;

Gen.

zli. 3,

etc

uncc. but BDcK, in conformity with ver. 4. W.H. place cavrqt in
reading avTtjs has the appearance of a harmonistic emendation.

The

with the same 81 ... Sc a chain of
subordinate possession is drawn out, corresponding to this subordination of rule.
Submission in office, whether of woman
to man or Christ to God, consists with
equality of nature.
Vv. 4, 5 the high doctrine just asserted applied to the matter of feminine
Since man qua man has no head
attire.
but Christ, before whom they worship
in common, while woman has man to
own for her head, he must not and she
must be veiled. The regulation is not
limited to those of either sex who " pray
or prophesy"; but such activity called
attention to the apparel, and doubtless it
was amongst the more demonstrative
women that the impropriety occurred;
in the excitement of public speaking the
shawl might unconsciously be thrown
:

irpocrevxofitvos k.t.X., "when he
in the act of
(she) prays or prophesies,"

back,

—

—

so doing.
koto, Kc^aX-qs cx wv > "wear"
:
ing down from the head (a veil
KdXvp.ua understood), the practice being
for the woman in going out of the house
to throw the upper fold or lappet of her
robe over her head so as to cover the
brow: see Peplos in the Diet, of Antiq.
aicaTaicaX. t. Kc^aXfj, " with the head unx*
covered," dat. of manner, as x*P lTl
" head "
Is it the literal or figurative
30.
that is meant as obj. to icaTaurxvvei ?
Ver. 3 requires the latter sense, while the
sequel suggests the former Al. and Ed.
Hf. is
think both are intended at once.

m

—

;

probably right in abiding

by the reading

eavrfjs (see txtl. note) ; he supposes
that the Ap. purposely broke off the
parallelism at the end of ver. 5, thus
sharpening his reproof: the man who
wears a veil M puts to shame his head "
i.e.

<iut6 ttj

(?) all

avTTjs

—

°

to

KarouaxuVci

K€<£aXtj,

ttj

KaTaKa\uirr&r0a>.

£upao-0ai,

a Ki. ziv. 26.

irpoo-cuxou-eVn,

yuvr)

m

dKaraicaXuirnt)

ev

l

8c

irao-a

5.

'

15, etc.
viii. 33, xviii. 18

1

•

<*utou

KaTaKa ^ u nT€T(u Y u,n1» Ka *

Acti

marg.

°

K€4>aX^k lauTTJs,

u

n't' hi

r

irpo<^T)T€uouaa

f\

*V

n

XI.

Christ,

sents (7)
"
puts to

;

whose lordship he

the

woman who

reprediscards it

shame her own head "

—the

dishonour done to the dominant sex

upon

herself.

home

to her

is

falls

That the shame comes
shown by the supporting

sentence
8)

:

tv

ydp

icrriv Kal

rh aire'

(cf. Hi.

" for she is one and
the
"
thing with her that is shaven

«rjj

e£upT]p.€vp,

same

(Mr., Ev., Bt., Ed., El.)

"

;

one and

It is

the same thing," etc (E.V.), would reto*

quire

4£vpT)<r0ai.

Amongst Greeks

only the hetara, so numerous in Cor.,
went about unveiled slave-women wore
the shaven head also a punishment of
the adulteress (see Wetstein in loc, and
with these the Christian
cf. Num. v. 18)
woman who emancipates herself from
becoming restraints of dress, is in effect
identified.
To shave the head is to carry
out thoroughly its unveiling, to remove

—

;

;

nature's as well as fashion's

covering

(15).
6, with a second ydp, presses the
above identity the Ap. bids the woman
who discards the veil carry her defiance
a step further " For if a woman is not
but
veiled, let her also crop (her head)
if it is a disgrace for a woman to crop
(it) or to keep (it) shaven, let her retain

Ver.

;

:

;

the veil

"

(icaXvirTccrdw, pr. impv., conP. uses the modus tollens of
the hypothetical syllogism " If a woman

tinuous).

:

prefers a bare head, she should remove
her hair; womanly feeling forbids the
latter, then it should forbid the former,
for the like shame attaches to both."
The argument appeals to Gr. and East-

"
ern sentiment
physical barefacedness
led to the inference of moral, in a city
"
like Corinth
(Ev.).
KcipdcrOw and
K€ipa<r8ai, aor. mid., denote a single act
"
on the woman's part, to cut off her
"
locks
£vpao-0cu, pres. mid., a shaven
condition ; the single art. comprises the
Paul's directions do
infs. in one view.
not agree precisely with current practice.
;

—

;

—

Jewish men covered their heads at prayers
with the Tallith (cf. the allusion of 2
Cor. iii. 14 ff.) this custom, retained
probably by some Jews at Christian
meetings (4), P. corrects without censure women were both veiled and kept
behind a screen. Amongst the Greek?,

—

;
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7. 'Affjp

"eiKwv'Kal

ydp OUK

86£a

ydp cany

8. ou

T

€KTta0T]

*6<|>€l\€l

dyrjp

Ph.
Cf. t Cor. iv. 6
25; Col. i. 16, iii. 10
;

i.

1
1

q

KaTaKaXuTTT€CT0at

eeoG w uirdpxuf,

dyfjp ck yu^atKos,

x

ouk
t

p.€l>

T

Sid

Heb. i. 3 Jo.
Tim. iv. 11 Mt.
;

;

i.

;

Mk.

;

-ri)v

K€<paXn^,

oo£a d^opos ivciv

•

*

dyopds 9. ical ydp
yui^j Bid tov dVSpa

yuyf) e|

dXXd

14, xvii. 22

xix. 4

T

he

yui^j

dXXd

yufaiica,

ttji'

.

1

B73

•

Ps. xviiL

w

1.

J^q^V
iv.

4;

Rom. i.23,
viii.

29

Col.

i.

iii.

See

vii. 26.

36;

f-;cf.xv.

x

;

15,

10.

Rom.

i.

xiii. 19.

»H yvvtj 8e: ^cABD*Q.
both sexes worshipped with uncovered
head, although women covered their
heads at other times (see Hermann,
Gottesdienstl. Alterthiimer, § 36, 18 f. ;
Plato, Phado, 89B, C), while Roman
men and women alike covered their heads
during religious rites (Servius ad JEn.
The usage here prescribed
iii.,
407).
seems to be an adaptation of Gr. custom
to Christian conceptions.
With us the
diff. of sex is more strongly marked in
the general attire than with the ancients ;
but the draped head has still its appropriateness, and the distinction laid down
t

in

this

passage has been universally
—
woman
recognised by

observed.
The
the side of the
"
"

is

man

"
as " praying

and

prophesying
(see note on xii. 10)
there is no ground in the text for limiting
;

her case to the exercise of these
domestic and private circles (thus
Hi'., Bt., and some others) ; on the contradiction with xiv. 34, see note ad loc.
Under the Old Covenant women were at
times signally endued with supernatural
powers, and the prophetess occasionally
played a leading public part (e.g. Deborah
and Huldah) ; in the Christian dispensathe

ref. in

gifts in

tion,

from Acts

i.

14 onwards, they re-

ceive a more equal share in the powers of
the Spirit (see Acts ii. 17 f., Gal. iii. 28).
But in the point of egovo-ia there lies an
ineffaceable distinction.
§ 36. Man and Woman in the Lord,
xi. 7-16.
The Ap. has insisted on the
woman's retaining the veil in token of
the Divine order pervading the universe,
which Christ exhibits in His subordinaBut he has some
tion to the Father.
further observations to make on the relaIn the first
tive position of the sexes.
place, he bases what he has said of the
headship of man on the story of creation,
exhibiting man as the direct reflexion of
God, woman as derived and auxiliary
" the
in this connexion the ref. to
(7-9)
"
At
;

must be understood (10).
angels
the same time, man and woman are necessary each to the other and derive alike
from God (11 f.). Having thus grounded

the matter upon Christian
principle, P.
appeals in confirmation to natural feeling
(13-15), and finally to the unbroken custom of the Church (16).

Ver. 7. dvtjp (not 6 dvf|p) piv
ydp
" For man
indeed (being man)
not
to
have
his
head
veiled"
ought
(icaXvirTco-dai,, pr. inf. of custom), in contrast with woman who ought (5,
10)
this is as wrong on his part as it is right
on hers; ovk negatives the whole senk.t.X.

:

—

tence, as in ver.

1.

o^cCXcl, like Set (19),

denotes moral or rational necessity, the
former vb. in a more personal, the latter
in a more abstract way.
For him to veil
his head would be to veil the "image
and glory of God " Christ, the image of
God, became av6pwiros as dvtjp. virdpX«v (see pads.), "being constituted" so.

—

;

To accompany elucSv, P. substitutes for
the opoiwo-is (d'muth) of Gen. the more
expressive 8<S£a by which the
renders the synonymous fmunah of Ps.
xvii.

—
—
God's "glory" being
15

LXX

His

like-

ness in visible splendour cf. Heb. i. 3.
P. conceives Gen. i. 26 to apply to Adam
as dvtjp primarily, although in ver. 27 it
stands, "God created man in His own
.
male and female created He
image
them ". ^ yvvrj %\ k.t.X. presents a
shortened antithesis to the piv clause;
" But the
logically completed it reads,
woman (ought to have her head veiled,
"
for she) is the glory of the man
8o(a
dvSpos not of the race (dvOpwtrov), but
of the stronger sex. Paul omits cIkwv,
which does not hold here; she is not
man's reflexion, but his counterpart
not "like to like, but like in difference,"
wedded as "perfect music unto noble
words"; she partakes, through him, in
the cticwv 0cov (Gen. i. 27). That which
in our common nature is most admirable
man sees more
faith, purity, beauty
;

—

.

.

—

—

—

—

—

excellently and proportionately shown in
It follows that he who
hers.
degrades a
woman sullies his manhood, and is the
worst enemy of his race ; the respect
shown to women is the measure and

Safeguard of

human

dignity.

8
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3

:

seenot e
below.
z Rev. xiv

tA toCto

**

'^^ ^ Y

*

II.

dyy^Xous.

i

"*)

*

Houciav

b

*

Zyji\.v

xwP

*

oih-e

Tr\T|i'

dyrjp

em
%t

S

ttjs K€<t>a\r)9,

yumiKos,

1

outc

l
iv Kupiw
12. wairep y&p ^ yvv)) U toG
x w P l S di>8po$
tA 8e irdyra £k tou
deSpds, outw Kai 6 d^p Sid rf)s yumiicos
x

erri

14.

IO#

Sid tous

XI.

•

yui^j

in like

connec-

*

tion, jo.

xx. 7;

Rev.
31

a In pi. abs. with art.,
b Eph. v. 33; Ph. i. 18,

20, vii. 3, etc., xii. 1, etc,
xiii. 27; Lk. xvi. 22.

i.

Mk.

;

passim

Lam.

;

1

Yvv-n,
uncc. but

isi.

x«P

l

DbKL,

avSpot

anc. verss. but syrr. and vg.

.

.

.

avtjp

8, 9 add two more to the chain of
extending from ver. 6: a double
reason for asserting that woman is man's

Vv.

:

—

—

kcli
yap, "For also" (g)
second statement goes to explain

Man was

there already and
fashioned out of him for his
need. Whether the story of the extracted
rib is read as poetry or prosaic fact, the
relationship set forth is the same.
Ver. 10 is the counterstatement to ver.
" For this reason
ja, undeveloped there
the woman is bound to wear authority
upon her head" sc. the reason made
out in w. 76-9, that her nature is derived

the

first

:

;

Woman was

:

—

t

=

The c£ovcria (
auxiliary.
<rr)p,ciov
* has
4|ovor£as) that she
(wears)," is that
to which she submits, with the veil

and

"upon her head

"

=

for its

symbol

;

23, where Ttp/if
<rr|p.ciov Tip/rjs.
soldier under the Queen's colours

be

said

to

cf. xii.

So the
might

"have authority over

his

head".

Ev. quotes Shakesp., Macb., iii.,
" Present him eminence both with
4,
eye
and tongue," as a pari, expression for
the authority of another pictured in one81a tovs dyyAovt suggests, by
self.
way of after-thought, a supplementary
motive for the decent veil, which the Ap.
merely hints, leaving a crux for his inIn iv. 9 he adduced the
terpreters.
"
"
as interested spectators of the
angels
conduct of Christ's servants, and in vi. 3
he spoke of certain of them as to be

—

in
judged by the saints (see notes)
manifold ways these exalted beings are
associated with God's earthly kingdom
(see Luke ii. 13, xii. 8, xv. 10, Acts i. io,
Heb. i. 14, xii. 22 f. Rev. passim)
etc.
;

;

iii.

;

Heb.

16, iv. 14

i.
;

4

ff.

Mt.

;

Rev.

xxv.
Mt., Lk.,

xiii. 49,

25

ii.

;

;

l

ywaiKos

«

(in this order)

:

all

in accordance with Jewish belief, they
appear as agents of the Lawgiving in

glory appears in the revelation of the
origin of mankind made by Scripture
tne second narrative of
(Gen. ii. 18-25
Creation, J of the critics), where Eve is
represented as framed from a rib taken
out of Adam's body to be his " helpmate ". Woman originates from (lerrlv
ck), and was created for (because of,
"IkIktIo-6i\ 8td) man, not vice versa.
ti<t6t) differs from conriv as purpose from

—the

x»P

*
all

for's

fact," (Ed.).

xiii. 1

3.

;

Gal. iii. 19 (Acts vii. 53), and in Heb. i.
7 are identified with the forces of nature.

The same line of thought connects the
angels here with the maintenance of the
laws and limits imposed at Creation (cf.
Job. xxxviii. 7), reverence for which P.
expresses in his own style by this allusion ; see Hn., Ed., and Gd. in loc.
With this general view the interpretation
is consistent which
regards the angels as
present in Divine worship and offended
by irreverence and misconduct (see 1 Tim.
v. 21), as (possibly) edified too by good
behaviour (see Eph. iii. 10); cf. the
ancient words of the Liturgy, "Therefore with Angels and Archangels, etc."
familiar thought with the Ff. ; thus

A

Cm. ad loc, " Open the eyes of faith, and
thou shalt behold a multitude of angels
if the air is filled with angels, much more
;

the Church "
al8ovp.^vT).

and Thp. rots dyylXois
Similarly Hooker, "The house
;

,

of prayer is a Court beautified with the
there we
presence of Celestial powers
;

stand,

we

sing,

we sound

forth

God, having His angels

hymns

to

intermingled

as our associates; with reference hereunto the Ap. doth require so great care
to be taken of decency for the Angels'
sake" (EccL Pol., v. 25. 2). P. cannot
mean evil angels subject to sensual
temptation, as many, after Tert., have
read the passage, basing it on a precarious interpretation of Gen. vi. 4 (see
Everling, Die paul. Angelologie u.s.w.,
an explanation far-fetched
pp. 32 ff.)
and grossly improbable. Others have
seen in these ayycXoi pious men, prophets.

—

match • makers I
emendations of
the text, substituting 810 tovs dycXatovs
or tois ayc'Xas, or Sia «rfjs ayycXCas (durBaur, Sm., and
ing the preaching !).
others would delete the troublesome
words as a primitive gloss.
Vv. 11, 12. irXtjv k.t.X. modifies and

Church

•

officers,

Others have

even

proposed

guards the foregoing;

this

conj.

lies

io

—
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9€ou.

13. iv

*

1

•

•aA-roTs

ftp.lv

dKaTaKaXoTTTOi' tw

"

1

Lk
c
*irp£rroK l<rr\ yuKaiKa ^/:
xii. 57.

•

Kpivare

9cw irpoaeuxcaOai

2

14.

;

875

ouoe

tj

8

^

auTTj

m**r<,

&m Acts
Am^j
d Mt.'g^

8

f
8i8daK€i upas on A^p ucV e*Aj> f
<j>ucris
anfiia auTw
koj*$,
h
15. Y°»^I &« lb* 'tofia, 8<S£a <xutjj iariv ; on t|
k6\li\

iv

•

*

Hi. is

1

irti, Eph. v. 3 ; 1 Tim. ii. 10 ; Tit. ii 1 Heb. ii. 10, vii. 96
f HJ. in Bib. Gr.
14, 27, xi. 34 ; Gal. ii. 15, iv. 8 ; Eph. ii. 3.
iv. 10.
h N.T. hJ.
vi. 5.
-*£(*>, tee Rom. i. 24, etc

xii. 11.

;

Numb.

1

D

*

Om.

tj

all

«vrq

(in this order)

is

:

in its force

—

What

:

;

sexes are alike, and inseparably necessary to the Christian order (n); and if
man is the fountain, woman is the channel
of the race's life (12). ovtc vvvrj . . .
" Neither is there
ovtc ovtjp k.t.X.
woman apart from man, nor man apart
from woman in the Lord." Here Tennyson is the best commentator: "Either
sex alone is half itself
each fulfils
.
.
defect in each, and always thought in
:

.

thought, purpose in purpose, will in will,
the two-celled heart beatthey grow .
ing, with one full stroke, life ". Iv Kvpkp
.

.

vii. 39, etc.), i.e. under the rule of
Christ, where woman's rights are realised
as nowhere in heathenism (cf. Gal. iii.
28, Eph. v. 28 ; also the wording of vii.
For the contrast of ck and
3 f. above).
" the woman has an
81a, see viii. 6 ;
equivalent in the Divine order of nature,
that as man is the initial cause of being
to the woman, so woman is the instru"
mental cause of being to the man (Ev.).
But the Avfjp is only a relative source ;
God is absolute Father to 8e irovTa 4k
(cf.

—

tow 0cov

(cf. viii. 6,

i.

30 and note, Rom.

To Him man and woman owe

one reverence.
Ver. 13. There is a constitutional feeling which supports the above inference
in favour of the woman's veil ; it
implied already in the icaToio-xvvet

aUrxpor of w.
"

5

f.,

and

is

now

was
and

explicitly

Amongst yourselves (inter rather
than intra vos ipsos) judge ye ; is it
enseemly for a woman unveiled to be
"
an
gaged in prayer (pr. inf.) to God ?
appeal to social sentiment (cf. Rom. ii. 15,

stated

xi. 11

;

Jat. iv. 15.

pre-Syrian uncc.

but
has been said
not be overpressed
subordinate, not inferior the

besides, howbeit.
in vv. 3-10 must

36).

Lk:

Ambrst., Pclag. (Western) read v|mis «vtqi for *v vp.iv avTois.
uncc. but DcKL.

between 82 and iXXa

xi.

;

i

latt. vg.,

*t| (j>v(ris

woman

Mace.

Ps. lxiv. I.
e Rom. i. 36, ii.
g xv. 43 Rom. i. 26, etc -/*os

;

:

—

the icp£vaT«
jirra|v aXXtjXwv), recalling
duels of x. 15. wpeirov (neut. ptp. : see
as distinguished from o<f>eCXw or
parls.),

Set (7, 19), denotes befittingness, suita-

to nature or character.
t$ 6c$
lends solemnity to v-poo-evxeorOai.
Vv. 14, 15.
The question o\>8« 4\
4>vo-i5 ovrrj K.T.X.; summons personal
instinct to the aid of social sentiment
" Does not even nature of
herself teach
"
For r\ <f>vcas, see Rom. ii.
you that, etc. ?
bility

:

14 in this connexion it points to man's
moral constitution rather than to external
regulations Hf. and El. however, taking
;

;

the latter sense, reverse the
order of thought in w. 13 f., seeing in
the former ver. individual instinct (they
render iv eavrois within yourselves), and
in this ver. social rule.
Hf. and Hn., by
a strained constr. of SiSclo-kci, render
"
Sri
because," and draw the obj. of
" teach " from ver.
13, seeing in Sti
k.t.X. the ground of the affirmative
<pvo-is

in

—

answer
"

tacitly given to

both questions

Does not nature of herself teach

(Yes), for if a

man have

The common rendering

(this)

:

?

long hair, etc."
is

preferable

;

the teaching of nature is expressed in a
double sentence, which gathers the con
sensus gentium on the subject : " that in

a man's case, if he wear long hair (vir
quidem si comam nutriat, Vg.), it is a
dishonour to him but in a woman's, if
she wear long hair, it is a glory to her ".
;

avtjp, yu*^ stand in conspicuous antithesis preceding the conj. : what is discreditable in the one is delightful in the
other. Homer's warriors, it is true, wore
long hair (KapT]KouowvT«« *Ax<uo(), a
fashion retained at Sparta; but the
Athenian youth cropped his head at 18,
and it was a mark of foppery or effemi-

nacy (a legal aTipia), except for the
aristocratic Knights, to let the hair afterThis feeling prevailed
does in modern manners
the case of Absalom). In the rule

wards grow long.
in ancient as
(cf.

it

of the Nazirites natural instinct was set
aside by an exceptional religious vocaThe woman's k6u.i\ is not merely
tion.
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1

€ ^ s ToiauTtj^

m

1

16.

au-rfj.

U

el

auvr\B€iav ouk ex

XL
'

tis

Sokci

ou0 « al

JL€l'

f

m
<|>iX6v€ikos
°

^kkXtjoticu

°0coO.

6; Pb.
cin. 6.
1

See iii. 18.
N.T. h.L;
Ezek. iii. 7.
N.T. A J. in

p

Touto 8^

17.

irapayy£k\uv

*

*

ouk

taaiiw,

8

on

ouk

els

to

m

-kio,

Lk.

For

pi.

n See viii. 7.
-Ktii/, Prov. x. 13.
vii. 17.
p See vii. 10.
q See

xxii. 04.

pi. *kk\.,

see

o See

i.

2

full

expression,

ver. 2.

CHP, 37, 46. Om. avqi DG (Western^. T.R., as in NAB, etc.
3
ovk
eiraivw
DcGKLP, etc. some latt. cop. So Tisch., W.H.
irapayyeXXwv
External evidence fairly balanced.
txt., R.V., El., Nestle.
So Lachm., Tr., Al.,
irapaYyeXXfa) ovk eiraivwv AC*G, 17, 46, 67**, vg. syrsch.
W.H. tnarg. Both verbs in -*»v D*gr-, 137 both in -w B. See note below.
1

ovttj ScSoto-i

:

2

^C

:

;

:

:

no oLTipia, but a positive 8«J|o herself
the S6|a avSpo?, her beauty has in this
its crown and ensign.
And this " glory "
" because
is grounded upon her humility
her hair to serve as a hood (ovrl ircpi"
not as a
PoXaiov) has been given her
substitute for head-dress (this would be
to stultify Paul's contention), but in the
nature of a covering, thus to match the
veil (en guise de voile, Gd.)
cf. x*P lv
avrl koxtiavTi x <*P LTO $> John i. 16
;

:

—

;

;

yvtjtov jjcivos
Sc'Sotol
456.

manent boon
iii.

.

.

.

tctcvktou, Odyss. viii.
connotes a per-

(pf. pass.)

(see 2 Cor. viii.

1, 1

John

irepipoXaiov (from irepipdXXw), a wrapper, mantle, is here exused
of head-gear.
ceptionally
Ver. 16 closes the discussion sharply,
with its appeal to established Christian
rule. If, after all that the Ap. has advanced
in maintenance of the modest distinction
between the sexes, any one is still minded
to debate, he must be put down by authothat of P. himself and his colleagues
rity
universal Christen(T|p.€is), supported by
dom cf. xiv. 33, 37 ff. SokcX tpiXoVciicos
"
" thinks
seems," but
clvai, not
{pre"
to
see
contentious
1,

etc.).

—

—

;

be
parls.)
ct tis takes ind. of the case
in x. 27), and too likely in

sumes

;

;

supposed (as

quarrelsome
<|>iX6VeiKos, not amans victoria
if
but
avidus
litium
as
from
viktj,
(Est.)
(from vcikos), a disputer for disputation's sake.
T|p.€is, in contrast with at
" I and those like6KKX-r|o-iai, means not
"
" I and
minded
my fellow(Mr.), but
"
or " I and the Apostles generministers
"
ally
(cf. iv. 6-13, xv. 11, 2 Cor. i. 19,
iv. 13, etc.).
ToiavTrjv o-vvrj0eiav, the
custom described in w. 4 f. above, which
rise
to
the whole discussion not, as
gave
many understand it, the custom of being
contentious (a temper, surely, rather than
a custom)
no one could think of the
App. (-rjp.els) indulging such a habit !
The advocates of feminine emancipation
Cor.

—

—

—

;

:

:

;

may have supposed

that P., the champion
of liberty, was himself on their side,
and that the rejection of the veil was in
vogue elsewhere he denies both. For
o~vvrj6cia, Lat. con-suetudo, see viii. 7 ;
for at ticicXr]o-iai tow 6cov, i. 2, iv. 17, the
the idea of unanimity
pi. conveying
;

Those who explain
many.
amongst
" such a custom " as that
of " being
contentious," usually link this ver. with
It is true that the
17 ff.
o-x£ap.aTa
of the sequel, like the cpiSc? of i. 11,
tended to ^iXovttKia ; in truth the disputatiousness of the Cor. ran into everything a woman's shawl, or the merits of
the Arch-apostles

w.

—

!

§

The Church Meeting for

37.

the Worse,

xi. 17-22.
The Cor. Church
had written self-complacently, expecting
the Apostle's commendation upon its re-

In reply P. has just pointed
(2).
out one serious irregularity, which might
indeed be put down to ignorance (3, 16).
No such excuse is possible in regard to
the disorders he has now to speak of,
which are reported to him on evidence
port

—

that he cannot discredit (18)
viz., the
divisions apparent in the Church meetings
and
the
and
sensu(19),
gross selfishness
ality displayed at the common meals (20

Such behaviour he certainly cannot
praise (17, 22).
Ver. 17. If the T.R. be correct, tovto
(repeated in 226) points to the instruction
about to be given respecting the Lord's
ff.).

" Moreover
(8^), in giving you
I do not praise (you),
seeing
that, etc.": so Cm. and Gr. Ff., Er.,
In vv. 3 ff. P.
Est., Bg., Hf., Hn., Sm.
rectified an error, now he must censure
a glaring fault " le ton devient celui du
blame positif " (Gd.) w. 3 and 17 both
detract, in different degrees, from the
"
"
tovto irapayy^XXttr
praise of ver. 2.
has to wait long for its explanation ; P.
lingers over his preliminary rehearsal of

Supper

this

:

charge

;

;

—

16
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ao.

r

1

KpetrroK
T

*

ydp

t

*

eV djxtK cfrai, IVa
14

vu.
11. :

.

*6.

x, xi.

y

five

;

a Rom.

etc

so,

a Cor. ix.

1

*

*

4

times
4

;

i.

h.l.

;

y

p^pos

*

moreuw

19.

8el

|Uk

Trp«Toi>

aKouu
*

•

86»au.oi •d>aK€pol
d
*

em

a

8, Hi.

;

to

outcS,

Heb. vii. a Jas.
a Heb. vii. 18,

35,

iii.

Thuc.

iv.

ii.

ti

mT

m

18.

auvepxeade.

w

v&p Kal

*

§!t JU.*

^ f^
x

Cor

alclacis

;

;

«•*•

Setir-

Hi. 17

c

See

9,

17

;

*3

Acts

1.

V v.

;

^J
6,

3

;

x See
2 Pet.
15 J as.
;

b a Cor. x. 18, xiii. 7 ; Rom. xiv. 18, xvi. 10; a Tim. ii.
d xiv. 33 ; with «/u, vii. 5.
e Rev. i. 10. See note below.
13.
Lk. xiv. ia ff.

(sing.) in Acts.

"• «7Rev. xix.

-

*"•.
15 cf. vL
7 above.

20.

without nt v, xii. a8, xv. 46, etc.
xii. 10 ; Acts xxviii. 2a.
w See i. 10.
z See viii. 3.
a Gal. v. 30
Xen., Eq., i. 12, etc
;

30

'yivurcai iv v\uv.
'
ouk fori • Kupiaicdi'
r

;

iii.

Kpci«rorov . . . ijccrov: all pre- Syrian uncc.
Om. tq all uncc. and many minn.
i r o k a 1 (?)
BD*. 37, 71, vg. sah., Ambrst. So Treg., Lachm.
:

bracket

J

crxicrpaTa lv

;

k

01

Rom.

;

Bibl.,

r "v.* 50 "-.

f Jo. xui. a,

3

r

ouV ufAwy

auKcpxc^wK

iii.

x

flTTOK

2
auKepxofi^Kwv uu,£k eV ttj
ckkXtjo-ux,

frirdpxeiK, ical

fipiK

'

oXX* els to

«77

;

W. H.,

Nestle

icai.

the founding of the Lord's Supper, and
" is held in
the " charge
suspense ; its
gist becomes evident in w. 20 f. Neither
the feminine indecorum censured in the

which tovto
EL, etc.), nor

last § (to
Bt., Gd.,

referred by Mr.,
the contentiousness

is

glanced at in ver. 16 (by which Ev. and
Ed. explain it), has been, strictly speaking,
matter of a charge; moreover, the backward ref. of tovto involves the awkwardness of associating liratvw and its
introductory ptp. with disconnected obthese interpretations better fit the
;
other reading, •H-apayyc'XXc* . . . ewaiviv.
With certain specific and solemn injunctions respecting the Eucharist in view,
" I do not
P. says,
praise (you), in that
not for the better but for the worse you
come together ". 5ti, with the like broad
sense as in i. 5, ix. 10, gives at once the
The
content and ground of dispraise.
asgeneral profitlessness of the Church
semblies reached its climax in the desecration of the Lord's Supper, their
hallowing bond (x. 16 f.).
Ver. 18. The severe reproach, elf t*

jects

—

oWpx co"0«> is justified by w.
which lead round to the intended
an
irapavvcXia. vpwTov piv requires
Tjo-o-ov

—

18-22,

is not forthcoming {cf.
the complement appears to

in

—

ptp. pr. of repeated occurthe crxio-paTa in Church meetings
were chronic. For aicovu o^io-para, see
"
" I am
i. 10 f. ; the
pr.
hearing suggests
(in contrast with ^8t)X«S6t) above) continued information from various quarters
(cf. v. 1, aicovcTai): hence the qualifying
uc'pos ti (ace. of definition) irio-rcvw,
"
wanting in ch. i. ; P. does not "believe
everything reported to him, but so much
as is stated he does credit. virdpx«v
(see parls.) implies not the bare fact, but
a characteristic fact, a proprium of this

assembly"

rence

;

—

—

Church "have
"
amongst you

their

:

cf.

place (are there)

Acts

xxviii.

18.

Ver. 19. Paul is prepared to believe
what he thus hears ; these divisions were
inevitable :
needs exist

" For indeed

must
—parties
8ct affirms a
the moral conditions
—
note on

among you ".

necessity lying in
of the case (see

7).

o<f>6tXa>,

and note on i. n;
choose) is more specific

atpctris (see parls.,

from alpcopai, to
than o-xio-p.a, implying mental tendency
in philosophy a school, Richtung, then
a sect or party formed on a basis of
opinion : see Cr., s.v. also Trench, Syn.
"
§ 4
Heresy is theoretical schism,
schism practical heresy". These words

—

;

;

as

within

the

€ireiTa 8c\ that

designate,

Rom.

Church in Tit. iii. 10, 2 Peter ii. 1, they
verge toward their ecclesiastical use.

i.

8)

:

—

viz., the abuse of spiritual
a further and prominent ground of
Bt. and Ed.
disapproval (Mr., Hn., El.).
lie in xii.-xiv.

gifts,

find the antithesis in

to

Xoiira, ver. 346.

Hf. renders irp&Tov "chiefly," dispensbut pev suping with any complement,
Ver. 20 gives no
poses a mental 8«\
contrasted ground of censure, it stands

—

:

parties

—Now

there is a true purpose of God
these unhappy divisions ; they
serve to sift the loyal from the disloyal
"in order that also the approved may

fulfilled in

.

become manifest among you". These
alp e'o-cis are a magnet attracting unsound
and unsettled minds, and leaving genuine
"
"
by
approved
(mvapxopeVwv believers to stand out

the same ground.
iv ckkXtjo-Co (not ttj 4kkX., %n the
" as often as
you come together
Church)

upon
vpwv

yet,

;

their constancy;

see 2 Thess.

where the same thought

is

ii.

n

f.,

differently
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XI.

21. cKaoros Y^P T^ iSiok h€iirvov * TrpoXajxPdvci x iv s
h
k
'
•
T $ ^Y"''* Kai h $S
M* w«i"^ os 8e p,€0u€i 22. 'jxt) yap oiKias
Mk'xiv.
n
"
n
8 .Wisd. » fl K |v €T€ e i
eaBieik
T0
Kol
irif
cir
:
s»
*
a.
^ TTJS ^KKXT)aiaS TOU 0€OU
t

;

xyn.

16.

hX

°
:

KaTa<i P

a, 5

^T€,

>

Cor' ff
16; Rom.^Tix* 8 ;

r

Kal * KaTCuaxum-e tous

liraivtcr*

*

dpas

;

4k toutw

*
M-^j

ouk

3

ti

"Ixoktus;

ufit^

r

c'ttciii'w.

a

;

once in Acts, nine timet in Syn. GG.
k 1 Th. v. 7 Acts
i See ir. 11.
Mt. xxir. 49 Jo. ii. 10.
m For t> in double interrogg., cj. i. 13, ix. 8, 10
U. 15
1 See ix. 4.
x. 19, xiv. 36.
n See i. a.
o Rom. ii. 4 1 Tim. ir. 12, vi. 3 ; Heb. xii. a a Pet. ii. 10 thrice
Id GG.
r See ver. a.
p See L 17.
q Lk. iii. 11, xxii. 36.

Tim.

ii.

30 ;

J ode

ta

;

;

;

;

;

1

wpoarXaupam, A, some 20 minn.

1

sin rtf <J>aY«r

8

4

c

1

w vp.iv

ir

circuvw,

BG,

:

DG,

wpo and

irpo« often confused in

;

comp. vbs.

manducandum).

vg. (ai

(in this order)
vg., Latt. Ff.

;

:

all

nncc. but

KL.

For position of the interrogg see note below.

applied also Rom. v. 4, j} viropov^ kotepYtt£€T<u SoKipVjv, 1 Peter i. 7 ; also Tert.,
De Prascr. Hccret., 4, " ut fides habendo

repugnant

tentationem habeat etiam probationem ".
For 80*4105, accepted on proof, see parls.,
esp. ix. 27; those approved with God
"
thus " become manifest to men ; " l'effet est de manifester au grand jour les
membres de 1'eglise serieux et de bon
aloi" (Gd.). "Dominus talibus experimentis probat constantiam suorum. Pul"
1
chra

Kvpiov) stands in emphatic contrast with ?8iov, the termina" It
tion -k6s signifying kind or nature :
is impossible to eat a supper of the Lord,
for each man is in haste to get (irpo-

;

consolatio
(Cv.).
Vv. 20, 21 resume with emphasis the
circumstantial clause of ver. 18 and draw
out, by ovv, the disastrous issue of the

ayia-^ara they produce a visible separation at the common meal of the Church,
destroying the reality of the Lord's
Supper. Ch. i. 12, iii. 3 f., iv. 6, showed
that the Cor. divisions were of a partisan
:

character, and i. 19 that intellectual
differences entered into them [cf. viii. 17) ; but distinctions of wealth contributed to the same effect The two latter
influences conspired, the richer and more
cultivated Cor. Christians leaning to a

self-indulgence which they justified on
the ground of enlightenment ; the alplo-ets sloped down toward KpanrdXTj Kal
"
u^0tj.— Iirl to avTO, to the same (spot) ".
ovk forir k.t.X. can hardly mean, " it
"
is not to eat the Lord's Supper
(so Al.
and others) for the Cor. intended this,
but by unworthy behaviour (26 f.) neutralised their purpose : P. says either " it
(sc. your feast) is not an eating of the

—

—

Lord's Supper " (A.V., Bz., Est., D. W.,
" ce n'est
Bt., Hn., El., Gd. :
pas la
" it is not

manger,

etc.") ; or,
to eat the Lord's Supper"

—such
Ev.)

(possible)
(R.V., Bg.,

eating is out
of the question. Ver. 21 bears out the
last interpretation, since it describes a
Mr., Hf., Ed.,

state of things not merely nullifying but
to any true tcvpiaieov Scittvov ;
oflic Icrriv carries this strong sense, negativing the idea as well as fact, in Heb.
ix. 5, and often in cl.
Gr. The adj.

—

icvpiaicov

XapfJdvci

supper
"

meal

(

= tov

—praoccupat,

when he

eats,"

own
—Bz.)
or " during the
his

iv t$ ^ayciv, in edendo,
(Ev.
Bz. ; not ad manducandum, as in Vg.).
Instead of waiting for one another (33),
the Cor., as they entered the assembly;

room bringing their provisions, sat down
at once to consume each his own supply,
private diners at a restaurant
irpo- suggests, in view of ver. 22, that
the rich even hurried to do this, so as to
avoid sharing with slaves and low people
The icvp. Seiirvov
at a common dish (22).
was a kind of club-supper, with which
like

;

—

the evening meeting of the Church commenced (18a, 20a), taking place at least
once a week on the Lord's Day {cf. Acts
xx. 7 ff.).
This Church-supper, afterwards called the Agape (see Diet, of
Christian Antiq. s.v. also Ed. ad loc.)
was analogous to the o-uo-o-frria and
epavoi held by the guilds and friendly
societies then rife amongst the Greeks.
;

Originating as a kind of enlarged family
in the Church of Jerus. (Acts ii.
46), the practice of the common supper
accorded so well with social custom that
it was universal amongst Christians in
Weizsacker's
the first century
(see

meal

Age, vol. ii., pp. 279-286).
Gradually the Eucharist was separated
from the Agape for greater decorum, and

Apost.

the latter degenerated and

became

ex-

£1

—
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23. 'Eyw yd.p
,

,

oti o Kuptos

24.

touto* fxou

%•

„

Inaous tv tq

w

*al

euro tou Kupiou, o kcu 'irapcSuKa 61MK,

irapAapoy

».

i/ukti

x

euxapiaT^oras
y
^arl to aaijia

"

m

IkXcktc

k<u

uircp

eXafcy

"

€tw6,

*

to

T

1

irapeSiooTo

|j

kXwu^ok 3

i>u.G>v

•

sense, xv.
l*

apTov,

2

2

AdfleTe,

8 In this

T

3

i

times be-

-

<J>dyeT€

P-

touto ttoicitc
t

See

ver. ».

sons, v. 5; 12 times besides in P. in this connexion, Mt. x. 21, xvii. 22, xxvi. 3,
45 ff., etc.
xiv. 19, xv. 26, 36, xvi. 5, 7, xxvi. 26
Lk. vi. 4 Jo. xxi. 13 Acts xxvii. 35.
See i. 4.
x. 16.
z The ellipsis (without kAu> m .), h.l.
ySeex. 4.
;

;

w

;

;

v Mt.
x See

irape8i8€To, all uncc. but B 3 LP. See Bm., p. 47.
Om. XapcTc, o>ay€T€ (from Mt. xxvi. 26) all uncc. but C'KLP.
*Om. kX«p,€vov ^*ABC*, 17, 67**, Cyr.
Add icXwpevov ^cC 3 Db, cGKLP, latt. syrr. epvirropevov, D* SiSopevov (Lk.),
sah. cop. vg M Cyp.
The three ptps. are various attempts to fill up a seeming
1

2

;

;

ellipsis.

here they are one, as in the Last
itself.
The table was provisioned
at Cor. not from a general fund (as was
usual in the epavoi or collegia), but by
each guest bringing his contribution in
kind, a practice not uncommon in private
parties, which had the disadvantage of
tinct

;

Supper

accentuating social differences. While
the poor brought little or nothing to the
feast and might be ashamed to show his
fare, the rich man exhibited a loaded
basket out of which he could feed to
All tcoivwvta was destroyed
such vulgarity would have disgraced a
heathen guild - feast.
The Lord, the
common Host, was forgotten at His
table.
8s piv ireivqi sc. the poor man,

repletion.

;

—

whose small

store

was

insufficient, or

who

arriving late (for his time was not
his own) found the table cleared (cf.
" but an0$ 8c pcGvet,
irpoXap{3dv€i).
"
other is drunk
or in the lighter sense
1

suggested by

plus satis bibit (Gr.,

ireivq
" drinks to the full "
ii.
(cf. John
Hn.),
10) ; the scene of sensual greed and
pride might well culminate in drunkenness. Of all imaginable schisms the most
shocking hunger and intoxication side
by side, at what is supposed to be the
,

:

This is indeed
Table of the Lord
"
meeting for the worse ". For the demonstr. use of the rel. pron. with piv and
8c*, see Wr., p. 130.
Ver. 22. p.Tj yap oUCas ovk cx«tc
" For is it that
k.t.X. j
you" have not
See ver.
houses to eat and drink in ?
The yap brings in an
34, and note.
"
For I suppose you
ironical excuse
act thus because you are houseless, and
"
must satisfy your appetite at church I

—

1

:

—

If this voracity
irws vdp ; Acts viii. 31.
cannot be excused by a physical need
cf.

which the offenders had no other means
.of

guppty^g— »£

that

xs

to

say» their

—

action is deliberate they must intend to
pour scorn on the Church and to insult
" Or do
their humbler brethren :
you
despise the church of God, and cast
shame on those that are without means ? "

For r\ tKK.\i]cria rov Gcov, an expression
of awful dignity, see i. 2, x. 32. tovs prj
cxovTas, "the have-nots" (cf. 2 Cor.
viii. 12)
01 ?x 0VT€ «
pl« G r< signifies
"the men of property"; p,^ (of the
Point of view) rather than ov (of the
fact), for the poor with their beggarly
rations are shamed by the full-fed on this
very account. What could show coarser
contempt for the Church assembly ? P.
shows a fine self-restraint in the litotes
of the last sentence ri etirw vpiv ; k.t.X. :

—

m

—

:

"

What am

praise (you)

I
?

to say to

you

In this matter

?

I

Should I
you

praise

not".

cirauecrtD, deliberative aor. sbj.,
like ciirw, for the question refers not to

the future, but to the situation depicted
4v tovt<j> has great
(see Wr., p. 356).
point and emphasis when attached to the
following oiik eiraivw (so R.V. marg.,
after early Verss., Bz., Est., Mr., Hn.,
Gd., Bt., El., Ed.) ; thus also ciraive<r<*
better matches ciirw, and the last clause
prepares for the important fyw 8) irapl-

Xapov of the ensuing
§

38.

ver.

Unworthy Participants of

the Lord's Bread and Cup, xi. 23-34.
The behaviour of the wealthier Cor. at
the Church Supper is scandalous in itself;
viewed in the light of the institution and

meaning of the Eucharistic ordinance,
their culpability is extreme (23-27). The
sense of this should set the readers on

The sickness
(28 f.).
rife amongst them are a
the
Lord's
of
displeasure in this very
sign
matter, and a loud call to amendment
Two practical directions are
(30-32).
finally given: that the members of the
self-examination

and mortality
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*

*

withvbL
noun,

c/.

xiv. 9.

1

f ' s T^*'

*P^ V

*

tt^^T

•

T^

SciTTKTJo-ai,

iarrlv * iv

tw

1"

2 5« "w<rouT«s k<h t&

"•

" TOUTO TO
XtyWK,
1

1\l&

*

alu-an

XI.

*

irOTY)piOC

T|

h

tooto

•

*

iroT^pioi' ji€T&

d

iroiciTe,

'iCCUKT)

'Siad^ictj

ocrdias &v

2

irinrjTe,

and Mt.
34 are Hebraistic.
Mt. xxi. 30 Lk. xx. 31

riii.

;

Prov. xxiii. 1 Tob.
«5 x. 19 ; 1 Jo. v. 6
1

;

;

viii.

;

;

b Lk. xxii. 19; Heb. x. 3; Lev. xxiv. y.
c Lk. xxii. to; Rom. viii. a6;
Pror. xxvii. 15.
d See x. 16.
e Lk. xxii. 20, xvii. 8 Rev. iii. 20;
1.
fa Cor. iii. 6 Heb. viii. 8 (Jer. xxxviii. 31), ix. 15.
g Heb. ix. aa,
;

Zech.

;

ainaTt |iov (Lk.)

Church should wait

ix. 11.

ACP,

:

h Rev.

17, 37, 46.

until all are gathered

commencing supper; and

before

xi. 6.

that

where hunger forbids delay, food should
be taken at home (33 f.).
Vv. 23, 24. Amongst the things the
"
Ap. had delivered" to his readers," that
"
they professed to be holding fast
(2),
was the story of the Last Supper of the
first

Lord Jesus, which the Church perpetuates in its communion -feast.
iyw, antiI the imparter, you the
thetical to Afiiv
oird
receivers, of these solemn facts.
neither excludes, nor suggests (cf. i. 30,
xiv. 36, etc.) as irapa might have done

—

—

:

(Gal. i. 12, 1 Thess. ii. 13), independent
" it marks the whence
impartation to P. ;
of the communication, in a wide and
"
the Ap. vouches
general sense
(El.)
;

what he related came authentically from the Lord.
napa\a|x{3avw defor

that

it

notes "receiving

a deposit or trust"
Jesus," see i. 8.
The allusion to " the night in which He
was betrayed" (graphic impf., "while
the betrayal went on "), is no mere note
of time ; it throws into relief the fidelity
of Jesus in the covenant (25) thus made
with His people, and enhances the holy
pathos of the recollection; behind the
Saviour lurks the Traitor. Incidentally,

—

(Ed.).

"The Lord

shows how detailed and matter-of-fact
was the account of the Passion given to
Paul's converts.
For the irreg. impf.,
it

—

*

cav,

^BC,

See Wr.,

17.

p. 390.

on the part of Jesus, "prolusio
ccenae" (Bg.). The fractio panis, the
sign of the commencement of a household or social meal (Luke xxiv. 30 Acts
ii.
42), is prominent in each narrative
this act supplied another name for the
Sacrament. Regarding the words pronounced over the broken loaf, we bear in
mind (1) that Jesus said of the bread
tion

;

;

—

"This
His

in

is

my body,"

Himself sitting there

visible person,

when

the identifica-

tion of substance could not occur to any
one (2) that the pari, saying concerning
"
" the
"
cup expounds by the word covenant " (covenant in my blood, in Luke and
P.
my blood of the covenant, in Matt,
;

;

and Mark) the connexion of symbol and
thing symbolised, linking the cup and
blood, and by analogy the loaf and body,
as one not by confusion of substance but
by correspondence of relation what the
blood effects, the cup sets forth and seals.
:

"

The

is
bread, standing for the body,
representatively; broken for
Christ's disciples, it serves materially in
the Supper the part which His slain body
" for
is about to serve spiritually
the life
of the world ". Our Lord thus puts into
an acted parable the doctrine taught by

the

body"

speech in John vi. 48 ff.
here the copula of symbolic
being; otherwise the identity of subject and predicate would form a concepfigurative

"ecrrlv

is

irapc8£8cTo, see Wr., p. 95, note 3.
eXafJev aprov, "took a loaf" (ein Brod :
one of the flat
cf. the ets apros of x. 17)
and brittle unleavened cakes of the Pass-

tion equally impossible to Speaker and
"
hearers (Mr.). to virep vjxwv (ic\.wp.€vov
an early gloss), " that is for you " in all

over Table.

advantage

—

—

cvxapKrrqo'as cic\a<rcv
k.t.\., "and after pronouncing the blessThis
ing, broke it and said, etc."
cvxapurrta was apparently the blessing
inaugurating the meal, which was followed by the symbolic bread-breaking,
whereas "the cup" was administered
|wtoi rb 8ciirvT)<rai (25)
cf. Luke xxii.
ical

;

17

whose
i.),
nearly the same as Paul's, difsome important particulars from
of Matt, and Mark. Luke, however,

ff.

(see notes

account

ad

loc. in vol.

is

fering in

that
introduces a preparatory cup of renuncia-

—

its

(2

—

relations subsisting for

Cor.

etc.).—
liar to

He wore

viii. 9,

Phil.

The tovto

ii.

the
7,

men

;

<ra»fj.a

Heb.

ii.

for

our

o-apicos

14

ff.,

ttoicitc clause is pecuPaul their witness is

Luke and
good evidence that the words are
:

&ir&

tov Kvpiov (23).
The sacrificial sense
" Catholic " exput on itoicit€ by many
egetes (as though syn. with the Homeric
'asah of Exod. xxix. 3g,
pe£ei.v, and
etc.) is without lexical warrant, and
" as
"
plane praeter mentem Scripturae
the R.C. Estius honestly says; see also
El. ad /oc—eis ttjv !p.T|v (cf. vpeTcpav,
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TTjf

aprov toutov

oWfi^aiK

26.
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1
ydp &K

6a<£Ki S

iaQir\Te

to^

to iroT^pioi' touto 2
mVr)T€, tc^ GdVaTOK tou Kupiou
k
3
Sxpis 'oS &k
27. <5<rr€ o S a> laOu) t6v
2X6g.
^aTayyiK\€T€,
m
4 n
4
ap-roi' toutoi^ § ttiVtj to "iroTijpioi' tou
dm^tws, °eWos
Kupiou
ical

*

'

R°"-. v

-

p ^ n A\.'
-

»

A

k

52

l

Xy'

'Ll'vi *

m
*£! H °K

wrfSSSt t. «
a v, ^BC,

H

f.

;

Xi> * 5
J,

;

G

*h
"*

^
,

5

Deu"xi x:

iiL

"

^^

'

!

1

c

Om. t o v t o and toStov all pre-Syrian codd.
Om. a v all pre-Syrian uncc., and many minn.

4

See Wr.,

17.

tov Kvpiov,

ava|ift»s

^DcL,

My

t. Iu.tjv

correspond to Kaivrjv of

ver. 25.

Ver. 25. wo-avTws xal to iroTTjpiov:
" In the same fashion also
(He gave) the

The two

".

cup

ritual

actions

—corre-

spond, and form one covenant. p,€Ta
to Sciirvtjcrai (as in Luke) " postquam
ccenaverunt" (Cv.), or better "ccenatum
"
est
(Rom. Liturgy) is studiously added

—

—

"emphasise the distinction between
the Lord's Supper and an ordinary evening meal cf. w. 20 f. The eating of
the bread originally formed part of the
common meal (consider Matt. xxvi. 26,
Mark xiv. 22, eorOidvTwv outwv), and may
still have so continued, but the cup was
a solemn
certainly afterwards" (El.)
close to the Kvpiaxov Sciirvov.
"This
cup is (see note 24: ia-rlv wanting "in
Luke) the new covenant, in my blood
cf. notes on x. 16 f. for to itot., and the
to

—

;

—

—

;

The
of SiaOiJKi) to icoivwvia.
cup, given by the Lord's hand and tasted

relation

by each

disciple in turn, is a virtual
covenant for all concerned ; in His
blood it becomes so (cv t. cup., is made
by its position a further predicate, not a
mere adjunct of 8io0. : cf. Rom. iii. 25),
since that is the ground on which God

grants and man accepts the covenant.
For 8ia0i)KT), see Cr., s.v. this term, in
;

distinction from crvv0ijici), indicates the
initiative of God as Disposer in the great
agreement. For P.'s interpretation of 4V

Rom.

t. alfiaTi, see

13

ff.,

Col.

i.

iii. 23 ff., Eph. i. 7,
20; also pads, in Ep. to

Heb., Rev. i. 5, 1 John i. 7, 1 Pet. i.
18 f. For "new covenant," see parls.
:

Kaivos,

new

in nature, contents, as secur-

ing complete forgiveness and

—

spiritual

" This
renovation (Jer. xxxi. 31 ff., etc.).
"
do . . for the commemoration of Me
see ver. 246 tovto includes, beside the
:

.

;

VOL.

II.

^

6

'

-

:

'•

:

vi.

ff.,

N T ** « Mac^'xVv
•* * 7) Mt " L * #>

n

above 20 minn., and seemingly Or.

31) avdu.vT]<riv, in mei memoriam
Ed. reads it "
commemora(Cv.)
"
in contrast to that of Moses
tion
(x. 2),

making

«•

15; RoHi.

ao.

*

p. 390.

xv.

;

«

^° *

8
*

ii.

mx

9 etcJ
(8amC

^J^*
r.

in

one place.

the accompanying words, without
which the dvdp.vrjo-is is imperfect. 60-dkis 4dv (late Gr. for av) irtvtjTc
"so
times as (quotiescunque) you drink
many
"
act,

:

— the

M so
(it)
cup of the context ; not
often as you drink " (Hf.), sc. at any
table where Christians meet.
Our Lord
prescribed no set times P. assumes that
celebration will be frequent, for he directs
that, however frequent, it must be guided
by the Lord's instructions, so as to keep
the remembrance of Him unimpaired.
Ver. 26. Familiarity helped to blunt
in the Cor. their reverence for the
Eucharist ; hence the repeated 6erdiu«
" for so
IdLy :
many times as you eat this
bread and drink the cup, you are prothe
Lord's
death.until He come ".
claiming
ydp has its proper explicative force
Christ bade His disciples thus perpetually
;

:

commemorate Him
"

—

itoicitc, "go on
(24
sustained action), " for it is thus
f.

:

to do
that you publish His death, and in this
form the testimony will continue till

He comes
on

•caTaYVc'WcTc (see

again."
this

view

ind., is the active
" Christus
de
expression of avdp.vr)orif
beneficio mortis suae nos admonet, et
"
nos coram hominibus id
parls.),

:

recognovimus
The ordinance is a verbum visi"
a " preaching of the entire Church

(Cv.).
bile,

"

Christi sanguis
silent ministry
ac tesscripturarum omnium sacramento
"
timonio effusus pradicatur
(Cyprian,
quoted by Ed.), axpi ov IX0tj states the
terminus ad quern given in the words of
Jesus at the Table, Luke xxii. 18, Matt,
The rite looks forward as well
xxvi. 29.
as backward ; a rehearsal of the Passion
Supper, a foretaste of the Marriage
of the Lamb. Paul thus " associin

:

Supper

ates with the KaTayye'Meiv of the celebrants the fear and trembling that belong
"
to the Maranatha of xvi. 22
(Mr.). The
and
of
the
Table of the
the
pathos
glory
Lord were alike lost on the Corinthians.

56

I6

P

ieeiii
r

See

oc

r

sense, xiv <7roT1(
r. 12, xi.

T0 "

P

m y£r«

jpi OU

•

^auTw eadici Kal

6 yap

29.

'

*

to v oifiaTos:
cavTov avOpuiros
Om. a vastus

all

N

*

|jltj

order)

ABC*,

17,

N*ABC%

1

;

Jas.

;

cf.

see note

means

is

for and,

On uttc with ind.,
What "unworthily"
to iii. 7.
patent from w. 20 ff. The or,
ver. 29.

between

—

and

supplies
the single text adducible for the R.C.
practice of lay communion in one kind:
IcrOifl

irivj|

"nonleve argumentum," says Est., "non
enim sic loqueretur Ap., si non sentiret
unam speciem sine altera sumi posse ".
But and appeared in just the same connexion in ver. 26, and reappears in w.
28 f. "or" replaces "and" when one
;

is

awp,a tou

*Kpiu.a
4

4

Kupiou.
;

thrice

many F£

sah.,—a Western popular gloss
17, 67**, am.* fu.*.

:

sults;

3

aVa£ia>$,

CDGP.

Ver. 27 draws the practical consequence
of w. 20-26, stating the judgement upon
Cor. behaviour at the Supper that a
right estimate of the covenant-cup and
bread demands " So then, whoever eats
the bread or drinks the cup of the Lord
unworthily, will be held guilty (evoxos
reus tenetur, Bz.
eo-Tai
rather, tenebitur) of the body and blood of the
"
Lord ; it is this that he ignores or in;

p

Pet. ir. 17 ; s Pet. ii. 3 ; Jude 4; Acti xxiv. «5
ii. 4 ; Job. xii. 11.
Cf. iv. 7.

;

:

iriywi'

to

biaKpivuv

uncc, above 40 minn., and

(in this

*Om. tov Kvpiov

Kal

toQltav

u

mm,

vii.8,xvii.
t 8 timet besides in P.
33, xxviii. 14.
u Acts xv. g
in Rev., six times in GO.

*

XL

1 p
p
28. q ooKip.a££m
ffwuaTOs Kal
aijxaTos tou
Kupiou.
'
2
2
Kal i* too
Io-QUtw
Kal
^k
tou
outws
aVGpumos ^auTOJ',
apTOU

* <rrai

i

iv- *'

h

j

A
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thinking of the pari, acts distinctly,

and the same communicant might behave
unworthily in either act, esp. as the
breaking of the bread and taking of the
cup at this time came in probably at the
beginning and end respectively of the
Church Supper, and were separated by
an interval of time see notes on €\>xa;

purrqcras and jwra t. Seiirv. (24 f.). tyo\o%
(from 4v-^x w > to hoid in some liability)
acquires in late Gr., like curios,,a gen.
of person against whom offence is committed ; see Ed. in loc. To outrage the
emblem is to outrage its original as if
one should mock at the Queen's picture

—

or at his country's flag.
Except <?X0n,
the vbs. throughout this passage are pr.
in tense, relating to habit.
Ver. 28. "But (in contrast with the
guilt described, and in order to escape
himself to proof, and so
it) let a man put
from the bread let him eat and from the
cup let him drink." avdponros, replacing
"
&s av (27), is qualitative,
containing the

of

ideas

(Gd.)
iii.

infirmity

cf.

;

and

13,

iii.

;

current in Ff.

and responsibility"

On 8oicip.a£w, see
signifies not judicial

4, x. 13.

parls.

;

it

examination (avaicpivw,
discriminative estimate

iv.

3,

etc.),

(8ia»cpivci>,

nor
31),

but self-probing (probet se ipsum, Vg. ;
not exploret se, Bz.) with a view to fit
partaking; any serious attempt at this
would make the scene of w. 20 ff. imthe impv. is pr., enjoining a
possible
:

practice; the communicant must test
himself habitually by the great realities
with which he is confronted, asking him" discerns the Lord's
self, e.g., whether he

"

— Kal

outws
scarcely sic
but hoc cum animo ; cf,
Ik . . . IcrdicTw, Ik . . .
a solemn fulness of expression,
iriv€T<i»
in keeping with the temper of mind required; the prp. implies participation
with others (cf. ix. 7, 13, x. 17).
Ver. 29. Participation in the bread
and cup is itself a SoKipacrCa " For he
that eats and drinks, a judgment for him-

body

(29).

demum
Phil.

:

(Bg.),

iv.

—

1.

:

self (sentence

drinks ".

The

on himself) he eats and
single art. of 6 co-Oiwv Kal

combining the acts, negatives the
R.C. inference from the ^ of ver. 27 (see

irivwv,

Contact with Christ in this ordinance probes each man to the depths (cf.
note).

iii. 18 f., ix. 39) ; it is true of the
Lord's verbum visibile, as of His verbum

John

audibile, that

he who receives

it

«fx €t

t6v KpivovTa auT<Jv (John xii. 48). His
attitude toward the Lord at His table
revealed with shocking evidence the
spiritual condition of many a Cor. Christiana—his carnality and blindness as one
" not
distinguishing the body ". The two
senses given by interpreters to Siaicptva)
are, as Hn. says, somewhat blended here
(" Beruht jedes Urtheilen auf£ntecheiden
und L/nterscheiden "), as in dijudicans

—

(Vg.) : one "discerns (judges clearly and
rightly of) the (Lord's) body" in the
sacrament, and therein "discriminates"

IIP02 KOPIN0IOYS A
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30. 8id tooto iv Spiv iroXXol aatWets Kal w appwcrroi, Kai
'
>
N
1
«
»
1
Tai T<ucaeoi- 31. ei
ouk
ydp cauTous
T

2
KptKOfxcKot 8e, utto Kupi'ou

z

iraiSeu6p.e0a, SVa

*

KaTaKpi6wp.€f
xri. 18; Mai.

&v

Rev. iJ
m. t
19
Jo.

111.

3

33.

.

<3oT6,

X "'

17.

;

V

'

*tov Kvpiov: NBC,

ing

17. 37-

all

They did not descry the signi(20 ff.).
fied in the sign, the Incarnate and Crucified in His memorial loaf and cup, and
their Supper became a mere vulgar matter
of meat and drink. This ordinance ex-

—
—

posed them for what they were crapiciKoi
to <r£j.-a (cf. 24 ff.) a reverent
(iii. 3).
in iii.
aposiopesis, resembling
'fjp.c'pa

—

-fj

13 (see note) ; the explanation of some
"
Lutherans, that to 0-wp.a means the sub"
stance underlying the material element,
is foreign to the context and to Apostolic
times.
On "the serious doctrinal ques"
as to what the unfaithful receive
tion
Distinin the sacrament, see El. ad loc.

" damguish icpipa (unhappily rendered
" in
nation
A.V.), a judicial sentence of
any kind, from icaTaicpiua, the final
condemnation of the sinner (32 Rom. v.
;

16).

Ver. 30.
"

In evidence of the "judg-

which profanation of the Lord's

Table

entails, the

"
fact that

flOU,

Ap. points to the sad

amongst you many are sick
and weakly, and not a few are sleeping ".
dcrfleveis applies to maladies of any
kind, appwo-Tot to cases of debility and

—

continued ill-health

—agroti

;

et valetudi-

though

not have justified P. in making this
statement he must have been conscious
of some specific revelation to this effect.
;

like

"

(a sufficient

number

—some-

our "plenty of you"), see
less than ttoXXoi,

something

(Western and Syrian).

numerous

sufficiently

The

to arouse

"

"
sleepers

;

;

tion of physical evil, the inauguration of

the New Covenant, as of the Old, was
marked by displays of supernatural power.
Vv. 31, 32. Such chastisements may

be averted

when they come,

;

it is

for our

salvation * If however we discerned (or
discriminated: dijudicaremus, Vg.) our:

is

Siaicpivw

note);

which
Kp(vu

—

we

selves,

should not be judged".
taken up from ver. 29 (see

it
distinguished from icptvw,
in turn is contrasted with KaTara> Kocrjxa) in the sequel ex(32).

is

—

plains the bearing of Sicucpivw here

:

it

expresses a discriminating judgment, by
which the Christian rightly appreciates

his own status and calling, and realises
his distinctive character, even as the
8iaKptvG»v of ver. 29 realises the diff. between the xvpiaicov Seiirvov and a common

The alliterative play on icpCvw
compounds is untranslatable cf.

Sciirvov.

and
ii.

its

13

may

We

etc.

serious attention " (El.).

low spiritual conditions, but literally of
he knows to be
physical inflictions which
must
their consequence (81a tovto).
be careful not to generalise from this
The
single instance (see John ix. 3).
mere coincidence of such afflictions with
the desecration of the Eucharist could

;

TOwMt.xiv.

had died in the Lord, or this term would
not have been used of them it does not
appear that this visitation had singled
out the profaners of the Sacrament the
community is suffering, for widely-spread
offence. Both in the removal and inflic-

vi.

thing
pads.

koo-jiw
€tS

<TUK€px6fl€l'OV

ADGKLP,

The added KoiuwvTai (the
narii (Bz.).
Christian syn. for airo6vi]cricovcriv) shows
that P. is speaking not figuratively of

For UavoC

" v -43;

Actai'v.g

Alexandrian and Syrian.

Ora. tov

other eating and drink— precisely what
the Cor. failed to do

ment

tw

-

1
8 c, ^*ABDG, 17, 46, latt. vg.
yap, CJ^cCKLP, sah. cop., Bas., Cyr.

the rite from

fif)

aw

b

a8€X<f>0l

2 Cor. x.
10; Mt.

Sir. vii. 35.
-reiv, 2 Kings xii. 15; -rr, M «, Sir. x. 10; -r t «, Ps. xl. 3.
x SeVvii.
X1V - "' X1
vili - 3*
z 2 Cor - vi ' 9 ; Tit. ii. 12 ; Heb. xii.
9 : -k V
•••
".»
6;
,
in. 11.
a Rom. u. 1 /H
{cf. xiv. 23) ; also 2 Pet. ii. 6 ; Rom. iii. 6 ; Acts xvii. 31 '
3
b See ver. 18.

i.

p
Prov.

;

koiuui/- v

aV*4Kpi^e0a-

"SieKptVofxc^,

*

32.

x

;

ff.,

iv.

thesis, see
7.

—

3

ff.

8

For the form of hypo-

for the pers. of cavi-ovs,
Kpivopcvoi 8c assumes, from ver.
ii.

;

30, as a fact the consequence hypotheti" But
cally denied in the last sentence :
under judgment as we are, we are being
chastised by the Lord, in order that we

not with the world be condemned "
judged-against, to our
Thus hope is extracted from a
ruin).
sorrowful situation
cf Heb. xii. 6 f.,
Rev. iii. 19; vovOccrtas paXXov ecrriv Ij
On iraiKaTaSiKT]? to -yivopcvov (Cm.).
(icaTaKpi.0up.cv,

;

a boy, see Trench, Syn.,
Plato describes iraiSeto, as Svvauis
OcpaircvTLKY] T"[j i|/vx"Q
cf the proverb,
Ch. v. 5 is the
iraS-qpaTa padvjpara.
Scvco, to treat as

§ 32.

;
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*

d

'

a €
A Villi + Y ^» aXX^Xous

•

k

*

Ira f«| els
^J'J-J-eaOi^Tii'
,
«
13, xi. 10. tXQw '
8laT<££oaal.
r

See

34. el 8*

iitSt'xeaBe

Kpi^a

0wlpxT|<r6c.

1

XI. 34-

ns

d

e

wciKa,

tA 5e

er
f

Xoiird,

*

oikw

»s

'At'

iT. 11.

C

Mfc.U'i

Dent, xi 19 1

;

Om.

f

Rom.

xv.

8 c pre-Syrian uncc,

M

;

latt.

PhiL IL 13 ;

(pr.)»

)i,cva

—

Ps. cxix. 67, etc.
icpivoa disciplinary proceeding;

cf.

;

KaTaKpi6wjxev

nouncement

a definitive

(aor.),

Acts

/ro-

P. associates himself, by 1st pers. pi., with the
readers, sharing his Churches' troubles
;

c/.

(2 Cor. xi. 28 f.).
Vv. 33, 34a. The

xvii. 31, etc.

"

"

charge (17) proceeds from inward to outward, from
self-examination (28) to mutual accommodation respecting the Lord's Supper.
Religious decorum depends on two cona becoming spirit associated
with fitting external arrangements, such
as good sense and reverence dictate
ditions,

—

:

"And

so,

my

brothers,

xiL • below.

3

vg. cop.

"
extreme case of such " chastening unto
salvation

cf.

when you meet

—

1 See

8iaTa£wp.ai,

vtt. 17.

ADG,

37.

stated meetings, as in ver. 18, etc. This
warning (Ivo p,4j) closes the xapayyeXCa
introduced in ver. 17. For a clear and impartial account of the various doctrines
of the Lord's Supper connected with this
passage, see Bt., pp. 206 ff.
Ver. 346. to, Xoiira, an etcetera ap" other
matters,"
pended to the charge
probably of detail connected with the
Church Supper and the icoivwvCa. Ed.
takes this as the antithesis to the trpitrov
u,€v of ver. 18 (see note), and supposes
Xoiira to refer to other different matters,
of which P. would postpone discussion
till his arrival
addressing himself notwithstanding to one of the principal of
these Xoiira in xii. 1 ff.— «s av eXBw,
"
"
the Ap. is
according as I may come
uncertain when and under what circumstances he may next visit Cor. (cf. xvi.
his intention to set matters in order
5-9)

—

—

meal, wait for one another ".
d8eXcf)oi p.ov adds a touch of affection to
what has been severely said. trwcpxopcvoi carries us back to w. 17, 20 the
is subject to this contingency.
same train of admonition throughout.
8ioTa|oto <paveiv embraces the entire Church pai (see parls.) refers, presumably, to
the points of external order, such as those
see notes on w. 20 f.
Supper
Romanists (see Est.)
order aXXijXovs cKSe'xcafie (invicem ex- just dealt with.
the hasty and schis- justify by this text their alleged unwritten
pectate, Vg.) forbids
matic to 1810 v Seiirvov irpoXapciv (21)
apostolic traditions respecting the Euno one must begin supper till the Church charist : fasting communion, e.g., is
is gathered, so that all may commence
placed amongst the unspecified Xoiira.
§ 39. The Various Charisms of the
together and share alike. To wait for
with
One Spirit, xii. 1-11. In treating of the
others presumes waiting to feast
them. iKSe'xopai never means excipio questions of Church order discussed in
(receive : so Hf., and a few others), but this Div. of the Ep M the Ap. penetrates
always exspecto in the N.T. with the from the outward and visible to that
former sense in cl. Gr., it signifies to re- which is innermost and divinest in the
ceive (a person) from some particular
Christian Society: (1) the question of
Some might object that hunger the woman's veil, a matter of social dequarter.
to
is pressing, and they cannot wait;
corum (2) the observance of the Lord's
these Paul says, " If any one is hungry, Supper, a matter of Church communion ;
let him eat at home*'
staying his ap- and now (3) the operation of the Spirit of
God in the Church, wherein lies the very
petite before he comes to the meeting;
The Church Supper is mystery of its life. The words SiaipcVcis
cf. w. 21, 22a.
for good-fellowship, not for bodily need
in ver. 4 and iravra Tavra in ver. 11 give
to eat there like a famished man, abthe clue to Paul's intent in this §. Many
sorbed in one's food if nothing worse Cor. took a low and half superstitious
and
reChristian
view of the Holy Spirit's influence, seeing
happen is to exclude
"
Iv oiicy, not Iv 4kin such charisms as the " tongues
ligious thoughts.
of
the
note
the
absence
icXT)cria (18:
phenomena analogous to, though far surart.).
"Coming together els icpip.a" passing, pagan manifestations (2) the
the "coming to- proper evidence of His working, while
(for a judgment) defines
"
of ver. 17 in terms of they underrated endowments of a less
gether els tjo-o-ov
w. 29-32. <rvvlpxT|o-0c, pr. sbj., of the striking but more vital and serviceable
for the

—

;

—

:

—

;

;

;

;

—

;

—

;

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

—
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b

8A»

fluac a See *• 3 f.
b See x. 1.
c s
viii. 4.

<...

2. oiScitc

ay^oei^.

&S

A

T)Y€(r0€,

'airayofie^of

^

on

816 «vi/wp£tw
ywpt^w ujxik

3.

tc\

d

«

5<|>a>m,

ouSclc
ouScls

h

Pet-

cV

W€up.aTi 6€ou XaXu* Xeyct 'aKdeeaa 'introO, 2 koi ouScls SumTai

if.

16;

&0#u
liii. 7).

W
XM
« t&L £ wl
V*
C 0l ii?J
Phl1
a P<
P Vf

11

h

Pn'his^ p

?gJ if.

'

T

5

;

;

AcUxxTii

w
« OT
W.H.

.

J
iJ

t<

-:

y

!

r

•

**•*:»

Cor.

viii. 1

Rom.

;

ix.

22

f.,

xvi.

26? Gal.

i

L l6 * times in Lk and Ac *; Jo.
*• i5. xvii. «6.
J
Lk. iL a7. iT. x Mic.iii.8.
i xvi. 22
Rom. £.

MtMdL «'

-

:

;

;

« (?)
aU uncc but Ggr.Kmg. ; K*. a few minn., and
Ff., read otc alone.
conjecture oti otc to be a primitive error for ot 1 wore (?) cf Eph. ii. n,
in Rom. xi. 30
Col. i. 21 ; 1 Pet. ii. 10.
The confusion of x
with ti is a common scribe's error ; and in the old continuous
writing (otmtotc), it
is likely
enough that the copyist's eye, in some primitive MS., skipped the v, esp.
as no immediate countersense resulted to warn him of the
:

-

;

and the use of ttotc

;

oversight.

2

lijorovs, NABC, 17*, 46*, cop. syrr. (seemingly), Euthal.
Itjctov, F, 17**, vg. (anathema Jesu), Ath., Hil.
Iijcrovv, DGKLP, sah M
and Syrian. See note below.
nature (31, xiii. 8, 13, xiv. 12). For the
moment, Paul's object is twofold: first,
to lay down a general criterion of the
presence of Christ's Spirit (3), and then
to show the wide manifoldness of His
working in the community of believers
1.
For the heading of the new
topic, which runs on to the end of ch.
xiv., see note on vii. 1. twv irvcvp.aTi.icwv
is
neut.
"concerning spiritual things

Ver.

—

powers)," as in

(gifts,

xiv.

1

(cf.

irvev-

not " spiritual
persons" (xiv. 37, ii. 15), as Hf. and
some others would have it: not the
jjkitwv,

12)

and

viii.

1

;

status of the persons spiritually endowed,
but the operations of the Spirit who endows them are in question. " 8c is transitional, with a shade of antithesis to rh.
XoLira . . . 8ia.Talop.ai
Whatever subI
postpone, I must not delay to
ject
"
the
nature
of
spiritual gifts
explain
On ov 8cX« ayvociv, cf. note to
(Ed.).
the Ap. has something to explain
x. 1
not quite obvious and highly important.
Ver. 2.
On the critical reading,
OlSaTC OTI OT€ C0VT) T)TC . . . to»S iv
TJyecrOc airay6p.€vot, there are two plausible constructions
(a) that of Bg., Bm.
(PP> 3 8 3 f-)« Ed., who regard w$ as a
resumption of the oVt, after the parenthe" You
tical Stc clause, and thus translate
*

:

'

:

:

:

know

when you were

—

Gentiles,
how you were always led to those voicecarried
less idols, being
away". There
are two reasons against this construction
5ti being forof
the
improbability
(1)
gotten after so short an interruption ; (2)
the inversion of the proper relation between us &v TJyccrdc and airay<Sp.«voi, the

—

former of which

is naturally construed as
subordinate and adverbial to the latter,
"
"
the
leading to idols supplying the condition under which the "carrying off"
took place, (b)
are driven back upon
the alternative construction, adopted by

We

Bt., Gd., El. (see his
Kriiger's Sprachl., § 354 b,
1 f., for similar instances), who
regard air<ry<$p.cvoi as chief predicate after
and
8ti,
complete the ptp. by tjtc, which
is mentally taken up from the
interposed

Est., Mr.,

(4-1 1).

that,

—Western

Hn., Ev.,

and

note,

Anm.

temporal clause

:

"

You know

that,

when

you were Gentiles, to those voiceless
idols, however you might be led, (you
were) carried away".

Since oI8a with

ptpl. complement occurs but once besides
in N.T. (2 Cor. xii. 2, and there with
ace. ptp., not nom. as here), the confusion between the ptpl. construction
and the 6V1 construction after olSa, by
which Mr. accounts for the grammatical

irregularity, is not very probable.

The

emendation of W.H. (see txtl. note) is
most tempting, in view of Eph. ii. 11;
it wholly obviates the
difficulty of grammar: "You know that once (oti trori)
you were Gentiles, carried off to those
dumb idols, howsoever you might be
led ".
The Cor., now belonging to the
Xaos 06ov, distinguish themselves from
the «TOvt| (see v. 1, x. 20); to be "led

—

to the (worship of the) idols" is
the characteristic of Gentiles (viii. 7).
aira-yci* implies force rather than charm
in the airdywr
P. is not thinking of any
earlier truth from which the heathen
were enticed, but of the overwhelming
current by which they were " carried
off" (abreptos, Bz.), cf 2 Cor. iv. 4, 2

away

;
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€lir€ ^ y

^Chron.'
2

^*

ChronV

PI.

i.

;

€ "™>

€?w™>

b

cl

*$

ftf)

^

Kai ° auTOS Kupios
2

auTos

ecrn

7.

8

h

iv

a" T^

rVeufum
•

5. Kal

riyeujia

*

oiatp&r€is

m 01a-

n

oiape'aei?

*

0e6s 6

oiaip&r«s

k

k

Kal

6.

k

4.

'Aytw.

p

ivepyCtv
•

eVcpyrju-dTiw
pq ird>ra *ei> 'iroUrtK.

-ra

m

PI. h.l. ; xvi. 15, 2 Cor. passim, eight time* more in P.;
only in this ch., Rom. xi. 29, xii. 6.
Rev. ii. 19 8 times in Acts also Lk. x. 40.
i.
n H.l.
o 2 Cor. i. 6, iv. 12 Rom. viC
14
Gal. ii, 8, iii. 5, v. 6; 8 times more in P.; alio Jaa. v. 16; Mt. xiv. a; Mk. vi. 14.
p See viii. 6.

Heb.
5

1

'iYjaoui'

X^"^™"

e taiK, 6 oe 8

18; -pe^,
ver. 11.

See

J

Kupiok

KOV *,(OV

Eaiii
1

*

XII.

q xv. 28;

;

;

Eph.

i.

23; Col.

;

iii.

;

11.

K v p 1 o s Itjo-ows: ^ABC, 17, 46, 67**, 73, vg. syrech.
Kvptov Itjo-ow DGKLP, etc. See note below.
1

:

2

xai o avros

avros 8«
s

:

(?)

:

BC,

37,

46

;

W.H.

Om. io-ti fc$*ACDGP,

vg.

Add

after

With this
ii.
26, Matt. xii. 29.
agrees the qualifying u»s av tjyca-Oe (not
Hn.
read; this
avTJY £ o-0€, as Hf. and
gives an irrelevant sense "led up,"
"led in sacrifice"), indicating the uncertainty and caprice of the directing
Tim.

—

—

powers "pro nutu ducentium" (Est.).
For the right sort of ayco-Sai, see Rom.
viii.
viii.

—

On the ciSotXa, cf.
14, Gal. v. 18.
4; the voicelessness of the idol is

its nothingness {cf. Ps. cxv. 4-7,
the Pagans were led by no intelligent, conscious guidance, but by an
occult power behind the idol (x. 19 ff.).
Ver. 3. Their old experience of the
spells of heathenism had not prepared
the Cor. to understand the workings of
God's Spirit and the notes of His presOn this subject they had asked (1),
ence.
and P. now gives instruction " Wherefore I inform you".
They knew how
men could be " carried away " by supernatural influences; they wanted a criterion
for distinguishing those truly Divine.
The test P. supplies is that of loyalty to
" No one
speaking in the
Jesus Christ.
Spirit of God says ANA0EMA IHIOYI,

part of
etc.)

txt.

o 8c avTo«

fc^AKLP, vg.

:

syrr.

•

DG.

;

:

and no one can say KYPIOI IHIOYI
except in the Holy Spirit." Jesus is
anathema, Jesus is Lord, are the battlecries of the spirits of error and of truth
contending at Cor. The second watchword is obvious, its inclusiveness is the
point of interest; it certificates all true
Christians, with whatever
Siaip&rcis
xa.pLo-p.aTwv (4 ff.), as possessors of the
since
He
Holy Spirit,
inspires the confession of their Master's name which
makes them such (see i. 2, Rom. x. 9, Phil,
ii.
Not a mystical "tongue,"
11, etc.).
but the clear intelligent confession " Jesus
"
is Lord
marks out the genuine irvcvpatik6% ; cf. the pari, cry 'A^pS, 6 iraTtjp, of
Gal. iv. 6. " He shall glorify Me," said

N cK L,

avros

Jesus

etc.

after evcpvwv, B.

;

xvi.
14) of
this is the infallible

(John

the

coming

proof of His
who were those who
"
"
might say at Cor., Jesus is anathema ?
Faciebant gentes, says Bg., sed magis
Judai. 'Avadcpa (see pads.) is Hebraistic in Biblical use, denoting that which
is cherem, vowed to God
for destruction as
under His curse, like Achan in Joshua's
camp. So the High Priest and the

— But
indwelling.
Spirit

:

Jewish people treated Jesus (John xi. 49
f., Gal. iii. 13), using perhaps these very
words of execration {cf. Heb. vi. 6),
which Saul of Tarsus himself had
doubtless

uttered

in blaspheming the
Tim. i. 13) this cry, so apt
to Jewish lips, resounded in the Synagogue in response to apostolic preaching.

Nazarene

(1

;

Christian assemblies, in the midst of their
praises of the Lord Jesus, would sometimes be startled by a fierce Jew scream-

possessed,
— manunbelievers

ing out like a
"

anathema

!

for

"

Jesus

is

on some

occasions had access to Christian meetings (xiv.

24).

Such frenzied shouts,

heard in moments of devotion, affected
susceptible natures as with the presence of an unearthly power hence the
contrast which Paul draws.
This watchword of hostile Jews would be taken up
by the Gentile mobs which they roused
against the Nazarenes see Acts xiii. 45,
;

;

where (3\ao-d>i]p.ovvTCf may well
include Xcyovrcs 'AvaOeua 'Itktovs. Gd.,
ad he, and W. F. Slater {Faith and Life
of the Early Church, pp. 348 f.) suppose
both cries to originate in the Church;
they ascribe the anathema to heretics resembling Cerinthus and the Ophites, who
separated Jesus from Christ {cf. 1 John
ii. 18 ff., iv.
1-6) ; but this identification
is
foreign to the situation and context,
and is surely an anachronism. The distinction between XaXew and kiym is well
xviii. 6,

—
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Ocuu-aTog irpos to 'avpfyipov

"
*T
*
aXXw
ydp 01& too n^ujAaTOS oiSoTai Xoyos
<ro<|>ios,
u T
w
w
*
x
kotA
to auTo flj'euu.a 9. iripu Sc mans
Xoyos
yj'waews,

8.

w

ft€i/

•

.

-

iv '

**• 5-

€k

Cor

'

xii.

..

..

Cor

r 2

•

8c

xii -

10;

Acts xx. 20 see also vt. 12 and vn. 35.
t For normal use of os
.
os u«»>
/xev, see xi. 21.
aAXos
Mt. xiii. 4 f.; Mk. iv. 4. aAAos . . . erepos, Mt. xvi. 14; Heb. xi.
35 f.; cf. Gal. \. fi. «repo?, see
aAAo? .
iv.
u See i. 5 koy. <ro<t>., ii. 13.
aAAos, _xv. 39, 41 ; Jo.
v Rom. xi. 33
37.
Col. ii. 3 Eccl. i. 16, 18, ii. at
w ver. ii, 2 Cor.lv. 13, xii. 18. iv. nv.,
o-o^ta, i. 17 yvu»<ra, i. 5.
;

.

.

«6,

iii. 4.

.

;

;

w.

13

l

f.

;

;

;

Eph.

ii.

18, iv. 4.

0m. 8 c M*BDG,

67**, vg. syr»cb.

" to
exemplified here : XaXctv kv is
speak
in the element and sphere of, under the
influence of" the Holy Spirit.
Vv. 4-6.
"But," while the Spirit
prompts in all Christians the simultaneous confession jfesus is Lord, this unity
of faith bears multiform fruit in " distributions of grace-gifts, services, workings ". These are not separate classes
of irvevjiaTiKd, but varied designations
of the TrvevfiaTiKo collectively a trinity
of blessing associating its possessors in
turn with the Spirit, the Lord, and God
the fountain of all. What is a xdpurpa
(see i. 7) in respect of its quality and
ground, is a 8iaicovia in view of its usefulness (see 21-25), an(* an kvipyy\p.a. in
virtue of the power operative therein.
The identity of the first and second of
the syns. rests on that of "the Lord"
and "the Spirit" (cf. 2 Cor. iii. 17 f.),
and that of the second and third upon
the relation of Christ to the Father (see
John v. 17 ff., xiv. 8-14). For the Trinitarian structure of the passage, cf 2 Cor.
xiii. 13, Eph. iv. 4 ff.
Kvpios and 81a-

—

—

icovia are correlative

;

all

Church-ministry

directed by "the Lord" and rendered
primarily to Him (iv. 1, vii. 12, viii. 6,
Rom. xii. n, xiv. 4-9, Matt. xxv. 40,
is

a, with the Syrian codd.,

and operative

inserts.

the doings of every
i. 30a,
and note.
Sicupe'crcis appears to be act., dividings,
distributings, rather than pass., differThe pi.
ences, varieties; see ver. 11.
points to the constantly repeated dealings
out of the Spirit's store of gifts to the
members of Christ's body.
Ver. 7. cKao-rw 8c k.t.X. distributive
in contrast with the collective t. xa<riv
of ver. 6 cf. Eph. iv. 6 f., and the em" But to each
phatic ?icao-Tos of iii. 5-13
there is being given the manifestation of
the Spirit with a view to profiting " cf.
Eph. iv. 7-16, where the Swped t. Xpiorov
is similarly portioned out amongst the
members of Christ, for manifold and reChristian

man;

in

—

cf.

—

;

:

;

ciprocal service to His body. The thought
of mutual benefit, there amply expressed,
is here slightly indicated
by irpos rb
see vi.
o-up.4>e'pov (ad utilitatem, Vg.)

— SCSoxai,
:

12,

x.

23, 33,

on

this

word.

datur (not datum est), indicates continuous bestowment so in vv. 8 ff.
these
:

;

charisms, blossoming out in rich, changeful variety, disclose the potencies of the
Spirit ever dwelling in the Church.
(jmve'pcoo-is (opp. of icpvijus) governs t.

—

rivcvparos in obj. gen.

some personal

:

to each

is

granted

which he shows
by whose inspiration he

gift in

Siaicovfa embraces every "work forth the Spirit
"
of ministration (Eph. iv. 12) gradually calls Jesus Lord (3) for the constr., cf.
the term narrowed to official and esp. 2 Cor., iv. 2. For the general idea, Matt,
xii. 1 f., 1 Peter ii. 9.
bodily ministrations, to the duties of the v. 14 ff., Luke
Vv. 8-10 exhibit by way of example
SidKovos (Phil. i. 1, etc.); see xvi. 15,
and cf. Rom. xv. 31 with xi. 13 for the (-ydp) nine chief manifestations in which
twofold use. evcpyiipa (effectus, rather the Holy Spirit was displayed: word
than operatio, Vg.) the result of evtpyiw
of wisdom, word of knowledge, faith,
healings, powers, prophecy, discernings
this favourite Pauline vb. signifies an effecof spirits, kinds of tongues, intertive, and with Iv an immanent activity.
The fourth and
Ta irdvra covers the whole sphere in preting of tongues.
which spiritual charisms operate: cf. fifth are specially marked as \apicrand 4vcp-y^|iaTa respectively; the
Eph. iv. 6. Ver. 11 refers the same jiaTa
vdvra evcpyciv to "the Spirit," who is first is said to be given "through," the
God indwelling; Power, in its largest, second "according to," the third and
"the one)
ultimate sense, "belongeth unto God" fourth "in the same" (or
etc.).

:

—

;

—

;

—

'cf.

Eph.

i.

n,

etc.,

Phil.

same God, who works
iii. 29 f.), knowing no

.

.

.

ii.

"the
13)—
"

in all

(Rom.

respect of persons

in the whole is
Spirit," whose operation
In discollectively reaffirmed in ver. 12.
with
tinguishing the recipients, P. begins
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j3»;
-at?,

w
T<S w afiTw

Acts »
rii'eujiaTi,
*

-aofiai,

*

lli'cup.aTi,
*

IO.

aXXw

<J>TjT€ia,

aXXw
8e

2

aXXu
8c

8c

*

!

xapicrp.aTa

n

XII.

eVepyrjp.aTa

4

Sufdjxcwf,

*

8iaKpurci?

w

lap-dTwy «V tw

y
'

•

irt'cup.dTWK

aXXu> 8c

eWpw

8

8^

auTw 1

2 *

8

irpob

y^j^|

GG. and
Acts.

Acts

vi. 5;

Tim.
Heb.
Gen.

y PI. in this sense, vv. 28 f.; 2 Cor. xii. 12: Gal. iii. 5 (virtually); 2 Th. ii. 9; Heb. ii. 4,
ii. 22, viii. 13, xix. it; GG. passim.
z xtii. 2, 8, xiv. 6, 22; Rom. xii. 6; 1 Th. v. 20; 1

i. 18, iv. 14; Rev. i. 3, etc.; Mt. xiii. 14.
v. 14; Job^xxvii. 16.
-vnv, see vi. 5.
i. 11, etc.

1

-euw, see

4;

Se twice, after

(for the rel. pr. in
but in continuation
aXXw 8e (to another) is varied with Irtpy
the latter seems to
(to some one else)
mark a more specific, qualitative difference: cf. the interchange in xv. 39 ff.,
also in 2 Cor. xi. 4, and frepos in xiv. 21,
«p

piv

this use, cf. xi. 21)

;

;

Rom. vii. 23 fi-cpos moreover dispenses
with the contrastive 8c, as conveying its
own antithesis (Hn. however, against Mr.,
takes the prons. to be used indifferently).
;

Accordingly, the third {faith) and eighth
(tongues) in the chain of gifts indicate
points of transition, in the writer's thought,
from one sort of endowment to another ;
and the nine thus fall into three divisions,
of two, five, and two members respec-

with Xoyos,

their titles, the

first

itio-tis,

yXwco-ai

for

of which exhibits the

rivcvp.a working through the vovs, the
second in distinction from the vovs, and
the third in supersession of the vovs for
:

this basis of discrimination, cf. xiv. 14-20 ;
also xiii. 8, where the like threefold dis-

The
tinction appears in another order.
above arrangement is that of Mr. ; Ed.
gives a more elaborate and somewhat

—

(a)
Xoyos o-o^ias and
analysis.
y vcio-ews were the charisms most abounding at Cor.: see i. 5, and the relevant
" Wisdom "
notes on i. 17, 30, ii. i, ^
diff.

—

the larger acquisition, the truth of
God wrought into the man; "know"
ledge is that truth intellectually apprehended and objectified see Ed. ad loc,
who says, "The iraplicpao-is of <ro$La
is mysticism, of yvwo-cws is rationalism ".
Expressed in Xoyos, both gifts serve the
Church irpos to orvp.^c'pov (7) they are
the qualifications of pastor and teacher
" is
" The
the channel
respectively.
Spirit
is

:

;

(Bid)
Spirit

conveying Wisdom;

'*

is

the standard

Knowledge. —

(6)

"the same

regulating
impresses its

(tca/rd)

tri<rr\.%

Rom.

xiv.

xiii. 47, xvii.

1

;

ai

;

correction.

aXXw.

—

the colourless

a

ver. a8.

:

BDG om.

*Om. 8 c (after crcpy) N*BDGP, latt. vg.
Add 8c ACKL, syrr. cop. Alexandrian and

tively,

-t»j?,

in, AB, 17, 67**, latt. vg. So crit. edd.
fc^DGKLP (Western and Syrian) harmonistic

OLVTify

*

xi.

b yer. y\., ver. 28; xiv. 10; Mt.

character on the whole second series

:

Syrian

cf. ver. 9.

;

standing alone, with emphasis, it implies
an energy and demonstrativeness of faith
(cf. ir&o-a irurns, xiii. 2), ein Glaubensheroismus (Mr.)
lapo/ra and Swapcis
are operations of such faith in the material
of
sphere, by way
miracle; irpo^-nTcia
and Sidtcpuris irvcvpa/rwv, in the purely
spiritual sphere, by way of revelation.
Faith however may be exhibited in conspicuous degree apart from these particular demonstrations (cf. Matt. xvii. 20,
:

xxi. 2i, Mark xvi. 17 f.).
The first two
of the five are imparted " in (i.e., grounded

upon, exercised in the sphere of) the same
"
what is said of these
(the one) Spirit
is understood of the other three
Iv in
" (cf
"
ver.
in the same
dwell
;

Spirit

:

3)

endowments of a

the

fruitful

understanding
and of a potent faith ; " in the one Spirit "
in His power and bestowment alone
"
"
all
lie (cf Mark iii.
gifts of healings
28 ff.). The idpara (acts of healing;
see parls.) are x<*pto"p-*Ta by eminence

—

—

—

gracious acts (cf. Luke vii. 21, i\o.pLthe Svvapcis (powers ; see parls.)
o-aTo)
display strength rather than grace, e.g.,
in the sentence of v. 5 above, or that
contemplated in 2 Cor. xiii. 2 ff., 10;
they are "acts of energy".
(Ipo^-qreCa,
as an edifying gift of speech, is akin to
the Xoyos graces of (a) it is contrasted
with yX«o-o-at (c) in xiv., as being an inBut prophecy, while
telligent exercise.
employing the vovs* has a deeper seat;
it is no branch of <ro$la or
yvuo-15 as
though coming by rational insight, but
an <WoicaXv\J/is of hidden things of God
:

—

;

realised through a peculiar clearness and
intensity of faith (2 Cor. iv. 13 f. ; Heb.
xi. 1, 13 ; Luke x. 21 f., etc.), and is in
line therefore with the miraculous powers

hence " the prophet " is re"
gularly distinguished from the teacher ".
" is the
" Discernment of
counterspirits
M
"
part and safeguard of
prophesying,
preceding

—

;
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11. ir&VTa 8e ToGTa

•yXwo-ow-

*ooto nKcGfia, 'Siaipouy

f

ioi'a

c x

Ikootw

yAp to awua

2k eori

koi

k

1

j*Arj

iroXXd,i

exei

f.,

«•*.,

and

Mk.

d xiv. 26; Sir. prologut, xlvii. 17. -<wnjs, xiv. *8; -*rv«, Heb. vii. a.
e See xi.
f Lk. xv. ia; Josh, xviii. 5.
avr., see ver. 9.
N.T. h.l. ; a
-<rts, ver. 4 above.
*
h Of God, Heb. vi. 17; J as. i. 18; 2 Pet. iii. 9; 1 Kings ii. 2$. -rifia, om. ix. 19.

k See

x. 10.

o

XXa

ix«

(in this order)

:

like super-rational penethe true critic may not have
originative faculty, but his mind moves
in the same region with that of the
originator and tracks his steps. 8ia«pifor

this

gift

had many and

various occasions of exercise see parls.,
also for SiaKpivw, vi. 5, etc. ; as to the
power itself and the need for its exercise,
Thess. v. 20 ff., 2 Thess. ii. 2, 9 ff.,
cf. 1
1 John ii. 18 ff., iv. 1-6, Matt. xxiv. 11 f.
:

P. exhibits this

Sidicpuris admirably in
ver. 3 above; it displays itself in Acts
xiii. 8 ff., along with the ev€pvTjp.a Svva-

—

pews; cf. Acts v. i-ii. (c) The "kinds
of tongues," with their attendant "interpretation," constitute the third order of
in this exercise the
specific charisms
intelligence of the speaker is suspended.
The yXwcro-cu, ranked first by the Cor.
because of their sensational character, P.
;

enumerates

last in

"
"
regard of
profiting

this relative de(7) ; ch. xiv. will justify
The "tongues" of this Ep.
preciation.

cannot have signified the power to speak
strange languages in missionary preaching, as many have inferred from the terms
used in the account of the manifestation
of the Day of Pentecost; see notes on
Acts ii. 4-XI. y4n\ implies that this
ecstatic

phenomenon was

form; the

See

non- Western and pre-Syrian uncc.

;

pi.,

i

vi. 15.

demanding the
tration

iv

5.

Mace

;

iT.34.

a-cis,

11, x.

46, xix.

6;

xvi. 17.

xiv.

passim ;
Acts ii. 3

/3ouXeTcu.

12. 'KaOdircp

28, 30,
xiii.,

k

KaOus

_»i^»

of

:

qualifying clause, "dividing separately
(seorsim) as He wills," Suupovv takes up
the Sicupeo-eis of w. 4-6 exacrTw is resumed from ver. 7 ISta adds the thought
that the Spirit deals with each recipient
;

;

by himself, individually and appropriately
(cf.

vii.

iii.

7,

xv.

8,

23)

ffovXcrai signifies that

;

He

while icaGws
acts in the

upon His choice and judg-

distribution

ment, where lies the hidden reason for
the giving or withholding of each par-

—

ticular gift.
For (3ovXop,ai, see parls. ;
for its difference from efle'Xw, cf. ver.

and

18; also iv. 19, 21, and parls.
Eurip.,
Hippol., 1329 f., supplies a good example
of the distinction, ovSels airavrav Pov-

Xcrai irpo8vp.ia tq tov QcXovtos, dXX*
" None of us likes
to
a<J>i.o-Tap.e8' act
cross the purpose of one that is bent on
we
but
stand
aside".
always
anything,
No predicate could more strongly imply
than
does
PovXctcu.
personality
:

§

The One Body, of many

40.

from uni-

xii.
12-20.
The manifold
graces, ministries, workings (4 ff.), that
proceed from the action of the Holy
Spirit in the Christian community, stand

Mark

not only in

far

"new tongues"

emphasis the variety in unity of the
"gifts," and vindicating the sanctity of
each " But all these things worketh the
one and the same Spirit " (cf. 9). In the

xvi.

Members,

Him

(§ 39),

each

other.

common dependence upon

breaking out of an exalted and mystical
utterance differing from all recognised

but are mutually bound to
The Church of Christ is
"
" the
for
the Spirit of God and
body
these operations are its correlated func-

human speech;

tional activities (12

17, together with the indications of ch.
xiii. 1 and xiv. of this Ep., point to the

this utterance varied at

times and places in its mode and
attendant conditions, and in the impression it produced on the hearers; it is
regularly spoken of in the pi. The necessity of !p|rnv€ia for the extraction of any
benefit to the Church from the Tongues
diff.

will

be shown in ch.

possessor of the

xiv.

;

sometimes the

Tongue became

inter-

On
yXwoxrai
preter also (xiv. 13).
generally, see Ed., ad loc. ; also Hn.
the

n

sums up the last par. (4-10),
Ver.
impressing on the Cor. with redoubled

;

f.).

Differentiation

is

of the essence of bodily life. The unity
of the Church is not that of inorganic
a monotonous aggregation of
nature,
similars, as in a pool of water or a heap
of stones it is the oneness of a living
organism, no member of which exercises
Without
the same faculty as another.
"many members," contrasted as foot
smell
with
hand
or
with
(14-17),
sight
there would be no body at all, but only a
In
God's
limb
monstrous
(rg).
single

—

;

creative plan,

it

is

the integration and
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^"i

" wdrro

hk to

^f*

°^TW

;

m'see^v.

01 '

*"**

^.u " s

gj£»w

citc

o lee

^ V€

\

x'

*•&

*

n
"""drrcs

,w

el«

)

to« ©-wjaotos tou

Xpioros

m lv

*

13.

"awjia

*

*kos

For
1

8

ace.

m

cV

ma

B

4ia

nreupaTi

cItc

€^a-nTL<rBr\\i^y f

a8

q

°'louoatoi

V

€it« p ooGXoi tire p €Xcu9epoi, Kal Tranrfs q €ts 2
k
4
14. Kal y6\p to aaifia ouk eorti' Ik \iikos
«TroTta0Tjfji€k.

iii. 38; Col. Hi. 11; Rev. vi. 15, xiii. 16, xix. 18.
wn
with pass, (without «?), 2 Th. li. 15 Heb. vi. 9 Rev.
;

;

Om, tow avos all uncc. but fr^cD, HiU, Ambrst.
Om. c 1 1 all uncc. but DcKL.

• C19 tv
irojia
4

:

c<j><»TurdT|fi.cv,

.

. .

cire,

xvi. 9

(ex

;

see

Mk.

iii.

x.

q See

ta.

38 ; Lk.

the tillage, building,
is the seat of
His multifarious energies. In the Eph.
and Col. Epp. to crwp.a becomes a fixed
title for the Christian community, setting
forth its relation both to the inhabiting
Spirit and to the sovereign Head ; as yet it
remains a plastic figure. Aristotle had
applied this image to the State, the body
politic ; and the idea was a Gr. commonThe Ap. is still insisting on the
place.
breadth of the Holy Spirit's working, as
against Cor. partisanship and predilection
for miraculous endowments; hence the
reiterated tv and n-oXXa, also the em" but
phatic irdvra of the second clause :
all the members of the body, many as
they are (iroXXa oVra), are one body".
In applying the comparison, Paul writes
not as one expects, ovrws tj ItcKX-qoria or
iii.

temple of God), since this

ovtws rjpcis, but with heightened solemnity ovtws xal 6 Xpurros, "so also is
the Christ I" "Christ stands by metonomy for the community united through
Him and grounded in Him" (Hn.).
This substitution shows how realistic
was P.'s conception of believers as sub-

xii. 47.

uno corpore).

a number of minn., with Macarius and (virtually) Clem.
L, and several minn. ; A, co-acy*

reciprocity of a multitude of distinct
organs that makes up the physical and
the social frame (18 ft.).
Ver. 12. " The one Spirit," the leading thought of § 39, suggests the similitude of "the body" for the Church
(called in ch.

iroXXa orra tV tori

Kal yap

(with «ir«); Gal.
Hi. a.

*

E\Xtji'€s,

^

pEph.vi. 18

V At

XIL

AL

—

into one body were baptized whether
Jews or Greeks, whether bondmen or

freemen — and

we

made

—all

of one Spirit were

were drenched (Ev.).
to drink,"
An appeal to experience (cf. Gal. iii. 2
at their
also Acts xix. 2-6)
ff., iv. 6 ;
baptism the Cor. believers, differing in
:

raw. and rank, were consciously made
one; one Spirit flooded their souls with
the love and joy of a common faith in
Christ.
For PairT^w tv and eU, see
parls. : tv defines the element and ruling
influence of the baptism, els the relationP. refers to
skip to which it introduces.
actual Christian baptism, the essence of
which lay in the regenerating influence
of the Holy Spirit (John iii. 5 ff., Tit
iii. 5 f.) ; baptism represents the entire
process of personal salvation which it
seals and attests (Eph. i. 13, Gal. iii. 26
ff., Rom. vi. 2 ff.), as the Queen's coronation imports her whole investiture with
That Jews and Greeks, slaves
royalty.
and freemen, had received at the outset
an identical Spirit, shows that they were
intended to form a single body, and that
this body was designed to have a wide
variety of members (11 f.).
IitotCo-Otiucv

—

—

sisting

been referred by Cm.,
and latterly by Hn., to
the ironjpiov of the Lord's Supper (x. 16,
the two
xi. 25), as though Kal
coupled
consecutive Sacraments (cf. x. 2 f., and
notes) ; but the tense, pari, to IfiainLa--

Church-unity to

0t)p.ev

identification in the
3,
case of the individual Christian.
The

a past event, not a repeated act and it
is "the blood of Christ," not the Holy
Spirit, that fills (symbolically) the EuchaThe two aors. describe the
ristic cup.

" in
Christ," and raises the idea of
its highest point; "all
the members are instinct with one personality" (Ed.): cf. Gal. ii. ao, 2 Cor.
5, for this

xiii.

representation of Christ and the
Church as Head and Body is implicit in
this phrase.
For Xpioros with art., cf.
i. 12, x.
also Eph. v. 23 ff.
4, etc.
Ver. 13. xal yap tv evl Hvev^ian
"
k.t.X.
For indeed in one Spirit we all

later

;

:

(see parls.) has
Aug., Cv., Est,

(otherwise in

x. 16, etc.),

points to
;

same primary experience under opposite
figures (the former of which is acted in
baptism), as an outward affusion and an
inward absorption ; the Cor. were at once

immersed in (cf. <rvv€Ta<f>Tju€v, Rom. vi.
4) and saturated with the Spirit; the

13

—
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" *<>Tl
OUK clfll X«P» O0* ' ° ''£"**
15. &? €ITTT) O TToGs,
toO acjua-ros," ou 8 irapd toCto ouk *€otIk r ck tou nt 0f
persons,
10. Kttl €&k eiTTT) TO OUS, ""On OUK
6 6<J>0aX- see 30;
€1(1.1

o\Xa TToXXdr

r

ciju

«
1

-

*

ffttfJiaTOS
r

ouk

u.<$s,

i-

1

€t

okov

r

clu.1

tou awu-aTos

1

•

ck tou <tu>u.o.tos" ou

'

17. *ci oXoy to awp.a

*

*

r

ttou

;

r\

w

fuvl

.

y

tw auucm,

u.€At),

w

2

Se

T

Ik

aK0TJ;
^
x
ecos €0cto

o'

A

*

1

itrrly
n

'ttou

6<j>0aXu.«5s,

18.

aKO^,
ooxfrptjoxs
ik/\T*T<»
»«»
Td
6^
eicaoroK auTWK, €K

r

irapa touto ouk

*

Ka0&»s

as here,
73; Acta
'

etc.";

Obad. 11.
A
s N.T. M.,
tj0^Xtj<t€K
'
•
in this

t itov, see i. 20.
syn. with 5ia, Philo, I. 263.
Interrog. after «i, iv. 7, x. 30! xv.
8 times more in P. etc.
u 2 Pet. if. 8. For other uses, see Rom. x. 16 f. ; Gal. iii. 2, etc.
12, 32
v H.L
vii.
xiii.
xiv.
xv.
etc.
x ver. 28; Rom. iv. 17; 1 Th. v. 9; 1 Tim.
Logical,
14,
6,
13,
20,
i. 12, ii. 7; 2 Tim. i. 11; Heb. i. 2; Acts xx.
28; Gen. xvii. 5.
y Six times more in P.; freq.
in Lk. and Acts; Rev. xxi. 21.
z Of God, xv. 38; without xaflut, iv. 19; Rom. ix. 18, 22; Col. i.
37; 1 Tim. ii. 4; 1 Pet. iii. 10; Jas. iv. 15; Mt. xxvi. 39. Cf. Ot^a. 6e., i. 1 and parls.

Gr., Lidd. s.v.

I.

6

;

;

;

w

1

Pointed interrog. by Tr., as in T.R.

"

v

vv

wvi,

second figure supplements the

Rom.

;

v. 5, Tit.

iii.

5, 6.

—

first:

itoti£<i>,

cf.

which

takes double ace. (iii. 2), retains that of
the thing in the passive.
Ver. 14 recalls, under the analogy of
the 0-wp.a, the reason given in ver. 12 for
the diversity of spiritual powers displayed
in the Church: it is not "one member,"
"
"
but " many that constitute the body ".
This thesis the rest of the § illustrates.
Vv. 15, 16 represent with lively fancy
the foot and ear in turn—organs of acas disclaiming
tivity and intelligence
their part in the body, because they have
not the powers of the hand and eye : an
image of jealous or discouraged Cor.
Christians, emulous of the shining gifts
of their fellows. In each case it is the
lowlier but kindred organ that desponds,
pars de parte quant simillima loquens
ovk clu.1 Ik tov
(Bg.) : cf. ver. 21.
" not
" I am not of the
body
o-wparos,
a mere partitive expression; it signifies
dependence {pendens ab : cf. Gal. iii. 10,

—

—

Tit.

i.

10,

etc.

;

—

Wr.,

p.

461),

—

hence

Paul conderived status or character.
tradicts, in identical terms, the selfdisparagement of the two chagrined
members ov irapd tovto k.t.X. must
" it is not therebe read as a statement
fore not of the body" (R.V., Bg., Mr.,
not a
Hn., Hf., Ed., El., Bt, Sm.)
:

—

;

(A.V., Cv., Bz., Est., D.W., Al.,
would require u,tj instead of
2uestion
rd.), which
"
Is it for this reason not of the
ov
" For
irapd with ace. of reason
body ?
**
in accordance
(along of this), see parls.
with this," viz., the disclaimer just made

—

:

(so Mr., Hn., Hf., Ev., El., Ex.—deplorans
sortem suam). The foot or ear does not
sever itself from the body by distinguish-

by other

affirm,

ABDG. So Tr., W.H. txt., R.V.,
NCDbcRLP. So Tisch., W.H. marg.
(?)

crit.

edd.

See note below.

El., Nestle.

ing itself from hand or eye its pettish
argument (eav €tirrj k.t.X.) leaves it where
it was.
Gd., Ed., and others, less aptly
refer tovto not to the saying of the foot,
etc., but to the fact that it is not hand,
etc.
For double ov, cf. 2 Thess. iii. 9.
Ver. 17 expostulates in the vein of w.
15 f. with those who exalt one order of
gifts (either as possessing it themselves
or envying it in their neighbours) to the
contempt of others the despised function is as needful as the admired to make
" If all the
body (were) eye,
up the body
where the hearing? if all (were) hearing,
where the smelling ? " The senses are
set in order of dignity ; the ear wishes to
be the eye (16), but then its indispensable
service of hearing would be undischarged
so the nose might desire promotion to
the rank of an ear, leaving the body impotent to smell. The discontent of the
lower members and the scornfulness of
the higher are alike signs of a selfish
individualism, indifferent to the welfare of
the body ecclesiastic. rjv (cf. ver. 9) is
understood here. 'H &<r^pi)<ris is "the
"
sense of smell
not odor, but odoratus
;

;

:

;

—

—

—

(Vg.)«

"But now (argumentative
Ver. 18.
4
as things are
see v. 11) God has
appointed the members, each single one
of them, in the body as He willed." It
is God's will that has ranged the physical
organs and by analogy the members of
the Church in their several places and
'

vvy,

:

—

offices

(cf.

—
i.

1,

iii.

Dissatisfaction

5).

with one's particular charism, or contempt for that of another, is disloyalty
towards Him and distrust of His wisdom. This is Paul's ultima ratio : u
av8pwir€, <rv t(s t\ k.t.X.

;

Rom.

ix. 20.

—
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"SfVTh.
8-

x 9*

"

** ty tA1 wrinra tv k fiAos, 'ttou to
8 k

iT -9.'iroXXA

Heb.v.ia,

21.

R e i"
Actsi'i.45,

22.

?y te

*1

dXXct

irdXiK
b

rj

4

6<p0aXfAos

etircij'

K€<paX*| tois iroat,

TroXXw

orwfjio;

20.

w

vuk

2

w

8*

wpa.

4

Ou SumTai 8e

'"
**X W

in

r

^t],

fiec

v

ja

XII

"fiaXXoy

tA,

c

X €l Pi> "'Xpciai'

ttj

"*Xp€iai'

ujiwi'

d

8oicoGi'Ta

tou

|xA.tj

<rou

ouk

ouk*?xw"
d

<rwjxaT<>s

freq. in

GG.

;

c In first
ff.,

b a Cor. Hi. 9, 11 Rom. v. 9 ff.; Phil. i. 23, ii. 13; Mt. ri. 30; Mk.
sense, a Cor. x. 9; Gal. ii. a, 6, 9; Mt. xvii. 35, etc. For second, see iii.

48; Lk. xviii. 39.
18.
d •**•« rv. ia
x.

vi. 15.

1

Om. ra

*

vwi,

(?)

GP

;

BG, 17 ; Lach., Tr.,
see ver. 18.

W.H.

bracket.

So W.H. t*f. ; Lachm., Tr. bracket*.
(?) BD, 73, Aug.
o^0a\|io$: all uncc. but K, and many minuscc.
Om. 8< ACGP, 17, 37, syrsch. cop. (Alex, and late Western); ^BDKL,

»

Om. pe v

*

o

vg.

retain.

in mid. voice, cf. ver. 28 and
the tense refers the Divine
;
appointment constituting the body to past

appointments,

"has set" rather than
prefixed tv singles out the
individual for the Divine regard, distributed by Ikcuttov; each limb by itself

Ver. 21 personifies again the physical
in the fashion of w. 15 f. :
there the inferior disparaged itself as
though it were no part of the body at
all ; here the superior
disparages its fel" The
low, affecting independence.
eye
(might wish to say but) cannot say to
the hand, I have no need of thee or the
head in turn to the feet, I have no need
of you 1 " The eye and head are imagined

For

t£0t]|j.i

other parls.

time generally
" set ". The

has

its

—

—

part assigned by God. ^0lXi)<rcv
determining will, as PovXctcu

signifies

(n, note) discriminating choice.
Vv. 19, 20 rehearse the doctrine of
vividly illustrated by w.
15 if., viz., that a manifold variety of
organs is indispensable for the existence
First the principle is
of the Church.
suggested by a rhetorical question, in the

w.

now

12-14,

" But

were one
"
Semember, where (were) the body ?
strain of ver. 17

:

if all

condly, it is affirmed, with grave conclu" But as the case stands
siveness
(vvv

—Many
:

8c)

lloXXa

members, yet one body

whole
which was perhaps already proverbial
ix.

24).

plied.

".

—

tv 8e o-wjjlo. sums up the
exposition in a concise epigram,
f*iXt),

—

(cf.

lorrlv hardly needs to be supCf., for the thought, x. 17, and

notes on
§ 41.

w. 12, 14 above.
The Mutual Dependence of

xii. 21-3K*. Mulhas been shown, is of the
essence of organic life. But the variously
endowed members, being needful to the
to each
body, are consequently necessary
"
"

the Body's Members,
tiformity,

other

it

—those

that

seem

weaker

some-

times the more so (21 f.), while the less
honoured have a dignity of their own
thus all the members cherish mutual re;

This
spect and fellow-feeling (23-26).
holds good of the Church, with its
numerous grades of personal calling and
endowment (27 f.). No one charism belongs to all Christians (29 f.). There is
choice and purpose in God's distributive

which leave, moreover,
man's personal effort
We
should desire the best of His gifts (31).

room

for

members,

1

looking superciliously on their companions; in w. 15 f. the ear and foot
play the part of discontented rivals. ov
Svvo/rcu a moral and practical impos-

—

—

sibility (cf. x. 21)

:

at every turn the eye

wants the hand, or the head
foot, in order to

reach

on the

calls

ends the keen
eye and scheming head of the paralytic
what a picture of impotence
The
its

;

—

1

famous Roman fable of the Belly and the
Members is recalled by the Apostle's
apologue. There is no such thing in the

physical, nor in the social, fabric as independence. irdXiy (cf. iii. 20, 2 Cor. x.
7, Rom. xv. 10), vicissim (Hn.), rather
than iterum (Vg.) or rursum (Bz.), adduces another instance of the same kind
as the former.
Vv. 22-24^ " On the contrary " (dXXd),

—

instead of the

more powerful and

fied (23) bodily parts dispensing

humbler

digni-

with the

"much more"

the
case that these latter " the weaker " or
"less honourable as they may seem to
"
Sokovvtcl . . . dorOt veo-Ttpo
be
(to.
(21),

it

— "are

is

—

necessary" in themand treated with " more abun"
in our care of the body.
dant honour
By iroXXw pdXXov (cf. Plato, Phado,
80 E, dXXd iroXXw pdXXov), multo potius
t>irdpx«iv)

selves (22),
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19—26.
•

*

d<r0€^<rr€pa 'fiirdpxeiK
h

Icm

ayayicaid

d-rifAOTcpa cIkou toG orwjxaTos, toutois
•

ical

Ti6ep.€K

r

Td oe

t

to

(TuccK^paaeK
l

Tip.T]K,

\«

euax^W-ova

*|u,wk

25. iKa

fjiepifjiKwai

n
p

*xP €ta

''

d

Sous

8

".\?5:

It*

111.1.4.',

vifa.

31 ActSX.

ircpuroWpaK
tw aujiaTi, dXXd to aoTO 'uirep

26. Kal 'etTe

|&IXi|*

X

Heb.

6 eedc

*

Ik

H-

ircpio-aoTepav

*«X«* dXX*

/TV
uoHrcpoufiekw

2

tA

-

k

c

o*xia/ia

tj

r

dXXi^XwK

tw

q
fif)

tijxt]k

cei

c

8oKou^€v®| :*7S 2 Cor >*•
TrepicraoTepaK M ircpi-

eucrxTj/xoaunfji'

ou

tjuwi/

„

cnou-a,

k

&

ical

23.

n

'

....

v

€X€i, 24.
o

rd m do x'nfAOJ a

•

1

*93

«4. xiii.46.

Esth.i.'*>!

i

RouTS!"

irdoxci ck uIXos,

ai, xii. io,

Th. iv. 4; 1 Tim. v. 17, vi. 1 2 Tim.
Heb. vi. 17, vu. 15; 9 times in GG.

20 L 1 Pet. iii. 7.
k Compar., xv. 10: 2 Cor ii"? x' 81 In
this sense, Mt. xxvii. 28, Mk. xv.
17; cf. Mt xxi'W
N.T. h.U; Deut. xxiv. 1; cf. nw-n, Rom i 27- Rev
n N.T. h.l.; in Plato, Xen. -ttv, see vii. 35; - vw<s, xiv. 40.
o Heb 'iv 9.'
10.
r See vii. 32.
With vn«p, N.T. h.l.; Ps. xxxvii. 18.
s See iii. 22.
;

xxvii. 48; Ruth
xvi. 15, vii. 36.

p See
1

i.

q See

7.

-o-is, 1

iii. 3.

o-xio-ftaTa,

;

m

«

— Western and Syrian.
—Western.

fr$*DGL, above 30 minuscc.

other edd. <rxicrp.a
€iti (?)

ii.

iii. 3.

'

i.

voT-cpowTi, fr^cDGKL, etc

2

3

Pet.

:

cf.

i.

,

;

BG, some

Favoured by

its

latt. vg. (et si quid), Ambrst. (Western).
So Lachm., Treg*
dissidence from the pari. citc. A omits altogether.

(Bz.) or a fortiori (Ev.), the position of
ver. 21 is more than negatived ; the in-

members are not merely shielded
from contempt, but guarded with excep"
"
tional respect.
By the weaker and
"
"
parts P. cannot mean the
ignobler
hands or feet spoken of in ver. 21, for
these are strong and usually uncovered

ferior

(see irepiTi0efjL€v, 23) ; but members in
appearance quite subordinate and actuviz., the more delicate vital
ally feeble

—

organs. Amongst these the acrx'npova
signify definitely tol alSoia, qua inhonesta sunt (Vg.) cf. Rev. xvi. 15, tyjv

— The
;

a<rx'n ri-oo"uvT)K.

acrdcve'crTepa

and

"
"
comparatively weak
aTipoTcpa, the
and "feeble" (comparativus molliens,
Bg.), are wide categories applicable to
the same members from diff. points of
view. Weakness, in the case, e.g., of the
heart, is compensated by needfulness;
ignobility, as in the viscera, by careful
tendance shown in ample clothing " we

—

them with) a more
put about them (clothe
"
abundant honour (for the use of Tip-^,
The unseemliness
cf. c|ovo-ia in xi. 10).
(indecency) attaching to certain organs,

always guarded from sight, "brings with
x. 35) a more abundant
it (ex«,
cf. Heb.
seemliness". Against most commentt.
of " les soins de la
thinks

only
Ed. maintains that cvo-x'HM.ohas a moral sense, looking be<tvkt) (23)
"
yond the honour of apparel; the greater
comeliness relates rather to function".
Is any office more responsible than that
(Gd., e.g.,
"

toilette

So Tisch. 8 Treg. marg.

18.

10, xi.

1),

of parenthood, anything more sacred
than the mother's womb and mother's
breast ? (cf. Luke xi. 27 also Heb. xiii.
;

4)-

—

ret 8e €v<r\r\\iova K.T.X.

seemly parts "—head and

—

human face

" But our

:

face, e.g. (the

"have no need,"
divine)
their distinction being
conspicuous ; see
xi. ya, where this visible, but also
moral,
cvoxnpocrvvi) is raised to its highest
From this text Bg. inferred the
grade.
impiety of patches! On v<irdpx»K, see
note to xi. 7 Sokcw has in w. 22 f. its

—

—
—of seem andnon-personal
suppose
;

two meanings
sonal

;

and

like

per-

methinks

and J

think, Germ., dunken and denken.
Vv. 246, 25. "But God compounded
(<rw-cK6paorcv> mixed together; Vg. conThe assertion of
temperavit) the body."
God's workmanship in the structure of

the physical organs (cf. 18) was necessary, when many thinkers affirmed the evil
of matter and regarded physical appetites
as degrading (cf. 1 Tim. iv. 3, Col. ii.
23 also vi. 13, 18 ff. above). This accounts for the adversative dXXa " Nay
but": P. tacitly contradicts those who
saw nothing but arififa and eVorxTipoorvvt)
in vital bodily functions.
For 6 6efcs

—

;

crovcicepaarev, cf. Ps. cxxxix. 13-16

womb

(where

is "God's
laboratory," DeEd.
litzsch), Eccl. xi. 5, Job x. 8-1 1.
reads the assertion as directed against
philosophy; "where Aristotle says 'nature,' P. says God ".
tg)

the

'

'

—

v«rr«povpivy

ircpicroroTcpav Sov$ Tifi^v, "to the part
which suffers lack (opus habenti, Cv. :

cf.

note,

i.

7)

having assigned more abun-

dant honour"; so that the

human

in-

stinct respecting the ignobler
organs of
the body (ver. 23) is the reflex of a Divine
ordinance cf. xi. 14 f., to the like effect.
:

"

That there may not be division

—

(crxUrp.*

:
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t

Rom.

viii. t

iSwn

•

^

d

CoVm
*
viii

13;

Lk.

x

**

T
I

^ KK^Tl cr

^°xi

^P 0U s 2,

h

^

vi.

Cf.
12 ff.

28

6u-€is

«"

-

Tp&rov
b

oiSaaxdXous,

n

citc

T

oo£d£€T<u If

lireiTa

Suffices,

ctro

*

3

;

h.l.

Rom.

of

v

fcorfy.

xiii.

6

;

Ph.

ii.

17

f.

;

Lk.

i.

Tfj

b

TpiTOK

xapiapara 'lapd-ruy,

w Eph.

58, xv. 6, 9.

^

*6eos

Trpo^Tas,

hturepov
b

f

6

Xpurrou, xal

d

d-rroaroXous,

'15.

ao

^cto

b

<niy-

\i£kos,

w
awfia

e

M*

'

x

w

hi lore

°s s

°

•

Key.
iv.

*

o-u^TT^^d Trdrra T& a-An
X a ^P €l wdmra Ta fA^T].
27.

"

XII.

Cf. tt.

iv. ia, v. 30.

12 1 Kings xxiii. 26. aw© p.t p., Rom. xi. 25, etc. ; nepos n, xi. 18.
See i. 2. Kar li est instance of <-kk\. absol., in supra-local sense;
Col. i. 18, etc.
Mt. xvi. 18, xviii. 17.
b n-p. . 4>vr., Heb. x. 9 Mt. xxi. 28,
22, etc.
.
30, xxii. 25 f. (TpiTos), 38; Lk. xix. 16, 18; Rev. iv. 7 (rptr.), etc. ; Sevr. .
irptar.
rpir., Lk. xii. 38.
.
e7r«iTa or tira (etrev), xv. 46; i Th. iv. 16 f.
i Tim. Hi. 10; Heb. vii. 2; Jas. Hi. 17; Mk. iv. 28.
c PI., see iv. 9.
d PI., thus, xiv. 29, 3a Eph. ii. 20, Hi. 5, iv. 11 Acts xi. 27, xiii. 1, xv. 32.
e PL,
in this sense, Eph. iv. 11 (with anocrr., npo<f>.) ; 2 Tim. iv. 3 Heb. v. ia Jas. Hi. 1 Acts xiii. 1 (with
f See ver. 10.
irpo<fc.).
g See ver. 9.
;

xii.

y See ver. 8.
cf. Eph. i.

z

4 f

x

.

See

xiii.

9

f.,

;

a

ver. 18.

;

17

.

;

;

.

.

.

;

;

;

;

1

Om. iv N*AB,

2

D*,

fitXovs,

latt.

So the crit. edd.
(membra de membro),

;

Thdrt.
vg.

syrp.,

and many

ck picXuv, aXXa (xcXtj iroXXa ck peXovs cvos * ficXos "yap tj
Sever ian, in Catena). A characteristic Western variant.
3

c it €

it a,

all

KL.

uncc. but

DG,

Hil.,

—

"
the manifestasee parls.) in the body
tion of the jealousy or scorn depicted in
w. 16 and 21, which have their counterpart at present in the Cor. Church (i.
10 ff., iv. 6, etc.). The opposite state of
things (dXXd), so desirable in the spiritual
organism, is realised by Divine art in the
natural: "God tempered the body together" in this way, "that . . . the
members might have the same solici-

—

The physical
are obliged, by the structure of
the frame, to care for one another; the
hand is as anxious to guard the eye or
the stomach, to help the mouth or the
foot, as to serve itself; the eye is watchman for every other organ each feels
its own usefulness and cherishes its fellows; all "have the same care," since
they have the same interest that of" the
tude for one another".

members

;

—

This societas membrorum
makes the physical order both a parable
of and a basis for the spiritual. For to

one body".

Cor.

xiii. XX, Phil. ii. 2,
(see esp. vii. 32 ff., for
this shade of meaning) is in pr. sbj., of
habitual feeling; in pi., despite neut.
subject, since the jjucXtj have been indi-

avT<S, cf.
etc.

i.

10, 2

— p.€pip.vwriv

vidually personified (15 f., 21).
Ver. 26 illustrates the unselfish solicitude of the bodily organs the nervous
connexion makes it a veritable o-vpraPlato applies the
0eia (crufx-rrdcrxei)same analogy to the State in a striking
his
in
Politicus, 462C ; see also
passage
;

—

Cm., ad loc. 8o|a^crai (glorificatur,
Cv. ; not gloriatur, Vg.) goes beyond
nervous sympathy "Sdfa is more than
cve££a" (Ed.): for 8o£d£w, applied to the
;

;

Amb.

Ff. (ovk ciirev p-eXi)

Kc<f>aXi]

tov oXov awparof

:

omit.

body, cf. xv. 40 ff., Phil. iii. 21. Cm.
"
says finely, When the head is crowned,
the whole man feels itself glorified;
when the mouth speaks, the eyes laugh
and are filled with gladness ".
Ver. 27. The figure of the body, de-

veloped from ver. 14 to 26 with deliberation and completeness, is now applied in
detail to the Church, where the same
solidarity of manifold parts and powers

W

obtains (4 ff.) : " Now you are (vjicZs
tor«) a body of (in relation to) Christ,
and members severally" scarcely "the
"
body of Christ specifically (El.), as if
P. might have written t6 o-wpa tow

—

Xpio-Tov (as in Eph.

iv.

12, etc.)

;

this

has not yet become the recognised title
of the Church (see note on 12 above)
nor is the anarthrous o-wpa to be read
;

distributively, as though the Cor. Church
were thought of as one amongst many
P. is interpreting his parable
o-wfiara.
the Cor. are, in their relation to Christ,
what the body is to the man. Xpurrov
is anarthrous by correlation
(cf. note on
0cov crofyiav, ii. 7). Ik plpovs signifies
the partial by contrast, not as in xiii. 9
with the perfect, but with the whole
(body)—parti'culatim (Bz.): Ik of the
point of view "from (and so according
"
see ver.
;
to) the part (allotted to each)
xi; cf. also pcpCgopai in vii. 17, etc.;
similarly, Ik peVpov in John iii. 34, l{
UroVnros in 2 Cor. viii. 13.
Ver. 28 expounds the p.cXt| Ik p.4pov%.
oOs (xiv (cf. 8 ff.) should be followed by
o$s 8^ ; but irpw-rov intervening suggests
" instead
Sevrcpov, TptTov in the sequel
of a mere enumeration P. prefers an ar:

—

—

—

—

—

a7— 3 1

npos KOPiNeiors a

a.

MmXitycis,
"airooToXoi
firj

irdrres

rwv;

KUpcp^jaeis,

^

;

^Xworawif

y^T]

;

8uv(£fj.€is

29.

d

irdnres

Trpo<J>f|T<u

;

30.

*

irdvTes

p.})

Trdrres

p.*)

f

irdrrcs

8i8dcncaXoi
'

;

T

'

*•*'

M * ccvi »-

*

iap«£-

Sicpp.rji'euouo-i

£8

*>;Sir.'xi.

'

irdfTcs

jifj

h

irdrrcs

jjlt)

*

x a P l<7 H' aTa ex00 * 11

k

^Xwaaais

XaXouai;
m
f
310.
^T)XouTe 84 t*
xapi<rpioTa tA
fi^j

8 95

k

'

C«wrt«,

;

KpciTTOKa.

9
35.
k.l.i

xi. 14, xxiv. 6.
-nts, Acts
Act* ix. 36; Lk. xxiv. «7 ;
-t>,s,

see xiv. ia.

n

xxvil.

n

Pror.

Rey.

xviii. 17.
« Mace. i. 36 S -nft, xiv. a8.
,mfoi/«, xiii. i 3 , xiv. 5 ; Jas. iv. 6

V« it ova,

NABC,

;

is

;

turn gives place to lireira, at the point

where with 8vvducis abstract categories
(as in 8 ff.) are substituted for the concrete
a striking instance of P.'s mobility
of style ; the last three of the series are
appended asyndetically. The nine functions of vv. 8 ff. are replaced by eight,
which maybe thus classified: (1) three

—

—

(2) two kinds of miraculous,
(3) two of administrative funcwith
the
one notable ecstatic
tions,
(4)
Three are identical in each list
gift.
viz., 8 waiiets, x a pf<r P aTa laftAtWi
and y4vy\ yXttcrtrmvy taking much the
same position in both enumerations (see

teaching orders,

and

—

the earlier notes). The apostles, prophets,
teachers (ranged in order of the importance, rather than the affinity of their
powers) exercise amongst them the word

of wisdom, prophecy, and word of know"
" the
ledge
Apostles possessing a rich
measure of many gifts these three will
be expanded into the jive of Eph. iv. 11.
The epp.T|v(a -yXaxrtr&v (10), omitted at

—

;

appears in the sequel (30)
is

;

and

tacitly

understood as the companion of irpo<ptjTtfa, while the irhrris of ver. 9 pervades
other charisms. Nothing is really wanting here that belonged to the xapttruara
of § 39, while avTiXt]u\|/€is and Kv^tpv^"
treis
helpings, governings "—enrich
that previous catalogue;
"helpings"
stands in apt connexion with "healings ". The two added offices became the
special functions of the Sidxovos and
eVuricoiros of a somewhat later time

—

i.

1

Rom.

xii.

;

— No

Mt.

am.

trace

;
7 f.).
(Phil.
cf.
as yet appears of definite Church organisation at Cor.; but the charisms here
introduced were necessary to the equipment of the Christian Society, and the

appointment of officers charged with their
systematic exercise was only a question
of time (see Introd., chap, i., p. 732; ii. 2.

4).

1,

xxiii. 17, 19.

(of vg.),

Western and Syrian.

"
rangement in order of rank (Wr., pp.
710 f.) and this mode of distinction in

the Sidicpitrts wcvftdruv (10)

m

17, 37, 67**, cod.

KpciTrova (DG, Kpci*rtrova)

this point,

k See ver. 10; xiii. 1.
In this sense, xiv.

A sort

many

Gr.

59
W

;

Sfr.

ll

i.

5,

%\
'

Ft

of unofficial dv-KX^aij/is and

KvpVpvTioas is assigned
and his family in xvi. 15

to

Stephanas
These vbl.
and
amXauPdvouai
KvfJcpvdti>, mean by etymology taking hold
of
and
(to help)
steering, piloting, respecf.

nouns, from

tively. The figurative use of the latter is
rare outside of poetry; so icvpVpvncris
iroXiwv in Pindar, Pyth., x., 112, and in

the newly discovered Bacchylides, xiii.,
" Government " of the
Church im152.
plies a share of the "word of wisdom"
"
"
and knowledge (8) ; see 1 Tim. v. 17,
2 Tim. ii. 2,
Tit 1. 9.— For Idrro 6
" God
6€ds, cf. ver. 18 :
appointed (set
for Himself) in the church"
meaning
the entire Christian Society, with all its
and
the
rest.
The
earliest
"apostles"
N.T. example of iKicXT)o-£a in its ecumenical sense; see however Matt. xri.
18, and note on i. 2 above.
Vv. 29, 30. In this string of rhetorical questions P. recapitulates once more
the charisms, in the terms of ver. 28.
He adds now to the y\6<nraiq XaXeiv

—

its complementary SiepuTjveveiv (see io,
and xiv. 13, etc.: 8td in this vb. imports translation); and omits dvriXijuand icuPcpvifo-cic., for these functions
ij/cis
had not taken articulate shape at Cor.:

thus reduced to seven.
stress of these interrogations rests

the eight are

The

on the seven times repeated all; let
prophet, teacher, healer, and the rest,
fulfil

each contentedly his u^pos

in the

commonwealth of grace, without trenching upon or envying the prerogative of
another " non omnia possumus omnes ";
Thus by fit division of labour the efficiency of the whole body of Christ will be
secured and all Church functions duly
Swducis may be nom. (Bg.,
discharged.
;

—

Hf., Hn., Al., Bt., Gd., El.), in the vein

—
Rom.
38,
—
the personification appl ied elsewhere

"are
of the foregoing questions
"
viii.

powers

for

?

(cf.

xv. 24,

all

etc.,
,

however, to supernatural Powers); but
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1,8,
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R

3I ^*

?7

°™;^:

Wf

Kttl lTt
b

Tais

*

****'

*Y Xo^;ro ai 5
'

6ir€ pP oX

twi'

V

*

*& W**W>

6 ** v

*

k

aVOpwirwy

XII. 31

Xa\w

XI11

-

»•

*e

twk

icai

B.— XIII.

ayyAw»

h
8e p.$) ex**, ^y&yova *xaXicds 'fJX"*' ^ *
aXaX<££op'
dy«i'irr)»'
p See iv. 17.
a See It. 9.
c Acts vii. 38, viii. 16,
b xii. 30, xiv. passim 1 Mk. xvi. 17; Acts ii. 4 ff., x. 46, xix. 6 (k«u irpo^wj.).
Rev. v. 2, II, etc. Mt. i. so, etc., xxviii. 5 ff., etc. Lk. i. 13, ii. 9 ff. Zecb.
xii. 8, xxiii. 9, xxvii. 33 f.
d ver. 11 2 Cor. xii. II.
e Mk. vi. 8; Rev. xviii. 12 Gen. iv. 22.
f N.T. h.l.;
i. 13 f., etc.
h Mk.
g N.T. h.L; 1 Chron. xiii. 8, etc. Ps. cl. 5.
Jer. xxvii. 42 >?x°s, Acts ii. a Lk. xxi. 25.
.38; Josh. vi. to.

Kv^akov

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

"
these " powers are in w. 28 and 8 ff. so
decidedly separated from the teaching
and associated with the healing gifts,
that Svvaficis appears to look forward,

Church

and to be

Ver. 316. Kai cti k.t.X. (cf. cti ti
"And besides " adds
xa(, Luke xiv. 26)
to the exhortation just given (31a) an
indication of the way to carry it out ;

obj. (prospectively) to tx ovariv
" do
along with x a P^ tr JL0LTa lap-aTwv
:

f

grace-gifts of
healings?" (so Bz., Mr., Ed.). For
8vvap.1v ex«> see Rev. iii. 8 ; also Luke

all

possess powers

?

all

Acts i. 8, Matt. xiv. z
Ver. 31a corrects the inference which
an indolent nature or weak judgment
might draw from w. 29 f., supposing
that God's sovereign ordination supersedes man's effort. Our striving has a
part to play, along with God's bestowix. 1,

hence
ment, in spiritual acquisitions
"But (for all that)
the contrastive 8c.
be zealous after the greater gifts." A
man must not, e.g., be content to " speak
;

with tongues" when he might "pro"
phesy (xiv. 1 ff.), nor to work miracles
when beside that he might teach in the
M word of wisdom ".

—

£tjXo(u (see parls.)

implies in its good sense an ardent, in
its bad sense (xiii. 4) an emulous pursuit.
The greater (p,c(£ova) gifts are those intrinsically greater, or more beneficial (xiv.
conditions usually coincident.
5)

—

§ 42.

The Way to Christian

Emi-

Carefully and
luminously Paul has set forth the manifoldness of the Holy Spirit's gifts that
contribute to common life of the Church.
All are necessary, all honourable in their
proper use all are of God's ordination.
Some of the charisms are, however, more
But if these
desirable than others.

nence,

xii.

316-xiii.

3.

;

"greater gifts" be sought in selfish
emulation (as the JtjXovtc of ver. 31a,
taken by itself, might suggest), their true
purpose and blessing will be missed;
gifts of grace (xapicrpaTa) are not for
men actuated by the £-fjXos of party spirit
and ambition (cf. 4 f., iii. 3 2 Cor. xii.
;

While encouraging the
20, Gal. v. 20).
Cor. to seek larger spiritual powers, the
"
"
"
"
Ap. must besides point out the way
to this end (31b), the way to escape the
perils besetting their progress (4 ff.)
to win the goal of the Christian
(8-13).

Love

is

the path to

power

and
life

in the

;

loveless

all

abilities,

endow-

ments, sacrifices are, from the Christian
point of view, simply good for nothing
(i-3).

—

—

which aims at the p.c££ova
must be that of ayairq. This
clause introduces and properly belongs
to ch. xiii. (W.H.).
Ka0* vircpjJoXijv (see

the

&t)Xo$

Xapi<rp.aTa.

P. is
parls.) is superlative, not compar.
not pointing out " a more excellent way "
than that of seeking and using the
charisms of ch. xii. (with such a meaning he should have written "En 8c* cf.
Luke xxiv. 41, etc.), but "a super-ex"
cellent way
(une vote souverainement
;

:

excellente, Gd.) to
1 Jo. iv. 7).

win them

AciKwp.1

is

(cf. viii. 1 b,

"
" to
point out

as with the finger.
Ver. 1. This way will be described in

w.

4-7, but first its necessity must be
proved this is shown by the five pari,
hypotheses of w. 1 ff.,
respecting
tongues, prophecy, knowledge, and devotion of goods or of person.
The first
supposition takes up the charism last
mentioned (xii. 30) and most valued at

—

:

Cor.

eav

t.

yX«S<nrai9 . . . XaXA,
cx» (form of probable
" If with
hypothesis too prob. at Cor.),
the tongues of men I be speaking, and
of angels, but am without love," in that
" I have become a
case,
sounding brass
I have gained
or a clanging cymbal"
by this admired endowment the power of
making so much senseless noise (cf. xiv.
6-1 1, 23, 27 f.). With love in the speaker,
his -yXwo-o-oXaXCa would be kept within
the bounds of edification (xiv. 6, 12-19,
:

aydm\v

8c

—

pvJ|

—

—

27), and would possess a tone and
pathos far different from that described.
"Tongues of men*' does not signify

—

foreign

languages

(so

Or.,

Hf.,

Al.,

Thiersch), such as are supposed to have
been spoken on the Day of Pentecost
(see note on xii. 10)
they
whole context, ecstatic and
;

are, in this
inarticulate

forms of speech, such as " men " do sometimes exercise " tongues of angels " (ical
:

nPOS KOPIN0IOY2 A

*-32.

icat

1

Ikv

1

opn
I&K

1

*

1

lac

ayainji' 8c

m

*

4

Kau0^awfiat,

k

m

p
p,$j

2x&>,

ttjc

ou8&
*

ayairni' 8c uf) ?xw, ouSev

8

m

and

fcom-'xi.

ical

3.

cijjii

1

ical

,

*"»<".

X

•

^ay

|*ou,

*rtl%*

wore

it tori v

8

S Ja

J

(jtuoT^pia irdVrd

2xw irao-ap

Ta 'uTrapxoira

i|«tfuiaw Trarra

crwfAa jxou tea
1

ical

fie0ioTdV€ii',
q

to

irpo^TjTeiaK ical el8w

yi'waii',
2

tt)i>

no

B

!

€xw

kl

traaav
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'TrapaSw to
u
wAcXoGuai.
r

i-

9. .»»• 3

CoL
Mt.

ii.

a;

xiii.

i. 5.
Rom. xiv. 22; 1 Tim. i. 19; Acts xiv. 9 Jas. ii. 1, 18; Mt. xvii. 20, xxi. 2i"'Mk iv
n Isa. hv. 10.
o Col. i. 13 Lk. xvi. 4 Acts xiii. 22, xix. 26.
p See vii. 19.
q Rom!
xu. 20 (Proy. xxv. 21) Numb. xi. 4, 18, etc. -top, Jo. xiii. 26 ff.
r Heb. x. 34
Acts iv. 32 thrice
Mt
8
tlxnes
ln
Lk
8
cf- Acts * v 3<5. For like sense, 2 Cor. iv. 11 Rom. iv. 25, and
U?
\i.
parls.
Dan. m. 28.
t Kavxi<r., see 1. 29.
u Mk. v. 26 Mt. xvi. 26 Prov. x. 2.
xiv.
and

See

;

'

40, xi. 22.

;

;

;

;

;

;

-

;

;

'

Cf.

;

6,

parls.

Of

1

the 4 instances of kcu cav (T.R.), kov is given in
(1) by AC, 17 ; in (2) by AB
by ABC, 17 ; in (4) by AC. Al., W.H. read K av (?) throughout Tisch.!
Lachm. and Tr. vary. After eov, kcu eov is more
El., Nestle adhere to xai eav
see vii. 28, xii. 15 f. ; Mk. iii. 24 f.
Lk. xvii. 3 f. Nowhere else is kov well
likely
attested in such connexion.
17

;

in (3)

;

;

:

;

2

(*60i<rTavai

(?),

ACKL,

NBDG,

17.

So Lachm.,

Tr., Tisch., El., Nestle.

Alexandrian and Syrian),— the rarer form ; but -avw
forms of urrqui and compounds are not infrequent in P. See Wr., pp. 94, 106.
•
ov0cv (1) all non-Western uncc, accepted by crit. edd. so Stephens (1550).
oudcv (2) fc^A, 17. Tisch. adopts this in both. See Wr., p. 48.
uedicrravciv,

etc. (?

:

;

:

4

Kavxt)o-u|iai, fc^AB, 17, cop. sah., Hier. (ob similitudinetn verbi, qua apud
Gracos " ardeam " et " glorier " una littera parte distinguitur, apud nostros
error inolevit.
Sed et apud Gracos exetnplaria sunt diversa). Lachm., R.V. marg.,
and W.H. adopt this reading, against other edd.
See Note of the last-named,
vol. ii., pp. 116 f., where Clem. Rom., Clem. Al., Or., are claimed on this side.
latt.
and
DGL
the bulk of Ff.
vg. syrutr.,
(-waai, CK),
Kav0T)orouai,
suspiciously
See note below.
like a Western emendation.

—

of the climax: "aye, and of angels!")
describes this mystic utterance at its
highest (cf. XaXci 0€$, xiv. 2) a mode
of expression above this world. Possibly
P. associated the supernatural yXwao-ai,
by which he was himself distinguished
(xiv. 18), with the appryra ^|tara heard
"
"
by him in paradise
(2 Cor. xii. 4)
"
"
(Rev. xiv. 2 f.) which
song
cf. the
"
M those redeemed out
only
of the earth
understand. The Rabbis held Hebrew to
be the language of the angels. x oAk^*
denotes any instrument of brass; KiJp>
paXov, the particular loud and shrill
instrument which the sound of the
"
"
resembled.
tongues
Ver. 2. Prophecy in its widest range,
and faith at its utmost 6tretch in those
lacking love, both amount to "nothingl" (lav) cl8w to, pwnfpia iravra
" If I know all the
k.t.X.,
mysteries (of

—

;

—

—

revelation) and all the knowledge (relating
thereto)," explains KaUavcxo>irpo«pTjTc(av
or resources, from
by stating the source,
"
which " prophecy is drawn irocrav t.
:

yvwo-iv (attached

somewhat awkwardly

combined with

t. pvtrr., posits
a mental grasp of the contents of revelathe
to
tion added
supernatural insight

to el8w),

which discovers them

VOL.

II.

(see notes

on Xoyos

yvwctcws and irpo^rtia, xii. 8 ff.), as
Hn. supplies
e.g. in the case of Isaiah.
<?x w » instead of the nearer ctSw, before
r. yvwo-iv (cf. viii. 1, 10), reading "if I
have all knowledge " as a second, distinct assumption following on " if I know
all mysteries," on account of the incongruity of Prophecy and Knowledge
but the point of P.'s extreme supposition
lies in this unusual combination
the
intellect of a philosopher joined to the
For uvorifcia, see
inspiration of a seer.
note on ii. 1. wicrriv (see note on xii.
;

—

—

—

—

pcOurravciv 5pij an allusion to
the hyperbolical sayings of Jesus ad rem
xvii.
20, xxi. 21 ; see notes in vol.
(Matt.
" to rein the pr. (continuous) inf.
i.) ;
move mountain after mountain "
9) «5<rrc

—

(Ed.),

Whatever God may be pleased
plish through such a

man

to

accom-

9), he
personally worthless. On the form
ovtev, see Wr., p. 48; for the thought,
vi. 3.
cf. iii. 18, 2 Cor. xii. 11, Gal.
The suppositions of these
Ver. 3.
three w. cover three principal forms of
the spheres, viz.,
activity in the Church
of supernatural manifestation, oispiritual
influence, of material aid (3); loveless
(cf. iii.

is

—

men who show

conspicuous power

these several respects, in the

57

first

in
in-
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*Y t* lrYl
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4

b
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'
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ofl"'

b
*

*

TT€piT€p€U€Tai

2 b

w

fiOKpoOojui,

T

OU

tA

*

T

H "Y "™)

4-

cAaCor.'

^aoTTJs, ou

4

OU

<f>UaiOUT(U, 5.

°

•

irapoluVerai

°" 'x a ^P €l '^ ir t *$ aSiKia
iraVra 'orcyet, iraVTa irurreuei

f
•

ou

auyx a ip €t

dyaiTT) ou

rj

"

'^'

*5; Ja* v

•

xprjaT€U€Tai

'

hVv!

XIII.

OUK

£tjXoi,
•

a(TXT)JiOI/€l

d

*

\oyi£erai

to

kcxkoV,
•

d\t|06ta

"nJ

ou

e

h

h
$>«

x

*

Trarra ^Xiri^ei, ira^Ta

7.

k
uirojxeVci.

xviii. 26,

Lk. xviii. 7 Prov. xix.
9
Acts
x In this
in Gr.

11.

;

;

sense,

See note below.

z

w H.l.

-(uua, 10 times in P. ; 4 in other Epp. ; -jtw?, Acts xxvi. 3.
vii. 9, xvii. 5 ; Jas. iv. 2.
Diff. in xii. 31, etc. ; diff. again in Gal. iv.
a See vii. 36.
iv. 6.
b See x. 24.
c Acts xvii. 16.

See

17

f.

y H.l.
-<r«os,
d In this sense (act.), Rom. iv. 6, 8 (Ps. xxxi. 2); 2 Cor. v. 19; diff. in
Acts xv. 39; Heb. x. 24.
e Five times in Rom.; Jo. xviii. 23; 3 Jo. n.
f xvi. 17; 2 Cor vii. 13;
iv. 1, ver. 11 below.
h In this sense, 16 times
Acts xv. 31 Lk. i. 14 Mt. xviii. 13 Prov. xxiv. 19.
g See xii. 26.
more in P. Heb. x. 26 Jas. v. 19; 1 Pet. i. 22 2 Pet. i. 12, ii. 2 Jo. passim.
See ix. 12.
k With ace, Rom. viii. 24 2 Tim. ii. 10 (navva) Heb. x. 32, xii. 2 f.; Jas. i. 12; Wisd. xvi. 22.
;

;

;

;

;

;

1

Om.

ayairtj
y\
So W.H., Tr.,

Ff.

B, 17, and a few other minn., f. vg. cop., and a number of
Nestle brackets. Tisch. reads tj ayairr) thrice, but attaches

(?)
;

the second to xpi^t., and the third to (i)Xoi.
*
to prj eavrns B, Clem. The best codd.
:

stance are sound signifying nothing ; in
the second, they are nothing; in the
Those who
third, they gain nothing.
make sacrifices to benefit others without

must have

love,

recompense that

some hidden selfish
they count upon but

—lav

they will cheat themselves.
" If I should dole
K.T.A.,

The

property ".

—

John

\|/wfxiov,

out

vb. (derived

26

xiii.

;

xj/wfiiao

from

ff.

—a

all

my

i|»u>p.6s

bit

or

crumb) takes ace. of person in Rom. xii.
20 (LXX), here of thing both regular

—

44

:

"

distribuero in cibos pauperum
"
4<
Si insumam alendis egenis
(Vg.),
The sacrifice of property rises to
(Bz.).
its climax in that of bodily life : cf. Job
Si

—

4 £, Dan.

—28,ButGal.

20, etc. ; John
either case, ex
by its
hypothesis the devotion is vitiated
4<
that I may
motive tva Kavx'no'uu.ai,
ii.

x.

11, xv.

iii.

13.

ii.

in

—

make

a boast"

1 ff.)
it is
{cf. Matt. vi.
prompted by ambition, not love. So the
self-immolator forfeits the end he seeks
;

;

his glorifying becomes K€vo8o£ia (Gal. v.
26, Phil. ii. 3 ; cf. John v. 44). ovScv w<f>eXovpcu signifies loss of final benefit (cf.

Gal. v. 2, Rom. ii. 25, Luke ix. 25). This
entire train of supposition P. puts in the
1st pers., so avoiding the appearance of
censure: cf, for the usus hquendi, xiv.
14-19,

viii.

—
monstrum,—a

13,

ix.

26

Kavdri<roi\xai is

f.

a

reading that
grammatical
cannot well be explained except as a corruption of tcavxijcrwfiai it was favoured by
the thought of the Christian martyrdoms,
and perhaps by the influence of Dan. iii.
;

28.
Hn., Gd., Ed., El., amongst critical
comment., are in favour of the T.R.,
which is supported by the story, told in
Josephus (B.J. vii. 8. 7), of a Buddhist
%

i

;

;

;

may

fakir

self

contain a vicious reading.

who

by

§ 43.

about this time immolated himAthens.

fire at

The Qualities of Christian

xiii. 4-13.
The previous w. have
justified the k<x0' vTrepPoXrjv of xii. 31.
The loftiest human faculties of man are
seen to be frustrate without love ; by its

Love,

aid alone are they brought to their proper
excellence and just use. But this 44 way "
of Christian attainment has still to be
44
described," and the promise of xii.
So while vv. 1-3 have
316 fulfilled.
proved the necessity, the rest of the chap,
shows the nature and working of the indispensable aYcnnrj. The Cor. may see
in this description the mirror of what
they ought to be and are not they will
learn how childish are the superiorities
;

on which they plume themselves,

The behaviour

of Love

is

(a)

delineated in

fifteen exquisite aphorisms (4-7) ; (b) its
permanence, in contrast with the transi-

tory and partial character of the prized
Xapio-fxaTa (8-13).
Vv. 4-7. In w. 1-3 Paul's utterance
began to rise with the elevation of his
theme into the Hebraic rhythm (observe
the recurrent aYoinrjv 8£ p.Tj €x«, and the

repeated ovScv) which marks his more
impassioned passages (see e.g., Rom.
viii. 31 ff., Eph. i. 8 ff.
on a smaller
Here this rhythm
scale, iii. 22 f. above).
dominates the structure of his sentences
they run in seven couplets, arranged as
one (affirm.), four (neg.), and two (aff.)
verse-lines, with the subject (-rj a7a'in|)
repeated at the head of the 2nd line.
The ver. which closes the middle, longer
movement becomes a triplet, making a
pause in the chant by the antithetical
;

:
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4-8.
8.
u

^

a/
KaTapYT]6T)aoi/Tat
19.

see

Cf.

m.

Exod.

Rom.

ix.

"

ou&^roTe

ayetiri)

•

£icmirTei

6; Acts

xii. 7- Jas. i. 11
n See
Trpo^Tjr., see xii. 10.
33 f.
q See i. 5.

** 1 itt ei, NABC, 17, 67**.
Om. 8c C*D*GKP, latt. vg.

2

from

i\

ayaTTTj

;

•

citc

22.
ix.

1

o™»„»
m
"yXwaacH,
2

m
p

28.

2

m

irpod>TiTeiai,
'
r T '

TrauWrai- m

Of persons,
i.

8e

citc

899

see x.

o See

m

8.

q

eiTe

repetition of the second clause.
par. then reads as follows:

—

BA

:

—

—

arrogance (cf. iv. 6b), avarice, grudgebearing; while the second member in
each case sets forth her temper modest,

—

refined in feeling, placable, having her
joy in goodness. The third movement
reverts to the opening note, on which it

words

:

paicpoSupew is to be long -tempered (longanimis est, Er.) a characteristic of God
(Rom. ii. 4, etc.) patient towards injurious or provoking persons; this includes ov irapoijvveTai, ov \oyit,€Tai rb
KaKov, irdvTo crTtyti whereas viroperei,
closing the list, signifies patience in respect of adverse and afflictive circumstances ; the two unite in Col. i. 11: see
Trench, Syn., § liii. xP ,l orTeii' eTai a vb.
perhaps of Paul's coining—plays the part
°f a XP Tl orT ^ s (benignus), one who renders
gracious, well-disposed service to others
P. associates
(Trench, Syn., § lxiii)
;

—

:

T

and xP 1l <rT o T

repeatedly
ov JrjXot qualifies the ttj(see parls.).
Xovrc of xii. 31 directed towards right
laudable ambition ; diobjects, £tj\os is
rected towards persons, it is base envy;
desire for excellencies manifest in others
should stimulate not ill-will but admiring

—

:

love. — The

vb.

irepircpcveTai

iii.

Required to effect transition

So W.H. marg.

(-«ia, -o-orrat).

oneself off: umpire pos, used by Polyand Epictetus, signifies braggart,
boastful (see Gm.,s.v.), its sense here.

He who

in others

—

is
is

envious

of superiority
ostentatious (irepir.)

(£-nX.)

commonly

of superiority assumed in himself, and
arrogant ($v<r.) towards inferiors. Such
a
<j>vo-iovu-0ai is a mark of bad taste
moral indecency, from which Love is clear
(ovk ao-xTjuove 1 see parls.) she has the
instinct for the seemly; Love imparts a/
delicacy of feeling beyond the rules of|
The absence of pride is the
politeness.
burden of the two former of the negative
couplets, the absence of greed of the
two latter. For ov £t|T€I k.t.X., cf. parls.
2 Cor. xii. 13 ff. supplies a fine illustra-

—

:

supples the general theme,
defining the two fundamental excellenher patience towards evil,
cies of Love
and kindly activity in good. In the negative movement, the first half-lines set
free from jealousy,
forth Love's attitude

p.aKpo0vp.ia

1

For eire, eire,
p In this sense, Acts xx. 1
xii. 6.

bius

first line

—

-

17;

The show

;

individual

of things,
Lk * v »-

yvu*

;

" Love suffers
long, shows kindness.
Love envies not, makes no self-display;
Is not puffed up, behaves not unseemly;
Seeks not her advantage, is not embittered;
Imputes not evil, rejoices not at wrong.
but shares in the joy of the truth.
AH things she tolerates, all things she believes
All things she hopes for, all things she endures."

— For the
—
—

rrtTrTei -

€KimpT€t, Western and Syrian.

irpo<fri]T€ia, KaTapYTjOtj<r€Tai (?)

descants.

l

Kings

Rom.

xii. 10.

Tr brackets.
cop.
easily dropped by copyist after etre.

3

The

8

(pari,

in

form to xP Tl crT€ '" eTat ) o ccurs only in
Marc. Anton., v., 5 besides, where it is
rendered ostentare se (the Vg. perperam
se agit rests on mistaken resemblance) ia

;

—

;

tion in the writer.
Selfishness generates
the irritability denied concerning Love in
ov irapo|vvcTai
intent on one's own
advantage, one is incessantly angered to
find the world at cross purposes with
him. Except Heb. x. 24, the only other
N.T. parls. (Acts xv. 39, xvii. 16) ascribe
to P. himself the irapo£vo-p.os which he
now condemns as in the case of £tj\o$
(see iii. 3), there is a bad and a good
;

;

exasperation ; anger may be holy, though
"
commonly a sin. To rejoice at iniquity,"
when seeing it in others, is a sign of

deep debasement (Rom.

i.

32)

Love, on

;

the contrary, finds her joy in the joy of
" the Truth "
(personified cf Rom. vii.
she
22, Ps. lxxxv. 10 f., 3 John 8, 12)
in
the
rejoices
progress and vindication
of the Gospel, which is "the truth" of
God (cf. Phil. i. 7, Col. i. 3-6 ; 3 John 4)
aSiKia and aXtjOeia are similarly conThe four
trasted in 2 Thess. ii. 10, 12.
iravTa clauses form a chiasmus the first
and fourth relating to the bearing of ill,
the second and third to expectation of
good in others the first pair belong to
For
the present, the last to the future.
Bz. and a few others
o"T6Y€i, see parls.
" omnia
in
acthe
clause
render
tegit,"
cordance with the radical sense of the
but suffert (Vg.) is its Pauline, and
vb.
Mso prevalent cl. sense. rUon-is appears

—

:

:

—
:

;

;

;

—
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£/•

xii *f.-

tH.t. For
the adj
6
.

;

i.-

oftMngi,

Rom.
3;

xii.

Heb.

ix. 11;

Jas.

*

9.

*

•

irpo^TjTcuofjLeK

/xe'pous

' r-r—
p.e'pous

e'XdXouy,

8e

2

'

Ik

a>s

8 s

II. OT€
ot€ "rjp.ifji'
T|p|K

u

2

n^mos
n

y

y«yora

6>r)p,

"
a»s

€<J>poVouv,

t

cX0t) *to

KaTapyTjOrjcreTai.
--1-1-1--1
r

r

y^P yi^o-KOficy Kal

p,epous

10. oTaf 8c

n

r

'Ik

r

•

KOTapyTj0T]a€Tai

<ris,

XIII.

u
-

"

w

wrp«os
2

-

otc

i\oyi£6u.i\v

n

KaTTJpyr)Ka tA tou

©S

nqmos
inrjmos,

nqmos

*

r£k€iov, totc

12.

vrjirtou.

*

pXeVop.cv

1J0. iv. 18.

v Abs., N.T. h.l.; Isa. xliv. 18.
w In this sense, 8 times more in P.; Heb. xi. 19;
iii. 1.
x See vcr. 1.
Pet. v. 12; To. xi. 50. Abs., here only.
y In contrast with vijttios, cf. xiv. so;
z 2 Cor. x. 7, xii. 6; Rom. vit 83, viii. 24 f.; Heb. ii. 9, iii. 19; Jas. ii.
Gal. iv. 1-5; Eph. iv. 13.
ix.
Mi.
xv.
Acts
i.
vi.
vii.
xiii.
Lk.
x.
8;
4,
13, etc.,
22;
9,
3,
31
23 f., etc.

u See
1

;

1

Om. totc

2

eXaXovv us VKjirtos, e<j>povovv us vrjir., cXoyi&op.T)v us vt|ir.
this order)
^AB, 17. All crit. edd.
Om. 8 e NABD*, 67**. Here 8c weakens the antithesis. Cf. note 8 above.

(in
8

all

uncc. but

DcKL.

:

to bear in Gal. v. 22 the meaning of faith
in men belonging to irurrcvci here. Hope

animates and

is

nourished by endurance :
not patilur), the active

vjrop.cVct {sustinet,

patience of the stout-hearted soldier see
Trench, Syn., § liii., and N.T. pads.
Ver. 8. Love, that bears, also outwears everything : " Love never faileth ".
That Triirrei denotes "falling" in the
sense of cessation, dropping out of existence {cf. x. 8, Luke xvi. 17), not moral
failure (as in x. 12, etc.), is manifest from
the pari, clauses and from ver. 13. The
charisms of chh. xii. and xiv. are bestowed on the way and serve the wayfaring Church, they cease each of them
at a determined point
but the Way of
Love leads indefinitely beyond them
ov Siao-iaAXcTcu, a XX' act p-cvei Be{3aia
"
ical dKivr]Tos (Thd.).
Prophesyings,
tongues, and knowledge" faculties inare the three
spired, ecstatic, intellectual
typical forms of Christian expression.
The abolition of Prophecies and Knowledge is explained in w. 9 ff. as the
superseding of the partial by the perfect ;
they "will be done away" by a completer realisation of the objects they seek,
viz., by intuition into the now hidden
things of God and of man (xiv. 24 f.), and
by adequate comprehension of the things
revealed (see note on 12). Of the Tongues
"
it is
said that "
will
;

;

;

—

—
—

—

simply

they
stop
(iravtrovTai), having like other miracles
a temporary significance (cf. xiv. 22);
not giving place to any higher development of the like kind, they lapse and
terminate {desinent, Bg.).
Vv. 9, 10: reasons
why Prophecy and
Knowledge must be abolished. Though
amongst the uci£ova (xii. 31) and rich in
edification (xiv. 6), these charisms are

and therefore temporary
the fragmentary gives place to the compartial in scope,

:

—Ik

ulpovs (see note, xii. 27, and
coming of apart, our knowledge
and prophesying are limited by the limit-

plete.

:

parls.)

ing conditions of their origin. For the
conscious imperfection of Prophecy, cf.
1 Peter i. 10 f. ; this text has some bear"
"
ing on the much-discussed inerrancy
of Scripture. oVav 8c IXGg to tcXciov,
to Ik fie'povs KaTapYT)6T]o-CTai, " But

—

when there comes the perfect

{full-grown,

mature; see note on ii. 6), the 'in part'
will be abolished": cf Eph. iv. 13 f.,
where rcXcios is contrasted with vr\irio%
as here
This
also Phil. iii. 11 ff.
TcXeicao-Ls is brought about at the iro" comes " with the Lord
it
povo-ta
from heaven (xv. 47 cf. 1 Thess. i. 10,
and i. 7 above) that of Eph. iv. is some
;

—

;

;

what

earlier.

Ver. 11 illustrates the abolition of the
by the perfect through the transiin speech
tion from the child to the man

—

partial

(eXaXow), in disposition and aim (c<f>pdvow), and in mental activity (IXoyiJofiTjv).
These three points of diff. can hardly be
identified with the yXaxro-ai, irpo^TjTcia,
and yvwcris respectively though " spake
as a babe" may allude to the childish
fondness of the Cor. for yXwo-croXaXia
;

{cf. xiv.

18

ff.),

and "to reason"

distinction of yvwais.

On

is the
the later-Gr.

—

mid. form TJfjnrjv, see Wr., pp. 95 f. Stov
with sbj. is the when of future contingency, Stc with ind. the when of past or
present fact.—otc yc'yova dvrjp KaTijp" now that
{ex quo) I have
ytjKa k.t.X.
become a man (vir factus sum : cf.
:

avT)p

tc'Xcios

in

Eph.

iv.

12),

have

I

abolished the things of the child ". Such
is the KaTcLpYno-ts which Prophecy and

Knowledge (Scripture and Theology), as
known, must undergo through

at present

the

"

approaching

"revelation"

(i.

7).

Non dicit, Quum abolevi puerilia, foetus
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yap

1

•

8t*

d>Ti

d

b

*<r<$Trrpou iv

*

ap-ri

yi^aicw

icatos Kal •|ir€yi'(5a0T)i'.
&.
^/
Td
Tpia rauTa

•

•

'»

peilw

901

d

*

aiiayfum, t<5t€ 8c Trpoauttroi' irpds
r
'
e
&c
jxe'pous, *t6t€ 8e
emyi/cSaofiai

*

•

irpoawTroi'
«

'

'

13.

*U

vw\

*\
*
8e tootuk

.
t}

lUvti morris,

.

a See iv>

r*

2£V

4

L
iXms, *Y*W|, b J"Wisd.vii
26; Sir.

dyctinj.

xii. 11.

See note

below.
c N.T. h.l.; Numb. xii. 8; Sir. xxxix.
d N.T. h.l.; Gen. xxxii. 30. Cf. 2 Jo. 12
3.
"«"'". xii.8^also
ah. o aisu 2z Cor.'iih
v^or. 111. 18.
14;> Numb.
JJ"3
Jo. **
10.
e xiv.
X!
37, xVi"iV;Ttim^rmo7e*in £'; ^PeVS*. «•
many times in Syn. GG. and Acts. For the antith.,
.
viii 2 t; Gal. iv. 9.
tith., c/.
f See xii. 18
g See xii. 31. For compar. with jravrwi', xv. 19; Mt. xiil. 3a Lk. ix. 46.
,

;

DG,
sum

pellit

latt.

;

—

ver
ec-

clesia" (Bg.). y^yova and icarrjpy-nKa,
in pf. of abiding result ; for
tcarapyew, cf.
i. 28 and
pads.
Ver. 12 figures in another way the
contrast between the present partial and
the coming perfect Christian state, in
respect particularly of knowledge: it is
the diff. between discernment
broken

by

reflexion

" For

and by immediate

intuition.

we see now through a mirror, in
(the fashion of) a riddle; but then face
to face."
pXe'irw, as distinguished from
opaco, points to the fact and manner of
seeing rather than the object seen (see
On apn, see note to iv. 11 ; it
parls.).
fastens on the immediate present.
81*
"
"
icr^irrpov,
by means of a mirror
ancient mirrors made of burnished metal
a specialty of Cor. were poor reflectors ; the art of silvering glass was
discovered in the 13th century. ecroirxpov = KOToirrpov (2 Cor. iii. 18), or
IvoirTpov (cl. Gr.) ; not Sidirrpa, speculate, the semi-transparent window of talc
(the lapis specularis of the ancients), as
some have explained the term. Cf. Philo,
De Decal., § 21, "As by a mirror, the
reason discerns images of God acting
and making the world and administering
the universe " ; also Plato's celebrated
representation (Repub., vii., 514) of the
world of sense as a train of shadows
imaging the real. Mr., Hf., Gd., Al., El.
"
adopt the local sense of Sia, through a
mirror," in allusion to the appearance of
the imaged object as behind the reflector
but it is the dimness, not the displacement, of the image that P. is thinking of.
Such a sight of the Divine realities,
in blurred
reflexions, presents them iv
" in
(the shape
aiviyp.an, enigmatically
"
rather than a full intelligible
of) a riddle
Divine revelation opens up fresh
view.

—

—

:

—

—

—

:

—

—

mysteries; advanced knowledge raises
With our defective
vaster problems.
irp<Jcrearthly powers, this is inevitable.
•nrov irpos irpocrwirov, Heb. panlm 'elpanlm (see parls.), with a reminiscence of

—

om. yap.

Latt. Ff.

vg M

Hiems non affert ver sed
hiemem: sic est in anima et

vir.

Num.

xii. 8,
arrrfpa ica-To, arropa . . . Kal ov
alviyudTttv (referring to the converse of
with Moses) the " face " to which
ours will be turned, is God's. God is the
tacit obj. of ver. 126, which
interprets the

8t*

God

:

above figure: "Now I
a learner's knowledge:
contrast otSa, 2 above
but then I shall
tially

know
see

and

(yivuo-Kw,

i.

21, etc.;

ii.

n)

par-

know-well (liriyvfa>crop.ai), as also I was well-known ".
God has formed a perfect apprehension
;

of the believing soul (viii. 3) He possesses an immediate, full, and interested
discernment of its conditions (Rom. viii.
;

27, etc.); its future knowledge will match,
in some sense, His present
knowledge of
it,

the searching effect of which

realised (Gal. iv. 9, etc.).
Ver. 13.
vvv\ Zt pivei

k.t.X.

it

has

—

final

conclusion of the matter, ulvci being
antithetical to iriirrei k.t.X. of the fore" But as it is
(nunc autem), there
abides faith, hope, love these three "
they stay; the others pass (8 ff.). Faith
and Hope are elements of the perfect and
permanent state; new objects of trust
and desire will come into sight in the
widening visions of the life eternal. But

going

—

:

!

Love, both now and then, surpasses its
companions, being the character of God
in Love is the
(viii. 3, 1 John iv. 8, 16)
fruition of Faith's efforts (Gal. v. 6) and
;

Hope's anticipations; it alone gives worth
to every human power (1-3). The popular
interpretation, since Cm., has read vvvi
as temporal instead of logical, identifying
it with the
opri of ver. 12, as though the
Ap. meant that for the present Faith and
"
"
Hope abide
alone "abides"
the three on the
of enduringness
parison with the

with

Love
But P. puts
same footing in respect
"these three "in com
Love, but

for ever.

—

—

other three of ver. 8
to share
pointedly adding Faith and Hope
and support the " abiding " of Love
" love is
greater among these," not more
For ucCtuv with partitive gen.,
lasting.
cf. Matt, xxiii. 11, and see Wr., p. 303.
For the pregnant, absolute ucvci, cf. iii.
14, z John ii. 6, 2 John 2.
;

—
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Rom.

XIV.

ix.

30, xii. 13,

*^J

13<

.*.?

4

;

*AlC0K£T£ T^y

I.

fiaXXok 8c Xva

'

'

1

isa. H. 1;

h

XaXei

§£

dXXd tw
•

3.

jxuo-T^pta

x

6

2.

Trpo<|>Y]T€unT€.

deOpwirois XaXei

b

•

&.y&Tnt)V

d
f

•

0€<j>

6

XIV.

T&

£r)XouT€ 8e

yap •XaXwf

ouStis

6

°

1TV€M}i.aTlK(i y

yXwaaT), ouk

aKouei,

yap

g

-nreup.aTi

d

8e

'dyBpcSirois

irpo(|>T)Teua)k,

XaXei

8.

b See xii. 31.

See

c

h See

16.

ii.

d See

xii. 1.

e See xiiL

xi. 4.

1

Om.

Tf

;

Love supplies, further, a
by which the char isms are to be

the principle of

relatively estimated

— their use in edificaThus

P. at length
answers the question addressed to him
from Cor. as to the worth of the several
"
spiritual powers," and in particular as
to the relative value of Tongues and
Prophesying. He has led up to this
answer by his exposition of the general
Christian truths bearing upon the matter
viz. the office of the Holy Spirit as the
distributor of God's gifts (xii. 3-1 1), the
organic nature of the Church (12-31), and
the sovereignty of love in the Christian
tion (3

ff.,

12, 19, 26).

—

life (xiii.).

Ver.

1.

"Pursue

love"

—follow

vircppoXTjv

68dv

316: see note): Siukw (see

parls.

this

tently

ko9*

impr.) signifies to prosecute to

its

in-

pr.

:

goal

a course on which one has
" but
£tjXoOtc 8c to irvevuaTiicd,
"
(continue to) covet the spiritual (gifts)
P. resumes xii. 31 (see note, also on
xii. 1).
Love is exalted in the interest of
the charisms, not to their disparagement ;
it is not to be pursued by
forgetting
everything else, but opens the true way to
" Sectamini
else
charitatem,
everything
" But rather
affectate spiritualia" (Cv.).
to
other
(in preference
gifts) that you
"
may prophesy": this is chief amongst the
entered.

:

—

:

greater charisms" of xii. 31.
Perhaps
the Cor. had asked specifically which of
the two, Tongues or Prophecy, was to be
iva irpo<})'rjT€VTjT€ (cf. d(\<a
preferred,
.

.

.

uaXXov

tva,

5)

differs

from

to

by making the object distinctly an aim: in striving after the
charisms, Prophecy is to be set highest
and to control the rest. For the use of
iva, cf. note on i. 10, also Bm., pp. 235 ff.

irpo^TjTevciv

Vv.

2, 3.

See

i.

g tt. 14

15.

f.;

Acta

xvii.

The reason

Prophecy, on the principles laid down,
is

that one's fellows receive

no benefit

" no
from the Tongues
except God,
one hears " the latter i.e. hears understanding^ (cf. Eph. i. 13, iv. 29, etc.).
There was sound enough in the glossolalia (xiii. 1), but no sense (23).
irvevpan
" but in
8e XaXei K.T.X.,
spirit he is speak-

—

:

" 8J
points a contrast to
ing mysteries
the ovScis . . . aicovci: there is something worth hearing deep things muttered by those quivering lips, that should
be rationally spoken. For jivo-rnpiov,
see note on ii. 7, and Cr. s.v. : mystery
in Scripture is the correlate of revelation; here it stops short of disclosure,
tantalizing the Church, which hears and
hears not. irvcvp.oTi, dat. of manner or
"with the spirit," but without
instr.,
the "understanding" (vovs: 14 ff.
cf.
note to xii. 8). " But he who prophesies
;

—

—

—

;

—

edification and exdoes speak to men
hortation and comfort."
irapdicX-qo-is
and irapapvOta are distinct from oticofor (a)
serves
Souy]
prophetic speech
the further upbuilding of the Christian
life, (b) the stimulation of the Christian
will, (c) the strengthening of the Christian
spirit" (Hf.).
irapap.v8ta has ref. to
sorrow or fear (see parls.) irapdi<XT|<ris
(far commoner) to duty; oikoSout], in
the widest sense, to knowledge and character and the progress of the Church:
this last stands alone in the sequel.
Ver. 4.
"He that speaks with a
tongue edifies himself, but he that pro"
phesies edifies a church (assembly)
not one but many persons, not himself
:

• •

(xii.

13)

(xiii.

f

the pre-Syrian uncc.

The Gifts of Tongues and
§ 44.
of Prophecy, xiv. 1-6. The digression
upon i\ dyoCirtj has not diverted us from
the subject of this Div.
Love has shown
the way (xii. 316) in which all to. irvevfiaTiica (xii. 1, xiv. 1) are to be sought,
the animating principle and ulterior aim
But
that should govern their exercise.
criterion

x.

7.

for preferring

;

—

but

a

whole community.

The

im-

pression made on the yXucro-oXaXwv by
his utterance, since it was delivered in
a rapture and without clear conception
(12 ff.), must have been vague ; but it
powerfully confirmed his faith, since it
left an abiding sense of possession by
the Spirit of God (cf. 2 Cor. xii. 1-10).
Our deepest feelings frequently enter the
mind below the surface consciousness.
Ver. 5. Notwithstanding the above
drawback, the Tongues are a real and
desirable charism the better is preferred
;
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k

Kal

olico8op$|v

TTapaVX^aiv

tt

P

€KTOS V

1

yrtfaci,

N.T.

A./.

Wisd.

;

throus, see

r

*j

8^,

cdv

p,fj

TW
irpo<pT]T€ia

xix. 12.

-iov, Phil.

o See

*j

ii. i

€X0a»

€*av

d8eX<j>oi,

<5<p€Xiq<ra>,

eV

Tj

Rom.

'XaXwv

Eph.

ij

e*ICIcXT)Oria

;

8

XaX^aw

up,^
eV *

6

fj

yX<6aaais

i

-€«r0ai,

Th.

ii.

Ir* diro»taXu\J/€t

inHeb.,
h»

;

m See viii.

u.

i.

4!

k Freq.' in

w
8i8axfj

riv.
iv.'

see ver.

'oUoSopV

upas

irpos

:

Lk^

n Naruse, anarq S- e xii. 30.

pxv.j; 1 Tim. v. 19. For «kto?, cf. vi. 18.
xii. 18.
s Mt. xvi. 26
Mk.
36 also xiii. 3 ; Rom. ii. 25 Gal. v. 2. Cf. xv. 32 Rom. lii.
t See i. 7. Abs., ver. 26; Gal. ii.
Jas. 11. 14.
v See xii. 10.
u See i. 5.
2; Eph. i. 17, iii. 3.
ver. 26;
xii. 29.
SiSa™., Rom. vi. 17, xvi. 17 2 Tim. iv. 2; Tit. i. 9; Heb. vi. 2, xiii. 9; 2 Jo.
cf.
9, 10; thrice in Rev.; 4 times in Acts; 11 in GG.
xi. 18.

See
1

w

eKKX^aiat'

6

26

»i ««•*.«»

yXwa<7ais, paXXov

Trpo<pT|T€uW
iva

Slcp|i1)KCiSv),

fif|

^ "•

e

d

6

1

n

Trpo<pt)T€uW

4

€1

%

•XaXwv, ri 6p,as
u

d

r

6. *vuvi i

Xd^T).

eV

1

yap

°pi€i£wy

'XaXaiv

6

4.

irapapuOiai'.

•

irpo«|>T]T€UTjT€

'yXwCTCTOlS,

t)

8c

oikoSojici,
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8e iva

l

6

0eXw 8e irdrras 6|ias •XaXeii'
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xii. 31.
viii.
;

;

;

;

;

;

1

8

8

vvv
Om.
Om.

3

4

NABP,

c,

cop. yap, DGKL, etc., latt vg. syrr. (Western and Syrian).
pre-Syrian uncc. Cf. xii. 18.

all
tj

(first) fc$, 17,

cv (last)

67**, cop.

So Tisch.

NDgr.Ggr

" Yet

I would have you all
to the good :
speak with tongues, but rather that you
might prophesy." pdXXov tva irpoqSTjwhat the
T€vr|T6 is repeated from ver. i
Ap. bids his readers prefer, he prefers

—

:

for

them

—not

to the exclusion

of the

Tongues, for the two gifts might be held
at once (6, 18), but as looking beyond
them. 8e'X» tva occurs several times in
the Gospels without any marked telic

—

force (Matt.

Mark

25, ix. 30,
John xvii. 24), but only here in P. ; its
substitution for the inf. (XaXciv) of the covii.

12,

vi.

—
—

ordinate clause is significant. M Moreover he who prophesies is greater than
"
attached
he who speaks with tongues
by the part. 8c where one expected yap
own
his
P. is not justifying
pre(T.R.)
ference just stated, but giving a further
reason why the Cor. should covet Prophecy more than Tongues: the main
reason lies in the eminent usefulness of
besides that (8c*), its
this charism (2-4)
"
"
possessor is a greater person (uc££wv
"
than the speaker with tongues
cf. xii. 31)
except in the case that he interprets
(his ecstatic utterance), that the Church
;

;

:

—

get edification ". The power to
interpret superadded to the glossolalia
(see 13, 26 ff., xii. 10) puts the mystic
speaker on a level with the prophet:

may

first

"uttering mysteries"

making them

plain

(2)

and then

to his hearers, he
acts what the pro-

accomplishes in two
phet does in one. Iktos

el

p/rj

is

a Pauline

(see parls.), consisting of ctcroe
cl (except if) and cl uif
(unless) run
together; "with this exception, unless

pleonasm

—

;

Tr. brackets.

he interpret " (Wr., p. 756). For cl with
sbj., in distinction from lav, see Wr., p.
368; it "represents that the event will
"
decide the point
To supply n%
(El.).
with 8icpu.Tjv., supposing another interis
the
preter meant,
ungrammatical
identity of Speaker and interpreter is the
essential point.
He interprets with the
express intention that the Church may be
;

edified (tva

.

.

.

oiKoSop-rjv Xd(3-n)-

Ver. 6. What the Ap. has said touching the criterion of edification, he applies
to his own approaching visit (iv. 18 ff.,
" But at the
xvi. 5 ff.)
present time,
brothers," vvv 8c*, temporal, as in v. 11,
etc. ; not logical, as in vii. 14, xiii. 13,

—
:

etc. (see Hf., against most interpreters).
It is the situation at Cor. which gives

point to this

ref.

what help could the

:

Ap. bring to his readers in their troubled
state, if he were to offer them nothing
but confused mutterings and ravings ?
an appeal to common sense.
(cf. 7-1 1)
The hypotheses are pari, (expressing
by lav actual possibility, cf. 18; not
the second the
mere conceivability)

—

—

—

negative of the

first

"

:

if I

should come

you speaking with tongues, wherein
if I do not speak in
shall I profit you
to

—

knowledge, or
" In the four
prophesying or teaching ?
^ clauses, the second pair matches the
first: revelation comes through the proteacher
phet, knowledge through the
For cpxopai
(cf. xii. 8, 10, 28, etc.).
with ptp. of the character or capacity in
which one comes "a (mere) speaker
with tongues," unable to interpret (see 5)
(the

way

of) revelation or

—
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aI

?
xii.

b

'SiSoWa, *cTt«

"+uri)if

ai|/uxa

d

*cTt€

afiXos

*

*

8w, thus yywcrO^crcTai
SicuttoXtji' tois
Ki0dpa, £ay
(pdoyyois p.T)
f
'
'
to
auXoufxci'oi' f\ to
aSrjXoi'
KiOapiJ^jxcyov ; 8. ical yap ^"

5-

y im.T. HJ.

"

Wisd.

4>*>

xiii. 17,

^y

b

1

l

*

"8w, tis

o-rfXmyS

outw Kal

xiv. 29.

ujieis

Mt. xxiv

2

y

"°H,WS T *

7*

'jo'
e
42; 2

XIV.

81a

Tfjs

irapaaKcudorcTai els ir^Xcu.oi';

ttus yKwo-O^o-cTat to XaXoujicyoy

29; Isa.
J

xiii. 10.

;

k

Wkr

yXwacrr)$

9.

*

cucrnp.oi'

fit)

cacaOc yap

€ *S

'

Xoyof

Scire,

A^pa XaXourres.

a See iii. aa.
b N.T. fc./. ; -Atjtijs, Mt. ix. 33.
c Rev. i.
Hec, 1093.
e Rom. x. 18 (Pa. xviii.
d Rom. iii. 22, x. 12; Exod. viii. 23.
xv. 2; Gen. iv. 21, etc.
f Mt. xi. 17, avK.
Wisd. xix. 18.
g Lk. xi. 44. See ix.
KiOap, Rev. xiv. a; Isa. xxiii. 16.
2 Cor. ix. * f.
h Mt. xxiv. 31 Rev. i. 10, viii. 13; Exod. xix. 16, 19. See xv. 5a.
Acts
26.
k N.T. h.L; Ps. lxxx. 3. See note below.
1 See ix. a6.
x. 10; Jer. xii. 5.

fiouo-a dopvfiov, Eurip.,
8, xiv. 2,
4)

;

;

i

;

io-aXiriyg
W v. o-aXir.
:

<|»

—cf. Acts

xix. 18,

Matt.

<J>«vt|v,

BDGKL.
xi.

18

f.,

NAP. So Tisch., W.H. fcr#. Nestle.
So Tr., AL, W.H. marg., El.
f

Mark

both

i.

39, Luke xiii. 7.
§ 45. Utterance

Useless without

Clear Sense,

7-13.

untechnical fashion

in

How

which

of communication in the case, e.g., of
lifeless instruments, the flute and lyre
with their modulated notes, or the military trumpet with its varied signals (7 f.)
so with articulate speech, in its numberless dialects. To the instructed ear every
syllable carries a meaning to the foreigner
it is gibberish (10 f.).
Just as useless are
the Tongues in the Church without interpretation (9, 12 f.).
"
Ver. 7. "Oaws to, a\|svxa >
Quin et
inanima" (Cv.) ; as in Gal. iii. 15, the
the
word
immediately
part, emphasises
following, not $<avr\v SiSovra (" though
in
to lav 81asound
contrast
")
giving

ments of peace,

P.

—

;

;

o-toXtjv

Mr.,

.

.

Sm.

tinction,

.

\ir\

"
:

Sai (so

however Wr., Gm.,

yet unless they give a dis-

The argument

etc. ").

is

a

minori ad majus, from dead instruments
" Yet even in the case
to living speech
of lifeless things (to. a\J/vxa, generic art.)
when they give sound, unless they give
"
a distinction in their notes (so HfM Ed.,
Gd., El.). $06yyos denotes a measured,
harmon ous sound, whether of voice
(Rom. x. 18) or instrument; see Plato,
Tim. 80
SiaoroXri is referred by Lidd.,
and by Ev. ad loc, to the pause between
notes; by most others (after Plato,
Phileb., 17C; cf. Oec. ad loc.) to the interval ( = Siao-rqua) or distinction of
pitch; possibly (so Cv., El.) it includes
:

—

—

—whatever
—irw«

in fact distinguishes the $96yyoi,
"
will
Yv«<r0i]<r€T<u k.t.X. ;

has just
asked what the Cor. would think of him,
if in their present need he came exhibiting his power as a speaker with Tongues,
but without a word of prophetic inspiraSuch
tion or wise teaching to offer.
speech would be a mockery to the
sound
This
holds
of
hearers.
good
universally, when considered as a means
xiv.

;

that

harped be discerned ?
air be made out,
if the notes run
confusedly into one
another ? The double art., to avX. . . .
to KiOap., separates the two sorts of
music. This comparison used applies to
is

"

being piped or
—
how will the

inarticulate yX«MT<roXaX£a, not to foreign

languages.
Ver. 8.

To

the pipe and harp, adornP.

adds

for further illus-

the warlike trumpet.
This ruder instrument furnishes a stronger
example varied signals can be given by
its simple note, provided there is an

tration

(Kal ydp)
:

understanding between trumpeter and
" unius tubae cantus alius ad
hearers
"
alia vocat milites
(Bg.). Without such
agreement, or with a wavering, indistinct
sound, the loudest blast utters nothing
to purpose: "For if the trumpet also
gives an uncertain voice, who will pre" How
disastrous, at
pare for battle ?
the critical moment, to doubt whether the
trumpet sounds Advance or Retreat
Ver. 9 enforces the twofold illustration
of w. 7 f. " So also in your case (ovto>«
koI vp.ci«), if through the tongue you do
not give a word of clear signification
;

!

:

(cv0-y)uov X<$yov),

how

will that

—

which

is

"
spoken be discerned ?
ev-<rr)fios (from
«v and <rf]ua, a sign) implies a meaning
in the word, and a meaning good to make

out;

cf.

Sophocles, Antig., 1004, 1021.

—

xws yvwo-0iio-€Tai k.t.X. is an echo from
"
ver. 7 and " the tongue
(8ia ttjs yXwr<rrjs
cf. iii. 5, vi. 4, vii. 17), as the means
;

;

:

of living speech,

is

thrust before the lav

"

" the lifeless
emphatic contrast to
P. does not therefore refer in
pipe, etc.
this sentence (as Est., Gd., Ed. would
have it) to the supernatural Tongue
in

7

—

IO.
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i a.

m
ToaauTa, "€t

auiw 2

•fyaw

outw

12.

sense

tcai

cf. xii. a.

;

;

1

*

4

c to- 1

v

q

in this sense

h.l.

and Acts

KL.

uncc. but

Om.

er

latt.

2

17, 46.

;

(

meaning just in so far as they are ordered,
articulate, and conformed to usage ".
this is what the Cor. Glossolalia was not :

Now

be (otherwise) speaking
—the
issue of uninterpreted

will

"

—

Tongue-speaking (cf. 2, 17, etc.). els
aepa XaXciv, a proverbial expression (cf. ix.
"

talk26) for ineffectual speech, like our
"
ing to the wind ; in Philo, acpopvdciv.
Ver. 10. Speaking of vocal utterance,

the Ap.

is

reminded of the multitude of

human

dialects; this suggests a further
proof of his contention, that there must
be a settled and well-observed connexion
" Ever so
between sound and sense.

many

kinds of voices,

exist in the world."

should hap

=

tvx^v»

may

it

—On

chance,

(if it
xvi. 6), which recl

rv\oi

known

limit from the roaavra,
see note of El. For the anarthrous iv
" in the world"
Koo-fAu, cf. 2 Cor. v. 19;
a sphere so wide. Kal owSiv (sc. rmv

moves

all

—

—

"and none (of them)
yevwv) a<f>wvov,
"
voiceless : not tautologous, but assert"
the real
ing for every "kind of voice
nature of a voice, viz., that it means
something

vocum

to

somebody; "nullum genus

vocis expers"

(Est.);

"aucune
"

the
langue n'est une non-langue
Greeks love these paradoxical expresl « *X a P l <
sions—*/. 0£os apiwros, X*P
The Vg. and Bz. miss the
(Gd., Hn.).
;

"

nihil est mutum ".
point in rendering,
"If then I know not the
Ver. 11.
"
meaning of the voice (rr]v 8vvop.1v rf)«
vim or virtutem vocis) for every
(j>wvf]<5,
voice has a meaning (106) on this very

—

;

*

TrvcuudTttv,
r

irpos
r

;

avTuv

all

3?

q

J}-^°
™x°"
:

i0
tV o H.l.
in
-

'

vi. ai ; Plat., Crat., 394B, etc.
xi. 25
See Wr., p. 481.
s
(?).
t PL, see xii. 10.
cf. -oa», xii. 36.

Om.

JJ

<

pre-Syrian

q
Gal.

Rom.
i.

14

;

uncc

vg. syrutr. cop.

:

"for you

»

G, vivwo-kw.

(elsewhere, moreover, expressed by the
anarthrous yXworo-a otherwise here), for
it is
precisely his objection to this char ism
that it gives an ao*i|p.ov instead of a
he means to
cvo-T] uov Xdyov (16, ig, 23)
say: "As inanimate instruments by due
modulation, and by the fixed meaning
attached to their notes, become expressive, so it is in a higher degree with the
human tongue; its vocables convey a

into the air

iv Koafiw Kal ofokv

Numb.
2; Rom.

;

r Cf. vi.

2, 4.

by itacism, AD*L,
67**,

*ot€

£ir)XwTai

four times in Lk.

;

1

•

i8w,

DG,

^

icrriv

€ i8a> 3 t*jv

"

itrel

p N.T.
Acts xxviii.

all

:

$w5iv

yivr\

905

'ouvajuv tt)s 4>wktJS,
q
pdp/3apos, Kal 6 XaXuv 'iv* £p.o\ 0dp|3apos

up.eis,

14 Col. in. 11 ;
Tit. u. 14 ; 1 Pet. ui. 13
i.

Tu'xoi,

11. 4av ouV

tw XaXoGvn

eaop-ai

m

possible hypothesis, "I shall be a barbarian to the speaker, and the speaker a
"
barbarian in
relation to

me

(iv 4p,oi, cf.

Matt. xxi. 42, and perhaps ii. 6 above),
or " in my ear ".
By this illustration of
the futility of the uninterpreted Tongues,
Paul implicitly distinguishes them from
natural foreign languages; there is a
p.cTaf3a<ris tx% aXXo ye'vos in the comparison, just as in the previous comparison with harp and trumpet ; one does
not compare things identical. The second
figure goes beyond the first; since the
foreign speech, like the mysterious yXcTo-otu (2), may hide a precious meaning, and
is the more provoking on that account, as
the repeated 0apf3apos intimates.
Ver. 12. ovtus Kal vpefc is pari, to
but the application is now turned
ver. 9
into an exhortation.
P. leaves the last
comparison to speak for itself, and hastens
to enforce his lesson: "So also with
since you are coveters of
yourselves
spirits (£y)XwTa£ !<rre irvet>p.aTwv), seek
that you may abound (in them) with a
"
view to the edifying of the church
or " for the edifying of the church seek
(them), that you may abound (therein) ".
;

;

—

The

latter rendering, preferred by Cv.,
Mr., Al., Hf., Sm., is truer to the order
of the words, and reproduces the emphasis of irpos ttjv oUoSofjL. ttjs IkkK.

tijTciTc has its object supplied beforehand in the previous clause, and tvo
(irepio-o-€VT]Tc)

bears

its

ordinary sense as

conj. of purpose.
Spiritual powers are
indeed to be sought (cf. 1, xii. 31),
provided that they be sought for the
religious profiting of others, with a view
to abound in service to the Church.
The tva clause is thus pari, to vp6s t.
16) ;
olKo8op.TJv (cf. vii. 35, 2 Tim.
cf. John x. 10, and other parls. for ircpio-o-cvcd.
£T|XwTa£, zealots, enthusiasts after
iii.

—

—

used perhaps with a touch
of irony (Hn.). The Cor. have already
the eagerness that P. commends in ver. 1

spirits (Ev.),

;
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906
j|"yfij;|"oiito8o^i/
w
w
\a

wSeexiii.

\dv

x

'4'

-""'.CoU
9;

iv St 2
:

h

Hi.

1

Mk.

;

'^ V

x

6 oe I'ous p.ou

Mt. T &

TrpoaeuxeaGw

yXcucraT)

Y^P
*

T

^KKXtjatas £t]T€it€, Iva

ttjs

2

x

fm

rapt era cu'tjt*

b

c

8

irfeufiaTi, Trpoaeu£ou,ca

15.

Se

ical

4

Ti

tw

•

1

}

3. hi6it€p

y

oi€pu.T)k€UT).

Trpocr€ux«^ai yXworarj, to

aKapiros ion.

XIV.

b
*

'-nrcup.d' p.00 Trpoo-euxerai
k

ouV

vot

•

wn;

Trpoaeu£op.ai

vJ/aXw

tw

*

!

c

-nvcup.aTi,

'xiv.'

Acts viii. 15.
a Eph. v. 11 ; Tit. iii. 14 ; 2 Pet. i. 8 ;
y See xii. 30.
z|See ii. 11.
Mt. xiii. 22 ; Jer. ii. 6; Wisd. xv. 4.
b Ver. 36; Acts xxi. 23.
c See ii. 11. Instrum.
;
d Rom. vii. 25.
e Rom.
dat., ver. 2 ; Rom. viii. 13 ; Gal. iii. 3, v. 16, 25 ; 1 Pet. iii. 18, iv. 6.
xr. 9 (Ps. xvii. 49) ; Eph. v. 19 ; Jas. v. 13 ; Pis. passim.
5

oirw?,

;

J ude 12

1

8

2

Om. yap

8
4

1

o, all

uncc. but
(?)

BG,

K cKL

17, sah.

irpo<rcv|wpai (twice),

Om.

icai

GKP,

latt.

-

Hence Lachm. and W.H.

ADGP,

vg. sah.

but it is not prompted by the best motives,
nor directed to the most useful end this
word was common amongst Greeks as
describing the ardent votaries of a school
:

or party, or those jealous for the honour
of some particular master {cf. Gal. i.
14).
irvevpaTa differs somewhat from
Ta irvevpariicd (1), signifying not "the
(proper) spiritual" powers, but unseen

—

forces generally (see xii. 10, Siatcpio-eis
irvcvpaTuv, 1 John iv. 1, and the warn" the Cor.
ing of xii. 3 ; cf. the notes)
;

sought supernatural endowments, no
"
matter what their nature might be
at any rate, they thought too
(Ed.)
little of the true source and use of the

—

chaiisms, bu. too much and too emulously of their outward impression and
Everling
prestige (see irvevttdrwv, 32).
(Die paul. Angel, u. Ddmonologie, pp. 40
with
from
this
infers
passage,
along
ff.)
Rev. xxii. 6, the conception of a number
of Divine "spirits" that may possess
men but he overpresses the turn of a
single phrase, in contradiction to the con" the one and the
text, which knows only
self-same Spirit" as from God (xii. n).
Ver. 13. "Wherefore (since thus only
can the yXwo-o-ais XaXwv edify the
a
church) let him who speaks with
"
cf.
tongue pray that he may interpret
It appears that the speaker with
ver. 5.
Tongues in some instances could recall,
on recovery, what he had uttered in his
trance-ecstasy, so as to render it into
The three vbs. are pr.,
rational speech.
regulating current procedure. The fva
clause, after irpoo-evx«'o-0w, gives the purport of the prayer, as in Phil. i. 9 cf. i.
10 above, xvi. 12 ; Luke ix. 40, etc. Mr.,

—

;

:

—

;

El., and others, prefer to borrow yXutrcr-Q
from the next ver., and render thus:
" Let him that
speaks (with a tongue)

46;

^,

bracket.

-wuai, -op.au

— Western variant.

pray (therewith), in order that he may
interpret"; but this strains the construction, and YXwcrcrr| appears to be
added in ver. 14 just because the vb.
irpoo-€vx°ria1 h a d not been so understood before.
'

§ 46.

The NOYI the needed ally

of the nNEYMA, xiv. 14-20. In § 44
the Ap. has insisted on edification as the
end and mark of God's gifts to His
Church, and in § 45 on intelligibility as

Now

a condition necessary thereto.
the
and
faculty of intelligence is the vovs
we are thus brought to see that for a
profitable conduct of worship, and for a
;

sane and sound Church life (14, 17 ff.,
23), the understanding must be in exercise
it is a vehicle indispensable (14 f.)
:

On this
to the energies of the spirit.
point P. is at one with the men of Gnosis
at Cor. ; he discountenances all assump"
"
tions made in the name of the Spirit
that offend against sober judgment (20).
This passage, in a sense, counterbalances
shows how

far the Ap. is
blind fanaticism or
irrational mysticism, when he exalts the
Gospel at the expense of "the wisdom
of the world ".
Ver. 14. The Tongue has been marked
out as an inferior charism, because it
does not edify others ; it is less desirable
also because it does not turn to account
" If I
the man's own intelligence :
pray
with a tongue, my spirit prays, but my
i.

18-ii. 5

;

it

from approving a

understanding (vovs)

is

unfruitful ".

The

introductory -yap (see txtl. note) seems
hardly needed; if genuine, it attaches
this ver. to ver. 13, as giving a further
reason why the 'yXwo-o'oXaXuiv should
desire to interpret
viz., that his own

—

mind may partake fruitfully in his prayers.
In any case, the consideration here
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13— 18.
•

6

x
Kat
\|/aXw 8c
f

~m»
€UX a P
n

a<

P

°KaXwS
*

d

tw

h

dkairXifjpwv toi>
lcrri

?>

19.

1

2
3

s

8e

See xiiL

ev irvcvfian

T«p irvcvfxaTi
5

(?)

(?),
:

cf.

Lk.

46.

oT8c
'

ouk

au

17.

;

See

yap

p.eV

otKoSoueiTat.

vXoSo-aais

*

6

7

XaXwy

xvi.

Found

18.

'

"

duoir

A./,

in

Joseph.

*nd

•

i.

9

f.

4,

i

Ver. 23

and

m above.

f.

;

;

;

q See

Absol., see xi. 24

iv. 6.

r

See

Lachm. om.

;

Tr. and

W.H.

73, cop. sah.

^ *AG, I7,latt. vg. syrr.

KL,

etc.,

W.H.

bracket.

GKL.

Chr.,

Thdrt.— as

— n obvious
a

itacism

bracket.

So Tisch.,Tr., W.H.

txt.,

R.V., Nestle.

in ver. 15.
;

see Mt.

xi. 16.

[x.ov all pre-Syrian witnesses.

YXw<r<rais

XaXu,

(?),

all

So Lachm.,

17, latt. vg.

BKLP,

uncc. but

13

and 19

(?

KL.

The

ptp. a

irvevpa quatenus cogitat et in-

tclligit" (EL): see Beck's Bibl. Psychology, or Laidlaw's Bib. Doctrine of Man,
s.vv. ; and cf. notes on i. 10, ii. 16 above
also on Rom. vii. 23, 25.
Religious feelings and activities prayer in chief (Phil,
take their rise in
iii. 3, Rom. i. 9, etc.)
;

—

the spirit;

—

normally, they pass upward
and expression through

into conception

the intellect.
It is the part of nous to share
Ver. 15.
and aid the exercises of pneuma:

in

I will pray
(the case) then ?
with the spirit ; but I will also pray with
the understanding : I will sing with the
with the unspirit ; but I will also sing

is

—

ri ovv icrriv; "How
derstanding ".
then stands the matter?" {Quid ergo
one of the lively phrases of
est ? Vg.)
Greek dialogue it " calls attention, with
some little alacrity, to the upshot of what
has just been said" (El.). \|/aXXw denoted, first, playing on strings, then sing:

;

—

ing to such accompaniment
distinguishes this vb. from
thinks that instrumentation

;

Eph.
£8o>.
is

v.

19

Ed.

implied

;

unless forbidden, Gr. Christians would be
sure to grace their songs with music.
use, esp. in the title
Through its

LXX

Tr., Tisch.,

W.H.

rnarg., Nestle

Western).

So W.H.

etc., cop. syrr.

brought in opens a new point of view.
" The
fruit of the speaker is found in the
"
profit of the hearer" (Thd.).— The
is
vovs
here, as distinguished from the
irvevjxa, the reflective and so-called discursive faculty, pars intellectiva, the

What

4

f

»

Bibl.

Philo.

NcBDP,

:

(?),

"

'

ouk

€T€pOS

6

human

thus

-

xiv.

NADG,
yXuo-ou
—perhaps
borrowed from vv.
7

ee x;

^

2 Cor. xi. 6 Acts iv. 13 Prov. vi. 8.' See
1 2 Cor. xii. 21
Heb. viii. 1 • Acts xi.
Kty. a^v, Rev. v. 14, etc.
;
Acts xxiv. 3 ; Rev. iv. 9, vii. 12 ; -to?, Col. iii. 15 ; -rea, passim in P.

uncc. but

rraipos, G, syrscb

Om.

f

1.

BG,

«, all

vvevpan
*

;

;

(?)

q

irdnw

fxou,

k 2 Cor. i. 20
12 times in P. ;
o See vii. yj.
p See

v X o y fl

8 "

tw
cuXoytJo-tjs
irreiSftaTi,
k
k
k
'
to aiuiy
cirl rn
epei
r
r
»'

Xcycis

.'._

ecw

to>

m

ai.

Om.
c

Tt

sireibr)

in this sense, Sir. xii. 12

note below.

2

cdy

ISiwtou ttws

,

_

ft

1.

*

q 6
eu/v apl(TT6LS, &XX'

,

1.

cWi

16.

,

euxapicrrw

n See
vni.

•

wrffc

to-kov tou

907

txy.

grammatical emendation.

VhilUm (Heb.), the word came to
signify the singing of praise to God; but
the connexion indicates a larger ref.
than to the singing of the O.T. Psalms;
vpaXfioi,

"
it included the
improvised psalms which
were sung in the Glossolalia, and could
only be made intelligible by interpretaEcstatic utterance comtion" (Mr.).

monly

into

falls

a

kind

of

chant or

rhapsody, without articulate words.
Ver. 16. " Since if thou bless (God)
"
" in
in spirit
irvcuparfc, anarthrous
spirit" only without understanding; cf.
lav irpo<rcvx> y\u><r<riQ t ver. 14.
EuXcytu*
(cf. x. j6, Matt. xiv. 19) is used ellipti-

—

:

—

cally, of praise to God, like cvxapicrrew
(17, xi. 24) ; it bears ref. to the form, as

€vx« to the matter of thanksgiving possibly P. alludes to the solemn act of
praise at the Eucharist, this ellipsis being
;

—

tVeC (cf.
peculiar to blessing at meals.
has its " usual causal and
retrospective force, introducing the alter"
native
so quandoqutdem, Bz.
(El.
6 avairXrjpwv rbv toitov
alioqui, Cv.).
tov iSiwrov, iruis epet k.t.X. ; " he who
fills the position of the unlearned, how
will he say the Amen at thy thanks"
P. does not here speak of 6
giving ?
18iutt|9 ?imply (cf. 24), as meaning one
v. 10, vii. 14)

;

—

;

unversed in Christianity
nor can this
word, at so early a date, signify the lay
Christian specifically (as the Ff. mostly
read it); the man supposed " holds the place
"
of one unversed in the matter in question
;
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'SSJi?!

1

^

Xa
nJSu^iJ
(malo),

N.T.

A./

3 Mace.
xiv. 42.

"

A

n

AXV **

^ aat

^'kkX^o-ici

^a

'

KC"

<*\\ous

Y oos Sid
w

1

yiveaBe Tats
k

<f>peffi

%ooV

toC

JXOU

iv

Xdyous

jiuptous

•*)

y

•

(tipcatf

AXXd

Te'Xeioi yiVeorOe.

com-

mon

formula

6, etc.,

Gr., Wr., p. 302.
Cf. Lk. xv. 7, xvii. 2
v Rom. ii. 18 Gal. vi. 6 Lk. i. 4 Acts

in

cl.

LXX.

;

x In like sense, Mt. xi.
a H.I.; see xiii. 11 in
;

;

See f^wio?,

16.

iii.

;

b See

all

:

In cl. Gr., ISicSttjs
tos, uninitiated.
means a private person in distinction from
the State and its officers, then a layman
as distinguished from the expert or professional man. The ptp. avairXifjpciv,}i//ing up (see parls.), represents the iSiunrr)?
as a necessary complement of the yXuo-croXaXwv (xii. 36). Hn. and others insist
on the literal (local) sense of toitos, as
equivalent to I8pa not Tagis, supposing
that the iSiwtcli occupied a separate part
of the assembly room but this is surely
to pre-date later usage.
The united
" Amen " seals the
thanksgiving pronounced by a single voice, making it the
" the
act of the Church
Amen," since
this was the familiar formula taken over
from Synagogue worship cf. 2 Cor. i.
18 ff. On its ecclesiastical use, see El. ad
loc, and Diet, of Christian Antiq s.v.—
= the ovScls
lirex&j] ti Xcyeis ovk oIScv
dtco-uei of ver. 2.
El. observes, " From
this ver. it would seem to follow that at
least some portions of early Christian
"
indeed, it is
worship were extempore
plain that extempore utterance prevailed
in the Cor. Church (cf. 14 f.).
Ver. 17. "For thou indeed givest thanks

—

;

—

;

.

—admirably,
Luke
(icaXws:
words legerement
39, James
19)
—cvxapLorreis = cvXoyeis
ironiques (Gd.).
—6 €T€pos,
(16: see note, also on
well"

finely

xx.

ii.

cf.

:

i.

4).

the IStwTTj? of ver. 16 signifies, as in
iv. 6, x. 29
the pron. a distinct or even
P. estimates the devoopposite person.
tions of the Church by a spiritually utilitarian standard; the abstractly beautiful
is subordinated to the practically
edifying: the like test is applied to a diff.

i.e.,

;

matter in x. 23, 33.
Vv. 18, 19. Again

(cf.

6,

iv.

6,

ix.)

the Ap. uses himself for an instance in

Even

at Cor.,

was abundant, no
"

where this charism
one "speaks with

tongues
(mark the pi. yXw<r<rais) so
far from
largely as P. does on occasion
" thanks
thinking lightly of the gift, he
;

ii.

Numb.

xxii.
Mt. xviii. 9.
xviii. 25, xxi. 21, 24.
Prov xviii. 2.
h.l.

Tob.
See iv.

6

;

w

6; for the contrast,

KL.

uncc. but

being an Uhwttjs yXuoxrQ (cf. 2 Cor. xi.
Thd. rightly paraphrases by afivn,6)

;

iii.

15.

z See v.

y N.T.

6, xiii. 11.

Homer, vrimaxevw.

'up voi uow:

point.

irat8ia

7
tchs 8e

Mf)irid^€T€,

\<5

Kcm}xi7(ra>,

p.-?)

*b

*KaiaaTfj

tt^tc

T

x

20. docX<|>oi,

yXditroTf].

0Aw

XIV.

8.

iii. 1.

Cf. ver. 15.

God"

that he excels in it.
2 Cor. v. 13
1-4 show that P. was rich in
ecstatic experiences cf. Gal. ii. 2, Acts

and

xii.

—

;

12, xvi. 9, xxii. 17, xxvii. 23 f., etc.
The omission of 5ti after evxapto-rfi is
ix.

exceptional, but scarcely irregular; it
belongs to conversational liveliness, and
occurs occasionally after a number of
the verba declarandi in cl. Gr. cf. note
on Sokw K.T.X., iv. 9 and see Wr., p.
The Vg., omitting paXXov, reads
683.
omnium vestrum lingua loquor, making P.
thank God that he could speak in every
tongue used at Cor.
Jerome, in his
Notes, refers the p.&XXov to the other
as
P.
exulted
in being a
App.,
though
better linguist than any of the Twelve
" but in
dXXa Iv
k.t.X.
:

;

;

—

1

€kkX-»]o-lo.

church-assembly

would

(cf.

:

note on ver. 4) I
words with my
might indeed in-

(rather) utter five

understanding, that I
struct others, than ten thousand words
"
in a tongue
dXXa contradicts the
" but for
seeming" implication of ver. 18
all
1

—

—

one might have supposed that
P. would make much of a power in which
he excels
on the contrary, he puts it
aside and prefers to use every-day speech,
as being the more serviceable ; cf. for the
that

:

;

ix. 19-23, 2 Cor. i. 24, iv. 5,
12, 15, xi. 7, xiii. 9, 1 Thess. ii. 6 ff.
With his Tongue P. might speak in soli-

sentiment,

" to himself and to God "
(2, 28, 2
Cor. v. 13)
amongst his brethren, his
one thought is, how best to help and
benefit them.
For vovs in contrast with
for its de-rrvcvfia, see note on ver. 14
clension, cf. i. 10.
Ka«rn,xc« (see parls.)
differs from SiSdo-Kw as it connotes,
usually at least, oral impartation ("ut
alios voce instituam," Bz.), including
here prophecy or doctrine (6).
On
tude,

;

—

—

;

Se'Xw . . . tj, dispensing with p.dXXov,
see parls.
malim
.
.
quam, Bz. For
the rhetorical pvpiovs, cf. iv. 15.
Ver. 20. P. has argued the superiority
of intelligible speech, as a man of practical sense
he finally appeals to the good
sense of his readers " Brethren, be not
;

.

;

:

ig

—
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22.

21.

tw

'Ei>

d

2

^Te'pois

kouWtui
1

ylypaimu, "'On

kojxw

*

X^tXeau'

XaX^aw tw Xaw

iv

°

koi 4k
frepoyXcjaaois
«al ouo' f outws g ciaa-

f

toutw,

<3crr€
at
\4yei
yXw<r<rcu
k
k
aTju-eioV etair ou tois moreiioucrii', dXXd
TOts
dmVrois

xy.

pou,

8 (Isa. xxix. 13).

sense,

Rom.

1

;

;

t e p *» v

children in

mind"

ment"
its

(Ed.),
reflective

:

G

latt.

,

(see parls.)

—"

So

crit.

in judg-

"the reasoning power on
and discriminating side "

d>pe'ves differs from vovs much as
(El.)
^povipos from o-od)ds (see notes to iv.
x.
Emulation and love of dis10,
15).
play were betraying this Church into a
;

the very opposite of that

childishness

broad intelligence and enlightenment on

which

it

itself (i. 5, iv. 10, viii. 1,
It is characteristic of the

plumed
"

x. 15, etc.).

child to prefer the amusing to the useful,
"
the shining to the solid
This is
(Gd.).

a keen reproof, softened, however, by the
kindly

a8e\<j>ot

—yiv€ot0€,
Bg.).
"

("

suavem vim habet,"

"be

in

"show

effect,"

" In
malice,
however, be babes (act the babe) but in
mind show yourselves full-grown (men) ".
For the force of the ending in vrjiria£w, cf. irvpp-a£«, to redden, Matt. xvi.
2 the vb. is based on vijirios, a kind of
" be
(not boyish,
superlative to iraiSiov
but actually) childish" (Ed.), or "inFor the antithesis of
fantile, in malice ".
Tc'Xetos ( = dvijp) and v^mos, see ii. 6,
For Kaieux, cf. note
xiii. 9 ff., and parls.
on v. 8: P. desiderates the affection of
the little child (see Eph. iv. 32 f., for the
qualities opp. to icaicia), as Jesus (in
Matt, xviii. 1 ff.) its simplicity and hum-

yourselves

;

cf. xi. z, etc.

;

—

—

;

Gd. excellently paraphrases this
" Si vous voulez etre des
enfants,

bleness.
ver.

:

tj

8c

a la bonne heure, pourvu que ce soit
quant a la malice mais, quant a Intelligence, avancez de plus en plus vers la
;

maturite complete ".

The Strange Tongues an Oc§ 47.
The
casion of Unbelief, xiv. 21-25.
Ap. has striven to wean the Cor. from
their childish admiration of the Tongues
by showing how unedifying they are in
comparison with Prophecy. The Scripture quoted to confirm his argument (21)
ascribes to this kind of manifestation a
Through an alien
punitive character.
voice the Lord speaks to those refusing

iii.

Heb.

13;

15;
Pet. iii.
10; Mt.

8.

f
i

;

vg. (in aliis Unguis et labiis aliis)

17 67**, 73.

Rom.
xiii.

ix.

;

NAB,

:

;

;

cTepais vXwo-o-ais

» e

'eis

;

v. 7

iv.ii

xix. 20, lv. 13

cxiii.c

d

e C/. Acts ii. 4 Exod. xxx. 9. For
gen. erepwi/, cf. 2 Cor. viii,
Mt. vi. 7 ; Lk. i. 13 Acts x. 31 Deut. i.
h See xii. 10.
43.
Rev. xn. i, 3 xv. 1 Mt. xxiv. 30; Lk. ii. ia,
«« *m., Gen
34.
Ezek. xx. 12.
k See vi. 6.

g Heb.

xi. 28.

c Isa. xxviii.
11 £; Ps.
(Aquila).

h

22.

Ku'pios ".

909
1

and Latt.

1

See

In like

13; Isa.

Ff.

edd.

to hear, by way of " sign to the un"
These abnormal utterbelieving
(22).
ances neither instruct the Church nor
convert the world. The unconverted see
in them the symptoms of madness
(23).

Prophecy has an effect far different; it
searches every heart, and compels the
most prejudiced to acknowledge the presence of God in the Christian assembly
(24 l).

Ver. 21.
This O.T. citation is adduced not by way of Scriptural proof,
but in solemn asseveration of what P. has
intimated, to his readers' surprise, respecting the inferiority of the Glossolalia ;
cf. the manner of quotation in i. 19, ii. 9,
iii. 19.
The passage of Isaiah reveals a

modes

principle applying to all such

0/

speech on God's part. The title 6 v6\io$
Jewish usage extended to Scripture
at large ; see Rom. iii. 19, John x. 34.
P. shows here his independence of the

LXX

the first clause, oti . . . tovtw,
follows the Heb., only turning the prophet's third person (" He will speak ")
into the first, thus
the
appropriating
words to God (Xe'vei Kvpios) Origen's
Hexapla and Aquila's Gr. Version run in
almost the same terms (El.).
Paul's
second clause, teal ovS' ovrws clo*aKovo-ovtoi fjiov, is based on the latter clause
of ver. 12 (translated precisely in the
LXX, Kal oiik Tj8eXi)«rov dicovciv), but
with a new turn of meaning drawn from
the general context: he omits as irrelevant the former part of ver. 12. The
original is therefore condensed, and somewhat adapted. Hf. and Ed. discuss at
length the Pauline application of Isaiah's
thought. According to the true interpre:

;

tation of Isa. xxviii. 9 ff. (see Cheyne,
or Dillmann ad loc), the
Delitzsch,
drunken Israelites are mocking in their

cups the teaching of God through His
prophet, as though it were only fit for
an infant school in anger therefore He
threatens to give His lessons through
;
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'

ofi

wpo^TjTeio

riflee^iio!

*°™
oSv "aui/Aetj
A *^

n

v. 11, xv.

yXwcraats

o Sec ver.

x vi'
f.

on

^pooaiv

^ TlS

pActS X
24

h

2

»»

k

k

k

dmonrois, AXX& tois moreuouaty.
23. i&v
iKK\r <r(a "SXtj m eVi to m auTO Kal irdrres
°
2
ctac'XOwcri 8c
iSiamu *] k fiirwrroi, ouk
XaXwaii',

1

tois

n

D

V)

l

p
;

|Aa£i/€a0€

*moTOS ^

cX9x)

:

BGF"-

TrpoqSnTcuwony, elaiKB^
'

Tim.

xi. 5.
iii. 16.

(in this order)

of foreign conquerors

(11),

k

whose speech the despisers of the mild,
plain teaching of His servants

(12) shall

The 8ti
painfully spell out their ruin.
the citation : " For in men
(kl) is part of
of alien tongue and in lips of aliens I
will speak to this people ; and not even
thus will they hearken to me, saith the
Lord". God spoke to Israel through
the strange Assyrian tongue in retribution, not to confirm their faith but to
consummate their unbelief. The Glossolalia may serve a similar melancholy
purpose in the Church. This analogy
does not support, any more than that of
vv. 10 f. (see notes), the notion that the
Tongues of Corinth were foreign languages.— elcraicovttf, to hear with atten*
tion, effect, shares the
icovb) (obedio) in the

meaning of

LXX and

Ver. 22.

uira-

in cl. Gr.

The

citation from

r
s

See

Eph.
ii.

.

11, 13; five

dwaicpii>€Tai
times in Pastt.:

14.

:

all

uncc. but

DKL. G has XaX^o-wcriv.

last.

puts iravTes
lips

q See

ervv easily lost in foregoing ovv.

Xa\ft)ortvYX«or<rat«

the

q

'cXe'yxcTai uird irrfirui',

;

1

D

24. Idy 8e irdvres

*i8iwtt|S»

Jo.
x. 30; Jer. xxxvi. «6; Wisd. xiv. 28.
Jo. iii. 20, viii. 46, xvi. 8, etc. ; -yfiot, 2

2

XIV.

real point of the above
Isaiah comes out in Sore at

carried to its full extent, must make upon
men outside a result that follows (ovv)
from the aforesaid intention of the gift
" If then the entire
Church should
(22)

—

:

assemble together and all should be
speaking with tongues, but there should
enter uninstructed persons or unbelievers,
will they not say that you are mad ! "
If the Tongues are, as many Cor. think,
the highest manifestation of the Spirit,
then to have the whole Church simultaneously so speaking would be the ne
plus ultra of spiritual power; but, in
fact, the Church would then resemble
nothing so much as a congregation of
lunatics 1
reductio ad absurdum for
the fanatical coveters of Tongues.
The
ISiwrai (here unqualified: otherwise in
are
16; cf. note)
persons unacquainted

A

—

with Christianity (altogether uninitiated)

and receiving their first impression of it
in this way, whereas the airi<rroi are

els <nrj|X€i<5v k.t.X., "And SO
the tongues are for a sign not to the
believing, but to the unbelievers" sc.
to " those who will not hear," who having rejected other modes of instruction
find their unbelief confirmed, and even

The impression
rejectors of the faith.
made upon either party will be the same.

by this phenomenon. This
interpretation (cf. Matt. xvi. 4 and for

amongst non-believers (Acts

•yXuio-crai

—

j

ustified (23 b)

,

;

eis o-qjieXov in the judicial sense, Is. viii.

18) is dictated by the logical connexion
of w. 21, 22, which forbids the thought
of a convincing and saving sign, read into
this

passage by Cm. and many

quench rather than stimuardour for Tongues.
" while
prophecy
irpo<pT)Tc£a k.t.X.,

P. desires to
late
tj

81

others.

the

—

Cor.

on the other hand" (8^) serves the op"
not to
(is for a sign)
posite purpose it

—

the unbelievers, but to the believing ". oi
irio-TevovTcs implies the act continued
oi airicrrot, the
into a habit (cf. i. 21)
determinate character. For ware with
on
iii.
see
note
ind.,
7.
Ver. 23 shows the disastrous impression which the exercise of the Tongues,
;

The

effect here imagined is altogether
from that of the Day of Pentecost,
when the "other tongues" spoke indiff.

telligibly to those religiously susceptible
ii.

11

ff.).

The imputation of madness from men of
the world P. earnestly deprecates (Acts
xxvi. 24 f.).
Ed. renders loiwrai " separatists"
unattached Christians but this

—

—

interpretation

;

wants

lexical support,

and

out of keeping with ver. 16
did any
such class of Christians then exist ?
Vv. 24, 25. How diff. (8c) and how
blessed the result, " if all should be prophesying and there should enter some
unbeliever or stranger to Christianity
see previous note), he is con(iSibrrns
victed by all, he is searched by all, the
secret things of his heart become maniis

:

:

fest; and so he will fall on his face and
that verily God
worship God, reporting
"
This brings out two
is among you
further notes of eminence in the char ism of
!

23—26.

TedvTw

utt6
a
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afarf'*"**
With

x

irpoawiroi'
2

iv up.lv

*«f> 8 <.}

irpo<ricui*j-

«
V

l<m.

b

si xL il
2

«X€l »

xxvi.

6,

and Rev.
111.

21

;

y

i

Th.

four times

m

i.

1

Heb. fa. ia 1 Jo. L a f. GG. and Acts, passim Gen. xiv. 1,.
z Gal
Tun. four in GG\
a See ver. 15.
b Sec xi. 18.
c Eph. v. 19 Col
ActS L *>• xUL 33- Of. ver. 15/
+• Lk
4 Xxiv
d
ve7
*i

9

;

;

;

s£ SHT
//^
10.
Cf. epixiji/evrrjs,

1'

i
e S>ee xn.

fi
0.

1

Om. Koi ovtn

2

ov t

'

8
ver."i
ou^pxi)a0e, Ikootos upi*
V
d
4
*
2X €t >
•yXwacrcu'
Attok<£\u^ik ?v € i w M° xVii.

^otik, docX<|>oi;

8i8axV

^puirrA

Treaa>j>

d

Ixei,

Sa

w

xai

toayyiKkw on

*Ti*ouV

26.

Kail oSto,

25.

/

yi^TOi

1

A

-

'

;

"

'

;

"

&

:

ver. 38.

all
pre-Syrian witnesses, including vg.
o 6co« (in this
Om. o fc$*D*G : so
order) : all pre-Syrian uncc.
Tisch., but not other edd.
probably a Western error the o easily lost between «
and in uncial script.

«s

:

:

Om. vfi wv N*AB, 17, cop. So crit. edd. Obvious grammatical addition.
airoicaXvi|riv . . . 7 X w cr <r a v (in this order) all uncc. but L. K and many
minn. om. yXwo-o-. ex€i, a few copies om. airoicaX. €x«t» by homoeoteleuton.
3
4

:

Prophecy when compared with Tongues
(1) The former edifies the Church (3 ff.)
(2) it employs a man's rational powers
:

;

(14-19) ; (3) it can be exercised safely by
the whole Church, and (4) to the conversion of sinners.
That "all" should
"
"
is a part of the Messianic
prophesy
ideal, the earnest of which was given in
the descent of the Spirit at Pentecost :
see Num. xi. 23-29, Joel ii. 28, Acts. ii.

the speaking of Pentecost
15 ff.
Peter identifies with prophesying, whereas P. emphatically distinguishes the Cor.
Glossolalia therefrom.
Prophecy is an
inspired utterance proceeding from a
4,

;

supernatural intuition, which penetrates
" the
" the secrets of
things of the man,"
his heart," no less than " the things of
God" (ii. 10 ff.): the light of heart-

searching knowledge and speech, proceeding from every believer, is concentrated
on the unconverted man as he enters the
assembly. His conscience is probed on

he is pierced and overwhelmed
all sides
with the sense of his sin (cf. John iv. 29,
also i. 48, viii. 9, Acts vhi. 18 ff., xxiv.
This form of Prophecy abides in
25).
the Church, as the normal instrument for
"
"
(John xvi."
convicting the world of sin
" all
it belongs
8 ff.)
potentially to
;

;

Christians, and is in fact the reaction of
the Spirit of Christ in them upon the un-

regenerate (cf. John xx. 22 f.) cXeyxeTcu
is the precise word of John xvi. 8.
'Avaicptvw (see ii. 14 and parls.) denotes not to judge, but to put on trial,
;

—

God alone, through
Christ, is the judge of "the heart's
"
ii.
secrets
16) ; but the
(iv. 5, Rom.

to sift judicially.

God-taught word of man throws a search-

ing light into these recesses. In ver. 24
the airurros precedes the ISuarns (cf.
23),
since in his case the arresting effect of
Prophecy is the more signal. irpoo-kvvtjo-ci and Svtcds 6 0eos k.t.X. are a
reminiscence of Is. xlv. 14, following the
Heb. txt. rather than the LXX (cf. note

—

—

on 21). dir-cvy-yeXXttv, "taking word
away," reporting, proclaiming abroad (cf.
pads.), thus diffusing the impression he
has received (cf. John iv. 29). ovtws
{r evera, Cv.), really, in very deed
contradicts denials of God's working in
Christianity, such as the airiorros him-

—
—

—

had made. ireaciv (aor.
an act leading up to that of
principal vb. and forming part of the
self formerly
ptp., of

same movement) indicates the prostration of a soul suddenly overpowered by
the Divine presence. To convinct men
that " God is in the midst of her " is the
true success of the Church.
Self-Control in Religious
§ 48.
Exercises, xiv. 26-33. The enquiry of
the Cor. as to whether Tongues or Prophecy is the charism more to be coveted
is

now

disposed

of.

P. supplements his

in the two last paragraphs of this chap, certain directions of
a more general bearing relative to the
conduct of Church meetings, which arise
from the whole teaching of chh. xi.-xiv. :
see the Introd. to Div. iv.
Ver. 26. rl <rlv l<rrlv (cf. 15), o&X^ot;
"
" How then stands the
case, brothers ?
oZv is widely resumptive, taking in the
whole state of the Cor. Church as no\»

answer by giving

reviewed, with esp. ref. to its abundance
of charisms, amongst which Tongues
and Prophecy are conspicuous; ed*±ca-
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f

^

*

^P\x/r\ ,,€ ^ av

i?'

Jo.xi. 3;

*

«=X <1

1T

XaXet,

tis

yXcSoxrjj
l

iv. ia.

1

p^pos, Kal els

XIV

^^a

'

h

2

27.
'n-pos ''oucoSop.fjk yei>e;a0a>.
k
k
kcitA Suo ^
to
ttXciotov Tpcis kch

™

Avd

D

f&P 8e

28.

Sicppvn^u^Tw

citc
'

jx^j

3

8i€pp,TjK€ur»]S,

tj

h Single,
t Distrib. with numb., Mk. vi. 40;
A./. ; completed by wpo^>. Se, in oratio variata.
cf. ver. 31.
k The phrase, h.l.; vknarot, Mt. xi. ao, xxi. 8 Mk. iv. 1.
So ava, Lk. ix. 3, x. 1 John ii. 6.
Diff. from «*c ^«pov? xiii. 9 and euro pepovs, Rom. xi. as
1 H.l. 1 aca fj.cpo<; aSeiv, Polyb. iv. 20. io.
m See xii. 30. n //./. See txtl. note.
;

;

f

1

DG,

1

y

•

1

8ieppvrrv[e1iav

v c

cr

8

w

cppivevrris

non

usitata

"

-lav for -ciav, a

:

:

—

18 ff.) here pr. ; the aor. of ver. 23
" Each
referred to particular occasions.
has a psalm (to sing)—a teaching, a
a tongue, an inrevelation (to impart)
The succession
terpretation (to give)."
of the objects of cx« perhaps reflects the
order commonly pursued in the Church

—

:

—

meetings. For ?ko,o-tos> cf. i. 12, etc.:
every Cor. Christian has his faculty;
there is no lack of gifts for utterance or
readiness to use them cf. i. 5, also iv.
6 ff. This exuberance made the difficulty ;
;

—

women as
to speak at once
well as men (34) ; ?xei > in P™mptu habet

all

wanted

(Mr.)

— " iteratum, eleganter

exprimit di-

The
visam donorum copiam" (Bg.).
\J/a\p.os might be an original song (though
not chanted unintelligibly, Iv y\ia<r<TQ
the latter is enumerated distinctly: see
note on x|/aXw, 15), or an O.T. Psalm

—

Christianly interpreted (see parls.) simiDe Vita Cont., § 10, describing the Therapeutse, 6 avoorras vp&v
vpvov qiSci els T. 0e6v, tj kcuvov avTOS
twv iraXai
ireiroir|ic<i>5, fj apxatov xiva
For N.T. psalms, see Luke i.,
itoit|twv.
ii., Rev. iv. XI, v. 9 f., 12 f., xv. 3 f.
;

larly Philo,

—

8i8axT)
xii.

28

and diroKaXvijas (see 6 above;
the two leading forms of
f.),

Christian edification. Beside the yXCxrara
is set the complementary epp-nyta, by
which it is utilised for the Church : cf.
ttcCvto
xii. 10, 30; and vv. 1-19 passim.

—

irpos ttjv oiko8o(xt)v yivfcrdv (pr. impv.),
" Let
everything be carried on with a
view to edification ".
Vv. 27, 28. The maxim irpos t. oIko8opr|v k.t.X. is applied to Tongues and

Prophecy, as the two main competing
" Whether
any one speaks with a
tongue (let them speak sc. XaXefrruo-av)
to the number of two (icai-a 8vo), or at
"
" fiat
the most three
(at one meeting)
gifts

itacism.

(Tisch.).

Hon must once more be insisted on as
the true aim of them all. 5tciv a-vvipassemble" (cf.
XT|or8€, "whensoever you
xi.

common

uncc, and all but a few minn.
B, with DG (which prefix o). So Lachm., Tr M W.H. marg.
M
^Al)b,cKL, etc., Chr., Euthal., etc.; vox apud antiquos Graecot

all

:

8i6p(XTjvcvrr|s

ADL,

;

;

:

:

—

per

binos,

(Bz.).

— Kal

"

aut

ad

avd

pe'pos,

plurimum ternos
" and in
turn,"

—

idque vicissim (Cv.) not all confusedly
speaking at once. Ed. ingeniously renders the koto, and dva clauses " by two
or at most three together, and in turns "
(antiphonally), as though the Tongues
could be combined in a duet •* the beginning of Church music and antiphonal
"
but this
singing amongst Christians
does not comport with the ecstatic nature
of the Glossolalia; moreover, the sense
thus given to the second clause would be
properly expressed by ev ue'pci, not dvd

—
:

"

terpret

—

"And let one person inwhether one of the vXw<r-

pe'pos (Hn.).
:

croXaXovvTcs (13), or someone else present
the use of several in(aXXos, xii. 10)
terpreters at the same meeting might
occasion delay or confusion. " If however there be no interpreter (present), let
him (the speaker with the Tongue) keep
silence in the Church, but let him talk to
"
himself and to God
unless his utterance can be translated, he must refrain
in public, and be content to enjoy his
charism in solitude and in secret converse
with God (cf. 2 ff.) the instruction to
"
"
(so
speak in his heart, noiselessly
Cm., Est., Hf.) would be contrary to
XaXciv, and indeed to the nature of a
;

:

;

tongue,
cf.

Luke

"tj for
v.

17

cl. irapfj, sit for adsit;
"
ix. 688
(Ed.).

Iliad

;

irpo<pT)rai 8e 8vo f\ rpels
" But in the case of
prophets,
let two or three speak, and let the others
"
In
form
this
discern
(dijudicent, Vg.).
sentence varies from the pari, clause respecting the Tongues (27) ; see Wr., p.
709, on the frequency of oratio variata
in P., due to his vivacity and conversathe anarthrous irpodVfJTai
tional freedom
is quasi-hypothetical, in contrast with
not " the prophets,"
y\<oar<rxi tis XaXei
but "supposing they (the speakers) be

Vv. 29, 30.

k.t.X.

:

;

—

prophets,

let

them speak,

etc."

The
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27—32.
p

any&Tb)

iv p IjcKXrjaia,

_^_ /v>

4>T)Tat 5c 5uo

913

~

eauTw oe XaXeiTw Kal tw Ocw.
*

l

^

20.

*

l

*
'

ttoo- °

r

XaXenwav, Kal 01 aXXoi
oiaKpiycTwo-ay
diroKaXu^Ofj KaOn^u, 6 irpwTos "aiyaTW 31.
SuVaaGc ydp * Ka0' x iva irdrres n
Trpo$t]T€uW, tm irdrres >a^0dkuai
w
x
•
Kal irdj/Tes
irpeuuaTa z qx irpod>tiTcj»'
irapaKaXutrai
32. Kal
r

See

Tpets

t]

aXXw

30. cay 8c

* om xvi
«;
sir
25; six
-

limes in
Lk. and

•

'

Acts. For
change of
subject,
see Wr„
p- 787-

p See xi. 18.
q See xii. 29.

s See ii. 10
t See ver. 27.
For iea$' tva, add Eph. v. 33 Jo. xxi. 25 K a6' e J? Rom'
xiv. 19; Jo. viii 9.
u See xi. 5.
v Absol., Col. i. 7 1 Tim. ii.
a Tim. iii. 7
v Frequent throughout
29; Jo. vi. 45.
P.; in Acts rarely; in GG., only Lk. iii. 18 with
this sense.
x Rev. xxii. 6. nvtv^aTa, see xii. 10.
vi. 5.

Mt.

;

Mk.

xii. 5

;

n

;

xi.

•

:

'

1

Om.

01

8

wvcvjia,

0XX01

DG,

D*GL— an

example of Western license

latt. (not vg.), S yr»ch.,

67**,

Epiph., Latt.

Ft

number

Angulatitn, Cv.), in order that

He'pos (27) is self-evident,

and all may be encouraged ". Stress
lies on the repeated vavrcs
[cf. xii. 12 f.)
let every prophet get his turn, and
every

to prophesy at any meeting in
limited to "two or three," like that of
the Tongue-speakers ; the condition dv&.
tion

"

where

edifica-

consciously intended (3, etc.).
"
others
are the other prophets

is

The

present, who were competent to speak
these silent prophets may employ
(31)
;

themselves in the necessary "discernment of spirits " (see xii. 10) SiaxpiWtcixtcv, acting as critics of the revelations

—

given through their brethren. The powers
of irpo4>T)Teia and Sidicpicris appear to

been frequently combined, like
those of artist and art-critic. It is noticed
that in the Didache a contrary instruction to this (and to 1 Thess. v. 20 f.) is
given: irdvTa irpo^tjrnv XaXoOvra Iv

have

—

irvevpaTi ovircipdcrcTeotiS^ SiaKpivciTC.
The above regulation implies pre-arrangement amongst the speakers but this
must not hinder the free movement of
the Spirit if a communication be made
ex tempore to a silent prophet, the
" But if
speaker should give way to him
"
anything be revealed to another seated
(the prophesier stood, as in Synagogue
reading and exhortation: Luke iv. 1,
Acts xiii. 16), "let the first be silent".
o-iyaria does not command (as a-iyy\<rdra
might) an instant cessation; "some
;

;

:

token would probably be given, by mo-

tion or gesture, that an &iroKa\w|/is had
been vouchsafed to another of the irpothis would be a sign to the
qSTJTai;
speaker to close his address, and to let
"
the newly illumined succeed to him

Even inspired prophets might
(El.).
speak too long and require to be stopped
Ver. 31. By economy of time, every
one who has the prophetic gift may exerso the Church will enjoy,
cise it in turn
!

;

in variety of exhortation, the full benefit

of the powers of the Spirit conferred on
all

its

way)

" For
you can (in this
prophesy one by one (ko0* eva

members

all

VOL.

:

:

II.

all

learn

may
:

hearer will receive benefit {cf. 26b) even
if the Church members were all
prophets, as Paul imagined in ver. 24, and
thinks desirable (1-5), by due arrangement, and self-suppression on the part of
the eloquent, all might be heard.
Ver. 32. The maxim irvevpara xpo^'qr&v vpoqST)Tais viroTd<roreToi, is coupled
by Kal to ver. 31 under the regimen of
yap it gives the subjective, as ver. 31
the main objective, reason why the pro" How
phets should submit to regulation.
can I prophesy to order?" one of them
restrain the Spirit's
might ask; "how
"
course in me ?
The Ap. replies " (for)
the
of
also
the prophets are subspirits
"
this Divine gift is
ject to the prophets
under
the
control
and responsibility
put
of the possessor's will, that it may be
exercised with discretion and brotherly
An unruly
love, for its appointed ends.
;

;

:

;

is therefore no genuine prophet
he lacks one of the necessary marks of

prophet
the

;

Holy

Spirit's indwelling (see 33, 37).

This kind of subjection could hardly be
ascribed to the ecstatic Glossolalia. On
the pi. irvevpoTa, signifying manifold
forms or distributions (xii. 4, 11) of the
Spirit's power, see note on xii. 10.
viroTdcro-cTai is the pr. of a general
"
"
Present

—

truth

cf.

:

iii.

a

Gnomic

(Bn., § 12)

;

13, 2 Cor. ix. 7.

Ver. 33. The apophthegm of ver. 32
exemplifies the universal principle of
order in God's works ; cf. the deduction
drawn in xi. 3.
God's gift of the
submits itself to the receiver's
Spirit

through whose direction its exercise
brought into regulated and edifying
use " For God is not (a God) of disorder
To
(or seditionis, Cv.), but of peace".
suppose that God inspires His prophets

will,
is

58

:
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2

y

f

q

'

xvi ?6
*

bV'desln

wP°^i Tai S T uiroTdaacTai
® € ° s ^^' * € ^pV r15> ^S * v

P.; thrice

(rr^vMaxa
vnora<ra.
X. 20)

34.2 Al yuycuiccs
d

ciriWTpaTrTai

pass.,

1

fr$

Ff.

c

ckkXtjotuus

TWk

*

o

c

dyiwx.
•

1

ou

aiy&rwaav
yap
KaGws Kal
J

uTTOTdaa£or6ai/

;

v. 23

;

one in Jas.

;

Heb.

Acts xxvi.

iv. 13.

xiii.

xxviii. 16.

1,

;

1 Petz 2 Cor. vi. 5, xii. 20; Lk. xxi. 9; las. iii. 16;
i. 8.
a 2 Cor. xiii. 11
Rom. xv. 33, xvi. 20; Phil. iv. 9;
16 (o <vp. t. tip.).
b See vii. 17.
c See vi. 1.
d Impers.
See also xvi. 7; 1 Tim. ii. 12, Act* xxi. 39.

six in

-roq, Jas.

20; 2 Th.

;

iii.

m

.
. .
punctuation distinctly attaches
ayiwv to ver. 33. So Chr. and
crit. edd., exc. Tisch., Weiss, W.H. marg.
See note below.
and several Latin authorities read w. 34, 35 after 40.

by

its

so also the

;

2

DG

3

Om.

4

7

ditaTaaTacrias

b

If Tats £kkXt](71<hs

AXXa

"

yap ianv

irao'cus Tals

auTcus XaXcik

'

Prov. xxi. 8; Tob.

Th.

ufj-wf

33.
b

t

four exx. in Heb.
1

4

3

ou

•

XIV.

vuuv

fc^AB, 17, vg. cop., Or., Mcion., Cyp.
all uncc. but KL.

€irtTp€ir€Toi,

v¥OToor(r<o'8«<rav: NAB,

B

viroTao-orecrdai

:

DGKL,

latt.

vg.

cop. basm., Mcion.
—a Western emendation.
17, 73, syrsch.

two or three at a time, to make
a tumult in the Church and refuse control, would be to suppose Him the author
of confusion, of chaos instead of cosmos.
ancaTao-Tao-ia (see pads.) is a word of
to speak

—

LXX

and later Gr., denoting
the
disorder or mutiny it recalls the trxJ-f"
and
cpiSes of i. 10 f., xi. 18 f., to
p.aTa
which emulation in the display of spiritual
powers seems to have contributed. "As
"
it is in all the Churches of the saints
"
"
which
God
in evidence of the
peace
confers on human society, P. can point to
the conduct of Church meetings in all
other Christian communities a feature
" assemblies
of the saints ".
proper to
civil

;

—

:

—

Here
the

is

a

final

prophets

and solemn reason why
of

Cor.

should practise

and mutual deference
16; also i. 26, and note; xvi.

self-control
xi.

:

—

cf.
1.

On

the connexion of the «s clause, see
Ed. or El. W.H. attach it to ver. 31, regarding w. 32, 33a as a parenthesis but
this breaks the continuity of w. 31,
nor does it appear that " all the
32
"
had the superabundance of
churches
prophets that necessitated the restrictions
;

;

Other leading
in w. 29-31.
editors (Tisch., Mr., Hn., Hf., Bt., Gd.)
link this qualification to the following context ; but it comes in clumsily before the
impv. of ver. 34, and the repetition of iv

imposed

Tats licicX.T)crCais is particularly awkward.
On the other hand, the ref. to the example
of the other Churches appropriately concludes the Apostle's appeals on the
weighty subject, of universal interest,
which has occupied him throughout this

turns to the matter which he first touched
in reproving the disorderly Church
life at Cor., viz., the irregular behaviour
of certain Christian women (xi. 2-16)
there it was their dress, now it is their
tongue that he briefly reproves. Vv. 37
f., glancing over the injunctions of Div.
IV. at large, commend their recognition
as a test of the high pretensions to
Ver. 39
spiritual insight made at Cor.
recapitulates Paul's deliverance on the
vexed question of Tongues versus Prophecy. Ver. 40 adds the final maxim of
propriety and order, a rule of administration as comprehensive and important
as the iravra, irpos oIkoSoutjv of ver. 26.
Ver. 34. At yvvaiKcs iv Tats IkicXtj" Let women
a-icus triydTbxrav
(Gr.
generic art.) keep silence in the church

upon

:

—

:

assemblies, for it is not allowed them to
speak"; cf. 1 Tim. ii. 12, where the
"speaking" of this passage is defined as

"

teaching, or using authority over a
The contradiction between this
veto and the language of xi. 5, which
assumes that women " pray " and " pro"
phesy in gatherings of Christians and
forbids their doing so "with uncovered
head," is relieved by supposing (a) that
in xi. 5 P. refers to private gatherings
(so Cv., Bg., Mr., Bt., Ev., El.), or means
specifically at home (Hf.), while here
speaking Iv cKKXrjor(a is forbidden (35) ;
but there is nothing in ch. xi. to indicate

man ".

this distinction, which ex hyp. is vital to
the matter moreover, at this early date,
the distinction between public and private
Christian meetings in church or house
;

chapter.

—was

Order,

exceptional,

§49. Final Instructions on Church
In w. 34 ff. P. rexiv. 34-40.

(b),

—

very imperfectly developed. Or
the instances admitted in xi. 5 were
" ou la femme se sentirait
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33—37-

^os

6

35.1

Xe'yci-

'

^0^2

8 € Tl

'

iSi'ous
h

a

•

^ircpwrdTwaa^
a^Spas
4
Xa\ € ^. 4 36. *) d<p'
€KK\if)<7ta
k€is

*1

cW

"H^S H-o^ous

1

DG

h

I T
Acts,

'

n See U.

(?).

j»

'

us

€i

37.

'

m

Sokci

Cli

GG.friJ
SeeSfs.

Trpo<j>TJTns ?
'

25

12

Toisff^w

h
alaxpov ydp cVti tyivcuiw 3 eV
6
tou
0€ou
6fxoi^
'Xoyos
e^XGc^ ;

KaT^kTTja € k;

TTKeufioTtK^s,

?]

e^ooaiK, *iv •oTk<?

*

n

&,%*' andJ
Syn.GG.
1.

k

915

!i *

f

3

& ypd^xo

£iriyii/u(T^Tw
l

Tim

-

iv> 5.'

fc
k See
x. n.
o a Cor.
15.

1

3

T »m.

See

14, xiii. 5

i.

»• 9; Tit.
;

5

*£*."';
Rom. ix.

6; Phil. i.
..
5; occasional in other Epp. freq. in
sing, thus, Acts xxi. 10; Tit.
.

ii.

m See xii.
xi 28;

18.

iii.

°oti tou

utui>,

Acts

and several Latin authorities read w.

iii.

10, iv. 13.

;

For

vb., see xiii. 12,

34, 35 after 40.

2

etc.
So all edd. except W.H., who put
^avOavciv
Hf^w:. NcBDGKL,
2
txt., following ^*A
17, and a few other minn. with Greg.Nyss., and
in
,

3

yvva 1k

4

XaXciv

NAB, 17, 73, vg., cop. basm.
cv ckkXtictio. (in this order) ^AB,
GL, and a few others, cv ckkXhio-kiis (cf. ver. 34).
5
Om. t o v all but a few minn. cf. vii. 19.
1

(?) in

paO.

marg.

:

:

17.

;

pressed de donner essor a un elan extra"
ordinaire de l'Esprit
(Gd.) but ira<ra
yvv-ri (xi. 5) suggests frequent occurrence.
Hn.
supposes participation in the ec(c)
static manifestations forbidden, as though
y\<oar<rf\ were understood with XaXciv.
(d) Ed. thinks the tacit permission of xi.
5 here withdrawn, on maturer consideraBut (e), in view of the words that
tion.
"
" but let them be
and
follow,
subject
"
" if
they want to learn
(contrasted with
XaXeiv by 8c"), and on comparison with the
more explicit language of 1 Tim. ii. 12,
in view moreover of the principle affirmed
:

in ch. xi. 3 ff., it appears probable that
P. is thinking of Church-teaching and

authoritative direction as a r61e unfit for
women. vtroraa-a-4<rQ<aa-av is the keynote of Paul's doctrine on the subject
This com(cf. also Eph. v. 22 ff., etc.).
mand cannot fairly be set aside as a
temporary regulation due to the state of
ancient society. If the Ap. was right,
there is a viroTao-<re<r6<u which lies in
the nature of the sexes and the plan of

—

creation; but this must be understood
with the recollection of what Christian
subjection is (see Gal. v. 136, Eph. v.
22 ff. also note on xi. 3 above). What

—

;

"the law says "was evidently in Paul's
mind when he grounded his doctrine in
ch. xi. on the O.T. story of the creation
of Man and Woman. For Jewish sentiment in the matter, see Wetstein ad loc,
Vitringa, Synag., p. 724; SchSttgen, Hor.,
For Gr. feeling, cf. Soph., Ajax,
p. 658.
293, yvvaiSl k6<t\lov t] cn-yn <j>c*pci (Ed.)
for Early Church rule, Const. Apost., iii.
;

6,
11

Cone. Carthag., iv. 99 (quoted by El.).
Ver. 35. cl
ti Oc'Xovtriv p.av0dvctv:
"
But if they want to learn something

H

—

is the
motive that prompts
to speak.
This plea furnishes an
excuse, consistent with the submission

this

if

them

enjoined, for
in the

women

raising their voices
but even so P.
;

Church meetings

deprecates the liberty. As between p.avdavciv and p.a6eiv after Q4\u and the like,
El. thus distinguishes: "when attention
is directed to the
procedure of the action
specified, the pr. is commonly used;
when simply to the action itself, the aor."
In bidding the Cor. women of enquiring
minds to "ask at home of their own
husbands," P. is laying down a general
rule, not disposing of all cases that might
arise
since the impv. of ver. 35 admits
of exceptions, so may that of ver. 34
the utterances of Pentecost (Acts ii. 4)
from "
both men and

—

;

:

proceeded

all,"

women

there is also the
(cf. 18 f.);
notable instance of Philip's " four daugh"
ters which did prophesy
(Acts. xxi. 9).
At Cor. there was a disposition to put

men and women on an equal footing in
public speaking and Church leadership ;
this is stigmatized as alcrxpov (turpe, init shocks
honestum ; cf. xi. 6, 13 ft.)
moral feeling. For iv 1kkXt)<ti<}., see xi. 18.
Ver. 36. The Ap. adds the authority
of Christian usage to that of natural instinct (cf. the connexion of xi. 14 and
" Or
16), in a tone of indignant protest
of God
(is it) from you (that) the word
"
went out ? or to you only did it reach ?
"
soli
estis
i.e.,
primi, neque
Neque
"
Christiani
(Est.). The Cor. acted without thinking of any but themselves, as
though they were the one Church in the
world, or might set the fashion to all the
rest (see note on i. 26 also 33 above, and
For the self-sufficiency of this
xi. 16).
;

:

—

;
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p Lk.

i.

6.

p

vii.

19.

Cf.

also

ix.

elalv

Kupiou

err. ©.,

see

p

1

ivrokai

39. "&CTT6, dSeX^Ol,
u

1

yXwaaais

14, vii. 40,
16.
2 Cor. vi.

fiTJ

l

•

6

8c

n

q

tis

7rpO(|>1QT€U€ll',
6 T

t

Kal to

Xa\€ii'

4

euaxTjjxoVws *a! kotcL

irdi'Ta

40.

dyyociTW.*

dyyoei,

'

TO

£y)XouT€

KwXucTc.

ei

38.

f

3

XIV. 38—40.

ii.

q

9 (pass.)

;

Rom.

ii. 4 vi. 3, vn. 1, x. 3
Gal. i. 22 (pass.) ; 1 Tim. i. 13. See also x. 1. Six times in N.T. besides
Sir. v. 15.
r See xii. 31.
u Mt. xix. 14,
s See xi. 5.
t See xiii. 1.
(see esp. 2 Pet. ii. 12).
etc.
For kwX. in P., Rom. i. 13; 1 Th. ii. 16; 1 Tim. iv. 3.
v Rom. xiii. 13; 1 Th. iv. 12; -jaw*',

see

xii.

;

24

arcucTos,

1

;

-oo-vut], xii. 23.
Th. v. 14 2

-co?, i

;

eorTtv €vtoXy|:

w

Th.

fc>$AB,

Col.

6, 11.

iii.

2

ayvo6iTot

ayvoctTw

^cA

:

(?)

:

2

BDbc,

etc.

;

Lk.

;

i.

Aug.

so Tisch.

;

8; Hfcb. v. 6, etc.;

Job

xxxviii. 12.

Contrast

(Jf^c,

«vr. «<rr.).

cicriv

cvtoXoi

:

D*G,

Or., Hil.,

14,

Syrian emendation.

Amb., Ambrst., Hil.; so Lachm.,
Possibly a Western corruption.
retained by Tr. txt., R.V. txt., W.H. marg. See

^*A*D*G,
W.H. txt., R.V.

(?)

5

Cf. xv. 23.

17, cop.,

Ambrst., co-tiv simply (Western)
Tr. marg., Tisch.,

ii.

Or., latt. vg.,

marg., Nestle.

note below.
3

a8€\<f>oi fiov: t^AB*, 67**,

4

BD*G, cop., Tr. marg.
to XaXciv fitj ko»Xv€T€ y X 6> o- o-

5

€v vXcoo-o-ais

Om. pov Western and

syrr. cop.

Syrian.

:

1

s (in this order)

:

fc^ABP, 17,73

—con-

formed by Western and Syrian edd. to usual order.

"irovta
church,
ets, see

8

e

cf. iv.
x. 11.

:

6

—

r\

all

ff.,

uncc. but
v. 2.

KL.

On Karavrdu

links this ver. with the
I have said is

" Or
foregoing,
(if what
not sufficient), etc."

Vv. 37, 38.

a YpdqSw

vp,iv,

in the

apodosis, includes, beside the last particular (34 ff.), the other instructions of
this Ep.
irpoqS-rjTTjs and irvevpaTiicos in
the protasis recall esp. the directions of
chh. xii.-xiv. cf. xi. 4, xii. 1, xiv. 1.
Sokci, as in iii. 18 (see note), is putat,
sibi videtur (not videtur alone, Vg.), de;

—

:

noting self-estimation. The term irvcvfuiTiicos includes every one endowed with
a special gift of the Spirit
cf. the pi.
irv€vp,aTa, ver. 12. Hf. and Hn. think
however that the disjunctive f\ narrows
the ref. of " spiritual," by contrast with
"
"
prophet," to the sense of speaker with
"
but this is a needless infertongues
ence from the part. ; the Ap. means " a
prophet, or a man of the Spirit (in any
sense) ". The adj. irvcvpaTiicife (in masc.
see pads.) refers not to spiritual powers
(to.
irvevjxaTiicd, xii. 1, etc.), but to
spiritual character ( = 6 icaTo irvcvpa, Iv
;

;

:

Rom.

which gives insight in matters of revelation (cf. John
vii. 17, viii. 31 f.).
While the true "proirv€ijp.aTi,

viii.),

phet," having a kindred inspiration (cf.
29), will "know well of the things" the
Ap. "writes, that they are a commandment
of the Lord" (Kvpiov Iottiv IvtoXi^, "are
what the Lord commands "
;
cf. ii. 10-16,
xiii. 3), this
"
" the
to
ability belongs
spiritual
gener-

vii.

40,

and notes, 2 Cor.

ally,

who "judge
"

all

things"

(ii.

15);

of God," they hear His voice in
1 John ii.
others (cf. John viii. 42 f., etc.
The "Lord" is Christ, the
20, iv. 6).
Head of the Church, who " gives commandment to His Apostles " (cf. vii. 10,
25, xi. 23, xii. 3, etc. ; Matt, xxviii. 20, etc.).
For ein-Yi.va>o-K€Tw, cf. xiii. 12 " judi"
cet atque agnoscat
(Est.) ; the pr. impv.
asks for a continued acknowledgment of

being

;

—

—

—

Christ's authority in His Apostle.
"But if
any one is ignorant (of this), he is ignored"
(a-yvoeiTai)

— a retribution in

kind.

The

professor of Divine knowledge who does
not discern Paul's inspiration, proves his
character as "prophet"
ignorance; his
"
or " spiritual
is not recognised, since
he does not recognise the Apostle's character; cf. Matt. x. 14

f.,

41,

John

xiii.

this criterion as laid down by
the Ap. John assumes it in 1 iv.
;
6.
ayoeiTOU, is pr. in tense, ignoratur
(not ignorabitur, Vg.), affirming an actual
rejection sc. by the Lord, who says to
such despisers of His servants, " I know
"
you not (cf. viii. 3 2 Tim. ii. 19 John
v. 42, etc.) ; but by His Apostle too, who
cannot acknowledge for fellow-servants
men who repudiate the Lord's authority
in him (cf. 3 John 9 f.).
Christ foretold
that He would have to disown " many
" in
His name (Matt,
who had prophesied
If dyvocCTw be read (still previi. 22 f.).

20,

for

Christ

—

—

;

;

by Mr., Bt., Ev., Gd., with R.V.
the impv. is permissive, as in vii.
"sibi
15:
suaeque ignorantiae relinquenferred

txt.),

XV.
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XV.

pp
ical

1.

Ufuv,

m

'

xiii. 32.

S e

S e%

•

aw^caOe

Acts
f

IVwpii;w 8c

m8 m
Kat

xi.

&8cXo>oi, to
d

TrapcXdj3cTe,

tiVi

Xoyw

See
P
g SeTxiv.
c

xi. 83.
*

"^

dos esse censeo" (Est.)

—a

cV

cunYY^ 10

v.

5

counsel of

iespair; contrast 2 Tim. ii. 24 ff.
Vv. 39, 40 restate the advice of ver. 1
in the light of the subsequent
discussion,
moderating the Church's zeal for de-

monstrative charisms by insisting on the
seemliness and good order which had
been violated by their unrestrained exer-

"And

(26-33).
my brothers,
"
covet to prophesy
£i]Xovtc, cf. xii. 31 ;
to irpoo)t]T€V€iv replaces by the regular
inf. the telic tva irpo$Tn-cvy)Tc of ver. 1
xal to XaAciv ut| kwXvctc
(see note).
" and the
yXwcro-ais,
speaking with
tongues do not hinder"; this is to be
allowed in the Church, but not encouraged like Prophecy, of course with the
proviso that the Tongue has its inter-

cise

so,

:

—

For wore with impv.,
preter (13, 28).
see iv. 5, etc. irovTa 8c yivivdu: " But

—

things be carried on, etc." the 8e
attaches this caution specially to ver. 39 ;
zeal for Prophecy and permission of
Glossolalia must be guarded by the observance at all points of decorum and
let all

:

discipline.

—

?" 6fAtK, cl

;

cvctxt]jj.ovws (see parls.,

and

''

«

b

'

f

1

2 Col.
"^ Rom.
* % *"' *

d

d

icai

917

s
.*»• 3€ui)yy€\i<r&- 1
7
2.
Si'
0* tothta
cVh^aTe,

euaYY^Xtot' o

m o! m

^

b

?

a/

6fi.ii/,

c

b

« Cor. xi

KaTe'xcTC, 'Iktos

19
iv.

S

12

Pet

'

Jo.

^M
;

viii.
'

44

:

cf.

"* l8
?

2 Cor.

i.

'

24

"
e

p/

R*»*i ^3. xxvii ft

ferentially, the whole verity and saving
worth of the Gospel (1 f., 13-19). Such
scepticism nullified the faith and hope
of the Church (11) as
effectually as the

party-divisions destroyed its love.
While
standing apart from the practical and
personal questions upon which the Ep.
turns (and accordingly reserved to the
last), this doctrinal controversy has two

important points of connexion with
them, lying (1) in the differences
of opinion prevalent at Cor. (cf. 12,
Afyovo-iv | v fyiy Timj w jth tva to
avTO Xe'ynTc itovtcs, i. 10), and (2) in
the laxity of moral sentiment associated
with Cor. unbelief (cf. 32 ff. with v. 2,
vi.

8

viii. 10, x. 14, 21 f., xi. 21, 29
ff.).
latter trait identifies the doubters of

f.,

This

the Resurrection with the men who justified antinomian tendencies by the as"
"
sumption of superior
knowledge
(see
notes on vi. 12 and viii. 1, etc.) affect"the
wisdom
of
this
world," they
ing
cherished the rooted prejudice of Greek
culture, against the idea of a bodily re;

demption (see Introd.,

p. 732).

To men

note on vii. 35), honeste (Vg.) or de center ;
North. Eng. mensefully (cf. Eph. iv. x,
v. 4, and 33 above)
a sort of " ethical
enhancement of the more mechanical
"
koto. Ta|tv
On the latter expres(El.).
sion, opp. of ai-aKTus, cf. 2 Thess. iii.
also
xi.
6 f.,
346 above: the Cor. would

of this way of thinking the Resurrection
was a folly even more than the Cross;
some of those who had overcome the
latter offence, still stumbled at the former.
Unbelief in the Resurrection was sure
to be excited wherever the Gospel spread
amongst educated Greeks the Ap. feels

interpret it by P.'s previous instructions
his irapaSoo-eis, IvToXaC, 680I Iv Xpio-ry
and those given in this Ep. cvorxiuovus demands a right Christian taste

that he

—

—

—

—

and deportment, koto, ra£iv a strict
Christian method and rule of procedure.
Division V.

:

The Resurrection or

the Body, Chap.

xv.

Some members

of the Cor. Church denied the resurrection of the dead (12), compelling the Ap.
to enter on a systematic defence and exThe
position of this Christian doctrine.
question was not raised in the Church
Letter ; nor does Paul indicate the source
the opinion of the
of his information
;

tiv^s

was openly expressed, and was

doubtless matter of
v. 1).

common

report

(cf.

Their position was incompatible

with Christianity;

it

contravened,

in-

;

must grapple boldly with

difficulty at its

first

appearance

this
in the

Church; he puts forth his full strength
to conquer it and to commend the truth
that was impugned to the intelligent

—

Corinthians.
Sceptics as they are in regard to the general doctrine, the tivcs do
not question the personal resurrection of
Jesus Christ (a circumstance of great

the Apostle's refutaapologetic value)
tion starts from the assumption of this
cardinal fact. They will not admit the
recovery of the body as a part of the
Christian salvation; they reject it as a
principle, and a law of the kingdom of
God. It was probably held that Christ's
rising from the dead was a unique, symbolical occurrence, bringing about for be;

lievers in
tual,

a

Him

literal

a redemption wholly spiriand full deliverance from the
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h

Rom.
4;

xiii. g

Gal.

>

e

„^.

4, iv.

11;
Col.ii. 18;

^irtorcuaoTe

eiKjj

iii.

•cat

*

irap^XaJSof ,

on

k

'

Iv
y&p upiv
upiy <y
*
*
t&v
uircp

Trapt'SwKa

3.

;

xv.

n

n

Xpioros

diT^Oon/ey

"

irpwTOis,
&p.apTia>K

Prov.
xxviii. 25.
ii.

10

22.

;

2

Th.

i
i.

See

11

;

k See

iii. 5.

1

Cf. nepi a/xap-r.,

Pet.

ii.

Rom.

xi. 3.

1

a See

8, iii. 21.

viii. 3,

—

flesh and the world of matter.
Paul's
argument is in two parts: (a) w. 1-34,

concerning the certainty ; (b) w. 35-57,
concerning the nature of the Resurrection.
To establish its certainty (a), P. begins
by (a) rehearsing the historical evidence of
Christ's bodily resurrection, which had
been preached by himself iv irpwrois and
so received by the readers (1-11) (b) he
shows that to deny the resurrection of the
dead is to deny Christ's resurrection, and
so to declare the Gospel witness false
and its salvation illusive (12-19)
and
;

;

further, (c) that thev risen Christ is the
first-fruit of a great harv est^ whose ingathering is essential to th~g~ruTrilment of
the kingdom ot bod (20-28); (d) he
closes this part 01 the case by pointing to

the practical results 0/ faith or unbelief
in a future resurrection (29-34).
B The
( )
nature of the resurrection body is (a)
ilustrated by the difference between the
seed and the ferject plant ; aiso_py the
endless variety of material forms, in stanced in animal organisms ana irTTIhe
heavenly
iy bodies, Which helps us to understand how there may be a futu re
body ot a higher order thf»n the presen t

Z1

human frame
"

ence

between

(35-43).

This

(i)

N.T.

h.l.

viii. 11.

,

Gen. xxxiii.
o Gal. i. 4

m

2.
;

Rom.

Heb., 4 times

i

t.

24

;

Ezek.

Gal.
xlv.

etc

differ-

the

crwp.a irvevftaTiKov
and the crwpa xj/vxikov being premised,
it is
argued that our investiture with

the resurrection of Jesus Christ is logi" There is
cally to destroy the theorem,
"
jio resurrection of the dead (12). Six
^successive appearances oT the Risen One
are enumerated the first made to Kephas,
and the last to Paul himself— (5-9) the
list is not intended as exhaustive, but includes the names most prominent in the
Church, the witnesses whose testimony
would be best known and most accessThe Ap. dwells on the astonishing
ible.
mercy that was in this way vouchsafed
to himself (9 f.). insisting finally, on the
unbroken agreement of the Apostolic
preaching and of the Church's faith in
regard to this supremely important event

—

;

(11).

Vv. 1,2. " Now I give you to know,
brothers" {cf. xii. 3, for Yv&>p£J» Paul
writes, with a touch of blame, as though
informing the Cor. of what the staple of
:

his message had been, that on
their whole Christianity is built

—

which
2

(cf.

Cor. xiii. 5, Rom. vi. 3) viz., " the good
news which," on the one hand, " I proclaimed to you (for cognate noun and
vb., emphasising the benefit of the news,
cf. ix. 18, etc.), which also," on the other
"
hand, you received in which also you
stand fast (cf. i. 6, xi. 2), through which
also you are being saved ". Ver. 11 similarly contrasts the correspondent part of
;

the former is as
necessary a consL. proclaimers and receivers in attesting the
quence of our VildHOH to Christ as our _saving facts (cf. xi. 23). The three relain vestiture with the latter is a contive clauses describe the inception, con-sequehce ot our relation to Adam (44-49). tinuance, and progressive benefits of the
this T ansfr>rrn ^'™,
faith of this Church.
<rw£c<r9e affirms a
(c) Only by
by tht
victory over death and sin thus achieved
present, continuous salvation (cf. Rom.
can the promise ot God n Scri pi-nre h e viii. 24, Eph. ii. 8)
but " salvation,"
fulfilled. M is rft.flep.ming purpose effected
with Paul, always looks on to the future
and the work of His servants made (see Rom. "v. 9, 1 Thess. v. 8 ff.).— The
secure (si-S» ).— This is the earliest Chris- connection of rivi \6ytp €VT)Y*y6Aio-dp.T]v
tian doctrinal essay ; in method and
is difficult to seize.
The two invp.iv
argumentative character it is akin -to* terpretations of the R.V., txt. and marg.
Hn. ahly de- (also A. V.), are those commonly adapted:
die_fip. to the Romans.
fends its integrity a gainst the attempts
(a) making the rivi \6y<p dependent on
of Clemen and the Dutch School to make
vvwpt^cu, as appositive to to cvayv^Xiov
" I make known the
"out interpolations and contradictions^
k.t.X.,
good news
with what word I preached, etc." (so
§50. 1 he Facts concerning Christ's
The doubt Bg., Hn., Ed.) (b) prefixing the clause,
Resurrection, xv. i-ii.
which the Ap. combats strikes at the with an inversion of the normal order, to
the hypothetical el Kare'xcTe, which states
fundamental, probative fact of his Gospel.
He must therefore go back to the be- the condition of o~fa>£eo-de, " (you are
"
"
first things
ginning, and reassert the
saved), if you hold fast by what word
"
he had taught at Cor. (1-4) to establish
I preached (it) to you
(Bz., Mr., Ev.,
>

—

<

,

i

;

;

.

;

;

.

.
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3—5p

^|xwv

KaTA tAs

'

Ypa<t>ds-

"

J

1

P

TJJ^pa,

TptTT]

TTJ

P

ical

4.

K<XtA T A$ P

Sti

•

5.

on '^YcpTaiPJ^'i- 8
a
&™"'
<S<f>0T]
KtjqSa,

Kal

£rd<f>T],

YP^d?

919
-

*

KOI OTl

«-

16; 14 exx. in GG. and Acts.
Scrr. relevant in (1): Ps. xxi., Isa. liii., Zech. xiii.
7, Dan.'ix!^.
etc. ;
(2), Ps. xv io.Im.xxv. 7 f., liii. 9 f., Hos. vi. 2 ;
Jonah i. 17 (see Mt. xii. 40), etc.
q Rom!
vi. 4 (trvixTo^THxcv) ; Mt. via. 21 f.
; Lk. xvi. 22 ; Acts ii. 29, v. 6, 9 f. ; Gen. xxiii.
r Vv
ff
4.
see vi. 14. For pf. pass., outside this ch. ; 2 Tim. ii. 8 Mk. vi.
s Mt. xii 40, xvn.
14.
23, xx.
61, xxvn. 40, 63 ; Lk. xiii. 32, xxiv. 7, 21,
19, xxvi. 0
t In this
46 John ii. 19 f.'
tense, 1 Tim. iii.
16 ; Rev. xi. 19, xxi. 1, j ; freq. in Acts ; Mt. xvii.
3 ; Lk. i. 1 1, xxii. 43, xxiv. 34. C/.ix. r.
uSeeix.5.

m

n

;

;

Wu

t||i«pa

th rpiTu: NABD,

Gd., Bt., El., Sm., Wr., Bm.). There
are convincing objections to both views,
advanced by Mr. and El. against (a), and
by Ed. and Hn. against (b) beside the
harsh inversion it requires, (b) leaves the
interrog. tLvu (the instances of t£« for 8s,
with exw, adduced in Bm.'s Grammar are
not really pari.), and the substitution of
X<Jyo« for cvayyAioy, unexplained. Preferring therefore construction (a), one
feels that at this distance the tivi
\6yy
clause practically detaches itself from
the
restates
rh cua-yvvwpijw (Hf.)
Ap.
:

;

8

YAiov
altered

«vT]YY€\i0-a[AT]v

the

in

vp.iv

of a

challenge to the
his readers
an
interrogation prompted by the misgiving
expressed directly afterwards in cl kcltc" In what word
X«tc
(I ask) did I preach

shape

—

memory and faith of

:

(it)

to

you

?

are holding

"

idly

— (you will remember) you
fast —unless you believed
if

(It)

The

!

!

\6yo<s is

gospel" (Acts xv. 7;
i.

5),

" the word of the

cf.

Eph.

i.

13, Col.

" the
story of the cross," etc.

—

(i.

17),

as told by P.
not
quo sermone (Bz.)
qua ratione (Vg.) ; nor quo pacto (Er.,
it be that the Cor. have let this
Can
Cy.).
not
slip ? or did they believe it eU-jj
frustra, in vain (so Vg., and most others,
as in Gal. iii. 4), butin the common cl. sense
of cIk-q, temere (cf. Rom. xiii. 4, Col. ii.
18), heedlessly , at random, without serious
apprehension, without realising the facts
involved.
The self-contradiction of the
For
Ttv^s (12) shows levity of belief.
Iktos ei p,^|, see xiv. 5.
;

—

%

Vv.
ver. 2,

4 answer the question put in
" For I
reinforming the readers

3,

:

delivered to you amongst the first things,
ical emthat which I also received ".
phasises the identity of the irapaSodcv
and irapa\ir]Li.<j>0lv, involved in the char"
acter of a " faithful steward
(iv. 1 f., cf.
these matters
John xvii. 8, etc.).
had been received whether by direct
revelation (Gal. i. 12) or through other

—

How

—

contributory channels (cf. note on xi. 23
above) is irrelevant. Iv irpw-rois, in
primis, in chief (cf. 1 Tim. i. 15 f.). The
things thus delivered are "that Christ

—

—

17,37.

died for our sins according to the
Scriptures,

and that

He was

He

and that "

buried,

has been raised on the third
according t o the Scriptures ".

Hay
Among st"

tne th ree irpwra, the first and third are
irpwTwrra (cf. 2 Cor. v. 14 f., Rom. iv. 25,
1 Thess. iv. 14,
the second is the
etc.)
link between them, signalising at once the
completeness of the death and the reality
of the resurrection (cf. Rom. vi. 4, x. 7)
8ti £toL4>ti Kal 5ti lyriY € P Tai is a rnore
vivid and circumstantial expression for 5ti
The two
lyriyeprai Ik vcicpwv (12, etc.).
chiefest facts P. and the other Apostolic
;

:

—

preachers (n) were accustomed to verify,
both separately and jointly, from the Old
Testament, Kara ra% ypacjxis (Acts xiii.
32 fF., xvii. 3, xxvi. 22 f., Rom. i. 2 ff.),
after the manner of Jesus (Luke xxii. 37,
But it was the
xxiv. 25 ff., John iii. 14).
facts that opened their eyes to the meaning of the Scriptures concerned (cf. John
ii. 22, xx.
The death and burizd are
9).
affirmed in the*"aor. as historical events ;_
tne resurrection is put with emphasis into
t he pf. tense, as an abiding power (cf.
14, I7, 20) = ^Y € P^ €l 5 • • . ovKCTt airoGvqo-Kct (Rom. vi. 9; cf. Heb. vii. 25).
" For our
"
sins," see pads.
pro peccatis
"
M P. could not
nostris abolendis
(Bg.).

—

—

have said tiir^p twv apapTiwv r|p.wv if
Christ's death were only an example of
self-denial, not because rmip must be

rendered 'instead of (in loco), but because the ref. to sin involves with virip
"
the notion of expiation
(Ed.)
cf. the
excellent note of Mr.
see the exposition
of the relation of Christ's death to man's
;

;

sin in 2 Cor. v. 18

ff.,

Rom.

iii.

23

ff.,

v. 6-

with notes in this Comm.
ad locc. ; also ver. 56 below, and note. The
definition on the third day indicates that
"in His case restoration to life ensued
nstead of the corruption of the corpse
mat sets in otherwise after this interv al'
Jesus appears to have seen a
(lii.y
"
in the " third
11, Gal.

iii.

10

ff.,

,

i

Scriptural necessity

(Luke
Ver.

day

xxiv. 46).
5.

SuScxa:

Kal 8ti w$Qi\ K-q^qi, tlra tois
so much of the evidence P.
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920
r Actsvi.a;

above
twenty
timet in

GG.;
14.

1

ScuScKa

xit.

tois

x
;

i.

Num.

Rom.
15

;

vi.

John

xxxl.

T 01

n-dati'

Heb.

;

xxi. aa

For

f.

adj.,

8.

uj<J>0t]

irXeious

7.

•eaxaToi'

lir&vu

ircrraKoaiois
*

*

8

'u^On

'laitupw,

dp-ri,
8

ctTa

d

c

8e

*

«f«s

pivouaw

SireiTa 6

•

10

a.

r

w

*

circiTa

6.

&v

€5"

*irdVrwK,

wcnr€pel

See note below.
y See
b See vii. 39.
c Adv., Mk.
d Bibl. h.L See note below.

vii. ay, ix. xa, x. 10.
a See iv. 13.

see ver. a6.

t$

ix. 19.
xii. aa

So Tisch., Tr., and W.H. marg.
(?), NA, x 7. 37> 4 6
BDcKLP. pera ravra D*G.
a characteristic Western emendation.
€v8cKa, DG, latt. vg., and Latt. Ff.,
cireiTo

-

:

—

'irXeioves, pre-Syrian uncc.
4
Om. k a 1 pre-Syrian uncc. and
*

•

€Koip,^0T|o'ai'

etTo,
2

2

b

4

d-iro<rr<JXois

313.

irttvriav)

tydirai,

8e Kal

ti^cs

z In this sense, Phil.

(with

T

tois

dSeX^ois

cf.

See
5Wr., p.

Y

1

x

Rev. xxi.

w Mk.

tlra

xv.

verss.

eira, D, Cyr.

8

N*AGK,
^cBDLP, etc.

eir€i/ra (?),

cito,

x 7.

So Tisch., Lachm.,

46 -

states as having been formally delivered
to the Cor. along with the facts attested ;
for

two clauses are under the

these

regimen of

irapc'Scaica

(ver.

3).

The

manifold testimony was detailed with
more or less fulness at diff. times; but
P. seems always to have related imprimis
the witness of Kephas and the Twelve,
beside the revelation to himself (8). The
Lord's manifestation to Peter (on the
form Kephas, see i. 12) preceded that
given to the body of the Apostles (Luke
xxiv. 34). Peter's evidence, as the witness
of Pentecost and dir<JerToXos t. ircpiTO|XT)9»
was of palmary importance, d|ioxp«wv
els p.apTvpiav (Thd.), esp. in view of the
consensus to be asserted in ver. 11 (cf. i.

—»$8t)

with dat., appeared (pass,
see Bm., pp. 52,
aor., in reflexive sense
187), is used of exceptional, supernatural
" The
twelve,"
appearances (see parls.).
the college of the App., without exact re12).

:

gard to number: actually ten, wanting
Judas Iscariot, and Thomas absent on the
Luke speaks on this occafirst meeting.
sion of " the eleven (the Western reading
with them," xxiv. 33
those
here) and
Paul cites the official witnesses.
Ver. 6 carries forward u<j>6i] into a new
;

sentence, independent of irapc'Swica . . .
5ti: the four remaining manifestations
P. recites without indicating whether or
not they formed a part of his original

communication.
28)

u>4>9t]

k.t.X.

— cireira
:

" After

W.H.

Tr.,

marg.

Cf. note 2.

23, 46, xii.
at (deinde)

(cf.
t

He

appeared to above (lirdvw, cf. Mark xiv.
5) five hundred brethren once for all"
Nowhere else has £<|>dira£
(semel, Bz.).

meaning simul, at once (so Vg., and
most interpreters, in violation of usage).

the

This was the culminating manifestation

of the risen Jesus, made at the general
gathering to which His brethren were
invited by Him in a body, as it is related
in Matt, xxviii. 7, 10, Mark xvi. 7
the
"
"
appearance to the eleven described in
Matt, xxviii. 16 ff. is recorded as the
sequel to this summons, and implies the
presence of a larger assembly (see esp.
the words 01 8e ISurrao-av in ver. 17),
such as P. alludes to the great charge
of Matt, xxviii. 18 ff., closing the First
;

;

its

Gospel, corresponds by
this Indira!.
century after

— P.

importance to

writes a quarter of a
the event; the followers

of Jesus were mostly young in age for
44
the majority" (ol irXetoves) to have

been

still alive.

Ver.

On

?«*?

" After
that,

dpn,

see

iv. 13.

He

appeared to
sc. James, the brother of the
James
Lord, as elsewhere in P. (Gal. i. 19, ii. 9,

—

7.

"

included in the &8cX<(>ol t. KvpCov of
5 above (see note) ; associated with P.
in Acts xv. 13, xxi. 18 (see notes).
The
manifestation to James only mentioned
12),

ix.

— the

—

chief of our Lord's formerly
unbelieving brothers (John vii. 5), ex" His brothers "
the
presence of
plains
amongst the 120 disciples at Jerus. (Acts

here

i.

14)
in the

and James' subsequent leadership
mother Church. His high position

at the time of writing accounts for his
citation in this place. Paul made acquaintance with James as well as Peter on his
first visit to the Jerus. Church (Gal. i.

18 f.). The well-known story about the
meeting of Jesus with James told by
Jerome (De viris illustr., 2) implies an

than Paul's narrative
of, since fireiTa signifies succession in time ; succession of rank cannot
he intended.— "After that, to all the
earlier date for this

admits

b
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•

CKTpWfiaTl

ouk

l

1

'X^pis auToO

Trdnw

°

above.
29 ; Phil.

l

rj

€Koiria<Ta

k See i. 4.
1
see ver. 14.
Ph. 11.
6, 12
;

cis ep.e ou

ouk lyw

•

dXX'

oe,

;

DG,

3

eeou

<riiv

tj

40. 45-

Cf. Eph.
8 ; see
also iv. 3,
iii.

and Ff.—gratia ejus in me.
(yeyovcv), some latt., Amb., Ambrst. (pauper, egena).
*att. vg.
So crit. e^d., exc. W.H. marg. Cf. note x.
:

DG

;

;

was complete and

unqualified.

«rxa,Tov Zl irdvTcnv, wtnrcpcl
"But last of all, as it
t4> cKTpciifjiaTi
were to the abortion (a creature so unfit
and so repulsive), He appeared also to
me ". eorxarov (adv.) iravrwv marks the
conclusion of a long series cf. iv. 9, also
Mark xii. 22. wo-Trepei, a frequent cl.
" nonnihil
conjunction,
mitigat ut si [or
docet non debere hoc nimium
quasi]
premi. . . . Articulus vim habet («ry
Quod inter liberos est aboreKTpw|i.aTi).
8.

:

—

—

;

—

:

tus, inquit, id

ego sum

in apostolis.

.

.

.

dignus humano
apostolus negat se dignum
"

Ut abortus non
sic

Tr€piaaoT € pov

latt. verss.

N*BD*G,

tj

k

m

;

:

est

similarly
(Bg.
apostoli appellatione
Est., Mr., Al., Ed., Sm.)
cicrpwfia need
not be pressed beyond this figurative
and descriptive meaning. However, Cv.,
Gr., Bt., Gd., and many find in the
phrase an indication of the suddenness and violence of Paul's birth into
Christ; Hn. and El. see pictured in it,
more appropriately, the unripe birth of
one who was changed at a stroke from
the persecutor into the Apostle, instead
" P.
of maturing normally for his work,
describes himself thus in contrast with
those who, when Jesus appeared to them,
were already brothers or apostles, already
born as God's children into the life of
;

;

—

faith in

xdpis tou

;

in this formal enumeration,
apostles
diroo-ToXois bears its strictest sense, and
could hardly include James (see Acts i.
he is not certainly so styled in
13 f.
Gal. i. 19). Paul was, presumably, aware
ot the absence of Thomas on the occasion
of ver. 5, and his consequent scepticism
he therefore says dis(John xx. 24 ff.)
tinctly that all participated in this latter
sight, which coincides in point of time
with Acts i. 6-12, not John xx. 26. The
witness of the First App. to the resurrec-

nomine,

tj

n

;

"

Ver.

k

vi. 2,

Om.

tion

Y €^0T), dXXa

16;

;

irruxTj ovk €yevi]Qy\

Om.

me

"kci^

f

/»./.;

iii.

Eccl.vi.3.
Of persons, Mt.
v. 19, xxv.

;

1

tj

Job

Cor. iii. 5 ; 3 Tim. ii. 2 and Mt. iii. 11 (with inf.) Ex. iv. 10.
h Gal >• 13. 33. iv.
Acts ix. 4 f., xxii. 4, 7 f., xxvi. it, 14 f. ; Rev. xii [3; Mt. v. 10
i See i. 2.
ff., etc
1 Pet. i. 10
Rom. v. 15.
1 Th. fi. 1, iii. 5 ( ets Kt
cf. 2 Cor. ix. 8
For icevos,
vov)
n Adv., Mk. vii. 36 Heb. vi. 17, vii. 15. For comp. adj., see xii.
o Rom. xvi.
23.
16 ; Acts xx. 35
Mt. vi. 28 ; Psa. cxxvi. 1. For kottos, see iii. 8.

6

2

8

•

gj
111.

e N.T.

*

b
Ucu'os KaXctaOai dirooToXos, Sioti £oiw£a
clp.1
k
k
eeoO
10.
'eKKXrjcriaK too
x<£pm Se 0eoG cifu o cijjli, Kai

tV
rj

'eXaxurros twv

6

€ ip»i

cyw ydp

9.

Kdfioi*

w<()0T}

dtroaToXcuj', 05

Christ" (Hf.).

Sm.

aptly sug-

gests that rb eKTpo»|ia was one of the
insulting epithets flung at Paul by the
Judaists in their eyes he was a wirklich
Missgeburt. He adopts the title "the
"
and gives it
abortion, as they call me

—

;

—

a deeper meaning. His low stature may
have suggested the taunt cf. 2 Cor. x.
An
10, and Acta Pauli et Theclae, 3.
abortion is a living, genuine offspring.
:

Ver. 9. 6 IXdxto-Tos corresponds to
irdvTuv (8); "the least" pro" last "
iii.
perly comes
8,
cf. Eph.
which enhances this expression also 1
JforxeiTov

:

— Ss ovk
who am not
of apostle". — Uavos
Tim.

i.

15.

k.t.X.,

;

clp.1

"

fit

Uavos KaXcurSai
to bear the

name

reaching tip to,
hinreichcnd), as distinguished from a£iov
(worthy : xvi. 4), denotes adequacy, competence for office or work (cf. 2 Cor. iii.
" where
5) the words are interchangeable
the capacity to act consists in a certain
moral condition of mind and heart"
(Ed. cf. Matt. iii. 11, and John i. 27).
Sioti (propterea quod, Bz.) IStwga k.t.X.,
" because I
persecuted the Church of
God" a remorse which never left the
Ap. (cf. Gal. i. 13, 1 Tim. i. 13 ff., Acts
xxvi. 9 ff.) ; the prominence of this fact
in Luke's narrative is a sign of Paul's
hand. The Church of Jerus., whatever
opposition to himself might proceed from
it, was always to Paul "the church of
(lit.

;

—

:

—

God"

on this phrase,
For KaXcop.ai, in this
sense, cf. Rom. ix. 25 f., Heb. ii. 11.
This ver. explains how P. is "the abor"
tion
among the App. in respect of his
dwarfshness, and the unripeness of his
i.

(Gal.

see note to

i.

13, 22):

2.

;

birth into Apostleship.

Ver. xo. " God's grace," which makes
Paul what he is (see ix. 1 f. the double

clul

is

firmly assertive

am ").

— "I

:

am what

I

s the favour, utterly und eserved, that "summoned Saul of Tarsus

verily

i
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e

r

|*
See

t

Mt.

U

M

'

l\L0i.
*

j

T

xvii.

€IT€

El 8c

2.

iyU)

,n

P €IT€

OUTtt

^K€ll>Ol,

'

Xpiords

nycs

irus Xc'vouai
'

9, xiv. 2,

1

GUI'

*

KOI

KTjpucr<70p,€K

^TrtoT€U(raT€.

uto»S

above).

P

II.

•

j

in. 5
(ver. 2

xv.

2

KYjpucraeTai

£y uiuv
r

2

on

w

*

on

Ik

tu

*

ycKpwv
^Y^yepTai,
w
ouk corii';
dydoracris
yeKpwv
r

etc. (on-o
t. ve»cp.)
i.

31

;

;

Mk.

Heb.

1

2

Lk. ix. 7 ; Jo. ii. 22, xii. 1, 9, 17, xxi. 14 ; Acts iii. 15, iv. 10, xiii. 30 ; 1 Pet.
;
v Rom. vi. 2 ; Gal. ii.
8 exx. in Rom.; 7 in P. elsewhere.
u See ver. 4.
i. 4 ; in Acts five times ; Heb. vi. 2 ;
1 Pet. i. 3 ; Mt. xxii. 31 ; Lk. xx. 35.

vi. 14

xi.

19

;

w Rom.

14, iv. 9.

Om.

^*BD

r\

#

G,

latt.

cvvjjhvtiv€s:

vg.

So

crit.

W.H. marg.

edd., exc.

we

from the foremost rank of the persecutors
to the foremost rank amongst the servants
of the Lord Jesus cf. 1 Tim. i. 14, Eph.

so

The grace of
13 ff.
Apostleship implies the antecedent grace
of forgiveness and adoption. ical r\ x**P l s
avTov
eU ep.^ K ' T '*«» "and His grace
that was extended (or went out) unto me,
"
has not proved vain
cf. the emphatic
the repeated art.
iii.
of
8;
Eph.
Ipol
marks me as the signal object of this
grace for x<*P l ? c ^«» cf- 1 Peter i. 10.
means not void of result
Kcv-rj (cf. 14)
(that is parata, 17), but void of reality :

sumed, cf.
emphatic:

:

iii.

ii.

8,

Gal.

7,

i.

—

-f)

:

—

;

Paul's Apostleship was no titular office,
no mere benevolence towards an unworthy man the favour brought with it
a labour quite as extraordinary "nay,
but (aXX') more abundantly than they

—

;

all

did

I

labour ".

— icoiriao

connotes ex-

painful or exhausting toil; see
note on kottos, iii. 8. So that, if last
and least at the outset, and conspicuously
unfit for Apostleship, in execution P. took
the premier place see 2 Cor. x. 13-18,
ertion,

:

xi.

23,

xii.

11

ff.,

Rom.

xv. 15-21.

— avrwv

irovTwv, presumably, more than all the
together: by his single labours P.
had extended the kingdom of Christ
over a region wider than all the Twelve
had traversed up to this date. From the
depth of Paul's self-abasement a new

rest

—

pride is ready to spring, which is corrected instantly by the words, ovk kyi>
Zj^tMsL^h yaptg totj 6cov tritv IpoL:
" not
J, however, but the grace of God
"
this really wrought
(working) with me
the work I was its instrument. See iii.
7 ff., xii. 6, Phil. ii. 12 f., Eph. iii. 20,
Col, i 2Q; and for the turn of expres -

—

;

.

11.
'Gal.'"**"

—sion,
"Ver.

20.

breaks off the comparison between himself and the other App., into
which Paul was being drawn, to sum up
the statement of fact and evidence con" Whether
cerning Christ's resurrection
then it were I (8 f.) or they (Kephas, the
1 1

:

Twelve, the

first

disciples,

Cf. note

1 (p.

921).

fc$ABP, 17.

James:

5

ff.),

proclaim

(3 f.),

and

so

you believed

For

eiTC, citc, giving alternatives
indifferent from the point of view as(2) ".

iii.

22, x. 31, etc.

— ovtws

is

the essential matters of
w. 1-4 and the crucial point of the resurrection of Jesus, there is not the least
variation in the authoritative testimony
in

—

;

Peter, James, Paul
Jerusalem, Antioch,
Corinth are in perfect accord, preaching, believing, with one mind and one
mouth, that the crucified Jesus rose from
the dead. On KT)pv<r<r<>>, see note to i.
This closes the case on the ground
23.

—

—

—

of testimony.
If Christ is not Risen
§ 51.
Paul has intrenched his
12-19.

?

xv.

own

he advances to demolish that
position
of his opponents.
His negative demonstration, taking the form of a destructive hypothetical syllogism, has two
branches: he deduces (a), in w. 13-15,
from the (supposed) non-existence of the
;

fact of resurrection,

faith

(kcvtj

r\

irurris)

the falsity

accorded to

of the
it,

and

of the witnesses attesting it; (b), in w.
17-19, from the non-existence of the fact,
the unreality of the effects derived from it
(paTcua -q ir£<rn.s). Are the sceptics at
Cor. prepared to affirm that the App. are
liars ? and that the new life and hopes of
their fellow-Christians are an illusion ?
In arguing these two points, P. presses
on the impugners twice over (13, 16),
that their general denial logically and in
principle excludes Christ's resurrection.
Ver. 12. 8^ contrasts with the affirmation of all Christians (n) the contradictory dogma of rives Iv vp iv. For their
sake P. made the rehearsal of vv. 1 ff.
"But if Christ is preached, (to wit) that
He is raised from the dead" not "it is
preached that Christ, etc." the preaching of Christ is the preaching ofH is resurrection ; fyTj-yeppc'vos and lo-Tavpwpevos

—

:

(see i. 23 f., ii. 2) are. both of them, predicates inseparable from XpiorTos (cf.
Rom. iv. 24 f. f viii. 34, x. 9, 2 Cor. v. 15 ;
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1

8c*
&v&<rra<ns v€Kp5>v ouk cVtik, ou8c *Xp«rrd$
01 x Se ? Ter
x
v «- 58
14. el 8c "Xpiords ouk "^YTJycpTai,
Kevbv apa 2 to r
Ki^puy(ia ^fiur,
x
8
koI r\ maris uu.wi/ 4 K€i^) 8c
15. "eupioxfyeOa 8c Kal *\|/eu8o- •; OoLU

"^Y*^

'

;

U.d>TUp€S TOO
d

eCOU,

b

OTl

bC

CjiapTUD^OaflCt'

TJYcipc t6k XpioroV, tv ouk

d

5

r\y€ip€y eiirep

TOO

KttTd
d

apa

e€OU OTl
d

veKpol ouk

?o; Act""

c*v€i-y

Se'e'f.ai.

z See iv. a.
a Mt. xxvi.

1
N* E » with several minn., om. ci . . . co-riv, the copyist's eye skipping from ver.
126 to ver. 13a. Several such omissions occur, in
important ancient copies in the
duplicated clauses of this context.
'

ift

?V

/j.

(bracket)

a

(?):

i and
Tr.

;

3

Om. 8c

4

W* v

(?)

'

SOme 25 minn
See

6

ciirep
.

.

:

BD *>

17. 67**, sah. basm., Cyr.-Hier., Epiph.,

all

So W.H.

for iuo-tis

.

"how

"

—a

(is

it

that)

amongst you

crying

'AvaoTao-is
is

vcKp&v

ovk

no (such thing as
''

dead (men)

!

(cf.

a)

the

modern dogma, "Miracles never hap-

— a sweeping denial of anything of

The doctrine of the Sadducees
(Acts xxiii. 8) cf, for the Greeks, out of
countless pads., .dBschylus, Eumcn., 639,
airaf Oavdvros ovtis itrr* avacrTaorts.
The deniers are "some" (not many),
quidam, quos nominate nolo (Mr. cf. 2
Cor. x. 2, etc., Gal. i. 7): "were they
the
few wise men
of i. 26 ? " (Ed.).
Their maxim belonged to the current
"
" wisdom of this
iii.
age
19 f.).
(i. 20,
ir»s, of surprised expostulation, as in
Gal. ii. 14 for the emphasis on iv vutv,
cf. John xiv. 9, irws <rv \eyei* ;
Ver. 13 opposes (81) the thesis of the
Ttves by a syllogism in the modus tollens
the kind.

;

—

:

'

'

—

;

— "sublato

genere, tollitur et species"
bodily resurrection is per se impossible, then there is no risen Christ (so
Bg., Mr., Al., Bt., Ed., El., etc.); the
abstract universal negative of the deniers
Hn.
ver. 16 will restate in the concrete.
:

few, but

relegate to

marg.

vuwv.

contradiction,
preached as risen and is
the readers, and yet some

&rrtv, "There
resurrection of

(Gr.)

W.H.

.

say ?
that Christ is
so believed by
of them say,

"),

txt.,

5

some

pen

Ruf.— witnesses

and R.V. marg.

eyeipovTcu omd. by D, 43, sah. basm. syrsch. some latt. codd.
cycipovTai omd. by P, 123, and two chief codd. of vg. See note 1 above.
.

—

so,

txt.

other witnesses, R.V. retains in

Acts xvii. 18, 1 Peter iii. 18, 21, etc.).
For the pf. cyqYcpTai, see ver. 4. If this
is

So Tisch " Lachm.,and Nestle

*

ver. 18.

pre-Syrian uncc. and verss.

vuwv, as in
Ver. 11 speaks
.

'

and forming a strong group.

varied,

fi

GKP

A7^
W.H. marg.
8r

if

and Gd. (somewhat similarly Cm., Cv.)
hold, on the other hand, that P. is making out the essential connexion between

and that of the Christian
which case he should have
written 1\ ava<rra<ris twv vcicpwv; he
speaks of "the dead in Christ" first in
ver. 18.
Hn. and Gd.
justly observe
that the tiv?s might have allowed Christ's
resurrection as an exception; but the
point of Paul's argument is that this is
Christ's rising

dead

—

in

logically impossible, that the absolute
philosophical denial of bodily resurrection precludes the raising up of Jesus
Christ on the other hand, if He is risen,
the axiom 'Avacrroo-is ovk fcrriv is disproved, the spell of death is broken, and
Christ's rising carries with it that of
those who are " in Christ" (18, 20-23, 1
;

Thess. iv. 14 cf. John xi. 25, Heb. ii. 15).
Vv. 14, 15. The implicit affirmative
conclusion just intimated P. will develop
afterwards.
He has first to push the
;

opposing axiom to further consequences

.

(1) if the fact is untrue, the testimony is
untrue " But if Christ is not raised, vain
therefore is our proclamation, vain also
your faith ". kcvos (see note on ov icevi],
10; and cf. K€v6o), i. 17, etc.) signifies
a holvoid, unsubstantial (inanis, Vg.)
low witness, a hollow belief, while ud'tolos (17; see pads.) is "vain" as

—

—

—

ineffectual, frustrate.

note on

21
on
see ii. 4

i.

;

\<$yos (2),
his colleagues (11).

:

If_" the—message is
thing that is not,

its

For Ki^pvypa, see
distinction from

T|p.u>v

includes P.

and

—

For apa, see v. 10.
empty," decla ring a

"the

faith

iaTalSo"
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V

P oyTai
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24, ix. 34.

T

h

Tcu

^ aT ^

iV

6 C/
1

eiircp
ci
3

.

'

x 6- «i

e[

jy,

'^

x

d

yap

k€Kpol ouk

d

T °" S

f

4f*opTtoiS

1 8.

Ufioii'*

apa xal ot

"

u

1
^yeipoKTai, ou&€

$^ "Xpioros ouk "£yilY € P Tai > "p-aTaia

Xpioros

f\

maris

lyqytp2

up.wy,

en 3

fb

h

€K

KoifUjO^rrcs

.
.
some latt. cod.
cycipovTai omd. by D, 43, sah. basm. syr»ch.
€Y€tpovT<u omd. by P, 123, and two chief codd. of vg. See note 3 above.

.

.

.

*

.

xv.

;

Ins. ccttiv (?)
14.

Lachm. and W.H.

BD*.

:

bracket.

If original, easily

in

dropped

view of ver.
3

ti

xai

en

:

N*A,

31,

sah.

basm.

syr«ch.

;

V g., adhuc enim.

oti cti, 37, 43, Tert.

en, d e (quid adhuc).

empty," building on the thing that is
not preaching and faith have no genuine
content the Gospel is evacuated of all
For the character of P. and his
reality.
fellow-witnesses this conclusion has a
serious aspect: "We are found more;

—
;

—

over (to be) false witnesses of God"
men who have given lying testimony,
and that about God, " the worst sort of
"
tov 6eov is objective
(Gd.)
impostors
next clause shows; it is
gen., as the "
M
always God to whom P. imputes the
raising of Christ, who by this act gave
1

His verdict concerning Jesus (Rom. i. 4,
i.
1, Eph. i. 20; Acts ii. 36, xiii.
Se Kal calls emphatic
30-39, xvii. 31).
attention to another and contrasted side
Gal.

—

—

—

bound

to raise from the dead.
etwep
videlicet (Bz.), supposing to be
sure ; see viii. 5 ; and v. 10, for apa.
Ver. 16 restates the position of the
rives (13 ; see note), in order to press it
to another, even more intolerable conclusion
(1) w. 14, 15 proved the witness
untrue, if the fact is unreal ; (2) w. 17,
18 conclude the effects unreal, if the fact
is unreal.
Vv. 17, 18 unfold this latter consequence in a form pari, to the former el
8e . . . apa (14). For uaTaia (syn. with
5*

apa,

:

:

ap-yi],

Tit.

James

iii.

9),

ii.

20;

with avwcfjcXcis,

see note on

kcvov (14)

;

a

"frustrate," "null and void,"
which does not save from sin; now
"Christ died for our sins" (3), but His
resurrection makes His death valid, publishing it to men as accepted by God
faith

is

of the matter in hand. c-upurKoueda approaches the sense of IXcyxoi**^* or
"discovered"
aXio-KopcOa (see pads.)
in a false and guilty position.
Nothing and availing for redemption (Rom. iv.
can be stronger evidence than this pas- 25, viii. 33 f., x. 9; Luke xxiv. 46 f. ;
yviaor&v
sage to the objective reality, in Paul's Acts xiii. 32-38—observe the
" God
experience, of the risen form of Jesus. ovv «rrw) "it is hereby that
gives^
both
on
his
over
sin
and
of
the victory
death (57).
The suspicion
hallucination,
hrist's
resurrection
is
that
of
the
C
the
or
other
seal
of
our
own part
witnesses, (In
was foreign to his mind; the matter jHstification, and the spring of ouj sanctistood on the plain footing of testimony, fidfaTibn (Rom. vi. 4-11); both are wantgiven by a large number of intelligent, ing, if e is still in the grave. The absence
sober, and responsible witnesses to a 01 both^is-itfipTredjn^ being "yet in your
"
sins
sensible, concrete, circumstantial fact:
unforgiven, unrenewed. Now this
" Either He rose from the
grave, or we is contrary to experience/\i. 30, vi. 11);
"
the dilemma admits the Cor. readers know themselves to be
lied in affirming it
saved men, as Paul and the App. know
of no escape. on epapTvp^oraucv k.t.X.
" in that we testified
against God that themselves to be honest men (15). P.
He raised up the Christ whom He did leaves the inference, which observes the
strict method of the modus tollens, to the
not raise, if indeed then (as ' some
consciousness of his readers (cf. 20)
affirm) dead (men) are not raised up".
Deum
are true witnesses, you are readversus
Kara t. 0eov,
(Vg., Est.,
Mr., Hn., Gd., Ed., Sin.), as always in deemed believers; on both accounts it
such connexion in N.T. (see iv. 6 and is certain that Christ has risen, and
that there is a resurrection of
pads.), not de Deo (Er., Bz., Al., El., therefore
the falsehood (ex hyp.) would the dead". A further miserable conseA.V.)
have wronged God, as, *.g\,the ascription quence of the negative dogma emerges
of miracles to God traduces Him in the from the last apa teal ot Koiuv)06VTe9 . . .
" Then also those that were
eyes of Deists. TJvcipe tov Xpurrov, airuXovTo.
"
"the Messiah," whom "according to laid to sleep in Christ perished 1
"
the Scriptures
perished (ptp. and vb. both aor.) when
(3 f.
cf. Luke xxiv. 46,
Acts xvii. 3, xxvi. 22 f., etc.) God was we laid them to rest, and with the

—

—

;

H

—

,

—

—

:

—

'

:

"We

—

—

;

—

:

—

;

16

— 20.
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Xpic™
t
^ru^ x
»

1
'

20.

!

dTr«iXoKTO-

»

ey

8c

_
n

iv
..

jjuW,

xviii. j
c/ «A,ri£
Kings
* ww,
Cor.
5 >; »y.
«ts, 2
>n»^, «v»,
n»---•;•_
Raw 111.
iii
t». for
f.->, -,.„.
...J.I
n
Rev.
with
17; tor
compar.
«*•.»»•
::
... /i\.. i«_
«. 16, xvi. 5 ; a Th. ii.
I3 (?); Jas.
.

"perishing" which

befalls those

"yet

in their sins" (cf. i. 18, viii. 11, Rom. ii,
12, vi. 23, etc.; also John viii. 21, 24).
"
"
They were put to sleep in Christ (cf.
I Thess. iv. 14), as the sense of His
presence and the promises of His gospel
turned their death into sleep (John xi.

11, etc.).

The
when

fj.aTai6fr|s of

(56),

into

falling

They thought "the
drawn

being lulled
!

death"

of

sting

and lay down

ruin

utter

to rest un-

For the unWr., p. 699.
Ver. 19 expresses the infinite bitterness
of such a deception. In the right order
of words (see txtl. note), povov is attached
troubled : cruelly deceived 1
classical position of apa, see

to riX-iriKOTcs

(cf.

Luke

xxiv. 21)

"

:

If in

we have

only had hope in
Christ" no present deliverance from
sin, no future inheritance in heaven
" we are more than all men to be
pitied ".
this

life

—

—

jFoiTa hop e without legitimate basis or
ultimate fruition, Christians have sacrificed all material good
(cf. 30 ff., iv.
!

ff.

Heb.

;

x.

32-46,

Luke

xviii.

22,

iv^kv = T)Xir£icap.cv (1
10), with stress laid on the
actual condition of those who have
Iv Xpio-ry
formed this futile hope.
points to Christ as the ground of Christian
-rjXirtKOTes

etc.).

Tim.

iv.

hope

(cf.

Phil.

ii.

19).

iv t-q Jwfj Tavrrj
that the Christian
"

brings to mind all
forfeits here and now
losing "this life
for the vain promise of another, letting
earth go in grasping at a fancied heaven
no wonder the world pities us ! Ed. ad
loc. answers well the censure passed on
the Ap., as though he made the worth
of goodness depend on its future reward
" we are more worth(1) P. does not say
" a
"
less
good man may be very pitiable," and all the more because of his
worth; (2) on Paul's hypothesis (17),
moral character is undermined, while
future happiness is destroyed, by denial
of the Resurrection.

—

—

;

:

—

§ 52.

The

Firstfruit of the Re-

surrection and the Harvest,
28.

r *» c " rr
^y thft
?ctiflp
and truthful testimo ny to the
an d by the expe rimental
(s-i«j).

Chris t's
^faCI

xv. 20-

Paul has proved the actuality of

"aBtffntanl

personal

i.
1,

..

.

ev Xpio-T<p tjXtikotii co-fity

to sleep

Tad™

£ w fj

l

m

4Xmito>cs

>

'

See

* Phil.
k
P

i.

m

i.

30;

i
i?etiill

10.
iu,
z V^
a
Cor. i. 10 ; 1 Tim^iv'.
Pf.,
ri.,
""' ". 10
U|
•••
__
_ „*
see xiii. 13.
o See w. a. and 1;
.0.
18; Rev. xiv. 4; Exod. xxiii. 19, etc.

u

Travrwi/.
irai>Tiui/,
2

vi5i -

11.

.

tw

1 Eph.
ia)
«-— L ia »; t
4
.
IT!; jo.
lo. V. AK.
r. 5, vi. 17
-»•
y. 45.
...
"
E om. viii
111. 23,

II

k

Tfj

eXeciyoTcpoi ttoVtwv dK0pwTrwi> iapiv.
p
"Xptcrros
"XptoTos °eyi(]Y€pTai
°€YiiY€pTai 'ck vckowk,
dTraoY*
veicpwv,
dirapx^ twi>

p XVI. 15
J

.

Xpiorw

Nuvl

€l

19.

- 1x

..

925

(in this order)

:

all

pre- Syrian uncc.

reality of its effects (17).

In ver. 20a he
thereiore a.rrlrmsrit unconditionall
hav
y,
over
thrown t he contrary assertio n
mg
that "there is ftO resurrr"^ fff tn>
dead.
But Christ never stands alone
"
"He-forms " a
with "
'

,

many memamong

body

He

bers"

(xii.

many

brothers" (Rom.

"firstborn

is

12);
viii. 29, Col. i.
xv. 5, etc.).
His rising shows
that bodily resurrection is p o ssible nay
it is inevitable for those who are in Him
18,

John

;

(18,

20ft,

23).

In truth,

.

the un iversal

redemption of Christ's people from the
rave

is

indispensable lor

t

realisatio n

r^urpan rlRsfiny and to r the assured
iumph of God's kingdom (24-20^. The

ot
tr

Ap. thus advances from The experimental
(§ 51) to the theological proof of his
theorem, much as in Rom. v. 1-11, 12-21.
Ver. 20.
Nvvi 8^ (cf. xii. 18) marks
the logical point P. has reached by the

ad impossibile of the negative
Christ
proposition attacked in ver. 12.
has been raised; therefore there is a
"
resurrection of the dead (12-18)
now "
the ground is cleared and the foundation
laid for the declaration that the Christian
dead shall rise in Him " Christ has
been raised from the dead, a firstfruit
"
He
of them that have fallen asleep
h as risen in this character and pur pose
'""not to remain alop
reductio

:

—

;

,

"

—an-apx*)^in

t«Tv KCKoip,T)p,tvwy

glory

(G d.).

(pi. 01

abiding state:

Matt, xxvii. 52)

gS^BggOf

=

cf.

John

xi.

11

f.,

apx^]> irpwTOTOicos Ik
t«Tv
tcTv vcicpwv
Rev.
i.
i.
Cm. and Bg. are
18,
(Col.
5).
in
here
an allusion
surely right
seeing
to the first harvest-sheaf (airapxriv tov
dcpurpov vfiwv, Lev. xxiii. 10: cf. in

vcKp&v and irpuroToicos

—

connexion Matt.
v. 28 f. and Rev.

39 ff. with
14 ff.) of the
Passover, which was presented in the
Sanctuary on the 16th Nisan, probably
the day of the resurrection of Jesus this
allusion is in the Easter strain of v. 6 ff.
The first ripe sheaf is an
(see notes).
earne st and sample 01 tne narvest, consecrated tu God and laid up Wjth ITTm
Kom. v i. 10 I) in anticipation of the
\cj.
The Kesurrection has begun.
rest.
Vv. 2Tr**-explain the identification of
this

John

xiii.

xiv.

;
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q See vu.
r

See

«

**•
t xi.

1

Gal.

39

v

;

'

gt

'ASdu.
r

.

dkdpuirou

r

21.

dyaaraais

*

'

V€<p(ov

diroOnqo-Kouaii',
'
'

*

ootw

'

-y

^

•

23. licaoTos oc tV

^(uoTroiT)0i](TOKTai

Si* d^OpoSirou 6

y&p

eireiOY]

*

ttoVtcss

r

exx.

5

*

Ka |

12, xvi.

;

1

KtK0tp,i]p.4vb)y cy&'CTO.

11.

i.

xv.

'

2 2.

^

Kal

"

2

OdVaTOS,

yap "ef tw
tw Xpiorw iraVres

Sto-nep

iv

/
tu ISiw w rayptaTi

•

p

dirapx^

iv.

Jas.

Rom.

26

ii.

u

Jo. v. 21, 26.

;

11

iv. 17, viii.

;

Jo. v. ai

;

vii.

14

4 Ki. v. 7.

;

a Cor. v. 19 ; Gal. ii. 17 ; Eph. i. 4, iii. 11 ; Acts iv. a.
N.T. hd. ; 1 Ki. iv. 10 a Ki. xxiii. 13. See •$#,

w

;

xiv 40.

Om. cycvcro
the

Christ

risen

with

those

sleeping

which was assumed by the
word dirapx^' ti rests on the fact that
in

death,

Christ

the

is

mediumof

of

antitype

to the race as

life

Adam,

the

A ^ am

was

w.

This pari, is resumed in
wfifere it is applied to the nature

of death.
'46

ff.,

grounded in Chris t

12-21

the antithesis of

Adam

is

21

i.

f.

;

the

man

fication, eicao-Tos Z\ iv tu I8ta> ray pan,
" But each in his
k.t.X.
proper rank

kind (Rom.
12), through
channel the counter current must flow
15,

etc.).
;

between Christ and the holy dead

goes deeper

same

v.

to exist for the solid-

is

arity

Christ is the apx^* the
root of- resurrec t io n -life

to his

the

v.

(Rom.

now shown

basis

(ol K€tcoip,T]p.cvoi) affirmed in ver. 20.
Ver. 23. But dirapxT) implies difference in agreement, distinction in order
along with unity in nature and determining principle. Hence the added quali-

:

was the channel conveying death

than airapx^
principle ^and

xi.

—

;

first fact

necessitated and shaped the second

vi. 53,

;

—

(Cv.), see

quidem

John

(cf.
"'^"^
the

grave (15 f., 35) wider in intension, as it
imports not the mere raising of the body,
but restoration to " life " in the full sense
of the term (Hf. cf. 45, Rom. vi. 8, viii.
Ii; John v. 21, vi. 63), an avdo-Taouv
A firm and broad
t<*r\s (John v. 29).

since through man (there is) death,
through man" also (there is) a resurrection
"
St' dvOpcSirov,
of the dead
through
"
a man (qua man)
through human
means or mediation. For eireiS*], quando:

— 10. r^» th

Zfajoiroiew is narrower in exovOpwiros.
tension than iyeipw (20), since the latter
applies to every one raised from the

life re-

spirit,

67."

—

—who representyifcsA, trespass,
— thusrighteousness,
extended over the
spectively
entire career of the race viewed as a
— " For
history of sin and redemption.
;

17,

one, no life
without the other (Aug., Bg., Hf., Ed.,
=
oi iroXXoC (Rom. v.
Hn., Bt.). iravTCt
18 f.), as set in contrast with 6 «l%
af)

These
two passages form the complement of
v.

^ABD*K,

John v. 28 f., Acts xxiv. 15) : as Bt.
says, the absence of avdpcoiroi tells against
such ref. to the race (contrast Rom. v. 12,
18), also the use of twoiroilw (see below).
The point is that as death in all cases is
M
\g.raurtdfd in 4 rf rr \ so life in all cases is

"universality of ihe resurrecti on.

Rom.

Om. •

to

of th e resu rrection body, as here to the

and Christ
death and

1

pre-Syrian witnesses.

all

—This

—

:

18).—" Through man' implies Christ (as) firstfruit; thereafter, at His
that Death is not as philosophy sup- coming, the (people) of Christ ". Td/ypa
posed, a law of finite being or a necessity signifies a military division (cf. xiv. 40).
of fate it is an event of history, a cala- There are two TdypaTa (cf. Matt. xiii.
mity brought by man upon himself and 8) of the resurrection host the Captain
+*"*
''kr mcMDM* -(& apxiY^?* Heb. ii. 10
rnrnfrlf* nf removal by
cf. iirapxTj
" For
above), in His solitary glory; and the
oKTircp yap iv t<# 'ASap. k.t.X.

(CoT

i.

;

;

—

;

:

Adam

just as in the

rest of the

die, so also in
made alive ". The
all

army now

sleeping, to rise

dvOpwirov opens
foregoing double
out into " the (representative) Adam
and Christ" the natural and spiritual,

His trumpet's sound (52, 1 Thess. iv.
It is incongruous to make a third
16).
i-dypa out of to tcXos (ver. 24) as Bg.
and Mr. would do, paraphrasing this as

earthly and heavenly counterparts (45 ff.),
the two types and founders of humanity,

viz., the resurrection

the Christ

all will

be

at

8i*

—

K&t ovtws (cf.
of the comparison do es not lie on rravrts, as though
"
"
flie ApTmeant to say that
all (men)
wil l rise in Christ as c ertainly as they
paralleled

Rom.

v.

in

by oxnrcp

12

ff.).

Adam

.

•

—

•

— The stress

(so,

with variations, Or.,

Cm., Cv., Mr., Gd., Sm.

f

El., referring

—

.

" the last act
(of the resurrection),"
of non-Christians.
Their introduction is irrelevant: P. has
proved the resurrection of Christ, and is
now making out that the resurrection of
His sleeping ones is bound up with His
own. Christ and Christians are the
participants in the resurrection of life.
firciTa, opp. of wpwTOv (cf. 46) implied
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MXpcor^s,

ol

x

i»/\« T

1*
eiTa
d

x

cireiTa

t6

o

tc\os,

TraTpi, oTttf

The noun

*

Xpiorou
(xk

k
b

Ka T apY >i<n)

with this

r

l
«*

«V

y
ttj

«,

irapaSw
Ttaoav

8
«

t^
dpxV

927
x

Trapouaia auroG

'

d

tw

jSaviXci'ai'

•

24

x For gen.
constr.,

ecu>

"eeLw.

ical

*
f

Kal iraaa^

*ft Hi »*
v. 23 ; 1

ttouffiar koi

^

x Single, in temn.
T« I. ,«
, mi,
.I
15 ; Mk. iv. *-?*^
17,
a 1 Pet. iv. 7 ; Mt. xxiv. 6, 14. See
S
i. 8.
h Cf.
Abs., Acts xx 25 Lk. xii. 32, xix. 15 ; Rev. i. 6, v.
f. 10.
d 2 Cor.
Cor 1. 3, xi. 31 ; Rom. xv. 6 ; Gal. i. 4 ;
ii
Eph. i. 3, 111.
14 j Col. i. 3 ; 1 Pet. i. 3 ; Rev.
Kev. i. 6.
e See
1. a8.
f All three, Eph. i. w.
ap X and «fovo\, Eph.
Epi 111. 10, vi. 12 ; Col. i. 16, ii. io, 15 ; Tit. iii. 1.
a PX . and five, Rom. viii. 38. ef ova. and
5v*-., 1 Pet. iii. 22 ; Rev. xvii 1325

;

Mt.

freq.

Lk. vu
viii. 12
xi.
1. 27
Lk.
;
;

;

ref.

C/. xvi. 17.
xx. 27.

xiii. 5, xix. 27,

Jo.

i
iv.
6.

See

c

I

.

iv. 20.

;

.

1

tov

M

Xpiarov:

all Gr.
SS.
The early printed texts omd. tov by error.
ins. eXiricravTes (01 ev
«q) irapovcno, avrov eXirio-avTcs): G, with several latt. codd.
Mil., Ambrst.,— also qui in adventu ejus crediderunt ; instances of Western license.
2

3

Tr.

irapc8i8 ¥
txt.,

(?),

Nestle, R.V.

^ADP,

67**.

See Wr.,

p.

Or irapaSiSoi
360;

in Airapx-r), is defined by iv
tjj irapovo~(f .
Some attach the latter phrase to oi tov

Bm,

BG.

(?),

;

so

Lachm.

txt.

and

p. 46.

etc."

patum,

—The

title

t$

6ey

ical

" to Him who is God and
Father,"
.Xpicrrovj referring it to the firs t advent ' contains the reason for this irapdSoo*is
^butjChrist's irap oyytq In theN.T. always" Christ's one aim was to glorify the
"sT
Inhere is
Father (Luke 11. 49, jonn iv. 34, vir~38,
^mfies His future coming
nothing to exclude O.T. saints (see x. 4 ; xvii. 4, etc.) this end was reached proxiHeb. xi. 26, 40, John i. n), nor even the ma tely at the cross (John xix. 30), and
righteous heathen (Acts x. 35, Matt. xxv. will be so ultim a tely when our Lord,"
" subdueaHill
32, 34, John x. 16), from the Td/ypa of having
things to Himself^
" those who are Christ's
".
(Phil. 111. 21), is able to present to the"
" Then
Ver. 24.
c!t» to tcXo«
Father
a realm dominated by His will
(is)
"
the end
sc, at His coming". Christ's an d filled with His obedient sons fa/7
advent, attended with the resurrection Matt. vi. 9 f.). This is no ceasing of
of His redeemed to eternal life, con- Christ's rule , but the inauguration of
cludes the world's history
then " the Go d's eternal kingdom -rrapaSiSy does
harvest" which is "the end of the not connote the losing of anything (see
"
world (Matt. xiii. 39 f., 49 cf. Rev. xiv. John xvii. 10) it is just the rendering to
"
" the end of all
another of what is designed for Him [cf.
15 f.),
(1 Pet. iv.
things
7), the denoument of the drama of sin
3, v. 5, Rom. viii. 32, Luke iv. 6, x. 22,
"
"
and redemption in which
"The end " does no t mean th e
the Adam
etc.).
"
"
and the Christ have played out their termination of Christ's sovereignty, whicK
respective parts, the limit of the human in its largest sense began before the
horizon. As ftrciTa was defined by 4V world (John i. 1-3, xvii. 5) and is its
tq iropovo-ia, so cIto, by the two oVav goal (Col. i. 16) but the termination of
clauses " when He yields up the king- the reifrn of sin c* d. d'f*h (Rom. v. 21
dom to His God and Father, when He cf. John vi. 37 ff.). At the avvTc'Xeio
has abolished every rule and every autho- " the throne of God and of the Lamb,"
The two vbs. denote "the kingdom of Christ and of God,"
rity and power ".
fills the N.T. horizon (Eph. v. 5, Rev.
distinct, but connected and complementary acts.
irapaSiSw (the reading irapa- xi. 15, xxii. 3). &pxV> Hova-lav k.t.X.,
81801 is sbj., not opt.
Bm., p. 46) is pr. should not be limited (with Ff. generally,
Est., Ed., Gd., El.,Sm. Everling, Paulin.
sbj., signifying a proceeding, contingent
in its date and manner of occurrence,
Angelol. u.s.w., p. 44, in view of Eph. i.
but concurrent with cIto., which again
21, vi. 12, Col. ii. 15, etc.) to angelic
rests upon iv t. irapovo-Co.. The aor. sbj. powers, or demons; nor (as by Cv., Gr. :
cf. ii. 6) to earthly rulers : irdaav . . .
KaTapyirjo-r) (Lat. futurum exactum) sig•n-ao-av
nalises an event lying behind the irapa(see iravras tov« i\Bpov%, 25 ;
818$ and by its nature antecedent thereto, irdvTO vir£ra£fv, 27 also Rom. viii. 37iraTpi,

:

:

.

;

:

"—

:

;

;

;

—

;

:

;

—

:

;

.

— "when

.

.

;

He

have done away, 39) embraces all forces oppugnant to
etc.
;
every opposing force has been God (Bg., Cr., Hn., Hf., Bt.),on earth or
whether they exercise princely
destroyed, then Christ "lays at the Fathe r's above it,
Cum lY&d&t (nut 'sway (4pxV) or moral authority (l£ov"fee t His kingd onT
Death
traaidertt: so Vg., fading irapaS^) reg- oriav) or active power (8wap.1v).
num, etc., cum evacuerit omnem princi- is a poo-iXcvs amongst these (Rom. v.
"

shall
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3,f

^V**'

Ef«ll\

26'

k Ps! dx.

lieb^i
x. 13

;

"

auroG

xxu. 44.
Ps. viii. 6.
In like connexion, Eph.

Om. a v

2

Insert

3

N*>

4

avTov AG,

om

ver. 25.

Om. on

22

;

3

uiro tous iroSas ciutoG

oray 8c

Phil.

iii.

pre-Syrian codd.

all

x 7>

avTov of

i.

"

•

"

;

;

f.),

Heb.

Cf.

d

e, vg.,

and several

i.

28.

enemies underneath His

feet

.

Not

till

every enemy of God is vanquished can
Christ's existing kingdom reach its end.
P is thinking of the culmination, not t he
•Cassation, of Christ's kingship (see n ote
on irapadio ^, 24). irdvTas Is addeoTtothe text of the Psalmist, as if to say:
"
Every one of the foes proscribed in the
Messiah's charter must submit, before
.

—

1

He can present to His Father a perfect
"
see parls., for other applica;
tions of this cardinal O.T. dictum.
On
8ci, see note to viii. 2.
dxpts ov radi"
"
until, (the
cally
up to," rather than
kingdom

—

—
—

—

time at) which
in later Gr. takes sbj.
of future contingency dispensing with av
(Wr., p. 371) .The words of Ps. ex. are

—

adapted 0-q gets its subject from
avrov, viz. Christ not God, as imported

—

Est., Bz., Bg., Hf., Gd., to suit the
Ps.; it is pari, in tense-construction to

by

KOTapY«io~rj (24, see note).
Ver. 26. €o*xaTos lx®P°« KaTap-yeiTat
"
6 Odvai-os
(As) last enemy death is
" in other
" is abolabolished
words,

—

:

ished

last

«rxa,Tos
predicate
pr. tense,

is
;

among
the

;

k
6fj

eaxaTOs cx0p6s

"

irdi'Ta"

uireTa^cj' utto tous
yap
M irdrra uiroWTaicTai " m 8ti
(
v

4

'

'

1

Pet.

iii.

these

enemies".

Lachm.

Ff.

:

:

8

4^

o5

%%

m

see xiv. 32.

;

Gal.

iii.

W
11.

xi. 26.

Ver. 25 sustains the representation of
the WX09 just given by prophetic words
of Scripture (cf. 3 f.)
";For He must
needs reign, until He has put all the

freely

ii.

26.

•

3

17, sah. cop. syr«ch #

KaTap-ye'w, see note to

"

on

€iirr)
»•

and behind death Satan (Heb. ii.
"
" the
and " god of this
prince
"
world (2 Cor. iv. 4, John xiv. 30). On
14)

14

l

27.

'

d X ptS

€<rxaTos • • • iroSos avrov (26, 27a), by skipping from the iroSas
See notes on w. 13-16.

B

(?)

ai

"JWXeuW

«fiT&K

KaTa PY € ^ Tai ° Odvaros.

'

i

Mt. inS&as

1

2

€'x0poos

!

35

'

k

Tas T0 " s

Tr<^ l'

'*" y«P

2 5-

xv.

—

of the

emphatic part
and ica/rap-v. (see i. 28) is in
of what is true now in God's

determination, in the fixed succession of

Death personifie d,
things (cf. iii. 13).
If
as in ver. 55, Isa. xxv. 8, Rev. xx. 14.
all enemies must be subdued, and death
"
the end (24) can not
"is last to fall, then
JbejintiJL Christ has delivered His own
om its power and thus broken Death's

brackets

W.H.

;

om.

in

marg.

Tacris ovtc «ttiv of Cor. philosophy
the
" There is no resurTivcs of ver. 12 say,
"
"
P. replies,
rection
There is to be no
;
death ". The dogma of unbelief has been
in
confuted
fact by Christ's bodily resurrection (13 ff.) in experience, by the saving
effect thereof in Christians (17)
and now
finally in principle, by its contrariety to
the purpose and scope of rede mption
;

;

;

Which

(21-20),
111

fin ds its

goal in th?~7^th_

Hofmann makes to

of Death.

adverbial
1 Peter iii.

verT 24

to

tc'Xos

26 (" at

ver.

8), with the orav
cf.
clauses as its definitions and the yap
clause parenthetical: "then finally, when
etc., when etc. (for etc.), as last enemy
His construction
death is abolished ".
is too artificial to be sustained
but he
sees rightly that this ver. is the climax
of the Apostle's argument.
Vv. 27, 28 are a supplement to w.
20-26.
They reaffirm, in new words of
Scripture, the unlimited dominion assigned to Christ (25-27(1), in order to reassert more impressively the truth that
only through His absolute victory can the
kingdom of God be consummated (24a,

last,"

;

286). The opening Yap adduces, by way
of comment, a prophecy pari, to that
cited in ver. 25 and specifically applied
in ver. 26.
Psalm viii. promised to man
complete rule over his domain (cf. Heb.

ii. 5
as man Christ here stands forth
ff.)
the countertype of Adam (21 f.) who
;

winning for Himself
and His own the deliverance from death
(Heb. ii. 9, 14 f.) which seals His conquest and sets "all things under His
forfeited our estate,

feet ".

But

(Z\

.

.

.

B£)

this subjection

of all things to Christ is no infrin gement
of God's g/-.vgrf.;orn»y nnr fllipnatirm of
His rights; on the contrary ; it is the

Such
to their perfect realisation.
the purport of the two orav sentences,
sceptrev—-T his y^L_^hea^d--riose~wrth-a the second of which repeats in another
fill! stop.
KarapyciTai 6 Odvaros is the ~way, afteftEe interposed StjXov oti clause,
Christian counter-position to the 'Avd<r- what the first has announced, r6rt outos

means
is
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0W

1
toG 'oiroT^arros aurw to,
8£ ^iroTay^ n In thi«
^drra), 28.
*
auTw Ta ird^a, 1 totc ical 2 outos 6 oios
6iroTaYii<reToi t« 6ttot(£*
8
auTw
d
p
T
iam
warra, IVa •« 6 6cos tA •»ir6>Ta
e* itamv.
"li.%

A*wi

'

J

Cf. ri. 18,

o
1

otov

Col. Hi. 11

.

.

.

;

Herod., UL, 157, wavra

w toj B«0vA»rtoi*i Zmmvpnt (AL).

r,v

p See xiL

6.'

TravTa omd. by ^*, and a few others,
skipping from t. u-ovto of ver.

Om. «u BDG, 17, 67**, latt. vg. Lachm. and W.H. bracks ; Tr. omits.
» Om.
to ABD*, 17. So Lachm., Tr., W.H., Nestle Tisch. retains.

«

vlos furnishing their common apodosis
so HfM R.V. marg., after the Vg.
54)
and Lat. interpreters. The two vv. then
read as follows " For all things did He

put in subjection under His feet '. But
when He hath said, All things are
brought to subjection (manifestly, with
the exception of Him that put all things
in subjection to Him)
yea, when all
things have become subject to Him, then
shall (also) the Son Himself become sub-

be subjected] with the exception of Him,
etc" an affirmation of quite subsidiary
importance, on which the writer has no
need to dwell.
The non-inclusion of
God in the category of " things subjected" is rather a self-evident assumption made by the way, and
serving to
prepare for and throw into relief the real
apodosis, "then shall the Son Himself
also become subject, etc.," to which both
the 8tov clauses press forward.
The

ject to

advl. use of StjXov

(cf.

;

:

'

'

—

Him that made subject to Him all
things, to the end that God may be all
in all".
God is the tacit subject of
vwcValjcv, as supplied by the familiar Ps.
and brought out by the ptps. in w. 276,
286 but Christ is subject to ctiqj not
God speaking in Scr., or at the end of

—

—

;

the world (so Mr., Ed., El., etc.), nor ^
W., and others), nor propheta
Yp<"H (D.
"
" All
is the
things are subdued I
(Bg.).
joyful announcement by the Son that the
grand promise recorded in the 8th Psalm
" the
is fulfilled
vir£roj|€v of God affirms
the purpose, the viroTcroKToi. of Christ
;

attests its

accomplishment" (Hf., Hn.).
Thus 5tov eiirfl is simultaneous with
oTav KaTapyqo-Q (24) and otov 0|j Wo t.
Christ proclaims the victory
irdSas (25)
at last achieved; He reports that, with
the abolition of death, His commission is
ended and the travail of His soul satis:

For anticipatory sayings of His,
giving an earnest of this crowning word,
see Matt. xi. 27, xxviii. 18, John iii. 35.
Stov viroTayjj k.t.X. (28) reassumes objectively, as matter of fact, what was
fied.

—

given subjectively in 5tov €iirg k.t.\. as
the verdict of Christ upon His own
finished work.
Those who read ot)\or
5-ri K.T.X. as a principal sentence, the
apodosis to the first 6rov clause (A.V.,
Mr., El., etc.), borrow from the protasis

tovto woTeroicToi

—more

strictly (nro-

—

5ti (perhaps better
signifying
(sine dubio, Vg.), is
familiar in Attic Gr.
no other certain
instance occurs in the N.T. The remark
that He who gave dominion is not Himself under it, reserves behind the Messianic reign the absolute supremacy of
God, to which Christ will conform at the
to iravro
plenitude of His kingship.

8^X«v6ti =
manifestly or to wit
written

8i)\o8ij),

;

—

to "the universe") gathers
{equivalent
into a totality the irdvTa otherwise
and diverse: cf. Col. i. 17, to
separate
iravro 4V avmji <rvv(o-ri)Kfv. vtroray^o-ctoi (mid. in force, like the 2nd aor.

—

Rom. x. 3, in consistency with
the initiative ascribed to Christ throughout) has often been explained away, to
avoid Arian or Sabellian inferences from
the text; it affirms no other subjection
of the Son than is involved in Sonship
This implies no in(see note on 24).
feriority of nature, no extrusion from
power, but the free submission of love
(ovto« 6 vUs, "the Son of His own
accord will subject Himself" not i n
'
addition to. "Put in distinction from the
iraVro) ^vrTrch" is the essence of the filial
s pjrit th at actuated Christ from first to
pass, in

—

,

last

(cf. John viii. 29, xii. 27, etc.).
Whatsoever glory He gains is devoted
to the glory and power of the Father

(John

xvii. 2, etc.),
(John xvii.

turn

who

glorifies Him
Phil. ii. 9 ff.).

Tcrd$€Tai or (by zeugma) «rTcu, after

in

the virtually

viroTaYijo-cTai speaks the closing word
of Christ's mission, as *l8ov fjicw tov

fut. «t*j) (cf.

286, 546) ; this,
halting sentence
[God] says, All things
have been made subject,' it is evident
[that this will be, or that all things will

however, makes
" But when He

VOL.

II.

a

:

'

iroirjo-oi

to

GAt^d

word (Heb.
whether Ivo

59

x.
-tf

7).

5

o-ov
—

It

;

was
is

o Gcos k.t.A.

its
opening
hard to say
is dependent
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See . 10.
Acts zxi.
13

;

4 475;
xi.

* "Eirel

2$.

Mk.

r

r

ti

iroi^aouaiK ol Pcnrri^ofxevot

*o\us *KCKpol ouk

Jf.
in

;

KCKpUK

LXX.Jer.

8

*

"n

*

*

tiirip

1

twk

KCKpwi',

*

*al 0airTi£o>Tai 6irep
w
w
iraaoi'
Kii'SuKcuofici'
*Spav;

eyeiporrcu

30. "ti "itol

xv

%cis

iv. 30,

31

;

s See v. 1.
Hot. ix. $.
t See ver. 15.
a Here and Rom. viii. 14 (?) only.
Lk. 7iii. 33 (abs. aa here) Isa. xxviii. 13; Jonah i. 4 -rot, s Cor. xi. «6.
«6 Lev. xvi. a. Cf. Rom. viii. 36.

40

;

;

2',
x. xviii. as,

1

v Actt xix.
N.T. k.l. ;

w

;

;

Al., W.H., El., Nestle, and others, place the interrog. sign after
attaching ci oXwt k.t.X. to the following sentence. Tr. puts it as far
back as Pairntopcvoi. See note below.
aVTMV, all uncc. but DcL.

Lachm., Tisch.,

vcxpuv,

vwoTavyijo-fTcu (so most commentt.) or on t. viroTaJavn (so Hf., and
some others). This solemn conclusion
most fitly attaches to the princ. vb. ; it
expresses the loyal purpose of the Son in

on 6 vlos

His self-subjection, whose
exhibits the unity of the Godhead (cf.
John x. 30-36, xvii. 23), and constitutes
itself the focus and uniting bond of a
submission

universe in which God's will

is

every-

where regnant and His being everywhere
immanent. iraonv neuter, like irarra.
The Effect of Unbelief in
§ 53.
To
the Resurrection, xv. 29-34.
clinch the argument for the truth and the

—

necessity of the

Christian resurrection

and to bring it home to the readers, the
Ap. points out how futile Christian deTtrtroTTmust be.such as is witnessedKn
"
"""those baptised for the dead and in his
own daily hazards, if death ends alT
(2Q-31)
present enjoyment would the n
appear tne highest good (32). The ettect
;

Kal 4JMIS KivSvvcvopev ;) P.
with the action of
himself
tlf a
those baptised for
forti
the dead," indicating

ver

30

(t(

associates
4

that they and he are engaged on the
same behalf (for Kal T)peis associating

"we"

with persons aforementioned,

2 Cor.

iv. 13,

etc.).

This

cf.

Gal. ii. 16, iv. 3, Eph. ii. 3,
last consideration excludes

the interpretation, at present widely
adopted (Ambrst., Anselm, Grot., Mr M
Holsten, Al., Hn., Bt., El., Sm.), that P.
alludes to a practice then (it is con-

vogue at Cor., which examongst the heretical
Cerinthians and Marcionites (see Cm.
ad loc. in Cramer's Catena; Tert., De

jectured) in
isted

much

later

Resurr. Carnis, 48, adv. Marc, v., 10;
Epiph., Har., xxviii., 6), vix. that of the
vicarious baptism of living Christians as
proxies for relatives or friends dying unbaptised. With such a proceeding P. could
not have identified himself, even supposing that it existed at this time in the
t

Of unbeltef~m tne juture liie is already
painfully apparent in the relaxed moral
-tone ol a certain part of the Cor. Church

Church (of which there is no evidence),
_and that he had used it by way of argumentum ad hominem. An appeal to such

-tSTEy:
Vv. 29, 30. There are certain conditions of interpretation bearing on the
sense of the much discussed expression

a superstitious opus operatum would have
laid the Ap. open to a damaging retort.
Gd. justly asks, ' A quoi eut servi ce
proc£de de mauvaise logique et de bonne
" This
foi douteuse ?
objection tells less

Z~

ol PairTi(6p.cvoi

:

T

vvkp twv vcicpwv which

bar out a large number of attempted
explanations (a) ol f3airn];6|icvoi, unless
otherwise defined, can only mean the rein its wellcipients of Christian baptism,
understood sense as the rite of initiation
into the Christian state administered
upon confession of faith (i. 13 ffM xii. 13,
Rom. vi. 3 f., Gal. iii. 27, etc.). (b)
" on
:

vvkp T&v vcKpfiv (not virkp vcicpwv,
behalf of dead persons" as such: cf. ia,
a specific class of "the
etc.) points to
dead" interested in the baptism of the
living presumably to "the (Christian)
dead " of the last §, and probably to those
amongst them who were connected with

—

11

the baptised

"in

lowing up ver.

(c) In folquestion,
29 with the words of

forcibly against the view, lately suggested, that P. allades to some practice of
substitutionary baptism observed in the

mysteries, finding thus a witness
to the Resurrection in the heathen con-

Pagan

science, Kal tjiacis adding thereto the
Christian practical testimony; but condition (a) forbids this solution.
As El.
admits, condition (b) also bears strongly

against the prevalent exposition,
(b)
moreover negatives the idea of Cm. and
the Gr. Ff., maintained by Est. and Ev.
(see the ingenious Addit. Note of the
latter), that Wep twv vcxpwv means, as

Thp.

puts

irpoo-Soictq.

this,

why

inrJp avao-Tao-cws, *irl
meant
if P.
avao-Tatrcws
did he not say it? The fblit,

:
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31.
a

€X

koT

«NK

B

VjfUpoK diroe^aicw,
Xptora)

Mtjffofl

if'/
xv. 4. aL^hftta
See note below.
u. ig

1

;

Jag. iv. 16.

wci-cpar

:

-ij

'^eripw

y^ r^v

t« Kupiw

•

-

17,

6

many

;

-ao/*ai,

tee

i.

Ins.

minn., Or., Thdrt.

a8c\«)oi ^ABKP, and

931

aau* Xt|au

koto.

•

'

V^Jf?^.

Mpuiro, f'^fT
k

Elzevir.
*

»

noon, Rom.

b See

99.

•

1

x-obj. Ben.,RoB.xi.

;

t.

ci

32.

rja.£y

yN T -V- G^-^-ISfa Rom. xv.
For the

M a, tee

A, and

'

iii. 3,

3

i;8o^r ',R?m.
Th

6 exx. in s Cor.
and note below.
iii.

ay,

;

:

1

So Stephens and Bexa, bat not

15 minn., sah. cop. vg. syrr.

Omd. by the Western and Syrian codd.
lowing vwip avrwv indicates that by
T*»r vcKpwv definite (dead) persons
are meant.
Ed. notices with approval
the rendering of John Edwards (Camb.,
i6g2), who supposed these "baptized"
to be men converted to Christianity by
the heroism of the martyrs; somewhat
This points in the right
similarly, Gd.
direction, but misses the force of We'p
(on behalf of; not 8id, on account of),
and narrows the ref. of rmv vcxpfiv (cf

vrep

18, 20, 23) ; there is no indication in the
ep. of martyrdoms at Cor. (see, on the
contrary, iv. 9 f.). P. is referring rather
to a much commoner, indeed a normal
experience, that the death of Christians
leads to the conversion of survivors, who
in the first instance " for the sake of the
dead" (their beloved dead), and in the

—

hope of reunion, turn to Christ e^.,
when a dying mother wins her son by
"
the appeal, " Meet me in heaven
Such appeals, and their frequent salutary
effect, give strong and touching evidence
1

of faith in the resurrection ; some recent
example of the kind may have suggested
Paul designates such converts
this ref.
"
baptised for the dead," since Baptism
seals the new believer and commits him
to the Christian life (see note, xii. 13)
with all its losses and hazards (cf. 30).
The hope of future blessedness, allying
itself with family affections and friendship, was one of the most powerful
factors in the early spread of Christianity.

Mr. objects to

view (expounded by

this

KOster) that t. vcicpwv needs definition
by crvyytvitv ical <f>iXwv, or the like, to
bear such meaning but to each of these
pairri£6|icroi those who had thus influenced him would be " the dead ". The
obscure passage has, upon this explanation, a large, abiding import suitable to
the solemn and elevated context in which
it stands
the words reveal a communion
in Christ between the living and departed (cf Rom. xiv. 9), to which the
hope of the resurrection gives validity
and worth (cf. x Thess. v. 10, 2 Thess. ii.
;

;

x).

—For
—

since otherwise, else
(alio-

farcC,

Germ, da

sonst), see note on
rl woiijo-oticriv ; (see
parls.)
indicates that the hope on which these

quin, Vg.
y.

;

LXX

10.

baptisms rest will be

stultified,

without a

will betray them (Rom.
vcxpol K.T.X., "If ab-

it

resurrection;

5).— el o\ws
see note, v. 10)
solutely (omnino, Vg.
dead men are not raised " (the axiom of

v.

:

the unbelievers, 12, 15, etc.), unfolds the
assumption involved in ewel as the protasis of ri ical PaTTTifcovTai
w^p avT&v ;
which repeats, with emphasis on the
"
pronoun, the former question
indeed are they baptised for them ? "
how can they be interested in the baptism of survivors, if they have perished
On this assumption, converts
(18)?

—

Why

would have been gained upon false hopes
(cf. 19), as well as upon false testimony
(15).
"Why also do we run hazard

—

"

—

further consequent of cl
every hour ?
vcxpol ovk iyiipoyrai: "our case (that
of the App. and other missionaries, braving death unceasingly: see 11 iv. 9 ft".,
2 Cor. iv. 10 ff., xi. 23 ff. ; John xv.
;

18-xvi. 22) is pari, to theirs ; as they, in
love for the dead whom they hope to
meet again, take up the cross of Christian
profession, so we in the same hope face

hourly peril ".
Vv. 31, 32a.

In no slight jeopardy do
comrades stand for his part
"
he declares, Daily / am dying; my life
at Ephesus has been that of a combatant
with wild beasts in the arena—-for what
" With
end, if there is no resurrection ?
P.

and

Ka0*
xi.

his

;

cnroQvria-Kw cf. 2 Cor. iv. ZO,
viii. 36; referring to his
affliction in Asia," P. writes in

Tijjufpav

23,

Rom.
"

present
have had the sena Cor. i. 8 f.,
tence of death in ourselves ". Ed. softens
the expression into "self-denial, dying
to self and the world": better Cv.,

"We

"obsideor assiduis mortibus quotidie";

and Gd., " Not a day, nor an hour of the
day, when they might not expect to be
seized and led out to execution ".—P.
had not been in this extreme peril at

riPOS KOP1N9IOY2 A

93*
**" *
°?<tte
d

nHUL

16* Job
zr. « ; c/. ziT. 6,
xili.

3a L

Mt.

;

d

'E^o^,

*

+6yupM¥

iytlpoyrax,

i

Iv

i&r\pio\kd\i]va

*

e Is*, xxii. 13.

xiii. 3.

ri.

30; Exod.

ritt.

xal
t

;

:

protests

which

dearest to him t cf. i. 4 ff., iv. 14, 2
Cor. vii. 3, 14 if. ; similarly in x Thess.
ii. 19 f., 2 Thess. i. 4, Phil. iv.
x, etc.
For this rare use of the pron., cf xi.
24, t. cpfiv avapvirjcriv (and note), 2 Cor.
= vai) with ace. of adjuraix. 3.
rr{ (
tion, a cl. idiom.— Paul's "glorying" he
"holds in Christ Jesus our Lord" (cf.
i.
7); it is laid up with Christ as a

is

X. (Phil. ii. 16 ; cf.
above, 1 Thess. ii. xg, Col.
" If in the manner of men I
i.
4, etc.).
have fought with wild beasts in Ephesus,
"
koto. avQpunrov
what is the profit ?
bears the stress, "humanitus spe vitae

Kavx^a « l « V€*pav
8, iv.

3

ff.

—

—

duntaxat" (Bg. cf. iii. 3 f.);
seeking the rewards applause, money,
etc.— for which men risk their lives.
Instead of these, P. earns poverty and

—

praesentis

9

infamy

ff.,

Phil.

(iv.
"
no " day of Christ

:

iii.

7

f.);

if

there

when his " gloryis
ing" will be realised, he has been befooled (cf. 19 and note, Phil. iii. 14, 2
Tim iv. 8 ; Matt. xix. 27 ff., Luke xiv. 14,
xxii. 28 ff.).
5<J>€\o9 (from 6d)e'XX*», to
increase; nearly syn. with purdos, iii.
or xlpSos, Phil. i. 21) signifies
8, etc.
the consequent advantage accruing to P.
from his fight; that it brings present
moral benefit is obvious, but this is not
the point (cf. ix. 24-27 ; see Ed. ad loc,
touching the diff. of pagan and Christian

—

;

morality).

—

c0T]piopdx'>]o-a

is

probably

/i^wrafri^.though Gd., Weizsacker(.<4/o$f .
Zeitalter*, pp. 325 f.), McGiffert (Christianity in the Apost. Age, pp. 280 f.), with
some older expositors, take it that P. had
been actually a (H)pioiidxof in the Ephesian amphitheatre, despite his Roman

But no such experience is
list of his woes in 2 Cor.
xi.
moreover it appears from Acts xix.
31-40 that P. had friends in high quarters
at Eph., who would have prevented this
outrage if attempted. Ignatius (ad Rom.,
v.
cf. ad Smyrn., iv.) applies the figure
to
his
guards, borrowing it probably from this place. The metaphor is
citizenship.

recorded in the
;

;

;

el

'fcxpol

ouk

aupioi/

wittpey,
J as.

W.

13

Acta

;

y&p

xxiii. 90,

diroOniaKou.ci'.
xxr. ta

;

Lk.

xii. a8,

in the strain of iv. 9 (see note)
cf. also
Ps. xxii. 12, x6, etc., and the use of
in
the
Rev.
In
view of this last
9r)pCor
;

—

and of 2 Tim. iv. 17, Krenkel in
his Beitrdge, V., finds the " wild beast "
of Paul's struggle in the Imperial Power,
pari,

He pro- which K. thinks was already so designated

18, 23, xi. 10 fc, 31, Rom. ix. x.
tests by this Kavxi)<ri« as by that

iii.

o<peXos

a*

t

cf.

d

poi to
'

Adv.,

Cor. (see Acts xviii. 9 f.) and his readers
might think the description overdrawn
so he exclaims, r}| t. vpcWpav icavx-po-iv
" Yea,
k.t.X.
by the glorying over you,
brothers, which I have in Christ Jesus
"
the
of 2 Cor. i.
I

our Lord

ri

xv.

"
" in the secret
language of Christians (cf.
But nothing in Acts
2 Thess. ii. 5 f.).
xix. indicates conflict on P.'s part with
the magistrates of Eph. (and Lk. habitually traces with care his relations with

Roman authorities) ; it was the city-mob,
instigated by the shrine-makers, which
attacked him; before the riot he had
been probably in danger of assassination
from this quarter, as well as from " the
Asian Jews," who set upon him afterwards in Jerusalem (Acts xxi. 27 ff.).
Bt. observes the climax
kivSvvcvm,
:

0T)piopax&»

airoGvrjo-icc*,

Ver. 326 states in words of Scripture
the desperation that ensues upon loss
of faith in a future life " If (the) dead
are not raised (the Sadducean dogma
repeated a sixth time), Let us eat and
"
for to-morrow we die 1
:

*

'

cl

drink,

vcicpol k.t.X. is rightly attached

by the
and most modern commentt.

early Grr.
to the following clause.
Paul is not
drawing his own conclusion in these
nor
that
the
resurrecwords,
suggesting
tion supplies the only motive against a

sensual life ; but he points out (cf. 33 f.)
the patent fruit of the unbelief in question.
This is just what men were saying
on all sides the words quoted voice the
moral recklessness bred by loss of hope
beyond death. Gr. and Rom. literature
teem with examples of this spirit (see
Wisd. ii. 6 Herod., ii., 78, Thuc, ii., 53,
and other reff. furnished by Ed. ad loc.)
indeed Paul's O.T. citation might have
served for the axiom of popular Epicureanism. Hn. describes ancient drinkingcups, recently discovered, ornamented
with skeleton figures wreathed in roses
;

;

;

and named after famous philosophers,
poets, and gourmands, with mottoes attached such as these: to tc*Xo? tj8ov^,
£»v o-eavToV, o"Kijr»| (3 10$, tout'
avOpwTros (written over a skeleton holding a skull), ££v pcTaXa^e to y^P avpiov
aS-qXoV eo-Tiv.
Cf. out own miserable
"
"
adage, A short life and a merry one
Vv. 33, 34 deliver Paul's judgment
Tc*pir«

1
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33—35.

"h
V*l 'irXowUFee«>eeipou<nK ^On
m
n
Kal

33-

oucaiws

CKc^a/re

34.

irpos
q

35. ''AXX*
Jar. xxhr. s)

CKTpoirrjK upay

"n«s

€>€t 'tis,

Rom.

1

Eph. ir.
N.T. A./. ; Ex. xxi.
ii.

'tyiXiai *«,*<*(". g fjjjj- ?

*

*

dp-apTdveTC,

u.tj

1

xrf*0'

p

•

tik«s exooai

k

933

X£y«.

dyvwaiay ya.p

6eou

8

NT

-

-.

AJ /
-

«6.

01

WyctpoKToi

Si
'racpoi; 'Trotw
*

whenta
N.T. 0/

H

3*. etc.

-vom«i, xili. 4 5 -or>, ? , a Cor.
«, and et^h? rfLe
P.
1
besides
10 ; Pro*, rii. ai ; Wisd. riii. 18.
mN.T.*./.; Gen. ix.
34 1 Ki. xxr. 37; Joel ...5, a.vay7)$<*.
jii Th. ii. 10; Tit. ii. ia 1 Pet. ii. a3 Lk. xxiii. 41 Deut.
wd. xiu. 1. «yv«o-., 1
xvi. 30.
p See ri. 5.
q J as ii. i&
Pet.Ji. 15 Job xxxr.^16.
i Rom. iii. a7; Jm. ir. 14; 1 Pet. L
See rer. 15
ii, ii. ao; ReT. Hi. 3; oftener in GG.ind Act
(c/.

m

;

;

;

;

;

;

r

»

1

xp
metre.
2

*l

<tto,

uncc, many minn., and nearly

all

Read, doubtless, with elision of the

XaX

*»,

NBDP.

AGL,

Xty»,

situation: the disbelief in the
Resurrection declared in the Cor. Church
is of a piece with its low ethics (iii. 1 ff. f
iv. 18-v. 2) and its heathen intimacies
2 Cor. v. 14-vii. 1) ; it
(viii. 10, x. 14-22,
springs from ikyvmaria 6cov, from a feeble
consciousness.
prj irXaroorfc
religious
"
" Be not misled
(seduced)
(see parls.),
the seduction lay in the specious philo-

—

:

sophy under which sceptical tenets were
advanced, concealing their demoralising
tendency. The line the Ap. quotes (an
ordinary senarius of the dialogue in the
Attic drama xPtl crT »> so written in the
best copies, was probably read xp^«^»
Wr., Hn.) is attributed to Menander
(322 B.c.) t of the New Comedy and an
Epicurean, by Tert. and Hier., followed
:

was a proverbial

But this

by most others.
gnome\ and probably current long before
Menander. 6piXiai bears the narrower
sense of conversations (A.V. colloquia,
Vg.), or the wider sense, more fitting
of intercourse,
here,
companionships
;

— Uvq^xrt

SucaU*

K.T.X.

(cf.

21
and parls. for kcvT]^**)
" Rouse
in righteous
up to soberness
"
fashion, and cease to sin
(the first impv.
is aor., of a single action; the second
a startling
pr. t of a course of action)
call, to men fallen as if into a drunken
sensualism
of
under
the
seductions
sleep
and heathen society and the fumes of
intellectual pride.
8iica(«s signifies the
manner of the awaking it is right the
Cor. should rouse themselves from selfP. assails their conscience.
delusion
:

;

—

;

—

w«

;

avvwo-iav yap 9«ov
(cf. 12) (fawn*,
" For some have
(maintain) an ignorance
"
in 31, viii. 1,
of God
(cf. the use of fx*»

Rom.
mind)

iv.
;

v.

2,

this

—irpos

beyond rbv 0cov

characteristic, a persistent

which the Cor. rivi% share

with the heathen
etc.).

respecting states of

asserts,

ayvoowiv, a
condition, in

1,

(xii.

2,

Rom.

i.

lvTpoirr|v vptiv XaX*»,

"

19

ff.,

I

say

Printed xpi<rd* for sake of

all Ff.

a.

A fireq.

etc.

upon the

(R.V.).
326, xi.

.

Jit)

in

variation

for a
iv.

;

cf. vi. 5.

shame to you," otherwise than
"Ignorance of God" is a

14.
evil

than the ingratitude toward
deeper
the Ap. which he censured earlier this
can only be remedied by a thorough inward reaction "ad pudorem vobts incutiendum dico " (Cv.). That these wise
Cor. should be taxed with " ignorance,"
and "of God" on the knowledge of
whom they flattered themselves above all
(viii. I, 4), was humiliating indeed.
;

—

§ 54.

The Manner of the Resur-

rection, xv. 35-42a. We enter on the
second part of the Apostle's argument
touching the Resurrection see the analysis, Introd. to Div. V. He has established
:

the truth of the doctrine and the certainty
of the event, and proceeds consequently to
set forth the manner of its occurrence and
the nature of the new body to be assumed.
P. has still in view the unbelieving
"
some," and pursues the dialectical and
apologetic vein of the foregoing context.
The deniers found in the inconceivability
of the process (35) a further and, in their
eyes, decisive objection against the reality
of the fact. In vindicating his doctrine
upon this side, P. therefore confirms its
truth

and

;

he traces

its

analogies in nature,

harmony with the order of Divine
and the first half of his grand
argument culminates in the second. See
its

revelation

;

Edwards' subtle analysis of w. 35-44.
'AXXa lp*l rvt this form of
Ver. 35.
interlocution belongs to Jewish dialectic
:

(see parls.); cf. ver. 12, also ipeis poi,
Rom. ix. 19, and the familiar Pauline
are
challenge, r\ otv Ipovpcr;
the dead raised up ? With what sort of

— "How

moreover do they come ? "
Si might indeed introduce the same question in an
altered form (Mr., Bt., El., Sm.), but the
vbs. and the interr. prons. are both difThe first (cf. Luke i. 34, John
ferent.
iii. 9, vi. 52, Heb. ii. 3, 1 John iii. 17)

—two W) body
(iroi^

distinct questions.
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934
Lk "xlV. a
Ps'xctti.

tim«rin
ri

^^

aTl

^

tpX
^7ro

V

<rK€ ^P €l ^*
*

C

^

Xoi1r" ,'

*™;"

^

KTl'

7i'i

38

-

ou &

'ctypoi',

<nreip€is

ou

m

JwoiroiciTai

37* *°* $ OTrcipcis, 06 to awjjia to

*^*^ w yoj«'oi'

,

1

36.

xv.

e

7
k<5kkoi',

e<°«

* S^

to P.
•
himself) Rom. ii. ao; Eph.Y. 17: 1 Pet. ii. 15.
usage. For common use, sec • Cor. t. 3, etc.
z In like connexion, If t. xiii. 25, ag
xiv. 10.

€l

7

T0X<>1

"aiTOU

a6T¥ f &&«*i* awf^a

b

yeia]o-6(X€t'ov
T]

*TWK

TIKOS
k

KO0^s

^j6/Xt|ae,

(re'f.

w r,

-

a

3

SiS««rtv

<f>

p

once, bat

all

t«Tf

:

u See ver. t*.
x Jo. xii. 34.

f.

;

M

y

Mt.

inthu

w/f./.

Cf. Jo. xii. 24.

kok.,

a See

k. iv. *8.

xiii. 31, xvii. ao.

jr

b See

vii. 12, xi. 34.

See

xii. 18.

KL.

fr^ABP, 17

—chief pre-Syrian and non- Western witnesses.
like implication, but
in John xii. 23 f.

intimates the impossibility of the thing,
is answered in ver. 36; the latter,
the inconceivability of the manner, answered in w. 37 ff. (so Cm., Cv., D.W.,

and

The sceptics advance their
Hf., Ed.).
second question to justify the first they
u The resurr ection P.
preaches is
say,
absurd fhow can any one imagine a ncW
"Body rising Out Of the perished corpse—
a body suitabl e to the deathless sphit ? v
The vbs. aiclbgical pr., as concerned
with general truths iff. 26) ; ** actio rei
declaratur absque significatione tem"
IpxovTai icf> J onn v *9
(Er.).
poris
1 Thess. iv. 14, o 6to* &{«i) graphically
the
difficulty of the objectors
represents
" In w
« -*"'» « *«»
hat frodMy fnrm * n
-p
on the scene ? "

—
—

:

—

*

w

1

:

'

dead coming

Velr.36.
a^fmr (opposite of ^portpot,
iv. 10, x. 15) taxes the propounded of
these questions not with moral obliquity,
but with mental stupidity (see parls.).
Wanting the art. iff. Luke xii. ao), the
word is an assertion rather than an ex" Insense
clamation :
que tu es, toi qui

"
Some attach
(Gd.).
sage 1
as subject to cuj>p«v, but this weakens
the adj., and the pron. is required to give
due emphasis to ft onrcCpcts following.
With a little sense, the questioner might
," c<* 1f
every time ne sows hi s
31fiwpr bi
garde n-plot, he assumes the principle
aterial form.
*-riwilrtfl in re gard te man's
death is the transition to a
te crois si
o-v

;

m

another application,

Vv. 37, 38 make answer to the second
branch of the question of ver. 35, by the
aid of the same profound analogy.
icoi
o cnreipeis, ov to orw(xa to ytvT[<r6\t.*vov
not
cnrcipcis, "And what thou so west
the body that will come to be dost thou
sow ". It is the object of the sower to
realise a new ttoi,6tt|s in his seed
If any
one interrupted him with the "question,
" What sort of a
body can the grain take
that you drop in the earth to rot?"
the sower would dismiss hiin as a fool
he has seen in this case " the body that
is to be ". Now the actuality of the lowe r

'

.

;

resurrection vindicates the conccrvability

—

dTrhe Jiigner. to ytryrtfAYor states not
merely a future certainty {thai shall be ;
quod futurum sit, Vg.), but a normal
quod nascetur,
process (oriturum, Bz.

—

:

"

aXXa vv|ivov mSickov, but a
Cv., Bg.).
naked grain " unclothed with any body,
wanting the appearance and furnishing
of life {ef. 2 Cor. v. 3, IvoWcvftcvca, ov

—

—

For cl r4\oi ("if it should
chance, of wheat "), see note on xiv. 10 :
the kind of grain is indiff. '* or of any
of the rest (of the seeds) ". The grain
of wheat gives to the eye no more promise of the body to spring from it than a
6 8c ©cos stands in opgrain of sand.
-yvfivol).

—

—

—

God the hfeposition to <rv 8 cnrcLpets
giver responding to the sower's trustful
"
But God gives it a body, accordact.

—

le

analogy of nature. P. does not explain,

any more than Jesus, the modus operandi
of the Resurrection what he shows is that
the mystery raises no prejudice against the
reality, for the same mystery is wrapped
up in every vegetating seed. iyctpovTai
in the question is substituted by t«»oiroietTca in the answer (see note on 22
;

—

;

other parls.), since it is life that rises
out of the dying seed, and the Resurrec ~"Hbn is an evolution, not a reinstatement.
Ova Lord uses the same figure with the
cf.

ing as He willed" (-fjMAtprcv) not'* as
He wills" (according to His choice or
liking), but in accordance with His past

decreejn creation by which the propagation of lite jari_the eartn was determined
for the
from the beginning (Gen. i.
f.
To allege an
TftOTrcf. note on xii. 18).
,

n

;

impossibility in the case is to

impugn the
power and resources of the Creator {ef.
Acts xxvi.

manifested in this very way
The Divine will is
between seed and
"
to
xii.
And

8),

every spring-time.
the efficient nexus
plant

{cf.

6).

—

(He

each of the seeds a body of

gives)
its

own

36—4°.
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icai 4k<£<tt« Tft»r
t)

aW)

•KTt,K«v,*

SXXt,

k

<ri6|*aTO

(rrcpfutrvr T*

dXXA

•

<ra'p|
d

1

4

•ftioy awfia.

*

SXXtj

*&

«l x

jieV

^^

adp£

d

dyOpriirtt?,
d

d

oXXtj

8c a&p§

8^« 'tttt,^. 5

5X\t,

eiroop^Kia, K al crrijMXTa

39. od Traaa <rtpi •

2

d

6

935

1

"toycta* dXX

k

40.

row, Oal

ital

vi. 9;

1

Tim.

ii.

jie>

*

Tit. I.3,
ia,

ao,

16

Acts xxviii. 30

6,

vi. 15;

k

eTe>a

JjMj

3

it.

19;

d Phrase, N.T. hJ.
t Lk. x. 34 Acts xxiii "aT^Rey
xvm. 13 Numb. xx. 4 etc.
f N.T. A./. ;
v. 7.
Prose for ire™™* Roi. i
etc) which is
m Freq. m GG. U. fJob
poet.callin cl. Gr
n Epp.
h The entith. in Phi™ i Vo end
Jo! i L iS
w. 48 f five times in Eph.; a Tim. iv. 18; six times in
Heb.; Mt. xviii. 35 V/ Eon T
.Trovp^
ii.

;

:

Jo. x. xx.

;

•

«

,

;

;

1

*
8

Om. t o all pre-Syrian codd.
Om. o-a p i all uncc, and very many minn.
Om. o-ap| (before kti)vwv) the Western witnesses.
:

4

KTTivovs, Western.

hrough homoeoteleuton.

•wTtjvwv
•

v

wv

this

uncc. but

GKL

x
(in
order)
;
17, cop. vg. syr»ch.
Ver. 396, corrected, reads
(before imjvftiv) all uncc. but AKLP.
aXXi) p.€V avOpwrrwv, oXXt) oe crap£ kttjvwv, oXXt) 8c oropf itttjvwv, 0XX11

Ins.

aXXa

6

K, 37, 47, om. this clause altogether, skipping to wttivwv,

.

.

.

1

;

all

(ropj

•

8c ix^vwr*

(tSiov)".

This added clause meets the

The possibility of a futur*
diff. from the
present
indicated in the contrast suggested by
the diff. regions of the two: "Bodies
also heavenly there are, and bodies
Ver. 40.

finer point of the second question of ver.
35 ; God will find a fit body for man's

body unimaginably
is

He does for each of
the numberless seeds vivified in the soil.
" How
unintelligent to think, as the earthly ". The crt\p{ of ver. 39 is now
Pharisees did, that the same body that dropped, for it belongs only to the crwpa
was buried must be restored, if there is lirtyeiov. What does P. mean by his
to be a resurrection 1
Every wheat-stalk crcSpaTo. ciro-updvia ? The previous c on"
text and the tenor o f the
contradicts thee 1
lead
(Mr. )
—8S- i~ it.?—1- ~t .J. .- An iiargument
l .-l.
i»
Ver. 39. The rest of the § goes to ^-us to think of bodies fb¥ diUstial whabisc. the angels
sustain ver. 386, showing the
(Luke xx. 36. Matt.
inexhaustible^_faw<j.
variety of organic forms in the Divin€**^xxviii. 2. etc.), as suitable to their condiof nature «"H Th» fUfie?« pJT"Tion as the <rmp*rm. iiriytia are for th e
jsconomy
This is Tofms Of terrestrial life just enumerated
'each for the life it clothes.
igin witn, in the varied
(so Mr., U.W., Al., El., Sm.); moreover
types of animalif life" ol •nraura o*&p( 1\ o*wp,a is never used elsewhere in Bib. Gr.,
avTTj o-ap£, "All flesh is not the same and rarely in cl. Gr., of inorganic bodies.
"
in the zoological realm there is
On the other hand, ver. 41 in connexion
flesh
no uniformity, but endless differentiation. with ver. 40* strongly suggests the sun,
"
"
heavenly bodies in
(Ed. makes irdo-a o-apf predicate "the moon, etc., as the
same flesh is not all flesh," i.e., physi- Paul's mind (so Bg., Hf., Hn., Ed., Bt.,
cal assimilation means differentiation
Gd., and most moderns). The former
getting out of the sentence a physiologi- considerations preponderate, esp. when
find P. in w. 47 ff. (see notes) resumnot
in
we
itself
and
cal idea obscure
very
relevant to the context). Instead of men, ing the same contrast in the antithesis
between "the earthy man" and "the
cattle, birds, fishes, with their heterogeneous natures, being lodged in the heavenly ". Paul is thinking of the risen
same kind of corporeity, their frame and Christ whom he had seen, more than of
organs vary with their inner constitution the angels, as supplying the type of the
and needs. If God can find a body for o-wfia iirovpdviov cf. Phil. iii. 20 f. Gm.,
beast and figfi, in the lower range, no less Hilgenfeld, Holsten, Everting (Die paul.
^tfiaui ft>i man, wny not, in the trrgtrer, Angelologie u.s.w., pp. 46 ff.) combine
-•T
angeT'tor man immorta l no less than for the above interpretations by attributing
to P. the belief of Philo and the Jewish
_Jrrian mortal r— icTtjyoi (flom rrdu)uu),
r
denoting cattle as beasts of purchase in mystics that the stars are animated, and
the first instance, is applied to four-footed are to be identified with theO.T. "angels,"
as by the heathen with their gods. This
beasts at large cf. Gen. i. 25 ff., ii. 20.
redeemed nature, as

'

1.

"

—

—

—

;

:

I

_

1
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93^

™

*

1

"cSw" Hi
7, 18;

Ex.

Lk.

v

*

'

*"nou

8,5^ a

P av i<a

">

yap
10. C/. ii.
p
7 above.
OTOCIS TCW
426.

i?j

b

tw^

Mt.

'

€»>

41.

ciriyeiiav.

aeX^nrjs, Kal aXXt]

'

oo£a

dortpwf

42a. outw Kal

'So^n.

flXXt|

"

p
i\

•

dm-

V€Kp(tiV.

iv

Tn-eipercu
*

tnrciperai iv

&np.ia,

r

'cyctpcrai

<J>0opa,

*iry€ip€Ta.\. iv

l

'

q

§6£j\

eV

'd^Oapaia*

tnretpeTai iv

43.

T

dadcvcia,

four times, xxiv. 29; 14 exx. in Rev.
o In this use, Gal. iv. 1 ; Dan. vii. 3
18, etc. ; also iv. 7 above.
p See ver. 13.
q Ver. 36 ; see note below,
Gal. vi. 8 Col. ii. 22 ; 2 Pet. i. 4, ii. ia, 19; Jonah ii. 7.
s See vi. 14.
;
u See xi. 14.
v See ii. 3 and for
Rom. ii. t ; Eph. vi. 24 2 Tim. i. 10 Wisd. ii. 23, vi. 18 f.
antith., a Cor. xii. 9 t, xiii. 4 f., Heb. xi. 34.
(fig.)

;

(Theoa.). Cf.
Ver. 50 Rom.

r
t

in Rev.
Jude 13

oc

i

ii.

20; Mt.

c

86£a

m

dorr^pos "Sia<p^p€i

dcr-r^jp

Lk. xxi.' *

k

£r^pa
'

"

xvi.

m Acts

o6£a,

Kal a\\t)

tjXiou,

~

k

'

*'

xv

;

ii.

Rom.
viii.

ii.

21

;

;

;

;

is wanting in Biblical support.
" bodies " fo r
P. asserts that there are
there
as
are tor
just
beings,
heavenly

notion

earthly (cf 40^; the adj. iu-ovpdvia supin ver. 35.
plies the irotorrjs desiderated
The heavenly and earthly bodies, alike
as being "bodies," are far diff. in "glory".
aXXa eripa k.t.X. traverses the mistaken inference as to the identity of
nature in the two kinds of organism,

—

which might be hastily drawn from ver.
" But the
glory of the heavenlies
396
is indeed one (glory), and the (glory) of
:

—

the earthlies another". erepa (cf note
on xii. 8 ff.) implies a diff. wider, or at
least more salient, than that connoted by
the oXXtj of w. 39 and 41 ; where the
two are distinguished in cl. Gr., &XXo?
marks a generic, Zrtpvs a specific diff.
How utterly diff. was the glory of the

who appeared to P. (Acts xxvi.
from that of any earthly Potentate

risen Lord,
13),

I

Ver. 41. Even amongst the o-«p.axa
ta-ovpdvia there are varieties, just as
amongst the lirtyei* (39), such as are
indicated by the diff. of aspect in the
" There is one
visible celestial objects
glory of sun, and another glory of moon,
and another glory of stars for star differs
from star in glory ". While these luminous orbs are not to be identified with the
"
"
heavenly bodies of ver. 40 (see note),
they serve to symbolise the diversity of
all are glorious,
glory amongst them
but in degrees. aXXi), as in ver. 39 (contrast 40), indicates diff. within the same
The frequent symbolic associaorder.
tion of sun and stars with God, the
:

—

—

angels, the righteous,
fied

Jesus,

;

and with

may account

the glori-

for the asyndetic

transition from ver. 406 (signifying persons) to 41. From the distinctions manifest amid the common glory of the visible

heavens

we may conjecture corresponding

distinctions in the heavenly Intelligences
and in the bodies appropriate to them.

Ver. 42a sums up what has been adin w. 36-41, and presents it in

vanced

words: ovrws Kal 4\ avdxrrao-is <r«tv
" So indeed is the
resurrection of
vcKpwv,
It is as possible as that
the dead".
plants of wholly diff. form should shoot
from the seed sown by your own hand
and the form of each risen body will be
determined by God, who finds a suitable
organism for every type of earthly life,
and can do so equally for every type and
grade of heavenly life, in a region where,
as sun, moon, and stars nightly show,
the universal splendour is graduated and
varied infinitely.
six

;

The First Adam and the
§ 55.
Last, xv. 426-49. The Ap. has now
removed a priori objections, and brought
his theory of bodily resurrection within
the lines of natural analogy and pro-

He has at the same
bability of reason.
time largely expounded it, intimating (1)
that the present is, in some sense, the
seed of the future body, aftfl tet that Jthc
two will diner as the heavenly must nee ds
He goes on to
differ from the earthly.
show that this diff. has its basis and
pattern in the diff. between the primitive
Adam and the glorified Christ, who are
contrasted in condition (426, 43), in nature
-

(44

ff.),

and

in origin (47

Vv. 426, 43.
iv

anpia

.

.

.

ff.).

Zirc(p«T«u 4v 4>6op$ . . .
" The sowir do-6«vcia
:

.
ing is in corruption (perishableness)
in dishonour ... in weakness ".
It is
better, with Cv., Wr. (p. 656), and Hn.,
to regard <nrc(pcrai and cytLpcrai as im.

personal, since no subject

is

supplied

.

the

;

vbs., thrice repeated with emphasis, are
contrasted in idea; the antithesis lies
between two opp. stages of being (cf, for

mode of expression, Luke xii. 48).
onreCpertu recalls, and applies in the most
general way, the ft crretpcis and tnripaara
of w. 36 ff. To interpret this vb. as
figuring the act of burial ("verbum
amcenissimum pro sepultura," Bg. so
the

;

Cm., Gr., Mr., Bt., El., and many others)
confuses the analogy (the " sowing " is
"
"
expressly distinguished from the dying
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•iyelptrai
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awjia

awu-a*
irpwTOS

y

y

irv€0fiaTiK<5K-

aV6p«nros

'tU

'A&dfi

«Q«i.iLy; Rom.xi.9;

P.tiL 7 ; 1ft

1

<nr€if>€Tai crwpwx

afipta

^ru

^

X

4rux"toV,

**u X h<ok,

ital

2

eyet- ^
* |«^
2
s

l™*

"&

2<rri

jt

yiypainai, ""EyA*To a*^"'™*.
M
6 Ioyotos
~ Acts^ii.
'ASdu
£w<raK**

and Act. i*.

xxi. 4.

•

'

«out*> ical

45.

4

937

x

*

itm 1

-nr€uu.aTiicoV.

A

11 (P.. cxvii. sa)

;

Act. v. 36

;

47;

and ix.

Lk*.

JuT^.

1

«i «<tti v all pre-Syrian codd., and all ancient verss. exc.
syrr.
•to-Tir icai: all uncc. but KL.
*Om. o-»p« pre-Syrian codd.
4
BK, and several minn., om. ar0pwro«.
:

of the seed, 36), and jars with Iv
actively
(a sick man, not a corpse, is called weak),
and with ^vxikov in ver. 44 cf. also w.
;

50-54, where r\ d^opd, to ^Bapr6v, to
8vt|tov tovtp are identified with the
living Tjfjicis. Our present life is the seedtime (Gal. vi. 7 ff.), and our "mortal
bodies" (Rom. viii. 10 f.) are in the

germinal state, concluding with death
(36), out of which a wholly diff. organism

The attributes <|>0opd (cf.
will spring.
SovXtia t. 4>6opa$, Rom. viii. 21), d-rip^a
aadivtia (cf. 2 Cor. jriii.
(cf. Phil. iii. 21),
summed up in the 8vrjTa <rw|Aara of
4)

—
and
—
7 are those that P.

Rom.

ii.

viii. 1 1

SovXov of Phil,

p.op<f>Tj

is

wont

man's actual physique,

to

with the d4>0aporta,
x6, v.

1,

4,

contrast
of the
see 2 Cor. hr. 7,

Srf£a, 8vvap.is

post-resurrection state
10,

to ascribe

in

:

Rom.

Thus, with variety in

i.
4, viii. 18*23.
detail, Est. (" mori-

tur corpus multis ante

mertem

miseriis

fceditatibus
obnoxium, suscitabitur
idem corpus omni ex parte gloriosum "),
Gd. refers the threeCv., Hf., Hn„ Ed.
et

fold <rreip€Tai to the three moments of
burial, mortal life, and birth respectively ;
van Hengel identifies it with procreation,

quite unsuitably.
Ver. 44. "There is sown a psychic
body; there is raised a spiritual body."
This dictum grounds the antithesis unfolded in w. 42 f. upon its proper basis ;
the diff. is not a matter of condition
merely, but of constitution. Corruption,
dishonour, feebleness are, in great part,

penal inflictions (Rom. v. 12 ff.), signalising not a natural defect, but a positive
subjection to the power of sin (53-56) ;

man, however,

is

essentially ^rv\i\ under

the present order (45), and his body therefore is essentially \jrux iK °*' as determined
note ; Col.
(cf. vi. 13, and

by that order
20

Matt.

being fitted
" soul " wherein
to and expressive of the
see
the note
his earthly being centres
on t|»vx«.ic6s, ii. 14- Though inadequate,
"
"natural is the best available rendering

ii.

ff.,

xxii. 30, etc.),

;

of this adj.

;

it

indicates the

moulding

of man's body by its environment and its
adaptation to existing functions; the
same body is x°^ K ° Y
respect of its
material (47).
4^vx«.kov is only relatively
a term of disparagement; the "psychic
body" has in it the making of the
"spiritual"; "its adaptation for the
present service of the soul is the sowing
of it, that is the initial step in its adaptation for the future uses of the spirit.
An
organism fitted to be the seat of mind,
to express emotion, to carry out the behests of will, is in process of being adapted
"
"
for a still nobler ministry
(Ed.) : he that
sows to the Spirit (in the natural body),
will reap of the Spirit (in the spiritual
" If there is a
body)," Gal. vi. 8.
psychic
"
body, there is also a spiritual : a frame
suited to man's earthly life argues a
frame suited to his heavenly life, according to the principle of ver. 386 (cf. the
argument from lower to higher in Matt

m

—

—

30) and the o-wpa irv. lies, in some
way, germinally hidden in the <r£>pa ijr.,
to be unfolded from it under "the universal law of progress" (Ed.).
€<rrir
(existit) bears emphasis in each clause
from the fact of sense P. argues to the
fact of faith. Observe txtl. notes 1-3.
Ver. 45 puts into words of Scripture
the law of development affirmed, thereby showing its agreement with the plan
of creation and its realisation in the two
successive heads of the race. Into his
citation of Gen. ii. 7 (LXX) P. introduces
irpwTOf and duplicates avOpwirot by
vi.

;

—

;

(ha'adOm), to prepare for his anaddition 6 wrxaros 'ASdp, tU
On the principle of
-rvfvfxa £woit<hovv.
ver. 446, the Adam created as i^vx*! was
the crude beginning of humanity (the
peed. t(rwxT| ££ca is shared by A. with
the animals, Gen. i. 20, 24) a "first"
" last " as his
complement
requiring a
*A8dfjL

tithetical

—

The two types differ
here not as the sin-committing and sinabolishing (Rom. v. 12 ff.), but as the

and explanation.

rudimentary and finished man respectively, with their physique to match.

—
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-rrpto-roK
•

wrcvpanKOi'

fccurcpos

to J irreoftaTiit^

47. 6 irpun-os ap6pu.
6

aw6p*nros

'

l

t|

KtJpios

10: a Pot. i. 18; freq. in Rer. : 1ft. xxriH. t
Ref. to Chr., Jo. iii. 13, etc, vi. 31 ff.

Lk.

;

ill

Om.

o Kvpios N*BCD*G, 17, 67**, latt. vg. cop., many Ff.
cAD»,c KLP, and syrr. Tert. censures this reading} in Mcion.
o Kvpios
instance of the Syrian readings followed by A, even in Paul.

^

A8 au

is

repeated in the second clause by

way of maintaining the humanity of Christ
and His genetic relation to the protoplast
(cf. Luke i. 23-38), essential as the ground

of our bodily relationship to Him (48 f.
cf Heb. ii. 14 ff.).— The time of Christ's
veve'crdai cl« «v. U»oar., in view of the
context and esp. of w. 42 ff., can only
be His resurrection from the grave (Est.,
Gr., Mr., Hn., Hf., El.), which supplies
the hinge of Paul's whole argument {cf
Rom. i. 4, vi. 4 ff., x. 9, etc.); not the
incarnation (Thp., Bs., Baur, Ed.), for
His pre-resurrection body was a o-ipo
^vx ucov (Rom. viii. 3, etc. 2 Cor. xiii.
By rising from the
4, Phil. ii. 7, etc.).
dead, Christ iycv^&ti els irvcvpa He entered on the spiritual and ultimate form of
human existence and at the same time,
irv. £e»oiroiovv
He entered
kye.vf\Br\ elf
this state so as to communicate it to His
fellows : cf. w. 20-23, Col. i. 18, Rev. i.
also Rom. viti. xo f., 2 Cor. iv. 14 ;
5
;

;

—

—

;

;

The
vi. 33, «. 25, xiv. 19, etc.
"
action of Jesus in " breathing upon His
•*
the
while
He
Receive
said,
disciples
John

"

Holy

Spirit

(John xx. 22

f.),

symbolised

the vitalising relationship which at this

epoch

He assumed

towards mankind

this act raised to a higher

"

"

of

breathing
original
man " became a living

;

potency the

God by which

soul ". " Spirit
is life-power, having the ground of its
vitality in itself, while the soul has only

a subject and conditioned life;
vitalises that which is outside of
soul leads

its

individual

sphere marked out by

its

lite

spirit
itself,

within the

environment "

iii. 34, iv. 14, v. 25 f. ;
Io-xotos avOpervos recalls
the Rabbinical title, ha'adam ha'achtrdn,
given to the Messiah (Neve Shalom, ix. 9) :
Christ is not, however, the later or
second, but the last, the final Adam.
The two Adams of Philo, based on the
duplicate narrative of Gen. i., ii. the
"
ideal " man after the image of God
and
"
the actual ** man of the dust of the earth
with which Pfleiderer and others identify Paul's vpeVrof and eVrxoTOf, x°^ KOS

(Hf.)

Heb.

cf. John
6
vii. 25.
;

—

—

—

AXV

46.

*£**ovoiovv.

• t Cor. v. t; Gel. i. 8; 1 Th.
xL! 13 ; Jo. 1. 3a, xii. a8 ; Acts ii. a.

Ins.

An

*

xv.

and cwovpdvios
found here. For

'ASdfi,

are not to

be

(a) Philo's first is Paul's

last; (b) both Paul's Adams are equally
concrete; (c) the resurrection of Christ
distinguishes their respective periods, a

the conception of which is foreign
to Philo's theology ; {d) moreover, Gen.
i.
26 is referred in xi. 7 above to the
historical, not the ideal, First Man.
crisis

Ver. 46 might have been
expressly
at the Philonian exegesis;
it
a development from lower to
from
the
of
higher,
dispensation
yfyv\y\
to that of n-vcvpo, the precise opp. of that
extracted from Gen. i., ii. by Philo.
(aXX' ov) "Nay, but not first is the
after that
spiritual, but the psychic
(HrciTa cf. 23) the spiritual ". P. states
a general law (o-wp-a is not to be understood with the adjs.)
the v/vxikov as
such demands the vvcvuaTiicoy to follow
it (44) ;
they succeed in this order, not
the reverse. "The Ap. does not share
the notion, long regarded as orthodox,
that humanity was created in a state of
moral and physical perfection. ... Independently of the Fall, there must have
been progress from an inferior state, the
psychic, which he posits as man's point
of departure, to a superior state, the
spiritual, foreseen and determined as
man's goal from the first " (Gd. ad lac. :
see the whole passage).
Vv. 47-49 draw another contrast between the two " men," types of the two
eras of humanity, which is suggested by
the words xovv Awo Ttjf yi\i ( aphir
minha'adamah) of Gen. ii. 7. The first

aimed

affirms

—

:

:

l

is

««c

"ytjf,

x°ik°* (terrenus, Vg.

;

more

pulvereus, Bz.) ; the second is
The former
c| ovpavov (om. 6 Kvpios).
epithets, and by antithesis the latter,
literally,

point to bodily origin and substance (cf.
40, also 2 Cor. iv. 7, 4V oo-Tpaicivois
otkcvWiv), but connote the whole quality
of the life thus determined. The expression 4£ ovpavov (e coelo, Bz.
not de
ccelo, Vg.) has led to the identifying of
the ScvTepos av6p. with the incarnate
Christ (see Ed.), to the confusion of

—

;
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48.

•'ofiparou-

oto S

*
otos 6
firoupdVios,
h

^optVau-ev

'

6

tV 'cimW

f

f Id this
X ^^' «™ order, a

*

*x<"*te> 'toioOtoi koI 01

toioutoi Kai 01

939

•

^iroupdVioi

tou * X04itoo, k

^opiao^v

ital

f

too

ical

49.
1

itaGws

tV tU6m
!

eiroupainou.

50. Touto §4*

eeou

k
<t>Tjfit,

Sn 'aap$

dScXtoi',

ical

'

alu-a

"KX^poKOfiTjaai 00 "StVarnu,* ouoe ^ *+6op&

tV

0<un\ci'aK
F

Cor. x.

ML

it;

xiii.

oios
besides,
10.

a Cor. xii.
so ; Phil.
i.
30; i

Th. i. 5
Tim. iii.
;

d4>6apow

a

Rev.

11
1

8

Mk. ix. 3.
h Rom. xiii. 4 ; Mt. xi. 8 Jo. xix. 5 ; Jas. ii. * • ProT^xVi *!
g See ver. 40.
3
k See vii. a 9
See xi
1 Eph. vi. xa
Heb. ii.'i 4 Mt. xvf. 17 Sir.* xiv 18 CV. L f xxir!
39!
m bee vi..7.9 (with KAifpofo/x.). n Svj'CTat, for the compound
subj. and sing, vb., cf. Mt. r, 18 there
the pred. precedes. N.T. h.l. for such a constr. ad sensum, in this order.
See Ver.
o,
;

I

.

;

1

in

<pop€or Wfic

v,

all

!

uncc. but B, with 46, and

m«y., R.V. and Weiss
*Yap,DG,Tert.

»

This
(cf. note on 45).
suggested by the antithetical
the form of existence in which

is
:

Jesus appeared was superand pneumatic (cf. 2 Cor. v.
it possessed a life and attributes ima)
"
"
by an immediate
parted from heaven
and sovereign act of God (Rom. i. 4, vi.
4, 2 Cor. xiii. 4, Eph. i. 19 f., 1 Peter i.
the

risen

terrestrial

—

;

21,

This transformation of the

etc).

body of Jesus was foreshadowed by His
Transfiguration, and consummated in His
Ascension P. realised it with the most
;

powerful effect in the revelation to him" from heaven ".
self of the risen Christ

The

;

many minn.

in txt. t referring
-«j*ev to

Paul's argument

phrase
Ik yijs

;

mar^.

;

49),

4a.

W.H.

retain -ouev

other

Svvarai, ^BP,

displacing our

p

first

crit.

edd., -»|acv.

73, Or.

father (46, see note

whereas the Baurian Urmensch

;

is

antecedent to the earthly Adam.
The above xoikos and iirovpdvios have
severally their copies in x°^ K °l and
Is this a purely
iarovpdvioi (48).
physical distinction, between pre- and postresurrection states of the same men (cf.
44) ? or is there a moral connotation imThe
plied, as Hf. and Ed. suggest?
latter

seems

likely, esp.

on comparison

Col. iii. 1-4, Rom.
vi. 4, and in transition to the exhortation of ver. 49.
Those who are to be
"heavenly" in body hereafter already

of Phil.

iii.

18

ff.,

glorious change attested, indeed,
the origin of Christ's personality, but it
should not be confused with that origin
(Rom. i. 4 ; cf. Matt. xvii. 5). From His
resurrection onwards, Christ became to
human faith the av8p*nr©s cirovpdvio?

'•sit in heavenly places" (Eph. ii. 6),
while those are " earthy " in every sense
"whose flesh hath soul to suit," et rd
fcrtycut
+porovtra«.
Admitting the
larger scope of ver. 48, we accept the

9 f., Rev. i. 17 ff.), who was
taken previously for a (rnJTos and x^ikss
like other men.
Baur, Pfleiderer, Beyschlag (N.T. Thtology), Sm., and others,
see in the avflpwiros !{ oipavov the pre-

ver. 49

(Rom.

vi.

—

whom

with
existent Christ,
they identify
"
"
Philo's ideal or heavenly man of Gen.
this
inon
on
i. 26 (see note
45 above)
;

an entire Christology is based

terpretation
—
the theory

that Christ in his pre-incarnate state was simply the Urmensch,
the prototype of humanity, existing thus,
either in fact or in the Divine idea, with

God from

eternity,

and being

sense the Eternal Son.
" second man " is

in

this

Doubtless the

ideally first and reveals
the true end and type of humanity, and
this conception is, so far, a just inference
But what P.
from Paul's teaching.
actually sets forth is the historical relation of the two Adams in the development of mankind, Christ succeeding and

—

strongly attested hortatory 4opeVup*v of
" Let us wear also the
:
image of
The tUwv emthe Heavenly One".
"
"
not the body
braces the entire man
alone, the o-x^h-o- and o-kcvos kvQpunrov
(Phil. ii. 7, 2 Cor. iv. 7, 1 Thess. iv. 4)
in Adam and Christ respectively
xi.
(cf.
7, 2 Cor. iii. 18, Rom. viii. 29, Col. 1. 15
"
iii. 10) ; and we are exhorted to
put on
Christ" (Rom. xiii. 14, Gal. iii. 27), realising that to wear His moral likeness here
carries with it the wearing of His bodily
likeness hereafter: see w. 20-23, Rom.
viii. 11 ; 1 John iii. 2 f.

—

—

§ 56. Victory over Death, xv. 50-58.
The second part of the argument of this
chapter has now reached the same platform as the first (cf. §§ 51 and 54). The
it has been
an essential part of the Divine
world-plan and necessary to the fulfilment of God's kingdom through Christ
and the transformation of the
(20-27)

Resurrection of the Body,

shown,

is

;
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l 7.
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{
See rii.
'

Rom.

»•

(Pb. cy.
30)
ir.

;

1

51. loou

kXtipokojici.

«3 r

3

ttoVtcs

KOi|iTj0t)a<5ji€0o,

q

fAuor^piOK

xv

Xtyw

ujjiik

'

Sc

dMayTjo-ojAcdo,*

•

iroinres
l

52. iv

(a«

&t6
drojxw,

4*

Gal.

so

;

Hob. L

it (P».

*

icXi)porofii|(rti

•tOKTii ov

:

ci.

t6)

;

Act!

C*D*G,
KOifj.i)

T.R., om. only per)
Thdrt. So Tisch., Tr.

ri.

14

;

Lev. xxvii.

Bibl. hi.

t

33.

*
Om. p«r BC*D #
tavTi? 8c aXXayt) <ro pcOa

vg. cop. syrr.

0Tjcro(xc0a

BDbcKLP,

.

(as

in

etc, cop. syrr., Or., Cyr., Greg.-Nyss., Chr.,
txt., Al., R.V., W.H., El., Nestle.
iravTcs »coi}tTi6Tio-o|ji,€8a ov irarrcf 8t a.XXayT)o-ofju3a
j^(A)CG, 17, Gr. codd.
So Lachm. and Tr. marg. A* reads iravTes
mentioned by Hier. and by Aug.
01 «-arrc« k.t.X., afterwards correcting 04 to ov, bat then inserting ov
Koip.ijd.
before KotfnjO. as well.
iravTes avoum)o-o|xt9a ov «*rr«c 8< aXXay. : D*, d e f, vg. (omnes quidem resurgemus [or resurgimus], sed non omnes immutabimur)"; latt. codd. mentioned by Hier.,
Quaeritis quo sensu dictum sit et
by Aug. and Pelag., Hil. Hier. writes (Ep. 119) :
quomodo in 1 ad Cor. ep. Pauli apost. sit legendum Omnes quidem dormiemus, non
autem omnes immutabimur, an juxta quaedam exemplaria : Non omnes dormiemus,
The
omnes autem immutabimur; utrumque enim in Graecis codd. invenitur ".
Patristic authorities from the 3rd to the 5th century stood in doubt as to the true
Intrinsic considerareading, and the Gr. MSS. then presented great confusion.
tions are decisive in favour of the T.R., in adopting which the Syrian edd. showed
The unusual position of ov (after »avrcs), and the fact that ov
excellent judgment.
to express an anticipation that failed of fulfilment, led to the
Koifi.T)0if)o-. appear
The reading
avao-rn.o-o|ic8a is a bold Western paraphrase.
shifting of the ov.
of B and the T. R. alone agrees with Paul's situation (cf. 1 Th. iv. 15), and with
See note below.
For full textual evidence and disthe tenor of this passage.
cussion, see Tisch.*, ad loc, also W.H., vol. it, p. 118.
:

:

:

earthly into the heavenly, of the. psychic
into the pneumatic form of being, is involved in the present constitution of
things and accords with the lines of development traceable in nature and revelaIn a word, P. holds the
tion (36-49).
Christian resurrection to be grounded in
the person and mission of Christ, as He
is on the one hand the Son of God and
mediatorial Head of His kingdom (24-28),
and on the other hand the Second Adam
and Firstborn of a spiritual humanity (22
He finds the key to this great
f., 45-49).
controversy, as to so many others, in the
supremacy of Christ, the "one Lord,
through whom are all things and we

through

Him"

(viii.

6).

It

remains for

him only

to state the practical conclusion
of this reasoning (50), to describe our

anticipated transformation and victory
over death (51-57), and to urge his readers
in this confidence to accomplish worthily
their life's work (58).
Ver. 50. Tovto 8c <{>i)p.i, aSeX<f>o£ (see

note, vii. 29) introduces, with a pause, an
emphatic reassertion of the ruling thought
of the previous § that of the opposition between the psychic body of the
First Adam and the spiritual body of the
Second; manifestly the former is unfit
for God's heavenly kingdom
with the

—

—

latter,

it

is

assumed (486;

cf.

Luke

xx.

34

ff.,

1

John

iii.

2

f.),

we must be clothed

" Flesh and
to enter that diviner realm
blood cannot inherit God's kingdom ; nor
:

indeed doth corruption (perishableness)
inherit incorruption (imperishableness) ".
The second assertion explicates the first :
4>0opd {cf. 42, and note),
o-apl k. atjxa
since decay is inherent in our bodily

=

nature; 6 f$M av6p«riro« Sia^detpeToi
(2 Cor. iv. 16; cf. Rom. viii. 10 f.).
" Flesh " is the matter and " blood " the
essence and life-vehicle of man's present
corporeity. Nature forbids eternal life
in this earthly dress (cf. note on 46).
" Inherit "
points to the kingdom as the
right of the sons of God (Rom. viii. 17,
etc.; cf. Matt. xxv. 34), but a heritage
unrealised during the " bondage of cor-

"
(see Rom. viii. 21 ff.). Another,
but removeable, disability of " flesh and
blood" appears in Matt. xvi. 17.
Vv. 51, 52. This bodily change, indispensable in view of the incompatibility
just affirmed, is the object of a momentous
ruption

revelation

communicated

to P., to

which

our earnest attention : " Lo, I
On pvo-T^pior,
tell you a mystery I"
see note to ii. 1.
P. began by demonstrating the historical fact of Christ's
resurrection (z-n); he then reasoned

he

calls

upon

it,

in its bearings

nature (12-49)

;

on religion and

now he adds a nei»

specific
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^eiy>ol

lY«P^<Ton-ai '5<J>6a P Toi, *al
53. "Set ydp to •4 6apTOK touto **V8uo-aa0ai
>

Rev. ten time*.
x See ver. 15.
y Sec ix. 85.
3; Rom. xw. is, 14 ; Eph. ir. «4, tL 11 ; Col. iii. 10
,

1

1.

D*G

6 7**» and some others, read

-

txpeaAjiov,
'
Oculi

utrumquc enim

;

€ls
r

'

^4^"

dWaytja^ea.

dAQapvlav
T r

% See yiii. 3.
P.. exxxi. 9.

po^.

941

Hier.

:

a See

L*

to

ical

See

*b

ix. 15.

a

xiy. 8.

Cor

V
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revelation to crown his teaching.
In
doing so, P. challenges his opponents in
the right of his inspiration and
authority,
hitherto in the background in this chap.
Ver. 15 only vindicated his honesty.

In ver. 516 aXXayn,o-<$p.€0a (required
by 50 and repeated in 52) bears the
stress

to

;

it

the

first

irdvTcs (reiterated

with emphasis) looks forward
0t)orop.c6a is
all

— not

parenthetical:

sleep,

changed".

but

— we

oXXdWw

is

;

ov

koiiai)-

"We

shall
all

be

interpreted

by

shall

ivSvopai of ver. 53 and p.eTao^r)p,aTi(w

of Phil. iii. ai. As much as to say:
" Our
perishable flesh and blood, whether
through death or not, must undergo a
That such a change is imchange".
pending for the dead in Christ is evident
from the foregoing argument (see esp.
22 f., 36, 42 f.) P. adds to this the declaration that the change will be universal, that it will extend to those living
when the Last Trumpet sounds (52),
amongst whom he then hoped that many
of the present generation would be found:
;

also 1 Thess. iv. 15 ff., where
affirmed iv X6y<p Kvpfov. This
hope dictates the interjected ov Koip/r}0Tjcrd(jLe6a, which disturbs the grammar
of the sentence and necessitates the contrastive 8c attached to the repeated
iravTcc. (see txtl. note
Wr., p. 695 also
There is no need to supEl. ad he).
i. 7
the like

cf.

;

is

;

pose a trajection of ov

;

ov vavrcs,
Or ov fiev ira'vres KOi\i.r\8r\xr.), nor any
diff. between the sense of a.\\ayi)cr. in w.
(as if for

4to>*

(cl.

Gr., 4v dicapei), iv

6<p-

p\irjj

OaXpov (in ictu oculi, Vg. in a twinkling),
iv
rp iaytLTQ craXiriYYi the first two
describing the instantaneousness, and the

—

;

last (with allusion perhaps to the
saying
of Matt. xxiv. 31; cf. 1 Thess. iv. 16) the
solemn finality of the transformation.
The former idea is emphasized, possibly,
to preclude the fear of a slow
painful
The craXmyl was the warprocess.
used
for
and
commands
trumpet,
signals
and
(cf. iv KcXcvo-pan, 1 Thess. iv. 16)
;

o-oXiriorei (sc. 6 a-ak-wiyK-rq%) is indef. in

subject, according to military idiom

(cf.

1 Thess. iv.
ii.,
17).
"
M
trumpet with the archangel's voice": any such description is
of course figurative.
Vv. 52, 53. The necessity for change,

Xen., Anab.y
identifies the

"

I.,

negatively declared in ver. 50, is now reaffirmed positively, as a necessity lying in
the nature and relations of the changed
:

M For this
corruptible (perishable)

is

bound

(Set: cf. xi. 19) to put on incorruption
(impenshableness), and this mortal to put
The double tovto
on immortality".
speaks, as in 2 Cor. v. 2, Rom. vii. 24,
out of P.'s painful self-consciousness cf.
2 Cor. iv. 10, Gal. vi. 17. to OvtjtOv
and to <J>0apToV (concrete, of felt necessity: T| <|>0opo, 50, abstract, of general
principle) relate, as in w. 42 ff., to the
present, living body of the Tjpels, not to
the dead body deposited in the grave.

—

The

aforesaid
as an

sented

"change"
investiture

is

now

:

repre-

(cv8vo-ao~6cu)

51 and 52

the certainty of change in all
:
"
shall " inherit incorruption
is de-

with incorruption and immortality; the

who

clared (51), and the assurance is given
that while this change takes place in
" the dead " who are " raised incorruptible," at the same time "we" (the
assumed living) shall undergo a cor(52 ; cf. 2 Cor. v. 2 ff.).
responding change
Thus in " all " believers, whether sleeping or waking when Christ's trumpet
sounds, the necessary development will
be effected (53 f.). The critical moment
iv
is defined by three vivid phrases:

two ideas are adjusted
where it is conceived

living
"
Christian will " put on the new, spiritual
" over "
his
body
earthly
(cir-cvSvo-ao*dai)
M absorbed"
frame, which will then be

—

in 2 Cor. v.
that the

4,

by it.
This clothing of the saints
with immortality fulfils a notable O.T.
word respecting the Day of the Lord:
" Then will be
brought to pass the word
that is written, Death has been swallowed
up (k*.tvk6Qv\, the vb. adopted in 2 Cor.
(KaroiroG-Q)
Ver. 54.
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k
l
*
6 6aKaTos
tl$
piko* *".
55. irou crou, QdmTe, to KeVrpov J vow

ri

Rom.

xv.

vi.

•

''

"•

*

vin. 13,
etc.

oou, $&t|,

e Ver. 28,
xvi. 3 ; a

4

to k KKOS*;

56. to 8i

l

K^rrpoi' toO Oa^d/rou

Cor. zii. 10 ; Col. iii. 4 ; 1 Th. . 3 Lk. t. 35 J Jo. viii. a8.
xxv. 8 (tee not* below) ; in this sense, a Cor. t. 4, also ii. 7
hilt. xii. ao ; a Ki. ii. 16 ; Job xxxvi. 7.
8; Rev xii.16.

du-apxia,

t|

Mt. t. 18 ; Mk. xL «3.
g Isa.
Mt. xxiii. 24 ; Heb. xi. 29 ; 1 Pet. v.
i Hoa. xiii. 14 ; Acts xxvi. 14
Rev.
f

'

;

;

ix. 10.

1
b$*C*IM, cop. vg., and several Ff., om. to 4>0apTov . . . icai, reducing the two
G om. the entire double
oTar clauses to one otov 8e to 0vtjtov touto k.t.X.
oTav clause, skipping from a0avacriav in ver. 53 to aGavaanav in ver. 54.
*
SO I in ver. 53.
fr«$AI, 17
ttjv aGavaatav

—

:

'viicoe.

54
*

.

.

.

;

KivTp or

(in this

order):

t^BCIM,

17, cop. vg.

(BD*I

:

vcikoc, vv.

t).

•ave.T* twic*: ^*BCDGI, 67**,

cop. vg., and

many

Ff.

;

ii8yj

in

Hosea.

"
Srar, istic lilt of Paul's more exalted passages
4 as above) unto victory !
with its double clause, recalls the double cf. xiii. 4 ff., and par Is. there noted.
8to,v of ver. 24 and of w. 27 f. (see
"
Where, O Death, is thy victory ?
notes), which are pari, to each other and
Where, O Death, is thy sting?
"
to this, alike marking the great
when," Now the sting of Death is Sin, and the strength
of Sin is the Law
the epoch of the consummation. The deBut to God be thanks, who gives to us the
struction of the "last enemy" secures
victory
"
absolute "victory" for Christ and His
Through our Lord Jesus Christ 1
own. Paul corrects the LXX txt. of Isa.
xxv. 8, which makes Death the victor,— P. freely adapts the words of Hosea, reKare'irLcv 6 ©avaros lo~xvo-as ; he appears
peating doWrc in the second line, where
to have read the Heb. passively bulla',
Hosea writes sh*'dl (LXX $8i)), since
Theodotion's death is the enemy he pursues throughbilla 1
Massoretic
for
Paul's.
identical with
out (Ed. notes that qiStjs never occurs in
is
translation
lanetsach {for ever) is often rendered els Paul's Epp.) ; and he substitutes syn.
terms for each of the other nouns to suit
viicos (later Gr. form of r(«j) by the
LXX, according to the Aramaic sense of his own vein, vikos being taken up from
the noun its Heb. sense implies a final ver. 54, and iccVrpov preparing for the
and unqualified overthrow of the King of thought of ver. 56. to 8c iccVrpov k.t.X.
Terrors, and therefore admits of P.'s throws into an epigram the doctrine of
" This is the farthest reach- Rom. iv.-viii. and Gal. iii.
respecting the
application.
it bears alluinter-relations of Sin, Law, and Death
ing of all O.T. prophecies
"
"
Mors aculeum quo pungat non habet
sion to Gen. iii.
(Dillmann see also
Delitzsch, on the Isaianic txt.), and re- nisi peccatum; et huic aculeo Lex vim
"
there
mortiferam
addit
Sin gives
verses the doom
pronounced.
(Cv.).
Vv. 55-57. At this climax P. breaks to death, as we mortals know it, its
into a song of triumph over Death, in the poignancy, its penal character and humi"
strain of Hosea's rapturous anticipation
liating form, with the entire
bondage of
" that
attaches to it see esp.
of Israel's resurrection from national corruption
death. [Many interpreters, however, put Rom. v. 12, 17, vi. 10, 23, vii. 24, viij.
the opp. sense on Hos. xiii. 14, as though 10, 30 ff., Heb. ii. 14 f. Apart from sin ,
God were summoning Death and the our present bodily existence must have
Grave to ply all their forces for Israel's terminated in the course of nature (44but the change would have been
annihilation, and this accords with the 46)
prophet's context ; but violent alterations effected in a far diff. way, without the
of mood are characteristic of Hosea see horror and anguish of dissolution— as inNowack ad loc. in Handkom. z. A.T., deed it will be for the redeemed who
also Orelli's Minor Prophets, or Cheyne
have the happiness to be alive at the
The passage has the Hebra- Second Advent (see 51 f., and parls.).
in C.B.S.]
v.

;

;

:

—

;

:

;

;

:

;

:
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XpUrrOU.

k Sec

*• *»•

As form

1

58.

t^paioi yu^aGe,

J".i.

P

^J'-

d/xcTaKt^Toi,
KopiOU TTOKTOTC, «loOT€S OTl o*

mSl;

Kupiw.

who "fall asleep in Christ"
Thess. iv. 14), death, while it
is still death and
naturally feared (ov
8^Xou,cv licovo-aarOai, 2 Cor. v.
4), is
robbed of its "sting" (cf. 1 John iv. 18,
For those
1

20;

also

John

v. 24, viii.

25 f., 2
Tim. i. 10; Rev. xx. 6), vix., the sense of
"
tametsi
guilt and dread of judgment
51

xi.

f.,

—

adhuc nos pungit, non tamen letaliter,
quia retusum est ejus acumen, ne in

animae vitalia penetret " (Cv.).— KevTpov
is sting (as in Rev. ix.
10), not goad (as
in Acts xxvi. 14)
Death is personified as
a venomous creature, inflicting poisoned
;

and

wounds.

fatal

Here Death reigns

through Sin, as in Rom.

v.

17

Rom.

;

v.

21 pictures Sin reigning in Death the
through the cause, the cause in
the effect.— While Death gets from Sin
its sting, Sin in turn receives from the
Law its power, tj Svvauac. ttjs ap-ap-rCae.
6 vofios condenses into six words Paul's
teaching on the relation of Sin to Law
(see Rom. iv. 15, v. 20, vi. 14, vii. ; Gal.
ii. 16, iii., iv. 21-v.
the view, based
4)
on his experience as a Pharisee, that the
:

effect

—

law of God, imposing on

sinful

man

im-

possible yet necessary tasks, promising
salvation upon terms he can never fulfil

and threatening death upon non-fulfilment, in effect exasperates his sin and
involves him in hopeless guilt ^ apap;

Tta

.

.

.

81a t. IvtoXtjs

Tcivev

of

•

— The
11).

(Rom. vii.
" Thanks be
relief,

to

•

|M aireicexclamation
.

God,

etc.," is

—

precisely pari, to Rom. vii. 25a, viii. 1 f.
The believer's "victory" lies in deliverance through Christ's propitiatory death

n

(Rom. iii. 23 f. ; cf i. 17 f., 30, vi.
above) from the condemnation of the
Law, and thereby from " the power of
Sin," and thereby from the bitterness of
Death. Law, Sin, and Death were bound
into a firm chain, only dissoluble by
" the word of the cross God's
power to

—

18 cf. Rom.
(i.
Thus the Ap. finally

the saved"
1

ff.).

i.

;

16

f., viii.

links

his

doctrine of the Bodily Resurrection and
Transformation of Christians to his fundamental teaching as to Justification and
the Forgiveness of Sins ch. xv. is a part
;

i.

9

UL

;

8.

Col.
r

Th. iii.
See ver. ia

ii.

7

;

1

ifr,

cf.

Col.

o See

in like connection, 3 Cor. viii. t, 7, ix. 8 ; Rom. wr.
13 ; Phil.
p xvi. 10 ; Phil. h. 30 ; cf. Rom. xiv. »o (r. « P y. t. •.).
q See

(18,

of

*ddrees,

i.

23.

viii. 8;

w^ "Tia

of the Xoyos t. oravpov which alone P.
proclaims at Cor. (ii. 1 f.).— God "gives
" our
to us the
victory," won for us

by
Lord Jesus Christ," which otherwise

Sin,

strengthened (instead of being broken)
by the Law, had given to Death. The
pr. ptp. ry SiSovti to vticoe, asserts the
experience of redemption (cf. i. 2, vi. 19
2 Cor. v. 21, xiii. 5, Rom. v. 1 f.,
i.
;

Eph.

7)

similarly vircpviic£|icv,
declares the continuous
;

Rom.

viii.

37,
triumph of faith :
for the sentiment,
cf. Rom. v. 2-1 1, 1
Thess. v. 16 ff., Phil. iv. 4, 1 Peter i. 3-9.
Ver. 56 is set aside by Sm., and Clemen

(Die Einheitlichkeit d. paul. Br. t ad loc),
Straatmann and Velter, as a " mar"
of some early Paulinist, on
ginal note
the ground that it is out of
keeping with
the lyrical strain of the
passage, and with
the absence of the anti-legal polemic
from this Ep. But the ideas of this ver.
fill the
contemporary Rom. and Gal. Epp.,
after

and are uppermost there

in Paul's highest
Rom. viii. 31 ff., 2 Cor. v. 13are
21); they
expressed with an originality and pregnant force unmistakably
and
in
a rhythmical, imaginaPauline,
tive turn of expression
harmonising with
the context. In this Ep., which " knows
nothing but Jesus Christ and Him crucified," the Ap. was bound to link his
theology of the Resurrection to the doctrine of salvation by the Cross
see w.
17 f., in proof that the Xdyos tijs Avain
o-Tao-cws
Paul's mind, with the
js one,

moods

(see

:

tov oravpov.
58 briefly directs the previous
teaching against the unsettlement caused
by Cor. doubts. This unbelief was taxed
in w. 32 ff. with sensualism and ignorance of God; its enervating effect on
Christian work is here indicated. For
wo-T€ with impv., cf. iii. 21, iv. 5, etc
" show
Xrfyoc,

Ver.

—eSpaioi"

steadfast
32,
i.

xi. 1

23

;

yourselves
yivttr&i,
see note on vii. 23, also x.
for the adj., see parls.
In Col.
:

the combination

cSpcuoi,

o>u,cTa-

not-to-be-moved ") is almost
identically repeated; similarly in Aristotle, Nic. Eth., II., iv., 3, to PtBaiws K al
4fMTaiciv^T*»t fxur is specified as a conkivtjtou

("
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XVI.

i

d

'*

I.

riepl Se rfjs

*

& l ^Ta £ a TC"S
befow
c See xt. a*.
d See vii. 17.
e See vii. 17
Th. li. 14 Her. L 4.

'Xoyiog

1

fc

ttJs

el?

*

^kkXtjouus
;

for

pL

Ttjs raXa/rias,

in local oae, rer. 19

;

t

rvi.

TO&s

*

•

dyious

*

woirep

o3r<o Kai ujieis Troi^aa/re.

Cot. TiiL

i

j

Gal, L

(r. r«X.),

ss ;

1

;

1

XoY «tot

(?):

dition of all right and virtuous doing.
vcpio'<rcvovTce k.t.X. adds the positive
to the foregoing negative side of the in-

—

junction: "abounding (overflowing: see
parls.) in the work of the Lord always ".
t. epyov t. Kvpiov (cf. ix. 1
Col. iii. 23
Matt. xxi. 28, Mark xiii. 34) is " the
f.,
"
"
"
the Lord
work
which
prescribes,
"
while " the work of God (Rom. xiv. 20:
"
"
is
the work
which
cf. iii. 9 above)
" God " does contrast xii. and 6 above.
5
;

— " Knowing

:

(as you do) that your toil is
not empty in the Lord." tlSdrcs implies
assured knowledge, such as springs from
the confirmation of faith given in this
chap. On koVoc, see note "to iii. 8 and
"
the " toil is "
on
ver.
;

14
empty
which is spent on illusion " ce n'est pas
la une activite d'apparat, accomplie dans
le neant, comme si souvent le travail
terrestre, mais un serieux labeur, accom"
pli dans la sphere de l*£ternelle realite
(Gd.); hence the pr. ioViv rather than
co-rat.
ev Kvpiw in the sphere of Christ's
icevrfs,

:

;

—

:

authority, wrought under His headship,
which supplies the basis of all Christian
relations and duties ; cf. ver. 36, iv. 17,
vii.

22,

etc

Division VI. Business, News, and
Greetings, xvi. The Ap. has delivered
his mind to the Cor. upon the questions
which prompted this great Ep. He had
reserved to the last the profound and
solemn problem of the Future Life, in
treatment of which the conceit of
and the moral levity that spoiled
this powerful Greek Church found their
most characteristic expression. To the
defence and exposition of the Christian
hope of the Resurrection of the Body P.
has devoted in chap. xv. all his powers
of dialectic and of theological construction, bringing his argument to the glorious conclusion with which, in § 56, the
thought of the Ep. culminates. He has
thus carried his readers far away from
the Cor. atmosphere of jealousy and
debate, of sensuality and social corruption, infecting their Church, to seat them
in the heavenly places in Christ Jesus.
There remain a few matters of personal
interest, to be disposed of in two or three
paragraphs concerning the collection for

its

intellect

—

B #<*"aadl.
Jerusalem

(1-4), his

own and Timothy's

and the invitation declined
by Apollos (5-12). These are followed
by an energetic final exhortation, into
which is woven a commendation of
Stephanas and other Cor. now with P.
(13-18), and by the epistolary salutations
which are full and animated, a word of
severe warning being attached to his
own affectionate greeting and autograph

intended

visits,

signature (19-24).
§ 57.
xvi. 1-4.

Concerning the Collection,

During his Third Missionary
Journey P. was collecting money for the
relief of the Christian poor in Jerusalem.
Two chaps, in the middle of 2 Cor. are
devoted to this business, which, as it
seems, had moved slowly in the interval
between the two Epp. The collection
had been set on foot some time ago in
Galatia (1) ; in Macedonia it had been
warmly taken up (2 Cor. "viii. f.);" from
Asians
also
Acts xx. 4 we learn that
(from Ephesus and the neighbourhood)
accompanied P. in the deputation which
conveyed the Gentile offering to the
mother Church. A little later, in writing
to Rome (xv. 25-32), the Ap. refers to
the collection, with great satisfaction, as
completed. Every province of the Pauline
mission appears to have aided in this
charity, which, while it relieved a distressing need, was prompted also by
Paul's warm love for his people (Rom. ix.
3), and by his desire to knit together the
Gentile and Jewish sections of the
Church, and to prove to the latter the
true faith and brotherhood of the converts from heathenism (2 Cor. ix. n-14).
P. had taken part in a similar relief sent
from Antioch many years before (Acts

and in the Conference of Jerus.,
the direction of the Gentile mission
was committed to him, the heads of the
Judaean Church laid on him the injunction to "remember the poor" (Gal. ii.
Foreign Jews were accustomed, as
10).
an act of piety, to replenish the poorfunds of the mother city. The Christian
community of Jerus. suffered from chronic
With little natural or compoverty.
mercial wealth, the city lived mainly upon
on the attracits religious character
tions of the Temple and the Feasts
xi. f.)

;

when

—

ITP02 K0PIN9I0Y2 A
k
2. 'icaTA
'p.iav
k
eTjaaopiJw 8,ti
2

;

Lk.

xxiy.

irapa, cf. 2
vi.

19

f. ;

11

:

Tim.

Lk.

aappdxwK
&»

2

1

Xva

ti0€tw,'

TOT€

IXOw,

h In this sense, Mk. xvi. 9 ; Lk. xviii. ia.
Jo. xx. 1 19.
iv. 13 ; Lk. xix. 7, etc.
k 2 Cor. xii. 14 ; Rom. ii. 5 ; las. v. 3
21 ; 4 Ki. xx. 17.
1 Rom. i. 10 ;
3 Jo. 2 ; Gen. xxxii.

xii.

3^3*

1

thronged by Jews from the whole world
the Nazarenes, while suffering
from the intense bigotry of their compatriots in other ways, would find it
esp. difficult to participate in employments connected with religion, i Thess.

14 intimates that the Judaean Churches
had recently undergone severe perseii.

cution.

"But about

the collection
that (is made) for the saints " (rfjs ets t.
This
clause
6.710 vs).
might be construed
as subordinate to the following is
8i€Ta|a; it reads more naturally as a
detached title to the par. indicating this,
seemingly, as another topic of the Church
Letter (cf. vii. i, viii. i, xii. i). The subject is alluded to as one in which the
Cor. were already interested (see 2 Cor.

—

—\ov ta (more correctly

^
»

C

:

£

Distrib.,
see xiv.
27, XV. 31.
g Acts xx. 7;
Mk. xvi.
Mt. xxi. 25.

2 Pet

m See

•

7
7

iii

xv.

M

t

^.

KLM.

tvolo^ NcACIKM,

etc.

sengers from Ephesus at a later time.
This ref. fairly implies that the arrange-

;

and

1.

"oW

p.V|,

cro00aTov, all uncc. but N* (<ra00aT«),
'«•" (?)» BIM. So W.H., uniformly.

Ver.

^ap* Uau-rw

Ikootos fiawv

€uo8wtoi»-
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ment made had been

successful in Gal.
the business being completed there some
while ago, the Ap. makes no observation
upon it in the extant Ep. to the Gal.,
;

which was probably contemporary with
1 and 2 Cor. (See Lt., Introd. to
Gal.).

On the question as to the part of " Galatia" intended, see Introd. to Gal. in
this Comm., and notes on the relevant
passages in Acts.
Ver. 2 rehearses the rule previously
laid down for Galatia: "On every first
(day) of the week let each of you by himself ( = at home) lay up, making a store
(of it), whatever he may be prospered
in". fitav <rap(JaTov 'echad shabbath

—

—

or bashshabbath

—according

to

Hebrew

spelt Xo ye ia)
cl. Gr. o-vXXoyt], or fpavos (club-contribution) ; elsewhere in Paul x<*pis (3),
evXo-yia (2 Cor. ix. 5), XeiTovpyia (2 Cor.
Till the
ix. 12), icoivuvta (Rom. xv. 26).
other day this word counted as a h.l. in

idiom (see parls.) for the days of the week,
the term KvpiatcT) T|(ie'pa (Rev. i. 10) not
being yet current, while the heathen name

Gr. literature; but the Egyptian Gr.
papyri furnish instances of it as a business term, denoting, along with Xoyciiw
(from which it should be derived), the
collecting of money either in the way of
imposts or voluntary assessments: see

already the Sacred Day of the Church
(cf Acts xx. 7), appropriate therefore for
deeds of charity (cf. Matt. xii. 12). »op*
4avr$, apud se, chez lui (see parls).
0T]<ravpi£ttv, "making a treasure," de"
scribes each householder
paulatim cumulum aliquem faciens " (Gr.), till at the
end the accumulated store should be paid
over.
cvoSwrtu (from t$ and 68<Ss, to send
well on one's way) is pr. sbj., with &v of
contingency and 8, ti in ace. of specificathat Provition: any little
superfluity
dence might throw in a Cor. Christian's
way, he could put into this sacred hoard
Many in this Church
(cf. 2 Cor. viii. 12).

ix. 2) .

=

Deissmann's Bibelstudien, pp. 40 ff. Hn.
The Cor.
in Meyer's Kommentar ad loc.
understand from previous communica-

—

tions

who

,

meant by "the saints"

are

(cf Rom. xv. 31): Hf. thinks that the
Christians of Jerus. are so called by emin-

such a distinction is un-Pauline
(Gal. iii. 28); rather, the fact that the
collection is made for the saints commends it to saints (i. 2 : cf. 2 Cor. ix. 12

ence, but

Such ministry is part of " the work
"
of the Lord in which the Cor., a moment
"
to " abound
bidden
were
(xv. 58).
ago,
"
as I
ic.t.X.
ff.).

— worirep 8i6ra|a

gave
Just
order to the Churches of Galatia, so also
do you act ". This direction was either
given by P. personally on his last visit to
Gal. at the outset of the Third Missionary
Journey (Acts

:

xviii. 23),

more than two

letter or mesyears before, or through

VOL.

II.

(dies solis) is avoided.

The

earliest

men-

tion of this Christian day, going to show
that the First Day, not the Sabbath, was

—

—

—

were slaves, without wages or stated income. The Vg. renders, " quod si bene
car
placuerit," as though reading 5,
"
quod comcvSoicq ; and Bg. wrongly,
modum sit". Xva p.i], 5roy IXOw, r6rt

n

—

x.t.X.

:

" that there

may

not be,

when

come, collections going on then ". P.
would avoid the unseemliness and the
I

difficulty of raising the money suddenly,
at the last moment ; and he wishes when

he comes to be free to devote himself to

60
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XVI.

*
1
*XoyCcu yfrwmu.
3. otuk Zk
-irapaylvufiai, 089. Wv •8oiuu.do-T)T€,
' *
*
"
Acts »8 t
faoToXtM' toutou? ir^\|/w
d-nevtyKtiv TfjK 'x^P 11 "H*"' e *S
1
,
tou icdu-c TropeueaGai, auy 4p>l
4. Me
•ct£lOl'
j
l

HdL u
11

;

'

U

l£xH.5i.*l€pouaaXfyfc*
Jp- iH-*3

iropcuaoKTat.

;

5*

O Id this
sense, a

8
i.

'EXeuoopai hk wpos 4u£s &rar Maxcooyiae

•

is-

y&p

6. •irpds

Oi^pxop.cu

v

Rom.

;

•

Ira

irapaxeipiatt,

fl|"*S
*

ae

60*19

s8, xiv.

m;

H-4. C/. iii. i«.
Lk. xvi. 22 ;
xt.

ML

i.

«5.

peCor.

Heb.

;

16

i.

;

vii.

Rom.

11; a Th.

x.

il.

a, 15, Hi. 14-

r In this sense, 3 Cor. viH. 6

1.

f.,

8

08

^av

^

icai

4
-

iropcowficu

Tit.

iii.

13

;

3 Jo. 6

;

Acts xt.

8.

;

Tit. iii. 12 ; Acts xxvii. 12, xxviii. 11.
xx. 38, xxi. 5.

;

;

;

;

;

xv. a*

q Rev. xvll. 3, xxi. 10 Acts xix. 12
s With gen. of thing, Rom. i. 32
1
Here only with inf. cf. Lk. xxiv
v Kara^efta, ActB i. 13 ; n-opa/mecw,
;

19.

ri I 11 exx. in Lk. snd Acts ; Mt. iii.
a Bibl. h.l.; cl. idiom ; cf. xiv. 10.
w
33 ; Job. L 25 Gen. xliv. 33.

15, lv. 9, t. 18,
t See x. I,

PhiL L %i
x a Cor.
1

TTpoWu^Te

81 A0a>, MatceBoiaai'

irapap-eew,

Th.

1

Tim.

Si 'tuxc^

*

T*

3,

Tr., W.H., R.V. marg., place the comma after 8t* a»i<rattaching this adjunct to 8oicip.aoTjT« : see note below.
* a 1ov
1
u : NcABCIMP. s ° critt, edd., exc. Tisch.
8
k a t a n e r u» (?)
BM, 67**. So W.H. and Weiss : irapau. looks like an assimithe stronger Karaucvt» is intrinsically fitting, by contrast
lation to vapaxeifLatrtt
with cv irapoStj) see note below.

Lachm., Tisch.,

roX^r,

:

;

:

*

Om.

k

a1

(?)

higher matters

BM W.H. txt. —*ai
;

(ef.

Acts vi.

—

•'

a)

in

tunc alia

agens"(Bg.).
Vv. 3, 4. The Cor. are to choose delegates to bear their bounty, who will travel
to Jerus. with P., if this be deemed fit.
Acts xx. 1-4 shows that in the event a
large number of representatives of Gentile Churches voyaged with P., doubtless

—

common errand. 8t* fa-urroXAv
qualify either SoKifiaorrrc (Br., Cv.,
Est., A.V. and R.V. txt., Ed.) or visiles

on

this

may

(R.V. marg., with Gr. Ff., and most
moderns). Being chosen by the Cor., the
delegates surely must have credentials
(cf. 2 Cor. iii. 1, and Acts xv M

from them
for

such

letters

passing from Church to

Church also 1 Clem, ad Corinth.). At
the same time, as P. is directing the
whole business, he will " send " the deputies and introduce them at Jerus. On
;

—

lav 81
8oKip.a£o>» see note to iii. 13.
" But if it be worth while
o|iov -jf k.t.X.,
that I should journey too, they shall

—

" a hint
that P. would
journey with me
in
take
presenting the collecpart
only
tion if the character of the aid sent made
otherwise the delegates
it creditable;
must go alone; he will not associate
himself with a mean charity. The inf.
(in gen. case), tov Kay.1 iropcveo-Oai, de-

pends on a£iov
"

si

dignum

— "worthy of my "going,"

fuerit ut et

ego earn

(Vg.)

;

can hardly be softened into " if it be
right (seemly on any ground: as in 2
Thess. i. 3, where o|tov is unqualified)
that I should go" (Ed.)
as though
it

—

marg.
the Ap. deprecated being obtrusive; he
guarding his self-respect, being scarcely
sure of the liberality of the Cor. " Justa
estimatio sui non est superbia" (Bg.).
is

Visits to Corinth,

§ 58.

xvi. 5-12.

The arrangements for the Collection have
led P. to speak of his approaching visit
to Cor., and he explains more definitely
his plans in this respect (5-9).
Timothy's

not certain, may be
looked for speedily; and the Ap., with
some solicitude, asks for him considerate
treatment (xo f.). Apollos is not coming
at present, as the Cor. seem to have desired and as Paul had urged upon him
he prefers to wait until circumstances
are more favourable (12).

coming, though

;

Vv. 5, 6. " But I will come to you,
when I have gone through Macedonia."
The Ap. writes from Ephesus some time
before

Easter

Pentecost (8), probably before
8; see note); he intends to

(v.

traverse

Macedonia on

his

way

(Sicp-

Xopcu, repeated with emphasis, regularly
denotes in the Acts an evangelistic tour :
see xiii. 6, xvi. 6, xx. 25, etc.), completing
the work of his mission, there so abruptly
terminated (Acts xvi. f.). This task will
require considerable time (it occupied the
months of summer and autumn, during
which the Ap. penetrated beyond Mac.
into Illyria; Rom. xv. 19), so that P.
expects to see Cor. not much before
He adds therefore in exwinter (6).
" For I am
planation,
going through
Macedonia (travelling over the region:
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'WX« yap

iv

M

>
* «~ f•»••
"SpTv ir •irop<58a» leeiK- IXmttt
vpoVov
Ar
xSeeiy. 11.
V.*
k
* N -T- *^
irpos 6|ios, lay 6 Kupios
8.
&riTp6rtf.'
fcrif^w

opa?
«««.«,»..

at,.,iirtfieivoi
84*

*

'E^orw Iws
*

fteydXt] Kai

947

rUmjKooTTJs

tt)s

*

0. '(hipa

h

cWpyifc,* Kat

"*«»•

vdp uot 'di^wvc

ia

lav 8e 2X©tj b In this
sense,
k
#
Gal. L 18
TipSeeos,* 'pXlirere Iva
d<p60aj$ 'ycVip-ai
*pos fyiaV rd ydp gJlI
e

T
8,
.?."thrv^
i i; m.
the vb., ,rI;
2 Cor. vi. 11*?
; Rom
i

;

i

see x». 6
-yj^a,

;

'

,

Eph

i.

;

See

ii.

i 9 , etc.
*

yap,

all

nncc. but

also

;

Tpo?)

;

1 Tta.

'*">* (fi«),Lk.xliLt4; J0.X.9; Hos. ii. 15V For
; Mt. vii. 7 f., etc.
g Phm. 6; Heb. iy. it ; -ytv,
h 6al. v. 17 ; Phil. i. *8 ; t Th. ii. 4 1 Tim. L 10, * 14
i. a&
With i^CoLir. 171 m,MiiLia
kPhlL

riAj&Sf'lT&f'&Z'i
L14;
Judex*; Lki. 74; Proy. L 33; fee
VVisd.
1

3

? or
VRey. Hi.
7

xi

13

-,,««,

iroXXoi.

djriic€iu.€i>oi

xvii. 4.

KL, and

all

ana

Teres, but fyrp- aeth.

•twiTpiijrTi, fc^ABCM (P -4-ci) ; ^qu, Western and Syrian,
*
evapyns, some latt. and vg., evident; no extant Or. oodd.
4

TcipoOtof , a favourite itacism of B*D*.

of imminent purpose)

but with you
;
abide (icaTaucyu, as in Acts
i. 13, signifies,
by contrast to Silpxouai,
keeping to Cor. instead of touring through
the province), or [even] spend the winter '\
Paul will time his visit, if possible, so as
to make his winter-quarters in Cor. ; in
pr. t

haply

any

I will

case,

when he

arrives,

he

will give

the Cor. the full benefit of his presence.
He did so stay for three months (Acts xx.
For irpos, in converse with, see w.
3).
7, 10,

ii.

3,

and

parls.

—tv\6v

(ace. abs.

of neut. ptp.) = cl tvx<h (see pari.)—
another of the cl. idioms confined to this
Ep. ; it indicates the uncertainty of human
plans, and is piously replaced by lay ©
Kvp. iiriTptyn in ver. 7. In this plan P.
has a further aim, which he mentions to
show his dependence on the Cor. : " in
order that you may send me forward,
wheresoever I may go" i.e. probably,
though not certainly, to Jerus. (4); cf.
It
ver. 11, 2 Cor. i. 16, Rom xv. 24.

—

—

would help

P.,

whose

infirmities required

friendly attentions, to have a
off" on his leaving Europe.

good

" send-

A generous

"collection for the saints" would be a

welcome

lift

(1, 4).

Ver. 7. " For I would not see you now,
in passing; for (yap) I hope to stay some
length of time (xpovoy riva) with you, if
the Lord permit." P. could have crossed
by sea and taken Cor. on his way to Mac.
Cor. i. 15 f.); the Cor. had re(cf. 2

quested his speedy coming, which might
have been so arranged. But such a visit
could only have been iv iraprfStp (explaining the apn), "in the way-by," as the
summer must be devoted to Mac. ; this
there
flying visit would not be of service ;
is much to be done at Cor. (xi. 34, etc.),

and when the Ap. does come he means
to stay " some time ". His recent short
visit had been very unsatisfactory (see
For apn, see note
Introd., chap. ii.).
on iv. ii ; it is in tacit contrast with the
For iiriuetvai, " to
future, as in xiii. 12.

—

stay

on"

—distinguished from
or
—iav place
6 Kvp.
see

(in time)

KaTautVw, "to stay fixedly"

(in

condition: 6),
parls.
k.t.X., see parls., also to iv. 19,
pia conditio (Bg.): Paul's plans have been repeatedly overruled (Acts xvi. 6 f. 1 Thess.
He says "if the Lord permit"
ii. 18).
but
thinking of his visit as a pleasure
" if the Lord
will," in the pari, clause,
iv. 18 f., viewing it as a painful duty.

—
;

;

" But

stay on in Ephesus
"
rtjs wcvnpcoo-Trjs
(rjulpas), "the fiftieth day" from the
16th Nisan in the Passover Feast (see

Vv.

8, 9.

I

until the Pentecost

—

This suggests that P. is writing
not very long before Whitsuntide; v. 6
ff. indicated a date for the Ep. immediately
antecedent to Easter. Ver. g explains
why the Ap. must remain at Eph. some
time longer, although required at Cor.
"for a door is open to me, great and
parls.).

:

and (there are) many adverThis Ovpa is defined in Col. iv.
3 (cf. 2 Cor. ii. 12) as a 0vpa tov \6yov
a door open to the preacher ; in Acts xiv.
27 it is seen from the other side, as 6vpm
irCorcws a door for the entrance of the
effectual,
saries ".

—

—

believing hearer; see parls. for kindred
applications of the figure. The door is
width and the
ucya'Xi) in respect of its
region into which it opens, tvepyrfc in respect of the influence gained by entering
it.
avriKcCucvoi iroXXoC {cf. xv. 32) an
additional reason for not retreating; cf.
PhiU i. 28. The terrible riot that shortly

—

:
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1

See

xr.

m

'

1

cpY<££€Tai <&S
- ?pyoi' Kupiou
?'
x
xiii "
Acts
•
8e
i£ouQevr)ar\
irpOTT€|xi|/aT6
41 (Hab. i

1

»ca!

5);J.o.iii p.€
VI.
ix.

•

20,

21,

4;

"

Mt toO &8cX4>ou

xxvi. 10
Ps. xliii.

1,

Rom.

19;

Mt.

iroXXd

2

tis oGV auToy

|i^

im

twi'

r

*

auToy

irapcicdXeara

p.€T&

doeX^wy

Iva IXOtj

u Jo.
;

*V

ook

'irdrro)?

irpos

**0iXTjjJta

upo? up,as
"lea kok

4XeuacTai Se oto-k T cfrcaipqarj.

xvi. 6, 12, xv. 22 (ra

xviii. 14.
xvii. 21

v Acts

Kal

e\0Tj

12. riepl 8c 'AiroXXu

d8e\(J>uW.

;

n See i. 28.
oSeevii. 15,
eX0T],
p See xi. 33,
q Adv., ver,
t

q

•

'

II.

°iy •elp^T),

au-roy

^K&^xop-ai Y^P a" 1 01 |*«tA twk

'

iydi

5

tn

XVI.

Mk.

vi.

39

vi. 31.

»r.)

f.

;

Jas. Hi. 2

;

-pos,

Mk.
Mk. vi.

ten times in

9eku iva, Mt.
Heb. iv. 6; Mk.

vii. 12

Cf.

;

vi. 21

r

See

25, x. 35

Tim.

-pws, 2

;

iv.

;

2

I.

See

s

to.

Lk.

vi. 31

Mk.

;

;

v. 10.

Jo. xvii. 24.

xiv. 11

;

-pia,

Lk.

xxii. 6.

1
ico/yw
fc^ACKLP, and some minn. : so most crit. edd. kcu cya* DG, etc.
(vii (simply) BM. So W.H. txt.
The last reading best accounts for the others. It appears to be Neutral ko-yw
Alexandrian, k<u ey*» Western and Syrian. The emphasis given by icai is scarcely in
keeping here, while it is perfectly suitable in vii. 8 and x. 33 (which may have suggested
:

:

:

;

•co/yw to

copyists here),

and

in 2 Cor. xi. 12

2

;

cf.

Gal.

iv. 12.

fc$*D*G, with corresponding latt. and some anc. codd. of vg., preface this clause
with 8i)Xc« v|uv on (iroXXo k.t.X.) an ex. of Western license.

—

afterwards drove Paul from Eph. verified
this statement (Acts xix.).
Evangelism
"
flourishes under fierce opposition ;
Saepe

bonum
vigent

Vv.

et,

contra

"

id,

malum

simul valde

:

that Ep. to Timothy's presence at Cor. in the interval but Titus'
visit and report are largely in evidence.
Ed. says, " In point of fact he (Tim.) did
not come " {cf. Lt., Journal of Sac. and
CI. Philology, ii., 198 ff. ; also El.). But
In iv. 17
this assertion is too positive.
above P. announced Tim.'s coming deplicit ref. in

;

Tim.
finitely and laid stress upon it.
shares in the Address of 2 Cor., and the
he is associated by the Ap. with
"
of vii.
himself in the significant " we

fact that

5-1 1) points to his being involved in some way in the " grief" which
P. had suffered from Cor. subsequently
to the writing of 1 Cor.
Very possibly Timothy was the aSiicijdcls of 2
Cor. vii. 12, in whose person, seeking as
he did to carry out the directions of 1
Cor. iv. 17, Paul had been insulted by
ff.

(cf. ii.

Christian (6 dSiiajhappened, the
apprehensions expressed here about the
o-as).

— If

this

actually

treatment Tim. might receive, proved
" see
only too well-founded
(to it) that
without fear he may be with you" (or
hold converse with you: y^vtjtcu irpos
vua«, see ii. 3, and parls.) ..." let no
one then set him at naught". These
:

(Bg.).
10, 11.

lav (not oVav) 8* IXOxj
" But if
Timothy come "—his
Tip.<$0eos :
coming is not certain. He and Erastus
have been before this sent to Macedonia
(Acts xix. 21 f.) in advance of P., with
instructions to go forward to Cor. (iv. 17
above); he might be expected to arrive
about the same time as this letter. But
local circumstances, or even the report
of the unfriendly attitude of the Cor.
He is
(Ed.), might detain him in Mac.
found in Mac. with P. when some months
there is no exlater 2 Cor. is written

2

some prominent Cor.

words point

to Timothy's diffidence, as
well as to his comparative youth : see 1
Tim. iv. 12, and the vein of exhortation

Tim. ii. 1-13 and iii. 10-iv. 18. Tim.
was P.'s complement, as Melanchthon
was Luther's gentle, affectionate, studiin 2

—

ous, but not of robust or masculine charThe temper of the Cor. Church
acter.

would be

peculiarly trying

ing to him.

and discourag-

Paul hopes that regard for

him will have some restraining effect
upon the Cor. to yop «PY°»' Kvpfov (cf.
xv. 58) k.t.X. identifies Timothy in the

—

way with P. himself: cf. iv. 17,
20; similarly respecting Titus,
in 2 Cor. viii. 23.
For i|ovdcv€6>, see
° But send him forward in
**
parls.
peace
for if Tim. attempts the task indicated
in iv. 17, a rupture is very possible, such
as, we gather from 2 Cor. ii. and vji.,
From the following
actually ensued.
"
words, that he may come to me, for I
am awaiting him," it appears that P. expects Tim's return before he leaves Eph.
It is doubtful
cf., for the vb., xi. 33.
strongest
Phil.

—

ii.

—

—

—

whether uera
subject

w.

— "I

:

rCtv dSeXcfwv qualifies the
with the brethren" those

—

the Cor. brethren now in
Eph. and interested in Tim's success at

of

1 2-1 8,

ii

—
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16.

mW-

13. TptiyopciTt, »<rr^iteTe Iv Tfj
%
raiouaOe- 14. 'Trdrra by.&v iv dyd-irj]
oc ofias, do€Xd>oi

—

d

oI8aT€

tV

1

'dKSpi^oOe,

b

"

xpo-

9

GaL

.1

w

e

i<rr\v

'

,

riapaicaXw

15.

yi^<r0<i».

iTeWa. 2 d ort

f

—
'

;

^
»;

L iv 2
h ; 6
Acta

Pet. v.V,
thrice in

diranv*
rA

f
OiaKOKiai' tois
eis
€Ta§cw 4auTOU$
dyiots
k
!
!
lva ical 6|t€is
tois
uTroTdaatjaee
toiootois, ical iram tw
1

Rom.

Rev. 5
14 ezx. in

m. GG.
Syr
x In this
t

i. a^iv. x
; 1 Th. iii. 8 ; t Th. tt. 11
Jo. viii. 44.
y Jf.T.% /.
: Lk. i. 80, ii.
* This constr. of ™V,
40 ; Neh. ii. 18. -<uo«, 1 Pet. v. 6.
See 1. 10; ver. 12.
d See Hi. 20 with oifia, 2 Cor. xii. 3 f. 1 Th ii 1
Gen. 1. 8.
Phil. iv. 22
f See XT. so.
g Acts xiii. 48 cf. s Mace. vi. ii, »pos and
dat. For vb., Rom. xiii. 1 ; Acta xv. 2 Mi. vi& 9, etc
h See xu. 5.
i See vi. x.
k See
* See v. 5.
xiv. 3«-

loth.

riy.

1.

4;

;

Phil.

•

;

z Eph. iU. 16

6.

b See

h.l.

e

„

,

njs Axatas kcu
16.

•oUiav

949

;

ix. 15.
Jo. iv. 53

c

;

•

;

;

1

Ins. Kat

AD,

cop. vg. synch.

Xi-c^ava icai oprovvaTov fr$ c D and
Ambrst. C*G add kcu Axaucov besides.
*

minn., vg. (oldest codd<), cop., Dam..

:

Cor.,

who

are delaying their return until

he brings his report (so Hf., Gd.) ; or the
" I await him with
= and) the
(
object

—

brethren," i.e. those, including possibly
Erastus, whom P. expects to arrive at
Eph. from Cor. along with Tim. (so most
interpreters). The relevancy of the words
on the latter construction is not obvious.
On the former view, " the brethren " of
w. 11 and 12 are the same, being the
deputies who had brought over the
Cor. Church Letter to P., and who are
now awaiting Tim's return before they
themselves return home. This hints an
additional reason why the Cor. should

with all speed send Timothy back to
Paul "in peace".
Ver. 12. The manner in which the
clause ilcpl 8c 'AiroXXw tov a8eX<pov is
loosely prefixed to the statement of
the
this ver. ("Now about Apollos
"
brother
suggests that Apollos' com)
in
Church
the
ing had been mentioned
Letter : cf. ver. 1, vii. 1, etc. Respecting
to
i. 12, and Acts xviii.
notes
see
Apollos,
24 fT. Considering the way in which Ap.
had been made a rival to P. in Cor., it
shows magnanimity on Paul's side to desire his return, and a modest delicacy on
the side of Apollos to decline the request
ical iravTws ovic tjv 0c'X-r^a Xv* k.t.X.,
"And there was no will at all (it was
that he
altogether contrary to his will)

—

—

:

—cvKaipcw (see

should come now ".
parls.)
denotes "to have good opportunity".
no
affords
Cor.
The present ferment at

fulness, steadfastness, manly vigour, above
all Christian love, were the
qualities in

which this Church was lacking. Their
"love" they would have a particular
opportunity of showing to the family of
Stephanas, who had been foremost in
works of benevolence (15 f.) for St. is
;

now

home

in

charge of this
Ep. with his two companions, after they
had brought the letter of the Church to
P. and cheered him by their society.
The deputation has done a timely public
returning

service in the best spirit; their kindly

must be duly acknowledged (17 f.).
Vv. 13, 14. rpr)-yopciTC,
bec^rrJKcrc
long to a class of vbs. peculiar to later
Gr. presents based on older perfects;
the former from ivpijYopo. (bftipv), the
latter from co-ttjko. (To-ttjui).
The first
exhortation recalls xv. 33 f., the second
offices

—

iv.

17, x. 12, xv.

"play the man,"

2,

11 ff.—dvSpCtcirOc,

viriliter

agite

(Vg.),

adds an active element to the passive

and defensive

attitude

the
implied
previous impvs. it looks back to xiii. 11
and xiv. 20 (relating to the glossolalia),
but exhorts in general to the courageous
prosecution of the Christian life by the
Cor., who were enfeebled by contact
with heathen society (x., 2 Cor. vi. 11
This word is common in cl. Gr. ;
ff.).
in

;

cf. I

Mace.

ii.

64, Urxvcro/re k. &v8p(£fcr6c

also the Homeric dvlpec l<rrL
Ty
— KpaTaio£o~6c
enjoins manful
bf

vofi*>,

activity,

most energetic form (see
parls.).
icpaToe, from which, through Kparcuos
in its

Peter v.

the vb.

For iravrtjs,
Kcupos for Apollos' coming.
and OcXTjua tva, see parls.
xvi. 13-18.
§ 59. Concluding Homily,
the
According to the Apostle's wont, at
end of his letter he gathers up the burden

Kpa/rvvM), signifies superior power, mastery
(see Col. i. II, 1 Tim. vi. 16): "be [not
merely strong, but] mighty ". The four
impvs. of ver. 13 are directed respectively

message into a single concise
Watchf.).

against the heedlessness, fickleness, childishness, and moral enervation of the

of

and

his

stirring exhortation (13

(1

6),

is

derived

(cl.

Gr.
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8
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17.

•Xatpw

koI 'AxaiKou,
%

&v£iravixav

&inyi>v6<TK€T€ OuV 'toO?

*

XVI.

&

on

y&p

4

•

to

to

M

Tfi

lApw*

^k

'irapouaia
*

uo-T<?pT)U.a

•irKeufia icai

TOIOOTOUS.

xii. 1.

n See xt.

•70s, see Hi. 9.
2 Mace, villi ia, xt. 2i.

Phil. ii. 30 Col. i. 24 ;
this antith., Phil. ii. 30.
;

xi. 29, xii. 43
1 Th. t. 12.

1

;

ReT.

8

ovtoi,

4

Cor.:

xiii. 6.
p In thta ose, 2 Cor. Tii. 6 f. Phil. i. 26, ii. 12
r 2 Cor. viii. 13 f., ix. 12, xi. 9
q vfxerepov, see xt. 31.
Lk. xxi. 4 ; Judg. XTiii. 10. -«w, see i. 7.
a See xiT. 16
in
t 2 Cor. TiL 13 ; Phm.
7, 20 ; Mt. xi. 28 ; 1 Chron. xxii. 9, 18.
-<ris, Mt.
xiT. IK.
u See xiT. 15.
v 2 Ccc Ti. 9 ; Deat. i. 17, xxxiii. 9. Cf.

Th.

DG,

10

iii.

;

;

;

KMP;
^AKL.
avroi, ADGM, with vg.

all

uncc. but

air uncc. but

latt.

vg.,

love"

—

(or carried

on:

21

1-8, xi.

let

yivc<r6«»)

reiterates the appeal of chh.
radical fault

and xiii. touching the
of this Church see also ii.
;

f., xii.

3, iv. 6, vi.

21, etc.

Vv. 15, 16 urge particular instances of
the above iv dyairo yiv4<rd<a. The tva
clause of ver. 16 is complementary to
irapaicaXfi (see note on i. 10), and is suspended to make room for the explanatory
"
oi8aT€ . . . lavrovs
you know that
the household of Stephanas is the firstfruit of Achaia, and that they set them:

—

selves for ministering to the saints".
ttjv oUiov k.t.X., ace. by attraction to
oiSa/re, according to the well-known Gr.
usage with vbs. of this class (Wr., p.
There were earlier individual con781).
verts in Achaia (see Acts xvii. 34), but
with this family the Gospel took root in

the province and the earnest appeared of
the subsequent ingathering: cf. Rom.
xvi. 5 ; also i. 16 above, and note. The
St. family must have been of independent

means

;

for

tyrr.

;

so Lachm., Tr. marg.

Ambrst.

the fifth— "All your doings,

viii.

;

;

.

^BCKLP.

Ins. koi

them be done
in

iT. 8,

opTovr«T©v,

'vpcrcpov,

o See

10.

Cf. xt. 23.
1

cto| av lavrovs (they arrayed

—

or appointed themselves made this their
business) implies a systematic laying out
of themselves for service, such as is possible only to those free to dispose, as they
choose, of their persons and their time ;
see this idiom in Plato, Rep., ii., 371C.
" The saints" can
hardly be the Jerus.
saints of ver. x, since cU SiaicovCav is
quite general, and the last words of ver.
16 imply manifold Christian labour ; the
present commission of St. to Eph. is an
instance of " service to the saints ". P.
" exhorts " his " brethren . . . that
you
also (in return for their service to you)
submit yourselves to such as these (t.
ToiovTots, referring to the interpolated
o?SaT« k.t.X.), and to every one that

—

—

shares in the work and labours ". These
persons did not constitute a body of

Church officers ; we find no traces as yet
of an official order in the church of Cor.
the Ap. enjoins spontaneous submission
to the direction of those able and disposed to lead in good works. The prp.
in <ruv-ep-yovvTi refers not to St. specifically, still less to P., but generally to cooperative labour in the Church, while
KomwvTt implies labour carried to the
point of toil or suffering (see note on
xrfiros, iii. 8; also xv. 58).
Loyal and
hard work in the cause of Christ earns
willing respect and deference in the
Church : cf. 1 Thess. v. 12 f.
Vv. 17, 18. " But I rejoice at the
presence (or coming) of Stephanas, and
Fortunatus, and Achaicus." The stress
lying on irapovo-Cqi explains the intro" You must show
respect to
ductory hi :
such men, when they reach home ; but I
am glad that just now they are here".
Fortunatus (Lat. name, and common)
:

—

and Achaicus (Gr., and rare) are Stephanas' companions in the deputation;
the three will speedily return to Cor.
Since P. thus commends them at the
end of his Ep., written in reply to the
Letter they had brought from Cor., perhaps they were to be its bearers also.
On Stephanas, see i. 16. The two latter

—

names are also h.ll. in N.T. ; a Fortunatus
appears in Clement's list of emissaries
from Rom. to Cor. (ad Cor. § 65). Ed.
supposes all three to be slaves (Achaicus,
at least, resembles a slave-name), and
identifies them with ol t. XXotjs of i. 11
but this does not comport with the position given to Stephanas in w. 15 f.
see, further, note on i. n.
(" I rejoice
at their presence), because the (or my)
lack of you these have filled up ". vpl;

—

;
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20.

CP,

syr«cb. ins.

'ocriraCtTCii,
*

n

P to- k a,

d<nrc(£on-ai

<ri>v

»ttj

w

2

_.

t»

w Fi ni » of
,

'Var'

«£cfi£
"

d<nrd£oKT<u uuac; 01 doeXobol im^tcs.

Epp., exc. a Pet., 1 Jo., Jude.
x See ver. x.
ver. 13.
a Rom. xvi. 5 ; Col. iv. 15 ; Phm. a.
1

'Acria$-

"iroXXd 'AKu'Xas Kai ripicnaXXa, 8

95*

w

"&"
Tim.
of other

«.

y Rom. xvi. 2 ff. see vii. 22 above, etc.
z See
b Acts ii. 46, v. 4a ; ef. m •uur xi. 34 above.
;

,

wacrau

^CDKP.

tfBMP,

cunratorrai:

BGLM,

17, vg. (best codd.) cop.

etc

See note below.

4

DG, latt. vg„ Clem., Pelag. add wap* oi« kcu gcvitopcu (apud quos
an1 ancient gloss, contradicting the euro 4>iXiinrwv of the
Subscription.
bscription.
Ttpoy represents the objective gen. {cf.
xv. 31) : the presence of the three with
P. could not make up any lack in Cor.,
but it made up to P. for the absence of
the Cor., supplying him,
representatively,
with their desired society. El. and others
read the poss. pron.
"what
subjectively

—

you were lacking

in

(t.e.,

your want of

access) towards me": this constr. is
consistent with the usage of voT€pt)p.a (see
but the former suits better the
pads.)
;

antithesis to irapovarCa (Ed.), and Paul's
" For
fine courtesy.
they refreshed

—

—and yours."

spirit

describes

my

avairavw (see parls.)

the restful effect of friendly

converse and sympathy. Paul adds ical
vfxwv, realising that the comfort of heart
received by himself will react upon his
friends at Cor. : the Cor. will be cheered
to know that their fellowship, in the
persons of S., F., and A., has so greatly
cheered him at a time of weariness and
heavy trial (cf. 2 Cor. ii. 3, vii. 3).
Ver. 186 repeats in another form the
advice of ver. 16 : "

Acknowledge (know
For
well) then such men as these".
tovs toiovtov«, see parls., and ver. 16.

—

tirryivwcrictt (see parls.) denotes strictly
accurate knowledge, of persons or things;
but knowledge of personal qualities im-

plies

corresponding regard to and treat-

ment of those who possess such qualities
cf 1 Thess. v. ia f.
Final Greetings, xvi. 19-24.
§ 60.
The Ep. closes with three public salutations from the Christians surrounding P.
at Ephesus to their brethren at Cor. (19,
2oa), followed by a request to the latter,
:

such as appears besides in

x

Thess., 2

Rom., and

Phil., to "salute one
" in token of
another
brotherly union,
and of communion with those who now
send their greetings (206). The letter is
then sealed with the writer's personal

Cor.,

salutation

(21-24)

penned by

his

own

hand, and stamped with a characteristic
double motto peculiar to this Ep., which

et

hosbitor)—

expresses the supreme peril and supreme
consolation of the Christian calling
(22).
Vv. 19, 20a. Three successive clauses,

headed by

acrircf&opai

:

" There salute

you the Churches of Asia. There saluteth
you in the Lord abundantly Aquila and
Prisca, with
their house.

the

assembly (church) at
There salute you all the

The pi. expression, ol 4krr\% 'Ao-ias, accords with what

brethren".
•cXijcriai

appears elsewhere as to the general diffusion of the Gospel in the province of
Asia during Paul's three years' ministry
at Eph. (Acts xix. 10, 26; Col. i. 6, ii. 1,
iv. 13, 16),

and as

to the solidarity of the

Asian Churches gathered round Eph., to
which collectively the Revelation of John,
and probably the (so-called) Ep. to the
Ephesians, were addressed. While P.
had not personally visited all these communities (Col. ii. z), he was in touch
with them and knew their mind towards
their brethren in Greece.
Desiring a

more

catholic feeling in the Cor. Church
(see note on i. 2), P. makes the most of
these Church greetings.
The second
salutation has a note of personal warmth,
as the first of catholic breadth : Aq. and

—

Prisca

—

"send much greeting" (iroXXa
in requests and wishes, im-

cf. 12, etc.

—

or intensity, or both)
not as a matter of
ordinary friendship, but in the way of
love and service to Christ. This worthy
pair entertained the Ap. in Cor. when he
first came there (Acts xviii. x ff.) ; on
some occasion (perhaps about this time
at Eph.) they risked their lives for his

frequency
and " in the Lord "
plies

(Rom.

xvi. 4).

—

;

They had now migrated

to Eph., where they reappear some years
later in 2 Tim. iv. 19 ; see notes on Rom.
further history.
their
xvi. 3 ff., for
Thrice their names figure in the Acts,
Prisca first
and thrice in the Epp.
"
only in Acts) four times
(" Priscilla
see Hort's ProUgom. to Rom. and Eph.,
pp. 12 ff., Sand.-Headlam, Romans, pp.

—

:
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21.

•Ayf*.

nAY'AOY- 22. f «eT

'tis

'

ofi

O *d<nroa^s,

h

t^ h Ku>ov

<ptXei

'

i

Pet.' v.

i. a.
6tA«» in this sense, Mt. xxvi.
./nArj^a besides, Lk. vii. 4s, xxii. 48 ; Prov. xxvii. 6; Cant. L
14.
d Col. iv. 18 ; a Th. iii. 17.
noun besides.
48, etc. ; K*Ta<j><.kt», Acts xx. 37 ; 5 ezx. in
e Gal. vi. 11 ;
fa Tim. iii 10 ; Mt. zvi. 24 ; Rev. ziv. 11.
Mt. zxiii. 7 ; Lk. i. 29, etc.
19.
_ii
h Jo. zzi. IS
vn. »
C/. note c above.
9.

c.

GQ.
Pbm.

£

i

ff., also Rom. <uf for. above, on the
conjectures associated with this lady's
name. The vb. is sing., the two sending
one greeting. The "ecclesia at their
house" can scarcely mean the whole

418

—

Eph. Church, but some neighbouring
to gather, more
part of it accustomed
or less formally, at Aquila's hospitable
hearth. If P. lodged with A. (see txtl.
note), as he had done in Cor., the house

would be a rendezvous
Christians: cf.

Philem.

2,

Acts

Rom.
xii.

for

Ephesian

xvi. 5, Col. iv. 15,
01 d8e\<f>ol irdV-

12.

—

T€« comprise the whole body of Ephesian
believers, in distinction from the smaller
circle of Aquila's house, and from the
mass of the Asian Christians.
Ver. 206. iv 4>iA"r]p.aTi ayltf = Iv $i\t]|ian cvydinris (1 Peter v. 14). This Heb.
custom of the sacred kiss is retained, at
Communion, by the Greek and Eastern
Churches ; it died out in the West from
the 13th cent., after having been the
subject of many Conciliar limitations,
occasioned by its abuse in the decline of
ayitf by posisimplicity.
predicative "in a kiss that is
in
Diet, of ChrisSee Art. Kiss

Christian
tion

holy

is

".

—

tian Antiquities.
Vv. 21-24. Paul's autograph salutation, which authenticates the letter (cf. 2
Thess. iii. 17), includes the title of the

greeting (21), the double motto (22), and
the greeting proper— in two wishes (23 f.).
Ver. 21. 6 ao-irao-|i,os t. Ip-g x ci pt>

—

riAY'AOY: "the sanation, with my own
hand, of PA UL ". RaiiXov apposed to
inscribed with the distinction
Tjj Ip/Q, and

—

—

of a personal signature.
Up to this
point, the Ep. was presumably written by
another hand (cf. Rom. xvi. 22).
Vv. 22, 23. With pen in hand, Paul
must needs give expression, in two words,
to the pent-up feeling under which he has
written a fiery seal burnt upon the last
leaf of the Letter ch. vi. 12-17 of Gal.
occupies a like place in that Ep. The
sentiment, or motto, of the ao-1ra.o-p.0s
forms two clauses (a) " If any one loves
not the Lord, let him be anathema ".
ov (instead of p.i|) in hypothetical clauses
may rest upon the vb., constituting " it a
(so
negative term sc., "hates the Lord
Ed. : cf. vii. 9, xi. 6, xv. 13 and Rom.

—

;

—

:

—

;

The

vii.

ao,

where ov Qfkm

a nolo)

;

but

Wr.

(PP« 599-6o2) rightly distinguishes such
instances as this and ix. 2 (cf. note) from the
above class of combinations, accounting
for the ov as contradictory to some tacit

assertion
"

—"

if any one does not love the
he ought, or pretends, to do)
it is a
spurious love that is accursed a
cold, false heart which, knowing the
Lord, does not really love Him (cf. viii.
1 ff., xiii. 1 f.).
The use of duXc'w for
avairaw (only in Tit. iii. 15 elsewhere in
P.: cf. the interchange in John xxi.
15

Lord

ff.) is

Gm.,

(as

—

noticeable
s.v.

:

for the distinction, see
Cr., s.v. aYairaw

:

duXiw;

;

Trench, N.T. Syn., § 12.— ov <|>iXei
strikes a deep note of accusation
it is a
charge of heartlessness human affection
to the Master is wanting, to
say nothing
of higher feeling, as with Judas and his

—

;

traitor kiss (see Mt., xxvi. 47
f.) ; perhaps
4V d)iXi]fiaTi. just above
suggested this
duXci.
Paul's curse on the Lord's false

—

lovers recalls xii. 3 (see note on dva'Ocua)
the haters of Jesus outside the Church,

:

"

anathema "
inspired by Satan, call Him
instead of " Lord " ; and those who bow
the knee to Him with a feigned heart are
themselves anathema this cry a retort
to that.—^rJTw for itrrw (see Wr.,
p.

—

prevails in

N.T.

;

it is

common in later

85)
Gr.

(b) The second clause of the motto,
Mapav d8a, is Aramaic transliterated into

Gr.

;

the original cannot be quite certainly

restored.

presents

— Mapav,
Maran

it

is fairly certain, re-

or

(Syrian)

Maran'a

(Aramaic: the final 'a of the suffixed
noun having coalesced with the initial
'a of the vb.), and add the
pf. Peal of
But it is doubtful
'*tha\ to come.
whether '«tha' is strictly past " our Lord
hath come" (so Cm. and the ancients,
with the Syriac Vers. and Kautzsch in
his Gramm. d. Bib.-Aramaischen, pp. 12
and 174 see also Field's Otium Norvic,
or whether the pf. should
iii., pp. no f.)
be rendered proleptically " Our Lord
cometh," "will come," "is at hand,"
after the manner of Phil. iv. 5, 1 Thess.
iv. 14 ff., James v. 7 ff., Rev. i. 7, iii. n,
xxii. 20.
The latter sense accords with
the context, with the strain of ch. xv.,
and with the N.T. attitude towards our
Lord's return see i. 7, xi. 26, 1 Thess. i.

—

;

;

;

:

—
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Maccx.
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n.

iXiinrwK 01&

ripos K^piveious irp^tj fyp<tyl Att6

oupToufdToo Kai 'Ax "*
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'

pctf fluay.

Itc^o

icat

TiuoO&w. 6

'
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befow.

m2Cor.xHi.
18; Phil.hr. 23;

iTh.va8; tTh.JUl.il; Phm.
n
Phil.

xvi.ao,*^Gal.vi.
*•*?*•. * Cor.jriii. p; Acti xv 11.
r. B. 4, 19
Mt. xxit.
3 Phm. 5, 7 Rev.
;

;

iOm.

I

*,

o-

5

ovv

X p ktt o v

N

m
#

;

Subj. gen.,
Jo. xv. 9 f.

ABC*M,

i.

KP,

17.

?5 j Rev. xxii.
«J;"i

«. 'vJifho™'
Th"

Tk UL6 ;'»

'9; Col". J.'s,

H.l. for thi.

form of wiih

;

cf.

2 Cor. xii 15.

syr»ch., Victorin., Pelag.
The arm. vers.,

Itjo-. xp. is a Western and Syrian addition.
«1P" to Kvpiov.
cod. of vg., and a few Ff., add Itjo-ow alone.
3
Some edd. write papavaOa as a single word.

8

ALP, many minn., cop. syrtch.,
*0m. XpKTtov N*B, 17, 73,
Lachm. and R.V., who retain Xp.
6
Om. a|it|v BFM, 17. So all

add
one

several Ff., ins. tjjiwv.

oldest vg. go., Thdrt.
crit.

edd.; only

Lachm.

So the

exit,

brackets.

A

edd., exc.

liturgical

addition.

The Subscription, as in other Epp., varies much in form. fr$ABC* rea d ^p^
KopivOtovs d, as at the beginning of the Ep. The received Subscr., due probably
to a misunderstanding of ver. 5 (Maxc8oviav yap Sicpxopai), appears first in the
3
Syrian uncc. KL. B P and a few others have, more correctly, rypa^r) airo E^co-ov.
8

10, etc. So most moderns. Bickell, Gd.,
and a few others, would read Mar an' a
" Our
tha\ making the vb. imfv.
"

—

a wish expanded in 2 Cor. into
the Trinitarian blessing of ch. xiii. 13 ;
(2) in the further wish, peculiar to this
in keeping with Rev.
Lord, O come
Ep. and fitting in view of the frequent
but
this
is
in
censures of the letter, which might seem
xxii.
20;
questionable
The to indicate alienation on the writer's part
grammar, and less appropriate.
exclamation, like 'A00a (Rom. viii. 15, (cf. iv. 14 f., 2 Cor. xi. xi, xii. 15 Gal.
Gal. iv. 6) and *Ap.tjv, was probably iv. 16 ff.)—" My love be with you all in
Many Cor. Christians
caught up by Gentile Christians from the Christ Jesus ".
first preachers, who in moments of rapranged themselves under other leaders,
ture naturally reverted to their mother many criticised and opposed the Ap.,
tongue cf. Ed. ad he. Such salient and some he has been obliged to threaten
mystic phrases might serve as watch- with the "rod" (iv. 21); nevertheless he
words, or on occasion as passwords, desires his love to "all," and that abid"
amongst the early Christians. In Didactic, ingly, with you all, in Christ Jesus"
who is the basis and bond of love
x. 6, Mopav &0a stands as the closing
formula of the Thanksgiving Prayer at amongst His people.
Mr., Hn., Bt.
the Eucharist, apparently in the sense of read the last sentence as a matter-ofxi. 26 above.
For other interpretations, fact, not a wish, understanding krAv
"
love is with you,
numerous and often fanciful, see the instead of ffij
but
this destroys the parallelism
N.
also
ad
in
Mr.-Hn.
etc.";
loc,
digest
Schmidt in the Journal of Bibl. Liter., with ver. 23 (see El.). The sentence expresses an aspiration rather than an
1894, i., ii., 50 ff.
"
"
Vv. 23, 24. Having uttered the great actuality. Paul's love in Christ Jesus
with those who
watchword of the waiting Church, Paul is not, strictly speaking,
M love not the Lord "
has only to add his personal benediction
(21), nor with those
"
"
destroy the temple of God
(iti.
upon the readers: (1) in his favourite who
nor with the culprit of v. 1-5.
phrase of farewell, desiring them Christ's 17),
1

—

grace

—

;

;

—

—
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